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Preface: International Conference on Mathematics, Engineering and Industrial
Applications 2014
(ICoMEIA 2014)
28–30 May 2014
Penang, Malaysia
On behalf of the organizing committee, we would like to express a deep appreciation to all presenters, authors
and participants for their participation in ICoMEIA 2014. This biannual event was successfully organized by the
Institute of Engineering Mathematics, Universiti Malaysia Perlis (UniMAP) as a medium for research meeting and
discussion among researchers, academicians and students. We are proud to announce that ICoMEIA 2014
warmly welcomed more than 300 participants from 21 countries worldwide in this three day event.
The ICoMEIA 2014 brings together the latest research findings and discoveries in mathematics, engineering
and industrial applications. In other words, this conference offers a platform for synergistic collaborations and
ideas interchange between experts in mathematics and engineering sectors. The objective of the conference is
highly related to the theme “Bridging Mathematics and Engineering in the Future” which we think that
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Wireless Communication and Their Mathematics
Shozo Komaki
Malaysia-Japan International Institute of Technology, Universiti Teknologi Malaysia,
Jalan Semarak, 54100 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Abstract. Mobile phone and smart phone are penetrating into social use. To develop these system, various type of
theoretical works based on mathematics are done, such as radio propagation theory, traffic theory, security coding and
wireless device etc. In this speech, I will mention about the related mathematics and problems in it.
Keywords: Traffic; propagation; modulation and coding.
PACS: 42.30.Lr

INTRODUCTION
Communication technology is classified by the seven layer functions, those are defined by seven layered model
of ISO Open System Interface (OSI). TABLE 1 shows layer function and related mathematics. Mathematics are
concentrated mainly at the relatively lower layers, for ex. Physical, Link and Network layers, and mainly related
with statistics.
Figure1 shows the communication system model, in which communication channel, networking and routing has
established. Coding are classified by two parts, i.e. source coding and channel coding. Source coding is utilized to
compress information redundancy and/or enhance security, such as JPEG MPEG and DES, etc. Channel coding is
utilized to maximize channel capacity to mitigate channel characteristics of noise, fading, interference and collision
among same system, such as Nyquist Filtering, Gray coding, modulation and Multiplexing, etc. Also error detection
and correction is the function in both coding.
TABLE (1). OSI Seven Layer Model for Communication and their function and relating Mathematics.
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FIGURE 1. Comation link model and required technology relating with mathematics.

INFORMATION THEORY AND MATHEMATICS
Source Coding
Information theory is applied to the source coding to reduce information size. Related mathematic is founded by
Shannon1, such as Information size shown in Eq. 1 and 2. Where ܪ ܲ denote information volume of code I
( i=1,..., n) and their possibility, respectively, and  ܪdenotes total information volume of all codes.
ܪ ൌ  ܲ ݈݃ሺͳȀܲ ሻ  ൌ െܲ ݈݃ሺܲ ሻ

(1)

 ܪൌ  െ σୀଵ ܲ ݈݃ሺܲ ሻ

(2)

FIGURE 2 (a) shows total information volume H can be maximized in case of two codes has same probability.
This criterion is applied to the recent information source coding algorithm for redundancy suppression. FIGURE 2
(b) shows un-reciprocal source coding, ex. JPEG. In this coding higher space frequency information is suppressed.
Coding for security is one of the source coding, however this is skipped in this document for the lack of space.

(a) Information volume or Entropy of
two code case with possibility p.

(b) Example of un-reciprocal source coding,
i.e. JPEG

FIGURE 2. Source coding and Mathematics.
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Channel Coding, Modulation and Channel Capacity
Channel capacity is known as the Shannon's equation, shown in the following equation.
 ܥൌ ݈݃ܤଶ ሺͳ  ܵȀܰሻ,

(3)

where C, B, S and N denote channel capacity, bandwidth, signal power and noise power, respectively. This channel
capacity is the maximum value and channel coding can get this capacity without error. Various channel coding
methods are researched and developed. In the wireless area, modulation and demodulation technology is included in
channel coding, and various methods are investigated. FIGURE 3 shows the modulation and demodulation block
diagram. FIGURE 4 shows channel capacity of various types of modulation formats. Quadrature Amplitude
Modulation (QAM) and Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) with trellis coding are utilized to
enhance spectrum efficiency. Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) method is utilized to generate OFDM signal.
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FIGURE 3. Modulation and demodulation technology as a channel coding.

FIGURE 4. Channel capacity of various type of modulation format.
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Channel Model and Fading
Channel coding is closely depends on the channel characteristics and optimization for channel is inevitable.
Channel models are classified in FIGURE 5 (a). Mathematical treatment of channel characteristics of multipath
fading is Rayleigh fading model and shown in FIGURE 5 (b). Rayleigh distribution is shown as following equation
and their extended models are widely adopted in mobile communications.
ݏሺݐሻ  ൌ  σ ܵ ሺݐሻ  ൌ ܴݔሺݐሻܿ ݐ߱ݏ ݆ܴݕሺݐሻݐ߱݊݊݅ݏ

(4)

ݔሺݐሻ  ܰ אሺͲǡͳሻǡ ݕሺݐሻ ܰ אሺͲǡͳሻǡ ݔሺݐሻ  ٣ ݕሺݐሻ

(5)

where s(t), ݏሺݐሻǡ ܵ ሺݐሻǡ ߱ǡ ݐǡ ܴǡ ݆ǡ ܰሺͲǡͳሻ denote received signal wave form, n-th received multipath signal
component, carrier angular frequency, time, Received signal amplitudes, imaginary unit and Normal distribution
with mean 0 and variance 1, respectively.

(a) channel model and classification

(b) Multipath fading and Rayleigh Fading

FIGURE 5. Channel model and their classification.

In MIMO (multi input multi output) technology area, water filling algorithm. This algorithm operates the
combined parameters of propagation and information theory, as shown in FIGURE 6. This algorithm is based on the
optimum output power allocation to high evaluation parameter channels. This technology may be extension of space
diversity technologies using multipath cancellation.2,3
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FIGURE 6. Channel model and their classification.
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Traffic Model
Traffic is treated as random process, which occurrence probability has Poisson distribution, i.e. exponential
distribution in call occurrence interval. Poisson distribution is shown by the following equation, and their probability
and cumulative probability are shown in FIGURE 7.
ܲሺܺ ൌ ݇ሻ  ൌ 

ఒೖ  షഊ

(6)

Ǩ

where, ܲሺܺ ൌ ݇ሻǡ ߣǡ ݇ denote probability of number of calls X is k, average number of calls, and number of calls,
respectively.
Ather Erlung formulated call blocking probability and service waiting probability by the Erlung B and C
equations4,5, as follow,
 ܤൌ 

ܲ ൌ 

ಲಿ
ಿǨ
ಲ
ଵାσಿ
సభ Ǩ

,

(7)

ಲಿ
ಿǨ
ಲ
ೌ
ಿ ାேǨሺଵି ሻσಿషభ
సబ Ǩ
ಿ

,

(8)

where, B, P, N and A denote call blocking probability, service waiting probability, number of trunk channels and
offered traffic load, respectively.
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FIGURE 7. Call occurrence probability.

David George Kendall defined Kendall notation of traffic and system model. Traffic model /M/M/1/FIFO is used
for usual telecommunication system.
Recent traffic, such as Internet traffic, is considered as another random process according with the log-normal
distribution.
ܲሺݔሻ  ൌ 

ଵ
ξଶగఙ௫

݁

ሺೣషഋሻమ 
మమ

ି

(6)

where, ݔǡ ߤܽ݊݀ߪ denotes traffic, mean and variance of the traffic. In internet traffic, large variance is assumed. And
traffic change in time and day looks like Fractal that is relating with social movement, and this is mentioned in the
latter section of considerations.
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CONSIDERATIONS AND CONCLUSION
In the communication area, there exist problems on difference between theoretical treatment and pragmatic
treatment of measured data. Compromise theoretical values and empirical values are important and inevitable in
real application. Propagation, traffic and equipment design maters are typical fields for such treatment. Some
examples and considerations are shown in the following part. In future, social big-data treatment will be applicable
in such area and it is requested that mathematic is expanded to the social data analysis including big-data.

Nomura-Hata Equation of Empirical Propagation Characteristics
Through measurement of real circumstance, Okumura-Hata empirical formula of propagation characteristics is
defined for mobile communication in 1967-756, and widely utilized in the world. Example is shown in FIGURE 8.
Theoretical treatment and parameters are modified by the real measurement. Another applications of Ray-tracing is
also applied for indoor propagation model.

FIGURE 8. Empirical propagation formula of Okumura-Hata.

Internet Traffic and Fractal
Measured internet traffic has self- similarity in time domain. FIGURE 9 shows Poisson process, measured traffic
and traffic generated by fractal theory. Measured data is similar to fractal. These data and parameter will be
estimated empirically from big-data analysis. This may be similar as propagation model in 100 years ago.

FIGURE 9. Internet Traffic and Self-Similarity.
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Towards Intelligent Diagnostic System Employing
Integration of Mathematical and Engineering Model
Nor Ashidi Mat Isa
Imaging and Intelligent System Research Team (ISRT),
School of Electrical & Electronic Engineering, Engineering Campus,
Universiti Sains Malaysia, 14300 Nibong Tebal, Penang, Malaysia
Abstract. The development of medical diagnostic system has been one of the main research fields during years. The goal
of the medical diagnostic system is to place a nosological system that could ease the diagnostic evaluation normally
performed by scientists and doctors. Efficient diagnostic evaluation is essentials and requires broad knowledge in order to
improve conventional diagnostic system. Several approaches on developing the medical diagnostic system have been
designed and tested since the earliest 60s. Attempts on improving their performance have been made which utilizes the
fields of artificial intelligence, statistical analyses, mathematical model and engineering theories. With the availability of
the microcomputer and software development as well as the promising aforementioned fields, medical diagnostic
prototypes could be developed. In general, the medical diagnostic system consists of several stages, namely the 1) data
acquisition, 2) feature extraction, 3) feature selection, and 4) classifications stages. Data acquisition stage plays an
important role in converting the inputs measured from the real world physical conditions to the digital numeric values
that can be manipulated by the computer system. One of the common medical inputs could be medical microscopic
images, radiographic images, magnetic resonance image (MRI) as well as medical signals such as electrocardiogram
(ECG) and electroencephalogram (EEG). Normally, the scientist or doctors have to deal with myriad of data and
redundant to be processed. In order to reduce the complexity of the diagnosis process, only the significant features of the
raw data such as peak value of the ECG signal or size of lesion in the mammogram images will be extracted and
considered in the subsequent stages. Mathematical models and statistical analyses will be performed to select the most
significant features to be classified. The statistical analyses such as principal component analysis and discriminant
analysis as well as mathematical model of clustering technique have been widely used in developing the medical
diagnostic systems. The selected features will be classified using mathematical models that embedded engineering theory
such as artificial intelligence, support vector machine, neural network and fuzzy-neuro system. These classifiers will
provide the diagnostic results without human intervention. Among many publishable researches, several prototypes have
been developed namely NeuralPap, Neural Mammo, and Cervix Kit. The former system (NeuralPap) is an automatic
intelligent diagnostic system for classifying and distinguishing between the normal and cervical cancerous cells.
Meanwhile, the Cervix Kit is a portable Field-programmable gate array (FPGA)-based cervical diagnostic kit that could
automatically diagnose the cancerous cell based on the images obtained during sampling test. Besides the cervical
diagnostic system, the Neural Mammo system is developed to specifically aid the diagnosis of breast cancer using a fine
needle aspiration image.
Keywords: Medical diagnostic system; diagnostic evaluation; intelligent medical diagnosis.
PACS: 87.57.-s

INTRODUCTION
Early detection of cancer allows the patients to undergo the appropriate treatments before metastasis occurs and
this could prolong the patients’ life expectancies. For example, mammography is widely used in detecting the
abnormalities in the breasts and this approach successfully reduces the breast cancer mortality rates by 30 to 35%
[1]. Traditionally, the clinical diagnosis is performed by the physicians through their visual inspection on the
obtained imaging modalities such as the computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), etc.
These medical officers could make the appropriate diagnostics by studying and interpreting the medical data from
these imaging modalities.
While this traditional approach is useful in detecting the lesions and cancerous cells, it is impractical nowadays,
considering the capability of current medical devices and high-throughput measurement systems in producing
thousands of images and large volumes of other data per patient in seconds[2]. The substantial escalation of
complexity in these collected medical data makes it difficult for physicians to parse through the information and this
leads to longer diagnoses and prognoses times. Another limitation of this traditional approach is that, the physicians,
especially the inexperienced residents, could overlook the lesions or cancerous cells that are visible on the images
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modalities and therefore make false interpretation and diagnosis. The likelihood of such misdiagnosis is
compounded by the increasing amounts of collected medical data and the worsening of manpower crisis [1].
The intelligent medical diagnosis (IMD) system emerges as a viable option to make up the demerit of the
traditional approach and to improve the medical services[3]. The development of IMD system involves an advanced
interdisciplinary technology, considering that it combines the fundamental elements of different areas such as digital
image processing, statistical analysis, mathematical model and engineering theory, artificial intelligence, etc. [3].
An IMD system can be used as a second opinion that can assist physicians interpret images accurately and identify
potential findings to avoid incorrect interpretation or overlooking of lesions due to subjective judgment. The idea of
employing the intelligent system in the field of medicine has been introduced since the earliest 60s. Being one of the
pioneers, Ledley and Lusted [4]employed the symbolic logic and probability theory in performing the clinical
diagnosis in 1959. Since then, there have been many improvements in the scope, methods, and capabilities of IMD
systemsdue to the rapid advances in the computing and electronic imaging technologies.
The primary goal of the IMD system is to improve the diagnostic accuracy, especially in the cases of
inexperienced physician, by merging the benefits of “empirical human” and “explicit machine” [1].Compared to the
traditional diagnostic method, the IMD system is less labor intensive and it could reduce the false diagnostic due to
observational oversight. As an example, an IMD system was used in 12,860 women undergoing screening with
mammography in [5]. The clinical study has revealed that the number of cancers detected by IMD was 20% higher
than that detected by the traditional approach [5].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly presents the general concepts used in
developing an IMD system. Section 3 describes two case studies of IMD systems in details. Finally, Section 4
concludes paper.

OVERVIEW OF AN IMD SYSTEM
A desired IMD scheme allows the system to search for the same features that a physician looks for during case
review. Based on the obtained features, the IMD system then employs its embedded knowledge of statistical
analyses, mathematical modeling, engineering theories, or artificial intelligence, to detect the location of
abnormalities in the images and to allow the differentiation of disease categories. As shown in FIGURE 1, an IMD
system consists of four major components, namely 1) data acquisition, 2) data preprocessing, 3) data extraction, and
4) data classification. The details description of each major component is presented in the following subsections.

FIGURE 1. A general scheme of an IMD system.

Data Acquisition
Data acquisition stage plays an important role in converting the inputs measured from the real world physical
conditions to the digital numeric values that can be manipulated by the computer system. In the data acquisition
stage, the medical images or signals derived from CT, MRI, positron emission tomography (PET), X-ray
radiography, ultrasound imaging, fundus photography, electrocardiogram (ECG), electroencephalogram (EEG) etc.
are first obtained. FIGURE 2 illustrated some of these medical inputs.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIGURE 2. The illustration of some medical inputs: (a) CT, (b) X-ray, (c) ultrasound, and (d) ECG signal.

It is noteworthy that not all data from these imaging modalities can be obtained in digital format. For example,
the radiology devices of CT and MRI output the digital images directly[1]. In contrary, the images acquired from the
X-ray film, such as a film-screen mammogram is analog and they must be converted into the digital format via a
digitizer[6]. These digitized data sets of image or signal are then fed into the next stage of preprocessing.

Data Preprocessing
The purpose of data preprocessing is to unify the medical input data into a standard condition so that a computer
algorithm can be developed in such a way that it can be applicable to a wide range of medical input with different
qualities. A typical procedure found in this stage is the noise artifact reduction or smoothing.
Noise artifact is the distortion or error that is commonly encountered in the medical input data such as CT, MRI,
EEG, etc. The potential sources of noise artifacts include non-ideal hardware characteristic, intrinsic tissue
properties and biological behavior, assumptions underlying the data acquisition, and poor choice of scanning
parameter [7]. The presence of these noise artifacts could corrupt the medical input data and subsequently jeopardize
the clinical diagnostic quality. Considering that there are various types of noise artifacts exist, it is important to
recognize and to understand the underlying causes of these artifacts before the appropriate correction approaches are
chosen to mitigate their respective corruptive effects.
In [8, 9], the authors reviewed the cause and appearance of each type of artifact in CTand then described some
modern techniques for artifact reduction. Smith and Nayak [7] discusses three sources of commonly encountered
MRI artifacts, namely 1) off-resonance, 2) system limitations and imperfections, and 3) subject motion. They
subsequently proposed various artifact correction methods to remove the aforementioned artifacts based on their
respective causes. Repoš[10]provided the overview of the most common sources of noise in EEG signal, as well as
the methods for prevention and removal of these noises. The proposed strategies include the elimination of noise
sources, signal averaging, data rejection and noise removal. Gwin et al. [11] proposed a new correction strategy to
remove the movement artifact from high-density EEG recorded during walking and running.

Data Extraction
Considering that the current medical devices and high-throughput measurement systems are able to generate
myriad of data, it is essential for the IMD system to carry out the data extraction stage in order to reduce the
complexity of the diagnosis process. The data extraction stage involves 1) the identification of the region of interest
(ROI) and 2) the extraction and selection of the representative features. Data extraction is crucial because the
accuracy of the diagnosis depends only on the definitions of ROIs and feature extractions.
In medical field, a ROI is commonly used as a particular portion of dataset (i.e. image or signal) that is of
concern during a diagnosis. These portions could be the time or frequency of the waveform signal (1D dataset) or
the boundary on an image of an object (2D dataset). For example, the boundaries of a tumor may be defined as the
ROI of an image, for the purpose of measuring its size. Various types of approaches have been proposed to define
the ROI, namely the 1) manual or semi-automatic methodologies, where the user interacts with the system, and 2)
fully automated methodologies. The IMD system designed in [12]allows the physicians to interactively mark the
lesion as a ROI on a touch screen while he or she is examining the endoscopic images of the patients. In [13], the
seeded region growing is introduced as a semi-automatic method to identify the brain lesions in MRI of the head.
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Active contour models have been used in [14] for automatic definition and tracking of anatomical contours in 2D
medical images due to their ability to approximate accurately the random shapes of organ boundaries. In the lung
cancer diagnosis system proposed in [15], the Gabor filter is used to detect the pulmonary nodules as the ROI from
the CT images. Other techniques that can be used to identified the ROIs in medical images include the thresholding
technique, edge detection, or by using the intelligent algorithms such as artificial neural network, fuzzy logic,
etc.[1].
Once the ROIs have been identified, the IMD system needs to extract the most representative features from these
ROIs to carry on the diagnosis. Diagnostic quality is more accurate when the pattern is simplified through
representation by important features. Depending on the type of diagnostic performed, different type features could
be extracted from different medical input data via different techniques. In [16], a vector of texture and motion
features was estimated by the means of analysis of variants (ANOVA) to distinguish the symptomatic and
asymptomatic carotid atheromatous plaques. These features were then clustered into two classes using the fuzzy cmeans. For the lung cancer diagnosis system proposed in [15], a total of three orientation features of mean, variance,
and entropy of intensity are extracted from the binarized images of ROIs. The dimensional redundancy of these
features vectors are then eliminated using the principle component analysis (PCA). In [17] , various types of feature
extraction methods are employed to extract the power spectral density (PSD) from the ophthalmic and internal
carotid arterial Doppler signals for diagnosis of arterial diseases. The selected feature extraction methods are divided
into three different categories, namely 1) classical (fast Fourier transform), 2) model-based (autoregressive, moving
average, autoregressive moving average methods), and 3) time-frequency analysis (short-time Fourier transform,
wavelet transform).

Data Classification
One of the most challenging tasks for the IMD system is its ability to classify the obtained feature sets into the
proper classes. Based on the embedded decision making mechanism, these classifiers will provide the diagnostic
results (i.e. benign or malignant). Some of the widely used decision making mechanisms in the IMD systems include
1) expert system, case-based reasoning, and rule-based systems, and 2) machine learning.
The methods such as rule-based systems (fuzzy and crisp), expert systems, and case-based reasoning are derived
from the knowledge accumulated from experts of a given field[2]. The opinions, diagnoses, and prognoses of the
experts are compiled into the rule-based analysis structures according to the specific concepts developed in the
particular diagnosis solutions. In [18],the expert knowledge is compiled into fuzzy cognitive maps and fuzzy logical
structures to estimate the stage of disease using temporal information in symptom durations. Song et al. [19]
proposed an adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS), by combining the advantages of both neural network
and fuzzy inference system to automatically diagnose the breast cancer. An evidence-based clinical system of a
Bayesian model has been developed in[20]for the diagnosis of coronary artery disease. The Bayesian model used in
this expert system exhibited more promising robustness than that of logistic and linear regression models,
considering the former is still workable when several variables were missing. Kumar et al. [21] presenteda hybrid
decision support system which is designed based on both case-based and rule-based reasoning. Their proposed
system is applied to ICU facilities for aiding physicians in decision making.
Machine learning provides tools that can significantly help medical practitioners to reveal interesting
relationships in their data[22]. These machine learning-based classifiers have the ability to predict and classify
diseases fundamentally based on the employed machine learning methodology. In principle, the medical diagnostic
knowledge of the machine learning-based classifiers can be automatically derived or learnt from the description of
cases solved in the past. The derived classifiers can then be used to improve the efficiency of physicians in
diagnosing the new patients or to train the student of general physicians to diagnose patients in a special diagnostic
problem. In [22], Kononenko provided a systematic review of naïve Bayesian classifier, neural networks and
decision trees in decision support systems for medical diagnosis. Cheng et al. [23]proposed a new medical diagnosis
classifier for breast cancer by combining the support vector machines (SVM) with the artificial immune system
(AIS). Ji et al. [24]compared the performances of the variety of machine learning techniques, i.e. Adaptive Boost
(AdaBoost), Classification and Regression Tree (CART), SVM, and Radial Basis Function Neural Network (RBFNN), used in decision-making systems for traumatic injury assessment. In [16], an ensemble of classifier, which
consists of five multilayer perceptron neural networks (MLP-NN) has been developed for the detection of carotid
atherosclerosis from ultrasound images.
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CASE STUDY
In this section, two case studies of IMD systems are presented. The first case study involves the use of an IMD
system to perform the infertility diagnosis based on the sperm motility detection. This is followed by the second case
study which describes the development of an IMD system in detecting for cervical cancer. The details descriptions
of these case studies are presented in the following subsections.

Case Study on Automated Feature Based Infertility Detection Based on Sperm Motility
Detection
Approximately half of the infertility cases are related to men’s sperm, either due to the poor sperm quality or
abnormal shapes. The infertility is proved to be affected by several causes namely sperm membrane integrity, sperm
morphology and motility of the sperm. Researchers discovered that the sperm motility has significantly contributed
in causing the infertility as compared to other factors such as total sperm count or abnormal sperm morphology.
Sperm motility is defined as the ability of the sperm to move properly towards the egg for fertilization [25]. It
becomes critical at the time of fertilization because it allows and facilitates passage of the sperm through the egg
membrane. Without technology of intervention, an immotile or abnormally motile sperm will not fertilize the egg.
Hence, assessing the sperm motility is important to diagnose infertility [26, 27]. In this study, the sperm motility is
classified as normal or abnormal based on its velocity which is analyzed from the recorded sequential images of
sperm.
Studies on sperm motility analysis have been largely conducted in the past 20 years using Sprague Dawley rat
sperm [28-32] and human sperm samples [33-41]. Both studies which utilized the computer assisted sperm analysis
(CASA) on Sprague Dawley Sperm and human sperm motilities have shown promising results in sperm motility
analysis and assessment.
Although the efficacy of CASA has been demonstrated for rat and human sperm motility analyses, as well as the
impact of various treatments on sperm motility, many investigations continue to rely on manual analytical method.
The CASA system has been consistently shown to outperform such method in terms of reproducibility as well as in
the variety of obtainable parameters to describe sperm motility.
However, the CASA instruments require initialization location of the motile sperm before the sperm motility
tracking can be performed. This could introduce the complexity of the tracking system especially for the case of
clumped or agglutinated sperms as shown in FIGURE 3. In this case, the individual sperm is hardly identified and
the whole group of agglutinated sperms is identified as a piece of debris in some cases and removed from the sperm
motility analysis [42]. In certain cases, the risk of having errors in the results is accepted which causes inaccurate
detection. When this problem occurred, the concentration of the sperms is underestimated and the proportion of the
motile sperms will be overestimated [42].

FIGURE 3. Agglutinated sperms [43].

In addition, the available current technology using computer assisted sperm analysis (CASA) is unable to
distinguish between debris and sperms. Due to this problem, sperm motility analyses which currently been used in
most hospitals in Malaysia, are conducted manually (i.e. using counting chamber) and highly dependent on expert
skills. Realizing the fact, a new rapid and automatic analysis of sperm motility is developed and thus will improve
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the diagnosis of male infertility. The proposed IMD, namely the sperm motility detection system is presented in
FIGURE 4.
The data acquisition process involves collecting samples of sperm from Sprague Dawley rat. Male SpragueDawley rats (200-320 g), aged 8-10 weeks are obtained from the Laboratory Animal Research Unit, Health Campus,
UniversitiSains Malaysia (USM). The sperm is collected from the vas deferens and diluted in normal saline. Then,
the sperm is placed in 10μm deep Makler counting chamber and its motility is observed through microscope and
recorded using a video camera.
The recorded sperm motility video is then analysed where image sequence frames are extracted and preprocessed. The enhancement process is conducted to improve the visibility of the image sequence frames and
significant sperm features are highlighted. These significant features are then segmented to distinguish the sperms
from their background. The non-sperm cells that often accumulate on the image sequence frame are removed. This
process will ensure that the proposed sperm detection system only detected the sperm cells to avoid any
misidentification that could lead to inaccurate sperm trajectory analysis.
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Data Acquisition Process

Pre-processing

Sperm Feature Detection Process

Analysis of sperm behavior

Sperm Motility Detection
Analysis

End
FIGURE 4. The proposed sperm motility detection system.

Considering that most of the sperms are moving too fast, some parts of the sperm’s body are less visible. The
decrement in the visibility of the sperm region has caused the segmented foreground to be disconnected. The
disconnected objects need to be attached to their own pairs that possess similar orientation. Therefore, the behaviour
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of the sperms is analysed to where the orientation, angles, area, and centre of the sperm are identified. The
mathematical derivation of the sperm’s central moment is computed.
When issues with the disconnected object cases are addressed and resolved in the previous stage, foreground
detection is conducted to locate the centre of motile sperms as shown in FIGURE 5. The proposed system provides
an advantage compared to the other CASA instruments where automated initialization of the motile sperms is
performed prior to the tracking process. The sperms are tracked from the first to the last frames where distances
travelled by the sperms are calculated.

*The motile sperms are marked green while the immotile sperms are marked red
FIGURE 5. Examples of sperm motility detection.

The velocities of the sperms are calculated by dividing the distance travelled and frame rate. The sperm motility
is categorized into three clusters namely immotile, slow and fast progressive motile sperms based on the calculated
velocity. The sperm is classified as abnormal if its velocity is less than 1.5 pixel/second. If the velocity of the sperm
is more than 1.5pixel/second it is considered as normal. The normal group can be divided into two groups of slow
progressive motile and fast progressive motile if its velocity is less and more than 3pixel/second respectively.
The overall sperm detection system presented in this section, attested that with the knowledge in the
mathematical and engineering knowledge, the IMD system could be developed. The intelligent sperm motility
detection system has been developed and shows promising results in the diagnosis of infertility.

Case Study on an Intelligent Screening System for Cervical Cancer
In this section, a case study on an intelligent screening system for cervical cancer is presented. Cervical cancer is
the fourth most common cancer affecting women worldwide, considering that it caused 266,000 deaths in
2012[44].Despite of its high mortality rate, this disease is preventable with early detection and treatment. In fact,
cervical cancer is one of the easiest female cancers that could be prevented through the screening programmes.
Previous studies [44-46] reported that with the mortality rates of cervical cancer could be significantly reduced by
practicing the regular screening tests and follow-ups.
Two screening tests, namely the Pap Test and the HPV Test, have been introduced to prevent the cervical cancer
[47]. Specifically, the Pap Test (or Pap smear) looks for cell changes on the cervix that might become cervical
cancer whereas the HPV Test looks for the Human Papillomavirus (HPV) which can cause these cell changes. Here,
the discussion will be focusing on Pap Test.
During the Pap Test, a plastic or metal instrument, called a speculum, is used to widen the vagina and the doctor
will examine the vagina and the cervix. Samples of cells as well as mucus are collected from the cervix and the area
around it. These samples are then placed on a slide or in a bottle of liquid and examined under a microscope by
pathologists. The diagnosis of cervical cells by the pathologists is done by observing the features of these cells (i.e.
the colour of the cells, the size and area of the nucleus or cytoplasm etc.). Since cells which are infected with HPV
will demonstrates certain biological changes, these features provide useful information to tell whether there is an
abnormality on the cervical smear. Examples of the characteristics are cells morphing into the cancerous stage will
have enlarged nucleus and nucleuses of abnormal cells (LSIL or HSIL) are much darker compared to normal
cells[47].
The result of Pap Test is reported according to the Bethesda System[48], a system for reporting cervical or
vaginal cytologic diagnoses which is introduced in 1988 and revised in 1991 to establish uniform terminology and
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standardized diagnostic reports. The types of diagnosis classes are normal, pre-cancerous low-grade squamous
intraepithelial lesion (LSIL), pre-cancerous high-grade squamous intraepithelial lesion (HSIL) and cancerous
carcinoma. Conventionally, Pap Test is performed by the pathologists and the process is time-consuming. In
addition, the results of Pap Test might be inconsistent and it is subjective due to human factors such as the different
experience level of the pathologists. Consequently, this can lead to inaccuracy of diagnosis results. The
disadvantages of human-conducted Pap Test has encouraged the introduction of IMD-based intelligent screening
system in diagnostic cervical cancer to reduce the dependability on pathologists and cytotechnologists in screening
activities.
The operation of the intelligent screening system imitates the screening process of Pap Test where the input of
the intelligent screening system is the digital images of the cervical cell captured from the pap-smear slides. An
image processing algorithm will process the image and extract the important features from the cells, such as the size,
the colour intensity, the nucleus-cytoplasm area ratio and the roundness of its nucleus and cytoplasm. This
information will then be fed into a neural network based-classifier to diagnose the examined cell into Normal, LSIL,
or HSIL based on its characteristics. FIGURE 6 demonstrates the three types of cervical cell observations.

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 6. Types of cervical cells observed from the Pap smear diagnosis, namely, (a) Normal cell, (b) LSIL, and (c) HSIL.
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FIGURE 7. Operational flow of intelligent screening system.

Generally, there are several important stages involve in the intelligent screening system. FIGURE 7 demonstrates
the flow of an intelligent screening system during the diagnosis process. Image acquisition involves collecting
cervical cell samples with pap smear slides and the images of cervical cells are then captured using a digital camera
with 400 times magnification under a microscope. An automatic capturing system which is capable to locate and
position the abnormal areas is important so that the image captured is clear and correct with important information
details.
Pre-processing on cervical cell image enhances the important features of the cervical cell before it undergoes the
next stage. More specifically, pre-processing stage can be divided into two main categories, namely noise reduction
and image enhancement. Noise reduction is the process of decreasing, if not totally eliminating the unwanted effect
in the image. Some popular techniques for noise removal include mean filter and median filter. These techniques
detect the pixels with intensities which are significantly different from neighbouring pixels and change these
intensities with another computed value. Image enhancement on the other hand, is performed to improve the
appearance of an image while retaining the important information contained in the image.
The processing of cervical cell image aims to extract the important cell features which serve as the input to the
classification tool. In the intelligent screening system, the image initially goes through a segmentation process to be
segmented into three meaningful regions (i.e nucleus, cytoplasm, and background regions), having its noise and
specks to be removed as these unwanted artefacts will interfere with the feature extraction. Since the idea behind an
intelligent diagnosis system is to imitate the diagnosis process of human beings, the cervical cell characteristics
defined by the pathologists which are significant in classifying the cells into normal or abnormal cells will be used.
These features include the size of the nucleus, size of the cytoplasm, colour of the nucleus, colour of the cytoplasm
and the roundness of the nucleus. Accordingly, these features can be extracted using image processing algorithms in
parameters size of the nucleus’ area, size of the cytoplasm’s area, perimeter of the nucleus, colour of the nucleus,
colour of the cytoplasm and nucleus’ perimeter-to-area ratio. The information of the features will be used as the
input to the classification tool to classify the types of cervical cells.
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The classification tool used for this intelligent screening system is the Artificial Neural Network (ANN). ANN
operates based on human brain where the creation of the learning structure and its operational techniques is based on
the biology neural network itself. ANN is capable to store knowledge and use it thereafter. It is similar to human
brain on two aspects, where the knowledge is gained by the network through a learning process and connections
between neurons known as the weighted synapses are used to store knowledge. In general, similar to the biological
neural, an ANN is a system that consists of connecting neurons. In the system, few neurons act as input neurons
which will receive information or input data. These data will then be fed to the intermediary neurons to be
processed. The intermediary neurons are the medium between input neurons and output neurons and each neuron is
connected by a weighted connection. The weighted connections are modelled as synapses that will allow or block a
connection between two neurons. Finally, the processed data will be fed into the output neurons as a result of the
neural network system. The functionality and performance of an ANN-based system depends on the modelling of its
neurons, network architecture, and the learning process of the neural network developed. For the intelligent
screening system, the input data of the ANN is the cervical cell features extracted using the feature extraction
algorithms and the expected outputs of the system are NORMAL, LSIL, and HSIL. FIGURE 8 shows the graphical
user interface (GUI) developed in the proposed intelligent screening system. The analyses results comparison
between the conventional and the proposed intelligent screening system are presented in FIGURE 9.

FIGURE 8. The graphical user interface (GUI) developed in the proposed intelligent screening system.
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Comparison between Conventional and
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FIGURE 9. Comparison of analyses results between the conventional and proposed systems.

In overall, the developed intelligent screening system contains all the mentioned functions. The hardware of the
system includes a microscope linked to a computer with the software program of the intelligent screening system.
The input of the system is the images of cervical cell captured from the microscope. The pre-processing stage
removes unwanted artefacts and noise. Then, the contrast of the image is enhanced at this pre-processing stage to
prepare the image for the next stage, which is the feature extraction. The important features used by
cytotechnologists are extracted. Finally, with these features, ANN is implemented to classify the types of cervical
cells. The intelligent screening system is an automated screening system for cervical cancer based on the use of
image processing algorithm and artificial neural network to reduce the dependability on pathologists and
cytotechnologists in screening activities.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, the importance of the IMD systems in clinical diagnosis is explained. The development of IMD
system involves an advanced interdisciplinary technology, considering that it combines the fundamental elements of
different areas such as digital image processing, statistical analysis, mathematical model and engineering theory,
artificial intelligent, etc. Two case studies of infertility and cervical cancer detections have been presented in this
paper to investigate the feasibility of two previously proposed IMD systems in performing the clinical diagnosis.
The experimental results obtained in these case studies are prospective, considering that these two IMD-based
systems exhibit excellent diagnostic accuracy in their respective applications.
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Abstract. Capacitated arc routing problem (CARP) is the youngest generation of graph theory that focuses on solving
the edge/arc routing for optimality. Since many years, operational research devoted to CARP counterpart, known as
vehicle routing problem (VRP), which does not fit to several real cases such like waste collection problem and road
maintenance. In this paper, we highlighted several extensions of capacitated arc routing problem (CARP) that represents
the real-life problem of vehicle operation in waste collection. By purpose, CARP is designed to find a set of routes for
vehicles that satisfies all pre-setting constraints in such that all vehicles must start and end at a depot, service a set of
demands on edges (or arcs) exactly once without exceeding the capacity, thus the total fleet cost is minimized. We also
addressed the differentiation between CARP and VRP in waste collection. Several issues have been discussed including
stochastic demands and time window problems in order to show the complexity and importance of CARP in the related
industry. A mathematical model of CARP and its new version is presented by considering several factors such like
delivery cost, lateness penalty and delivery time.
Keywords: Arc routing problem; vehicle routing problem; waste collection.
PACS: 02.10.Ox

INTRODUCTION
Capacitated arc routing problem (CARP) was proposed by Golden and Wong [1], as a respond to the lacked of
graph theory which focuses on arc or edge solving for optimality. On the other hand, node routing or vehicle routing
problem (VRP) received more attention in research when compared to CARP, which is neglected comparatively. By
purpose, CARP network is designed to find a set of routes for vehicles which satisfies all pre-setting constraints in
such that all vehicles must start and end at a depot, service a set of demands on edges exactly once without
exceeding the capacity, thus the total fleet cost is minimized. CARP arises from many street services, for examples
in residential waste collection, road maintenance, pipeline inspection, winter gritting and snow plough. However in
this paper, we emphasize the CARP modelling in waste collection environment.
Both CARP and VRP are NP-hard (see [1] and [2]), but the following statements differentiate these two network
models in brief. In VRP, the vehicles are required to service the required nodes (vertices) in the network graph
exactly once without exceeding their fixed capacity. Bus passenger, retail distributions and money delivery via
security van are some typical logistics operations in VRP. In contrary, CARP is intent to service the required edges
or arcs in the network graph exactly once without violating vehicle capacity. This explanation thus separates both
models in theory and methodology and very rich in research. The design of the CARP model and its solution
techniques purposefully is to find minimum routing cost for a fleet of vehicles involved in operation. In other words,
finding minimum-cost routing is paramount in order to reduce overall transportation cost that related to vehicles.
Undirected CARP is defined on the connected graph G = (V, E); where V is a set of vertices (or nodes) and E is a
set of edges. A fleet of vehicles with fixed capacity Q is stationed at a depot V0 and they are required to service all
edges Eij  E exactly once without exceeding its capacity. In deadheading circumstance, the vehicle is allowed to
traverse each edge more than once without servicing it. Note that undirected CARP on edges is used to model the
two-way street while directed CARP is used for modelling the one-way street. Moreover, for urban streets networks
mixed CARP (undirected and directed) frequently applied to the problem. Unknown and non-negative demands, qij
> 0 and non-negative traversal cost, cij > 0 are assigned to each edge, so that qij  E and cij  E. The goal of CARP
is to determine a minimum routing cost and reduce the vehicle trips, such that each trip starts and ends at the depot.
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CARP AND VRP IN WASTE COLLECTION
Waste collection problem is often viewed as environmental and pollution issues thus many approaches have been
carried out on development of policies and improving of waste management at administration level. On the other
hand, lack study has been done on its operational.
Vehicle routing in waste collection can be categorized into two segments. First is node routing when a fleet of
trucks are required to pick-up some amount of commercial waste without exceeding its capacity and dispose them at
a specific dumpsite. In this problem, a set of customers such like shopping malls, hypermarkets, restaurants, schools,
factories and commercial buildings are represent by a set of nodes in the network graph. Usually, the problem is
modelled as VRP since the vehicle performs node to node collection. The waste is put in large containers, usually at
the back of the building or at one specific corner for easy loading. The pick-up task is done two or three times in a
week and also can have special request from the customers. VRP for municipal waste collection was firstly been
studied by Beltrami and Bodin [3] for municipality of New York. VRP in commercial waste collection problem can
be found in Kim et al. [4] where VRP with time windows (VRPTW) is designed to minimize the number of vehicles
and travel time, besides balancing the workload among the vehicles. They also considered lunch break for drivers as
a special stop that has a time window. Tung and Pinnoi [5] studied waste collection problem in Hanoi, Vietnam. In
addition to the considerations of the standard VRPTW, they considered a landfill operation and inter-arrival time
constraints between two consecutive visits at a stop.
Since VRP in waste collection is a node to node problem, it also requires the vehicles to collect the waste several
days in a week. This problem then can be seen as periodic VRP (PVRP) since the vehicles do not service their
customers every day. To our knowledge, periodic problem in VRP was firstly highlighted by Beltrami and Bodin
[3]. In their study, some nodes required 3-days services per week while some other nodes need 6-days services.
Angelelli and Speranza [6] formulated the periodic VRP with intermediate facilities (PVRP-IF) by choosing a
visiting schedule randomly to each customer and constructing vehicle routes on each day. Another periodic VRP for
the separate collection of recycle wastes (glass, paper and plastic/metal) can be seen in Texiera et al. [7]. Recyclable
waste problem was modelled as pick-up and delivery VRP (PDVRP) in Aringhieri et al. [8], where several
containers need to be collected at each collection point and bring them to an appropriate disposal plant. A survey on
vehicle routing in the solid waste industry in North America can be found in Golden et al. [9].
The second segment exists in residential waste collection when a fleet of trucks perform door to door collection
when they are on routes. This problem definitely is CARP where the service is given to customers (houses) located
on the edges. When routing, the capacity of vehicles is increased until it is nearly full or fully loaded, thus an
emptying process need to be done at a dumpsite before the vehicles can resume to the next collection.
Ghiani et al. [10] considered CARP with intermediate facilities (CARPIF), where a vehicle starts from one depot
but has a set of recharge nodes. In real applications, the intermediate facilities can be the dumpsites for waste
collection or salt storage halls for winter gritting. Sniezek et al. [11] introduced CARP with vehicle-site dependency
(CARPVSD) that prohibits a vehicle of a certain class from servicing or traversing the street because of some
facility limitations. Each vehicle class has a restriction on the streets that it can or cannot service. For example, some
streets are too narrow or some bridges can only support to a limited weight. These conditions force the service
provider to use a certain class of vehicle in solid waste collection in Philadelphia.
Very few studies are considered external factors such like temperature and weather that have influences onto
CARP model. To our knowledge, Amponsah and Salhi [12] considered environmental aspects and hot weather
affects onto garbage collection in Ghana in order to minimize the cost and environmental impact. A paper by Ismail
and Ramli [13] is taking into account of rainy factor that affected the waste weight for modelling CARP with
stochastic demands (CARPSD). In the paper, household refusals react as a big sponge that absorbs rain drops thus
increased the total weight. This parameter consequently burdened the vehicle capacity and extra trips are needed to
complete all collections.
Inspired by household refuse collection problem in Lisbon, Mourão and Amado [14] aimed to design the tours
for vehicles which passed through mixed (directed and undirected) network. In their MCARP, the vehicles start
from a depot, move to crew base to pick-up the crew then to collecting quarter before dumping at a dumpsite. Chu et
al. [15] provide cost solutions in weekly basis since road networks in residential area are not service everyday in
their periodic CARP (PCARP) model. Based on real case of refuse collection in Troyes, France, Lacomme et al.
[16] minimized the bi-objective CARP, the total duration of the trips and duration of the longest trip. Bautista et al.
[17] proposed mixed CARP with turn constraints (MCARPTC) then applied in modelling street network of Sant Boi
de Llobregat, Barcelona, Spain which taking into account the traffic regulations. In their study, some traversals are
forbidden for some links (e.g.: one-way street and too narrow street). A recent MCARP solution can also been found
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in Gouveia et al. [18] that model the real street networks of waste collection in Lisbon, Portugal. Ghiani et al. [19]
applied capacity and length constraint for arc routing problem with intermediate facilities (CLARPIF). In the model,
dumpsites or incinerators are considered as intermediate facilities for emptying process and viewed as delivery
process instead of collections.

Stochastic Demand
In residential waste collection, demands on edges are unknown and randomly distributed to a certain distribution.
In consequence, typical CARP can be extended to its dynamic demand version namely CARP with stochastic
demands (CARPSD). Waste operators or managers usually find it is hard to send the correct number of vehicles in
order to pickup all demands in smoothly manner due to difficulty in guessing the waste weight. This variable
affected the vehicle capacity and trips thus could increase the total cost if improper planning of vehicles occur.
Stochastic demand in waste collection is considered more complicated than other CARP since the vehicles
perform pickup process. In waste collection, the amount of waste to be picked-up is unknown. Comparatively,
delivery CARP such in road maintenance or winter gritting, the amount of bitumen or salt to be spread on roads is
easy to measure since they are depend on the length of roads that need to be covered. Hence, stochastic demand for
CARP receives very little attention and considerably a new problem which firstly appeared in Fleury et al. [20]. In
the paper, random demand is assumed distributed to Gaussian and vehicle’s capacity is reduced 10% to improve the
solution cost and trips. Christiansen et al. [21] modelled Poisson distribution for demand on edges for CARPSD
model but not directly applied in waste collection. More recently, Ismail and Ramli [13] presented CARPSD in
waste collection when external factor like rain drops increased the waste weight and caused more trips and
prolonged the routing time. It is possible to have different models based on some behavior in waste collection in
order to modelling them accurately (see Ismail and Ramli [22]).

Time Window
In many transportation systems each customer specifies a period of time, called a time window in which the
service must occur. The objective is to find a set of routes for the vehicles, where each route begins and ends at a
depot, serves a subset of customers without violating the vehicle capacity and time window constraints, while
minimizing total traversal cost. In CARP with time window (CARPTW), arriving earlier at one location induces a
waiting time while arriving later is penalized.
Time window constraint is considered one important factor in logistics systems and street services. In some
countries, vehicle crews must satisfy several rules that related with time provided by union contract or company
regulations. Thus, time window inherits several components such like working period, maximum duration of
working and driving periods, number and duration of breaks during service cycle and overtime [23].
CARPTW received limited attention in the literature when compared to its VRPTW counterpart. Indeed, time
window constraint in waste collection is very sparse in literature. Eglese [24] firstly highlighted CARPTW in winter
gritting. In his paper, streets are categorized into two segments; streets must be treat within 2 hours are put in
category-1 while category-2 for streets that can be treat within 4 hours after call out. Obviously, street treatment
(salt spreading) is more crucial in winter gritting problem due to traffic and safety reasons. CARPTW also appeared
in PhD dissertation by Wøhlk [25]; where two mathematical models are presented for the problem. She proposed
one model based on constructing a node duplicated on which the integer linear programming was built. Another
model based on a transformation into equivalent vehicle routing problem, the VRPTW. In addition, Reghioui et al.
[26] also studied CARPTW in which the objective is to minimize the total distance.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR CARP
A CARP model is designed to seek for minimization of routing cost for a fleet of vehicles or trips. In this paper,
the CARP model is given as follows:
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Equation (1) ensures route discrete continuity. The equation (2) states that each edge with positive demand is
serviced exactly once. The equation (3) guarantees that the traversal circuit k covers the edge (i, j)  R more than
once for deadheading paths. Vehicle capacity is not violated on account of equation (4). The equation (5) prohibits
the formation of (infeasible) subtours. Linear formulations are given in equations (6) and (7).

yijk

1 if the edge (arc) (i, j)  R is covered in trip k;
0 otherwise.

M is a large constant greater than or equal to the sum of traversals of edges and arcs in a given S  R, V[S] is the set
of nodes incident to the arc set S, k denotes a trip, and K is the maximum number of trips allowed.

CARP with Delivery Time Window
Incorporating time element into CARP is difficult, obviously because it needs many time variables to consider.
In waste collection, total operation time including service time, routing time and delivery time. Service time is the
time taken by the vehicle to collect, load and compress the garbage. In real-life operation and especially within a
dynamic setting the on-site service time is subjected to stochasticity. In most distribution contexts, the on-site
service time in municipal waste collection involves picking-up and compressing the household refusals. Routing
time is the time taken by the vehicle to move from one arc to another arc. Lastly, delivery time is the time taken by
the vehicle from the last customer to the dumpsite for disposal activity. Due to the randomness of routing time (or
travel time) on links, arrival time at each customer location is also characterized as a random variable. Since the
real-time traffic conditions for every link is unknown before departure, arrival time at each customer is difficult to
predict. An approximate CARPTW model in waste collection is shown in Ismail and Ramli [27].
For waste collection problem in Malaysia, delivery time from the last pickup customer to a dumpsite can be
categorized into soft or hard time constraints. Usually, the dumpsite operates from 7 am until 7 pm and closed at
night due to safety reason. Time [7 am, 5 pm] is considered as normal time window when the disposal activity is
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usually carried out. Meanwhile, time (5 pm, 7 pm] is considered as soft time window where a vehicle is permitted to
enter the dumpsite but with a lateness penalty. Moreover, a vehicle is totally forbidden to enter the dumpsite if it is
too late (after 7 pm). In this case, the vehicle is said to violate the hard time window and too late penalty will be
imposed. FIGURE 1 depicts the relationship between time windows and their penalty costs of being late.

FIGURE 1. Relationship between time windows and penalty costs.

In FIGURE 1, arrival within normal time window is depicted as [0, s]. However, time window is violated within
acceptable delay is shown in (s, S]. Vehicle operators will be charge a penalty cost of P1 if the arrival time is within
this soft time window. Violations of hard time window and penalty cost is shown by P2 if arrival is too late with
unacceptable delay, At > S. The penalty cost, due to violating the upper bound of the time window can be formulated
as
0 if At = [0, s]

P

P1 if At = (s, S]
P2 if At > S.

In order to determine delivery time, let td denotes the delivery time on the link (vn, vo). Let A and Ac denotes the
set of links without traffic congestion and with probability of traffic congestion respectively, A  Ac . For every link
(vn, vo)  A, td on link (vn, vo) can be expressed as td ( n,o) E( n,o) , where E is a time parameter. Assume some links of
Ac have the probability p of being congested. For every link (vn, vo)  Ac , delivery time td ( n,o)

p E ( n , o )  E( n , o ) .

Thus,

td ( n , o )

E(n,o) if (vn, vo)  A
pE(n,o) + E(n,o) if (vn, vo)  Ac

We extended this formula to calculate delivery cost, cd from node vn (last collected customer on link) to node vo
(dumpsite). For every link (vn, vo)  A, cd on link (vn, vo) can be expressed as cd ( n,o )
parameter. Delivery cost, cd ( n,o ) which affected by traffic congestion is given by cd ( n,o)

D(n,o) if (vn, vo)  A
cd ( n,o )

(pD(n,o) + D(n,o)) if (vn, vo)  Ac

Overall, the penalty costs incurred into delivery cost is given by
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D( n,o) , where D is a cost
pD( n,o)  D( n,o) . Thus,

cd(n,o) + 0 if 0 d td ( n,o) d s for (vn, vo)  A
cd(n,o) + P1 if s  td ( n,o ) d S for (vn, vo)  A
cd(n,o) + P2 if td ( n,o ) ! S for (vn, vo)  A

c p ( n,o )

(pE(n,o) + E(n,o)) D(n,o) + 0 if 0 d td ( n,o) d s for (vn, vo)  Ac
(pE(n,o) + E(n,o)) D(n,o) + P1 if s  td ( n,o ) d S for (vn, vo)  Ac
(pE(n,o) + E(n,o)) D(n,o)+ P2 if td ( n,o ) ! S for (vn, vo)  Ac

Notation cd ( n,o ) is the delivery cost per unit time from last customer vn to the dumpsite vo. E( n, o ) is the time taken
by the vehicle to deliver the loads from last customer to the dumpsite. Both D ( n,o ) and E( n, o ) are fixed parameters
determined by the vehicle’s operator. A and A’ represent the traffic conditions without and with congestions
respectively. Meanwhile p is the probability for traffic of being congested in A’.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, literatures on several routing problem (namely CARP and VRP) is reviewed. In waste collection
for instance, the routing problem usually is formulated into CARP. This methodology is caused by the customers’
demands in the street networks of urban waste collection is located on the edges (or arcs), not at the nodes.
Meanwhile VRP in waste collection is limited to roll-on-roll-off collection (commercial) where the operation is
performed at certain locations such like wet market, school, shopping mall, restaurants and commercial outlets. For
these reasons, waste collection routing problem in residential area is more suited to CARP.
In CARP context, this domain received little attention and leaves many areas to be explored, compared to VRP.
CARP with stochastic demands is very sparse in literature and considerably a new extension. So far, the demands in
CARPSD are assumed to be stochastic according to two different distributions as described in this paper. Thus, it is
possible to explore the possibility of having another random distribution for dynamic demands.
CARP with time window is also considered a young variant in waste collection. CARPTW is neglected and only
appeared in PhD dissertation by Wøhlk [25] thus make it has large research area to be explored. Since the first work
in winter gritting by Eglese [24], not much development on CARPTW has been done especially in waste collection
problem. Waste collection problem can be modelled as delivery problem where vehicle has delivery time to travel
from customer nodes to a dumpsite. Because of this reason, it is possible to study delivery factors such like traffic
congestion, delivery time and lateness penalty which have explicit cost on vehicles. To this extend, it is also possible
to modelling another spectrum of time window for CARP which we called CARP with delivery time window
(CARPDTW). In conclusion, we believed that CARPDTW represents the real-case of waste collection.
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General Heuristics Algorithms for Solving
Capacitated Arc Routing Problem
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,

Abstract. In this paper, we try to determine the near-optimum solution for the capacitated arc routing problem (CARP).
In general, NP-hard CARP is a special graph theory specifically arises from street services such as residential waste
collection and road maintenance. By purpose, the design of the CARP model and its solution techniques is to find
optimum (or near-optimum) routing cost for a fleet of vehicles involved in operation. In other words, finding minimumcost routing is compulsory in order to reduce overall operation cost that related with vehicles. In this article, we provide
a combination of various heuristics algorithm to solve a real case of CARP in waste collection and benchmark instances.
These heuristics work as a central engine in finding initial solutions or near-optimum in search space without violating
the pre-setting constraints. The results clearly show that these heuristics algorithms could provide good initial solutions
in both real-life and benchmark instances.
Keywords: Capacitated arc routing problem; heuristics; waste collection; graph theory.
PACS: 02.10.Ox

INTRODUCTION
Capacitated arc routing problem (CARP) is a class of routing problem that specially design for street services.
CARP is NP-hard and is considered as a special connected graph network specifically arises from street operations
such as household refuse collection, road maintenance, meter reading and mail delivery. Classical CARP deals only
with one problem-type; where the vehicle starts from a depot, services a set of arcs exactly once without exceeding
its capacity before returns to the depot. By purpose, CARP focuses on servicing a set of arcs with minimum cost
within a set of pre-specified constraints. This model was proposed by Golden and Wong [1], in contras to its
counterpart node routing or vehicle routing problem (VRP). In VRP, the vehicle needs to service a set of required
nodes, meanwhile vehicle in CARP must service a set of required arcs. This differentiation separates both models in
theory and methodology but CARP receives little attention in research when compared to VRP. The design of the
CARP model and its solution techniques purposefully is to find optimum (or near-optimum) routing cost for a fleet
of vehicles involved in operation. In other words, finding minimum-cost routing is compulsory in order to reduce
overall operation cost that related with vehicles.
CARP is defined on the connected graph G = (V, E); where V is a set of vertices (or nodes) and E is a set of
edges. A fleet of vehicles with fixed capacity W is stationed at a depot V0 and they are required to service all edges
Eij  E exactly once without exceeding its capacity. In deadheading circumstance, the vehicle is allowed to traverse
each edge more than once without servicing it. Note that in this entire paper we consider our CARP as two-way
street direction, which can be modelled as a set of edges in the network. On the other hand, one-way street is
modelled as a set of directed arcs. .
Unknown and non-negative demands, qij > 0 and non-negative traversal cost, cij > 0 are assigned to each edge, so
that qij  E and cij  E. In CARP, Eij  E is a set of customers that need the service whereby V \Vo  V in
contrary is a set of customers that need service in VRP. The goal of CARP model is to determine a minimum routing
cost and reduce the vehicle trips, such that each trip starts and ends at the depot. In this paper, we consider CARP
with single depot and no split demand is permitted. These CARP constraints have the following properties based on
symmetric and undirected network:
a)
Each trip for one identical vehicle starts and ends at a single depot, in such that Si = {V0, V1,…,Vn, V0}.
b)
No split demand is allowed.
c)
Demands on edges are unknown but followed certain distribution.
d)
Traversal cost and demands are symmetric, such that cij = cji and qij = qji respectively.
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The CARP is NP-hard and no method could be claimed as the best so far. Usually, one method only fits for a
specific designed problem and could only solve a certain set of instances. Exact methods are limited to 20 edges [2],
explaining the importance of heuristics. Path-scanning [3], augment-merge [1] and Ulusoy’s heuristics [4] are good
examples of fast heuristics to compute acceptable solutions. In general, metaheuristics such like tabu search [5],
genetic algorithm [6], memetic algorithm [7] and guided local search [8] could produced better results, but in longer
computation time when compared to simple heuristics [9].

HEURISTICS: ALGORITHMS AND SOLUTIONS
In this section, we start by introduce a framework of heuristic algorithm for initial search that works as a
guideline which will be used in the computation process. The framework will be extended in programming phase to
produce initial solution of local search thus estimates the result. Initial or local search is the most frequently used
heuristic technique for solving combinatorial optimization problems and also the basis for modern metaheuristics
like tabu search. Most of the effort spent within a local search algorithm is used for scanning the neighbourhood,
i.e., the set of solutions which close to the current solution [10].
This step in this study will also delineate how mathematical formulation and algorithms interrelated and hence
work in conjunction with heuristics as well. This type of modelling-algorithm interface is a staple characteristic but
is not fully examined in operations research. Metaheuristics such like genetic algorithm, tabu search and ant system
often produced better cost solutions when compared to common heuristics, but in higher computation time. In
contrary, heuristics algorithms do not seek global optimal solutions, but can quickly provide near-optimum solutions
[11], which is more demanding in practice. Classical CARP heuristics are devoted to augment-merge [1], pathscanning [3] and Ulusoy’s algorithm [4]. Belenguer et al. [12] applied path-scanning, augment-merge and Ulusoy’s
heuristic to determine lower and upper bounds for the mixed CARP (MCARP). They conclude that these simple
heuristics are very fast in term of computation time, but the average deviation to the optimal objective function is
considerably high (23 percent), explaining the inconsistency of the algorithms to produce a better and more stable
result. As a matter of fact, heuristics provide wider approaches to be explored, to make it competence with other
metaheuristics such like tabu search and genetic algorithms. General heuristic framework for the routing problem
consists of the following steps:
.
Input basic data, such as demand, supply parameters and network,
Step 1:
G = (V, A).
Denote the depot as the beginning of a route.
Step 2:
Determine the customer closest to the last customer added to the route. Assume customer i is the first
Step 3:
customer added to the route and customer i + 1 represents the next customer added to the route.
Repeat Step 3 until the vehicle is filled to capacity.
Step 4:
Assign another vehicle and repeat Step 2 until all customers have been served.
Step 5:

Notations and Heuristics Algorithms
kinit := 0, initiate the number of trips before first trip starts
yinit := 0, initiate the number of unserviced arcs before first trip starts
qinit := 0, initiate the initial quantity for one vehicle before first trip starts
cinit := 0, initiate the initial cost for one vehicle before first trip starts
cij := cji, cost of arc Eij which randomly distributed
Ei+1: next successor edge
qnew := qinit + qij , capacity at arc ij
qbalnew := W – qnew , spare capacity after serviced the arc ij
cnew := cinit + cij , sum of serviced arc cost from depot to point i to point j
cglocost := global cost after each trip terminates
qnew :=

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

¦ qijk , sum of capacity from point i to point n, assigned to

(i , j )R

capacity variable

(11)
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qbalnew := W -

¦ qijk , spare capacity from point i to point n,

(i , j )R

assigned to spare capacity variable
cnew := ¦ cij , sum of all arc cost,

(12)

assigned to cost variable
qinit := qnew , new capacity reassign to initial capacity
after each cycle
cinit := cnew , new cost reassign to initial cost
after each cycle
qbalnew ≥ q , decision operator for capacity

(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)

Global design of the heuristics algorithm that control the searching process is drawn below in Step 1 to Step 4.
In general, the designed algorithm builds a feasible route by inserting at every iteration an unrouted customer into a
previous connected serviced routes. This process is performed one route a time and is gradually improves in each
iteration.
Step 1: Generate network graph G(V, E), demand, q and cost, c according to pre-spesified distribution. Input vehicle
capacity, W. Set depot, O = initial; yinit = 0; quantity, qinit = 0; spare capacity, qbalnew = W, cost, cinit = 0; trip k = 0.
Step 2: Compare and choose the best E(i, j)  Vn using nearest procedure of highest demand/cost (NPHDC).
Find the first node, Vn = {Vi} and edge, E(i, j). Mark qij E(i, j) and cij E(i, j).
From O, k := k + 1. Set y = yinit + 1. Count new quantity, qnew = qinit + qij and qbalnew = W – qnew. Count new cost,
cnew = cinit + cij.
Mark the covered E’(i, j) = E’(j, i) = 1.
Step 3: REPEAT mark the next successor arc, E(i+1, j+1) using NPHDC UNTIL qnew t W or qbalnew d 0. Assigned qnew

¦ qijk , qbalnew := W -

:=

(i , j )R '

¦ qijk and cnew :=

(i , j )R '

¦ cijk .

(i , j )R '

if qbalnew d 0 OR qnew t W then
Stop, cancel previous repeat and check all serviced E’(i, j)  R’.
if (E(i, j) R) – (E’(i, j)  R’) = 0 OR (E(i, j) R) – (E’(j, i)  R’) = 0 then
Stops Step 3. Go to Step 4.
if (E(i, j) R) – (E’(i, j) R’) > 0 OR (E(i, j) R) – (E’(j, i) R’) > 0 then
Count cglocost := cnew. Mark the covered E’(i, j)  R’ , terminate qijk  E’(i, j) and repeat Step 2.
Step 4: Store cglocost := cnew and k. Terminate qijk  E’ and cijk  E’. Count all variables.
Step 1 is described as follows. Before the first iterations start, all vertices and edges, customer demands and arc
cost are randomly generated by a specified distribution. Before the first cycle begins the searching process, all
variables such as decision variables y, quantity q, cost c and trip k initially sets to zero. FIGURE 1 depicts the Step 1
algorithm in C# language.
.

//initialize
double sumCost = 0; //total cost
double load = 0; //load
double vehicleCapacity = 0;
//vehicleCapacity
double [,] matrixDemandTravel = new
FIGURE 1. Initialize start-up parameters in C#.
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Step 2 is a start-up moves that finding the first customer node and service arc according to heuristic rule. This
first move generated the first trip k = 1. When an arc is chosen to move, that arc is covered. Then its demand and
cost will accumulate in quantity and cost variables, they are qnew and cnew respectively. qnew and cnew variables hold
this values until the next iteration. The spare capacity, qbalnew is calculated by subtracting qnew from total capacity, W.
Before proceeds to the next neighbourhood moves, that arc y is marked for next search cycles. Note that the
algorithm is designed to cover symmetrical CARP where all edges are bidirectional E(i, j) = E(j, i). Similarly, the
demand and cost for every edge in the network graph are also assumed symmetric, and denoted as qij = qji and cij =
cji respectively. Next, Step 3 is explained as follows. This step continuously adds the selected unserviced demand qij
to qnew thus increased the total capacity W. In contrary, the spare capacity, qbalnew is decreased simultaneously until
no empty is available. This cycle stops when the vehicle is nearly or fully loaded, qbalnew d 0 or the collected
demands exceeds the maximum capacity, qnew t W. This process works in conjunction with Step 1, Step 2 and Step
4 and recalls their functions until all arcs in the network graph are serviced and terminated. Whenever there are
unserviced arcs remaining in the graph, Step 2 is repeated and this counts the k+1 trips. Before this global cycle
starts once again, all collected demands, qij  E’(i, j) in k trip is eliminated to ensure no redundant collection in trip
k+1. However, the arc’s cost cij  E’ in the previous global cycle is kept to the next searching process, permitted the
deadheading traverse. Step 3 is terminated when all arcs in the graph are serviced, (E(i, j) R) – (E’(i, j) R’) = 0 or
(E(j, i) R) – (E’(j, i) R’) = 0. Finally, Step 4 is the terminating procedure that keeps all last values after the last
global cycle stops.

Nearest Procedure of Highest Demand/Cost
In this study, nearest procedure of highest demand/cost (NPHDC) is the central engine in our entire heuristics
algorithms. In general, the NPHDC heuristic is developed to generate the initial and feasible solution by satisfying
all necessary constraints. This heuristic generates a good solution that gives an optimum (or near optimum) solution
to the CARP model. NPHDC works in start-up and neighbourhood moves of loading function that finds the first node
to begin the service and its successor edge.
The start-up move of NPHDC is likely similar to path-scanning greedy technique where the algorithm looks the
unserviced successor arc, xijk = 0. However, NPHDC only generates start-up moves from any corner vertex after
entire network region identified. We refer to our paper [14] for further explanation on the identification of the corner
vertex in a special network graph. The start-up move algorithm of NPHDC is designed as follows:
Step 1: FOR G = (V, E), scan V  G.
if two successor arcs (E1 and E2) intercept V then
Vc := {V1,…, Vn}.
Step 2: FOR Vc , compare qmn1/cmn1  E1 with qst1/cst1  E2.
Assign valmn1 := qmn1/cmn1 and valst1 := qst1/cst1.
if valmn1 > valst1 then tempv := valmn1,
else tempv := valst1.
Step 3: Compare all temporary value, tempv.
Rank and choose the highest tempv and assigned xijk = 1.
Count new weight, qnew := qinit + qij, spare capacity, qbalnew := W – qnew
and cost, cnew := cinit + cij.
Count first trip, k = 1.
These three steps are described as follows. Firstly in Step 1, the algorithm scans all corner vertices in the graph.
The set of corner vertex Vc is said to be found if one vertex has two intercepts of connected arcs. This character
defines vertex corner clearly by omitting more than two connected arcs to every node. When these two options occur
for every corner vertices, then the highest ratio of quantity/cost, qij/cij arc is selected as start-up move. For any
network, this algorithm is compute as first trip, k = 1. In Step 2, the highest qij/cij for two adjacent arcs that
intercepts a corner node will be compared and stores in temporary parameter, tempv. Finally in Step 3, when the arc
is selected to move (based on highest qij/cij ratio), the algorithm will count the pickup weight, spare capacity and
traversal cost; and then stored in their respective parameters (qnew, qbalnew and cnew).
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Similar to the start-up move, neighbourhood move uses the start-up algorithms in Step 2 and Step 3 by extends it
to two or three ratio comparison of arcs. This modification by means to escape the algorithm from start-up vertex
corner and begins the search for all remaining nodes in the region graph. The algorithm builds one route at a time. In
each iteration, the current route is extended by adding the most promising edge according to highest qij/cij. This
move behaves likely similar to path-scanning which is the most commonly used greedy heuristic approach to CARP.
In each iteration, the algorithm scans the remaining unserviced edges to determine which edge should be visited
next. Then the feasible edge will be added if its demand satisfies the remaining spare capacity qbalnew. The
modification of neighbourhood move algorithm is drawn as follows.
for G = (V, E)\{Vc = yijk = 1} repeat the following.
if E1’, E2  V then select unserviced route E2.
if E1’, E2, E3  V then compute qmnk/cmnk  E2 and qstk/cstk  E3.
if E1’, E2, E3, E4  V then compute qmnk/cmnk  E2, qstk/cstk  E3 and quvk/cuvk  E4.
Assign valmnk := qmnk/cmnk, valstk := qstk/cstk and valuvk := quvk/cuvk.
Rank valmnk, valstk and valuvk in ascending order.
Choose the first value in ranking. Count y = yinit + 1.
Count new quantity, qnew := qnew + qij and spare capacity, qbalnew := W – qnew.
Count new cost, cnew := cnew + cij.
Mark the covered xijk until sl d qnew d su.
Note that the above algorithm stops when sl d qnew d su is TRUE. Next, we apply switching rule where two precapacity buffers, namely lower capacity sl and upper capacity su are imposed to utilize the pickup quantity and
ignoring the edge cost. This approach is a modification from [14], where least insertion cost was applied when the
collected quantity surpass or equal to a critical value. However in this work, the algorithm selects the highest
quantity of candidate edges to move on rather than their costs. We set sl = 0.7W and su = 0.8W respectively. We
illustrate this modification in the following example.

FIGURE 2. An example of CARP network.

Consider FIGURE 2 as a CARP network graph. Let say the vehicle at node 15; and the lower and upper buffer
pre-capacity, sl = 420 kg and su = 480 kg respectively. Next, let say the initial carried quantity q = 430 kg (which is
sl d q d su) and maximum capacity, W = 600 kg. At this point, the spare capacity left is only 170 kg. The options at
node 15 are shown in TABLE 1. Arc X(15, 10) is chosen with aim to maximize the collected demand without
exceeding truck’s capacity W which is q = 596 kg (less than W). Instead of choosing arc X(15, 14) due to its highest
demand/cost ratio, the capacity is not fully utilize since we get the total loading quantity, q = 562 kg only.
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TABLE 1. Options at node 15.

Node, n

Edge, X(i, j)

Demand, qij

Cost, cij

qij/cij

15

X(15, 10)
X(15, 14)
X(15, 16)
X(15, 22)

166
132
160
160

7
4
8
9

23.7
33.0
20.0
17.8

COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
In this section, the computational experiments are divided into two sub-sections: real-life and generated
instances. The program is coded in C# language and run on notebook CeleronM 1.73GHz processor with 504MB
RAM

Real-life Instances
We conducted a real-life study onto four vehicles involved in solid waste collection. The observation was done
onto 15 residential areas in Johor Bahru, the capital city of Johor, Malaysia. The road networks are modeled as
undirected CARP, meanwhile the customers’ demands followed Uniform distribution [15]. The computational
results are shown in TABLE 2 and the explanations are given as follows. For column 1, instances 1-4 are considered
as moderate network. Meanwhile instances 5-8 are considered small and 9-15 are large CARP. Note again, in CARP
we consider the number of edges as our customers to be serviced, not the number of nodes. Column 2 and 3 initiates
the number of nodes and edges respectively. Column 4 lists four different vehicles used in waste collection with
capacity W1 = 5000 kg, W2 = 5100 kg, W3 = 9000 kg and W4 = 10000 kg. Column 5 summarizes the total least cost
which is the objective solutions of our problem model. Column 6 displays the actual cost gained by the company.
Finally column 7 depicts the quality of the algorithms in term of running time (in millisecond or in second as stated
otherwise).
TABLE 2. Computational results on 15 real instances.

Instances

Nodes, n

Edges, E

Capacity, W

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

33
33
33
33
25
25
25
25
40
40
55
55
68
68
68

54
54
54
54
38
38
38
38
66
66
95
95
120
120
120

5100
5000
9000
10000
5100
5000
9000
10000
5000
9000
5000
9000
5000
9000
10000

Total cost,

Actual

cglocost

cost

480
480
409
409
390
390
390
390
648
648
901
901
1106
1106
1106

496
496
430
420
435
435
400
410
680
720
935
945
1200
1260
1278
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CPU time (ms)
7
24
8
9
36
37
31
31
34
39
1065 s
1065 s
3120 s
3180 s
3360 s

Secondary Instances
In this study, secondary instances were obtained from a benchmark dataset of gdb files created by [3], defined on
artificial graphs. This dataset contains 23 instances (gdb1-gdb23) where 10 is the smallest number of nodes and 27 is
the largest. In addition, all edges are required to be serviced, where 11 is the minimum and 55 is the maximum. In
this file, all vertices are connected to the depot node in instance gdb14, gdb15, gdb16, gdb17, gdb18, gdb22 and
gdb23. Moreover, gdb18, gdb22 and gdb23 are defined on a complete connected graph; which means all vertices are
connected to each other. The complete dataset and its explanation are available on the web
(http://www.uv.es/~belengue/carp.html). We summarize our results in the following TABLE 3.
TABLE 3. Computational results for 23 benchmark instances of gdb files.

Instances

Vertices

Edges

Vehicles

Capacity

Total

IS

cost
gdb1
12
22
5
gdb2
12
26
6
gdb3
12
22
5
gdb4
11
19
4
gdb5
13
26
6
gdb6
12
22
5
gdb7
12
22
5
gdb8
27
46
10
gdb9
27
51
10
gdb10
12
25
4
gdb11
22
45
5
gdb12
13
23
7
gdb13
10
28
6
gdb14
7
21
5
gdb15
7
21
4
gdb16
8
28
5
gdb17
8
28
5
gdb18
9
36
5
gdb19
8
11
3
gdb20
11
22
4
gdb21
11
33
6
gdb22
11
44
8
gdb23
11
55
10
IS: Initial solutions obtained from our heuristics.

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
27
27
10
50
35
41
21
37
24
41
37
27
27
27
27
27

252
291
233
238
316
260
262
210
219
252
356
334
509
96
56
119
84
158
45
105
149
191
223

CPU time
(ms)

392
395
310
320
475
354
355
423
369
302
451
627
585
106
60
144
101
178
63
134
176
211
251

2
2
2
1
8
1
2
21
16
1
11
3
7
2
1
2
2
5
0
1
2
5
6

Next, we compare our initial solutions of heuristics with one recent work by Letchford and Oukil [16] that used
the same instances of gdb files. They solved CARP by using column generation algorithms and produced two lower
bounds (LB1 and LB2). The comparison is shown in the following TABLE 4.
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TABLE 4. Result comparison with Letchford and Oukil [16].

Instances

LB1

Total
Opt.
cost
gdb1
282
285
392
252
316
gdb2
313
314
395
291
339
gdb3
248
250
310
233
275
gdb4
266
272
320
238
287
gdb5
358
359
475
316
377
gdb6
282
284
354
260
298
gdb7
288
293
355
262
325
gdb8
319
330
423
210
348
gdb9
291
294
369
219
303
gdb10
254
254
302
252
275
gdb11
364
364
451
356
395
gdb12
422
444
627
334
458
gdb13
525
525
585
509
536
gdb14
98
98
106
96
100
gdb15
56
56
60
56
58
gdb16
122
122
144
119
127
gdb17
85
85
101
84
91
gdb18
159
159
178
158
164
gdb19
47
55
63
45
55
gdb20
107
114
134
105
121
gdb21
151
151
176
149
156
gdb22
196
196
211
191
200
gdb23
233
233
251
223
233
LB1: Lower bound with non-elementary column generation by Letchford and Oukil [16].
LB2: Lower bound with elementary column generation by Letchford and Oukil [16].
Total cost: The sum of all servicing costs of all required edges.
Opt.: Optimal solution values known in literature.
Dev.: Deviation percentage measured by

LB2

IS

Dev.
(%)
24.1
16.5
12.7
11.5
26.0
18.8
9.2
21.6
21.8
9.8
14.2
36.9
9.1
6.0
3.4
13.4
11.0
8.5
14.5
10.7
12.8
5.5
7.7

IS  Opt.
x100.
Opt.

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSIONS
The result from real-life instances in TABLE 2 is described as follows. In term of computational time, our
heuristics algorithms produced very fast results (less than one second) for intermediate and large networks.
However, this running time increased exponentially when tested to very large customers. We conjecture that the
algorithms trapped at one point in the search cycles or too many deadheading paths occurred in neighborhood
moves. This phenomenon is currently being investigated. The total costs produced are considerably acceptable and
reasonable when compared to actual operational costs by the company.
For secondary instances, our algorithms are capable to produce very competitive results when compared to [16]
and best known optimum. Note that in this entire work, purposely we build initial solution of heuristics algorithms
that are capable to produce near optimum, not the best optimum. Overall, the algorithms produced less than 10%
deviation in eight instances, which is considerably very close to optimum. We also obtained ten instances below
20% deviation, which is also close to optimum. Four instances are below 30% close to optimum; meanwhile only
one instance (gdb12) is quite far. On average, when measured on 23 gdb established benchmark instances, our
algorithms are approximately 14% close to optimum. This is a big improvement of Belenguer et al. [12] whereby
they can achieve only 23% (in average) of solutions cost for the mixed CARP.
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CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented the algorithms of various heuristics to determine the initial solution for the capacitated arc routing
problem. In general, we developed these heuristics to generate the initial and feasible solution by satisfying all necessary
constraints in the mathematical model of undirected CARP. Mainly, NPHDC is the central engine in our entire heuristics
algorithms. In general, our NPHDC heuristics algorithms are capable to generate a start-up and neighborhood moves in various
CARP networks. NPHDC works in loading function that finds the first node to begin the service and its successor edge. We also
imposed switching rule to fully utilize the loading function when the collected loads are nearly full.
We tested these heuristics on real-life CARP in waste collection and a set of benchmark instances (gdb files). For real-life
cases, the results are reasonably acceptable when compared to actual operating cost by the company. For benchmark instances,
our algorithms seem competitive; which is 14% close to best optimum gained by other studies.
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Abstract. Some of the reasons to construct skull implant are due to head trauma after an accident or an injury or an
infection or because of tumor invasion or when autogenous bone is not suitable for replacement after a decompressive
craniectomy (DC). The main objective of our study is to develop a simple method to redesign missing parts of the skull.
The procedure begins with segmentation, data approximation, and estimation process of the outer wall by a C1 continuous
curve. Its offset curve is used to generate the inner wall. A metaheuristic algorithm, called harmony search (HS) is a
derivative-free real parameter optimization algorithm inspired from the musical improvisation process of searching for a
perfect state of harmony. In this study, data approximation by a rational cubic Bézier function uses HS to optimize
position of middle points and value of the weights. All the phases contribute significantly in making our proposed
technique automated. Graphical examples of several postoperative skulls are displayed to show the effectiveness of our
proposed method.
Keywords: Rational cubic Bézier; data approximation; harmony search; offset curve.
PACS: 02.60.Gf

INTRODUCTION
A decompressive craniectomy (DC) is a neurosurgical procedure in which part of the skull is removed to allow a
swelling brain to have some space for it to expand without being squashed. Skull implant or cranioplasty
reconstruction is mandatory in such cases, for brain protection as well as for aesthetic reasons. Nowadays, these
implants can be factory-made out of metal, synthetic materials or synthetic body-own materials. Hieu et al. (2003)
presented a design method for medical rapid prototyping of personalized cranioplasty implants where slice contours
are constructed based on computed tomography (CT) scanned data and used stereolithography files (STL) and nonuniform rational B-splines (NURBS). NURBS are used to overcome problem of smoothness and to fulfill aesthetic
requirements. Gopakumar (2004) also used STL and his work is based on mirrored imaging techniques, in which a
non-defected part is taken from contra-lateral side of the skull. Meanwhile, Xiao et al. (2012) proposed ABC method
to estimate post-operative skull defect volume that can be used to evaluate the decompressive effort.
Rational Bézier curves are widely used in Computer Aided Design (CAD) / Computer Aided Geometric Design
(CAGD), because they have concise and geometrically meaningful presentation and can be deformed easily by
moving control points or modifying weights. There are several work on data fitting using rational Bézier functions,
such as to determine the best conic approximation of a given curve based on Hausdorff distance function by Hur &
u ,v

Kim (2009), to approximate rational Bézier curves using Bézier curves through the concept of C – continuity by
Cai & Wang (2010) and to use iteration method in rational Bézier curves approximation by adjusting control points
gradually via the scheme of weighted progressive iteration approximations through a global Lp – error by Lu (2011).
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(a)
(b)
(c)
FIGURE 1. Rational cubic Bézier in a control polygon with different values of w1 and w2 . (a) w1 is fixed with w2 varies
(b) w2 is fixed with w1 varies (c) Both w1 and w2 are increased simultaneously.

Skull slice contours based on CT scanned data studies are used in this paper. Our technique consists of three
parts. First, a metaheuristic approach, namely harmony search (HS) is used as an approximation tool of rational
cubic Bézier curve from given data points. Our algorithm is based on the minimized least-squares error used by
Yahya et al. (2006) in order to improve the positions of the control points and values of weights, w1 and w2 in
Yahya et al. (2011). Thus, we obtain the best approximation with minimum least-squares error. Then, we estimate
the outer curve using C 1 joints. Finally, we use the concept of offset approximation technique to estimate the inner
curve.
This paper begins with an overview of rational cubic Bézier, least-squares error and parameterization based on
centripetal method together with some basic concepts on data fitting. A brief overview of HS method is also given.
Finally, our proposed method and its implementation on a complete two dimensional CT scanned data of a skull and
a defected skull are presented.

DATA FITTING WITH RATIONAL CUBIC BÉZIER
Let
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points with C0 and C3 fixed (refer to figure 1).

C 1 Continuity Between Two Segments
A regular curve P u is C 1 at u if it is C 0 continuous and possesses continuous unit tangent vector,

E Pc u 
where E

Pc u 
Pc u 

Pc u 

1.
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(2)
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FIGURE 2. Geometric view of C 1 continuity

Refering to figure 2, equation (2) implies that the Bézier points C2 ,C3 and C1c must be colinear and the ratio of
C2 C3 and Cc0 C1c is fixed.

Least-Squares Error and Reparameterization
By using the centripetal method proposed by Lee (1989), the length of the data polygon can be written as
n
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For a specified set of control points, the least-squares error function between P ui and Q si is
n

E

¦P

ui  Q si

2

(5)

i 1

Thus, we want to find the values of w1 , w2 , C1 and C2 for which E is minimum.

HARMONY SEARCH
Harmony Search (HS) is a metaheuristic algorithm which was originally inspired by the improvisation process of
jazz musicians. The analogy between improvisation and optimization can be described as follows: each musician
corresponds to each decision variable; musical instrument’s pitch range corresponds to decision variable’s value
range; musical harmony at certain time corresponds to solution vector at certain iteration; and audience’s aesthetics
corresponds to objective function. Just like musical harmony is improved time after time, solution vector is
improved iteration by iteration. HS imposes fewer mathematical requirements and does not require initial value
settings of decisions variables. As the algorithm uses stochastic random searches, derivative information is also
unnecessary. The basic steps are as follows (Mahdavi et al., 2007):
1. Initialize the problem and algorithm parameters
Suppose the optimization problem is specified to:
minimize f u subject to ui U , i 1, 2,

,N

(6)

where f u is an objective function, decision variables are ui , N is the number of decision variable, U is the set
of possible range of values for each decision variable, Lui d U d Mui where Lui and Mui are lower and upper
bounds for each decision variable, respectively. Parameters for HS are harmony memory size (HMS); harmony
memory considering rate (HMCR); pitch adjusting rate (PAR); arbitrary distance bandwidth (bw) and number of
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improvisation (NI), or stopping criterion. The harmony memory (HM) is a memory location where all the solution
vectors (sets of decision variables) are stored.
2. Initialize the harmony memory
HM matrix is filled with as many randomly generated solution vectors as the HMS:

HM

3. Improvise a new harmony
A new harmony vector, uc

ª u11
u12
« 2
u22
« u1
«
« HMS1
u2HMS1
«u1
« u HMS
u2HMS
¬ 1

u1c, u2c ,

, uNc

u1N º
»
u N2 »
»
»
HMS 1
uN
»
u NHMS »¼

u1N 1
u N2 1
u

S 1
HMS
N 1
S
HMS
N 1

u

(7)

is generated based on three rules: memory consideration, pitch

adjustment and random selection. Parameter bw is used in the second rule, pitch adjustment, to adjust the
convergence rate. Generating a new harmony is called ‘improvisation’. In the memory consideration, the value of
the first decision variable, u1c for the new vector is chosen from any of the values in the specified HM range

u1c1 , u1c2 ,

, u1cHMS , similar process follows for the other decision variables u2c , u3c ,

4. Update harmony memory
If the new harmony vector, uc

u1c, u2c ,

, uNc

, uNc .

is better than the worst harmony in the HM, judgement is made in

terms of the objective function value, the new harmony is then included in the HM and the existing worst harmony
is excluded from the HM.
5. Check
If the stopping criterion is satisfied, computation is terminated. Otherwise, steps 3 and 4 are repeated.

METHOD AND IMPLEMENTATION
In order to implement HS, equation (5) is used as the objective function. HS parameters in this work are
HMS = 5, HMCR = 0.9, PAR = 0.3 and bw = 0.03. w1 and w2 are in > 0, 2@. The search space for C1 and C2 are
estimated as follows:
Let a segment consists of a set of points ^d1 , d2 ,

, deend ` 

2

while C1* and C2* are extremum points in the

segment. The size of C1* and C2* is determined by:
size of Ci*

dmax  dmin , i 1, 2

(8)

This method will give us outer and inner curves which will be separated into several pieces. Existing piecewise
data will be approximated by HS whereby the values of w1 , w2 , C1 and C2 will be obtained. In order to have a
smooth curve from data obtained from a skull, the outer curve of missing parts of the skull will be approximated
using C 1 joints. Then, the new data set will be offset to obtain the inner curve. This step is used to control the
thickness of the skull implant.
CT scanned data for a certain slice of a contour from several patients were used in our study. Our proposed
method was used to reconstruct and redesign skull defect implant as illustrated in figures 3 and 5. For aesthetic
purpose, a target point is placed at the outer defect part by mirroring the image of the corresponding non-defect part.
Figure 3 illustrates a complete slice of contour image of a patient used to test our method. Some data have been
deliberately omitted in order to test the effectiveness of the proposed method. Slice images were taken at 0.7 mm
inter-slice distance.
Figures 4(a) and (b) show the error against number of iterations and time taken in seconds, respectively. The
outer curve has been fitted by this technique after 257 iterations in 2 seconds. Figures 4(c) and (d) show the plottings
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of the data by our proposed technique compared with actual data for both outer and inner curves. Unfortunately, the
actual inner curve is not smooth such that the total errors are quite large. This is also due to the fact that the real
skull surface is not smooth [Hieu et al., 2003].

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

FIGURE 3. Process of developing implant image (a) Original slice contour image (b) Boundary detection (c) Identify a
1

target point of the defected curve segment (d) Creating outer curve with C joints (e) Creating inner curve by offsetting the
corresponding outer curve (f) Comparing reconstructed curve with original contour image (g) The approximated implant

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIGURE 4. Outer curve fitting error analysis of figure 3. (a) Errors against number of iterations (b) Errors against time taken
in seconds (c) Comparison between generated outer curve and original surface (d) Comparison between offset inner curve and
original inner surface

Figure 5(a) shows a skull contour with real defect part and 5(d) shows a cutting process to have outer and inner
curves. After all steps were done, the implant is shown in figure 5(g).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

FIGURE 5. Estimated implant of a real image (a) Original slice of contour image (b) Boundary detection (c) Bondary data
(d) Missing data separated into 2 curves (e) Outer curve with C 1 joints through target point (f) Inner curve by offsetting outer
curve (g) Implant image
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CONCLUSION
We have proposed a technique to design skull defect implant using rational cubic Bézier curve for fitting data set
and a soft computing technique (HS) is used to find optimal values of the parameters in the description of the
approximated function. The method uses C 1 continuity curve to estimate the outer curve segment of missing skull
and offsetting the outer curve to have the corresponding inner curve segment. This technique might be useful in real
clinical practice. The proposed scheme is automatic. It also ensures computational efficiency in curve fitting.
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Reconstruction of Generic Shape with Cubic Bézier Using
Least Square Method
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Abstract. Reverse engineering procedure has been used to represent the generic shapes of some objects in order to explore its
technical principles and mechanism so that an improved system can be develops. Curve reconstruction had immensely used in
reverse engineering to reproduce the curves. In this paper, cubic Bézier curve function was used for curve fitting by Least
Square Method. Least Square Method is applied to find the optimal values of the parameters in the description of the curve
function used.
Keywords: Curve reconstruction; least square method; cubic Bézier curve; generic shape.
PACS: 02.70.-c

INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there has been many applications related to curve fitting especially in image processing,
computer graphics pattern recognition and computer aided geometric design (CAGD). There are four main
objectives of curve fitting which are for the purpose of parameter estimation, data smoothing, function
representation, and data reduction [1]. This paper discussed the use of curve fitting for the purpose of data
smoothing and focused more on outline capturing technique. In current literatures, there are various outline
capturing techniques that had been discussed. A curve fitting approach and precise segmentation of the complex
curves to make system highly efficient and accurate has been proposed [2]. In this paper, piecewise cubic Bézier
curve was used for curve fitting. Besides, an automatic algorithm for approximating boundary of bitmap characters
has been presented [3]. This algorithm is particularly suitable for languages with highly curvilinear in nature and it
produces an optimal results. Note that, in this research, Bézier curve also been used for the fitting process. Other
than that, some researchers also used Bezier as their propose curve [4, 5, 6].
In the above mention techniques, most of the researchers used Bézier curve as a function for curve fitting. This
curve becomes an important part especially in computer graphics illustration program and computer aided design
system used today [7]. The curve is widely been used in many application, from designing the curves and surfaces of
automobiles until defining the shape of letters or characters in type fonts. Bézier curve is the ideal standard for
representing complex piecewise polynomial curve since it is the most stable of all the polynomial-based curves used.
Not only that, the reason why Bézier curve is accepted in many applications is that it has number of interesting
properties [8]. This topic will be discussed in detail in the next section.
This paper proposed a simple ways to obtain the outline of the bitmap image. The proposed method seems to
work well and give good results as the work done by [5]. There are several methods that can be used in curve
fitting. These include Genetic Algorithms, Simulated Annealing, Least Square Method, Gradient-Descent Method
and Bayesian [4, 5, 11, 12, 13]. In this paper, the Least Square Method (LSE) is used for the achievement of the
best fit and the error was calculated by using Sum Square Error (SSE). The proposed method is illustrated in
FIGURE 1.
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Boundary
BBkj
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Corner point
detection

Chord length
parameterization

Curve fitting
FIGURE 1. Flow chart of propose algorithm
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 discussed about cubic Bézier curve. Then, it was followed
by the discussion on finding boundary of bitmap images. Details of the corner detection process are given in Section
4. Section 5 addresses on chord length parameterization which was used to find the values of t . Next, section 6
elaborated the curve fitting processes. The paper has been concluded in Section 7.

CUBIC BÉZIER CURVE

FIGURE 2. Example of cubic Bézier curve.
Bézier curves are often used to generate smooth curves because it produces high quality results. Bézier curve is
defined as a parametric curve Q(t ) that is a polynomial function of the parameter t [9]. The equation of a Bézier
curve is given by:
n

Q(t )

¦ B (t)P
n
i

t 0
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i

(1)

where Pi are the control points and Bin (t ) are the blending function, namely Bernstein Polynomial. The general form
of Bernstein Polynomial is defined as:
Bin (t )

Ci (1  t )ni t i

n

(2)

This paper presents the used of cubic Bézier Curve for curve fitting. Cubic Bézier was chosen because it
provide a greater range of shapes since they can exhibit loops [10]. This curve are generated with four control
points P0 , P1 , P2 and P3 where n 3 . FIGURE 2 illustrated the example of a cubic Bézier curve.
There are several properties of cubic Bézier curve [6]:
x
x
x
x
x

P0 and P3 are on the curve.
The curve passes through two endpoints P0 and P3 .
Cubic Bézier curve always lies within the convex hull of its control points.
i
.
Bin (t ) has a maximum at t
n
The slope at the beginning and end of cubic Bézier curve is along the line P0 P1 and P2 P3 respectively.

BOUNDARY EXTRACTION
The first step in reverse engineering of planar objects is to get the bitmap or digitized images. For this research,
there are four images had been used. All these images were obtained from electronic device and scanning. The
bitmap images are shown in TABLE (1). After getting the bitmap image, the next step is to extract the boundary of
the images. There are several algorithms for detecting the boundary such as Avrahami and Pratt Algorithm [4, 14]
and Chain coding [3, 5]. For this research, built in MATLAB function called boundaries has been used to detect the
boundary of the bitmap image. The inputs given are a bitmap file. We simply convert a grayscale image to binary
after normalizing the intensity in the range [0, 1].

CORNER POINT DETECTION
At this step, corner points are detected. Corner points are defined as points that partition the boundary into
several segments. There are numerous algorithms proposed by the researchers in order to detect the corner points.
These include Davis Algorithm [3, 4, 5, 14, 15], and several other methods [16]. In this research, SAM06 Algorithm
was used to detect the corner points. By using this algorithm, calculation of distances from the straight line joining
two contour points on two sides of that corner had been done for the purpose of the detection of corner points. There
are two passes in this algorithm. At the first pass, the possible corner points are detected. But, there are certain case
whereby the corners that had been detected are not at the sharp angle points and sometimes it might also detect
unnecessary corner points. Therefore, all these superfluous points are discarded in second pass [16]. TABLE (1)
presented the corner points detected using this algorithm.
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TABLE (1): Detection of corner point.

Original Images

Images

No. of corner points
12

19

29

4

CHORD LENGTH PARAMETERIZATION
As been mention before, cubic Bézier curve consists of four control points P0 , P1 , P2 and P3 . This curve
interpolates the two end control points P0 and P3 and approximate the two intermediate points P1 and P2 . The
descriptions of the cubic Bézier curve are given as follows:
From Eq. (1), when n

3 (for Cubic function), the equation becomes
Q(t )

Expanding Eq. (3) yields
Q(t )

B03 (t ) P0  B13 (t ) P1  B23 (t ) P2  B33 (t ) P3

(3)

(1  t ) 3 P0  3t (1  t ) 2 P1  3t 2 (1  t ) P2  t 3 P3

(4)
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Expanding Eq. (4) yields

Q(t )

t 3 [ P0  3P1  3P2  P3 ]  t 2 [3P0  6P1  3P2 ]  t[3P0  3P1 ]  P0

(5)

The matrix form of Eq. (5) is given by as below:

>t

3

t2

ª1 3  3
« 3 6 3
t 1«
« 3 3
0
«
1
0
0
¬

@

1º
3»»
0»
»
0¼

ª P0 º
«P »
« 1»
« P2 »
« »
¬ P3 ¼

(6)

But, before the estimation of P1 and P2 can be made, it has to undergo a process called parameterization in order
to find the values of t . There are numerous parameterization techniques that can be used to estimate the parametric
value t associated with each point. For this research, chord length parameterization technique had been used as
follows.

ti


0
°° p p  p p  ...  p p
1 2
2 3
i i 1
®
...



p
p
p
p
p
1
2
2
3
n
1 p n
°
°¯
1

if i 1
if i d n  1
if i

n

(7)

CURVE FITTING
After having the t value associated with each point, the next step is to approximate the two intermediate points
P1 and P2 . At this stage, least square method is adopted to find those control points. Then, these points will be used
to find the parametric curve that give the best optimal results for given values of t . Since the purpose of this
research is to minimize the distance between boundary of the original image and parametric curve, Sum Square
Error (SSE) was used to calculate the error given by those two curves. The demonstration of fitted cubic Bézier
curve (solid line) over boundary of original image (dotted line) is shown in FIGURE 3 and the error is illustrated in
TABLE (2).
TABLE (2): Sum Square Error
Name

SSE

Fork

179.4094

At

5883.1462

Plane

543.7600

Love

843.9390
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CONCLUSION
A curve fitting scheme has been introduced which is based on cubic Bézier curve. This paper has presented an
efficient algorithm for approximation of boundary of bitmap images by using Least Square Method (LSM). There
are four main steps in this process. First step is to get the bitmap images. Then, boundary is extracted and corner
points are detected. After that, parameterization was done to find the value of t . LSM was proposed to find the
intermediate control points of cubic Bézier curve. The last step was to fit the curve by using cubic Bézier curve. This
curve was used to find the best optimal curve to the data extracted by bitmap images. Although the results give a
large error but as can be seen in Figure 4, most of the fitted Cubic Bézier curve is on the boundary of the bitmap
images. As a conclusion the method proposed is good and can be used in future for other application.
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Optimal Strategy for Controlling the Spread of Plasmodium
Knowlesi Malaria: Treatment and Culling
Mohammed Baba Abdullahi, Yahya Abu Hasan and Farah Aini Abdullah
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Universiti Sains Malaysia, 11800 USM, Penang, Malaysia
Abstract. Plasmodium Knowlesi malaria is a parasitic mosquito-borne disease caused by a eukaryotic protist of genus
Plasmodium Knowlesi transmitted by mosquito, Anopheles leucosphyrus to human and macaques. We developed and
analyzed a deterministic Mathematical model for the transmission of Plasmodium Knowlesi malaria in human and
macaques. The optimal control theory is applied to investigate optimal strategies for controlling the spread of
Plasmodium Knowlesi malaria using treatment and culling as control strategies. The conditions for optimal control of the
Plasmodium Knowlesi malaria are derived using Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle. Finally, numerical simulations
suggested that the combination of the control strategies is the best way to control the disease in any community.
Keywords: Plasmodium Knowlesi; culling; malaria; treatment.
PACS: 87.23.Cc

INTRODUCTION
Plasmodium Knowlesi occurs naturally in Macaca fascicularis , Macaca nemestrina and Presbytis melalophos
(Crab-eating ,pigtailed and leaf macaques respectively) that are commonly found in forested areas of south-east Asia
[1, 2]. And it is one of the simians malarias that causes infection in human, that has been recognized by the World
Health Organization (WHO) in the year 2008 as the fifth Plasmodium parasite species that causes infection in
human [3 ,4]. The management of Plasmodium Knowlesi malaria is still unknown, and the Malaria Treatment
Guidelines by WHO Malaria reports (2012) do not give any recommendations for its treatment [5, 6]. The infection
has been treated successfully with mefloquine, quinine and chloroquine.[1, 6]. In Asia and Africa, artemisinin –
derivative combination therapy is recommended as first-line treatment of Plasmodium falciparum malaria, but there
are no reports of artemisinin–derivative combination therapy efficacy in Plasmodium knowlesi malaria.
Plasmodium Knowlesi erythrocytic cycle is 24 hour, which leads to high parasitaemias with fatal outcome in
humans, early identification and adequate treatment with the anti- malarial such (mefloquine, quinine and
chloroquine) are necessary[1,4,6]. Culling has been used for ecosystem management and pest control, where the
vectors are subjected to culling or trapping, at a carefully chosen time [7, 8]. In the work of [7, 8], culling was used
for vector control; while in this paper it is used for both vector and macaque control.
Plasmodium Knowlesi malaria is transmitted by Anopheles leucosphyrus to human and macaques, where the
macaques serve as the origin and the reservoirs of Plasmodium Knowlesi parasite [2]. Human can be infected
anywhere within the distribution limits of Anopheles leucosphyrus mosquitoes if the infected macaques are present
[9]. Forest dwelling mosquitoes of the Anopheles leucosphyrus group, such as Anopheles latens, Anopheles
leucosphyrus, and Anopheles dirus are responsible for P. knowlesi transmitted from human to human only [10].
Countries such as Malaysia, Thailand, China, Singapore, Philippines, Vietnam, Myanmar and Indonesian have
recorded human infections of Plasmodium Knowlesi malaria [4, 11].
Plasmodium Knowlesi malaria, transmission is possible only if the infected macaques and Anopheles leucosphyrus
group are present [10]. If the species of the macaques are collected and kept in a game reserve so that the contact
with Anopheles leucosphyrus group will be minimal, that will also reduce the rate of transmission from the
Anopheles leucosphyrus to human and those infected can be treated.
This work is motivated by the recent work of [12, 13]. We shall develop Plasmodium Knowlesi malaria with
human, macaques and mosquito population interaction. The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we present
the deterministic model to describe the interaction of Anopheles Leucosphyrus population and Plasmodium knowlesi
parasite transmission in humans and macaques. In section 3, we extended the model to formulate an optimal control;
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to investigate the existence and characterization of the optimal control using the Pontryagin’s Maximum principle
[14]. In section 4, numerical results illustrate our analytical results. The conclusion is presented in section 5.

MODEL FORMULATION
To formulate the Plasmodium knowlesi malaria model, the total human population at a time t , denoted by
N h (t ), is sub-divided into three mutually –exclusive sub-populations of susceptible humans ( Sh (t )), infected

humans ( I h (t )) and recovered humans ( Rh (t )), so that

Nh (t ) Sh  I h  Rh .
Similarly, the total mosquito population at time t , denoted by

Nv (t ), is split into susceptible mosquitoes

( Sv (t )) and infected mosquitoes ( I v (t )) . Hence,

Nv (t ) Sv  Iv
The total macaque population at a time t , denoted by N m (t ), is sub-divided into three mutually –exclusive subpopulations of susceptible macaques ( Sm (t )), infected macaques ( I m (t )) and recovered macaques ( Rm (t )), so
that

Nm (t ) Sm  I m  Rm

/ h denote the recruitment rate of human population. Transmission of malaria occur through interaction
between human and infected mosquitoes at a rate E1 ! 0, which means E1 I v Sh is the number of infections caused
Let

by infected mosquitoes per unit of time. The natural and infectious death rates are assumed to be a non-negative
constant Ph and P0 respectively and the recovered humans lost their immunity at a rate G . Let

/ v denote the

recruitment rate of mosquito population. The transmission of malaria in mosquitoes take place when susceptible
mosquitoes bites either infected human or infected macaques at a rate E2 ! 0, E3 ! 0 respectively which means

E2 Sv I h is the number of infections caused by the interaction with infected human per unit time and E3 Sv I m is the
number of infections caused by the interaction with infected macaques per unit time . Natural death rate is assumed
to be a non-negative constant P v . Let / m denote the recruitment rate of macaques’ population respectively.
Transmission of malaria occur through interaction macaques and infected mosquitoes at a rate

E4 ! 0 which means

E4 I v Sm is the number of infections caused by infected mosquitoes per unit of time. The natural and infectious death
rates are assumed to be a non-negative constant Pm and P1 respectively.
The above assumptions and derivations leads to the following system of ordinary differential equations

dS h
dt
dI h
dt
dRh
dt
dSv
dt
dI v
dt

Λ h +G R h  E1 I v  P h S h

E1 I v S h  P h  P0  J h I h
J h I h  ( P h  G ) Rh
/ v  ( E 2 I h  E 3 I m  Pv ) Sv
( E 2 I h  E 3 I m ) S v  Pv I v
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dSm
Λ m  E 4 I v  Pm Sm
dt
dI m
(1)
E 4 Iv Sm  Pm  P1  J m I m
dt
dRm
J m I m  Pm Rm
dt
With the conditions: Nh Sh  I h  Rh , Nv Sv  I v and Nm Sm  I m  Rm . The parameters and variables are nonnegative since the model (1) monitors the population dynamics of the human, mosquitoes and macaques for t t 0 ,
the model variables and parameters are described in table 1 and 2 respectively.

BASIC PROPERTIES OF THE PLASMODIUM KNOWLESI MALARIA MODEL
Invariant Region
The model equation (1) is biologically relevant in the set


D ®(Sh , I h , Rh , Sv , I v , Sm , I m , Rm ) 
¯

8


: Sh , I h , Rh , Sv , I v , Sm , I m , Rm t 0, N h d

/h
/
/ ½
, Nv d v , N m d m ¾
Ph
Pv
Pm ¿

(2)

Lemma1 The model equation (1) is well- posed in D which is invariant and attracting.
Proof When Si 0, Ii 0for i h, v, m and Ri 0for i h, m.

dSh
dt

/h ,

This shows that

dSv
dt
dSi

dt

/v ,

dSm
dt

/m .

t 0, i h, v, m.

Similarly

dI i
dR
t 0, 1 t 0.
dt
dt
We can show that
/
/
/
Nh d h , Nv d v , N m d m .

Ph

Pv

Pm

For t t 0 the region D attracts all solutions in 8 . Thus, the model (1) is epidemiologically meaningful and
mathematically well-posed in D . Therefore, in D it is sufficient to consider the dynamics of the flow generated
model (1). In addition, the usual existence, uniqueness and continuation of results hold for the model.

Positivity of Solutions
Lemma 2 Let the initial data be
{Sh (0), Sv (0), Sm (0) ! 0,(I h (0), I v (0), I m (0), Rh (0), Rm (0)) t 0} D.
Then the solution set {Sh , I h , Rh , Sv , I v , Sm , I m , Rm }(t ) of the model system (1) is positive for all t ! 0.
Proof: The first equation of the model (1) gives
dSh
Λ h  G Rh  ( E1 I v  Ph ) Sh t  ( E1 I v  Ph ) Sh
dt
t  ( E1 I v  Ph ) Sh
1

³S

h

dSh t  ³ ( E1 I v  Ph ) Sh dt

Sh (t ) t S h (0)e  ( E1Iv  Ph )t t 0.
From the second equation of (1) we have
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dI h
dt

E1 I v S h  ( Ph  P0  J h ) I h t  ( Ph  P0  J h ) I h
t ( P h  P 0  J h ) I h

1

³I

h

dI h t  ³ ( Ph  P0  J h ) I h dt

I h (t ) t I h (0)e  ( Ph  P0 J h ) t t 0.

Similarly it can be shown that Rh (0), Sv (0), Iv (0), Sm (0), I m (0), Rm (0)) t 0 for all t ! 0 . This completes
the proof.
Disease Free Equilibrium
The model (1) has a DFE, obtained be setting the right-hand sides of the equations in (1) to zero, given by

E0

§/
·
/
/
( Sh , I h , Rh , Sv , I v , Sm , I m , Rm ) ¨ h ,0,0, v ,0, m ,0,0 ¸
Pv
Pm
© Ph
¹

(3)

The linear stability of can be established using the next generation operator method [15 ,16] on the model equation
(1), the matrix F and V, for the new infection terms and the remaining transfer terms, are respectively, given by

F

§
¨ 0
¨
¨E /
¨ 2 v
¨ Pv
¨
¨ 0
¨
©

E1/ h
Ph
0

E4 /m
Pm

·
0 ¸
¸
E3 / v ¸
¸
Pv ¸ ’
¸
0 ¸¸
¹

0
§ P h  P0  J h 0
·
¨
¸
V ¨
0
Pv
0
¸
¨
¸
0
0
P

P

J
m
1
m ¹
©
the basic reproduction number, denoted by 0

U ( FV 1 ), where U denotes the spectral radius, is given by

( Pm / h E1 E 2 ( Pm  P1  J m )  Ph / m E3 E 4 (Ph  P0  J h ))/ v
Ph Pm (Pm  P1  J m )(Ph  P0  J h )Pv2
using Theorem 2 of [16], the following result is established.
0

(4)

Theorem 1 The DFE of the model (1), given (4), is locally asymptotically stable (LAS) if 0  1, and unstable if

0 ! 1.
The threshold quantity 0 is the basic reproduction number of the disease. It is the expected average number of
new infections produced by infective (mosquito or macaques) when introduced into a completely susceptible
population.

Existence of Endemic Equilibrium Point
When I h I v I m z 0 , this implies that the Plasmodium knowlesi malaria infection still persists in
the population and the model has an endemic equilibrium (EEP), which is given by
E1

(Sh , I h , Rh , Sv , I v , Sm , I m , Rm ) where (Sh , I h , Rh , Sv , I v , Sm , I m , Rm ) ! 0.
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Setting the right- hand sides of the equations in (1) to zero we have
Sh

/ h k5 ( Ph  G )
,
Ph3  Ph2 k5  (G k6  k1k6 )Ph  P0G k1

Ih

( Ph  G )/ h k1
,
P  P k k  (k5 k1  G k6 )Ph  P0G k1

Rh

/ h k1J h
,
Ph3  Ph2 k5 k1  (k5 k1  G k6 )Ph  P0G k1

Sv

/v
k 2  Pv

Im

/ m k3
k4 (k3  Pm )

3
h

2
h 5 1

, Iv

k2 / v
Pv ( k 2  Pv )

, Rm

, Sm

/m
,
k3  Pm

J m k3 / m
.
Pm k4 (k3  Pm )

(5)

Where k1 E1 Iv , k2 E2 I h  E3 I m , k3 E4 Iv , k4 (Pm  P1  J m )
k5

(P0  G  J h ), k6

(P0  J h )

Global Stability of Endemic State
Lemma 3 The model (1) has a unique positive endemic equilibrium whenever 0 ! 1 and no
positive endemic equilibrium otherwise.
Proof
Let 0 ! 1, so that the so that endemic equilibrium E1 exists. Consider the non-linear Lyapunov
function
V ( S h , I h , Rh , Sv , I v , S m , I m , Rm )

§
Sh · §
Ih ·
¨ S h  S h  S h log
¸  ¨ I h  I h  I h log
¸
Sh ¹ ©
Ih ¹
©
§
R · §
S ·
 ¨ Rh  Rh  Rh log h ¸  ¨ Sv  Sv  Sv log v ¸
Rh ¹ ©
Sv ¹
©
§
I · §
S ·
 ¨ I v  I v  I v log v ¸  ¨ Sm  Sm  Sm log m ¸
Iv ¹ ©
Sm ¹
©
§
I · §
R ·
 ¨ I m  I m  I m log m ¸  ¨ Rm  Rm  Rm log m ¸
I
R
m ¹
m ¹
©
©

The Lyapunov derivative is
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(6)

dV
dt

§ Sh  Sh · dSh § I h  I h · dI h § Rh  Rh · dRh § Sv  Sv · dSv
¨
¨
¨
¨
¸
¸
¸
¸
© Sh ¹ dt © I h ¹ dt © Rh ¹ dt © Sv ¹ dt
§ I  I · dI § S  Sm · dSm § I m  I m · dI m § Rm  Rm · dRm
¨ v v ¸ v ¨ m
¨
¨
,
¸
¸
¸
© I v ¹ dt © Sm ¹ dt © I m ¹ dt © Rm ¹ dt

dV
dt

§ Sh  Sh ·
§ Ih  Ih ·
¨
¸ ¬ª Λ h +G R h  E1 I v  P h S h ¼º  ¨
¸ ¬ª E1 I v S h  P h  P0  J h I h ¼º
© Sh
¹
© Ih ¹
§ R  Rh ·
§ Sv  Sv ·
¨ h
¸ >J h I h  ( Ph  G ) Rh @  ¨
¸ > / v  ( E 2 I h  E 3 I m  Pv ) Sv @
© Rh
¹
© Sv
¹
§ I  Iv ·
§ Sm  Sm ·
¨ v
¸ > ( E 2 I h  E 3 I m ) Sv  Pv I v @  ¨
¸ ª¬ Λ m
© Iv ¹
© Sm
¹
§ Im  Im ·
§ Rm  Rm
¨
¸ ª¬ E 4 Iv S m  P m  P1  J m I m º¼  ¨
© Im ¹
© Rm

Substituting
Sh Sh  Sh , I h

I h  I h , Rh

Rh  Rh , Sv

I m  I m and Rm

Sv  Sv , I v

 E 4 I v  P m S m º¼
·
¸ >J m I m  Pm Rm @
¹

7

Iv  Iv ,

Sm

Sm  Sm , I m

Rm  Rm

dV
dt

§ Sh  Sh ·
¨
¸ ª¬ Λ h +G ( Rh  Rh )  E1 ( I v  I v )  P h ( S h  S h
© Sh ¹
§I I ·
 ¨ h h ¸ ¬ª E1 ( I v  I v )( S h  S h )  P h  P0  J h ( I h  I h
© Ih ¹
§ R  Rh ·
¨ h
¸ ª¬J h ( I h  I h )  ( P h  G )( Rh  Rh ) º¼
© Rh ¹
§ S  Sv
¨ v
© Sv
§I I
¨ v v
© Iv

) º¼
) º¼

·
¸ ª¬ / v  ( E 2 ( I h  I h )  E 3 ( I m  I m )  Pv )( Sv  Sv ) º¼
¹
·
¸ ª¬( E 2 ( I h  I h )  E 3 ( I m  I m ))( Sv  Sv )  Pv ( I v  I v ) º¼
¹
§ S  Sm ·
¨ m
¸ ª¬ Λ m  E 4 ( I v  I v )  Pm ( S m  S m ) º¼
© Sm ¹
§I I ·
 ¨ m m ¸ ª¬ E 4 ( I v  I v )( S m  S m )  P m  P1  J m ( I m  I m ) º¼
© Im ¹
§ R  Rm ·
¨ m
¸ ª¬J m ( I m  I m )  Pm ( Rm  Rm ) º¼
© Rm ¹

Factorizing and simplifying yields
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(8)

dV
dt



( S h  S h ) 2 ( I v  I v ) E1 ( S h  S h )(/ h  G ( Rm  Rm )  Ph ( S h  S h )) ( I h  I h ) 2 ( Ph  P0  J h )


Sh
Sh
Ih



( I h  I h )( S h  S h )( I v  I v ) E1 ( Rh  Rh ) 2 ( P h  G ) ( Rh  Rh )J h ( I h  I h )


Ih
Rh
Rh



( Sv  Sv ) 2 ( I h  I h ) E 2 ( Sv  Sv )( / v  ( E 3 ( I m  I m )  Pv )( Sv  Sv )) ( I v  I v ) 2 Pv


Sv
Iv
Sv



( I h  I h )( Sv  Sv )( I v  I v ) E 3 ( S m  S m ) 2 ( I v  I v ) E 4 ( S m  S m )(/ m  Pm ( S m  S m ))


Iv
Sm
Sm



( I m  I m ) 2 ( Pm  P1  J m ) ( I m  I m )( S m  S m )( I v  I v ) E 4 ( Rm  Rm ) 2 Pm


Im
Im
Rm



( Rm  Rm )J m ( I m  I m )
Rm

(9)

Let

A

( Sh  Sh )(/ h  G ( Rm  Rm )  Ph ( Sh  Sh ))
,B
Sh

W

( Sv  Sv )(/ v  ( E3 ( I m  I m )  Pv )( Sv  Sv ))
,E
Sv

F

( Sm  Sm )(/ m  Pm ( Sm  Sm ))
,G
Sm

( I h  I h )( Sh  Sh )( I v  I v ) E1
,C
Ih

( Rh  Rh )J h ( I h  I h )
Rh

( I h  I h )(Sv  Sv )( I v  I v ) E3
,
Iv

( I m  I m )( Sm  Sm )( I v  I v ) E 4
,H
Im

( Rm  Rm )J m ( I m  I m )
Rm

and



( Sh  Sh ) 2 ( I v  I v ) E1
,Q
Sh



( I h  I h ) 2 ( Ph  P0  J h )
,T
Ih

R 

( Sv  Sv ) 2 ( I h  I h ) E 2
,S
Sv



( I v  I v ) 2 Pv
,X
Iv

P

Y



( I m  I m ) 2 ( Pm  P1  J m )
,Z
Im







( Rh  Rh ) 2 ( Ph  G )
,
Rh

( Sm  Sm ) 2 ( I v  I v ) E 4
,
Sm

( Rm  Rm ) 2 Pm
Rm

dV
d 0 if and only if
dt
A  B  C  W  E  F  G  H d P  Q  T  R  S  X  Y  Z ; Thus the largest compact invariant set

Therefore,
in

dV

® Sh , I h , Rh , Sv , I v , Sm , I m , Rm )  D :
dt
¯

½
0 ¾ is
¿

the singleton ^E1` where E1 is the endemic

equilibrium point and because V ' is a negative definite the Lyapunov theorem implies that the
endemic equilibrium is globally asymptotically stable in the region.
Model for Optimal Control
In this section, we extend the basic model (1) to include the possible interventions in order to reduce or limit the
proliferation of mosquitoes and the explosion of the infected humans and macaques in a population. We formulate
the associated control model to derive optimal control with minimal cost. The control efforts u1 and u2 represent
treatment for infected humans, culling for mosquito and macaques respectively. The model equation (1) becomes

050005-7

dSh
dt

Λ h +G R h  E1 I v  Ph Sh

dI h
E1 Iv Sh  Ph  P0  u1J h I h
dt
dRh
u1J h I h  ( Ph  G ) Rh
dt
dSv
/v (1  u2 )  ( E 2 I h  E3 I m  Pv ) Sv
dt
dI v
( E 2 I h  E 3 I m ) S v  Pv I v
dt
dSm
Λm  (1  u2 ) E 4 I v Sm  Pm Sm
dt
dI m
(1  u2 ) E 4 Iv Sm  Pm  P1  J m I m
dt
dRm
(10)
J m I m  Pm Rm
dt
Investigating the optimal control efforts that would be needed to control Plasmodium knowlesi malaria, we
consider an optimal control problem with the objective (cost) functional given by

J (u1 , u2 )

³

T

0

[ AI h (t )  B1u12  B2u22 ] dt

(11)

Where T is the final time and the coefficients A, B1 , B2 are positive weights to balance the factors. Our aim is to
minimize the number of infected humans I h (t ), while minimizing the cost of control u1 (t ), u2 (t ) . Thus, we seek an
optimal control u1 , u2 such that

J (u1 , u2 )

min{J (u1 , u2 ) u1 , u2 u}
u1 ,u2

Where the control set
u {(u1 , u2 ) ui :[o,T]®[0,1], Lebesgue measurablei 1, 2}.
The term AI h is the cost of infection while B1u12 and B2u22 are the costs of treatment and culling respectively. The
necessary conditions that an optimal control must satisfy come from the Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle [14]. The
principle converts (10)  (11) into a problem of minimizing point wise a Hamiltonian H , with respect to (u1 , u2 )

H

AI h  B1u12  B1u22  O1{Λ h +G R h  E1 I v  Ph Sh }
 O2 {E1 Iv S h  Ph  P0  u1J h I h }
 O3 {u1J h I h  ( Ph  G ) Rh }
 O4 {/ v (1  u2 )  ( E 2 I h  E 3 I m  Pv ) Sv }
 O5 {( E 2 I h  E3 I m ) Sv  Pv I v }

(12)

 O6 {Λ m  (1  u2 ) E 4 I v S m  Pm S m }
 O7 {(1  u2 ) E 4 Iv S m  Pm  P1  J m I m }
 O8 {J m I m  Pm Rm }
Where Oi for i 1,...,8 are adjoint variables.
Theorem 4 Given an optimal control u1 , u2 and solutions Sh , I h , Rh , Sv , I v , Sm , I m , Rm of the corresponding state
system (10) that minimizes J (u1 , u2 ) over u . Then there exists adjoint variables Oi for i 1,...,8 satisfying


d O1
dt

O1 ( E1 I v  Ph )  O2 E1 I v
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d O2
A  O2 (Ph  P0  u1J h )  O3u1J h  Sv (O4  O5 )E 2
dt
dO
 3 O3 ( Ph  G )  O1G
dt
d O4

O4 (E 2 I h  E3 I m  Pv )  O5 (E 2 I h  E3 I m )
dt
dO
 5 O5 Pv  Sh (O1  O2 )E1  Sm (O6  O7 )(u2  1)E 4
dt
d O6

I v (O6  O7 )(u2  1) E 4  Pm O6
dt
dO
 7 O7 (Pm  P1  J m  u2 )  O8J m  Sv E3 (O4  O5 )
dt
d O8

O8 Pm
dt
and with transversalityconditions
Oi 0,for i 1,...,8


and thecontrols u1 and u2 satisfy theoptimalitycondition

u1


½
§ I J (O  O2 ) · °
°
max ®0, min ¨1, h h 3
¸¾ ,
2 B1
°
©
¹°
¯
¿

u2


§ O S  O7 I m  O8 Rm
°
max ®0, min ¨1, 6 m
2 B2
°
©
¯

·½
°
¸¾ ,
°
¹¿

Proof The governing equations of the adjoints variables are obtained by differentiation of the Hamiltonian function,
evaluated at the optimal control. Then the adjoint system can be written as
dO
wH
 1
O1 ( E1 I v  Ph )  O2 E1 I v
dt
wSh


d O2
dt

wH
wI h

A  O2 ( Ph  P0  u1J h )  O3u1J h  Sv (O4  O5 ) E 2



d O3
dt

wH
wRh

O3 ( Ph  G )  O1G



d O4
dt

wH
wSv

O4 ( E 2 I h  E3 I m  Pv )  O5 (E 2 I h  E3 I m )



d O5
dt

wH
wI v

O5 Pv  Sh (O1  O2 )E1  Sm (O6  O7 )(u2  1) E 4



d O6
dt

wH
wSm

I v (O6  O7 )(u2  1) E 4  Pm O6



d O7
dt

wH
wI m

O7 (Pm  P1  J m  u2 )  O8J m  Sv E3 (O4  O5 )



d O8
dt

wH
wRm

O8 Pm

and with transversalityconditions

Oi

0,for i 1,...,8
On the interior of the control set, where 0  Pi  1, for i 1, 2 we have
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0

wH
wu1

2 B1u1  O2J h I h  O3J h I h

wH
2 B2 u2  Sm I v (O6  O7 ) E 4  O4 / v
wu2
However, from [17] we obtain
0

u1

I h J h (O2  O3 )
,
2 B1

u2

 Sm I v (O6  O7 ) E 4  O4 / v
2 B2

and
u1


§ I J (O  O3 ) · ½
°
°
max ®0, min ¨1, h h 2
¸¾ ,
2
B
°
°
1
©
¹¿
¯


§  S I (O  O7 ) E 4  O4 / v · ½
°
°
max ®0, min ¨1, m v 6
¸¾ ,
2
B
°
2
©
¹°
¯
¿
By standard control arguments involving the bounds on the controls, we conclude that
0 if [1 d 0
°
u1 ®[1 if 0  [1  1
°
¯1 if [1 t 1
0 if [ 2 d 0
°
u2 ®[ 2 if 0  [ 2  1
°1 if [ t 1
2
¯
Where
I h J h (O2  O3 )
[1
,
2 B1
u2

Sm I v (O6  O7 ) E 4  O4 / v
,
2 B2

[2

In addition, the second derivative of the Hamilton function with respect to u1 and u2 , yields

0

w2 H
wu12

2 B1

w 2H
2 B2
wu22
This implies that the optimal problem goes minimization at u1 and u2 .
0

Numerical Simulations
In this section, we investigate numerically the effect of optimal control strategies on the spread of Plasmodium
knowlesi malaria in a population using Maple 17 software. The initial population of susceptible humans, mosquitoes
and macaques is given by Sh Sv Sm 0.999, while the infected humans and macaques accounts for 10% of the
the
recovered
humans,
infected
mosquitoes
I h I m 0.001 and
0.00 . The parameter values used in the numerical simulations are given below

susceptible

populations

macaques I v

Rh

Rm
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and

Table 1 shows the variables and Table 2, Describe Parameters of the Plasmodium Knowlesi malaria Model (4).
TABLE 1. Description of variable of Plasmodium knowlesi malaria.
Description
Susceptible
human
S

Parameter
h

Infected human

Ih
Rh
Sv
Iv
Sm
Im
Rm

Recovered human
Susceptible mosquito
Infected mosquito
Susceptible macaque
Infected macaque
Recovered macaque

TABLE 2. Description of Parameters of Plasmodium knowlesi malaria.
Description
Est. value
Parameter

Ref.

/h
/v

Human recruitment rate

0.0032

[13]

Mosquito recruitment rate

0.025

[13]

/m

Macaque recruitment rate

0.038

[13]

Ph
P0
Pm
P1
G
E1
E2
E3
E4
Jh
Jm

Natural death rate of human

0.05

[13]

Disease induced death in human

0.15

[13]

Natural death rate of macaque

0.05

[13]

Disease induced death in macaque

0.15

[13]

Human loss of immunity

1/(2X365)

Probability of human getting infected

0.03

[15]

Probability of mosquito getting infected from human

0.04

[15]

Probability of mosquito getting infected from macaque

0.0003

[15]

Probability of macaque getting infected from mosquito

0.03

[15]

Recovery rate of infected human

0.005

[15]

Recovery rate of infected macaque

0.005

[15]

[15]

We investigate numerically the effect of the following optimal control strategies on the spread of Plasmodium
Knowlesi malaria in a population.
x

Strategy 1: Optimal use of treatment in infected humans.

x

Strategy 2: Optimal use of Culling in macaques.

x

Strategy 3: Combination of treatment and Culling.
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Strategy 1: Optimal use of treatment in infected humans
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Strategy 2: Optimal use of Culling in macaques.
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Strategy 3: Combination of treatment and Culling.
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CONCLUSION
In this paper, we developed and analysed a deterministic Mathematical model for the transmission of
Plasmodium Knowlesi malaria in human and macaques. The model was extended by applying the optimal control
theory that investigated the optimal control strategies for controlling the spread of Plasmodium Knowlesi malaria
using treatment and culling. The optimal control problems considered are the use of treatment in the infected
humans, while setting culling to zero, using culling while setting treatment to zero and combination of treatment and
culling to investigate and compare the effects of control strategies on Plasmodium knowlesi malaria eradication.
This is different from what was investigated in [11] where four control strategies of treatment, vaccination,
biological and chemical control where considered. Our numerical simulation shows that the best control strategies
for Plasmodium Knowlesi malaria is the combination of treatment and culling. This has the highest impact of
plasmodium knowlesi malaria control. This is followed by culling and lastly by treatment. In communities where
resources are scare, we suggest culling should be adopted. Note that humans can be infected only within the range of
the combination of Anopheles leucosphyrus and infected macaques.
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2–stage Stochastic Runge–Kutta for Stochastic Delay
Differential Equations
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∗

Faculty of Industrial Science & Technology, Universiti Malaysia Pahang, Lebuhraya Tun Razak, 26300,
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†
Department of Mathematical Sciences, Faculty of Science, Universiti Teknologi Malaysia, 81310 Johor Bahru,
Johor
Abstract. This paper proposes a newly developed one-step derivative-free method, that is 2-stage stochastic Runge-Kutta
(SRK2) to approximate the solution of stochastic delay differential equations (SDDEs) with a constant time lag, r > 0. General
formulation of stochastic Runge-Kutta for SDDEs is introduced and Stratonovich Taylor series expansion for numerical
solution of SRK2 is presented. Local truncation error of SRK2 is measured by comparing the Stratonovich Taylor expansion
of the exact solution with the computed solution. Numerical experiment is performed to assure the validity of the method in
simulating the strong solution of SDDEs.
Keywords: 2–stage stochastic Runge-Kutta, stochastic delay differential equations, Stratonovich Taylor expansion
PACS: 02.60.Cb

INTRODUCTION
The dynamical systems whose evolution in time is governed by uncontrolled ﬂuctuations as well as the unknown
function is depending on its history can be be modelled via stochastic delay differential equations (SDDEs). Most
of the SDDEs do not have explicit solutions, hence, solve these SDDEs numerically is required. The research on
numerical methods for SDDEs is still new. Among the recent works are of Baker [1], Baker and Buckwar [2], Küchler
& Platen [3], Hu et al. [4], Hofmann & Muller [5], Rosli [6] and Rosli et al. [8]. It was Baker [1] who initiate the
development of numerical methods for SDDEs by extending the Euler method of SDEs to SDDEs. The convergence
of Euler method for SDDEs in mean–square sense was studied by Baker and Buckwar [2]. Euler scheme is the simplest
method with the convergence rate of 0.5. Then, Küchler & Platen [3] improved the rate of convergence for numerical
methods in SDDEs by introducing a way of expanding the Stratonovich Taylor expansion of SDDEs and then proposed
a Milstein scheme with the rate of convergence of 1.0. Hu et al. [4] introduced Itô formula with tame function in order
to derive the same order of convergence but with different scheme. Modiﬁcation of Milstein scheme was contributed
by Hofmann & Muller [5]. They provide an easy way of approximating double stochastic integral involving time
delay in Milstein scheme. Recent work in this ﬁeld was done by Rosli [6] and Rosli et al. [8] by introducing high
order Stratonovich Taylor expansion of SDDEs. Later work allows the development of high order numerical methods
by truncating the Stratonovich Taylor expansion of SDDEs.
However, as the order increases, the complexity of implementing those numerical methods can become more
complicated. By adding more stochastic integral terms from Stratonovich Taylor expansion, more accurate method
can be obtained. However, this is at the cost of requiring more partial derivatives of drift function, f and diffusion
function, g. To overcome the aforementioned difﬁculty, it is natural to consider a derivative–free method for solving
SDDEs. Among the references therein, we realize that there is no derivative–free method to facilitate the approximation
of SDDEs. Thus this research is carried out to propose a derivative–free method of stochastic Runge–Kutta (SRK)
for solving SDDEs, that is 2–stage SRK method. This method has 1.0 order of convergence and does not require
the computation of high level partial derivatives. This article is arranged as follows: An introduction of stochastic
delay differential equation is presented in Section 2. A generalization of SRK for SDDEs is formulated in Section 3.
Stratonovich Taylor expansion of SRK method, its local truncation error and the numerical schemes of 2–stage SRK
method are carried out in Section 3. Then, a numerical experiment is presented in Section 4. A brief conclusion is
given in Section 5.
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STOCHASTIC DELAY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Let (Ω, F , P) be a complete probability space with a ﬁltration Ft satisfying the usual conditions, that is the ﬁltration
{Ft }t=0 is right continuous, and each Ft contains all the sets of measure zero (P–null sets) in F . For the constant
delay r > 0, let C([−r, 0], R) is the Banach space of all continuous path from [−r, 0] → R equipped with the sup-norm
φ C = sup|φ (s)| where | · | denotes the Euclidean norm on ℜ. Let F (t) is an F0 –measurable C([−r, 0], R)–valued
random variable such that Eφ 2 < ∞. Then, a scalar autonomous SDDE with constant time lag is written as
dx(t) = f (x(t), x(t − r))dt + g(x(t), x(t − r))dW (t),
x(t) = Φ(t), t ≤ [−r, 0],

t ≤ [−r, T ]
(1)

where f : ℜ×ℜ → ℜ, g : ℜ×ℜ → ℜ and Φ(t) is an initial function deﬁned on the interval [−r, 0] which is independent
of W (t). The process W (t) be a one-dimensional Wiener process given on ﬁltered probability space (Ω, F , Ft , P). The
function f , g, and Φ are assumed to satisfy the following conditions:
A1 The partial derivatives of f and g exist and uniformly bounded at least up to m1 + 1 and m2 + 1 order in the interval
of interest i.e. there exist positive constants Li for i = 1, . . . , 5 obeying


 (m +1)

(2)
sup  fx1 1 (x1 , x2 ) ≤ L1 ,
ℜ×ℜ



 (m +1)

sup  fx2 1 (x1 , x2 ) ≤ L2 ,

(3)



 (m +1)

sup  f m11 (x1 , x2 ) ≤ L3 ,

(4)



 (m +1)

sup  f 1m1 (x1 , x2 ) ≤ L4 ,

(5)



 (m +1)

sup gx1 2 (x1 , x2 ) ≤ L5 .

(6)

ℜ×ℜ

ℜ×ℜ

x1 x2

ℜ×ℜ

x1 x2

ℜ×ℜ

Assumption A1 guarantees the existence and uniqueness of the solution for SDDE.
A2 There is no time delay in diffusion function g, i.e. the diffusion is in the form of g(x(t)). Therefore, SDDE (1) is
simpliﬁed as
dx(t) = f (x(t), x(t − r))dt + g(x(t))dW (t),
x(t) = Φ(t), t ≤ [−r, 0].

t ≤ [−r, T ]
(7)

A3 The initial function Φ(t) is Hölder–continuous with exponent γ ∈ (0, 1]; that is there exist a constant C1 > 0 such
that for all −r ≤ s < t = 0 and p = 1,
E(|Φ(t) − Φ(s)| p ) = C1 |t − s| pγ .

STOCHASTIC RUNGE-KUTTA FOR STOCHASTIC DELAY DIFFERENTIAL
EQUATIONS
This section presents a generalization of stochastic Runge–Kutta (SRK) to approximate the solution of SDDE (7).
Note that, a general family of s–stage SRK for SDEs have been formulated by Burrage [7] as
s

Yi
yn+1

s

(0)

(1)

= yn + ∑ Zi j f (Y j ) + ∑ Zi j g(Y j ),
=

j=1
s

j=1
s
(0)
(1)
yn + zi f (Yi ) + zi g(Yi ),
i=1
i=1

∑

∑
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i = 1, . . . , s
(8)

(0)

(1)

(0)

where Zi j , Zi j , zi

(1)

and zi

were written as follows
(0)

=

Zi j

Δai j ,
q

(1)

=

Zi j

i, j = 1, . . . , s,

(l)

∑ bi j θl ,

i, j = 1, . . . , s,

l=1
(0)

=

zi

Δαi ,
q

(1)

=

zi

i = 1, . . . , s,
(l)

∑ γi

θl ,

i = 1, . . . , s,

l=1

(l)

where Δ ∈ (0, 1) is a stepsize, A = (ai j ) and B(l) = bi j are s × s matrices of real elements, α T = (α1 , . . . , αs ) and
(l)

(l)

γ (l) = (γ1 , . . . , γs ) are row vectors ∈ ℜs . The stochastic component comes from a linear combination of q different
random variables θ1 , . . . θq . In this research, we incorporate delay term into the second term on the right hand side of
(8), hence the following general class of SRK for SDDEs is obtained
(n−km)

Yi





s
s
(0)
(n−km)
(n−(k+1)m)
(1)
(n−km)
(t) = y(n−km) (t0 ) + ∑ Zi j f Y j
(t),Y j
(t) + ∑ Zi j g Y j
(t) ,
j=1

j=1





s
(n−(k−1)m)
(0)
(n−(k−1)m)
(n−km)
(1)
(n−(k−1)m)
(t) = y(n−(k−1)m) (t0 ) + ∑ Zi j f Y j
(t),Y j
(t) + ∑ Zi j g Y j
(t) ,
Yi
s

j=1

j=1


 s


(0)
(n−(k−1)m)
(n−km)
(1)
(n−(k−1)m)
(t),Yi
(t) + ∑ zi g Yi
(t) ,
y(t) = y(t0 ) + ∑ zi f Yi
s

i=1

(9)

i=1

for i = 1, . . . , s with a uniform step Δ on the interval [0, T ] satisﬁes r = mΔ for a positive integer m ≤ N and n = 0, . . . , N.
(n−km) (n−(k−1)m)
(n−(k−1)m)
To simplify, write y(t0 ) = y0 , y(n−km) (t0 ) = y0
,y
(t0 ) = y0
. In order to derive a 2–stage SRK
method, q is set to be 1, s = 2 and k = 1, . . . , n. Hence, an explicit 2–stage SRK method is given by
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2
(0)
(n−(k−1)m) (n−km)
(1)
(n−(k−1)m)
+ ∑ zi g Yi
,
,Yi
yn+1 = y0 + ∑ zi f Yi
i=1

(10)

i=1

where
(n−km)

y0

(n−(k−1)m)
Y1
(n−km)
Y2

=

(n−(k−1)m)
y0
,




(n−km)
(0)
(n−km) (n−(k+1)m)
(1)
(n−km)
+ Z21 g Y1
,
y0
+ Z21 f Y1
,Y1

(n−(k−1)m)

=

Y2
(0)

(n−km)

=

Y1

(1)

=

(1)

,

(11)





(n−(k−1)m)
(0)
(n−(k−1)m) (n−km)
(1)
(n−(k−1)m)
+ Z21 g Y1
,
y0
+ Z21 f Y1
,Y1
(0)

(0)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(12)
(13)
(14)

and Z21 = Δa21 , Z21 = θ1 b21 , z1 = Δα1 , z2 = Δα2 , z1 = γ1 θ1 and z2 = γ2 θ1 . In tableu form, (10) can be
written as
A
α

0
a21

0

α1

α2

B(1)

0
(1)
b21

0

γ (1)

(1)
γ1

(1)
γ2
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For q = 1, the term θ1 is Staratonovich integral of Wiener process of J1 =
(n−(k−1)m)

(n−km)

 tn+1
tn

dW (t) and for n − km ≤ n − (k − 1)m ≤

0, we have y0
= Φ(t) and y0
= 0. The order condition associated with (9) is analysed by expanding (9) in
the form of Taylor series. Order of accuracy can be evaluated by comparing the approximate solution of SRK method
with the exact solution of SDDEs. Exact solution of (7) can be computed by expanding equation (7) in the form of
Taylor series. Later expansion can be found in Rosli et. al, [8]. The following subsection provides the derivation of
Stratonovich Taylor expansion for 2–stage SRK method.

Stratonovich Taylor Expansion of 2–stage SRK Method
This section expands the 2–stage of SRK method in the form of Stratonovich Taylor series. In view to equation (9),
for s = 1 the terms (11) and (12) are considered. By substituting (11) and (12) into equation (9), the following are
obtained:




(n−(k−1)m) (n−km)
(n−(k−1)m) (n−km)
= f y0
,
(15)
,Y1
, y0
f Y1




(n−(k−1)m)
(n−(k−1)m)
g Y1
= g y0
.
(16)
If s = 2, we have
(n−(k−1)m)

Y2
and

(n−km)

Y2

(n−(k−1)m)

= y0

(n−km)

= y0





(n−(k−1)m) (n−km)
(1)
(n−(k−1)m)
+ Δa21 f y0
, y0
+ b21 J1 g y0
,





(n−km) (n−(k+1)m)
(1)
(n−km)
+ b21 J1 g y0
.
+ Δa21 f y0
, y0

By substituting (17) and (18) into (10), we obtain;







(n−(k−1)m) (n−km)
(n−(k−1)m)
(n−(k−1)m) (n−km)
(1)
(n−(k−1)m)
= f y0
+ b21 J1 g y0
,Y2
+ Δa21 f y0
, y0
f Y2




(n−km) (n−(k+1)m)
(1)
(n−km)
, y0
+ b21 J1 g y0
.
+ Δa21 f y0

(17)

(18)

(19)

It is easy to show that the Stratonovich Taylor expansion of (19) is









(n−(k−1)m) (n−km)
(n−(k−1)m) (n−km)
(n−(k−1)m) (n−km)
(1)
(n−(k−1)m)

,Y2
, y0
, y0
= f y0
+ fk−1
Δa21 f y0
+ b21 J1 g y0
f Y2





(n−km) (n−(k+1)m)
(1)
(n−km)
y0
+ fk Δa21 f y0
+ b21 J1 g y0

 
 

1 
(n−(k−1)m) (n−km)
(n−(k−1)m) (n−km)
, f y0
, y0
, y0
fk−1,k−1 Δ2 a221 f y0
+
2
 
 

(1)
(n−(k−1)m) (n−km)
(n−(k−1)m)
, g y0
+ 2Δa21 b21 J1 f y0
, y0
 
 




(1)
(n−(k−1)m)
(n−(k−1)m)
(n−(k−1)m) (n−km)

, g y0
+ fk−1,k
Δa21 f y0
, y0
+ b21 J12 g y0






(1)
(n−(k−1)m)
(n−km) (n−(k+1)m)
(1)
(n−km)
Δa21 f y0
+ b21 J1 g y0
, y0
+ b21 J1 g y0
1   2 2   (n−km) (n−(k+1)m)   (n−km) (n−(k+1)m) 
+
f
, y0
, y0
Δ a21 f y0
, f y0
2 k,k
 
 

(1)
(n−km) (n−(k+1)m)
(n−km)
+ 2Δa21 b21 J1 f y0
, y0
, g y0
 
 

(1)
(n−km)
(n−km)
, g y0
+ R,
(20)
+ b21 J12 g y0
where R is the higher order term. Let k = 1, we therefore obtain


(n) (n−m)
(1)
f Y2 ,Y2
= f + Δa21 ( f0 f + f1 f˜)b21 J1 ( f0 g + f1 g̃)
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1 2 2 

 ˜ ˜
( f , f˜) + f11
( f , f ))
Δ a21 ( f00 ( f , f ) + 2 f01
2
(1)



 ˜
+ Δa21 b21 J1 ( f00
( f , g) + f01
( f , g̃) + f01
(g, f˜) + f11
( f , g̃))
1 (1) 2 


+
(g, g̃) + f11
(g̃, g̃)) + R.
(21)
b J ( f (g, g) + 2 f01
2 21 1 00
For k = 2, the following expression is obtained


1
(n−m) (n−2m)
(1)
 ˜ ˜
 ˜ ˜˜
 ˜˜ ˜˜
f Y2
= f˜ + Δa21 ( f˜1 f˜ + f˜2 ˜f˜) + b21 J1 ( f˜1 g̃ + f˜2 g̃˜ ) + Δ2 a221 ( f˜11
,Y2
( f , f ) + 2 f˜12
( f , f ) + f˜22
( f , f ))
2
1 (1)
(1)
 ˜
 ˜ ˜

 ˜˜ ˜

( f , g̃) + f˜12
( f , g̃) + f˜12
(g̃, ˜f˜) + f˜22
( f , g̃)) + b21 J12 ( f˜11
(g̃, g̃)
+ Δa21 b21 J1 ( f˜11
2

 ˜ ˜
+ 2 f˜12
(g̃, g̃˜ ) + f˜22
(g̃, g̃)) + R,
(22)
+

and likewise for function g







(n−(k−1)m)
(n−(k−1)m)
(n−(k−1)m) (n−km)
(1)
(n−(k−1)m)
= g y0
+ b21 J1 g y0
.
+ Δa21 f y0
, y0
g Y2

(23)

Expanding (23) in the form of Taylor series, we obtained








(n−(k−1)m)
(n−(k−1)m)
(n−(k−1)m) (n−km)
(1)
(n−(k−1)m)
g Y2
= g y0
+ Δa21 gk−1 f y0
+ b21 J1 gk−1 g y0
, y0
 
 

1 2 2 
(n−(k−1)m) (n−km)
(n−(k−1)m) (n−km)
, f y0
, y0
, y0
Δ a21 gk−1,k−1 f y0
+
2
 
 

1 (1) 2 
(n−(k−1)m)
(n−(k−1)m)
+
, g y0
b21 J1 gk−1,k−1 g y0
2
 
 

(1)
(n−(k−1)m) (n−km)
(n−(k−1)m)
+ Δa21 b21 J1 gk−1,k−1 f y0
, y0
, g y0
+ R,

(24)

For k = 1 we have

and for k = 2



(n)
g Y2



(n−m)
g Y2

1
1 (1)
(1)
= g + Δa21 g0 f + b21 J1 g0 g + Δ2 a221 g00 ( f , f ) + b21 J12 g00 (g, g)
2
2
(1)
+ Δa21 b21 J1 g00 ( f , g) + R,
1
1 (1)
(1)
= g̃ + Δa21 g̃1 f˜ + b21 J1 g̃1 g̃ + Δ2 a221 g̃11 ( f˜, f˜) + b21 J12 g̃11 (g̃, g̃)
2
2
(1)
 ˜
+ Δa21 b21 J1 g̃11 ( f , g̃) + R.

(25)

(26)

The formulation (9) is expanding in the form of Taylor series, hence the following is attained
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0) (1)
y(t) = y(t0 ) + (z1 + z2 ) f + z2 Δa21 ( f0 f + f1 f˜) + z2 b21 J1 ( f0 g + f1 g̃)
(0)
(1)


 ˜
z2 Δa21 b21 J1 ( f00
( f , g) + f01
( f , g̃) + f11
( f , g̃))
1 (0) 2 2 

 ˜ ˜
( f , f˜) + f11
( f , f ))
+
z Δ a21 ( f00 ( f , f ) + f01
2 2
1 (0) 2 (1) 2 


+
(g, g̃) + f11
(g̃, g̃))
z Δ b21 J1 ( f00 (g, g) + f01
2 2
1 (1) (1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
+ · · · + (z1 + z2 )g + z2 Δa21 g0 f + z2 b21 J12 g00 (g, g)
2
1 (1) 2 2 
(1)
(1)
+
z Δ a21 g00 ( f , f ) + z2 Δa21 b21 J1 g00 ( f , g)
2 2
+ · · · + R.

+

(27)

Details regarding the expansion of s–stage SRK for SDDEs can be found in [8]. Next, the local truncation error of
SRK2 method will be computed by comparing the Stratonovich Taylor expansion of SRK2 with the Stratonovich
Taylor expansion of actual solution. The order convergence of SRK2 for solving SDEs was found to be 1.0 [9]. In the
subsequent section, the extension of SRK2 from SDEs to SDDEs is shown to have the same order of convergence as
expounded in SDEs that is 1.0.
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TABLE 1.

1
2
3
4
5
6

Local truncation error of SRK for SDDEs
F(t)

J–integral of
exact solution

Coefﬁcients of
numerical solution

e(t)

f
g
f0 g + f1 g̃
g0 f
g0 g
g0 gg

J0
J1
J10
J01
J11
J111

Δ(α1 + α2 )
(1)
(1)
J1 (γ1 + γ2 )
(1)
Δα2 b21 J1
(1)
γ2 Δa21 J1
(1) (1)
J12 γ2 b21
(1)
(1)2
1 3
2 J1 γ2 b21

J0 − Δ(α1 + α2 )
(1)
(1)
J1 − J1 (γ1 + γ2 )
(1)
J10 − Δα2 b21 J1
(1)
J01 − γ2 Δa21 J1
(1) (1)
J11 − J12 γ2 b21
(1)
(1)2
J111 − 12 J13 γ2 b21

Local Truncation Error
The local error coefﬁcients, e(t) at t = tn of SRK method can be found by comparing the Stratonovich Taylor
expansion of the exact solution
with the computed solution. Stratonovich Taylor expansion of exact solution can

be found in [8]. Thus, if E(|e(t)|)2 ≤ CΔ p , then a method will have strong order, p [7]. Table 1 provides local
truncation error for all SRK2 method. To analyze the order condition, the following expectations and the relationship
of J–integrals taken from [10] are required.
E(J12k+1 ) = 0,

E(J12k ) =

2k! k
Δ,
k!2k

1
E(J10 J1 ) = Δ2 ,
2

1
2
E(J10
) = Δ3 ,
3

J1p
J2
Δ2
J10
J01
, J00 = , J11 = 1 ,
= J1 −
.
p!
2
2
Δ
Δ
In particular, to obtain the 2–stage SRK method with the order of convergence 1.0, it is necessary to take into account
the corresponding J–integrals have expectation behaving as O(Δ p ), p ≤ 1, [7]. Therefore, the√J–integrals associated
with the terms 1, 2 and 5 in Table 1 are considered. Note the terms 1, 2 and 5 are of order Δ, Δ and Δ, respectively.
The following quadratic mean of each e(t) correspond to the above J– integral are obtained as
J1...1 =

E(J0 − Δ(α1 + α2 ))2

(1)

(1)

E(J1 − J1 (γ1 + γ2 ))2

= E(J0 )2 − 2E(J0 )Δ(α1 + α2 ) + Δ2 (α1 + α2 )2
= (1 − 2(α1 + α2 ) + (α1 + α2 )2 )Δ2 ,
=

(1)

(1)

(1)

(28)
(1)

E(J1 )2 − 2E(J1 )2 (γ1 + γ2 ) + E(J1 )2 (γ1 + γ2 )2
(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

= (1 − 2(γ1 + γ2 ) + (γ1 + γ2 )2 )Δ,
(1) (1)

E(J11 − J12 γ2 b21 )2

=
=

(1) (1)

(29)
(1) (1)2

E(J11 )2 − 2E(J11 (J1 )2 )γ2 b21 + E(J1 )4 γ2 b21

3
(1) (1)
(1)2 (1)2
− 3γ2 b21 + γ2 b21 Δ2 .
4

(30)

Therefore solving (28)–(30), it is necessary for
α1 + α2
(1)
(1)
γ1 + γ2

=

1,

(31)

=

(32)

(1) (1)

=

1,
1
.
2

γ2 b21

(33)

The local truncation error of SRK2 was computed by minimizing the quadratic mean of each e(t) correspond with
J–integrals have expectation behaving as O(Δ p ), p = 1.5 which given by the terms 3, 4 and 6 as follows;
1. Quadratic mean of e(t) which correspond to the elementary function f0 g + f1 g̃ is;
(1)

E(J10 − Δα2 b21 J1 )2

(1)

=

(1)

2
E(J(10)
) − 2Δα2 b21 E(J10 J1 ) + Δα2 b21 E(J12 )

1
(1)
(1)2
=
− b21 α2 + α22 b21 Δ3 .
3
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(34)

2. For the elementary function g0 f , the quadratic mean of e(t) is obtained as follows;
(1)

E(J01 − γ2 Δa21 J1 )2

(1)

=

(1)

2
E(J(01)
) − 2γ2 Δa21 E(J01 J1 ) + γ2 Δa21 E(J12 )


J10 2
J10 
(1)
(1)
= Δ2 E J1 −
− 2Δ2 E J1 −
a21 γ2 + γ2 Δ2 a21 E(J12 )
Δ
Δ

1
(1)
(1)2
=
− a21 γ2 + γ2 a221 Δ3 .
3

(35)

3. For the elementary function g0 gg, the quadratic mean of e(t) is obtained as follows;
 J3

E


1
(1) (1)2 2
− J13 γ2 b21
3! 2
1

=
=

1
1
1
(1) (1)2
(1) (1)2
E(J16 ) − E(J16 )(γ2 b21 ) + E(J16 )(γ2 b21 )2
36
6
4
1
1 (1) (1)2 1 (1) (1)2  15 3
− γ2 b21 + (γ2 b21 )2
Δ .
36 6
4
4

(36)

The above equations (34)–(36) are minimised if
(1)

b21 α2

=

a21 γ2

(1)

=

(1) (1)2

=

γ1 b21
in which the principle error constants are
(39) in Maple 16, we obtain the solution
SRK scheme in tableu form is given by

1
,
2
1
,
2
1
.
3

(37)
(38)
(39)

Δ3 Δ3
12 , 12 , 0, respectively. Solving the algebraic equations of (31)–(33) and (37)–
(1)
(1)
(1)
of α1 = 14 , α2 = 34 , a21 = 23 , b21 = 23 , γ1 = 14 and γ2 = 34 . Hence, 2–stage

A

0

α

2
3
1
4

0
3
4

B(1)

0

γ (1)

2
3
1
4

0
3
4

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
We consider the following numerical example that shall indicate the usefulness of 2–stage SRK method in approximating linear SDDEs. The following linear SDDEs obtained from [11] was used as a test equation:
dX(t) = (aX(t) + bX(t − 1))dt + cX(t)dW (t),
X(t) = t + 1, t ∈ [−1, 0].

t ≥ 0,
(40)

The exact solution for SDDE (40) is
 t
 t


X(t) = Φt,0 ξ (0) + Φ−1
dsΦ−1
s,0 (b − cd)sds +
s,0 dWs ,
0

where
Φt,0 = exp

0

 t 

 t

0

0

1 
a − c2 +
2
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cdWs .

(41)

FIGURE 1.

Analytical and Numerical Solution of Linear Stochastic Differential Equations (40)

FIGURE 2.

Absolute Mean–Square Error versus Time Step

Let a = 2, b = 1 and c = 2, we simulate 500 trajectories of SDDEs (40) via three different numerical schemes. The
average of sample paths of the exact and numerical solutions were computed. The results were illustrated in Figure 1.
A glance at Figure 1 reveals that the result obtained via 2–stage SRK method shows better performance than the
simulated result via Milstein scheme and Euler method. Next, the mean–square error E|XT − X̄N |2 at T = 3 was
estimated in the following way. A set of 20 blocks each containing 100 outcomes (wi j : 1 ≤ i ≤ 20, 1 ≤ j ≤ 100) are
simulated and for each block the estimator
εi =

1
100

100

∑ |X(T, wi j ) − X̄N (wi j )|2

j=1

is computed. Mean of this estimator was calculated as follows
E(ε) =

1 20
∑ εi
20 i=1
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Numerical experiment was performed for Δ = 0.125, 0.0625, 0.03125 and 0.015625. The absolute mean–square
error against step size are plotted. Figure 2 illustrates this result. It was shown that the error decreases as the step
size decreases. Furthermore, it can be seen that SRK2 has low absolute mean–square error, hence indicates better
performance than Milstein scheme and Euler method.

CONCLUSION
In summary, 2–stage stochastic Runge–Kutta (SRK2) method developed in this paper has better performance than the
Euler method and Milstein scheme. Moreover, it is a derivative–free method which does not require the computation
of partial derivative for drift and diffusion functions of SDDEs. However, the development of numerical methods for
SDDEs is far from advance. When one seeks to advance the study further, one observes a number of open questions,
for example, the design of numerical methods for general problems of SDDEs with high order of convergence, the
design of weak approximation methods and the development of variable step size algorithms for SDDEs.
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A Model for HIV/AIDS Pandemic with Optimal Control
Amiru Sule and Farah Aini Abdullah
Pusat Pengajian Sains Matematik,
Universiti Sains Malaysia, 11800 USM, Penang, Malaysia
Abstract. Human immunodeficiency virus and acquired immune deficiency syndrome (HIV/AIDS) is pandemic. It has
affected nearly 60 million people since the detection of the disease in 1981 to date. In this paper basic deterministic
HIV/AIDS model with mass action incidence function are developed. Stability analysis is carried out. And the disease free
equilibrium of the basic model was found to be locally asymptotically stable whenever the threshold parameter (RO) value is
less than one, and unstable otherwise. The model is extended by introducing two optimal control strategies namely, CD4
counts and treatment for the infective using optimal control theory. Numerical simulation was carried out in order to
illustrate the analytic results.
Keywords: HIV/AIDS; optimal control; CD4 counts.
PACS: 87 .23 .Cc

INTRODUCTION
Human immunodeficiency virus and Acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (HIV/AIDS), is a global
pandemic. It affects all regions of the world. Back in 1981 when the first case of HIV was detected nearly 75
million people were infected so far. Likewise more than 36 million people died of HIV/AIDS related incidences
[1]. Globally 35.3 million people were living with HIV/AIDS as at 2012. Majority of them were found in the
low and middle income countries. And about 25 million infected were found in sub Saharan Africa. That is 71%
of the global infection. Additionally the report indicates that each day HIV/AIDS pandemic causes
approximately 6300 new infection and about 4300 deaths in 2012 were recorded that means, there were about
2.3 million new infections in the year [2], against 2.5 million new infections in 2011, also, about 1.6 million
people died of aids in 2012. Against 1.7 million people that died of the disease in 2011.this indicate the number
of people contracting the disease is reducing, largely due to public awareness/ campaign. Also the number of
people dying of the disease is reducing as a result of availability of life saving treatment for infected people,
compared to the previous years. There are two types of HIV; HIV-1 and HIV-2, but HIV-1 is more virulent and
is the cause of the majority of the HIV infection globally. Because it can easily be transmitted HIV-2 is only
found in the West central African sub region. And is less transmitted [3].
In the recent times, some epidemiological models have used optimal control, some of which focus on
HIV/AIDS and other infectious diseases. Among which include [4-11].The optimal control efforts are carried
out to limit the spread of the disease. And in some cases to prevent the emergence of drug resistance, health
workers use a test that counts the number of CD4+ cells in cubic millimetre of blood. Normal CD4+ count of a
healthy HIV negative adult varies, but it is usually between 600 and 1200 cells/mm 3. Even though, it may be
lower in some people. Mostly people infected with HIV find that their CD4+ counts fall over time and it
happens at a variable rate, but the CD4+ counts can still be stable for long period.
Hence, it is useful for HIV infected people to have their CD4+ count measured regularly so as, (1) to
monitor their immune system that help them whether and when to start taking HIV treatment, and other
treatment to prevent infection. (2) And also, to monitor the effectiveness of HIV treatment. It is recommended
that every HIV infected individuals start taking life saving drugs when the CD4+ cell count is around
350cell/mm3 [12]. Even after the commencement of the treatment i.e lifesaving drugs for HIV/AIDS patients,
CD4+ counts, is still needed so that, to ensure the effectiveness of the drugs, otherwise the combination of the
drugs should be change. In this study the stages of infections as categorized by world health organization and
centre for disease control are considered [13]. The stages are asymptomatic stage, symptomatic stage and aids
stage.
The main objective of this paper, Is to develop a mathematical model for human interaction with the aim of
carrying out the stability analysis. Using two optimal control strategies namely, CD4+ counts,, and treatment for
the infective on combating the spread of HIV/AIDS. The organization of the paper is as follows: In section 2,
description of the general model formulation and stability analysis is given. In section 3, the optimal control
formulation with two optimal control strategies is presented. Section 4 contains the simulation results and
illustrating the results of the dynamics. Lastly the conclusion is given in section 5.
International Conference on Mathematics, Engineering and Industrial Applications 2014 (ICoMEIA 2014)
AIP Conf. Proc. 1660, 050007-1–050007-10; doi: 10.1063/1.4915640
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MODEL FORMULATION
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FIGURE 1. Transfer diagram of HIV/AIDS.

The total human population at time t denoted by N (t), is subdivided into four classes of susceptible ( S (t )) .
These are sexually active individuals that are free from infection, but they are prone to infection as they interact
with infected humans. Asymptomatic class ( I1 (t ) ), these are infected humans, but does not show any symptom
of infection. Symptomatic class ( I 2 (t )) , these are set of infected individuals in which the symptoms of infection
are manifested. And finally Aids class ( A(t )) , these are the infected individuals that developed full blown aids.
And assumed not be infective, so that we have,
N (t ) S (t )  I1 (t )  I 2 (t )  A(t )
(1)
Considering susceptible population, it is increased by recruitment of individuals into the population at a
rate b. the susceptible individuals may contracts the virus following contact with the infected individuals
( I1 (t )and I 2 (t )) at a rate O and it is given by

O (E1c1I1  E2c2 I 2 )
In the above equation E1 and E2

(2)

are the effective contact rates, i.e. contact capable of leading to

infections. While c1 and c2 are the number of partners for I1 and I 2 respectively. The susceptible population is
reduced by natural death at a rate (M ) , so that the rate of change of susceptible population with respect to time
is given by
ds
(3)
b  ( E1c1I1  E 2c2 I 2 )  M (s )
dt
The population of asymptomatic class is generated by the infection of the susceptible individuals at a rate
O (t ) . And the class is reduced by the natural death (M ) as well as manifestation of the symptoms of the disease.
Hence the rate of change of asymptomatic class with respect to the time is given by,
dI1
(4)
( E1c1 I1  E 2 c2 I 2 ) S  (M  D ) I1
dt
The population of symptomatic class is generated by the manifestation of the symptoms, of the disease by
the asymptomatic individuals. And it is reduced by natural death and failure of treatments or development of
resistant to the treatment. Thus, the rate of change of symptomatic class with respect to time is given by,
dI 2
(5)
D I1  (W  M ) I 2
dt
The population of Aids class is generated by the failure of the treatment or development of resistant to the
treatment offered to the asymptomatic class, at a rate (W ) and the population is reduced through natural death as
well as death due to infection (T ) . Therefore the rate of change of Aids individuals with respect to time is
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dA
(6)
W I 2  (T  M ) A
dt
Then the model for the transmission dynamics of HIV/AIDS is given by the following non-linear system
of differential equations
 dS
° dt b  ( E1c1 I1  E 2 c2 I 2 ) S  M S
°
° dI1 ( E c I  E c I ) S  (M  D ) I
1 1 1
2 2 2
1
°° dt
(7)
®
° dI 2 D I  (W  M ) I
1
2
° dt
° dA
°
W I 2  (T  M ) A
°̄ dt
From the system (7) above, it is assumed that not all infected individuals’ take part in spreading the
disease. As in the case of AIDS class, we assumed they are inactive and so they do not spread the virus.

INVARIANT REGION
4


Lemma: The closed set D {( S , I1 , I 2 , A) 

b
: N d } this is positively invariant and attracting with

M

respect to model (7).
dN
dN
since
b M N T A 
b M N
dt
dt
b
dN
dN
, therefore a standard comparison theorem
d b  M N then it follows that
 0 if and only if N (t ) !
M
dt
dt
b
b
b
hence D is positively
can be used to show that N (t ) d N (0)eMt  [1  eMt ] thus N (t ) d if N (0) d

Proof: Adding all equations of model (7) it gives

M

invariant in the population. Furthermore, if N (t ) !
approaches

M

b

M

M

then either the solutions enters D in infinite time or N (t )

b
and all the variables I1 , I 2 , A approaches 0 hence D is attracting. That means all solutions in
M

, eventually enters D, hence model system (7) is well posed epidemiologically and mathematically. Which
means it is sufficient to study the dynamics of the model system (7) in D.

POSITIVITY OF THE SOLUTION
Since our system is dealing with human population, all variables and parameters of the model are nonnegative. Adding up the equation (7), we have
dN ds dI1 dI 2 dA
(8)



dt
dt dt
dt
dt
dN
This will give us
b M N T A
dt
Lemma 1: Let the initial data be {(s0 , I10 , I 20 , A0 ) t 0} : : then the solution set {s(t ), I1 (t ), I 2 (t ),A(t )} of
our model system (7) is positive for all t > 0.
Proof: We prove the above lemma by considering the model equation (7). We now consider the first
ds
equation of model system (7), which is
b  Os Ms
dt
ds
b  O s  M s t (O  P )s
dt
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ds
t (O  M ) s
dt

Separating the variables and integrate the result gives,
ds
t  (O  M )dt
s

³

³

s(t ) ! s(o)e(O M )t ! o
If and only if (O  M ) ! 0
From the second equation of the model system (7)

dI1
dt

O s  (D  M ) I1

dI1
t (D  M ) I1
dt

Separating the variables and integrate the result gives

³

dI1
t  (D  M )dt
s

³

I1 (t ) ! I1 (0)e(D M )t ! 0 If (D  M ) ! 0

It follows for the rest of the equations of the model system (7). Therefore it is shown that the equations of the
model system (7) are positive  t ! 0 .

EXISTENCE OF STEADY STATES SOLUTION
We now analysed our model system (7) qualitatively in order to investigate the condition for the existence
of equilibrium points. Let E ( s) E (s , I1 , I 2 , A ) be the equilibrium points of our model system (7). The steady
state solutions are obtained by equating the system (7) to zero and solve thus:
b  ( E1c1 I1  E 2 c2 I 2 ) S  M S 0
°( E c I  E c I ) S  (M  D ) I 0
° 111 2 2 2
1
(9)
®
D
I
(
W
M
)
I
0


1
2
°
°¯W I 2  (T  M ) A 0
ds dI1 dI 2 dA
So that
0.
dt
dt
dt
dt

DISEASE FREE EQUILIBRIUM STATE
In the subsequent analysis, since variable A does not appear in the 1st-3rd equations of the model system
(7), we consider the first three equations as contained [19]. In as much as our recruitment rate (b) does not turn
to zero, then our population will not go to the extinction that means there is no trivial equilibrium point. This
implies that (S , I1 , I 2 ) z (0,0,0) . In absence of the disease, ( I1 I 2 0) thus, model system (7) is reduced to
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 dS
° dt b  ( E1c1 I1  E 2 c2 I 2 ) S  M S
°
° dI1
( E1c1 I1  E 2 c2 I 2 ) S  (M  D ) I1
®
° dt
° dI 2
° dt D I1  (W  M ) I 2
¯

b  (E1c1I1  E2c2 I 2 )s  M s  (E1c1I1  E2c2 I 2 )s  (M  D )I1  D I1  (W  M )I 2
Thus it reduced to b  M s

0, so that s
E0

b

M

(10)

0

. Then our disease free equilibrium point is given by

b
( , 0, 0)

(11)

M

BASIC REPRODUCTION NUMBER
The basic reproduction number is the fundamental parameter that governed the spread or transmission of a
disease. Hence, it is defined as the number of secondary infections generated by a typical infected individual in
a disease free population throughout the period of its infectiousness [14-15]. To find the basic reproduction
wF ( E ) wV ( E )
number R0 , we used the next generation operator method which is given by [ i 0 ][ i 0 ]1 using
wx j
wx j

(M  D ) I1
ª( E1c1 I1  E 2 c2 I 2 ) s º
ª
º
«
»
«
»
0
V
(
W

M
)
I

D
I
,
2
1
«
»
«
»
«¬
»¼
«¬b  ( E1c1 I1  E 2 c2 I 2 ) s  M s »¼
0
matrices of F and V at the disease free equilibrium point E0 are given as follows,
equation (10) above, F and V are, F

F ( E0 )

V ( E0 )

Jacobean

=

=

V 1

Thus,

R0

b[ E1c1 (W  M )  E 2 c2D ]
M (M  D )(W  M )

(12)

Considering above, the basic reproduction number is a function of c, which is the number of sexual
partners. In order to keep the spread of the disease at minimum, the number of sexual partners should be
restricted.
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STABILITY OF DISEASE FREE EQUILIBRIUM
If all the Eigen values of the Jacobean matrix of the system (10) have negative real parts, then the disease
free equilibrium is locally asymptotically stable, otherwise it is unstable. Therefore the Jacobi an of the system
E cb
E cb
M
 11
 2 2

M

b
(10) at E0 ( , 0, 0) takes the form J ( E0 )

M

M
E c b E 2 c2b
 (M  D )  1 1
M
M
D
 (W  M )

0
0

From above trace( J )

(M  (M  D )  (W  M )) 

E1c1b
it shows clearly that trace ( J )  0 then for det( J ) to
M

be > 0, we proceed as follows by expanding det (J) we have M

(M  D ) 

E1c1b
M

D

E 2 c2b
M
 (W  D )

After some algebraic simplification we got the relation as E1c1b(M  W )  E2c2bD ! M (M  MW  DW  DM ) this
means that

b[ E1c1 (W  M )  E 2 c2D ]
1.
M (M  D )(W  M )

This indicates that R0  1 then this shows that disease free equilibrium is locally asymptotically stable
otherwise it is unstable.

ENDEMIC EQUILIBRIUM STATE
Let us consider the endemic equilibrium of our model system (10) such that E (S , l1 , l2 ) z (0,0,0) with
S

b
I
M R0 1

1
I
P G 1

b
1
[1  ], I 2
P G
R0

(13)

From the above equation (13), I1 is positive if R0 ! 0 therefore E (s , I1 , I 2 ) is the positive endemic
equilibrium point that exist if R0 ! 1.

LOCAL STABILITY OF ENDEMIC EQUILIBRIUM
We now obtain the Jacobean matrix of the model system (10) at the endemic equilibrium point i.e.
E (s , I1 , I 2 ) Thus it is given by

(JE )

( E1c1 I1  E 2 c2 I 2  M )

 E1c1s

 E 2 c2 s

E1c1 I1  E 2 c2 I 2

 (M  D )  E1c1s

E 2 c2 s
 (W  M )

0
D
All the state variables are at the endemic equilibrium point. Hence
trace( J E ) (E1c1I1  E2 c2 I 2 )  E1c1s  (3M  W  D ) , clearly trace( J E )  0

We now find det ( J E ) to be > 0, we proceed as follows by expanding det ( J E ) and placing it to be > 0 we
have M 3  ( E1c1 ( s  I1 )  D  W  E2 c2 I 2 )M 2  (2(E2 c2 I 2 s 
(( s  I 2 )D  I 2W ) E2 c2  DWM  2c1W ( E2 c2 I 2 

D I1

D I1
2

)

W (s  I1 )
2

)E1c1

W

) E1  2E2 c2 I 2D ( E2 c2 s  )  1 Clearly the above expression is
2
2
< 1 this implies that the endemic equilibrium point E (s , I1 , I 2 ) , is locally asymptotically stable.
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OPTIMAL CONTROL FORMULATION
In this part, we need to consider time dependent controls. They are CD4+ counts and treatment of the
infective, represented by u1 and u2 respectively, in order to curtail the spread of HIV/AIDS in a community.
We therefore regard the entities u1 and u2 as function of time i.e. u1 (t )and u2 (t ) . We now apply optimal control
method in order to determine the necessary conditions for the control of HIV/AIDS. For us to investigate the
optimal level of CD4+ counts and treatment for the infective that would be needed in order to control the
disease. We then have an objective function J, which is to be minimised.
tf

J

³ (D I

1 1

 D2 I 2  D3 A  D4u12  D5u22 )dt

(14)

0

Where t f is the final time and the coefficients D1 , D2 , D3 , D4 and D5 are the relative weight that help to
balance each term, in the integrand so that no any of the term dominates. In the same vein, D1 , D2 , and D3 are
the relative measures of the importance of reducing the associated classes on the spread of the disease. While
D4 and D5 are the relative measures of the cost required to implement each of the associated controls. Our goal
is to minimize the number of infected humans while minimizing the cost of control u1 (t ), u2 (t ) thus we seek an
optimal

control

u1 , u2

such

that

J (u1 , u2 )

min{J (u1 , u2 ) u1 , u2 U where
u1 ,u2

the

control

set

{(u1 , u2 ) u1 lebesque measurable,0 d ui d ui max  1,i 1, 2}
(15)
Hence, we now extend the model system (7) by introducing some control strategy to curtail the spread of
HIV/AIDS. The control measures are CD4+ count and treatment for the infective, represented by u1 and u2
respectively. The importance of CD4+ count include, to verify when to start taking lifesaving treatment as well
as weather the treatment is effective or not, The model system (7) becomes,
 ds
° dt b  ( E1c1 I1  E 2 c2 I 2 ) s  M s
°
° dI1 ( E c I  E c I ) s  (u  D  M ) I
1 1 1
2 2 2
1
1
°° dt
(16)
®
° dI 2 (D  u ) I  (W  M  u ) I
1 1
2 2
° dt
° dA
°
(W  u2 ) I 2  (T  M ) A
°̄ dt
It now moved to determine the optimal combination of controls u1 and u2 that will be enough to minimize
the cost of the CD4+ count, as well as the cost of the treatment for the infective, and at the same time to reduce
the number of infective.
The necessary conditions, for an optimal control comes from pontryagin’s maximum principle [18]. The
principle convert equations (14) and (15) into a problem of minimizing point wise a Hamiltonian H, with respect
to u1 and u2 we therefore characterize the optimal controls u1 and u2 , which gives the optimal level for the two
U

control measures and the corresponding states (s , I1 , I 2 , A) .
H

D1I1  D2 I 2  D3 A  D4u12  D5u22  O1 (b  (E1c1I1  E2c2 I 2 )S  M S )

O2 ((E1c1I1  E2c2 I 2 )S  (u2  M  D ) I1 )
O3 ((D  u1 ) I1  (u2  W  M ) I 2 )
O4 ((W  u2 ) I 2  (T  M  u2 ) A)
Where O1 , O2 , O3 and O4 are the adjoint variable.

(17)

Theorem: Let (u1 , u2 ) U be an optimal control with the corresponding states (s , I1 , I 2 , A) then there
exist the ad joint variables Oi for i 1.......4, satisfy

O1' ( E1c1 I1  E 2 c2 I 2 )(O1  O2 )  O1M
° '
°O2  D1  E1c1S (O1  O2 )  (D  u1 )(O2  O3 )  O2M
® '
°O3  D2  E 2 c2 S (O1  O2 )  (W  u2 )(O3  O4 )  O3M
°O '  D  O (T  M )
3
4
¯ 4
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(18)

The transversality conditions is Oi (t f )

u1

0, for i 1......4 with the optimal control defined as

min{max(0,

(O2  O3 ) I1
). u1max }.
2 D4

(O3  O4 ) I 2
). u1max }.
2 D5
Proof: We used pontryagin’s maximum principle to obtain the differential equation governing the adjoint
variables as follows,
wH
 '
°O1  wS ( E1c1 I1  E 2 c2 I 2 )(O1  O2 )  O1M
°
°O '  wH  D  E c S (O  O )  (D  u )(O  O )  O M
1
1 1
1
2
1
2
3
2
°° 2
wI1
®
°O '  wH  D  E c S (O  O )  (W  u )(O  O )  O M
(19)
2
2 2
1
2
2
3
4
3
° 3
wI 2
°
°O '  wH  D  O (T  M )
3
4
°¯ 4
wA
u2

min{max(0,

The Hamiltonian is maximized with respect to the controls at the optimal control u

(u1 , u2 ), then we

differentiate H with respect to u1 and u2 on U respectively, hence we obtained,

 wH
° wu
° 1
®
° wH
°¯ wu2

2 D4 u1  O2 I1  O3 I1
2 D5u2  O3 I 2  O4 I 2

(20)

We then imposed the bounds on our controls that is 0 d u1 d u1max , 0 d u2 d u2max and we obtained


°u1
°
®
°u
°̄ 2

min{max(0,

(O2  O4 ) I1
)u1max }
2 D4

min{max(0,

(O3  O4 ) I 2
)u2 max
2 D5

(21)

When we differentiate the Hamiltonian function for the second time, with respect to u1 and u2 it yields

w 2 H
° 2 2 D4
° wu1
(22)
® 2
° w H 2D
5
° wu 2
¯ 2
The second partial derivative of (20) above with respect to u1 and u2 respectively are positive, this implies
that the optimal problem is minimum at u1 and u2 .

NUMERICAL SIMULATION
In this section, we examined the extended model with two optimal controls, which is CD4+ count and
treatment for the infective. Numerical effect of such controls on the spread of HIV/AIDS in a population is
investigated by the use of Mathematica and presented in TABLE 1, FIGURE 2 and FIGURE 3.
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TABLE 1. Describe the parameters used in model equation (7).
Parameter

Value

Source

b

3.1
0.11

estimated
[16]

E2

0.55

[16]

c1

0.43

estimated

c2
M

0.32

estimated

0.02
0.70

[17]
estimated

0.23
0.17
0.2

estimated
estimated
[16]

0.5

[16]

E1

T
D
W
u1
u2

20

susceptible

15
Sh
10

5

0

0

5

10

15

20

Time years

FIGURE 2. The susceptible individuals.
20

state

15

10
I1

I2

A
5

0

0

5

10

15

20

Time years

FIGURE 3. The infected classes.
With the CD4+ count of the infected human u1 and treatment for the infective u2 both of them are used to
optimize the objective function J. We observed that the control strategy yields increase in the life span of the
infected human, this indicate the importance of CD4+ count and treatment.
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CONCLUSION
In this paper, we developed a mathematical model for the spread of HIV/AIDS in a population. Invariant
region, positivity and local stability are investigated; the model analysis shows that the disease free equilibrium
is locally asymptotically stable whenever the threshold parameter R0 is less than 1, i.e. R0  1 , unstable
otherwise. The existence of optimal control is established analytically by the use of optimal control theory; the
optimal control theory has a very desirable effect in reducing both the infected human populations there by
increasing the population of susceptible class. From our simulation result, it was found that both the cd4+ counts
as well as treatment for the infective will help in reducing the spread of the disease and increasing the life span
of the infected, and hence delaying the onset of AIDS.
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A GOMPERTZIAN MODEL WITH RANDOM EFFECTS
TO CERVICAL CANCER GROWTH
Mazma Syahidatul Ayuni Mazlan and Norhayati Rosli
Faculty of Industrial Sciences & Technology, Universiti Malaysia Pahang, Lebuhraya Tun Razak, 26300
Gambang, Pahang
Abstract. In this paper, a Gompertzian model with random effects is introduced to describe the cervical cancer growth. The
parameters values of the mathematical model are estimated via maximum likehood estimation. We apply 4-stage RungeKutta (SRK4) for solving the stochastic model numerically. The efﬁciency of mathematical model is measured by comparing
the simulated result and the clinical data of the cervical cancer growth. Low values of root mean-square error (RMSE) of
Gompertzian model with random effect indicate good ﬁts.
Keywords: Gompertzian model, maximum likehood estimation, 4-stage stochastic Runge-Kutta and cervical cancer
PACS: 87.10.Mn

INTRODUCTION
Cervical cancer is the third most common cancer among women behind breast cancer and colorectal cancer and the
fourth leading cause of death among Malaysian [1]. The National Cancer Society Malaysia (NCSM) said that over
1500 women are diagnosed with cervical cancer each year. Cervical cancer accounts for 6% deaths among women
in Malaysia [2]. Recently, effort has been paid to the investigation of tumor growth because a better understanding
of the highly complex process is paramountly important to develop better prognoses for patients and more effective
treatment plan. Taking the advantages of the methods of physics and engineering, most studies review of mechanistic
mathematical models which consist of one or more differential equations [3]. Despite their simplicity, such models
have been proved to be appropriate to predict the evolution of numerous tumor growth developments. Among the
proposed models of those based upon the deterministic Gompertzian growth law appears to be particularly consistent
with the evidence of tumor growth [4]. However, real biological systems will always exposed to random inﬂuences
that are not completely understood or not feasible to model deterministically. To be realistic, models of tumor growth
should include random effects or noise. These random ﬂuctuations are the result of uncontrolled factors in human
body such as hormonal oscillations, blood pressure variations, respiration, variable neural control of muscle activity,
enzymatic processes, energy requirements, cellular metabolism, sympathetic nerve activity or individual characteristics
like body mass index, genes, smoking, stress impacts, etc [5]. Therefore, a better model is needed to reﬂect the external
randomness that affects the tumor growth behaviour. This research is carried out to model the growth of cervical cancer
via Gompertzian stochastic model.

MATHEMATICAL MODELS
Mathematical expression of growth representation has been formulated in [6]. Beginning essentially as exponential
growth, as time goes on, the process becomes damped and eventually stops. If A(t) is the area (cm2 ) of the tumor at
time, t then it can be represented by the mathematical formula
dA(t) = (aA(t) − bA(t) ln(A(t)))dt

(1)

where a is the intrinsic growth rate of the tumor which is a parameter related to the initial mitosis rate and b is
the growth rate deceleration factor that related to the antiangiogenic process. Equation (1) is called a Gompertzian
deterministic model introduced by [6] to describe and analyze the population dynamics in nature. This model was
subsequently shown to ﬁt well the tumor growth. However, real biological systems are subjected to environmental
noise that are not completely understood or not feasible to model deterministically. Hence, Gompertzian deterministic
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model of tumor growth (1) should include random effects or noise that inﬂuence its growth. We assume that the
variability of environmental conditions inﬂuences in the intrinsic growth rate, a. Hence, the uncontrolled factors is
allowed into Equation (1) such that the intrinsic growth rate parameter
a → a+σ

dW
dt

(2)

where σ > 0 is the diffusion coefﬁcient and the process W (t) for t ≥ 0 is a white noise process having Gaussian
distribution with mean zero and variance, Δt. The mathematical model tumor growth for cervical cancer can be deﬁned
by the stochastic differential equation of
dA(t) = (aA(t) − bA(t) ln A(t))dt + σ A(t)dW (t)

(3)

Equation (3) is a Gompertzian stochastic model which has been used by [7] to describe in vivo tumor growth and its
sensitivity treatment with antiangiogenic drugs. In this research, the Gompertzian stochastic model of Equation (3)
will be used to describe the growth of the tumor for cervical cancer. Moreover, this research will verify the ability of
Gompertzian stochastic model to simulate the clinical data.

NUMERICAL METHOD & PARAMETER ESTIMATION
Analytical solution of Gompertzian model with random effects is hard to be found, thus solving this model numerically
is necessary. We apply a 4-stage Stochastic Runge-Kutta (SRK4) to approximate the numerical solution of Equation
model (3). Details for implementing the numerical method known as:

4–stage Stochastic Runge–Kutta
In this section, we present 4–stage stochastic Runge–Kutta method for solving Gompertzian stochastic model of
tumor growth. It was Werner [8] who introduced a so–called an s–stage explicit
 t SRK for solving SDEs. The method
was based on the increment of Wiener process, J1 (t) which corresponds to the tnn+1 dW (t). A simple generalization of
SRK method introduced by [8] is
Yi
yn+1

s

s

j=1
s

j=1
s

= yn + h ∑ ai j f (Y j ) + J1 ∑ bi j g(Y j ),

i = 1, . . . , s

= yn + h ∑ αi f (Yi ) + J1 ∑ γi g(Yi )
i=1

(4)

i=1

where A = (ai j )s×s and B = (bi j )s×s are matrices of real elements, α T = (α1 , . . . , αs ) and γ T = (γ1 , . . . , γs ) are row
vectors in ℜs . The stochastic component comes from J1 –integral. The method proposed by [8] cannot surpass the order
of convergence greater than 1.0. Then, Burrage [9] reﬁned the Equation (4) by introducing other stochastic elements
apart from J1 . Arbitrary matrix Z and vector zT , were introduced whose elements are random variables. A general
family of s–stage SRK is formulated by
s

Yi

j=1
s

yn+1

s

(0)

j=1
s

(0)

(0)

(1)

(0)

(1)

and zi

(1)

= yn + ∑ zi f (Yi ) + J1 ∑ zi g(Yi )
i=1

where Zi j , Zi j , zi

(1)

= yn + ∑ Zi j f (Y j ) + ∑ Zi j g(Y j ),

i=1

are written as
(0)

Zi j

(1)

Zi j

=

hai j ,
q

=

i, j = 1, . . . , s

(l)

∑ bi j θl ,

l=1
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i, j = 1, . . . , s

i = 1, . . . , s

(0)

zi

(1)

zi

=

hαi ,
q

=

i = 1, . . . , s
(l)

∑ γi

θl ,

i = 1, . . . , s

l=1

An explicit SRK with strong order of 1.0 and 1.5 was developed by letting q = 2. For q = 2, then θ1 = J1 and θ2 =
t 
where J10 = tnn+1 ttn dW (s)dt. The random variable J10 is approximated by using the equation (5)
√ 
J10
N2 
h
=
N1 + √
h
2
3

J10
h ,

(5)

where N1 and N2 are standard normal distribution. An s–stage SRK therefore can be written as
Yi

=

yn+1

=


s
s 
(0)
(1)
(2) J10
yn + h ∑ ai j f (Y j ) + ∑ bi j J1 + bi j
g(Y j ),
h
j=1
j=1

s
s 
(0)
(1)
(2) J10
yn + h ∑ αi f (Yi ) + ∑ γi J1 + γi
g(Yi )
h
i=1
i=1

i = 1, . . . , s
(6)

Burrage & Burrage 4–stage SRK scheme with strong order of 1.5 is represented in tableu form
A

α
B(1)

γ (1)
B(2)

γ (2)

1
2

0

0
0

1
2

0

0
1

0

1
6

1
3

1
3

1
6

−0.72429163
0.4237534
−1.5784755

0
−0.1994437
0.84010034

0
1.7383751

0

−0.78007

0.073637

1.4865

0.21992

2.700200041
1.757261649
−2.918524118

0
0
0

0
0

1.69395

1.63610

−3.02400

−0.306049

Applying Burrage & Burrage scheme to stochastic model (3), yields
Y1

=

Y2

=

Y3

=
+

Y4

=
+
+

y(t0 )


1
J10 
y(t0 ) + h(aY1 + b ln(Y1 )) + − 0.72429163J1 + 2.7002000410
σY1
2
h



1
1
J10 
y(t0 ) + h Y1 + (aY1 + b ln(Y1 )) + − 0.72429163J1 + 2.7002000410
σY1
2
2
h


J10
0.4237534J1 + 1.757261649
σY1 − 0.19944370σY2
h

 
1
1
J10 
σY1
y(t0 ) + h Y1 + h (aY1 + b ln(Y1 )) + − 0.72429163J1 + 2.7002000410
2
2
h


J10
0.4237534J1 + 1.757261649
σY1 − 0.19944370J1 σY2
h

J10 
σY1 + 0.84010034J1 σY2 + 1.7383751J1 σY3
− 1.5784755J1 − 2.918524118
h
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1

1
1
1
y(t) = y(t0 ) + h (aY1 + b ln(Y1 ) + (aY2 + b ln(Y2 )) + (aY3 + b ln(Y3 )) + (aY4 + b ln(Y4 ))
6
3
3
6



J10 
J10 
J10 
σY1 + 0.073637J1 + 1.63610
σY2 + 1.4865J1 − 3.02400
σY3
+
− 0.78007J1 + 1.69395
h
h
h


J10 
(7)
σY4
+
0.21992J1 − 0.306049
h
The numerical scheme describes above was translated into Matlab program to obtain the approximate solution of
tumor growth for cervical cancer at t ∈ [48, 50]. Stochastic integrals of J1 and Jh10 can be generated by using BoxMuller method. We deﬁne a meshpoint with a uniform step size h on the interval [t0 , T ] and the numerical algorithm is
presented below.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Deﬁne the ﬁx step size, hn = tn+1 − tn and integer number N such that h =
Do drift function, f (An ) = (aAn − bAn ln(An )) evaluation.
Do diffusion function, g(An ) = σ An evaluation.
Perform random number generator of stochastic integrals J1 and Jh10 .
Perform an explicit 4-stage stochastic Runge-Kutta.

T
N,

for tn = n · h and n = 0, . . . , N .

Maximum Likelihood Estimator
In this section, we apply a non–parametric simulated maximum likelihood approach to estimate the unknown
parameters of stochastic model (3). While sample data for the tumor growth of cervical cancer are available, the
parameters a, b and σ are unknown accurately and need to be estimated. The transition density of yi starting from
yi−1 and evolving to yi is p(ti , yi |ti−1 , yi−1 , θ ), where θ = a, b, σ are the parameters to be estimated. The maximum
likelihood estimator for θ is obtained by maximizing the likelihood function of
n

L(θ ) = ∏ p(ti , yi |ti−1 , yi−1 ; θ )

(8)

i=1

In practice L(θ ) will be approximated through Monte Carlo simulation according to the following algorithm proposed
by [10]
(t

−t )

1. Divide the time interval [ti−1 ,ti ] into N subintervals with a step size of h = i−1N i . The Gompertzian stochastic
model is integrated on this discretization by using 4–stage stochastic Runge–Kutta method. This integration is
repeated R times for R = 100 to generate R approximations of the tumor growth A at ti starting with yi−1 at ti−1 .
The approximate values of tumor growth is denoted as At1i . . . AtRi , where Atri is the integrated value of (3) in the
rth –simulation for r = 1, . . . , R.
2. A non–parametric kernel density then is constructed from the simulated values of At1i . . . AtRi are used to construct
a non–parametric kernel density estimate of the transition density (8)
1 R  yi − Atri 
pR (ti , yi |ti−1 , yi−1 ; θ ) =
(9)
∑ K hi
Rhi r=1
where hi is the kernel bandwith at time ti and K(·) is a suitable symmetric, non–negative kernel function enclosing
unit mass.
3. The previous procedure is repeated for each yi and the pR (ti , yi |ti−1 , yi−1 ; θ ) thus obtained used to construct
LR (θ ) = ∏ni=1 pR (ti , yi |ti−1 , yi−1 ; θ ).
4. LR (θ ) is maximized to obtain the approximated MLE θ R of θ .
Hurn et al. [10] proposed a suitable choice of K(·) which is given by the normal kernel
K(u) = 

−u2
1
exp( 2 )
(2π)

(10)

with bandwith given by
1

hi =

−1
45
si R 5 ,
3
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i = 1, . . . , n

(11)

RESULTS & DISCUSSION
This section presents the prediction quality of Gompertzian stochastic model to describe the growth of the tumor for
cervical cancer.

Description of the Clinical Data
The cervical cancer data was taken from Hospital Sultanah Nur Zahirah (HSNZ) Kuala Terengganu. One patient,
age 48 years old, has fulﬁlled the inclusion criteria was identiﬁed. The inclusion criteria were histopathologically and
clinically diagnosed with cancer of cervix between 17th March 2011 until 20th March 2013, and without having any
treatment related to cervical cancer in HSNZ. The variables of interest were time (in months) and the area of the cell
growth for cervical cancer (in cm2 ) were measured from the patient that has been diagnosed with cervical cancer up
to the time she was referring to Total Abdominal Hysterectomy and Bilateral Salphingooopherectomy (TABHSO).
Initial state is observed from the clinical data, A(t0 ) = 23cm2 where t0 is an initial time that is the time in which the
cell cancers was ﬁrst detected.

Analysis of Gompertzian Stochastic Model
The likelihood function LR (θ ) for R = 100 are maximized to generate the estimated values of θ = {a, b, σ }. The
construction of LR (θ ) requires the generating of Wiener increments ΔW (t) = W (ti+1 ) − W (ti ). For this purpose,
these increments are generated via Box–Muller method and once created, those values are kept ﬁxed for a given
optimization procedure. The tumor growth of cervical cancer is simulated at equally spaced intervals of time hi =
ti+1 − ti = NT . Numerical method of 4–stage SRK is performed to simulate the trajectories in the interval time [t0 , T ]
with initial condition, A(t0 ) = 23cm2 . Numerical optimization algorithm was implemented using Matlab program and
the estimated parameter values of θ = {a, b, σ } for R = 100 are listed in Table 1.
TABLE 1.
rameters

Maximum Likelihood Estimates of Gompertzian Stochastic and Deterministic Model PaMathematical
Model

a

b

σ

Gompertzian Stochastic Model
Gompertzian Deterministic Model

9.288110e − 001
1.043000e + 000

−2.000000e + 000
−0.074800e + 000

7.602268e − 001
–

The following Figure 1 illustrates the plot of clinical data and the respective results of the empirical mean, 95 percent
conﬁdence interval, Q1–Q3 quartiles of the numerical solution over 100 trajectories. Figure 2 shows the result of the
actual data, stochastic Gompterzian model and deterministic counterpart for tumor growth of cervical cancer. Based on
Figure 2, it can be seen that the numerical results obtained via stochastic Gompertzian model are more consistent with
the actual data, hence the tumor growth of cervical cancer is adequately describe by stochastic Gompterzian model.
Moreover, the mathematical model with the incorporating of uncontrolled factors produce low values of MSE, hence
indicate good ﬁts.
TABLE 2. MSE of Gompertzian Stochastic and
Deterministic Models
Mathematical Model

MSE

Gompertzian Stochastic Model
Gompertzian Deterministic Model

0.6020
10.0579
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FIGURE 1.

Empirical mean, 95 percent CI, Q1-Q3 quartiles of the numerical solution over 100 trajectories and data observations

FIGURE 2. Simulation Results of Stochastic Gompertzian, Deterministic Gompertzian Models and the Actual Data of Cervical
Cancer Growth

CONCLUSION
The numerical solution of stochastic Gompertzian model for cervical cancer describes the experimental data with
more adequacy as indicated by low values of MSE compare to the deterministic Gompertzian model. In real biological
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system, the cancerous growth is subjected to random effects since there are many uncontrolled environmental factors
that inﬂuenced the system. This study found that the stochastic model describes real behavior of cancer growth
adequately compare to the deterministic counterpart. Hence, it is worthwhile to note that the cancerous growth for
cervical cancer can be better presented and understood via stochastic Gompertzian model. This ﬁnding provides useful
knowledge on the understanding of the uncontrolled factors that affect the cervical cancer cell. However, apart from
that, in reality the patients do not aware when the cancer cell begin to grow. Further work can be done to solve the
latter problem by the inclusion of time delay into stochastic model, the research that will be considered.
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Abstract. Finite Element Method (FEM) and Differential Quadrature Method (DQM) are two very important numerical
solution techniques to solve engineering and physical science problems. Usually elements are sub-divided uniformly in
FEM (conventional FEM, CFEM) to obtain temperature distribution behavior in a fin with extra computational
complexity to obtain a fair solution with required accuracy. In this paper an algorithm to enhance the FEM (named
EFEM) is presented by considering non-uniform sub-elements and applied successfully to investigate one dimensional
heat distribution phenomenon in an insulated-tip thin rectangular fin. The obtained results are compared with CFEM,
efficient DQM (EDQM, with non-uniform mesh generation) and exact solution. EFEM results exhibits more accuracy
than CFEM and EDQM and agree very well with exact solution showing its potentiality.
Keywords: Heat transfer; enhanced finite element method; efficient differential quadrature method.
PACS: 44

INTRODUCTION
There are many numerical solution techniques available in the literature. FEM is one of the techniques to solve
structural, mechanical, heat transfer, and fluid dynamics which arise in problems of engineering and physical
sciences [1,6,9,11,15,18, 21-23]. Here, conventional FEM (CFEM) discretization means the elements that we used
are of same size and also uniformly distributed. In its application to the solution of heat transfer problems, the finite
element discretization has been implemented almost to the spatial problems.
For heat transfer problems, rapid changes of heat/temperature distributions take place near the element boundary
(and at the boundary). It is very important to know these temperature change behavior of an element prior to its use.
Hence, to get an actual picture using FEM, the elements are usually subdivided into very small sub-elements
uniformly (conventional FEM, CFEM), which leads to huge amount of complexity, memory consumption and
computational time [18]. Otherwise, error flow occurs with unreliable results [9,15,18].
On the other hand, to get a clear picture about the temperature changes near (and at) the element boundary, better
to subdivide the elements into very small sub-elements at the boundary only, followed by relatively bigger elements
gradually towards the mid-point of the element non-uniformly (enhanced FEM, EFEM). This may serve the
intended purpose without any additional burden and this is highlighted in this paper. Therefore, focus is given to
develop and apply enhanced (non-uniform mesh density) nodal points distribution algorithm for automatic mesh
(elements) generation to optimize CFEM solution.
DQM is another numerical solution technique to solve the above mentioned problems efficiently [3-6,12-13,17].
The essence of the DQM is that the partial derivative of a function is approximated by a weighted linear sum of the
function values at given discrete points. Bellman and Casti [16-17] developed this numerical solution technique in
the early 1970s and since then, the technique has been successfully employed in a variety of problems in engineering
and physical sciences. To make the DQM more accurate with less computational complexity, efficient DQM
(EDQM) was proposed in [3,12-13] with non-uniformly distributed mesh points.
In this paper, one-dimensional (1-D) heat conduction problem in a thin insulated tip rectangular fin is solved
using EFEM by means of the accurate discretization and then the results are compared with CFEM and EDQM to
verify EFEM efficiency.
International Conference on Mathematics, Engineering and Industrial Applications 2014 (ICoMEIA 2014)
AIP Conf. Proc. 1660, 050009-1–050009-8; doi: 10.1063/1.4915642
© 2015 AIP Publishing LLC 978-0-7354-1304-7/$30.00
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THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL EFFICIENT FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
The one dimensional (1-D) heat conduction problem [2, 3, 14-18] considered here is,
d § dT ·
¨k
¸Q
dx © dx ¹

The boundary conditions are T
by q

k

T0 and q

x 0

x L

(1)

0

h(TL  Tf ) as shown in Figure 1. The heat flux is given

dt . Figure 1 shows the 1-D uniform element discretization in the x-direction. The temperature T at
dx

various nodal points are unknown except at node 1, where,

T1

T0

with initial temperature T0 . Within a typical

element ‘ ei
l ei

or e ’ the local node numbers are i and i  1 with coordinates x i and xi 1 and element length,
xi 1  xi . For example, e1 whose local node numbers are 1 and 2 with coordinates x1 and x 2 and element

length l e1 x2  x1 respectively.
An one-dimensional thin rectangular fin as shown in Figure 2 is considered here. Heat is transmitted along its
length by conduction and dissipated from its lateral surfaces to the surroundings by convection. The parameter,
hP
, where, p is the fin perimeter (meter) and Ac is the cross sectional area of the fin
M is given by M 2
kAc
[meter2]. Fin length, width and thickness are L , w and t respectively.
dT ,
2 wt
2
p
In this case, q h T  Tf
p
2 w  t , AC
k
w u t and
| . The
dx
AC
wu t
t
convection heat loss in the fin is equivalent to negative heat source and can be expressed as follows:
Q



p dx h(T  Tf )
AC dx



ph
T  Tf
AC

Now Equation (1) becomes
d § dT ·
ph
T  Tf
¨k
¸
dx © dx ¹ AC

T1 = T0

2

1

(2)

0

L

3

X
1

2

q = h (TL – T∞)
FIGURE 1. Boundary conditions for 1-D heat conduction.
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Convection heat loss

t

w

x=0

x=L

q

x

dx

L

FIGURE 2. Thin rectangular fin.

To calculate the approximate solution T, the mathematical formulation using Galerkin’s approach [11, 15]
is
L

ª d §

³ I « dx ¨¨© k
0

¬

dT
ph

T  Tf
dx
AC

·º
¸
¸» dx
¹¼

0

(3)

where I is a test function constructed from the same basis functions as those of T, with I 0
0 . Integrating
by parts Equation (3) and doing some mathematical manipulations we reach the final form of the matrix
ª K 2 1 K 2 2 K 2 3 ... K 2 L
º ªT2 º
«K
» «T »
« 3 1 K 3 2 K 3 3 ... K 3 L
» « 3»
« K 4 1 K 4 2 K 4 3 ... K 4 L
» u «T4 »
«
» « »
«.......................................
» «. »
« K L1 K L 2 K L 3 ... K LL  h » «TL »
¬
¼ ¬ ¼

ª R2
º ª K 2 1T0 º
«R
» «K T »
« 3
» « 31 0 »
« R4
»  « K 4 1T0 »
»
«
» «
»
« .
» « .
« R L  hTf » « K L1T0 »
¬
¼ ¬
¼

(4)

The non-uniform and uniform mesh distribution scenarios are shown in Figures 3 and 4 respectively. This
equation is solved to obtain the 1-D FEM numerical temperature distribution in the fin. The 1-D EFEM algorithm
(rule) is depicted in terms of self-explanatory flow chart in FIGURE 5.
When the base of the fin is held at constant temperature, T0 and the tip of the fin is insulated, the boundary
conditions are then given by
T

q

T0

0

at x

0

at x

L,

where L is the length of the fin.

In this case, the final form of the global matrix in Equation (4) becomes
§ A22
¨
¨ A32
¨ ...
¨
¨A
© L2

A23
A33
...
AL 3

... A2 L ·§ T2
¸¨
... A3 L ¸¨ T3
... ... ¸¨ ...
¸¨
¨
... ALL ¸
¹© TL

·
¸
¸
¸
¸
¸
¹

§ R2 f
¨
¨ R3f
¨ ...
¨
¨R
© Lf

· § A21T0
¸ ¨
¸ ¨ A31T0
¸  ¨ ...
¸ ¨
¸ ¨A T
¹ © L1 0
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·
¸
¸
¸
¸
¸
¹

(5)

Example of non-uniform and uniform mesh distributions and element lengths are depicted in FIGURE 3 and
FIGURE 4 respectively.
x
x=0

x=L

FIGURE 3. Example 1-D efficient mesh distribution and element lengths.

x
x=0

x=L

FIGURE 4. Example 1-D conventional mesh distribution and element lengths.

Start and Initialization
i,j,ke,t,w,h,To, T-inf ,etc.

Input: Fin Length: L, no. of
element: N, error threshold: eh

No

Non-uniform?

No. of nodal
points

No. of nodal points:
Z=N+1. Element
length: le L / N
Calculation of mesh distribution:
i = 1 to z,
x(i) = (i – 1) u le

Calculation of mesh
distribution:
i = 1 to Z
x(i )

Discretization and Stiffness
matrix calculation using Galerkin
approach

calculation

No

Max.
|Tn – Texact|

L§
§ i 1 ·
¨1  cos¨
¸S
2¨
© Z  1¹
©

Element length.
i = 1 to N
le(i) = x(i+1) – x(i)

Numerical solution and error

Set
N=N+2

Yes

No

Set N=N+2

Yes
END

FIGURE 5. Efficient discretization and solution rule for 1-D FEM.
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SIMULATION SETUP AND ASSUMPTIONS
TABLE 1 shows the parameters and their corresponding values used to obtain simulation results using
FORTRAN 90 software. We used these values to obtain the temperature distribution for EFEM, CFEM, EDQM and
exact methods.
hP
We considered, M 2
1 and the associated assumptions (in Table 1) to compare the FEM results with
kA
DQM [13] and also with exact solution [18]. Here it is needed to mention that, to obtain 1-D DQM solutions, the
element material properties, the fin-width and the fin-thickness are not required (which is the shortcoming of the
method). The errors in FEM and DQM solutions were computed and compared between them and with exact
solution [18].
TABLE (1). Input parameters and assumptions for 1-D rectangular fin.
Input Parameters
Assumed value for Insulated-Tip Fin Assumed value for Convection-Tip Fin
Boundary and other values:
1 OC
1 OC
Initial temperature (T0)
0 OC
Ambient temperature (T∞)
0 OC
0
at
x
=
1
Heat flux (q)
Variable
0 - 0.1
% Error threshold (eh)
0 - 0.1
Element Type (NNODE):
Linear (for 1-D)
Element material properties:
Thermal conductivity (ke = k)
Convective transfer heat coefficient (h)
Heat source (Q)

2

2

Variable to make M = 1
9 W/m2 0C
0 W/m3 0C

9 W/m2 0C
0 W/m3 0C

Element (Fin) dimension:
length (L) along x-axis
width (w)
thickness (t)
Number of elements (N)

1m
Variable to make M=1
0.001 m
11 - 104

1m
Variable to make M=1
Variable to make M=1
11 - 104

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The results of the present problem, shown in FIGURE 6, contain the maximum absolute percentage errors in the
FEM and DQM solutions obtained with uniformly (conventional) and non-uniformly (efficient) distributed nodal
(mesh) points. It is essential to know, how many mesh points (elements) are required to obtain a convergent FEM
solution in the solution domain.
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Comp of Convergence for Insulated-Tip Fin
3.0E-02

2.5E-02
EFEM
CFEM
EDQM

Max % Error

2.0E-02

1.5E-02

1.0E-02

5.0E-03

0.0E+00
11

31

40

48

55

100

102

104

No. of Mesh Points (Z)

FIGURE 6. Comparison of convergence of Insulated-tip fin-temperature in terms of maximum percentage error for CFEM,
EFEM and EDQM solutions ( Z 11 to 104 ).

Hence, the comparison of convergence of fin-temperature in terms of maximum percentage error versus number
of nodal (mesh) points for CFEM, EFEM and EDQM solutions is shown in Figure 6. Initially, all the solutions in
terms of maximum percentage errors show a monotonic convergence with the increasing number of mesh points
(shown Z 11 to 104 ). It is apparent that EFEM results show bit less accuracy for Z d 30 and similar accuracy
for Z t 30 compared to EDQM, but yields result with higher accuracy, of one order of magnitude or more with
increasing Z compared to CFEM. EDQM converges up to Z 100 and then saturated, whereas the EFEM
solutions converge smoothly for all N within the solution domain, showing best converging result at
Z 100 and 101 .
On the other hand, uniform FEM (CFEM) results converge slowly throughout the solution domain and then
diverge without showing the best results like EFEM. It happens due to the mesh point distribution strategy of
equally spaced and unequally spaced nodal points in the computational domain and the inherited complexity to
compute the stiffness matrix for equally spaced nodal points. Hence, the efficiency of EFEM results are apparent.
FIGURE 7 above shows the convergent numerical and exact solutions (fin temperature) and the corresponding
percentage errors for N 100 elements (FEM case) which is equivalent to Z 101 mesh points (both FEM and
DQM cases). These results are obtained at an interval of ' x 0.1 along the fin length, 0 d x d 1 , using cubic
spline interpolation. It is seen that all the solutions are very close to exact solutions throughout the length of the fin
with temperature variations T0 10 C at x 0 m to TL 0.6480 C at x 1.0 m .
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Z

Insulated-Tip Fin Temp and %Error Comp. for

101

1.0E+00
9.0E-01
8.0E-01

Fin Temp (0C)

7.0E-01
6.0E-01
EFEM
CFEM
EDQM
EXACT
% ERROR-EDQM
% ERROR-EFEM
% ERROR-CFEM

5.0E-01
4.0E-01
3.0E-01
2.0E-01
1.0E-01

0.0E+00
0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

Fin Length (m)

FIGURE 7. Insulated-tip fin-temperature distribution for exact, EFEM, CFEM and EDQM along with its respective % errors
( Z 101 ).

FIGURE 8 shows the percentage errors at the base of the fin ( x 0 ) are 0 for all solutions due to initial
temperature T0 10 C (FIGURE 7). The percentages errors remain the same with EFEM except little bit increase
(with maximum error 2.44 u 10 6 ) at the middle of the fin due to nodal point distribution with maximum spacing
there. Whereas, with CFEM, it increases gradually along the length of the fin with the maximum percentage error
1.9 u 10 4 at the fin-tip (x = 1). In other case, a little bit oscillations (instability) of DQM results appear clearly
compared to FEM results. The average percentage error in CFEM, EDQM [13] and EFEM are 1.2 u 10 4 ,
2.24 u 10 6 and 1.12 u 10 6 respectively, which shows approximately 99% and 49% improvements in EFEM
results demonstrating its superiority over CFEM and EDQM.
Insulated-Tip Fin %Error Comp. for Z

101

2.0E-04
1.8E-04
1.6E-04

% Error

1.4E-04
% ERROR-EFEM
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FIGURE 8. Percentage error comparison of EFEM, EDQM and CFEM for Z

101 along the fin-length.

CONCLUSION
The solutions of the temperature distribution in 1-D insulated-tip thin rectangular fin are computed numerically
using EFEM and the results are found to agree very well with the exact solutions. Investigating the various mesh
points behavior, it is found that, for both FEM and DQM solutions, unequally spaced mesh points distributions show
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better and more accurate results than equally spaced and the solutions converge smoothly with the increased number
of nodal point. In most of the cases EFEM exhibits better results showing its potentiality. In general, this study has
improved the stability and accuracy of EFEM results for practical consideration and implementation.
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Abstract. The linear system of equations

~
~
x and b are vectors of fuzzy
A~
x b wherein A is a crisp singular matrix ~

numbers in paremetric form is called a singular fuzzy linear system of equations. Let A  C mun , W  C num , the
rectangular crisp matrix

AWX

XWA,

A has the unique W-weighted Drazin inverse, denoted by AD,W , which satisfies

XWAWX

X , ( AW )k 1 XW

( AW )k , where ind ( AW )

k . The W-weighted Drazin inverse
in solving the crisp linear system WAWx b has been used. In this paper, some new results on the W-weighted Drazin
inverse are given. This results in solving singular fuzzy linear system, constrained linear systems and etc, would be
applied.
Keywords: Generalized inverses; W-weighted Drazin inverse; linear system of equations.
PACS: 02.30.Zz.

INTRODUCTION
The concept of fuzzy numbers and fuzzy arithmetic operations were first introduced by Zadeh [1], Dubois and
Prade [2]. We refer the reader to [3] for more information on fuzzy numbers and fuzzy arithmetic. Fuzzy systems are
used to study a variety of problems ranging from fuzzy topological spaces [4] to control chaotic systems [5,6], fuzzy
metric spaces [7], fuzzy differential equations [8], fuzzy linear systems [9–11] and particle physics [12–18]. The
linear system of equations

A~
x

~
b

(1)

where A is a nu n crisp matrix and the right-hand side is a vector of fuzzy numbers in parametric form is called a
fuzzy linear system (FLS). Friedman et al. [28] use an embedding method for solving an special case of (1) when A
is a nonsingular matrix. They introduce new notions for solution of a FLS (1) and transform the FLS to a crisp linear
system. In their method, the ordinary inverse matrix is used to solve the FLS. The fuzzy linear system (1) where A
is a nu n singular crisp matrix and the right-hand side is a vector of fuzzy numbers in parametric form is called a
singular fuzzy linear system (SFLS)[29]. The capability of pseudoinverse [30] and Drazin inverse [31] in solving
fuzzy linear systems {1}-inverse [31] and {1, 3}-inverse [32] in finding fuzzy least-square solutions of inconsistent
fuzzy linear systems have been studied.
It is well known that the Drazin inverse of matrix is very useful since its various applications [20- 23]. On the
other hand, the representation and perturbation of the Drazin inverse was also widely discussed and can be found in
the literature [20-27,33]. In the important paper [23], Cline and Greville extended the Drazin inverse of a square
matrix to a rectangular matrix and introduced the notion of W-weighted Drazin inverse. Many properties and
applications of the W-weighted Drazin inverse have been discussed later in [22, 34-37, 39,40]. Wei [34] established
characterization for the W-weighted Drazin inverse of an arbitrary rectangular matrix which reduces to the wellknown result if the matrix is nonsingular. Also, presented a Cramer rule for finding the unique W-weighted Drazin
inverse solution of x  R[ AW

k1

] special restricted linear equations

WAWx b,

b  R[ AWA k 2 ] ,
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and reduces to the classical Cramer rule if

A

is invertible, where k1 , k2 are the index of matrices AW , WA

respectively. For a rectangular m u n matrix W , there exists a unique matrix X AD,W the W-weighted Drazin
inverse A .
Ordinary inverse for any nonsingular n × n matrix exist and is unique. Unlike the case of the nonsingular matrix,
which has a single unique inverse for all purposes, there are different generalized inverses for different purposes. For
some purposes, as in the examples of solutions of linear systems, there is not a unique inverse, but any matrix of a
certain class will do. Drazin inverse have various applications in the theory of finite Markov chains, the study of
singular differential and difference equations, the investigation of Cesaro-Neumann iterations, cryptograph, iterative
methods in numerical analysis, multi-body system dynamics and others [21, 41].
In this paper an application of W-weighted Drazin singular fuzzy linear systems is explained. We hope that this
paper will be a new path to improve solving singular fuzzy linear systems.

PRELIMINARIES
For any matrix A  C nun we denote its column space, null space by R( A) and N ( A) respectively. In this
section, some preliminaries are given.
Definition 1.
k

N(A )

We define the index of A , written ind ( A) , to be the least nonnegative k for which
k 1

N(A

).

Definition 2. Let A  C mun , W  C num and ind AW
k . A rectangular matrix X is the W-weighted Drazin
inverse of a matrix A if
AWX XWA, XWAWX X , ( AW )k 1 XW ( AW )k .
We write X

AD,W for the W-weighted Drazin inverse of A .

In particular, when A is square and W I , the W -weighted Drazin inverse is called Drazin inverse of A and
denoted by X AD . Further, if k 1 the Drazin inverse is reduced to group inverse and denoted by AG .
Theorem
1.
[23]
Let
ind AW
k1 , ind WA k2 , K max{k1, k2 } ,
A  C mun , W  C num and
r

rank ( AW ) k , R ( AW ) k1

R (( AW ) k1 )* , R (WA)k 2

ªA
A U« 1
¬0

AD,W

R ((WA) k 2 )*

0º *
V , W
A2 »¼

0º *
ªW
V« 1
»U ,
¬ 0 W2 ¼

ª(W A W ) 1 0º *
U« 1 1 1
»V ,
0
0¼
¬

where U  C mum and V  C nun are unitary matrices,
A2W2 and W2 A2 are strictly upper triangular matrices.
Definition 3. [42] The n u n linear system

A1

and

 a11~
x1  a12 ~
x 2  "  a1n ~
xn
° ~
~
xn
°a 21x1  a 22 x 2  "  a 2 n ~
®
#
#
°
~
~
°a ~
¯ n1 x1  a n 2 x 2  "  a nn x n

~
b1
~
b2

W1

are nonsingular matrices,

(2)

~
bn

aij , 1 d i, j d n is a crisp matrix, and the right-hand side is a fuzzy vector is called a fuzzy
linear system of equations.
Definition 4. [42] A fuzzy number u~ in parametric form is a pair ( u , u ) of functions u (r), u (r) , 0 d r d 1 , which
satisfy the following requirements
1. u (r ) is a bounded left continuous non-decreasing function over [0 ,1] .
2. u (r ) is a bounded left continuous non-increasing function over [0 ,1] .
wherein the A
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3.

u( r ) d u ( r ) , 0 d r d 1 .

The set of all these fuzzy numbers is denoted by E. For arbitrary fuzzy ~
x

x r ,x r

y
, ~

y r ,y r

and

k  R , we may define the addition and the scalar multiplication of fuzzy numbers by using the extension principle
as [10]
x~
y x r  y r ,y r  y r ,
1. ~
2.

ku~
x

 k x, kx
®
¯ kx , k x

, k t0
, k 0

Definition 5. [42] A fuzzy number vector x1 , x2 ,", xn
called a solution of the fuzzy linear system (2) if
 n
° aij x j
°
°j 1
® n
°
° aij x j
°
¯j 1
If, for a particular i , aij ! 0 for all j , we simply get

t

¦a

¦

¦a

ij x j

; 1 d j d n , 1 d i d n , is

yi

j 1
n

ij x j

yi

j 1

n

j 1

x r ,x r

n

¦

¦a

x

given by

n

ij x j

yi ,

In general, however, an arbitrary equations for either

¦a

ij x j

yi

j 1

,

y or yi may include a linear combination of x i s and
i

xi ,s . Consequently, in order to solve the system given by (2) one must solve a crisp 2n u 2n linear system where
t

the right-hand side column is the function vector y1 , y 2 ,!, y n , y1 , y2 ,!, yn . We get the 2n u 2n linear
system

y1
s11 x1  "  s1n x n  s1,n 1  x1  "  s1,2 n  xn
°
°#
°s x  "  s x  s
yn
nn n
n ,n 1  x1  "  sn , 2 n  x n
° n ,1 1
®
°sn 1,1 x1  "  sn 1,n x n  sn 1,n 1  x1  "  sn 1,2 n  xn  y1
°#
°
°¯s2 n ,1 x1  "  s2 n ,n x n  s2 n ,n 1  x1  "  s2 n ,2 n  xn  y n
where sij are determined as follows:

aij t 0  sij
aij  0  sijn

aij , si n, j n
aij , si n, j

and any sij which is not determined by (3) is zero. Using matrix notation we get

SX
where S

Y

sij t 0 , 1 d i d 2n , 1 d j d 2n and

The structure of S implies that S

ª y1 º
ª x1 º
« # »
« # »
»
«
»
«
« y »
« xn »
X «
», Y « n »
«  y1 »
«  x1 »
« # »
« # »
»
«
»
«
«¬  x n ¼»
¬«  y n ¼»
sij t 0 , 1 d i d 2n , 1 d j d 2n and that
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aij
aij

(3)

S

ªB Cº
«C B »
¬
¼

where B contains the positive entries of A and C contains the absolute value of the negative entries of A , i.e.,
A B C .
Let the extended crisp linear system of the matrices A and W be
ªB Cº
ªD E º
, R «
S «
»
»,
¬C B ¼
¬ E D¼
respectively and the extended crisp linear system of the fuzzy linear system
~
WAW~
x b
be
ªM N ºª x º ª b º
« N M » « x » « b » ,
¬
¼¬ ¼ ¬ ¼
abbreviated as
QX P .

(4)

Definition 6. The fuzzy linear system (4) is called a singular fuzzy linear system while the matrix Q be a singular
crisp matrix.
Theorem 2. The fuzzy linear system (4) has a set of solutions solution if and only if rank[Q] rank[Q P] .
Proof. Same as the proof of Theorem 5 in [44].

NUMERICAL RESULT
In this section, a numerical result is provided.
Example 1. Consider the following matrices
ªB
«0
¬

A

0º
, W
B »¼

ªC 0 º
« 0 C» ,
¬
¼

wherein
B

ª8 0 8º
«0 25 0» .
«
»
«¬8 0 8»¼

ª 2 0 2º
« 0 5 0» , C
»
«
«¬2 0 2»¼

Therefore
AD,W

ªD
«0
¬

0º
,
D»¼

wherein

D

ª 1
« 2048
«
« 0
«
« 1
¬« 2048

0
1
3125
0

Therefore, a solution of singular fuzzy linear system WAW~
x
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1 º
2048 »
»
0 ».
»
1 »
2048 ¼»

~
b wherein

ª( r , 2  r )
« 4  r , 7  2r
«
«( r , 2  r )
b «
«( r , 2  r )
« 4  r , 7  2r
«
¬«(r ,2  r )

º
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
¼»

is

1
1
1
ª
º
r,
r)
(

«
»
1024 512 1024
« 4
»
1
7
2
«(
r,
r )»


« 3125 3125 3125 3125 »
1
1
1
«
»
r
r)
(
,

«
»
~x
1024 512 1024
«
»
1
1
1
r,
r)
(

«
»
1024 512 1024
«
»
«( 4  1 r , 7  2 r ) »
« 3125 3125 3125 3125 »
«
»
1
1
1
r,
r)
(

«
»
1024 512 1024
¬
¼

We can easily illustrate the given fuzzy solution for the singular fuzzy linear system WAW~
x

~
b.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we solve the singular fuzzy linear systems using W-weighted Drazin inverse. We hope that this
paper will be a new path to improve solving singular crisp and fuzzy linear systems by iterative methods.
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Abstract. Support vector machines (SVMs) is a powerful machine learning algorithm for classiﬁcation particularly in
medical, image processing and text analysis related studies. Nonetheless, its application in ecology is scarce. This study
aims to demonstrate and compare the classiﬁcation performance of SVMs models developed with weights and models
developed with adoption of systematic random under-sampling technique in predicting a one-class independent dataset. The
data used is a typical imbalanced real-world data with 700 data points where only 11% are sighted data points. Conversely,
the one-class independent real-world dataset, with twenty data points, used for prediction consists of sighted data only. Both
datasets are characterized with seven attributes. The results show that the former models have reported overall accuracy
ranged between 87.62% and 90% with G-mean between 0% and 30.07% (0% to 9.09% sensitivity and 97.34% to 100%
speciﬁcity) while the ROC-AUC values ranged between 75.92% and 88.78%. The latter models have reported overall accuracy
ranged between 67.39% and 78.26% with G-mean between 66.51% and 76.30% (78.26% to 95.65% sensitivity and 52.17%
to 60.87% speciﬁcity) while the ROC-AUC values ranged between 72.59% and 85.82%. Nevertheless, the former models
could barely predict the independent dataset successfully. Majority of the models fail to predict a single sighted data point and
the best prediction accuracy reported is 30%. The classiﬁcation performance of the latter models is surprisingly encouraging
where majority of the models manage to achieve more than 30% prediction accuracy. In addition, many of the models are
capable to attain 65% prediction accuracy, more than double the performance of the former models. Current study thus
suggests that, where highly imbalanced ecology data is concerned, modeling using SVMs adopting systematic random undersampling technique is a more promising mean than w-SVM in obtaining much rewarding classiﬁcation results for a one-class
independent dataset.
Keywords: Support Vector Machines (SVMs), imbalanced data, one-class independent dataset, Irrawaddy dolphins.
PACS: (computer modeling and simulation) 07.05.Tp

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Support Vector Machines (SVMs), having based strongly in mathematical theories, is introduced by [1]. It is a powerful
machine language algorithm for classiﬁcation tasks particularly in medical, image processing and text analysis related
studies. In recent years, it has gained a great deal of attention and has been applied succesfully in many other
areas like handwriting recognition, bioinformatics, petroleum engineering, and disease outbreak prediction [2, 3, 4].
However, employing SVMs in ecology related studies is scarce [5]. At the best effort of literatures reviewed on
the usage of SVMs in ecology studies show that SVMs is used as one of the machine learning classiﬁer, and then
compared with other classiﬁer(s), to produce quality or habitat map of species, to model species distributions and also
the presence/absence of species, to study green areas and landscape fragmentation, and in microbial ecology study
[5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. Studies related to marine mammals employing SVMs can hardly be found.
Real-world data is always imbalanced [2, 13, 14, 15, 16]. Imbalanced data in terms of classiﬁcation task is
generally characterized as dataset having one class, usually the negative class, whose quantity highly outnumbered
its counterpart, the positive class. In many cases, the minority class is usually the class of interest to researchers.
Modeling on imbalanced data using machine learning classiﬁers thus poses great challenges as most of them follow
error-minimization-based classiﬁcation algorithms [17]. There is always a tendency for the classiﬁers to be biased
towards the majority class in order to achieve higher prediction accuracy.
SVMs is reported by many researchers as being extremely sensitive towards imbalanced data and its performance is
greatly affected in the negative way [18, 19, 20]. The methods used to overcome this obstacle include modifying the
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classiﬁer or modifying the distribution of data [16]. By modifying the classiﬁer, researchers generally adjust the penalty
associated with minority class and by modifying the data distribution, researchers normally use re-sampling technique.
The former method is also termed as weighted-SVM (w-SVM). It involves assigning a cost parameter to the positive
class, and another cost parameter to the negative class, and then applying different weights to these cost parameters.
These weights values are usually inversely proportional to the number of instances in each class. Classiﬁcation using
w-SVM algorithm on imbalanced data is reported as an effective way to obtain a satisfactory result [2, 21, 22]. The
re-sampling techniques normally apply over-sampling method towards the minority class or under-sampling method
towards the majority class to produce a balanced dataset or the combination of both [2, 16]. Over-sampling the minority
class typically entails introducing new data points of the minority class by duplicating or interpolating the minority
class so as to reach the goal of a more balanced data. Under-sampling majority class is achieved through reducing
the number of instances of the majority class by random or selective sampling technique, while keeping the original
number of instances of the minority class. This makes the overall dataset becomes less imbalanced. Under-sampling
technique is reported as a more successful method than over-sampling technique by many researchers [2, 16].
In this study, two different modeling algorithms for SVMs are used: weighted-SVM (w-SVM) and SVMs adopting
systematic random under-sampling technique (sus-SVM) to model the sightings of Irrawaddy dolphin (ID) at Sarawak
coastal area. These models are then used to predict the sightings of Irrawaddy dolphin of an independent dataset.
The models produced and their capability to predict the above is further compared. Irrawaddy dolphin (Orcaella
brevirostris) is categorized as a vulnerable species by the International Union of Conservation of Nature and Natural
Resources (IUCN) Red List of threatened species (version 2011.1) [23]. However, very few have come to know that ID
can also be found along the Sarawak coastline. With the objective of conducting conservation-based research on coastal
dolphins in Sarawak, Sarawak Dolphin Project (SDP) of Institute of Biodiversity and Environmental Conservative
(IBEC) in Universiti Malaysia Sarawak (UNIMAS) was launched in May 2008. Currently, the main survey focus area
of SDP is at the Kuching Bay of Sarawak and among the four main dolphin species surveyed, ID is reported as the
most frequently encountered dolphin species. Current study utilizes data collected through this project. A more detail
description of the data used in this study will be presented in the following section of this paper.
The rest of this paper is arranged as follows: the next section describes the research material and methods. This will
follow by section three which presents the results and discussion before the paper is concluded in the last section.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Datasets
There are two sets of data used in this study: one is used to model the sightings of Irrawaddy dolphin at Kuching Bay
(termed as modeling-dataset) and the other one is an independent dataset used to predict the sightings of Irrawaddy
dolphin at Kuching Bay (termed as independent dataset). Kuching Bay, the area where data are collected, is deﬁned
as the region extending approximately 15 km offshore and bounded by Sibu Laut River on the western border with
an occasional extension as far as Kuala Rambungan, and Bako peninsula on the eastern border but excluding the part
around Muara Tebas. A few signiﬁcant protected area are included in Kuching Bay: Mount Santubong National Park,
Kuching Wetlands National Park, Talang-Satang National Park and Bako National Park. Both dataset are real-world
data collected between Aug 2008 and May 2010 through a boat survey observation following the pre-determined
parallel transects (run approximately at 45◦ to the coast) survey methods along the coastal areas of Kuching Bay, in
the rivers and channels that are interconnected during all tidal states, and down to the centre of the river. At the start,
midpoint and end of each transect leg, and whenever sightings of Irrawaddy dolphin is conﬁrmed, related data are
recorded and collected.

Modeling-dataset
Dataset used to model the sightings of Irrawaddy dolphin consists of 700 data points where each data point is
termed as an instance and so, there are 700 instances in this dataset. Data points with missing or faulty values have
been excluded. This set of data comprises of all sighted and non-sighted data collected throughout the boat survey
mentioned above. The instance where ID is sighted is labeled as positive one ( + 1 or just 1) and thus fall under
positive class. Whenever ID is not sighted, the instance is labeled as negative one ( − 1) and thus fall under negative
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class. There are 624 instances or 89% of negative class and 76 instances or 11% of positive class in this dataset. The
negative class is thus referred as the majority class and the positive class as the minority class of this dataset. The ratio
of number of instances under majority class to those under minority class of this dataset is approximately 8:1 making
it an imbalanced data. The class of interest to this study is the sighted data point, which is the minority class.
Each of these instances refers to a speciﬁc point of location in the study area. At each data point, data of physical
characteristics and physical conditions, bathymetry and water parameter readings are collected. Data of physical
characteristics include both the latitude and longitude of the speciﬁc point of location. Data of physical conditions
include tide height (in meter, m) at the speciﬁc point of location which is obtained from the local tidal table depending
on the speciﬁc date and time the data is collected. Bathymetry data include water depth (in meter, m) of the speciﬁc
point of location. Data of water parameters includes water salinity (in PPT), water surface temperature (◦C) and water
pH value at the speciﬁc point of location. Therefore, each instance of this dataset is characterized by seven attributes,
namely latitude, longitude, water depth, water surface temperature, water salinity, water pH value and tide height.

Independent Dataset
Independent dataset consists of twenty data points or instances which are the individual ID data collected during the
boat survey as mentioned earlier. The identity of these individual ID is identiﬁed following standard mark-recapture
technique through photo-identiﬁcation since photographs of these ID are taken whenever they are sighted. This dataset
is excluded from the modeling-dataset discussed before and thus the doubts of overlapping data points do not exist.
This dataset also include data collected during surveys conducted in July-September 2010. Data points with missing
and faulty values have been excluded. Since these are individual ID data, all instances of this dataset are labeled with
positive one ( + 1 or just 1) and thus fall under the minority class of the modeling-dataset, and is the class of interest
of this study. Similarly, this dataset is also characterized by the seven attributes as the modeling-dataset.

Classiﬁcations Using SVMs
Even though SVMs is reported as very sensitive when imbalanced data is of concern, current study choose to
employ SVMs instead of other classiﬁer due to a few motivations. Having based strongly in mathematical theories as
mentioned earlier, SVMs is unceasingly reported as an effective classiﬁer that has produced excellent generalization
performance in a wide array of research ﬁelds and domains due to its capability to deal with all sizes of data and data of
high dimensionality. Moreover, the deterioration degree of performance of SVMs when imbalanced data is involved is
said to be less when compared with those of other classiﬁers such as decision trees or neural networks [24]. One of the
most outstanding advantages of SVMs over other classiﬁers is that SVMs requires minimal model tuning since only a
few parameter settings are involved [5]. Lastly, promising remedies designed to solve problem posed by imbalanced
data in using SVMs are readily available [16].
SVMs is originally used to solve linearly separable binary classiﬁcation problem through a maximum margin linear
hyperplane. Nevertheless, majority of the real world problems always need to deal with data that are non-linearly
separable in the two dimensional data space or the input space. To deal with the non-linearly separable classiﬁcation
tasks, SVMs ﬁrst map the data into a higher dimensionality feature space where the data can then be classiﬁed by
a maximum margin linear hyperplane. This mapping of data involves complicated computational procedures. SVMs
makes this possible by using suitable kernel functions where it is possible to perform all calculation in the input
space. To solve the classiﬁcation problems that involve imbalanced data, SVMs researchers [21, 22] have suggested to
separate the misclassiﬁed class term into misclassiﬁed positive class and negative class terms in the SVMs algorithms
and different cost parameters are assigned to them. This SVMs algorithm is termed as the weighted-SVM (w-SVM)
algorithms and is employed in current study through the use of a well-deﬁned SVMs library tool which allow users to
apply different weights to the positive or minority class and the negative or majority class.
The under-sampling method used in this study is carried out using systematic random sampling technique. Since
the ratio of number of instances in minority class to majority class is 1:8, every 8th instance of the majority class is
selected until balanced data is obtained.
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FIGURE 1. Implementation Design of the Study

Implementation Design
In this study, modeling sightings of Irrawaddy dolphins at Kuching Bay using SVMs is implemented through
employing the C-SVM formulation of LIBSVM (version 3.17) package [25], a library for SVMs. LIBSVM tool
is user-friendly and is currently one of the most popular SVM software with more than 250,000 downloads of the
package between 2000 and 2010 [25]. Gaussian radial basis function (RBF) is used as the kernel function here. This is
a widely used kernel that has the advantages [10, 26] of (i) being able to work in an inﬁnite dimensional feature space;
(ii) being able to handle non-linearity nature of a learning problem; (iii) having one parameter γ (> 0) that reduces
the complexity of model selection; and (iv) having few numerical difﬁculties since the value of this kernel function is
always greater than zero but never more than one.

Modeling Sightings of Irrawaddy Dolphin
The process undertaken in modeling the sightings of Irrawaddy dolphin is presented in Figure 1 on the section that
is marked ‘M’ . This process applies to both w-SVM and sus-SVM. Different combinations of values for the weights
(for both majority and minority classes), cost parameter c and kernel parameter γ, are needed to be chosen in order to
develop models using w-SVM algorithms and sus-SVM algorithms. The different values for weights are decided from
the fact that the weight should be in an inverse proportion to the number of instances of a class to the total number
of instances. Since there are 89% of majority class and 11% of minority class, thus the weights initially chosen for
majority class and minority class are 11 and 89, respectively. The other pairs of values for the weights are obtained
by having 11 and 89 as the referenced points and are applied with the purpose to improve the prediction power of the
models generated.
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The various combinations of values for c and γ are decided by ﬁrst running an automatic classiﬁcation tool in
LIBSVM library which return suggestion of values for the parameters c and γ. This is then followed by applying
a parameter selection tool of LIBSVM library for classiﬁcation SVM using the RBF kernel. In this study, ten folds
cross-validation checking technique is used with this tool to estimate the accuracy of every pair of parameter (c, γ),
within a speciﬁed range. With this tool, a coarse pair of parameter values is ﬁrst generated and then is used to generate
ﬁner pairs of parameter values. The other pairs of parameter values are decided with reference to the suggested values
given by the parameter selection tool. These values of the pair parameters are then used to train the training data and
to generate corresponding models.

Predicting Sightings of Irrawaddy Dolphin
The w-SVM models and sus-SVM models generated are then used to predict the sightings of ID using the
independent dataset (refer to Figure 1 on the section that is marked ‘P’). Their capability in predicting the sighted
instances in terms of prediction accuracy of the independent dataset is then compared. This independent dataset is ﬁrst
scaled using the scaling parameters from the w-SVM algorithm and sus-SVM algorithm, respectively, before they are
used for prediction.

Prediction Power of Models
Prediction power here refers to how successful the w-SVM and sus-SVM models are in accurately classifying a
data point from the testing dataset. Evaluation of the classiﬁcation performance is measured using ﬁve metrics: overall
accuracy, sensitivity, speciﬁcity, G-mean (Geometric-mean) and the area under the receiver operating characteristic
curve (ROC-AUC value). These metrics have their basis in the confusion matrix [16, 27].
The formulae (equations 1-4) for four of these metrics are expressed below. T P refers to True Positive (number of
positive labeled data points that are predicted correctly), T N refers to True Negative (number of negative labeled data
points that are predicted correctly, FP refers to False Positive (number of negative labeled data points that are predicted
wrongly) and FN refers to False Negative (number of positive labeled data points that are predicted wrongly).
TP+TN
T P + FN + T N + FP
TP
Sensitivity (True Positive Rate, T PR) =
T P + FN
TN
Speciﬁcity (True Negative Rate, T NR) =
T N + FP

G-mean = Sensitivity × Speciﬁcity
Overall accuracy, A =

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

The ROC-AUC value is a score obtained from the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis. ROC analysis
produces plot of true positive rate as a function of false positive rate that change when threshold settings is varied. As
visual comparison is always very challenging and subjective, area under the curve of these plots is then calculated and
the values obtained is reported as the ROC-AUC value. All ROC-AUC values obtained in this study is generated using
the LIBSVM [25] tool as well. Values of ROC-AUC lies between 0 and 1 where values above 0.9 indicate excellent
prediction, 0.7 to 0.9 good, 0.5 to 0.7 poor and any value below 0.5 is considered no better than a random guess [28].
Since current study involves modeling using SVMs on imbalanced data, overall accuracy as in equation (1) alone
is not a sufﬁcient measurement of the prediction power for a model in classiﬁcation [2, 16, 20]. [20] have suggested
ROC-AUC values which is regarded as a consistent measure even with highly skewed class distribution. [16] have
commented the meaning of ROC-AUC values as vague and too general as there is no guarantee that models with higher
values would outperform the other and they have suggested the use of sensitivity, speciﬁcity, and G-mean which are
remarked as having better intuition and practicality. Sensitivity is the true positive rate (T PR) whereas speciﬁcity is the
true negative rate (T NR) that are self-explained as expressed in equations (2) and (3). G-mean is introduced by [29],
who also termed it as balanced accuracy, and proposed by [30] to evaluate classiﬁers in imbalanced domains. As in
equation (4), it combines both sensitivity and speciﬁcity by computing their geometric mean and hence is considered
a more comprehensive metric in a learning problem that involves imbalanced data than overall accuracy.
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TABLE 1. Weights Values and Parameter Values of Models Developed Using (a) weighted-SVM, and (b) systematicunder-sampling-SVM, Algorithms
(b)
(a)
Systematic-under-sampling-SVM Models
Weighted-SVM Models
Parameters values
Weights values
Parameters values
Model
c
γ
Model Majority Minority
c
γ
1
32
8
class
class
2
40
2
1
11
89
32
8
3
50
2
2
11
89
2
2
4
20
2
3
11
89
21.1121 11.3137
5
15
2
4
11
89
21.1121 10.9283
6
10
2
5
11
89
22.6274
9.8492
7
5
2
6
11
89
32
10
8
2
2
7
11
89
40
10
9
1
2
8
11
89
40
8
10
1.5
2
9
11
89
32
2
11
1.8
2
10
11
89
2
8
12
2.5
2
11
11
89
8
8
13
2.2
2
12
11
89
3
3
14
2.25
2
13
11
89
2.5
2.5
15
2.15
2
14
11
89
2.75
2.75
16
2.18
2
15
21
79
32
8
17
2.155
2
16
21
79
2
2
18
2.155
5
17
21
79
21.1121 11.3137
19
2.155
3.5
18
31
69
32
8
20
2.155
3
19
31
69
2
2
21
2.155
3.7
20
31
69
21.1121 11.3137
22
2.155
3.3
21
41
59
32
8
23
2.155
3.6
22
41
59
2
2
24
2.155
3.555
23
41
59
21.1121 11.3137
25
2.155
3.585
24
89
11
32
8
26
0.5
3.585
25
89
11
2
2
27
2.155
0.5
26
89
11
21.1121 11.3137
28
2.155
1
29
2.1555555
3.5555555

Apart from that, for an imbalanced problem where speciﬁcity is high and sensitivity is low, effort to increase
sensitivity should be given more attention without degrading speciﬁcity [20]. The same researchers stipulate that
selection of appropriate metrics that reﬂect the goal of the classiﬁcation process is imperative and if identifying both
classes correctly is the focus, an equidistant metric like geometric mean or balanced accuracy is an adequate metric.
Standard critical value of overall percentage which signify a good prediction is not available, like ROC-AUC values,
in literature reviews. Nevertheless, it is generally accepted by the scientiﬁc community that a value of at least 70%
should be attained [5] where the higher the value should suggest the better prediction.
As depicted in section marked ‘M’ of Figure 1, assessment towards all models generated is performed where only
models with overall accuracy above 70% and ROC-AUC values greater than 70% are accepted in these study. There are
ﬁve sus-SVM models (models no. 1 to 5) with overall accuracy ranged between 67% and 70%, which are considered
very close to 70%, are also accepted because their ROC-AUC values are well above 70%. These accepted models
are presented in Table 1. For Table 1(b), since systematic random under-sampling technique adopted here manages to
resample the whole dataset and resulted in a balanced dataset, the default weights values (1) for both classes are used.
All of the 26 w-SVM models and 29 sus-SVM models in Table 1 are then used to predict the sightings of Irrawaddy
dolphin (section marked ‘P’ of Figure 1).
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 2. Prediction Power and Prediction Accuracy of (a) Weighted-SVM, and (b) Systematic-under-sampling-SVM, Models
TABLE 2.

Summary of Prediction Power and Prediction Accuracy

Measurement (Metrics)
& Prediction Accuracy
Overall Accuracy
ROC-AUC values
Sensitivity
Speciﬁcity
G-men
Prediction Accuracy

Weighted-SVM Models
Range (%) Mean (%)

Systematic-under-sampling-SVM Models
Range (%)
Mean (%)

87.62-90
75.92-88.78
0-9.09
97.34-100
0-30.07
0-30

67.39-78.26
72.59-85.82
78.26-95.65
52.17-60.87
66.51-76.30
20-65

89.2
85.61
1.05
99.51
4.42
14.62

74.89
81.25
91.75
58.02
72.91
42.59

Prediction Accuracy Measurement of Independent Dataset
The independent dataset used in this study is a one-class dataset where all of the instances are labeled positive class.
Positive class is the minority class of the modeling-dataset and is also the class of interest in this study. The metric
used to measure prediction accuracy for this dataset is the overall accuracy.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section will report the results obtained in this study in three parts. The ﬁrst part will account for the result in
terms of the models developed for the sightings of ID at Kuching Bay whereas the second part will portray the result
of prediction using the SVMs models. This section will then end with a discussion on the results obtained.

Modeling Sightings of Irrawaddy Dolphin
As mentioned earlier, models developed using w-SVM and sus-SVM algorithms are evaluated using ﬁve metrics to
measure their prediction power. Figure 2(a) shows the results in terms of prediction power of the w-SVM models. The
values for the weights (for both majority and minority classes), cost parameter c and kernel parameter γ for each of
the w-SVM models are shown in Table 1(a). Prediction power reported by sus-SVM models are illustrated in Figure
2(b). The values of cost parameter c and kernel parameter γ for each of the sus-SVM models are presented in Table
1(b). Summary of the prediction power for all w-WVM and sus-SVM models in terms of the range (minimum and
maximum) and average value of the ﬁve metrics are made available in Table 2.
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Prediction of the Sightings of Irrawaddy Dolphin
Prediction of the sightings of ID is the prediction for the data points from the independent dataset. This part will
be discussed in terms of prediction accuracy in two parts; one is the prediction accuracy (in percentage) by models
developed from w-SVM algorithm and the other one the prediction accuracy by models developed from sus-SVM
algorithm.
The prediction accuracy of independent dataset using models developed from w-SVM algorithm is presented in
Figure 2(a). The w-SVM models could barely predict the independent dataset successfully. Majority of the models
fail to predict a single sighted data point and the best prediction accuracy reported is 30%. Summary of the prediction
accuracy in terms of the range (minimum and maximum) and average value is presented in the last row of Table 2.
The prediction accuracy of independent dataset using models developed from sus-SVM algorithm is illustrated in
Figure 2(b). The prediction accuracy performance of these models is surprisingly encouraging where majority of the
models manage to achieve more than 30% accuracy and many of the models are capable to attain 65% accuracy.
Summary of the prediction accuracy in terms of the range (minimum and maximum) and average value is displayed
in the last row of Table 2.

Discussion
Modeling Sightings of Irrawaddy Dolphin
Result from Table 2 indicates that sightings of Irrawaddy dolphins at Kuching Bay modeled by w-SVM algorithms
are able to produce models or classiﬁers having substantially high prediction power in terms of overall accuracy
rate which ranged between 87.62% and 90%, and ROC-AUC values which ranged between 75.92% and 88.78%.
Nevertheless, the sensitivity and the speciﬁcity reported average value of 1.05% and 99.51% respectively. This
indicates that these models successfully predicted almost all negative labeled instances in the testing ﬁle but just
about absolutely fail to correctly predict a single positive labeled instance of the testing data. The value of G-mean
for these models is thus turns out to be very low with an average of 4.42% although the maximum value is 30.07%.
Low G-mean of these models indicates that their prediction power in terms of balanced accuracy is extremely poor. It
is obvious from Figure 2(a) of the big differences between values of G-mean and sensitivity, and values of speciﬁcity,
overall accuracy and ROC-AUC.
One noteworthy scenario observed from Figure 2(a) is that when weights values are altered by assigning 89 and 11
to the majority and minority class respectively (models No. 24, 25 and 26 as presented in Table 1(a)), the prediction
power in terms of overall accuracy, ROC-AUC values, sensitivity, speciﬁcity and G-mean remain almost unchanged.
Different weight values do not seem to affect the prediction power of the models except that their ROC-AUC values
decrease slightly. This decrement may suggest that these models are not as good as the rest of the models.
On the other hand, models developed from sus-SVM as presented in Table 2 possessed prediction power ranged
between 67.39% and 78.26% in terms of overall accuracy, and 72.59% and 85.82% in terms of ROC-AUC values,
slightly lower than their counterparts. From Table 2, these models reported sensitivity ranged between 78.26% and
95.65% (averaged to 91.75%), speciﬁcity ranged between 52.17% and 60.87% (averaged to 58.02%), and G-mean
ranged between 66.51% and 76.30% (averaged to 74.89%).
Although the overall accuracy and ROC-AUC values of sus-SVM models are lower than w-SVM models, their
prediction power in successfully classifying the positive labeled instances of the testing data (as reported by the
sensitivity values) is very encouraging and hence making them better classiﬁers than w-SVM models. In the aspect
of prediction power to classify the negative labeled instances of the testing data (which can be interpreted from the
speciﬁcity values) correctly, however, the sus-SVM models do not really do as good as their counterparts. Nevertheless,
the much higher values of G-mean (or the balanced accuracy) reported by sus-SVM models again indicate that these
models are much better models, particularly in view of their prediction power to classify positive labeled instances,
the class of interest in this study.
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Prediction of the Sightings of Irrawaddy Dolphins
From Figure 2(a), there are as many as 42.31% (11 out of 26 models) of models fail to predict a single data point of
the independent dataset correctly and there are only 34.62% (9 models) manage to achieve 30% prediction accuracy
rate. It is obvious that the capability of w-SVM models cannot go beyond 30% accuracy rate in predicting the sightings
of Irrawaddy dolphins. Therefore, the best prediction accuracy rate attainable by w-SVM models is 30%.
From Figure 2(b), 62.07% which is almost two third of the sus-SVM models (18 out of 29 models) have successfully
outperformed the best prediction accuracy rate (30%) attainable by the w-SVM models where out of these 18 models,
as many as 66.67% (12 models) are able to achieve more than 50% prediction accuracy rate. In addition, more than
one third of the overall models (34.48% or 10 out of 29 models) have showed prediction accuracy rate of 65% which
is more than double of the best prediction accuracy rate attainable by w-SVM models. Therefore, the best prediction
accuracy rate attainable by sus-SVM models is 65%. It is apparent that sus-SVM models are better in predicting the
sightings of Irrawaddy dolphin in this study.
The results of this study where most of the SVMs models developed (especially through w-SVM algorithm) do
not perform in accurately predicting the whole independent dataset are in line with those of researchers who have
reported that SVMs is extremely sensitive towards imbalanced data where its performance is always affected negatively
[19, 20, 18]. On the other hand, the results of this study where much improved classiﬁcation performance is reported
for the prediction of the independent dataset by sus-SVM models also agree with the conclusion by [2] and [16]
that under-sampling technique is a successful technique in improving the performances of models developed using
SVMs on imbalanced data. Interestingly, Figure 2(b) depicts that prediction power given by both G-mean and overall
accuracy is very much similar and shares the same pattern for sus-SVM models when compared with those of w-SVM
models as shown in Figure 2(a) where values of G-mean and overall accuracy shows huge differences. This scenario
suggests that sus-SVM algorithms manage to produce models with a great extent of reduced gap between the values
of overall accuracy and G-mean.
Finally, it is worth noting that values revealed by the ﬁve metrics used in current study are in close agreement
with other studies where overall accuracy is not an adequate measurement in determining classiﬁcation performance
of models developed using SVMs on imbalanced data [2, 16, 20] since high overall accuracy reported by models
generated in this study does not guarantee good prediction of the independent dataset. The results of this study showed
that the higher the values of, especially, sensitivity and G-mean usually indicate the more capable the models are in
achieving higher accuracy in predicting the independent dataset; this agrees with reviews by researchers that sensitivity,
speciﬁcity, and G-mean have better intuition and practicality as metrics in measuring the prediction power of SVMs
models developed through imbalanced data [16]. The ROC-AUC values of both w-SVM and sus-SVM models in
current study do not vary much with slightly higher values for the later models agrees with the reviews of researcher
that it is a consistent measure even with highly skewed class distribution [20] but its meaning is somehow a bit
vague, and too general as there is no guarantee that models with higher values would outperform the other [16].
[20] commented that effort to increase sensitivity should be given more attention without degrading speciﬁcity for an
imbalanced problem where speciﬁcity is high and sensitivity is low. Indeed, this study shows it right when sus-SVM
models that reported good sensitivity and satisfying speciﬁcity manage to attain more than double of the prediction
accuracy for the independent dataset compared to the w-SVM models that have very high speciﬁcity but very poor
sensitivity.

CONCLUSIONS
This study has modeled the sightings of Irrawaddy dolphin at Kuching Bay with imbalanced real-world data using wSVM and sus-SVM algorithms. These models or classiﬁers are then used to predict the sightings of Irrawaddy dolphin
at Kuching Bay using another independent dataset of one-class (positive class). The results demonstrate that the susSVM models outperformed their counterparts when they are capable of achieving more than double of the prediction
accuracy in predicting the sightings of Irrawaddy dolphin at Kuching Bay using another independent dataset. Current
study thus suggests that, where highly imbalanced ecology data is concerned, modeling using SVMs adopting undersampling technique is a more promising mean than w-SVM in obtaining much rewarding classiﬁcation results for an
one-class independent dataset.
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INTRODUCTION
The theory of colored tilings is of interest because of its rich applications in crystallography, chemistry, physics
and other sciences. For instance, crystallographers use colored tilings to describe the arrangement of atoms within a
crystal, like the checkerboard pattern of Na and Cl in salt, or the orientations of a magnetic moment in a crystal
[2,13]. Moreover, colorings of tilings are helpful in describing atomic configurations in materials such as nanotube
structures [10,11].
One can characterize the symmetry properties of chemical structures by looking at symmetry groups associated
with colored tilings. In understanding the symmetries of a tiling, it is possible to understand the symmetric
configuration of the structure it represents. Symmetries of materials such as nanotubes are important to study since
electronic and magnetic properties of the nanotubes are dependent on its symmetries [1,3,4].
Given a colored symmetrical tiling, three groups are associated to it: the symmetry group  ܩof the uncolored
tiling, the subgroup  כ ܪconsisting of all symmetries in  ܩthat permute the colors in the colored tiling, and the
subgroup  כ ܭconsisting of all symmetries in  כ ܪwhich fix the colors. The groups  כ ܪand  כ ܭare called the color
group and color fixing group, respectively, associated with the colored tiling. The color fixing group of a colored
tiling is also the symmetry group of the colored tiling.
In this paper, we study and present formulas for the color fixing group  כ ܭassociated with a colored tiling. In
characterizing the color fixing group, a point of consideration is the method of coloring used. In past studies on color
fixing groups of colored tilings [6,8], certain conditions were imposed in arriving at a colored tiling. For instance, it
was assumed that the symmetry group  ܩof the uncolored tiling acts transitively on the set ܵ of tiles of a given tiling
to be colored and for all ܵ א ݏ, the stabilizer of ܵ in  ܩis ሼ݁ሽ.
In this work, we will study color fixing groups pertaining to colorings of symmetrical tilings where the stabilizer
of a tile in  ܩcould be non-trivial. This enables us to construct and study colorings of a wider class of tilings such as
Euclidean isohedral tilings and Archimedean tilings on a cylinder. This work extends the study of colorings
explored in [5, 9] where conditions in determining the color group  כ ܪassociated with a colored tiling have been
established.

SETTING IN OBTAINING COLORINGS OF SYMMETRICAL TILINGS
To obtain colorings of symmetrical tilings, we use the following framework given in [5, 9].
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Given an uncolored tiling ࣮ with symmetry group ܩ, we proceed by constructing a coloring of each ܩ-orbit of
tiles in ࣮ where the elements of a subgroup  ܪof index ݊, ʹ  ݊ ൏ λ, of  ܩeffect a permutation of the colors in the
ܩ-orbits of tiles.
Consider a  ܩെorbit of tiles in ࣮ denoted by ܺ ൌ  ݐܩൌ ሼ݃ݐȁ݃ ܩ אሽ where  ݐis a tile in ࣮. A coloring of ܺ will
be treated as a partition ࡼ of ܺ so that two tiles in ܺ are assigned the same color if and only if they belong to the
same set in ࡼ. We will refer to such a coloring as the coloring of ܺ induced by the partition ࡼ. Now, because
ሾܩǣ ܪሿ ൌ ݊, ܺ forms at most ݊ number of  ܪെorbits of tiles. In this paper, we focus on either (i) ܺ ൌ  ݐܩൌ  ݐܪor
(ii) ܺ ൌ ݐܩଵ ൌ ݐܪଵ ݐܪ ଶ  ǥ ݐܪ  where ݐܪ ݐܪ ת ൌ  for ݅ ് ݆.
For the first case, we color ܺ using the partition
ࡼ ൌ ሼ݄ݐܬȁ݄ ܪ אሽ

(1)

where ܾܵܽݐு ሺݐሻ   ܬ ܪ. For the second case, we color ܺ using the partition
ࡼ ൌ ሼ݄ܬଵ ݐଵ ȁ݄ ܪ אሽ  ሼ݄ܬଶ ݐଶ ȁ݄ ܪ אሽ  ǥ  ሼ݄ܬ ݐ ȁ݄ ܪ אሽ

(2)

where ܾܵܽݐு ሺݐ ሻ  ܬ  ܪሺ݅ ൌ ͳǡʹǡ ǥ ǡ ݊ሻ, or the partition
ࡼ ൌ ሼ݄ܬሼݐଵ ǡ ݐଶ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݐ ሽȁ݄ ܪ אሽ

(3)

where ܾܵܽݐு ሺݐ ሻ   ܬ ܪሺ݅ ൌ ͳǡʹǡ ǥ ǡ ݊ሻ.
Let ࡼ be a partition given by (1), (2) or (3). The color group associated with the coloring of ܺ induced by ࡼ is
given by  כ ܪൌ ሼ݃ ܩ אȁ݃ࡼ ൌ ࡼሽ. Moreover, because ݄ࡼ ൌ ࡼ for all ݄ ܪ א,  ܪ  כ ܪ ܩ.
Since  כ ܪacts on the set of colors of the coloring corresponding to the partition ࡼ, we get a homomorphism ߮
from  כ ܪto the permutation group of the set of colors of the tiling. Hence, for any ݄  כ ܪ א, ߮ሺ݄ሻ is the permutation
of colors that ݄ induces. Now, we note that ݇݁ ߮ݎൌ ሼ݇  כ ܪ אȁ߮ሺ݇ሻ ൌ ݅ሺ݅݀݁݊݊݅ݐܽݐݑ݉ݎ݁ݕݐ݅ݐሻሽ. Thus
 כ ܭൌ ݇݁߮ݎǤ It follows that  כ ܭis normal in  כ ܪ.
Illustration 1: To illustrate the method of coloring, let us consider the uncolored ʹ-isohedral tiling of isosceles and
oblique triangles given in FIGURE 1(a) whose symmetry group ܩଵ is generated by the three reflections ܲǡ ܳǡ ܴ (with
axes lying on the sides of the isosceles triangle shaded yellow) which satisfy the relations ሺܲܳሻଶ ൌ ሺܴܳሻସ ൌ
ሺܴܲሻସ ൌ ݁, that is, ܩଵ ൌ൏ ܲǡ ܳǡ ܴളܲଶ ൌ ܳଶ ൌ ܴଶ ൌ ሺܲܳሻଶ ൌ ሺܴܳሻସ ൌ ሺܴܲሻସ ൌ ݁ . We show how to obtain a
coloring of the ܩଵ െorbit ܺof isosceles triangles.
We use ܪଵ ൌ൏ ܲǡ ܴǡ ܴܳܳ , an index ʹ subgroup of ܩଵ . It can easily be verified that ܺ forms two ܪଵ െorbits.
Tiles in ܺ belonging to the same ܪଵ െorbit are given the same color in FIGURE 1(b). We let ݐଵ and ݐଶ be the
representative tiles from the two ܪଵ െorbits of ܺ.

ݐଵ
ݐଶ

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 1. (a) An uncolored 2-isohedral tiling of isosceles triangles (ܺ) and oblique triangles; (b) tiles in ܺ belonging to the
same ܪଵ െorbit are given the same color.
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To color ܺ, we use partition (2). First, pick a subgroup ܬଵ such that ܾܵܽݐு ሺݐଵ ሻ ൌ൏ ܲ  ܬଵ to color ܪଵ ݐଵ . With
the aid of the GAP software [14], we choose ܬଵ ൌ൏ ܲǡ ܴǡ ܴܴܳܲܳ , an index 2 subgroup of ܪଵ containing ൏ ܲ .
Then we assign red to ܬଵ ݐଵ (FIGURE 2(a)) and blue to ሺܴܳܳሻܬଵ ݐଵ (FIGURE 2(b)). Next, we choose the subgroup
ܬଶ ൌ൏ ܲǡ ܴܴܲǡ ܴܴܳܳ , also an index 2 subgroup of ܪଵ , to color the ܪଵ െorbit ܪଵ ݐଶ . We assign yellow to ܬଶ ݐଶ
(FIGURE 2(c)) and green to ሺܴܲܲሻܬଶ ݐଶ (FIGURE 2(d)).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIGURE 2. (a) Tiles in ܬଵ ݐଵ are colored red; (b) tiles in ሺܴܳܳሻܬଵ ݐଵ are assigned color blue; (c) tiles in ܬଶ ݐଶ are colored
yellow; and (d) tiles in ܴܬଶ ݐଶ are assigned green.

Now, notice that reflection ܳ  ܩ אdoes not permute the colors because some yellow tiles are sent by ܳ to blue
tiles while other yellow tiles are sent to red tiles. It follows that the color group of the resulting coloring is ܪଵ  כൌ ܪଵ .
To determine the color fixing group  כ ܭassociated to the coloring, we consider the elements of ܪଵ . Observe that the
elements of ܬଵ fix the colors in ܪଵ ݐଵ and the elements of ܬଶ fix the colors in ܪଵ ݐଶ . Also, we know that ܪଵ ൌ ܬଵ 
ሺܴܳܳሻܬଵ ൌ ܬଶ ܬܴ ଶ where ܴܳܳ, ܴ  כ ܭ ב. With these observations, we have  כ ܭൌ ܬଵ ܬ תଶ ൌ൏ ܲǡ ܴܴܲǡ ܴܴܳܲܳǡ
ܴܴܴܴܳܲܳ , a normal subgroup of index 4 in ܪଵ .
Finding the group  כ ܭ, which is the main objective of this paper, is not always as simple as the one provided in
the illustration. An example would be when analyzing colorings in cylindrical quotient space. This is also true when
there are more colors in the given tiling. We now provide a solution to this problem by deriving formulas for the
group  כ ܭ.

COLOR FIXING GROUP ASSOCIATED WITH A COLORED TILING
We first consider the case when ܺ forms one  ܪെ , that is, ܺ ൌ  ݐܩൌ ݐܪǡ ܺ א ݐǤ Suppose  ܩൌ ݃ܪ  ܪଶ 
݃ܪଷ  ǥ ݃ܪ  ݃ଶ ܪ̳ܩ אǡ ݃ଷ ̳ܩ אሺ݃ܪ  ܪଶ ሻ,…,݃ ̳ܩ אሺ݃ܪ  ܪଶ ݃ܪ ଷ  ǥ ݃ܪ ିଵ ሻǤ Since ܺ ൌ ݐܩ
ൌ ݐܪ, for each ݅  אሼʹǡ ͵ǡ ǥ ǡ ݊ሽ, we have ݃  ݐൌ ݄  ݐor ݄ ିଵ ݃  ݐൌ  ݐfor some ݄ ܪ א. Let ܽ ൌ ݄ ିଵ ݃ ሺ݅ ൌ ʹǡ ͵ǡ ǥ ǡ ݊ሻ.
Hence, we can write  ܩas  ܩൌ ܽܪ  ܪଶ ܽܪ ଷ  ǥ ܽܪ  where ܽ  ݐൌ ݐǤ Moreover, because  ܪ  כ ܪ ܩ, then
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 כ ܪൌ ܾܪ  ܪଶ ܾܪ ଷ  ǥ ܾܪ  where ܾଶ ǡ ܾଷ ǡ ǥ ǡ ܾ  אሼܽଶ ǡ ܽଷ ǡ ǥ ǡ ܽ ሽ. In this case, we color ܺ using partition (1).
We have the following results:
Theorem 1: Consider a coloring of ܺ induced by the partition ࡼ ൌ ሼ݄ݐܬȁ݄ ܪ אሽ where ܾܵܽݐு ሺݐሻ   ܬ ܪ. Suppose
 כ ܪൌ ܾܪ  ܪଶ ܾܪ ଷ  ǥ ܾܪ  ,  ݎ ݊, ܾଶ ǡ ܾଷ ǡ ǥ ǡ ܾ  אሼܽଶ ǡ ܽଷ ǡ ǥ ǡ ܽ ሽ. Then
 כܭൌ

݄ሾܾܬ  ܬଶ ܾܬ ଷ  ǥ ܾܬ  ሿ݄ିଵ .
hH

Proof: First, we show that  כ ܭൌ

݄ሾܾܵܽݐு  כሺݐܬሻሿ݄ିଵ . Let ݇  כ ܭ א. Hence ݇ሺ݄ݐܬሻ ൌ ݄ ݐܬor ݄ିଵ ݄݇ሺݐܬሻ ൌ ݐܬ
hH

ିଵ

݄ሾܾܵܽݐு  כሺݐܬሻሿ݄ିଵ . Conversely, let

ܪ א ݄Ǥ It follows that ݄ ݄݇ ܾܽݐܵ אு  כሺݐܬሻܪ א ݄, and thus ݇ א
hH

אݔ

݄ሾܾܵܽݐு

ିଵ
 כሺݐܬሻሿ݄

ିଵ

ିଵ

. So ݄ ܾܽݐܵ א ݄ݔு  כሺݐܬሻ ܪ א ݄. Hence ݄ ݄ݔሺݐܬሻ ൌ  ݐܬor ݔሺ݄ݐܬሻ ൌ ݄ܪ א ݄ݐܬ.

hH

Thus  כ ܭ א ݔ. Therefore,  כ ܭൌ

݄ሾܾܵܽݐு  כሺݐܬሻሿ݄ିଵ .
hH

Now, let us prove that ܾܵܽݐு  כሺݐܬሻ ൌ ܾܬ  ܬଶ ܾܬ ଷ  ǥ ܾܬ  . First, let ܾܽݐܵ א ݓு  כሺݐܬሻ. So  ݐܬݓൌ ݐܬ. In
particular,  ݐݓൌ ݆ ݐfor some ݆ ܬ א. Hence ݆ ିଵ  ݐݓൌ  ݐor ݆ ିଵ ܾܽݐܵ א ݓு  כሺݐሻ. If ݆ ିଵ  ܪ א ݓthen ݆ ିଵ ܾܽݐܵ א ݓு ሺݐሻ  ܬ.
It follows that ܬ א ݓ. On the other hand, if ݆ ିଵ ܾܪ א ݓ , for any ݅  אሼʹǡ͵ǡ ǥ ǡ ݎሽ, then ݆ ିଵ  ݓൌ ݄ܾ for some ݄ ܪ א.
Thus  ݐൌ ݆ ିଵ  ݐݓൌ ݄ܾ  ݐൌ ݄ݐ, and so ݄ ܾܽݐܵ אு ሺݐሻ  ܬ. This implies ݆ ିଵ  ݓൌ ݄ܾ ܾܬ א , and thus ܾܬ א ݓ . Hence
ܾܬ  ܬ א ݓଶ ܾܬ ଷ  ǥ ܾܬ  . Conversely, let ܾܬ  ܬ א ݔଶ ܾܬ ଷ  ǥ ܾܬ  . If  ܬ א ݔthen it is clear that א ݔ
ܾܵܽݐு  כሺݐܬሻ. If ܾܬ א ݔ , for any ݅  אሼʹǡ ͵ǡ ǥ ǡ ݎሽ, then  ݔൌ ݆ܾ for some ݆ ܬ א. Because ܾ  כ ܪ א, then we have  ݐܬൌ
ܾ ݐܬ. So  ݐܬݔൌ ݆ܾ  ݐܬൌ ݆ ݐܬൌ ݐܬ, which implies ܾܽݐܵ א ݔு  כሺݐܬሻ. Thus ܾܵܽݐு  כሺݐܬሻ ൌ ܾܬ  ܬଶ ܾܬ ଷ  ǥ ܾܬ  . ሁ
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.
Corollary 2: Consider a coloring of ܺ induced by the partition ࡼ ൌ ሼ݄ݐܬȁ݄ ܪ אሽ where ܾܵܽݐு ሺݐሻ   ܬ ܪ. Then
(i) If  כ ܪൌ  ܩthen  כ ܭൌ

݄ሺܽܬ  ܬଶ ܽܬ ଷ  ǥ ܽܬ  ሻ݄ିଵ .
hH

(ii) If  כ ܪൌ  ܪthen  כ ܭൌ ܿ݁ݎு ܬ.
We now look at the case whenܺ forms ݊  ܪെ  of tiles. Let ܺ ൌ ݐܩଵ ൌ ݐܪଵ ݐܪ ଶ  ǥ ݐܪ  ǡ
ݐଵ ǡ ݐଶ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݐ  ܺ אand ݐଶ ݐܪ בଵ , ݐଷ ݐܪ בଵ ݐܪ ଶ ,…,ݐ ݐܪ בଵ ݐܪ ଶ  ǥ ݐܪ ିଵ . In this case, we have a ݕଶ ܪ̳ܩ א,
ݕଷ ̳ܩ אሺݕܪ  ܪଶ ሻ,…,ݕ ̳ܩ אሺݕܪ  ܪଶ  ǥ ݕܪ ିଵ ሻ such that ݐଶ ൌ ݕଶ ݐଵ , ݐଷ ൌ ݕଷ ݐଵ ,…, ݐ ൌ ݕ ݐଵ . It also
follows that  ܩൌ ݕܪ  ܪଶ ݕܪ ଷ  ǥ ݕܪ  .
Recall that in such a case, we can color ܺ using either partition (2) or (3). We have following results for this
case:
Theorem 3: In a coloring of ܺ induced by the partition ࡼ ൌ ሼ݄ܬଵ ݐଵ ȁ݄ ܪ אሽ  ሼ݄ܬଶ ݐଶ ȁ݄ ܪ אሽ  ǥ  ሼ݄ܬ ݐ ȁ݄ ܪ אሽ
where ܾܵܽݐு ሺݐ ሻ  ܬ   ܪሺ݅ ൌ ͳǡʹǡ ǥ ǡ ݊ሻ,  כ ܭൌ ܿ݁ݎு ሺܬଵ ܬ תଶ  תǥ ܬ ת ሻ.
Proof: We start the proof by showing that ܵ ீܾܽݐሺܬ ݐ ሻ ൌ ܬ , ݅  אሼͳǡʹǡ ǥ ǡ ݊ሽ. It is clear that ܬ  ܵ ீܾܽݐሺܬ ݐ ሻ. Now let
us prove that ܵ ீܾܽݐሺܬ ݐ ሻ ܬ ك . Suppose ݔ ܾܽݐܵ אୋ ሺܬ ݐ ሻ. Then ݔ ሺܬ ݐ ሻ ൌ ܬ ݐ . In particular, ݔ ݐ ൌ ݆ ݐ for some
݆ ܬ א . That is, ݆ ିଵ ݔ ሺݐ ሻ ൌ  ݐ . Note that we can write  ܩൌ ݕܪ  ܪଶ ݕܪ ଷ  ǥ ݕܪ  as  ܩൌ ݕܪ ିଵ ݕܪ ଶ ݕ ିଵ 
ݕܪଷ ݕ ିଵ  ǥ ݕܪ  ݕ ିଵ ܪ . If ݆ ିଵ ݔ ݕܪ א ݕ ିଵ where ݆ ് ݅ then ݆ ିଵ ݔ ൌ ݄ ݕ ݕ ିଵ , ݄ ܪ א, ݆  אሼʹǡ ǥ ǡ ݊ሽ̳ሼ݅ሽ.
Thus ݐ ൌ ݆ ିଵ ݔ ݐ ൌ ݄ ݕ ݕ ିଵ ݐ ൌ ݄ ݕ ݕ ିଵ ݐ ൌ ݄ ݕ ݐଵ ൌ ݄ ݐ , which is a contradiction since ݐܪ ݐܪ ת ൌ .
Moreover, suppose ݆ ିଵ ݔ ݕܪ א ିଵ then݆ ିଵ ݔ ൌ ݄ݕ ିଵ , ݄ ܪ א. Thus ݐ ൌ ݆ ିଵ ݔ ݐ ൌ ݄ݕ ିଵ ݐ ൌ ݄ݐଵ , which is also
a contradiction since ݐܪ ݐܪ תଵ ൌ . This implies ݆ ିଵ ݔ ܪ א. Hence ݆ ିଵ ݔ ܾܽݐܵ אு ሺݐ ሻ  ܬ . Thus ݔ ܬ א . Hence
ܵ ீܾܽݐሺܬ ݐ ሻ̳ܬ ൌ . Thus ܵ ீܾܽݐሺܬ ݐ ሻ ൌ ܬ for each ݅ ൌ ͳǡʹǡ ǥ ǡ ݊.
We now prove that  כ ܭൌ ܿ݁ݎு ሺܬଵ ܬ תଶ  תǥ ܬ ת ሻ. Let ݇  כ ܭ א. So ݇ሺ݄ܬ ݐ ሻ ൌ ݄ܬ ݐ or ݄ିଵ ݄݇ሺܬ ݐ ሻ ൌ ܬ ݐ 
 א ݅ሼͳǡʹǡ ǥ ǡ ݊ሽ and ܪ א ݄. Hence ݄ିଵ ݄݇ ܾܽݐܵ אு  כሺܬ ݐ ሻ  ܵ ீܾܽݐሺܬ ݐ ሻ ൌ ܬ . So ݄ିଵ ݄݇ ܬ א  א ݅ሼͳǡʹǡ ǥ ǡ ݊ሽ,
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ܪ א ݄.

That is, ݄ିଵ ݄݇ ܬ אଵ ܬ תଶ  תǥ ܬ ת ܪ א ݄. It follows that ݇ א

݄ሺܬଵ ܬ תଶ  תǥ ܬ ת ሻ݄ିଵ ൌ
hH

݄ሺܬଵ ܬ תଶ  תǥ ܬ ת ሻ݄ିଵ . So ݄ିଵ א ݄ݔ

ܿ݁ݎு ሺܬଵ ܬ תଶ  תǥ ܬ ת ሻ. Conversely, let ݁ݎܿ א ݔு ሺܬଵ ܬ תଶ  תǥ ܬ ת ሻ ൌ
hH

ܬଵ ܬ תଶ  תǥ ܬ ת ܪ א ݄. Hence, ݄ିଵ ݄ݔሺܬ ݐ ሻ ൌ ܬ ݐ or ݔሺ݄ܬ ݐ ሻ ൌ ݄ܬ ݐ , ݅ ൌ ͳǡʹǡ ǥ ǡ ݊. Thus  כ ܭ א ݔ. Therefore,
 כ ܭൌ ܿ݁ݎு ሺܬଵ ܬ תଶ  תǥ ܬ ת ሻ. ሁ
Theorem 3 also reveals that the color fixing group  כ ܭassociated to any coloring induced by partition (2) is
always a subgroup of ܪ, which is not necessarily equal to  כ ܪ.
The next results pertain to partition (3). Note that since  ܪ  כ ܪ  ܩൌ ݕܪ  ܪଶ ݕܪ ଷ  ǥ ݕܪ  , we can
write  כ ܪൌ ݖܪ  ܪଶ ݖܪ ଷ  ǥ ݖܪ  ,  ݎ ݊, ݖଶ ǡ ݖଷ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݖ  אሼݕଶ ǡ ݕଷ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݕ ሽ.
Theorem 4: Consider a coloring of ܺ induced by the partition ࡼ ൌ ሼ݄ܬሼݐଵ ǡ ݐଶ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݐ ሽȁ݄ ܪ אሽ where ܾܵܽݐு ሺݐ ሻ 
 ܬ  ܪሺ݅ ൌ ͳǡʹǡ ǥ ǡ ݊ሻ. Suppose  כ ܪൌ ݖܪ  ܪଶ ݖܪ ଷ  ǥ ݖܪ  ,  ݎ ݊, ݖଶ ǡ ݖଷ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݖ  אሼݕଶ ǡ ݕଷ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݕ ሽ. Then
 כܭൌ

݄ሺݖܬ  ܬଶ ݖܬ ଷ  ǥ ݖܬ  ሻ݄ିଵ .
hH

Proof: The proof may be patterned after the proof of Theorem 1. In this case, ܾܵܽݐு  כሺܬሼݐଵ ǡ ݐଶ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݐ ሽሻ ൌ ݖܬ  ܬଶ 
ݖܬଷ  ǥ ݖܬ  .ሁ
Corollary 5: Consider a coloring of ܺ induced by the partition ࡼ ൌ ሼ݄ܬሼݐଵ ǡ ݐଶ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݐ ሽȁ݄ ܪ אሽ where ܾܵܽݐு ሺݐ ሻ 
 ܬ ܪሺ݅ ൌ ͳǡʹǡ ǥ ǡ ݊ሻ. Then
(i) If  כ ܪൌ  ܩthen  כ ܭൌ

݄ሺݕܬ  ܬଶ ݕܬ ଷ  ǥ ݕܬ  ሻ݄ିଵ .
hH

(ii) If  כ ܪൌ  ܪthen  כ ܭൌ ܿ݁ݎு ܬ.
In obtaining the color fixing group  כ ܭassociated with a colored tiling ࣮, we get the resulting color fixing groups
ܭ pertaining to the coloring of each ܩ-orbit of tiles ܺ in ࣮. Then  כ ܭൌ ځ ܭ .
כ

Illustration 2: To illustrate Theorem 1, consider the uncolored 2-isohedral tiling given in FIGURE 3(a) with
symmetry group ܩଵ . It has two ܩଵ െorbit of tiles, the ܩଵ െorbit ܺଵ of octagons and the ܩଵ െorbit ܺଶ of squares. We
choose the subgroup ܪଶ ൌ൏ ܴǡ ܴܲܳ  of index 4 in ܩଵ . We take representatives tiles, say ݐଵ and ݐଶ from each
ܩଵ െorbit (FIGURE(3a)). Note that ܺଵ and ܺଶ each form one ܪଶ െorbit of tiles. To color ܺଵ and ܺଶ , we choose the
subgroup  ܬൌ ൏ ܴǡ ܴܴܴܲܳܲܳ  of index 4 in ܪଶ where ܾܵܽݐுమ ሺݐଵ ሻ ൌ ܾܵܽݐுమ ሺݐଶ ሻ ൌ൏ ܴ  ܬ.
To arrive at the coloring of ܺଵ and ܺଶ shown in FIGURE 3(b), we assign distinct colors to the elements of
ࡼ ൌ ሼ݄ݐܬଵ ȁ݄ ܪ אଶ ሽ and ࡼ ൌ ሼ݄ݐܬଵ ȁ݄ ܪ אଶ ሽ. Using the result on color group given in [9], the color group
associated to the obtained coloring is ܩଵ . Let ܭଵ  כand ܭଶ  כbe the color fixing groups associated with the colorings of
ܺଵ and ܺଶ respectively. Using Corollary 2(ii), we have ܭଵ  כൌ

݄൫ܬ  ܳܬ  ܬሺܴܳሻ ܬ ሺܴܴܳܳሻ൯݄ିଵ ൌ
hH 2

൏ ܳǡ ܴܴܳǡ ܴܴܴܴܴܴܲܳܲܲܳܲ 

and

ܭଶ  כൌ

݄൫ܬ  ܲܬ  ܬሺܴܲሻ ܬ ሺܴܴܲሻ൯݄ିଵ ൌ൏ ܲǡ ܴܴܲǡ ܴܴܳܲܳǡ
hH 2

ܴܴܴܴܳܲܳܳ , subgroups of index 8 in ܩଵ . Thus the color fixing group  כ ܭassociated to the colored tiling is
 כ ܭൌ ܭଵ ܭ ת כଶ  כൌ൏ ܴܴܴܴܲܳܲܳǡ ܴܴܴܴܳܲܳܲ , a subgroup of index 32 in ܩଵ .
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࢚
࢚

FIGURE 3. (a) The 2-isohedral tiling of octagons ሺܺଵ ሻ and squares (ܺଶ ); (b) A coloring of ܺଵ ܺ ଶ with
 כ ܭൌ൏ ܴܴܴܴܲܳܲܳǡ ܴܴܴܴܳܲܳܲ .

Illustration 3: To illustrate Theorem 3, let us consider the ܩଶ െ ܺ of oblique triangles of the 2-isohedral tiling
shown in FIGURE 4(a) with symmetry group ܩଶ ൌ൏ ܲǡ ܳǡ ܴളܲଶ ൌ ܳଶ ൌ ܴଶ ൌ ሺܲܳሻଶ ൌ ሺܴܳሻ ൌ ሺܴܲሻଷ ൌ ݁ .
We consider the subgroup  ܪൌ൏ ܲǡ ܳǡ ܴܴܳ  of index 3 in ܩଶ . Note that there are three  ܪെorbits of tiles in ܺ.
Tiles in ܺ belonging to the same ܩଶ െorbit are given the same color in FIGURE 4(b). Moreover, representative tiles
from each  ܪെorbit in ܺ are shown in FIGURE 4(a). Observe that ܾܵܽݐு ሺݐଵ ሻ ൌ ܾܵܽݐு ሺݐଶ ሻ ൌ ܾܵܽݐுయ ሺݐଷ ሻ ൌ൏ ݁ Ǥ
ࡼ

ࡾ
ࡽ

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 4. (a) The 2-isohedral tiling of oblique triangles ሺܺሻ and diamonds; (b) tiles in X belonging to the same
 ܪെorbit are given same color.

By assigning distinct colors to the elements of ࡼ ൌ ሼ݄ܬଵ ݐଵ ȁ݄ ܪ אሽ  ሼ݄ܬଶ ݐଶ ȁ݄ ܪ אሽ  ሼ݄ܬଷ ݐଷ ȁ݄ ܪ אሽ where
ܬଵ ൌ൏ ܳǡ ܴܴܳǡ ܴܴܲܳܲ , ܬଶ ൌ൏ ܳܲǡ ܴܴܳܲ  and ܬଷ ൌ൏ ܲǡ ܴܴܳܳ  , ሾܪǣ ܬଵ ሿ ൌ ሾܪǣ ܬଶ ሿ ൌ ሾܪǣ ܬଷ ሿ ൌ ʹ, we obtain
the coloring shown in FIGURE 5. By Theorem 3, the color fixing group associated to it is  כ ܭൌ ܿ݁ݎு ሺܬଵ ܬ תଶ ת
ܬଷ ሻ ൌ൏ ܴܴܳܳǡ ܴܴܲܳܳܲ , a subgroup of index 4 in ܪ.
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FIGURE 5. A coloring of ܺ with  כ ܭൌ൏ ܴܴܳܳǡ ܴܴܲܳܳܲ .

Illustration 4: For our next illustration, we refer once again to the ܩଵ െorbit ܺ of isosceles triangle in the 2isohedral tiling discussed in section 2 and consider again the subgroup ܪଵ ൌ൏ ܲǡ ܴǡ ܴܳܳ . This time, we color ܺ
using partition (3). Recall that ܺ forms 2 ܪଵ െorbits of tiles. We pick the subgroup
ܬଵ ൌ൏ ܲǡ ܴܴܲǡ ܴܴܴܴܳܳܲܲܳܳ  of index 8 in ܪଵ . Note that ܬଵ contains ܾܵܽݐுభ ሺݐଵ ሻ ൌ ܾܵܽݐுభ ሺݐଶ ሻ ൌ൏ ܲ .
Moreover, ܳݐଵ ൌ ݐଶ. After assigning distinct colors to the elements of ࡼ ൌ ሼ݄ܬଵ ሼݐଵ ǡ ݐଶ ሽȁ݄ ܪ אଵ ሽ, we obtain a
coloring of ܺ shown in
FIGURE 6 with ܪଵ  כൌ ܪଵ . By Corollary 5(ii),  כ ܭൌ ܿ݁ݎுభ ܬଵ ൌ
൏ ܴܴܲܲǡ ܴܴܴܴܳܳܲܲܳܳǡ ܴܴܴܴܲܳܳܲܲܳܳܲ , a subgroup of index 16 in ܪଵ .
Another coloring of ܺ shown in FIGURE 7 is induced by the partition ࡼ ൌ ሼ݄ܬଶ ሼݐଵ ǡ ݐଶ ሽȁ݄ ܪ אଵ ሽ where
ܬଶ ൌ൏ ܲǡ ܴܴܲǡ ܴܴܳܲܳǡ ܴܴܴܴܴܴܴܴܳܲܳܲܳܲܳ  and with ܪଵ  כൌ ܩଵ . Using Corollary 5(i), we have
 כܭൌ

݄ሺܬଶ ܬ ଶ ܳሻ݄ିଵ ൌ൏ ܴܴܴܴܴܴܴܴܳܲܳܲܳܲܳܲǡ ܴܴܴܴܴܴܴܴܲܳܲܳܲܳܲܳ , a subgroup of index 64 in
hH 1

ܩଵ .

FIGURE 6. A coloring of ܺ with  כ ܭൌ൏ ܴܴܲܲǡ ܴܴܴܴܳܳܲܲܳܳǡ ܴܴܴܴܲܳܳܲܲܳܳܲ .
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FIGURE 7. A coloring of ܺ with  כ ܭൌ൏ ܴܴܴܴܴܴܴܴܳܲܳܲܳܲܳܲǡ ܴܴܴܴܴܴܴܴܲܳܲܳܲܳܲܳ .

APPLICATION TO A NANOTUBE STRUCTURE
In this part of the paper, we apply the results presented in the previous section to understand the symmetry group
of a structural analogue of a single-wall carbon nanotube.
A single-wall carbon nanotube ܰ is constructed by wrapping up a graphene sheet with a honeycomb lattice into a
seamless cylindrical tube (see FIGURE 8(a)). It is defined by a chiral vector  ݒൌ ݊ଵ ܽଵ  ݊ଶ ܽଶ where ܽଵ and ܽଶ are
గ
the translation vectors of equal length making an angle of . The graphene sheet is rolled up in such a way that the
ଷ
chiral vector  ݒbecomes the circumference of the tube. The values of ݊ଵ and ݊ଶ are nonnegative integers which
uniquely characterizeܰ, which is then referred to as an ሺ݊ଵ ǡ ݊ଶ ሻ nanotube. A structural analogue of ܰ can also be
described by the rolled-up honeycomb lattice. This time, the atoms in the nanotube correspond to different types of
chemical elements, which can be coded using different colors. Thus, a structural analogue of ܰ with ݇ atoms can be
represented by a ݇-coloring of ܰ obtained using the framework in section 2. In this representation scheme, each
color corresponds to a type of atom in the nanotube.
Consider for example the ሺͶǡʹሻ boron-carbon nitride nanotube ሺଶ ሻconsisting of three types of atoms, boron,
carbon and nitrogen distributed in the nanotube in the ratio ͳ ͳ  ʹ . To understand the symmetry structure of the
ଶ  nanotube, we use a three-coloring of the ሺͶǡʹሻ carbon nanotube to represent the ଶ  nanotube. The
symmetry group  ܩof the ሺͶǡʹሻ carbon nanotube is generated by the screw rotation ( ݏrotation by an angle of
ͻߨΤͳͶ about the  ݖെaxis followed by a translation in the positive direction of the  ݖെaxis ) and the 2-fold rotations
ܿ and ܿԢ about the  ݖand  ݕaxes respectively, where  ݖand  ݕare perpendicular as shown in FIGURE 8(a).
To model the ଶ  nanotube, we construct a ͵-coloring of the ሺͶǡʹሻ nanotube, by applying the method using a
fitting choice of  ܪ ܩ, taking into consideration the unequal distribution of the three atoms and the ratio the atoms
appear in a ଶ  nanotube. The colors in the coloring will appear in the ratio ͳ ͳ  ʹ representing boron, carbon
and nitrogen, respectively.
With the aid of GAP [14], we find that an appropriate choice would be  ܪൌ  ݏۃଶ ǡ ܿǡ ܿԢۄ, which is of index 2 in ܩ.
We obtain two ܪ-orbits of atoms ܺଵ and ܺଶ . Given  ܪൌ  ݏۃଶ ǡ ܿǡ ܿԢۄ, we have ȁܺଵ ȁ ൌ ȁܺଶ ȁ. Given this information on
the ܪ-orbits, the result from the framework suggests that the desired partition used to model the ଶ  nanotube to
arrive at the desired ratio of atoms isࡼ ൌ  ሼ݄ܬଵ ݔଵ ȁ݄ ܪ אሽ  ሼ݄ܬଶ ݔଶ ȁ݄ ܪ אሽ, where ݔଵ and ݔଶ are representative
atoms from the respective orbits ܺଵ and ܺଶ . To obtain the coloring, we color the first orbit using the subgroup ܪ,
that is, ܬଵ ൌ  ;ܪwhile the second and third orbits are colored using ܬଶ ൌ  ݏۃଶ ܿǡ ܿԢۄ, where ሾܬ  ܪଶ ሿ =2. Note that
ܾܵܽݐு ݔଶ  ܬଶ . We assign red to ݔܪଵ to obtain a coloring of the first ܪ-orbit using one color. Then we assign yellow
to ܬଶ ݔଶ and blue to  ݏଶ ܬଶ ݔଶ . We obtain the ͵-coloring in FIGURE 8(b), the colors red, yellow and blue representing
carbon, boron and nitrogen respectively. From the results discussed in Section 3, the color group fixing group for
this coloring is  כ ܭൌ ܿ݁ݎு ሺܬ ת ܪଶ ሻ ൌ ܬଶ ൌ  ݏۃଶ ܿǡ ܿԢۄ, and this group consists of the symmetries of the ଶ 
nanotube.
Other examples of colorings of single wall carbon nanotubes are found in [10], and are used to model nanotube
structures with other types of atoms.
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 8: (a) An uncolored (4,2) nanotube with axes of rotations  ݕand ݖ. (b) A 3-coloring of the (4,2) nanotube with
 כ ܭൌ ܿ ʹݏۃǡ ܿԢۄ.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
Given an uncolored tiling ࣮ with symmetry group ܩ, we have arrived at formulas for the color fixing group כ ܭ
of colorings of ࣮ where a subgroup  ܪof index ݊ in ܩ, effects permutation of the colors. In particular, we have
derived formulas for  כܭassociated with colorings of ܺ induced by the partitions: (1) ࡼ ൌ ሼ݄ݐܬȁ݄ ܪ אሽ where
ܵ ܪܾܽݐሺݐሻ   ܬ ܪ, (2) ࡼ ൌ ሼ݄ܬଵ ݐଵ ȁ݄ ܪ אሽ  ሼ݄ܬଶ ݐଶȁ݄ ܪ אሽ  ǥ  ሼ݄ܬ ݐ ȁ݄ ܪ אሽ where ܵ ܪܾܽݐሺ ݅ݐሻ   ݅ܬ ܪሺ݅ ൌ
ͳǡʹǡ ǥ ǡ ݊ሻ, and (3) ࡼ ൌ ሼ݄ܬሼݐଵ ǡ ݐଶ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݐ ሽȁ݄ ܪ אሽ where ܵ ܪܾܽݐሺ ݅ݐሻ   ܬ  ܪሺ݅ ൌ ͳǡʹǡ ǥ ǡ ݊ሻ. One of the highlights
of this work is Theorem 3 which asserts that a coloring induced by partition (2) is always a subgroup of ܪ, which is
not necessarily equal to  כܪ.
Moreover, we have applied the results on  כܭto colorings of isohedral tilings as well as to determine symmetry
groups of single-wall carbon nanotubes.
The next step in this study is to consider finding  כ ܭfor other types of partitions of ܺ aside from (1), (2) or (3);
and when the number of  ܪorbits is ݉ where ͳ ൏ ݉ ൏ ݊. It would also be interesting to look at other applications of
 כ ܭin determining symmetry groups of other chemical structures.
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Abstract. Conjugate gradient methods are widely used for unconstrained optimization problems, especially large scale problems.
That is, for its simplicity, low memory requirement, and global convergence properties. In this paper, we study the global
convergence properties of a new conjugate gradient method under the exact line search. Under some assumptions, the proofs of
the sufficient descent property and the global convergence are given. The numerical results show that our new method is efficient
for some unconstrained optimization problems.
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INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we consider the following unconstrained optimization problem:
min f ( x ),

n

(1)

xR ,

where f : R n o R is a continuously differentiable function whose gradient is denoted by g . For solving (1), the conjugate
gradient methods use iterative method in the form
xk  D k d k ,

x k 1

k

0 ,1, 2 ,...,

(2)

where the step length D k is positive and computed by a certain line search, and d k is computed as follow
dk

if
 gk ,
®


g
E
d
,
if
k
k k 1
¯

k

0,

k t 1,

(3)

where E k is a coefficient that whose different forms determine different conjugate gradient methods. Well known formulas
for E k are Fletcher-Reeves (FR) [1], Polak-Ribiere-Polyak (PRP) [2, 3], Hestenes-Steifel (HS) [4], Liu-Storey (LS) [5], DaiYuan (DY) [6], and Conjugate Descent (CD) [7].
If the line search is exact, the step length D k is obtained in the direction d k by the rule
Dk

arg min f ( x k  D d k ),
D !0

(4)

which simply means that the orthogonality condition
T

g k d k 1

(5)

0,

is satisfied.
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The convergence of conjugate gradient methods under some different line searches has been studied by many researchers
such as Al-Baali [8], Powell [9], Zoutendijk [10], Gilbert and Nocedal [11], Hu and Storey [12], Liu et al. [13] and TouatiAhmed and Storey [14].
In this paper, we investigate the convergence and the efficiency of a new conjugate gradient method under the exact line
search. In the next section, we propose a new formula for the coefficient E k and algorithm. In section 3, we show that this
new method satisfies the sufficient descent property and globally convergent under the exact line search. In section 4, we do
some numerical comparisons with FR and RMIL methods and discuss the results. Finally, in section 5 we present our
conclusion.

NEW FORMULA FOR THE COEFFICIENT E k
Recently, Rivaie et al. [15] have proposed a new coefficient E k using a new denominator. This E k is known as E kRMIL
where
T

g k g k  g k 1

RMIL

Ek

d k 1

,

2

where ||.|| denotes to the two norm of vectors.
Motivated by this new coefficient, we propose a new E k denoted by E kOMR that is,
 || g || 2  | g T g
2
T
k
k k 1 |
°
, if || g k || ! | g k g k  1 |,
® O | g kT d k  1 |  || d k  1 || 2
° 0,
otherwise ,
¯

OMR
Ek

(6)

where O ! 1 is a real number. The symbol |.| refer to the absolute value and OMR denotes to Osman, Mustafa, Rivaie.
Now, we present our new conjugate gradient method as follows
Algorithm 1
Step 1. Given x 0  R n , H  ( 0 ,1) , Set d 0

g0

,

k

0

, if

|| g 0 || d H

, then stop.

.

Step 2. Execute the following steps whenever || g k || ! H
Step 3. Compute D k using (4).
Step 4. Set x k 1

xk  D k d k

,

 f ( x k  1 ) , if || g k  1 || d H

g k 1

, then stop.
OMR

Step 5. Compute E k  1 by using formula (6) and set d k  1
Step 6. Set k k  1 and go to Step 2.

 g k 1  E k 1 d k

.

THE CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we prove the sufficient descent property
T

g k d k d  C || g k ||

2

,

C !0,

(7)

and the global convergence of Algorithm 1 under the exact line search. Firstly, we assume that the objective function

f satisfies the following assumption.
Assumption 1. (i) The level set :

^x  R

n

`

| f ( x ) d f ( x 0 ) is bounded.

(ii) In some neighborhood N of : , f is continuously differentiable and its gradient g ( x ) is Lipschitz continuous, namely, there exist a constant L ! 0 such that
|| g ( x )  g ( y ) || d L || x  y ||,

 x, y  N .

Under Assumption 1, we have the following lemma, which was proved by Zoutendijk [11].
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Lemma 1. Suppose that Assumption 1 holds. Consider any conjugate gradient method of the form (2)-(3) where d k is a
descent direction and D k is obtained by means of a one-dimensional search direction. Then the following condition known as
Zoutendijk condition holds
f

¦ || g

k

||

2

2

cos

Tk  f

,

(8)

k 0

where T k is the angle between d k and steepest descent direction search  g k , which given by
T

 gk dk

cos T k

|| g k || || d k ||

(9)

.

Lemma 2. Suppose Assumption 1 holds. Let the sequence ^ x k ` be generated by Algorithm 1. Then for all k t 0 , we have
f

|| g k ||

4

||

2

¦ || d
k 0

k

f.

Proof. From (3) and (5) together, we have for all k t 0 that
T

 || g k ||

gk dk

,

2

which means
T

(g k d k )

By using || g k || 2 cos 2 T k =

T
k

(g d k )
|| d k ||

2

4

|| g k || .

(10)

2

and (10) together with (8), we come to the proof. ■

2

The following two properties of E kOMR play a great rule in proving the sufficient descent and the global convergence.
OMR

0 d Ek

d

OMR

0 d Ek

d

|| g k ||

2

|| d k  1 ||

|| g k ||

O |

T
gk

.

2

(11)

2

.

d k 1 |

(12)

The following theorem shows that our new method satisfies the sufficient descent property without any line searches.
Theorem 1. All the search directions generated by Algorithm 1 are descent directions, that is the sufficient descent property
hold for all k t 0 .
Proof. Obviously, from (3) the result is true for k 0 .
Now for all k ! 0 , we have
T

2

OMR

 || g k ||  E k

gk dk

g k d k 1 ,
T

which implies
T

2

OMR

T

2

|| g k ||

g k d k d  || g k ||  | E k

T

| | g k d k 1 | .

(13)

By substituting (12) into (13), we get
g k d k d  || g k || 

Since (1 

1

O

) ! 0 , we take C

(1 

1

O

O |

T
gk

2

T

d k 1 |

| g k d k 1 |

2

 || g k || 

|| g k ||

O

2

 (1 

1

O

) || g k ||

2

.

) to complete the proof.

Lemma 3. Let g k and d k be generated by Algorithm 1. Then for all k t 0 , we have
1
|| d k ||

2

d

1
|| g k ||

2

.

(14)

Proof. From (3) and (5) together, we have for all k t 0 that
|| g k  d k ||

2

2

2

T

|| g k ||  || d k ||  2 g k d k
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= || g k || 2  || d k || 2  2 || g k || 2
= || d k || 2  || g k || 2 .
Thus
2

2

|| d k || t || g k ||

,

which complete the proof.
Now we show that our new method is globally convergent.
Theorem 2. Suppose that Assumption 1 holds. Then Algorithm 1 under the exact line search is globally convergent, that is
lim inf || g k || 0 .
kof

Proof. Assume the opposite, hence there exists a constant c ! 0 and an integer
for all

|| g k || t c ,

k t k1

such that

k1

,

(15)

which means
1

By squaring the both sides of d k

d

2

|| g k ||

OMR

gk  Ek
2

|| d k ||

1
c

for all

,

2

d k 1 ,

and || g k || z 0 .

k t k1

(16)

we obtain

2

OMR

|| g k ||  2 E k

T

2

OMR

gk dk  Ek

|| d k  1 ||

2

.

(17)

From (12), we get
OMR

 2Ek

T

OMR

2 || g k ||

T

gk dk d 2 | Ek

| | g k d k |d

2

.

O

(18)

By substituting (11) and (18) into (17), we obtain
2

2

|| d k || d || g k ||  2

By dividing (19) by

|| g k ||

4

|| g k ||

2

O

|| g k ||



4

|| d k  1 ||

4

|| d k  1 ||

2

(1 

2

O

2

) || g k || 

|| g k ||

4

|| d k  1 ||

2

.

(19)

and using (14), we get
|| d k ||

2

|| g k ||

4

K

d

|| g k ||



2

1
|| g k  1 ||

2

,

K

1

2

O

.

(20)

By combining (16) and (20) together, we come to the relation that
|| d k ||

2

|| g k ||

4

1

d 1K

c

2

,

for all

k t k1  1

,

which means that

Since (21) is true for all

k t k 1  1,

|| g k ||

4

|| d k ||

2

tW ,

for all

k t k1  1

and W

c

2

4 K

.

(21)

then
f

|| g k ||

4

||

2

¦ || d
k 0

k

f

¦

t
k

k1 1

|| g k ||

4

|| d k ||

2

n

¦

lim

no f

k

k1  1

|| g k ||

4

|| d k ||

2

t lim W ( n  k1 )
no f

f.

This contradicts Lemma 2. Therefore the proof is completed.

NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we give some numerical experiments based on the comparisons of our proposed algorithm with FR and
RMIL algorithms. All algorithms are implemented under the exact line search, and we took O 2 in the formula (6). The
program was coded in MATLAB 7.5 with stopping criteria || g k ||  10  6. The run has been conducted on PC computer with
Intel® Core™ i5-2520M CPU @ 2.50 GHz processor, 4GB for RAM memory and Windows 7 Professional operating
system. Most of our test functions have been chosen from the functions considered by Andrei [16]. We have tested twenty
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six functions with different dimensions ( 2 d n d 10000 ) . In all cases we use two different initial points. These two initial
points will lead us to test the global convergence properties and the robustness of our method. The comparison is based on the
number of iterations (NOI) and the time (in seconds) of run (CPU) of each problem. We stop the program if the number of
iterations exceeds 5000, and the corresponding algorithm is considered to be failed. The numerical results are shown in
TABLE (1). In TABLE (1) Dim. is for dimension and x0 for initial point.
TABLE (1). Comparison between FR, RMIL and OMR algorithms.
No.

Test function

Dim.

1

Booth

2

2

Three-hump camel

2

3

Six-hump camel

2

4

Trecanni

2

5

Zettl

2

6

Leon

2

7

Matyas

2

8

Dixon and Price

3

9

Colville

4

10

Quartic

4

11

Ex. Quadratic penalty QP1

10

12

Extended Wood

4

13

Generlized Tridiagonal 1

10

14

Raydan 1

10
100

15

Extended DENSCHNB

10
100

16

Extended Penalty

10
100

17

Ex. Freudenstein &Roth

10
100

18

Quadratic QF1

50
500

19

Sphere

50
500

x0
(-10, 10)
(50, -50)
(-5, 5)
(10, 10)
(-10, 10)
(20, 20)
(10, 10)
(-20, -20)
(10, 10)
(-50, -50)
(10, 10)
(-5, 5)
(50, 50)
(-30, -30)
(5, 5, 5)
(-10, -10, -10)
(-5, -5, -5, -5)
(30, 30, 30, 30)
(10, 10, 10, 10)
(-10, 20, -10, 20)
(-20, …, -20)
(10, …, 10)
(0, 0, 0, 0)
(10, 10, 10, 10)
(10, 10, …, 10)
(-10, 10, -10, 10)
(1,1, …, 1)
(-5, -5, …, -5)
(5,5, …, 5)
(-10, -10, …, -10)
(1,1, …, 1)
(-20, -20, …, -20)
(10,1 0, …, 10)
(-50, -50, …, -50)
(20, 20, …, 20)
(-5,5, … -5, 5)
(7, 7, …, 7)
( -5, -5 …, -5)
(.5, -2, …, .5, -2)
(5, 5, …, 5)
(1, 1, …, 1)
(0, -1, …, 0, -1)
(5, 5, …, 5)
(-10, -10, …, -10)
(1,1, …, 1)
(20, 20, …, 20)
(50, 50, .., 50)
(100, 100, …, 100)
(20,2 0, …,2 0)
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FR
NOI
4
4
Fail
Fail
1017
13
11
4
10
22
363
129
1
1
57
Fail
591
115
271
Fail
25
79
Fail
Fail
43
39
19
96
118
868
9
55
13
77
15
30
40
40
15
7
115
Fail
40
41
131
143
1
1
1

CPU
0.04
0.04
Fail
Fail
5.96
0.13
0.10
0.04
0.10
0.19
2.18
0.83
0.02
0.02
0.47
Fail
3.99
0.77
1.73
Fail
0.23
0.53
Fail
Fail
0.39
0.34
0.15
0.55
0.82
5.49
0.09
0.37
0.12
0.50
0.13
0.25
0.33
0.34
0.12
0.07
0.61
Fail
0.35
0.37
1.22
1.35
0.03
0.03
0.04

RMIL
NOI
CPU
3
0.03
7`
0.07
Fail
Fail
Fail
Fail
6
0.06
6
0.06
5
0.05
4
0.04
19
0.17
14
0.14
94
0.62
34
0.27
1
0.02
1
0.02
39
0.35
45
0.40
372
2.57
555
3.65
807
5.76
Fail
Fail
20
0.20
21
0.17
324
2.28
1083
7.76
27
0.27
29
0.28
19
0.15
29
0.19
102
0.72
180
1.23
5
0.06
9
0.11
10
0.09
9
0.11
11
0.13
23
0.19
8
0.09
Fail
Fail
9
0.09
6
0.06
Fail
Fail
17
0.16
73
0.61
78
0.64
419
3.86
575
5.21
1
0.03
1
0.03
1
0.04

OMR
NOI
CPU
4
0.04
4
0.04
15
0.11
11
0.09
7
0.07
7
0.07
5
0.05
3
0.03
9
0.09
14
0.14
50
0.38
44
0.31
1
0.02
1
0.02
29
0.27
35
0.32
240
1.68
243
1.62
637
4.53
449
2.51
9
0.09
10
0.11
146
1.05
606
2.26
31
0.28
34
0.30
21
0.20
33
0.22
135
0.94
217
1.44
8
0.08
9
0.13
9
0.11
9
0.10
9
0.10
26
0.22
10
0.12
14
0.13
9
0.09
6
0.06
13
0.12
15
0.15
93
0.73
101
0.79
482
4.36
662
5.93
1
0.03
1
0.03
1
0.04

20

Sum Squares

50
500

21

Extended Tridiagonal 1

21

`
Diagonal 4

500
1000
500
1000

22

Extended Rosenbrock

1000
10000

(-30, -30, …, -30)
(10, 10, .., 10)
(-20, -20, …, -20)
(-2, -2, …, -2)
(5, 5, …, 5)
(2, 2, …, 2)
(0, 0,…, 0)
(-3, -3, …, -3)
(-5, 5, …, -5, 5)
(10, 10, .., 10)
(-20, -20, …, -20)
(20,2 0, …,2 0)
(-30, -30, …, -30)
(30, 30, …, 30)
(-10, -10, …, -10)
(-20, 10, …, -20, 10)
(-1.2, 1, …, -1.2, 1)

23

Extended Himmelblau

1000
10000

24

Extended White & Holst

1000
10000

25

Shallow

1000
10000

26

Extended Beale

1000
10000

(5, -5, …, 5, -5)
(20, 20, …, 20)
(1, 1, …, 1)
(50, 50, …, 50)
(0, 0, …, 0)
(10, 10, …, 10)
(-1.2, 1, …, -1.2, 1)

(-5, -5, …, -5)
(-10, -10, …, -10)
(0, 0, …, 0)
(20, 20, …, 20)
(5, 5, …, 5)
(1, 0.8, …, 1, 0.8)
(10, 10, …, 10)
(0, 0, …, 0)
(-5, -5, …, -5)

1
42
45
137
153
452
733
487
28
5
5
5
5
983
37
383
227
12
8
15
17
98
776
30
Fail
40
18
701
521
75
Fail
61
63

0.04
0.39
0.40
1.30
1.44
12.05
19.54
23.59
1.28
0.08
0.08
0.12
0.12
8.34
0.37
31.07
18.71
0.16
0.13
1.45
1.62
3.60
29.80
11.10
Fail
0.48
0.23
58.02
42.85
3.44
Fail
26.21
26.04

1
81
84
527
560
162
164
200
4
4
4
4
4
23
30
22
28
8
6
12
9
24
30
28
36
32
26
20
29
52
24
19
22

0.04
0.71
0.74
4.92
5.20
4.32
4.37
9.67
0.25
0.06
0.06
0.08
0.08
0.28
0.32
1.90
2.42
0.13
0.11
1.18
0.89
1.00
1.22
10.64
14.06
0.39
0.32
1.74
2.49
2.39
1.11
8.04
9.35

1
102
103
578
499
12
246
102
4
5
5
5
5
31
27
35
16
7
6
7
7
37
47
16
38
9
8
10
12
13
16
14
12

0.04
0.87
0.87
5.38
4.68
0.33
6.55
4.97
0.25
0.08
0.08
0.12
0.12
0.45
0.33
2.96
1.44
0.13
0.11
0.72
0.73
1.50
1.93
6.09
14.79
0.13
0.13
0.90
1.06
0.66
0.77
5.94
5.13

Clearly, from TABLE (1), we have found that our new proposed algorithm solves all of the test problems and therefore,
reach 100% percentage, whereas, FR solves about 90% and RMIL solves about 94% of the test problems. Therefore, we
deduce that OMR is better than both FR and RMIL. Furthermore, we show the performance profile results in FIGURES 1and
2 using the performance profile introduced by Dolan and More [18]. That is, we plot the fraction P of the test problems for
which any given method is within a factor t of the best. Obviously, in a plot of performance profiles, the top curved shape of
the algorithm is a winner. Additionally, the right of the plot is a measure of an algorithm's robustness.
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1.0

OM

R
IL
RM

0.8

FR
P

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0
e0

e1

e2

e3

e4

e5

t
FIGURE 1. Performance profile based on the number of iterations.

1.0

OM

R
IL
RM

0.8

FR

P

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0
e0

e1

e2

e3

e4

t
FIGURE 2. Performance profile based on the CPU time.

FIGURES 1 and 2 show that OMR curve lies above FR and RMIL curves. Moreover, it solves all of the test problems
and reach 100% percentage. Therefore, OMR algorithm performs much better than FR and RMIL algorithms.
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CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented some global convergence properties of a new nonlinear conjugate gradient method
under the exact line search. Firstly, we have proved that the sufficient descent property holds for all search directions without
any lime search. Under some assumptions we have showed that our proposed algorithm is globally convergent under the
exact line search . The comparison of our proposed method with FR and RMIL methods shows that our new is competitive.
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Abstract. Nonlinear conjugate gradient (CG) methods are the most important method for solving large-scale unconstrained
optimization problems. Many studies and modifications have been conducted recently to improve this method. In this paper, a new
) with a new parameter
that possess global convergence properties
class of conjugate gradient coefficients (
is presented. The global convergence and sufficient decent property result is established using inexact line searches to determine the
(
) is a step size of CG methods. Numerical result shows that the new formula is superior and more efficient when compared
to other CG coefficients.
Keywords: Unconstrained optimization; conjugate gradient method; sufficient descent property; global convergence.
PACS: 02.60.pn

INTRODUCTION
The nonlinear conjugate gradient methods (CG) are used to find the minimum value of function for unconstrained
optimization problems. In general, the method has the following form
),

(1)

where
is continuously differentiable nonlinear function and whose gradient denotes by
methods are given by an iterative method of the form

. The CG

(2)
where
is the current iterative point. The
is a step size and
is the search direction. The step-size is
obtained by carrying out a one dimensional search, known as the ‘line search’. The most common is the inexact strong
Wolfe line search is often used, that is, the step-size
satisfies,
(3)
where
are two constants.
In this paper though, we used (3). The search direction,

is defined by,
(4)

where
is a scalar, and
given as
Reeves [13]);

is the gradient of nonlinear function. There are at least six formulas for
(Hestenes-Stiefel [12])
(Polak-Ribiere-Polyak [9]);
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, which are
(Fletcher(Conjugate

descent [11]);
(Liu-Storey [14]);
(Dai-Yuan
formulas with some line search conditions has been studied by many
[8]). The convergence manner of the
authors [1-14, 15].
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we present the underlying idea of modification and we present a
new nonlinear conjugate gradient method and algorithm. In section 3, we established sufficient descent property, and
. Lastly, in section 4 we
global convergence property with the strong Wolfe line search if the parameter
present our preliminary numerical results, and in section 5 we have the conclusion.

MODIFICATION
Our

motivation

mainly

comes

from Rivaie et al. [2] and Hestenes-Stiefel [12]; where
. We introduce a simple change with parameter
in
. We named the
as
based on the researchers
the numerator while the denominator is retains as
names, Awad, Mustafa, Rivaie, Osman. Hence,
,where
Algorithm 2.1 is given as follows:
Step1: initialization. Given
Step2: compute
based on (5).

,

Step3: compute based on (4), if
Step4: compute an
based on (3)
Step5: Updating new point based on (2), if

,

, if

(5)

then stop.

then stop; otherwise go to the next step.
, then stop ; set

, and go to step 3.

CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS
. We assume that
for all
In this section, we analyze and study the convergence properties of
otherwise a stationary point has been found. The following assumptions are often used to prove the convergence of the
nonlinear conjugate gradient methods.
Assumption 3.1
and is continuous and differentiable in a
(i) The function f(x) is bounded below on the level set
neighborhood
of the level set
at the initial pointt
;
(ii) The gradient
is Lipschitz continuous in , so a constant
exists, such that
for any

.

(6)

From (5), we have
(7)
Theorem 3.1 Consider any method (2) and (4) be generated by Algorithm 2.1, and let the step-size
determined by the strong Wolfe line search (3), where
is given as (5), then for all

be
.

holds.
Proof. If
, then
, hence, condition (8) holds true. We also need to show that for
condition (8), will also hold true.
, and second inequality of (3), we get
By (7)
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(8)
,

(9)
From (4) multiply by

, we get

We prove the descent property of {

.
, if

} by induction. Since

are all descent direction, for example,

(10)
, now we suppose that

By (10), we get
.

(11)

Then,
(12)
From (10), and together with (12), we get
.
Repeating this process and using the fact

(13)

imply
.

By the restriction

(14)

, so
.

(15)

Then (14), can be written as
.
Thus, by induction,

, holds for all

, denote

, then

(16)

and (16) become
.

Also from (7)

(17)

, and second inequality of (3), we get
(18)

By (18), we get
.

(19)
(20)

From (10) and together with (20)
.
From second inequality of (3) imply
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(21)

(22)
Thus, by induction,

, holds for all

, denote

, then

and (22) become
.

(23)

From (17) and (23), implies that (8) holds. The proof is complete. ■

Global Convergence Properties
Theorem 3.2 Suppose that the Assumption 3.1 holds. Consider any CG method in the form of (2) and (4), where
is obtained by the strong Wolfe inexact line search (3). Also, the descent condition holds. Then either
(24)
or
.

(25)

Proof. To prove Theorem 3.2, we use contradiction. That is, if Theorem 3.2 is not true, then a constant
such that
.

exists,

(26)

Rewriting (4) as
and squaring both sides of the equation, we obtain
.
From (7),

we can get
.

We can divide (27) by

(27)

, and from (8), we can get
.

Suppose that the (24) does not hold. Then, there exists

, such that (26) holds for all

.

,

.
Also from (7),

we can get
.

We can divide (29) by

(28)

,and from (8), we get
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(29)

.

.

(30)

(31)

From (28) and (31), we get (25), and this shows that (24) holds. The proof is complete.■

NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, most of problems from Andrei [15] have been used to test and analyze the efficiency of AMRO
compared to FR, PRP and CD. Stopping criteria is set to
, where
. As suggested by Hilstrom
[10] for each of test problem, four or five initial points are used. All runs are performed on a PC ACER (Intel®
Core™ i3-3217u CPU @ 1.8 GHZ, with 4.00 GB RAMS, Windows 7 Home Premium). Numerical results are
compared based on the number of iterations and CPU time. Every problem mentioned in table 1 is solved using
Matlab10 subroutine programming. We used the inexact strong Wolfe line search as to give the inexact value of the
step-size. The performance results are shows in FIGURE 1 and FIGURE 2 respectively, using a performance profile
introduced by Dolan and More [3].
TABLE (1). A list of problem functions.

No.

Functions

n

Initial points

1
2

Zettl
Six-hump camel
back
Three-hump
Camel back
Trecanni
Hager
Raydan1
Shallow
Extended
Tridiagonal2
Extended
Maratos
Extended
Tridiagonal1
Himmelblau
Generalized
Quartic
Extended
Rosenbrock
Extended
Denschnb
Arwhead

2
2

(-10,-10),(-3,-3),(8,8),(20,20),(30,30)
(-7,-7),(-2,-2),(3,3),(10,10)

2

(-3,-3),(2,2),(8,8),(13,13)

2
(2,4,10,100)
(2,4,10,100)
(6,10,100,500,1000)
(4,10)

(-10,-10),(-5,-5),(7,7),(20,20),(30,30)
(-5,…,-5),(-1,…,-1),(3,…,3),(7,…,7)
(-3,…,-3),(2,…,2),(5,…,5),(10,…,10)
(8,…,8),(20,…,20),(40,…,40),(100,..,100)
(-6,…,-6),(-1,…,-1),(2,…,2),(5,…,5)

(2,4,10,100,500,1000)

(-9,…,-9),(-5,…,-5),(2,…,2),(6,…,6),(10,…,10)

(4,6,10,100,500,1000)

(2,…,2),(8,…,8),(14,…,14),(28,…,28)

(4,10,100,500,1000)
(2,10,100,500,1000)

(5,…,5),(11,…,11),(17,…,17),(31,…,31)
(-5,…,-5),(2,…,2),(7,…,7),(11,…,11)

(4,10,100,500,1000)

(3,…,3),(6,…,6),(11,…,11),(23,…,23)

(4,10,10,100)

(-5,…,-5),(-1,…,-1),(3,…,3),(10,…,10)

(2,4,100,500,1000)

(10,…,10),(50,…,50),(100,…,100),(200,…,200)

Freudenstein &
Roth
Flethcr

(4,10,100,500,1000,5000)

(-6,…,-6),(-3,…,-3),(1,…,1),(7,…,7)

(4,10,100,500)

(-7,…,-7),(-2,…,-2),(5,…,5),(17,…,17)

18

Extended White
& Holst

(4,10,100,500,1000)

(-8,..,-8),(-3,…,-3),(2,…,2),(10,…,10)

19
20

Powell
Extended
Penalty

(4,100,500,1000)
(2,4,6,10,100,500,1000,5000)

(-5,…,-5),(-1,…,-1),(3,…,3),(10,…,10)
(-3,…,-3),(-1,…,-1),(2,…,2),(8,…,8)

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
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We use the performance profile to introduce the notion of a means to evaluate and compare the performance of the
solvers and
problems exists, for each problem and solver , they
set solvers on a test set . Assuming
defined

= computing time (the number of iterations or CPU time or others) required to solve problems

solver . They compared the performance on problem
problem using the performance ratio

by solver

by

with the best performance by any solver on this
. Suppose that a parameter
for all

and
are chosen, and
if and only if solver does not solve problem . The performance solver of given
problems have to be the best, but we would like to obtain all evaluate performance of the solver, then it was defined
. The
was probability for solver
that a performance ratio
was
of efficient ratio. Then, function
was the cumulative distribution function for the
within a factor
performance ratio. The performance profile
for solver was a non-decreasing, piecewise, and continuous
from the right. The value
is the probability that the solver will win over the rest of the solvers. In all, a solver
with high values of
or at the top right of the figure are preferable or represent the best solver.
FIGURE 1 and FIGURE 2 shows that AMRO method is the best performance as it can solve all the test problems
and reach 100%. The performance of the conjugate gradient coefficients FR, PRP and CD is divided into two groups;
first which is related to PRP is given better in performances than the second one which is related to FR and CD. The
first performance seems to be less efficient than AMRO method, it solves only 85% of the problems, but it is better
than the second performance, which is about 80%. The performance of AMRO method seems to be the best when we
compared with the first and second performances. Hence, we considered AMRO method as the best method among
the other methods.

1.0
RO
AM

0.8
P
PR

FR

0.6

Ps(t)

CD

0.4

0.2

0.0
e0

e1

e2

e3

t

FIGURE 1. Performance profile based on the number of iterations.
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FIGURE 2. Performance profile based on the CPU time.
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Cyclotomic Cosets and Group Algebra Codes Define Over
Cyclic Groups of Prime Order
Denis C.K. Wong
Department of Applied Mathematics, Universiti Tunku Abdul Rahman,
Off Jalan Genting Kelang, 53300 Setapak, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Abstract. Explicit formula for all primitive idempotents in ܨሾܩሿǡ the group algebra defined over all cyclic groups  ܩof
order less than or equal to 100 over the binary field  ܨൌ  ܨଶ are obtained. The minimum distance, the dimension, and the
generating polynomial of the minimal codes generated by the primitive idempotents are also obtained.
Keywords: Group ring; cyclotomic cosets; cyclic codes.
PACS: 02.10.Ox, 89.70.-a, 02.10De

INTRODUCTION
In the late 1940’s, the study of coding theory has begun. It started as mere engineering problem, but developed
into more and more mathematical. Claude Shannon, most famous for his founding work for information theory, had
contributed tremendously to the development of coding theory. In 1948, Shannon published an influential article
titled "A Mathematical Theory of Communication" which has become the pivotal work for the future of coding
theory. Among error correcting codes, cyclic code [4, 8] is the most studied codes of all codes. Its algebraic structure
allowed computations for encoding and decoding become easier and more efficient, this is one of the reasons for its
popularity. In [4, 9], cyclic codes are first described in term of group algebra. Many researches have studied cyclic
codes following this direction; please refer [1, 2, 3, 5, 6].
Throughout this paper, suppose G is a finite multiplicative cyclic group of order m, where ʹ  ݉  ͳͲͲ and
 ܨൌ ܨଶ is the binary field such that  ሺʹǡ ݉ሻ ൌ ͳ. Then, the group algebra ܨሾܩሿ of G over the F is semisimple [7].
The minimal codes of length m over F are the ideals of ܨሾܩሿ generated by primitive idempotents. Suppose t is the
multiplicative order of 2 modulo m. It is well known that ͳ   ݐ ߶ሺ݉ሻ, where ߶ is the Euler-phi function. The
cases  = ݐ1 and ߶ = ݐሺ݉ሻ are studied in [1, 2]. Furthermore, in [3, 5, 6], the authors used the cyclotomic cosets
approaches to classified different families of abelian group codes.
In the next section, some properties of cyclic codes defined as an ideal in group ring are proven. Furthermore,
we shall discuss the relationship between the conventional definition of cyclic code and a cyclic code defined as an
ideal in group algebra. Finally, in the last section, we construct two families of cyclic codes of length m = p, where p
ିଵ
. The parameters of these
is a prime satisfying either 2 is a primitive root modulo p or the order of 2 modulo p is
ଶ
families of codes will also be stated as it gives us a glimpse of how well such a code will work when implemented in
real life.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Let  ܨൌ  ܨଶ be the binary field and  ሺʹǡ ݉ሻ ൌ ͳǤ Let K be the quotient polynomial ring

ܨሾݔሿ
൘ ݔۃ
 ͳۄ

consisting of all polynomials of degree less than or equal to m – 1 with coefficients from F. Let ܨሾܩሿ ൌ
൛σܽ ீא ݃ȁܽ  ܨ אൟ be the group algebra, where G is a cyclic group of order ݉. Additional and multiplication in
ܨሾܩሿ are defined as
 ܽ ݃    ܾ ݃ ൌ  ൫ܽ  ܾ ൯݃
ீא

ீא

ீא
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and
ቌ ܽ ݃ቍቌ ܾ ݃ቍ ൌ   ൫ܽ ܾ ൯݄݃
ீא

ீא

 ீאீא

Let  ݐbe any integer, define ܣሺ௧ሻ ൌ σܽ ீא ݃௧ for  ܣൌ σܽ ீא ݃ ܨ אሾܩሿ. Also, define ȁܣȁ ൌ σܽ ீא . It is
well-known that  ܭ؆ ܨሾܩሿ and so we may construct cyclic codes in ܨሾܩሿ which have nicer structures than K. We
formally state this result in a more general form in the following proposition.
Proposition 1. Suppose  ܩൌ ݃ۃȁ݃ ൌ ͳ ۄand  ܨൌ ܨܩሺݍሻ such that  ሺݍǡ ݉ሻ ൌ ͳ. Then, ܨሾܩሿ ؆
 ܯൌ  ݔۃ െ ͳۄ.

ܨሾݔሿൗ
ܯ, where

ܨሾݔሿൗ
Proof. Note that all elements in
 ܯcan be written in the form  ܯ ݂ሺݔሻ for some ݂ሺݔሻ ܨ אሾݔሿ. By the
Euclidean algorithm, we have ݂ሺݔሻ ൌ ሺ ݔ െ ͳሻݍሺݔሻ  ݎሺݔሻ, where ൫ݎሺݔሻ൯ ൏ ݉. Then,
ିଵ
ିଵ



 ܯ ݂ሺݔሻ ൌ  ܯ ݎሺݔሻ ൌ  ܯ σିଵ
ୀ ܽ  ݔൌ σୀ ሺ ܯ ܽ ሻሺ ܯ ݔሻ ൌ σୀ ܽ ݔҧ .

ܨሾݔሿൗ
ିଵ
ିଵ


Let ߠǣ ܨሾܩሿ ՜
 ܯbe defined by ߠሺσୀ ܽ  ݔሻ ൌ σୀ ܽ ݔҧ . It can be verified that ߠ is an injective linear
transformation, and so the result will follow directly.■
Proposition 2. A linear code ܥin  ܨ is cyclic if and only if  ܥis an ideal of ܨሾܩሿ, where  ܩis a cyclic group.
ିଵ

ାଵ
is a cyclic shift of ݑ. Thus,
Proof. Suppose ܥis an ideal of ܨሾܩሿ and  ݑൌ σିଵ
ୀ ܽ ݃ ܥ א. Then, ݃ ݑൌ σୀ ܽ ݃
݃ ܥ א ݑand so we conclude that  ܥis a cyclic code. Conversely, if  ܥis cyclic, it follows that for all ܥ א ݑ, we have
݃ܥ א ݑ. Thus, ݃  ܥ א ݑfor all i. Since  ܥis linear, we then have ܽ ܥ א ݑfor all ܽ ܨ אሾܩሿ. Since C is cyclic, which
is also abelian, then we conclude that  ܥ א ܽݑfor all ܽ ܨ אሾܩሿ. Therefore,  ܥis an ideal of ܨሾܩሿ. ■

ܨሾݔሿൗ

It is well-known that  ܨ ؆
ܯ, refer [7]. Then, from Proposition 1, we see that  ܨ؆ ܨሾܩሿ. Furthermore,

by Proposition 2, we know that to construct a cyclic code in  ܨis equivalent to find a suitable ideal in ܨሾܩሿ.
Therefore, from now onward, we will concentrate on constructing cyclic codes as an ideal of ܨሾܩሿ.
ܨሾݔሿൗ
Traditionally, a cyclic code is defined in term of polynomial ring
ܯ, refer [8]. It is well-known that a cyclic
code consists of all multiples of its generator polynomial ݃ሺݔሻ. Another useful polynomial in cyclic code is its
idempotent ݁ሺݔሻ, which is defined by the property ݁ሺݔሻଶ ൌ ݁ሺݔሻ. It is sometimes easier to find the idempotent than
the generator polynomial. Here are some properties of cyclic codes which drawn our attention to perform a thorough
survey on this family of codes.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

The smallest cyclic codes are the minimal ideals.
Any cyclic code is a direct sum of minimal ideals.
A minimal ideal is isomorphic to a field.
Minimal ideals include the important family of simplex codes.

Definition 3. An element A of ܨሾܩሿ is an idempotent if ܣଶ ൌ ܣ.
It can be easily checked that if A is an idempotent of ܨሾܩሿ so is ͳ  ܣ. For instance, consider  ܩൌ ݃ۃȁ݃ ൌ
ͳ؆Ժ. A simple computation shows that ܣൌ݃݃ʹ݃Ͷܨאሾܩሿ is an idempotent of ܨሾܩሿ. Thus, ͳ݃݃ʹ݃Ͷ is also
an idempotent of ܨሾܩሿ. Next, let’s considerܨଶ ሾԺଵ ሿ, where Ժଵ ൌ  ݄ۃȁ݄ଵ ൌ ͳۄ. We see that 1,
and

ܣଵ ൌ ݄   ݄ଶ  ݄ସ  ଼݄  ݄ଽ  ݄ଵଷ  ݄ଵହ  ݄ଵ
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ܣଶ ൌ ݄ଷ   ݄ହ  ݄  ݄  ݄ଵ  ݄ଵଵ  ݄ଵଶ  ݄ଵସ
are idempotents of ܨଶ ሾԺଵ ሿ. Furthermore, ͳ  ܣଵ and ͳ  ܣଶ are also idempotents of ܨଶ ሾԺଵ ሿ.
Proposition 4. A cyclic code (or an ideal)  ܫൌ  ۄߙۃof ܨሾܩሿ contains a unique idempotent A such that  ܫൌ ۄܣۃ. Also,
 ܣൌ ߙܿ for some ܿ ܨ אሾܩሿǤ Furthermore,  ܫ א ݒif and only if  ܣݒൌ ݒǤ
Proof. Let ݃ െ ͳ ൌ ߙߚ for some ߚ ܨ אሾܩሿ such that ߙ and ߚ are relatively prime. Then, there exists ܽǡ ܾ such that
ߙܽ  ߚܾ ൌ ͳ in ܨሾܩሿǤ Set  ܣൌ ߙܽ. Then, ߙܽሺߙܽ  ߚܾሻ ൌ ߙܽ, that is, ܣଶ  Ͳ ൌ  ܣin ܨሾܩሿ. So A is an idempotent
in ܨሾܩሿǤ Consequently, A and ߙ generate the same code I. Next, if  ݒൌ ܣݒ, then ܫ א ݒ. Conversely, if ܫ א ݒ, then
 ݒൌ  ܿܣand so  ܣݒൌ  ܣଶ ܿ ൌ  ܿܣൌ ݒǤ To show that A is unique, suppose ܣԢ is another such. Then ܣᇱ  ܣൌ  ܣൌ ܣᇱ Ǥ ■
Consider ܨଶ ሾԺ ሿ, we see that ܣଵ ൌ ͳ, ܣଶ ൌ ݃  ݃ଶ  ݃ସ and ܣଷ ൌ ݃ଷ  ݃ହ  ݃ are idempotents of ܨଶ ሾԺ ሿ.
Since ݃ ൌ ͳ and ݃ ് ͳ, we then have σୀ ݃ ൌ Ͳ, that is, ܣଵ  ܣଶ  ܣଷ ൌ Ͳ. Since we are dealing with binary
field, it follows that ܣଵ  ܣଶ, ܣଵ  ܣଷ and ܣଶ  ܣଷ are also idempotent of ܨଶ ሾԺ ሿ.
The cyclotomic cosets approach to investigate cyclic codes is described as follows: Consider the set ܵ ൌ
ሼͲǡ ͳǡ ʹǡ ǥ ǡ ݉ െ ͳሽ. For ܽǡ ܾ ܵ א, we say that a is related to b if
ܽ ʹ ؠ ܾሺ݉݉݀ሻ
for some integer ݅  ͲǤ This relation is an equivalence relation on the set S and partitions the set S into equivalent
classes. Each such equivalence class is called a 2-cyclotomic coset mod m. Observe that the 2-cyclotomic coset
containing  ܵ א ݏis
ܥ௦ ൌ ሼݏǡ ʹݏǡ ǥ ǡ ʹ௧ೞିଵ ݏሽǡ
where ݐ௦ is the smallest positive integer with ʹ௧ೞ ݏ ؠ ݏሺ݉݉݀ሻ. Then, the integer modulo m are partitioned into
cyclotomic cosets: ܵ ൌ  ڂ ܥ , where i run through a set of coset representatives modulo m. Each cyclotomic cosets
ܨሾݔሿൗ
is associated with an irreducible polynomials ሺݔሻ is associated with a minimal ideal in
 ܯgenerated by

ሺ௫ ିଵሻ
. Therefore, the number of minimal ideals, which is also the number of primitive idempotents, is the number
ሺ௫ሻ

of 2-cyclotomic cosets mod m, refer [1, 8].

BINARY CYCLIC CODES OF LENGTH ࡼ
First, a family of binary cyclic codes of length p is constructed, where p is a prime such that 2 is a primitive root
mod p. We start with the following simple lemma.
Lemma 5. Suppose p is an odd prime. Then, 2 is a primitive root modulo p.
Proof. Clearly, 2 does not divide  and so by Euler’s Theorem, we have ʹିଵ ͳ ؠሺ݉݀ሻ. Since ߶ሺሻ ൌ  െ ͳǤ
Then, we have
ʹథሺሻ ͳ ؠሺ݉݀ሻ.
Hence, 2 is a primitive root modulo . ■
Theorem 6. Let  ܩൌ  Ժ , where p is a odd prime. Suppose 2 is a primitive root modulo p. Then, the only nonzero 2cyclotomic coset modulo p is ൛ʹ ǡ ʹଵ ǡ ǥ Ǥ ǡ ʹథሺሻିଵ ൟ.
Proof. Since ʹథሺሻ ͳ ؠሺ݉݀ሻ, then ʹథሺሻା ʹ ؠ ሺ݉݀ሻ for ݅ ൌ Ͳǡͳǡ ǥ ǡ ߶ሺሻ െ ͳ. Next, assume that
ʹ ʹ ؠ ሺ݉݀ሻ for Ͳ  ݅ ൏ ݆  ߶ሺሻ െ ͳ. Then, ȁʹ െ  ʹ implies ȁʹ or ȁʹି െ ͳ. However, both
divisibilites contradict the assumption that 2 is a primitive root modulo p. Next, let
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 ܣൌ  ൛ʹ ǡ ʹଵ ǡ ǥ Ǥ ǡ ʹథሺሻିଵ ൟ.
Since 2 is a primitive root modulo . Then we have
ȁܣȁ ൌ ߶ሺሻ െ ͳ  ͳ ൌ  െ ͳǤ
Since  ܩൌ  Ժ , then  ܣൌ  ܩെ ሼͲሽǤ Therefore,  ת ܣሼͲሽ ൌ ሼͲሽ and   ܣሼͲሽ ൌ ܩ, that is, A is the only nonzero 2cyclotomic coset modulo p. ■
We first note that those values of p less than or equal to 100 satisfying Theorem 6 are 3, 5, 11, 13, 19, 29, 37, 53,
59, 61, 67 and 83. We will follow the notation as in the proof of Theorem 6 to construct the idempotent of ܨሾܩሿ. Let
 ܣൌ  ሼʹ ȁͲ  ݅  ߶ሺሻ െ ͳሽ. Write ȳ ൌ  σ௦א ݃ ௦ ܨ אሾܩሿ, where  ܩൌ  Ժ ൌ  ݃ۃȁ݃ ൌ ͳ ۄand  ܨൌ ܨଶ . To
develop the properties of idempotents in ܨሾܩሿ, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 7. Let  ܩbe a finite group. Then  ܩଶ ൌ ȁܩȁܩ.
Proof. Write  ܩas  ܩൌ  σ݃ ீא. Then, we have
 ܩଶ ൌ  ൫σ݃ ீא൯ሺσ݄ ீאሻ ൌ σǡ ݄݃ ீאൌ ȁܩȁ σ ݇ ீאൌ ȁܩȁܩ. ■
Lemma 8. ȳଶ ൌ ȳ.
Proof. By using Lemmas 6 and 7, we have
ȳଶ ൌ ሺ ܩെ ሼͲሽሻሺ ܩെ ሼͲሽሻ ൌ ሺ ܩ ͳሻሺ ܩ ͳሻ ൌ ȁܩȁ ܩ  ܩ  ܩ ͳ ൌ  ܩ ͳ ൌ  ܩ ͳ ൌ  ܩെ ሼͲሽ ൌ ȳ. ■

Theorem 9. Let  ܩൌ  Ժ , where p is a prime and  ܨൌ ܨଶ . If 2 is a primitive root modulo p, then ȳ and  ܩare two
primitive orthogonal idempotents of ܨሾܩሿǤ
Proof. By Lemmas 7 and 8, it can be easily deduced that ȳ and  ܩare idempotents of ܨሾܩሿ. Now, we shown that ȳ
and G are orthogonal. First, we see that
ȳ ܩൌ ȳሺȳ  ͳሻ ൌ  ȳଶ  ȳ ൌ ȳ  ȳ ൌ Ͳ .
Similarly, it can be shown that ܩȳ ൌ ͲǤ ■
The binary cyclic code C generated by the idempotent ȳ has the following generator matrix:
Ͳ
ͳ
ܩൌ൮
ǥ
ͳ

ͳ
Ͳ
ǥ
ͳ

ǥ
ǥ
ǥ
ǥ

ͳ
ͳ
൲.
ǥ
Ͳ

It can be verified that  ܥൌ ۃȳ ۄis a [, , 2 ] –binary cyclic code which consists of ʹ codewords. This code may not
be useful in real world applications as it information rate is 1.
Next, we drawn our attention to construct a family of binary cyclic codes of length  such that the order of 2
ିଵ
.
modulo is
ଶ
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Theorem 10. Suppose  ܩൌ  Ժ , where p is an odd prime and the order of 2 modulo is


distinct 2-cyclotomic cosets modulo  are ܣଵ ൌ  ቄʹ ȁͲ  ݅  
ȁܣଵ ȁ ൌ ȁܣଶ ȁ ൌ 

ିଵ
ଶ

ିଵ

ିଷ
ଶ

ଶ

ଶ

. Then the two nonzero

ቅ and ܣଶ ൌ  ܩെ  ܣଵ െ ሼͲሽ. Furthermore,

Ǥ

Proof. Since the order of 2 modulo  is
݅ ൌ Ͳǡͳǡʹǡ ǥ ǡ

ିଷ

ିଵ

ଶ

. Then, we have ʹ

షభ
మ

ͳ ؠሺ݉݀ሻ. Thus, ʹ

షభ
ା
మ

ʹ ؠ ሺ݉݀ሻ for

. Clearly, we see that
ȁܣଵ ȁ ൌ 

and

െ͵
െͳ
ͳൌ
ʹ
ʹ

ȁܣଶ ȁ ൌ ȁܩȁ െ ȁܣଵ ȁ െ ȁሼͲሽȁ ൌ  െ

ିଵ
ଶ

െͳൌ

ିଵ
ଶ

.

Also, we have  ܩൌ  ܣଵ ܣ ଶ  ሼͲሽ and ܣଵ  ܣ  תଶ ൌ ሼͲሽ .Therefore, ܣଵ and ܣଶ are the required 2-cyclotomic cosets
modulo p. ■
From theorem 10, if we define ȳଵ ൌ  σ௦אభ ݃ ௦ ܨ אሾܩሿ and ȳଶ ൌ  σאమ ݃ ܨ אሾܩሿ. Then, it can be shown that
ۃȳଵ  ۄand ۃȳଶ  ۄare both
ቂǡ

ାଵ ିଵ
ଶ

ǡ

ଶ

ቃ െbinary cyclic codes.

Note that Theorem 10 covered all those primes  א ሼǡ ͳǡ ʹ͵ǡ Ͷͳǡ Ͷǡ ͳǡͻǡ ͻሽ. Consider the case p = 23. Then,
we see that all 2-cyclotomic cosets mod 23 are {0},
{1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 9, 18, 13, 3, 6, 12}
and
{5, 10, 20, 17, 11, 22, 21, 19, 15, 7, 14}.
In term of group ring, the idempotents of ܨଶ ሾԺଶଷ ሿ are

and

ȳ ൌ ͳ,

ȳଵ ൌ ݃   ݃ଶ  ݃ସ  ଼݃  ݃ଵ  ݃ଽ  ݃ଵ଼  ݃ଵଷ  ݃ଷ  ݃  ݃ଵଶ
ȳଶ ൌ ݃ହ   ݃ଵ  ݃ଵ  ݃ଶ  ݃ଵଵ  ݃ଶଶ  ݃ଶଵ  ݃ଵଽ  ݃ଵହ  ݃  ݃ଵସ .

Note that ۃȳଵ  ۄand ۃȳଶ  ۄare both ሾʹ͵ǡͳʹǡ ͳͳሿ െbinary cyclic codes. From Theorem 6 and Theorem 10, we have
fully classified all cyclic codes generated by idempotents of length p for all primes   ͳͲͲ by using the cyclotomic
cosets approach.
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Reconstruction of Egg Shape Using B-spline
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02600 Arau, Perlis, Malaysia
Abstract. In this paper, the reconstruction of egg’s outline by using piecewise parametric cubic B-spline is proposed. Reverse
engineering process has been used to represent the generic shape of egg in order to acquire its geometric information in form of a
two-dimensional set of points. For the curve reconstruction, the purpose is to optimize the control points of all curves such that
the distance of the data points to the curve is minimized. Then, the B-spline curve functions were used for the curve fitting
between the actual and the reconstructed profiles.
Keywords: Cubic B-spline curve; reverse engineering; egg reconstruction; curve fitting.
PACS: 02.70.-c

INTRODUCTION
Reverse engineering of 2D objects aims to fit an optimal curve to the data extracted from the boundary of the
image. Curve fitting is vastly used in reverse engineering in order to reproduce curves from exact geometric data
obtained by bitmap images [1].The process of reverse engineering can usually be subdivided into data capture and
data segmentation [5]. Many studies have been conducted to reconstruct image of an objects, fonts and other shapes.
Most of them start their studies with a reverse engineering process, which is to extract the boundary points of the
generic shape. For example, the process of producing outlines includes detection of boundary, discovering corner
points and break points and fitting the curve [8, 9].
Various outline capturing techniques using different spline models have been introduced by researchers like
designing and reengineering objects using rational quadratic spline. The spline method ultimately produces optimal
results for the approximate vectorization of the digital contour obtained from the generic shape [6]. Besides that,the
pre-processing of data points for curve fitting in reverse engineering using B-spline which are suitable for the
requirement for fitting into a smooth B-spline curve with a good shape [5] and a rational cubic function with one
shape parameter and two shape parameters is used for curve fitting [1]. In this paper, the cubic B-spline curve was
used for curve fitting the generic shape of egg. The shape of an egg is approximately having an oval form and
roughly spherical. Egg shapes is usually have one end larger than the other and it is a rotational symmetry.
This paper proposes an algorithm to optimize the control points of all curves such that the distance of the data
points to the curve is minimized. The bitmap image is scanned from paper to obtain a gray-level image. For this
gray-level image, boundary of the image is obtained. There are several methods that can be used in curve fitting.
These include Genetic Algorithms and Least Square Method [1,8]. In this paper, the least square criterion has been
selected for the achievement of the best fit curve fitting and the error was calculating by using Sum Square Error
(SSE). The proposed method is as follows:
Step 1: Extracting of boundary from the digitized image.
Step 2: Subdivide the boundary of the image into 4 segments.
Step 3: Find the value of the control points p0 , p1 , p2 and p3 .
Step 4: Fitting parametric cubic B-spline.
The organization of the paper is made as follows. Section 2 discussed about the B-spline curve. Then, followed
by Section 3 describes the pre-processing step of finding the boundary of the generic shape of egg. The details of
fitting cubic B-spline are given in section 4. Demonstration of the proposed method is made in section 5. The paper
is concluded in Section 6. In the following sections there are explanations of the above steps.
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B-SPLINE CURVE
‘B’ in the B-spline stand for the basis and the term ‘spline’ refer to a piecewise polynomial function. Compared
to a Bézier curve, a B-spline curve has a few distinct features where the degree of the curve is independent from the
total number of control points and it is made out of several curve segments that are joint smoothly [7]. For a given
set of n  1 control points pi , the approximation B-spline curve p t is defined for t  >0,1@ as [4]:
n

¦pN

p(t )

i

i,k

(t )

(1)

i 0

where N i,k t is the new blending function which now involves a new parameter, k . For the sequences of the point

pi , this formula defines the continues curve, where p t is a point on the curves, for a given parameter t . The
attention is focus on the cubic case. The cubic uniform B-spline curve has four control points which is defined as
[3]:
ª P0 º
«P »
p t 1 t t 2 t3 M « 1»
« P2 »
« »
¬ P3 ¼

>

@

where
M

>

The matrix M , when multiplied with 1 t t 2

@

4
1
ª1
« 3 0
3
1«
6 « 3 6 3
«
¬1 3  3

0º
0»»
0»
»
1¼

t 3 defines the cubic uniform B-spline blending functions.

BOUNDARY EXTRACTION
The first step in reverse engineering of planar object is to extract data from the boundary of the bitmap image or
generic shape. MATLAB programming was used for detecting the boundary. The input to the MATLAB is a bitmap
file, and its return a number of boundaries points where the values of these boundary points are pi xi , yi ,
i 1,...,N . Extracted boundaries of the shape of Egg 1 and Egg 2 is given in FIGURE 1.

a(ii)

a(i)

b(ii)

b(i)

FIGURE 1. Extracted boundaries of Egg1 and Egg 2: a(i) and b(i) original image, a(ii) and b(ii) boundary of the image.
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CURVE FITTING
A set of data points measured from image of egg required a curve fitting to pass through the data points. The
least square method is used to approximate a set of data points to form a best fitting curve. The next step is to divide
the boundary of the image into 4 segments. The division of the segments is based on the longest distance between
the data points. Suppose that the data points are pi
xi , yi , i 1,...,N . Then, the distance between each of the data
points is generated by
Di

xi 1  xi

2

 yi 1  yi 2 , i 1,...,N .

Hence, the longest distance is chosen as the first point that will be the initial point of dividing the segment. FIGURE
2 show the representation of the each segment of data point. The function of B-spline curve p t from equation (1)
can be written in the form:

AX

B

(2)

where A is the basis function, X is the control point and B is the data points. The purpose is to find the control
points of the cubic B-spline, to fit the best optimal curve. Therefore, the data points were divides into four segments,
because our aim is to find the control polygon which is associated with each of the segments. Each or these
segments are then approximated by a cubic B-spline curve. Mathematically, equation (2) can be written into (3)
where the least square method is applied in this equation.

X

A1B

(3)

In this paper, chord length parameterization [2], is used to estimate the parametric value t associated with each
point. Given parametric curve p(t ) over a certain domain t  0,1 , its chord length at a given point p(t ) is define
as:

> @

ti


0
°° p1 p2  p2 p3  ...  pi pi 1
®
° p1 p2  p2 p3  ...  pn 1 pn
°¯
1

if i 1
if i  n
if i n

After having the t value associated with each point, the parametric cubic B-spline curve was fitted to the set of
data points of each segment. Once the value of the control polygon was obtained, the mean value of control polygon
is calculated in order to find the control point p0 , p1, p2 and p3 .

(b)

(a)

FIGURE 2. Representation of the each segment of data point: (a) Egg 1, (b) Egg 2.
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 3. Control polygon over each of the segment: (a) Egg 1, (b) Egg 2.

DEMONSTRATION
Now all four control points, p0 , p1, p2 and p3 were obtained. By using these control points, the cubic B-Spline
curve function was fitted. The demonstration of fitted cubic B-spline curves (solid line) over digitized curves (dotted
line) is shown in FIGURE 4. The performance of the cubic B-spline function was evaluated by fitting parametric
curves to different images of egg. Two images of egg have been chosen, name as Egg 1 and Egg 2, whereby they
have different types of position. FIGURE 4 shows the implementation result of the image Egg 1 and Egg 2,
respectively. It can be observed in FIGURE 4, error for Egg 2 is greater than error for Egg 1, with the total error
values is 3.7879 u 106 and 1.7117 u 107 respectively.

(a)

(b)
FIGURE 4. Fitted cubic B-spline over boundary: (a) Egg 1, (b) Egg 2.

CONCLUSION
A scheme for reverse engineering process had been used to represent the generic shape of egg. A cubic B-spline
function is used for curve fitting over the set of data points. The method proposed starts with finding the four control
points of the function, and then fit the curve to the cubic B-spline function. The results show that curve fitting for

050016-4

both image of egg is failed to produce a minimized distance of the data points to the curve fitting. It is might be
because of our method in divide the boundary of the image into 4 segments are not a relevant method. For future
research, another technique in dividing the boundary of the image can be used, so that it might improve the result of
the curve fitting.
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New Triple Fixed Point Results in Cone Metric Spaces
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Abstract. The conception of c-distance on a cone metric space was introduced in 2011. In this paper, some tripled fixed
points theorems for some type of contraction mapping are evidenced in a cone metric space by using this concept of cdistance. We also provide examples to illustrate our obtained results.
Keywords: Tripled fixed points; Cone metric spaces; c-distance.
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INTRODUCTION
The conception of Banach's contraction mapping principle was very beneficial for overcoming a lot of dilemmas
in mathematical analysis, for examples see [7-8]. In 2007, Huang and Zhang [2] introduced a cone metric space as a
generalization of such spaces under the name of metric space. Subsequently, Cho et al. [3] presented a new idea of
c-distance on cone metric spaces and evidenced some fixed point theorems in ordered cone metric spaces using this
concept.
In this paper, we generalize the contractive condition in literature by replacing the constants in that contractive
with functions. Then, we prove some tripled fixed point results under the concept of c-distance in complete cone
metric spaces. We also provide examples to illustrate our obtained results.

PRELIMINARIES
Let E be a real Banach space and T denotes the zero element in E . A cone P is a subset of E such that
a) P is nonempty set closed and P z {T } ,
b) If a, b are nonnegative real numbers and x, y  P , then ax  by  P ,
c) x  P and  x  P implies x T .
For any cone P  E , the partial ordering
with respect to P is defined by x

y if and only if y  x  P . The

y to indicate that y  x  int P , where int P denotes
the interior of P . A cone P is called normal if there exists a number K ! 0 such that T x y  x K y for

notation of x

y stand for x

y but x z y . Also, we used x

all x, y  E . The least positive number K satisfying the above condition is called the normal constant of P . The
following definitions and example are taken from [2].
with
Definition 1.Let X be a nonempty set and E be a real Banach space equipped with the partial ordering
P

E
. Suppose that the mapping d : X u X o E satisfies the following condition:
respect to the cone
a) d ( x, y) T for all x, y  X and d ( x, y) T if and only if x y,
b) d ( x, y)
c) d ( x, z )

d ( y, x) for all x, y  X ,
d ( x, y)  d ( y, z ) for all x, y, z  X .

Then d is called a cone metric on X and ( X , d ) is called a cone metric space.
Definition 2.Let ( X , d ) be a cone metric space, {xn } be a sequence in X and let x  X .
a) If, for all c  E with c
convergent and

x

T , there exists N 

such that, for all n ! N , d ( xn , x)

is the limit of {xn }. We denote this by lim xn
n of

c,, then {xn } is said to be
x or xn o x as n o f.
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b) If, for all c  E with c

T , there exists N 

such that, for all n, m ! N , d ( xn , x)

c,, then {xn } is called a

Cauchy sequence in X .
c) If every Cauchy sequence in X is convergent, then X is called a complete cone metric space.
Next we give the notation of c-distance on a cone metric space which is a generalization of Z  distance of Kada,
Suzuki and Takahashi [1] with some properties. The following definitions and results can be found in [3].
Definition 3.Let (X , d ) be a cone metric space. A function q : X u X o E is called ac-distance on X if the
following conditions hold:
q1) T q (x , y ) for all x , y  X .
q 2) q ( x , z )

q (x , y )  q ( y , z ) .

q3) For each x  X and n t 1 , if q (x , y n ) u for some u
in X converging to a point y  X .

u x  P ,then q (x , y ) u whenever y n is a sequence

q4) For any c T , there exists e T such that q (z , x ) e and q (z , y ) e imply d (x , y ) c .
The following lemmas are useful for our main results in this paper.
2
and P {(x , y )  E : x , y t 0} . Let X [0,1] and define a mapping d : X u X o E
Example 4. Let E
x y , x y

by d (x , y )

for all x , y  X . Then (X , d ) is a complete cone metric space. Define a mapping

q : X u X o E by q (x , y ) ( y , y ) for all x , y  X . Then q is a c-distance on X .
Example 5. Let E

d (x , y )

x y

and P

{x  E : x t 0} . Let X

[0, f) and define a mapping d : X u X o E by

for all x , y  X . Then (X , d ) is a complete cone metric space. Define a mapping

q : X u X o E by q (x , y ) y for all x , y  X . Then q is a c-distance on X .
Lemma 6 [6].
1. If E be a real Banach space with a cone P in E and a ka where a  E and 0  k  1 , then a T .
2. If c  int P , T an and an o T , then there exists a positive integer N such that an c for all n t N
Lemma 7.Let (X , d ) be a cone metric space and q bec-distance on X . Let {x n } , {y n } be two sequences in X
and let x , y , z  X . Suppose that {u n } is a sequence in P converging to T . Then the following hold:
1. If q (x n , y ) u n and q (x n , z ) u n , then y

z .
2. If q (x n , y n ) u n and q (x n , z ) u n , then {y n } converges to z .
3. If q (x n , x m ) u n for m ! n , then {x n } is a Cauchy sequence in X .
4. If q ( y , x n ) u n , then {x n } is a Cauchy sequence in X .
The following definition has taken from [4] and [5].
Definition 8.An element x, y, z  X 3 is said to be a tripled fixed point of the mapping F : X 3 o X if

F x, y, z

x , F y, z , x

y and F z, x, y

z.

MAIN RESULTS
Now, we give our main results in this paper.
Theorem 9. Let X , d be a complete cone metric space with a solid cone P and q is ac-distance on X . Let

F : X 3 o X be a mapping and suppose that there exist mappings k , l , r : X 3 o >0,1 such that the following hold
for all x , y , z ,u ,v ,w , e , s , t  X :
(a) k (F (x , y , z ), F (u ,v ,w ), F (e , s , t )) d k (x , y , z ), l (F (x , y , z ), F (u ,v ,w ), F (e , s , t )) d l (x , y , z ),

r (F (x , y , z ), F (u ,v ,w ), F (e , s ,t )) d r (x , y , z ) ,
(b) k (x , y , z )

k ( y , z , x ) k (z , x , y ) , l (x , y , z ) l ( y , z , x ) l (z , x , y ) and
r (x , y , z ) r ( y , z , x ) r (z , x , y ) ,
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(c) (k  l  r )(x , y , z )  1 ,
(d) q (F (x , y , z ), F (u ,v ,w ))
Then F

k (x , y , z )q (x ,u ))  l (x , y , z )q ( y ,v ))  r (x , y , z ) q (z ,w )) .

has a tripled fixed point (x , y , z )  X 3 . Further, if x 1

F ( y 1 , z 1 , x 1 ) and
z 1 F (z 1 , x 1 , y 1 ) hen q (x 1 , x 1 ) T , q ( y 1 , y 1 ) T and q (z 1 , z 1 ) T . Moreover, the tripled fixed point is unique
and of the form (x , x , x ) for some x  X .
Proof.
Choose x 0 , y 0 , z 0  X .
Set x 1 F (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ), y 1 F ( y 0 , z 0 , x 0 ), z 1 F (z 0 , x 0 , y 0 )
and
x 2 F (x 1 , y 1 , z 1 ), y 2 F ( y 1 , z 1 , x 1 ), z 2 F (z 1, x 1, y 1 ). Continuing this process we obtain three sequences

^x n 1` ,^ y n 1` ,^z n 1` such that

x n 1 = F (x n , y n , z n ), y n 1

F (x 1 , y 1 , z 1 ) , y 1

F ( y n , z n , x n ), z n 1

have:

q (x n , x n 1 ) q (F (x n -1 , y n -1 , z n -1 ), F (x n , y n , z n ))
k (x n -11 , y n -1 , z n -1 )q (x n -1 , x n )  l (x n -1, y n -1, z n -1 )q ( y n -1, y n )
r (x n -1 , y n -1 , z n -1 )q (z n 1 , z n )
k (F (x n -2 , y n -2 , z n -2 ), F ( y n -2 , z n -2 , x n -2 ), F (z n -2 , x n -2 , y n -2 )) q (x n -1, x n )

l (F (x n -2 , y n -2 , z n -2 ), F ( y n -2 , z n -2 , x n -2 ), F (z n -2 , x n -2 , y n -2 )) q ( y n -1, y n )
r (F (x n -2 , y n -2 , z n -2 ), F ( y n -2 , z n -2 , x n -2 ), F (z n -2 , x n -2 , y n -2 )) q (z n 1, z n )
k (x n -22 , y n -2 , z n -2 )q (x n -1 , x n )  l (x n -2 , y n -2 , z n -2 )q ( y n -1 , y n )
r (x n -2 , y n -2 , z n -2 )q (z n 1 , z n )
k (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 )q (x n -1 , x n )  l (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 )q ( y n -1, y n )

r (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 )q (z n 1 , z n ) .
Similarly
q ( y n , y n 1 ) k ( y 0 , z 0 , x 0 )q ( y n -1, y n )  l ( y 0 , z 0 , x 0 ))q (z n -1, z n )

r ( y 0 , z 0 , x 0 ))q (x n 1 , x n )

k (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 )q ( y n -1 , y n )  l (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 )q (z n -1, z n )
r (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 )q (x n -1 , x n ) ,
and

q (z n , z n 1 ) k (z 0 , x 0 , y 0 )q (z n -1, z n )  l (z 0 , x 0 , y 0 ))q (x n -1, x n )
r (z 0 , x 0 , y 0 )q ( y n 1 , y n )
k (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 )q (z n -1, z n )  l (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 )q (x n -1, x n )
r (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 )q ( y n -1 , y n ) .

q (x n , x n 1 )  q ( y n , y n 1 )  q (z n , z n 1 ) . Then we have
q (x n , x n 1 )  q ( y n , y n 1 )  q (z n , z n 1 )

Put, q n

qn

k (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 )q (x n -1, x n )  l (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 )q ( y n -1, y n )  r (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 )q (z n 1, z n )
k (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 )q ( y n -1, y n )  l (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 )q (z n -1, z n )  r (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 )q (x n -1, x n )

k (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 )q (z n -1, z n )  l (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 )q (x n -1, x n )  r (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 )q ( y n -1, y n )
(k (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 )  l (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 )  r (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ))q n 1
hq n 1

h 2q n 2
h n q0 ,
where h

k (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 )  l ( x 0 , y 0 , z 0 )  r ( x 0 , y 0 , z 0 )  1 .
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F (z n , x n , y n ). Then we

Let m ! n t 1 . Then it follows
q (x n , x m ) q (x n , x n 1 )  q (x n 1, x n 2 )  ...  q (x m 1, x m )

q ( y n , y m ) q ( y n , y n 1 )  q ( y n 1, y n 2 )  ...  q ( y m 1, y m ) ,
and
q (z n , z m ) q (z n , z n 1 )  q (z n 1, z n  2 )  ...  q (z m 1, z m ) .
Then we have
q (x n , x m ) +q ( y n , y m ) +q (z n , z m ) q n +q n 1 +...+q m 1

h n q 0 +h n 1q 0 +...+h m 1q 0
(h n +h n 1 +...+h m 1 )q 0
hn
q0 .
1 h
From (1), we have

(1)

q (x n , x m )
q (y n , y m )

hn
q0 ,
1 h
hn
q0 ,
1 h

and

hn
q0 .
1 h
and ^z n ` are Cauchy sequences in X . Since X
q (z n , z m )

Thus, Lemma 7 (3) shows that

^x n ` , ^ y n `

is complete, there

exists x , y and z  X such that x n o x , y n o y and z n o z . By q3 we have

q (x n , x

)

q (y n , y

)

q (z n , z

)

hn
q0 ,
1 h
hn
q0 ,
1 h

(2)
(3)

and

hn
q0 .
1 h

On the other hand:

q (x n , F (x , y , z )) q (F (x n -1, y n -1, z n -1 ), F (x , y , z ))
k (x n -11 , y n -1 , z n -1 )q (x n -1 , x ) l (x n -1 , y n -1 , z n -1 )q ( y n -1 , y )
r (x n -1 , y n -1 , z n -1 )q (z n -1 , z )
k (F (x n -2 , y n -2 , z n -2 ), F ( y n -2 , z n -2 , x n -2 ), F (z n -2 , x n -2 , y n -2 )) q (x n -1 , x )
l (F (x n -2 , y n -2 , z n -2 ), F ( y n -2 , z n -2 , x n -2 ), F (z n -2 , x n -2 , y n -2 )) q ( y n -1, y )
r (F (x n -2 , y n -2 , z n -2 ), F ( y n -2 , z n -2 , x n -2 ), F (z n -2 , x n -2 , y n -2 )) q (z n 1, z )
k (x n -22 , y n -2 , z n -2 )q (x n -1 , x )  l (x n -2 , y n -2 , z n -2 )q ( y n -1 , y )
r (x n -2 , y n -2 , z n -2 )q (z n 1, z )
k (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 )q (x n -1 , x )  l (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 )q ( y n -1, y )
r (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 )q (z n 1 , z )
k (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 )

h n 1
h n 1
q 0  l (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 )
q0
1 h
1 h
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(4)

 r (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 )

h n 1
q0
1 h

(k (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 )  l (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 )  r (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ))

h n 1
q0
1 h

h n 1
q0
1 h
hn
q 0 . (5)
1 h
Thus, Lemma 7 (1), (2) and (5) we have x
h

z

F (x , y , z ) . By similar way y

F ( y , z , x ) and

F (z , x , y ) . Therefore (x , y , z ) is a tripled fixed point of F .
Suppose that x 1 = F (x 1 , y 1 , z 1 ), y 1 = F ( y 1 , z 1 , x 1 ), and z 1 = F (z 1, x 1, y 1 ). Then we have
q (x 1 , x 1 ) q (F (x 1, y 1, z 1 ), F (x 1, y 1, z 1 ))

k (x 1 , y 1 , z 1 )q (x 1 , x 1 )  l (x 1 , y 1 , z 1 )q ( y 1, y 1 )
r (x 1 , y 1 , z 1 )q (z 1 , z 1 ) ,
q ( y 1 , y 1 ) q (F ( y 1, z 1, x 1 ), F ( y 1, z 1, x 1 ))
k ( y 1 , z 1 , x 1 )q ( y 1 , y 1 )  l ( y 1 , z 1 , x 1 )q (z 1 , z 1 )

r ( y 1 , z 1 , x 1 )q (x 1 , x 1 )
k (x 1 , y 1 , z 1 )q ( y 1 , y 1 )  l (x 1, y 1, z 1 )q (z 1, z 1 )
r (x 1 , y 1 , z 1 )q (x 1 , x 1 )) ,
q (z 1 , z 1 ) q (F (z 1 , x 1 , y 1 ), F (z 1 , x 1 , y 1 ))
k (z 1 , x 1 , y 1 )q (z 1 , z 1 )  l (z 1 , x 1 , y 1 )q (x 1, x 1 )
r (z 1 , x 1 , y 1 )q ( y 1 , y 1 )
k (x 1 , y 1 , z 1 )q (z 1 , z 1 )  l (x 1, y 1, z 1 )q (x 1, x 1 )
r (x 1 , y 1 , z 1 )q ( y 1 , y 1 ) ,
Which implies that
q (x 1 , x 1 )  q ( y 1 , y 1 )  q (z 1, z 1 ) k (x 1, y 1, z 1 )q (x 1, x 1 )  l (x 1, y 1, z 1 )q ( y 1, y 1 )
r (x 1 , y 1 , z 1 )q (z 1 , z 1 )
k (x 1 , y 1 , z 1 )q ( y 1 , y 1 )  l (x 1, y 1, z 1 )q (z 1, z 1 )
r (x 1 , y 1 , z 1 )q (x 1 , x 1 )
k (x 1 , y 1 , z 1 )q (z 1 , z 1 )  l (x 1, y 1, z 1 )q (x 1, x 1 )
r (x 1 , y 1 , z 1 )q ( y 1 , y 1 )
(k (x 1 , y 1 , z 1 )  l (x 1 , y 1 , z 1 )  r (x 1 , y 1 , z 1 ))
(q (x 1 , x 1 )  q ( y 1 , y 1 )  q (z 1 , z 1 ))
(k  l  r )(x 1 , y 1 , z 1 )(q (x 1 , x 1 )  q ( y 1, y 1 )  q (z 1, z 1 )) .
Since (k  l  r )(x 1 , y 1 , z 1 )  1 , Lemma 6 (1) shows that
q (x 1 , x 1 )  q ( y 1 , y 1 )  q (z 1, z 1 ) T . But
q (x 1 , x 1 ) T , q ( y 1 , y 1 ) T and q (z 1 , z 1 ) T . Hence, q (x 1 , x 1 ) T , q ( y 1 , y 1 ) T and q (z 1 , z 1 ) T . Finally,
suppose that F has another tripled fixed point x c, y c, z c  X 3 . Then we have

q (x , x c ) q (F (x , y , z ), F (x c, y c, z c ))
k (x , y , z )q (x , x c)  l (x , y , z ) q ( y , y c)  r (x , y , z )q (z , z c ) ,
q ( y , y c) q (F ( y , z , x ), F ( y c, z c, x c))
k ( y , z , x )q ( y , y c)  l ( y , z , x ) q (z , z c )  r ( y , z , x )q (x , x c)
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k (x , y , z )q ( y , y c)  l (x , y , z )q (z , z c )  r (x , y , z )q (x , x c) ,
and

q (z , z c) q (F ( z , x , y ), F (z c, x c, y c))
k (z , x , y )q (z , z c )  l (z , x , y )q (x , x c)  r (z , x , y )q ( y , y c)
k (x , y , z )q (z , z c )  l (x , y , z )q (x , x c)  r (x , y , z )q ( y , y c) .
Which implies
q (x , x c)  q ( y , y c)  q (z , z c)

k (x , y , z )q (x , x c)  l (x , y , z ) q ( y , y c)

r (x , y , z )q (z , z c )  k (x , y , z )q ( y , y c)
l (x , y , z )q (z , z c )  r (x , y , z )q (x , x c)
k (x , y , z )q (z , z c )  l (x , y , z )q (x , x c)
r (x , y , z )q ( y , y c)
(k (x , y , z )  l (x , y , z )  r (x , y , z ))
(q (x , x c )  q ( y , y c)  q (z , z c))
(k  l  r )(x , y , z )(q (x , x c )  q ( y , y c)  q (z , z c)) .
Since (k  l  r )(x , y , z )  1 , Lemma 6 (1) shows that
q (x , x c)

q (x , x c )  q ( y , y c)  q (z , z c) T . But

T , q ( y , y c) T and q (z , z c) T . Hence, q (x , x c ) T , q ( y , y c) T and q (z , z c) T . Also we

have q (x , x ) T , q ( y , y ) T and q (z , z ) T . Thus, Lemma 7 (1) shows that

z

z c , which implies that (x , y , z ) (x c, y c, z c) . Similarly we ca prove that, x

x

yc, y

x c, y

z c and z

y c and
xc.

y
z . Therefore the tripled fixed point is unique and of the form (x , x , x ) for some x  X .
Hence, x
From the above theorem we have the following corollaries.
Corollary 10. Let X , d be a complete cone metric space with a solid cone P and q is a c-distance on X

.Suppose the mapping F : X 3 o X satisfies the following contractive condition for all x , y , z ,u ,v ,w  X :
q (F (x , y , z ), F (u ,v ,w ))

kq
q((x ,u )  lq ( y ,v ))  r q (z ,w ) ,

3
where k , l , r are nonnegative constants with k  l  r  1 . Then F has a tripled fixed point (x , y , z )  X .

F (z 1 , x 1 , y 1 ) hen q (x 1 , x 1 ) T , q ( y 1 , y 1 ) T and
q (z 1 , z 1 ) T . Moreover, the tripled fixed point is unique and of the form (x , x , x ) for some x  X .
Corollary 11. Let X , d be a complete cone metric spacewith a solid cone P and q is a c-distance on X .

Further, if x 1

F (x 1 , y 1 , z 1 ) , y 1

Suppose the mapping F : X

F ( y 1 , z 1 , x 1 ) and z 1

3

where k  [0, 13 ) .Then F

o X satisfies the following contractive condition for all x , y , z ,u ,v ,w  X :
q (F (x , y , z ), F (u ,v ,w )) k [q (x ,u )  q ( y ,v ))  q (z ,w )] ,
has a tripled fixed point

(x , y , z )  X 3 .

Then F

has a tripled fixed point

(x , y , z )  X 3 . Further, if x 1 F (x 1 , y 1 , z 1 ) , y 1 F ( y 1 , z 1 , x 1 ) and z 1 F (z 1 , x 1 , y 1 ) hen q (x 1 , x 1 ) T ,
q ( y 1 , y 1 ) T and q (z 1 , z 1 ) T . Moreover, the tripled fixed point is unique and of the form (x , x , x ) for some
x X .

Example 12.Consider Example 4. Define the mapping F : X
k (x , y , z )

l (x , y , z )

r (x , y , z )

3

oX

xyz  1
, where x , y , z  X . Observe that:
8
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by F (x , y , z )

(xyz )2
. Take
16

(a) k (F (x , y , z ), F (u ,v ,w ), F (e , s , t ))
all x , y , z ,u ,v ,w , e , s , t  X .

§

1 (xyz
8¨
¨

©

)2 (uvw )2 (est ) 2 )
3

16

§ (xyz )2 · 1
·
 1¸¸ d 18 ¨¨
 1¸¸ d 8 xyz  1
¹
© 16
¹

k (x , y , z ) for

(b ) k (x , y , z )

k ( y , z , x ) k (z , x , y ) , l (x , y , z ) l ( y , z , x ) l (z , x , y ) and
r (x , y , z ) r ( y , z , x ) r (z , x , y ) for all x , y , z  X .

(c) k (x , y , z )  l (x , y , z )  r (x , y , z )

3
(xyz
8

 1) d 86  1 forall x , y , z  X .

(d) for all x , y , z ,u ,v ,w  X , we have

q (F (x , y , z ), F (u ,v ,w )) q (F (u ,v ,w ), F (u ,v ,w ))
(uvw )2 (uvw ) 2
,
)
16
16
uvw
uvw u
(
,
)
16 16
u v w u v w
(
,
)
16
16
1
1
1
(u ,u )  16
(v ,v )  16
(w ,w )
16

(

1
8

xyz  1 (u ,u )  18 xyz  1 (v ,v )  18 xyz  1 (w ,w )

k (x , y , z )q (x ,u )  l (x , y , z )q ( y ,v )  r (x , y , z )q (z ,w ) .
Therefore the conditions of Theorem 9 are satisfied. Then F has a unique tripled fixed point (x , y , z )
and F (0,0,0)

(0,0,0)

0 with q (0,0) T .

Example 13. Consider Example 5. Define the mapping F : X 3 o X

x , y , z  X . Then we have

by F (x , y , z )

x  y z
5

for all

q (F (x , y , z ), F (u ,v ,w )) F (u ,v ,w )
u v w
5
u v w
 
5 5 5
2
u  72 v  72 w
7

k [q (x ,u )  q ( y ,v )  q (z ,w )] ,
with k

2
 [0, 13 )
7

. Therefore the conditions of Corollary 11 are satisfied. Then F has a unique tripled fixed point

(x , y , z ) (0,0,0) and F (0,0,0) 0 with q (0,0) 0 .
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Mathematical Model for Gyroscope Effects
Ryspek Usubamatov
School of Manufacturing Engineering, University Malaysia Perlis, 02600 Arau, Perlis, Malaysia
Abstract. Gyroscope effects are used in many engineering calculations of rotating parts, and a gyroscope is the
basic unit of numerous devices and instruments used in aviation, space, marine and other industries. The primary
attribute of a gyroscope is a spinning rotor that persists in maintaining its plane of rotation, creating gyroscope
effects. Numerous publications represent the gyroscope theory using mathematical models based on the law of
kinetic energy conservation and the rate of change in angular momentum of a spinning rotor. Gyroscope theory
still attracts many researchers who continue to discover new properties of gyroscopic devices. In reality, gyroscope
effects are more complex and known mathematical models do not accurately reflect the actual motions. Analysis
of forces acting on a gyroscope shows that four dynamic components act simultaneously: the centrifugal, inertial
and Coriolis forces and the rate of change in angular momentum of the spinning rotor. The spinning rotor
generates a rotating plane of centrifugal and Coriols forces that resist the twisting of the spinning rotor with
external torque applied. The forced inclination of the spinning rotor generates inertial forces, resulting in
precession torque of a gyroscope. The rate of change of the angular momentum creates resisting and precession
torques which are not primary one in gyroscope effects. The new mathematical model for the gyroscope motions
under the action of the external torque applied can be as base for new gyroscope theory.
Keywords: Gyroscope theory; Coriolis forces; spinning rotor.
PACS: 45.40.Cc

INTRODUCTION
In 1765, Leonhard Euler laid out the mathematical foundations for the gyroscope theory in his work
on the dynamics of rigid bodies. Later, Sir Isaac Newton and many other famous scientists developed
and added new interpretations for the gyroscope phenomenon. Gyroscopic effects are relayed in many
engineering calculations of rotating parts, and a gyroscope is the basic unit of numerous devices used in
aviation, space and other industries. The primary attribute of a gyroscope is a spinning rotor that
persists in maintaining its plane of rotation, creating a gyroscope effect. The spinning rotor of a
gyroscope device has definite resistance and precession if and when the inner gimbal is lifted out of its
bearings and moved about. There are many publications regarding the gyroscope theory as well as
many approaches and mathematical solutions that describe the gyroscope properties. All textbooks of
classical mechanics have chapters that represent the gyroscope theory [1-4]. Numerous publications
dedicated to the gyroscope effects and applications in engineering [5-8]. There are many publications
which consider results that are not well-matched in analytical calculations and practice [8-12]. All
publications in the area of gyroscope theory describe gyroscope effects in terms of conservation of
kinetic energy and the change of angular momentum. However, explanations of gyroscope effects
create other problems that need to be solved by producing a clear and understandable presentation of
gyroscope motions. The gyroscope theory still attracts many researchers who continue to discover new
properties among gyroscope devices.
The nature of gyroscope effects is far complex and undiscovered forces act on the spinning rotor.
Analyses of the forces that act on the motions of gyroscope devices show that pseudo centrifugal,
inertial and Coriolis forces of the spinning rotor lead for the most part to the gyroscope effects [13-14].
The spinning rotor and external torque applied on the gyroscope generates the following force
components: the centrifugal and Coriolis forces resist twisting of the rotor’s location; the inertial forces
generate the net of procession torques and the change of the angular momentum of the rotor’s inertia is
involved on resisting and precession torques.
A new mathematical model describes motions of the spinning rotor based on actions of four
dynamical components mentioned above which are a result of the external torque have been applied to a
gyroscope. The physics of the gyroscope does not consider these forces. It is easy to imagine which
result gives the known gyroscope theory and its consequences in engineering.
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METHODOLOGY
Analysis of the Centrifugal Forces Acting on a Gyroscope
Centrifugal forces naturally counteract the action of the forces that are directed to changing the
location of the centrifugal forces' plane. The following mathematical model describes the resistance
torque created by the centrifugal forces of the spinning rotor as a reaction to the external torque being
applied to the gyroscope.
Circular motion is an accelerated motion and the body experiences a pseudo centrifugal force. In
uniform circular motions, the magnitude of the body’s velocity does not change. However, the velocity
is a vector quantity so that its direction changes continuously, i.e. the body is under acceleration, what is
known as the centripetal one. This acceleration and rotation of mass elements represent the centrifugal
forces that create the rotating forces’ pseudo plane which acts strictly perpendicular to the axis of the
spinning rotor. The plane of rotating centrifugal forces declines, if an external torque is applied, and
resists the action one.
Consider a thin disc-type rotor spinning about its horizontal axis with a constant angular velocity of
ω in a clockwise direction (FIGURE1). At this stage of mathematical development, it is possible to
neglect the weight of the rotor shaft and accept bearing friction as negligible. The components of the
rotor’s mass are located on the circle whose radius is (2/3)R of the rotor [1-3].

FIGURE 1. The scheme of the spinning rotor.

Any attempt by the external torque T to change the angular location of the spinning rotor axis creates
a contracting moment, which appears as a counteraction by components of the mass elements’
centrifugal forces (Fig. 2). The external torque leads to declination of the mass elements' plane xoy on
the small angle γ with the rotating mass elements changing location, which is represented by the plane
y*ox. The rotating mass elements m, at a single instance of time, are located symmetrically along the axis
ox in positive and negative directions relative to the rotor’s centre o and do not change directions
instantly in space.
The spinning rotor creates the centrifugal forces of the mass elements. The mass element m =
MΔα/2π is located on the sector of the radius r = (2/3)R with the small angle Δα. The equation for the
centrifugal force of the mass element can be represented as follows:

fc

mrZ 2

M (2 / 3) RZ 2
'D
2S

MRZ 2
'D
3S

(1)

where ω is the constant angular velocity of the rotor, m is the mass element of the rotor, M is the
mass of the rotor, R is the radius of the rotor, other components as specified above (FIGURE 1).
These element forces stretch the rotor at the plane that is perpendicular to the rotor axis. The
spinning gyroscope is in balance due to the rotating centrifugal forces, and any attempt by the
external torque to change the angular location of its plane will create a pseudo contracting moment,
which appears as contra action of the centrifugal forces’ components. To prove this statement, it is
necessary to consider the instant action of the centrifugal forces on the spinning gyroscope’s
mass element. The elements of the centrifugal force fc distributed around the circle are always
perpendicular to the axis of their rotation. The external torque applying T to a gyroscope inclines the
gyroscope rotor on the small angle Δγ at the plane yoz around the axis ox (FIGURE 2).
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FIGURE 2. The scheme for calculating the axial component of a centrifugal force.

The instant change in the location of the mass element m around the axis ox changes the direction of
the element in the centrifugal force fc on the small angle γ. The normal component of the arbitrary
element in the centrifugal force f is expressed by the following equation (FIGURE 2).

f c sin D

fn

(2)

The axial component of the centrifugal forces is calculated by the following expression (FIGURE
2):

fz

f n sin J

f c sin D sin J

f cJ sin D

(3)

where sinγ = γ for the small magnitudes of the angle.
The change in the axial component of the centrifugal force fi has the following equation:

f z ,i 1  f z ,i
'f z

fJ sin(D  'D )  fJ sin D , or

fJ [sin(D  'D ) - sinD @
(4)

The trigonometric expression in square brackets can be presented by the identity [16].
D E
D  E , then after substituting into Eq. (4) and multiplying on § 'D / 2 · ,
sin D  sin E 2 cos
sin
¨
¸
2
2
© 'D / 2 ¹
the change in the normal component of the centrifugal force will have the following equation:

'f z
'f z

Analysis

of

Eq.

(5)

§ D  'D  D · § D  'D  D ·§ 'D / 2 ·
fJ >2 cos¨
¸ sin¨
¸¨
¸
2
2
¹© 'D / 2 ¹
©
¹ ©
'D · § 'D ·§ 'D / 2 ·
§
fJ u 2 cos¨D 
¸ sin¨
¸¨
¸
2 ¹ © 2 ¹© 'D / 2 ¹
©
shows

that

when

Δα

→0,

then lim cos§¨ D  'D ·¸
'D o 0
2 ¹
©

(5)

cos D ,

sin( 'D / 2)
1.0 . After substituting the defined parameters into Eq. (5) and transforming, the
'D / 2
expression of the centrifugal force’s axial element will have the following equation:
lim

'D o 0

'f z

f cJ cos D'D

(6)
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Substituting the expression f of Eq. (1) into Eq. (6), the change in the axial component of the
centrifugal force will have the following expression:

§ MRZ 2
·
¨¨
'D ¸¸J cos D'D
© 3S
¹

'f z

(7)

The right expression of Eq. (7) has two parameters with one variable Δa. Eq. (7) can be represented
by the following differential equation:

§ MRZ 2J
·
¨¨
dD ¸¸ cos DdD
© 3S
¹

df z

(8)

Taking integrals from Eq. (8) at definite limits for the quarter circle of the rotating normal elements
in the centrifugal forces, the integrals are multiplied by 2 due to symmetrical locations of the element
centrifugal forces relative to the axis oy, (Fig. 2). This transforming gives the following integral
equations:
Fcz

³ df z
0

§ MRZ 2J
¨2
¨
3S
©

S /2

·§ S / 2
·
d
D
³0 ¸¸¹¨¨© ³0 cos DdD ¸¸¹ ,

(9)

which are the tabulated integrals giving

§ 2MRZ 2J · S / 2
¨¨
D ¸¸ 0 sin D
¹
© 3S

Fcz

S /2
0

MRZ 2J
3

(10)

The rate change of the force Fcz per time at the semicircle is represented by the following differential
equation:

dFcz
dt

MRZ 2 dJ
3 dt

(11)

D and other parameters as expressed above.
;
Z
dJ
Then, taking differential dt dD ; and expressing
dt
Z

where t

Z x , which is the angular velocity of the

gyroscope forced precession under the action of the external torque around the axis ox.
Substituting the defined components into Eq. (11) and transforming, the new differential equation
will have the following expression:

ZdFcz
dD

MRZ 2Zx
3

(12)

Separating the variables and transforming, Eq. (12) will have the following expression:

MRZZ x
dD .
3

dFcz

Taking integrals from Eq. (13) at defined limits gives the following integral equations:
Fcz

³ dFcz
0

S

MRZZ x
dD , giving
3
0

³
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(13)

Fcz

Fcz
0

MRZZ x S
D0
3

(14)

Solving and transforming Eq. (14) give the equation of the axial force that resists changing the
location of the centrifugal forces’ plane at a semicircle of the spinning rotor:

Fcz

MRSZZ x / 3

(15)

Analysis of Eq. (15) shows that the axial resistance force of the centrifugal forces’ half plane
depends on the rotor’s mass M, its radius R, angular velocity ω, and an angular velocity of the rotor’s
forced precession ωpox at a plane yoz around the axis ox. The angular velocity of forced precession ωn is
causing the action of the external torque applying T to the spinning rotor.
The action of the axial components of centrifugal forces presents the distributed load applied across
a length of circle where rotor mass elements located. FIGURE 3 depicts locations the axial components
of centrifugal forces fc created by the mass-elements m of the spinning rotor. A distributed load can be
equated with a concentrated load applied at specific point along the semi-circle (quarter I and II). The
magnitude of the resultant force is given by integral of the curve defining force, which presented by Eq.
(10).

FIGURE 3. Location and direction of the axial components of centrifugal forces.

The location of the resultant force is the centroid (point A, FIGURE 3) of the area under the curve
that calculated by the following equation [1, 2]:
S

³ f (D ) ydD

(16)

D 0
S

yc

³ f (D )dD

D 0

where f (D )

MRZ 2J
sin D , y = (2/3) Rsinα, other parameters are as specified above.
3

Substituting defined parameters into Eq. (16) and transforming gives the following:

S

yc

MRZ 2J 2
R sin 2 DdD
³
3
3
D 0
S

³
D

MRZ J
sin DdD
3
0
2

S

2
R sin 2 DdD
3 D³0
S

³ sin DdD

D 0
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(17)

where sin 2 D

1
(1  cos 2D ) is trigonometric identity.
2

Substituting trigonometric identity into Eq. (17), transforming and solving at integral limits give the
following result:
S

R §1
·
¨ (1  cos 2D ) ¸dD
3 D³0 © 2
¹

yc

1
R§
·S
¨ D  sin 2D ¸ 0
3©
2
¹
S
 cos D 0

S

³ sin DdD

SR

(18)

6

D 0

The axial resistance force Fcz acts on the upper and lower sides of the rotor. Hence, the resistance
torque TcF of the centrifugal forces’ plane is calculated by the following equation (FIGURE 2):
TcF = 2Fcz ×yc

(19)

where yc is the location resultant force Fcz by axis oy.
Substituting the expressions of yc and Fcz (Eq. (15)) into Eq. (19) and transforming, the total
resistance torque of the centrifugal forces on the external torque’s action is expressed by the following
equation:

TcF

2 Fcz u yc

2u

MRSZZ x
SR
u*
3
6

2

§ SR ·
¨ ¸ MZZ x
© 3 ¹

2

§S ·
2¨ ¸ JZZ x
©3¹

(20)

where J = MR2/2 is the mass moment of inertia of the rotor, other parameters are as specified above.
Analysis of Eq. (20) shows that the centrifugal forces’ resistance to the spinning rotor on the action
of the external torque depends on the angular velocity of the spinning rotor, its radius and mass, and on
the angular velocity of the forced precession. Absence of the external torque means that the angular
velocity of the forced precession ωx = 0. Then, the Eq. (20) gives the resistance torque’s equation of the
centrifugal forces TcF = 0, which is a natural result.

Analysis of Inertial Forces Acting on a Gyroscope
The circular motion of the rotor experiences a centrifugal force of rotating mass. In the uniform
circular motion, the tangential velocity direction of mass elements changes continuously. In the case of
acting on the external torque that is applied to a gyroscope, the inclination of the disc of the spinning
rotor will change the tangential velocity’s direction of a mass element. The change in the direction of the
tangential velocity creates acceleration as well as the inertial force of a mass element. These inertial
forces take a circular turn and act on the location of the spinning rotor’s disc. Inertial forces of the mass
elements start acting perpendicular to the plane of the spinning rotor, turning it, and causing the angular
torque and the angular velocity of the rotor precession.
Consider a thin disc-type rotor spinning about its horizontal axis with a constant angular velocity of
ω in a clockwise direction (FIGURE 4). Any attempt by the external torque T to change the angular
location of the spinning rotor creates a contracting moment, which appears as a counteraction by
components of the mass elements’ inertial forces and their accelerations (FIGURE 4). The
external torque leads to declination in the mass elements' plane xoy on the small angle γ while rotating
mass elements change location as represented by the plane y*ox. The two rotating mass elements m, at a
single instance of time, are located symmetrically along the axis ox in positive and negative directions
relative to the rotor’s centre o and do not change instant directions in space. Other rotating mass
elements are gradually declined relative to axis ox, oy and oz during the turn on each quarter of the
circle. The maximum declinations in the mass elements mi occur after turning 900 around the axis oz. At
this moment, the mass elements are located on the axis oy* and the declinations at opposite directions are
(+Δz) and (-Δz) (FIGURE 4).
The declinations of the mass elements along the axis oz are changed by a cosine trigonometric
function. Hence, the motions of the mass elements along the axis oz are taking place with accelerations
that create the inertial forces. These variable inertial forces act in negative and positive directions
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creating the precession torque and thereby leading to the angular velocity of precession for the spinning
rotor.
The equation for the rotating mass elements’ acceleration along the axis oz is derived by analyzing
the change in the vector component of the mass element’s tangential velocity. In common cases, the
vector velocity is represented by three components located along the axis ox, oy and oz (Fig. 4). The
axial components of the vector velocity are parallel to the axis oz and are expressed by the component of
the vector velocity Voy = Vcosα and has the following equation (FIGURE 4):
Vz = Vcosαsinγ = Vcosα×γ

(21)

where angle γ is a small value; hence, it is accepted that sinγ ≈ γ.
Equation (21) shows that the axial component of the velocity changes from maximum to minimum
and in a direction that is dependent on the angle α of rotation (TABLE 1, FIGURE 4).
TABLE 1. The changes in the axial component velocity of the spinning rotor’s mass element.
Parameter

Magnitude

Angle α0

90

Velocity V

0

FIGURE 4. The scheme for calculating the axial components of inertial forces.

Rotation of the mass elements shows the following picture:
a) Rotation of the mass element from 00 to 900 and from 1800 to 2700 increases the distance Δz from
0 to maximum in absolute magnitude while the axial velocity Vzi decreases and acts in positive and
negative directions accordingly.
b) Rotation from 900 to 1800 and from 2700 to 3600 reduces the distance Δz from maximum to 0 in
absolute magnitude while the axial velocity Vzi increases and acts in negative and positive directions
accordingly.
The magnitude of the axial velocities Vz changes according to the angular location α of the mass
element and is represented by the following equation:
ΔVz = V γ[cos(α + Δα) – cosα]
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(22)

The trigonometric expression in square brackets is presented by the identity
D E
D  E . Upon substituting this into Eq. (22) and multiplying it by
cos D  cos E 2 sin
sin
2
2
§ 'D / 2 · , the change in the axial component of the velocity will have the following equation:
¨
¸
© 'D / 2 ¹

'Vz

'Vz

Analysis

of

Eq.

(23)

ª
§ D  'D  D · § D  'D  D ·º§ 'D / 2 ·
VJ «2 sin¨
¸ sin¨
¸»¨
¸
2
2
©
¹ ©
¹¼© 'D / 2 ¹
¬
ª
'D · § 'D ·º§ 'D / 2 ·
§
VJ «2 sin¨D 
¸ sin¨
¸ ¨
¸
2 ¹ © 2 ¹»¼© 'D / 2 ¹
©
¬
shows

that

when

Δα

→0,

then lim sin§¨ D  'D ·¸
'D o 0

©

2 ¹

(23)

sin D ,

sin( 'D / 2)
1.0 . Substituting the defined parameters into Eq. (23) and transforming, the expression
'D / 2
of the velocity’s axial component will have the following equation:
lim

'D o 0

(24)

'Vz

VJ sin D u 'D

The differential equation of the change in the axial velocities will have the following equation:

dVz

VJ sin DdD

(25)

The rate of change in the axial velocity per time represents the acceleration of the mass element and is
represented by the following equation:
dVz
dt

VJ sin D

dD
dt

where dVz / dt az is the acceleration of the mass element, dD / dt
spinning rotor, and V = (2/3)Rω.

(26)

Z is the angular velocity of the

Substituting the defined components into Eq. (23) and transforming, the acceleration of the mass
element will lead to the following expression:

az

(2 / 3) RZ 2J sin D

(27)

This acceleration is negative, but inertial force has positive direction in coordinate system. Hence,
the axial component of the mass element’s inertial force has the following expression:

f iz

(28)

ma z

Substituting expressions az, (Eq. (27)), m (Eq. (1)), into Eq. (28) and after transforming, the axial
element of the inertial forces is represented by the following equation:

fiz

maz

·§ 2
·
§M
¨
'D ¸¨  RZ 2J sin D ¸
© 2S
¹© 3
¹

(29)

The change in the axial component of the inertial force Δfiz according to the change in the angular
location Δα of the mass element, is represented by the following differential equation:
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'f iz

f z ,i1  f z ,i

ª§
º
2
2
·
§
·
«¨ MRZ J 'D ¸ sin(D  'D )  ¨ MRZ J 'D ¸ sin D »
«¨ 3S
»
¸
¨ 3S
¸
«¬©
»¼
¹
©
¹

where fz,i is arbitrarily chosen from a component of the axial force; other parameters as specified above.
Finally, after the transformation, the change in the axial component of the inertial force Δfiz will have
the following equation:

'fiz

·
§ MRZ 2J
¸
¨
'
D
¸¸[sin(D  'D )  sin D ]
¨¨
3S
¹
©

(30)

The trigonometric expression of Eq. (30) is solved as for Eq. (4)

'f iz

·
§ MRZ 2J
¨
'D ¸¸(cosD u 'D )
¨¨
¸
3S
¹
©

(31)

The following solution is the same as for Eq. (8). The action of the axial components of inertial
forces presents the distributed load applied across a length of circle where rotor mass elements located.
Figure 5 depicts locations the axial components of inertial forces fi created by the mass-elements m of
the spinning rotor. A distributed load can be equated with a concentrated load applied at specific point
along the semi-circle (quarter II and III). The location of the resultant force is the centroid (point B,
FIGURE 5) of the area under the curve defining force that calculated (Eq. (16)) by the axis oy.

FIGURE 5. Location and direction of the axial components of inertial forces.

The total torque created by the axial component of the inertial forces around the axis oy will have the
following equation:

TiF

§ SR 2 ·
¨
¸
¨ 3 ¸ MZZ x
©
¹

2

§S ·
2¨ ¸ JZZ x
©3¹

(32)

Equation (32) is presented the precession torque created by the axial inertial forces of the spinning
rotor. This equation is the same as Eq. (20). The external torque applied to the spinning rotor causes its
angular velocity of precession around the axis oy. Absence of the external torque being applied means
that the angular velocity of forced precession ωx = 0.

Analysis of Coriolis Forces Acting on a Gyroscope
Machines and mechanisms running at a high speed are considered by a kinematical analysis of their
velocities and accelerations, and subsequently analyzed as dynamic systems in which forces due to
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accelerations are analyzed using the principles of kinetics. Force and stress analysis is based on the
acceleration analysis of links and points of interest in the mechanism or machine. In classical
mechanics the Coriolis acceleration and a force is the product of the linear motion of a mass on the
rotating object. The action of the Coriolis acceleration and a force is revealed itself in the gyroscope
rotating disc. Figure 6 depicts the rotating mass-element m that travels on the rotor disc, which turns on
the precession angle γ. The component of the tangential vector velocity direction V=ωr of the masselement m, is changing by axis oy and represents by equation
ΔV = Vsinγ = (2/3)Rωcosαsinγ

(33)

where, V = (2/3)Rωcosα is the changeable tangential velocity of the rotor’s mass element, γ is a
precession angle of gyroscope’s rotor, other components are as specified above.
The magnitude of the vector velocity ΔV depends on the change in the radius location of the masselement on the rotor. This change ΔV is represented by the following equation:
ΔV= [ΔVsin(γ + Δγ) – ΔVsinγ] = ΔV [sin(γ + Δγ) – sinγ]

(34)

FIGURE 6. The scheme for calculating the components of Coriolis forces.

Solution of the trigonometric expression in square brackets is represented by the Eq. (4) and the
change of the tangential velocity ΔV is presented by the following equation:
V cosJ u 'J

'V

(35)

Analysis assumes the angle ∆γ/2 is a small value, hence, it is accepted that cos(∆γ/2 ) = 1. Hence, the
differential equation of the change of the velocity will have the following equation:
dV

(36)

VdJ

The rate change of the velocity per time represents an acceleration of the object, which expression has
the following equation:
dV
dt

V

dJ
dt

(37)

where dV / dt az is the acceleration of the mass-element by the axis oz, dJ / dt Zx is the
precession velocity of the gyroscope’s rotor around the axis ox.
Substituting defined components az, ωx and V into Eq. (37) and transforming the acceleration of the
object results in the following expression:
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az

2
 RZZ x cosD
3

(38)

Equation (38) is expression of the variable Coriolis acceleration of the rotor’s mass-element. Hence,
the equation of the Coriolis force for the mass element is presented by the following equation

f cor

2
 mRZZ x cos D
3

(39)

where all parameters are specified as above.
Equation (39) demonstrates that Coriolis force generated by the mass element is variable. The mass
element of the rotor is presented by the expression m = M∆α/2π, M is mass of the rotor. Hence, the
equation of the Coriolis force of the mass element is represented by the following expression:
f

cor



M'D 2
u RZZ cos D
x
2S
3



MRZZ 'D
x
cos D
3S

(40)

where all parameters are as specified above.
These Coriolis forces of the mass elements create the resistance torque, which appears when the
gyroscope receives the angular velocity of the forced precession around the axis ox. The elements of the
Coriolis force fcor that are distributed around the circle of radius (2/3)R are always perpendicular to the
plane of the spinning rotor. To find the total value of the variable Coriolis force F cor, it is necessary
to integrate all elements of the Coriolis forces. This problem is solved by the mathematical
method of differential and integral equations, which consider the elements of changeable
processes.
The change of the mass element of the Coriolis force Δfcori with the change of the linear velocity has
the following equation:
'f cor

f cor i 1  f cor i



(41)

MRZZ 'D
MRZZ 'D
x
x
(cos D  'D ) 
cos D
3S
3S



MRZZ 'D
x [(cos D  'D )  cos D ]
3S

Solution of the trigonometric expression in square brackets is represented by the Eq. (22) and the
change of the Coriolis force is presented by the following equation:

'f cor

§ MRZZ x 'D ·
¸(sin D'D )
-¨
¨
¸
3S
©
¹

(42)

The right expression of Eq. (42) has two parameters with one variable Δa. Then, Eq. (42) can be
represented by the following differential equation:

df cor

§ MRZZ x
·
-¨
dD ¸(sin DdD )
¨ 3S
¸
©
¹

(43)

Taking integrals from Eq. (43) at definite limits for a half circle of rotating mass-elements of Coriolis
forces due to locations one relatively to the axis ox, (Fig. 2), gives the following integral equations:
Fcor

³ df cor
0

·
§ MRZZ S ·§ S
x dD ¸¨ sin DdD ¸
¨
³
¸
¸¨ ³
¨ 3S
0 ¹© 0
¹
©

which are the standard integrals, giving the equation of the Coriolis force acting on the semicircle
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(44)

Fcor

§ MRZZ x · S
D ¸ 0 cos D
¨
¨ 3S
¸
©
¹

S
0



MRZZ
3S

x S (1  1)

2MRZZ

x

3

(45)

Analysis of Eq. (45) shows that the Coriolis force of the semicircle depends on the rotor’s mass M,
its radius R, angular velocity ω of the spinning rotor, and an angular velocity of forced precession ωx of
the gyroscope around the axis ox. The angular velocity of forced precession ωx is caused by the action of
the external torque T applied to the spinning rotor.
The Coriolis force Fcor acts on the upper and lower sides of the rotor. Hence, the resistance torque
TFcor generated by the Coriolis forces is calculated by the following equation (FIGURE 7):
TFc = 2Fcor ×yc

(46)

where yc is the centroid of the action for the Coriolis force.
The action of Coriolis mass-component forces presents the distributed load applied across a length
of circle where rotor mass elements located. Figure 7 depicts locations the axial components of Coriolis
forces fcor created by the mass-elements m of the spinning rotor. A distributed load can be equated with
a concentrated load applied at specific point along the semi-circle (quarter I and II). The magnitude of
the resultant force is given by integral of the curve defining force, which presented by Eq. (10)

FIGURE 7. Location and direction of the axial components of Coriolis forces.

The location of the resultant force is the centroid (point C, FIGURE 7) of the area under the force’s
curve that calculated by the following equation [1-4]:
S

yc

³f

cor

(D ) ydD

(47)

D 0
S

³ f (D )dD

D 0

where f cor (D )



2MRZZ x
cos D , y = (2/3)Rsinα, other parameters are as specified above.
3

Substituting defined parameters into Eq. (47) taking tabulated integrals and transforming gives the
following:
S

yc

³
D


0

2MRZZJ 2
R cos D sin DdD
3
3
S
2MRZZJ
sin DdD
³
3
D 0

2
1
R * cos(2D )
3
4
 cos D

S
0

R
R
 ( )
6
6

R
3

Where trigonometric integrals are tabulated and other parameters are as specified above.
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(48)

The Coriolis force Fcor is the axial resistance force that acts on the upper and lower sides of the rotor.
Hence, the resistance torque TFcor of the Coriolis force is calculated by the following equation (FIGURE
7):

TFcor

2 Fcor u yc

2u

2MRZZ
3

xuR
3

4MR 2ZZ x
9

8
JZZ x
9

(49)

where all parameters are vas specified above.
The analysis of Eq. (49) shows that the resistance of Coriolis forces that reacting on the action of
the external torque depends on the mass moment of rotor’s inertia, angular velocity and on the angular
velocity of the forced precession of the spinning rotor. Absence of the external torque means that the
angular velocity of the forced precession is ωx = 0 and hence the resistance torque’s generated by the
Coriolis forces is TFc = 0, which is a natural result.
The moment generated by the rate change of the angular momentum of the spinning rotor is
presented by the known equation:
Tam

JZZ x

(50)
where all parameters are as specified above.

WORKING EXAMPLE
The propeller on an airplane has a mass of 15 kg and a radius of gyration 0.3 m about the axis of
spin. The propeller is turning at 350 rad/s. The airplane is traveling at 300 km/hr and enters a vertical
curve having a radius of 80 m. Here is how to determine the gyroscopic bending moment, which the
propeller exerts on the bearings of the engine (FIGURE 8).

FIGURE 8. Sketch for calculating of the propeller’s gyroscopic bending moment.

The airplane flies by the curve, which creates the forced angular velocity of precession around the
axis oy, that is:
Z poy

V
L

300000(m) / 3600( s)
80(m)

1.04

rad .
s

The gyroscopic bending moments of the propeller are created by the action of the centrifugal and
inertial forces around the axes oy and oz respectively and by the torque of the change of angular
momentum around the axis oy (FIGURE 5b). The flight of an airplane does not allow for acquiring the
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angular velocity around the axes oz and ox. Hence, there are no other torqueses around these axes and
is no bending moments around these axes.
Equation (32) should be re-arranged and represented by the equation of the propeller’s gyration
radius. The mass moment of the propeller’s inertia is J = Mr2g, where M is mass and rg is radius of
gyration. The mass moment of inertia in Eq. (1) should be represented by the expression of the
gyration’s radius, i.e., J = MR2/2 = Mr2g, hence r2g = R2/2. Substituting defined parameters into Eqs.
(20) and (32) and transforming give the equation of the gyroscopic bending moment created by the
propeller which has the following result:

T

(S / 3)2 MR2ZZ y

2(S / 3)2 JZZ y

The bending moments acting on the propeller are calculated by Eqs. (20), (32), (49) and (50). Then,
the total bending moment is represented by the vectors diagram (FIGURE 8b) and by the following
equation

2

Tr

(Tc  Tcor ) 2  (Tinr  Tz ) 2

ª § S ·2
º ª § S ·2
º
8
«2¨ ¸ JZZ y  JZZ y »  «2¨ ¸ JZZ y  JZZ y »
9
«¬ © 3 ¹
»¼ «¬ © 3 ¹
»¼

2

2

ª° § S · 2 8 ½°
rad
rad º
u1.04
«®2¨ ¸  ¾ u15.0kg u (0.3m) 2 u 350.0
» 
s
s »¼
«¬°̄ © 3 ¹ 9 °¿
ª° § S · 2 ½°
rad
rad º
u1.04
«®2¨ ¸  1¾ u15.0kg u (0.3m) 2 u 350.0
»
s
s »¼
°¿
«¬°̄ © 3 ¹

2

2.180kNm

where Tr is the resultant torque, Tc, Tcor, Tinr and Tz are torques created by the centrifugal, Coriolis and
inertial forces and by the rate change of the angular momentum of the spinning rotor. All parameters
are as specified above.
The equation of the gyroscopic bending moment, based on the principle of the change the angular
momentum created by the propeller, gives the following result:
T1 = Jωωpoz = 15(kg)×(0.3m)2×350(rad/s) ×1.04(rad/s) = 0.491 kNm.
Analysis of the two approaches in calculating the bending moment acting on the propeller shows
that actual bending moment calculated by the new equations is larger than bending moment calculated
by the change of the angular momentum Tr/T1 = 2.180/0.491 = 4.44 times. The known gyroscope
theory does not consider the torques generated by the centrifugal, Coriolis and inertial forces of the
spinning propeller around the axes ox and oz that created by the external torque around the axis oy
(FIGURE 8(a) and (b)).

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Analysis of the acting forces in the gyroscope enables to state that actual gyroscope effects have far
complex nature than presented in known publications. TABLE 2 presents the four different torques
generated by the internal pseudo forces of the spinning rotor under the action of the external torque
applied to the gyroscope. Simultaneous action of this torques should be considered in new
mathematical models of gyroscope motions.
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TABLE (2). Equations of the torques acting on the spinning rotor generated by the external torque applied to the
gyroscope.
Type of the torque

Equation

The torque generated by the centrifugal forces
The torque generated by the inertial forces

2

Tc.i.F

The torque generated by the Coriolis forces

§S ·
2¨ ¸ JZZ x
©3¹

TFcor

The torque generated by the rate change of
the angular momentum

TFcor

Total

Percentage
of acting
34.95%
34.95%

8
JZZ x
9

14.16%

JZZ x

15.94%
100%

The external torque applied to the gyroscope leads to an angular velocity of forced precession and
activates the centrifugal, inertial, Coriolis and the rate change of the angular momentum forces. The
derived new equations for the resistance and precession torques that generated by the external torque
being applied to the spinning rotor, show that these torques depend on the mass moment of inertia of a
rotor and angular velocity of the spinning rotor, as well as on the angular velocity of its forced
precession.
The torques generated by the centrifugal and inertial forces is presented by one equation. However,
the action of this torques applied to different axis of the spinning rotor which perpendicular with each
others. The torque generated by the centrifugal and Corioils forces is presented the resistance torques
on action of the external torque applied. The torque generated by the inertial forces is presented the
precession torque. The torque generated by the rate change of the angular momentum is presented the
precession and resistance torques acting on different axis. All torques are acting simultaneously in a
gyroscope. The magnitude of this torques is different: the value of the torque generated by the
centrifugal and inertial forces is 34.95% each, the Coriolis torque is presented 14.16% and the rate
change of the angular momentum of the spinning rotor is presented 15.94%.
New analytical approach to gyroscopic problems demonstrates that centrifugal, inertial and Coriolis
forces of the spinning rotor are real active physical components. The change of the angular momentum
of the spinning rotor, which resulting in the resistance and precession torques is smallest component
and plays not first role in gyroscope physics.

CONCLUSION
The gyroscope theory in classical mechanics is one of the most complex and intricate in terms of
analytical solutions. The known mathematical models of the gyroscope theory are mainly based on the
actions of the external torque applied and the angular momentum of the spinning rotor. The known
publications in area of the gyroscope theory do not consider the action of the centrifugal, inertial and
Coriolis forces in the gyroscope effects, which actually represent fundamental components. The new
analytical approach demonstrates that the centrifugal and Corioulis forces of the spinning rotor resist any
inclination of the rotor’s axis and create the resistance torque. The axial inertial forces of the spinning
rotor create the precession torque. The torque created by the change of the angular momentum of the
spinning rotor acts in resistance and precession directions and presents smallest part of all acting forces
in the gyroscope. New mathematical models lead to new properties and will thus be useful for modeling
the behavior of the gyroscopic devices. Formulated analytical equations for the gyroscope effects are
based on the principles of the acting the centrifugal, inertial and Corilolis forces and the change of the
angular momentum of the spinning rotor. The new mathematical model for the gyroscopic effects,
presents not only new properties with respect to a gyroscope, but also new challenges for future studies
of the gyroscopic problems. The gyroscope mystery is solved and new properties enable to formulate
new gyroscope theory that totally different from known in science.
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INTRODUCTION
The study of ergodic theorems (see [6],[20]) in recent years showed that the ordinary Cesaro means have been replaced
by weighted averages
n−1

∑ ak f (T k x).

(1)

k=0

Therefore, it is natural to ask: is there a weaker summation than Cesaro, ensuring the unique ergodicity. In [19] it has
been established that unique ergodicity implies uniform convergence of (1), when {ak } is Riesz weight (see also [18]
for similar results). In this paper we are going to study such kind of problem in general setting. Moreover, we also
investigate related notions such as mixing etc.
It is known [8] that the theory of quantum dynamical systems provides a convenient mathematical description
of irreversible dynamics of an open quantum system investigation of ergodic properties of such dynamical systems
have had a considerable growth. In a quantum setting, the matter is more complicated than in the classical case. This
motivates an interest to study dynamics of quantum systems (see [13, 14, 15]). Therefore, it is then natural to address
the study of the possible generalizations to quantum case of various ergodic properties known for classical dynamical
systems. In [5, 22, 25] a non-commutative notion of unique ergodicity was deﬁned, and certain properties were studied.
Recently in [2] a general notion of unique ergodicity for automorphisms of a C∗ -algebra with respect to its ﬁxed point
subalgebra has been introduced. In [3, 23] a generalization of such a notion for positive mappings of C∗ -algebras,
and its characterization in term of Riesz means are given. When studying ergodic properties of such a system, it has
become clear that it is often necessary to work relative to some subalgebra (or even some more general subspace) of
the C*- or W*-algebra involved (see for example [26],[7],[4],[17]).
In this paper, we study various ergodic properties of C*-dynamical systems for semigroup actions and in terms of
weighted means. The properties are to a large extent inspired by the notion of unique ergodicity relative to the ﬁxed
point space as introduced in [2], but of a more general form, for example allowing one to work relative to other spaces
than just the ﬁxed point space.

WEIGHTED MEANS
We follow a simple approach to weighted means which is well suited for our purposes. For a more abstract approach
the reader is referred to [21, Section 4]. To illustrate the ideas around weighted means that we will study, we ﬁrst
consider the mean ergodic theorem in Hilbert space. Then we turn to relative unique ergodicity in the sense of [2], and
lastly we consider the case of disjoint systems (see [12]).
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We ﬁrst set up a simple abstract setting to study weighted means. It will be convenient to work in terms of the
following deﬁnition, which can be viewed as a generalization of the concept of a Folner sequence. Note that the
integrals we use here are Bochner integrals (see for example [9, Appendix E], and also [11, Chapter II]. Note that the
semigroup G below need not have an identity.
Deﬁnition 0.1 Let G be a topological semigroup with a right invariant measure ρ on its Borel σ -algebra, and let X be
a Banach
space. Consider a net ( fι ) ≡ ( fι )ι ∈I indexed by some directed set I, where fι ∈ L1 (ρ ), fι : G → R+ = [0, ∞)

and fι d ρ = 0. Assume furthermore that fι F is Bochner integrable for all bounded Borel measurable F : G → X, and
that for such F


lim
ι

fι (g) [F(g) − F(gh)] dg

=0
fι d ρ

in the norm topology for all h ∈ G (where dg refers to integration with respect to the measure ρ ). Then we call ( fι ) a
(right) averaging net for (G, X). If we rather require the condition


lim
ι

fι (g) [F(g) − F(hg)] dg

=0
fι d ρ

for all h ∈ G, then we call ( fι ) a left averaging net for (G, X)
The fι will act as the weights in the ergodic theorems below. All of the integrals above are of course over the whole
we suppress the ρ
of G. Strictly speaking we should say that ( fι ) is an averaging net for (G,
 ρ , X), but for convenience

in this notation; no ambiguities will arise. In fact, we often even write fι d ρ simply as fι . When we do not specify
whether a given averaging net is right or left, it is assumed to be right. Keep in mind that the requirement that fι F be
Bochner integrable means in particular that its range has to be separable, i.e. fι F has to be strongly measurable (see [9,
Appendix E]). However, the Borel measurable functions fι F are automatically strongly measurable if X is separable,
or if fι F is continuous and either G is separable or fι has compact support. In most results in this paper we use X = C.
The following sufﬁcient conditions for a net to be an averaging net, which are independent of the Banach space, are
easily shown, and in particular shows how Følner nets form a special case of averaging nets:
Proposition 0.2 Let G be a topological semigroup with a right invariant measure ρ on its Borel σ -algebra. Let (Λι )
be a Følner net in G, i.e. Λι is a compact set in the Borel σ -algebra of G with 0 < ρ (Λι ) < ∞ and
lim
ι

ρ (Λι  (Λι g))
=0
ρ (Λι )

for all g ∈ G. Let fι := χΛι be the characteristic (i.e. indicator) function of Λι on G. Then ( fι ) is an averaging net for
(G, X) for any Banach space X.
Proposition 0.3 Let G be a topological group with a right invariant measure ρ on its Borel σ -algebra, and let X be a
Banach space. Consider a net (Λι , fι ) ≡ (Λι , fι )ι ∈I indexed by some directed set I, where Λι ⊂ G is Borel measurable,

and fι ∈ L1 (Λι ) (in terms of ρ restricted to Λι ), such that fι : Λι → R+ and Λι f d ρ = 0. Assume furthermore that




−1 

Λι \(Λι h) f ι d ρ
Λι ∩(Λι h) f ι (g) − f (gh ) dg

= 0 and lim
=0
lim 
ι
ι
Λι f ι d ρ
Λι f ι d ρ
/ Λι . Then ( fι ) is an averaging
for all h ∈ G. Define a function fι on G by fι (x) = fι (x) for x ∈ Λι , and fι (x) = 0 for x ∈
net for (G, X) for any Banach space X.
The examples below (for G = R) can be checked by using the proposition above.
Example 0.4 Consider the case G = R. Set Λn := [0, n] for n = 1, 2, 3, ... , or even any real n > 0. Let f (t) := t s for an
s > −1. Setting fn := f |Λn , one can verify that (Λn , fn ) gives an averaging net for R as in Proposition 2.3.
Example 0.5 Similarly Λn := [1, n] for n = 2, 3, ..., or even any real n > 1, along with f (t) = t −1 , gives an averaging
net for R.
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Example 0.6 Lastly, Λn := [0, n] and fn (t) := (n − t)s for s > −1, give an averaging net for R.
To illustrate how averaging nets work in a simple setting, we ﬁrst consider a weighted mean ergodic theorem in
Hilbert space, and then apply it to the examples above.
Theorem 0.7 Consider a topological semigroup G with a right invariant measure ρ on its Borel σ -algebra, a Hilbert
space H, and an averaging net ( fι ) for (G, H). Let U be a representation of G as contractions on H, such that
G → H : g → Ug x is Borel measurable for all x ∈ H. Let P be the projection of H onto the fixed point space V of U,
namely


V := x ∈ H : Ug x = x for all g ∈ G .
Then
lim 
ι



1
fι d ρ

fι (g)Ug xdg = Px

Λι

for all x ∈ H.
Proof. We follow a standard proof of the mean ergodic theorem (see for example [10, Section 2]), but we only give it
in outline. For x ∈ H, set
1
fι d ρ

Aι (x) := 



fι (g)Ug xdg

For x = y −Uh y, for some y ∈ H and h ∈ G, one has limι Aι (x) = 0 by the properties of an averaging net. It then also
follows that for any x ∈ N := span {y −Uh y : y ∈ H, h ∈ G} we have limι Aι (x) = 0. On the other hand, for x ∈ N ⊥ = V ,
we have limι Aι (x) = x. Combining these two facts, the result follows.
Example 0.8 For Example 0.4, we obtain
 n

s+1
n→∞ ns+1
lim

0

t sUt xdt = Px

With a substitution and some manipulation this gives
1
n→∞ n
lim

 n
0

Ut 1/(s+1) xdt = Px

Example 0.9 For Example 0.5, we obtain
1
lim
n→∞ ln n

 n
1

t −1Ut xdt = Px

With a substitution and some manipulation this gives
1
lim
n→∞ n

 n
0

Uet xdt = Px

Example 0.10 For Example 0.6, we obtain
s+1
lim
n→∞ ns+1

 n
0

(n − t)s Ut xdt = Px

which is a type of Voronoi average as discussed in [19], but now for the group R. In fact, more generally, if f : R → R+
is such that (Λn , f |Λn ) gives an averaging net for R as in Proposition 2.3, then the functions fn (t) := f (n −t) also give
an averaging net for R via (Λn , fn ).
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With the basic framework of weighted means now in place, we turn to relative unique ergodicity.
Deﬁnition 0.11 A C*-dynamical system (A, α ) consists of a unital C*-algebra A and an action α of a semigroup G
on A as unital completely positive maps αg : A → A, i.e. as Markov operators. The ﬁxed point operator system of a
C*-dynamical system (A, α ) is defined as


Aα := a ∈ A : αg (a) = a for all g ∈ G .
By an operator system of A, we mean a norm closed self-adjoint vector subspace of A containing the unit of A.
Whenever we consider a C*-dynamical
 system (A, α ), the notation G for the semigroup is implied. Note that since αg
is positive and αg (1) = 1, we have αg  = 1.
Deﬁnition 0.12 A C*-dynamical system (A, α ) is called amenable if the following conditions are met: G is a topological semigroup with a right invariant measure ρ on its Borel σ -algebra, and furthermore (G, A) has an averaging net
( fι ). The function G → A : g → αg (a) is Borel measurable for every a ∈ A.
A central notion in our work will be that of an invariant state:
Deﬁnition 0.13 Given a C*-dynamical system (A, α ), a state μ on A is called an invariant state of (A, α ), or
alternatively an α -invariant state, if μ ◦ αg = μ for all g ∈ G.
Deﬁnition 0.14 We call the C*-dynamical system (A, α ) uniquely ergodic relative to Aα if every state on Aα has a
unique extension to an invariant state of (A, α ).
We now consider a weighted version of the result of Abadie and Dykema [2, Theorem 3.2], where the notion of
relative unique ergodicity was ﬁrst introduced. The proof requires only minor modiﬁcations of that of [2, Theorem
3.2]. For example, even though Aα is in general only an operator system, rather than a C*-algebra, virtually nothing in
the proof related to this aspect changes; one should just work in terms of norm one projections (equivalently, positive
projections, since they project onto operator systems, which contain the unit) instead of conditional expectations (also
see [3] and [16]). Furthermore, in Theorem 2.15, complete positivity of αg is not needed, just positivity, though we do
use complete positivity in the rest of the paper since we consider tensor products of systems.
Note that if we say that a norm one projection E : A → Aα is α -invariant, we mean that E ◦ αg = E for all g ∈ G,
and similarly for linear functionals. Existence of limits, closures etc. are all in terms of the norm topology on A. Also,
when a right invariant measure ρ is also a left invariant measure on the Borel σ -algebra of G, then we can call G
unimodular with respect to ρ .
Theorem 0.15 Let (A, α ) be an amenable C*-dynamical system, with G unimodular with respect to the measure ρ ,
and let ( fι ) be both a right and left averaging net for (G, A). Then statements (i) to (vi) below are equivalent.
(i) The system (A, α ) is uniquely ergodic relative to Aα .
(ii) The limit
lim 
ι

1
fι d ρ



fι (g) αg (a)dg

exists for every a ∈ A.


(iii) The subspace Aα + span a − αg (a) : g ∈ G, a ∈ A is dense in A.


(iv) The equality A = Aα + span a − αg (a) : g ∈ G, a ∈ A holds.
(v) Every bounded linear functional on Aα has a unique bounded α -invariant extension to A with the same norm.
(vi) There is a positive projection E of A onto some operator system B of A such that for every a ∈ A and ϕ ∈ S(A),
where S(A) denotes the set of all states on A, one has
lim 
ι

1
fι d ρ



fι (g) ϕ (αg (a))dg = ϕ (E(a))

(in which case necessarily B = Aα and αg ◦ E = E = E ◦ αg for all g ∈ G).
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Furthermore, statements (i) to (vi) imply the following statements:
(vii) There exists a unique α -invariant positive projection E from A onto Aα .
(viii) The positive projection E in (vii) is given by
Ea = lim 
ι

1
fι d ρ



fι (g) αg (a)dg

for all a ∈ A.
The above theorem extends the results of [2, 3] for general weights. Moreover, it has certain corollaries related to
multiparameter dynamical systems.

UNIQUE (E, S)-ERGODICITY AND UNIQUE (E, S)-WEAK MIXING
Let (A, α ) be a C∗ -dynamical system, let E : A → A be a bounded linear operator, and let S be a set of bounded linear
functionals on A. In what follows, by S(A) we denote the set of all states deﬁned on A.
Deﬁnition 0.16 A C∗ -dynamical system (A, α ) for the action of a topological semigroup G is called S-weakly
amenable, for a set S ⊂ A∗ , if the following holds: There is a right invariant measure ρ on G, an averaging net
( fι ) for (G,C), and G → C : g → ϕ (αg (a)) is Borel measurable for every a ∈ A and ϕ ∈ S.
Deﬁnition 0.17 Let (A, α ) be an S-weakly amenable C∗ -dynamical system, with G unimodular with respect to the
right measure ρ and let ( fι ) be an averaging net for (G,C). Then (A, α ) is said to be
(i) unique (E, S)-ergodic w.r.t. ( fι ) if one has
lim 
ι

1
fι



fι (g)ϕ (αg (x − E(x)))dg = 0 , x ∈ A , ϕ ∈ S ;

(2)

(ii) unique (E, S)-weakly mixing w.r.t. ( fι ) if one has
lim 
ι

1
fι





fι (g)ϕ (αg (x − E(x)))dg = 0 , x ∈ A , ϕ ∈ S .

(3)

Remark 0.18 Note that if one takes S = S(A) and E is invariant w.r.t. α , i.e. αg E = E for all g ∈ G, then unique
(E, S)-ergodicity (resp. unique (E, S)-weak mixing ) coincides with unique ergodicity relative to Aα (resp. unique
E-weak mixing [16],[24]) (see Theorem 0.15).
Let us provide an example of unique (E, S)-weak mixing dynamical system.
Example 0.19 We consider A = C4 , and G = N. Let
⎛

⎞
p 1− p 0 0
0
1 0 ⎟
⎜ 0
α =⎝
.
0
1
0 0 ⎠
0
0
0 1
One can see that α has {p, 1, −1, 1} eigenvalues with corresponding eigenvectors {e, 1I, k, s}, where
e = (1, 0, 0, 0), 1I = (1, 1, 1, 1) k = ((p − 1)/(p + 1), 1, −1, 0), s = (0, 0, 0, 1).
Due to independence the above vectors, any vector x in C can be represented by
x = λ e + μ 1I + ν k + τ s.
Hence, one finds

α n (x) = λ pn e + μ 1I + τ s + (−1)n ν k.
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From this we immediately find that α is uniquely Eα -ergodic, where Eα is a projection from C4 onto fixed point
space {μ 1I + τ s : μ , τ ∈ C}. Note that α is not uniquely Eα -weak mixing.
We let
S = {(0, x, x, y) : x, y ≥ 0, x + y = 1}.
Define a mapping E : C4 → L, where L = {μ 1I + ν kτ s : μ , ν , τ ∈ C}, by
E(x) = μ 1I + τ s + ν k.
Note that E is a projection, not onto Fix(α ).
For every state ϕ ∈ S one can compute that

ϕ (α n (x)) = μϕ (1I) + τϕ (s), ∀n ∈ N.
Hence α is uniquely (E, S)-weak mixing.
Proposition 0.20 Let (A, α ) be an S-weakly amenable C∗ -dynamical system with G unimodular with respect to the
measure ρ , and let ( fı ) be an averaging net for (G,C). Assume that the linear hull of S is norm-dense in A∗ and
αg E = E, for all g ∈ G, then following conditions are equivalent:
(i) (A, α ) is unique (E, S)-ergodic;
(ii) (A, α ) is unique ergodic relative to Aα .
Recall that a linear functional f ∈ A∗ is called Hermitian, if f ∗ = f , where f ∗ (x) = f (x∗ ), x ∈ A. In what follows
we assume that S is any closed subspace of A∗ . By Sh we denote the set of all Hermitian functionals belonging to
S . In some instances we will further assume that the space S is self-adjoint, i.e. for every f ∈ S one has f ∗ ∈ S , in
which case any functional belonging to S is a linear combination of elements of Sh .
In what follows, when we refer to the properties in Deﬁnition 4.2, we implicitly mean with respect to the averaging
net which is involved.
Theorem 0.21 Let (A, α ) be an S -weakly amenable C∗ -dynamical system and let ( fı ) be an averaging net for
(G,C). Let the dynamical system (A ⊗ A, α ⊗ α ) be unique (E ⊗ E, S ⊗ S )-ergodic, and assume that E preserves the
involution (i.e. E(x∗ ) = E(x)∗ ) and that S is self-adjoint. Then (A, α ) is unique (E, S )-weakly mixing.
Remark 0.22 We note that in [5] similar results were proved for weak mixing dynamical systems defined over von
Neumann algebras.
Theorem 0.23 Let (A, α ) and (B, β ) respectively be an S -weakly amenable and an H -weakly amenable C∗ dynamical system, and let ( fı ) be an averaging net for (G,C). If (A, α ) is unique (Eα , S )-weakly mixing and (B, β )
unique (Eβ , H )-ergodic with αg Eα = Eα for all g ∈ G, then the C∗ -dynamical system (A ⊗ B, α ⊗ β ) is unique
(Eα ⊗ Eβ , S ⊗ H )-ergodic.
This theorem allows us to construct many nontrivial examples of unique (E, S)-ergodic and unique (E, S)-mixing
dynamical systems. In particular, this theorem shows how unique (E, S)-weak mixing of a system can be characterized
in terms of unique (E, S)-ergodicity of the product of the system with itself, in analogy to the well-known result in
classical ergodic theory (see [1]).
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Abstract. The real challenge in the processes of heat transfer by heat rejection from a constrained small space is a
well known issue in the process of cooling small areas. Past research in this area covered numerous theoretical and
experimental studies; however in-depth investigation of the nano-fluid flow is still insufficient. In recent years the
tried researchers fill the gaps on this subject matter; the aim of this paper is to know the idea enhancing the
performance of the heat transfer from literatures.
Keywords: Nano-particles; Thermo-physical properties; nano-fluids; heat transfer improvement.
PACS: 44.27. +g

INTRODUCTION
Nano-fluids are nano-scale colloidal solutions and a relatively new class of fluids consisting of base fluid with
(1–100) nm nano-sized particles suspended within them. It is noted from previous literature that these nanoparticles, when suspended in conventional fluids (e.g. water, ethylene glycol), can enhance the performance of heat
transfer, viscosity and density [1]. This leads to the possibility of designing small equipment provides us with
energy and construction cost. Most studies claimed that the heat transfer coefficient for nano-fluids is much better
than base fluid. In relating to this, the suspension of nano-particles in conventional fluids is the main reason of the
heat transfer improvement in nano-fluid materials. This paper will highlight some of the mentioned properties.
The discovery of the Scanning Tunneling Microscope (STM) [2] provides us a rapid increase in understanding
the properties of substance at the nanometer level and Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) [3] and other scanning
probe microscopy such as Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), which has opened up new possibilities for
characterization, measurement and manipulation of nano-structures and nano-materials to a great detail down to the
atomic level.

EQUATIONS FOR THERMO-PHYSICAL NANO-FLUIDS
In general when determining heat flux of fluid, the formula is as the following:
q = h (ΔT1 – ΔT2)

h = (Nu k) /d

And same the formula is applicable to calculate heat flux of nano-fluids. To calculate value of heat transfer
coefficient, the Nusselt number of nano-fluid (Nunf) can be defined as the following [4]:
For Turbulent flow:
Nu nf = 0.0059 (1 + 7.6286 ø 0.6886 Pe d 0.001) Re nf 0.9233 Prnf 0.4
For Laminar flow:
Nu nf = 0.4329 (1 + 11.285 ø 0.754 Pe d 0.218) Re nf 0.333 Prnf 0.4
Re nf = um D / vnf = (m.nf di) / (Ao μnf )

………. Reynolds number
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Ped = um d / αnf
Pr nf = vnf / αnf

………. Peclet number
= ( μnf Cp nf ) / k nf

………. Prandtl number

To calculate Pe and Pr parameters, the thermal diffusivity of the nano-fluid (αnf) can be defined as the following:
αnf = k nf / ( ρ Cp ) nf
To calculate specific heat and density properties of the nano-fluid can be defined as the following [5]:
Cp nf = [(1- ø) (ρ Cp)f + ø (ρ Cp )p ] / ρ nf
₰ nf = ( 1- ø ) ρ f + ø ρ p
To calculate the friction factor of the nano-fluids, the equations is as the following:
…. Laminar flow

ƒ = 64 / Renf

ƒ = (0.709 ln Renf – 1.64)-2 …. Turbulent flow
To calculate the pressure drop of the nano-fluids, the equation is as the following:
Δp nf = ( L ƒ ρnf um2 ) / 2di
Nano-fluids heat transfer coefficient
hnf = (Nunf knf ) /di
To calculate the overall heat transfer coefficient, (U) of the nano-fluids, the equation is as follow:
1/U = 1/ho + do ln (do/di) / 2kw + 1/ hnf (do/di)
There are a lot of relationships that have been deduced in the literature to calculate the dynamic viscosity and
thermal conductivity coefficient. Depends on the type of nano-fluids user and the temperature at which it operates
and the concentration ratio of nano-particles and the TABLE 1 shows some of those relationships.
TABLE (1). Relationships to calculate dynamic viscosity and thermal conductivity.

Researcher

Relationship

Tseng and Chen [6]

μnf = μf * 10-6* 0.4513e0.6965 ø

Einstein [7]

μnf = (1+2.5 ø ) μf

Putra et al.[8]

μnf = 2.9 * 10-7* (T2-2) * 10-4* (T+3.4) * 10-2
μnf = 3.4 * 10-7* (T2-2.3) * 10-4* (T+3.9) * 10-2

Nguyen et al. [9]

Li and Peterson [10]

Knf = Kf (4.97 ø2 + 2.72 ø + 1 )

……… For AL2O3

Knf = Kf (28.905 ø2 + 2.827 ø + 1)

…...… For CuO

Knf = Kbf+ Kbf [3.761 ø + 0.0179 T – 0.307].... CuO
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RECENT LITERATURE REVIEW
Nano-technology assists in improving heat transfer via various important applications such as thermal control
in the equipment. Conventional fluids used are namely: water, ethylene glycol and other materials. Suspension of
ultrafine solid particles in the base fluid provides improvement in properties of fluid; however this is so, with
certain concentrations and sizes. Recent findings suggested that heat transfer coefficient of nano-fluids is much
higher than the conventional fluid. One of the actual causes for the heat transfer improvement of nano-fluids is the
suspended nano-particles which lead to the increase in the thermal conductivity of the fluids. The other cause is the
chaotic transmission of ultrafine particles working to accelerate the energy exchange process. Most researchers
claim that nano-fluids act like pure fluids because of the suspended ultrafine nano-particles inside.

Selected Studies of 2013
K. Narreina, H.A. Mohammed,[11] verified numerically from different types of nano-fluids and alternation on
fluid flow characteristics and heat transfer in a helically coiled tube heat exchanger (HCTHE). The research used
particle diameter (25-80) nm size particle diameter, nano-particles of concentration (0-4) % vol. and base fluid type
(ethylene glycol, water). The results showed that nano-fluids improve performance of the (HCTHE) and the
thermal properties but it is accompanied with a slightly extra in pressure drop. This study also found that the
Nusselt number is higher using CuO-water nano-fluid.
I. M. Mahbubul et al. [12] investigated for the pressure drop, heat transfer performance and thermo-physical
properties process relating to nano-refrigerant (nano-particle and R-134a). The study utilized the viscosity and
thermal conductivity to determine pressure drop in a horizontal smooth pipe of the nano-refrigerant for some nanoparticle (Al2O3) concentrations of (1-5) % vol. The thermal conductivity of nano-refrigerant rises with the increased
particle concentration and temperature. The results of pressure drop, viscosity and heat transfer coefficients of the
nano-refrigerant provide a significant increment with the increase percentage of volume fractions. Therefore, the
selected best percentage for particle volume fraction is important to be considered in producing nano-refrigerants
that can improve the efficiency of refrigeration and air-conditioning systems.

Selected Studies of 2012
K. Alizad et al. [13] have studied the thermal performance and operational patterns of the start-up properties of
flat-shaped heat tubes by using nano-fluids. The researchers use three types different from nano-fluids which are
CuO, TiO2 and Al2O3 in their analysis. They used analytical and thorough model, which represents detailed heat
transfer properties within the condensation and evaporation sections of the pipe. It was found that an increase
concentration of nano-particles increases the heat transfer efficiency of either the disk-shaped or flat-plate heat
pipe.
K.Y. Leong et al. [14] focused on the application of nano-fluids such as in working fluids in tube heat and shell
recovery exchangers in a biomass heating plant. Heat exchanger specification, mathematical equations and thermoproperties for nano-fluid were taken from the literature to calculate energy and thermal performance of the heat
recovery system. They concluded that the convective overall heat transfer coefficient increased, with the
application of nano-fluids compared to water or ethylene glycol.

Selected Studies of 2011
M. Corcione [15] imposed two empirical correlations for predicting dynamic viscosity and effective thermal
conductivity of nano-fluids. This study relied on a many experimental results in the related literatures. Noting on
nano-particle material and the conventional fluid, the researcher provided the ratio between the pure conventional
liquid and the thermal conductivities of the nano-fluid, and focused a greater deal on nano-particles and sizes, as
well as changes in temperature and concluded with equations useful for all designs for heat transfer and simulation
purposes.
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List of Symbols
Cp
D
A
d
ƒ
h
k
m.
T
U
u
q
v

specific heat, [J/kg K]
inner diameter of the tube, [m]
cross section area, [m2]
diameter, [m]
friction factor
heat transfer coefficient, [W/m2K]
thermal conductivity,[ W/m K]
mass flow rate, [kg/s]
temperature,[˚C]
overall heat transfer coefficient, [W/m2 K]
velocity,[m/s]
heat flux [W/m2]
kinematic viscosity, [m2/s]

Greek symbols
Δp pressure drop, [Pa]
ρ
density, [kg/m3]
μ dynamic viscosity, [Ns/m2]
ø
volume fraction %
Subscripts
f
m
nf
p
i
o

fluid / base fluid
mean
nano-fluids
particle
inner or inlet
outer, outlet

CONCLUSIONS
Nano-fluids is one of branches nanotechnology, and heavily uses to improve heat transfer for the base liquids,
thus offering an opportunity to the engineers for the development of effective heat transfer designs on small spaces
so that it may be applicable in many industrial. This review paper presents the recent studies in enhancement
process of the heat transfer performance using nano-fluids, and also reviews the laws of the physical properties of
nano-fluids according to the most recent experimental papers. Conclude that improvement in heat transfer in nanofluid depends on several factors of which size and concentration of nano-particles in the conventional fluid, fluid
temperature and type base fluid used. From past literatures review, various respectable attempts explored the
subject of thermo-physical matters, but this technology still in its beginning and require more research in sides
theoretical and practical.
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The Development of Mathematics Courseware for Learning
Line and Angle
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Abstract. Learning software is a teaching aid which is often used in schools to increase students’ motivation, attract
students' attention and also improve the quality of teaching and learning process. However, the development of learning
software should be followed the phases in Instructional Design (ID) Model, therefore the process can be carried out
systematic and orderly. Thus, this concept paper describes the application of ADDIE model in the development of
mathematics learning courseware for learning Line and Angle named CBL-Math. ADDIE model consists of five
consecutive phases which are Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation and Evaluation. Each phase must be
properly planned in order to achieve the objectives stated. Other than to describe the processes occurring in each phase,
this paper also demonstrating how cognitive theory of multimedia learning principles are integrated in the developed
courseware. The principles that applied in the courseware reduce the students' cognitive load while learning the topic of
line and angle. With well prepared development process and the integration of appropriate principles, it is expected that
the developed software can help students learn effectively and also increase students’ achievement in the topic of Line
and Angle.
Keywords: Courseware; ADDIE; cognitive; mathematics; computer based learning.
PACS: 01.50.hv

INTRODUCTION
Recent studies have shown that the most exciting innovation in the educational technology is the concept of
computer-based learning (CBL). CBL uses a combination of multimedia elements such as text, graphics, audio and
video in the learning process. CBL programs use tutorials, drills and practice, simulation and problem-solving
approaches to present topics and to test the student’s understanding. It has been shown to improve students’
attitudes, motivation and academic achievement [1]. However, it is not intended to replace the traditional
educational methods which are usually carried out by the “chalk and talk” method.
The use of CBL as a teaching tool has become common in Malaysian schools. The Malaysian government
recognizes the benefits of integrating learning courseware in teaching and learning process in school. According to
the Curriculum Development Centre, Ministry of Education Malaysia (2004), technology in education supports the
mastery and achievement of the desired learning outcomes. Hence, the Malaysian government has initiated several
programs to assist in the progression of ICT usage. Among the ICT initiatives in Malaysia are TV Pendidikan,
SchoolNet, and Computer Lab respectively. In the implementation, textbooks are provided with an accompanying
interactive CD, containing extra contents and exercises. Other than that, many types of digital contents have been
developed and proposed for use, including, educational TV programs [2] and courseware [3]. CBL promotes
enhanced learning motivation among students by providing them with immediate feedback and reinforcement, as
well as by creating an exciting and interesting atmosphere in which to learn [4]. Usually, students are provided with
assignments, problems, exercises, and reading materials in the computer learning environment [5]. Moreover, the
advantage of CBL is its ability to provide quantifiable and instantaneous feedback for its users. However, the way in
which CBL is applied in teaching and learning can influence its effectiveness, and hence, new studies are needed to
clarify the effect of CBL in a contemporary student environment [6]. Nevertheless, the Malaysian government
believes that the use of courseware can increase student engagement and motivation, thereby providing students
with a greater level of individualized instruction [7].
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USING CBL IN LEARNING MATHEMATICS
Generally, CBL has a positive effect upon students. CBL can actively improve students’ attitudes, motivation
and academic achievement [8]. Liao [9] claims that CBL had a positive effect on individuals by comparing 52
research studies carried out in Taiwan in his meta-analysis study. There is also a considerable amount of research on
CBL being carried out both in Turkey and in other parts of the world. Different conclusions have been arrived at in
these studies. Some of these studies revealed that CBL serves to establish more effective learning situations than
traditional teaching methods (which involve teacher presentation, question and answer techniques, and discussions
respectively) [10,11,12]. It has been determined that CBL serves to develop meta-cognitive skills in students and
helps them to learn in a meaningful way instead of rote-memory learning, as it enables them to increase their
achievements [13].
Besides, it has been proven by researchers that CBL provides a positive effect in learning mathematics [1,14].
The use of computers with effective teaching strategies has great potential for the teaching and learning process
[15]. In 2009, Mahmud, et al. [16] developed a courseware called ‘G-Reflect’; this courseware was then evaluated
on students’ achievement and motivation in learning Mathematics. The courseware was developed using Geometer’s
Sketchpad (GSP) software. The research indicated that students were motivated in learning mathematics and
performed better than students who were taught in the traditional method. They suggested suitable topics which
could utilize the GSP software in the secondary school Mathematics syllabus. These included: Translation, Rotation,
Dilation, Polygons, Perimeter and Area, Coordinates, Graphs of Function, Circle, Trigonometry and Linear
Equations respectively.
Subsequently, Noordin and Fatimah [14] utilized the Van Hiele’s levels for teaching and learning Lines and
Planes in 3 Dimensions. Based on a preliminary study, students had been identified as having problems in
visualizing figures. To overcome this problem, a multimedia courseware was developed based on a framework that
utilized Van Hiele’s Geometric model for visualizing 3D models. A testing experiment was conducted with 60 high
school students aged 14 years old in order to measure the courseware’s effectiveness as an aid for visualizing 3D
models. The results showed that the students had demonstrated the ability to visualize and enhance their
understanding on the topic after learning using the courseware.
In the following year, the research done by Zuraini and Fatimah [17] evaluated the effectiveness and usability of
the ‘Li2D’ courseware. The interactive learning environment provided by ‘Li2D’ enabled students to visualize the
movement of the locus and steps involved in constructing the locus. A total of 63 Form Two students were involved
in the study. The students were divided into two groups, namely, control and experimental. The experimental group
had to interact with ‘Li2D’ courseware as part of the learning activities; while the control group used conventional
learning methods. Evaluation was accomplished based on four constructs of usability, specifically: efficiency,
learning ability, screen design and satisfaction. The research conducted an evaluation of the multimedia elements.
The results showed that the experimental group performed better than the control group in understanding the Loci in
the topic of Two Dimensions. In a nut shell, from the several recent studies mentioned above, it has been proven that
the use of computers in conjunction with effective teaching strategies has great potential in the teaching and learning
process.

DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY
There are several types of ISD models. However, for the purposes of this development, the ADDIE model was
selected as the model has been used extensively and successfully as a systematic method of development of
education and training programs for improved learner performance [12]. The ADDIE model is a framework that is
traditionally used by instructional designers [18]. The ADDIE model provides a guideline to a designer that includes
several main phases, such as: Analysis, Design, Develop, Implement and Evaluate. These five main phases are
linked and connected to each other. The evaluation process can be claimed where a revised step is required in each
of the other four phases. In addition, it is a closed cycle model as it connects the five main phases systematically.
There are several advantages when compared with other models. According to Molenda [20], first, the model is
systematic. The steps in this model are stated clearly and logically in sequence. The steps involved are
comprehensive and are set to facilitate the task of designers in pondering elements that are independent in the
system instructions. Furthermore, it is also a reliable model. The steps involved in this model are stated in detail
from the beginning to the end. Moreover, the model is iterative, as the cycle of analysis, design, development,
implementation and evaluation is repeated. Finally, the model is empirical which the data collection process is a part
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of the process and decisions made are based on that data [20]. As mentioned before, the developed courseware was
named as CBL-Math.

Analysis Phase
In this phase, the analysis of targeted users and teachers characteristics was done. The courseware is targeted to a
class of Form One students. A total of 60 students took part in the control and treatment groups. The students
involved in the control and treatment group were Malay, Chinese and Indian ethnicity respectively. The teacher of
the treatment class is a Mathematics teacher who has been teaching mathematics for 8 years and also a degree
holder, with a minor in mathematics. The teacher of the control group class is a mathematics teacher who has been
teaching in the school for more than 10 years and has a major in Mathematics and is accustomed to teaching
mathematics using traditional teaching methods. Both teachers have experiences in using computer and LCD in
classroom. Next, the topic selected to be a domain for the courseware is Lines and Angles. The content and
objectives were followed the syllabus in Integrated Curriculum for Secondary School Malaysia (KBSM).
Other than that, the selection of learning theory and strategy that suitable to apply in designing the courseware
also being analysed. It is because using effective strategies and methods will help to present the content and
knowledge in a clear and precise manner. Therefore, this research adopted the Madeline Hunter Direct Instruction
Model (1982) for the teaching and learning process in CBL-Math. The process of integrating the Model into the
developed courseware had explained extensively by Ong et al. [21] in his paper. Conclusively, the strategy and
method are as follows:
(i) The teacher clearly explains the detailed objective specification of what is going to be learned on that day.
(ii) The teacher briefs students on the concept of the topic Line and Angle by using CBL-Math.
(iii) The teacher shows some worked-examples to students that expose them to the material in graded steps of
increasing difficulty and that frequently retest the same fact from many different angles.
(iv) The teacher encourages the learner to be active by asking for a response to each question or step being
showed.
(v) The teacher provides immediate feedback to students’ responses.
(vi) Students answer the textbook questions by discussion within their own group
(vii) Meanwhile, the teacher guides the low achiever students or shows worked-examples with explanations at
every single step of the solution.
(viii) Praise or merit as reinforcement will be given readily for correct answers, as well as for diligent and
effective work.

Design Phase
The input of the design phase resulted from the analysis phase. The outcome of this phase is a product with a set
of specifications or plans for the developers to follow in order to develop CBL-Math. During this phase, the screen
interface of CBL-Math was designed. This phase involves the selection of colors, buttons, icons and graphics to be
used in the courseware. As mentioned before, the Madeline Hunter Direct Instruction Model (1982) was used as the
guideline in designing the flow of the content. The content is carefully reviewed so as to ensure completeness and
accuracy. Thus, in order to design the courseware, the storyboard was drawn in a template. The storyboard is
prepared for the main screen of the developed software. It is used to describe the objects and “story” on the screen.
The design for the formation of each screen was emphasized by the combination of text, images and animation to
help students understand the content taught by the instructor. This feature was implemented by presenting the
content and information visually while the instructor explains verbally and gives feedback to students.

Development Phase
The development phase refers to the preparation of the materials to be used in the courseware. It also refers to the
process of transferring all the planning and documents from the design phase in order to make them more practical.
This process was carried out with the help of a presentation tool, a graphic editing program and multimedia
elements, such as graphics and text. This phase also involved the approach and design that had previously been
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agreed upon and planned in the design phase. Development includes the generation of draft courseware from
storyboards and approved design plans. Storyboards, together with a detailed user interface design, and a multimedia
element design which was developed in the previous phase, were used to develop the courseware.

Implementation and Evaluation Phase
Before the CBL Math will be implemented and evaluated to the real target users, the formative evaluation was
conducted among several expertise including Mathematics, Art and IT teacher. This process called Alpha Testing
which defined by Reddi and Mishra [22] as an evaluation to the prototype of software when it is ready. According to
them, at this phase, the software is not fully functional and it is usually tested internally such as navigation, look,
design and errors. Therefore, there are several expertise selected to test the CBL Math. After this process, the
courseware was redesigned according to their comments and suggestions. TABLE (1) shows the selection of the
three experts according to their expert field for the evaluation process and their comments and suggestions.
TABLE (1). Comments and suggestions by expertise during formative evaluation.

Expert field

Years of
experience

Art teacher

>10

Mathematics
teacher

>20

IT teacher

>8

Comments and suggestions
1. The color of the background is contrasted with the text.
The content looks clear.
1. The measuring angle should be more than 90 degrees in
the worked example. It helps students to identify the method
of measuring using inner scale (anti-clockwise) and outer
scale (clockwise).
2. The number of worked examples should be more than
what the textbook provides.
3. Worked examples should be given more frequently to
enhance students’ understanding. It also helps students to
boost their confidence in solving the exercise questions.
1. The courseware is easy to use. It is suitable for teachers to
use even without training. No technical problems occur.

INTEGRATION OF COGNITIVE THEORY OF MULTIMEDIA
LEARNING IN CBL-MATH
Normally, in multimedia software the information is translated into texts or graphics forms. Pictures illustrating
the information do strengthen the learning ability especially those complex facts or content which are hard to
understand or unclear to explain by reading the text [23]. The load-reducing methods suggested include: placing
printed words near corresponding parts of graphics to reduce need for visual scanning, and eliminating interesting
but extraneous material so as to reduce processing of extraneous material [24]. An unrelated object or learning task
may hinder the learning process [24]. Therefore, to ensure the teaching and learning process can be carried out
successfully, cognitive theory of multimedia learning by Mayer [25] was applied as the framework in designing the
courseware. TABLE (2) illustrates the implementation of the principles of this theory in the developed courseware.
FIGURE 1, 2, 3 present the example of screen designs for the CBL Math that implemented the principle of cognitive
theory of multimedia learning.
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TABLE (2). Implementation principle of cognitive theory of multimedia learning in CBL-Math [25].

Principles of cognitive theory of
multimedia learning
Selecting relevant words for
processing in verbal working
memory
Selecting relevant images for
processing in visual working
memory.
Organizing selected words into a
verbal mental model.

Organizing selected images into a
visual mental model.
Integrating verbal and visual
representations as well as prior
knowledge.

Implementation of the cognitive theory of multimedia learning in
CBL-Math.
CBL-Math displays only relevant words in order to reduce the
cognitive load. Some key words are in bold font purposely to draw
students’ attention. In addition, it shows only the important points and
does not elaborate in detail as it can be expanded upon by the instructor.
(see FIGURE 3)
CBL-Math presents pictures which are relevant to the information
included in the text. It does not include unrelated objects on the screen
to distract students’ attention.
CBL-Math presents only the key words in its content. The instructor
explains and elaborates upon the content verbally. The words appear
systematically so that the students are able to build connections among
the selected words to create a coherent verbal model in working
memory (see FIGURE 1 and 2)
The worked examples, animations and graphics are presented step by
step systematically so that the students are able to build connections
among selected images in order to create a coherent pictorial model in
working memory.
CBL-Math shows pictures or animation while the instructor explains.
Students’ prior knowledge is activated by presenting the pictures or
animation, such as diameter, ruler, angle and protector. Students
transform this stimulation into a pattern, for storage in short-term
memory (see FIGURE 3)

FIGURE 1. Cake was used as the example that relate to students’ daily life.
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FIGURE 2. Relation between the missing part of the cake with an angle.

FIGURE 3. Animation of clock to show the concept of rotation.

CONCLUSION
This paper demonstrate the process involved in developing the mathematics learning courseware and also
illustrated the implementation of cognitive theory of multimedia learning principles in order to deliver the
information. CBL-Math provides students with a new learning option besides the traditional “chalk and talk”
method. As multimedia courseware claims to be an effective alternative tool, students will become more motivated
and eventually enhance their learning by using CBL-Math. Moreover, CBL-Math provides immediate feedback to
the questions given and offers worked examples as a reference. Therefore, students can do exercise without having
to resort to asking teachers for instance as they can check the answers and steps of the solution themselves.
Therefore, further research will be conducted to investigate the effectiveness of the developed courseware on
students’ achievement.
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Finite-Order Universal Portfolios Generated by Probability
Mass Functions
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53300 Setapak, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Abstract. It is shown that the finite-order universal portfolios generated by independent discrete random variables are
constant rebalanced portfolios. The case where the universal portfolios are generated by the moments of the joint
Dirichlet distribution is studied. The performance of the low-order Dirichlet universal portfolios on some stock-price data
set is analyzed. It is demonstrated that the performance is comparable and in some cases outperform the moving-order
Cover-Ordentlich universal portfolios with faster implementation time and higher wealth achieved.
Keywords: Finite-order universal portfolio; probability mass function; Dirichlet universal portfolio; investment wealth.
PACS: 02.50.-r, 89.65.Gh

INTRODUCTION
Cover and Ordentlich [1] studied the moving-order universal portfolios generated by moments of the Dirichlet
probability distribution. Noting that the joint ݊th. moments of the Dirichlet distribution for a fixed integer ݊ form a
probability mass function, Ordentlich and Cover [2] introduced the concept of a moving-order universal portfolio
generated by a sequence of probability mass functions. A mini-max theorem for the ratio of the universal wealth to
the best constant-rebalanced-portfolio wealth is derived and an asymptotic upper bound on the reciprocal of this
ratio of wealths behaving as a polynomial in the number of trading days is exhibited. In practice, the computation of
the moving-order Ordentlich-Cover universal portfolio is time-consuming and memory-extensive. With this in mind,
the time and memory-saving finite-order universal portfolios generated by probability mass functions will be
introduced and studied in this paper. Special focus will be directed on the class of finite-order universal portfolios
generated by the Dirichlet distribution.

SOME BASIC THEORY
Without loss of generality, the assets studied in this paper will be stocks. Let ࢞ ൌ ሺݔଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݔ ሻ denote the
price-relative vector on the ݊௧Ǥ trading day in an m-stock market, where ݔ is the price relative of the ݅ ௧Ǥ stock on
the ݊௧Ǥ trading day which is defined as the ratio of its closing price to its opening price, for ݅ ൌ ͳǡ ǥ ǡ ݉ and
݊ ൌ ͳǡʹǡ ǥ. The portfolio strategy on day ݊ is denoted by the probability vector ࢈ ൌ ሺܾଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ܾ ሻ where ܾ is the
proportion of the current wealth invested on stock ݅ for ݅ ൌ ͳǡ ǥ ǡ ݉ and ݊ ൌ ͳǡʹǡ ǥ. The wealth at the end of day ݊
is denoted by ܵ for ݊ ൌ ͳǡʹǡ ǥ, where the initial wealth ܵ is 1 unit. The wealth function is calculated as ܵ ൌ
ςୀଵ ࢈௧ ࢞ .
For sequences ݆ ఔାଵ ൌ ሺ݆ଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݆ఔ ǡ ݆ఔାଵ ሻ  אሼͳǡ ǥ ǡ ݉ሽఔାଵ ǡ define a probability mass function ఔାଵ ሺ݆ ఔାଵ ሻ, where
Ͳ  ఔାଵ ሺ݆ ఔାଵ ሻ  ͳ for all ݆ ఔାଵ and σభǡǥǡഌశభ ఔାଵ ሺ݆ ఔାଵ ሻ ൌ ͳ. It is clear that for ݈ ൏ ߥ  ͳ,
ఔାଵ ሺ݆ ሻ ൌ



ఔାଵ ሺ݆ ǡ ݆ାଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݆ఔାଵ ሻ ሺͳሻ

శభ ǡǥǡഌశభ

is the marginal probability mass of ݆ ൌ ሺ݆ଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݆ ሻ. The notation ఔାଵ ሺ݆ ା௦ ሻ ൌ ఔାଵ ሺ݆  ǡ ݆ ௦ ሻ is also adopted for
ͳ   ݎ  ݏ ߥ  ͳ. Let ߥ be a fixed positive integer and the probability mass function ఔାଵ ሺ݆ ఔାଵ ሻ is given. The
ାଵ ሽ generated by ఔାଵ ሺ݆ ఔାଵ ሻ is defined as:
sequence of universal portfolios ሼ࢈
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ܾାଵǡ ൌ



σ
భ ୀଵ σమ ୀଵ ǥ σഌ ୀଵ ఔାଵ ሺ݆ଵ ǡ ݆ଶ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݆ఔ ǡ ݇ሻ ݔభ ݔିଵǡమ ǥ ݔିሺఔିଵሻǡഌ


σ
భ ୀଵ σమ ୀଵ ǥ σഌ ୀଵ ఔାଵ ሺ݆ଵ ǡ ݆ଶ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݆ఔ ሻ ݔభ ݔିଵǡమ ǥ ݔିሺఔିଵሻǡഌ

ሺʹሻ

 ାଵ for ݊ ൏ ߥ can be arbitrary. When ߥ ൌ ݊, the portfolio is
for ݇ ൌ ͳǡ ǥ ǡ ݉ and ݊ ൌ ߥǡ ߥ  ͳǡ ǥ. The portfolios ࢈
known as a moving-order universal portfolio.

MAIN THEORETICAL RESULTS
Let ܻଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ܻఔାଵ be ߥ  ͳ finite-valued, mutually independent random variables, where ܲሺܻ ൌ ݆ሻ ൌ ݍ ሺ݆ሻ for
݆  אሼͳǡ ǥ ǡ ݉ሽ and ݅ ൌ ͳǡ ǥ ǡ ߥ  ͳ.
Proposition 1. Let ܻଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ܻఔାଵ be ߥ  ͳ finite-valued, mutually independent random variables with joint
ାଵ ሽgenerated byఔାଵ ሺ݆ ఔାଵ ሻ is a
probability functionఔାଵ ሺ݆ ఔାଵ ሻ. Then the sequence of universal portfoliosሼ࢈
constant rebalanced portfolio given by:
ܾାଵǡ ൌ ݍఔାଵ ሺ݇ሻǡ ݂ ݇ݎൌ ͳǡ ǥ ǡ ݉Ǣ ݊ ൌ ͳǡʹǡ ǥ ǡሺ͵ሻ
where ݍఔାଵ ሺ݇ሻ ൌ ܲሺܻఔାଵ ൌ ݇ሻ is the probability mass function of ܻ .
Proof. If ݍ ሺ݆ሻ ൌ ܲሺܻ ൌ ݆ሻ is the probability mass function of ܻ for ݅ ൌ ͳǡ ǥ ǡ ߥ  ͳ, then ఔାଵ ሺ݆ ఔାଵ ሻ ൌ
is the joint probability function of ܻଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ܻఔାଵ . From (2), the result (3) is obtained. ז

ςఔାଵ
ୀଵ ݍ ሺ݆ ሻ

Let ࢅ ൌ ሺܻଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ܻ ሻ be ݉ dependent random variables having a joint Dirichlet ሺןଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ן ሻ distribution with
joint probability density function:
݂ሺݕଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݕ ሻ ൌ

Ȟሺߙଵ   ڮ ߙ ሻ ఈభିଵ
ఈ ିଵ
ݕ
ǥ ݕ ǡሺͶሻ
Ȟሺߙଵ ሻ ǥ Ȟሺߙ ሻ ଵ

where Ͳ  ݕ  ͳ for ݅ ൌ ͳǡ ǥ ǡ ݉ and σ
ୀଵ ݕ ൌ ͳ. The parameters ן are all positive, ݅ ൌ ͳǡ ǥ ǡ ݉. Let  ܤdenote
the simplex of portfolio vectors defined as:


 ܤൌ ൝ሺݕଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݕ ሻǣͲ  ݕ  ͳǡ ݅ ൌ ͳǡ ǥ ǡ ݉Ǣ ݕ ൌ ͳൡ Ǥሺͷሻ
ୀଵ

 ାଵ ሽ of
Then from Tan [3], the Dirichletሺןଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ן Ǣ ߭ሻ universal portfolio of order ߥ is defined as the sequence ሼ࢈
universal portfolios for a fixed integer ߥ given by:
ܾାଵǡ ൌ

 ݕ ሺ࢟௧ ࢞ ሻሺ࢟௧ ࢞ିଵ ሻ ǥ ൫࢟௧ ࢞ିሺఔିଵሻ ൯݂ሺݕଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݕ ሻ݀࢟
ሺ࢟௧ ࢞ ሻሺ࢟௧ ࢞ିଵ ሻ ǥ ൫࢟௧ ࢞ିሺఔିଵሻ ൯݂ሺݕଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݕ ሻ݀࢟

ሺሻ

 ାଵ for ݊ ൏ ߥ can be arbitrary. Note that the numerator of (6)
for ݇ ൌ ͳǡ ǥ ǡ ݉ and ݊ ൌ ߥǡ ߥ  ͳǡ ǥ. The portfolios ࢈
can be written as:






න ݕ ቌ  ݕభ ݔభ ቍ ቌ  ݕమ ݔିଵǡమ ቍ ǥ ቌ  ݕഌ ݔିఔାଵǡഌ ቍ ݂ሺݕଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݕ ሻ݀࢟


భ ୀଵ

మ ୀଵ

ഌ ୀଵ
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ൌ න ݕ ቌ   ǥ  ሺݕభ ݕమ ǥ ݕഌ ሻሺݔభ ݔିଵǡమ ǥ ݔିఔାଵǡഌ ሻቍ ݂ሺݕଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݕ ሻ݀࢟ ሺሻ




భ ୀଵ మ ୀଵ



ഌ ୀଵ
 ሺǢሻ మ ሺǢሻ
 ሺǢሻ
ܻଶ
ǥ ܻ
ቃ ሺͺሻ

ൌ    ǥ  ሺݔభ ݔିଵǡమ ǥ ݔିఔାଵǡഌ ሻ ܧቂܻଵ భ
భ ୀଵ మ ୀଵ

ഌ ୀଵ

where ݊ ሺ݇Ǣ ሻ is the number of ݕ ’s in the product ൫ݕ ݕభ ݕమ ǥ ݕഌ ൯,  ൌ ሺ݆ଵ ǡ ݆ଶ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݆ ሻ݂ ͳݎ ݆  ݉ǡ  ݎൌ
ͳǡʹǡ ǥ ǡ ݉Ǣ Ͳ  ݊ ሺ݇Ǣ ሻ  ߥ  ͳܽ݊݀ σ
that ݊ ሺ݇Ǣ ሻ ൌ ݊ ሺሻ  ͳif  ݎൌ ݇ and
ୀଵ ݊ ሺ݇Ǣ ሻ ൌ ߥ  ͳǤNote
݊ ሺ݇Ǣ ሻ ൌ ݊ ሺሻif ݇ ് ݎ, where ݊ ሺሻ is the number of ݕ ’s in the product ሺݕభ ݕమ ǥ ݕഌ ሻ.
Proposition 2. The Dirichlet ሺןଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ן Ǣ ߥሻuniversal portfolio of order ߥ is generated by the probability mass
function
ఔାଵ ሺ݆ଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݆ఔ ǡ ݇ሻ ൌ ܧൣܻభ ǥܻഌ ܻ ൧ሺͻሻ
forሺ݆ଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݆ఔ ǡ ݇ሻ   אሼͳǡ ǥ ǡ ݉ሽఔାଵ , where the random variables ܻଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ܻ have the joint Dirichlet ሺןଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ן ሻ
distribution given by (4).
Proof. For the probability mass function given by (9), the portfolio components (2) and (6) are the same as a
consequence of (7). Since Ͳ  ܻ  ͳ for ݅ ൌ ͳǡ ǥ ǡ ݉, it is clear that Ͳ  ܧሾܻభ ǥܻഌ ܻ ሿ  ͳ. Furthermore,
   ܧൣܻభ ǥܻഌ ܻ ൧ ൌ  ܧൣሺܻଵ   ڮ ܻ ሻܻభ ǥܻഌ ൧
భ ǡǥǡഌ 

భ ǡǥǡഌ

ൌ



ܧൣሺܻଵ   ڮ ܻ ሻܻభ ǥܻഌషభ ൧

భ ǡǥǡഌషభ

ൌ ڮ
ൌͳ

by repeated application of the fact that ܻଵ   ڮ ܻ ൌ ͳ. Thus ఔାଵ ሺ݆ଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݆ఔ ǡ ݇ሻ given by (9) is a probability mass
function. ז
In the sequel, the first four joint moments of Dirichletሺןଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ן ሻ distribution given by (4) are evaluated. They
are required in the calculation of the portfolio components (6) in the Dirichletሺןଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ן Ǣ ߥሻ universal portfolios for
ߥ ൌ ͳǡ ʹǡ ͵. To evaluate the joint moments of (4), the gamma function property Ȟሺݑሻ ൌ ሺ ݑെ ͳሻȞሺ ݑെ ͳሻ for  ݑ ͳ
is used. For the first moment,
ܧሺܻ ሻ ൌ

Ȟሺߙଵ   ڮ ߙ ሻ Ȟሺߙଵ ሻ ǥ Ȟሺߙ  ͳሻ ǥ Ȟሺߙ ሻ
ߙ
ൌ
ǤሺͳͲሻ
ሺߙଵ   ڮ ߙ ሻ
Ȟሺߙଵ ሻ ǥ Ȟሺߙ ሻ
Ȟሺߙଵ ሻ ǥ Ȟሺߙ ሻ

For the second moment of (4) and ݅ ് ݆,
ܧ൫ܻ ܻ ൯ ൌ
ൌ
If݅ ൌ ݆,

Ȟሺߙଵ   ڮ ߙ ሻ Ȟሺߙଵ ሻ ǥ Ȟሺߙ  ͳሻ ǥ Ȟ൫ߙ  ͳ൯ ǥ Ȟሺߙ ሻ
Ȟሺߙଵ ሻ ǥ Ȟሺߙ ሻ
Ȟሺߙଵ ሻ ǥ Ȟሺߙ ሻ
ߙ ߙ
ሺͳͳሻ
ሺߙଵ   ڮ ߙ  ͳሻሺߙଵ   ڮ ߙ ሻ

ܧ൫ܻ ܻ ൯ ൌ

ሺߙ  ͳሻߙ
Ǥሺͳʹሻ
ሺߙଵ   ڮ ߙ  ͳሻሺߙଵ   ڮ ߙ ሻ

The Dirichlet ሺןଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ן Ǣ ͳሻ universal portfolio is given by:
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ܾାଵǡ ൌ
.

ͳ
ߙ ݔ
ቈߙ  
 ݂ ݇ݎൌ ͳǡ ǥ Ǥ ǡ ݉ǡ ݊ ൌ ͳǡ ʹǡ ǥ Ǥሺͳ͵ሻ
σ

ͳ
ߙ
൫σୀଵ ߙ ݔ ൯
ୀଵ 

Omitting the details of the calculations, the third and fourth moments of (4) are given by:
ሺߙ  ʹሻሺߙ  ͳሻߙ
݂ ݅ݎൌ ݆ ൌ ݇
ሺߙଵ   ڮ ߙ  ʹሻሺߙଵ   ڮ ߙ  ͳሻሺߙଵ   ڮ ߙ ሻ
ߙ ሺߙ  ͳሻߙ
ܧ൫ܻ ܻ ܻ ൯ ൌ
݂݆ ് ݅ݎǡ ݆ ൌ ݇ ሺͳͶሻ
 ۔ሺߙଵ   ڮ ߙ  ʹሻሺߙଵ   ڮ ߙ  ͳሻሺߙଵ   ڮ ߙ ሻ
ߙ ߙ ߙ
ۖ
ۖ
݂݆ ് ݅ݎǡ ݅ ് ݇ǡ ݆ ് ݇
ەሺߙଵ   ڮ ߙ  ʹሻሺߙଵ   ڮ ߙ  ͳሻሺߙଵ   ڮ ߙ ሻ
ۓ
ۖ
ۖ

ܧ൫ܻ ܻ ܻ ܻ ൯

ሺߙ  ͵ሻሺߙ  ʹሻሺߙ  ͳሻߙ
݂ ݅ݎൌ ݆ ൌ ݇ ൌ ݈
ሺߙଵ   ڮ ߙ  ͵ሻሺߙଵ   ڮ ߙ  ʹሻሺߙଵ   ڮ ߙ  ͳሻሺߙଵ   ڮ ߙ ሻ
ߙ ൫ߙ  ʹ൯൫ߙ  ͳ൯ߙ
݂݆ ് ݅ݎǡ ݆ ൌ ݇ ൌ ݈
ሺߙଵ   ڮ ߙ  ͵ሻሺߙଵ   ڮ ߙ  ʹሻሺߙଵ   ڮ ߙ  ͳሻሺߙଵ   ڮ ߙ ሻ
ሺߙ  ͳሻߙ ሺߙ  ͳሻߙ
ൌ
ሺͳͷሻ
݂ ݅ݎൌ ݆ǡ ݇ ൌ ݈Ǥ
۔
ሺߙଵ   ڮ ߙ  ͵ሻሺߙଵ   ڮ ߙ  ʹሻሺߙଵ   ڮ ߙ  ͳሻሺߙଵ   ڮ ߙ ሻ
ۖ
ߙ ߙ ሺߙ  ͳሻߙ
݂݆ ് ݅ݎǡ ݅ ് ݇ǡ ݆ ് ݇ǡ ݇ ൌ ݈
ۖ
ۖሺߙଵ   ڮ ߙ  ͵ሻሺߙଵ   ڮ ߙ  ʹሻሺߙଵ   ڮ ߙ  ͳሻሺߙଵ   ڮ ߙ ሻ
ߙ ߙ ߙ ߙ
ۖ
݂ݎሺ݅ǡ ݆ǡ ݇ǡ ݈ሻ݀݅ݐܿ݊݅ݐݏ
 ەሺߙଵ   ڮ ߙ  ͵ሻሺߙଵ   ڮ ߙ  ʹሻሺߙଵ   ڮ ߙ  ͳሻሺߙଵ   ڮ ߙ ሻ
ۓ
ۖ
ۖ
ۖ
ۖ

The second and third-order Dirichletሺןଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ן ሻ universal portfolios are given by (16) and (17) respectively by
substituting into (16) and (17) the respective moments (11), (12), (14) and (15):
ܾାଵǡ ൌ

ܾାଵǡ ൌ


σ
భ ୀଵ σమ ୀଵ ݔభ ݔିଵǡమ ܧൣܻభ ܻమ ܻ ൧

σ
భ ୀଵ σమ ୀଵ ݔభ ݔିଵǡమ ܧൣܻభ ܻమ ൧

݂ ݇ݎൌ ͳǡ ǥ ǡ ݉ǡ ݊ ൌ ʹǡ͵ǡ ǥ Ǥ ǡሺͳሻ



σ
భ ୀଵ σమ ୀଵ σయ ୀଵ ݔభ ݔିଵǡమ ݔିଶǡయ ܧൣܻభ ܻమ ܻయ ܻ ൧


σ
భ ୀଵ σమ ୀଵ σయ ୀଵ ݔభ ݔିଵǡమ ݔିଶǡయ ܧൣܻభ ܻమ ܻయ ൧

݂ ݇ݎൌ ͳǡ ǥ ǡ ݉ǡ ݊ ൌ ͵ǡ Ͷǡ ǥ Ǥ ǡሺͳሻ

The empirical performance of the Dirichletሺןଵ ǡ ןଶ ǡ ןଷ Ǣ ߥሻ universal portfolios for ߥ ൌ ͳǡ ʹǡ ͵ is studied in the next
section.

EMPIRICAL RESULTS
Three data sets A, B and C consisting of three-stock portfolios are selected for this study. The Malaysian
companies which are in the three-stock portfolios are shown in TABLE 1. There is a total of 500 trading days of the
stocks of the companies displayed in TABLE 1, where the period of trading is from January 1, 2003 until November
30, 2004.
For selected values of the parameters ߙଵ , ߙଶ and ߙଷ , the wealths ܵହ achieved after 500 trading days for data
sets A, B and C are displayed in TABLE 2. It is observed that the best wealths achieved by the order-1 universal
portfolios are 1.6539, 4.2962 and 4.2960 units for data sets A, B and C respectively, assuming an initial wealth of 1
unit. Sets B and C perform well compared with the dismal performance of A. For order-2 universal portfolios, the
best wealths achieved by A, B and C are 1.6539, 4.2962 and 4.2960 units respectively. It is observed that there is no
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significant change in performance of the order-1 and order-2 portfolios. When the order is increased to 3, there is a
slight increase in wealth from 1.6539 to 1.8782 units for set A by increasing the value of ߙଵ to 10000 and decreasing
the value of ߙଷ to 1. There is no significant change in the best wealths of 4.2962 to 4.2960 units achieved for sets B
and C respectively when the order is increased from 2 to 3.
Data Set
A
B
C

TABLE ( 1). The three Malaysian companies in the three-stock portfolios A, B and C.
Malaysian Companies in Each Portfolio

Malayan Banking, Genting, Amway (M) Holdings
Public Bank, Sunrise, YTL Corporation
Hong Leong Bank, RHB Capital, YTL Corporation

TABLE ( 2). The wealths ܵହ achieved by the Dirichletሺןଵ ǡ ןଶ ǡ ןଷ Ǣ ߥሻ universal portfolios for selected values of ߙଵ ǡ ߙଶ ǡ ߙଷ .
α1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
5
10
50
100
1000
10000

Parameter
α2
α3
1
1
1
2
1
3
1
5
1
10
1
50
1
100
1
1000
1
10000
2
1
3
1
5
1
10
1
50
1
100
1
1000
1
10000
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

order 1
1.5838
1.6070
1.6185
1.6298
1.6402
1.6507
1.6523
1.6538
1.6539
1.4757
1.4107
1.3373
1.2628
1.1859
1.1749
1.1648
1.1638
1.6529
1.6933
1.7387
1.7859
1.8375
1.8453
1.8526
1.8533

Set A
order 2
1.5846
1.6077
1.6190
1.6301
1.6403
1.6507
1.6523
1.6538
1.6539
1.4764
1.4112
1.3376
1.2629
1.1859
1.1749
1.1648
1.1638
1.6534
1.6936
1.7389
1.7860
1.8375
1.8453
1.8526
1.8533

order 3
1.5856
1.6048
1.6139
1.6224
1.6299
1.6372
1.6383
1.6393
1.6394
1.4771
1.4118
1.3380
1.2632
1.1860
1.1750
1.1648
1.1638
1.6598
1.7034
1.7529
1.8044
1.8609
1.8694
1.8774
1.8782

order 1
2.1949
2.6113
2.8910
3.2416
3.6470
4.1374
4.2148
4.2886
4.2962
2.0320
1.9331
1.8211
1.7074
1.5906
1.5740
1.5587
1.5572
1.9571
1.8240
1.6810
1.5427
1.4061
1.3872
1.3697
1.3679
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Set B
order 2
2.1977
2.6137
2.8929
3.2429
3.6476
4.1374
4.2149
4.2886
4.2962
2.0342
1.9348
1.8221
1.7078
1.5906
1.5740
1.5587
1.5572
1.9586
1.8250
1.6815
1.5429
1.4062
1.3872
1.3697
1.3679

order 3
2.2210
2.6344
2.9111
3.2574
3.6570
4.1398
4.2161
4.2887
4.2962
2.0642
1.9680
1.8583
1.7466
1.6317
1.6154
1.6004
1.5989
1.9762
1.8396
1.6932
1.5520
1.4129
1.3936
1.3758
1.3740

order 1
1.8621
2.3063
2.6167
3.0182
3.4978
4.0976
4.1942
4.2864
4.2960
1.5890
1.4405
1.2848
1.1384
0.9982
0.9790
0.9615
0.9597
1.7320
1.6548
1.5684
1.4813
1.3921
1.3794
1.3678
1.3666

Set C
order 2
1.8623
2.3066
2.6169
3.0183
3.4979
4.0976
4.1942
4.2864
4.2960
1.5893
1.4407
1.2849
1.1384
0.9982
0.9790
0.9615
0.9597
1.7319
1.6547
1.5683
1.4813
1.3921
1.3794
1.3678
1.3666

order 3
1.8790
2.3223
2.6312
3.0300
3.5057
4.0997
4.1952
4.2865
4.2960
1.6084
1.4607
1.3054
1.1591
1.0187
0.9995
0.9819
0.9801
1.7453
1.6664
1.5782
1.4896
1.3989
1.3860
1.3742
1.3730

It is observed that the finite-order Dirichlet universal portfolios perform well if heavier weights are placed on
the parameter ߙଷ . The performance of the finite-order Dirichlet universal portfolios is compared with that of the
moving-order Cover-Ordentlich (1996) universal portfolio in TABLE 3. The moving-order universal portfolio
achieves a slightly higher wealth of 1.8750 units compared with the finite-order wealths of 1.6394 - 1.6539 units
for data set A. On the contrary, all the finite-order universal portfolios perform better than the moving-order
universal portfolio for data sets B and C by achieving wealths in the range of 4.2764 - 4.2970 units compared with
the moving-order wealths in the range of 4.0594 - 4.0761 units. A lot of implementation time and memory is saved
by using the finite-order universal portfolios and at the same time performance is not sacrificed.
TABLE (3). Comparison of the wealths ܵହ achieved by the finite-order Dirichletሺןଵ ǡ ןଶ ǡ ןଷ Ǣ ߥሻ universal portfolios for
ߥ ൌ ͳǡ ʹǡ ͵ with that of the moving-order ሺߥ ൌ ݊ሻ Dirichletሺןଵ ǡ ןଶ ǡ ןଷ ሻ universal portfolios for data sets A, B and C and
selected values of ןଵ , ןଶ , ןଷ .
Data Set
α1
α2
α3
order n
order 1
order 2
order 3
A
0.01
0.01
5
1.874029
1.653751
1.653758
1.639339
0.01
0.01
10
1.874523
1.653814
1.653816
1.639356
0.01
0.01
50
1.874910
1.653912
1.653912
1.639414
0.01
0.01
100
1.874958
1.653927
1.653927
1.639424
0.01
0.01
1000
1.875001
1.653942
1.653942
1.639434
A
B

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

8000
5
10
50
100
1000

1.875005
4.062740
4.069261
4.074736
4.075440
4.076078

1.653944
4.280718
4.288727
4.295338
4.296179
4.296939

1.653944
4.280757
4.288738
4.295338
4.296179
4.296939

1.639435
4.281026
4.288871
4.295364
4.296192
4.296940

B
C

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

8000
5
10
50
100
1000

4.076140
4.059422
4.067466
4.074349
4.075244
4.076058

4.297013
4.276393
4.286567
4.294906
4.295963
4.296918

4.297013
4.276400
4.286568
4.294906
4.295963
4.296918

4.297013
4.276642
4.286684
4.294928
4.295974
4.296919

C

0.01

0.01

8000

4.076137

4.297010

4.297010

4.297011
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Spatial Model for Transmission of Mosquito-Borne Diseases
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Abstract. In this paper, a generic model which takes into account spatial heterogeneity for the dynamics of mosquitoborne diseases is proposed. The dissemination of the disease is described by a system of reaction-diffusion partial
differential equations. Host human and vector mosquito populations are divided into susceptible and infectious classes.
Diffusion is considered to occur in all classes of both populations. Susceptible humans are infected when bitten by
infectious mosquitoes. Susceptible mosquitoes bite infectious humans and become infected. The biting rate of mosquitoes
is considered to be density dependent on the total human population in different locations. The system is solved
numerically and results are shown.
Keywords: Reaction-diffusion; mathematical model; spatial; transmission.
PACS: 02.70.-c

INTRODUCTION
Mosquitoes are influential in spreading diseases making them vital vectors in the transmission of virus and
parasites from human to human. A mosquito will get infected when it takes a blood meal on an infectious human.
Thereafter, it will transmit the disease when it bites a susceptible human. Vector-borne diseases are major public
health problem [1]. Chikugunya, dengue, filariasis, Japanese Encephalitis and malaria are a few diseases which
spread through mosquito bites. From 1 January to 2 November 2013, a total of 29,754 dengue cases have been
recorded in Malaysia, which represents a 60% increase compared to the corresponding period last year as reported
by World Health Organization Western Pacific Region [2].
Mathematical models have been greatly used to observe the dynamics of infectious diseases and to assist in
determining the best control measures to eliminate them. These models use mathematics to translate the behavior of
diseases in a more precise portrayal. Hence, they can assist in examining the seriousness of diseases concerned and
repercussions of proposed control measures. Deterministic models are widely used in epidemic modeling. They
usually consist of ordinary differential equations, for example models by Ross [3], Ngwa and Shu [17], Pongsumpun
et al. [4], Cai and Li [5] and Labadin et al. [12]. These can present predictions of future cases against time.
Movement of individuals has been known to expedite the geographical spread of infectious diseases. Researchers
have been examining the geographic distribution of diseases by dividing populations according to their spatial
locations. Metapopulation models (eg. [6] and [16]) consider subpopulations in every population. These models
provide useful framework for modeling diseases where hosts can be divided into spatial sub-units. Lattice-based
models such as cellular automata took into account transition probabilities occurring with sites in the neighborhood
[7]. Geographers normally use maps to inspect disease spread and geographic information systems (GIS) have
attracted a lot of attention. Shirayama et al. study the impact of the intervention coverage and people's adherence to
the intervention on malaria health outcome [8]. Using GIS they found that in villages with malaria cases, lower
intervention coverage, and lower adherence were identified. Perez and Dragicevic [9] integrated an agent-based
model with GIS to mimic the spread of diseases. They observe that the dynamic spatial interactions within the
population lead to high numbers of exposed individuals who perform stationary activities in areas after they have
finished commuting, such as in schools and universities. Spatially continuous models, for example, reactiondiffusion models assume populations and space as continuous. These partial differential equations models have been
used to display the spread of diseases ([10], [11], [13] and [18]) .Transmission of diseases is treated to happen
locally and the dissemination of disease is motivated by diffusion. However, certain terms can be varied spatially as
done by Wang and Zhao [14] whereupon transmission risk and recruitment rate of female mosquitoes were
considered as function of space.
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Taking into account the similarity in transmission of mosquito-borne diseases, a reaction-diffusion generic model
for mosquito-borne diseases was developed [15]. A general model which incorporates both spatial and temporal
factors as well as caters for the many different mosquito-borne diseases is profitable as most models constructed are
for specific disease. In this paper, refinement is done on the generic model in [15] to include biting rate of
mosquitoes that is dependent on the density of total human populations. The proposed new generic model will be
discussed in the next section. In section 3, the numerical simulations of the model will be presented and analyzed. In
the last section, discussion and conclusion delivered.

MODEL FORMULATION
Simulation of the generic model [15] was compared with Wang and Zhao’s [14] using parameter values from
[14]. It was found that the result was not in very good agreement thus it was decided that the model in [15] will be
refined.
As in the generic mosquito-borne diseases model [15], Susceptible-Infectious (SI) compartments were
considered for both host human and vector mosquito population. In [15] it is assumed that the density of total human
population follows the logistic population growth law thus biologically it stabilizes at H(x). However in this refined
model, we consider total human density as N H S H  I H and total mosquito density as N M S M  I M . Total
human and mosquito density at any point x and time t are N H ( t , x ) and N M ( t , x ) respectively. The spatial density
of Susceptible human and mosquito population are S H ( t , x ) and S M ( t , x ) while Infectious human and mosquito
population are I H ( t , x ) and I M ( t , x ) . Biting rate of mosquitoes on humans, E in [15] is replaced with

gN H
hence it is dependent in density of total human population N H .
1  gON H
There are some notable differences between the refined generic model and Wang and Zhao’s [14]. Firstly, there
are more compartments in [14] for both human (Exposed and Recovered states) and mosquito population (Exposed).
Furthermore, our proposed model assumes that infectious individuals transmit the disease to susceptible individuals
in their current location where else Wang and Zhao [14] considered nonlocal transmission. Diffusion rate for the
infectious and susceptible for our present model is the same but they are different in [14]. Lastly disease-induced
deaths are not taken into account in the refined model but on the contrary included in [14].
The system which considers the movement of humans and mosquitoes via diffusion:

wS H ( t , x )
wt
wI H ( t , x )
wt

wS M ( t , x )
wt

wI M ( t , x )
wt

DH

DH

w2SH ( t, x )
wx

2

w2I H ( t , x )

DM

DM

wx2

gN H ( t , x ) I M ( t , x )
S H ( t , x )  rI H  d H S H ( t , x )
1  gON H ( t , x ) N H ( t , x )

(1 )

gN H ( t  W H , x ) I M ( t  W M , x )
S H ( t  W H , x )  ( d H  r )I H ( t , x )
1  gON H ( t  W H , x ) N H ( t  W H , x )

(2)

J c

c

w2SM ( t, x )
wx

2

w2 I M ( t, x )
wx

2

 / b

gN H ( t , x ) I H ( t , x )
SM ( t, x )  dM SM ( t, x )
1  gON H ( t , x ) N H ( t , x )

 dM I M ( t, x )  b

gN H ( t  W M ) I H ( t  W H , x )
S M ( t W M , x )
1  gON H ( t  W M ) N H ( t  W M )

FIGURE 1 shows the compartmental model of the system.
Parameters used in the model above are as stated below:
DH : diffusion rate for humans

DM : diffusion rate for mosquitoes
J : human recruitment rate
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(3)

(4)

c : transmission probability per bite from I M o S H
d H : human death rate
r : recovery rate
/ : mosquito recruitment rate
b : transmission probability per bite from I H o S M
d M : mosquito death rate
W H : incubation period in humans
W M : incubation period in mosquitoes
g : searching rate of a mosquito
O : time for a mosquito to consume blood per bite
All parameters are assumed to be non-negative.
Neumann boundary condition is imposed on the system hence domain : which is the spatial habitat with boundary
w: where n denotes the exterior normal to w: :

wS H
wn

wI H
wn

wSM
wn

wI M
wn

0, t ! 0, x  w:

(5)

FIGURE 1. Compartmental model for reaction-diffusion system (1)-(4).
Next we venture into the Basic Reproduction Number R0 for the proposed model. Basic Reproduction Number is
the expected number of secondary cases produced in a completely susceptible population, by a typical infective
individual. Let S H *

J
dH

and S M *

/
dM

and the model (1-4) has a spatially homogeneous disease-free
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equilibrium E0 ( S H *,0, S M *,0 ) . By using the argument by Wang and Zhao [14], an explicit Basic Reproduction
Number is obtained.
The explicit Basic Reproduction Number is: R0

bgS M *
cgS H *
u
.
( 1  OgS H *)d M ( 1  OgS H *)( r  d H )

MODEL ANALYSIS
To resolve the system of partial differential equations, suitable numerical method is adopted. Equations (1-4) are
discretized and solved using Crank Nicolson method on (0,1). We want to compare the numerical result from this
model with that of Wang and Zhao [14]. Therefore parameters used are taken from [14] as below:
DH
dH
r

0.01km 2 .day 1 , DM
1 / 24000day
0.02day

except /

-1

,O

1

,b

1, J

0.02km 2 .day 1 ,c

0.375,d M
1/2400 day

1 / 14day

0.75, g
1

,W H

2,
5days ,W M

10days,

1

0.5 .

In order to run the simulation, initial data applied is:

SH (I,x )

0.03, I H ( I , x )

0.22 , S M (\ , x ) 1 and I M (\ , x )

2 x  2

I  [ W H ,0 ],\  [ W M ,0 ], x  [ 0,1].
Numerical results acquired show that the disease persists in both human and mosquito population as can be seen in
FIGURE 2 and FIGURE 3.

FIGURE 2. The density of Infectious mosquito in time and space.
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FIGURE 3. The density of Infectious human in time and space.
As parameters used to run the simulation are taken from [14], the numerical results are compared with Wang and
Zhao [14]. In FIGURE 2, the spread of Infectious mosquito density for our proposed generic model resembles
numerical simulations from [14]. The density value coincides with the result in [14] as well.
Similarly, the spread of Infectious human density seen in Figure 3 demonstrates corresponding behavior and
magnitude as the result in [14].
Next, this system of reaction-diffusion equations (1-4) is solved using parameters from [19] and initial data
mentioned in [15] since we want to compare the result with Lou and Zhao’s [19]. As the main differences between
this system and [15] are the terms for biting rate and total human population, minor adjustments can be made to the
parameters to produce the system in [15]. We set N H H 100 [19], g E / H 0.003 , and O 0 which will

gN H
, to E and this proposed model (1-4) to the system in [15]. When
1  gON H
comparison is done, this gives us the same numerical results as in [15].
Hence, the spatial-temporal model proposed in this paper (1)-(4) is able to generate numerical results which are
in good agreement with both simulations in [14] and [19].

immediately convert the biting rate

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a refined spatial temporal generic model for mosquito-borne diseases. Instead of using
biting rate of mosquito as a constant, it is formulated to depend on the density of total human population. The total
human population is considered as N H S H  I H . Transmission of the disease is assumed to occur among those
living in a spatially continuous environment and happens among those in the same location. Using parameter values
from [14], simulation results for both density of human and mosquito population for the proposed model are found
to be almost identical to that of [14] and [19]. In the future, control strategies and environment factors are
contemplated to be added into the model. Travelling wave and the minimum spread speed of the model can also be
determined. A software based on the generic model can be constructed for ease of use by health officers in vectorcontrol units and policymakers. As a result, experiments on human population can be done in the models to predict
the future outcome of mosquito-borne diseases without the need to carry out actual research. What-if questions
regarding the behavior and spatial spread of the diseases can be answered as well.
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Abstract. This paper intends to reveal the ability of the linear interpolation method to predict missing values in solar
radiation time series. Reliable dataset is equally tends to complete time series observed dataset. The absence or presence
of radiation data alters long-term variation of solar radiation measurement values. Based on that change, the opportunities
to provide bias output result for modelling and the validation process is higher. The completeness of the observed
variable dataset has significantly important for data analysis. Occurrence the lack of continual and unreliable time series
solar radiation data widely spread and become the main problematic issue. However, the limited number of research
quantity that has carried out to emphasize and gives full attention to estimate missing values in the solar radiation dataset.
Keywords: Missing value; imputation; solar radiation.
PACS: 96.60.Ub; 02.50.-r

INTRODUCTION
The fastest intelligent system development in monitoring works is changing our future work in deals with real
time monitoring data records. Through this automatic device, require multiple variables have measured at very fast
and provide reading values in simultaneously. By observing the solar radiation intensity at specific area has been
measured by Automatic Weather Station (AWS) and this sophisticated instrument has used in Malaysia. The
advantage of this instrument is capable to provide continues the measurement to produce long-term reliable data
records. In the long-term dataset is important for behaviour prediction analysis due to details information
availability. In the sense of studies in the solar energy field, information about global solar radiation data and its
related component at specific area are very indispensable. Essential of complete data record and accurate solar
radiation time series data not only significant to solar energy system (Active solar application and Passive solar
application) [1], [2] but also in other scientific research such as architecture, industry, agriculture, environment,
hydrology, agrology, meteorology limnology, oceanography, and ecology [3].
According to that significant, complete dataset with reliable values in the dataset is very important for other
related analysis. However, reliable data for solar radiation is difficult to adequately compare to other meteorology
variable due to incomplete and instrument failure [4]. This inhabitation invited available dataset may contain with
percentage of missing values and the data access is often limited. On incomplete circumstance inside the dataset
provide insufficient sampling and may lead analysis result is bias. Missing value or data gaps problematic in time
series are the ancient problem until presently studies and become as the main challenge when observe long-term
monitoring dataset. Constrain to complete acquisition values in time series data provide huge implication for time
series analysis, particularly in runoff process modelling [5]. However, has limited number of research focus on
estimating missing values in solar radiation time series.
In this research article, estimating missing values in solar radiation datasets by using linear interpolation claimed
as the main objective. Two (2) levels of simulation missing value percentage, five percent (5%) and ten percent
(10%) used in this study. Surrogate method, linear interpolation has to fill the missing values contained in both
simulation datasets. As the result, evaluation of prediction performance towards method used and simulation
datasets has presented as the finding of this research.
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Missing Values
By observation on fluctuate solar radiation data, the data have records in term of continuity since immemorial
until todays. Normally, prolonged monitor produce lower quality dataset and unreliable dataset due to incomplete
data records [6]. The missing value or missing data gap in the available recorded data existed several amounts of
absent values that able to distort the production process and prediction model development. In several studies,
estimation techniques have used to estimate missing values in solar radiation dataset. All these research not
particularly focusing on estimation method studies but used estimation method to fill the absent values in the data
sample to provide reliable data for models development and model evaluation due to questionable quality of
available data records and the numbers of missing values on the used dataset [7]. Secondly, the most important issue
that needs to be addressed before data analysis can be completed available missing value on the dataset [8] due to
provide reliable dataset for further analysis likes solar radiation data which usually use in other scientific area.
Mostly, solar radiation monitoring system normally sometime provides discontinuities dataset [9]. This situation
usually contributes unreliable data due to lose value in long-term global solar radiation data and ought to estimate
[10]. The advantage of completed solar radiation time series is significant to determine the reliability of the system
[11]. However, not much of researchers prefer to estimate missing values in the solar radiation dataset as main
objective even in sampling data. Much of researchers try to ignore the missing value. The incomplete data problem
occurred in time series able to overcome by adopting imputation techniques [12]. In statistics, imputation method is
the way to predict missing value by using a mathematical model [13].

Imputation Techniques
Imputation technique is an essential process to fill the absent value in the time series. In statistics, imputation
method is the way to predict missing value by using a mathematical model [13]. Imputation method is the best way
to deal with missing value problems in solar radiation dataset. In imputation process, necessary not use any
additional climatic parameter and easily to computational compare to available numerical model in estimation solar
radiation value. Addition, imputation methods not commonly techniques applied in solar radiation study to estimate
hourly missing values in time series. Imputation methods regularly use in estimate missing value in environmental
pollutant gas. Imputation techniques have two (2) types, univariate imputation and multivariate imputation. On this
research will use a univariate imputation approach due to use only single variable dataset.

DATA AND METHOD
The Data
The data used in this study is solar radiation data (measured in MJm-2) at Kangar, Perlis area. Solar radiation
intensity data for the year 2012 from the Kangar area in Perlis as selected area due to minimal erroneous data
(missing values) obtain from this area. This dataset obtained from Malaysia Meteorological Department. Along this
study, this dataset always known as initial data set and from the dataset, the simulation works have done to generate
two (2) types of percentage missing value dataset. On both simulations missing value datasets, can be obtained from
TABLE (1). In TABLE (1) has been described about the descriptive statistics on initial data and both simulation
datasets. At initial dataset, contain five (5) values that are lost according to the fault instrument sensor. However, all
these loses values do not provide any affect to this study due to missing value occurred in small scale (less than 1%).
The dataset contains less than 1% missing values inside the dataset, it is not affecting to prediction performance
[14]. According to the TABLE (1), mean value and standard deviation for three (3) datasets is same but contain
different numbers of missing values inside the datasets.
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Data Properties
Valid Data
Mean
Standard Deviation
Missing Value
Minimum Value
Maximum Value

TABLE (1). Descriptive Statistics on initial and simulation datasets.
Initial Data
5% Missing Values Dataset
10% Missing Values Dataset
4387
4175
3954
1.16
1.16
1.16
0.82
0.82
0.82
5
217
438
0.01
0.01
0.01
3.09
3.09
3.09

Method: Linear Interpolation
Replacing the missing value on both simulation datasets used Linear Interpolation as estimating tools. Linear
interpolation is a very familiar technique to estimate missing values in the time series dataset and regularly found in
air pollution study field due to prompt method and easy to handle. Thus, Linear Interpolation adopted as a missing
value prediction method to predict loses value in simulation datasets.
Linear interpolation normally recognizes as two (2) data point connected in a straight line. This is a simpler
approach to predict the loses value in dataset by using two (2) point which closes at missing place, upper and the
bottom missing side. The equation of the linear interpolation function has described below in equation (1).

y ( x)

b0  b1 ( x  x0 )

(1)

Based on the equation (1), x and x0 are independently variable while y(x) is dependent for x value. Then, x0 is a
known variable. For b0 and b1 represent by equation (2) and equation (3).

b0

b1

y ( x0 )

(2)

y ( x1 )  y ( x0 )
x1  x0

(3)

From equation (3), y(x0), y(x1) and x1 is a known variable.

Statistical Indicators
Statistical indicators are the guide tools to evaluate the prediction performance when missing values in
simulation datasets are estimated using linear interpolation method. There are six (6) indicators that have been used
to evaluate linear interpolation method and they are such following below. Normally, these indicators usually used
to evaluate prediction methods particularly in estimating missing values in time series data.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

Mean Absolute Error (MAE)
Normalized Absolute Error (NAE)
Prediction Accuracy (PA)
Coefficient of Determination (CoD)
Root Square Mean Error (RSME)
Index of Agreement (IA)

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Regarding to the statistical indicator result, only small variability has been obtained in the performance of Linear
Interpolation when predict missing values on both simulation datasets. This has proved that linear interpolation can
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handle very well for five percent (5%) and ten percent (10%) missing value contained inside the dataset. In TABLE
(2) for both simulated data, only three (3) indicators, NAE, CoD and RSME present slightly different values but
remains indicators provide same values. However, all the indicators keep showing the best result for linear
interpolation as estimation tool.
TABLE (2). Performance indicator results for linear interpolation on each simulation missing value datasets.
5% Missing Values Dataset
10% Missing Value Dataset
0.22
0.22
0.18
0.19
0.94
0.94
0.87
0.88
0.30
0.29
0.96
0.96

Statistical Indicator
Mean Absolute Error (MAE)
Normalized Absolute Error (NAE)
Prediction Accuracy (PA)
Coefficient of Determination (CoD)
Root Square Mean Error (RSME)
Index of Agreement (IA)

The dataset which contains five percent (5%) missing values can be manageable but for handling larger than 5%
missing instances need sophisticated techniques to discover all the loses values [14]. In this research, contribute and
proposed the proper simpler techniques to predict the lose value on the largest missing values dataset. Therefore,
linear interpolation has good skills to predict missing values in time series data that contains by 10% lost values.
According to the TABLE (1), the information on both simulation datasets is equal except the amount of missing
values. The amount of missing value mostly influences the prediction performance. However, in this case, numbers
of missing value do not give the huge implication due to missing data distribution. Higher percentages of missing
value in the dataset will influence the data distribution due to contains of missing values.

CONCLUSION
As a conclusion, the linear interpolation method is a good predictor in estimation missing value on solar
radiation dataset. In this preliminary study just used two (2) dataset respectively contains 5% and 10% missing
values. However, this research can be expendable by using more missing values contain in the datasets and add
more technique for evaluation studies. Based on this study, linear interpolation has successful techniques to estimate
missing values on solar radiation dataset that contains 5% and 10% missing values.
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Abstract. Let ( X , F ) be a measurable space, and S ( X , F ) be the set of all probability measures on ( X , F ) where X
is a state space and F is V - algebra on X . We consider a nonlinear transformation (quadratic stochastic operator)
defined by (VO )( A)

³³ P( x, y, A)dO( x)dO ( y) , where

P( x, y, A) is regarded as a function of two variables x and y

XX

with fixed A  F . A quadratic stochastic operator V is called a regular, if for any initial measure the strong
limit lim V n (O ) is exists . In this paper, we construct a family of quadratic stochastic operators defined on the segment
nof

X

>0,1@ with Borel V - algebra F on

X , prove their regularity and show that the limit measure is a Dirac measure.

Keywords: Quadratic stochastic operator; regular; strong limit; Dirac measure.
PACS: 05.45.-a

INTRODUCTION
Let (X,F) be a measurable space and S(X,F) be the set of all probability measures on (X,F), where X is a state
space and F is σ-algebra on X. It is known that the set S(X,F) is a compact, convex space and a form of Dirac
measure G x which defined by

1
®
¯0

G x ( A)

if x  A
if x  A

(1)

for any A F are extremal elements of S(X,F).
Let ^P( x, y, A) : x, y  X , A  F` , be a family of functions P( x, y, A) : X u X u F o R which satisfy the
following conditions:
(i)
P( x, y,)  S ( X , F ) for any fixed x, y  X , that is, P( x, y,.) : F o [0,1] is the probabilistic measure on F,
(ii) P( x, y, A) is measurable function on X u X , F F which regarded as a function of two variables x and y
with fixed A F ,
(iii) P( x, y, A) P( y, x, A) for any x, y  X and A  F.
Definition 1.1 A mapping V: S(X,F) → S(X,F) is called a quadratic stochastic operator generated by the family of
functions ^P( x, y, A) : x, y  X , A  F` if for an arbitrary measure O  S ( X , F ) , then the measure O c VO is
defined as follows

³ ³ P( x, y, A)dO ( x)dO ( y)

O c( A)

(2)

XX

where A F is an arbitrary measurable set.
Assume

V

k 1

^V
k

k

(O )  S ( X , F ) : k

`

0,1,2,...

is a trajectory of the initial measure O  S X , F , where

(O ) V (V (O )) for all k = 0, 1, 2, … , with V 0 (O )

O.
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Definition 1.2 A measure O  S X , F is called a fixed point of a quadratic stochastic operator V, if VO

O.

Definition 1.3 A quadratic stochastic operator V is called a regular, if for any initial measure O  S X , F
strong limit
lim V n (O ) P

(3)

is exists. Also, for any measurable set A  F the limit
lim V n (O )( A) P ( A)

(4)

n of

n of

the

is exists, where P  S X , F .
Note that the limit point is a fixed point of a quadratic stochastic operator V. Thus, the fixed points of quadratic
stochastic operator describe a limit or long run behaviour of the trajectories at any initial point. Limit behaviour of
the trajectories and the fixed points of quadratic stochastic operator play an important role in many applied problems
[1-17].
If X ^1,2,...,n` , a natural σ-algebra F on X is a power set P(X), and the set of all probability measures on (X,F)
has the following form
n

½
°
°
S ( X , F ) { S n 1 ® x ( x1 , x 2 ,...,x n )  R n : xi t 0, for i 1,...,n and
x i 1¾ ,
°̄
°
i 1
¿
then a measure P(i, j,) is a discrete measure on finite set X and one can define this measure by specifying measure

¦

of each singleton as follows P(i, j, ^k`) { Pij ,k .

A well-known definition of quadratic stochastic operator on finite X is stated as follows ([see [3,15]).
Definition 1.4 A mapping V: Sn-1 Æ Sn-1 is called a quadratic stochastic operator, if for any
x = (x1, x2 ,…, xn)  Sn-1 , Vx is defined as

(Vx ) k

n

¦P

i, j 1

where the coefficients

ij , k

xi x j

(5)

Pij ,k which also called as coefficients of heredity satisfy the following conditions:

(i)

Pij ,k ≥ 0;

(ii)

Pij ,k = Pji ,k ;
n

(iii)

¦P

ij , k

=1

k 1

for all i, j, k є { 1, 2, …, n}. It is evident that these three conditions fully consistent with conditions formulated in
general case.
Definition 1.5 The quadratic stochastic operator V is called Volterra, if Pij ,k

0 for any k  ^i, j` .

The biological treatment of Volterra quadratic stochastic operators is rather clear, which the offspring repeats one
of its parents. Evidently, for any Volterra quadratic stochastic operator,

Pii ,i

1, Pik ,i  Pki ,k

Pik ,i  Pik ,k

1 for all i, k

1,..., n; i z k.

(6)

The trajectory behavior of Volterra quadratic stochastic operators with finite state space X have been studied in
many publications [4-8], and [17]. However the publications about quadratic stochastic operator on continual state
space are absent.
In this paper we consider quadratic stochastic operator on continual state space X. We define a Volterra quadratic
stochastic operator on continual state space and prove that such operators are regular.
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A VOLTERRA QUADRATIC STOCHASTIC OPERATOR
ON CONTINUAL STATE SPACE
Let (X,F) be a measurable space with continual state space X.
Definition 2.1 A probabilistic measure μ on (X,F) is said to be discrete, if there exists a

^x1 , x2 ,...,xn `  X , such that

P ^xi `

n

pi for i=1,…, n, with

¦p

i

finitely many elements

1. Then P ( X \ ^x1 , x 2 ,...,x n `)

0 and for

i 1

¦ P ( x ).

any A F , P ( A)

i

xi A

An example of a family ^P( x, y, A) : x, y  X , A  F` on continual state space X, such that for any x, y  X a
measure P( x, y,) is a discrete measure, is shown in the following.
Example 1 Let (X,F) be a measurable space, where X is a state space and F is σ-algebra on X, and S(X,F) be the set
of all probability measures on (X,F). For any x, y  X and A  F , assume

P( x, y, A)

if x  A and y  A,

0
°1
°
®
°2
°
¯1

if x  A, y  A or x  A, y  A,

(7)

if x  A and y  A.

It is easy to verify that the quadratic stochastic operator V generated by (7) is identity transformation, that is for any
measure O  S ( X , F ) , then we have VO

O.

Thus, for any A F ,

O c( A)

³ ³ P( x, y, A)dO ( x)dO ( y) ³ ³ 1 dO ( x)dO ( y)  ³ ³
X X

A AC

AA



1
 dO ( x)dO ( y )
2

1

³ ³ 2 dO ( x)dO ( y)  ³ ³ 0  dO ( x)dO ( y)

AC A

AC AC

1
2

1
2

O 2 ( A)  O ( A)(1  O ( A))  (1  O ( A)) O ( A) O ( A)
where AC

X \ A . Therefore, the quadratic stochastic operator V generated by family of functions (7) is identity

transformation.

Family of Quadratic Stochastic Operators on [0,1]
Let X=[0,1] and F be a Borel σ-algebra on X. For any element ( x, y)  X u X , we define a discrete probability

P( x, y,) as follows:
(i) for x < y assume P( x, y, ^x`)

p and P( x, y, ^y`)

(ii) for x = y assume P( x, x, ^x`) 1,

q,

(8)
(9)

(iii) for x > y assume P( y, x, ) P( x, y,),

(10)
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where p + q = 1, with p ≥0 and q ≥0.
Let V be an operator generated by family of functions (8-10). This operator is a natural generalization of Volterra
quadratic stochastic operator [4-7]. Note that if p = q =0.5, then corresponding operator is identity operator.
It is proved that for any extremal point G a , then a  [0,1] is a fixed point of the operator V. Since G a (^a`) 1 ,
then from (9) , we have

G c(^a`)

³ ³ P( x, y, ^a`)dG

a ( x)dG a ( y )

P(a, a, ^a`) 1 G a (^a`)

XX

that is the Dirac measure G a , a  [0,1] is a fixed point.
Let O  S ( X , F ) be a probabilistic measure and A [a, b]  F be a segment in X with AC

[0, a)  (b,1].

Then,
1

O c( A)

³³
0

b b

1

P( x, y, A) dO ( x)dO ( y )

³³

b a

1  dO ( x)dO ( y ) 

a a

0

³³

b 1

p  dO ( x)dO ( y ) 

a 0

³ ³ q  dO ( x)dO ( y)
a b

a b

1 b

a a

a 1

0 a
1 a

b a
1 1

0 0

0 b

³ ³ p  dO ( x)dO ( y)  ³ ³ q  dO ( x)dO ( y)  ³ ³ 0  dO ( x)dO ( y)  ³ ³ 0  dO ( x)dO ( y)


³ ³ 0  dO ( x)dO ( y)  ³ ³ 0  dO ( x)dO ( y)

b 0
2

b b

O ([ a, b])  pO ([ a, b]) O ([ 0, a))  qO ([ a, b]) O ((b,1])  pO ([ a, b]) O ([ 0, a))  qO ([ a, b]) O ((b,1])
O ([ a, b])>O ([ a, b])  2 pO ([ 0, a))  2qO ((b,1]) @
It is evident that the measure O c VO is absolutely continuous with respect to measure O . Then according
Radon-Nikodym Theorem, there exists non-negative measurable function f : X→R called density, such that

O c( A)

³ f ( x)dO ( x).
A

The derivations of the density function are presented as follows. For rather small segment [x, x+Δx] we have

O c([ x, x  'x]) O ([ x, x  'x])>O ([ x, x  'x])  2 pO ([0, x))  2qO (( x  'x,1])@
and
f ( x)

lim

'x o0

O c([ x, x  'x])
O ([ x, x  'x])

lim >O ([ x, x  'x])  2 pO ([0, x))  2qO (( x  'x,1])@

'x o0

2 pO ([0, x))  2qO (( x,1]).

Now, consider a measure O cc VO c . It is evident that

O cc( A)

³ f ( x)dO c( x)
A

and since O cc is absolutely continuous with respect to measure O , then

O cc( A)

³F

( 2)

( x)dO ( x)

A

where F ( 2) ( x)

f ( x (1) ) f ( x (2) ).
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(11)

According to (11), we have

O cc([ x, x  'x]) O c([ x, x  'x])>O c([ x, x  'x])  2 pO c([ 0, x))  2qO c(( x  'x,1]) @
O ([ x, x  'x])>O ([ x, x  'x])  2 pO ([ 0, x))  2qO (( x  'x,1]) @
{O ([ x, x  'x])>O ([ x, x  'x])  2 pO ([ 0, x))  2qO (( x  'x,1]) @
 2 pO ([ 0, x])[ O ([ 0, x])  2qO (( x,1])]  2qO ([ x  'x,1])[ O ([ x  'x,1]  2 pO ([ 0, x  'x))}.
Then,

F ( 2) ( x) [2 pO ([0, x))  2qO (( x,1])] 
{2 pO ([0, x])[ O ([0, x]  2qO ([ x,1])]  2qO ([ x,1])[ O ([ x,1])  2 pO ([ 0, x])}.
Similarly, one can show that a measure V n (O ) is absolutely continuous with respect to

(V n O )( A)

³F

( n)

O for any n and

( x)dO ( x) .

A

The computations for F ( n) ( x) are shown as follows. Let x ( n)

x (1)

O ([0, x)) , n 2,3,... . Then, 1  x (n)

Assume f ( x ( n) )

F (1) ( x)

x (n1) ( x ( n1)  2q(1  x ( n1) ) , with

(1  x ( n1) )(1  x ( n1)  2 px ( n1) ) .

2 px ( n)  2q(1  x ( n) ). Thus,

f ( x (1) ), that is F (1) ( x)

f ( x) and F ( 2) ( x)

f ( x (1) ) f ( x (2) ).

Using induction, one can show that for any n we have

F ( n ) ( x)

n

 f (x

(i )

).

i 1

It is easy to see that F ( n) (0)

(2q) n and F (n) (1)

(2 p) n .

Since
1

³F

(n)

( x)dO ( x) 1 ,

0

and

F ( n ) ( x) is monotone function, then

F (n) (0) o 0 and F ( n) (1) o f if p ! 1 / 2
and
F (n) (0) o f and F (n) (1) o 0 if p  1 / 2 .
If O m is a usual Lebesgue measure on [0, 1], then m([0,x)) = x, and f ( x)
explicitly find the functions F

( n)

(12)
(13)

2 px  2q(1  x). Then, we can

( x) for any n.

In FIGURE 1, we present graph of function F ( n) ( x) for some fixed values p, q and n.
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FIGURE 1. Graph of Function F (10) ( x) for Some Fixed Values p and q.

From equations (12) and (13), FIGURE 1 immediately follows our main result.
Theorem 1. Let V be a quadratic stochastic operator generated by family of functions (8)-(10). Then for any initial
continuous measure O  S ( X , F ) there exists a strong limit of the sequence of measures V k (O ) where

^

n

lim V (O )

n of

`

1

°°G 0 if p  2 ,
®
°G if p ! 1 .
°¯ 1
2

1
, then the corresponding quadratic stochastic operator V is the identity transformation. It is
2
proved that the identity quadratic stochastic operator V is the regular transformation.
Recall that, if p

q

CONCLUSION
A quadratic stochastic operator V generated by family of functions (8)-(10) is the regular transformation.
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Abstract. Consider a single server queue in which the service station may breakdown according to a Poisson process
with rates γ in busy time and γ’ in idle time respectively. After a breakdown, the service station will be repaired
immediately and the repair time is assumed to have an exponential distribution with rate δ. Suppose the arrival time has
an exponential distribution with rate λ, and the probability density function g(t) and the cumulative distribution function
G(t) of the service time are such that the rate g(t)/[1 – G(t)] tends to a constant as t tends to infinity. When the queue is in
a stationary state, we derive a set of equations for the probabilities of the queue length and the states of the arrival and
service processes. Solving the equations, we obtain approximate results for the stationary probabilities which can be used
to obtain the stationary queue length distribution of the system.
Keywords: Service time; constant asymptotic rate; stationary queue length distribution.
PACS: 02.50.Ey

INTRODUCTION
Some queueing systems are unreliable as they may breakdown or fail due to different causes. White and Christie
[1] were the first to consider an M/M/1 queueing system with the service station subject to exponentially distributed
interruptions. Since then, many papers related to server with interruptions were published (see Avi-Itzhak and Naor
[2]; Fisher [3]; Vinod and Altiok [4]; Li and Zhu [5]; Yang and Alfa [6]). Most of the authors assumed that the
breakdown rate was constant. However, an unreliable server may have different breakdown rates during busy time
and idle time. Gray et al. [7] studied a model in which the server takes a vacation when the system is idle, and is
subject to breakdown while in operation. Sheng-li et al. [8] considered a model given by an M/M/1 queue in which
the service station may break down according to a Poisson process with different rates in idle time and busy time.
Sheng-li and Jing-bo [9] extended the study in the model in Sheng-li et al. [8] to multi-state queueing system.
In this paper, we generalize the model in Sheng-li et al. [8] by changing the distribution of the service time to one
of which the rate tends to a constant as the time t tends to infinity. Abbreviating “Constant Asymptotic Rate” to
“CAR”, we may refer to the distribution with a constant asymptotic rate as the CAR distribution. The requirement
for the service time distribution to have a constant asymptotic rate is not a great restriction since in practice many
distributions such as exponential, Erlang, hyperexponential, gamma, phase-type etc. satisfy this requirement. The
resulting queue may now be denoted as an M/CAR/1 queue.
To analyze the unreliable M/CAR/1 queue, we first discretize the service time by segmenting the time axis into a
sequence of equal intervals of length ∆t. We next derive a set of equations for the stationary probabilities of the
queue length and the states of the arrival, service and repair processes. By solving the equations, we obtain
approximately the stationary probabilities.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The next section of the paper gives a brief description of the
model considered in Sheng-li et al. [8]. Then, in the subsequent section, we derive a set of equations for the
stationary probabilities. The method used to solve for the set of equations is presented in the succeeding section.
Then, some numerical examples are presented. Concluding remarks of this study are added in the final section.
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MODEL DESCRIPTION
Sheng-li et al. [8] studied the M/M/1 queue in which the service station may break down according to a Poisson
process with rates γ in busy time and γ’ in idle time respectively. After a breakdown, the service station will be
repaired immediately and the repair time is assumed to have an exponential distribution with rate δ. In this paper, we
generalize the M/M/1 queue to M/CAR/1 queue in which the arrival time has an exponential distribution with rate λ,
and the distribution of the service time has a constant asymptotic rate. With the change in the service time
distribution, the model may be applied to the system where the service time distribution is non-exponential.

DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS FOR THE STATIONARY PROBABILITIES
In this section, a set of equations for the stationary probabilities of the queue length and the states of the arrival
and service processes in the discretized M/CAR/1 queue is derived. First let g(t) be the probability density function
(pdf) of the service time and τk the interval ((k  1)'t , k 't ] for k = 1, 2, 3,…. Furthermore let
g (k 't )
,
1 ≤ k ≤ I,
(1)
Pk
f
g
(
u
)
du
³
k 't

where I is large enough such that

PI # lim Pk .
k of

(2)

Suppose a service starts at time t = 0. Then the probability that the service will be completed in the interval τ 1 is
approximately μ1∆t, and given that the service is not completed in τ1, τ2, …, τk–1, the probability that the service will
be completed in τk is approximately μk∆t, k = 2, 3, 4,… where μk = μI for k ≥ I.
Let the interval before τ1 as τ0. Given that a service starts at a time in τ0, we may define the state number ξk of the
service process at the end of τk as
0,

if
k = 0; or
a repair is completed in τk, k ≥ 2; or
x
the server is active at the end of τk–1 and the service ends in τk, k ≥ 1; or
x
the server is idle at the end of τk–1, and in τk, the server remains idle or a customer
arrives or a breakdown occurs, k ≥ 2.
x
the server is active and is at state min(k – 1, I) at the end of τk–1, and a breakdown
occurs in τk, k ≥ 1; or
x
the server is being repair at the end of τk–1 and, no repair completions occur in τk, k ≥ 2.
if the server is active and is in the state min(k – 1, I) at the end of τk–1, and no breakdown
or no service completions occur in τk, k ≥ 1.
x
x

ξk =

min(k, I),

Next, given that a customer arrives at a time in τ0, we may define the state number ψk of the arrival process at the
end of τk as
ψk =

0,
1,

if the next customer does not arrive in τk, k ≥ 1.
if k = 0 or the next customer arrives in τk, k ≥ 1.

The state number φk of the repair process at the end of τk is defined as
0,

if
k = 0; or
the server is not broken down at the end of τk–1 and, no breakdowns occur in τk; or
x
the server is still being repaired at the end of τk–1 and a repair completion occurs in τk,
k ≥ 2.
if the server is still being repaired at the end of τk–1 and, no repair completions occur in τk,
k ≥ 2.
x
x

φk =
1,
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Let nk be the queue length at the end of τk and hk = (nk, ξk, φk, ψk). We may refer to hk as the vector of
characteristics of the queue at the end of τk.
(k )
Let Pnirj be the probability that at the end of τk, the number of customers in the system is n (including the customer
that is being served), the service process is in state i, the repair process is in state r and the arrival process is in state
j. Assume that
(k )
(3)
Pnirj lim Pnirj
k of

exists. To find the Pnirj, we first make the following observations.
Suppose at the end of τk–1, the queue length n is not empty (i.e. nk–1 = n ≥ 1), the server is in state i – 1, and the
arrival process is in state j. In this case the server is still active and we define the repair state number to be zero. This
means the vector of characteristics at the end of τk–1 is given by hk–1 = (n, i – 1, 0, j). With this value of hk–1, only one
of the following events can occur in τk:
(a) A customer enters the system with the arrival rate λ, and at the end of τk, the vector of characteristics
becomes hk = (n + 1, i*, 0, 1);
(b) A customer leaves the system with the departure rate μi*, and hk = (n – 1, 0, 0, 0);
(c) The server breaks down, yielding hk = (n, 0, 1, 0);
(d) No customers enter or leave the system, and no breakdowns occur, yielding hk = (n, i*, 0, 0)
where i* = min(i, I).
However if at the end of τk–1, the system is empty (i.e. nk–1 = 0), the server is not broken down and no customer
arrives in τk–1 with hk–1 = (0, 0, 0, 0), then one of the following events can occur in τ k:
(e) A customer enters the system with arrival rate λ, and hk = (1, 0, 0, 1);
(f) A breakdown occurs with rate J ' , yielding hk = (0, 0, 1, 0);
(g) No customers enter the system and no breakdowns occur, yielding hk = (0, 0, 0, 0).
Suppose at the end of τk–1, the queue length is nk–1 = n ≥ 0, the repair process is in state φk–1 = r = 1, and the
arrival process is in state j. In this case the server is being repaired and we define the service state number to be zero,
yielding hk–1 = (n, 0, 1, j). Then one of the following events can occur in τk:
(h) A customer enters the system with arrival rate λ, and hk = (n + 1, 0, 1, 1);
(i) A completion of repair occurs with the repair rate δ, and yielding hk = (n, 0, 0, 0);
(j) No customers enter the system and no completion of repair occurs, yielding hk = (n, 0, 1, 0).
By setting nk–1 = 0, ξk–1 = 0, φk–1 = 0 and ψk–1 = 0 and letting Event (e) occur in τk, we get
(k )
( k 1)
(4)
P1001
# P0000
(1  J't)(O't ) .
When k→∞, we get from (4)
P1001 # P0000 (1  J't)(O't ) .

(5)

In general, for a given value of hk, we can likewise find the combination of hk–1 and the event in τk which leads to
hk, and obtain an equation similar to (5). Thus we can obtain the following equations
I 1

P0000 # P0000 (1  J ' 't )(1  O 't)  P0010 (G't )  ¦ P1m00 (1  J ' 't )( Pm 1 't)  P1I 00 (1  J ' 't )( P I 't)
m 0

,

(6)

 P1001 (1  J ' 't )( P1 't)

P0010 # P0000 (J ' 't )  P0010 (1  G't)(1  O't ) .

(7)

When n = 1,
P1001 # P0000 (1  J't )(O't) ,

(8)

P1100 # P1000 (1  J't )(1  P1 't)(1  O't)  P1001 (1  J't )(1  P1 't)(1  O't) ,
P1i 00 # P1(i 1)00 (1  J't )(1  Pi 't)(1  O't)
P1I 00 # P1( I 1)00 (1  J't )(1  PI 't)(1  O't)  P1I 00 (1  J't )(1  PI 't)(1  O't) ,

(9)
for 2 ≤ i < I,

(10)
(11)

I

P1010 # ¦ P1m00 (J't )  P1001 (J't )  P1010 (1  G't)(1  O't )  P1011 (1  G't)(1  O't ) ,
m 0
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(12)

P1011 # P0010 (1  G't)(O't ) .

(13)

For n ≥ 1,
I 1

Pn 000 # Pn 010 (G't )  Pn 011 (G't )  ¦ P( n 1) m 00 (1  J't )( Pm 1 't)  P( n 1) I 00 (1  J't )( P I 't)
m 0

.

I 1

 ¦ P( n 1) m 01 (1  J't )( Pm 1 't)  P( n 1) I 01 (1  J't )( P I 't)

(14)

m 1

When n = 2,
P2101 # P1000 (1  J't )(1  P1 't)(O't)  P1001 (1  J't )(1  P1 't)(O't) ,

(15)

P2i 01 # P1(i 1)00 (1  J't )(1  Pi 't)(O't)

for 2 ≤ i < I,

(16)

P2 I 01 # P1( I 1)00 (1  J't )(1  PI 't)(O't)  P1I 00 (1  J't )(1  PI 't)(O't) .

(17)

For n ≥ 2,
Pn100 # Pn000 (1  J't )(1  P1 't)(1  O't) ,

(18)

Pni 00 # Pn(i 1)00 (1  J't )(1  Pi 't)(1  O't)  Pn(i 1)01 (1  J't )(1  Pi 't)(1  O't)

for 2 ≤ i < I,

PnI 00 # Pn ( I 1)00 (1  J't )(1  PI 't)(1  O 't)  Pn ( I 1)01 (1  J't )(1  PI 't)(1  O 't)
 PnI 00 (1  J't )(1  PI 't)(1  O 't)  PnI 01 (1  J't )(1  P I 't)(1  O 't)
I

I

m 0

m 1

,

(19)
(20)

Pn 010 # ¦ Pnm00 (J't )  ¦ Pnm01 (J't )  Pn 010 (1  G't)(1  O't )  Pn 011 (1  G't)(1  O't ) ,

(21)

Pn011 # P( n 1)010 (1  G't)(O't )  P( n 1)011 (1  G't)(O't ) .

(22)

For n ≥ 3,
Pn101 # P( n 1)000 (1  J't )(1  P1 't)(O't) ,

(23)

Pni 01 # P( n 1)(i 1)00 (1  J't )(1  Pi 't)(O't)  P( n 1)(i 1)01 (1  J't )(1  Pi 't)(O't)

for 2 ≤ i < I,

(24)

and

PnI 01 # P( n 1)( I 1)00 (1  J't )(1  PI 't)(O 't)  P( n 1)( I 1)01 (1  J't )(1  PI 't)(O 't)
 P( n 1) I 00 (1  J't )(1  PI 't)(O 't)  P( n 1) I 01 (1  J't )(1  PI 't)(O 't)

.

(25)

STATIONARY QUEUE LENGTH DISTRIBUTION
In this section, the method in Koh [10] shall be used to solve equations (6) to (25) in order to obtain the
stationary queue length distribution. First let bij, cj, dij, ej, fij, hr and vij be constants and introduce the following
notations:
Pn*** Pnirj : 0 d i d I , r 0,1 and j 0,1 ;
1)

^

2)
3)

`

Pn*0* = {Pni0j: 0 ≤ i ≤ I, j = 0,1};
(Pm***, P(m+1)***, P(m+2)*0*) denotes the set of equations of the form
I

1

¦¦ b P

ij mi 0 j

i 0 j 0

1

I

1

1

I

1

 ¦ c j Pm 01 j  ¦¦ dij P( m 1)i 0 j  ¦ e j P( m 1)01 j  ¦¦ f ij P( m 2)i 0 j # 0 ;
j 0

i 0 j 0

j 0
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i 0 j 0

4)

(Pmirj | P00*0, P(m+1)*0*) denotes the equation of the form
1

I

1

Pmirj # ¦ hr P00 r 0  ¦¦ vij P( m 1)i 0 j .
r 0

i 0 j 0

With the above notations, (8) to (14) in the case when n = 1 can be represented as
(P0***, P1***, P2*0*),

(26)

and (14) to (22) in the case when n = 2 may be represented as
(P1***, P2***, P3*0*).

(27)

When n ≥ 3, (14) together with (18) to (25) can be represented as
(P(n–1)***, Pn***, P(n+1)*0*).

(28)

It can be shown that from the set of equations given by (26), we can get
for 0 ≤ i ≤ I, r = 0, 1 and j = 0, 1.
(P1irj | P00*0, P2*0*)

(29)

By substituting the expression of the P1irj given by (29) into (27), and solving for the P2irj, we get
for 0 ≤ i ≤ I, r = 0, 1 and j = 0, 1.
(P2irj | P00*0, P3*0*)

(30)

By substituting the expression of the P2irj given by (30) into (28) when n = 3 and solving for the P3irj, we get
for 0 ≤ i ≤ I, r = 0, 1 and j = 0, 1.
(P3irj | P00*0 , P4*0*)

(31)

Next for n ≥ 4, repeat the process of substituting the expression of the P(n–1)irj given by
for 0 ≤ i ≤ I, r = 0, 1 and j = 0, 1
(P(n–1)irj | P00*0, Pn*0*)

(32)

into (28) and solving for the Pnirj to get
(Pnirj | P00*0, P(n+1)*0*)

(33)

for 0 ≤ i ≤ I, r = 0, 1 and j = 0, 1.

When n = N is large enough, we may set all the P(n+1)*0* in (33) to be zero and obtain
for 0 ≤ i ≤ I, r = 0, 1 and j = 0, 1.
(Pnirj | P00*0)

(34)

For n = N – 1, N – 2,…,1, we may perform the substitution of (P(n+1)irj | P00*0) into (33) and obtain
for 0 ≤ i ≤ I, r = 0, 1 and j = 0, 1.
(Pnirj | P00*0)

(35)

When n = 1, (35) yields (P1irj | P00*0). By using the results given by (P1irj | P00*0) and the Equations (6) and (7), we
get the following system of two equations:
for r = 0, 1.
(36)
(P00*0 | P00*0)
An inspection of (36) reveals that the two equations are linearly dependent. Hence, we need to include another
linearly independent equation so that the resulting system of two equations has a unique solution. Equating the sum
of the left sides of the equations given by (35) to the sum of the right sides of (35), we get an equation of the form,
N

¦¦¦¦ P

nirj

n 1 i

r

j

¦k P

r 00 r 0

(37)

r

where r = 0, 1 and the kr are constants.
N

As

¦¦¦¦ P

nirj

n 1 i

r

# 1 , we get from (37) an equation involving only P00r0, r = 0, 1. This equation derived from

j

(37), and one equation chosen from (36), constitute a system of two equations which can be solved to yield
numerical answers for P00r0, r = 0, 1. Then using (35), we can get numerical answers for Pnirj where n t 1 ,
0 d i d I , r 0, 1 and j 0, 1 . The stationary probability that the queue length is n is then given by the sum of the
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Pnirj over all i, r and j:
Pn ¦¦¦ Pnirj .
i

r

(38)

j

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
TABLE 1 shows the results of the steady-state mean system size when the service time is exponentially
distributed and λ = 1. The numerical results are compared with those given in Sheng-li et al. [8]. Simulation has been
carried out to verify the results obtained.
TABLE (1). Comparison of results obtained by the proposed numerical method and those given in Sheng-li et al. [8] and
simulation procedure [∆t = 10– 9 for mean system size, μi = μ, I = 3].

Service rate, μ
1.1
1.3
1.5
1.7
1.9
Service rate, μ
1.1
1.3
1.5
1.7
1.9
Service rate, μ
1.1
1.3
1.5
1.7
1.9

Mean system size [γ = 0.1, γ’ = 0, δ = 1.2]
Numerical method
Sheng-li et al. [8]
69.1667
69.1789
5.3205
5.3205
2.7667
2.7667
1.8693
1.8694
1.4116
1.4116

Simulation
63.5311
5.2272
2.7451
1.8688
1.4056

Mean system size [γ = 0.2, γ’ = 0.1, δ = 2.2]
Numerical method
Sheng-li et al. [8]
Simulation
124.6259
124.5650
125.8377
5.4348
5.4348
5.4683
2.7874
2.7874
2.7564
1.8787
1.8787
1.8775
1.4191
1.4192
1.4162
Mean system size [γ = 0.1, γ’ = 0.2, δ = 1.4]
Numerical method
Sheng-li et al. [8]
Simulation
39.3772
39.3750
38.1960
5.0000
5.0000
4.9727
2.7083
2.7083
2.7147
1.8750
1.8750
1.8649
1.4440
1.4440
1.4420

TABLE 1 shows that results based on the proposed numerical method are very close to those given in Sheng-li et
al. [8] and the simulation procedure. Next consider the examples in which the service time has a gamma distribution.
The stationary queue length distribution and mean system size are found. The results obtained are shown in TABLE
2 and 3.
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TABLE (2). Comparison of results computed using the proposed numerical method, and simulation procedure
[(κ, θ) = (1.5, 2.5), λ = 0.1, δ = 0.3, γ = 0.05, γ’ = 0.03] [∆t = 0.04 for service time distribution, I = 500, N = 250].

Queue Size, n
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
…
50
Mean System Size

P(Queue Size = n)
Numerical method
0.541201
0.256167
0.112564
0.049746
0.022198
0.009962
0.004483
0.002020
9.11E-04
4.11E-04
1.85E-04
…
2.71E-18
0.824806

Simulation
0.541048
0.256268
0.112567
0.049747
0.022195
0.009972
0.004493
0.002034
9.15E-04
4.21E-04
1.85E-04
…
0
0.825267

TABLE (3). Comparison of results computed using the proposed numerical method, and simulation procedure
[(κ, θ) = (2, 1.5), λ = 0.2, δ = 0.3, γ = 0.05, γ’ = 0.03] [∆t = 0.03 for service time distribution, I = 500, N = 500]

Queue Size, n
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
…
50
Mean System Size

P(Queue Size = n)
Numerical method
0.271988
0.217738
0.151907
0.105408
0.073848
0.052096
0.036882
0.026154
0.018559
0.013174
0.009352
…
1.05E-08
2.466451

Simulation
0.271920
0.218206
0.152203
0.105413
0.073745
0.052055
0.036710
0.025998
0.018461
0.013120
0.009342
…
0
2.462062

Tables 2 and 3 show that the results obtained using the proposed numerical method are close to the simulation
results.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, a more general version of the M/M/1 queue given in Sheng-li et al. [8] is studied. The service time
in the model is changed to one which has a fairly general distribution called the CAR distribution. The numerical
method proposed in Koh [10] has been successfully used for finding the stationary queue length distribution.
Theoretically, the numerical method may also be used to study other even more general queueing system in which
both the service time and arrival time follow the CAR distribution.
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WS-BP: An Efficient Wolf Search
Based Back-Propagation Algorithm
Nazri Mohd Nawi, M. Z. Rehman and Abdullah Khan
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Universiti Tun Hussein Onn Malaysia (UTHM), P.O. Box 101, 86400 Parit Raja,
Batu Pahat, Johor Darul Takzim, Malaysia
Abstract. Wolf Search (WS) is a heuristic based optimization algorithm. Inspired by the preying and survival capabilities
of the wolves, this algorithm is highly capable to search large spaces in the candidate solutions. This paper investigates
the use of WS algorithm in combination with back-propagation neural network (BPNN) algorithm to overcome the local
minima problem and to improve convergence in gradient descent. The performance of the proposed Wolf Search based
Back-Propagation (WS-BP) algorithm is compared with Artificial Bee Colony Back-Propagation (ABC-BP), Bat Based
Back-Propagation (Bat-BP), and conventional BPNN algorithms. Specifically, OR and XOR datasets are used for
training the network. The simulation results show that the WS-BP algorithm effectively avoids the local minima and
converge to global minima.
Keywords: Global minima; gradient descent; back-propagation; wolf search; artificial bee colony; bat search.
PACS: 07.05.Kf

INTRODUCTION
Back-propagation Neural Network (BPNN) is an optimization technique applied on the Artificial Neural
Networks (ANN) to speed up the network convergence to global optima during training progress [1-3]. BPNN trails
the elementary principles of ANN which emulates the learning skills of human reasoning. Like ANN, BPNN
comprises of an input layer, one or more hidden layers and an output layer of neurons. BPNN is a fully connected
architecture where every node in one layer is connected to every other node in the adjoining layer. Unlike other
ANN architectures, BPNN learns by calculating the errors of the output layer to find the errors in the hidden layers
[4]. This makes BPNN highly suitable for problems in which no relationship is found between the output and the
inputs. Due to its high rate of flexibility and learning competences, it has been successfully applied in wide
assortment of applications [5].
Regardless of providing successful solutions, BPNN faces some limitations. Since, it uses gradient descent
learning which requires careful selection of parameters such as network topology, initial weights and biases,
learning rate, activation function, and value for the gain in the activation function. An improper use of these
parameters can lead to slow network convergence or even network stagnancy [5-6]. Previous researchers have
suggested some modifications to improve the training time of the network. Some of the variations suggested are the
use of learning rate and momentum to stop network stagnancy and to speed-up the network convergence to global
optima. These two parameters are commonly used in the control of weight alterations along the sheer descent and
for controlling oscillations [7].
Besides setting network parameters in BPNN, evolutionary computation is also used to train the weights to avoid
local optima. To overcome the limitations of gradient-based techniques, many new metaheuristic search algorithms
have been proposed recently. Metaheuristic algorithms are often based on local search methods in which the solution
space is not explored analytically or exhaustively, but rather a specific heuristic is characterized by the manner in
which the exploration through the solution space is organized [8]. Some of these techniques include PSO-BP [9],
artificial bee colony back-propagation (ABC-BP) [10-11], evolutionary artificial neural networks algorithm (EA)
[12], firefly [13], Bat [14], Bat-BP [15], Cuckoo [16], and genetic algorithms (GA) [17] etc. But these algorithms
are still not devoid of local minima problem. So, for the sake of accuracy and to avoid local optima in BPNN, this
paper propose a new Wolf Search based Back Propagation (WS-BP) which integrates Wolf Search algorithm [8] to
find the optimal weights for BPNN. The proposed WS-BP algorithm is used to train on OR and XOR datasets to
avoid null network stagnancy and compared with other similar algorithms.
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The remaining paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains Wolf Search (WS) Algorithm. Section 3 discuss
the weight updating process in the proposed WS-BP algorithm and the simulation results are discussed in Section 4.
And finally the paper is concluded in the Section 5.

WOLF SEARCH ALGORITHM
Wolf Search (WS) algorithm is a metaheuristic algorithm inspired by the silent predatory behavior of the wolves
and the intelligent avoidance of the enemy. Proposed by Xin She Yang [8], WS follows three idealized rules for
finding the best solution or prey;
1. Each wolf has a fixed visual area with a radius defined by v for X as a set of continuous possible solutions. In 2D,
the coverage would simply be the area of a circle by the radius v. In hyper-plane, where multiple attributes
dominate, the distance would be estimated by Minkowski distance, such that;
ఒ ଵȀఒ

 ݒ ݀ሺݔ ǡ ݔ ሻ ൌ ቀσୀଵหݔǡ െ ݔǡ ห ቁ

(1)

Where xi is the current position; xc are all the potential neighboring positions near xi and the absolute
distance between the two positions must be equal to or less than v; and λ is the order of the hyper space. For discrete
solutions, an enumerated list of the neighboring positions would be approximated. Each wolf can only sense
companions who appear within its visual circle and the step distance by which the wolf moves at a time is usually
smaller than its visual distance.
2. The result or the fitness of the objective function represents the quality of the wolf’s current position. The wolf
always tries to move to better terrain but rather than choose the best terrain it opts to move to better terrain that
already houses a companion. If there is more than one better position occupied by its peers, the wolf will chose the
best terrain inhabited by another wolf from the given options. The intention behind a wolf’s decision to change
location is to simultaneously secure an increased chance of finding food and a decreased chance of being hunted.
Wolves are expected to trust other wolves, because they never prey on each other, therefore a wolf will only
move into terrain inhabited by another wolf when that terrain is better. If the new position is better, the incentive
is stronger provided that it is already inhabited by a companion wolf. There is another factor that must be
considered, specifically the distance between the current wolf’s location and its companion’s location. The
greater this distance, the less attractive the new location becomes, despite the fact that it might be better. This
decrease in the wolf’s willingness to move obeys the inverse square law. Therefore, we get a basic formula of
betterment;

ሺݎሻ ൌ

ூబ

(2)

మ

Where, I0 is the origin of food (the ultimate incentive) and r is the distance between the food or the new terrain
and the wolf. For simplicity, the following Gaussian formula is used to find attractiveness in the new location;

ߚሺݎሻ ൌ ߚ ݁ ି

మ

(3)

Where;

ߚ ൌ ܫ

(4)

If the new position looks attractive, the wolf moves to that best location and will stay with its companion if there
is a gain in adopting that position. Otherwise, the wolf continues preying via a Brownian Motion (BM) random walk
with an incremental step size that is less than its visual distance. The movement is implemented using the following
Equation;
మ

ݔሺ݅ሻ ൌ ݔሺ݅ሻ  ߚ ݁ ି ቀ൫ݔሺ݆ሻ െ ݔሺ݅ሻ൯ቁ  ݁݁ܽܿݏሺሻ
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(5)

Where, escape () is a function that calculates a random position to jump to with a constraint of minimum length;
v. Wolf is represented by x(i) which represents a candidate solution; and x(j) is the peer with a better position as
represented by the value of the fitness function. The second term of the above equation represents the change in
value or gain achieved by progressing to the new position. r is the distance between the wolf and its peer with the
better location. Step size must be less than the visual distance.
3. At some point, it is possible that the wolf will sense an enemy. The wolf will then escape to a random position far
from the threat and beyond its visual range. The following mathematical Equation define the preying and escaping
of the wolves while moving;

ݔሺ݅ሻ ൌ ݔሺ݅ሻ  ܽǤ ݎǤ ݀݊ܽݎሺሻܲݕ݁ݎ
݂݅݉ ݃݊݅ݒൌ ൜
ݔሺ݅ሻ ൌ ݔሺ݅ሻ  ܽǤ ݏǤ ݀݊ܽݎሺሻ݁ܽܿݏܧ

(6)

Where, x(i) is the wolf’s location; α is the velocity; v is the visual distance; rand() is a random function whose
mean value distributed in [-1,1], s is the step size, which must be smaller than v; and escape() is a custom function
that randomly generates a position greater than v and less than half of the solution boundary.

THE PROPOSED WS-BP ALGORITHM
The Wolf Search (WS) algorithm is based on wolf predatory behavior. It is different from other bio-inspired
metaheuristic algorithms as it holds both individual local searching skills and independent flocking movement. In
WS, every wolf hunts the prey independently by remembering its own path and only unites with other peers when
the peer is in a better location. In this way, each wolf searches the best solution from multiple directions instead of
following a single leader for the global optimum at one time [8]. In the proposed WS-BP algorithm, each Wolf
represents a possible solution (i.e., the weight space and the corresponding biases for BPNN optimization in this
paper). The weight optimization problem and the size of pack represent the quality of the solution. In the first epoch,
the best weights and biases are initialized with WS and then these weights are passed to the BPNN. The weights in
BPNN are calculated and compared with the best solution in the backward direction. In the next cycle, WS will
update the weights with the best possible solution and WS will continue searching the best weights until the last
cycle/epoch of the network is reached or either the MSE is achieved.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this Section, the performance of the proposed algorithm known as Wolf Search based Back-Propagation (WSBP) algorithm is compared with Artificial Bee Colony Back-Propagation (ABC-BP), Bat Based Back-Propagation
(Bat-BP) and conventional BPNN algorithms. The datasets used to verify the accuracy of the proposed algorithm are
2-Bit, 3-Bit XOR, and 4-Bit OR. For the experimentation purposes, the Workstation used for carrying out the
experimentation comes equipped with a 2.33GHz Core i5 Intel Processor, 4-GB of RAM while the operating system
used is Microsoft 7. The software used to carry-out simulations is MATLAB 2012. During the comparison
assessment, the networks parameters such as number of hidden layers, and learning rate are kept same. Three layer
back-propagation neural networks is used for training the models, hidden layer is kept fixed to 5-nodes while output
and input layers nodes vary according to the dataset given. Global Learning rate of 0.4 is selected for the entire tests.
While log-sigmoid activation function is used as the transfer function from input layer to hidden layer and from
hidden layer to the output layer. For each problem, one trial is limited to 1000 epochs. A total of 20 trials are run for
each momentum value to verify the algorithm. The network results are stored in the result file for each trial. Mean
Squared Error (MSE), Standard Deviation (SD) and the number of failures are recorded in separate files for each
independent trial on selected classification problems.
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2-Bit XOR
Exclusive OR (XOR) logic operation gives out true value if the inputs are dissimilar. From the TABLE (1), we
can see that the proposed WS-BP algorithm performs well on 2-bit XOR dataset. The WS-BP converges to global
minima in 1209 second of CPU time with an average accuracy of 100 percent and achieves a MSE of 1.88E-15.
While, the BAT_BP algorithms show less CPU time to converge to global minima and achieves the same accuracy
as WS-BP. But Bat-BP showed more oscillation in the gradient trajectory than WS-BP, as can be seen in the
FIGURE 1. WS-BP showed no failed trials, while Bat-BP failed 7 trials out of a total of 20 due to a large number of
oscillations. The Figure 1 shows that the WS-BP performs well and converges to global minima within 34 epochs
for the 2-5-1 network structure.
TABLE (1). CPU time, Epochs and MSE for 2-5-1 ANN Structure.
Algorithms

ABC-BP

BPNN

BAT-BP

WS-BP

CPUTIME

19.47

13.74

2.39

120.09

EPOCHS

250

500

24

34

MSE

0.0019

0.2523

0

1.88E-15

Accuracy (%)

98.08

75.00

100

100

FIGURE 1. (From Left to Right) WS-BP and Bat-BP Convergence performance on 2-bit XOR with 2-10-1 ANN
Architecture.

3-Bit XOR
In the second case, 3-Bit Exclusive OR test problem of three input to a single binary output is used for 3-5-1
neural network architecture. In three bit XOR, if the number of binary inputs is odd, the output is 1, otherwise the
output is 0. TABLE 2 illustrates the CPU time, number of epochs and the MSE of the XOR dataset with five hidden
neurons. We can see in the TABLE (2) that the proposed algorithm achieves a smallest MSE of 0.0001 within 500
epochs and in 122.74 CPU seconds. While Bat-BP, comes second with an MSE of 0.0625 MSE and 93.69 percent
accuracy. But again, BAT-BP showed more oscillations than the proposed WS-BP algorithm as shown in the
FIGURE 2.
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TABLE (2). CPU time, Epochs and MSE for 3-5-1 ANN Structure.

Algorithms

ABC-BP

BPNN

BAT-BP

WS-BP

CPUTIME

21.08

13.74

4.05

122.74

EPOCHS

283

500

23

500

MSE

0.0716

0.2523

0.0625

0.0001

Accuracy (%)

95.93

75.00

93.69

99.46

FIGURE 2. (From Left to Right) WS-BP and Bat-BP Convergence performance on 3-bit XOR with 3-10-1 ANN
Architecture.

4-Bit OR
In the third case, four bit OR dataset of four input to a single binary output was used. OR operation is a logic
operation that implements logical disjunction. A true results if one or all the inputs are true. If neither input is true, a
false results. In another sense, the function of OR effectively finds the maximum between all binary inputs. For the
4-5-1 network architecture, it has twenty five connection weights and six biases. TABLE (5), confirms the CPU
time, number of epochs, the MSE, and accuracy for the 4 bit OR test problem with five hidden neurons. The
proposed WS-BP converged to a MSE of 1.88E-15 within 33 epochs while the Bat-BP algorithm converged to
global minima with an MSE of o and 100 percent accuracy as shown in the TABLE 3. Although, Bat-BP showed
more accuracy than the WS-BP but again it showed a lot of oscillations during convergence as can be seen in the
FIGURE 3.
TABLE (3). CPU time, Epochs and MSE for 4-5-1 ANN Structure.

Algorithms

ABC-BP

BPNN

BAT-BP

WS-BP

CPUTIME

21.17

13.32

2.88

7.51

EPOCHS

74

438

46

33

2.1E-06

0.0546

0

1.88E-15

99.07

94.59

100

99.72

MSE
Accuracy (%)
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FIGURE 3. (From Left to Right) WS-BP and Bat-BP Convergence performance on 4-bit OR with 4-10-1 ANN
Architecture.

CONCLUSION
Wolf Search (WS) is a heuristic based optimization algorithm. Inspired by the preying and survival capabilities
of the wolves, this algorithm is highly capable to search large spaces in the candidate solutions. This paper
investigates the use of WS algorithm in combination with back-propagation neural network (BPNN) algorithm to
overcome the local minima problem and to improve convergence in gradient descent. The performance of the
proposed Wolf Search based Back-Propagation (WS-BP) algorithm is compared with Artificial Bee Colony BackPropagation (ABC-BP), Bat Based Back-Propagation (Bat-BP), and conventional BPNN algorithms. Specifically,
OR and XOR datasets are used for training the network. The simulation results show that the BPNN algorithm
effectively avoids the shallow local minima and converge to global minima when coupled with WS algorithm.
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Abstract. Along the Kelantan River in north east of Malaysia Peninsular, there are several areas often damaged by flood
during north-east monsoon season every year. It is vital to predict the expected behavior of precipitation and river runoff
for reducing flood damages of the area under rapid urbanization and future planning. Nevertheless, the accuracy and
reliability of any hydrological and climate studies vary based on the quality of the data used. The factors causing
variations on these data are the method of gauging and data collection, stations environment, station relocation and the
reliability of the measurement tool affect the homogenous precipitation records. Hence in this study, homogeneity of long
precipitation data series is checked via the absolute homogeneity test consisting of four methods namely Pettitt test,
standard normal homogeneity test (SNHT), Buishand range test and Von Neumann ratio test. For homogeneity test, the
annual rainfall amount from the daily precipitation records at stations located in Kelantan operated by Department of
Irrigation and Drainage Malaysia were considered in this study. The missing values were completed using the correlation
and regression and inverse distance method. The data network consists of 103 precipitation gauging stations where 31
points are inactive, 6 gauging stations had missing precipitation values more than five years in a row and 16 stations have
records less than twenty years. So total of 50 stations gauging stations were evaluated in this analysis. With the
application of the mentioned methods and further graphical analysis, inhomogeneity was detected at 4 stations and 46
stations are found to be homogeneous.
Keywords: Homogeneity test; precipitation; statistical analysis; long term time series analysis.
PACS: 07.05.Kf

INTRODUCTION
The accuracy and reliability of any climate and hydrological studies vary based on the quality of the data that
been used. Long meteorological time series records provide vital information about climate variability, trends and
cycles. Homogenous data time series can be described as the changes and shifts is caused only by the weather and
the climate. Unfortunately, long term series often contain inhomogeneities caused by a number of non-climatic
factors that could provide unrealistic trends, shifts and jumps (Peterson et. al., 1998; Aguilar et al., 2003). Such
unreliable shifts are often related to relocations of the station, modifications in observing schedules, routines and
practices, methods of preliminary data handling, changes in instrument disclosure or abrupt changes in the nearby
environment (Heino, 1994). Hence, such inhomogeneity has to be identified and corrected beforehand or removed
before further analysis.
There are a few methods in identification and correction of inhomogeneity time series. The easiest way is visual
analysis, preferably by competent meteorologist (Peterson et al., 1998). But this method is suggested to be used as
an initial part of the homogeneity analysis, giving information about doubtful periods that have to be checked further
with other method. Up to date, there a numerous statistical methods accepted by the technical community that can
identify the existence of inhomogeneities. Basically, the homogeneity test can be detected in two ways: relative
method by applying homogeneity test relatively i.e. testing with respect to neighboring station that is supposed to be
homogenous and absolute method where this method is used if the two data series are not sufficiently correlated
(Wijngaard et al., 2003; Sahin et al., 2010). Peterson et. al (1998) suggested to apply homogeneity relatively as
inhomogeneities are more easily detected because of climate variations. However, for precipitation in Malaysia,
relative testing may not be suitable since the gauges used are sporadically distributed as some are located in
mountainous areas, rural, urban while others in coastal areas. Hence, each station may have a different surrounding
area and climatic environment. Due to this reason, Suhaila et. al. (2008) concluded that it is quite impossible to find
International Conference on Mathematics, Engineering and Industrial Applications 2014 (ICoMEIA 2014)
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homogenous reference stations. For Kelantan catchment, the amount of missing values in each precipitation gauge
also makes it difficult to find homogenous neighboring stations hence absolute homogeneity tests were used in this
analysis.
Four absolute homogeneity tests were used to detect the inhomogeneity of the precipitation time-series which
are: Buishand range test (Buishand, 1982), standard normal homogeneity test (SNHT) (Alexanderrson, 1986), Pettitt
test (Pettitt, 1979) and the von Neumann ratio test (Von Neumann, 1941).The precipitation time-series were marked
as ‘useful’ when one or zero tests reject the homogeneity. If two tests reject the homogeneity, the time-series will be
marked as ‘doubtful’. ‘Suspect’ is given to at least three or four absolute tests reject the homogeneity; hence this
station’s time-series were considered as inhomogeneous. This evaluation has been used by Wijngaard et. al. (2003).

STUDY AREA AND DATA AVAILABILITY
Kelantan catchment is located in the northeastern part of Peninsular Malaysia between latitudes 4º 40’ and 6º
12’ north, and 101º 20’ and 102º 20’ east. The maximum length and width of the catchment is 150 km and 140 km
respectively. The basin has an annual rainfall of 2,500 mm much of which occurs during the north east monsoon
season from Novembers to January every year.
Daily precipitation data series of Kelantan catchment operated by Department of Irrigation and Drainage
Malaysia (DID) were obtained. Overall there are 103 precipitation gauging stations where 31 points are inactive, 6
gauging stations had missing precipitation values more than five years in a row and 16 stations have records less
than twenty years. So total of 50 gauging stations having a data ranging from 1947 – 2011 were evaluated in this
analysis. Monthly total precipitation values were obtained by summing up daily precipitation data observed by the
stations. Similarly for annual total precipitation data were calculated by adding monthly total precipitation data after
filling in the missing data. Correlation-regression method and inverse distance method were used in filling up the
missing value in monthly scales. FIGURE 1 shows the spatially distributed precipitation gauges that were used in
this study while TABLE 1 show the details of each station.

FIGURE 1. Locations of 50 stations used in the analysis.
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TABLE 1. The geographical coordinates and elevations of precipitation gauges in Kelantan river basin.

No.

Station

Years of
Data

Elev.
(m)

Long.

Lat.

No.

Station

Years of
Data

Elev.
(m)

Long.

Lat.

1
2

Brook
Blau

1984-2011
1984-2010

153
165

101.48
101.72

4.67
4.77

26
27

1991-2011
1971-2011

30.5
13.4

102.22

5.79
5.77

3
4

Gng Gagau
Gua Musang

1985-2011
1972-2011

1067
93

102.66
101.97

4.76
4.88

28
29

1981-2012
1949-2011

20
15

102.07

5

Chabai

1989-2010

305

101.58

1979-2012

16

6
7

Kg Aring
Gemala

1975-2011
1984-2010

73
91

102.35
101.76

4.94
5.10

31
32

1948-2012
1948-2012

22
15

8

Balai Polis
Bertam
Gob
Pasik
Dabong

1952-2010

71

102.05

5.15

33

Jps Machang
Kg. Wakaf
Raja
Bdg Nyior
Stn. Bkt
Panau
Ibu Bekalan
Tiga Daerah
Bkt Abal
Ldg. Cherang
Tuli
Sg. Petai

1957-2012

3

1985-2010
1989-2010
1972-2005

270
310
82

101.66
101.76
102.02

5.25
5.21
5.38

34
35
36

1948-2012
1991-2012
1949-2012

9
10
12

Ldg Kuala
Gris
Kg Laloh.
Ldg. Kuala
Balah
Ldg. Lepan
Kabu

1971-2012

43

102.08

5.38

37

Cherang Ruku
Kg Tandak
Ibu Bekalan
Tok Uban
Stn Melor

1966-2012

8

1972-2011
1953-2011

48
50

102.28
101.91

5.31
5.45

38
39

Serdang
Tok Ajam

1981-2012
1966-2012

5
3

1953-2011

50

102.23

5.46

40

1948-2012

6

Sek. Keb.
Lubok
Bungor
Ulu Sekor

1962-2012

Rumah
Kastam
Rantau Pjg
Rumah Pam
Repek

1983-2011

91

102.01

5.56

42

1966-2011

4

Ldg Kuala
Nal
SMT Kuala
Krai
Ldg Kenneth
Ldg Kerilla
Kg. Gemang
Bahru
Air Lanas
Kg Jeli
Durian Daun

1948-2011

12

102.16

5.57

43

1952-2011

10

1949-2011

29

102.20

5.53

44

Kuarters DID
Meranti
Rumah Pam
Salor
Kg Peringat

1979-2011

7

1957-2011
1957-2011
1957-2011

30
24
47

102.12
102.11
101.87

5.63
5.68
5.76

45
46
47

Kg Binjai
Trtk Pulai
Kuala Jambu

1981-2011
1960-2011
1961-2011

5
6
3

102.30
102.36

1981-2011
1972-2011
1980-2011

74
101
38

101.89
101.84
101.97

5.78
5.70
5.78

48
49
50

Kg Kebakat
Cbg Ampat
Stn Tumpat

1981-2011
1967-2011
1949-2011

3
11
3

102.21
102.16
102.17

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

16

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

111

101.89

5.00

5.56

30

41

102.43

102.16
102.34
102.32
102.36
102.42
102.49
102.04
102.14
102.29
102.34
102.38

5.84
5.89
5.86
5.86
5.82
5.83
5.86
5.92
5.97
5.96
5.94
5.90
6.02

101.98
1947-2012

9

6.01
102.10
102.11
102.18
102.29

102.10

6.10
6.02
6.02
6.08
6.01
6.15
6.15
6.16
6.20

METHODOLOGY
Four absolute homogeneity tests were applied to the Kelantan precipitation time-series data to detect breaks:
Buishand range test, standard normal homogeneity test (SNHT), Pettitt test and Von Neumann ratio test. The first
three tests give information about the possible year of such breaks whereas the last test allows one to estimate only
the presence of breaks in the time-series as the series is not randomly distributed under alternative hypothesis
(Wijngaard et. al., 2008). There are some differences between the first three tests above. Pettitt test and Buishand
test detect breaks in the middle series whereas SNHT is sensitive in detecting breaks near the beginning and end of
the time-series (Hawkins, 1977; Costa et. al., 2009; Kang et. al., 2012).
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Buishand Range Test
This parametric test supposes that tested values are independent and identically normally distributed (null
hypothesis). The alternative hypothesis assumes that the series has a jump-like shift (break). The test statistics which
are the adjusted partial sums (Buishand, 1982) are defined as:
ܵ כ ൌ

ത
 σೖ
సభሺ ି ሻ
ǡ ݇
തതതమ 
σ ሺ ିሻ

ൌ ͳǡʹ ǥ ݊

సభ

ܴܵ כ ൌ Ͳ

(1)
(2)

Hereafter, for each test descriptions, ݊ is the time-series length, ܻ is ݅-th element of the time series. ܻത is the mean
value of the time series. When series are homogenous, the values of ܵ כ will fluctuate around zero because no
systematic deviations of the ܻ values with respect to their mean will appear.
R-statistics (range statistics) are:
ܴ ൌ  ஸஸ ܵ כ െ  ஸஸ ܵ כ

(3)

The 1% critical values for ܴȀξ݊ Buishand range test (Buishand, 1982) for different length of time series can be
found in TABLE 2.

Standard Normal Homogeneity Test
The likelihood ratio SNHT can be classified as one of the well-known homogeneity test as it can spots break
both in the beginning and end of the time-series. The null and alternative hypothesis in this test are the same as in
the Buishand range test. Alexandersson and Moberg (1997) proposed a statistic ܶሺ݇ሻ to compare the mean of the
first k years of the record with that of the last ሺ݊ െ ݇ሻ years:
where

ܶሺ݇ሻ ൌ ݇ݖҧଵଶ  ሺ݊ െ ݇ሻݖҧଶଶ ǡ ݇ ൌ ͳǡʹ ǥ ݊
ଵ

ሺ ିത ሻ



௦

ݖҧଵ ൌ  σୀଵ
and
ݖҧଶ ൌ 
and

ଵ
ି

σୀାଵ

ሺ ିത ሻ
௦

ଵ

 ݏൌ  σୀଵሺܻ െ  ܻതሻଶ


(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

If a break occurs at the yearܭ, then ܶሺ݇ሻ reaches a maximum near the year ݇ ൌ ܭǤ The test ܶ is defined as:
ܶ ൌ  ଵஸஸ ܶሺ݇ሻ

(8)

The null hypothesis is rejected if ܶ is above a certain level, which is dependent on the sample size. The 1% critical
values for the statistic ܶ of single shift SNHT as a function of n (Jarušková, 1996) can be obtain in TABLE 2.

Pettitt Test
The null hypothesis in this non-parametric rank test are the same as in the Buishand range test. The ranks ݎଵ ǥ ݎ
of the ܻ ǥ ܻ were used to calculate the statistics (Pettitt, 1979):
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ܺ ൌ ʹ σୀଵ ݎ െ ݇ሺ݊  ͳሻǡ ݇ ൌ ͳǡʹ ǥ Ǥ Ǥ ݊

(9)

If a break occurs in yearܭ, then the statistic is maximal or minimal near the year ݇ ൌ ܭǣ
ܺ ൌ ଵஸஸ ȁܺ ȁ

(10)

1% critical values for ܺ in different data sets length (Pettitt, 1979) can be obtain in TABLE 2.

Von Neumann Ratio Test
This non-parametric test consists of null hypothesis that the data is independent identically distributed random
values. The alternative hypothesis is the values in the series are not randomly distributed. The Von Neumann ratio ܰ
variance (Von Neumann, 1941).
ܰ ൌ

మ
σషభ
సభ ሺ ିశభ ሻ
σ ሺ ିതሻమ

(11)

సభ

If the time series contains a break, the value of N tends to be lower than the critical value provided in TABLE 2. If
the sample has rapid variations in the mean, then the values of N may rise above 2 (Bingham and Nelson, 1981).
TABLE 2. 1% Critical Values for the following Homogeneity Test statistics:ܴȀξ݊ of Buishand range test, ܶ of
SNHT, ܺ of Pettitt and ܰ of the Von Neumann test (Buishand, 1982; Jarušková, 1996; Pettitt, 1979; Buishand, 1981).

Test
Buishand (ܴȀξ݊ )
SNHT (ܶ ሻ
Pettitt (ܺ ሻ
von Neumann ሺܰሻ

Time-series length, 

20
1.60
9.56
71
1.04

30
1.70
10.45
133
1.20

40
1.74
11.01
208
1.29

50
1.78
11.38
293
1.36

70
1.81
11.89
488
1.45

100
1.86
12.32
841
1.54

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The homogeneity of the annual total precipitation time series at 50 stations in Kelantan were tested by using
Buishand range test, SNHT, Pettitt test and von Neumann ratio test. The results of each method were evaluated at
99% significance level. From the four absolute test results, using the Wijngaard (2003) evaluation, 41 stations are
homogenous, 6 are suspects and another 3 stations are inhomogeneous or heterogeneous. TABLE 3 shows the list of
stations listed under ‘suspects’ and ‘doubtful’ containing critical values in brackets and year break.
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TABLE 3. Inhomogeneity Stations in Kelantan based from the four absolute homogeneity test.
Buishand
SNHT (ࢀ ሻ
Pettitt (ࢄ ሻ
von
Status
After
Neumann
Corrections
(ࡾȀξ )
ሺࡺሻ
Brook
123.0 > (120.6)
1.01 < (1.17)
Suspect
Suspect
-1990Gob
12.40 > (10.09)
124.0 > (108.2)
Suspect
Homogenous
-1992-1992Ldg Kuala Nal
2.48 > (1.80)
20.88 > (11.74)
559.0 > (429.5)
1.07 < (1.42)
Doubtful
Homogenous
-1957-1997-1992Ldg Kenneth
2.22 > (1.79)
1.24 < (1.38)
Suspect
Suspect
-1975Kg Gemang
2.17 > (1.79)
16.73 > (11.51)
504.0 > (341.8)
1.28 < (1.38)
Doubtful
Suspect
Bahru
-1957-1983-1983Kg Durian
12.75 > (10.56)
187.0 > (148.0)
Suspect
Homogenous
Daun
-1992-1992Bendang Nyior
158.0 > (140.5)
1.03 < (1.21)
Suspect
Homogenous
-1992Rumah Kastam
2.05 > (1.80)
11.83 > (11.76)
512.0 > (439.2)
1.40 < (1.43)
Doubful
Suspect
Rantau Pjg.
-1966-1992-1992Kg Kebakat
154.0 > (140.5)
1.10 < (1.21)
Suspect
Homogenous
-1992Stations
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FIGURE 2. The stations with doubtful, suspect and homogenous precipitation time-series.
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Results shown in TABLE 3 indicate that inhomogeneity is generally detected mostly in 1992 in six stations
followed by 1957 in two stations. The rest is in 1967, 1975, 1983, 1990 and 1997. Figure 2 shows the spatial
position of suspects, doubtful and homogenous stations based from the for absolute homogeneity test. To check that
the inhomogeneity might be related to the variations of natural meteorological conditions, the heterogeneous
precipitation time series focusing on year break period were plotted as in FIGURE 3.
By referring to FIGURE 3, some of the break year detected by the absolute homogeneity test can be said due to
the natural behavior of climate and precipitation hence the year break will not considered as inhomogeneous. For
example in Figure 3 (a), (d) and (h) represent the break year in 1992 at the upstream, midstream and downstream.
When compared with homogenous surrounding stations, we can see the same pattern occurred. The same situation
occurred in Ldg Kuala Nal (FIGURE 3(c) and (d)) for year 1957 and 1997 where the same behavior can be seen in
the plots. However, for Brook in 1992, Ldg Kenneth in 1975, Kg. Gemang Bahru in 1983 and Rumah Kastam
Rantau Panjang in 1966 remains inhomogeneous since the plots are slightly different with surrounding stations.
Hence we can conclude that the number of homogenous long time series in Kelantan after correction is forty-six
whereas four stations are inhomogeneous where two tests reject the null hypothesis at 99% confidence level.

FIGURE 3. (a) - (d): Comparison between inhomogeneous time-series with homogenous surrounding/nearby stations.
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FIGURE 3. (e) - (h) cont. Comparison between inhomogeneous time-series with homogenous surrounding/nearby stations.

CONCLUSIONS
The objective of this study is to check the homogeneity of long precipitation time-series records available in the
State of Kelantan, Malaysia. This step is necessary to check the quality of the data which can leads to the accuracy
and reliability of any particular case study and numerical model that require the use of precipitation time-series.
Homogeneity test were applied to the annual precipitation series of observation stations operated by Department of
Irrigation and Drainage Malaysia. For this purpose, 50 stations out of 103 are selected considering observation
period and degree of missing data. By applying Buishand range test, SNHT, Pettitt test and von Neumann ratio test,
it was found that 41 stations are homogeneous. But after corrections via graphical method, 46 stations were
identified as homogenous and 4 stations as inhomogeneous. Therefore the 4 stations should be excluded in further
analysis. As the results of the study, it can be seen that Pettitt test and von Neumann ratio test are more sensitive in
determining inhomogeneity of Kelantan precipitation time-series data. However, von Neumann test only predicts the
presence of inhomogeneity, unlike the other three tests. We hope that this analysis would be a reference for future
studies in Kelantan.
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Abstract. This survey research was designed to identify the secondary mathematics teachers’ quality of teaching.
Specifically, this study focused on students’ perception, based on genders on the quality of teaching of their secondary
mathematics teachers and, its relationship with the former’s mathematics achievement. This research was carried in four
different schools: two all boys’ secondary schools and two all girls’ secondary schools. Thus, a comparison between these
two types of schools was made. The sample of the study involved 100 form four students from those schools. The result
showed that the students from those schools had positive perception on their teachers’ quality of teaching. Statistically,
there was no difference between the boys’ and girls’ perceptions. There was a significant relationship between the boys’
perception on the quality of their teachers’ teaching and the boys’ achievement. However, there was no significant
relationship between the girls’ perceptions on the quality of their teachers’ teaching and the girls’ achievement. The
findings of this research could be used as a useful guideline for mathematics teachers and future mathematics teachers in
enhancing the quality of their teaching and learning.
Keywords: Teachers’quality; teaching and learning; mathematics.
PACS: 01.40.-d

INTRODUCTION
Students are the core group that should be given utmost priority in school. The main goal for all students is to gain
excellence academically. Among the factors to achieve this goal is the quality of the teachers’ instructions. Therefore,
teachers play an important role in ensuring that the quality of their classroom’s instructions is always excellent.
According to [1], the major concern for many countries is the quality of teaching and learning in the classroom,
especially for mathematics. The learning process becomes more meaningful with a continuous effort in improving the
classroom instructions [2]. Moreover, according to [3], improving the quality of teaching and learning is the key to the
success of the present education development in Malaysia. This clearly shows that the quality of teaching and learning
is an important element in education that should be emphasized. The quality of teaching and learning through intensive
preparation of teachers will allow the the classroom instructions to be more systematic and organised. This assertion is
supported by [4], which states that teachers must carefully plan their lesson plans before the beginning of each lesson.
The teaching preparation should include the teaching approaches adopted by the teacher, students’ involvement and the
interaction between teachers and the students [5].
The quality of education refers to the success of a school that manages to create an educational environment that
allows students to achieve their academic potentials effectively [6]. Meanwhile, [7] states that 'teaching necessarily
begins with a teacher's understanding of what is to be Learned and how it is to be taught'. Thus, the decisions made by
teachers before, during, and after the lesson are very important for the students as well as for the teachers in improving
the quality of the classroom instructions. The quality of teaching and learning might also involve other factors as stated
below. According to [8], in the context of education, the students’ negative perceptions on the quality of teaching and
learning may also be influenced by the unsatifactory classroom facilities. Perception on the teaching quality is an
important aspect that should be seriously considered to improve students’ achievement especially in mathematics.
Malaysia intends to be a developed nation by the year 2020. Thus, she needs individuals to have skills in various
fields. Mathematics is one of the important subjects to help produce individuals with high skills. Therefore,
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mathematics needs to be understood and mastered by students. Therefore, quality teachers teaching mathematics are
essential. However, according to [9], one of the problems in education is the low quality of the teaching instructions
among teachers, especially in mathematics. This situation is of great concern to the public [10]. As teachers play an
important role in education, the researchers of this study wished to explore more on this matter. Many previous studies
have shown that there is no significant positive relationship between the teachers’ teaching quality and students’
achievement [11]. However, according to [1], effective teachers are those who can produce excellent students in the
examination. This finding is supported by [12] who states problems that occurred in the teaching and learning process
are due to the lack of self- knowledge and the low quality of teaching by the teachers. In his research exploring the
differences between the new teachers and experienced teachers, [13] pointed out that the teacher itself is one of the the
main factors affecting the students’ achievements. Research by [14] highlights the added value of education in
Tennessee that shows differences in achievements between students who were taught by the high quality teachers and
those who were taught by the low quality teachers. This clearly shows that the quality of teachers gives different effects
on students’ achievement. The evaluation of the “Success for All Programmes” in Baltimore and Philadelphia showed a
good performance by the students who were taught by trained, focused and motivated teachers [15].
The quality of education at the school level can be seen from different perspectives. However, this study focused
more
on
the
teaching
quality
of
mathematics
teachers
during
classroom
instructions.
The researchers of this study have noted that not much effort had been made to examine students' perception on the
mathematics teachers’quality of teaching and its relationship with the students’achievement [8]. Therefore, in this
research, an investigation into the differences in perceptions on the mathematics teachers’ quality of teaching and
learning by the mathematics teachers between all boys’ secondary schools and an all girls’ secondary schools as well as
the relationship between perceptions and the students’ achievement in mathematics was carried out. This study focused
on several dimensions of the mathematics teachers’ teaching quality such as teaching, evaluation, subject and
incentives. The dimension of teaching refers to the teaching methods and strategies employed by the mathematics
teachers during instructions while the dimension of evaluation focuses on the formative evaluation that includes
exercises given in the classrooms, discussions between the teacher and the students and between students themselves
and also homework given to the students. As far as the dimension of subject is concerned, the main focus is on the
teachers’ mathematical content knowledge and general pedagogical knowledge. The final dimension of incentives refers
to the motivational talks, encouragement, rewards and punishments meted out by the teachers to the students.

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
This objectives of this research study were to:
a)

Determine the students' perceptions on their mathematics teachers’quality of teaching (teaching, evaluation,
subject and incentives) from both all boys and all girls secondary schools.
b) Determine the relationship between the student’s perceptions on their mathematics teachers’ quality of
teaching (teaching, evaluation, subject and incentives) and the students’mathematics achievement.
c) Determine whether there was any significant difference between the boys’ and the girls’ perceptions on their
mathematics teachers’ quality of teaching (teaching, evaluation, subject and incentives)

METHODOLOGY
This study employed a quantitative survey design. Two all boys’ secondary schools and two all girls’ secondary
schools were chosen randomly from a list provided by the Kuala Lumpur Education Department. The population for
this study was Form Four students from these schools. They were specifically chosen due to their maturedness and
being uninvolved in any national examination.Twenty five students were selected randomly from each school. For this
research, a questionnaire was constructed and face validity was obtained from two experts. A pilot study was conducted
prior to the actual research to check the suitability of the language used and clarity of the questions posed. From this
pilot study, a reliability coefficient of 0.85 was obtained (Cronbach’s alpha). Thus, the questionnaire was used in the
actual research without any alteration. Two types of statistical analysis were used to analyze the data obtained. First, the
descriptive statistics was used to obtain the frequency and mean for each of the dimensions of the quality of teaching.
Secondly, the inferential statistics namely the Pearson Moment correlation was used to analyze data to ascertain the
relationship between students' perceptions on their mathematics teachers’ quality of teaching (teaching, evaluation,
subject and incentives) and the students’ mathematics achievement. The t-test was used to investigate the difference in
perceptions between the boys and the girls.
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FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS
The findings and discussions were based on a survey which consisted of three research questions. Students'
perceptions for each dimension on the quality of teaching were categorized according to TABLE (1).
TABLE (1). Levels of perception for each dimension on quality of teaching.

Scale

Perception

Category

1.00 – 1.99

Very Low

Weak

2.00 – 2.99

Low

Moderate

3.00 – 3.99

Moderate

Good

4.00 – 5.00

Very High

Excellent

The research questions and the findings are as follows:
What were the students' perceptions on their mathematics teachers’ quality of teaching (teaching, evaluation,
subject and incentives) based on the respective all boys schools and all girls schools?
The four dimensions on the quality of teaching evaluated were teaching, assessment, subject and incentive were
derived from responses given by the respondents. TABLE (2) shows the analysis concerning the mean level of
perception for each dimension.
TABLE (2). Dimension of quality teaching and learning.

Dimension

Mean
All boys’
schools

Standard Deviation

All girls’
schools

Al boys’
schools

All girls’
schools

Teaching

3.84

3.70

1.13

1.06

Evaluation

4.10

4.03

0.73

0.86

Subject

3.15

3.86

0.93

0.90

Incentive

4.33

3.70

0.52

1.05

From TABLE (2), the mean values for the dimensions of evaluation and incentive for the the all boys schools were
4.10 and 4.33 respectively. This showed that these dimensions fell under the excellent category. Meanwhile, as far as
the all girls’ schools were concerned, only the dimension of evaluation fell under the excellent category. For the all
boys’ schools, the mean values for teaching and subject fell under the moderate category, while for the all girls’
schools, three dimensions fell under the same category.

Analysis of Hypothesis Testing
Was there a significant positive relationship between students' perception on their mathematics teacher’ quality
of teaching (teaching, evaluation, subject and incentives) and the students’ mathematics achievement?
TABLE (3) shows the analysis on the correlation between students' perception on the quality of their mathematics
teachers’ teaching and the students’ mathematics achievements.
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TABLE (3). Correlation between students' perception on the teaching quality of the mathematics
teachers and their achievement in mathematics.

Mathematics Achievement

Teaching quality

Boys

Girls

Pearson Correlation

-0.47

-0.02

Sig. (2-sampel)

0.00

0.86

N

50

50

TABLE (3) shows the correlation between students ' perception on their mathematics teachers’ quality of teaching
and the students’ mathematics achievement. From the table above, there was a negatively weak but insignificant
correlation between the student’ perceptions and their mathematics achievement based on the value of r = -0.47 and r =
0.02 for the boys and girls respectively. The p-value of 0.86 for the girls’ secondary school which was above the
significant level (0.05) and this showed that the null hypothesis was not rejected, which indicated that there was no
significant relationship between the girls' perception and their mathematics achievement. Although the mean scores
showed that the girls’ perception fell under moderate and excellent categories, however this did not guarantee that the
girls’ achievement would be equally good. On the other hand, for boys (p=0.00), the null hypothesis was rejected,
which indicated that there was a significant relationship between the boys' perception and their mathematics
achievement.
Was there any significant difference between the boys’ perception and the girls’ perception on the teaching
quality of their mathematics teachers (teaching, evaluation, subject and incentives)
TABLE (4) shows the the t-test results concerning the difference in perceptions between the boys and girls.
TABLE (4). The t-test results concerning the difference in perceptions between the boys and girls.

N

Min

s. d.

Teaching and learning
quality
All boys’schools

50

3.85

0.82

All girls’ schools

50

3.83

0.96

t

df

Sig

0.84

98

0.29

TABLE (4) shows a mean score of 3.85 (s. d = 0.82) for the all boys’s school and 3.83 (s.d = 0.96) for the all girls’
schools. Both the mean values gave a positive overview of the students’ perception on teaching quality of their
mathematics teachers. Thes result from t-test analysis indicated that there was no significant difference between the
boys’ and girls’ perception on their mathematics teachers’ quality of teaching (t (98) = 0.84), with a p-value of 0.29
where p > 0.05. Therefore, the null hypothesis was not rejected. Overall, this gave an indication that the students’
perception (regardless of gender) on their mathematics teachers’ quality in teaching did not influence the students’
achievement in mathematics.

CONCLUSION
The findings had shown that two of the null hypotheses were not rejected and one was rejected. Results from the
null hypothesis that was not rejected indicated that there was no significant relationship between the girls' perception
on their mathematics teachers’ teaching quality (teaching, evaluation, subject and incentives) and the girls’
mathematics achievement. Meanwhile there was a significant relationship between the boys' perception on their
mathematics teachers’ quality of teaching and the boys’mathematics achievement while for the girls, there was no
significant relationship. This could be due to the fact that most of the boys depended entirely on the instructions
received during the mathematics lessons in schools. On the other hand, most of the girls received additional coaching
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from tuition centres after school hours as well as diligently requesting assistance from the mathematics teachers
themselves whenever the girls faced problems. In addition, the null hypothesis also showed that there was no
significant difference between the boys’ and the girls’perception on their mathematics teachers’ teaching quality
(teaching, evaluation, subject and incentives). Although the results showed that there was no significant relationship
between the girls’ perception on their mathematics teachers’ teaching quality and their mathematics achievement, the
researchers held the same belief as [1] and [14] that the mathematics teachers’ teaching quality woud ultimately
determine the mathematics achievement of the students regardless of gender. Overall, the findings of this study
rejected the findings of many studies including [11] that there is no significant relationship between the teachers’
teaching quality and students’ achievement. Nevertheless, this type of study needs to be carried out on a larger scale
so that the result obtained would be more comprehensive.
Teachers must realize that their teaching roles would definitely affect students’ learning. They should improve the
quality of their teaching skills so as to subsequently produce quality students. Therefore, in order to enhance their
teaching ability, mathematics teachers should participate in in-service professional development programs diligently.
The mathematics teachers should also carry out reflections on their teaching methods and strategies employed
continuosly in order to improve their instructional skills. This would further enhance the quality of the teachers’
professionalism in teaching and consequently and hopefully have a significant impact on the students’ achievement in
mathematics. It is hoped that the findings of this study would help teachers, parents and school administrators to
acknowledge the existence of the students' perception on their mathematics teachers’ teaching quality and its effect on
the latter’s mathematics achievement. It must be stressed that mathematics teachers should implement various creative
teaching methods so that the students would be interested to participate in the learning process and thus would be able
to gain a better achievement in mathematics. In a nutshell, the mathematics teachers who undoubtedly play important
roles in any school should always strive to improve the various aspects of their instructions so as to benefit their core
clients, the students. Educational excellence does not only depend on the philosophy and the curriculum developed, but
also requires excellent teachers who are highly motivated as well.
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Abstract. The block hybrid-like method is presented and implemented in predictor-corrector mode to solve delay
differential equations. The Lagrange interpolation polynomial is implemented to obtain the approximation for the delay
terms. The Q-stability of the method is investigated. The illustrative examples are presented to demonstrate the efficiency
of the block hybrid-like method.
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INTRODUCTION
Most of the numerical methods for solving first order ordinary differential equations (ODEs)
 ݕ′ ൌ ݂ሺݔǡ ݕሻǡ ݕሺܽሻ ൌ ݕ for ߳ݔሾܽǡ ܾሿ

(1)

are adapted to solve delay differential equations (DDEs). From mathematical point of view, DDEs are similar to
ODEs except that DDEs involve the past values of the dependent variable and derivatives. DDEs arise in many area
of mathematical modeling such as infectious diseases, population dynamics and driver reaction time. In general,
DDEs refer to retarded and neutral delay differential equations.
Several papers have appeared in literature which showed the adoption of numerical methods for ODEs to solve
DDEs. Hayashi [4] developed the continuous Runge-Kutta formula and the approach based on iterative scheme
determined by extrapolation to handle the vanishing delays in retarded and neutral DDEs. Ismail and Suleiman [6]
proposed the embedded singly diagonally implicit Runge-Kutta method to solve stiff DDEs and applied the six-point
divided difference interpolation to approximate the delay term. Radzi et al. [8] implemented the two point and three
point one step block method with Neville’s interpolation for the approximations of the delay argument. Wen and Liu
[9] applied second order BDF method to solve neutral DDEs. Currently, a built-in package in Mathematica version 9
namely NDSolve can be used to solve DDEs with constant delay.
We consider the DDEs that depend on past values of the dependent variable only, namely retarded delay
differential equations (RDDE)
 ݕ′ ൌ ݂൫ݔǡ ݕǡ ݕሺ ݔെ ߬ሻ൯ ݔ ݔ
ݕሺݔሻ ൌ ߮ሺݔሻ ݔ ݔ

(2)

where ߬ represent the delay,  ݔെ ߬ is the delay argument and ݕሺ ݔെ ߬ሻ is the delay value.
The block hybrid-like method in this paper is extended from the line proposed by Lee [7]. The advantage of this
new method is obtaining the approximation of  ݕat the main and off-step point concurrently without reduction to
finer step size. Enright and Higham [3] stated that the precise location of the off-step points can be used for
minimizing the interpolation errors and for developing various cheap strategies for step size control. Ebadi and
Gokhale [2] demonstrated that the methods with off-step points have the improved stability region.
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DERIVATION OF BLOCK-HYBRID LIKE METHOD OF ORDER THREE
In this section, the mathematical formulation of the explicit and implicit 1-point block hybrid-like method is
presented. The derivation involves the divided difference that relative to both the main and off-step points.

Implicit Block Hybrid-Like Method
ଵ

Firstly, the off-step point is defined as ݔାభ ൌ ݔ  ݄. We integrate (1) from ݔ to ݔାభ and define the
ଶ

మ

interpolation polynomial to interpolate the function ݂ሺݔǡ ݕሻ with  ݏൌ
replace ݀ ݔൌ ݄݀ ݏleads to




௫ି௫


మ

. By changing the limit of integration and



ଵ

 ݕቀݔାభ ቁ െ ݕሺݔ ሻ ൌ ݄ ൬ିభ ͳ ݀ ݂ݏቂݔାభ ቃ  ݄ ିభ  ݂ݏ݀ݏቂݔ ǡ ݔାభ ቃ  ݄ଶ ିభ  ݏቀ ݏ ቁ ݀ ݂ݏቂݔିభ ǡ ݔ ǡ ݔାభ ቃ൰
మ

మ

మ

మ

మ

మ

ଶ

మ

మ

(3)

Next, the main point is defined as ݔାଵ ൌ ݔ  ݄ and the similar approach is applied to obtain






ଵ

ݕሺݔାభ ሻ െ ݕሺݔ ሻ ൌ ݄ ቀିଵ ͳ ݂݀ݏሾݔାభ ሿ  ݄ ିଵ  ݂ݏ݀ݏቂݔାభ ǡ ݔାଵ ቃ  ݄ଶ ିଵ  ݏቀ ݏ ቁ ݀ ݂ݏቂݔ ǡ ݔାభ ǡ ݔାଵ ቃቁ
ଶ

మ

మ

(4)

Replace the divided difference in (3) and (4) with
݂ሾݔାଵ ሿ

ൌ

݂ ቂݔାభ ǡ ݔାଵ ቃ

ൌ

మ

݂ାଵ
ʹ
ቀ݂ െ ݂ାభ ቁ
మ
݄ ାଵ

ʹ
ቀ݂ െ ʹ݂ାభ  ݂ ቁ
మ
݄ଶ ାଵ

݂ ቂݔ ǡ ݔାభ ǡ ݔାଵ ቃ ൌ
మ

The implicit block hybrid-like method is derived as follows
ହ

ଵ

ଵ

ଷ

ଶସ

ݕାభ ൌ ݕ  ݄ ቀ ݂ାభ  ݂ െ
మ

ଶସ

మ

ଵ

ଶ



ଷ

݂ିభ ቁ
మ

ଵ

ݕାଵ ൌ ݕ  ݄ ൬ ݂ାଵ  ݂ାభ  ݂ ൰

(5)



మ

Explicit Block Hybrid-Like Method
ଵ

Let the off-step and main points be defined as ݔାభ ൌ ݔ  ݄ and ݔାଵ ൌ ݔ  ݄, respectively. Using the same
ଶ

మ

approach as in previous subsection, we derive the explicit block hybrid-like method
ଶଷ

ଶ

ଶସ

ଷ

ଵଽ

ଵ



ଷ

ݕାభ ൌ ݕ  ݄ ቀ ݂ െ ݂ିభ 
మ

ݕାଵ ൌ ݕ  ݄ ൬ ݂ െ

మ

ହ
݂ ቁ
ଶସ ିଵ


݂ିభ  ݂ିଵ ൰
మ

(6)



ORDER OF THE METHOD
According to Henrici [5], the linear multistep method and the linear difference operator are said to be of order 
if ܥ ൌ ܥଵ ൌ ܥଶ ൌ  ڮൌ ܥ ൌ Ͳ and ܥାଵ ് Ͳ. To check the order of the implicit block hybrid-like method, we
prepare (5) in matrix finite equation and rewrite in standard form with the coefficients ߙ and ߚ specified as
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Ͳ
Ͳ
ͳ
െͳ
Ͳ
ߙ ൌ ቂ ቃ ǡ ߙభ ൌ ቂ ቃ ǡ ߙଵ ൌ ቂ ቃ ǡ ߙయ ൌ ቂ ቃ ǡ ߙଶ ൌ ቂ ቃ ǡ
మ
Ͳ
Ͳ
െͳ
Ͳ
ͳ
మ
ଵ
ହ
ଵ
Ͳ 
Ͳ
െ
ଵ Ǥ
൩
ǡ
ߚ
ൌ
ቈ
ߚ ൌ ቂ ቃǡ ߚభ ൌ ቈ ଶସ ǡ ߚଵ ൌ ଷଵ൩ ǡ ߚయ ൌ ଶସ
ଶ
ଶ
మ
Ͳ
మ

Ͳ


ଷ

The difference operator is applied and obtain
ଵ

Ͳ
െ
ܥ ൌ ܥଵ ൌ ܥଶ ൌ ܥଷ ൌ ቂ ቃ ǡ ܥସ ൌ ቈ ଷ଼ସǤ
Ͳ
Ͳ
Similar technique is applied for the explicit block hybrid-like method (6), we obtain the error constant, ܥସ ൌ

ቈ

య
భమఴ
భ
ల

. We can conclude that the explicit and implicit block hybrid-like methods are the order three methods since

ܥସ ് Ͳ.

STABILITY PROPERTIES
The general form of the implicit block hybrid-like method can be presented in matrix finite difference form as
ܣଶ ܻேାଶ ൌ ܣଵ ܻேାଵ  ݄ሺܤଶ ܨேାଶ  ܤଵ ܨேାଵ ሻ
with
ܣଶ ൌ ቂ
ܻேାଶ

ͳ
Ͳ

Ͳ
Ͳ
ቃ ǡ ܣଵ ൌ ቂ
ͳ
Ͳ

ହ

(7)
ଵ

ଵ
ଷ
ଵ൩


െଶସ
ଵ൩ ǡ 
Ͳ


Ͳ

ͳ
ቃ ǡ ܤଶ ൌ ଶସ
ଶ
ͳ
ଷ

ݕାభ
ݕିభ
݂ାభ
݂ିభ
మ൨ ǡ ܻ
మ൨ ǡ ܨ
మ ǡ ܨ
మ Ǥ
ൌ
ேାଵ ൌ 
ேାଶ ൌ ቈ
ேାଵ ൌ ቈ
ݕାଵ
ݕ
݂ାଵ
݂

We apply the test equation ݕ′ሺݔሻ ൌ ߤݕሺ ݔെ ߬ሻ on (7) lead to
ܣଶ ܻேାଶ ൌ ܣଵ ܻேାଵ  ݄ܤଶ ߤܻேାଶି  ݄ܤଵ ߤܻேାଵି
After simplified, we obtain
ܣଶ ܻேାଶ െ ܣଵ ܻேାଵ െ ܪଶ ሺܤଶ ܻேାଶି  ܤଵ ܻேାଵି ሻ ൌ Ͳ
where ܪଶ ൌ ݄ߤ.
The Q-stability polynomial for implicit block hybrid-like method is obtained by taking
ݐ݁ܦሾܣଶ ߞ ାଶ  ܣଵ ߞ ାଵ െ ܪଶ ሺܤଶ ߞ ଶ  ܤଵ ߞଵ ሻሿ ൌ Ͳ
with ݉ ൌ ͳ. It leads to
െߞହ  ߞ  െ

ଵ
ଶସ

ߞ ଷ ܪଶ െ


ଵଶ

ଷ

ଵ

଼

ଵସସ

ߞ ସ ܪଶ െ ߞ ହ ܪଶ െ

ߞ ଶ ܪଶ ଶ െ


ଷ

ଶ

ߞ ଷ ܪଶ 

ହ
ଵସସ

ଶ

ߞ ସ ܪଶ ൌ Ͳ

(8)

Similar strategy is applied to obtain the Q-stability polynomial for explicit block hybrid-like method
ଷ

ହ

ଵ

ଶ

ଶ

ଵଶ

െߞ ହ  ߞ   ߞ ଷ ܪଶ െ ߞ ସ ܪଶ െ

ߞܪଶ ଶ 
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ଶ
ଵଷ ଶ
ߞ ܪଶ
ଵଶ

ൌͲ

(9)

The Q-stability polynomials (8) and (9) are solved for H2 whereby the Q-stability regions are determined by
applying the boundary locus technique. The regions are sketched in the complex H2-plane as depicted in FIGURE 1
and FIGURE 2. The Q-stability region lies inside the boundary.

FIGURE 1. Q-stability region for explicit 1-point block hybrid-like method.

FIGURE 2. Q-stability region for implicit 1-point block hybrid-like method.

NUMERICAL TREATMENT OF RDDE
The block hybrid-like method (5) and (6) are implemented in predictor-corrector mode together with Lagrange
interpolating polynomial to provide numerical approximation of RDDE.
When ቀݔାభ െ ߬ቁ  ݔ , the initial function ߮ሺݔሻ is evaluated for the solution of the delay arguments in block
మ

hybrid-like method.
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When ቀݔାభ െ ߬ቁ  ݔ , the position of ቀݔାభ െ ߬ቁ is located. The fourth-order Lagrange interpolation
మ

మ

polynomial is applied to provide the solution to the delay arguments. A Mathematica built-in package
InterpolatingPolynomialൣ൛ሼݔଵ ǡ ݂ଵ ሽǡ ሼݔଶ ǡ ݂ଶ ሽǡ ǥ ൟǡ ݔ൧ is used to construct Lagrange interpolating polynomial for the
function values ݂ corresponding to values ݔ at ݔ.

Numerical Experiences
The following problems are solved numerically to illustrate the efficiency of the block hybrid-like method of
order three.
Problem 1: See [1]
 ݕᇱ ሺݔሻ ൌ ݕሺ ݔെ ߬ሻ  ݊݅ݏሺ ݔെ ߬ሻ    ݔǡ߳ݔሾͲǡ ͳͲሿ,
߬ሺݔሻ ൌ ͳ െ ݁ ି௫ ǡ ݕሺݔሻ ൌ   ݔǡ  ݔ Ͳ,
Exact solution: ݕሺݔሻ ൌ  ݔ

Problem 2: See[1]

 ݕᇱ ሺݔሻ ൌ  ݕ ݔሺ ݔെ ߬ሻǡ߳ݔሾͲǡ ͳͲሿ,
߬ሺݔሻ ൌ  ݔെ ݕሺݔሻ  ʹǡ ݕሺݔሻ ൌ ͳǡ  ݔ Ͳ,
Exact solution: ݕሺݔሻ ൌ   ݔ ͳ

Problem 3: See[1]
ଵ

 ݕᇱ ሺݔሻ ൌ ݁ ௬ሺ௫ିఛሻ ǡ߳ݔሾͳǡ ͵ሿ,
௫
߬ሺݔሻ ൌ  ݔെ ݕሺݔሻ  ݈݊ ʹ െ ͳǡ ݕሺݔሻ ൌ ͳǡ  ݔ ͳ,
ݕሺݔሻ ൌ ݈݊  ݔǡ
ͳݔʹ
௫
Exact solution:
ݕሺݔሻ ൌ  ݈݊ ʹ െ ͳǡ ʹ   ݔ ͵
ଶ

The solutions found using block hybrid-like method is compared with the solutions obtained by using AdamsBashforth/Adams-Moulton method of order three as shown below
ͷ
Ͷ
ʹ͵
݂ିଶ െ ݂ିଵ 
݂൰
మ
ͳʹ
͵
ͳʹ 
ͳ
ʹ
ͷ
݂ ൰
ݕାଵ ൌ ݕ  ݄ ൬െ ݂ିଵ  ݂ 
ͳʹ
͵
ͳʹ ାଵ
ݕାభ ൌ ݕ  ݄ ൬

TABLES 1 to 3 demonstrate the performance comparison of the block hybrid method in terms of the maximum
error. The abbreviations used in the tables are as follows:
ABM
I1P3

Adams-Bashforth/Adams-Moulton method of order three.
Block hybrid-like method of order three.

The maximum error is defined as
 ܧܺܣܯൌ

௫
ଵஸஸௌ௧ሺȁݕሺݔ ሻ
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െ ݕ ȁሻ

TABLE 1. Results for Problem 1.
Method
MAXE
ABM
ͲǤͳ
Ǥʹͻͺ ൈ ͳͲିହ
I1P3
ͶǤʹ͵ͷͶ ൈ ͳͲି
ABM
ͲǤͲͳ
ǤͷͻͶ ൈ ͳͲି଼
I1P3
͵Ǥͻͷͳ͵ ൈ ͳͲିଵଵ
ABM
ͲǤͲͲͳ
ǤͶͺ ൈ ͳͲିଵଵ
I1P3
ͷǤ͵ʹ ൈ ͳͲିଵହ
ABM
ͲǤͲͲͲͳ
ͺǤʹ͵ͻ ൈ ͳͲିଵସ
I1P3
ͶǤͶͲ ൈ ͳͲିଵହ

Step size

TABLE 2. Results for Problem 2.
Method
MAXE
ABM
ͲǤͳ
ͺǤʹͷ ൈ ͳͲିହ
I1P3
ʹǤͻͺͷ ൈ ͳͲି
ABM
ͲǤͲͳ
ͺǤ͵͵ʹͺ ൈ ͳͲି଼
I1P3
ʹǤͻͷͶͺ ൈ ͳͲିଵଵ
ABM
ͲǤͲͲͳ
ͺǤ͵͵ͶͶ ൈ ͳͲିଵଵ
I1P3
ǤͲͷͷ ൈ ͳͲିଵହ
ABM
ͲǤͲͲͲͳ
ͻǤͲͲ ൈ ͳͲିଵସ
I1P3
ͳǤ͵ͳͲͳ ൈ ͳͲିଵସ

Step size

TABLE 3. Results for Problem 3.
Method
MAXE
ABM
͵Ǥͺͷͳͻ ൈ ͳͲିସ
ͲǤͳ
I1P3
ͷǤͶͳ ൈ ͳͲିହ
ABM
ͲǤͲͳ
͵ǤʹͷͶͷ ൈ ͳͲି
I1P3
ͷǤʹͷ͵ ൈ ͳͲି
ABM
ͲǤͲͲͳ
͵Ǥͳ͵ͺͺ ൈ ͳͲି଼
I1P3
ͷǤʹͳʹͻ ൈ ͳͲିଽ
ABM
ͲǤͲͲͲͳ
͵ǤͳʹͶͲ ൈ ͳͲିଵ
I1P3
ͷǤʹͲͻͲ ൈ ͳͲିଵଵ

Step size

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
It is obvious that the block hybrid-like method (I1P3) outperforms the Adams-Bashforth/Adams-Moulton
method (ABM) in terms of accuracy. As the step size decreases, block hybrid-like method achieves better accuracy.
Since the block hybrid-like method includes the approximate solution to both the main and additional off-step
points, more computed values that surrounding the delay term ሺ ݔെ ߬ሻ can be used to provide better estimation in
interpolating the delay term.
As a conclusion, we have proposed the block hybrid method that can be used on wider interval and demonstrates
the superiority in providing higher order of accuracy.
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Abstract. A theoretical study has been presented to describe the flow and heat transfer in the boundary layers on a
nonlinearly stretching sheet with a variable wall temperature and suction, in the presence of magnetic field and nonuniform heat source. The governing partial differential equations are converted into ordinary differential equations
by similarity transformation, which is then solved numerically using the shooting method. Results for the skin friction
coefficient, local Nusselt number, velocity profiles as well as temperature profiles are presented through graphs and
table for several sets of values of the parameters. The effects of the parameters on the flow and heat transfer
characteristics are thoroughly examined.
Keywords: Non-uniform heat source; variable wall temperature; nonlinear stretching; heat transfer; skin friction.
PACS: 44

INTRODUCTION
The problems of flow and heat transfer in the boundary layers of a continuous stretching surface have attracted
considerable attention of researchers due to their numerous applications in industrial manufacturing processes. Some
of the application in metallurgical processes is drawing of continuous filaments through quiescent fluids, wire
drawing, glass blowing, manufacturing of plastic and rubber sheets, and spinning of fibers. In all these cases, the
desired characteristics of final product mostly depend on stretching and heat transfer rate.
In 1961, Sakiadis [1, 2] initiated the study of boundary layer flow over a stretched surface. He used a similarity
transformation to solve the problem numerically. Tsou et al. [3] carried out a combination of analytical and
experimental study the flow and heat transfer developed by a continuously moving surface. Their results were in
excellent agreement with Sakiadis [1, 2]. Crane [4] established the two-dimensional flow caused by a linear
stretching sheet in an otherwise quiescent incompressible fluid, and for various temperature boundary conditions. He
obtained a much closed form exponential solution. Grubka and Bobba [5] attacked the problem flow from a
stretching surface moving with a linear velocity and a power-law temperature distribution.
The effect of suction or injection on the heat and flow boundary layer on a continuously stretched surface has
motivated the works of researchers. The works of Sakiadis [1, 2] have been extended by Erickson [6] and Fox et al.
[7], who introduced the effect of suction or injection of a stretched surface for uniform surface velocity and
temperature. Chen and Char [8] reported the effect of suction or injection on the heat transfer characteristics of a
linearly stretching sheet for variable surface temperature and variable surface heat flux.
The studies above restricted to the linear stretching of the sheet. Gupta and Gupta [9] emphasized that the
stretching of the sheet may not necessarily be linear. Several researchers considered nonlinear variations of
stretching velocity and temperature distributions. Kumaran and Ramanaiah [10] pioneered the investigation related
to the statement by Gupta and Gupta [9], by taking into account the case of quadratic stretching sheet in a viscous
fluid flow. Ali [11] investigated the heat and flow ina quiescent fluid driven by a power-law stretched surface
subject to suction or injection. Vajravelu [12] studied flow and heat transfer in a viscous fluid over a nonlinear
stretching sheet. But, his analysis was limited to the case when the sheet is held at a constant temperature. Cortell
[13] extended the study by Vajravelu [12], by including the effect of viscous dissipation in heat transfer analysis.
International Conference on Mathematics, Engineering and Industrial Applications 2014 (ICoMEIA 2014)
AIP Conf. Proc. 1660, 050031-1–050031-11; doi: 10.1063/1.4915664
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They considered two different types of thermal boundary conditions on the sheet, constant surface temperature (CST
case) and prescribed surface temperature (PST case). In 2008, Cortell [14] extended his works in 2007 [13], by
employing the effects of thermal radiation in the energy equation and considered another type of thermal boundary
condition, namely the prescribed wall heat flux case (PHF case). The study of exponential variations of stretching
velocity and temperature distributions in the flow of stretching surface has been initiated by Magyari and Kellers
[15]. They examined analytically and numerically the flow and thermal boundary layers on an exponentially
stretching continuous surface with an exponential temperature distribution. Elbashbeshy [16] examined the flow and
heat transfer in the viscous fluid flow on an exponentially stretching sheet with suction. Later, Khan and Sanjayand
[17] extended the work of Elbashbeshy [16] to viscoelastic fluid flow and heat transfer. Later, they also took into
account the effect of mass transfer [18] in their research work. The effect of radiation on the boundary layer flow
and heat transfer of a viscous fluid over an exponentially stretching sheet has been studied by Sajit and Hayat [19].
The mixed convection flow and heat transfer from an exponentially stretching vertical surface in a quiescent fluid
has been analyzed by Partha et al. [20].
Some of the investigators focused their work on the effect of non-uniform heat source and magnetic field on the
thermal boundary layer over a stretching sheet. Singh [21] considered the effect of non-uniform heat source on
viscoelastic fluid past a stretching sheet in the presence of transverse uniform magnetic field and radiation. Abel and
Nandeppanavar [22] presented the study of momentum and heat transfer characteristics in a hydromagneticflow of
viscoelastic liquid over a linear stretching sheet with non-uniform heat source. Abel and Mahesha [23] solved the
problem of magnetohydrodynamic boundary layer flow and heat transfer characteristics of a non-Newtonian
viscoelastic fluid over a flat sheet with a linear velocity in the presence of thermal radiation and non-uniform heat
source.The non-uniform heat source/sink effect on the flow and heat transfer from an unsteady stretching sheet
through a quiescent fluid medium have been investigated by Tsai et al. [24]. Nandeppanavar et al. [25] studied the
flow and heat transfer characteristics of a viscous fluid over a nonlinearly stretching sheet in the presence of nonuniform heat source. Pavlov [26] examined the flow over the stretching of an elastic sheet in the presence of a
uniform magnetic field. Andersson [27] obtained an exact solution of the Navier–Stokes equations for
magnetohydrodynamicflow. The effect of uniform transverse magnetic field on the stagnation point towards a
stretching vertical sheet has been studied by Ishak et al. [28]. The hydromagneticflow with heat transfer over a
surface of variable temperature stretching with a power-law velocity in the presence of a nonlinear transverse
magnetic field has been investigated by Anjali Devi and Thiyagarajan [29]. Pal [30] studied numerically the effect
of uniform magnetic field in the thermal boundary layer on an exponentially stretching surface with an exponential
temperature distribution. Very recently, Jafar et al. [31] analysed magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) stagnation-point
flow of an incompressible viscous fluid impinging normal to a nonlinearly stretching/shrinking flat sheet in the
presence of a non-uniform magnetic field applied in the positive y-direction normal to the flat sheet.
Motivated by the analyses by Nandeppanavar et al. [25] and Anjali Devi and Thiyagarajan [29], we investigate
the effects of non-uniform heat source and magnetic field on the heat transfer characteristics of a viscous fluid over a
nonlinearly stretching sheet with variable temperature distribution. We employed similarity transformation to reduce
the boundary layer equations for nonlinear flow and heat transfer to ordinary nonlinear differential equations. The
numerical solutions are found by using shooting method. The effects of the physical parameters on velocity,
temperature distribution, skin friction and Nusselt number are analyzed.

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
Consider the two-dimensional of an incompressible, viscous and electrically conducting fluid over a nonlinearly
stretching surface (see FIGURE 1). The x-axis is directed along the stretching surface in the direction of the motion
and the y-axis is perpendicular to it. A transverse magnetic field B(x) is assumed to be applied in the y-axis. Under
the assumption of Boussinesq and boundary layer approximations, the flow and heat transfer problems in the
presence of non-uniform heat sources are governed by the following equations:

wu wv

wx wy
u

wu
wu
v
wx
wy

X

0

2
w 2u V B x
u

U
wy 2
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(1)
(2)

§ wT
wT ·
v
¸
w
wy ¹
x
©

U cp ¨ u

k

w 2T
 qccc
wy 2

(3)

where u and v are the components of velocity respectively in the x and y directions, υ = μ ⁄ρ is the kinematic
viscosity, μ is the viscosity, ρ is the fluid density, σ is the electrical conductivity, T is the temperature of the fluid, cp
is the specific heat at constant pressure and k is the thermal conductivity.

FIGURE 1. Physical model and coordinate system.

The induced magnetic field in Eq. 2 is assumed to be negligible since the magnetic Reynolds number for the
flow is assumed to be very small. We choose the special form of magnetic field B x

B0 x

n 1 2

, B0 being a

constant. Non-uniform heat source q ccc in Eq. 3 is modeled as:
1
ª
§
·
§ kuw x · « *
§ b n  1 · 2 n21 ¸
¨
qccc ¨
A
T
T
exp
y
x


 B* T  Tf
¸«
w
f
¨¨ ¨ 2X ¸
¸¸
x
X
©
¹«
©
¹
©
¹
¬

º
»
»
»¼

(4)

where A* and B* are parameters of the space and temperature dependant internal heat generation/absorption. The
corresponding internal heat source are A* ! 0 and B* ! 0, while the case A*  0 and B*  0 refer to the case of the
internal heat absorption. In this paper, we considered the effect of internal heat generation A* ! 0 and B* ! 0.
The appropriate boundary conditions are

u

uw x

u o 0,

bx n , v

vw x , Tw x

Tf  ax O

T o Tf

at y

0

as y o f

(5)

where uw is the velocity of the stretching surface, Q w  0 is the velocity of suction, Tw is surface temperature, T∞ is
the temperature of the fluid at infinity, a and b are dimensional constants, n is the index of power-law velocity and λ
is the index of power-law variation of surface temperature.
Introducing new similarity variables
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T K

1

T  Tf
,
Tw  Tf

§ b n  1 · 2 n21
y¨
¸ x ,
© 2X ¹

K

(6)

1

u

bx n f c K ,

§ bX n  1 · 2 n21 ª
n 1
º
¨
Kfc K »
¸ x «f K 
2
n
1

¬
¼
©
¹

v

where prime denotes differentiation with respect to η.
By substituting similarity variables (6) into Eqs. (1)–(3), we obtain
f ccc  ff cc  Z f c  M 2 f c
2

(7)

0

§ 2 · *
§ 2 · *
¸ B  O Pr f c T  ¨
¸ A exp K
© n 1 ¹
© n 1¹

T cc  Pr f T c  ¨

0

(8)

and the boundary conditions reduce to

fc K

1,

f K

s, T K

at K

1

fc K o0 T K o0

0

(9)

as K o f

where M 2 2V B02 U b(n  1) is the magnetic interaction parameter, Z
Pr U c pX k is the Prandtl number and s ! 0 is the suction parameter.

2n (n  1) is the stretching parameter,

The physical parameters of interest in the present problem are the skin friction coefficient Cf and the Nusselt
number Nux, which are given by

Cf

P
U uw

2

§ du ·
¨ ¸ , Nux
x © dy ¹ y 0

x § dT ·
¨
¸
Tw  Tf © dy ¹

(10)

Substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (10), we get
12

C f Re x
where Re x

12

§ n 1·
¨
¸
© 2 ¹

f cc 0 ,

12

Nux
Re x

12

§ n 1· c
¨
¸ T 0
© 2 ¹

(11)

xuw ( x) X is a Reynolds number.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The nonlinear ordinary differential Equations (7) and (8) subject to the boundary conditions (9) were solved
numerically using the shooting method. The values of f cc(0) and T c(0) as well as the velocity and temperature
profiles are obtained for various values of the magnetic parameter M, suction parameter s, the temperature parameter
λ, the space dependent heat source A* ! 0 and the temperature dependent heat source B* ! 0. To assess the accuracy
of the numerical method, we compare of the results for the nonmagnetic case M = 0 with those obtained by
Nandeppanavar et al. [25]. Table 1 presents the values of wall temperature gradient T c(0) for various values of λ,
Pr, A* and B*when M = 0 and s = 0. In this table, the effect of individual parameters are studied by using the values
λ = 2, Pr = 1.0, A* = 0.1 and B* = 0.1. The results obtained for the current study are found to be in good agreement
with those obtained by Nandeppanavar et al. [25].
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Parameters

λ

TABLE (1). Values of the Nusselt number for different values of the parameters
λ, Pr, A* and B*when M = 0.
Values
–θ̕(0)
n = 0.5
n = 1.0
n = 1.5
Nandeppanavar
Present
Nandeppanavar
Present
Nandeppanavar
et al. [25]
et al. [25]
et al. [25]
1.0
0.994706
0.995739
0.864169
0.864475
0.784960
1.452443
1.237484
1.100034
2.0
1.450347
1.235007
1.818398
1.544861
1.365733
3.0
1.818425
1.540276

Present
0.784831
1.100093
1.360017

Pr

1.0
2.0
3.0

1.452443
2.226426
2.799134

1.450347
2.219973
2.799192

1.237484
1.927176
2.436357

1.235007
1.927143
2.439913

1.100034
1.732455
2.199036

1.100093
1.739998
2.199824

A*

–0.1
0.0
0.1

1.561825
1.507134
1.452443

1.561884
1.500024
1.450347

1.354497
1.295990
1.237484

1.350196
1.290028
1.235007

1.222130
1.161123
1.100034

1.222019
1.161196
1.100093

B*

–0.1
0.0
0.1

1.560166
1.508454
1.452443

1.560096
1.500529
1.450347

1.334991
1.288311
1.237484

1.330010
1.282833
1.235007

1.188739
1.146251
1.100034

1.193274
1.150130
1.100093

The variations of the velocity profile f c(K ) with the magnetic parameter M is displayed graphically in FIGURE
2. As seen from the figure, as the magnetic parameter M increases, the boundary layer thickness decreases. FIGURE
3 presents the variations of the temperature profile T (K ) with the magnetic parameter M. It is clear from this figure
that an increase in the magnetic field increases the thickness of thermal boundary layer. FIGURES 4 and 5,
respectively, show the variation of velocity and temperature profiles with suction parameter s. It can be seen from
FIGURE 4 that an increase in the rate of suction causes a decrease in the velocity profile and hence reduce the
momentum boundary layer thickness. FIGURE 5 reveals that temperature decreases as we increase the values of s. It
is seen that the effect of suction is to reduce the thickness of thermal boundary layer, which is significant little away
from the stretching sheet.
The variation of f cc(0) and T c(0) against s for different values of the parameters on the flow and heat transfer
characteristics are displayed in FIGURES 6 to 10. FIGURES 6 and 7 indicate that increasing the magnetic
parameter, M reduces the values of f cc(0) and T c(0), respectively. Furthermore, increasing the suction parameter
will decrease the values of f cc(0), and T c(0) will be increased. FIGURE 8 shows the effect of λ on heat transfer and
from this figure, it observed that the increasing effect of λ is to increase the wall temperature gradient, T c(0) .
FIGURE 9 present the variation of the wall temperature gradient, T c(0) as a function of suction parameter for
various values of space dependent heat source A*, whereas, FIGURE 10 presents the variation for the temperature
dependent heat source, B*. These figures demonstrate that for all values of A* and B* considered, the wall
temperature gradient, T c(0) increases as s increases. Also, the effect of increasing values of A* and B* is to
decrease the wall temperature gradient, T c(0).
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FIGURE 2. Velocity profiles for different values of M when Pr = 0.7, s = 2, n =1, λ = 2, A* = 0.2 and B* = 0.6.

FIGURE 3. Temperature profiles for different values ofM when Pr = 0.7, s = 2, n =1, λ = 2, A* = 0.2 and B* = 0.6.
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FIGURE 4. Velocity profiles for different values of s when Pr = 0.7, M = 1, n =1, λ = 2, A* = 0.2 and B* = 0.6.

FIGURE 5. Temperature profiles for different values of s when Pr = 0.7, M = 1, n =1, λ = 2, A*= 0.2 and B* = 0.6.
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FIGURE 6. Variation of the skin friction coefficient with s for different values of M when
Pr = 0.7, n =1, λ = 2, A*= 0.2 and B* = 0.6.

FIGURE 7. Variation of the local Nusselt number with s for different values of M when
Pr = 0.7, n =1, λ = 2, A*= 0.2 and B* = 0.6.
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FIGURE 8. Variation of the local Nusselt number with s for different values of λ when
Pr = 0.7, n =1, M = 1, A*= 0.2 and B* = 0.6.

FIGURE 9. Variation of the local Nusselt number with s for different values of A* when
Pr = 0.7, M = 1, n =1, λ = 2, and B* = 0.6.
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FIGURE 0. Variation of the local Nusselt number with s for different values of B*
when Pr = 0.7, M = 1, n =1, λ = 2, and A* = 0.2.

CONCLUSION
A numerical study corresponding to the flow and heat transfer characteristics of the viscous boundary layer flow
over a nonlinearly stretching sheet with non-uniform heat source and in the presence of magnetic field are presented.
The study focused on the effect of magnetic parameter, M, suction parameter s, the temperature parameter λ, the
space dependent heat source A* ! 0 and the temperature dependent heat source B* ! 0 on the variations of f c(K ),
T (K ), f cc(0) and T c(0). The effect of physical parameters M, s, λ, A* and B* on the velocity and temperature
distribution, skin-friction coefficient and local Nusselt number have been obtained graphically and in tabular form.
The results can be summarized as follows:
a) The effect of increasing values of magnetic field and suction parameter are to decrease velocity distribution
and skin-friction coefficient.
b) The temperature distribution in flow region increases with increasing the magnitude of magnetic field.
However, the opposite effects are appeared for the imposition of suction.
c) As the magnitude of magnetic field and non-uniform heat source increase, the local Nusselt number
decreases. Opposite phenomena is observed when the local Nusselt number is affected by the parameters of
s and λ.
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Abstract. The Pulse laser deposition (PLD) is a sole tool that is used to develop fine quality superconducting (YBCO)
epitaxial films. The description and devices application aspect of the PLD on high temperature superconducting epitaxial
films have an important role in the field of superconductivity. In the present study, thin films fabrication by PLD, buffer
layers and electrical properties have been probed numerically with computer simulations. The electrical transport properties
are discussed in term of thermally-activated flux motion model. The present study concludes that the plume dynamics is
important in fabricating high quality epitaxial films thus improving the superconducting electrical transport properties.
Keywords: Pulse laser deposition; YBCO; absorption coefficient; laser plasma.
PACS: 73.43.Cd 74.20.-z 74.25.F-

INTRODUCTION
The current transport density is important in superconductors to maintain itself without having any losses. According
to their wonderful features, the above statement is exactly applicable to promote technology available in different areas
and to improve the performance of different devices and their applications, particularly in industry as a magnet, motor
and transformer, transport as high speed levitation trains and high speed water boats, electronics for the SQUIDs
construction, transistors, sensor microchips, detectors, filters, resonators and filters. The recent development by the
venders and researcher in the field of material sciences and engineering make it possible to increase their applications.
The high temperature superconductors with extra high speed, minor losses, and exact resolution can prioritize their use
in electronic than conventional devices. However, various known theories signify their ability but still various aspects
need clarification [1-3].
Thin Film layers deposition via PLD involves the interaction of atoms and molecules and their tunneling from one
layer to another layers. The developers put their intensive efforts to understand the factors effecting the critical current
densities and develop the techniques for the fabrication of complex multi-filamentary low cost superconductors. Firstly
the discovery of mixed copper oxides and their noisy and unsatisfactory results disappointed the pioneers and proactive
thinkers of superconductivity. In order to understand flux pinning motion system and its further continuity with
dissipative flux motion, the physical transport electrical properties associated with new compounds is critical issue for
justification of metallic behavior in superconductors. The description of flux motion in YBCO thin film layers is
interesting but complicated problem such discrepancies generate a new set of obstacles to available techniques for the
measurements of different physical properties such as electrical and magnetic properties. This article discussed the
fabrication of many layers based on pure YBCO and the electrical properties with dc or ac currents. The current article
is intended to discuss all the electrical transport properties with theoretical ideas on the basis of significant experimental
facts and satisfy the requirements of practical HTS YBCO devices applications.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Pulse Laser Deposition
PLD a novel film fabrication method is used to make the highly stoichiometric epitaxial films as shown in the figure.
The ultra high vacuum is generated with turbo molecular pump which helps the deposition chamber to remove oxides
and impurities. The oxygen gas has the primary role during all this synthesis process and the oxygen dependency of
YBCO layers. The PLD technique is an economical process for making the high quality superconducting YBCO film
layers as shown in FIGURE 1.
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In PLD process, the MgO substrate is positioned from 3-5 cm away from the pure bulk samples prepared with solid
state reaction method. The substrate target which is fixed on the heater can be heated according to its own range from 0
to 6000C depending upon the system. In case of low range substrate heating system compel the practitioner to prepare
the samples ex situ by use of external furnace to stabilize the prepared YBCO thin films. The primary role of oxygen
gas is used to move the blasted particle to the substrate target fitted at some angle to the YBCO target. The YBCO
target is hitted by converged intense laser light beam. The size and shape of the appeared plume also depend upon the
quality of the film. The whole system can be properly managed to improve the quality of epitaxial YBCO films.

FIGURE 1. Pulse Laser Deopsition setup and deposited Layers of YBCO (Source[5]).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Laser Plume Dynamics and Thickness of the Film
Laser plume dynamics is based on the theory of supersonic expansion and that employ ultra hot plasma growth as a
medium for supersonic expansion. In the present research, it is observed that intense laser light from the source hit the
target material fix at some distance inside the PLD chamber. A stream of blasted particles headed toward the substrate
material fix at certain angle to the target, where they causes deposition when the particles are arranged epitaxially. The
velocity distribution function of each atomic species can be represented by the equation

f (v )

A0v3 exp[

m(v  vc)2
]
2 KT

(1)

where in equation (1), normalization constant is A0, vc represents the blasted particles stream velocity, T represents the
effective temperature for spread velocity and m represents atomic mass.
For the measurement of precise thickness of the film is estimated by given equation

dthickness

O (t )sin T ln(1 

IK

E RI

)

(2)

where λ is the attenuation coefficient of the photoelectrons, where IK is the unknown film ratio, βRI expresses the
relative intensity of some known films and angle θ is in between the laser light and the sample target surface. The
FIGURE (2a) potrays that increasing the relative intensitiy results in decreased corresponding thickness of the film and
vice versa. The thickness varies directly toward the higher values due to θ>0o and mainly due to because of the binding
energy of the deposited material atoms of the film. For the deposition of YBCO films, the relative intensity increases,
results fine epitaxil thin films with strong binding energy and their response toward the physical properties is enough
conducting [4-6].
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FIGURE 2. 3-D graphs of the supersonic expansion equation and the thickness with relted terms.

Electrical Properties
The four point dc probes method is more appropriate for the measurements of electrical properties in
superconducting YBCO thin films. The flux creep standard model discussion on the flux pinning scaling behavior is in
good agreement with our current results. The current I-V curves are plotted against the temerature with the fixed values
of B. The strong relation of the electrical tansport properties with diffferent term such as current densities, fields and
temperature is given by the following equation [7].

ETrans

Ec exp[

U c(T , B)
jU c(T , B)
exp( j )]sinh[
exp( j )]
KT
KT

(3)

The vector representation of resistivity is given by the equation

U

Ec(T , B) U c(T , B)
U c(T , B)
U c(T , B)
u
u [1  j[
 1]] u exp[
]
J (T , B)
KT
KT
KT

(4)

where Ec(T,B) is the electric field over, Uc(T,B) represents the activation barrier, K Boltzmann constant and temperature
T in Kelvin.
It is depicted that magnetic field of epitaxial layers film varied with resistivity as shown in FIGURE 3(a). The
arrhenius plots at the fixed temperature range 80 and 90 K measured the quality of YBCO layers. At smaller value of
magnetic field, the resistivity of YBCO layers was higher. The flux pinning was desirable at high temperature and
created a pseudo resistance and depressed the current density. The FIGURE 3 (b) shows the variation of electric field
with current density at different magnetic field values 6 and 7 Tesla. It is depicted that at smaller values of magnetic
fields, the current densities peaks were also smaller. This shows that at lower fields power law, current depend on the
pinning energy and for the higher magnetic fields lead to the flux creep on single crystal of YBCO layers. The FIGURE
3(c) shows temperature dependent component of the activation barrier. The result illustrated that derived temperature
depends on pinning energy. If we plot the product of Ucand B with standard high temperature, thermal factor gives a
power law dependence. This gave overall gap suppression by the average magnetic field. The Arrhenius plot in
FIGURE 3(d) is shown. The curve shows that high temperature superconductors transport properties of epitaxial films
can be quantitatively and self consistent which describe the model in thermally activated flux motion with pinning
activation barrier. It is emphasize that curvature persist over a wide range of temperature, pointing up the difficulty in
extracting represented value of dependent U. The current theoretical temperature dependent resistivity at different fields
and current indicates that thermal flux creep exists at its lower values of the temperature. Furthermore it proves the
existence of superconductivity at lower values where the electron phonon interaction take place to occur current
transport.
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FIGURE 3. Resistiviy vs Magnetic Fields, Magnetic fields vs Current Densities, the product of U and B vs high temperature
thermal factor and Temperature dependent of Resistivity.

CONCLUSIONS
The present study was an attempt to model the laser plume dynamics with electrical transport properties and results
generated from the present modeling yielded some significant insights. Firstly, the intense laser light that hit the YBCO
target absorbed into it thus increasing the densities of the charged particles. Moreover, the background oxygen pressure
helped the charged particles for the formation of plume during the deposition process. However, higher relative
intensity resulted in decreased thickness of the film is decreased for the epitaxial growth and vice versa. At low field
and at low temperature the high value of resistivity represents I-V characteristic direct relevance with activation energy.
Lastly, the results also demonstrated that transport occur strongly field dependent.
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Modeling Extreme PM10 Concentration in Malaysia Using
Generalized Extreme Value Distribution
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School of Mathematical Sciences, Universiti Sains Malaysia, 11800 Minden, Penang, Malaysia
Abstract. Extreme PM10 concentration from the Air Pollutant Index (API) at thirteen monitoring stations in Malaysia is
modeled using the Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) distribution. The data is blocked into monthly selection period.
The Mann-Kendall (MK) test suggests a non-stationary model so two models are considered for the stations with trend.
The likelihood ratio test is used to determine the best fitted model and the result shows that only two stations favor the
non-stationary model (Model 2) while the other eleven stations favor stationary model (Model 1). The return level of
PM10 concentration that is expected to exceed the maximum once within a selected period is obtained.
Keywords: Extreme PM10 concentration; generalized extreme value; return level.
PACS: 02.50.-r

INTRODUCTION
Natural hazards are the threats of natural occurrences that will have a negative effect on lives. Extreme climate
are natural events that can affect thousands of lives, property and other assets each year. These hazardous events
cause an unacceptably large number of casualties and overwhelming property damages which could also affect the
economic growth and the ecosystem of a country. Over the past few years, many researchers from different regions
of the world have conducted studies on extreme climate changes and produce a forecast report in a form that is
readily understood in order to educate people on the sensible precautions against such hazards. Amongst them are
works of [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6] and [7].
Extreme Value Theory (EVT) is a statistical theory that deals with the stochastic behavior of the extreme values
in a process. It is used to model and measure the events that occur in a small probability. This theory has been
applied in many fields such as finance [8], wind speed [9], health [10] and air pollution studies [11].

Background
Air pollution is one of the major environmental problems that occur when pollutants and additional noxious
gases from the industry, vehicles and human activities are introduced into the air. Once it combines with the
particles in the air, it will indirectly destroy the natural balance of the environment, possibly causing disease, death
to humans and damage to food crops. Human intervention may increase the frequency and severity of this natural
event. A study [12] on the air pollution trends in Klang Valley, Malaysia had stated that air pollution in the area of
Klang Valley was mostly contributed by the rapid urbanization.
The determination of the air quality depends on the maximum concentration of a single air pollutant or
substance. The high concentration of pollutant stimulates the greenhouse effect and brings harmful consequences to
people and the environment. These pollutants contaminate the air by making it hazardous and unhealthy for human,
animals and plants. There are several types of pollutants that can trigger the occurrence of air pollution. However,
the main concern of this study is mainly based on the Particulate Matter (PM10).
The recent haze attack in June 2013 that was caused by an open forest burning in Sumatera has affected the
daily lives of the whole nation. One of the worst haze events that struck Malaysia and a few other neighboring
countries were reported in 1997/98 which stated that the cause of the unfortunate event was due to the forest fire in
Kalimantan and Sumatera. The result was very devastating as the haze API index exceeded the hazardous level [13].
Since humans are mostly concerned about the weather and the condition of the environment that they live in, this
has become the motivation to study the extreme events and develop appropriate statistical tools to help overcome
this global problem.
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Objective
Although not much effort can be done to change the incidence and intensity of the natural climatic disaster,
thorough planning should be taken as a precautionary measure in order to overcome the extreme air pollution in the
future. People should be educated on how their daily actions could bring a severe effect on the environment. This is
why the statistical modeling and analysis on this event are essential and useful for decision makers and policy
planners as it can be helpful in their effort to overcome and minimize the occurrences of the extreme air pollution. A
study in India [14] on the prediction air quality standard violations at urban road intersections used Gumbel
distribution to fit the CO data. The result indicated a satisfactory performance for the prediction of extreme air
pollution events.
The main objective of this study is to apply the Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) distribution in modeling the
extreme concentration of PM10 from the Air Pollutant Index.

Description of data
The data are obtained from the official website of the Department Of Environment, Ministry of Natural
Resources and Environment of Malaysia. The Air Pollutant Index value is calculated based on the average daily
concentration of air pollutants and the pollutant with the highest concentration at that particular time is recognized as
the pollutant that determines the value. Since PM10 usually dominates the reading, only PM10 will be considered in
this study. Thirteen locations (in brackets) of the monitoring stations selected at random from each states are Johor
(Kota Tinggi), Kedah (Alor Setar), Kelantan (SMK Tanjung Chat), Melaka (Bandaraya Melaka), Negeri Sembilan
(Nilai), Pahang (Balok Baru), Perak (Tanjung Malim), Pulau Pinang (Perai), Perlis (Kangar), Sabah (Kota
Kinabalu), Sarawak (Kuching), Selangor (Petaling Jaya) and Terengganu (Kemaman).
Data from 1st of January 2006 until 30th of April 2013 are used in this study. Since the API reading are monitored
three times daily (7am, 11am and 5pm), the maximum value of PM 10 concentration for each day is taken and
considered in this study. These maximum values are then blocked into a sequence of observations of length n, which
corresponds to the monthly selection period [4].

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Extreme Value Theory is based on three types of theorem. Let ݔଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݔ be a sequence of independent and
identically distributed random variables with common distribution function ܨ, and ܯ ൌ ݉ܽݔሺݔଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݔ ሻ where
ܯ is the maximum with ܾ as the number of block and ݊ is the number of days in the selected selection period .
From Extremal Types Theorem [15], if there exist a sequence of normalizing constant ߪ  Ͳ and ߤ such that
ெ ିఓ
ܲ ݎቄ ್   ݖቅ ՜ ܩሺݖሻ݊ ՜ ∞where  ܩis a non-degenerate distribution, then it must belong to either one of
ఙ

the three types of distribution as below [15]:
(i)

Gumbel distribution (Type 1)
ܩሺݖሻ ൌ ݁ ݔቀെ݁ ݔቂെ ቀ

(ii)

Fréchet distribution (Type II)

௭ିఓ
ఙ

ቁቃቁ , all ݖ

(1)

Ͳǡ ݖ ߤ

ܩሺݖሻ ൌ ൝

݁ ݔ൜െ ቀ

௭ିఓ ିక
ఙ

ቁ ൠ

ǡ ݖ ߤǡ ߦ  Ͳ

(2)

(iii) Weibul Distribution (Type III)
ܩሺݖሻ ൌ ൝

݁ ݔ൜െ ቂെ ቀ

௭ିఓ
ఙ

క

ቁቃ ൠ ǡ  ݖ൏ ߤǡ ߦ  Ͳ

ͳǡ  ݖ ߤ

where ߤǡ ߪ and ߦ are the location, scale and shape parameter, respectively.
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(3)

Selection Period
Let ܯଵǡ ܯଶ ǥ ǥ ܯ with the assumption that the random variables are independent, be a sequence that are
grouped into blocks of length, n which generates another series of block maxima ܼଵǡ ܼଶ ǥ ǥ ܼ where  is the
number of blocks maxima. Then the maximum of each block is collected so that the GEV distribution can be fitted.
The choice of block size is very crucial. If the blocks chosen are too small, it can lead to biasness and if the blocks
are too large, too few block maxima will be generated and this will lead to a large estimation variance [15]. Since
only seven years and four months of data for the PM 10 concentration are available for this study, the data are blocked
into monthly period as mentioned in [16] for the possibility of using month as the block.

Test for Stationarity
In applying the GEV distribution, it is crucial that the data conform to the stationarity assumptions. One of the
easiest methods that can be used to check for stationarity is by observing the trends or change in pattern on the
graph. The Mann-Kendall (MK) trend test is used to detect the presence of monotonic trends which is either
increasing or decreasing. The null hypothesis states that no trend exists.
The Mann-Kendall rank correlation coefficient, ߬ for a trend test is written as, ߬ ൌ ܵȀሾ݉ሺ݉ െ ͳሻȀʹሿwhere S is

defined by the equation ܵ ൌ  σିଵ
ୀଵ σୀାଵ ݊݃ݏ൫݇ െ ݇ ൯ǤThe trend test is applied to a time series which ݇ ,
݆ ൌ ͳǡ ʹǡ ǥ ݉ െ ͳ and ݇ , ݅ ൌ ݅  ͳǡ ʹǡ ǥ ݉ so that ݊݃ݏሺ݇ െ ݇ ሻ = +1, ݇ െ ݇ > 0, ݊݃ݏሺ݇ െ ݇ ሻ = 0, ݇ െ ݇ = 0
and ݊݃ݏሺ݇ െ ݇ ሻ = -1, ݇ െ ݇ <0 [17].

Models and Parameter Estimates
The two models that are considered in this study are as follows:
Model 1:
ߤǡ ߪ and ߦ are constant.
ߪ and ߦ are constant,
Model 2:
ߤሺݐሻ ൌ ߚ   ߚଵ ݐǡ
whereݐ′ corresponds to month. The first model, Model 1 is a time-independent model with all three parameters
ሺߤǡ ߪǡ ߦሻ held at constant. When the extreme PM10 exhibit trends with respect to time for some stations, Model 2 is
considered where the location parameter, ߤ is allowed to vary linearly with respect to time while holding ߪ and ߦ at
constant. This claim is also being considered in a study of extreme rainfall [18] which suggested a model that allows
ߤ to vary linearly with respect to time.
The parameters are estimated using two approaches: the L-moment Method (LMOM), ߚ ൌ ܧሼܺሾܨሺܺሻሽ ሻ where
ܨሺܺሻis the cumulative distribution of density function ݂ሺݔሻ which can only be applied to the stationary models
(Model 1). The Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE) is used to estimate the parameters for the stations with nonstationary model (Model 2). If the set ሼݔ ሽ are independent and identically distributed from a GEV distribution, then
the log-likelihood function for a sample of ݊ observations ሼݔଵ ǡ ݔଶ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݔ ሽ is ሾܮሺߠȁݔሻሿ ൌ െ݊  ߪ 
݅ൌͳ݊ͳߦെͳ݅ݕെ ߦͳ݅ݕwhere ߠൌߤǡߪǡߦ and ݅ݕൌͳെߦߪݔെߤ [19].

Profile Likelihood and Model Selection
To obtain the profile likelihood, we let ߦ ൌ ߦఖ . Then GEV log-likelihood with location ߤ and scale parameters is
maximized. The same procedure is repeated with several ߦ and the end result will generate a profile likelihood
which is used to obtain the confidence interval of shape parameter, ߦ for the stationary models.
The Likelihood Ratio (LR) test is a statistical test of the goodness-of-fit that is used to compare the fit of two
models. A more complex model with more parameters is compared with a simpler model with less parameter to see


if it fits the particular dataset significantly better than the other. The  ൌ  െʹ  ቀ భቁwhere ܮଵ and ܮଶ are the
maximum likelihood are computed for Model 1 and Model 2 respectively.
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మ

Since Model 1 has three parameters and Model 2 has four parameters, the resulting test statistic is distributed as a
chi-square distribution with one degree of freedom. Comparing the test statistic at 5% significance level with degree
ଶ
ൌ ͵ǤͺͶͳͷ is preferred and is said to be significant.
of freedom, model with a test statistic that is lower than ߯ଵǡǤଽହ

Model Diagnostic and Return Level Period
To check on the validity of the model’s assumption and to determine whether the model is fitted well, various
diagnostic plots such as probability plot, quantile plot, return level plot and density plot are looked into. Both the
probability plot and quantile plot represent the reasonability of the GEV fit. The return level curve asymptotes to a
finite level as a result of the negative estimate of ߦ while the density plot is consistent with the histogram of data.
The theory of return level is usually portrayed as the information about the likelihood of certain event to occur
again in the future. This concept goes by the two most common interpretations which is the average waiting time
until the next occurrence of event is T periods and the average number of events occurring within a T time period is
one. In this study, the T period return level referred to the monthly period.
Let G be the GEV distribution function with location parameter ߤ, scale parameter ߪ and shape parameter ߦ. Let
ଵ
ݖ be defined by ܩ൫ݖ ൯ ൌ ͳ െ . It is known that ݖ is the return level associated with the return period, . Since


quantiles enable probability models to be expressed on the scale of data, the relationship of the GEV model to its
parameters is most easily interpreted in terms of the quantile expressions. Now let ݕ ൌ  െ ሺͳ െ ሻ. It follows
that when ߦ ് Ͳ, ݖ ൌ ߤ െ ߪȀߦ൫ͳ െ ݕ ିక ൯ and when ߦ ൌ Ͳǡ ݖ ൌ ߤ െ ߪ݈ݕ݃ . For a return level plot, in the case
of ݖ plotted against ݕ , the plot is linear when the shape parameter, ߦ ൌ Ͳ. If the ߦ ൏ Ͳ, then the plot is convex with
ఙ
asymptotic limit as  approaches zero at ߤ െ and if ߦ  Ͳ, then the plot is concave with no finite bound [15].
క

The profile likelihood method can be used to estimate the confidence interval for the return level. It can be
obtained by finding where the respective profile likelihood crosses the average distance between the maximum of
the profile log-likelihood and the associated chi-square quantile.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Descriptive Statistics and Stationarity Test
TABLE (1) shows the descriptive statistics for overall daily data while TABLE (2) is for the monthly maximum
data.
TABLE (1). Descriptive statistics for overall maximum.
N
Mean
S Dev
CV
Min
Station
5787
47.46
11.29
23.79
17
Kota Tinggi
4619
35.51
12.92
36.39
10
Alor Setar
5334
40.63
10.61
26.12
9
SMK Tanjung Chat
4832
42.10
13.24
31.45
12
Bandaraya Melaka
5682
52.78
12.03
22.80
16
Nilai
5908
52.10
12.00
23.02
15
Balok Baru
4425
35.701
11.35
31.78
12
Tanjung Malim
5520
40.88
10.74
26.26
10
Perai
5562
37.50
10.510
28.02
14
Kangar
5569
35.90
9.396
26.17
14
Kota Kinabalu
5903
36.74
14.86
40.44
10
Kuching
5472
45.47
11.95
26.27
16
Petaling Jaya
4604
42.24
12.65
29.95
13
Kemaman
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Max
150
108
75
138
194
141
109
99
103
82
186
139
122

Station
Kota Tinggi
Alor Setar
SMK Tanjung Chat
Bandaraya Melaka
Nilai
Balok Baru
Tanjung Malim
Perai
Kangar
Kota Kinabalu
Kuching
Petaling Jaya
Kemaman

TABLE (2). Descriptive statistics for monthly maximum.
N
Mean
S Dev
CV
Min
88
64.35
13
20.20
43
88
57.81
14.3
24.73
34
81
58.85
5.98
10.16
49
88
63.13
15.11
23.94
37
88
72.89
16.73
22.96
56
88
69.91
12.52
17.92
45
88
53.06
14.25
26.86
31
87
58.44
10.95
18.74
37
87
55.74
10.08
18.08
36
88
52.39
8.92
17.02
37
88
59.27
24.19
40.81
35
88
65.53
14.15
21.58
36
88
58.56
13.43
22.94
31

Max
150
108
75
138
194
141
109
99
103
82
186
139
122

FIGURE 1(a) and FIGURE 1(b) show the scatter plot of the monthly maximum data.
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FIGURE 1(a). Scatter plot for monthly maximum.
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Tanjung Malim
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FIGURE 1(b). Scatter plot for monthly maximum.

Although the plots look stationary for all stations through visual inspection, the MK test is performed to detect
monotonic trend. The resulting normalized test statistics and p-values of the MK test are stated in TABLE (3).
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TABLE (3). Mann Kendall Test for monthly maximum.
p-value
z
Station
upward downward
-1.831
0.966
0.034
Kota Tinggi
-0.105
0.542
0.458
Alor Setar
0.037
0.485
0.515
SMK Tanjung Chat
-0.296
0.616
0.384
Bandaraya Melaka
-0.296
0.616
0.384
Nilai
-1.815
0.965
0.035
Balok Baru
-1.627
0.948
0.052
Tanjung Malim
-0.892
0.814
0.186
Perai
-1.417
0.922
0.078
Kangar
-1.178
0.881
0.119
Kota Kinabalu
-1.169
0.879
0.121
Kuching
0.559
0.288
0.712
Petaling Jaya
0.090
0.464
0.536
Kemaman

Based on results, we ought to model for the non-stationarity model too for Kota Tinggi and Balok Baru stations.

Parameter Estimates and Model Selection
The parameter estimates for monthly maximum are shown in TABLE (4) for all stations while TABLE (5) for
the stations with trend.
Station
Kota Tinggi
Alor Setar
SMK Tanjung Chat
Bandaraya Melaka
Nilai
Balok Baru
Tanjung Malim
Perai
Kangar
Kota Kinabalu
Kuching
Petaling Jaya
Kemaman

Station
Kota Tinggi
Balok Baru

TABLE (4). Parameter estimates for monthly maximum for all stations.
ࣆ(se)
࣌(se)
ࣈ(se)
-log L
59.348 (-0.962)
8.355 (-0.666)
0.038 (-0.045)
325.340
51.346 (1.325)
11.033 (0.961)
0.006 (0.080)
350.581
56.354 (0.683)
5.271 (0.508)
-0.129 (0.104)
257.169
56.919 (1.198)
10.385 (0.832)
0.030 (0.051)
345.013
66.074 (0.946)
7.755 (0.766)
0.230 (0.092)
330.482
64.738 (1.061)
9.210 (0.730)
0.001 (0.048)
332.763
46.451 (1.187)
9.901 (0.887)
0.084 (0.080)
344.933
53.640 (0.990)
8.405 (0.699)
-0.005 (0.064)
322.051
51.500 (1.029)
8.790 (0.707)
-0.091 (0.054)
320.777
48.533 (0.875)
7.380 (0.617)
-0.055 (0.069)
311.634
48.513 (1.434)
11.767 (1.171)
0.257 (0.093)
368.723
59.652 (1.196)
10.400 (0.824)
0.001 (0.048)
343.756
52.900 (1.320)
11.426 (0.899)
-0.068 (0.048)
348.167

95% C.I. for , ࣈ
(-0.035,0.145)
(-0.137,0.179)
(-0.297,0.106)
(-0.057,0.143)
(0.079,1.391)
(-0.078,0.111)
(-0.057,0.257)
(-0.121,0.132)
(-0.178,0.038)
(-0.178,0.880)
(-0.126,0.496)
(-0.081,0.107)
(-0.144,0.047)

TABLE (5). Parameter estimates for monthly maximum for stations with trend.
ࢼ (se)
ࢼ (se)
࣌(se)
ࣈ(se)
-log L
64.174 (1.488) -0.110 (0.029) 7.511 (0.639)
0.088 (0.058)
319.545
67.763 (1.695) -0.067 (0.030) 8.881 (0.719)
0.014 (0.053)
330.486

The 95% confidence intervals of shape parameter, ߦare also obtained. Since the confidence interval for Nilai
implies a non-zero interval (ߦ > 0), it implies that the Nilai station follows Fréchet distribution. As for the rest of the
twelve stations, we can conclude that they follow the Gumbel distribution. TABLE (6) shows the summary of the
LR test for monthly selection period.
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TABLE (6). Likelihood ratio test for monthly maximum.
Model 1 vs Model 2
test statistic
p-value
11.590
0.001
Kota Tinggi
4.554
0.033
Balok Baru

Station

The results indicate that Model 2 has a significant improvement over Model 1 for Kota Tinggi and Balok Baru
stations since the test statistics are greater than 3.8415.

Model Diagnostic and Return Level
FIGURE 2 represents the model diagnostic for the Nilai station (which favor
represents the Kota Tinggi station (which favor Model 2).
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FIGURE 2. Model diagnostic of monthly maximum for Model 1 (Nilai).
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FIGURE 3. Model diagnostic of monthly maximum for Model 2 (Kota Tinggi).

All plots show quite a good fit. Despite the presence of an outlier, it does not show a serious departure from the
assumption as the other points lie between the acceptable ranges. Other stations also exhibit similar plots which
confirm the adequacy of the models.
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The return level estimates and the 95% confidence interval obtained from the profile likelihood are presented in
TABLE (7). In this study, the return levels are estimated at T = 50, 100, 150 and 200 months.
Station
Kota Tinggi
Alor Setar
SMK Tanjung Chat
Bandaraya Melaka
Nilai
Balok Baru
Tanjung Malim
Perai
Kangar
Kota Kinabalu
Kuching
Petaling Jaya
Kemaman

TABLE (7). Return level for monthly maximum.
T=50
T=100
T=150
93.6
95.8
94.9
(85.9,108.6)
(74.9,95.8)
(83.2,119.5)
102.8
107.4
94.9*
(90.4,129.6)
(93.2,139.0)
(85.4,114.7)
74.6
75.8
72.5*
(70.9,83.8)
(71.6,86.4)
(69.5,79.5)
99.9
108.1
113.0*
(91.2,115.5)
(97.2,129.4)
(100.6,138.1)
115.1
129.5
139.1*
(100.6,146.8)
(108.6,177.5)
(113.4,199.3)
100.0
103.2
103.7
(93.0,100.0)
(94.5,120.9)
(93.9,124.1)
92.2
108.1
102.0*
(80.4,92.2)
(90.5,147.2)
(87.1,134.6)
91.9
95.2
86.1*
(83.4,109.4)
(85.6,115.6)
(79.4,99.0)
80.4
84.6
86.9
(75.6,89.6)
(78.9,96.1)
(80.7,100.0)
78.5
80.8
74.4*
(72.5,91.4)
(74.1,95.7)
(69.6,84.3)
127.5
168.5
152.1*
(103.2,180.6)
(124.6,271.5)
(116.5,233.5)
100.3
107.6
111.9
(92.5,114.2)
(98.0,126.1)
(101.1,133.5)
92.1
98.0
101.4
(85.5,103.9)
(90.3,113.5)
(92.9,118.8)

T=200
92.8
(74.2,92.8)
110.7
(95.0,145.9)
76.6
(72.1,88.3)
116.5
(103.0,144.4)
146.4
(117.0,216.7)
103.1
(92.4,125.6)
112.5
(92.9,156.7)
97.6
(87.1,120.1)
88.5
(81.9,88.5)
82.4
(75.1,98.8)
181.3
(130.6,302.2)
114.9
(103.2,138.9)
103.7*
(94.7,122.6)

* exceed current maximum
For the return level estimates of monthly maximum from TABLE (7), only four stations are estimated to have a
return level that exceed once in more than 200 months which are Kota Tinggi, Balok Baru, Kangar and Petaling
Jaya. The stations where the return level starts to exceed once within 50 months are Alor Setar, SMK Tanjung Chat,
Perai and Kota Kinabalu. Tanjung Malim and Kuching will start to exceed within 100 months while Bandaraya
Melaka and Nilai starts to appear in the range of 150 months. As for Kemaman, the PM10 concentration is expected
to exceed once within 200 months.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this study, we have modeled the extreme concentrations of particulate matter (PM10) from the Air Pollutant
Index starting from January 2006 until April 2013. Thirteen stations from all over Malaysia were involved and data
are blocked into monthly selection period. The Mann-Kendall trend test conducted on all stations shows the
existence of trends for some stations. Hence, both stationary and non-stationary models of GEV distribution were
modeled for these stations.
The parameters are estimated using the MLE method for non-stationary model and LMOM method for the
stationary model. The types of GEV distributions obtained are listed in TABLE (8).
The return level estimates computed shows that Alor Setar, SMK Tanjung Chat, Perai and Kota Kinabalu will
first appear within 50 months. As for Tanjung Malim and Kuching, the return level starts to exceed once within 100
months while Bandaraya Melaka and Nilai would be within 150 months. The PM 10 concentration in Kemaman is
expected to exceed once within 200 months while for the other four stations that is Kota Tinggi, Balok Baru,
Kangar and Petaling Jaya, it is expected to exceed once in more than 200 months.
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The study conducted the Extreme Value Theory as a statistical tool that can be used to describe the extreme
behavior of the PM10 concentration in the Air Pollutant Index Data. Since there are only seven years and four
months of data available, we were only able to block and conduct the test on monthly selection period. Future
analysis should be conducted on other time periods for thorough understanding of the extreme PM 10 concentration.
It is hoped that this study on extreme PM 10 concentration using GEV distribution will be useful in understanding the
extreme events in Malaysia.
TABLE (8). Types of GEV distributions.
Model 1
Model 2
Gumbel
Fréchet
9
Kota Tinggi
9
Alor Setar
9
SMK Tanjung Chat
9
Bandaraya Melaka
9
Nilai
9
Balok Baru
9
Tanjung Malim
9
Perai
9
Kangar
9
Kota Kinabalu
9
Kuching
9
Petaling Jaya
9
Kemaman

Station
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A Comparison of Student Academic Achievement Using
Decision Trees Techniques: Reflection from University
Malaysia Perlis
Fatihah Aziz, Abd Wahab Jusoh and Mohd Syafarudy Abu
Institut Matematik Kejuruteraan, Universiti Malaysia Perlis, 02600 Pauh, Perlis, Malaysia
Abstract. A decision tree is one of the techniques in data mining for prediction. Using this method, hidden
information from abundant of data can be taken out and interpret the information into useful knowledge. In this
paper the academic performance of the student will be examined from 2002 to 2012 from two faculties; Faculty of
Manufacturing Engineering and Faculty of Microelectronic Engineering in University Malaysia Perlis (UniMAP).
The objectives of this study are to determine and compare the factors that affect the students’ academic achievement
between the two faculties. The prediction results show there are five attributes that have been considered as factors
that influence the students' academic performance.
Keyword: Decision trees; data mining; academic achievement.
PACS: 01.40.-d

INTRODUCTION
Data mining is a part of knowledge discovery process. Data mining has been used in many sectors such as agriculture,
economy and education. Educational data mining (EDM) is one of the interesting areas that attracted many researchers to
explore this sector. EDM is a study to extract the important information from the data available in educational scope. EDM
has been used a lot in predicting the academic achievement of the students by using some of the data mining techniques such
as classification, k-nearest neighbor and association rules. In this paper, an approach of decision tree which is one of
classification techniques. This approach focused on predicting the factors that influence the academic achievement of the
student in UniMAP. Prediction in the early phase of the student performance could help the lectures and university
management to implement best teaching strategies to reach the maximum students’ academic achievement (P. Pokay and P.
C. Blumenfeld, 1990). Therefore, an effective teaching can be applied to students, especially to those who at risk in their
study. Thus, the students can use potential learning strategies to achieve the best result.
A good academic performance will be very significant for graduate students as preparation to get proper jobs in the
future. However, students’ academic performance has been influence of many factors (H. Norsida et al., 2010), for instance,
socio demographic; ages (H.E. Brown, 1999), marital status, ethnicity and gender (G.E. Clayton, 2004) and socio economic;
poverty (Z.N. Khan, 2005) and intensity of private tutors (M. Bray, 2007). This paper investigates the UniMAP academic
achievement for undergraduate students from two faculties which are the Faculty of Manufacturing Engineering and Faculty
of Microelectronic Engineering. The data have been taken from 2002 until 2012. The classification model use to predict the
final semester achievement of the student by considering the early semester result. The mathematical model also includes the
other predictive attributes; students’ cumulative grade point for semester 1 and 2, ages, entry qualification and gender.

RELATED WORK
The priority of the higher education is to improve the student’s academic achievement. In the past few years, EDM had
been attracted a lot of researchers to get involved in predicting students' performance. Students’ academic performance can
be affected by many intrinsic and extrinsic factors. Louzon (2010) found that in western countries, i.e. USA and Canada
genders also can be the factors influenced in academic performance. They exposed that males usually perform better than the
female in mathematics and sciences. Furthermore, there are many previous research found that older students' performance
was better than the younger students (V. Pitt et al., 2012).
Previous studies by Baradwaj and Pal (2011) has implemented the classification technique to evaluate the students’
academic achievements and established decision tree models. The aim of this research is to collect information that
influenced the students’ performance by considering the final semester examination. They used the previous student
database which includes the assignment marks, class test, seminar and attendance. They concluded that the model helps them
in identifying the dropouts and the students who need to be supervised and appropriate actions can be taken by the teacher.
International Conference on Mathematics, Engineering and Industrial Applications 2014 (ICoMEIA 2014)
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From the previous research by H. Jantan et al. (2010) prediction and classification methods have been suggested by
researchers in machine learning, pattern recognition, and statistical studies. Three classification techniques, i.e. decision
trees, neural network and k-nearest neighbor has been focused on their studies. Based on their research, one of the
advantages of the decision tree technique is found and suitable for discovering knowledge. The neural network technique has
a high tolerance of outlier data and effective method in classifying patterns of untrained data. This technique can be
implemented if we only have a little information about the relationship between attributes and classes. While k-nearest
neighbor is a technique that using distances metric to calculate the similarity on instances.

METHODOLOGY
Data Collection
There were five predictor variables obtained from the Academic Department i.e. Cumulative Grade Point Average
(CGPA) of semester 1 and 2, ages, genders and entry qualification. The CGPA of semester 1 and 2 had been converted into
degree classification. The ages were classified into three categories, i.e. students who were under 20 as UM1, between 21
until 30 as UM2 and above 30 as UM3. Higher education in Malaysia has several entry qualifications for students’ intake:
Matriculation programmed Higher School Certificate (SPM/STPM) and Diploma holder. The percentages of students’ data
for both faculties are shown in the TABLE (1) below.
TABLE (1). Students’ Data for Faculty of Manufacturing Engineering and Faculty of Microelectronic Engineering.
Percentage
(%)
Attributes
Data

Ages

Gender

Microelectronic

Manufacturing

All

1.0

1.0

1.0

95.0

95.0

95.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

59.0

65.0

62.0

41.0

35.0

38.0

Diploma

35.0

43.0

39.0

Matriculation

35.0

25.0

30.0

(SPM/STPM)
CGPA ≥ 3.75
(1st class)
3.00 ≤ CGPA ≤ 3.74
(2nd class upper)
CGPA ≤ 2.99
(2nd class lower)
CGPA ≥ 3.75
(1st class)
3.00 ≤ CGPA ≤ 3.74
(2nd class upper)
CGPA ≤ 2.99
(2nd class lower)

30.0

32.0

31.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

43.0

62.0

58.0

55.0

37.0

40.0

3.0

2.0

2.0

31.0

57.0

62.0

66.0

41.0

36.0

Ages ≤ 20
(UM1)
21 ≤ages ≤ 30
(UM2)
Ages ≥ 31
(UM3)
Male
Female

Entry qualification

CGPA semester 1

CGPA semester 2

Decision Tree
The decision tree is one of the classification models in the form of tree structure. It is built by breaking down the dataset
into smaller subset which is called as leaf nodes. The algorithm to build decision trees has been invented by J. R. Quinlan
(1986). The core algorithm for building decision tree is Iterative Dichotomiser 3 (ID3). The improvement of ID3, which is
C4.5 algorithm (J. R. Quinlan, 1986), has been used in this paper. In this research, one of the reasons for choosing the C4.5
algorithm is because this algorithm is easy to interpret, can be used with both categorical and continuous values and also this
algorithm can deal with the noise in the data.
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C4.5 Algorithm for Decision Trees
The general algorithm for building decision trees is:
I.
Analyze the base cases
II.
Find the normalized information gain for each attribute, f
III.
Let f_best be the attribute with the highest normalized information gain
IV.
Generate a decision node that splits on f_best
V.
Repeat the steps on the other attributes obtained by splitting on f_best
VI.
Add those nodes as the leaf node
The base cases are the following:
I.
All the samples in the training set belong to the same class. Thus, C4.5 can simply create a leaf node of the
decision tree from the class.
II.
There are no other features provide any information gain. Therefore, C4.5 creates a decision node higher up
the tree using the expected value of the class.
III.
Instance of previously-unseen class encountered. Again, C4.5 creates a decision node higher up the tree using
the expected value.

Mathematical Models
To build a decision tree, the highest of the attribute needs to be counted. For this project the implemented of C4.5
algorithms is used in the prediction. The C4.5 algorithm used the gain ratio, which is the normalized of information gain
ratio. Hence, the following steps are shown below:

Calculation of Information Gain
Information gain is the difference between the entropy in the data set. The formula noted as below:
݊݅ܽܩ݊݅ݐܽ݉ݎ݂݊ܫሺܦǡ ܼሻ ൌ ݕݎݐ݊ܧሺܦሻ െ ݕݎݐ݊ܧሺܦǡ ܼሻ
Where


ݕݎݐ݊ܧሺܦሻ ൌ   െ  ଶ  ݅ ൌ ͳǡʹ ǥ ܿ
ୀଵ

And
ݕݎݐ݊ܧሺܦǡ ܼሻ ൌ   ܲሺܥሻܧሺܯሻ
א

Given  is the probability of the data. The maximum value of the entropy is reached when all classes in the data tables
have equal probability. Entropy value is zero when the probability,  is equal to 1. Where,  ܦis the target attribute and ܼ are
the sets of all possible values for attribute ܼ. While ܲሺܥሻ is the probability of the values inܼ.

Calculation of Gain Ratio
Gain ratio is the normalized information gain that used to choose the best attribute for splitting the data. The attribute
factor with the highest normalized information gain is considered to make the particular node in the decision tree. The C4.5
algorithm then continues on the smaller normalized information gain to build the decision tree. The gain ratio,
݅ݐܴܽ݊݅ܽܩሺܦǡ ܼሻ of an attribute ܦ, relatives to the sample data,ܼ has remarked as below:

݅ݐܴܽ݊݅ܽܩሺܦǡ ܼሻ ൌ

݊݅ܽܩ݊݅ݐܽ݉ݎ݂݊ܫሺܦǡ ܼሻ
ݕݎݐ݊ܧሺܦǡ ܼሻ
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RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The dataset of 1171 of students was obtained from University Malaysia Perlis from 2002 until 2012. The data were taken
from two faculties; Faculty of Manufacturing and Faculty of Microelectronic. The TABLE (2) below has shown random 50
samples of data taken for calculation example.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Gender
male
male
male
female
male
male
male
female
female
female
male
female
male
female
male
male
female
male
male
male
male
male
female
male
female
male
male
male
male
male
male
female
male
male
male
male
male
female
male
female
female
male
male
female
male
female
female
female
female
female

Ages
UM2
UM2
UM2
UM2
UM2
UM2
UM3
UM3
UM3
UM3
UM3
UM3
UM3
UM3
UM3
UM3
UM2
UM2
UM2
UM2
UM2
UM2
UM2
UM2
UM2
UM2
UM2
UM2
UM2
UM2
UM2
UM2
UM2
UM2
UM2
UM2
UM2
UM2
UM2
UM2
UM2
UM3
UM2
UM2
UM2
UM2
UM2
UM2
UM2
UM2

TABLE (2). Sample of students’ data from both faculties.
Entry Qualification
CGPA for semester 1
CGPA for semester 2
SPM/MCE/STPM
1st class
2nd class upper
SPM/MCE/STPM
1st class
1st class
SPM/MCE/STPM
2nd class upper
1st class
SPM/MCE/STPM
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
Diploma
1st class
1st class
Diploma
1st class
1st class
Diploma
2nd class lower
2nd class lower
Diploma
2nd class lower
2nd class lower
Diploma
2nd class lower
2nd class lower
Diploma
2nd class lower
2nd class lower
Diploma
2nd class lower
2nd class lower
Diploma
2nd class lower
2nd class lower
Diploma
2nd class lower
2nd class lower
Diploma
2nd class lower
2nd class lower
Diploma
2nd class lower
2nd class lower
Diploma
2nd class lower
2nd class lower
Diploma
2nd class lower
2nd class lower
Diploma
2nd class lower
2nd class lower
Diploma
2nd class lower
2nd class lower
Diploma
2nd class lower
2nd class lower
Diploma
2nd class lower
2nd class lower
Diploma
2nd class lower
2nd class lower
Diploma
2nd class lower
2nd class lower
Diploma
2nd class lower
2nd class lower
Diploma
2nd class lower
2nd class lower
SPM/MCE/STPM
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
SPM/MCE/STPM
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
SPM/MCE/STPM
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
SPM/MCE/STPM
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
SPM/MCE/STPM
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
SPM/MCE/STPM
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
SPM/MCE/STPM
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
SPM/MCE/STPM
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
SPM/MCE/STPM
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
SPM/MCE/STPM
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
SPM/MCE/STPM
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
Matriculation
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
Matriculation
2nd class upper
2nd class lower
Matriculation
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
Matriculation
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
Matriculation
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
Diploma
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
Diploma
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
Diploma
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
Diploma
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
Diploma
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
Diploma
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
Diploma
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
Diploma
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
Diploma
2nd class upper
2nd class upper

Graduated CGPA
1st class
1st class
1st class
1st class
1st class
1st class
2nd class lower
2nd class lower
2nd class lower
2nd class lower
2nd class lower
2nd class lower
2nd class lower
2nd class lower
2nd class lower
2nd class lower
2nd class lower
2nd class lower
2nd class lower
2nd class lower
2nd class lower
2nd class lower
2nd class lower
2nd class lower
2nd class lower
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
2nd class upper
2nd class upper

To calculate the gain ratio for  ܦrelative toܼ, we need to know the entropy of ܦ. From the TABLE (1), for graduate
CGPA attributes, there are 6 “1st class”, 25 “2nd class upper” and 19 “2nd class lower”.
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ݕݎݐ݊ܧሺܣܲܩܥ݀݁ݐܽݑ݀ܽݎܩሻ
ൌ  െଵೞ௦௦  ଶ ሺଵೞ௦௦ ሻ െ ଶ ௦௦௨  ଶ ሺଶ ௦௦௨ ሻ െ ଶ ௦௦௪  ଶ ሺଶ ௦௦௪ ሻ
ൌ  െͲǤͳʹ  ଶ ͲǤͳʹ െ ͲǤͷ  ଶ ͲǤͷ െ ͲǤ͵ͺ  ଶ ͲǤ͵ͺ
ൌ ͳǤ͵ͻͷ
The information gain is measured to determine the best attribute as the root node in the decision tree. The example is
shown in TABLE (3) below:

Gender

TABLE (3). Data for graduated CGPA and gender.
Graduated CGPA
1st class 2nd class upper 2nd class lower
Male
5
15
11
Female
1
10
8
Total

Total
31
19
50

݊݅ܽܩ݊݅ݐܽ݉ݎ݂݊ܫሺܣܲܩܥ݀݁ݐܽݑ݀ܽݎܩǡ ݎ݁݀݊݁ܩሻ
ൌ ݕݎݐ݊ܧሺܣܲܩܥ݀݁ݐܽݑ݀ܽݎܩሻ െ ݕݎݐ݊ܧሺܣܲܩܥ݀݁ݐܽݑ݀ܽݎܩǡ ݎ݁݀݊݁ܩሻ
ൌ ͳǤ͵ͻͷ െ  ሾሺሺͲǤʹሻǤ ሺͲǤͶʹ͵Ͳ  ͲǤͷͲͺ͵  ͲǤͷ͵Ͳͳሻ  ሺሺͲǤ͵ͺሻǤ ሺͲǤʹͳͳ  ͲǤͶͺͷͶ  ͲǤͷʹͷሻሿ
ൌ ͳǤ͵ͻͷ െ ͳǤ͵ʹͶ
ൌ ͲǤͲʹͷͳ
The TABLE (4) and TABLE (5) below shows the entropy values and information gain for all the other attributes in the
students’ data set.
TABLE (4). Entropy of the students’ data.
Entropy
Values
Entropy(GraduatedCGPA,Gender)
1.3724
Entropy(GraduatedCGPA,EntryQualification) 0.9711
Entropy(GraduatedCGPA,Ages)
1.1381
Entropy(GraduatedCGPA,CGPA_Semester1) 0.2057
Entropy(GraduatedCGPA,CGPA_Semester2) 0.3182
TABLE (5). Information Gain.
Information Gain/ Split Information
InformationGain(GraduatedCGPA,Gender)
InformationGain (GraduatedCGPA,EntryQualification)
InformationGain (GraduatedCGPA,Ages)
InformationGain(GraduatedCGPA,CGPA_Semester1)
InformationGain (GraduatedCGPA,CGPA_Semester2)

Values
0.0251
0.4264
0.2594
1.1918
1.0793

From the TABLE (6) below the results show CGPA_Semester1 has the highest gain ratio. Therefore, it is chosen as the
root node for the decision tree. The repetition of this process will go on until the whole data set is classified or run out of the
attributes.
TABLE (6). Gain Ratio.
Gain Ratio
GainRatio(GraduatedCGPA,Gender)
GainRatio(GraduatedCGPA,EntryQualification)
GainRatio(GraduatedCGPA,Ages)
GainRatio(GraduatedCGPA,CGPA_Semester1)
GainRatio(GraduatedCGPA,CGPA_Semester2)
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Values
0.0183
0.4391
0.2279
5.7939
3.3919

Comparison of the Result Between Faculty of Manufacturing Engineering and Faculty
of Microelectronic Engineering
After building the decision tree the result of both faculties has compared by plotting the column contributions. This plots
help to determine which variables or factors that gives more influence to the graduated CGPA. From the result stated in both
TABLE (7) and TABLE (8) below, the factor that gives more influence on graduating CGPA in Faculty of Manufacturing
Engineering and Faculty of Microelectronic Engineering are the results of CGPA in Semester 2.
TABLE (7). Column Contributions in Faculty of Manufacturing Engineering.
Factors
Number of Splits
Chi-square
‘Gender
2
19.53949
0
Entry qualification
0.00000
3
CGPA sem1
95.80229
202.78473
1
CGPA sem2
1
7.92206
Age
TABLE (8). Column Contributions in Faculty of Microelectronic Engineering.
Factors
Number of Splits
Chi-square
Gender
4
25.77191
2
Entry qualification
23.50352
2
CGPA semester1
61.68173
2
CGPA semester 2
336.56755
Ages
0
0.00000

Validation
In this study the classification tree which is decision tree is constructed based on the entropy as the splitting criteria.
Furthermore, 10 fold cross validation has been implemented into this model. Using this method the data set is randomly
divided into a data training and data testing. In addition, to prove the accuracy of the prediction, the receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curve is built.
ROC plot is to determine the sensitivity (true positive rate) and specificity (false positive rate) of the model. The y-axis is
the sensitivity and the x-axis is the 1-Specificity. The best outcome of the prediction is all true outcomes are found which
means 100% sensitivity and the no false are found (100% specificity). However, in the real world, this situation is very rare.
So, the good predictive model should depict a ROC curve leaning towards the upper left of the graph which show the ideal
approximation. Thus, the ROC of the both faculties is shown in the figures below. The both ROC curves in FIGURE 1 and
FIGURE 2 showed the all the curve lifted toward the upper left, which mean both of the prediction for the two faculties is
approximate to the ideal.
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GRADUATED CGPA
1st class
2nd class lower
2nd class upper

Area
0.9444
0.8687
0.8589

FIGURE 1. ROC Curve of Faculty of Manufacturing.

GRADUATED CGPA
1st class
2nd class lower
2nd class upper

Area
0.9693
0.9166
0.8983

FIGURE 2. ROC Curve of Faculty of Microelectronic.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, a comparison between two faculties is demonstrated using the classification model. The predictive model is
known as decision tree using C4.5 algorithms is built. In conclusion, the result for the both faculties showed that CGPA from
semester 2 give more contribution toward the graduated CGPA rather than the other factors, i.e. ages, gender, entry
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qualification and CGPA for semester 1. C4.5 algorithm is used to build a mathematical model which gives more
effectiveness on predicting in data mining techniques.
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Students’ Attitudes Towards Learning Statistics
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Abstract. Positive attitude towards learning is vital in order to master the core content of the subject matters under study.
This is unexceptional in learning statistics course especially at the university level. Therefore, this study investigates the
students’ attitude towards learning statistics. Six variables or constructs have been identified such as affect, cognitive
competence, value, difficulty, interest, and effort. The instrument used for the study is questionnaire that was adopted and
adapted from the reliable instrument of Survey of Attitudes towards Statistics© (SATS©). This study is conducted to
engineering undergraduate students in one of the university in the East Coast of Malaysia. The respondents consist of
students who were taking the applied statistics course from different faculties. The results are analysed in terms of
descriptive analysis and it contributes to the descriptive understanding of students’ attitude towards the teaching and
learning process of statistics.
Keywords: Attitude; learning; statistics education.
PACS: 01.40.Ha

INTRODUCTION
Statistics knowledge is a structural method which is frequently used in various fields including engineering,
social science, natural science, information and communication technology and education. At the university level,
the statistics courses are often compulsory unit for almost engineering program offered. The significant role of
statistics has led to making statistics courses are among the core subjects in Malaysian Universities. The importance
aims of statistical concepts are to help statistics learner, engineers, researcher and industries to solve the
computational problem through data analysis [1]. The applied statistics course content includes presentation of
quantitative data, data description, inferential statistics such as hypothesis approximation and testing etc.
In terms of statistics education, several authors believed that student absentees, missed classes, risk of falling
behind, negative feeling, and failing to understand the statistical concepts are mostly related to their attitudes toward
statistics [1]. It is clear that the descriptions of non-cognitive concepts like students’ attitudes, beliefs and emotions
increase the level of cognitive involvement and understanding [1] and decrease the level of students’ affective
involvement, intensity of response, and response stability [2]. As stated by [3] the main focus of statistics educator is
on non-cognitive factors such as students’ attitudes and beliefs than emotion, because the concept of students’
emotions are difficult and unpredictable to be assessed correctly. So, difficulties that concerned with the statistics
learning process is not only due to non-cognitive concept but cognitive factors such as capability and students’
intellectual capabilities that influence them to do well in statistics courses [1]. Hence, there is general agreement that
attitude defined as “a latent disposition or tendency to respond with some degree of favorableness or
unfavorableness to a psychological object” [2]. As reported by [1] attitudes have five components such as emotion,
goal, direction, strength, and consistency. These components divided into positive attitudes, negative attitudes, and
neutral attitudes. Further, in the non-cognitive fields the concept of attitudes has been used alternately with other
concept like motivation, emotion [2], anxiety [4], or self-efficacy [5].
In this study, we investigated the students’ attitudes toward learning statistics and provide a brief summary about
understanding of statistics. Students’ attitudes toward statistics are vital parts of statistics learning because it has
much influence on the learning process [6]. Students’ attitude towards statistics could be recognized when
undergraduate student following statistics course. According to [7] statistics attitudes may affect students’
development through statistical thinking, and assist them to learn statistics knowledge outside the classroom.
Positive attitude towards learning is important to master the core content of the subject matters under study.
Therefore, the instrument was used i.e. the survey questionnaire that was adopted and adapted from the reliable
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instrument of Survey of Attitudes toward Statistics© (SATS©) which is developed by [7]. The SATS© contains 36
indicators to assess six statistics’ attitude components such as affect, cognitive capability, value, difficulty, interest
and effort.
Affect factor of attitudes used to assess student’s expression and refers to the positive and negative feelings or
emotions associated to statistics [8]. The element used to measure the expression of student’s attention, not feeling
vulnerable, not dissatisfied, fun and not anxious in solving a statistics problems [1].
The second component is cognitive competence factor of attitudes through the conceptions of statistical
knowledge and intellectual skills when enrolled in the statistics courses [9]. The third components are value is used
to assess students’ attitude towards a statistics course. This factor assesses students’ attitude towards the usefulness,
relevance and advantage of statistics for individuals and their professional life [9]. The items used to assess this
attitude are statements showing that statistics are useful, necessary and relevant in their studies, as well as in daily
lives and career [1]. Khavenson et al [10] believed that value component reflects students’ representation about the
value of statistics in their future professional lives and their everyday lives.
The fourth component is the difficulty which measures the students’ attitude towards the difficulties in
understanding of statistics as a subject [9] and higher scores on the difficulty factor indicate that students believes
that statistics is not difficult while lower scores mean that they think it is very difficult. It is vital that difficulty
component measured learners’ perception about the difficulty of statistics courses for any individual.
The fifth component is the interest that assessed the students’ tendency towards the statistics and measures the
students’ level of individual interest in statistics courses [9]. The items used in assessing this attitude are whether or
not the student is interested in talking about the related statistical information with other individuals, using statistics,
understanding the statistical information and their interest in learning statistics [1].
Students’ effort is the sixth components that measure the amount of work the student expends their time to learn
statistics [9]. If the students showed that they have given wonderful effort, they are categorised as having a positive
attitude towards statistics. This item is assessed with statements such as student’s intention in finalising all the
assignments, studying hard and attending all lectures in the subject [1].

METHODOLOGY
The current study is conducted in the first semester of 2013 to all students from different faculties that registered
for Applied Statistics course at Universiti Malaysia Pahang (UMP). The survey instruments were administered by
adopting and adapting the Survey of Attitude towards Statistics (SATS) reliable instrument [7], for the purpose of
the study i.e. to evaluate the students’ perspective about cognitive and non-cognitive issues. This survey has 38
observed variables (indicators) with six attitude latent variables (unobserved variable) which are affect, cognitive
competence, value, difficulty, interest and effort of students. According to previous study [1, 7, 11] those items
grouped into the six components were tested. The Malaysian version of SATS instrument includes 38 items with a
7-point Likert scale (1= strongly disagree, 4= “Neither Disagree nor Agree” (neutral or no attitude), to 7 = strongly
agree) in which higher scores correspond to positive attitudes in six latent variables. Hence, some items are
positively-worded while some are negatively-worded [9]. The SATS was used in this study for many reasons.
Firstly, it is a widely used and the latest instrument developed to assess the students’ attitudes and achievements
towards statistics [12]. Secondly, the psychometric properties of the instrument are well documented and supported
by confirmatory analysis techniques [13]. Thirdly, the generation of the subscales was based on a theoretical
background [7]. Fourth, the instrument is adaptable to different cultures as it has been used across different cultural
contexts [3, 4, 7, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, and 17].

RESULTS
This part describes the results of descriptive analysis by examining the students’ perceptions about their attitudes
toward statistics. The reliability coefficient for Affect (6 items) is 0.706; for cognitive competence (6 indicators) is
0.770; for value (9 indicators) the alpha coefficient is 0.840; for interest (5 indicators) the alpha is 0.879, effort (only
4 indicators) the alpha is 0.892 and for difficulty, the reliability coefficient is 0.516. The overall Cronbach alpha for
the instrument is 0.893 (n=718).
TABLE (1) shows the demographic details of the students that responded to the survey. From 718 respondents,
445 (63%) of students were female and 273 (38%) were male. 99.6% of respondents were local students, while 0.4%
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were foreign students. More than 98.5% of students’ age was between (20-29) years old, and 1.5% of their age is
between (30-39) years old. The levels of study for the respondents are shown in the following table.
TABLE (1). Frequency and Percentage for Demography of Responses (n=718).

Gender
Citizenship
Age
Level of Study

Female
Male
Malay
Foreign
20-29
30-39
Diploma
Bachelor
Master

Frequency
445
273
715
3
707
11
12
701
5

Percentage
62.0
38.0
99.6
0.4
98.5
1.5
1.7
97.6
0.7

TABLE (2) presents the descriptive analysis for each indicators of affect component. For the affects’ indicators,
the respondents have showed their agreement and disagreement about affect component. The responses of 4
revealed that students have neutral attitudes on affects’ components. For example, students who have shown neutral
attitudes towards statements just showed in Af_2 and their agreement exhibited with the statements of Af_1, and
Af_4, Af_5 and Af_6, but they showed their disagreement with statement of Af_3. High positive attitudes displayed
for statements of “I like learning about statistics”, “I am under stress during statistics class”, and “I enjoy taking
statistics courses”. A negative attitude has shown by statements of “I get frustrated with my statistics tests results”.
TABLE (2). Mode, mean and standard deviation scores for Affect component.

Affect Attitudes Indicators
I like learning about statistics
Af_1
I feel insecure when I have to solve statistics problems
Af_2
I get frustrated with my statistics tests results
Af_3
I am under stress during statistics class
Af_4
I enjoy taking statistics courses
Af_5
I am scared by statistics
Af_6

Mode
6
4
3
5
5
5

Mean
5.54
3.77
3.56
4.86
5.30
4.58

S.D
1.155
1.486
1.809
1.618
1.325
1.712

TABLE (3) illustrated the scores of modes, mean and standard deviation for each indicator under the construct of
cognitive competence. Students who have shown neutral attitudes towards statements such as “I have trouble
understanding statistics because of the way I think”, “I make a lot of mathematical errors in statistics” and “I find it
difficult to understand statistical concepts”, and their agreement exhibited with the statements of “I have no idea of
what is going on in this statistics course”, who was somewhat agree with statements of “I can understand most of the
statistical ideas” and “I understand equations related to statistics”, High positive attitudes displayed for statements
of CC_2, CC_4, and CC_5. The neutral attitudes have been displayed by statements of CC_1, CC_3, and CC_6.
TABLE (3). Mode, mean and standard deviation scores of Cognitive competence.

Cognitive Competence Indicators
I have trouble understanding statistics because of the way I think
CC_1
I have no idea of what is going on in this statistics course
CC_2
I make a lot of mathematical errors in statistics
CC_3
I can understand most of the statistical ideas
CC_4
I understand equations related to statistics
CC_5
I find it difficult to understand statistical concepts
CC_6

Mode
4
6
4
5
5
4

Mean
4.17
5.02
3.98
4.80
4.83
4.19

S.D
1.602
1.432
1.542
1.230
1.205
1.425

As for the construct of value, TABLE (4) presents the scores of mode, mean and standard deviation. Students
showed their somewhat agreements with statement of “Statistical skills will make me more employable”. The mode
response 4 indicated that students have neutral agreement for the eight other indicators of value component. Neutral
attitudes exhibited by items of “I use statistics in my everyday life”, and “Statistics knowledge are rarely applied in
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daily life”. The remaining factors were exhibited through the responses which depicted the positive attitudes on the
construct of value.
TABLE (4). Mode, mean and standard deviation scores of Value component.

Value Indicators
Statistics is not useful in my daily routine
V_1
Statistics is required in my professional training
V_2
Statistical skills will make me more employable
V_3
Statistics is not useful at the workplace
V_4
Statistical thinking is not applicable outside my career/profession
V_5
I use statistics in my everyday life
V_6
Statistics knowledge are rarely applied in daily life
V_7
I have no application for statistics in my future profession
V_8
Statistics is irrelevant in my life
V_9

Mode
4
4
5
4
4
4
4
4
4

Mean
4.81
4.99
5.18
5.03
4.91
4.07
4.04
4.68
4.91

S.D
1.480
1.299
1.195
1.437
1.423
1.345
1.392
1.402
1.443

TABLE (5) presents the score of mean, mode and standard deviation for the difficulty construct as follows.
TABLE (5). Mode, mean and standard deviation scores of Difficulty component.

Difficulty Indicators
D_1
D_2
D_3
D_4
D_5
D_6
D_7

Statistics formulas are easy to understand.
Statistics is a complicated subject
Statistics is a subject quickly learned by most people
Learning statistics requires a great deal of discipline
Statistics involves massive computations
Statistics is highly technical
Most people have to learn a new way of thinking to do statistics

Mode

Mean

S.D

5
4
4
3
4
3
4

4.69
4.23
4.64
2.88
3.31
3.08
3.06

1.433
1.551
1.345
1.177
1.170
1.131
1.261

TABLE (6) shows the level of students’ interest towards the learning of statistics. Overall, the scores of mean,
mode and standard deviation regarding the interest component exhibited that statistics subject is interesting. The
descriptive analysis is as follows.
TABLE (6). Mode, mean and standard deviation scores of Interest component.

Interest Indicators
I_1
I_2
I_3
I_4
I_5

I am interested in being able to communicate statistical
information to others
I am interested in using statistics
I am interested in understanding statistical information
I am interested in learning statistics
I like learning statistics by using the software like Microsoft
Excel, SPSS, etc.

Mode

Mean

S.D

5

4.76

1.207

5
5
5
4

5.01
5.16
5.34
4.60

1.229
1.184
1.157
1.505

TABLE (7) illustrated the scores of mode, mean and standard deviation for each component under student’s
effort towards statistics subject. They gave a positive response towards all statements of effort constructs.

TABLE (7). Mode, mean and standard deviation scores of Effort component.
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Effort Indicators
E_1
E_2
E_3
E_4

I plan to complete all of my statistics assignments
I plan to work hard in my statistics course
I plan to study hard for every statistics test
I plan to attend every statistics class session

Mode

Mean

S.D

7
7
7
7

5.84
6.00
6.11
6.13

1.082
1.014
0.970
1.072

According to TABLE (8), the students had positive attitudes toward statistics. Hence, the analysis shows that
learners had positive attitudes toward statistics in terms of affect, value, interest, and effort. In terms of cognitive
competence subscales they had neutral attitudes toward statistics while the construct of difficulty revealed that the
students score are more towards disagreement.
TABLE (8). Mean and standard division for Attitudes Toward Statistics (n=718).

Latent Variables

Mean

S.D

Affect
Cognitive Competence
Value
Difficulty
Interest
Effort

4.602
4.178
4.736
3.699
4.975
6.018

0.976
0.770
0.915
0.659
1.036
0.900

CONCLUSION
This study surveyed the responses of 718 undergraduate engineering students’ from various faculties from the
selected university under study. In this study, the positive attitudes towards statistics were mostly exhibited by the
following statements.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

I like learning about statistics.
I am under stress during statistics class.
I enjoy taking statistics courses.
I am scared by statistics.
I have trouble understanding statistics because of the way I think.
I have no idea of what is going on in this statistics course.
I can understand most of the statistical ideas.
I understand equations related to statistics.
I find it difficult to understand statistical concepts.
Statistics is not useful in my daily routine.
Statistics is required in my professional training.
Statistical skills will make me more employable.
Statistics is not useful at the workplace.
Statistical thinking is not applicable outside my career/profession.
I have no application for statistics in my future profession.
Statistics is irrelevant in my life.
Statistics formulas are easy to understand..
Statistics is a complicated subject.
Statistics is a subject quickly learned by most people.
I am interested in being able to communicate statistical information to others.
I am interested in using statistics.
I am interested in understanding statistical information.
I am interested in learning statistics.
I like learning statistics by using the software like Microsoft Excel, SPSS, etc.
I plan to complete all of my statistics assignments.
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26. I plan to work hard in my statistics course.
27. I plan to study hard for every statistics test.
28. I plan to attend every statistics class session
The negative attitude and feeling towards statistics course was frequently verified in terms of difficulty and value
components. The negative responses were shown for the following statements:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

I feel insecure when I have to solve statistics problems.
I get frustrated with my statistics tests results.
I make a lot of mathematical errors in statistics.
I use statistics in my everyday life.
Statistics knowledge is rarely applied in daily life.
Learning statistics requires a great deal of discipline.
Statistics involves massive computations.
Statistics is highly technical.
Most people have to learn a new way of thinking to do statistics.

The results of this study indicate that students have given great effort to learn statistics. Students feel that this
course is so difficult and it is not relevant for their daily life and field of study, as well as requires a great deal of
effort. This finding is in line with the previous studies which were discussed in [1, 6]. Overall, to make this course
more effective, enjoyable, less frightening, and not frustrating for students, it is very important to give attention on
students’ attitudes toward statistics. For statistics lecturers it was very necessary to be aware of how many students
show changes in their perceptions according to the learning experience and the impact of undertaking statistics
course. This changes is only possible when students’ really put their efforts to improve their knowledge, and
attempts in applying the knowledge and skills of statistics in their daily life. The most important thing is to
encourage the students to learn and use statistics in their academic life as well as the lecturers need to do their best
efforts for making the teaching and learning process more interesting and relate the statistical concepts with current
issues which are applicable in the daily life.
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Contra Continuity and Almost Contra Continuity in
Generalized Fuzzy Topological Spaces
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Abstract. In this paper we introduce fuzzy contra continuity and almost contra continuity in generalized fuzzy
topological space. Fuzzy almost contra continuity is weaker than fuzzy contra continuity in generalized fuzzy topological
space. Then we investigate their characterizations and properties. We also established some equivalent relation on fuzzy
contra continuity and fuzzy almost contra continuity in generalized fuzzy topological spaces.
Keywords: Fuzzy contra (
PACS: 02.40Pc

– continuity; fuzzy almost (

– continuity; generalized fuzzy -open set.

INTRODUCTION
In [1] Császár has introduced the notions of generalized neighborhood systems and generalized topological
spaces. He also introduced the notions of continuous functions and associated interior and closure operators on
generalized neighborhood systems and generalized topological spaces. G.Palani Chetty [2] introduced the concept of
generalized fuzzy topological space. In [3] authors introduced the concept of generalized fuzzy preopen ,
generalized fuzzy semiopen, generalized fuzzy regular open in generalized fuzzy topological space. They also
– continuous, fuzzy
continuous, fuzzy
continuous and fuzzy almost
introduced fuzzy (
–continuous.
(
– continuous function. We also introduce fuzzy almost contra
In this paper, we introduce fuzzy contra (
– continuous functions as a generalizations of fuzzy contra (
– continuous functions. With the help
(
of regular set-connected [4], an R-map, a contra R-map[5], perfectly continuous[6] function here we define fuzzy R–map, fuzzy contra R-(
–map, fuzzy regular (
-set connected, fuzzy perfectly (
–
(
continuous function in generalized fuzzy topological space. And we investigate some interrelation between fuzzy
– continuous function with the said functions.
almost contra (

PRELIMINARIES
Let X be a nonempty set and g be a collection of fuzzy subsets of X. Then g is called a generalized fuzzy
and
for
implies
. The pair (X, g) is called a generalized
topology on X iff
fuzzy topological space (GFTS for short) on X. The elements of are called generalized fuzzy open sets and their
complements are called generalized fuzzy closed sets. Here we denote the generalized fuzzy closure of a subset O of
X , denoted by
, is the intersection of all generalized fuzzy closed set including . And the interior of O ,
denoted by
, is the union of generalized fuzzy open set contained in .
Definition 2.1. [3].
be a generalized fuzzy topological space. A generalized fuzzy set O in X is called generalized fuzzy
Let
.
regular open if
The complement of generalized fuzzy regular open is called generalized fuzzy regular closed set.
Definition 2.2. [3].
and
Let
fuzzy almost (

be generalized fuzzy topological spaces (in short GFTS’s).Then a function :
-continuous function if
for each generalized fuzzy regular open set
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is called
of .

Definition 2.3. [3].
and
be generalized fuzzy topological spaces (in short GFTS’s).Then a function f : o is said
Let
to be
continuous if for each generalized fuzzy open set in ,
is generalized fuzzy semi-open in .

FUZZY CONTRA CONTINUITY ON GFTS’s
o
from a GFTS to another GFTS is called fuzzy contra (
Definition 3.1. A function f :
continuous if for each generalized fuzzy open set O in Y, f -1(O) is generalized fuzzy closed in X.

-

=
= {a,b},
= {0X, {(a,1),(b,0)},{(a,0),(b,0.2)},{(a,1),(b,0.2)}},
= {0Y,
Example 3.1.
{(a,1),(b,0)},{(a,0),(b,0.2)},{(a,1),(b,0.2)}}. We define the function f :
o
such that
f(a) = a, f(b)
= b. Therefore inverse image of every generalized fuzzy open set in Y are generalized fuzzy open set in . It implies
–continuous. But inverse image of generalized fuzzy open set {(a, 1), (b, 0)} in
is not
that f is fuzzy (
–continuous.
generalized fuzzy closed set in . Therefore f is not fuzzy contra (
= { ,{(a,1),(b,0.5)},{(a,1),(b,0.6)},{(a,0),(b,0.6)}, },
= { , {(a,0.5),(b,1)}}.
Example 3.2. = = {a,b},
We define the function f :
o
such that f(a) = b, f(b) = a. Therefore inverse image of every
–continuous but
generalized fuzzy open set in Y are generalized fuzzy closed set in X. So f is fuzzy contra (
–continuous.
f is not fuzzy (
Now we redefine point wise fuzzy contra (
–continuity as follows:
and
be GFTS’s. Then a function f : o is called fuzzy contra (
–
Definition 3.2.Let
continuous at x if for each generalized fuzzy open set O containing x , there exist a generalized fuzzy closed set P
containing f(x ) such that f (O) dP.
o
be a function. Then the followings are equivalent:
Theorem 3.1.Let f :
(i) f is fuzzy contra (
–continuous .
(ii) f -1(O) is generalized fuzzy open in X for each generalized fuzzy closed set O in Y.
Proof. (i)(ii) is obvious.
o
be a function. Then the followings are equivalent:
Theorem 3.2. Let f :
–continuous .
(i) f is fuzzy contra (
(ii) f -1(O) d
for any generalized fuzzy closed subset in Y.
-1
d f (O) for any generalized fuzzy open subset in Y.
(iii)
d f -1(

(iv)
-1

(v) f (

O)) d

-1

f (

) for any fuzzy subset

O))) for any fuzzy subset

in Y.

in Y.

Proof. (i) (ii) Let be any generalized fuzzy closed subset in Y. By theorem 3.5 f -1(O) is generalized fuzzy open
in X. Therefore f -1(O) d
.
(ii) (iii) Let be any generalized fuzzy open subset in Y. Then 1- is generalized fuzzy closed subset in Y.
f -1(1-O) d
=
(1(
= 1( . Thus
d f -1(O).
be any fuzzy subset in Y.
is a generalized fuzzy open subset
in Y
(iii) (iv) Let
d f -1(
(iv)

(v)

Let

be

).
any fuzzy subset

=
1

(

= 1-

d

in Y. Thus
=

.Thus

)) = 1(
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)

(

f

-1

(

), and

).
f

-

(v) (i) Let be any generalized fuzzy open in Y. Then 1- is generalized fuzzy closed set in Y. But 1- f -1(O) =
=
=
-1
-1
=
1- f (O)) = 1f (O) .Then f -1(O) t
f -1(O). Thus f -1(O) is generalized fuzzy closed set
in X. This shows that f is fuzzy contra (
–continuous.
o
be a function and O be a generalized fuzzy closed set in X. If f is fuzzy contra
Theorem 3.3. Let f :
(
–continuous, then the restriction
n : (O, |O)o
is fuzzy contra (
–continuous.
–continuous, then f -1(J) is a
Proof. Let J be any generalized fuzzy open set in Y. Since f is fuzzy contra (
generalized fuzzy closed in . Let O be generalized fuzzy closed in X. But ( )-1(J) = f -1(J)  O be a generalized
is contra (
–continuous.
fuzzy closed set in . Thus
Definition 3.3. A generalized fuzzy topological space is said to be generalized fuzzy connected if
represented as the union of two non empty, disjoint generalized fuzzy open sets on .

cannot be

Theorem 3.4.Fuzzy contra continuous functions on GFTS’s preserve generalized fuzzy connectedness.
o
be a fuzzy contra (
–continuous function of a generalized fuzzy connected
Proof. Let f :
space onto a GFTS . Let us suppose is not a generalized fuzzy connected space. There exist non empty disjoint
and
such that
. Therefore
and
are generalized fuzzy clopen
generalized fuzzy open sets
–continuous,
and
are generalized fuzzy open in . Again
in .Since f is fuzzy contra (
and
are non empty disjoint generalized fuzzy open,
. This shows that
is not a generalized fuzzy connected space. This contradicts the statement. Hence is generalized fuzzy connected
space.
be a generalized fuzzy topological space. A generalized fuzzy set O is called
Definition 3.4. Let
.
generalized fuzzy -open if
and
Definition 3.5. Let
-continuous function if
fuzzy (
set of .

be generalized fuzzy topological spaces .Then a function :
is called
generalized fuzzy -open set in
for each generalized fuzzy open

o
be a function. If f is fuzzy contra (
Theorem 3.5. Let f :
–continuous then it is fuzzy (
-continuous.
(

–continuous and fuzzy semi

–continuous and fuzzy semi
Proof. Let be any generalized fuzzy open set in .Since f is fuzzy contra (
–continuous therefore
is generalized fuzzy closed as well as generalized fuzzy semi open. It means
(
.There
is generalized fuzzy -open set in .Hence is fuzzy E (
–
continuous.

FUZZY ALMOST CONTRA CONTINUITY On GFTS’s
Definition 4.1. Let
and
be GFTS’s .Then a function f:
o
is called fuzzy almost
- continuous function if
is generalized fuzzy closed set in X for each generalized fuzzy
contra (
regular open set of Y.
Remark 4.1. A fuzzy almost contra (
function.

-continuous function may not be fuzzy contra (

=
=
{a,b},
=
{0X, {(a,1),(b,0)},{(a,0.6),(b,0)}},
Example
4.1.
{(a,0.6),(b,0)},{(a,0),(b,1)},{(a,0.6),(b,1)},{(a,1),(b,0.2)},1 X}.We define the function f :
o
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-continuous
=
{0Y,
such that

f(a) = a, f(b) = b. Therefore inverse image of every generalized fuzzy regular open set in Y are generalized fuzzy
–continuous. But inverse image of generalized fuzzy
closed set in . It implies f is fuzzy almost contra (
–continuous.
open set in is not generalized fuzzy closed set in . Therefore f is not fuzzy contra (
o
be a function. Then the followings are equivalent:
Theorem 4.1. Let f :
-continuous.
(i) f is fuzzy almost contra(
is generalized fuzzy open set in X for every generalized fuzzy regular closed set
(ii)
(iii)
d
(
O)) for every generalized fuzzy open subset in Y.
(
O)) d
for every generalized fuzzy closed subset in Y.
(iv)

of Y.

Proof. (i)  (ii) It is obvious.
(i)  (iii) Here
is generalized fuzzy open subset in Y.
O) is generalized fuzzy regular closed set in
O)) is generalized fuzzy open set in X( by (ii)). Therefore
d
(
O)). Hence
Y.
d
d (
O)).
(iii)  (i) It is obvious.
(ii)  (iv) This proof is similar that of (i)  (iii).
(iv)  (ii) It is obvious.
and
be GFTS’s .Then a function f:
o
Definition 4.2. Let
is generalized regular open in for each generalized regular open set
-map if
Definition 4.3. Let
-map if
(

is called fuzzy R-(
of Y.

and
be GFTS’s .Then a function f:
o
is called fuzzy contra Ris generalized regular closed in for each generalized regular open set of Y.

and
Definition 4.4.Let
-set connected if
(

be GFTS’s .Then a function f:
o
is called a fuzzy regular
is generalized clopen in for each generalized regular open set of Y.

Definition 4.5. Let
- continuous if
(
Y.

and

be GFTS’s .Then a function f:
o
is called a fuzzy perfectly
is generalized open and generalized closed in for each generalized open set of

Remark 4.2. Let f :

o

fuzzy perfectly (
fuzzy regular (
Fuzzy R-(

be a function. Then we have the following implications hold.

– cont.



-set connected  fuzzy c.R-((

fuzzy contra (
-map  fuzzy al.c(

–cont.
- cont.

–map

(Here cont means continuous, al.c means almost contra, c.R- contra R map )
The inverse implication may not be true in general and these can be easily seen from the following examples.
- continuous function may not be a fuzzy regular (
-set
Example 4.2. A fuzzy almost contra (
connected.
=
=
{a,b},
=
{0X,
{(a,1),(b,0)},{(a,0.6),(b,0)}},
=
{0Y,
{(a,0.6),(b,0)},{(a,0),(b,1)},{(a,0.6),(b,1)},{(a,1),(b,0.2)},1 X}. We define the function f:
o
such that
f(a) = a, f(b) = b. Therefore inverse image of every generalized fuzzy regular open set in Y are generalized fuzzy
–continuous. But inverse image of every generalized
closed set in . It implies f is fuzzy almost contra (
-set
fuzzy regular open set in Y is not generalized fuzzy clopen set in . Therefore f is not fuzzy regular (
connected.
Example 4.3.A fuzzy almost contra (
continuous function

- continuous function may not be a fuzzy perfectly (
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–

Example 4.10 serves the purpose.
- continuous function does not imply fuzzy contra R-(
–map.
Example 4.4.Fuzzy almost (
=
= {a, b, c},
= {0X, {(a,0),(b,0.2)(c,1)},{(a,0),(b,1),(c,1)}, 1X },
= {0Y,
{(a,1),(b,0),(c,0)},{(a,1),(b,1),(c,0)}. We define the function f:
o
such that f(a) = a, f(b) = f(c) = c. It
–continuous. But inverse image of every generalized fuzzy regular
implies that f is fuzzy almost contra (
–map.
open set in Y is not generalized fuzzy regular closed set in . Therefore f is not fuzzy contra R-(
be a GFTS. A subfamily
.

Definition 4.6.[10]. Let
such that
exists

Definition 4.7.[10]. A GFTS
generalized fuzzy regular open sets of

of

is called base for

iff for each

, there

is called generalized fuzzy semi regular space iff the collection of all
forms a base for generalized fuzzy topology
.

o
be a function from generalized fuzzy space to generalized fuzzy semi
Theorem 4.2. Let f :
– continuous iff f is fuzzy contra (
-continuous
regular space . Then f is fuzzy almost contra (
function.
-continuous function then it is almost contra (
– continuous.
Proof. Necessity. If f is fuzzy contra (
, where ’s are generalized fuzzy regular
Sufficiency. Let be any generalized fuzzy open in . Then
open sets of .
=
Then
Which implies that
function.

is generalized fuzzy closed in

Theorem 4.3. If f is perfectly (
– continuous.
almost (

. Therefore

is fuzzy contra (

– continuous then f is fuzzy almost contra (

-continuous

– continuous and fuzzy

– continuous, then
Proof. Let be any generalized fuzzy open set in . Since f is perfectly (
is generalized fuzzy clopen set in .Therefore if is generalized fuzzy regular open then
generalized fuzzy closed as well as generalized fuzzy open in . Hence f is fuzzy almost contra (
– continuous.
continuous and fuzzy almost (
Theorem 4.4.If f is fuzzy almost contra (
-set connected.
fuzzy regular (

– continuous and fuzzy almost (

Proof. It is straight forward from the definition of fuzzy almost contra (
– continuous then f is fuzzy regular (
-set connected.
(
Theorem 4.5.Let f : o and : o be any two function. Then
– continuous and is fuzzy R-(
(i) If f is fuzzy almost contra (
– continuous.
contra (
– continuous and is perfectly (
(ii) If f is fuzzy almost contra (
– continuous.
contra (
– continuous and is fuzzy regular (
(iii) If f is fuzzy almost contra (
– continuous.
fuzzy almost contra (
– continuous and is fuzzy almost contra (
(iv) If f is fuzzy contra (
– continuous.
almost (

– continuous then f is

– continuous and fuzzy almost

–map then

is fuzzy almost

– continuous then
-set connected then
– continuous then

be generalized fuzzy regular open in . Since
is fuzzy R-(
–map then
Proof. (i) Let
– continuous. Therefore
generalized fuzzy regular open in . Again f is fuzzy almost contra (
is fuzzy almost contra (
– continuous.
is generalized fuzzy closed set in .Hence
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is
–

is fuzzy
is
is fuzzy
is

(ii) Let be generalized fuzzy open in . Since is perfectly (
– continuous then
is generalized
– continuous. Therefore
is generalized
fuzzy clopen in . Again f is fuzzy almost contra (
is fuzzy contra (
– continuous
fuzzy closed set in .Hence
-set connected then
is
(iii) Let be generalized fuzzy regular open in . Since is fuzzy regular (
– continuous. Therefore
is
generalized fuzzy clopen in . Again f is fuzzy almost contra (
is fuzzy almost contra (
– continuous
generalized fuzzy closed set in .Hence
– continuous then
(iv) Let be generalized fuzzy regular open in . Since is fuzzy almost contra (
– continuous. Therefore
is
is generalized fuzzy closed in . Again f is fuzzy contra (
is fuzzy almost (
– continuous.
generalized fuzzy open set in X. Hence
Theorem 4.6. If f :
fuzzy clopen subset of

o
be fuzzy almost contra (
– continuous function and is generalized
then the restriction function f to fuzzy almost contra (
– continuous.

is generalized fuzzy open in
Proof. Let be generalized fuzzy regular closed set in then
is generalized fuzzy open in
generalized fuzzy clopen in ,
is fuzzy almost contra (
– continuous.
Hence

is any

Theorem 4.7.Fuzzy almost contra continuous functions on GFTS’s preserve generalized fuzzy connectedness.
o
be a fuzzy almost contra (
–continuous function of a generalized fuzzy
Proof. Let f :
connected space onto a GFTS . Let us suppose is not a generalized fuzzy connected space. There exist non
and
such that
. Therefore
and
are fuzzy clopen
empty disjoint generalized fuzzy open sets
–continuous,
and
are generalized fuzzy open in .
in . Since f is fuzzy almost contra (
and
are non empty disjoint generalized fuzzy open ,
. This shows
Again
that is not a generalized fuzzy connected. This contradicts the statement. Hence is generalized fuzzy connected.
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Abstract. Bio-inspired algorithms (BIAs) implemented to solve various optimization problems have shown promising
results which are very important in this severely complex real-world. Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm, a kind of
BIAs has demonstrated tremendous results as compared to other optimization algorithms. This paper presents a new
modified ABC algorithm referred to as JA-ABC3 with the aim to enhance convergence speed and avoid premature
convergence. The proposed algorithm has been simulated on ten commonly used benchmarks functions. Its performance
has also been compared with other existing ABC variants. To justify its robust applicability, the proposed algorithm has
been tested to solve Reactive Power Optimization problem. The results have shown that the proposed algorithm has
superior performance to other existing ABC variants e.g. GABC, BABC1, BABC2, BsfABC dan IABC in terms of
convergence speed. Furthermore, the proposed algorithm has also demonstrated excellence performance in solving
Reactive Power Optimization problem.
Keywords: Bio-inspired algorithms; artificial bee colony; reactive power optimization; convergence speed.
PACS: 89.20.Bb

INTRODUCTION
Bio-inspired algorithms (BIAs) are metaheuristic method that are based on nature’s behaviors [1]. This kind of
method has been applied due to the inadequacy found in the previous method which is the numerical methods. The
limitations of numerical methods include high computational cost and premature convergence tendency [2]. BIAs
have shown excellent results in solving various optimization problems as shown in the works of [2-5]. BIAs consist
of several classes and one among them, which is used for optimization, is swarm-intelligence-based (SI) algorithms.
SI is important in optimization since many algorithms have been modelled based on it such as Ant Colony
Optimization (ACO) algorithm, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm and many more. Among them,
Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm has attracted the attention of optimization researchers due to its efficiency in
solving various optimization problems.
ABC works based on one of the social behaviors of honeybees which is the foraging behavior [6]. It has been
introduced by Karaboga [7] and since then, many optimization researchers have shown interests in this algorithm. It
is due to the tremendous performance of it as compared to other prominent optimization algorithms such as Genetic
Algorithm (GA), Differential Evolution (DE), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithms and few others [6, 8,
9]. Besides its efficiency, ABC has also be known for its simplicity and flexibility to others [6]. Due to that, its
control parameters are easy to be tuned, thus make ABC the popular optimization algorithm in this era. Despite all
of these, ABC basically suffers from few limitations which are demonstrating slow convergence speed on unimodal
functions and tend to be trapped in local optima on multimodal functions [10, 11]. This is due to the imbalance of
exploration and exploitation capabilities of the algorithm. ABC is known to be good in exploration but poor in
exploitation besides it does portray extreme self-reinforcement. It is a necessary for an optimization algorithm to
exhibit balance exploration and exploitation capabilities in order to create a robust algorithm [12-14]. Therefore, this
paper proposes a modified ABC algorithm which is expected to exhibit balance in exploration and exploitation
capabilities of the algorithm thus can enhance the convergence speed and diligently avoid local optima trapping
simultaneously. This modified ABC algorithm is referred to as JA-ABC3. The proposed algorithm is then being
implemented in solving a real-world problem which is reactive power optimization (RPO).
Reactive power optimization (RPO) is a mixed integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) problem. Moreover, it
is also known to be a large-scale problem [15]. It basically relates to power system’s operation and planning, thus it
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is one of the important and challenging problems to be solved [16]. It has taken interest from many researchers and
engineers since it has been introduced by Carpentier in 1962 (see Rahul et al. [17]). They have attempts to solve
RPO problem using various classical methods such as linear programming, Newton method, interior point and many
more. However, these previous methods have shown inefficiency particularly when solving multimodal problems
[15]. RPO basically serves to determine the optimal setting of the power system network to satisfy few constraints
such as the power flow equation system security and equipment operating limits and the objective is to minimize the
power loss [18].

ARTIFICIAL BEE COLONY ALGORITHM
The standard ABC algorithm works by completing three performance-deciding phases in each generation. They
are employed-bees, onlooker-bees and scout-bee phases. It is started when the employed-bees in the employed-bees
phase have been randomly assigned with food sources available around the hive or search-space. After that, the
nectar-amount of food sources is calculated. Food sources are the possible solution for the problems while the
nectar-amount basically represents the fitness of the possible solution. Then, the neighborhood of food sources
associated to employed-bees is explored using the following solution search equation:

zij

yij  Iij ( yij  y kj )

(1)

where zij represents the candidate solution of ith food source with jth dimension. yij is jth dimension of ith food source
and ykj represents jth dimension of kth food source. Subscripts i and k are the mutually exclusive food sources, j Є [1,
2, …, D] and D is the dimension of search space. Subscripts j and k are randomly chosen numbers and φ is a random
number within [-1, 1]. The equation basically creates a candidate solution in order to update the possible solution by
directing the interaction among the possible solutions.
Next, ABC employs greedy-selection mechanism to select between the new possible solution and the old
possible solution whichever is fitter. The employed-bees associated with these potentially fitter food sources then
share it with the onlooker-bees in onlooker-bees phase. In this phase, fitness-proportion selection scheme is used by
the onlooker-bees in order to choose the possible solutions to be updated and it relies on the probability value, Pi.
The onlooker-bees would then explore the neighborhood of the selected food source and update the possible solution
using Eq. 1 before applying greedy-selection to select the fitter possible solution. Finally, in scout-bees phase, The
employed-bee whose limit is reached becomes scout-bee since its possible solution has been abandoned [12]. Limit
is a control parameter to determine which possible solution that has become exhausted and cannot be improved
anymore [13]. The scout-bee will then take flight to discover a new possible solution to replace the abandoned
possible solution by randomly searching the search space [6]. More details of ABC can be found in Karaboga and
Akay [6].

MODIFIED ARTIFICIAL BEE COLONY (JA-ABC3) ALGORITHM
It has been mentioned previously that the standard ABC algorithm exhibits imbalance in exploration and
exploitation capabilities. This is actually contributed by its mutation equation as in equation 1. This equation has
governed the interaction among the possible solutions by selecting the possible solution to be updated (yij) and
another random possible solution (ykj). This process makes the algorithm to be good in exploration but poor in
exploitation [12-14]. Thus, a modified ABC algorithm referred as JA-ABC3 has been proposed with the aim to
balance the exploration and exploitation capabilities of the algorithm which finally serves to enhance the
convergence speed and avoid premature convergence simultaneously. The working principle of JA-ABC3 has been
illustrated by FIGURE 1. From FIGURE 1, the highlighted stages are the modifications that have been done to the
standard ABC algorithm.
The first modification involves enhancing the exploitation process of the algorithm. New stages have been
inserted before the employed-bees phase. In these stages, few poor possible solutions have been identified before
updating them around global best (gbest) possible solution. This updating process has been done by adapting the
mutation equation proposed in [13]:
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ybest, j  Iij ( y pj  y kj )

zij

(2)

where zij represents the candidate solution of ith food source with jth dimension. ybest,j is best food source, ypj
represents jth dimension of pth food source and is randomly chosen. Subscripts k and p are the mutually exclusive
food sources and the rest of the parameter are the same as equation 1. This action has created fitter possible solution
to replace the poor possible solution. Hence, employed-bees and onlooker-bees would update fitter possible solution
in the next phases, which then creates fitter yet diverse population. Thus, the algorithm is expected to converge
faster.
Since the exploitation process of the algorithm has been increased, there is a possibility that it might lead to
premature convergence. Thus, the next modification is to balance its exploration process by replacing equation 1 in
employed-bees phase with the proposed equation in Gao and Liu [19]:

zij

y kj  Iij ( yij  y pj )

(3)

where subscripts p, k and i refer to the mutually exclusive food sources and the rest of the parameter are the same as
equations 1 and 2. This equation is known for its randomness [19] hence the exploration capability of employedbees has also been increased. Thus, the algorithm now should be more robust in avoiding premature convergence,
i.e. local minima traps.
The next modification is expected to increase the convergence speed of the algorithm. This is done by enhancing
the exploitation capability of onlooker-bees. In this phase, only few most-fit selected-possible solutions have been
explored by onlooker-bees instead of all selected-possible solution in the standard ABC. Thus, with only few
possible solutions to be updated, the algorithm is expected to converge faster.
The proposed algorithm, JA-ABC3 has been simulated on ten commonly used benchmark functions which are
Griewank (f1), Rastrigin (f2), Rosenbrock (f3) Ackley (f4), Schwefel (f5), Himmelblau (f6), Sphere (f7), Step (f8),
Bohachevsky 2 (f9) and RS Schwefel’s 2.22 (f10). Later on, it has also been tested to solve a real-world application,
Reactive Power Optimization (RPO) prior to justify its robustness.

Start

a

Randomly initialize
food-sources equal to
(colony-size/2)

Calculate selection-probability
of all food-sources

Calculate fitness of each foodsource

Explore for neighborhood of 10%
of selected-best-food-source
assigned to an onlooker-bee

Identify 10% of all possible
solution that have lowest fitness
value

Apply greedy selection

Update the poor food sources
around global best food
source

Memorize the best food-source

Replace the abandoned foodsource using Scout Bee

Explore for neighborhood of all
food-sources assigned to
employed-bees randomly

Termination criterion
satisfied ?

Apply greedy selection

Yes
a

Terminate
NO

FIGURE 1. The flowchart of JA-ABC3.
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REACTIVE POWER OPTIMIZATION
Reactive Power Optimization (RPO) problem consists of nonlinear objective function that has been defined by
nonlinear constrained. The objective function of the problem has been set to power transmission loss minimization.
The mathematical formulation of the objective function is as follow:

Ploss

NL

N

¦P

N

¦¦ g

loss, k

k 1

[Vi  V j  2ViV j cos T ij ]
2

ij

2

(4)

i 1 j 1

where Ploss is the power transmission loss of the power system, gij is the conductance between bus i and j, Vi is the
voltage magnitude at bus i, Vj is the voltage magnitude at bus j, θij is the angle difference of ij-th transmission line,
NL is the total number of transmission lines and N is the total number of the system’s buses.
To minimize the power loss, the control variables of the system need to be optimized within their limit. The
control variables for the problem are the voltage magnitude at bus i, power generated by generator bus i, shunt
reactive power compensation at bus i and transformer tap settings of transformer i. Thus, the equality and inequality
constraints have been introduced to satisfy the system requirements. The equality constraints are the power flow
equalities of the power system. Meanwhile, the inequality constraints have limited the control variables within their
lower and upper limits [15].
Based on the abovementioned statements, objective function is to be minimized based on the equality and
inequality constraints. Thus, penalty terms need to be added to the objective function equation in order to convert
the constrained problem into unconstrained problem. As a result, the final equation of the objective function is in the
form of penalty function [15, 20]:

Ploss  : P  :Q  :V  :G  :C  :T

P( x)

(5)

where

:P

:Q
:V
:G

N

N

i 1

i 1

U ¦{PGi PDi  Vi ¦V j ( g ij sin T ij  Bij cos T ij )}2
N

N

i 1

i 1

U ¦{QGi QDi  Vi ¦V j ( g ij sin T ij  Bij cos T ij )}2
N

N

i 1

i 1

U ¦{max( 0,Vi  Vi max )}2  U ¦{max( 0,Vi min  Vi )}2
NG

U ¦{max( 0, PGi  PGi
i 1

:C
:T

max

NG

)}  U ¦{max( 0, PGi
2

min

 PGi )}2

i 1

NC

NC

i 1

i 1

U ¦{max( 0, QCi  QCi max )}2  U ¦{max( 0, QCi min  QCi )}2
NT

NT

i 1

i 1

U ¦{max( 0, Ti  Ti max )}2  U ¦{max( 0, Ti min  Ti )}2

PGi is the active power generation at bus i, PDi is the active power demand at bus i, QGi is the reactive power
generation at bus i, QDi is the reactive power demand at bus i, Qci is the shunt compensation at bus i, Ti is the
transformer tap settings of transformer i, Bij is the susceptance between bus i and j, NG is the total number of
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generators, NC is the total number of shunt compensator, NT is the total number of transformer and the rest of the
parameter are the same as Eq. 4.
In this work, JA-ABC3 has been tested to solve IEEE 30-bus power system.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The performance results of the proposed algorithm, JA-ABC3 has been compared with the standard ABC as well
as other exisiting ABC variants which are GABC [12], BABC1, BABC2 [13], BsfABC [21] and IABC [19]. The
results obtained have been illustrated in Figures 2 and 3. FIGURE 2 and 3 show the performance of JA-ABC3 with
other compared algorithms on Rastrigin and Random Shifted Schwefel’s 2.22 functions respectively. Based on
Figure 2, it has clearly displayed the superior performance of JA-ABC3 to the compared ABC variants. While some
of the ABC variants including the standard ABC, BsfABC and BABC1 have been trapped in local minima, JAABC3 has persistently avoided the premature convergence. The large differences among JA-ABC3 and other
compared algorithms clearly verify the robustness of the proposed algorithm as compared to others. Moreover, it has
also converged faster than other compared ABC variants. As for Figure 3, JA-ABC3 once again has shown the
excellent performance in terms of convergence speed and the ability to avoid local optima traps. Among the
compared ABC variants, variant BsfABC has yielded the worst performance.
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FIGURE 2. The performance of optimization algorithms on Rastrigin function.
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FIGURE 3. The performance of optimization algorithms on RS Schwefel’s 2.22 function.
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For further performance justification, JA-ABC3 has been assessed to solve a real-power system-based problem,
Reactive Power Optimization. Its performance has been compared with two best-performed ABC variant, BABC1
and IABC. The results acquired have been tabulated in Table 1. Table 1 shows the power loss obtained from
applying JA-ABC3 in comparison with BABC1 and IABC as well as four other optimization algorithms available in
the work of [15]. The other optimization algorithms are self-adaptive real coded genetic algorithm (SARGA) [22],
particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm, comprehensive learning particle swarm optimization (CLPSO)
algorithm [23] and enhanced genetic algorithm with decoupled quadratic load flow (EGA-DQLF) [24]. The
resulting power loss has depicted the superiority of JA-ABC3 in solving RPO as compared to others. JA-ABC3
produces the least power loss as compared to others particularly other optimization algorithms than the ABC
variants.
TABLE (1). Comparison among compared algorithms on IEEE 30-bus power system.
Ploss (MW)
Algorithms

SARGA
PSO
CLPSO
EGA-DQLF
IABC
BABC1
JA-ABC3

4.5740
4.6282
4.5615
3.2008
1.5233
1.5129
1.5011

CONCLUSION
This paper presents a modified ABC algorithm named JA-ABC3 as the new ABC variant. The purpose of the
development of this new variant is to investigate the effects of exploration and exploitation towards the performance
of the algorithm. This is done by evaluating the performance of the proposed algorithm in terms of convergence
speed and avoiding premature convergence. Few modifications have been adapted to the standard ABC algorithm
and these modifications have enhanced the exploration and exploitation process of the algorithm. The results have
clearly shown that JA-ABC3 is able to converge faster and avoid local optima trapping efficiently. Moreover, the
results obtained from applying the proposed algorithm to solve Reactive Power Optimization problem have
demonstrated the effectiveness of the algorithm. Thus, this has vividly suggested that the proposed algorithm has the
ability to solve other complex optimization problems.
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Abstract. Classification is the process of recognition, differentiation and categorizing objects into groups. Breast
abnormalities are calcifications which are tumor markers that indicate the presence of cancer in the breast. The aims of
this research are to classify the types of breast abnormalities using artificial neural network (ANN) classifier and to
evaluate the accuracy performance using receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve. The methods used in this
research are ANN for breast abnormalities classifications and Canny edge detector as a feature extraction method.
Previously the ANN classifier provides only the number of benign and malignant cases without providing information for
specific cases. However in this research, the type of abnormality for each image can be obtained. The existing MIAS
MiniMammographic database classified the mammogram images into three features only namely characteristic of
background tissues, class of abnormality and radius of abnormality. However, in this research three other features are
added-in. These three features are number of spots, area and shape of abnormalities. Lastly the performance of the ANN
classifier is evaluated using ROC curve. It is found that ANN has an accuracy of 97.9% which is considered acceptable.
Keywords: Classification; breast abnormalities; artificial neural network.
PACS: 87.19.xj

INTRODUCTION
Breast cancer is a cancer that develops in the breast cells. The presence of breast cancer is normally identified by
the presence of abnormalities in the mammogram. These abnormalities can be classified into benign or malignant.
The abnormality is classified as malignant if it is cancerous. Otherwise, the abnormality is classified as benign. This
research focuses on the classification of breast abnormalities into benign and malignant cases.
Breast cancer is indicated by the presence of tumour marker which is a substance found in blood, urine, and body
tissues. These tumour markers are also known as calcifications. Calcifications are small flecks of calcium in soft
tissue of the breast that sometimes indicate the occurrence of breast cancer at early stage [1]. There are two types of
calcifications which are macrocalcifications and microcalcifications. Macrocalcifications are bigger bits of calcium
and often associated to benign conditions. Microcalcifications are tiny bits of calcium and may indicate early stage
of malignancy. Microcalcifications may appear in clusters with patterns like circles or lines and associated with
extra cell activity in tissues of breast [2].
Imaging technique is a technique used to diagnose and evaluate the stage and extent of breast cancer. Some
imaging techniques used to detect breast cancer include mammograms, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI),
ultrasounds and Digital Breast Tomosynthesis (DBT). The imaging technique that will be considered in this paper is
mammography because mammograms are widely available and the cheapest imaging screening technique used.
Furthermore, it is very effective in detecting cancer at an early stage. Mammogram is able to detect cancer about
years ahead before the cancer can be felt by the hand [3].
In previous research, Abbass [4] carried out a research on breast cancer diagnosis by using an evolutionary
artificial neural network (EANN). The EANN technique is an approach based on the pareto-differential evolution
(PDE) algorithm augmented with local search. This approach is called memetic pareto artificial neural network
(MPANN). Abbas achieved a good performance index of ROC of 98.10%. Fu et al. [5] extracted the features of
microcalcifications using a sequential forward search (SFS). In their research paper, Fu et al. [5] used two types of
classifier in order to classify the microcalcifications which were general regression neural network (GRNN) and
support vector machine (SVM). The result showed the values of ROC for SVM was 97.01%, while 96.00% for
GRNN. Papadopoulos et al. [6] had characterized clustered microcalcifications using neural networks (NN) and
support vector machines (SVM). In order to extract the features of cancer, Papadopoulos et al. [6] had used
morphological descriptors. The result showed that the values of ROC performance for NN was 73.00% while
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81.00% for SVM. Ren [7] focused his research on checking the performance between artificial neural network
(ANN) and support vector machine (SVM) in the classification of microcalcification clusters in mammogram
imaging. The result of Ren [7] shows that the SVM performs better than ANN with the average accuracy achieved
around 80.00% in terms of the area of ROC curve.
Generally, ANN provides only number of benign and malignant cases without providing the specific conditions
for each image. The aims of this paper are to classify the types of breast abnormalities and to provide specific
condition for each image using ANN classifier. This is then followed by the evaluation of accuracy performance
using receiver operating characteristics (ROC).

METHODOLOGY
In this paper, ninety seven mammogram images which contain breast abnormalities are taken from MIAS
MiniMammographic database online. This images will go through the pre processing stage (enhancement) by
applying histogram stretching. Histogram stretching is a form of gray-level scaling. The gray-level histogram of an
image is a distribution of gray levels in an image. This enhancement process stretches the range of intensities across
the entire gray-level range, and shifted to cover all the 256 bins for gray-scale images which are [0, 255]. This
affects the image by increasing the low contrast image [8], [9]. Five features are used to classify breast abnormalities
which are number of spots, area of all regions of spot, characteristics of background tissues, class of abnormality,
radius of region and shape of abnormality. FIGURE 1 shows sample image of abnormality which taken from MIAS
MiniMammographic database online.

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 1. (a) Original mammogram image of breast from MIAS and (b) image of breast abnormality.

Classification Using Artificial Neural Network
ANN is one of the artificial intelligence (AI) machine learning. ANN requires training and testing data.
Generally, ANN can be considered as an information processing system of a network of interconnected simple
processing elements. The learning process of ANN is to adjust the connection strength or weights between the
neurons. Each neuron in ANN forms a node in the whole network. After training for each node, each neuron is
assigned by determining the bias. Furthermore, for each interconnection between nodes, a weight is assigned in
order to represent the link strength between the neurons. In order to apply ANN, first, the topology of the ANN
needs to be specified and the feed-forward ANN is used as it has been commonly applied for classification of
microcalcification clusters [7]. A feed-forward ANN is used for classification of breast abnormalities. A feedforward ANN is a multilayer perceptron (MLP) which contains three or more layers which include an input layer, at
least one hidden layer and output layer as shown in FIGURE 2.
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FIGURE 2. A multiple layers of neurons.

In the classification step, the normalized data is required in ANN classifier so that the data will fall in the range
of [-1, 1]. In order to normalize the data, the following adjusted normalized equation is used.

ª § x  min ·º
normalize «2 u ¨
¸ 1
max min »
¬

©

¹¼

(1)

Then, in order to apply into ANN classifier, first let X be the input vector which refer to Cancer_Input and w be
a weight vector as in the following equation (2) and (3) respectively.

X

x1 , x 2 ,..., x P

(2)

where p is the number of variables which implies number of features, p = 1, 2, …, P, and

w

w1 , w2 ,..., wi

(3)

where wi is a weight leading between two layer.
Then, let Y be the target vector as in equation (4).

Y

y1 , y 2 ,..., y R

(4)

where r denotes the number of target output referring to number of type of abnormalities whether it is benign or
malignant, r = 1, 2, …, R.
In order to train the inputs and the targets, the scale conjugate gradient (SCG) algorithm will be applied.
According to Moller (1993), SCG algorithm is the most effective learning algorithm compared to the standard back
propagation (BP) algorithm, conjugate gradient method with line search (CGL) algorithm and one-step BroydenFletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno memoriless quasi-Newton (BFGS) algorithm. He has found that the new variation
method, SCG is less time consuming that is it avoids time consuming line search per learning iteration so the
algorithm would be faster than others.

Receiver Operating Characteristics
In this research, ROC curve is used to check the performance of this technique. A receiver operating
characteristics (ROC) curve is a graphing technique to evaluate the performance by visualizing, organizing and
selecting classifiers [10]. ROC graphs are now adopted in machine learning and data mining research communities.
The lower limit is 0 and the upper limit is 1 on both axes in ROC graph. In ROC curves, a classifier assigns an
object to one of a predefined set of classes. There are four possibilities of results based on the actual class for the
true states and predicted class for predicted states. If the predicted is positive, and the actual is also classified as
positive, then it is counted as true positive (TP). Then, if the predicted is positive while the actual is classified as
negative, it is counted as false positive (FP). On the other hand, if the predicted is negative, and the actual is
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classified as negative, it is counted as true negative (TN). If the predicted is negative, but the actual is classified as
positive, it is counted as false negative (FN) [11]. The classifier can be represented in the form of a table of two-bytwo confusion matrix as shown in TABLE (1).

Predicted
Negative
Positive

TABLE (1). Confusion matrix of classifier.
Actual
Negative
TN
FP

Positive
FN
TP

The additional terms associated with ROC curves are sensitivity and specificity. Sensitivity can be calculated by
using equation (5) while specificity can be calculated by using equation (6).

Sensitivity

Specificity

TP

(5)

TP  FN
TN

(6)

TN  FP

The sensitivity and specificity are measures to ensure the test ability of the ANN classifier. Sensitivity regards
only positive cases and it is computed as a number of true positive decisions over a number of actual positive cases.
On the contrary, the specificity deals only with negative cases and it is calculated as a number of true negative
decisions over a number of actual negative cases [12]. The performance of classifier can be checked by referring to
the ROC curve. If the curve of ROC is close to 1, it indicates that the performance is good. This implies that the
closer to 1, the better the performance [10].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this research, we have focused on how to find number of spots, area and identify the shape of abnormalities.
The three features namely characteristic of background tissue, class of abnormality and radius are given in MIAS
MiniMammographic database.
The results of ANN classifier for each image for the type of breast abnormalities are shown in TABLE (2).
TABLE (2). Types of breast abnormalities for thirty images.

Number

Image

ANN Method Findings

MIAS Findings

1

mdb005a

Benign

Benign

2

mdb005b

Benign

Benign

3
4

mdb010
mdb012

Benign
Benign

Benign
Benign

5

mdb015

Benign

Benign

6

mdb017

Benign

Benign

7

mdb019

Benign

Benign

8

mdb021

Benign

Benign

9

mdb025

Benign

Benign

10

mdb032

Benign

Benign

11

mdb063

Benign

Benign

12

mdb092

Malignant

Malignant

13

mdb120

Malignant

Malignant

14

mdb132a

Benign

Benign
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15

mdb142

Benign

Benign

16

mdb148

Malignant

Malignant

17

mdb170

Malignant

Malignant

18

mdb190

Malignant

Benign

19

mdb209

Malignant

Malignant

20

mdb211

Malignant

Malignant

21

mdb213

Malignant

Malignant

22

mdb238

Malignant

Malignant

23

mdb241

Malignant

Malignant

24

mdb249

Malignant

Malignant

25

mdb256

Malignant

Malignant

26

mdb264

Malignant

Malignant

27

mdb265

Malignant

Malignant

28

mdb267

Malignant

Malignant

29

mdb271

Malignant

Malignant

30

mdb274

Malignant

Malignant

The total results of ANN classifier can be simplified in the form of the following two-by-two confusion matrix as
shown in Table (3). Then, the sensitivity and specificity of cases can be calculated as follows.

Predicted
Negative
Positive

TABLE (3). Confusion matrix of characterization cases of 97 images from MIAS.
Actual
Negative
Positive
52
0
2
43

Sensitivity

Specificity

43
43  0
1.00

52
52  2
0.96296296

(7)

(8)

Thus, the ANN classifier achieved the sensitivity of 100% and the specificity of 96.2963%. From the confusion
matrix of two-by-two, we can plot the ROC curve to check the performance of ANN classifier. FIGURE 3 shows
the graph of ROC for ANN classifier including training, test and validation based on 70% and 15% of training and
testing percentage of images respectively.
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FIGURE 3. Graph of ROC curve of ANN classifier.

ª Correct classified patternsº
»
¬ Totalnumber of patterns¼

Classification accuracy «

(9)

From FIGURE 3, the ROC curve is closed to 1 and this shows the good performance of ANN classifier. By
applying equation (9), it is found that the classification accuracy is 0.979381443 which is close to 1. This implies
that the percentage of ANN accuracy is 97.9%, and thus it indicates that the performance of ANN is good.
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Abstract. This study is focus on a bivariate extreme of renormalized componentwise maxima with generalized extreme value
distribution as a marginal function. The limiting joint distribution of several parametric models are presented. Maximum
likelihood estimation is employed for parameter estimations and the best model is selected based on the Akaike Information
Criterion. The weekly and monthly componentwise maxima series are extracted from the original observations of daily
maxima PM10 data for two air quality monitoring stations located in Pasir Gudang and Johor Bahru. The 10 years data
are considered for both stations from year 2001 to 2010. The asymmetric negative logistic model is found as the best ﬁt
bivariate extreme model for both weekly and monthly maxima componentwise series. However the dependence parameters
show that the variables for weekly maxima series is more dependence to each other compared to the monthly maxima.
Keywords: bivariate extreme, parametric models, maximum likelihood estimation, Akaike Information Criterion, air quality
PACS: 02.50.-r, 92.60.Sz

INTRODUCTION
Bivariate extreme ﬁelds begin with the attention for modeling the joint distribution of two extreme variables such
as the relationship of pollutants at two different stations. The extremes observations are only considered the tail
behavior of the distribution either for maxima or minima. There are signiﬁcant to be aware of extremes events and
more comprehensive assessment of their consequences. To analyze the extreme observations, extreme value theory
(EVT) plays an important role based on its strong theoretical background particularly to extreme data analysis. Among
many fabulous books on EVT, Kotz and Nadarajah [1] and Coles [2] provide the basic foundation of EVT including
the bivariate and multivariate case with various ﬁelds of applications. In Malaysia, EVT has been used especially
in environmental extreme such as in hydrology (Eli et al. [3], Zalina et al. [4], Zin et al. [5]) and climatology (Ali
et al. [6], Hasan et al. [7]). EVT is an analogous of the central limit theorem for modeling the random variables by
providing the necessary limiting distributions. Basically, there are two main ideas for modeling the extreme data which
are either block maxima approach or the exceedances over a sufﬁciently high threshold. The former is associated with
the generalized extreme value distribution (GEV) and the later is associated to the generalized Pareto distribution
(GPD). This paper assumed GEV as a marginal distribution for each variables.
The basic development of bivariate extreme model is a logistic symmetric model in which the variables are
exchangeable. Gumbel and Goldstein [8] illustrated the used of this model with application to the oldest ages at
death for different gender and to the case of ﬂoods of the same river recorded at two stations located upstream and
downstream. Tawn [9] provides a very details discussions on bivariate extreme with the introduction of two new model,
asymmetric mixed and asymmetric logistic model with application on sea level data. The asymmetric logistic model is
developed to improve the ﬂexibility and the interpretation capability of logistics distribution. Subsequently, Coles and
Tawn [10] introduced the Dirichlet model as an alternative symmetric model while the negative asymmetric logistic
model is obtained by Joe [11] with similar structure to the asymmetric logistic model.
There are several papers discussed on bivariate extreme value in environmental applications. Biushand [12] apply
the theory of bivariate logistic extreme with the Gumbel marginal using station-year method to rainfall analysis and
found the dependency between the event magnitude and the distance between stations. Yue and Wang [13] propose the
used of bivariate extreme value distribution with Gumbel marginals for representing the joint distribution of correlated
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storm peaks and amounts that are Gumbel distributed while Yue [14] compared the Gumbel mixed model and Gumbel
logistic model. Heffernan and Tawn [15] ﬁnd that the dependence structure exhibits marked seasonality with extremal
dependence between some pollutants being signiﬁcantly greater than the dependence on non-extreme levels. Next,
Sandoval [16] proposed the logistic model for bivariate extreme value distribution with Weibull-2 and Mixed Weibull
marginals for the case of ﬂood frequency analysis.
This study is focus on the bivariate extreme value distributions (BEVD) as the limiting distribution of componentwise maxima with GEV marginal distributions for both variables. One approach for modeling the dependence structure
is via parametric models. This requires a ﬂexible family of models which are satisﬁed a certain constraints. The limiting bivariate distribution of logistic, negative logistic, asymmetric logistic and asymmetric negative logistic models
will be discuss. Maximum likelihood is used for estimation of parameters and the Akaike Information Criteria (AIC)
is proposed for model selection. This work is based on block maxima idea for which the weekly and monthly based
selection method is used to model the extremal behavior of two variables simultaneously. This is useful when we are
considering the extreme behavior of a pollutant over two nearby locations or for modeling the joint extremes of two
different pollutants at a particular location. The methodology together with the foundation theory of univariate and
bivariate extreme distribution are presented in Section 2. In Section 3, the parametric models used in this study are
presented with some basic properties. The theory is then applied to the application of extreme PM10 data in two air
monitoring stations in Johor as in Section 4.

METHODOLOGY
EVT provides a ﬁrm theoretical foundation on which we can build statistical models describing extreme events[17].
BEVD is the extension of univariate extreme value theory to determine the dependence between two different variables,
X and Y . In the development of BEVD, there is a bunch of models to represent the bivariate extreme. The next section
will be discuss brieﬂy on this models.

Univariate Extreme Value Theory
The univariate EVT is focused on the statistical behavior of Mn = max(Y1 ,Y2 , ...,Yn ) which is the maximum of n
independent and identically distributed (iid) random variables, Y with distribution function F(y), and if Mn converges
under renormalization to some nondegenerate limit such that
Pr(

Mn − bn
≤ y) = f n (an y + bn ) → G(y) as n → ∞
an

for suitable an > 0 and bn , the distribution function must be a member of the parametric family
 
y − μ −1/ξ 
; −∞ < μ < ∞, σ > 0, −∞ < ξ < ∞
)
G(y) = exp − 1 + ξ (
σ

(1)

G(y) is a GEV distribution with μ is location parameter, σ isscale parameter and ξ is shape parameter. The shape
parameter, ξ plays an important role to determine the type of GEV model. ξ > 0 correspond to Frechet distribution,
while ξ < 0 and ξ = 0 is correspond to Weibull distribution and Gumbel distribution respectively. This three types
extreme value distribution are the only possible limiting distribution of the Mn regardless the parent distribution of the
population [2]. The extension of univariate extreme is much focusing on bivariate since the multivariate issues are too
complicated.

Bivariate Extreme Value Theory
The bivariate extreme consider (X1 ,Y1 ), ..., (Xn ,Yn ) be iid vectors from the observations with distribution function
F(x, y). Then deﬁne the vector of componentwise maxima as Mn = (Mx,n , My,n ) with Mx,n = max{Xi } and My,n =
max{Yi } for i = 1...n. Mn is not necessarily the vector of observation in the original sequences. Assume that Xi and Yi
variables have a known marginal distribution when considering the dependence, it is convenient to assume the marginal
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as GEV distribution as in equation (1). For representation, let the Xi and Yi variables have the standard Frechet marginal
distribution as in Coles [2] with distribution function
F(z) = exp(−1/z), z > 0.
As in univariate case, given the normalizing constant ai,n = n and bi,n = 0 for i = 1, 2, then
Pr(Mx,n /n ≤ x, My,n /n ≤ y) → G(x, y)
where G is non-degenerate. G has the form
G(x, y) = exp{−V (x, y)}; x > 0, y > 0
where
V (x, y) = 2

 1
0

w 1−w
)dH(w)
max( ,
x
y

and H is a distribution function on [0, 1] satisfying the mean constraint:
 1
0

wdH(w) = 0.5

Since the GEV provides a complete class of marginal limit distributions then the complete class of BEVD is
obtained as follows. Suppose X and Y are GEV with parameters (μx , σx , ξx ) and (μy , σy , ξy ) respectively, then the
transformations

1/ξx

1/ξy


y−μ
x
x̃ = 1 + ξx x−μ
and ỹ = 1 + ξy σy y
σx
obtain unit Frechet margins. Hence
G(x, y) = exp{−V (x̃, ỹ)}




x
is a bivariate extreme value distribution with appropriate margins for valid V (.) provided 1 + ξx x−μ
> 0 and
σx



y−μy
1 + ξy σy
> 0.

PARAMETRIC FAMILIES
Parametric differentiable models are used due to the ﬂexibility to model the dependence structure. The dependence
function determine the dependencies between marginal distributions. The parametric families for H are obtained with
the constraint for which the mean is equal to 0.5 for every value of the parameter. This section list and describe in
general some of the bivariate extreme distributions.

Logistic model
For Logistic model, u(x̃, ỹ) = (x̃r + ỹr )1/r and the speciﬁc form of the distribution is
G(x, y) = exp{−(x̃r + ỹr )1/r }

(2)

valid for x̃ > 0, ỹ > 0. Logistic family is the most popular bivariate extreme model due to its simplicity and ﬂexibility.
A constraint of this logistic model is that the variables x̃ and ỹ are exchangeable because of the symmetry of the density
h. The probability density function is given by,
g(x̃, y) =Gx̃,ỹ (x̃, ỹ)
= exp{−(x̃r + ỹr )1/r }(x̃r + ỹr )1/r−2 (x̃ỹ)r−1 [r − 1 + (x̃r + ỹr )1/r ]
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x 1/ξx
with x̃ = [1 + ξx ( x−μ
and ỹ = [1 + ξy (
σx )]
maximized would be

y−μy 1/ξy
σy )]

are from the GEV margins. The log-likelihood function to be

n

n

n

n

i=1

i=1

i=1

i=1

(θ ) = − ∑ u + (1 − 2r) ∑ (log u) + ∑ log (r − 1 + u) + (r − 1) ∑ log (xy)

(3)

An alternative parameterization for this model are possibly advisable with r = 1/α with 0 < α ≤ 1 [9]. α is known
as the dependence parameter with α close to one corresponding to independent variables and as α tends to zero
corresponding to completely dependence variables.

Asymmetric logistic model
The bivariate asymmetric logistic distribution function with dependence parameter α and asy= (t1 ,t2 ) is


G(x̃, ỹ) = exp −(1 − t1 )x̃ − (1 − t2 )ỹ − [(t1 x̃)1/α + (t2 ỹ)1/α ]α

(4)

where 0 < α < 1 and 0 ≤ t1 ,t2 ≤ 1. When t1 = t2 = 1 the asymmetric logistic model is equivalent to the logistic model.
Independence is obtained when either α = 1, t1 = 0 or t2 = 0. Complete dependence is obtained in the limit when
t1 = t2 = 1 and α approaches zero.

Negative logistic model
The negative logistic distribution function with parameter α is
G(x, y) = exp{−x̃ − ỹ − (x̃−α + ỹ−α )−1/α }

(5)

where α > 0. Independence is obtained in the limit as α approaches zero. Complete dependence is obtained as α tends
to inﬁnity.

Asymmetric negative logistic model
The bivariate asymmetric logistic distribution function with dependence parameters α and asy= (t1 ,t2 ) is


G(x̃, ỹ) = exp −x̃ − ỹ + [(t1 x̃)−α + (t2 ỹ)−α ]−1/α

(6)

where α > 0 and 0 ≤ t1 ,t2 ≤ 1. When t1 = t2 = 1 the asymmetric negative logistic model is equivalent to the negative
logistic model. Independence is obtained when either α, t1 or t2 approaches zero. Complete dependence is obtained in
the limit when t1 = t2 = 1 and α tends to inﬁnity.

BIVARIATE EXTREME PM10 DATA
Currently there are numerous literatures on the analysis of univariate extreme value air pollution data but slightly
attention has been paid to the correlation structure of the extreme pollutant at different sites. The bivariate extreme
models are adequate for measuring the strength of the dependency between a couple of stations.This study considered
the dataset of weekly and monthly maxima PM10 data for Pasir Gudang and Johor Bahru air monitoring stations over
the year 2001 to 2010. These two stations are located nearby at the same district of Johor state. Based on Malaysian
Ambient Air Quality Guidelines, PM10 is the most inﬂuenced pollutant towards the air quality in Malaysia. This
pollutant caused various health problems and material damages as well as affects the economic development. For
comparison purposes, Table 1 summarized the univariate GEV ﬁt to the extreme selected series for both stations. The
shape parameters explained that the monthly maxima series for both stations are having the Frechet type while weekly
maxima series ﬁt to the Weibull type distribution for both stations.
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TABLE 1. MLE for modeling univariate extreme PM10 series for JB and PG stations (standard error)
Block Sizes

Weekly

Monthly

Stations

μ

σ

ξ

μ

σ

ξ

Johor Bahru
Pasir Gudang

40.51(0.25)
47.75(0.28)

13.98(0.17)
15.65(0.18)

-0.02(0.01)
-0.06(0.01)

61.98(1.48)
70.97(2.00)

14.57(1.13)
19.30(1.53)

0.13(0.06)
0.13(0.07)

Let consider Xmax and Ymax are the weekly maxima PM10 for Pasir Gudang and Johor Bahru station respectively.
The pair of the joint distribution Xmax and Ymax is not necessarily a pair of the original series (x1 , y1 ), ..., (xn , yn ) since
the weekly maxima may have different indices. This is same goes to the monthly maxima series. Figure 1 and Figure 2
show the plots of weekly and monthly maxima PM10 data for Pasir Gudang against the corresponding value for Johor
Bahru station. It seems to have tendency of extreme cases coincide of one variable to another.

FIGURE 1.

Weekly maxima PM10 data (μg/m3 )

FIGURE 2.

Monthly maxima PM10 data (μg/m3 )

Assuming there is an extremal dependence of extreme PM10 concentrations for both stations, the parametric BEVD
models as discussed in previous section are applied for the analysis. The corresponding probability density function
is obtained by differentiation of G(x, y) for each equations in (2), (4), (5) and (6) and maximizing the log-likelihood
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function as in logistic model in equation (3) using maximum likelihood estimation procedure. The estimated parameters are summarized in Table 2 with the associate AIC goodness of ﬁt test. The dependence parameter, α for all
the models explained the weak dependence between the two variables. The asymmetric negative logistic gives the
best ﬁt model based on the smallest AIC value for both weekly maxima and monthly maxima componentwise series
although the dependence parameter for both models are slightly difference. The dependence parameter is α = 0.75
and α = 0.82 for weekly and monthly componentwise maxima series respectively. These results explained that the
extreme PM10 for Johor Bahru and Pasir Gudang stations are weakly dependence. In addition, this study ﬁnd that the
marginal function for bivariate componentwise extremes series for both stations are Frechet type while the univariate
extreme have Frechet type for monthly maxima series and Weibull type for the weekly maxima series.
TABLE 2. Maximum likelihood estimates for bivariate extreme series PM10 data for JB and PG stations (standard error)
Johor Bahru station

Pasir Gudang station

Asym. parameters

Dep

t1

α

AIC

weekly maxima
μ1

σ1

ξ1

μ2

σ2

ξ2

Logistic

58.85
(0.76)

15.60
(0.57)

0.10
(0.03)

50.87
(0.66)

13.66
(0.49)

0.12
(0.03)

0.73
(0.03)

8891.66

Negative Logistic

58.77
(0.76)

15.62
(0.57)

0.11
(0.03)

50.86
(0.65)

13.62
(0.49)

0.12
(0.03)

0.65
(0.06)

8892.65

Asym. logistic

58.77
(0.77)

15.64
(0.57)

0.10
(0.03)

50.92
(0.65)

13.52
(0.47)

0.11
(0.03)

0.76
(0.13)

1.00
(0.00)

0.67
(0.04)

8893.543

Asym. negative logistic 58.80
(0.77)

15.66
(0.58)

0.09
(0.03)

50.89
(0.65)

13.54
(0.48)

0.10
(0.02)

0.70
(0.12)

1.00
(0.00)

0.75
(0.08)

8889.55

t2

monthly maxima
Logistic

71.02
(1.96)

19.09
(1.48)

0.13
(0.07)

61.91
(1.50)

14.78
(1.15)

0.18
(0.07)

0.72
(0.06)

2133.85

Negative Logistic

70.88
(1.97)

19.15
(1.50)

0.15
(0.07)

61.90
(1.50)

14.72
(1.15)

0.18
(0.07)

0.66
(0.12)

2134.65

Asym. logistic

80.00
(1.97)

19.28
(1.50)

0.14
(0.08)

61.96
(1.50)

14.60
(1.11)

0.17
(0.06)

0.59
(0.26)

0.99
(0.00)

0.60
(0.08)

2136.57

Asym. negative logistic 71.02
(1.98)

19.27
(1.51)

0.12
(0.08)

61.94
(1.49)

14.63
(1.12)

0.16
(0.06)

0.62
(0.21)

1.0
(0.00)

0.82
(0.18)

2117.68

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we made an attempt to model the extreme PM10 data for two stations with the BEVD. The bivariate
extreme limiting distributions are much more complex due to the dependence function and additional parameters
compared to the limiting distribution of univariate extreme value theory. There are many limiting distributions for
componentwise maxima which H function must satisfying the mean constraint. In this work, the bivariate extreme
models are ﬁt with GEV margins and parametric dependence structure and estimating the parameters by maximum
likelihood. R evd package [18] used to perform these steps and hence the best ﬁt model choose based on AIC.
The asymmetric negative logistic is found as the best ﬁt model for the extreme PM10 data with dependence
parameters, α = 0.75 and α = 0.82 for the weekly and monthly componentwise series respectively. These explained
the weak dependence of extreme PM10 for the two stations. Future works will consider the dependencies between two
pollutants at a certain station since the impact of an extreme events occurring simultaneously is much greater than in
single pollutant itself. The bivariate extremes which exceed a certain threshold is another alternative for modeling two
extreme cases concurrently that will proceed for future research,
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Abstract. Epidemics are known to persist in the form of recurrence cycles. Despite intervention efforts through
vaccination and targeted social distancing, peaks of activity for infectious diseases like influenza reappear over time.
Analysis of a stochastic model is here undertaken to explore a proposed cycle-generating mechanism – the bifurcation
crossover. Time series from simulations of the model exhibit oscillations similar to the temporal signature of influenza
activity. Power-spectral density indicates a resonant frequency, which corresponds to the annual seasonality of influenza
in temperate zones. The study finds that intervention actions influence the extinguishability of epidemic activity.
Asymptotic solution to a backward Kolmogorov equation corresponds to a mean extinction time that is a function of both
intervention efficacy and population size. Intervention efficacy must be greater than a certain threshold to increase the
chances of extinguishing the epidemic. Agreement of the model with several phenomenological features of epidemic
cycles lends to it a tractability that may serve as early warning of imminent outbreaks.
Keywords: Recurrent epidemics; influenza; bifurcation; stochastic dynamics.
PACS: 87.19.xd, 87.10.Mn, 05.10.Gg, 87.23.Ge

INTRODUCTION
Influenza epidemics is a common occurrence in many countries in different latitudinal zones. Epidemic activity
is quantified usually using surveillance of influenza-like illnesses (ILI). The number of ILI consultations is recorded
by health centers and submitted for collection by a centralized health agency. The resulting data is taken as an
estimate of influenza epidemic activity at a given point in time. The time graph appears to exhibit cycles and
recurrence, such that the peaks repeat at seemingly regular intervals of time [1—5].
Mathematical modeling is an approach of studying epidemics. The time profile of epidemic activity is usually
examined, the causes of which is described using models. The basic reproduction number, which arises from such
models [6—9], serves as a threshold that determines whether or not an infection can spread considerably through the
population. Prevailing models, such as the Susceptible-Infected-Recovered (SIR), do not however predict sustained
cycles of epidemic activity. But, recurrent dynamics is especially apparent in ILI data coming from temperate zones
seasonal forcing could possibly be pronounced [10]. In tropical zones, on the other hand, the seasonality is less
clear, but recurrence still apparent. Generally, such latitudinal differences have been reported [11].
Models known for resonant amplification, which assume endogenous forcing due to population size fluctuations
[12, 13], do not explicitly describe how interventions extinguish recurrent epidemic dynamics. Here I present and
analyze a seasonally-forced model that could account for latitudinal variations, and the intervention efficacy for
extinguishing epidemic activity.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL
A fixed population Ω is taken to be a sum of two compartments, i.e., Ω = NS + NI, wherein NS represents the
susceptible subpopulation, and NI is the infected population. A two-compartment SIS model can be reduced into a
one-dimensional system for constant Ω, an assumption that is reasonable if one considers that demographics and net
immigration is much slower than the rate of epidemic spread. Note that the infection is assumed to be non-fatal.
Thus, the stochastic process can be summarized through the following reaction equations: S + I → 2I; 2I → I + S;
and I → S. The corresponding rates for all reactions are: aμ(t); NI / Ω; and ν, respectively. The rate ν is the rate by
which the infected is healed and becomes susceptible again. The coefficient a is a timescale constant, and μ(t) = 3/(2
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+ sin[10 + 2πt/tp]) is a cardioid seasonal-forcing function. The term tp is the period of seasonality, and the phase lag
connected with the initial conditions is set at 10. Results from an instantiation of the model is presented in FIGURE
1, with a = 0.08, tp = 365 days = 1 year, Ω = 2000, and ν = 0.25. The time series profile are visually similar, to an
acceptable degree. Similarity is confirmed through the power spectrum, which both exhibit tails falling off with
frequency as ω─4 and a peak at ω0 = 1 per year.

FIGURE 1. Instantiation of the model for the following parameter values: a = 0.08, tp = 1 year, Ω = 2000, and ν = 0.25. (a) The
solution to the model exhibits cycles which compare with weekly ILI surveillance data from the U.S. From 1997 up to 2013. (b)
Alternative comparison of the two data sets reveal similar peaks at the frequency ω = 1 per year. The tail also decays roughly
according to the same power law with exponent of −4. The two spectra are plotted on different axes in order to make the
distinction more prominent.

Fokker-Planck Equation
ILI surveillance monitors count data, so the underlying variable NI must be discrete. However, in order to make
the mathematical model tractable, a continuous variable has to be used in the analysis. Representation errors are thus
anticipated, which should appear as stochastic fluctuations.
Let us redefine I(t) = NI / Ω as the infected concentration (i.e., the percentage of individuals in the population
who display the symptoms of influenza). The variable I is now treated as a continuous random variable drawn from
an unspecified probability density function P(I) with support [0,1]. By assuming that the population size Ω >> 1, the
time evolution of P may be expressed through a diffusion approximation of a master equation. This diffusion
approximation is known as the Fokker-Planck equation, expressed as follows:

wherein D(I) = a[μ(t) + ν]I + I 2 is the diffusion coefficient, and b(I) = a[μ(t) – ν]I – I 2 is the drift coefficient in Eq.
(1). The drift term represents the right-hand side of a deterministic ODE whose solution is the continuous variable
I(t):

The diffusion term D(I) accounts for the stochastic fluctuations arising from the discreteness of an actual population
which can change only in units of one individual.
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Linearization and Bifurcation Crossover
Eq. (2) can be qualitatively analyzed by means of linearization. The only fixed point is I = 0, which implies
extinction of the epidemic. Its nature is determined by the quantity a[μ(t) – ν]. Since a > 0, then the quantity will be
negative whenever μ(t) < ν, and positive whenever μ(t) > ν. Due to the fact that μ(t) is an oscillatory function, then
the sign of the right-hand side of the linearized model also switches from positive to negative and back.
The stability of the fixed point I = 0 is related to the sign of a[μ(t) – ν]: unstable when positive, and stable when
negative. The times when μ = ν is here referred as the bifurcation crossover, through which the nature of the fixed
point changes from unstable to stable, and vice versa. One may interpret μ(t) as a seasonal infection rate. The
seasonality may be attributed to several external factors that is closely linked with weather conditions. In temperate
zones, the range of variation of weather conditions is wider than in the tropical zone. Hence, one may expect that μ
has a larger amplitude in temperate regions.
Eq. (2) also has inflection points, which correspond to times wherein the second time-derivative of I is also zero
in addition to the first time-derivative. The inflection points correspond to the bifurcation crossovers. The entire
mechanism for epidemic recurrent dynamics is driven by the seasonal forcing; hence, the term stimulated
bifurcation crossover.

MEAN EXTINCTION TIME: GRASMAN APPROXIMATION
The discrete nature of the variable NI renders the approximation using the continuous variable I inaccurate,
especially for small Ω. The problem of the mean extinction time in this study corresponds to the question of when
the infected population, whose dynamics is governed by Eq. (1), goes to zero. Due to the stochastic process
involved, the answer to the question is certainly a random variable.

FIGURE 2. Extinction time corresponding to that point in time when I = 0. (a) Mean extinction times for different values of ν
for the same values of other parameters: a = 0.08, tp = 1 year, and Ω = 2000. The mean extinction time diverges as ν → 0, but the
rise to T ~ 5.5 years ~ 2000 days occurs from ν = 0.25. (b) The mean extinction time as a function of population size Ω, and the
following fixed parameter values: a = 0.121, tp = 1 year, and ν = 0.658. The curve with error bars is a result of averaging different
instantiations of the same Ω. The straight line corresponds to T(Ω) ~ ln Ω, as defined by Eq. (4). For larger Ω, the agreement
between the simulation and the analytic function for T(Ω) improves.

Johann Grasman framed the problem using the backward Kolmogorov equation [14, 15]. Let T be the time of
extinction, which is the solution to the following second-order differential equation:
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where T(0) = 0 and limit of T '(z) = 0 as z → ∞; A(z) and B(z) are functions defined in Ref. [14]. Eq. (3) is a
backward problem, which presents difficulty towards finding a closed form solution. The significant contribution of
Grasman is the approximation of the solution to Eq. (1) by a normal distribution function. Consequently, an
approximate solution for Eq. (4) can be expressed as a function of the population size Ω. Asymptotically, for Ω >>
1, the solution increases according to a logarithmic function of Ω. More specifically,

The mean extinction time of the epidemic is defined here as the time that elapses from the beginning set at time
t=0 up to the time that I becomes 0. Extinction is actually not expected from mere solutions to Eq. (2), which only
admits exponential decay towards 0. The more correct interpretation of the model is that the population is discrete,
such that when there is only one infected individual left in the population, there is always a non-zero probability that
such individual would heal in finite time. According to Eq. (4), the extinction time is expected to be longer for larger
populations. This is understandable from the point of view of epidemic spread, although the present model does not
account for spatial dynamics of the epidemic.
FIGURE 2(a) illustrates the variation of T with respect to the intervention efficacy ν from instantiations of the
model with fixed values for a, tp, and Ω. The value of T dramatically rises as the intervention efficacy falls below
roughly ν = 0.25, based on solutions calculated through simulations of the model. Although the quasi-threshold
value could be calculated via analytic means, no attempt is made in this paper. But the importance of a threshold
could be found in formulating policies that aim at preventing further outbreak across a population.
In FIGURE 2(b) the increase of the extinction time with respect to the size of the population is shown. The
prediction through Grasman approximation indicates that larger populations imply a longer time before the epidemic
can be expected to be extinguished. No assumptions have been made on how spatially dense the population is, or on
how the individuals in the population are connected with each other via an explicit definition of a social network.
Despite that, however, the model predicts a logarithmic increase in the extinction time T with Ω. Such prediction is
validated through numerical simulations of the model, as is evident in the better agreement between the simulation
graph with that of a logarithmic function of the form prescribed by Eq. (4).

FIGURE 3. Profile of epidemic activity illustrated by the infection rate per population I(t), shown as bold-red curve. The
reproduction number R(t) defined by Eq. (5) is superimposed (narrow-blue curve). The line corresponds to R = 1 above which the
disease is considered endemic. For R ≤ 1, the infection could be extinguished.
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REPRODUCTION NUMBER
The reproduction number R(t) is here treated as a time-dependent quantity. This is consistent with the profile of
the time-varying empirical measurements of R for influenza pandemic from 1918 to 1919 [8]. In this study, R(t) is
defined as the ratio of the total rate of new infection with the total healing rate (assuming no mortality),

based on Eq. (2). Superimposing Eq. (5) with the profile of epidemic activity for one year is in agreement with the
phase difference observed between R(t) and I(t) [8]. The interesting feature displayed in FIGURE 3 is that R(t) peaks
about one quarter earlier than the peak in I(t). In other words, there is a lead time of about 3 months before the
infection spreads as an epidemic. The peak in I(t) also corresponds to the point in time when roughly R(t) = 1, which
is considered as the endemic threshold. The duration of the peak is, more or less, determined by the length of time
before R(t) crosses below the threshold.
The forecasting of epidemics is an important issue in epidemiology. The prediction could guide intervention
efforts for the purpose of minimizing the extent of the epidemic in the population. Several of such strategies are put
in place, such as vaccination, social distancing, and quarantine. But the timing of deployment of those actions is
significant in order to optimize the use of resources.

DISCUSSION
The model presented herewith explores the hypothesis that the bifurcation crossover is a mechanism for
seasonally-forced recurrent epidemic dynamics. The degree of seasonal forcing has actually been found to vary
between latitudes. It is mostly pronounced in temperate zones than in the tropics. The cardioid seasonality proposed
here could be generalized to account for such latitudinal variations. A direct validation of the model has been made
by comparing between simulations and empirical data the temporal profile of epidemic activity, and its
corresponding power spectrum. Of course, the ultimate public health concern is the spread of the infection. Hence,
understanding how an epidemic could be extinguished is important. In this study, the mean extinction time of
epidemic activity is found to depend on the intervention efficacy and the population size. A threshold intervention
rate is required in order to substantially shorten the extinction time, whereas a larger population implies a longer
extinction time as well. Finding a quantitative measure that could render a forecast of epidemic activity is also a goal
of epidemiologist. Here, a time-varying reproduction number is considered as such a measure. The study finds that
this measure peaks first, roughly one quarter earlier, than the peak of epidemic activity. Furthermore, the duration of
the peak of epidemic activity approximately corresponds to the length of time that the reproduction number lingers
around the epidemic threshold
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Abstract. In the classical inventory model, it was assumed that the retailer must settle the accounts of the purchased
items as soon as they are received. In practice, however, the supplier usually offers a full or partial delay period to the
retailer to pay for the amount of the purchasing costs. In the partial trade credit contract, which is mostly applied to avoid
non-payment risks, the retailer must pay for a portion of the purchased goods at the time of ordering and may delay
settling the rest until the end of the predefined agreed upon period, so-called credit period. This paper assumes a twolevel partial trade credit where both supplier and retailer offer a partial trade credit to their downstream members. The
objective here is to determine the retailer’s ordering policy of a deteriorating item by formulating his economic order
quantity (EOQ) inventory system with backorder as a cost minimization problem. The sensitivity of the variables on
different parameters has been also analyzed by applying numerical examples.
Keywords: Inventory system; EOQ; two-level trade credit; partial trade credit; permissible delay in payment.
PACS: 87.55.de

INTRODUCTION
In the traditional economic order quantity (EOQ) model, it was assumed that the retailer must pay to the supplier
for the purchased items as soon as they are received. In practice, however, the supplier usually allows the retailer to
pay with delay. According to the literature, four types of delay in payment can be considered: pay as sold, pay as
sold after a predefined period, pay after a predefined period, and pay at the end of the next replenishment period
(please refer to [1], [2]). Such contracts would assist the supplier in opening up new sales channels and increasing
his revenue, and helps the retailer to overcome sour economic conditions. This paper deals with the third type of
delay in payment which is referred to trade credit in the preceding studies.
In real life applications, the retailer may be offered full trade credit by the supplier to settle all the accounts of the
purchased items at the end of the credit period. There are even some cases that the retailer must pay for a partial
amount of the items at the time of receiving them and delays paying for the rest until the end of the trade credit
period. This type of contract is called partial trade credit. During the delay period, the retailer can sell the goods,
accumulate revenue and earn interest, and a higher interest would be charged by the supplier if the payment is not
settled at the end of the credit period.
Recently, trade credit has received the attention of many researchers. Goyal [3] formulated the mathematical
model of a retailer’s EOQ model who is offered a predefined period to pay the purchased goods from a supplier.
This research can be seen as the foundation for most of its proceeding researches. Chung [4] presented a simple
procedure to determine the retailer’s optimal order time and simplified the solution method proposed by [3]. Jamal
et al. [5] modelled EOQ inventory system for deteriorating items to determine the retailer’s optimal ordering policy
as well as selling price. Teng [6] differentiated between selling price and purchasing cost to further develop [3]’s
model. Huang [7] also extended the proposed model by [3] by considering two levels of trade credit.
Besides assuming unequal selling price and purchasing cost, Teng and Goyal [8] revised [7]’s EOQ model by
calculating the retailer’s earned interest from the time he is paid by the customers, not from the beginning and also
relaxed the assumption that the customer’s credit period must be smaller than the retailer’s delay period. Teng [9]
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assumed that the retailer is offered a complete trade credit while proposes his credit-risk customers a partial trade
credit, not necessarily smaller than his own credit period. The proposed models by [3], [6], [7] and [8] can be
considered as the special cases of his formulated model. Having formulated a two-level partial trade credit in an
EOQ framework, [10] generalized [3], [4], [6], [8], and [9].
Under trade credit policy, [11] determined the optimal order quantity in an EOQ model for a deteriorating item
with quadratic time dependent demand. Mahata [12] incorporated [3], [7] to present an EPQ inventory model of
deteriorating items in which the delay period of partial trade credit offered by the retailer is independent of the credit
period provided by the supplier. Dye [13] developed an EOQ inventory model with backorder to obtain the optimal
ordering policy and selling price of a deteriorating item with price and time dependent demand. Yu [14] formulated
the integrated inventory system of a supplier and a buyer in which the latter is offered a delay period. He assumed
that the demand for deteriorating items is price-sensitive and the shortage at the retailer would be completely
backlogged. Chen et al. [15] reformulated the proposed model by [12] to calculate the retailer’s earned interest from
the time the customer pay, and consider the interest payable for the total items in stock, not only for the unsold
finished goods.
Here, we assume that the supplier offers partial trade credit to the retailer and the retailer also provides his
downstream member, the customers, with a partial credit policy. Considering the EOQ inventory system with
backorder, this paper aims at minimizing the retailer’s total cost by determining the proper ordering policy of a
deteriorating item to generalize the proposed model by [10].

NOTATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS
The following notations and assumptions are used throughout this paper.

Notations
D
A
c
p
h
cb
T
Ip

The annual demand rate
The ordering cost per order
The unit purchasing cost
The unit selling price, p t c
The unit stock holding cost per year excluding interest charge
The unit backorder cost per year

Ie
M
N

The interest earned per dollar per year

D
E

b
Ts
T
Q
TRC

The deteriorating rate, a fraction of the on-hand inventory
The interest charged per dollar in stock per year
The retailer’s partial trade credit period offered by the supplier in years
The customer’s trade credit period offered by the retailer in years
The percentage of permissible delay in payments for retailer, 0 d D d 1
The fraction of the purchase cost that the customer must pay to the retailer at the time of placing an
order, 0 d E d 1
Backorder level
The backorder period in years
The cycle time in years
The optimal order quantity
The annual total relevant cost, which is a function of T
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Assumptions
1.

Partial trade credit is assumed in this paper, where the retailer must pay for a portion of the purchased items
( 1  D ) at the time of receiving them and delay paying for the rest until M . Moreover, the customers are
offered to delay paying for 1  E units and the first E units must be paid instantly.

2.

The retailer has financed the initial amount from the bank with rate I p and would settle it at time T  N .
When T ! M , the retailer settles the account at time M and starts paying the opportunity cost with rate I p
for the items in stock and for the items sold but yet to be paid. He also accumulates revenue and earns
interest with rate I e from 0 to M for E units of every purchase. In the case that N d M , he also earns

3.
4.
5.
6.

interest for the 1  E portion of units from N to M .
The demand rate is constant.
The time horizon is infinite.
Deterioration of the product follows an exponential distribution with parameter T .
Shortages are allowed at the retailer and are fully backlogged.

MODEL FORMULATION
Based on Figure 1, the inventory situation of the retailer at any time t can be described as follows.
Quantity
െ ܦെ ߠ ܫሺݐሻ
ܳ
ܶ
ܶ ݏ

ܾ

Time

FIGURE 1. Inventory situation at the retailer.

During the period [0 Ts ] , the inventory level depletes due to the demand and deterioration. Thus, the inventory
level at time t in this period can be presented by the following differential equation

dI (t )
dt
By considering I (Ts )

 D  T I (t ),

0 d t d Ts

0 as the boundary condition, the solution to Equation (1) is

I (t )

D

T

eT (Ts t )  1 ,

0 d t d Ts

According to FIGURE 1, the economic order quantity of the retailer is

b

(1)

(2)

Q

I (0)  b , where 

D(T  Ts ) . Based on Equation (2), the retailer’s economic order quantity is

Q

D

T

eT (Ts )  1  D T  Ts
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(3)

Now, with the knowledge that the retailer’s total cost consists of his annual ordering cost, stock holding cost,
backorder cost, deterioration cost, interest charged, and interest earned, these elements are calculated below.
Annual ordering cost

A
T
h Ts
³ I (t ) dt
T 0

Annual stock holding cost
Annual backorder cost
Annual deterioration cost

cb b T  Ts

hD T Ts
e  1  T Ts
TT 2

cb D T  Ts

2T

s
T

2

2T

Q  b  DTs

s § D T Ts
·
e  1  DTs ¸
¨
T©T
¹

For calculating interest charged and earned, two potential cases must be considered; N d M and N t M .
Case 1: N d M
The retailer must pay for 1  D DT purchased units from the supplier as soon as receiving them and delays
paying for the rest until the end of the permissible delay period, M . Based on the relationships between M , Ts ,
and N , three sub-cases must be considered to calculate the earned and charged interest which are discussed below;
M d Ts , Ts d M d Ts  N , and M t Ts  N .
Sub-case 1.1: M d Ts

As partial customer trade credit is assumed in this research, the retailer would be paid for pE DT of every unit
sold and starts receiving the rest from N . Thus, the retailer accumulates revenue from 0 to M for the portion of
instant payment and from N to M for the portion of delayed payment (FIGURE 2). Now, the retailer’s interest
earned can be calculated as

ª E DM 2
1 E D M  N
pI e «
 E DM T  Ts 
2
«¬ 2
Quantity

2

 1 E

º
M  N D T  Ts »
»¼

Quantity

Items with instant
payment

Items sold but yet to be
paid for

Items to earn interest

ሺͳ െ ߙ ሻܶܦ

Items still in stock
after ܯ

ߚܶܦ
ܾ

(4)

ܶ ݏ

ܯ

Items to earn interest

ሺͳ െ ߚሻܶܦ

Time

Items still in stock
after ܯ
ܾ

ܰ

(a)

ܯ

ܶ ݏܶ  ݏ 

Time

(b)

FIGURE 2. (a) Instant payment and (b) Credit payment,

N d M and M d Ts .

According to assumption (2), for the initial payment to the supplier, the retailer arranges finances from a bank
and as a result, an interest is charged on the initial amount that would be settled at T  N . Consequently, this
charged interest would be
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ª 1  D 2 DT 2
cI p «
 1  D DT T  N
2
«¬

º
»
»¼

(5)

This term will be the same in all of the following sub-cases.
Besides, the retailer incurs an opportunity cost, firstly for the items still in his stock after M for both instant and
delayed payment and secondly for the items which are sold but have not been paid after Ts . Hence, the retailer’s
interest paid would be

ª
§ T N M
cI p « E ³MTs I t dt  1  E ³MTs I (t )dt  1  E D ¨ s
¨
2
«
©
¬
T

Where ³Ms I (t )dt

D

T

2

T Ts  M

1  e

§ T N M
s
¨
2
©



2

, and ¨

 T Ts  M

2



Ts  M

2

2

Ts  M

2

2

·
¸
¸
¹

·º
¸»
¸»
¹¼

(6)

N N  2Ts  2M
2

.

So, the retailer’s total interest charged in this case is

ª 1  D 2 DT 2
D
T
cI p «
 1  D DT T  N  2 1  e
2
T
¬«

Ts  M

 T Ts  M

§ N N  2Ts  2M
 1  E D ¨¨
2
©

·º
¸¸ »
¹ ¼»

(7)
Now, the retailer’s annual total cost per unit time can be calculated as

TRC11

c D T  Ts
A hD T Ts
 2 e  1  T Ts  b
T TT
2T

2



ª E DM 2
1 E D M  N
 E DM T  Ts 
pI e «
2
«¬ 2

s § D T Ts
·
e  1  DTs ¸ 
¨
T©T
¹

2

 1 E

ª 1  D 2 DT 2
D
T
 1  D DT T  N  2 1  e
cI p «
2
T
«¬

Ts  M

(8)
Sub-case 1.2: Ts d M d Ts  N
This case is illustrated in FIGURE 3.
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º
M  N D T  Ts » 
»¼

 T Ts  M

§ N N  2Ts  2M
 1  E D ¨¨
2
©
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FIGURE 3. (a) Instant payment and (b) Credit payment,

N d M and Ts d M d Ts  N .

Like the previous sub-case, the retailer earns interest for the portion of instant payment in the period [0 M ] and
for the portion of credit payment in the interval [ N M ] . This indicates that the interest earned is

ª E DT 2
1 E D M  N
s
pI e «
 E DM M  Ts  E DM T  Ts 
2
«¬ 2

2

º
 1  E M  N D T  Ts »
»¼

(9)

Furthermore, the retailer would be charged an interest for the items sold but have not been paid after Ts . So, the
interest paid will be

ª 1  D 2 DT 2
§ T N M
 1  D DT T  N  1  E D ¨ s
cI p «
¨
2
2
«
©
¬

2

·º
¸»
¸»
¹¼

(10)

where the first two terms are from Equation (5).
Therefore, the annual total cost of the retailer per unit time when N d M , and Ts d M d Ts  N is formulated
in Equation (11)
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s
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pI e «
2
«¬ 2

2

ª 1  D 2 DT 2
§ T N M
 1  D DT T  N  1  E D ¨ s
cI p «
¨
2
2
«
©
¬

·º
¸»
¸»
¹¼

2

 1 E

º
M  N D T  Ts »  (11)
»¼

Sub-case 1.3: M t Ts  N
Here, like the last two sub-cases, the retailer accumulates revenue from 0 to M for the instant payment and
from N to M for the delayed one. Moreover, since the retailer would be fully paid by the customers until T  N ,
the interest charged is only related to the financed amount from the bank. Based on these facts and according to
FIGURE 4, the earned and paid interests of the retailer are calculated in Equations (12) and (13), respectively.
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FIGURE 4. (a) Instant payment and (b) Credit payment,

N d M and M t Ts  N .
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º
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(13)

So, the retailer’s annual total cost per unit time is
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¬ 2
¼
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2
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Moreover,

TRC11 M

º
»
»¼

TRC12 M

and

TRC12 M  N

TRC13 M  N

show

that

TRCij T , i 1, j 1,2,3 are well defined on T ! 0 .
Case II: N t M
Based on the relationship between M and Ts , two sub-cases, M d Ts and M t Ts , must be discussed here.
Sub-case 2.1: M d Ts
The retailer can accumulate interest here only for the portion of instant payment (FIGURE 5). So, his earned
interest would be

ª E DM 2
º
 E DM T  Ts »
pI e «
¬ 2
¼
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FIGURE 5. (a) Instant payment and (b) Credit payment,

N t M and M d Ts .

In this case, the retailer incurs the opportunity cost both for instant payment and credit ones and also is charged
for the items sold but not paid yet from M to T  N . Consequently, according to FIGURE 5, the interest charged
would be

ª 1  D 2 DT 2
º
 1  D DT T  N » 
cI p «
2
«¬
»¼
ª
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¬
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·
¸  1  E D T  Ts
¸
¹

º
N M »
»
¼

2

·
¸  1  E D T  Ts
¸
¹

º
N M »
»
¼

(16)
T

where ³Ms I (t )dt

D

T2

T Ts  M

1  e

 T Ts  M

.

Thus, the retailer’s total cost per unit time in this case is
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Sub-case 2.2: M t Ts
The accumulated revenue of the retailer in this case is shown in FIGURE 6 and is calculated in Equation (18).
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FIGURE 6. (a) Instant payment and (b) Credit payment,

N t M and M t Ts .

Besides the interest charged related to the finances for the initial payment, the retailer would be charged for the
items that are sold to the customers but are not yet being paid. Thus, the related opportunity cost can be calculated as

ª 1  D 2 DT 2
§T 2
 1  D DT T  N  1  E D ¨¨ s  Ts N  M
cI p «
2
«¬
© 2

·
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¹

º
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»¼

Accordingly, the retailer’s total interest payable when N t M , and M t Ts is calculated in Equation (20)
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·
¸¸  1  E D T  Ts
¹

º
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»¼

2, j 1,2 are well defined on T ! 0 .

SOLUTION PROCEDURE
Since it is difficult to solve the formulated model analytically, we apply genetic algorithm in this paper to
minimize the retailer’s total cost by determining his proper ordering policy. The reason for selecting genetic
algorithm as the solution method is that it is successfully applied to supply chain related problems ([16], [17]).
Genetic algorithm, which was originally introduced by Holland in 1975, is a powerful optimization technique
based on the evolution principle. This algorithm starts with a randomly generated population of chromosomes that
are possible solutions to the problem in hand. Each chromosome is formed by a string of genes and every gene is a
representative of a variable of the optimization model. The chromosomes evolve through succeeding iterations,
called generations, by genetic operators and their fitness is evaluated based on the const/ profit function. GA
includes three major operators; crossover, mutation, and selection. Based on crossover, pairs of parents are randomly
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generated from all chromosomes by a probability of Pc . Then, alternate pairs of parents’ accidentally selected
crossing sites are exchanged to create new pairs of children, so-called offsprings. Mutation changes the values of
genes randomly and is applied to the population with a probability of Pm . In selection which is done based on
individuals’ fitness, the chromosomes with higher fitness values would survive to generate the new population [18].
FIGURE 7 illustrates the pseudo code of the proposed algorithm.
This research applies the enlarged sampling space, where parents and all of the offsprings generated by crossover
and mutation have the same chance for surviving to the next generation. Besides, elitist selection is used to move the
best individuals of a population to the next population. Moreover, arithmetical operators, affine crossover and
dynamic mutation, are implemented as the genetic operators.
The parameters of the genetic algorithm in this paper are set after trial and error as follows; Population size,
probability of mutation, and probability of crossover are equal to 150, 0.02, and 0.8, respectively. Moreover, the
number of iterations is used as the termination criteria and the algorithm stops at the 1000 th iteration. Besides, in
order to consider the effects of different states of the RAND in producing the initial population of the algorithm,
each parameter series is run 30 times and the average is represented as the result.
Algorithm: GA ( PopSize , PC , PM , Genes )
//Initialize generation 0:
k 0 ;
Pk a population of “ PopSize ” randomly-generated individuals;
Do
{
//1.Crossover
Select “ PC u PopSize ” members of Pk randomly;
Pair them off to produce offsprings and save them as C1 ;
//2.Mutation
Select “ PC u PopSize u Genes ” genes of Pk randomly;
Mutate them and save the changed individuals as C 2 ;
//3.Selection: Creating generation k+1
Compute fitness ( i ) for each i  Pk C1 C 2 ;
Select the “ PopSize ” best of them for the next generation;
//Increment:
k k 1;
}
While the number of generations is less than a hypothetical max generation;
Return the fittest individual from Pk ;
FIGURE 7. The pseudo code of the applied genetic algorithm

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
Considering the same examples in [10], this section assesses the effects of parameters on retailer’s replenishment
policy and total cost.
Example 1. This example considers an inventory system with following data: A =80, D =2000, c =10, p =30,

h =7, cb =100, T =0.1, I p =0.15, I e =0.13, M =0.1, N =0.08, D =0.91, and E =0.2. The obtained values for T ,

Ts , Q , b , and TRC would be 0.0848, 0.0753, 170.14, 18.88, and 1676.40, respectively.
Moreover, the effects of N , D , E , and I p on the variables are presented in Tables 1 to 4. TABLE 1 shows that
by increasing N , the retailer’s quantity of orders and the replenishment cycle increase. It is also illustrated in
TABLE 2 that as it is expected, when the retailer’s percentage of permissible delay in payments increases, despite
increasing the cycle time and ordered quantity, his total relevant cost would decrease. It is mainly because the
retailer orders more to take advantage of the partial trade credit. It can be concluded from Table 3 that by increasing
the fraction of the purchase cost which must be paid by the customers at the time of buying the items, the retailer’s
cycle time, order quantity, and total costs decrease. Finally, as it is revealed in TABLE 4, when the interest payable
increases, although the retailer orders less quantity in shorter ordering periods, his total cost increases.
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TABLE (1). The obtained solutions by Genetic Algorithm for different values of N in Example 1.

N
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.07
0.08
0.09

T
0.0799
0.0799
0.0800
0.0814
0.0826
0.0835
0.0843
0.0848
0.0851

Ts
0.0702
0.0702
0.0702
0.0716
0.0729
0.0739
0.0747
0.0754
0.0758

Q

160.35
160.35
160.40
163.27
165.68
167.61
169.08
170.16
170.77

b
19.55
19.55
19.55
19.52
19.43
19.29
19.11
18.88
18.60

TRC
1285.41
1350.51
1415.61
1477.90
1534.93
1586.91
1634.03
1676.40
1714.12

TABLE (2). The obtained solutions by Genetic Algorithm for different values of D in Example 1.

D
0. 1
0. 2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9

T
0.0735
0.0750
0.0764
0.0778
0.0793
0.0807
0.0820
0.0834
0.0847

Ts
0.0653
0.0666
0.0679
0.0691
0.0704
0.0717
0.0729
0.0741
0.0752

Q

b

TRC

147.52
150.39
153.28
156.15
159.01
161.83
164.60
167.29
169.89

16.46
16.77
17.08
17.38
17.69
17.99
18.29
18.57
18.85

2156.94
2091.73
2027.99
1965.82
1905.30
1846.52
1789.58
1734.57
1681.58

TABLE (3). The obtained solutions by Genetic Algorithm for different values of E in Example 1.

E
0. 1
0. 2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9

T
0.0855
0.0848
0.0841
0.0835
0.0828
0.0822
0.0816
0.0810
0.0805

Ts
0.0761
0.0753
0.0746
0.0739
0.0733
0.0726
0.0720
0.0714
0.0707

Q

b

TRC

171.56
170.13
168.81
167.47
166.22
164.96
163.75
162.60
161.46

18.79
18.88
18.97
19.06
19.14
19.23
19.31
19.39
19.47

1730.05
1676.40
1622.59
1568.63
1514.52
1460.27
1405.88
1351.35
1296.70

TABLE (4). The obtained solutions by Genetic Algorithm for different values of I p in Example 1.

Ip

T

0. 1
0. 11
0.12
0.13
0.14
0.15
0.16
0.17
0.18

0.0863
0.0860
0.0857
0.0854
0.0851
0.0848
0.0845
0.0842
0.0839

Ts
0.0769
0.0766
0.0763
0.0760
0.0757
0.0754
0.0750
0.0747
0.0744

Q

b

TRC

173.25
172.61
171.98
171.36
170.75
170.15
169.56
168.96
168.36

18.80
18.82
18.83
18.85
18.86
18.88
18.89
18.91
18.92

1646.42
1652.48
1658.50
1664.49
1670.46
1676.40
1682.31
1688.20
1694.05

Example 2. In this example, the following values for the parameters are considered.: A =80, D =5000, c =10,
p =30, h =7, cb =100, T =0.1, I p =0.1, I e =0.2, M =0.05, N =0.06, D =0.9, and E =0.2. The obtained values for

T , Ts , Q , b , and TRC would be 0.0587, 0.0520, 117.66, 13.46, and 3085.68, respectively.
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Furthermore, the effects of changing D and E on the solutions obtained by genetic algorithm are showed in
TABLE 5 and 6. TABLE 5 represents that when D increases, the retailer’s order quantity and the costs decrease.
Besides, it can be concluded from TABLE 6 that when E increases, the retailer’s order quantity and cycle time
increases and by receiving larger portion of the sold items at the time of delivery, his total relevant costs would
decrease.
TABLE (5). The obtained solutions by Genetic Algorithm for different values of D in Example 2.

D
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95

T
0.0590
0.0590
0.0590
0.0587
0.0594
0.0585

Ts
0.0522
0.0522
0.0522
0.0519
0.0524
0.0516

Q

b

TRC

118.19
118.27
118.28
117.58
119.00
117.30

13.48
13.52
13.61
13.48
13.83
13.74

3220.00
3186.30
3152.84
3116.64
3092.06
3051.76

TABLE (6). The obtained solutions by Genetic Algorithm for different values of E in Example 2.

E
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30

T
0.0587
0.0587
0.0598
0.0584
0.0589
0.0596

Ts
0.0521
0.0520
0.0529
0.0517
0.0520
0.0526

Q

b

TRC

117.59
117.59
119.92
117.07
118.07
119.41

13.21
13.39
13.76
13.48
13.72
13.98

3232.87
3183.36
3145.99
3082.24
3038.27
2996.51

CONCLUSION
This paper aims at determining the proper ordering policy of a deteriorating item by formulating the retailer’s
inventory system as an economic order quantity (EOQ) model with backorder. It is assumed that the supplier offers
a partial trade credit to the retailer, where the latter must pay for a portion of the purchased goods at the time of
ordering and may delay settling the rest until the end of the predefined agreed upon period. Moreover, the retailer
would in turn provide his downstream member, the customers, with a partial delay period. Since analytical solving
of the formulated model is difficult, it is solved by applying a metaheuristic algorithm, genetic algorithm, and the
sensitivity of the model’s variables on some of the important parameters is analyzed through some numerical
examples. This research can be considered as an extension of some of the previous papers including [6], [7], [8], [9],
and [10].
This study can be developed in several ways. Instead of completely backlogged shortages, for example, future
research may concentrate on partial backorder where some of the backlogged orders would be lost. Moreover, in
order to make the research more practical, the demand can be considered as price, credit, and/or stock-dependent.
Formulating the integrated supplier-retailer total cost is another possibility for extending this paper.
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Modeling Limit Languages via
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Yusof-Goode Approaches
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Abstract. Limit language was introduced by Goode and Pixton in 2004 under the framework of formal language theory.
It is a subset of splicing languages which is restricted to the molecules that will be presented in the splicing system after
the reaction of biochemical has run to its completion. In this paper, limit adjacency matrix will be introduced to model the
existence of limit languages from splicing languages. Besides, it can be used to characterize the splicing language in
terms of active persistent, adult/inert and transient properties based on Yusof-Goode splicing system. In this paper, some
examples and theorems that have been formulated via limit adjacency matrix approach will be presented too.
Keywords: Limit language; splicing language; limit adjacency matrix.
PACS: 87.14.gk, 87.14.ej

INTRODUCTION
The mathematical modeling of splicing system was initiated by Head [1] to model the enzymatic activities acting
on deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) molecules and that led to the existence of Yusof-Goode (Y-G) splicing system [2],
a splicing model that is based on the characteristics of the restriction enzyme itself and also presents the transparent
behavior of the DNA biological process. Splicing language is the language defined by the splicing system. In terms
of the molecular biological aspect, it is a set of molecular types that are produced during the process of DNA
splicing. Next, Goode and Pixton [3] defined limit language as a subset of splicing language, which is a set of
molecules that are left after the completion of evolution of the system. The concept of limit graph, GLf , was then
introduced in [3] and this concept is further extended by Yusof [2] with theorems, examples and laboratory
experiments in order to identify the limit languages. However, it is observed that limit adjacency matrices seem to
be a more suitable tool for describing the complex DNA recombination process and determining the limit languages.
Hence, in this paper, limit adjacency matrix is introduced and some theorems related to the concepts of limit
adjacency matrix are presented. It is shown with some examples that the splicing operation can be simulated by limit
adjacency matrix, which justifies the fitness of adjacency matrix in modeling the existence of limit languages.

PRELIMINARIES
In this section, some fundamental definitions used in this paper are viewed. The definitions of Y-G splicing
system and splicing language are stated below:

Definition 1 [2]: (Y-G Splicing System, Splicing Language)
A Y-G splicing system S ( A, I , R) consists of a set of alphabet A (a, g, c and t), an initial set I of double stranded
DNA over A and a set R of rules that represents the existing restriction enzymes. If r  אR, where
r
(u, x, v : y, x, z) and s1 D uxvE and s2 J uxvG are elements of I, then splicing s1 and s2 using r produces
the initial string I together with D uxzG and J yxvE , presented in either order where D , E , J , G , u, x, v, y and z  אA*
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are the free monoids generated by A with the concatenation operation and 1 as the identity element. A language L is
a splicing language if there exists a splicing system S for which L = L(S).
Next, the definition of limit language is given.

Definition 2 [3]: Limit Language
Limit language is defined as

Lf

f
k 1

Lk .

Also, the definition of adult language is described below.

Definition 3 [5]: Adult/Inert Language
Adult strings, also called inert strings in a splicing language, are strings in a splicing system which cannot be
used for splicing. Adult molecules show a steady increase in quantity throughout the reaction, and are not involved
in further interactions with other molecules or enzymes. These molecules therefore lie in the adult language, which
is denoted as LA .
Next, the definition of active persistent language is presented.

Definition 4 [2]: Active Persistent Language
An active persistent language is a set of strings that participate in further splicing and is also contained in the
limit language, Lf .
The definition of transient language is provided next.

Definition 5 [3]: Transient Language

w which is not a first-order limit is called transient in L; in other words, w is transient in L if and only

*
if there is a word z in L so that w o L z but z o L w is false.
A word

The definition of non-trivial splicing is given below.

Definition 6 [2]: Non-trivial Splicing
A non-trivial splicing is a splicing where there exists a string w in a language L , for all vi , v j elements of L ,
such that (vi , w) o  v j and vi z v j with w, vi , v j strings in the language L and o  .is a transitive closure of oL .
L

L

Lastly, the definition of limit graph is given.

Definition 7 [3]: Limit Graph
A limit graph, GLf , is a sequence of graphs obtained by the splicing process. The vertices and lines in GLf are
represented for words or strings of double-stranded DNA and ‘produced strings’, respectively. The line exists
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between vertices of vi and v j if there is a word vi in language L, such that by splicing v j with another word vk in L,
produces the word v j  L , where v j can be a different word or the same as vi .

LIMIT ADJACENCY MATRIX, Aijf
In this section, the definition of limit adjacency matrix is presented.

Definition 8: Limit Adjacency Matrix
A limit adjacency matrix, Aijf , is a binary matrix to describe the splicing process. A Y-G splicing system

S

( A, I , R) consists of a finite alphabet A, a finite set I of strings in A*, where A* is denoted by the free monoid

over A [1]. The limit adjacency matrix, Aijf over A of size p u p has a square arrangement of positions (i, j) with the
entries of the matrix representing the number of ‘produced strings’ from words or strings of double stranded
deoxyribonucleic acid (dsDNA). The values of the elements in Aijf are the number of words w j  L that are
produced by splicing a word wi with another word wk in L, where w j can be a different word or the same as wi .
The column headers of limit adjacency matrix, Aijf are denoted as w j while the row numbers of limit adjacency
matrix are denoted as wi . In the following subsection, some theorems regarding to limit adjacency matrix are given.

Some Theorems in Limit Adjacency Matrix, Aijf
In this subsection some theorems in limit adjacency matrix which are applicable to the behavior of single stage
splicing languages are presented. The first theorem presents the characteristics of the limit adjacency matrix which
involves single stage limit language.
Theorem 1: The row number of Aijf , wi , is an adult/inert language if and only if every elements in a row of Aijf is
zero.
Proof: Let Aijf be a limit adjacency matrix. By contradiction, assume that at least one of the elements in a j is 1. By
r
o w j , where w j , wi , wk  L . The situation is as follows:
definition of Aijf , there exists (wi , wk ) 

Case 1: w j

wi

String wi is spliced to itself by rule r to regenerate itself.
Case 2: w j z wi
String wi is spliced by rule r to produce new string w j .
Both cases above imply that string wi can participate in further splicing, and thus, not in adult/inert language. Hence,
the supposition is false and the ‘if part’ is proved. The other part of the proof is obtained by retracing the above
steps. ז
Theorem 2: In a limit adjacency matrix of a splicing system, the languages wi or w j are active persistent
n

n

r

r

when ¦ ai , r d ¦ ar , j , where

n

¦a

i,r

z0.

r
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Proof: Suppose w j are produced strings along with wk , wi words of double-stranded DNA. In limit adjacency matrix,
n

column header are denoted as w j , and hence, the sum of column,

¦a

r, j

in Aijf implies the total number pattern of

r

strings w j that are produced by splicing a word wi with another word wk in L. Meanwhile, the sum of row
n

¦a

i,r

n

represents the total number pattern of strings that are generated by wi . If

¦a

i,r

r

r

n

d ¦ ar , j , the total number
r

pattern of strings produced, w j , is more than the total number pattern of strings w j , that are generated.
n

Consequently, none of the strings are adult/inert, (since from Theorem 1,

¦a

i,r

z 0 implies non-adult/inert

r

language), nor do any of them vanish. Hence, each languages wi or w j in Lf is in a reactive steady-state at
equilibrium, which is named as active persistent language, the desired results. ז
Corollary 1: In a limit adjacency matrix of a splicing system, the languages wi or w j are transient when
n

¦a

i,r

r

n

! ¦ ar , j .
r

n

Theorem 3: A non-null, symmetric limit adjacency matrix where

¦a

i,r

z 0 , contains all active persistent

r

languages.
Proof: Since limit adjacency matrix is a binary matrix, by properties of symmetric matrix, Aijf
n

¦ ai,r
r

n

¦a

r, j

AijfT , thus,

. From Theorem 2, it is evident that strings wi are all active persistent languages. ז

r

Theorem 4: If Aijf is a limit adjacency matrix of size 1u1 , then

aij

1 iff wi or w j is active persistent limit language
°
.
®
°̄0 iff wi or w j is adult/inert limit language

Proof: Let Aijf be a limit adjacency matrix. Since it is a binary matrix of size 1u1 , there are two cases to be
considered:
1

Case 1: If aij =1, then ¦ ai , r
r

1

¦a

r, j

1 . By Theorem 2, it is an active persistent limit language. Hence, the ‘if

r

part’ is proven. The other part of the proof is obtained by retracing the above steps.
1

Case 2: If aij = 0, then ¦ ai , r

0 . By Theorem 1, it is an adult/inert language. Hence, the ‘if part’ is proven. The

r

other part of the proof is obtained by repeating the above steps. ז
Theorem 5: Any of the leading diagonal, aii or a jj ,of a limit adjacency matrix is 1, if and only if there exists a
trivial splicing of string wi or w j by itself.
Proof: If there exists a trivial splicing in splicing system, then there exists a string wk in language L , for all

wi , w j  L , such that ( wi , wk ) o  wi where wk , wi are strings in the language L . Hence, in limit adjacency matrix,
L

r
the leading diagonal must be 1 ( (wi , wk ) 
o wi is represented by the leading diagonal of limit adjacency matrix by

the definition of Aijf ). If the leading diagonal aii or a jj , of a limit adjacency matrix is 1, by definition of Aijf ,
r
(wi , wk ) 
o wi , which is a trivial splicing of string wi and w j by itselfǤTherefore theǤז


Theorem 6: Every splicing process can be replaced by limit adjacency matrix on creating the same limit languages.
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Proof: Let S

( A, I , R) be a Y-G splicing system.  Recall that any splicing process can be represented by limit

graph G by Definition 7. Let Aijf be the limit adjacency matrix. Assume that limit languages generated from limit
f
L

graph is the same as limit languages generated from limit adjacency matrix, where Lf ( Aijf )

Lf (GLf ) . This proof is

presented by induction.
Suppose I1 D abcE and I 2

J def G are two strings in I that can be spliced by using rules R (a, b, c : d , e, f ) .
The splicing languages obtained are m1 D abf E and m2 J decG where L(S ) I  m1 , m2 , by limit graph, m1 and
m2 lies in limit languages since each of them lies in the terminal singleton Strongly Connected Component (SCC)
and
i 1, 2 and
k 1, 2
m1 : mk  L ( Ii , mk ) o m1 , but ( m1 , mk ) o Ii for
m2 : mk  L ( Ii , mk ) o m2 , but ( m2 , mk ) o Ii for i 1, 2 and k 1, 2 . Thus, m1 and m2 are categorized as limit

[3].

There

exist

languages GLf . Meanwhile, by limit adjacency matrix, m1 and m2 lies in limit languages from Theorem 1. Every
element in a row of Aijf is zero from Definition 8. Hence, the same limit languages are obtained.
The induction hypothesis affirmed that the set of limit languages generated in Aijf up to the k-th iteration of
splicing is the same as the set of limit languages generated in GLf up to the k-th iteration of splicing, where k t 1 .
Let x1 and x2 be two strings that are presented in both systems at the k-th iteration of splicingǤ exists GLf to
present the sequence of splicing x1 and x2 in S in the (k  1)th iteration of splicingǡthen by an argument similar to
that given in the basis, exist a corresponding Aijf to present the sequence of splicing x1 and x2 in S in the

(k  1)th iteration of splicingǡthe same limit languages.
Therefore by induction, every splicing process, which represented by GLf can be replaced by Aijf , since

Lf ( Aijf )

Lf (GLf ) .ז

Biological Example of Splicing Process via Limit Adjacency Matrix, Aijf
In this subsection, two examples of DNA splicing process to determine active persistent language, adult language
and transient language are elaborated with the limit adjacency matrix. According to [2], the restriction enzymes
AclI and AciI yield the DNA Y-G splicing scheme, described as follows:
Example 1:
Let
S

( A, I , R) be a Y-G splicing scheme consisting
I1 D aacgtt E and
I 2 J ccgcG with
rule r (aa; cg , tt : c; cg , c) . By using Y-G approach, the cutting and recombination process gives the resulting
molecules as below.
w6 J ccgcG
w1 D aacgttD '
w2
w3
w4
w5

E ' aacgtt E
J ccggJ '
G ' gcgcG
D aacgtt E

w7
w8
w9
w10

D aacgcG
J ccgtt E
D aacggJ '
G ' gcgtt E

The simulation of the DNA splicing process with the generated splicing languages above is demonstrated by
limit adjacency matrix below.
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w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w6 w7 w8 w9 w10 6
w1 ª1 0 0 0 1 0
w2 ««0 1 0 0 1 0
w3 «0 0 0 0 0 0
«
w4 «0 0 0 0 0 0
w5 «1 1 0 0 1 0
«
w6 «0 0 1 1 0 1
w7 «0 0 0 0 0 0
«
w8 «0 0 0 0 0 0
«
w9 «0 0 0 0 0 0
w10 «¬0 0 0 0 0 0
6 2 2 1 1 3 1
The limit adjacency matrix above clearly shows that the

1 0 1 0º 4
0 1 0 1 »» 4
0 0 0 0» 0
»
0 0 0 0» 0
1 1 1 1» 7
»
1 1 1 1» 7
0 0 0 0» 0
»
0 0 0 0» 0
»
0 0 0 0» 0
0 0 0 0 »¼ 0
3 3 3 3
strings w3 , w4 , w7 , w8 , w9 , w10 are adult/inert languages.
10

¦a

Besides, strings w1 , w2 , w5 , w6 are transient languages since

i,r

r

10

! ¦ ar , j by Corollary 1. There are no active
r

persistent languages since the sum of column are all less than the sum of row excluding the row that contains all
zero by Theorem 2. By looking at the diagonal matrix, there exists a trivial splicing of strings w1 , w2 , w5 , w6 by
themselves. To compare the results with the wet lab experiment done in [2] which shows adult/inert languages as
w3 , w4 , w7 , w8 , w9 , w10 , limit adjacency matrix successfully predicted the result. Besides, the molecule w6 is is shown
in [2] as transient, which is the same as the result provided by Aijf . However, the molecules w1 , w2 , w5 are presented
as active persistent language in [2], which is different from the predicted result above. From the conclusion in [2], it
is due to the quantity of strings during the experiment yet the prediction in limit adjacency matrix above is ignoring
the possibility of unbalanced numbers of molecules available for various reactions by the definition of limit
Nevertheless, Aijf

language.

10

shows

that ¦ a1, r
r

10

but ¦ a6, r
r

7

10

¦a

r ,6

10

¦a

2, r

r

10

4 ! ¦ ar ,1
r

10

10

¦a

2,1

r

2, ¦ a5, r
r

10

7 ! ¦ ar ,5

3,

r

1 . Hence, string w6 is certainly transient but strings w1 , w2 , w5 can be ambiguous case to

r

stay in between active persistent and transient language depending on the quantity of initial strings. Therefore, the
above example simulates the DNA splicing process in [2] in determining patterns of limit languages. The next
example elaborates the difference between adult and limit languages in [4] by limit adjacency matrix.
Example 2:
Let S ( A, I , R) be a Y-G splicing scheme consisting

I1

D ccgcE and

I2

J ccggG with restriction

enzyme AciI , r1 (c; cg , c) in stage one and HpaII , r2 (c; cg , g ) in stage two. By using Y-G approach, the cutting
and recombination process gives the resulting molecules as below.
Stage 1
Stage 2
D ccgcE w2 D ccggD '
w2 D ccggD '
w3 E ' gcgc E
w1

The simulation of the DNA splicing process to equilibrium state with the generated splicing languages above is
demonstrated by limit adjacency matrix below.
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w1 w2 w3 6
w1 ª1 1 1 º 3
w2 ««0 1 0 »» 1
w3 ¬«0 0 0 »¼ 0
6 1 2 1
From Aijf , it is apparent that w3 is adult/inert language, w2 is active persistent language and w1 is transient
language, which is parallel to the results produced by the mathematical model and wet lab experiment done in [4].
As in the examples, it is clear now that limit adjacency matrix is an easier approach to model the behavior of
splicing languages.

CONCLUSION
Since matrices are better approach for representing the complex splicing process, limit adjacency matrix that can
determine the number of patterns of limit languages are introduced in this paper. Besides, the characteristics of limit
adjacency matrix in terms of the behaviour of splicing languages (adult, active persistent, transient languages) are
explored and presented as theorems (from Theorem 1 to Theorem 6) and in terms of biological examples 1 and 2.
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Optimization of Location Routing Inventory Problem with
Transshipment
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Centre for Statistical and Decision Science Studies, Faculty of Computer and Mathematical Sciences,
UniversitiTeknologi MARA, 40450 Shah Alam
Selangor, MALAYSIA
Abstract. Location Routing Inventory Problem (LRIP) is a collaboration of the three components in the supply chain. It is
confined by location-allocation, vehicle routing and inventory management. The aim of the study is to minimize the total system
cost in the supply chain. Transshipment is introduced in order to allow the products to be shipped to a customer who experiences
a shortage, either directly from the supplier or from another customer. In the study, LRIP is introduced with the transshipment
(LRIPT) and customers act as the transshipment points. We select the transshipment point by using the p-center and we present
the results in two divisions of cases. Based on the analysis, the results indicated that LRIPT performed well compared to LRIP.
Keywords: Location Routing Problem with Transshipment, Location Routing Inventory Routing Problem, p-center.
PACS: 02.60.-x

INTRODUCTION
Location routing inventory problem (LRIP) is an integration of three keys logistics decision problems
which are location-allocation, vehicle routing and inventory management. LRIP arises when decisions on the three
problems must be taken simultaneously. According to [1], LRIP in the distribution systems is to allocate depots from
several potential locations to schedule the routes for vehicle in meeting the customer’s demand and to determine the
inventory policy based on the information of customer’s demands in order to minimize the system’s total costs.
Location inventory routing problem (LRIP) is a branch of logistic study that is not widely explores by the
researchers due to the interrelated decision areas. However, excellent integration consequently presents significant
saving costs as simultaneous decisions imposed in solving the problems.
Researchers [2] and [3] described three effective hierarchical levels of decision in logistic management: (1)
Strategic decision, involving plans for a long time period and important capital investment, (2) Tactical decisions,
involving plans for the short term (a year or a semester) and moderate investment, and (3) Operational decisions,
involving day to day operations and low capital investments. These decisions are connected to distribution network.
On top of it, using LRIP in optimizing the total cost of operation can result the optimum solution for total supply
chain problem.
Not having enough stock to fulfill the customer’s demand or stock out is one of issues in the supply chain
distribution. This unexpected situation occurred when there is an excess demand that lead to falling of inventories.
When this happened, customers tend to purchase goods at another store or does not purchase at all. In addition,
when a substitution is made, the retailer and supplier lose their potential sale as customers start to switch to another
substitute and they may experience customer’s dissatisfaction, worst outcome is losing a customer. It is vice versa of
surplus where surplus is described as a situation to retain excess inventory. Surplus can cause profit loss to a
company. When there is a surplus, it takes up space and increased holding costs. We have seen the impact of both
issues in supply chain, thus we consider incorporating the transshipment process in order to prevent it from
happening.
Transshipment has important role in the supply chain as it allows the goods to be shipped from depot to a
customer or from a customer with excess stock to be shipped to another customer. It is profitable to the supplier as
they can save the transportation cost in terms of delivering goods to the respective customer and at the same time,
customer can also save cost in terms of storage space and obsolete the access stock. Several studies implemented
transshipment and proved that it is effective compared with the LRIP without transshipment. Researchers tend to
integrate transshipment with inventory routing problem (IRP) such as researcher [4] and [5]. IRP is the combination
of two problems in operation research; vehicle routing and inventory and IRPT is the extension of IRP with insertion
of transshipment. In both studies they used the customers as the transshipment points and we also implemented the
similar technique. The transshipment is only allowed when the location of transshipment point with retailer are
International Conference on Mathematics, Engineering and Industrial Applications 2014 (ICoMEIA 2014)
AIP Conf. Proc. 1660, 050043-1–050043-10; doi: 10.1063/1.4915676
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nearer compared to the location of supplier. It is profitable to the supplier as they can save the transportation cost
because of the short distance of travel to the customers.
Other than IRPT, some researchers also has incorporated vehicle routing problem (VRP) with
transshipment. This compatible extension of VRP is called the vehicle routing problem with transshipment (VRPT).
There are only a few studies that focused on VRPT as it is NP-hard problem which is difficult to solve by using
normal optimization method. Researchers [6] developed a mixed integer programming model and algorithm for
VRPT but the study only obtained a satisfied solution due to NP-hardness. However, the [6] study has been
improved by [7] using the control variables that are able to determine the routes. Their models are based on dynamic
programming, combination of two-phase method and branch-and-bound method. These methods are found to be
efficient in improving the efficiency of the program running and increase the satisfaction level of solutions. In this
study, we consider IRPT and VRPT and we introduce the LRIPT or Location Routing Inventory Problem with
Transshipment. We applied p-center in order to select the transshipment center and used modified data in validating
our proposed model LRIPT.

METHODOLOGY
The study is designed to include the transshipment process in LRIP model and to evaluate the impact of
transshipment to LRIP.

Model
This LRIP model is adapted from the [8] study. We include the transshipment in the model and called it LRIPT. The
following are the notations and the decision variables of the model.
a) Notations

N
M
h
g
i

: number of customer points
: number of logistics centers
: index of customer point or logistic centers

1d h d N  M
: index of customer point or logistic centers 1 d g d N  M
: index of customer point 1 d i d N
j : index of logistics center N 1 d j d N  M
k : index of vehicles or routes 1 d k d K
t : index of time periods of planning horizon p (1 d t d p)
E j : cost to establish the logistics center j

Dhg : distance between point h and point g
P : length of the planning horizon
CK : capacity of vehicles
c : unit cost of vehicles
B j : cost of dispatching the product from factory to logistics center j

Dj

: probability of being reused after a circulation

q j : holding cost of products (in unit) at logistics center j
Y j : ordering cost of every time in logistics center j
L j : lead time in logistics center j where, L j d P / p
V j (t ) : logistics center’s j inventory level start at period t, where V j (t
zero at the initial stage of planning horizon
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0) 0 stands for inventory is

b) Decision variables

Whgkt : 1, if point h immediately go to point g on route k in period t ; 0, otherwise

Sij

: 1, if customer i is allocated to logistics center j ; 0, otherwise

Aj

: 1, if logistics center j is opened; 0, otherwise

O jkt : 1, if route k is served by logistics center j in period t ; 0, otherwise

H j (t ) : 1, if there exists an order for new product at logistics center j ; 0, otherwise

Ri (t ) : actual collection volume from customer i in period t
c) Setup cost analysis
The cost of establishing a logistics center is calculated by

E j  Aj

(1)

d) Inventory cost analysis
The total demand of customers served by logistics center j in period t ,
N

¦U

Fj t  1

f i (t  1)  S ij

(2)

k at the logistics center is,
¦U ( fi (t ))  SijO jkt

(3)

t 1

At initial stage of period t , the preparation volume for vehicle

E 0
t
k

Where,

il

Ekt 0 d CK

When,
x

Customer i is a distribution point, then

x

Customer i is a collection point, then

The volume of collection in period

t

E kt i

E kt i

E kt i  k  U ( f i (t )) where, E kt i d CK
E kt i  k  Ri (t ) where, Ri (t ) d U ( f i (t ))

is

J j (t )
The reorder volume is

¦

N

i 1

Ri (t )  S ij

Fj (t  1)  V j (t )  D j  J j (t )

(4)
(5)

Therefore, the total inventory cost is,
l

¦ (B

j

 Y j ) H j (t )  q j 

t 1

P l
 ¦ (V j (t )  D j J j (t ))
l i1

(6)

e) Transportation cost analysis
The total delivery cost for all opened logistics centers is
l

K N M N M

¦¦ ¦ ¦ D

hg

t 1 k 1 h 1

g 1
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 Whgkt

(7)

f) Model formulation
The model is formulated as follows:
Minimize Total Cost ,

½
P l
§ l
·
B
Y
H
t
q
(
)
(
)




 ¦ (V j (t )  D j J j (t ))  B j ¸  A j °
¨
¦
j
j
j
j
j
l i1
j N 1
°
©t 1
¹
¾
l
K N M N M
°
 ¦¦ ¦ ¦ Dhg  Whgkt
°
t 1 k 1 h 1 g 1
¿
N M

¦ (E

(8)

Subject to:

¦ ¦
¦ W
¦ ¦
K

N M

k 1

h 1

N M
g 1

1 , for all i , t

Wgikt
 ¦g

N M

ghki

N M

N M

h 1

g 1

1

Whgki

(9)

0 , for all h , k , and I

Wghki d 1 , for all k , and t

E kt i d CK , where i  ^0,1,2,, N `

W i (t ) d U ( f i (t )) , for all I

¦

N M
h 1

Wihkt  ¦h

N M
1

and

Aj  ^0,1`, for all j

Sij  ^0,1` , for all i

(11)
(12)
(13)

W jhkt  S ij d 1 ,for all i , j , k and t

Wghkt  ^0,1`, for all g , h , k

(10)

t

(14)
(15)
(16)

and j

(17)

O jkt  ^0,1`, for all j , k , and t

(18)

O j  ^0,1`, for all j

(19)

In the formulation, the total delivery cost performed by (7) is developed based on several criteria and
analysis (1-6). Also, the objective function (8) is to minimize the total system cost expressed by the summation of
logistics center’s set up cost, transportation cost and inventory cost. Constraint (9) ensures that each customer
appears in only one route during period t. Constraint (10) states that every point entered should be the same point the
vehicle leaves. Constraint (11) insures that each route only served by one logistics center. Constraint (12) and (13)
are the statement for any period, in any point the total load is less than the vehicle capacity and the actual volume is
equal or less than expected volume. Constraint (14) states that a customer can be allocated to a logistics center if
there is a route passed by the customer. Constraint (15)-(19) insures the decision variable’s integrality.
g) Insertion of transshipment parameters
In this study, we incorporated the transshipment cost into total system cost of existing model by [8]. Hence,
we formulated transshipment parameters as following.

rij : the cost (unit) of transshipping product from i to j
Qvij : the quantity transshipped from customer i in period t
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We used p-center in order to select the best transshipment point. In p-center problem we are minimizing the
maximum distance between the distribution point and customer’s node. Hence, we altered the objective function so
that it is applicable for p-center implementation. The formulation of the new objective function is showed by (20)
and (21).
Let MaxD be the total cost at the maximum distance,
MaxD is calculated as,
l

Maximize

K N M N M

¦¦ ¦ ¦ D

hg

t 1 k 1 h 1

Whgkt

(20)

g 1

Hence, the objective function is,
MaxD 

P l
§ l
·
E
B
Y
H
t
q
(

(

)
(
)


 ¦ (V j (t )  D j J j (t ))  B j ¸  A j
¨
¦
¦
j
j
j
j
j
l i1
j N 1
©t 1
¹
N M

(21)

Assumptions
Based on [8], we calculated the parameter values of the logistics center’s candidates and customers. First,
there are 5 candidates of logistics centers and 15 customers, the capacity of vehicles (CK) is 125 units, the unit cost
of vehicles (c) is 1/unit distance and the probability of being reused after a circulation (αj) is 0.9. In addition, we
assume the expected distribution demand is randomly populated and obey the Poisson distribution with ߣ = 2 and
ߜ = 1. The Table 1 and 2 presented the parameter values of logistics centers and customer points
TABLE (1). Parameter Values of Logistics Centers
Logistics centers
D1
D2
D3
D4
D5

Coordinates
(43,49)
(1,12)
(41,30)
(5,58)
(24,19)

αj
25
20
30
10
15

Setup cost
10,000
12,000
14,000
13,000
12,000

TABLE (2). Parameter Values of Customer Points
Customer points

Coordinates

C1
C2

(15,3)
(18,24)

C3
C4
C5

(2,59)
(9,6)
(49,54)

C6
C7

(33,10)
(30,50)

C8
C9
C10

(24,59)
(3,35)
(33,21)

C11
C12

(45,27)
(46,6)

C13
C14
C15

(24,32)
(28,33)
(2,0)
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These assumptions and parameter values are applied in the LRIP model. Continuously, the best outcome in
this analysis is used in the second part of analysis for the selection of the transshipment center. In this part, we
proposed the transshipment concept and transformed the model LRIP into LRIPT.

Data
Data in this study are adopted from [9]. In this study, we only consider the first 15 customer points and 5
logistics centers. The function of the logistics center is to distribute the inventory to the customers and it is delivered
according to demand requested from customers. The total demand is 747 units. Table 3 presents the demand for each
customer points.
TABLE (3). Demand of Customer Points
Customer

Demand

Customer

Demand

Customer

Demand

C1

42

C6

61

C11

32

C2

56

C7

37

C12

69

C3

53

C8

45

C13

45

C4

34

C9

48

C14

62

C5

48

C10

68

C15

47

Total demand =747 units

ANALYSIS
At the initial stage of analysis, a sensitivity analysis on LRIP is done by dividing into two cases in order to
analyze the stability of data. First case is unlimited total supply restricted to only one logistics center open and the
second case analyze limited total supply also with one logistics center open. For case 1, the total demand is 747
units. In this case, we consider a balanced transportation problem where total demand equals to total supply.
However the total supply for case 2 is set to be 900 units. The capacity of vehicle is 125 units of inventory. The
entire inventories are distributed by identical fleet of vehicles and similar in capacity. Each vehicle only can visit
one customer. The vehicle needs to return to logistics center when the inventory capacities in the vehicle are unable
to cover the next customer demand. The leftover inventory is defined as a waste. There are 10 trials to determine the
customer to visit and also the route for each logistics center. The decisions are made by considering the total waste
and total distance travelled.
For the second part of analysis, the transshipment process is incorporated into LRIP. Hence, we did some
modification on the LRIP’s objective function. In the actual scenario, the total system cost is the summation of
establishing cost of logistics centers, transportation cost and inventory cost. There are some modified costs for
LRIPT in this study.
i.
Logistics Center Establishment Cost- No establishment cost needed as the transshipment center will be
selected among the customers.
ii.
Transportation cost- Transportation cost cover the from the distribution centers and from the transshipment
centers.
iii.
Inventory cost- The inventory level at the transshipment center is assumed to be zero, or the center is
assumed not to keep any stock.
However, the modification is for seen to be able to reduce the total system cost.

RESULTS
The results are represented in two parts. The first part is for sensitivity analysis (Case 1 and 2) and the second part is
analysis on transshipment insertion to LRIP.
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Sensitivity Analysis
Case 1: Unlimited Total Supply
Based on the ten trials, we compared and determined the minimum distance for each logistics centers.
Table 4 shows the best solutions that are determined from all logistics centers where the lowest average distance
(96.67 km) travelled by the vehicle is showed by logistics center D1.
TABLE (4). Best Solutions for Each Logistics Center (Unlimited Total Supply)
Logistics
Center
D1
D2
D3
D4
D5

Vehicle
Used
7
8
8
8
8

Total Distance
(km)
676.70
778.51
1135.62
1055.43
850.51

Average Distance
(km)
96.67
97.31
141.95
131.925
106.3125

Average Waste
(unit)
18
31
31
31
27

Case 2: Limited Total Supply
In this part, we determined the average distance by dividing the total distance with the route taken by the
vehicle. Average distance per vehicle is calculated by dividing the summation of distance travelled with the number
of vehicle used. There are three vehicles involved in the routing. According to the analysis, the smallest average
distance and average distance per vehicle is D1 logistics centers which is 46.05 km and 230.23 km. Table 5 indicates
all the outcome for all logistics centers.
TABLE (5). Best Solutions for Each Logistics Center (Limited Total Supply)
Logistics
Center

Average
Distance
(km)
46.05

Average
Distance/Vehicle (km)

D1

Total
distance
(km)
690.69

230.23

Average
Waste
(unit)
51

D2

725.91

48.39

241.97

51

D3

1022.31

68.15

340.77

51

D4

956.7

63.78

318.9

51

D5

749.79

49.99

249.93

51

Transshipment Process
This part incorporated the transshipment process into the LRIP model. Originated from the sensitivity
analysis, D1 is selected to be the best logistics center according to its excellent performance. Hence, we considered
D1 as the logistics center and we determined a customer point as the transshipment center. We used p-center in
order to select a transshipment point. We aim to select a facility as the transshipment point to distribute the demand
to customers by maximizing distance and minimizing the total system cost. The transportation cost is the product of
the demand at the demand node and the distance between the demand node and the facility serves by the demand
node [9]. The candidates for the solution are C1 up to C15. Table 6A and 6B summarizes the results for the process
and we identified that the facility that capable to be the transshipment point is C11. It possesses the smallest value in
total system cost which is 19756.80. Table 7 indicates the possible coverage that is covered by D1 as a logistics
center and C11 as a transshipment point.
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TABLE (6A). Results of p-center Analysis

D1
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
C11
C12
C13
C14
C15
Total cost

D1

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

C7

0.0
25.1
59.7
62.9
46.3
12.0
40.8
73.9
56.4
19.3
39.4
22.1
53.2
23.8
9.80
19.0

0.0
0.0
2956.8
2641.8
2058.0
928.2
2751.0
3935.4
3418.8
810.6
1654.8
1163.4
2763.6
1843.8
798.0
1264.2
28988.4

0.0
3942.4
0.0
3522.4
2592.8
3998.4
3063.2
4138.4
3684.8
3729.6
4463.2
4575.2
2979.2
2184.0
3819.2
4390.4
51083.2

0.0
3121.7
3164.1
0.0
2453.9
3784.2
4229.4
4054.5
5008.5
3079.3
3259.5
4308.9
2819.6
2893.8
3561.6
4261.2
50000.2

0.0
1666.0
2029.8
2138.6
0.0
1917.6
2036.6
2512.6
2543.2
1581.0
1907.4
2267.8
1808.8
1186.6
1781.6
2206.6
27584.2

0.0
1204.8
3427.2
3427.2
2707.2
0.0
2376.0
4099.2
3072.0
926.4
1891.2
1060.8
3124.8
1713.6
470.4
912.0
30412.8

0.0
3995.5
3336.7
4867.8
3653.9
3019.5
0.0
2696.2
1006.5
3641.7
4867.8
3385.5
2867.0
1647.0
3025.6
3043.9
45054.6

0.0
3466.9
2208.9
2830.5
2268.1
3159.8
1635.4
0.0
2086.8
3274.5
3929.4
3478.0
1968.4
1868.5
3100.6
3293.0
38568.8

TABLE (6B). Results of p-center Analysis
D1

C8

C9

C10

C11

C12

C13

C14

C15

D1

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

C1

25.1

91941.3

1204.8

1706.8

886.4

4540.2

1975.5

1556.2

1414.7

C2

59.7

176771.7

3196.8

5419.6

2614.4

4119.3

2686.5

4228.4

3684.8

C3

62.9

267482.3

3019.2

4277.2

2601.6

4340.1

2830.5

4166.4

3778.8

C4

46.3

155845.8

2232.0

3814.8

2134.4

3194.7

2083.5

3248.8

3050.3

C5

12.0

34560.0

849.6

2393.6

384.0

4491.9

1606.5

744.0

564.0

C6

40.8

30294.0

2865.6

5426.4

1776.0

3243.0

1836.0

3075.2

2345.3

C7

73.9

148649.9

4248.0

7221.6

3008.0

5099.1

3325.5

5195.6

4183.0

C8

56.4

0.0

3628.8

6507.6

2195.2

4043.4

2538.0

4005.2

2961.0

C9

19.3

65658.6

0.0

1366.8

800.0

4250.4

1728.0

1196.6

1240.8

C10

39.4

169676.1

1891.2

0.0

1260.8

5250.9

2578.5

2442.8

1974.0

C11

22.1

68222.7

1200.0

2618.0

0.0

5188.8

2034.0

1370.2

1038.7

C12

53.2

140288.4

2956.8

5174.8

2406.4

0.0

2394.0

3844.0

3369.9

C13

23.8

46374.3

1843.2

3896.4

1446.4

2180.4

0.0

2077.0

1927.0

C14

9.8

28488.6

676.8

2230.4

457.6

4278.0

1507.5

0

634.5

C15

19.0

53865.0

1267.2

2856.0

608.0

4947.3

1845.0

1178.0

0

1478119.0

31080.0

54910.0

19756.8

59167.5

30969.0

38328.4

32166.8

Total cost
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TABLE (7). Possible Coverage of Logistics Center (D1) and Transshipment Point (C11)
D1 Coverage
C11 Coverage
Customer points
Cost
Customer points
C2
2287.6
C1
C3
2276.4
C5
C4
1867.6
C9
C6
1554.0
C14
C7
2632.0
C15
C8
1920.8
C10
1103.2
C12
2105.6
C13
1265.6
Total cost =19756.8

Cost
775.6
336.0
700.0
400.4
532.0

Discussion on Findings
Based on the results from Case 1 and Case 2 (sensitivity analysis), we identified that the smallest distance
and efficient logistics center to be assigned for transshipment process is D1, 676.70 km for Case 1 (unlimited
supply) and 690.69 km for Case 2 (limited supply). As D1 entered the selection process by using p-center, C11 is
selected as the transshipment point and yields a better performance on distance travelled (658.56 km) with small
total cost 19756.80 compared to LRIP in case 1 when only one logistics center is opened. This means that LRIPT
model has performed tremendously well in order to save the total costs for all the three systems; location, inventory
and routing. Hence, it is hoped that this study will inspire the researchers to explore more about LRIPT in future.
Table 8 presents the comparisons between the LRIP and LRIPT. Figure 1 indicates the possible distribution network
of LRIPT model.
TABLE (8). Comparisons of Models

Distance (km)

LRIP
676.7

LRIPT
658.6

FIGURE 1. Possible Distribution Network of LRIPT Model
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CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a new way of determining the transshipment point among the customers
for location routing inventory problem. We present a sensitivity analysis on LRIP model as a preparation for the
transshipment process. The selection of routes in this analysis are randomly picked and tested in order to achieve the
maximum distance that has the minimum total system cost. The total system cost has considered the new technique
of choosing the transshipment point using p-center. This technique has excluded some costs and only has the total
distance travelled in the formulation. In future research, we will further consider using the heuristic method called
genetic algorithm for a better route’s selection. The comparative tests on the two models; LRIP and LRIPT have
shown that using transshipment can significantly minimize the total cost. Another area of possible research involves
LRIPT together with development of new algorithm is the stochastic demand. In real life, fluctuation of customer’s
demand can affect the supply chain distribution.
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Abstract. The convergence of the Kernel-Based Fuzzy C-means clustering algorithm (KFCM) was established by applying
the Zangwill’s convergence theorem几 The result shows that when the distance matrix induced by kernel function satisfies the
given conditions. The iteration sequence produced by the KFCM algorithm terminates at a local minimum or a saddle point
or at worst contains a subsequence which terminates at a local minimum or saddle point of the objective function of the
KFCM clustering mode1几
Keywords: Cluster analysis; fuzzy c-means; kernel function; convergence.
PACS: 02.60.Gf

INTRODUCTION
Clustering algorithm can be divided into two categories: hard clustering and fuzzy clustering algorithm [1-2]
range of membership. Compared to the traditional hard clustering algorithm, the fuzzy clustering algorithm has good
clustering performance and better skills have become a hot research field. The fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm
(FCM) [2, 22] is one of the most widely used fuzzy clustering algorithm. FCM objective function by the
membership matrix and cluster centers in iterative optimization. Bezdek [3] proved that the iterative sequence
generated by the FCM algorithm or the existence of a sub-sequences to converge to local minima of the objective
function. Tucker [4] counters examples to prove the theorem of Bezdek's error. Hathaway on the results of [5]
Bezdek, corrections, and give the convergence theorem of the FCM algorithm. Theorem, the choice of algorithm
parameters is still a certain request, but contain different data point C, the conditions in practical applications is
usually to meet requirements of the data at least. Kernel-based fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm (KFCM) [6-8,
18-30] to identify the clustering of the data non-convex structure, when its nuclear function in linear kernel function
KFCM degradation of the FCM algorithm. KFCM mapping the sample points to the high dimensional feature space,
using criteria consistent with the FCM model design objective function and complete the cluster in the feature space.
The introduction of a kernel function, it can realize the nonlinear mapping from the original data space to feature
space KFCM original data space can be non-convex clustering divided. With FCM KFCM iterative method to
optimize the objective function, but its convergence has not been reported. KFCM the mapping process indirectly
through the kernel function to achieve, due to the specific form of the mapping is unknown, and therefore cannot
directly mapping data after the application of FCM convergence theorem to judge. Zangwill's convergence theorem
is proved iterative method convergence of an effective tool using the Zangwill’s convergence theorem proved
KFCM the convergence theorem; it is an extension of the original FCM convergence theorem.

ZANGWILL’S CONVERGENCE THEOREM
Zangwill’s convergence theorem [5, 9] is an important tool to develop the convergence properties of iterative
algorithms. Below are some concepts for the review.
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Definition 1
if T : Y o P( z ), then T is said to be mapping its point from set Y to set Z with P(Z) denotes the set of Z.
Definition 2
If Y is the sequence for

^y `
(k )

k 1,2,...

that satisfied the term y

(k )

o y, z

(k )

 T ( y ), z
(k )

(k )

o z 凞 z  T ( y ) 凞 then it is

said to be a point to set map for T : Y o P( z ) at point y  Y where is closed.
Theorem 1 (Zangwill’s convergence theorem) [5, 9]
Let V as the distance space. Given a point z (1)  V , A : V o P(V ) where V is on the point to set mapping. From
definition A, the algorithm takes z

(1)

as the initial point sequence

^z `
(k )

k 1,2,...

such that :  V which represent the

solution set if:
(k )

1) All point of z are in a compact subset of V;
2) There is a continuous function of J : V o R, such that
(a)
if z  :, then for any y  A( z ), J ( y )  J ( z );
(b)
if z  :, then either the algorithm terminates or for any y  A( z ), J ( y ) d J ( z );
3) if z  :, then the mapping of A at point z is closed凭
Then either the algorithm stops at the solution or the limit of any convergent subsequence is a solution.

KERNEL-BASED FUZZY C-MEANS CLUSTERING ALGORITHM
Aizerman [10] added the ideology of kernel function to into the field of machine learning. Based on vector
calculus theories, Cortes et al [11] proposed a support vector machine (SVM) classification algorithm that shown a
better performance than traditional classification algorithm on some cases. Therefore, the application of the kernel
function and SVM are currently received extensive attention and many researchers have applied this approach to the
machine learning and other areas [12-14, 22] with fruitful results reported in many literatures.

Mercer Kernel
Definition 3 [15-16]
Let X ^x , x ,..., x ` represents a non-empty set in which x  R (1 d j d n). The function K : X u X o R is a positive
s

1

2

n

j

definite kernel (Mercer kernel) if and only if K is symmetric such that K ( x , x
i

n

n

¦¦ c c K ( x , x ) t 0,
i

j

i

j

j

)

K ( x j , xi ), and

satisfies the equation

n t 2,

i 1 j 1

where cr  R, r 1, 2,..., n.
Note that for any positive definite kernel, K, there exists mapping of
) : X o H , K ( xi , x j )

)( xi ), )( x j )

H

,

where H representation the feature space; ,  H is the representation the inner product operation for feature space of
H Days几
Here, we used X

^x , x ,..., x ` to represent R s the non-empty space.
1

2

n

Definition 4
If the element of matrix K is Kij

)( xi ), )( x j )

H

, i , j , then K is called a n u n kernel matrix with Kernel

function ) with x in the kernel matrix (Gram matrix)几
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Definition 5
If the element for matrix S are

)( xi )  )( x j ), )( xi )  )( x j )

Sij

K ii  K jj  2 K ij , i, j

H

Then the matrix S is called a n u n matrix that based on kernel function K with X as induced distance matrix.

The Kernel Based Clustering Algorithm

^x , x ,..., x `  R

s

for a given data collection凞 ) : x o )( x)  H where X map to the feature
space H with ) as the corresponding kernel function. Hence, the kernel-based fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm
(KFCM) can be described as one of the following optimization problem凬
Assume X

1

n

2

c

¦¦ u

min J U , W

2

n

i 1

m
ij

) ( x j )  wi

j 1

(1)
H

where U  M fc

(2)

and,


cn
®U U  R ;
¯

M fc

c

¦

½
¿

n

uij

1, 1 d j d n ;

¦u

i 1

! 0, 1 d i d c; uij t 0, 1 d i d c, 1 d j d n ¾

ij

j 1

with m ! 1 is the fuzzy coefficient; U  R

cn

(3)

is the degree of membership matrix; uij represents the j-th data

samples; x j belongs to the j-th class degree of membership. While,

^w , w ,..., w ` ,

W

1

2

c

wi  H (1 d i d c)

 H represent the feature space H norm that induced by the
inner product. The above mentioned optimization problem satisfies the following equation:

represent the cluster centers within the feature space;
n

¦u

m
ij

)( x j )
, 1d i d c

j 1

Wi

n

¦u

(4)

m
ij

j 1

when J satisfies Dij ! 0, i, 1 d i d c , then
1

ª c § Dij ·2 ( m 1) º
«¦ ¨ ¸
» , 1d i d c
«¬ r 1 © Drj ¹
»¼

uij

(5)

otherwise, U  M fc , with

^

uij

`

c

uij

¦u

1; where Dij z 0, uij

ij

0; uij t 0; 1 d i d c

i 1

(6)

where,
2

Dij

F ( x j )  wi

with, D i

2
H

K jj 

2

Di

n

¦u
k 1

m
ik

K kj 

1

Di

2

n

n

¦¦ u u
k 1

m

m

ik

il

k kl

n

¦u

m

(8)

ik

k 1

and, H

(7)

l 1

span ^F ( x1 ),..., F ( xn )` .
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KFCM algorithm gives initial membership matrix of U

^ `

are calculated and obtained in form of U

(k )

k 1,2,...

(1)

 M fc . Then by equation (4)-(8), an iterative sequence

. Iterative equation (6) is a point to the set map. In practical

application, the KFCM algorithm凞 if calculated using equation (6)凞 would obtained a collection of sequence
according to a kinds of specific rules specify so that the KFCM algorithm can actually run几 In this article, the proof
process has no special designated rules for selecting a point. Thus, from equation (6), the definition point within the
set map is optional凞 therefore, the KFCM algorithm become more applicable to general data几 The KFCM algorithm

^ `
(k )

generates the iterative sequence U

k 1,2,...

, with steps as follows:

1) Set the number of clusters c ! 1 and fuzzy coefficient m ! 0, select the kernel function K ( x, y ), and set it
internal parameters, and initialize the membership matrix U
2) According to U

(k )

(1)

 M fc , k

1;

and, equation (7) and (8), calculate Dij (1 d i d c, 1 d j d n);
(k )

3) According to Dij (1 d i d c, 1 d j d n) and, equation (5) and (6), calculate U
(k )

4) Take any point where U

( k 1)

U

( k 1)

, so that k

( k 1)

;凭

k  1, shift to 2).

^ `

By step 1) to 4), it can produce an iterative sequence U

(k )

k 1,2,...

. The convergence of the sequence is the main

content in this paper. In practical application, the KFCM algorithm need to define some rules, by equation (6) the
calculated membership matrix of set map point are obtained and the termination condition are set to determine
whether to terminate the iteration.

KFCM CONVERGENCE OF THE ALGORITHM
Define the point to set map of F : H o P( M fc ), in which H
c

^U  M

F (W )

fc

c

H1 u H 2 u ... u H c ,

(U , W ) fulfill equation (5) and (6)` ;

Defined the function G : M fc o H , W
c

G (U ), and by equation (4), we define the mapping as

Tm A2 A1
in which,
A1 : M fc u H o H , A1 (U , W )
c

c

A2 : H o P ( M fc u H ), A2 (W )
c

c

G (U );

^(U , W ) U  F (W )` ,

Here, Tm the subscript m representing the fuzzy coefficients. In summary,

^(Uˆ , Wˆ ) Wˆ

Tm (U , W )

G(U ), Uˆ  F (Wˆ )`

Definition 6

U

If

^(U

(k )

,W

(1)

(k )

 M fc , (U , W
(k )

`

)

k 1,2,3,...

(k )

)  Tm (U

( k 1)

,W

( k 1)

), k

2, 3, 4,... is

called

an

generate from KFCM algorithm.

Definition 7

^
then is called as iterative sequence ^U `
If U

(1)

implicit

 M fc , W

(1)

(1)

G(U ), U

(k)

 UW

(k )

k 1,2,3,...

G(U

( k 1)

), U  F (W ) , k

obtained from the KFCM algorithm.
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`

2, 3, 4,...

iterative

sequence

Lemma 1

J (U , W ) , in which W  H , for any given m ! 1, the distance matrix S
c

Let qw : M fc o R by defining qw (U )

contains at least 2c nonzero elements凞 then qw with respect to U in M fc is a global minimum point that are
determined by the equation (5) and (6).
Proof凬
Note that,

^(i, j ) D

I

0, 1 d i d c , 1 d j d n` ,

ij

^

`

c

¦u

U U R ,

Mr

cn

ij

1, 1 d j d n ,

i 1

Clearly, M fc  M r .

I , then consider the following optimization problem:

if I

n

¦¦ u

min T w (U )

2

c

j 1

m
ij

) ( x j )  wi

(9)

i 1

H

U  Mr ,

(10)

for any given W  H .
When m ! 1 凞 the function qw (U ) is said to be a strict convex function [17], the above problem is a convex
optimization problem. Hence, we introduce the following Lagrange multiplier for solving the optimization problem
n

c

¦¦ uij )( x j )  wi

L(U , O )

m

j 1

2
H

§ §
©
j 1 ©
n

··
¹¹

c

 ¦ ¨ Oi ¨ ¦ uij  1 ¸¸

i 1

i 1

(11)

The solution of the original problem in equation (9)-(10) is equivalent to the solution of the following equation:
wL
0, 1 d i d c, 1 d j d n;
(12)
wuij

wL

0, 1 d j d n.

wO j

(13)

where equation (12) and equation (13) are equivalent to the simplified form for equation (5). Is easy to see from
equation (5), that it can also strengthen the following constraints optimization problem:
min qw (U ),

U  M fc
where this is the only global optimal solution.
If I z I , then there would be two kinds of situations, the following discussed each situation
separately几 Note that,

I

^j D

(1)

! 0, 1 d i d c ; 1 d j d n` , I

ij

1) I

(1)

^ j there exist 1 d i d c , such that D

( 2)

ij

zI.
n

Because the objective functions J

¦J
j 1

n

( j)

c

¦¦ u
j 1

m
ij

2

Dij , 凞 can minimize the function J that equivalent to the

i 1

respective n. A function
c

J

¦u

( j)

m
ij

2

Dij , 凞 where J is divided into two parts with,

i 1

c

J

¦ ¦u
j I

0; 1 d j d n` ,

(1)

i 1

c

m
ij

Dij 
2

¦ ¦u
j I

(2)

m
ij

2

Dij

i 1
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Similar to the preceding proof, the first obtain optimal value, uij ( j  I , 1 d i d c) is necessary, and sufficient
(1)

conditions

by equation

(5)

is

needed

to

determine

the

second

non-negative凞 in

order

to

meet

c

uij t 0, j  I , 1 d i d c as ¦ uij
( 2)

1 under the conditions of zero value, it is necessary to obtain a sufficient

i 1

conditions in order to meet style equation (6). Due to I

(1)

z I , it is easy to see that there exist such conditions that
n

satisfy uij . For i , there exist j, such that uij ! 0. To determining U satisfy

¦u

ij

! 0, 1 d i d c that satisfying

j 1

equation (6) for any U  M fc .
2) I

(1)

I.
c

To j there exist i, such that Dij

0, when uij t 0 (i, j ) with

¦u

ij

1, j , it can be easily see that equation

i 1

(6) take the necessary and sufficient conditions of the global minimum from 0 to G. Hence, by simply proved
n

U  M fc that coupled with the conditions

¦ u (1 d i d c) then, the set of solution can be of non-empty. For j,
ij

j 1

there exist i j , such that Wi  F ( x j )
j

equation (6) where

^F ( x )`
j

j 1,2,3,..., n

¦u

ij j

! 0, J

0, where ui j
j

1, uij

0 (i z j ). Thus, U can be determined and satisfying

0. Here, the S contains at least 2c nonzero elements, it shows that

contains at least c different points. Furthermore, for any of subscript j with i j (1 d i j d c) there
n

contains at least c different values, that is, for any i j (1 d i j d c) must have

¦u

ij j

! 0, to ensure that J=0, and this

j 1

completes the proof几
Lemma 2
Let yU : H o R where yU (W )
c

J (U , W ), for any given U  M fc . Then W as yU in H

c

with the global

minimum value is equivalent to W that satisfy equation (4).
Proof:
Note that yU (W ) was related to W which is a strict convex function, it is necessary to takes a unique globally
minimum value with a sufficient conditions for

w< v
wwi

T , (1 d i d c), and the lemma can be proved that it satisfy

equation (4).
Theorem 2
Let

:

*
*
*
*
J (U , W ) d J (U , W ), U  M fc where U z U , ½

° * *
°
c
(
U
,
W
)
M
H

u
®
¾.
fc
c
*
*
*
*
J
(
U
,
W
)
J
(
U
,
W
),
W
H
where
W
W



z
°
°
¯
¿

As for solution set凞 let (U , W )  M fc u H , where S contains at least 2c nonzero elements, and for any given m ! 1 ,
c

J (Uˆ , Wˆ ) d J (U , W ), (Uˆ , Wˆ )  Tm (U , W ) . Particularly, when (U , W )  : , then it is consider as strictly true sign of

inequality几
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Proof:
Let (Uˆ , Wˆ )  Tm (U , W ) , and (Uˆ , Wˆ )  A2 A1 (U , W ) . Thus, it can seen that, by the equation (4), Ŵ can be
U is fixed, Û can be calculate using equation (4) with W

calculated where U
2, it shows that,

Wˆ . From Lemma 1 and Lemma

J (Uˆ , Wˆ ) d J (U , Wˆ ) d J (U , W )

If

the

(14)

following

assumption

with (U , W )  :, and

set (U , W ) not

satisfied

the

equation J (U , W )  J (U , W ), then there exists W c z W with J (U , W c) d J (U , W ). This shows that W is not the
*

*

*

global minimum point for yu (W ) . This is because yu (W ) is a strict convex function, and there is only one global
extreme point, thus, Lemma 2 ensures equation (14) in the second term of inequality sign strictly true. If

(U , W )

not

satisfied J (U , W ) d J (U , W ), then there exists U c, such that J (U c, W ) d J (U , W ). Lemma 1 shows that Û as
*

*

*

qw (U ) has global minimum, then

TW (U ) d TW (U c) d TW (U )
or the first sign of inequality is strictly true, and this complete the proof.
Lemma 3
Let S contains at least 2c nonzero elements with fuzzy coefficient m ! 1, then the mapping is defined by equation
(4) as A1 (U , W )
Proof:
Let

G(U ) for M fc as it is continuous几

A1 to be define as

A1 (U , W )

W1 , W2 ,...Wc

f1 (U (1,:)), f 2 (U (2,:)),..., f c (U (c,:))

where,
n

¦u
fi (U (i ,:))

m
ij

)( x j )
(1 d i d c )

j 1
n

¦ uij

m

j 1

Thus, we only need to prove that every vector valued for function fi (U (i,:))(1 d i d c) that related to U is
n

continuous. Note that i , has

¦u

m
ij

! 0, then the lemma can be proved几

j 1

Lemma 4
*
Let C : M o V is a function, B : V o P(V ) point to set map, if C at the point W is continuous, then B at point
*

C (W ) is closed, point to set map A

B C : M o P(V ) at point W is closed几
*

Lemma 5
Let fuzzy coefficients m ! 1, S contains at least 2c nonzero elements凞

W

(k )

H , k

1, 2,...

(15)

W

(k )

oW, k

1, 2,...

(16)

U

(k )

c

 F (W

(k )

), k

1, 2,...

(17)
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U

(k )

oU, k

1, 2,...

(18)

Then U  M fc .
Proof:

^ j exist i where 1 d i d c , with

Note that I

F ( x j )  Wi

H

`

0; 1 d j d n . For each j, two cases to discuss:

1) j  I , according to the nature of the available continuous function

U  M fc .

2) j  I , proof by contradiction. If U  M fc , in this case there must be i c, such that

n

¦u

i cj

0, for

j 1

ui cj

0 (1 d j d n), thus there must be ui cj o 0 (1 d j d n).
(k )

If ui cj (1 d j d n) , then using equation (5) to do calculation for ui cj o 0. With equation (5), it can be seen
(k )

(k )

for any given j凞 there exists i j z i c, for wi k such that F ( x j )  wi k
(k )

(k )

wi

j

H

j

j

o 0, and by equation (16), we know that,

F ( x j ) (i j z ic ). S contains at least 2c nonzero elements凞 indicate that

^F ( x )`
j

j 1,2,..., n

contains at least c

different elements几 By j and for any i j z ic (1 d j d n) can obtained wi (1 d i d c) contains at least c + 1 different
element, hence, this is a contradiction.
If ui cj (1 d j d n) is calculate using equation (6) for any given j, with the known condition. There exists at least
(k )

(k )

one point denoted as wi k , such that
j

F ( x j )  wi k

0, with i j z i c. Similar to the above, by any j and

(k )
H

j

i j z ic (1 d j d n) we obtained, wi (1 d i d c) contains at least c+1 different elements, which is contradictory result几

Furthermore, If ui cj (1 d j d n) part of the solution can be calculated by equation (5). Another part is calculated
(k )

by equation (6)凞 can also obtained similar results. In summary, to meet the conditions of the equation (16)-(18),
there must have U  M fc .
Theorem 3
Let fuzzy coefficients

m ! 1, with S contains at least 2c nonzero elements, then the mapping

Tm : M fc u H o P( M fc u H ) for M fc u H set is closed几
c

c

c

Proof:
From Lemma 3 and Lemma 4, it can be seen that, it only need to prove the point to set map F (W ) is closed.
Assuming that equation (16)-(18) was established, then, we just need to prove

U  F (W )
The

(19)

following

proof

function Fj (W ) : W o U (:, j ).

U (:, j )  U (:,
( j)

M (:, j ) that

represents

Here, U  F
F((W ),

the

then

j-th

column

equation

(19)

of

the

matrix

established

an

M.

Note

equivalent

that
to

Fj (W ), for any 1 d j d n , for each j, two cases to discuss:

1) j  I 凞 thus凞 U (:, j ) by equation (5), can determined that, there must have k1 , so that when k t k1 , by equation
(5) determine U

(k )

(:, j ) . Then use
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W (:, j ) o W (:, j ), U (:, j ) o U (:, j ), U (:, j )
(k )

(k )

(k )

and Fj the available continuity U (:, j )

(k )

Fj (W )

Fj (W );

2) j  I , at this point, for any given j  I there exists at least one i j such that
definition of Fj (W ) the matrix U for j-th column of expression are

U (:,
( j)

^

¦u

1; uij

ij

^

¦u

¦

1; uij

ij

H

z 0, 1 d i d c

Fj (W ), hence, we only need to prove

`

c

uij uij  M fc ;

0, if )( x j )  wi

H

z 0, 1 d i d c

i 1

c

for

H

i 1

( j)
for certifies at this case when U (:, j )  U (:,
U (:,
( j)

0, if )( x j )  wi

0. From the
j

`

c

uij uij  M fc ;

Fj (W )

F ( x j )  wi

c

¦u

1 of any k,

uij

i 1

(k )
ij

1 always holds its limit would still satisfy the equation. Thus, Lemma 5 ensures

i 1

that uij  M fc holds.
Let us prove that when
that k t k1 , )( x j )  wi

)( x j )  wi

H

z 0 , uij

0. Due to

)( x j )  wi

H

z 0 hence凞 there exists k1 , such

o M ! 0. At this moment, using equation (5) or equation (6) can confirmed uij . If by
(k )

(k )
H

equation (5), then
)( x j )  wi

(k )
H

j

)( x j )  wi

(k )

W

(k )

H

o0

oM !0

(:, j ) o W (:, j ), U (:, j ) o U (:, j ), U (:, j )
(k )

(k )

(k )

Fj (W )

0. If )( x j )  wi

(k )

and Fj of continuity can get uij

H

o M ! 0 were determine according to equation (6), then

notify that凞
(k )

uij

0, uij

(k )

lim uij

0,

k of

Thus, this completes the proof几
Theorem 4
Let m ! 1, and S contains at least 2c nonzero elements. U , W
(1)

satisfied U

(1)

 M fc , W

(1)

(1)

denotes Tm as the initial iteration point, that

^U

(1)

G (U ). The implicit iteration sequence

(t )

,W

(t )

`

t 1,2,3,...

included M fc u H as a
c

compact subset几
Proof:
Let G (U ) as a known definition, for any t , Wi

(t )

(1 d i d c) it is necessary to located by the vector

^F ( x ), F ( x ),..., F ( x )` into Zhangwill’s convex hull of G, that is W
1

2

n

Let us prove that U
M fc (H )


®U  M fc
¯

(t )

j 1

 *1 u * 2 u ... u * c

included in M fc as a compact subset. Note that,

n

¦u

(t )

ij

½
¿

t H , 1 d i d c¾
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*.
c

clearly, for any H ! 0, M fc (H ) is a compact set. Therefore, we only need to prove, that there exist H ! 0, such
(t )

that U , W
n

then

¦u

(t )
ij

 M fc (H ) u * . Otherwise, for any H ! 0, there exist I and k 0 , for such case when k ! k0 ,

(t )

c

 H . Due to i (1 d i d c) takes a finite number of values, therefore, there exist

^U

(t )

,W

j 1

^U

columns

^U

(r )

,W

n

¦u

(r )

(r )

,W

`

1,2,3,...
t 1
23

(r )

`

(t )

`

t 1,2,3,...

a sub-

n

lim ¦ ui j

(r )

*

1,2,3,...
t 1
23

and i , such that

as a sub-columns

^ Uˆ

(l )

, Wˆ

r of

`

(l )

l 1,2,3,...

0. As

*

M fc u H are bounded, there exist
c

j 1

that converges to a point that denoted as U , W , with

(l )
(l )
(l )
(l )
0. The proof of Theorem 3 show that F is closed as Wˆ o W , Uˆ  F (Wˆ ), Uˆ o U .

*

i j

j 1

Note that, U  F (W ). From the known definition of F 凞

n

¦u

*

i j

! 0. Thus, contradiction with the above

j 1

assumptions. Hence, there must exist k2 ! 0, H >0 such that when t t k 2 , then
(t )

U ,W

(t )

 M fc (H ) u *

c

Theorem 5 (KFCM Convergence theorem)
Let S contains at least 2c nonzero elements, with fuzzy coefficient

U

( 0)

 M fc , U

(k )

^ `

as U

(k )

k 1,2,3,...

^

 UW

G(U

k 1

and it converge to

`

) , U  F (W ), k

m ! 1, and the initial point

1, 2, 3,... , the KFCM algorithm iterative sequence is defined

W in one point or at least there is a sub-sequence converges in a point.

Proof:
Due to the objective function of the KFCM, J (U ,W ) at M fc u H is continuous. Thus, by combining Theorem 2
c

and Theorem 4凞 then applied Zangwill’s convergence theorem, one can obtained the implicit iteration
sequence

^U

(k )

,W

(k )

`

k 1,2,3,...

that either is converge or subsequence converge, and this completes the proof.

Particularly, when the kernel function is take as a linear kernel k ( xi , x j )

xi , x j

T

xi x j 凞 then the KFCM

algorithms degraded within the original space of FCM clustering algorithm. The algorithm of the iterative sequence
is the FCM implicit iteration sequence [2], using Theorem 5 and its proof, we can obtain FCM convergence
theorem, and show Theorem 5 is the original generalize FCM algorithm convergence theorem [2]. Since the specific
form of mapping ) is unknown, hence, the specific expression of the cluster center cannot be obtained within the
feature space of Wi (1 d i d c) . Therefore, the set

^U

(k )

,W

(k )

`

k 1,2,3,...

is called an implicit iteration sequence and

^ `

this article can explicitly obtain the membership matrix iterative sequence U
be directly obtained via the convergence of

^U

(k )

,W

(k)

`

k 1, 2 ,3,...

(k )

k 1,2,3,...

, with its convergence can

.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, Zangwill’s convergence theorem has proves the kernel-based fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm
convergence. The results show when the fuzzy coefficient m ! 1 with a induced distance matrix by the kernel
function K on the data set, contains at least 2c nonzero elements, then KFCM algorithm generated the iterative
sequence with at least a sub-sequence converges. The conclusion is a generalization of the original FCM
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convergence theorem. The iterative equation (6) is the set map of a point. In practical applications, when equation
(6) meet the conditions plus the restrictions, it usually takes to make it into a point-to-point mapping. However, this
does not affect Theorem 5 from producing the result of the KFCM convergence for its iterative sequence. In this
case, the iterative sequence is a special case of the sequence described in Theorem 5. From : configuration, it
shows that KFCM convergent iterative sequence would converge to a local minimum of the objective function value
point or saddle point几
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Abstract. The pioneer model of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) splicing system in a framework of Formal Language Theory was
introduced by Head that led to the existence of other models of splicing system, namely Paun, Pixton and Yusof-Goode. These
entire models are inspired by the molecular biological process of DNA splicing. Hence, this paper focuses on the translucent
DNA splicing process, particularly on the generated language. Starting with some preliminaries in a limit graph, this paper also
provides the experimental design with the predicted and actual result.
Keywords: Limit graph; Yusof-Goode splicing system; deoxyribonucleic acid.
PACS: 87.14.gk, 87.14.ej

INTRODUCTION
The notion of validating the DNA splicing mathematical model was done by Laun (Goode) and Reddy in [1].
This is the first verification of Head’s theoretical model. The experiment was designed to test the hypothesis that a
particular splicing system will converge to a fixed finite set of strings, which is the inert language. In this
experiment, two different sequences of linear double stranded DNA (dsDNA) with two restriction enzymes,
namely,BglI and DraIII, are chosen.
A decade after the first experiment was done; another wet-lab experiment was conducted using AciI and HpaII in
two stages [2]. This experiment is proposed in the sense of verifying the difference between adult and limit
language.
In this paper, a wet-lab experiment has been performed with an objective on showing the behaviour of limit
languages. In addition, the prediction results between limit graph approach and wet-lab on the experimental design
are theoretically analyzed that drag to the non uniqueness of limit language. Due to this, AclI and AciI are chosen as
the performing two restriction enzymes that can achieve the objectives stated. These two restriction enzymes are
sufficient for an optimum splicing process. In [1], there is even a suggestion of splicing DNA using BamHI and
BglII, but this suggestion is not preferable since it can only present the inert persistent and transient language only.

PRELIMINARIES
In this section, three definitions related to the concepts of limit graph, GLf that was introduced in [3] are
presented.
Definition 1: Active Persistent Language
An active persistent language is a set of strings that participate in further splicing and is also contained in the limit
language, L∞ .
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Definition 2[3]: Limit Graph
A limit-graph, GL∞, is a sequence of graphs obtained by splicing process. The vertices and lines in GL∞ are
represented for words or strings of dsDNA and ‘produced strings’, respectively. The line exists between vertices of
vi and vj if there is a word vi in language, L such that by splicing vi with another word vk in L , produces the word vj
אL, where, vj can be a different word or the same as vi .
Definition 3: Non-trivial Splicing
A non-trivial splicing is a splicing where there exists a string w in language L , for all vi , v j elements of L , such
that (vi , w) o  v j and vi z v j with w, vi , v j strings in the language L and o  .is a transitive closure of oL .
L

L

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN OF SPLICING SYSTEM
In this section, the details of the laboratory procedure are given.
This experiment was proposed and performed at Dr. Roland Robert’s laboratory at Towson University (TU),
Maryland, USA. The proposed experiment involves the preparation of 3% agarose gel for electrophoresis,
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and ended with restriction enzymes digestion and ligation with time-sequence
sampling.
In this experiment, two initial strands of dsDNA were chosen from lambda phage DNA- digested with HindIII
from New England Biolabs MD, USA [4]. Fragment I and II of this lambda phage DNA are the fragment of interest
for the initial string I since both segments contain the site for the chosen restriction enzymes- Acl I and AciI,
respectively.
The genome location for the first strand ( D - AclI site- E ) is between 13484 and 13609 which gives 126bp long,
while 32847 and 33350 ( J -AciI site- G ) for the second strand of 504bp long. Both of these strands have exactly one
site for the first and second restriction enzymes respectively and they do not contain the sites for the other enzymes.
This means that there is no site for AciI for the first strand and AclI for the second strand. Herewith after, the first
and second strands will be denoted as D  E and J  G , respectively. These two strands are generated by PCR using
Bio-rad MyCycler thermal cycler.
PCR generated thousands of copies of DNA strands. One Taq GC Reaction Buffer and OneTaq Standard
Reaction Buffer are used as the reaction buffer for D  E and J  G strands. These two different buffers are chosen
based on the percentage of G and C bases in the forward and reverse primer. The percentages for the forward and
reverse primer for both strands are summarized in TABLE 1.
No.
1
2
3
4

TABLE 1. Forward and reverse primer of strand 1 and 2.
Primer

Forward Primer 1
Reverse Primer 2
Forward Primer 3
Reverse Primer 4

%GC
60
60
46.2
54.2

These PCR products were then purified using QIAEX II Gel Extraction Kit from Qiagen.
The restriction enzymes digestion and ligation with time-sequence sampling is the last step before running the
aliquot on 3% gel electrophoresis. This 3% gel was made by dissolving 3grams of GelPilot Small Fragment Agarose
with 100 mililiter of double disteril water. The electrophoresis was performed using BIO-RAD MINI-SUB
CELL®GT with thermo EC (EC250-90) on 100 volt constant voltage for 70 minutes and stained with Ethidium
Bromide for an hour, before the gel picture was taken.
The interval for time-sequence sampling is given as follows, where aliquots were taken out from the micro
centrifuge tube incubated at 37 q C.
Lane 1: LMW ladder
Lane 2: lambda DNA of D  E and J  G (purified)
Lane 3: As in Lane 2 with existence the of NEBuffer 4, T4 DNA ligase and restriction enzymes: AclI and AciI at
t = 5 minutes.
Lane 4: As in Lane 3 but at t = 10 minutes
Lane 5: As in Lane 3 but at t = 60 minutes
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Lane 6: As in Lane 3 but at t t 60 minutes, heated at 65 q C for 25 minutes and kept at 37 q C for an hour.
Lane 7: As in Lane 6 but with 0.5 T4 DNA ligase added and kept at 37 q C for another 15 mins.
Note that, all aliquots in each lane were then frozen to stop the reaction. The basis for choosing the time interval t
is: the t = 5 minutes is a time saver digestion, while at t = 10 minutes and t = 60 minutes are occurrences time of
ligation at room temperature and optimization of reaction occurs.
The AciI requires less than an hour for complete reaction compared to AclI that requires longer time for reaction
completion, which is slightly less than eight hours. In lane 6, the aliquot was heated at 65 q C for 25 minutes in order
to inactivate the T4 DNA ligase and AciI.
Lane 1 contains P L of 6X blue loading dye, 8 P L nuclease free water and 2 P LLMW ladder. Lane 2 contains
1 P Lof 6X blue loading dye and 26 P L of Lambda DNA D  E and J  G (purified), while Lanes 3-6 contains 7
P L6X blue loading dye and 33 P L of aliquots as stated in Lane 3 previously. In Lane 7, it is the same as Lane 3-6
but with an additional 0.5 P LT4 DNA ligase to allow the ligation to occur.

PREDICTION OF RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
The theoretical aspects of the limit language are introduced in 1999 by Goode in [3]. In this paper, the limit
language is theoretically defined as the left set of molecular types that are created during the evolution of the system.
In other words, only the inert persistent and active persistent correspond to the limit language since both two
languages are predicted to appear when the reaction reached to the equilibrium if some amount of some time has
passed. In this section, the predicted results between limit graph and wet-lab are discussed based on the suggested
experimental design in the previous section.
To make it simpler, the suggested experimental design can be presented as a splicing system S as follows:
Let S = (A,I,R) be a Y-G splicing system consisting an initial string I1 and I2  I where I1 = D aacgttE and I2
= J ccgcG are taken from lambda phage DNA digested by HindIII. The enzymes r1,r2  R are AclI and AciI of which
each of the enzymes have a recognition site as (aa; cg,tt: c; cg,c) respectively.

Discussion: Limit Graph, GLf
Theoretically, the generated splicing languages can be obtained by applying the rule r  R (which is the
recognition site of restriction enzymes) onto both initial strand I1 and I2 of dsDNA. Note that in [5], it is stated that
only the well-formed dsDNA can be considered as splicing languages. Thus, the splicing languages that are
generated by using Y-G approach are presented as follows:

(D aacgtt E , J ccgcG )

D aacgtt E , D aacgttD ', E ' aacgtt E , J ccgcG , J ccgcJ '
G ' gcgcG , D aacgcG , J ccgtt E , D aacggJ ', G ' gcgtt E

( r1 , r2 )

All these splicing languages are obtained by applying the symmetry and reflexivity properties on the initial strings I1
and I2 element of I.
All ten generated splicing languages can be formed as a directed graph as shown in the FIGURE 1.
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FIGURE 1. Directed graph of GL .

As presented in FIGURE 1, the vertices of w1, w2, w3, w4, w5, w6, w7, w8, w9 and w10 represent for

D aacgtt E ,D aacgttD ', E ' aacgtt E , J ccgcG , J ccgcJ ', G ' gcgcG ,D aacgcG , J ccgttE ,D aacggJ ' and G ' gcgttE ,

respectively. This figure clearly shows that w1, w2 and w5 is SCC. The vertices w1, w2, w5 and w6 are transient
since wk  L (wi , wk ) o wj and  wk  L (wj , wk ) o wi for i =1, 2, 5 and 6and wjבC. As an example, there exists an
edge out from w5 to w7, w8, w9 and w10 which are not element of C (by splicing with w6), but  wk  L (wj , wk ) o w5
for 7  j  10 and 1  k  10. Thus w5 is transient even though w5 contains an ‘in’ and ‘out’ edges ‘from’ and
‘to’ w1 and w2. This concept is similarly applied to vertices of w1, w2 and w6 as described in the following:
w1: wk  L (w1,wk ) o w j , for 1 k  10 and j =5,7,9 and  wk  L (wj , wk ) o w1 , for j = 7,9 and 1  k  1 0 .
w2: wk  L (w2 , wk ) o wj , for 1 k  10 and j = 5,8,10 and  wk  L (wj , wk ) o w2 , for j = 8 , 1 0 and 1  k  1 0 .
w6: wk  L (w6 , wk ) o wj , for 1 k  10 and j = 3,4,6,7,8,9,10 and
 wk  L (wj , wk ) o w6 , for j = 3,4,7,8,9,10 and 1  k  1 0
The vertices of w3, w4, w7, w8, w9 and w10 are described as inert persistent splicing languages which lies in limit
languages since each of them lies in terminal singleton SCC. For example, wk  L (w6 , wk ) o w4 but
 wk  L (w4 , wk ) o w6 . Hence, it makes w4 as a singleton terminal SCC. This is also true for w3, w7, w8, w9 and w10.
The details are as follows:
w3: wk  L (w6 , wk ) o w3 , but there  wk  L (w3 , wk ) o w6 .
w4: wk  L (w6 , wk ) o w4 , but there  wk  L (w4 , wk ) o w6 .
w7: wk  L (wi , wk ) o w7 , but there  wk  L (w7 , wk ) o wi for i = 1,5 and 6.
w8: wk  L (wi , wk ) o w8 , but there  wk  L (w8 , wk ) o wi for i = 2,5 and 6.
w9: wk  L (wi , wk ) o w9 , but there  wk  L (w9 , wk ) o wi for i = 1,5 and 6.
w10: wk  L (wi , wk ) o w10 , but there  wk  L (w10 , wk ) o wi for i = 2,5 and 6.
Recall from [3], only the terminal SCC will lie in limit languages. Thus, w3, w4, w7, w8, w9 and w10 are categorized
as limit languages and presented as GL1 in the FIGURE 2 below.
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FIGURE 2. Limit graph of GL1

Discussion: Wet-Lab
Biologically and practically, when some amount of initial dsDNA of strand 1 and 2, I1and I2 , restriction enzyme
1, r1 (AclI) and restriction enzyme 2, r2 (AciI) and in the presence of T4 DNA Ligase and NEBuffer4 are gently
mixed in a micro centrifuge tube T, the splitting and ligation process will occur if I1and I2 contain at least one
recognition site of the restriction enzymes, either AclI or AciI. In this experimental design, the predicted results of
wet limit languages are different with the theoretical limit graph since it is based on some parameters like:
i. the quantity of I1and I2,
ii. the efficiency of the restriction enzymes r1 and r2,
iii. the existence of ligase and buffer, and
iv. the heating temperature.
In this experiment, a few assumptions are made of which each of the initial dsDNA I1and I2 and the restriction
enzymes r1 and r2 are of the same amount. In addition, the probability of digestion and ligation efficiency is assumed to
be equal. Hence, the predicted gel is presented in FIGURE 3 below.
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FIGURE 3: Predicted gel of AclI and AciI digestion and ligation towards I1and I2.

The first lane shows the existence of eleven bands of LMW DNA ladder that behave as DNA marker represented
by single lines according to their molecular weights 25, 50, 75, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 500 and 766bp. In Lane
2, two lines exist between 100 and 150bp and around 500bp due to the existence of materials in T. These two lines
are presented as the initial strand of I 1and I2 which are the value of D  E and J  G , respectively. Note that, D  E
is equal to 126bp while J  G is equal to 504bp. In Lane 3, the initial strands of I1,I2 and the sticky end of

D , E , J and G exist. All these lines are predicted to appear since after five minutes, both the initial strands are
generated. In lanes 4 to 7, the lines that appear are summarized in the following TABLE 2:
TABLE 2. The size (bp) of predicted molecules.

No.

Molecule

Size (bp)

No.

Molecule

Size (bp)

1.

D

47

8.

G ' G

404

2.

E

79

9.

D E

126

3.

J

301

10.

J G

504

4.

G

203

11.

D G

250

5.

D D '

96

12.

J E

380

6.

E ' E

156

13.

D J '

350

7.

J J '

604

14.

G ' E

280

As presented in FIGURE 3, w1, w2, w3, w4, w5, w7, w8, w9 and w10 are the predicted results of the limit languages
generated since w1, w2 and w5 lies as an active persistent languages while the rest are inert persistent languages. This
is proved by the languages generated in a cycle of splicing. From an observation, five molecules of D , E , J and G are
being used per set of a cycle, 1 J and 1 G are transient, 2 D ,2 E , 4 J and 4 G are present as inert and the others
3 D and 3 E are being cut and ligated since the molecules of D  E , D  D ' and E ' E always contain a recognition
site of AclI. By a simple calculation, for every cycle (by assuming the existence of I 1and I2 molecules are same
initially, where I1 = I2 =five), there exist three more D and E . This 3 D and 3 E can be ligated with the existence of
T4 DNA ligase to reform either 3D  E or 1D  E , 1D  D ' and 1E ' E molecules. Thus, in this prediction results,
only vertex of w6 is categorized as transient.
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As stated previously, in Lane 4 an additional eight blurry lines appear due to the time of ligation at room
temperature. All these are the values for J  G , G ' G , J  E ,D  J ', G ' E ,D  G , E ' E and D  D ' molecules. All
these eight lines clearly appear in Lane 5 due to reaction progress. Meanwhile, the line of J  G is predicted to
disappear since it is being consumed without re-generation. The line of D  E is predicted to appear slightly blurry
for every single lane until the final lane since the molecules generated are less compared to the one that are being
consumed. In Lane 6, all the four sticky end molecules are shown to be thicker than the previous lane since the T4
DNA ligase is inactivated by heating the aliquots for 25 minutes at 65 q C while the rest remain the same. In the
final lane, the nine molecules of limit languages is presented with addition all four 5' sticky end overhang. To
confirm the prediction, the experiment was performed at Roland Robert’s Laboratory and the obtained gel is
presented in the next section.

RESULTS OF LABORATORY EXPERIMENT
FIGURE 4 shows the gel electrophoresis result from the laboratory experiment. This result presents as what is
predicted in wet-lab approach. In this gel, the existence of inert persistent language:
J  G , G ' G , J  E ,D  J ', G ' E and D  G and the active persistent language: D  E , E ' E and D  D ' that are in
limit languages are shown. The molecule of J  G that is transient is clearly shown in Lane 5. Besides, this gel also
validates that the predicted result of a dry-limit graph is different compared to wet-lab that is attributed to the nonuniqueness of limit languages. This is proven by the molecule of D  E that behave as transient languages in a limit
graph but present as an active persistent languages in a wet-lab.

FIGURE 4: Actual gel electrophoresis.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, the predicted and actual results of experimental design on validating the mathematical model are
discussed and presented. It shows that quantity plays an important role in presenting the wet-limit graph.
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Abstract. The study of the biological process of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) splicing system in a translucent approach
was investigated in 2012 by Yusof under the framework of formal language theory. In this work, the concepts of splicing
system in two stages as well as splicing languages are mathematically and biologically discussed. Additionally, some
theorems based on recognition site factor of initial strings at the existence of two initial strings and two rules are provided
via Yusof-Goode (Y-G) approach. Besides, an example is also given in showing the biological meaning of the
introduced concept.
Keywords: Y-G splicing system; two stages splicing system.
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INTRODUCTION
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is a cell molecule which is the genetic information stored to it. This molecule
which is constructed from nucleotides consists of three components: a deoxyribose sugar, a phosphate group and a
nitrogenous base. In DNA, the nucleotides chain is called a strand, where the length of nucleotides is determined by
the number of bases (adenine, guanine, cytosine and thymine). A DNA molecule has two strands, which are
complementary to each other [1]. In 1953, DNA was structurally investigated by Watson and Crick. In their
research, they found that DNA has a form like a double helix so that the sugar and phosphate group are stacked
outside and the bases are inside the double-helix [2]. According to [2] the two chains of nucleotides in a double
helix are antiparallel, thus two partner strands have 5c and 3c ends at two opposite poles. It means that the upper
single strand has 5c - 3c direction, and the lower single strand has 3c - 5c direction. Therefore, based on Watson –
Crick complementary, adenine is paired only with thymine, while guanine is paired with cytosine and vice versa. In
simple, these base pairings can be written as [A/ T], [G/ C], [T/ A] and [C/ G]. However, a restriction enzyme finds a
specific sequence along DNA fragment and splits it, resulting in molecules with sticky or blunt ends. On the other
hand, a ligase is an enzyme that pastes the sugar-phosphate (backbones) of recombined DNA molecules and
generates new molecules.
Splicing system was firstly proposed by Head [3] via formal language theory to model the biological problem of
splitting DNA strand with the restriction enzyme and re-joining the molecules with ligase to produce new hybrid
DNA molecules. In terms of mathematics, these hybrid DNA molecules are called splicing languages. Then, Paun
[4] defined splicing system with different formalism so that the notation of splicing rule was presented as sequence.
Later, the notion of splicing system was introduced by Pixton [5] with different formalism from the others’ models.
In [6], it was discussed that Paun and Pixton splicing systems are just a mathematics formalism of splicing system
and do not work biologically. Recently, a new splicing system named Y-G splicing system was introduced by Yusof
[7] in 2012. This splicing system discusses on the biological aspects of DNA splicing in translucent approach as well
as mathematical point of views. The concept of splicing system as well splicing languages has been explored
mathematically and biologically, focusing on the first stage of splicing. In this paper, the concept of splicing system
at two stages is introduced and discussed in terms of mathematical and biological points of views.
In the next section, some preliminaries related to this research are given.

PRELIMINARIES
In this section, the related definitions concerning this investigation are given: Y-G splicing system, palindromic
string and crossing disjoint. The definition of Y-G splicing system is first given.
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Definition 1: [7] Yusof-Goode (Y-G) Splicing System
A, I , R , where A is the set of four alphabets a, g , c and t , I is the set of
A Y-G splicing system is the form S
initial strings of double- stranded DNA and R is the set of splicing rules that indicates the set of enzymatic
operation. The rule R in Y-G model is presented as u; x, v : y; x, z and u, x; v : y, x; z which show the left pattern
and right pattern, respectively. However, the notation u, x, v : y, x, z indicates that both hands patterns of rules
were applied on DNA string.
If r  R , where r u, x, v : y, x, z and s1

D uxvE and s2 J yxzG are elements of I , then splicing s1 and s2
using r produce the initial string I together with D uxzG and J yxvE , presented in either order where

D , E , J , G , u, v, x and y  A are free monoid generated by A with the concatenation operation and 1 as the
identity element.□
Palindromic property of DNA strand plays an effective role in term of DNA recombination. Since the DNA is a
double-stranded molecule, the restriction enzymes mostly find specific palindromic paths of DNA molecules and
split them into fragments. Besides, the number of new generating DNA molecules depends on this characteristic of
string. Thus, it is defined as below.
Definition 2: [7] Palindromic
A string I of double stranded deoxyribonucleic acid (dsDNA) is said to be palindromic if the sequence from the left
side of the upper single strand is equal with the sequence from the right side of the lower single strand.□
Biologically, a restriction enzyme consists of three main parts which are left context, crossing site and right
context. The most important part of restriction enzyme (splicing rule) in recombination process is crossing site. The
fragments of DNA molecules only can rejoin if they can cut by restriction enzymes that have an identical crossing
site.
Definition 3: [8] Crossing Disjoint
A splicing system S A,I ,B,C is crossing disjoint if there do not exist patterns

a, x, b in B and c, x, d in

C with same crossing x .□
Since Y-G splicing system is being used in this research, the above definition can be defined as: A Y-G splicing
A, I , R is crossing disjoint if there does not exist pattern a, x, b : a, x, b in R with same crossing x .□
system S
In the following section, some results are discussed and presented.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
This section discusses on the concept of splicing system at two stages. First, the two stages splicing languages is
defined and next some theorems regarding to two stages (stage one and stage two) splicing system are provided
based on biological point of view.

The Concept of Two Stages in Splicing System
In terms of biology, it is needed to manipulate the gene for some purpose of deleting or removing a part of
sequence of DNA molecule to produce new sequences of DNA molecules. This work can be achieved by applying a
restriction enzyme on the initial strand of DNA. Of course, the fragments of DNA molecules at the existence of
ligase can be rejoined with their complementary ends to form new DNA molecules. In real biology, the recombinant
DNA molecules can be split by the existence of restriction enzyme to produce new DNA molecules at stage two.
Therefore, generating new DNA molecules at stage two depends on the recognition sites of initial DNA strand. As a
result, it is sufficient to achieve the manipulating action for a DNA strand having one recognition site only at stage
one, since it does not bring any changes to the sequence of DNA molecules at stage two. However, if the initial
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DNA strand has two recognition sequences, the manipulation process can be accomplished at the second stage, and
new DNA molecules will be produced.
A, I , R , where A is the set of four alphabets a, g , c and t , I is
Mathematically, a splicing system is the form S
the set of initial strings of double- stranded DNA and R is the set of splicing rules that indicates the set of
enzymatic operation. The languages that produce by splicing system are called splicing languages. In the other
words, this set of splicing languages can be produced by splicing process (cutting and pasting) that is considered as
stage one splicing languages. It consists of initial string(s) and all new splicing languages which can be resulted by
splicing. The second stage recombinant process among the resulted splicing languages at stage one can also be
carried out based on biological points of view that mentioned above. Therefore, the set of stage two splicing
languages contains the set of stage one splicing languages. First of all, the definition of two stages splicing
languages is presented in the below.
Definition 4: Two Stages Splicing Languages
A, I , R is a splicing system. Furthermore, let L
Let S
produced by splicing system S and Lc

Lc S

L S

is the set of stage one splicing languages

is the set of stage two splicing languages produced by S that

consists of L

L S and all splicing languages that can be resulted by splicing L . Then, the union of stage one and
stage two splicing languages are called two stages splicing languages.□
As mentioned above, the set of stage two splicing languages contain set of stage one splicing languages.
Therefore, for more details on the concept of two stages splicing languages, some theorems are provided, which
illustrate the set of stage two splicing languages always contain the set of stage one splicing languages. Moreover, a
biological example is provided, which satisfies the two stages in splicing system. The first theorem shows that a YG splicing system consisting two initial strings (with one cutting sites) and two rules do not produce new splicing
languages at stage two.
Theorem 1: If each of the initial strings in a Y-G splicing system has only one recognition site, then no distinct
splicing languages will be produced at stage two.
A, I , R is a Y-G splicing system such that I ^D axbE , J cxdG ` and R ^ a; x, b : c; x, d ` , a is
Proof: Let S
complementary with b and c is complementary with d and vice-versa, and a, b, c, d , x, D , E , J , G  A . The claim is

Lc(S ) . To show no distinct splicing languages will be produced at stage two, according to above
conditions, the two stages in splicing system should be considered and splicing languages need to be determined.
Based on crossing of splicing rule two cases may happen.

that L S

Case 1: Let the crossing of splicing rules (string x ) be palindromic. The set of splicing languages which is
generated by Y-G splicing system at stage one is presented in below.

L S

I  ^D axbD c, E axbE c, J cxdJ c, G ccxdG ,D axdG ,D axdJ c, E caxdG , J cxbE `

Case 2: Let the crossing of splicing rules (string x ) be non-palindromic. The set of splicing languages which is
generated by Y-G splicing system at stage one is presented in below.

L S

I  ^D axdG , J cxbE `

It is noteworthy that if the splicing operation takes place among set of stage one splicing languages at both cases
at the existence of the above rules, the same splicing languages as stage one (no distinct) splicing languages will be
resulted. Thus, it satisfies the theorem and the theorem proved. ■
The next theorem shows that a Y-G splicing system consisting two initial strings (with two cutting sites) and two
rules always produce new splicing languages at stages two.
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Theorem 2: If each of the initial strings in a Y-G splicing system has two recognition sites, then the set of stage
two splicing languages always contains the set of stage one splicing languages.
A, I , R
Proof:
Assume S
is a Y-G splicing system consisting the set of splicing
rules R

^ a; x, b : a; x, b

, c; y, d : c; y, d

` , where

a is complementary with b and c is complementary with d

and vice-versa, and a, b, c, d , x, y, A . Since the initial strings have two cutting sites, there are four possibilities as
follows:
Case 1: Both of the splicing rules are applied on both initial strings. Hence, the set of initial strings I have a form
of ^D axbcyd E , J axbcydG ` .
Case 2: The first rule is only applied on first string and both rules are applied on second string. Hence, the set of
initial strings I have a form of ^D axbaxbE , J axbcydG ` .
Case 3: Both rules are applied on first string while second rule is only applied on second initial strings. Hence, the
set of initial strings I have a form of ^D axbcyd E , J cydcydG ` .
Case 4: The first and second rules are applied on first and second initial strings, respectively. Hence, the set of
initial strings I have form as set ^D axbaxbE , J cxdcxdG ` .
The claim is that there are distinct splicing languages at stage two that are not in stage one. To show the set of
stage one splicing languages is in the set of stage two splicing languages, the two stages in splicing system should be
considered and splicing languages need to be determined. Suppose, the sequences of initial strings are in forms of
^D axbcyd E , J axbcydG ` and the crossings of rules (strings x and y ) are palindromic and disjoint. Then, the set of
stage one and stage two splicing languages that are produced by S with the conditions mentioned above are listed in
the following as L S and Lc S .
L( S )

Lc( S )

D axbD c, D axbcydG , D axbJ c, J axbJ c, E ccydaxbcydG , E ccydaxbcyd E , G ccydaxbcydG , ½
®
¾
¯D axbcydaxbD c, E ccyd E , G ccydG , D axbcydaxbJ c, E ccydG , J axbcyd E , J axbcydaxbJ c ¿

D axbcydaxbcyd E , D aybcydaxbcydG , J axbcydaxbcyd E , J axbcydaxbcydaxbJ c, D axbcydaxbcydaxbJ c
½
L( S )  ®
¾
c
c
c
c
axbcydaxbcydaxb
axbcydaxbcydaxb
axbcydaxbcydaxb
axbcydaxbcydaxb
axbcydaxbcyd
,
,
,
,
D
D
E
G
E
E
G
G
J
G
¯
¿

As a result, the above sets of splicing languages show that Lc S contains L S . Therefore, based on the other
conditions of initial strings as mentioned above as well as crossing factor (non-palindromic) of rules, the theorem is
always true. In other words, a splicing system consisting initial string (with two cutting sites) produces splicing
languages (strings with three cutting sites) at stage one. For this reason, when the splicing carries out among the
resulted stage one splicing languages, distinct splicing languages (splicing languages with mostly four and five
cutting sites) will be produced at stage two. Hence, the theorem proved. ■
Example 1: Assume A and B be two initial strings in a Y-G splicing system having two recognition sites that can
be cut by restriction enzymes BbvCI and AvaII . These two restriction enzymes which are supplied with cutSmart
buffer make the restriction digestion more convenient. The recognition sequences and digestions patterns of these
two enzymes are given in the following:
5c...CC 但TCAGC...3c
BbvCI :
3c...GGAGT似CG...5c
and
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AvaII :
where W

5c...G 但GWCC...3c
,
3c...CCWG似G...5c

A or G or C or T . Let the sequences of A and B are as bellow.

A

5c...RRRCCTCAGCCCTCAGCSSS ...3c
3c...RRRGGAGTCGGGAGTCGSSS ...5c
5c...NNNGGWCCGGWCCXXX ...3c
B
3c...NNNCCWGGCCWGGXXX ...5c

The symbols R, S ,W , N and X are in the set of four alphabets ^ A, G, C, T ` . Therefore, the string A can be cut by
restriction enzyme BbvCI and string B can be cut by restriction enzyme AvaII from the two specific recognition
sites as specified in the above.

A0

5c...RRRCC TCAGCCCTCAGCSSS ...3c
3c...RRRGGAGT CGGGAGTCGSSS ...5c

A1

5c...RRRCCTCAGCCC TCAGCSSS ...3c
3c...RRRGGAGTCGGGAGT CGSSS ...5c

B0

5c...NNNG GWCCGGWCCXXX ...3c
3c...NNNCCWG GCCWGGXXX ...5c

B1

5c...NNNGGWCCG GWCCXXX ...3c
3c...NNNCCWGGCCWG GXXX ...5c

The above four molecules namely A0 , A1 , B0 and B1 will be re-joined by the existence of appropriate ligase and
generate the following new molecules at stage one.

A

5c...RRRCCTCAGCCCTCAGCSSS ...3c
3c...RRRGGAGTCGGGAGTCGSSS ...5c

B

5c...NNNGGWCCGGWCCXXX ...3c
3c...NNNCCWGGCCWGGXXX ...5c

D1

5c...RRRCCTCAGCCCTCAGCCCTCAGCSSS...3c
3c...RRRGGAGTCGGGAGTCGGGAGTCGSSS ...5c

D2

5c...RRRCCTCAGCSSS...3c
3c...RRRGGAGTCGSSS...5c

D3

5c...NNNGGWCCGGWCCGGWCCXXX ...3c
3c...NNNCCWGGCCWGGCCWGGXXX ...5c

D4

5c...NNNGGWCCXXX ...3c
3c...NNNCCWGGXXX ...5c

Since, the resulted DNA molecules at stage one splicing have recognition sites to cut again by the existence of
restriction enzymes BbvCI and AvaII , thus if splicing take place among resulted DNA molecules, the following
four new DNA molecules will be produced at stage two.

D5

5c...RRRCCTCAGCCCTCAGCCCTCAGCCCTCAGCSSS...3c
3c...RRRGGAGTCGGGAGTCGGGAGTCGGGAGTCGSSS...5c
D6

5c...NNNGGWCCGGWCCGGWCCGGWCCXXX ...3c
3c...NNNCCWGGCCWGGCCWGGCCWGGXXX ...5c
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D7

5c...RRRCCTCAGCCCTCAGCCCTCAGCCCTCAGCCCTCAGCSSS ...3c
3c...RRRGGAGTCGGGAGTCGGGAGTCGGGAGTCGGGAGTCGSSS ...5c
D8

5c...NNNGGWCCGGWCCGGWCCGGWCCGGWCCXXX ...3c
3c...NNNCCWGGCCWGGCCWGGCCWGGCCWGGXXX ...5c

Example 1 shows the manipulating process of the initial stands A and B at the existing restriction enzymes
BbvCI and AvaII at two stages. In the last section, the conclusion of the paper is given.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, the concept of splicing system at two stages is discussed and presented. Moreover, two theorems
and one example are provided based on cutting site factor of initial strings using Y-G splicing system. In biological
perspective, this result can be considered as a new contribution in a field of DNA recombination to benefit the
biologist persons how to form new DNA molecules at two stages.
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Abstract. In this paper, the concentration is on the class of D  close-to-convex functions, G k D, G where functions f ,



analytic and univalent in the open unit disc E in this class satisfy the condition Re®e iD

¯

f z
1
cos D ! G , and g ' z
. We find the bounds for
1 z
z
univalence and the radius of starlikeness for the class G k D, G .

and f ' z

f' z ½
¾ ! G, with D d S ,
g' z ¿

and obtain results for the radius of

Keywords: Univalent; close-to-convex; radius of univalence; radius of starlikeness.
PACS: 02.30.Fn, 02.40.Ft

INTRODUCTION
Let A denote the class of functions analytic in the unit disk, E and of the form
f

z

f ( z)

¦ an z n .

(1)

n 2

Function of the form (1.1) is normalized by f (0)
convex if and only if

0,

§ f ' ( z) ·
¸¸ ! 0,
Re¨¨
© g ' ( z) ¹

f c(0) 1 . According to Kaplan [1], f  A is close-tozE

where g (z ) is a convex function.
Silverman and Silvia [2] introduced a class of D -close-to-convex functions denoted by G D where functions,
f  A , in this class satisfy

° e iD f ' ( z ) ½°
Re®
¾ ! 0,
°̄ g ' ( z ) °¿

S
§
¨ z  E, D  , g ( z )
2
©

·
z¸ .
¹

Then Akbarally et al. [3] defined G k D, G as the class of D -close-to-convex functions satisfying


f ' ( z) ½
Re®e iD
¾ ! G,
g ' ( z) ¿
¯

1 ·
§
¨ z  E, D d S, cos D ! G, g ' ( z )
¸.
1 z ¹
©

(2)

where for the class G k D, G , the basic properties such as the representation theorem and some extremal properties
were investigated. In this paper we shall find the radius of univalence and the radius of starlikeness a for the class
G k D, G .
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Kim and Nunokawa [4] proved that if f z  A and f z satisfies a n d n for n t 2 then f z is univalent in

z  r0 where r0 is the unique solution of the equation 2r 3  6r 2  7r  1 0 where the result is sharp. For f  A ,
they obtained that the radius of univalence, r0

0.164878... .

Nunokawa and Owa [5] proved that f z  A and f z satisfies a n d n for n t 2 then f z is univalent and
starlike in z  r1 where r1

0.08998...

RESULTS
In order to obtain our results for the radius of univalence and the radius of starlikeness we will need the bounds
f z
and f ' z . We note that from Akbarally et al. [3] the extreme function for the class G k D, G is
for
z
§
··
§ 1 ·
§ 1 ·§ 1
(3)
 1¸ ¸¸ .
f z ¨¨  e iD e iD  2G log 1  xz ¨ ¸  2e iD ADG ¨ ¸¨

1
x
x
xz
¹¹
© ¹
© ¹©
©
We also note that from Akbarally et al. [3] if f  G k D, G then

an d

1  2 n  1 ADG
n

(4)

Using the method of Kim and Nunokawa [4] and Nunokawa and Owa [5] , now we will find the bounds for
and f ' z for the class G k D, G .
Let f  A and f  G k D, G , then
2A
2 ADG § 2 ADG  1 ·
f z
§ 1  2 ADG ·
¸¸ log 1  r d
¸¸ log 1  r
2  DG  ¨¨
d
¨
1 r ©
z
1  r ¨©
r
r
¹
¹
for z r  1 . The result is sharp for the extreme function given by (3).

f z
z

Theorem 1:

(5)

Proof: Given f  A and f  G k D, G , form (1) and (4) we have
f

f z

d z 

¦ an z n

n 2

f

d z

ª1  2 n  1 ADG º n
»z
n
¼

¦ «¬

n 2

f
§ f zn
·
§ 1· n¸
¨
d z ¨
 2 ADG
¨1  ¸ z ¸ .
n¹
¨n 2 n
¸
n 2©
©
¹
Simplifying we obtain

¦

f

f z d z

¦

n 2

z

¦

n

n

f

 2 ADG

which yields
f zn
§
¨
f z d z  ¨ z 
n
¨
n 1
©

¦

¦z

n 2

n

f

 2 ADG

¦

z

n 2

n

n

f
f zn
§
·
·
§
n¸
¨
¸
¨ 1  z 
A
z
A
z



2
2

DG ¨
DG ¨
¸¸
¸
n
¨
n 0
n 1
¹
©
©
¹

¦

¦
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·
¸
¸¸ .
¹

f

Since log 1  z



¦
n 1

z

n

and

n

f

1
1 z

¦ z n , thus

n 0

§
1
f z d z   z  log 1  z  2 ADG ¨  1  z 
¨
1 z
©

·
¸  2 ADG  z  log 1  z
¸
¹

which gives
f z d  log 1  z  2 ADG 

2 ADG
 2 ADG log 1  z
1 z

2 ADG r
 2 ADG  1 log 1  r
1 r
and therefore
2A
f z
§ 1  2 ADG ·
d DG  ¨¨
¸¸ log 1  r
z
1 r ©
r
¹
d

for z

r  1.

On the other hand, from (1) and (4) we have
f

f z

t z 

¦ an z n

n 2
f

t z 

ª1  2 n  1 ADG º n
»z
n
¼

¦ «¬

n 2

f
§ f zn
·
§ 1· n¸
¨
t z ¨
 2 ADG
¨1  ¸ z ¸ .
n¹
¨n 2 n
¸
n 2©
©
¹
Simplifying, we obtain

¦

¦

f

f z t z

z

¦

n

n 2

which yields
f zn
§
¨
f z t z ¨ z 
n
¨
n 1
©

¦
f

Since log 1  z



¦
n 1

z

n

f

 2 ADG

n

f

 2 ADG

n 2

¦

n 2

z

n

n

f
f zn
§
·
·
§
n¸
¨
¸
¨
z  2 ADG ¨  z 
¸¸  2 ADG ¨  1  z 
¸
n
¨
0
n
n 1
¹
©
©
¹

¦

n

n

¦

z

and

1
1 z

¦

f

¦ z n , thus

n 0

§
1
f z t z   z  log 1  z  2 ADG ¨  1  z 
¨
1

z
©
which gives

f z t 2 z  log 1  z  2 ADG 
t 2r 

·
¸
¸¸ .
¹

2 ADG
 2 ADG log 1  z
1 z

2 ADG r
 1  2 ADG log 1  r .
1 r

Therefore
2A
f z
§ 1  2 ADG ·
t 2  DG  ¨¨
¸¸ log 1  r
z
1 r ©
r
¹
for z r  1 as required.
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·
¸  2 ADG  z  log 1  z
¸
¹

Setting ADG

0.805 the following corollary is immediate.

Corollary 2:

If f  G k D, G and z

r  1 , then

z  R1 0.4236460941
for 0 d R1 d r  1 . Thus Theorem 1 is sharp.
Theorem 3: Let f  A and f  G k D, G , then

1  2r 1  r  2 ADG
1 r 2
for z

1  4 ADG  1 r  2 ADG
1 r 2

d f' z d

(6)

r  1 . The result is sharp for f z given by (3).

Proof: If f  A and from (1) we have
f

f' z

1

¦ nan z n1

(7)

n 2

and from z

r  1 we can write
f

f ' z d 1

¦ n a n r n1

n 2

which from (4) gives
f

f ' z d 1

§ 1  2 n  1 ADG
n

¦ n¨¨©

n 2

· n1
¸¸r
¹

and by simplification,
f

f ' z d 1

¦

r n1  2 ADG

n 2

f

¦ n 1 r n1

n 2

f
f
§ f
·
nr n1  2 ADG
r n1  1¸ .
d 1  ¨ r n1  2 ADG
¨
¸
n 1
n 1
©n 1
¹

¦

Since

1
1 r

f

¦

r n 1 and

n 1

¦

r
1 r 2

¦

f

¦ nr n1

thus,

n 1

f' z

d

1
r
 2 ADG
1 r
1 r

d

§ 2r  1
1
 2 ADG ¨
¨ 1 r 2
1 r
©

2

 2 ADG

1
1 r

·
¸
¸
¹

which gives
f' z d

for z

1  4 ADG  1 r  2 ADG
1 r 2

r  1 . Next from (1.7) we can write
f

f ' z t 1

¦ n a n r n1

n 2

which from (4) gives
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(8)

f

f ' z t 1

§ 1  2 n  1 ADG
n

¦ n¨¨©

n 2

· n1
¸¸r
¹

and by some simplification,
f
§ f
·
f ' z t 1  ¨ r n1  2 ADG
n  1 r n1 ¸
¨
¸
n 2
©n 2
¹

¦

¦

f
§ f
·
n  1 r n1 ¸
t 2  ¨ r n1  2 ADG
¨
¸
n 1
©n 1
¹

¦

¦

f
f
§ f
·
nr n1  2 ADG
r n1 ¸ .
t 2  ¨ r n1  2 ADG
¨
¸
n 1
n 1
©n 1
¹

¦

Since

1
1 r

f

¦

r n 1 and

n 1

¦

f

r
1 r

¦

2

¦ nr n1

thus,

f ' z t 2

1
r
1
 2 ADG
 2 ADG
2
1 r
1 r
1 r

n 1

t

§ 1  2r
1  2r
 2 ADG ¨
¨ 1 r 2
1 r
©

·
¸.
¸
¹

So that

f' z t
for z

1  2r 1  r  2 ADG

(9)

1 r 2

r  1 as required.

Now, we shall give a theorem on the radius of univalence for functions in the class G k D, G .
Theorem 4: Let f  A and f  G k D, G , then f z is univalent in z  r0 where r0 is the unique solution of
the equation 2 ADG  1  3  4 ADG r  2r 2

0 . The result is sharp.

Proof: From (9) we can write

Re^ f ' z ` t

1  2r 1  r  2 ADG
1 r 2

which yields
Re^ f ' z ` t

2r 2  4 ADG  3 r  2 ADG  1
1 r 2

2r 2  3  4 ADG r  2 ADG  1 , it is easy to see there exist the unique solution r0 of the equation
0 . Since h 0 2 ADG  1 and h 1 2 ADG , r0  0,1 .

If we put h r
hr

Thus the radius of univalence, r0 is the root of the equation

2 ADG  1  3  4 ADG r  2r 2
where
r0

4 ADG  3 r

3  4 ADG 2  8 2 ADG  1
4
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0

4 ADG  1 2

4 ADG  3 r

4
4 ADG  3 r 4 ADG  1
4
1
Thus, r0 1  2 ADG and r0
2

If r0

1  2 ADG when ADG

of univalence, r0

1
. Therefore, the radius
2

cos D  G d 0.805 , this will give negative result. Hence r0

1
and Theorem 4 is sharp.
2

We will need the following lemma to proof our theorem on the radius of starlikeness.
Lemma 5: (Ikeda and Saigo, [6] )
Let u z be harmonic in z d U and continuous in z d U . Then u z is given by the equation below
u re iT

uz

1
2S

2S

U r
iI
³ Re^u Ue `U 2  2Ur cos I  T  r 2 dI
2

2

(10)

0

where 0 d r  U .
This equation is called the Poisson formula.
Theorem 6:

Let f  A and f  G k D, G , then f is univalent and starlike in z  r1 , where
r1 0.2293292915

§f z ·
0.4236460941 , and therefore, log¨
¸ is harmonic
© z ¹
in z  R1 . From Lemma 4 and based on the harmonic function theory, we define

Proof: From Theorem 1, we have

f z
! 0 in z  R1
z

§ f z ·
log¨
¸
© z ¹

where ]

1
2S

2S

§

f ]
]

³ ¨¨© log
0

iI

Ue , 0 d I d 2S , 0 d T d 2S , 0 d r  U d R1

· ]z
¸
¸ ]  z dI
¹

0.4236460941 , and z

re iT .

By using the logarithmic differentiation, we have

f z ·
d §
¨ log
¸
dz ©
z ¹

1
2S

2S

§
f ] · d ]z
¨ log
¸
¨
¸ dz ]  z dI
]
¹
0©

³

which yields

z
f z

§ f' z
f z
¨¨

z2
© z

·
¸¸
¹

1
2S

2S

§
f ] ·§¨ ]  z  ]  z
¨ log
¸
¨
¸¨
]
]z 2
¹©
0©

³

Then, by simplifying

·
1 § zf ' z
¨¨
 1¸¸
z© f z
¹

1
2S

2S

§

³ ¨¨© log
0

f ] ·§¨ 2] ·¸
¸
dI
] ¸¹¨© ]  z 2 ¸¹

and
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·
¸dI .
¸
¹

(11)

zf ' z
f z

1
1
2S

2S

§
f ]
¨ log
¨
]
0©

³

·§ 2 z]
¸¨
¸¨
2
¹© ]  z

·
¸dI
¸
¹

(12)

then

zf ' z
f z

1
1
2S

2S

§
¨ log f ]
¨
]
0©

³

·§ 2 z]
¸¨
¸¨ ]  z 2
¹©

·
¸dI
¸
¹

which yields

zf ' z
f z
We let re iT

r and Ue iI

1
1
2S

2S

§
¨ log f ]
¨
]
0©

³

§
iT
iI
·¨ 2 re Ue
¸¨
2
¸¨ iI
¹¨ Ue  re iT
©

·
¸
¸dI .
¸
¸
¹

U , then we have

zf ' z
f z

1

zf ' z
f z

1
1
2S

1
2S

2S

§
¨ log f ]
¨
]
0©

³

·
·§¨
2rU
¸
¸
dI
2 ¸¸
¸¨¨
cos
cos
sin
sin
r
i
r
U
I

T

U
I

T
¹©
¹

which gives
2S

·
f ] ·¸§¨
2rU
¸dI .
2
2
¸
¨
] ¹© U cos I  r cos T  U sin I  r sin T ¸¹

§

³ ¨¨© log
0

So that,

zf ' z
f z

1

1
2S

2S

§

³ ¨¨© log
0

f ] ·¸§¨
2rU
] ¸¹¨© U 2  2Ur cos I  T  r 2

·
¸dI .
¸
¹

From Theorem 1, we have
2

for z

2 ADG § 1  2 ADG
¨
U
1  U ¨©

2 ADG § 2 ADG  1 ·
·
¸¸ log 1  U 
¸¸ log 1  U
¨
U
1  U ¨©
¹
¹

(13)

r  1 . We derive
2S
§
 zf ' z ½
f ]
1
Re®
1
max ] U ¨ log
t

¾
¨
f
z
2
S
]
¯
¿
©
0

³

·§
2rU
¸¨
¸¨ U 2  2Ur cos I  T  r 2
¹©

·
¸dI
¸
¹

which gives
2S

 zf ' z ½
1 § 2 ADG § 2 ADG  1 ·
¨
¸¸ log 1  U
Re®
¨
¾ t 1
2S ¨© 1  U ¨©
U
¹
¯ f z ¿
0

³

Then, we integrating with respect to

·§
2rU
¸¨
¸¨ 2
2
¹© U  2Ur cos I  T  r

·
¸dI
¸
¹

I yield

§ 2A
 zf ' z ½
§ 2 A 1 ·
2rU
¸¸ log 1  U
Re®
log¨¨ DG  ¨¨ DG
¾ t 1 2
2

U
U
1
f
z
U r
©
¹
¯
¿
©
where 0 d r  U d R1 0.4236460941 .

 zf ' z ½
Since Re®
¾ ! 0 in z  r1 and from (14), we see that
¯ f z ¿
§ 2A
§ 2 A 1 ·
2rU
¸¸ log 1  U
log¨¨ DG  ¨¨ DG
2
2

U
U
1
U r
©
¹
©
and
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·
¸
¸
¹

·
¸ 1
¸
¹

(14)

§ 2A
§ 2 A 1 ·
¸¸ log 1  U
log¨¨ DG  ¨¨ DG
1

U
U
©
¹
©

Then, we substitute U

·
¸
¸
¹

U2  r 2
.
2rU

(15)

1 2 r in (1.15), we have
§ 2 ADG
·
§ 2 A 1 ·
¸ log 1  1  2 r ¸
 ¨ DG
log¨
¨
¸
¨ 1 1 2 r
¸
© 1 2 r ¹
©
¹

1 2 r

2

r2

2 1 2 r 2

and
§ 2 ADG
·
§ 2 A 1 ·
¸ log 1  r  2r ¸ 1
log¨
 ¨ DG
¨
¸
¨ 1  r  2r
¸
© 1 2 r ¹
©
¹

which gives

§ 2 A 1 ·
¸ log 1  r  2r
 ¨ DG
1  r  2r ¨© 1  2 r ¸¹
2 ADG

in z  r . Since ADG

e

(16)

e.

(17)

cos D  G d 0.805 , we have

§ 2 0.805  1 ·
¸ log 1  r  2r
¨
1  r  2r ¨© 1  2 r ¸¹
2 0.805

Therefore , solving (1.17) we obtain

r1

r

0.2293292915 as required.

Remark: In Theorem 6, we set U 1 2 r and estimate the radius of starlikeness but we do not prove whether
it is the best or not. Therefore, Theorem 6 is not sharp.
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Mathematics Achievement Based on Gender Among Eight
Grade School Students in Jordan
Belal Sadiq Hamed Rabab’h, Arsaythamby Veloo and Selvan Perumal
Universiti Utara Malaysia, 06100 Sintok, Kedah, Malaysia
Abstract. The purpose of this study is to identify the differences in gender base on numbers, algebra, geometry and
mathematics achievement among Jordanian 8th grade school students. The respondent of this study were 337 students
from eight public secondary schools in Alkoura district and selected by using stratified random sampling. The study
comprised of 179 (53%) males and 158 (47%) females students. The mathematics test comprises of 30 items which has
eight items for numbers, 14 items for algebra and eight items for geometry. Finding from independent sample t-test
shows that female student score higher than male students in numbers, algebra, mathematics achievement and spatial
visualization. There is no significant difference in geometry base for gender. This study also indicates that numbers,
algebra and mathematics achievement favorable to female and bias to male students. The main recommendations from
this study are for teachers and other educational professionals to focus on the numbers and algebra for male students to
improve the learning of mathematics, and feeding program through benefiting from tutorial classes to avoid of weakness
in different aspects of mathematics achievement. Gender differences in mathematics in secondary school students in
Jordan continue to exist and these differences may influence future educational and occupational pathways.
Keywords: Numbers; algebra; geometry; mathematics achievement; gender.
PACS: 01.40. gb

INTRODUCTION
The Ministry of Education in Jordan provides 12 years of study in its schools, starting from the first grade. The
12 years of education are divided into two cycles, the basic compulsory education cycle (Grades 1 through 10) and
the secondary cycle (Grades 11 and 12). Education in the compulsory cycle is free for all students; no tuition is paid,
and students receive free textbooks. In the secondary cycle, students do not pay tuition, but they pay for all
textbooks. Textbooks are sold to private schools for all grade levels. Except for a limited number of elementary
schools and most private schools, coeducation does not exist in Jordanian schools. Males and females study in
separate schools and are generally taught by teachers of the same gender.
Until the end of the compulsory cycle (Grade 10), the same programs are offered to all students in all schools. In
the secondary cycle, there are two branches of education, the vocational branch and academic branch. The
enrollment in these two branches depends on a student’s preferences and on his/her academic achievement in the
compulsory cycle. Students in the vocational branch can specialize in any one of the given fields (e.g., nursing,
agricultural, hotel, industrial, and commercial). In the academic branch, students study the same programs in all
schools until the end of 10th grade. At the beginning of the eleventh grade, they are classified into two “streams”:
the scientific stream and the literary stream. Again, the classification depends on students’ preferences and on their
academic achievement. Usually high achievers are placed in the scientific stream. While the focus in the literary
stream is on languages and social sciences, the scientific stream emphasizes science and mathematics (Mriano,
2005).
Gender is an important factor in the examination of academic achievement in general and of mathematics
achievement in particular. Society’s general belief is that males outperform females in individual, competitive, and
analytical dimensions of cognitive styles. Many empirical studies have shown that boys tend to outperform girls in
measurement, proportionality, geometry, spatial geometry, analytic geometry, trigonometry, and applications of
mathematics (Battista, 1990; Fennema & Carpenter, 1981). On the other hand, female have performed better than
male students in computation, set operations, and symbolic relations (Beaton et al., 1996; Brandon, Newton, &
Hammond, 1987). Similarly, Walden and Walkerdine (1982) reported that boys were perceived to be better at
mathematics when spatial ability is required, whereas algebra is the only area in which girls had a higher success
rate. In their meta-analysis, Hyde and Linn (2006) reported no gender differences in deeper understanding of
mathematical concepts involving complex problem solving at elementary and middle school level. Similarly, in a
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research study with a British sample, Hackett (1993) noted that girls performed slightly better than boys in the
national General Certificate of Secondary Education (GCSE) examination in mathematics. Isiksal and Askar (2005)
investigated the effect of dynamic geometry software on mathematics achievement of seventh grade Turkish
students and reported no gender differences. According to Mullis, Martin, Foy and Arora (2012), Jordanian 8th
graders students revealed low achievement in mathematics through four periods of TIMSS studies in 1999, 2003,
2007 and 2011 (FIGURE 1). In addition, the report exposed that Jordanian female students are better than their
male counterparts through all periods.

431

438**

438**
420**

425
411

417
392

FIGURE 1. Differences between average mathematics score of Jordanian male and female students among eighth graders in
TIMSS study.

Findings from the three consecutive TIMSS studies (TIMSS 2003, 2007 & 2011) in Jordan show that there are
significant differences between male and females in mathematics achievement at grade eight. While no significant
differences between male and female in mathematics achievement in TIMSS studies 1999.

Gender and Mathematics Achievement
Cheng and Seng (2001) conducted a comparison between the gender of seventh and eighth grade in four Asian
countries; Singapore, Japan, Korea and Hong Kong. Their study revealed high gender differences in Hong Kong and
Korea but less in Japan with Singapore as the least. Singaporean girls were revealed to perform better compared to
their counterparts. In the other three countries, male advantage was noted in mathematical achievement in seventh
and eighth graders compared to no gender differences in grades prior to seventh grade. In another related study,
Geary and Desoto (2001) examined the sex differences in light of spatial abilities of 104 students in the U.S. and
China. The findings of the two samples revealed that males do have an advantage over females in mental retention
and rotate representations of geometry.
Additionally, Alkhateeb (2001) examined gender differences in mathematics achievement of students in their last
year of high schools and the changes in the differences over a time span of 10 years in U.A.E. The study involved a
sample of 2000 students consist of 100 males and 100 females for each of the academic years. The sample was
obtained from the records of the Ministry of Education along with the achievement of males and females which
were compared. The findings revealed that high school female students outperformed their male counterparts in
mathematics achievement.
Moreover, Arslan, Carli and Sabo (2012) tested the impact of gender on mathematics achievement among a
sample of 584 students from 6th, 7th, and 8th grades in Turkey with the number of participants comprising of 89
female and 108 male students in 6th grade, 73 female and 98 male students in 7th grade, and finally, 108 female and
77 male students in 8th grade. The total sample comprised of 270 (49%) female students and 283 (51%) male
students. The findings showed significant differences between female and male students in light of their
achievements in mathematics with the female students outperforming their male counterparts.
Furthermore, Brunner, Krauss and Kunter’s (2007) study investigated the mathematics achievement of German
students and conducted a comparison between the gender in light of their overall mathematics ability and specific
mathematics ability (their ability to influence achievement on mathematics over and above general cognitive ability)
(p. 405). The findings indicated that female students outperform male students in a slight margin on reasoning
ability but on specific mathematics ability, males outperformed females on a high margin.
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Some studies’ findings are inconsistent with the existence of the difference between male and female in
mathematics achievement (e.g. Else-Quest, Hyde & Linn, 2010; Ross, Bruce, & Scott, 2012). Recent study by Ross,
Bruce and Scott’s (2012) involved 996 Canadian students from grades 7-10 and they revealed that gender
differences in achievement was quite minimal; in fact it was nearly zero. On the other hand, in Abiam and Odok
(2006) study, they tested the factors in students’ achievement in various branches of secondary school mathematics
and found no significant relation between gender and mathematics achievement in light of number and numeration,
algebraic process and statistics. However, they revealed minimal significant relation in Geometry and Trigonometry
in eight graders.
Similarly, Awofala (2011) study in the context of Southeastern part of Nigeria revealed no gender differences in
mathematics achievement of 8th graders in co-educational school. In addition, Isiksal and Askar (2005) investigation
of the impact of dynamic geometry software upon mathematics achievement of Turkish seventh graders revealed not
gender differences. The findings presented in the TIMSS report indicated that the achievements of eight graders,
both male and female, on the mathematics test did not show significant difference in the context of Turkey (Mullis,
Martin, Fierros, Goldberg, & Stemler, 2000).
The differences in gender significant attention as they highlight the causes which may help in the identification
of policies to narrow the gender gap. While some studies revealed significant differences between the genders in
mathematics achievement, with males outperforming females, most researchers who examined the various reasons
for the differences also touched upon the variable of gender and they failed to show any significant difference
(Mason & Scrivani, 2004).
Hence, the issue of gender differences in mathematics achievement is still unresolved at present as there remains
no clear consensus concerning mathematics achievement differences between the genders. The present study
determines whether gender differences in mathematics achievement level exist between 8th graders in Jordan.

Gender and Numbers Achievement
Several scholars have examined gender differences in mathematics learning and included the importance of
gender in learning numbers. Along a similar line, Parmjit (2009) carried out a study for the assessment of students’
achievement in the number sense among 1756 students from ages 13-16 years in Malaysia. The findings indicated
that students exhibited a low percentage of success rates from 37.3% to 47.7% throughout the levels. In light of the
difference between genders, the male students outscored the female students with the difference only significant on
the secondary 1 level. Aunio et al. (2006) looked into the influences of nationality, age and gender on Chinese and
Finnish Pre-schoolers number sense. The result showed a significant age related gain in both aspects of number
sense, whereas no gender differences were found. Fey and Hirsh (1993) in their study showed that female students
have a higher achievement in number and calculation if they are given the opportunity to use calculators. However,
gender differences in numbers skills have attracted little attention (Torbeyns et al., 2002; Van de Rijt et al., 2003).
Thus, the purpose of this study was to identify the differences in gender base on numbers achievement among
Jordanian eight grad school students.

Gender and Algebra Achievement
Russell (2009) refers to Algebra as one of the branches of mathematics which is concerned with finding the
unknown or employing equations to solve real life problems. There has been significant concern on a global level
concerning gender differences in the students’ algebra achievement. While some researchers revealed significant
differences, others revealed none at all in terms of male-female algebra achievement.
Atovigba, Vershima, O’kwu, and Ijenkeli (2012) looked into the difference between genders in algebra
achievement among a total of 100 secondary school students in the Stat of Benue, Nigeria. They revealed the
existence of gender differences and showed that male students outperformed their female counterparts at a
significant level.
In the context of U.A.E., Alkhateeb (2001) observed high school students and revealed that female students
outscore males in algebra. Gamer and Engelhard (1999) in their study showed that female students have an
advantage in algebra achievement while male students have an advantage in skill level items, numbers and counting,
data analysis, geometry and measurement. McCoy (2005) on the other hand, examined the impact of demographic
and personal variables upon achievement of eight grade algebra. The study involved 107 urban and suburban
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students of Algebra. The students in this sample did not show gender differences in Algebra achievement. The
studies failed to explain the differences of algebra achievement level between the genders and thus, the present study
determines whether gender differences in algebra achievement exist between 8th graders in Jordan.

Gender and Geometry Achievement
The National Assessment of Education Progress (NAEP-2007) conducted the Nations Report Card where
assessments were carried out since 1969 among a nationally representative sample in many fields including math.
The assessment involved around 197,700 students from 4th grade, 153,000 from 8th grade in 2007. Male students
outperformed female students in 8th graders by 2 points; a gap consistent with the prior years’ results. The findings
showed that male students scored higher on average than female students with the exception of geometry and data
analysis/probability.
Along the same line, Battista (1990) examined the role of spatial visualization in achievement and gender
differences in geometry. His study involved a total of 145 high school students enrolled in five intact classes, two of
which is instructed by one teacher while the rest by another teacher. Battista (1990) employed the paper and pencil
tests in four aspects; spatial visualization (Purdue Spatial Visualization Test), logical reasoning, knowledge of
geometry and geometry problem/strategies. His findings revealed that male and female students are different in their
spatial visualization and achievement in geometry although no difference was revealed in their use of geometric
problem solving strategies. Specifically, the findings revealed that spatial visualization is a critical factor for
geometry achievement for females while logical reasoning was for males. However, the examination was not an
extensive one, and hence the present study attempts to fill the study gap. The purpose of this study is to identify the
differences in gender base on numbers, algebra, geometry and mathematics achievement among Jordanian 8 th grade
school students.

METHODOLOGY
The present study is carried out in Jordanian schools, specifically in Al-koura District governorate, North of
Jordan. The population of the study comprises of middle school students enrolled in the year 2012/2013. The
research site selected for the present study included 2272 8 th grade students (1124 (49%) females and 1148 (51%)
males) represented the whole schools (43) in the region. The sample size of the present study is 337 schools students
from 8th grade, 158 (47%) female were 179 (53%) male, which insure that the number represent the whole
population and schools as well.

Mathematics Achievement Test
The Mathematics Achievement Test (MAT) is modified and constructed version by the ministry of education in
Jordan. It includes 30 multiple choice items consists of numbers (8 items), algebra (14 items) and geometry (8
items). Numbers test consisted of understandings and skills which are related to whole numbers, fractions and
decimals, integers, and roots. Algebra test refer to patterns, algebraic expressions, inequality, equations and
formulas, and relationships. For geometry test, angles, two and three-dimensional shapes and locations are tested.

FINDINGS
The t-test was used to find out the differences between students’ gender and their performances in numbers,
algebra, geometry and mathematics achievement (TABLE 1). The numbers achievement among male and female
students is statistically revealed a significant diferences (t(335) = -5.40, p < .05). The findings showed that the score
of female students (M=5.38, SD = 1.63) in number achievement is higher than the score of male students (M=4.31,
SD = 1.97). There is statistically significant differences for students achievement in algebra based on gender also
(t(335) = -3.50, p < .05). This finiding showed that the score of female students (M=8.28, SD = 2.58) in algebra
achievement was higher compared to the score of male students (M=7.2, SD = 2.94). Meanwhile, findings also
revealed that there is no statistically significant differences in geometry achievement. (t (335) = -.44, p > .05)
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between male and female students. Finally, for the mathematics achievement based on gender, there is statistically
significant diferences (t(335) = -3.85, p < .05). The findings showed that there is a differences in mathematics
achievement between male and femal students. The mathematics score for female students (M=18.03, SD = 4.82) is
higher than the male students (M=15.80, SD = 5.70) (TABLE 1).

TABLE (1). Gender diferences based on Numbers, Algebra, Geometry and Mathematics achievement.
N
Mean
SD
Df
t
p
Male
179
4.31
1.97
335
-5.40
.00*
5.38
Female
158
1.63

Mathematics
Numbers
Algebra

Male
Female

179
158

7.2
8.28

2.94
2.58

335

-3.50

.00*

Geometry

Male
Female

179
158

4.27
4.36

2.04
1.79

335

-0.44

.66

Mathematics
Achievement

Male
Female

179
158

15.80
18.03

5.70
4.82

335

-3.85

.00*

* p < .05 (2-tailed), p > .05

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The results of this study show that the score in numbers achievement for female students was higher than the
score for male students in Jordan secondary school. The findings of this study are inconsistent with the findings by
Parmjit (2009) which showed that male students outscore the female students in number achievement. The findings
also inconsistent with the findings by Aunio et al. (2006) which showed that no gender differences in number sense.
The findings of this study show that the score in algebra achievement for female students was higher than the
score for male students. The findings of this study are consistent with the findings by Alkhateeb (2001) and Gamer
and Engelhard (1999) which revealed that female students outscore males in algebra. However, the findings
inconsistent with the study by Atovigba, Vershima, O’kwu, and Ijenkeli (2012) which showed that male students
outperformed their female counterparts at a significant level.
The results of this study indicate that there are no significant differences in geometry achievement based on
gender. The findings of this study are inconsistent with the findings by The NAEP (2007) which showed that there’s
a significant differences between male and female students in light of their achievement in geometry with the male
students outperformed female student’s counterpart.
The study indicates that the score in mathematics achievement for female students was higher than the score for
male students. The findings are consistent with the findings by Arslan, Carli and Sabo (2012) which showed
significant differences between female and male students in light of their achievement in mathematics with the
female outperforming their male counterpart. However, the finding of this study inconsistent with the findings by
Ross, Bruce, and Scott (2012) which revealed that gender differences in mathematics achievement was quite
minimal; in fact it was nearly zero.
In conclusion this study succeeded in answering research questions even though the study does not explains the
existent of gender- based differences. Overall, the numbers, algebra and mathematics achievement among Jordanian
Secondary School students favorable to female students compare to male students. This study recommend the
teacher and other educational professional to focus on the numbers, algebra and mathematics achievement for male
school students to improve the learning of mathematics, and feeding program through benefiting from tutorial
classes to avoid of weakness in different aspects of mathematics achievement. Gender differences in mathematics in
secondary school in Jordan continue to exist and these differences may influence future educational and
occupational pathways.
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Positivity Preserving by Using Rational Cubic Ball Function
Samsul Ariffin Abdul Karim
Department of Fundamental and Applied Sciences, Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS, Bandar Seri Iskandar,
31750 Tronoh, Perak Darul Ridzuan, Malaysia
Abstract. This paper proposes new rational cubic Ball spline interpolant with four parameters. The degree smoothness of the
rational interpolant is C 1 . The rational cubic Ball spline (cubic/cubic) has been used for positivity preserving of positive
data. The sufficient conditions for the rational cubic Ball interpolant to be positive are derived. Two parameters acted as free
parameters while the other two parameters are dependent parameter. Some numerical results are presented together with
comparisons with the existing scheme. Our main findings show that the new rational cubic Ball spline interpolant gives
satisfactory results and comparable with existing scheme.
Keywords: Positive preserving; rational cubic Ball; parameters.
PACS: 89.20.Ff.

INTRODUCTION
Positivity preserving is a method that can be used to preserves the characteristics of the original data namely
positivity. In other word, the interpolation of the positive data will be maintained without any non-positive
(negative) value along the whole interval. Positivity is important in certain applications, for examples, the pressure
of gas volume, distributions of monthly rainfall and wind speed are always positive [1]. Thus any interpolant must
be able to preserves the shape of the positive data. There exist many approach to preserves the positivity of the data.
For example Fristch and Carlson [2] and Dougherty et al. [3] have discussed the cubic Hermite polynomial for
positivity-, monotonicity- and convexity-preserving. Their methods require the modification of the first derivative
on the interval where the shape violation is found. Contrast to the work of Butt and Brodlie [4] and Brodlie and Butt
[5] have proposed convexity and positivity preserving by using cubic Hermite polynomial by inserting one or two
extra knots in the interval where the shape violation happen. On the other hand various researchers have proposed
rational spline interpolant for the purpose of shape preserving interpolation. For examples Hussain et al. [6], Sarfraz
al. [7,], Sarfraz [8] and Hussain and Sarfraz [9] discussed the use of rational cubic spline with denominator are either
linear or cubic spline to preserves the positivity, monotonicity and convexity of the data sets. Sarfraz et al. [10] also
discussed the positivity preserving by using rational cubic spline of the form cubic/quadratic. Sarfraz et al. [11]
discussed the shape preserving interpolation by using cubic spline with continuity GC 1 . Their idea have been
extended by Karim [1] in which the cubic Ball polynomial has been used in place of cubic spline. Karim and Kong
[12] and Karim et al. [13] have proposed new rational quartic spline with continuity GC 1 for positivity and
monotonicity preserving interpolation to scalar data. Besides the use of rational cubic spline for shape preserving,
there exist shape preserving interpolation by using rational cubic Ball function [14, 15]. The potential application of
an extension quantic Wang-Ball basis function for shape preserving also has been discussed in [16]. Apart from
shape preserving interpolation, curve smoothing also plays an important role in various science and engineering
research areas. Notably Karim and Yahya in [17] have utilized the cubic spline and cubic spline smoothing to
smooth the seabed loging data that exist in hydrocarbon exploration. Delbourgo and Gregory [18] have proposed the
mathematical methods to estimate the first derivative values at any given knots (or data points) while Hess and
Schmidt [18] have proposed the sufficient and necessary conditions for the positivity of cubic spline. Because the
rational cubic Ball with four parameters have Ball polynomial with degree three (cubic) both as numerator and
denominator, then the main results from [18] can be used in order to derive the sufficient condition for positivity of
the proposed rational cubic Ball interpolant. The positivity of the positive data is preserve if the rational cubic Ball
interpolant is positive along the whole given interval.
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RATIONAL CUBIC BALL INTERPOLANT
In this section the rational cubic Ball interpolant will be proposed. Assuming that the scalar (or functional) data is
given i.e. { xi , fi , i 1,..., n } where x1  x2  ...  xn . Choosing hi xi 1  xi , 'i
fi 1  fi / hi and

T

x  xi / hi where 0 d T d 1 . For x  > xi , xi 1 @ , i 1,2,..., n  1,

Pi T

s x { Si T

,

Qi T

(1)

where

Pi T Ai 0 1  T 2  Ai1 1  T 2 T  Ai 2 1  T T 2  Ai3T 2 and Qi T D i 1  T 2  E i1 1  T 2 T  J i 1  T T 2  G iT 2 .
The parameters Di , Ei , J i , Gi ! 0, i 1, 2,..., n 1. The rational cubic Ball interpolant in (1) satisfies the following
C 1 conditions:

s xi
s

1

fi , s xi 1
xi

di , s

1

fi 1 ,
xi 1

(2)

di 1.

Simple algebraic manipulation to (1) by using C 1 conditions in (2) will give the value of the unknown variable
Aij , j 0,1,2,3. It is given as follows:

Ai 0

D i f i , Ai1

E i f i  D i hi d i , Ai 2

J i f i1  G i hi d i1 , Ai3 G i f i1.

(3)

Thus the rational cubic Ball interpolant defined by Eq. (1) can be rewritten to the following:

s x { Si T

D i fi 1  T

2

2

 Ei fi  Di hi di 1  T T  J i fi 1  G i hi di 1 1  T T 2  G i fi 1T 2

Di 1  T

2

2

 Ei 1  T T  J i 1  T T 2  G iT 2

.

(4)

Clearly when D i G i 1, E i J i 2, the rational cubic Ball interpolant defined by Eq. (4) is reduce to the following
standard cubic Ball polynomial in Hermite-like form.

s x { Si T

fi 1  T

2

2

 2 fi  hi di 1  T T  2 fi 1  hi di 1 1  T T 2  fi 1T 2 .

(5)

Furthermore S x can be rewritten as follows:

s x

1  T fi  T fi 1 

hiT 1  T ª¬Di di  'i 1  T  G i 'i  di 1 T  T 1  T 'i J i  Ei º¼
.
Qi T

(6)

When E i , J i o f, or Di , Gi o 0, rational interpolant in (5) converges to straight line given below:

lim s x
Ei ,J i of

1  T fi  T fi 1.

(7)

All four parameters Di , Ei , J i , Gi ! 0, i 1, 2,..., n 1, can be used to refine and adjust the final shape of the
interpolating curves. Furthermore the sufficient conditions for positivity of the rational cubic Ball interpolant
defined by Eq. (4) will be derived on two of shape parameters i.e. Ei , J i ! 0, i 1, 2,..., n  1, while the remaining
parameters Di , Gi ! 0, i 1, 2,..., n  1, will be acting as a free parameter.
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The first derivatives d i , i 1,2,...,n
Delbourgo and Gregory [19].

are estimated using arithmetic mean method as discussed in detail by

SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR POSITIVITY OF RATIONAL
CUBIC BALL INTERPOLANT
Before the sufficient condition for the positivity of the rational cubic Ball interpolant is deriving, the following
assumptions are assumed:
(A1) The strictly positive set of data xi , fi , i 1, 2,..., n are given, such that

f i ! 0, i 1,2,...,n.

(8)

(A2) The rational cubic Ball interpolant s x ! 0 if and only if both numerator Pi T and denominator Qi T are
positive i.e. Pi T ! 0 and Qi T ! 0 . Clearly Qi T ! 0 for every Di , Ei , J i , Gi ! 0, i 1, 2,..., n 1. Thus the
sufficient condition for the positivity of the rational interpolant s x will be derived from the constraint Pi T ! 0.
Based on two assumptions given above, the positivity of the rational cubic Ball interpolant is totally depending to
the cubic polynomial Pi T , i 0,1,..., n  1 . This cubic polynomial can be rewritten as follows:
Pi T

BiT 3  CiT 2  DiT  Ei ,

(9)

where
Bi
Ci
Di
Ei

D i hi di  G i hi di 1  Ei fi  J i fi 1 ,
2D i hi di  G i hi di 1  D i fi  2Ei fi  G i fi 1  J i fi 1 ,
D i hi di  2D i fi  Ei fi ,
D i fi .

The following theorem is sufficient and necessary conditions for the positivity of the cubic polynomial developed
by Schmidt and Hess [18].
Theorem 1. (Positivity of Cubic polynomial [18])
For the strict inequality positive data in (8), Pi T ! 0 if and only if
Pic 0 , Pic 1  R1  R2

(10)

where

R1

R2

where a


3Pi 0
3Pi 1 ½
°
°
,b 
® a, b : a !
¾,
hi
hi °
°
¯
¿

2
2
2
 a, b : 36 f f
i i 1 a  b  ab  3'i a  b  3'i  3 fi 1a  f i b 2hi ab  3 f i 1a  3 f i b
°
®
° 4hi fi 1a3  fi b3  hi2 a 2b 2 ! 0
¯

Pic 0 , b

Pic 1 and Pi 0

Di fi , Pi 1

(11)
½
°
¾.
°
¿

(12)

Gi fi 1.

For strictly positive data sets given in (8), the following theorem gives the sufficient conditions for the positivity
of the rational cubic Ball interpolant. It can be used for positivity preserving later.
Theorem 2. For a strictly positive data defined in (8), the rational cubic Ball interpolant defined on ª¬ x1 , xn º¼ is
positive if in each subinterval ¬ªxi , xi 1 ¼º, i 1, 2,..., n  1 the following sufficient conditions are satisfied:
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Di , Gi ! 0,

°

½
º°
 1» ¾ ,
¬ fi
¼°
¿
ª hi di

Ei ! Max ®0, Di «
°
¯


°

ª hi di 1

°
¯

¬ fi 1

J i ! Max ®0, G i «

½
º°
 1» ¾ .
¼°
¿

(13)

Proof.
To prove Theorem 2, the main results from Theorem 1will be used.
Now, by simple differentiating Pi T from (1) with respect to T , the results are as follows:

Pic 0

2Di fi  Ei fi  Di hi di
,
hi

(14)

Pic 1

J i fi 1  G i hi di 1  2G i fi 1
.
hi

(15)

and

Now from Theorem 1, Pic 0 , Pic 1  R1 if and only if

Pic 0

2Di fi  Ei fi  Di hi di 3Di fi
!
.
hi
hi

(16)

Pic 1

J i fi 1  G i hi di 1  2G i fi 1 3G i fi 1

.
hi
hi

(17)

and

The inequality (16) and (17) lead to the following relations:

ª hi di

º
 1» .
¬ fi
¼

Ei ! Di «

(18)

and

ª hi di 1

J i ! Gi «

¬ fi 1

º
 1» .
¼

(19)

Now, (18) and (19) gives the following positivity sufficient conditions for rational cubic Ball defined by (4):


°

½

½
º°
ªh d
º°
°
 1» ¾ , J i ! Max ®0, G i « i i 1  1» ¾ .
°
¬ fi
¼°
¬ fi 1
¼°
¿
¯
¿
ª hi di

Ei ! Max ®0, Di «
°
¯

(20)

This complete the proof of Theorem 2 for positivity of rational cubic Ball interpolant.
Furthermore the sufficient condition in (20) can be rewritten as

Ei


°

º½
°
 1» ¾ , J i
f
°
¬ i
¼¿
ª hi di

Oi +Max ®0, Di «
°
¯


°

ª hi di 1

°
¯

¬ fi 1

N i +Max ®0, G i «

º½
°
 1» ¾ , Oi , N i ! 0.
°
¼¿

Algorithm (Positivity Preserving)
1.

Input the strictly positive data points ^ xi , fi `i 1 .

2.

For i

n

0,1,

, n , estimate d i using arithmetic mean method (AMM).
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(21)

3.

4.

For i 0,1, , n  1
x Choose Di ! 0, Gi ! 0
x Calculate the shape parameter Ei , J i using (21) with suitable choices of Oi , Ni ! 0.
For i 0,1, , n  1
Generate the piecewise positive interpolating curves using (4).

Remark 1: The sufficient condition for the positivity of the rational cubic Ball interpolant also can be derived by
using the other main result from [18]. It is given as follows:

9

By using variable substitution T

1 9

, 9 t 0, then the cubic polynomial Pi T can be rewritten as

A9 3  B9 2  C9  D,

Pi 9

(22)

where

G i f i 1
½
J i f i 1  G i f i 1  G i hi d i 1 °°
¾.
D i hi d i  D i f i  E i f i
°

A

Bi  Ci  Di  Ei

B

Ci  2 Di  3Ei

C

Di  3Ei

D

Ei

Di fi

(23)

°
¿

Now the sufficient condition for the positivity of the rational cubic Ball interpolant (cubic/cubic) can be derived
by using the fact that Pi 9 t 0, if and only if A, B, C, D ! 0 . Simple derivation to (23) will give us the same
sufficient condition for positivity of rational cubic Ball interpolant given in Theorem 2.
Remark 2: There exists other sufficient condition for the positivity of the rational cubic Ball interpolant
(cubic/cubic).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We test the positivity preserving using rational cubic Ball interpolant with four parameters to two sets of data
taken from [11] and [5]. Both are well known tested positive data sets and are listed in TABLE 1 and TABLE 2
respectively.
TABLE 1. Positive data from [11].
i
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

xi

fi

di

2
3
7
8
9
13
14

10
2
3
7
2
3
10

-9.65
-6.35
3.25
0
-3.95
5.65
8.35

TABLE 2. Positive data from [5].
i
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

xi

fi

di

0
2
4
10
28
30
32

20.8
8.8
4.2
0.5
3.9
6.2
9.6

-7.85
-4.15
1.8792
0.4153
1.0539
1.425
1.975
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FIGURE 1 and FIGURE 2 show the default interpolating curve by using cubic Ball interpolant
Di Gi 1, Ei J i 2 .

FIGURE 1. Default cubic Ball for data in TABLE 1.

FIGURE 2. Default cubic Ball for data in TABLE 2.

FIGURE 3. Positivity preserving with rational cubic

FIGURE 4. The interpolating curves approach to

Ball interpolant for data in TABLE 1.

straight line when

050049-6

Di

Gi 1, Ei

Ji

50 .

FIGURE 5. Positivity preserving with rational cubic
Ball interpolant for data in TABLE 2.

FIGURE 6. Shape control of the interpolating curve.

FIGURE 7. Positivity preserving using Sarfraz [8]
for data in TABLE 1.

FIGURE 8. Positivity preserving using Sarfraz [8] for data in
TABLE 2.

FIGURE 3 shows the positivity preserving by using rational cubic Ball interpolant where the parameters are as
Di Gi 0.05, Oi Ni 0.1 ,
green
blue
follows:
black
D i G i 0.1, Oi N i 0.1 and

Di

Gi 1, Oi

when Di

Di
the

Di

Gi

Ni

0.1 . FIG.

4

shows

the

interpolating

curves

converges

to

the

straight

line

Gi 1, Ei J i 50. Meanwhile, FIG. 5 shows the positivity preserving for data in TABLE 2 where red
0.5, Oi Ni 0.1 and green Di Gi 0.01, Oi Ni 0.1 . Finally FIGURE 6 shows the shape control of

interpolating

Gi 10, Oi

Ni

curves

with

0.1 and red

respective

Di

Gi

shape

50, Oi

Ni

parameters

blue Di

Gi 1, Oi

Ni

0.1

,

black

0.1 . Finally FIGURE 7 and FIGURE 8 show the

positivity preserving by using Sarfraz [8] rational cubic spline with two parameters.
From careful inspection to all figures, it can be seen clearly that the rational cubic Ball interpolant with four
parameters gives satisfactory results and it is comparable with existing rational cubic spline scheme (Sarfraz [8]).
One advantage by using the rational cubic Ball interpolant (cubic/cubic) is that it can be used to reconstruct the
conic sections. When two inner control points are same i.e. Ai1 Ai 2 , then the rational cubic Ball (cubic/cubic) will
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reduce to the rational quadratic spline (conic sections) [20]. This is a well-known fact for rational cubic Ball basis
function [21].

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
This paper discusses the positivity preserving by using new rational cubic Ball interpolant with four parameters.
The sufficient condition for the positivity of the rational interpolant has been derived on two parameters while the
remaining two parameters will be acting as free parameters. These free parameters provide the degree freedom to the
user in controlling the shape of interpolating curves. Numerical results show that the proposed rational interpolant
works well to all tested positive data sets. Comparison with the rational cubic spline (cubic/cubic) by Sarfraz [8] also
has been done. In the future, the author would like to extend the method to study the positivity preserving on 2D and
3D problems. Works on monotonicity and convexity preserving also will be our main interest. Convexity preserving
always need in medical image processing.
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Abstract. Lassa virus that causes the Lassa fever is on the list of potential bio-weapons agents. It was recently imported
into Germany, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom and the United States as a consequence of the rapid growth of
international traffic. A model with five mutually exclusive compartments related to Lassa fever is presented and the basic
reproduction number analyzed. A sensitivity analysis of the deterministic model is performed. This is done in order to
determine the relative importance of the model parameters to the disease transmission. The result of the sensitivity
analysis shows that the most sensitive parameter is the human immigration, followed by human recovery rate, then person
to person contact. This suggests that control strategies should target human immigration, effective drugs for treatment and
education to reduced person to person contact.
Keywords: Sensitivity analysis; Lassa fever; Lassa virus; deterministic.
PACS: 87.23.Cc

INTRODUCTION
Lassa fever is a viral hemorrhagic fever that is often spread by multimammate rats (Mastomys natalensis). Its
causative agent belongs to virus family Arenaviride [1]. It has been known since the 1950s, but was first isolated in
1969, from a missionary nurses that probably gotten the infection through obstetrical patient residing in a small town
of Lassa in Borno state Nigeria [2, 3]. The nurse later died a week after the onset of the symptoms and two other
nurses that attended the patient where infected with the disease which caused the death of one of them. Lassa virus
infectious was isolated from all three cases [1, 3, and 4]. The virus was initially believed to be endemic in parts of
West African countries with the highest incidence in the Sierra Leone, Guinea, Liberia, and Nigeria [1, 3, 4].
However, a serological survey among patients admitted with history of fever shows that the Lassa fever was also
present in Ghana, Ivory Coast, Mali, and Central African Republic [1, 3, and 4]. Increasing international traffic has
led to the recent importation of Lassa fever into developed countries like Germany, Netherlands, United Kingdom,
and the United States by travelers returning from Africa on commercial airlines. This shows the potentiality of Lassa
virus has it has gained notoriety and possibility of been used as a biological weapon, since it harm has goon beyond
the local level. [5, 6]
It is estimated that annually Lassa virus infects between 200,000 – 500,000 people in the West African region,
causing between 3,000 – 5,000 deaths [5, 7]. However, the peak incidence occurs in the dry season (January to
March). The fatality rate of the disease is around 15% in hospitalized patients and more than 50% when there is an
outbreak [6, 8]. Human are infected mainly through contact with multimammate rats excreta. Secondary
transmission although are uncommon but may occur through direct contact with infected body secretions, such as,
saliva, vomit stool, urine or infected blood. Other sources include inhalation of aerosols produced by infected
animals [1]. However, transmission from person to person is not possible through skin-to-skin contact until there is
exchange of fluid [3, 6].
Lassa fever transmission in Multimammate rats (Mastomys natalensis) occurs either through the airborne route
as shown by studies in the laboratory setting [3], transplacentally or soon after birth. Studies have also shown that
the horizontal transmission is possible and is thought to be significant in maintaining Junin virus in the population of
the Multimammate rats. Transmission in the Multimammate rats is also possible during Multimammate rats to
Multimammate rats contacts either through fighting, mating or through environmental contamination with aerosols.
Therefore, when the Multimammate rats become chronically infected shed this virus for a life time [9]. Lassa fever
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infections can be reduced by educating people in high risk areas, decreasing the Multimammate rat’s population as
well as treatment of the infected humans [8].
In section 2 a deterministic mathematical model for Lassa fever disease is presented. It consists of five mutually
exclusive compartments, showing the interaction between human – human, human - Multimammate rat and
Multimammate rat - Multimammate rat. It is designed to show the process involved in the spread of the disease in a
population.
Sensitivity analysis is a technique used to study how the uncertainty in the input variables of a mathematical
model or system can affect its outputs and which input variables attends to derive variation in the output.
Nevertheless, part of our goals is to determine which parameters are essential worth pursing in order to develop
deterministic mathematical model for Lassa fever. Sensitivity analysis is performed in section 4 after the basic
reproduction number is calculated in section 3. In section 5 some numerical simulations are presented and finally,
conclusion in section 6.

MODEL FORMULATION
To formulate the Lassa fever model, we take into account the recent work of [10, 11] and a new more realistic
model is proposed. We consider the total Rats population at time t , denoted by N m (t ), is split into susceptible Rats

( Sm (t )) and infected rats ( I m (t )) . Hence,
Nv (t )

Sv  I v .

Susceptible Rats
The susceptible rat population is generated by the birth of susceptible rats (1  T ) or immigration of susceptible
rats (at a rate / m ). It is diminished either by infection, acquired when there is interaction between the susceptible
rats with infected rats in form of either mating, fighting or through aerosols (at a rate E 3 ), or by natural death (at a
rate Pm ). This yield
dSv
dt

/ m (1  T )  ( E3 I m  Pm ) Sv

Infected Rats
The infected rat population is generated either through birth of the infected rats (at a rate T ) or through rat-to- rat
interaction (at a rate E 3 ) and diminished by natural death (at a rate Pm ). Hence
dI v
dt

/ mT  ( E3 Sm  Pm ) I m

Similarly, the total human population at a time t , denoted by N h (t ), which is sub-divided into three mutually –
exclusive sub-populations of susceptible humans ( Sh (t )), infected humans ( I h (t )) and recovered humans ( Rh (t )), so
that
Nh (t ) Sh  I h  Rh .

Susceptible Humans
The population of susceptible humans is increased via recruitment of humans (by birth or immigration) into the
community at a constant rate / h . It is decreased by infection acquired through contact with excreta of the rats
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Mastomys natalensis (at a rate E1 ) or by through person-to-person contact that involves exchange of fluid (at a
rate E 2 ) and natural death (at a rate P h ). This gives
dSh
dt

Λ h  E1 I m  E 2 I h  Ph Sh

Infected Humans
Infected humans are generated through the infection of susceptible humans following contact through contact
with excreta of the rat Mastomys natalensis and through person-person contact. It is decreased either by natural
death (at a rate P h ), and Lassa fever induced death (at a rate G ) and by recovery from infection at a rate J h . Thus
dI h
dt

( E1 Im  E 2 I h ) Sh  Ph  G  J h I h

Recovered Humans
The recovered humans are generated by the recovery of infected humans (at a rate J h ); it decreased by natural
death (at a rate P h ). So that
dRh
J h I h  Ph Rh
dt
The above assumptions and derivations leads to the following system of ordinary differential equations
dSv
dt
dI v
dt
dSh
dt
dI h
dt
dRh
dt

/ m (1  T )  ( E3 I m  Pv ) Sm

/ mT  ( E3 Sm  Pm ) I m
Λ h  E1 I m  E 2 I h  Ph Sh
( E1 Im  E 2 I h ) Sh  Ph  G  J h I h

J h I h  Ph Rh

(1)

With the conditions Nm Sm  I m and Nh Sh  I h  Rh .
The parameters and variables are non-negative since the model (1) monitors the population dynamics of human and
rats for t t 0 , the model parameters are described in TABLE 2.

Basic Reproduction Number
The Lassa fever model (1) has a disease free equilibrium point (DFE), obtained by setting the right-hand sides of
the equations in the model (1) to zero, given by
§/
·
/
H 0 ( Sm , I m , Sh , I h , Rh ) ¨ m , 0, h , 0, 0 ¸ .
P
P
h
© m
¹
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The local stability of
matrices

H0

can be explored using the next generation operator method [12] on the system (1), the

F and V , of new infection and of transition terms associated with the system (1) respectively, given by
F

§ E1/ h
¨ P
¨ h
¨
¨ 0
©

E2 /h ·
Ph ¸¸
E3 / m ¸
¸
Pm ¹

§ 0 Ph  G  J h ·
¨
¸
0
© Pm
¹
It follows that the basic reproduction number, denoted by 0 U ( FV 1 ) , where U denotes the spectral radius, is
given by
1
E / P  2 ( E1E3 Ph (Ph  G  J h )/ m  E 22 / h Pm2 )/ h
1 2 h m
4
0
2
Ph ( Ph  G  J h ) Pm
V

Further, using [12, theorem 2], the following is established.
Theorem 2 The DFE of the model (1), given by 0 , is locally asymptotically stable (LAS) if 0  1, and unstable
if 0 ! 1.

Sensitivity Analysis
Sensitivity analysis shows how useful each parameter is to disease transmission. Sensitivity of each parameter is
investigated with respect to the basic reproduction number. In this way, we can identify the parameters that are more
sensitive to the disease and by reducing the parameters will also reduce the transmission of the disease. This detail is
important to experimental design, data assimilation and complex nonlinear model reduction. [13]. Disease
transmission depends directly upon basic reproduction number. We compute the sensitivity index of the basic
reproduction number, 0 with respect to each parameter given in TABLE 1 for the model equation.
Definition The normalized forward sensitivity index of a variable with respect to a parameter is the ratio of the
relative change in the variable to the relative change in the parameter. When the variable is a differentiable function
of the parameter, the sensitivity index may be alternatively defined using partial derivatives as:
rE1 0

w0 E1
u
wE1 0
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TABLE 1. Sensitivity index of 0 .

Parameter

Value

/h

0.0032000

E1
E2
Ph
Jh
G

0.8000000

+0.8824450
+0.1175550

0.8000000

+0.7648890

0.0000470

-0.6758034

0.8000000

-0.8786058

0.0003450

-0.0037890

/m

0.0250000

+0.1175550

E3
Pm

0.0714000

+0.1175550

0.0038000

-0.2351100

Sensitivity index

We derived an analytical expression for the sensitivity of 0 as rE1 0
in 0 . Example the sensitivity index of 0 with respect to E1

is rE

0

1

w0 E1
, to each parameter involved
u
wE1 0
w0 E1
u
wE1 0

0.1175550 , other indices are

r/h0 , rE2 0 , rE2 0 , rPh 0 , rJh 0 , rG0 , r/m0 , rE3 0 and rPm0 .
The most sensitive parameter is human recruitment rate / h . This is followed human recovery J h and by personto-person contact that involves exchange of fluid E 2 . Other important parameter is natural death of human P h . The
less sensitive are human contact with excreta of rats E1 , rat-to-rat interaction E 3 and the recruitment rate of the
rats / m , Pm , and G representing the, death rate of rat, and infectious death due to Lassa fever respectively.

Numerical Analysis
In this section, simulations were carried out for the spread of Lassa fever in a population. The system of
equations (1) was solved by using the Maple 14 software. The initial human population that is Nh 1,000 , the

Sh 900 while the infected humans accounts for 10% of the human
population I h 100 and the recovered humans Rh 0.00 . While the initial rat population is also Nm 1,000 the
susceptible rats accounts for 80% of the population that is Sm 800 while the infected rats accounts for 20% of the
rate population I h 200 the complete list of the parameter values used in the numerical simulations is tabulated in
TABLE 2.
susceptible human accounts for 90%
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TABLE 2. Description of Parameters of Lassa fever model.
Description

Est. value

Human recruitment rate

3,2000

E1
E2
Ph
Jh
G
/m

Infection acquired through contact with excreta of the rats

0.8000000

Person-to-person contact that involves exchange of fluid

0.8000000

Natural death of human
Recovery of infected humans

0.0000457
0.8000000

Lassa fever induced death
Recruitment rate in rats

0.0003450
2,500

(1  T )

Birth of susceptible rats
Birth of the infected rats
Infection through rat-to- rat interaction

0.4000000
0.6000000
0.0714000

Natural death of rats

0.0038000

Parameter
/h

T
E3
Pm

In FIGURE 1, we observed the progression in human population as a result of infection with Lassa fever. The
susceptible human population will be reduced to the lowest in 10 days if no medical attention is given within short
period. While infection will rise to peak in 5 days and about 50% of the population will have been infected, with
prompt medical attention the infection can die in 15 days. Nevertheless, the recovery with be at peak in about 15
days.

FIGURE 1. Progression in human population.
In FIGURE 2, we observed the progression in the rat population as a result of rate-to- rate interaction and
through birth. The susceptible rats reduce to its lowest in 7 days and the infection at peak in 5 days and about 55%
will infected.
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FIGURE 2. Progression in the rat population.

CONCLUSION
A Lassa fever model was studied by analyzing the sensitivity index of the basic reproduction number 0 , for the
purpose of determining the relative details of the model parameters in the disease transmission. The result of
sensitivity analysis can be interpreted that increase in human recruitment rate / h when there is outbreak of Lassa
fever in a community, person-to-person contact that involves exchange of fluid E 2 , human contact with excreta of
rats E1 , rat-to-rat interaction E 3 and the recruitment rate of the rats / m increase the disease transmission and
prevalence. While decreasing /h , E2 , E1 , E3 and /m will leads to decrease in the basic reproduction number 0 and
this implies to stability in the community. The human recruitment rate and rat given as / h , / m and the contacts

E 2 , E1 can be reduced by education people in the high risk areas and decreasing the rat populations.
The result of this research will be of benefit to the communities or countries that are prone to the disease. From
the sensitivity analysis result the most sensitive parameter is the recruitment rate of human. This makes Lassa virus
that causes Lassa fever on the list of potential bio-weapons agents.
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Abstract. A class of Arens algebras of sections are considered. It is shown that such slgebras are C*-algebras over Arens
algebras and these C*-algebras are complete locally convex metrizable algebras.
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INTRODUCTION
 כ ܥ-algebras over the ring of all measurable functions ܮ are investigated in [1]. It is shown that every  כ ܥ-algebra
over ܮ can be represented as measurable bundles of  כ ܥ-algebras over ܮ . In [2] these results are generalized to
 כ ܥ-algebras over order ideals  ܧin ܮ . A analog of Gelfand-Naimark’s theorem for  כ ܥ-algebras over ܮ is proved in
[3]. In [4] GNS-representation for such algebras is obtained.
In this paper we will investigate  כ ܥ-algebras over Arens algebra ܮఠ . It is shown that for such  כ ܥ-algebras ܷ there
exists measurable bundle ܺ of  כ ܥ-algebras such that ܷ is isometrically  כെisomorphic to ܮఠ ሺȳǡ ܺሻ.

PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we recall some notions which will be used in future.
Let ሺȳǡ ȭǡ ߣሻ be a measurable space with a finite complete measure ߣ and ܮ ൌ ܮ ሺȳሻ be an algebra of
equivalence classes of complex measurable functions on ȳ . Given real functions ݂ǡ ݃ ܮ א we set ݂  ݃ if
݂ሺ߱ሻ  ݃ሺ߱ሻ - almost everywhere. It is clear that real functions of ܮ becomes an ordered set in which two arbitrary
real functions ݂ǡ ݃ ܮ א have supremum ݂  ݃ שand infimum ݂  ݃ רin ܮ defined by the formulas
ሺ݂ ݃ שሻሺ߱ሻ ൌ ݉ܽݔሺ݂ሺ߱ሻǡ ݃ሺ߱ሻሻǡ ሺ݂ ݃ רሻሺ߱ሻ ൌ ݉݅݊ሺ݂ሺ߱ሻǡ ݃ሺ߱ሻሻ
A linear subspace  ܧin ܮ is called an (order) ideal space if for any ܮ א ݔ ǡ  ܧ א ݕwith ȁݔȁ  ȁݕȁ one gets
ܧ א ݔ. Denote by  ܧା the cone of positive elements of an ideal space ܧ, i.e.  ܧା ൌ ሼܧ א ݔǣ  ݔ Ͳሽ.
A sequence ሼܾ ሽ is said to be order convergent in E (or (o)-convergent in  )ܧto ܾ if there is a sequence ሼܽ ሽ in
ሺሻ

 ܧା satisfying ܽ ՝ Ͳ and ȁܾ െ ܾȁ  ܽ for all ݊, and written ܾ ሱሮ ܾ or ܾ ൌ ሺሻ െ ՜ஶ ܾ .
In what follows, we will consider the ideal space  ܧto be a unital algebra, i.e.  ܧis an ideal subalgebra of ܮ with
unit element. Note that basic examples such kind of ideals are ܮ ǡ ܮஶ and Arens algebra ܮఠ .
A complex linear space ܷ is said to be normed by  ܧif there is a mapping צڄצǣ ܷ ՜  ܧsuch that the following
conditions are satisfied: צ ݔ צ ͲǢ צ ݔ צൌ Ͳ ֞  ݔൌ ͲǢ צ ݔߣ צൌ ȁߣȁ צ ݔ צǢ  ݔ צ צ ݕ צ ݔ צ צ ݕ צfor all
ݔǡ ܷ א ݕǡ ߣ  א. Then a pair ሺܷǡ צڄצሻ is said to be a lattice normed space over ܧ. This lattice normed space is said to
be d-decomposable if for every  ܷ א ݔand the decomposition צ ݔ צൌ ݁ଵ  ݁ଶ with disjoint positive elements ݁ଵ and
݁ଶ in  ܧthere exist ݔଵ ǡ ݔଶ  ܷ אsuch that  ݔൌ ݔଵ  ݔଶ with ݔ צଵ צൌ ݁ଵ ǡ ݔ צଶ צൌ ݁ଶ . A sequence ሼݔ ሽ  ܷ ؿis said to
be ሺܾሻ-convergent to ( ܷ א ݔin this case we write  ݔൌ ሺܾሻ െ  ݔ ), if ݔ צ െ ݔ  צሺሻ-converges to zero in ܧ.
A sequence ሼݔ ሽ is called ሺܾሻ-fundamental if ሼݔ െ ݔ ሽሺܾሻ-converges to zero. A lattice normed space is called
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ሺܾሻ-complete if every ሺܾሻ-fundamental sequence ሺܾሻ-converges in it. A lattice normed space over  ܧis called
Banach –Kantorovich space over  ܧif it is ሺܾሻ-complete and d-decomposable. It is well known [5] that every
Banach – Kantorovich space ܷ over  ܧadmits a  ܧ-module structure such that צ ݔߣ צൌ ȁߣȁ  צ ݔ צfor every
ܷ א ݔǡ ߣ ܧ א.

C*-ALGEBRAS OVER ARENS ALGEBRAS
Let ܷ be an arbitrary complex algebra, and at the same time, ܷ be a module over  ܧsuch that
ሺߣݑሻ ݒൌ ߣሺݒݑሻ ൌ ݑሺߣݒሻ for all ݑǡ ܷ א ݒǡ ߣ ܧ א. We will consider in ܷ some ܧ-valued norm צڄצ, which admits a
ܧ-module structure Banach-Kantorovich space in ܷ, in particular צ ݔߣ צൌ ȁߣȁ  צ ݔ צfor all ܷ א ݔǡ ߣ ܧ א.
Definition 3.1[4] The algebra ܷ is called a Banach –Kantorovich algebra over  ܧif צ ݒݑ צ צ ݒ צצ ݑ צfor all
ݑǡ ܷ א ݒ.
If ܷ is a Banach –Kantorovich algebra over  ܧwith a unit ݁ such that צ ݁ צൌ  then ܷ is called an unital
Banach-Kantorovich algebra over ܧ, where  is the unit element in ܧ.
Let ܷ be an  כെalgebra and Banach –Kantorovich algebra over E such that ሺߣݑሻ כൌ ߣ כݑfor all ܷ א ݑǡ ߣ ܧ א.
Then such an algebra (see [1]) is called a  כ ܥ-algebra over  ܧif צ ݑ צଶ ൌ צ ݑ כݑ צfor all ܷ א ݑ
Let ܷ be  כ ܥ- algebra over ܮఠ . For any  ܷ א ݑwe have that ܮ אצ ݑ צఠ . As ܮ אצ ݑ צ for all   ͳ we can
define mixed norm צצ ݑ צצ for all   ͳ. Since צצ ݑ צצଵ ൏ λǡ צצ ݑ צצଶ ൏ ݕǡ Ǥ Ǥ Ǥ ǡ צצ ݑ צצ ൏ λǡ Ǥ ǤǤ we will consider
in ܷ local convex topology ߬ is generated by system of norms ሼצצ ݑ צצ ሽஹଵ .
As צצ ݑ צצଵ צצ ݑ צצଶ Ǥ Ǥ Ǥ צצ ݑ צצ Ǥ ǤǤ the topology ߬ is generated by countable system of norms ሼצצڄצצ ሽஶ
ୀଵ ,
i.e. topological vector space ሺܷǡ ߬ ሻ is metrizable space with respect to the metric
ஶ

ߩሺݑǡ ݒሻ ൌ 
ୀଵ

Proposition 3.2. 1. For any ݑǡ ܷ א ݒ

 ݑ צצെ צצ ݒ
ͳ
ڄ
ʹ ͳ ݑ צצെ צצ ݒ

ߩሺ כݑǡ  כ ݒሻ ൌ ߩሺݑǡ ݒሻ

2. If ݒଵ  אሼܷ א ݒǣ ܮ אצ ݒ צஶ ሺȳሻሽ,  ܷ א ݑ. Then ݒଵ  ܷ א ݑ ڄand there exists natural number ݈ such that
ߩሺݒଵ ݑǡ Ͳሻ  ʹ ߩሺݑǡ Ͳሻ

Proof. 1. Let ݑǡ ܷ א ݒ. Then
ஶ

ஶ

ୀଵ

ୀଵ

ͳ
 כݑ צצെ צצ כ ݒ
ͳ
 ݑ צצെ צצ ݒ
ൌ ڄ
ൌ ߩሺݑǡ ݒሻǤ
ߩሺ ݑǡ  ݒሻ ൌ   ڄ
כ
כ
ʹ ͳ ݑ צצെ צצ ݒ
ʹ ͳ ݑ צצെ צצ ݒ
כ

כ

2. Since ሼܷ א ݒǣ ܮ אצ ݒ צஶ ሺȳሻሽ is (bo)-dense  כെsubalgebra of ܷ and ݒ צଵ צ ݑ ڄݒ צଵ ܮ אצ ݑ צڄצఠ we get that
ݒଵ ܷ א ݑ ڄ, for all ݒଵ  אሼܷ א ݒǣ ܮ אצ ݒ צஶ ሺȳሻሽ and ܷ א ݑ.
If ݒଵ  אሼܷ א ݒǣ ܮ אצ ݒ צஶ ሺȳሻሽ, then ݒ צଵ צ ߣ  ʹ  for some natural number ݈ and
ஶ

ஶ

ஶ

ୀଵ

ୀଵ

ୀଵ

ͳ
ݒ צצଵ צצ ݑ
ͳ
ݒ צצଵ צצ צצ ݑ צצ
ͳ
ʹ צצ ݑ צצ
 ڄ
 ڄ
 ʹ ߩሺݑǡ ͲሻǤ
ߩሺݒଵ ݑǡ Ͳሻ ൌ   ڄ
ʹ ͳݒ צצଵ צצ ݑ
ʹ ͳݒ צצଵ צצ צצ ݑ צצ
ʹ ͳ  ʹ צצ ݑ צצ
Theorem 3.3. ሺܷǡ ߬ ሻ is a complete topological  כെ algebra.
Proof: Let ߩሺݑ ǡ ݑ ሻ ՜ Ͳ as ݊ǡ ݉ ՜ λ . Then ݑ צצ െ ݑ צצ ՜ Ͳ for all ݇  ͳ . Since ሺܷǡ צڄצሻ is
Banach –Kantorovich space by Theorem 7.1.3. [5] ሺܷǡ צצڄצצ ሻ is Banach space for all ݇  ͳ. Hence there exists
ೖೕ

ݑ  ܷ אsuch that ݑ צצ െ ݑ צצ ՜ Ͳ . As ݑ צצ െ ݑ צצ  ߤሺȳሻೖశೕ ݑ צצ െ ݑ צצ for all ͳ  ݆ ൏ ݇ ൏ λ
implies that ݑ צצ െ ݑ צצ ՜ Ͳ, i.e. ݑ ൌ ݑ if ͳ  ݆ ൏ ݇ ൏ λ. Hence  ݑൌ ݑ is limit of ሼݑ ሽ and ܷ א ݑ, i.e.
ߩሺݑ ǡ ݑሻ ՜ Ͳ as ݊ ՜ λ.
Since צצ ݒ ڄ ݑ צצ צצ ݒ צڄצ ݑ צצ צצ ݑ צצଶ צצ ݒ צצڄଶ we will get the multiplication is continious on ܷ.
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Let ݑ ՜ ݑ. Then by Proposition 3.2 1. we get ߩሺݑ כǡ  כݑሻ ൌ ߩሺݑ ǡ ݑሻ ՜ Ͳ i.e. the involution is continious on ܷ.

THE REPRESENTATION OF  כ-ALGEBRAS OVER ARENS ALGEBRAS
In this section we will consider  כ ܥെalgebra of sections and will prove that  כ ܥെalgebra over ܮఠ is isometrically
 כെisomorph to  כ ܥെalgebra ܮఠ ሺȳǡ ܺሻ.
Let X be a mapping, which sends every point ߱  אȳ to some  כ ܥ-algebra ሺܺሺ߱ሻǡ צڄצሺఠሻ ሻ. We assume that
ܺሺ߱ሻ ് ሼͲሽ for all ߱  אȳ. A function  ݑis said to be a section of ܺ, if it is defined almost everywhere in ȳ and
takes values ݑሺ߱ሻ ܺ אሺ߱ሻ for ߱ ݉݀ אሺݑሻ, where ݀݉ሺݑሻ is the domain of ݑ.
Let  ܮbe some set of sections.
Definition 4.1 [1]. A pair ሺܺǡ ܮሻ is said to be a measurable bundle of  כ ܥെalgebras over ȳ if
1) ܮ-linear i.e. if ܽǡ ܾ  אǡ ݑଵ ǡ ݑଶ  ܮ אthen ܽݑଵ  ܾݑଶ ܮ א, where
ܽݑଵ  ܾݑଶ ǣ ߱ ݉݀ אሺݑଵ ሻ ݉ ݀ ځሺݑଶ ሻ ՜ ܽݑଵ ሺ߱ሻ  ܾݑଶ ሺ߱ሻǢ
2) the function צ ݑ צǣ ߱ ݉݀ אሺݑሻ ՜ݑ צሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ is measurable for all ;ܮ א ݑ
3) for every ߱  אȳ the set ሼݑሺ߱ሻǣ ܮ א ݑǡ ߱ ݉݀ אሺݑሻሽ is dense in ܺሺ߱ሻ;
4) if  ܮ א ݑthen ܮ א כݑ, where  כݑǣ ߱ ݉݀ אሺݑሻ ՜ ݑሺ߱ሻ; כ
5) If ݑଵ ǡ ݑଶ  ܮ אthen ݑଵ ݑ ڄଶ ܮ א, where ݑଵ ݑଶ ǣ ߱ ݉݀ אሺݑଵ ሻ ݉ ݀ ځሺݑଶ ሻ ՜ ݑଵ ሺ߱ሻݑଶ ሺ߱ሻ;
A section  ݏis said to be step section (with respect to  )ܮif there are ݑ ܮ אǡ ܣ  אȭǡ ݅ ൌ ͳǡ ݊ such that


ݏሺ߱ሻ ൌ  ߯ ሺ߱ሻݑ ሺ߱ሻ
ୀଵ

for almost all ߱  אȳ, where ߯ stands for the characteristic function of ܣ .
A section  ݑis called measurable if there is a sequence ሼݏ ሽ of step sections such that ݏ ሺ߱ሻ ՜ ݑሺ߱ሻ almost
everywhere in ȳ i.e.
 ݏ צ ሺ߱ሻ െ ݑሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ ՜ ͲԙܽǤ ݁Ǥ

՜ஶ

The set of all measurable sections is denoted by ܯሺȳǡ ܺሻ, and ܮ ሺȳǡ ܺሻ denotes the factorization of this set with
respect to equality almost everywhere on ȳ. We denote by ݑො the class from ܮ ሺȳǡ ܺሻ containing a section
ܯ א ݑሺȳǡ ܺሻ, and by ݑ צො  צthe element of ܮ containing the function ݑ צሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ .
By ܮ ሺȳǡ ܺሻǡͳ    λ we denote
ܮ ሺȳǡ ܺሻ ൌ ሼݑො ܮ א ሺȳǡ ܺሻǣ ݑ צሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ ܮ א ሽǡͳ   ൏ λǤ
Proposition 4.2 ܮ ሺȳǡ ܺሻ is Banach space with respect to the norm:


ݑ צො צሺஐǡሻ ൌ ሺන ݑ צሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ ݀ߤሻଵȀ ൌݑ צצሺ߱ צሺఠሻ צሺஐǡሻ
ஐ

Proof follows from Theorem 7.13 [5].
 צሺఠሻ ܮ אஶ ሺȳሻ,
Let ܮஶ ሺȳǡ ܺሻ ൌ ሼݑො ܮ א ሺȳǡ ܺሻǣ ݑ צሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ ܮ אஶ ሺȳሻሽ and ݑ צො צಮሺஐǡሻ ൌݑ צሺ߱ሻ
 צሺఠሻ  ߣǤ Ǥ ሽ . It is known [3] that ሺܮஶ ሺȳǡ ܺሻǡ צڄצஶ ሻ is Banach
ݑ צො צஶ ൌݑ צצො צಮሺஐǡሻ צಮ ൌ ݂݅݊ሼߣ  Ͳǣ ݑ צሺ߱ሻ
algebra.
The following well known properties hold true.
(a) For ݑොǡ ݒො ܮ א ሺȳǡ ܺሻ the Minkowski’s inequality ݑ צො  ݒො צ ݑ צො צ ݒ צො צ is valid.

 ݍͳ ് ൌ λ ൌ ͳ, the Hölder’s inequality
(b) For ݒො ܮ א and ݑො ܮ א ሺȳǡ ܺሻ, where  ݍൌ
ିଵ

ݒ צොݑො צଵ  ȁȁݒොȁȁ ݑ צො צ
is valid.
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Proof. Due to ݒ צොሺ߱ሻݑොሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ ݒ צොሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ ݑ צොሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ we get
ݒ צොݑො צభሺஐǡሻ ൌ ஐ ݒ צොሺ߱ሻݑොሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ ݀ߤ  ஐ ݒ צොሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ ݑ צොሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ ݀ߤ 




ଵ

ଵ





ሺஐ ݒ צොሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ ݀ߤሻଵȀ ሺஐ ݑ צොሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ ݀ߤሻଵȀ ൌݒ צො צሺஐǡሻ ݑ צො צሺஐǡሻ here ͳ ൌ 
Proposition 4.3. (i) If ݑො ܮ אஶ ሺȳǡ ܺሻ and ݒො ܮ א ሺȳǡ ܺሻ then ݑොݒො ܮ א ሺȳǡ ܺሻ and
ݑ צොݒො צሺஐǡሻ ݑ צො צஶ ݒ צො צሺஐǡሻ Ǣ
ଵ

ଵ

ଵ







(ii) If ǡ ݍǡ  ݎ ͳǡ ൌ  ǡ ݑො ܮ א ሺȳǡ ܺሻǡ ݒො ܮ א ሺȳǡ ܺሻǡ then ݑොݒො ܮ א ሺȳǡ ܺሻ and
ݑ צොݒො צೝሺஐǡሻ ݑ צො צሺஐǡሻ ݒ צො צሺஐǡሻ Ǣ
(iii) If ݑ צොሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ ݒ צොሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ a.e., ݑො ܮ א ሺȳǡ ܺሻǡ ݒො ܮ א ሺȳǡ ܺሻ, then ݑො ܮ א ሺȳǡ ܺሻ and
ݑ צො צሺஐǡሻ ݒ צො צሺஐǡሻ Ǣ
Proof. (i) Let ݑො ܮ אஶ ሺȳǡ ܺሻ and ݒො ܮ א ሺȳǡ ܺሻ.
Since ݑ צොሺ߱ሻݒොሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ ݑ צොሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ ݒ צොሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ ݑ צො צஶ ݒ צොሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ and ݒ צොሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ ܮ א we have that
ݑොݒො ܮ א ሺȳǡ ܺሻ and
ଵ






ଵ


ݑ צොݒො צሺஐǡሻ ൌ ൭න ݑ צොሺ߱ሻݒොሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ ݀ߤ൱ ݑ צො צஶ ൭න ݒ צොሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ ݀ߤ൱ ൌݑ צො צஶ ݒ צො צሺஐǡሻ
ஐ

ஐ

ଵ

ଵ

ଵ







(ii) Let ǡ ݍǡ  ݎ ͳǡ ൌ  ǡ

ݑො ܮ א ሺȳǡ ܺሻǡ ݒො ܮ א ሺȳǡ ܺሻǤ As ݑ צොሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ ܮ א ǡ ݒ צොሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ ܮ א , from

inequality ݑ צොሺ߱ሻݒොሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ ݑ צොሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ ݒ צොሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ we get that ݑොݒො ܮ א ሺȳǡ ܺሻ and
ݑ צොݒො צೝሺஐǡሻ ൌ ሺஐ ݑ צොሺ߱ሻݒොሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ ݀ߤሻଵȀ  ሺஐሺ ݑ צොሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ ݒ צොሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ ሻ ݀ߤሻଵȀ 


భ




భ


ቀஐ ݑ צොሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ ݀ߤቁ ቀஐ ݒ צොሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ ݀ߤቁ ൌݑ צො צሺஐǡሻ ݒ צො צሺஐǡሻ Ǥ
(iii) Let ݑ צොሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ ݒ צොሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ a.e., ݑො ܮ א ሺȳǡ ܺሻǡ ݒො ܮ א ሺȳǡ ܺሻ.


Then ஐ ݑ צොሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ ݀ߤ  ஐ ݒ צොሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ ݀ߤ ൏ λǤ It means that ݑො ܮ א ሺȳǡ ܺሻ and ݑ צො צሺஐǡሻ ݒ צො צሺஐǡሻ Ǥ
Let
ܮఠ ሺȳǡ ܺሻ ൌ ሩ ܮ ሺȳǡ ܺሻ
ஹଵ

i.e. ܮఠ ሺȳǡ ܺሻ ൌ ሼݑො ܮ א ሺȳǡ ܺሻǣ ݑ צො צభሺஐǡሻ ൏ λǡ ݑ צො צమሺஐǡሻ ൏ λǡ  ڮǡ ݑ צො צሺஐǡሻ ൏ λǡ  ڮሽ. We will consider in
 ܮሺȳǡ ܺሻ local convex topology ߬ is generated by system of norms ሼצڄצሺஐǡሻ ሽஹଵ . From (ii) Proposition 4.3. we
get that
ݑ צො צభሺஐǡሻ ݑ צො צమሺஐǡሻ   ڮݑ צො צሺஐǡሻ  ڮǡ
ఠ

i.e. the topology ߬ is generated by countable system of norms ሼצڄצሺஐǡሻ ሽஶ
ୀଵ Ǥ By Theorem III.2.2 [6] it means
that topological vector space ሺܮఠ ሺȳǡ ܺሻǡ ߬ ሻ is metrizable space with respect to the metric
ஶ

݀ሺݑොǡ ݒොሻ ൌ 
ୀଵ

ͳ ݑ צො െ ݒො צೖሺఆǡሻ
Ǥ
ʹ ͳݑ צො െ ݒො צೖ ሺఆǡሻ

Theorem 4.4. If ܺ is a measurable bundle of  כ ܥ-algebras, then ܮఠ ሺȳǡ ܺሻ is a complete metrizable topological
 כെalgebra.
Proof. Repeating proof 3.3. we will prove that ሺܮఠ ሺȳǡ ܺሻǡ ݀ሻ is topological *-algebra.
Theorem 4.5. For any  כ ܥ-algebra ܷ over ܮఠ there exists measurable bundle of  כ ܥ-algebras ሺܺǡ ܮሻ such that
ሺܷǡ ߩሻ is isometrically  כെisomorphic to ሺܮఠ ሺȳǡ ܺሻǡ ݀ሻ.
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Proof. By Theorem 2.[2] there exists measurable bundle of  כ ܥ-algebras ሺܺǡ ܮሻ with vector valued lifting and
isometrically  כെisomorphism ߬ǣ ሺܷǡ צڄצሻ ՜ ሺܮఠ ሺȳǡ ܺሻǡ צڄצሻ, i.e. ߬ צሺݑሻ צൌ צ ݑ צand ߬ሺ כݑሻ ൌ ߬ሺݑሻ כ.
Then

ஶ
߬ צצሺݑሻ െ ߬ሺݒሻ צצ
ͳ
 ݑ צצെ צצ ݒ
ͳ
ൌ ڄ
ൌ ߩሺݑǡ ݒሻ
݀ሺ߬ሺݑሻǡ ߬ሺݒሻሻ ൌ   ڄ
ʹ ͳ ݑ צצെ צצ ݒ
ʹ ͳ߬ צצሺݑሻ െ ߬ሺݒሻ צצ
ୀଵ

ୀଵ

Theorem 4.6. (i). If ݑො ܮ א ሺȳǡ ܺሻ, ݒො ܮ אఠ ሺȳǡ ܺሻ and
ݑ צොሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ ݒ צොሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ a.e. then ݑො ܮ אఠ ሺȳǡ ܺሻ and ݀ሺݑොǡ Ͳሻ  ݀ሺݒොǡ ͲሻǤ
(ii). If ݒො ܮ אஶ ሺȳǡ ܺሻǡ ݑො ܮ אఠ ሺȳǡ ܺሻ then ݒොݑො ܮ אఠ ሺȳǡ ܺሻ and there exist ݉  ࡺ אsuch that
݀ሺݒොݑොǡ Ͳሻ  ʹ ݀ሺݑොǡ Ͳሻ
Proof. (i). As ݒො ܮ אఠ ሺȳǡ ܺሻ we have that ݒො ܮ א ሺȳǡ ܺሻ for any   ͳǤ Then from ݑ צොሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ ݒ צොሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ
a.e. by Proposition 4.3. (iii) we get that ݑො ܮ א ሺȳǡ ܺሻ for any   ͳ, which means that ݑො ܮ אఠ ሺȳǡ ܺሻ. Since
ݑ צො צሺஐǡሻ ݒ צො צሺஐǡሻ for any   ͳ we have
ஶ

ஶ

ୀଵ

ୀଵ

ͳ ݒ צො צೖሺఆǡሻ
ͳ ݑ צො צೖሺఆǡሻ
 
ൌ ݀ሺݒොǡ Ͳሻ
݀ሺݑොǡ Ͳሻ ൌ  
ʹ ͳݒ צො צೖ ሺఆǡሻ
ʹ ͳݑ צො צೖ ሺఆǡሻ
(ii). Let ݒො ܮ אஶ ሺȳǡ ܺሻǡ ݑො ܮ אఠ ሺȳǡ ܺሻ then ݑො ܮ א ሺȳǡ ܺሻ for all
  ͳ. By Proposition 4.3. (i) ݒොݑො ܮ א ሺȳǡ ܺሻ for all   ͳ. Therefore ݒොݑො ܮ אఠ ሺȳǡ ܺሻ. We chose ݈  ࡺ אthat
ݒ צො צஶ  ʹ . Then using Proposition 4.3. (i) we get
ஶ

݀ሺݒොݑොǡ Ͳሻ ൌ 
ୀଵ
ஶ


ୀଵ

ஶ

ݒ צො צஶ ݑ צො צೖሺఆǡሻ
ͳ
ͳ ݒ צොݑො צೖሺఆǡሻ
 


ʹ ͳݒ צො צಮሺఆǡሻ ݑ צො צೖ ሺఆǡሻ
ʹ ͳݒ צොݑො צೖ ሺఆǡሻ
ୀଵ

ஶ


ͳ ݑ צො צೖሺఆǡሻ
ͳ ʹ ݑ צො צೖሺఆǡሻ
 ʹ  
ൌ ʹ ݀ሺݑොǡ ͲሻǤ


ʹ ͳݑ צො צೖ ሺఆǡሻ
ʹ ͳ  ʹ ݑ צො צೖ ሺఆǡሻ
ୀଵ

Theorem 4.7. ܮஶ ሺȳǡ ܺሻ is dense in ܮఠ ሺȳǡ ܺሻ and ܮఠ ሺȳǡ ܺሻ is dense in ܮ ሺȳǡ ܺሻ.
Proof. Let ݑො ܮ אఠ ሺȳǡ ܺሻ. There exists sequence of idempotents ݁ from ܮ ሺȳሻ such that ݁ ՛ , where  is unit
element of ܮ ሺȳሻ . Then ݑ צොሺ߱ሻ݁ ሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ ൌݑ צොሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ ݁ ሺ߱ሻ ܮ אஶ ሺȳሻ , i.e. ݑොሺ߱ሻ݁ ሺ߱ሻ ܮ אஶ ሺȳǡ ܺሻ . Let
ݑො ൌ ݑො݁ . Then ݑො ܮ אஶ ሺȳǡ ܺሻ and ݑ צොሺ߱ሻ െ ݑො ሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ ൌݑ צොሺ߱ሻ െ ݑොሺ߱ሻ݁ ሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ ൌ
ൌݑ צොሺ߱ሻሺሺ߱ሻ െ ݁ ሺ߱ሻሻ צሺఠሻ ൌݑ צොሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ ሺሺ߱ሻ െ ݁ ሺ߱ሻሻ ՝ Ͳ. As norm צڄצ is order continuous in ܮ space
for all   ͳ we get that ݑ צො െ ݑො צሺஐǡሻ ൌݑ צצොሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ ሺሺ߱ሻ െ ݁ ሺ߱ሻሻ צ ՜ Ͳ for all   ͳ as ݊ ՜ λ.
Therefore
ஶ
ͳ ݑ צො െ ݑො צೖሺఆǡሻ
՜Ͳ
ߩሺݑො ǡ ݑොሻ ൌ  
ʹ ͳݑ צො െ ݑො צೖ ሺఆǡሻ
ୀଵ

as ݊ ՜ λ. The density ܮఠ ሺȳǡ ܺሻ in ܮ ሺȳǡ ܺሻ follows from density ܮஶ ሺȳǡ ܺሻ in ܮఠ ሺȳǡ ܺሻ.
Let ߮ଵ ǡ ߮ଶ ǡ Ǥ Ǥ Ǥ ǡ ߮ ܮ אఠ and ݑଵ ǡ ݑଶ ǡ Ǥ Ǥ Ǥ ǡ ݑ ܮ אǤ Then we can define section  ݑby setting


ݑሺ߱ሻ ൌ  ߮ ሺ߱ሻݑ ሺ߱ሻ
ୀଵ

for almost all ߱  אȳ.
We will denote by ܮఠ ٔ  ܮൌ ሼܮ א ݑ ሺȳǡ ܺሻǣ ݑሺ߱ሻ ൌ σୀଵ ߮ ሺ߱ሻݑ ሺ߱ሻǡ ߮ ܮ אఠ ǡ ݔ ܮ אǡ ݅ ൌ ͳǡ ݊ǡ ݊ ࡺ אሽ. It is
clear that ܮఠ ٔ  ܮis subspace of ܮఠ ሺȳǡ ܺሻ, because
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න ݑ צሺ߱ሻ


צሺஐǡሻ



݀ߤ   න ȁ ߮ ሺ߱ሻȁ ݑ צ ሺ߱ሻ


צሺఠሻ

ୀଵ

ୀଵ ஐ

ஐ



݀ߤ ൌ  ݑ צ ሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ න ȁ ߮ ሺ߱ሻȁ ݀ߤ ൏ λ
ஐ

for all   ͳǤ
Theorem 4.8. ܮఠ ٔ  ܮis dense in ܮఠ ሺȳǡ ܺሻ.
Proof. Let ܮ א ݑఠ ሺȳǡ ܺሻ. Then ܮ א ݑ ሺȳǡ ܺሻ for all   ͳ. Let ݏ ሺ߱ሻ be the sequence of step sections, i.e.
every ݏ ሺ߱ሻ has form ሼσ
ୀଵ ߯ ሺ߱ሻݑ ሺ߱ሻǣ ܣ  אȭǡ ܣ ܣ ת ൌ ]ǡ ݑ ܮ אሽǡ such that ݏ ሺ߱ሻ ՜ ݑሺ߱ሻ a.e. on ȳǤ Then
ݏ צ ሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ ՜ݑ צሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ almost everywhere on ȳ.
Let ܣ ൌ ሼ߱ǣ ݏ צ ሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ  ʹ ݑ צሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ . If we set ݒ ሺ߱ሻ ൌ ݏ ሺ߱ሻ߯ ሺ߱ሻ we have that ݒ ሺ߱ሻ ՜ ݑሺ߱ሻ
a.e. on ȳ and
 ݒ צ ሺ߱ሻ െ ݑሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ   ݒ צ ሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ ݑ צሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ  ͵ ݑ צሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ Ǥ




By dominated convergence [7] we have that


න ݒ צ ሺ߱ሻ െ ݑሺ߱ሻ צሺఠሻ ݀ߤ ՜ Ͳ
ஐ

for all   ͳ and of course ݒ ܮ אఠ ٔ ܮ.
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Bayesian Underreported in Disease Mapping
S. Padmadisastra and J. Suprijadi
Jurusan Statistika, Fak. Matematika dan Ilmu Pengetahuan Alam,
Universitas Padjadjaran, Indonesia

Abstract. In this paper we discuss disease mapping construction when the number of observation is under reported. This
case caused the maximum likelihood estimator of relative risk parameter can’t be obtained, different with the case when
the observations are complete. The case of under reported in this paper is concerned with health case where because of
some reasons there are a number of diseased people who are not counted or not reported. We suggest a Bayesian method
of constructing that considered under reportedness in the data.
Keywords: Disease mapping; underreported; prior; posterior; Gibbs sampling.
PACS: 02.50.-r

INTRODUCTION
The distribution of relative risk (θ) of a disease in an area can be expressed in a map. The map is very useful for
the Government in allocating health care budget in order to tackle the spread of the disease, high risk area can be
spotted, in addition a useful aetyologi hypothesis about a disease can be suggested. Therefore, in order for decisions
made based on this map can be accountable, then the data that formed the basis of its compilation must be accurate;
reflecting the actual circumstances.
It might happen that the data which are reported to the health service is not complete, because there are some
people who suffer from the disease are not choosing a medical treatment such as go to a doctor, clinic, or hospital,
and therefore do not counted in the report. Other thing that might explain this situation is that the system of reporting
does not work as it should be. Therefore data from the health services, in particular regarding the number of
sufferers, contained an error (damaged), referred to as damaged or underreported variable. That is the value being
reported has a missing value.
A number of methods of analysis for the data that gets damaged a lot of flourish [see 1, 2 and 3]. To the author's
knowledge there has not been a case in the preparation of maps covered under reported illness. Therefore this
situation is certainly needs to get attention in drawing up a map of the spread of the disease. Because using a
complete case method is not suitable and can lead to wrong decision.
The main issue that gets attention in the preparation of a map of disease is the estimation of relative risks (θ), in
an area that will be mapped. In disease mapping, the observe number of cases (O) is assumed to have a Poisson
distribution with parameter Eθ, E is the many cases that are expected; obtained from a reference population. So in an
area i we have:
ܲሺܱ ൌ ሻ ൌ

ሺܧ ߠ ሻ ሺെܧ ߠ ሻ
ǡ ൌ Ͳǡͳǡ ǥ
Ǩ

And thus the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) of parameter ߠ ǡ i,e the estimator of relative risk, is a ratio
between the number of observed cases (Oi) to the expected number (Ei):
ߠప ൌ

ܱ
ܧ
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(1)

it is un unbiased estimator, [4]. This is referred to as Standardized Mortality (Morbidity) Ratio (SMR). However as
known in the literature, there are some drawbacks of this estimator, which influenced by the number of population in
the region; for regions with the number of population different but have the same number of sufferers, a region with
a large population number would have a small value of θ compared to the region with a less dense population. In
addition it is also affected the standard error of estimator in the same way.
Due to this weakness, then a proposed number of alternative methods suggested, such as smoothing, Linear
Bayes, Bayesian and Empirical Bayes. Lawson [4] conducted a simulation study of the goodness of fit of these
methods. He concluded that the Bayesian method (Gamma-Poisson) is the most robust in all relative risk models
that was studied.

UNDERREPORTED MODEL
A discussion of data in an underreported or damaged already expressed by Rao and Rubin [5] in the context of
characterization of Poisson distribution, and Rao [6] which addresses the distribution of Poisson parameter inference
if there is damage in the observation data.
The data is said to be damaged or underreported, if the real value of data, say n, that was reported is actually the
recorded only (o). So there is a part of n unrecorded n, say u. Therefore n = o + u. And the distribution of the
conditional probability P (O = o |N = n) is called as the survival distribution. A postulate of Rao and Rubin [5],
known as the Rao-Rubin condition, said that when the survival distribution is binomial with parameters n and p
(probability of being recorded) then n must be Poisson distributed, as
ܲሺܱ ൌ ሻ ൌ ܲሺܱ ൌ ȁܰ ൌ ܱሻ ൌ ܲሺܱ ൌ ȁܰ  ܱሻ
true if and only if n has a Poisson distribution, and the marginal of o, the recorded part of n, also Poisson.
The process of inference about parameters in the Poisson distribution with a case of under reported delivered by
Charnet [2]. While Scollnik [1] apply them in the field of insurance assuming that the observation comes from
Poisson distribution and damage following a pattern of binomial. In disease mapping, the number of observation n is
assumed to follow a Poisson distribution with parameter ߣ ൌ ߠܧǡ then for region i we have
ܲሺܰ ൌ ݊ȁܧ ǡ ߠ ሻ ൌ

ሺܧ ߠ ሻ ሺെܧ ߠ ሻ
ǡ݊ ൌ Ͳǡͳǡ ǥ
݊Ǩ

(2)

and if the probability of diseased people being recorded is p, then conditional on n, of course o will follows binomial
distribution wuth parameter n dan p
݊
ܲሺܱ ൌ ȁ݊ሻ ൌ ቀ ቁ  ሺͳ െ ሻି


(3)

and the marginal distribution of o, in region i
ஶ

ܲሺܱ ൌ ሻ ൌ  ܲሺܱ ൌ ȁ݊ሻܲሺܰ ൌ ݊ሻ
ஹ

ܲሺܱ ൌ ሻ ൌ

ሺ ܧ ߠ ሻ ሺെ ܧ ߠ ሻ
ǡ ൌ Ͳǡͳǡ ǥ
Ǩ

(4)

A Poisson distribution with parameter ሺߠܧሻ.
The maximum likelihood estimator of parameters p and θ in (4) can’t be found, because the resulting normal
equation is singular, thus there is no answer. This is different with standard case, where there is no p in (4), and the
estimator is in (1). Confronting with a case like this, the way to alleviates it is to use Bayesian approach, where in
this approach these parameters will be considered as random variables with certain prior distribution. Therefore we
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will use the same way to find the estimate of each parameter in (4). And we will call the method as Bayesian under
reported in disease mapping construction.

BAYESIAN UNDERREPORTED
As [4] concluded from his study, that the use of gamma with shape parameter α and scale parameter β as prior of
parameter θ is most robust to any model of relative risk, then we will also use a gamma prior for parameter θ in (4),
with the following form
݂ሺߠȁߙǡ ߚሻ ൌ

ͳ
ߠ
ߠ ఈିଵ  ൬െ ൰ ǡߠ  Ͳ
ఈ
Ȟሺߙሻߚ
ߚ

(5)

In addition to standard case, where the number of observation is undamaged, we need also to determine the prior
for p, the probability of being recoded. Because the values of p is in the range of 0 to 1, then as its prior we will use
a uniform distribution in the interval [0, 1],
݃ሺሻ ൌ ͳǡͲ    ͳ

(6)

It is clear that the number recorded, o , is depend on n, the real number of cases but unknown, and its conditional
distribution is given in (3). As with n, although its value we do not know, its probability distribution is known and is
given in (2). And thus it can be generated from simulation. This kind of problem was also discussed in [3].
Thus the posterior for the Bayesian under reported is:
ሺǡ ǡ ࣂȁǡ ߙǡ ߚǡ ࡱሻ

ൌ ܲሺȁǡ ሻ ൈ ܲሺȁࣂǡ ࡱሻ ൈ ܲሺࣂȁߙǡ ߚሻ ൈ ܲሺሻ

(7)

The bold letter in (7) represents vector notation, because we have in its region their own parameter. So let say
there are m number of elements in each vector which are also the number of regions considered.
Then using the conditional distribution of each parameter, we found the posterior distribution (7). For the number of
observation o its conditional distribution is in (3), for n is equation (2), whereas parameters θ dan p each is
represented in equation (5) and (6) respectively, thus we have
 ሺିா ఏ ሻ
P(n, p, θ | o, α,β , E)  ןς
ൈ
ୀଵሺܧ ߠ ሻ ݁



  ሺଵି ሻ ష
ሺ ି ሻǨ Ǩ

ൈ

ഇ
ሺഀషభሻ ష ഁ


ఏ

ሺఈሻఉ ഀ



As a whole it is unclear what type of distribution is this posterior. Although we know what is each component.
Other than that it is clear that it is difficult to find the marginal distribution of its parameter in this posterior.
Fortunately, the advancement of computing facilities and the algorithm of simulating posterior distribution make a
way for us to find the behavior of each parameter through the use of Markov Chain Monte Carlo method of
simulation.

MCMC SIMULATION
The posterior distribution simulation process is done through sampling for each parameter conditional to other
parameters in the distribution. And since we can determine their conditional distribution then we use Gibbs
sampling algorithm to generate sample of each marginal. Sampling procedure is done according to the following full
conditional distribution.
ȁ݊Ǣ ݊ȁܧǡ ߠǢ ߠȁߙǡ ߚ
The conditional distribution of each parameter respectively is as follows:
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ܲሺȁሻ  ןෑ   ሺͳ െ  ሻሺିሻ
ୀଵ



P(n | E, θ)  ןෑሺܧ ߠ ሻ ൈ
ୀଵ

ሺͳ െ  ሻ
ሺ݊ െ  ሻǨ



P(θ | E, D , E )  ןෑ ݁ ሺିா ఏሻ ൈ ߠሺ ାఈିଵሻ݁

ఏ
ି 
ఉ 

ୀଵ

All the above three conditional distributions above each have a known form. The parameter p has a beta
distribution, so the parameter p can be generated through sampling from beta distribution with the parameters (o, no). Formulation of conditional distribution for n is the kernel of the Poisson distribution with values of observation
does not start from zero but from o, referred to as displaced Poisson distribution, Johnson and Kotz [7]. While the
conditional distribution of parameter θ is gamma with the parameters (ni + α, (Ei + 1/β )-1). Therefore, each of these
parameters, because the conditional distribution is known then it can be generated through Gibbs sampling
algorithm.
Related to the simulation process is the parameters α and β, which also need to be estimated before simulation
can be done. We estimate their values by maximizing the likelihood of the marginal distribution of {oi} which is
binomial negative under gamma poisson model. And the likelihood is proportional to


ͳ
ͳ
ܮሺߙǡ ߚሻ ൌ
ෑ Ȟሺܱ  ߙሻߚ 
ሼߚܧ  ͳሽை ାఈ
ሼȞሺߙሻሽ
ୀଵ

(8)

[4], and maximum likelihood solution is using Newton-Raphson method in [8].
Other thing to be determined is the value of Ei, the expected number of cases. Theirs value is calculated as follows:
ܧ ൌ ܰ ൈ

σ
ୀଵ 

σୀଵ ܰ

Where Ni is the number of population in region i and m is the number of regions.
In the following is the sampling procedure of the three parameters:
1.

Start from region i =1

2.

Set the initial values

3.
i.

For j=1,2, . . . simulate until converge
݊  from ݊ȁ ିଵ ǡ ߠ݆െͳ

ii.

p ( j ) from p | n j
T ( j ) from T | n j 1 , α, β

iii.
4.
5.

ni0 , pi0 ,Ti0

Set i+1,
Stop if all regions have been simulated, otherwise go to 2.
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Abstract. In this paper we investigate on the synchronization problem between two different chaotic dynamical system based
on the Lyapunov stability theorem by using nonlinear control functions. Active control schemes are used for synchronization
Liu system as drive and Rossler system as response. Numerical simulation by using Maple software are used to show
effectiveness of the proposed schemes.
Keywords: Synchronization, chaos, Active, control, Liu system, Rossler system
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INTRODUCTION
Chaos synchronization is an important topic both theoretically and practically that has been studied in the recent
decades because of its potential applications in secure communications, chemical reactions, information science,
biological systems, plasma technologies, etc [1-7]. Since Pecora and Carrol [8] introduced a method to synchronize two
identical systems with different initial conditions, a variety of approaches have been proposed for the synchronization
of chaotic systems which include complete synchronization [9,10], phase synchronization [11,14], lag synchronization
[15], projective synchronization [16,17], etc. In the synchronization it is aim to see same behavior from master and
slave system so the difference of two system will converge to zero. Synchronization is a prevailing phenomenon in
symmetrical oscillators. It is well known that the ﬁrst observation of synchronization of two oscillators by Huygens in
the seventeenth century was, in fact, AS between two pendulum clocks. So far, some progresses have been made in the
researches of Synchronization and also AS. Kim et al. [18] have found an Based on a suitable separation of systems,
Zhang and Sun [19] have presented some simple but generic criteria for synchronization and anti-synchronization for
chaotic systems. Recently, using different control method, the Synchronization for some typical chaotic systems has
been discussed [20-22].In this paper we will use nonlinear active control method by using Lyapunov stability theorem.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 brieﬂy gives the deﬁnition of Synchronization, describes Liu
system and Rossler system and then will introduce the active control schemes. Synchronization by using active scheme
will apply for those systems in Sections 3 ,4 and 5. Conclusion is obtained in the ﬁnal section.

DEFINITION
For deﬁnition of synchronization consider a class of chaotic systems that described by
ẋ
ẏ

= f (t, x)
= g(t, y) + u(t, x, y)

(1)
(2)

where x, y ∈ Rn are the state vectors and f , g : Rn → Rn are continuous functions. Equation [1] is for drive and [2] is for
response system and u(t, x, y) is the imputed control function. It is said that the system [1] and [2] have the property of
synchronization betweenx(t) and y(t), if there exists an synchronous manifold M = (x(t), y(t)) : x(t) = y(t) such that
all trajectories (x(t), y(t)) approach M as time goes to inïňAnity,
˛
that is to say,
lim  e = lim  y − x = 0,

t→∞
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(3)

where  . is the Euclidean norm.
Liu system describe as:
=
=
=

x˙1
x˙2
x˙3

a(x2 − x1 )
bx1 − x1 x3
−cx3 + dx12 ,

(4)

where xi , i = 1, ..., 3 are the state variables, anda, b, c and d1 are real parameters. The system has positive Lyapunov
exponents over a wide parameter region. When a = 10, b = 40, c = 2.5 and d = 4 system [4] is chaotic Figure, [1]
show the system chaotic behavior with initial conditions (x1 (0), x2 (0), x3 (0)) = (2, 3, 3) .

FIGURE 1.

Liu chaotic system

The chaotic Rossler system [24] is described by
x1
x2
x3

=
=
=

−x1 − x3
x1 + bx2
b2 + x3 (x1 − c)

(5)

where yi , i = 1, ..., 3 are the state variables, and a, b andc are the real constants. When a = .2, b = .2 andc = 5.7
system [5] has positive Lyapunov exponents, and shows chaotic behavior with initial conditions (x1 (0), x2 (0), x3 (0)) =
(5, −4, 2) .

FIGURE 2.

Rossler chaotic system
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ACTIVE SYNCHRONIZATION OF TWO IDENTICAL LIU SYSTEM
In this section, nonlinear control method will use to synchronize two identical Liu chaotic system . we assume that
(2.3) as a drive system and system [6] as slave one as follow:
y˙1
y˙2
y˙3

=
=
=

a(y2 − y1 ) + u1
by1 − y1 y3 + u2
−cy3 + dy21 + u3 ,

(6)

whereui = ui (xi , yi , ei ), i = 1, 2, 3 are the control functions. In order to determine the control functions such that the
synchronization between systems [4] and [6] are realized, we subtract [4] from [6] and so the error system is:
e1
e2
e3

=
=
=

a(y2 − y1 ) + u1 − a(x2 − x1 )
by1 − y1 y3 + u2 − bx1 + x1 x3
−cy3 + dy21 + u3 + cx3 − dx12

(7)

For any initial conditions, if active controllers chosen as
u1
u2
u3

=
=
=

−ae2
−e2 − y1 y3 + x1 x3 − be1
−dy1 y1 + dx12

(8)

then system [6] synchronizes system [4]. to see that by applying control laws [8] to [6] yield the resulting error
dynamics as follows:
ė1
ė2
ė3
whose coefﬁcient matrix is

⎛

=
=
=

−a
A=⎝ 0
0

−e1
−e2
−ce3

(9)

⎞
0
0
−1 0 ⎠
0 −c

Matrix A has three eigenvalues as λ1 = −a, λ2 = −1, λ3 = −c It is obvious that eigenvalues of matrixA are negative
Therefor, system [7] is asymptotically stable, which implies that system [6] synchronizes system [4]. For numerical
simulations in Figures [3], [4] and [5], the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method is used to solve the systems. in the time
step size 0.001 The parameters of the drive system are chosen to be a = 10, b = 40, c = 2.5 d = 4 so that it exhibits
chaotic behavior. The initial values of the drive system and the response system, x1 , y1 ; x2 , y2 and x3 , y3 are chosen as
(x1 (0), x2 (0), x3 (0)) = (20, 5, 5) and (y1 (0), y2 (0), y3 (0)) = (2, 13, 8) respectively. Hence, the error system has the
initial values
(e1 (0), e2 (0), e3 (0)) = (−18, 8, 3) the simulation results are shown in Figures 1 and 2. Figure 1 shows the state
trajectories of the drive system and the response system. Figure 2 displays the synchronization errors between systems
(2.3) and (3.1).
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FIGURE 3.

x1 , y1 : in Liu system

FIGURE 4.

x2 , y2 : in Liu system

FIGURE 5.

x3 , y3 : in Liu system

ACTIVE SYNCHRONIZATION OF TWO IDENTICAL ROSSLER SYSTEM
In this section, nonlinear control method will use to synchronize two identical Rossler chaotic system. we assume that
[5] as a drive system and system [10] as slave one as follow:
y˙1
y˙2
y˙3

=
=
=

y2 − y3 + u1
y1 + y1 y2 + u2
a + y3 (y1 − c) + u3 ,

050053-4

(10)

FIGURE 6. t, e1 : error in Liu system

FIGURE 7. t, e2 : error in Liu system

FIGURE 8. t, e3 : error in Liu system

whereui = ui (xi , yi , ei ), i = 1, 2, 3 are the control functions. In order to determine the control functions such that the
synchronization between systems [5] and [10] are realized, we subtract [5] from [10] and so the error system is:
e1
e2
e3

= y2 − y3 + u1 − x2 + x3
= y1 + y1 y2 + u2 − x1 − x1 x2
= a + y3 (y1 − c) + u3 − a + x3(x1 − c)
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(11)

For any initial conditions, if active controllers chosen as
u1
u2
u3

=
=
=

e3 (t) + e2 − ke1(t)
−e1 (t) − by2 + bx2 (t) − ke1
−y1 y3 + x3 (t)x1 (t) − ke3 (t)

(12)

then system [10] synchronizes system [5]. because by applying control laws [12] to [10] yield the resulting error
dynamics as follows:
=
=
=

ė1
ė2
ė3

−ke1
−ke2
−(k + c)e3

(13)

It is obvious that eigenvalues of error matrix are negative Therefor, system [13] is asymptotically stable, which
implies that system [10] synchronizes system [10]. In the numerical simulations, the fourth-order Runge-Kutta
method is used to solve the system. in the time step size 0.001 The parameters of the drive system are chosen to
be a = .2, b = .2, c = 5.7 d = 4 so that it exhibits chaotic behaviour. The initial values of the drive system and the
response system,
(a)x1 , y1 ; (b)x2 , y2 and (d)x3 , y3 are chosen as
(x1 (0), x2 (0), x3 (0)) = (5, −4, 2) and (y1 (0), y2 (0), y3 (0)) = (−5, 3, 3) respectively. Hence, the error sys- tem has the
initial values
(e1 (0), e2 (0), e3 (0)) = (−10, 7, 1) the simulation results are shown in Figures [9], [10] and [11] shows the state
trajectories of the drive system and the response system. Figure [12],[13] and [14] displays the synchronization errors
between systems [5] and [10]

FIGURE 9.

x1 , y1 : in Rossler system

FIGURE 10.

x2 , y2 : in Rossler system
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FIGURE 11.

x3 , y3 : in Rossler system

FIGURE 12. t, e1 : error in Rossler system

FIGURE 13. t, e2 : error in Rossler system
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FIGURE 14. t, e3 : error in Rossler system

ACTIVE SYNCHRONIZATION BETWEEN TWO DIFFERENT LIU AND ROSSLER
SYSTEMS
In this section, we apply the active synchronization on two different Liu and Rossler chaotic systems based on the
Lyapunov stability theorem. we assume that liu system [4] as drive and the controlled Rossler system be [10],
=
=
=

y˙1
y˙2
y˙3

y2 − y3 + u1
y1 + y1 y2 + u2
a + y3 (y1 − c) + u3 ,

(14)

which parametersa1 , b1 , c1 , d1 and a2 , b2 , c2 are known constants. The error dynamical system between drive system
[4] and response system [10] is described by
ė1
ė2
ė3

=
=
=

−y3 − y2 − a1 (x2 − x1 ) + u1
y1 + a2 y2 − b1 x1 + x1 x3 + u2
b2 + y3 y1 − c2 y3 + c1 x3 − d1 x12 + u3

(15)

For any initial conditions, the synchronization between systems [4] and [10] will be obtained if the controller will
designed as below:
u1
u2
u3

=
=
=

y3 + y2 + a1 x2 − a1 x1 − ke1
−y1 − a2 x2 + b − 1x1 − x1 x3 − ke2
−2b2 − y1 y3 + c2 x3 − c1 x3 + d1 x12 − ke3 + b2

(16)

Consider that the following Lyapunov function:
1 2
(e + e22 + e23 )
2 1
The time derivation of V along the trajectory of the systems (5.2) and (5.3) is
V

V̇

=

= e1 e˙1 + e2 e˙2 + e3 e˙3
= e1 (−ke1 ) + e2 (a2 e2 − ke2 ) + e3 (ce3 − ke3 )

that obviously is negative, since V is positive deﬁnite and V̇ is negative deﬁnite in the neighborhood of zero , according
to the Lyapunov stability theorem, the error system (5.2) can converge to the origin asymptotically, which implies that
the synchronization of systems [4] and [10] is achieved. To verify the effectiveness and feasibility of [4] and [10],
we simulate the dynamics of the drive system and the response system. In the simulation, the parameters are chosen
as a1 = 10, b1 = 40, c1 = 2.5, d1 = 4, a2 = .2, b2 = .2, c2 = 5.7 and the initial condition of the drive system and the
response system is (x1 (0), x2 (0), x3 (0)) = (1, 4, 7) and (y1 (0), y2 (0), y3 (0)) = (10, 3, 5) respectively. Therefor, the error
system has the initial values (e1 (0), e2 (0), e3 (0)) = (9, −1, −2).
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FIGURE 15.

x1 , y1 : in Liu - Rossler system

FIGURE 16.

x2 , y2 : in Liu - Rossler system

FIGURE 17.

x3 , y3 : in Liu - Rossler system
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FIGURE 18. t, e3 : error in Liu - Rossler system

FIGURE 19. t, e2 : error in Liu - Rossler system

FIGURE 20. t, e3 : error in Liu - Rossler system
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CONCLUSION
In this study we presented active method to synchronize two non-identical and identical chaotic dynamical systems.
I active controls parameters are known. Controllers and also the update laws of system parameters were designed by
using Lyapunov stability theorem. Numerical simulations by using Maple software and Rung-Kutta-Felhberg method
were used to show the effectiveness of our proposed control techniques.
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Abstract. In this work, we proposed a new merged approach called the GLV-ISD scalar multiplication. This hybrid approach
is based on the GLV (Gallant-Lambert-Vanstone) approach and the proposed integer sub-decomposition (ISD) approach to
compute any multiple kP of a point P of order n lying on an elliptic curve E over prime ﬁeld Fp . This approach consists of
two stages to calculate kP, the GLV stage and secondly the ISD stage. The basic idea of the merged GLV-ISD method is to
decompose the multiplier k ∈ [1, n] into the values k1 and k2 , where
√ k1 , k2 < k. The application of GLV-ISD approach depends
on the returned values k1 and k2 lying inside/outside the range ± n on the interval [1, n − 1]. This new insight, namely, GLVISD approach leads to improvement on scalar multiplication computation of elliptic curve cryptography through increase
the percentage of successful computation of kP compared with the original GLV approach. Several theoretical aspects were
proven and shown in this paper which bridge the gaps that we have encountered in the existing GLV method. The proposed
ISD method is regarded as a complement of the existing GLV method and combining the GLV and the ISD method in one go
will lead to an efﬁcient implementation of scalar computation of kP. With the adaptation of ISD method in the existing system
has brought in several theoretical extension which are discussed and proved in this paper.
Keywords: Elliptic Curves, Cryptography, Efﬁciently-Computable Endomorphisms, Integer Sub-Decomposition, Hybrid Approach
PACS: 03.67.Dd, 02.10.De, 02.20.Hj

INTRODUCTION
The study of elliptic curves had become a central of research in cryptography starting the year 1985. It was proposed
by Victor Miller [1] and Neil Koblitz [2] and since then, this area of research has attracted increasing attention mainly
because of their shorter key length requirement when compared to other public-key cryptosystems like RSA. Elliptic
curve cryptography (ECC) is derived from the mathematical hardness of the discrete logarithm problem over the
additive group of points on an elliptic curve over ﬁnite ﬁelds. Among the beneﬁts of ECC are shorter key length,
higher speed and lower power consumption. These advantages are useful for some devices like mobile and wireless
which, typically, have limited computational resources and bandwidth [3, 4, 5, 6].
Scalar multiplication, in general, represented by kP is considered as the central time-consuming operation in ECC.
In order to compute this operation, it is necessary to perform iterative addition (ECADD) and doubling (ECDBL)
of points, which we referred to as ECC point operations, and their efﬁcient performance is essential to speed up the
computation of scalar multiplication [4].
The computation of scalar multiplication can be speeded up on some elliptic curves deﬁned over ﬁelds whose large
prime characteristic by using a generic procedure called, GLV method [7]. This method computes a decomposition
of an arbitrary scalar multiplication kP for k ∈ [1, n] and P on elliptic curve E over prime ﬁeld Fp into two scalar
multiplications, the bit-lengths of these new scalars are only about half the bit-length of the original scalar. The
employing of the Straus-Shamir trick for simultaneous point multiplication eliminates half the doublings in this
computation. Although the advantages of the GLV method in speeding up the computation up to 50% over the best
general methods for point multiplication, but it has certain gaps that were left unproven.
Hence, the GLV method offered in another model that assists to ﬁnd a GLV generator by Kim and Lim in [8]
who proposed a necessary condition for the existence of a GLV generator and the method to ﬁnd a GLV generator
when a GLV generator exists. Gallant et al. proposed the way to ﬁnd a GLV generator, but their proposition was
experimentally without any proof. In reality, the gaps unproven in their claim is the existence of a GLV generator
cannot guarantee and the success to ﬁnd a GLV generator even if there is a GLV generator is also not guarantee.
The GLV method
√ and subsequent
√ improvements on it relies on the decomposition values of k1 and k2 that fall within
the range −C n < k1 , k2 < C n when C = 1. The GLV method will only consider the values k1 and k2 within this
range. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a new method called integer sub-decomposition (ISD) to overcome this
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problem. This method allows us to work with k1 and k2 that fall outside the given range. ISD method has improved
the computational efﬁciency compared with the general method of computing scalar multiplication in elliptic curves
over prime ﬁeld. In the present paper we also introduce a hybrid approach (GLV-ISD) which depends on the GLV and
ISD ideas to compute any scalar multiplication kP of a point P of prime order n on an elliptic curve E over prime ﬁeld
Fp . Basing the idea from the GLV technical parts, and ﬁlling the gaps found in it, we obtained an exact value for the
constant C for the upper bound of k1 and k2 . We then extend this upper bound to the sub-decomposition values k1 and
k2 .
The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 gives a summary of the Mathematical background on elliptic
curves E over prime ﬁeld and endomorphisms on it. Section 3 reviews the procedure of scalar multiplication using
the GLV computation method and the theoretical concept. Section 4 presents the proposed method called, integer
sub-decomposition (ISD), to compute scalar multiplication. Section 5 described the GLV-ISD approach and shows the
experimental results. Finally, Section 6 draws the concluding remarks.

MATHEMATICAL FOUNDATIONS
Deﬁnition 0.1 An elliptic curve E over a ﬁeld K is deﬁned by an equation
E : y2 + a1 xy + a3 y = x3 + a2 x2 + a4 x + a6

(1)

where a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 , a6 ∈ K and DE = 0, where DE is the discriminant of E [9].
Deﬁnition 0.2 A Weierstrass equation deﬁned over in equation (1) can be simpliﬁed considerably by applying
admissible changes of variables. If Char(K) = 2 or 3, then the admissible change of variables is


x − 3a21 − 12a2 y − 3a1 x a31 + 4a1 a2 − 12a3
,
(x, y) =
,
−
36
216
24
transforms E to the curve



E : y2 = x3 + ax + b,

(2)


where a, b ∈ K. The discriminant of this curve is DE = −16(4a3 + 27b2 ). If the elliptic curve E deﬁned over prime
ﬁeld Fp , then equation (2) is expressed as:


E : y2 = x3 + ax + b (mod p),

(3)



where a, b ∈ Fp . The curve E is said to be non-singular if it has no double zeroes, which means the discriminant
DE = −16(4a3 + 27b2) ≡ 0 (mod p) [9, 10].
Deﬁnition 0.3 Let E an elliptic curve be deﬁned as E : y2 = x3 + ax + b (mod p) over the ﬁnite ﬁeld with Char(K) = 2
or 3. Then, the following arithmetic properties of E should be considered [9, 10]:
•
•
•

Identity. P + ∞ = ∞ + P = P for all P ∈ E(K).
Negatives. If P = (x, y) ∈ E(K), then (x, y) + (x, −y) = ∞. The point (x, −y) is denoted by −P and is called the
negative of P, note that −P is indeed a point in E(K). Also, −∞ = ∞.
Point addition. Let P = (x1 , y1 ) ∈ E(K) and Q = (x2 , y2 ) ∈ E(K), where P = ±Q. Then P + Q = (x3 , y3 ), where
– If x1 = x2 , then


y2 − y1 2
x3 =
− x1 − x 2
x2 − x1


and
y3 =


y2 − y1
(x1 − x3 ) − y1 .
x2 − x1

– If x1 = x2 but y1 = y2 , then P + Q = ∞.
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•

Point doubling. Let P = (x1 , y1 ) ∈ E(K), where
– If P = Q and y1 = 0. Then 2P = (x3 , y3 ), where

x3 =
and


y3 =

3x12 + a
2y1

2
− 2x1


3x12 + a
(x1 − x3 ) − y1 .
2y1

– If P = Q and y1 = 0, then P + Q = ∞.
Deﬁnition 0.4 [9] Assume that E is an elliptic curve deﬁned over the ﬁnite ﬁeld Fp . The point at inﬁnity is denoted
by OE . The set of Fp - rational points on E forms the group E(Fp ). A rational map ψ : E → E satisﬁes ψ (OE ) = OE ,
which is called an endomorphism of E. The endomorphism ψ is deﬁned over Fq , where q = pn if the rational map is
deﬁned over Fq . Thus, for any n ≥ 1, ψ is a group homomorphism of E(Fp ) and E(Fq ).
Deﬁnition 0.5 [9] The endomorphism of elliptic curve E deﬁned over Fq is the m- multiplication map [m] : E → E
deﬁned by
P → mP
(4)
for each m ∈ Z. The negation map [−1] : E → E deﬁned by P → −P is a special case from m- multiplication map.
Now, we will show the following Lemma. We give an explicit proof.
Lemma 0.6 Let E be an elliptic curve over prime ﬁeld Fp . And let P be a point lies on E has large prime order
n. Assume that ψ (P) is a non trivial endomorphism of E. Then ψ (P) = λ P, where λ is a root of its characteristic
polynomial.
Proof. From the deﬁnition of endomorphism ψ of E in [10], there exist homomorphism ψ : E → E, that is given by
rational functions R1 (x, y) and R2 (x, y) such that

ψ (P) = ψ ((x, y)) = (R1 (x, y), R2 (x, y)),

(5)

for all (x, y) ∈ E(Fp ). Since ψ is homomorphism, we have ψ (∞) = ∞. Assume that ψ is a nontrivial, that is there
exists some (x, y) such that ψ ((x, y)) = ∞. The trivial endomorphism that maps every point to ∞. Since E over prime
ﬁeld whose characteristic p = 2, 3 the elliptic curve is given by y2 = x3 + ax + b and suppose Pλ −1 = (xλ −1 , yλ −1 ) and
Pλ −2 = (xλ −2 , yλ −2 ) lie on E. The group law of E consist of two cases:
If Pλ −1 = Pλ −2 , then Pλ −1 + Pλ −2 = (xλ , yλ ) = λ P (addition law) as follows:

xλ =

yλ −2 − yλ −1
xλ −2 − xλ −1





is polynomial with xλ , yλ . And
yλ =

yλ −2 − yλ −1
xλ −2 − xλ −1

2
− xλ −1 − xλ −2 = R1 (xλ , yλ ),

(xλ −1 − xλ −3 ) − yλ −1 = R2 (xλ , yλ ),

is polynomial with xλ , yλ .
Since ψ ((xλ , yλ )) = (R1 (xλ , yλ ), R2 (xλ , yλ )) then ψ (P) = λ P. If P1 = P2 , then λ P = (xλ , yλ ) (doubling law) as
follows:

xλ =
And


yλ =

3xλ2 + a
2yλ

3xλ2 + a
2yλ

2
− 2xλ = R1 (xλ , yλ ).

⎞
 ⎛
2
3xλ2 + a
⎝
− xλ ⎠ = R2 (xλ , yλ ).
2yλ

Since ψ ((xλ , yλ )) = (R1 (xλ , yλ ), R2 (xλ , yλ )) then ψ (P) = λ P.
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THE GALLANT-LAMBERT-VANSTONE COMPUTATION METHOD
In this section, we summarized the GLV computation method [7, 8, 11, 12, 13] and ﬁlled up the gaps on several
technical parts by putting them together as a theorem and proof. Suppose that E is an elliptic curve deﬁned over a ﬁnite
ﬁeld Fq , and P is a point on E has a large prime order n such that the cofactor h = #E(Fq )/n is small, h ≤ 4. Let ψ be
a non-trivial endomorphism of E deﬁned over Fq and X 2 + rX + s its characteristic polynomial. According to Hasse
bound, given that n is large, then, there exists ψ (P) = λ P for some λ ∈ [1, n − 1]. No more than one copy of Z/n exists
within E(Fq ), and ψ (P) also has order dividing n. The case where λ = 0 is extraordinary and can be excluded easily.
In all cases, we can obtain λ as a root of X 2 + rX + s modulo n. The GLV algorithm decomposes k as
(6)
k ≡ k1 + k2 λ (mod n)
√
where ki = O( n) for i = 1, 2. The construction of this method is described as follows: Suppose that T refers to the
homomorphism deﬁned by this formula:
T : Z × Z → Z/n deﬁned by (i, j) → (i + jλ ) (mod n).

(7)

One objective is to ﬁnd a small vector u such that T (u) = k. Given T ((k, 0)) =√k, the problem is reduced to the
determination of two linearly independent vectors v1 and v2 of the small length O( n) such that T (v1 ) = T (v2 ) = 0.
Another objective is to decompose (k, 0) on this basis, with coefﬁcients in Q and then rounding off (k, 0) to the
nearest vector v which is a linear combination of v1 and v2 with coefﬁcient in Z. Eventually, u is a vector selected
as u = (k, 0) − v. The vectors v1 and v2 are derived by using the extended Euclidean algorithm [9, 7]. Finally, the
GLV computation of kP is more efﬁciently in compared with√the previously existing methods by calculating ﬁrst
ψ (P), decomposing of k in equation (6) with max(k1 , k2 ) = O( n), and using elliptic Straus-Shamir multiplication to
compute
kP = k1 P + k2 ψ (P)
(8)
which is deﬁned in [14]. Theorem (0.7) gives the theoretical part of GLV approach.
Theorem 0.7 (GLV approach). Let E be elliptic curve over prime ﬁeld Fp and P be a point lies on E with a large
prime order n. Assume that ψ (P) is a non trivial endomorphism of E such that
√ψ
√(P) = λ P, where λ is a root of its
8
n. Furthermore, with u = (k1 , k2 ),
characteristic polynomial.
Then
there
exist
a
short
vector
u
such
that
u
<
√ √
we have |k1 |, |k2 | < 8 n.
Proof. The main point that need to be shown is the existence of the vector u ∈ Z × Z such that T (u) = k, the
components of it can be used as the returned k1 and k2 [7]. Also, prove that the vector u is short.
Firstly, we want to prove the existence of two vectors v1 and v2 such that they are√
linearly independent, T (v1 ) = 0 and
T (v2 ) = 0 and these vectors have small Euclidean norms such that ||v1 ||, ||v2 || ≤ 2n.
Let the
(7). From Lemma (1) in [7], since m is the greatest index for
√ homomorphism T√ as deﬁned in equation
√
rm ≥ n, then |rm+1 | < n and |tm+1 | < n. If we take v1 = (rm+1 , −tm+1 ) and v2 the shorter of (rm , −tm ) and
(rm+2 , −tm+2 ) then, by the relation of a sequence of equations

we can get

si n + ti λ = ri fori = 0, 1, 2, ... ,

(9)

sm+1 n + tm+1 λ = rm+1 .

(10)

Now, from deﬁnition of the homomorphism in equation (7), we can obtain
T (v1 ) = rm+1 − tm+1 λ (mod n).

(11)

We rewrite the equation (11) after the substitution of the value of rm+1 in equation (10) as follows
T (v1 ) = sm+1 n + tm+1 λ − tm+1 λ (mod n)
= sm+1 n (mod n)
=0
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(12)

To prove v1 and v2 are linearly independent vectors: Suppose d1 v1 + d2 v2 = 0, this means that
d1 (rm+1 , −tm+1 ) + d2 (rm+2 , −tm+2 ) = (0, 0).
Solving the system of equations
d1 rm+1 + d2 rm+2 = 0 → rm+1tm+1 d1 + tm+1 rm+2 d2 = 0
−d1tm+1 − d2tm+2 = 0 → −rm+1tm+1 d1 − rm+1tm+2 d2 = 0
yield
(rm+2tm+1 − rm+1tm+2 )d2 = 0,
on the other words, d2 = 0. As a result, rm+1tm+1 d1 + 0 = 0, so d1 = 0. Both d1 and d2 are zero. Therefore, from
deﬁnition
vectors, v1 and v2 are linearly independent vectors in kerT . √
Now, we want to prove
√ of linearly independent
√
√
√
||v1 || ≤ 2n. Since rm ≥ n, |rm+1 | < n and |tm+1 | < n, and also from the property |a| = a2 ,
|rm+1 | <

√
n→

(rm+1 )2 <

√
n → (rm+1 )2 < n.

|tm+1 | <

√
n→

(tm+1 )2 <

√
n → (tm+1 )2 < n.

And

(13)

(14)
√
By depending on the deﬁnition of the Euclidean
norm of the vector x = (a, b) is ||x|| = a2 + b2 , we can ﬁnd
√
√
2
2
||v1 || = (r√
m+1 ) + (tm+1 ) ≤ n + n = 2n. In similar way, we can prove T (v2 ) = 0, v2 is a linearly independent
and ||v2 || ≤ 2n. Secondly, we want to show the existence of the vector v in the integer lattice generated by v1 and v2
that is close to the vector (k, 0) as follows.
Let (k, 0), v1 , v2 ∈ Q × Q be vectors, we can write
(k, 0) = β1 v1 + β2 v2 ,

(15)

where β1 , β2 ∈ Q such that β1 = −tm k/n and β2 = tm+1 k/n when v2 = (rm , −tm ). Then rounding of β1 and β2 to the
nearest c1 = β1 = −tm k/n and c2 = β1 = −tm+1 k/n , (This from algorithm (3.74-step 4) in [9]. So, we assume
that the vector v is
v = c1 v1 + c2 v2 .
(16)
From (k, 0) − v, one can easily ﬁnd the values of k1 and k2 . Therefore, u is existent.
Now, we wish to prove the vector u is short. From Lemma (2) in [7], the vector u is formed as u = (k, 0) − v, where v
is constructed in equation (16). Since
u = (k, 0) − v
= (β1 v1 + β2 v2 ) − (c1 v1 + c2 v2 ),
= (β1 − c1 )v1 + (β2 − c2 )v2 .

(17)

Since |β1 − c1 | < 1/2 and |β2 − c2 | < 1/2 by the Triangle inequality we have
||u|| ≤ 1/2||v1 || + 1/2||v2 ||
≤ 2max(||v1 ||, ||v2 ||),

(18)

√ √
≤ 8 n.
This shows that the vector u = (k1 , k2 ) is exist and it is a short vector such that T (u) = k. The homomorphism T give
us the relation T (u) = k1 + k2 λ (mod n), that leads to
k = k1 + k2 λ (mod n).
From deﬁnition of the Euclidean norm and equation (18), it yields the following.
√ √
max(|k1 |, |k2 |) ≤ 8 n.

(19)

However, in the GLV method it takes C = 1 and only consider the values k1 and k2 to be inside the range with C = 1,
which means,
√ √
√ √
kP = k1 P + k2 λ (P), with − 8 n < k1 , k2 < 8 n.
(20)
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INTEGER SUB-DECOMPOSITION ELLIPTIC CURVE SCALAR MULTIPLICATION
The idea of GLV method is the main source on which the ISD method depends to obtain a faster scalar multiplication
on an ordinary elliptic curve E deﬁned in equation (3).
√ This method primarily aims to sub-decompose the values k1
and k2 when one or both values are not bounded by n. The sub-decomposition from equation (6) is expressed by
these formulas:
k1 = k11 + k12 λ1 (mod n) and k2 = k21 + k22 λ2 (mod n).
(21)
To accomplish sub-decomposition, one should ﬁrst ﬁnd a GLV generator {v1 , v2 } by using a GLV generator
algorithm in [8] for a given n and λ , where n is a large prime order of elliptic curve point P and λ is a root of
the characteristic polynomial of endomorphism ψ of E. Consequently, k ∈ [1, n − 1] is decomposed into k1 and k2 .
This decomposition can be performed using the balanced length-two representation of a multiplier k algorithm in [9].




Our modiﬁed algorithm can then be used to ﬁnd small vectors u and u such that T (u ) = k1 and T (u ) = k2 . Let
T ((k1 , 0)) = k1 and T ((k2 , 0)) = k2 , these problems are reduced to ﬁnd four linearly independent vectors v3 , v4 , v5 and
v6 of the small length O( n) such that T (v3 ) = T (v4 ) = 0 and T (v5 ) = T (v6 ) = 0. The decomposition and rounding


off of the vectors (k1 , 0) and (k2 , 0) on this basis from coefﬁcients in Q to the nearest vectors v and v which are linear
combinations of v3 , v4 and v5 , v6 with coefﬁcients in Z. These√vectors form the ISD generators {v3 , v4 } and {v5 , v6 }
such that each component of v3 , v4 , v5 and v6 is bounded by ± n and relatively prime to each other. These generators
can be easily computed by solving the closest vector problem in a lattice that is involved in using an extended Euclidean






algorithm in [9]. The vectors u and u are selected as u = (k1 , 0) − v and u = (k2 , 0) − v such that integers k1 and k2
can be decomposed again into integers k11 k12 , k21 and k22 which means that the sub-decomposition of k is as follows:
k = k11 + k12 λ1 + k21 + k22 λ2 (mod n)
√
√
with − n < k11 , k12 , k21 , k22 < n from any ISD generators {v3 , v4 } and {v5 , v6 }.
Finally, the scalar multiplication kP can be computed as follows.
kP = k11 P + k12 [λ1 ]P + k21 P + k[λ2 ]P
= k11 P + k12 ψ1 (P) + k21 P + k22 ψ 2(P).

(22)

(23)

The formula in equation (23) demonstrates our modiﬁcation, which includes computing two endomorphisms,
namely, ψ1 (P) = λ1 P and ψ2 (P) = λ2 P, where P ∈ E(Fq ), λ1 , λ2 ∈ [1, n − 1] and λ1 = λ2 . Theorem (0.8) explained
the theoretical concept of the ISD approach.
Theorem 0.8 (ISD approach). Let E be elliptic curve over prime ﬁeld Fp , and P be a point lies on E which has large
prime order n. Assume that ψ (P) is a non trivial endomorphism of E such that ψ (P) = λ P, where λ is a root of√its
characteristic polynomial. Let k be an√integer
in [1, n − 1]
√such that k ≡ k1 + λ k2 (mod n) with max(|k1 |, |k√2 |) > n.
 ≤ 8√n and u ≤ 8√n. Furthermore, we have max(|k |, |k |) ≤ 8√n and
Then there exist short
vectors
u
11
12
√ √
max(|k21 |, |k22 |) ≤ 8 n.
√
Proof. Since max(|k1 |, |k2 |) > n, then sub-decomposition k1 and k2 yields vectors v3 , v4 , v5 and v6 . In the same way
as in Theorem (0.7), we prove that these vectors are linearly independent as follows:
Let v3 = (rm1 +1 , −tm1 +1 ) and v4 = (rm2 +2 , −tm2 +2 ) are two vectors. Suppose z1 v3 + z2 v4 = 0, this means that
z1 (rm1 +1 , −tm1 +1 ) + z2 (rm2 +2 , −tm2 +2 ) = (0, 0).
Solving the system of equations
z1 rm1 +1 + z2 rm2 +2 = 0 → rm1 +1tm1 +1 z1 + tm1 +1 rm2 +2 z2 = 0
−z1tm1 +1 − z2tm2 +2 = 0 → −rm1 +1tm1 +1 z1 − rm1 +1tm2 +2 z2 = 0.
yield
on the other words, z2 = 0. As a result,

(rm2 +2tm1 +1 − rm1 +1tm2 +2 )z2 = 0,
rm1 +1tm1 +1 z1 + 0 = 0,

so z1 = 0. Both z1 and z2 are zero. Therefore, from deﬁnition of linearly independent vectors v3 and v4 are linearly
independent vectors in kerT . In the similar way, the proof of linearly independent vectors of v5 and v6 can be done.
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√
Also, these vectors satisfy T (v3 ), T (v4 ), T (v5 ) and T (v6 ) = 0, and ||v3 ||, ||v4 ||, ||v5 || and ||v6 || ≤ 2n.


Now, we need to ﬁnd the vectors v and v . Let the vectors (k1 , 0), v3 , v4 and (k2 , 0), v5 , v6 ∈ Q × Q. We can write
(k1 , 0) = β3 v3 + β4 v4 and (k2 , 0) = β5 v5 + β6 v6

(24)

where β3 , β4 , β5 , β6 ∈ Q. Then rounding of β3 , β4 , β5 and β6 to the nearest c3 = β3 , c4 = β4 , c5 = β5 and


c6 = β6 . So, assume that v and v as follows




v = c3 v3 + c4 v4 and v = c5 v5 + c6 v6




(25)




From (k1 , 0) − v and (k2 , 0) − v , one can compute the values k11 , k12 , k21 and k22 . So, u and u are existent. Now,




we wish to prove the vectors u = (k11 , k12 ) and u = (k21 , k22 ) are short. Let the vectors u and u are formed as






u = (k1 , 0) − v and u = (k2 , 0) − v , where v and v are constructed in equation (25). Since




u = (k1 , 0) − v
= (β3 v3 + β4 v4 ) − (c3 v3 + c4 v4 ),
= (β3 − c3 )v3 + (β4 − c4 )v4 .

(26)

Since |β3 − c3 | < 1/2 and |β4 − c4 | < 1/2 by the Triangle inequality we have
||u || ≤ 1/2||v3 || + 1/2||v4 ||
≤ 2max(||v3 ||, ||v4 ||).
In similar way, we prove



||u || ≤ 2max(||v5 ||, ||v6 ||).


(27)

(28)



Now, the vectors u and u are existent and they are short vectors such that




T (u ) = k1 and T (u ) = k2 .

(29)

The homomorphism T give us the relations




T (u ) = k11 + k12 λ1 (mod n) and T (u ) = k21 + k22 λ2 (mod n).

(30)

The relation in equation (29) give us
k1 = k11 + k12 λ1 (mod n) and k2 = k21 + k22 λ2 (mod n).
From deﬁnition of the Euclidean norm and equations (27) and (28), we can compute
√ √
√ √
max(|k11 |, |k12 |) ≤ 8 n and max(|k21 |, |k22 |) ≤ 8 n.

(31)

Hence for kP = k11 P + k12 ψ1 (P) + k21 P + k22 ψ 2(P) we have the following range,
√ √
√ √
− 8 n < k11 , k12 , k21 , k22 < 8 n.

THE HYBRID GLV-ISD COMPUTATION APPROACH
By Theorem (0.8), we have seen that the ISD range is wider as compared to the GLV range. With the GLV having
smaller range, it implies that it has less successful computation rate of kP. To anticipate this situation in the GLV
method, we proposed a new hybrid approach which is called the GLV-ISD approach where it depends on both the
GLV and the ISD method. Suppose that E is an elliptic curve deﬁned over prime ﬁeld Fp and P is a point on E which
has a large prime n. Assume that GLV and ISD approaches are deﬁned overFp . The GLV-ISD computation of any
multiple kP can be performed by using two stages. First stage the application
to the
√
√ GLV approach
√ when the returned
integers k1 and k2 from GLV decomposition lie inside the range ± n, that is, − n < k1 , k2 < n. In contrast, when
the returned values k1 and k2 lie outside the GLV range, then one can apply the ISD approach. Therefore, in the hybrid
GLV-ISD approach, the percentage of successful computation, kP is more than the original GLV method alone. Hence
GLV-ISD approach has wider range of decomposition and sub-decomposition values of k. In this new approach, the
ISD method is regarded as a complement to the GLV method, where it helps to improve the successful computation
percentage of kP. Table (1) shows the experimental results. It appears that the percentage of successful computation
of kP has increased in the hybrid GLV-ISD approach.
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TABLE 1. Percentage of successful computation of
kP for the original GLV, the proposed ISD and Hybrid
GLV-ISD approaches
% of GLV
Method
4.55
2.69
1.16
0.65

% of ISD
Method
39.39
44.62
47.01
48.79

% of Hybrid
GLV-ISD Method
43.94
47.31
48.17
49.44

CONCLUSION
The present study proposes a new hybrid approach called GLV-ISD that depends on both the GLV decomposition
method and the ISD sub-decomposition method for scalar multiplication kP. In this work, we have established
mathematical proofs of the upper bound for the decomposition values as well as for the sub-decomposition values.
Additionally, the GLV-ISD offers more successful rate for computation of kP in comparison with the original GLV
method.
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POD Low Order Approximation for Fluid Flow Problems
Elshrif Ali and Kawan Fathi
Faculty of Engineering, Elmergib University, Alkhoms, Libya
Abstract. The POD (Proper Orthogonal Decomposition) is an elegant approximation method used as a post treatment
tool in many scientific disciplines. Firstly introduced in turbulence community, the application of the POD permitted the
extraction of the most energetic flow structures known as Coherent Structures, where the dynamic interactions are
considered the main source of turbulence production. The POD provides a qualitative description to the dynamic behavior
of the most dominant modes in any given dynamical system. It is also used as a data compression tool and as an image
processing method for the characterization of the human faces. In this study, the basic theory of the POD is presented, as
well as it’s relation to the SVD (Singular Value Decomposition). The SVD is applied to a selected image processing
problem, for which a lower rank approximation is obtained. The POD is then applied to a one dimensional flow problem
governed by Burger’s equation. This work demonstrates the power of the POD as an approximation method, and gives a
qualitative description to the physics associated to the considered flow problem.
Keywords: POD; SVD; turbulence; coherent structures.
PACS: 47.10.-g, 47.11.-j, 47.27.-i, 02.10.Ud, 02.30.Mv

INTRODUCTION
The POD (Proper Orthogonal Decomposition) provides an efficient technique for the construction of low order
dimensional approximation of high order dimensional systems. It has been introduced firstly to the turbulence
community by Lumley [1], as an objective method to identify regions of flow that have maximum energy content
known as coherent structures. The importance of coherent structures for the understanding and modeling of
turbulent flow is now clearly recognized [2]. From a dynamic point of view, the coherent structures play a very
important role in different mechanisms associated to fluid flow phenomenon as the mixing process, noise and drag
generation [3]. The POD gives a non-ambiguous and unique definition to the coherent structures as the flow
realization that possesses largest projection on the flow field. From an energetic point of view, the POD
eigenfunctions are optimal in the sense of no other decomposition can capture such large amounts of energy with the
same number of modes. The POD is also known in statistics as Krhunen-Loève expansion [4], and it has close links
to both, the Principal Component Analysis [5], and the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [6]. The POD did not
receive much attention till last two decades due to its computational requirements, where a large computer memory
is needed to store big amount of data required. The advancement in the computer technology makes it possible to
collect and analyze big amounts of data within few hours rather than minutes to obtain a few quantities of final
interest. Beyond the scope of history related to the application of POD in the turbulence field, its application spread
now over a big area of scientific disciplines. For instance, it is applied in the image processing for human face
characterization [7], in neural activity analysis [8], in signal treatment [4], and also for data compression [9]. In
terms of its use in the identification of the coherent structures within turbulent flows, some works done in this area
can be mentioned such as: it’s application for the extraction of 3-dimensional coherent structures in a mixing layer
flow computed by large Eddy simulation [2], also we can mention the work done to analyze the effect of control on
the dynamics of turbulent flow structures in a turbulent channel flow [10]. However the POD can also be regarded
as an effective method to construct a reduced order dynamical system that can describe the time evolution of
coherent structures [11]. It has been recently used in flow control, where a reduced order dynamical system was
constructed and used to control a wake flow around a circular cylinder [12, 13], and also in flow control on a
NACA-4412 airfoil [14]. In this paper the basic theory of the POD is presented as well as its relation to the SVD.
Then, the SVD is used to compute a lower rank approximation for a time independent problem given by an input
collection of a grey scale image. Finally, the POD is applied to a one dimensional flow problem governed by
Burger’s equation, where a low order representation of this simple theoretical flow is obtained. The results highlight
the effectiveness of the POD in representing all physical behavior associated to the solution of this flow problem.
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THE POD AS AN APPROXIMATION METHOD
A first way to introduce the POD is to follow the concept of Chatterjee [6], where it is viewed as an
approximation method to represent any vector valued function u x, t defined over some domain of inputs

D

[: u [0,T ]] as a limited sum in the variable separated form:

u x, t |

k K

¦a

k

(t ) I k x

(1)

k 1

In fact, it is expected from this approximation to become exact as K approaches infinity. However the
k

representation given by equation (1) is not unique and the basis functions I should be found such that the best
approximation possible for a given value of K can be obtained. These functions can be chosen as predetermined
functions such as Fourier’s (Sine Cosine) series, or Cheybcheve polynomials or Legendr polynomials. Another way
k

to solve (1) and find the basis functions I , is to consider these functions as intrinsic functions by nature to the
function u to be approximated. Certainly this choice is the principle way that led to the proper orthogonal
k

k

decomposition. For each choice of the basis functions I will associate proper temporal functions a (t ) . The
k

k

problem arising now is: knowing the basis functions I , how the temporal functions a (t ) could be computed.
k

Consider orthonormal basis functions were used for I such that

³I

k
1

1
®
¯0

x I2k x dx

Ω

if
if

k1 k 2
k1 z k 2

k

(2)

k

Thus the euclidian product (,) of (1) by any basis function I will give a (t ) immediately:

ak t

³u

x, t I k x dx

(3)

Ω

k

Then our objective now is to find once and for all a sequences of orthonormal functions I , such that the
approximation (1) with any order K will give the best-possible approximation in the least square sense. Knowing
values of u at M special locations (x 1 , x 2 ,......., x M ) [values of u at the grid points] for N t instants of time, the
resolution of the approximation problem (1) becomes equivalent to the determination of the orthonormal basis
functions ª¬I

k

k K

º¼
k

1

with K d N t which are the solution of the following optimization problem[12]:
Nt

k K

i 1

k 1

min ¦ u (x, t i )  ¦ u x, t i I

2
k

x

I

k

x

(4)

2

Where . defines the norm associated to the usual L inner product , . The practical method to solve the
minimization problem (4) is to arrange values of u for different space locations in columns, each column represents
the snapshot of u at a certain instant of time, and then a snapshot data matrix A of u can be constructed. The
solution of (4) is given by the truncated singular value decomposition (SVD) of the snapshot data matrix A .
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The SVD as a Discrete Version of the POD
M u N t dimension is given by the snapshot data matrix mentioned above. The
singular value decomposition of A is given by the factorization [15]:
Consider the matrix A of an

A U ΣV T

(5)

Where U is an M u M orthogonal matrix, U is an N t u N t orthogonal matrix and 6 is an M u N t diagonal
matrix “The subscript T denotes matrix transpose”. The diagonal elements of 6 consist of the singular values of the
matrix A . They are arranged in a decreasing order V1, V 2 , V 3 ,.....V r t 0 and their number r determines the rank
of the matrix

A . If the matrix product Q U 6 is defined, then the matrix A can be written as:

A

QV

k Nt

¦q

T

k

v Tk

(6)

k 1

The correspondence between equation (1) and equation (6) is clear, and the equation (6) can be viewed as the
discrete form of (1), where the snapshot matrix A represents the discrete values of the function u x, t to be

q represents the discrete values of the temporal function a k (t ) and the row
k
represents the basis functions I . An optimal approximation to A can be calculated using only the

approximated. The column matrix
matrix v

T

(K  r ) singular values of the matrix 6 r :

Ak

U 6kV T

(7)

Where U ,V contain only the first k columns and 6 contains only the ( k u k ) principal minor. The
optimality of this approximation resides upon the fact that, there is no other k rank matrix can be closer to A in
2

the sense of the Frobinous norm “the discrete version of L norm” than that given by (7). As an approximation
method to a time independent problem, the SVD is used to determine a lower order approximation to a data matrix
given by an input collection of a grayscale image. FIGURE 3d, shows the original picture of the Von-Karman vortex
street seen from space. This image can be represented by means of a 370 468 pixel matrix, where each entry
(pixel) has a value between (0 white) and (1 black) in 64 levels of grey (Matlab Image Processing tool kit is used for
this purpose). The singular values of this image are then calculated FIGURE 1, where they exhibit a rapid fall-off.
This means that the image can be represented by a limited number of singular values with a small approximation
error. The approximated matrix can then be written as:

A

V1u1v 1T  V 2u 2v T2 } V k u k v Tk

(8)

With a sufficient k value, a very good approximation to the original matrix can be obtained. As the spectrum of
the singular values decays fast, a small cutoff value M << N can give a good approximation to A with a small
number of singular values. To determine the relative quantity of information contained in a given approximation
process, a measuring tool known as Relative Information Content is defined [17]:

RIC M
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¦
¦

M

Vi

i 1
N
i

V
1 i

(9)

FIGURE 2, shows the RIC of the considered image approximation problem, where 70% of the information
contained in the original image can be found in an approximation with only 70 singular values. FIGURE 3 shows
from left top to right bottom the approximations with the ranks: (a) k =5 , (b) k =20 , (c) k =50 and (d) the
original image.

FIGURE 1. Singular values of the Von-Karaman vortex image.

FIGURE 2. RIC of the Von-Karaman vortex image.

FIGURE 3. Picture of Von-Karman vortex street clouds using (a) k =5, (b) k =20 , (c) k =50 and (d) original picture.
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THEORY OF THE POD
The POD theory is outlined following the infinite dimensional settings given by Lumley [16], where it is viewed
as a technique permits better understanding flow dynamics by extracting the most dominant flow structures from
experimental or numerical data. Firstly a general formulation for the POD is given followed by the two main
approaches that are consistent to the applications in fluid mechanics, the classical and the snapshot approaches.
Given a set of spatio-temporal realizations u ( X)  H (: u [0,T ]) , where H is the Hilbert space (usually of L

2

3

square integrable functions), :  R is the spatial flow domain and T the time. These realizations could be
experimental or numerical solutions of velocity field, vorticity field, temperature, etc., taken at different time steps
and/or different physical flow parameters such as Reynolds number. As defined by Lumley [1] a coherent structure
is a deterministic function which is best correlated on average with the realizations u ( X) . If a set of functions
2

Ii could be chosen as elements of L (the collection of square integrable functions) for which the inner product is:

³I

I ,\

X \ X dX

(10)

Ω

2

Such that I ,\  L , then we seek an approximation for u in a suitable subspace as :
f

u X | ¦ u ,Ii X

Ii X

(11)

i 1

This approximation can be achieved using an orthogonal basis functions Ii  H : by which the following
average projection error can be minimized:
2

f

u  ¦ u ,Ii X

Ii X

(12)

i 1

Where

is any average operator (temporal, spatial, ensemble average ...etc) to be specified for each

application. The choice of the average operator is at the heart of the different POD approaches. The norm . is that
associated to the L

2

inner product. By choosing the functions Ii to be orthonormal, the equation (12) can be cast

as a constrained optimization problem [3] :

max
2

ΨL

Such that (I , I )

I

2

Ω

u,Ψ
<

2

u ,I

I

2

(13)

1

This maximization problem can be recast as an eigenvalue problem, where the function I (the solution of the
problem) are the eigenfunctions of the following Fredholm integral equation of second type [17]:

³R

X , X c I X c dX c OI X

X
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(14)

Where R is the two point space time correlation tensor defined as:

R X ,X c

u X u Xc

T

(15)

and O is the eigenvalue.
Depending on the choice of the average operator used to evaluate R X , X c , two main approaches for the
evaluation of the POD basis functions can be distinguished, the classical approach [1] and the snapshot approach
[18].

The Classical POD Approach
In this approach the average operator is temporal:

.

1
T

³ .dt

(16)

T

and is evaluated as an ensemble average based on the assumption of ergodicity and stationarity, and the variable X
is assimilated to the spatial variable x defined over : . The Fredholm integral equation (14) is then modified to:
nc

¦³ R

ij

x , x c I jn x c dx c On Iin x

(17)

j 1Ω

Where

nc denotes the number of velocity components, and R ij (x , x c) is the two point spatial correlation

tensor defined as:

R x ,x c

1
³ u x ,t u x c,t dt
T T

(18)

Where T is a sufficiently long time period over which the realizations u ( x ) are sampled. The application of the
classical POD approach is subjected to limitations represented by the huge eigenvalue problem resulted from the
evaluation of the two point correlation tensor over the entire spatial domain. The solution to this eigenvalue
problem, especially in the case of 2D or 3D flow simulations or experimental measurements, is really difficult if not
impossible. To overcome this difficulty the POD can be regarded as generalization of the harmonic decomposition
to the inhomogeneous directions, where the flow domain could be decomposed to: inhomogeneous directions where
the classical POD approach can be applied, and homogenous directions where Fourier eigenfunctions are used as
POD basis functions in these directions [17].
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The Snapshot POD Approach
This approach is used when the input collection N t << M The average operator is evaluated as a space
average over the spatial domain : :

³ .dx

.

(19)

Ω

The variable X in equation (14) is assimilated to time
POD eigenfunctions

I (x )

t . The basic idea of the snapshot method suggests that the
u (x , t k ) [12] :

can be written as linear combinations of the flow realizations

Nt

¦a

I x

t k u x ,t k

(20)

k 1

The coefficients

ak (t ) should be found such that the functions Ik satisfy (17). A sufficient condition for ak (t )

to be a solution of (17) is to verify the following Fredholm integral equation [17]:

³C

t , t c an t c dt c On an t

(21)

T

Where

C (t , t c) is the temporal correlation tensor given by:

C t ,t c

1
³ u i x ,t u i x ,t c dx
T Ω

(22)

Then any flow realization can be decomposed using the POD basis functions as:
N pod

¦a

u i x ,t

n

t Ini x

(23)

n 1

The size of the eigenvalue problem (21) is N pod

N t , and no need to homogeneity hypothesis to reduce the

size of the eigenvalue problem. The snapshot method reduces drastically the computational requirements needed for
the resolution of the POD problem. Therefore the snapshot POD approach is preferred when the number of spatial
snapshot data points M is greater than the number of snapshots N t . The following section will discuss the
application of the snapshot POD approach to a flow problem governed by 1D Burger’s equation.

POD OF A FLOW PROBLEM GOVERNED BY BURGER’S EQUATION
As a simplified model to Navier-Stokes equation, Burger’s equation exhibits the main physical flow behaviors of
the full N.S. equation such as advection, viscous diffusion and shock waves. Burger’s equation in its conservative
form can be written as:

wu 1 wu 2 w 2u


f
wt 2 wx wx 2
Where

0

f represents the forcing term, which sets equals to zero in the present work (f
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(24)

0) .

The equation (24) will be solved over the domain

Γ

^ x ,t

* defined by:

| x , t >0, L @u>0,T

@`

Subjected to the following boundary and initial conditions:

u 0, t

0 ; u L ,t

0 ; u x ,0

u0 x

(25)

Two types of initial conditions were used, the first one leads to the formation of a shock wave in the solution
FIGURE 4a and is given by:

u0 x

sin 2S x

(26)

The second initial condition leads to the formation of boundary layer at the domain edges FIGURE 4b and is
given by:

u0 x

Where

§ tan c 2x  1
s
sin ¨¨ S
tan c
¨
s
©

(27)

c s is a parameter to stretch the initial profile. This coefficient is taken equal to 1.3 in the simulations.

All simulations were carried out using L
size 't

·
¸
¸
¸
¹

1, T

1 with a number of grid points N x

100 and time step

0.001 . The Burger’s equation (24) is discretized in time using the Crank-Nicholson method, and the spatial
nd

derivatives are computed using the 2 order central difference scheme. Four numerical simulation of the considered
flow problem were realized using the initial conditions given by equations (26) and (27), with two different values
of viscosity parameter Q 0.001 and Q 0.01 . The velocity field is stored each 20 time steps to create the snapshot
data matrix. Then the snapshot POD approach is used to calculate the POD eigenfunctions. All simulations were
carried out using FORTRAN codes developed by the authors.

RESULTS AND DISCUSION
The solution of Burger’s equation together with the initial velocity profiles given by equations (26), (27) are
shown respectively in FIGURE 4a and 4b. The solutions are given for two values of viscosity parameter ν =0.001
and ν =0.01. The viscous effects on the behavior of the solution profile are obviously clear, where the large values
of ν has a damping effect on the amplitude of the solution profile due to the energy dissipation mechanism. In
FIGURE 4a, the small value of ν leads to shock formation in the solution profile where there is no sufficient viscous
dissipation to suppress the shock wave propagation. In FIGURE 4b the small value of ν affects the boundary layer
formation at the domain edges, and the boundary layer becomes very close to the domain edges with relatively large
amplitude. FIGURE 5a and 5b show the approximation by POD of the solution profiles given by the initial condition
(26) using ν =0.001 and ν =0.01 respectively. For the case with the small value of viscosity, the shock wave
formation is captured by the POD approximation and the approximated profile got closer to the original solution
profile using only two modes. As the third mode included, the approximated solution cannot be recognized from the
original solution profile. For the case with a larger value of viscosity the solution profile does not show a shock
wave configuration and the POD approximation using the first 3 modes is closer to the original solution profile than
in the previous case.
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 4. Solution of Burger’s equation with initial conditions given by (a) equation (26), (b) equation (27).

The POD modes used to reconstruct the solution profiles for the cases ν =0.001 and ν =0.01 are shown by
FIGURE 6a and 6b respectively. The POD functions used to reconstruct the solution profile for the case ν =0.001
show also a discontinuity in the middle of the domain with a relatively large amplitude. The POD functions for the
case ν =0.01 are affected by the increasing value of ν where they exhibit lower amplitude values. To measure the
effect of viscosity on the POD approximation procedure, The RIC definition given by equation (28) is used [17].
The RIC contained in the first three modes for the different cases considered are calculated and compared in TABLE
(1):

RIC M

¦
¦

M

O

i 1 i
N
i

O
1 i

(29)

The RIC of the first POD mode for the cases ν =0.001, ν =0.01 are 0.974 and 0.985 respectively. This means that
the first mode in the case of solution profile without shock wave formation captures more flow energy than that
when the solution profile has a shock wave. By increasing the number of modes used to reconstruct the solution
profile to three modes, the POD modes in the case of ν =0.001 capture more flow energy than the POD modes do in
the case of ν =0.01. FIGURE 7a and 7b show the approximated solution profiles for ν=0.001 and ν=0.01
respectively, using the boundary layer profile given by equation (27). It is remarked that the reconstructed solution
profile in the case of ν =0.001 is closer to the original solution profile than in the case of ν =0.01 for the same
number of POD modes. The RIC contained in the first POD mode for the two cases ν =0.001 and ν =0.01 are 0.998
and 0.992 respectively. In contrast to the previous case with the shock wave profile, the approximation of the
solution profile in the case ν =0.001 is better than that when ν =0.01. By comparing values of RIC for the two cases
of initial velocity profile, the POD approximation captures more information when the solution profile is given by
equation (27) than that given by equation (26). FIGURE 8a and 8b show the first three POD modes used to
reconstruct the solution profile given by equation (27) for the cases ν =0.001 and ν =0.01 respectively. Obviously as
smaller the viscosity values as larger the amplitude of the first POD mode. Almost all flow information is contained
in the first mode and the other modes are nearly null. The amplitude of the second and third modes in the case ν
=0.01 are larger than the amplitude of the corresponding modes in the case ν =0.001. Apparently the quantity of
information captured by the POD eigenfunctions depend in some sense on the kind of physical mechanisms that
undergoes the flow, these information are linked also to the quantity of energy associated to the physical mechanism
itself.

CONCLUSION
The POD theory has been revisited using a general concept and the main POD approaches that well suit fluid
flow problems are also explained as special cases. The snapshot POD approach is applied to a one dimensional flow
problem governed by Burger’s equation. Numerical solutions of Burger’s equation using two types of initial
conditions and two different values of viscosity parameter are realized. The snapshot data matrix was created for
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each simulation and used to compute the POD eigenfunctions for each case. The resulted POD eigenfunctions were
used to reconstruct the final solution profile for each case. The resulted approximations of the final solution
highlight the power of the POD as an approximation method, where in certain cases only one POD mode has
captured all flow behaviors. In all cases only three modes were sufficient to reproduce the final solution profile with
99.99%. The effect of physical mechanisms such as viscous dissipation and the shock wave configuration on the
approximation procedure were analyzed. The discussion on the effect of the associated physical mechanism of the
flow on the information content of the POD eigenfunctions concluded that, the amount of energy contained in the
POD eigenfunctions are affected by these physical mechanisms specially the first POD eigenfunction. The shock
wave configuration mechanism led to less energetic POD contents than the boundary layer configuration.
TABLE (1). RIC Values for the POD approximation procedure.

RIC Values
M

I. C. equation (26)
ν =0.001
ν =0.01
0.97438
0.98507
0.99957
0.99933
0.99998
0.99997

1
2
3

(a)

I. C. equation (27)
ν =0.001
ν =0.01
0.99888
0.99203
0.99994
0.99975
0.999996
0.99998

(b)

FIGURE 5. Solution of Burger’s equation using equation (26) as initial condition, compared to the reconstructed solution
using different POD modes for the cases (a) ν =0.001, (b) ν =0.01.

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 6. Profiles of the first 3 POD modes for the cases (a) ν =0.001, (b) ν =0.01
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 7. Solution of Burger’s equation using equation (27) as initial condition, compared to the reconstructed solution using
different POD modes for the cases (a) ν =0.001, (b) ν =0.01

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 8. Profiles of the first 3 POD modes for the cases (a) ν =0.001, (b) ν =0.01
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Abstract. Currently, the welfare assistants scheduling are handled manually by the head of the welfare assistants and
every record is kept in paper. The head of the welfare assistants has to go through a very tedious process to complete the
schedule every months in order to conform to the organizations policy as well as to satisfy the welfare assistants’
preferences. However, the scheduling task is very time consuming and the staff preferences are not fully satisfied. This
paper presents a 0-1 goal programming approach to build a cyclical scheduling for every 60 days and is adapted to welfare
assistant schedule in an orphanage institution. This systematic model is built to improve the current manual method of
scheduling. The model is implemented using LINGO software. The result shows that each staff has an equal percentage of
62%, 38% and 32% for total duty, night shift and day off respectively. Thus, the proposed model offered better result by
providing a cyclical schedule that is better and give higher satisfaction and fairness to the staff than the current manually
developed schedule.
Keywords: 0-1 goal programming; cyclical scheduling; welfare assistants.
PACS: 89.20.Ff

INTRODUCTION
Personnel scheduling has been studied widely for the last few decades. Many organizations perceive that if they
could decrease only a few percent of the labor cost by implementing new schedule, it could be very beneficial for them
[1]. Preparing a proper schedule could enhance the performance and the quality of service of the staff in the
organizations. For instance, health care unit need a proper schedule to improve their staffs self-esteem and to ensure
the safety of patients under their surveillance. However, achieving a satisfied timetable is a difficult task for an
organization which operates 24 hours a day.
In many cases, staff has their own preferences to satisfy their personal conditions while the organizations try to
follow their policies and to set up a no-preferential treatment schedule [2]. A preferential-treatment schedule probably
could lead to a weak job performance and may expose to absenteeism [2]. However, staff also needs a fair and a high
quality schedule of working days and days off over a planning period which can lead to a more effective workforce.
There are a few approaches that can be used to build staff scheduling such as mathematical programming, goal
programming, constraint programming, artificial intelligence, heuristic and metaheuristics [3]. Goal programming is
one of the techniques that have been widely used to construct staff scheduling. Goal programming has the capability to
solve and find the optimum multiple objectives problem that occurs in nurse scheduling problem [4]. There are
multiple objectives in dealing with nurse scheduling which includes developing a systematic procedure for assigning
nurse to work in shifts. It is also to guarantee a continuous service to the patients, conform to organizations policies
while using minimum staffing to avoid wasted resources [5]. However, the schedule is limited to only one type of
schedule, where the head of the department has to develop new schedule after each planning time.
There are also other approaches used to study the problem of nurse scheduling such as cyclical scheduling method.
Through cyclical scheduling method, each employee will go through each type of scheduling set for a single round and
then the table will be recycled in the next planning horizon. A study of a cyclical nurse scheduling model using 0-1
goal programming had been proposed in Jenal et al. [6]. This type of schedule would relief the burden of the head of
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nurse to build new schedule for each planning period [6]. There are many studies of staff scheduling in other areas
such as call centers [7], public transit companies [8], train crew [9], airline crew [10] and care-at-home-facilities [11].
Currently, the head of the welfare assistant had to spend about one week time to gather information to prepare the
monthly schedule. This institution has 10 welfare assistants that should be assigned into three types of 8 hour shifts.
The morning shift will start at 7.00 am to 3.00 pm, the afternoon shift will start at 3.00 pm to 11.00 pm and the night
shift will start at 11.00 pm to 8.00 am. The distribution of shifts among the welfare assistants also does not equal to
each other. The unfair schedule can demotivate the performance of the staff and create feelings of pressure while on
duty. Thus, the aim of the research presented in this paper is to build a cyclical schedule for 10 welfare assistants in an
orphanage institution. The model is built by using 0-1 goal programming which include multiple objectives and is
subject to a few constraints. The systematic cyclical scheduling model in this study is built from 2 consecutive models
of scheduling where the first model is for 28 days and the second model is for 32 days. Overall 60 days of schedule
will be developed and the schedule will be cycled for every 60 days of scheduling horizon. The cyclical schedule offer
unbiased type of scheduling and offer higher satisfaction to the welfare assistants.

METHODOLOGY
Experimental Setup
The research methodology for this paper is shown in FIGURE 1. The data regarding current manual schedule was
collected from the head of welfare assistants in order to determine the hard and soft constraints. The model of 0-1
goal programming is then being build based on those constraints to be tested using LINGO. The result obtained will
be compared to the current manual scheduling.

Data

Hard Constraints

Goals

Model
FIGURE 1. Research methodology.
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Constraints
The model of welfare assistant scheduling is constructed based on 14 sets of constraints. It is not anticipated that an
optimized solution could be achieved while satisfying all sets of constraints [5]. Therefore, these 14 sets will divided
into two types of groups of hard and soft constraints. The institution policies will be considered as the hard constrains
that must be satisfied. The staff preferences will be set as the soft constraints. The model will try to fulfill these soft
constraints by minimizing the deviations from the soft constraints where the deviation variable will be explained at the
formulation section.

Hard Constraint
In this research the institutions policies are categorized as a hard constraints that must be fulfilled during the
scheduling process. There are ten hard constraints set by this institution. The first set is to ensure each staff should be
assigned into three types of 8 hours shifts. The morning shift will starts at 7.00 am to 3.00 pm, the afternoon shift will
starts at 3.00 pm to 11.00 pm and the night shift will starts at 11.00 pm to 8.00 am. The second set is to meet the daily
minimum staff level for each shift where two staff must be in charged for the morning shift while at least two staff
must be in charged for the afternoon shift. The third set of hard constraints is to ensure that each staff can only be
assigned into one type of shift daily. The next constrains guarantees that no staff is assigned to more than five
consecutive working days. The fifth and the sixth set of hard constraints is to ensure that each staff that has been
assigned for a night shift cannot be assigned to a morning or an evening shift for the next day and each staff needs to
go through two consecutive of night shift followed by two off duties for the next two days. It is followed by the next
constrains which is to avoid isolated days off (on-off-on) patterns for each staff. Other than that, each staff is given
16-18 days for the first 28 days of schedule and 19-21 days on for the 32 days of schedule. Overall, each staff should
have 37 of working days for every 60 days of scheduling horizon. If there are any emergency cases or any demand
for off duty, they should inform their leader to find for replacement. Each staff also should go through for at least 5
days of morning shift of total working days for the first 28 days of schedule as well as for the next 32 days of
schedule. Finally, each staff should go through for at least 5 days of afternoon shift of total working days for the first
28 days of schedule as well as for the next 32 days of schedule.

Soft Constraint
The staff preferences are categorized as soft constraints which can be satisfied but not a priority to be met. The
first set of soft constraints is to assign each nurse a total of 17 working days for the first model and a total of 20
working days for the next model. Next, the constraint is to avoid the staff to an afternoon shift followed by a morning
or a night shift for the next day. The staff also should not have a morning shift followed by an afternoon or a night
shift for the next day. Finally, each staff could get at least one day off on weekend.
The set of soft constraints are constructed in the model formulation as the goals. The soft constrains will have
positive deviation, d  and negative deviation, d  where d1 , d 2 , d 3 and d 4 refer to deviation for Goal 1, Goal 2,
Goal 3 and Goal 4 respectively, while XA , XB , XC and XH represent day, afternoon, night and day off shift
respectively. Then the goals will be organized according to the highest to the lowest priority. The goals and their
priorities are formulated as follows:
Goal 1: It ensures that all of the welfare officers will have 17 days of working days in the 28 days of schedule.
n

¦ XA

i ,k

 XBi ,k  XCi ,k  d1k  d1k

17, for every k= 1,2,…, m

(1)

i 1

Goal 2: It avoids assigning the welfare assistants to work on an evening shift followed by a morning shift or a night
shift for the next day.

XBi,k  XAi 1,k  XCi 1,k  d 2 k  d 2 k

1 , for every i= 1,2,…, n-1 and k= 1,2,…, m
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(2)

Goal 3: It avoids assigning the welfare assistants to work on a morning shift followed by an evening shift or a night
shift for the next day.

XAi,k  XBi 1,k  XC i 1,k d 3k  d 3k

1 , for every i= 1,2,…, n-1 and k= 1,2,…, m

(3)

Goal 4: It ensures that each welfare assistants will have at least one day off weekend in the 28 days of schedule.

XH1,k  XH 8,k  XH15,k  XH 22,k  d 4 k  d 4 k

1 , for every k= 1,2,…, m

(4)

0-1 Goal Programming Model
Based on four goals above, the preemptive goal programming model to be tested in LINGO is presented as
follows. The goals are organized based on their priorities. The first term in equation (5) refers to the goal with the
highest priority which is to ensure that all the staff will have 37 working days in 60 days of schedule. The next term is
followed by the goals with less priority that needs to be considered.
PI
m

Minimize

¦
k 1

P2

§ n1
d1k  d1k  ¨
¨
©i1

· § n1
d 2 i,k ¸  ¨
¸ ¨
1
¹ ©i1

m

¦¦
k

P3

· § n1
d 3i,k ¸  ¨
¸ ¨
1
¹ ©i1

m

¦¦
k

P4
m

¦¦ d 4
k 1


i ,k

·
¸
¸
¹

(5)

Subject to soft constrains and hard constraints.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS
The 0-1 goal programming model for cyclical scheduling for 10 welfare assistants has been tested using LINGO
software. The systematic cyclical scheduling model in this study is built from 2 consecutive models of scheduling
where the first model is for 28 days and the second model is for 32 days. Overall 60 days of schedule will be developed
and the schedule will be cycled for every 2 months of scheduling horizon. The model was solved by using preemptive
method where the goals will be organized according to the highest to the lowest priority G1 ; G2 ; G3 ; G4. The
model is then being optimized using one goal at a time such that the optimum value of a goal with higher priority never
degraded by a goal with lower priority. The goals are fully satisfied as the all the value of deviation variation is zero.
The welfare assistants who have emergency cases need to inform their leader to find for replacement TABLE I shows
the percentage of each type of shift using manual scheduling made by the head department based on the institution
policies. It shows that the shifts are not equally distributed among staffs. Table II show the percentage of each type of
shifts for each staff using 0-1 goal programming. It shows that every staff has equal percentage of working days, as
well as equal percentage of night shifts and off duty. The schedule from 0-1 goal programming offer fair distribution of
shifts among staffs compared to the previous manual scheduling. The staff preferences under soft constraints also can
be fully satisfied using 0-1 goal programming method. In Jenal et al. [6] the goals are fully achieved by using goal
programming which provide unbiased schedule with higher satisfaction and give fairness to the nurses and the hospital
management.
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TABLE (1). Percentage of on duty for every welfare assistants using manual scheduling.

STAFF
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

% ON DUTY
(TOTAL/60*100%)
68%
68%
68%
64%
75%
64%
36%
64%
64%
71%

%MORNING

%AFTERNOON

% NIGHT

25%
21%
21%
18%
21%
18%
14%
18%
21%
18%

21%
32%
25%
25%
29%
25%
11%
25%
21%
32%

21%
14%
21%
21%
25%
21%
12%
21%
21%
21%

% OFF
DUTY
32%
32%
36%
39%
25%
36%
29%
36%
36%
29%

TABLE (2). Percentage of on duty for every welfare assistants using 0-1 goal programming.

STAFF
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

% ON DUTY
(TOTAL/60*100%)
62%
62%
62%
62%
62%
62%
62%
62%
62%
62%

%MORNING

%AFTERNOON

% NIGHT

41%
27%
30%
32%
32%
38%
32%
30%
30%
30%

27%
41%
38%
36%
36%
30%
36%
38%
38%
38%

32%
32%
32%
32%
32%
32%
32%
32%
32%
32%

% OFF
DUTY
38%
38%
38%
38%
38%
38%
38%
38%
38%
38%

Thus, the goal programming is appropriate to be used in scheduling problems that can give a fairness schedule
beside consider all the staff and organizations preferences. The developed cyclical scheduling will assist the staff to
plan their work and daily activities because they know their future type of shifts early.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented a study on modeling a staff scheduling using 0-1 goal programming. The usage of 0-1
goal programming approach satisfies and gives optimum solution to both hard and soft constraints used in the model.
The new developed cyclical schedule satisfies both institution policies as well as the staff preferences. The objective
function had achieved an optimum solution with the value of zero and there is no penalty. The staff preferences to have
equal numbers of working days, not to be on duty on an evening shift followed by a morning shift or a night shift for
the next day, avoids having duty on a morning shift followed by an evening shift or a night shift for the next day and
having at least one day off weekend in both 28 days and 32 days of schedule have been fully achieved. The result also
showed better schedule for the welfare assistants rather than the current manual schedule made by their leader.
The cyclical schedule can ease the burden of the head of department to produce new manual schedule every month.
The welfare assistants can assess their shift every month so that they can make good planning on their daily activates
and if they face with any emergency cases they can inform their leader for replacement. This schedule is fair to all of
the staff as well as fulfills the organization’s policies. This will enhance the staff performance and they will get
motivated to perform a quality service to the orphans.
For further research, it is possible to consider other aspects such as requested days off and public holidays that will
produce different pattern of duty according to different scenario. The model also can be set into user friendly software
that is easy to be handling by the scheduler. Technical assessment to the proposed cyclical schedule also needs to be
done to ensure the effectiveness of the model.
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On Orthogonality Preserving Quadratic Stochastic
Operators
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Malaysia, P.O. Box 141, 25710 Kuantan, Pahang Malaysia
Abstract. A quadratic stochastic operator (in short QSO) is usually used to present the time evolution of differing species in
biology. Some quadratic stochastic operators have been studied by Lotka and Volterra. In the present paper, we ﬁrst give a
simple characterization of Volterra QSO in terms of absolutely continuity of discrete measures. Further, we introduce a notion
of orthogonal preserving QSO, and describe such kind of operators deﬁned on two dimensional simplex. It turns out that
orthogonal preserving QSOs are permutations of Volterra QSO. The associativity of genetic algebras generated by orthogonal
preserving QSO is studied too.
Keywords: Quadratic stochastic operator; Volterra operator; orthogonal preserving.
PACS: 02.10.Hh, 02.30.Sa

INTRODUCTION
The history of quadratic stochastic operators (QSO) can be traced back to Bernstein’s work [1] where such kind of
operators appeared from the problems of population genetics (see also [2]). Such kind of operators describe time
evolution of variety species in biology are represented by so-called Lotka-Volterra(LV) systems [3, 4, 5].
A quadratic stochastic operator is usually used to present the time evolution of species in biology, which arises as
follows. Consider a population
 m species (or traits) 1, 2, · · · , m. We denote a set of all species (traits) by
 consisting of
(0)
(0)
I = {1, 2, · · · , m}. Let x(0) = x1 , · · · , xm be a probability distribution of species at an initial state and Pi j,k be a
th
th
probability that individuals in the ith and
 j species(traits) interbreed to produce an individual from k species (trait).
(1)
(1)
Then a probability distribution x(1) = x1 , · · · , xm of the spices (traits) in the ﬁrst generation can be found as a total
probability, i.e.,
(1)

xk =

m

∑

i, j=1

(0) (0)

Pi j,k xi x j ,

k = 1, m.

This means that the association x(0) → x(1) deﬁnes a mapping V called the evolution operator. The population evolves
(1)
(0)
by starting from an arbitrary state x(0)
 , then
 passing to the state x = V (x ) (the ﬁrst generation), then to the state
x(2) = V (x(1) ) = V (V (x(0) )) = V (2) x(0) (the second generation), and so on. Therefore, the evolution states of the
population system described by the following discrete dynamical system
 
 
 
x(0) , x(1) = V x(0) , x(2) = V (2) x(0) , x(3) = V (3) x(0) · · ·
In other words, a QSO describes a distribution of the next generation if the distribution of the current generation
was given. The fascinating applications of QSO to population genetics were given in [2]. Furthermore, the quadratic
stochastic operator was considered an important source of analysis for the study of dynamical properties and modelings
in various ﬁelds such as biology [6, 7, 8, 9, 10], physics [11, 12], economics and mathematics [13, 2, 12, 14, 15].
In [16], it was given along self-contained exposition of the recent achievements and open problems in the theory
of the QSO. The main problem in the nonlinear operator theory is to study the behavior of nonlinear operators. This
problem was not fully ﬁnished even in the class of QSO (the QSO is the simplest nonlinear operator). The difﬁculty
of the problem depends on the given cubic matrix (Pi jk )m
i, j,k=1 . An asymptotic behavior of the QSO even on the small
dimensional simplex is complicated [17, 15, 18].
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In the present paper, we ﬁrst give a simple characterization of Volterra QSO (see [19]) in terms of absolutely
continuity of discrete measures (see Section 3). Further, in section 4 we introduce a notion of orthogonal preserving
QSO, and describe such kind of operators deﬁned on two dimensional simplex. It turns out that orthogonal preserving
QSOs are permutations of Volterra QSO. In section 5, we study associativity of genetic algebras generated by
orthogonal preserving QSO.

PRELIMINARIES
An evolutionary operator of a free population is a (quadratic) mapping of the simplex
Sm−1 = {x = (x1 , . . . , xm ) ∈ Rm |xi ≥ 0,

m

∑ xi = 1}

(1)

i=1

into itself of the form
V : xk =

m

∑

Pi j,k xi x j , k = 1, 2, . . . , m

(2)

i, j=1

where Pi j,k are coefﬁcient of heredity and
Pi j,k ≥ 0, Pi j,k = Pji,k ,

m

∑ Pi j,k = 1,

i, j, k = 1, 2, . . . , m

(3)

k=1

Such a mapping is called quadratic stochastic operator (QSO).
Note that every element x ∈ Sm−1 is a probability distribution on E = {1, . . . , m}. The population evolves starting
from an arbitrary initial state x ∈ Sm−1 (probability distribution on E) to the state x = V (x) in the next generation,
then to the state x = V 2 (x) = V (V (x)), and so on.
For a given x(0) ∈ Sm−1 , the trajectory
{x(n) }, m = 0, 1, 2, . . .
of x(0) under the action of QSO (2) is deﬁned by
xm+1 = V (x(m) ), m = 0, 1, 2, . . .
A QSO V deﬁned by (2) is called Volterra operator [19] if one has
Pi j,k = 0 if k ∈ {i, j}, ∀i, j, k ∈ E.

(4)

Note that it is obvious that the biological behavior of condition (4) is that the offspring repeats one of its parents’
genotype (see [19, 16]).
Deﬁnition 0.1 Let x = (x1 , . . . , xn ) and y = (y1 , . . . , yn ). x is equivalent to y (x ∼ y) if
(i) x ≺ y (x is absolutely continuous with respect to y) if yk = 0 ⇒ xk = 0,
(ii) y ≺ x if xk = 0 ⇒ yk = 0.
Deﬁnition 0.2 Let I = {1, 2, . . . , n} and Supp(x) = {i ∈ I|xi = 0}. Then x is singular or orthogonal to y (x⊥y) if
Supp(x) ∩ Supp(y) = 0.
/
Note that if x⊥y ⇒ x · y = 0, whenever x, y ∈ Sn . Here x · y stands for the usual scalar product in Rn .
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ON VOLTERRA QSO
In this section we are going to give a characterization of Volterra quadratic operator in terms of the above given
order. Note that dynamics of Volterra QSO was investigated in [19]. Certain other properties of such kind of operators
has been studied in [20].
Recall that the vertices of the simplex Sm−1 are described by the elements ek = (δ1k , δ2k , . . . , δmk ), where δik is the
Kronecker’s delta.
Theorem 0.3 Let Q : Sn−1 → Sn−1 be a QSO. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) Q is a Volterra QSO;
(ii) one has Q(x) ≺ x for all x ∈ Sn−1 .
Proof. (i)⇒ (ii). It is known [19] that any Volterra QSO can be represented as follows:


m

(V (x))k = xk 1 + ∑ aki xi , k = 1, m,

(5)

i=1

where aki = −aik , |aki | ≤ 1.
From the equality we immediately get V (x) ≺ x for all x ∈ Sn−1 .
(ii)⇒ (i). Let x = ek , (k ∈ {1, . . . , n}). Then due to Q(x) ≺ x from (2) one ﬁnds
Pkk,k = 1

Pkk,i = 0, i = k.

(6)

/ {i, j}, then from (2) one ﬁnds that
Now assume that x = λ ei + (1 − λ )e j , where λ ∈ (0, 1). Let k ∈
Q(x)k = Pii,k λ 2 + 2λ (1 − λ )Pi j,k + Pj j,k (1 − λ )2

(7)

Taking into account (6) and the relation Q(x) ≺ x with (7) one gets Pi j,k = 0. This completes the proof.
We note that the proved theorem characterizes Volterra QSO in terms of absolute continuity of distributions.
Therefore, this theorem will allow to deﬁne such kind of operators in abstract settings.

ORTHOGONAL PRESERVING(OP) QSO IN 2D SIMPLEX
We recall that two vectors x and y belonging to Sn−1 are called singular or orthogonal if x · y = 0. A mapping
V : Sn−1 → Sn−1 is called is Orthogonal Preserving (O.P.) if one has V (x) ⊥ V (y) whenever x ⊥ y. In this section we
are going to describe orthogonal preserving QSO deﬁned in 2D simplex.
Let us assume that Q : S2 → S2 be a orthogonal preserving QSO. This means that
Q(1, 0, 0) ⊥ Q(0, 1, 0) ⊥ Q(0, 0, 1)
Now from the deﬁnition of QSO, we immediately get
(P11,1 , P11,2 , P11,3 ) ⊥ (P22,1 , P22,2 , P22,3 ) ⊥ (P33,1 , P33,2 , P33,3 )
Since in the simplex

S2

there are 3 orthogonal vectors which are
(1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1).

We conclude the vectors

(P11,1 , P11,2 , P11,3 ), (P22,1 , P22,2 , P22,3 ), (P33,1 , P33,2 , P33,3 )

could be permutation of the given orthogonal vectors. Therefore we have 6 possibilities and we consider each of these
possibilities one by one.
Let us ﬁrst assume that
P11,1 = 0
P22,1 = 0
P33,1 = 1

P11,2 = 0
P22,2 = 1
P33,2 = 0
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P11,3 = 1
P22,3 = 0
P33,3 = 0

Now our aim is to ﬁnd condition for the others coefﬁcients of the given QSO. Let us consider the following vectors


1 1
, ,0
y = (0, 0, 1)
x=
2 2
which are clearly orthogonal. One can see that
Q(x) = 1/4(2P12,1 , 2P12,2 + 1, 1 + 2P12,3 )
Q(y) = (1, 0, 0)
Therefore, the orthogonal preservably of Q yields P12,1 = 0. From ∑3i=1 P12,i = 1 one gets
P12,2 + P12,3 = 1
Now consider



1 1
x = 0, ,
2 2

y = (1, 0, 0)

Then we have
Q(x) = 1/4(2P23,1 + 1, 1 + 2P23,2 , 1 + 2P23,3 ),
Q(y) = (0, 0, 1)
Again the orthogonal preservability of Q implies P23,3 = 0 and hence we get
P23,1 + P23,2 = 1
Now consider


x=

1
1
, 0,
2
2


y = (0, 1, 0)

Then one has
Q(X) = 1/4(1 + 2P13,1 , 2P13,2 , 1 + 2P13,3 ),
Q(Y ) = (0, 1, 0)
Hence, we conclude that P13,2 = 0 and get
P13,1 + P13,3 = 1
Taking into account the obtained equations, we denote
P12,2 = α

P23,1 = β

P13,1 = γ

Correspondingly, one gets
P12,3 = 1 − α

P23,2 = 1 − β

P13,3 = 1 − γ

Therefore, Q has the following form
(1)

Qα ,β ,γ

⎧ 
⎨ x = z2 + 2γ xz + 2β yz
:
y = y2 + 2α xy + 2(1 − β )yz
⎩ 
z = x2 + 2(1 − α )xy + 2(1 − γ )xz

Similarly, considering other possibilities we obtain the following operators:
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(2)

⎧ 
⎨ x = x2 + 2α xy + 2γ xz
:
y = y2 + 2(1 − α )xy + 2β yz
⎩ 
z = z2 + 2(1 − γ )xz + 2(1 − β )yz

(3)

⎧ 
⎨ x = x2 + 2α xy + 2γ xz
:
y = z2 + 2(1 − γ )xz + 2β yz
⎩ 
z = y2 + 2(1 − α )xy + 2(1 − β )yz

(4)

⎧ 
⎨ x = y2 + 2α xy + 2β yz
:
y = z2 + 2γ xz + 2(1 − β )yz
⎩ 
z = x2 + 2(1 − α )xy + 2(1 − γ )xz

(5)

⎧ 
⎨ x = y2 + 2α xy + 2β yz
:
y = x2 + 2(1 − α )xy + 2γ xz
⎩ 
z = z2 + 2(1 − γ )xz + 2(1 − β )yz

Qα ,β ,γ

Qα ,β ,γ

Qα ,β ,γ

Qα ,β ,γ

(6)
Qα ,β ,γ

⎧ 
⎨ x = z2 + 2γ xz + 2β yz
:
y = x2 + 2α xy + 2(1 − γ )xz
⎩ 
z = y2 + 2(1 − α )xy + 2(1 − β )yz

So, if Q is OP QSO, then it can be one of the above given operators. Now we are going to show the obtained
operators are indeed orthogonal preserving.
Theorem 0.4 Let Q be an orthogonal preserving QSO. Then Q has one of the following forms:
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Qα ,β ,γ , Qα ,β ,γ , Qα ,β ,γ , Qα ,β ,γ , Qα ,β ,γ , Qα ,β ,γ .

(8)

Proof. According to the above done calculation we have six listed operators. Now we show that these operators indeed
(1)
OP. Without loss of generality, we may consider operator Qα ,β ,γ .
Assume that x ⊥ y. Then there are following possibilities:
⎧
⎨ x = (x, y, 0) y = (0, 0, 1),
x = (x, 0, z) y = (0, 1, 0),
x ⊥ y ⇐⇒
⎩
x = (0, y, z) y = (1, 0, 0).
Let x = (x, y, 0) and x = (0, 0, 1). Then one gets
Q(1) (x) = (0, y2 + 2α xy, x2 + 2(1 − α )xy),

Q(1) (y) = (1, 0, 0).

It is clear there are orthogonal. By the same argument, for other two cases, we can establish the orthogonality of
Q(1) (x) and Q(1) (y). This completes the proof.
We note that the operators given in (8) are permutations of Volterra QSO. In [13] it was proved that permutations of
Volterra operators are automorphisms of the simplex.
To investigate dynamic of obtained operators, it is usual to investigate by means of the conjugacy.
Let us recall we say two QSO Q(1) and Q(2) are conjugate if there exist a permutation Tπ : (x, y, z) →
(π (x), π (y), π (z)) such that Tπ−1 Q(1) Tπ = Q(2) and we denote this by Q(1) ∼π Q(2) .
In our case, we need to consider only permutations of (x, y, z) given by:

π=

x
y

y z
z x

π1 =
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x
x

y z
z y

Note that other permutations can be derived by the given two ones.
Theorem 0.5 Orthogonal Preserving QSO can be divided into three non-conjugate classes
(1)

(5)

(4)

(6)

(3)

K1 = {Qα ,β ,γ , Qα ,β ,γ , Qα ,β ,γ }
K2 = {Qα ,β ,γ , Qα ,β ,γ }
(2)

K3 = {Qα ,β ,γ }
(1)

Proof. Let us consider Qα ,β ,γ . Then one has
(1)

(1)

Tπ−1 Qα ,β ,γ Tπ (x, y, z) = Tπ−1 Qα ,β ,γ (y, z, x)
= (y2 + 2(1 − α )yz + 2(1 − γ )yx, x2 + 2γ yx + 2β zx, z2 + 2α yz + 2(1 − β )zx)
(5)

= Q1−γ ,1−α ,β
(1)

(5)

This means tht Qα ,β ,γ ∼π Q1−γ ,1−α ,β .
(5)

(3)

(5)

(3)

Similarly, we have Tπ−1 Qα ,β ,γ Tπ (x, y, z) = Q1−γ ,α ,1−β . Hence,Qα ,β ,γ ∼ Q1−γ ,α ,1−β . By the same argument one ﬁnds
(3)

(1)

(3)

(1)

Tπ−1 Qα ,β ,γ Tπ (x, y, z) = Qγ ,1−α ,1−β which means Qα ,β ,γ ∼π Qγ ,1−α ,1−β .
(1)

(5)

(3)

This implies that the operators Qα ,β ,γ , Qα ,β ,γ , Qα ,β ,γ are conjugate and we put them into one class denoted by K1 .
(2)

(2)

(4)

(4)

(6)

(6)

One can obtain that Qα ,β ,γ ∼π Q1−γ ,α ,1−β and Qα ,β ,γ ∼π Q1−γ ,1−α ,β and Qα ,β ,γ ∼π Qγ ,1−α ,1−β . Therefore we need
to consider another permutation π1
(2)
(2)
(4)
(6)
Consequently, one ﬁnds Qα ,β ,γ ∼π1 Qγ ,1−β ,α , Qα ,β ,γ ∼π1 Q1−γ ,β ,α .
(4)

(6)

(2)

Thus by K2 we denote the class containing Qα ,β ,γ and Qα ,β ,γ and by K3 class containing only Qα ,β ,γ . This completes
the proof.

ASSOCIATIVITY OF ORTHOGONALITY PRESERVING QSO
Let Q be a QSO and suppose that x, y ∈ Rn are arbitrary vectors, we introduce a multiplication rule on Rn by
x◦y =


1
Q(x + y) − Q(x − y)
4

This multiplication can be written as follows:
(x ◦ y)k =

n

∑

Pi j,k xi y j

(9)

i, j=1

where x = (x1 , . . . , xn ), y = (y1 , . . . , yn ) ∈ Rn .
We note the introduced multiplication is commutative. This means x ◦ y = y ◦ x. But, in general, the multiplication
no need to be associative. Therefore, a QSO Q is called associative if the corresponding multiplication given by (9) is
associative, i.e
(x ◦ y) ◦ z = x ◦ (y ◦ z)

(10)

hold for all x, y, z ∈ Rn .
In this section we are going to ﬁnd associative orthogonal preserving QSO. According to the previous section, we
have only three classes of OP QSO. Now we are interested whether these operators will be associative.
(2)

Theorem 0.6 The QSO Qα ,β ,γ is associative if and only if one of the following conditions are satisfied:
(1)

α = 0,

β = 0,
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γ =0

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

α
α
α
α
α

β
β
β
β
β

= 1,
= 0,
= 1,
= 1,
= 0,

γ
γ
γ
γ
γ

= 0,
= 1,
= 1,
= 1,
= 1,

=0
=1
=1
=0
=0

Proof. To show the associativity we will check the equality (10), which can be rewritten as follows:




3

∑

3

Pi j,u xi

i, j=1

∑

Pmk, j ym zk

=

3

∑

3

∑

Pi j,u

i, j=1

m,k=1

Pmk,i xm yk z j

u = 1, 2, 3

(11)

m,k=1

(12)
where we have use the following equalities
(x ◦ y) ◦ z =



3

∑

x ◦ (y ◦ z) =



3

∑

∑

Pi j,l xi

i, j=1

Pi j,l

i, j=1



3

Pmk, j ym zk

m,k=1
3

∑



Pmk,i xm yk z j

l = 1, 2, 3

m,k=1

(2)

For Qα ,β ,γ the equality (11) can be written as follows:
x1 (y1 z1 + α y1 z2 + γ y1 z3 + α y2 z1 + γ y3 z1 )
+α x1 ((1 − α )y1 z2 + (1 − α )y2 z1 + y2 z2 + β y2 z3 + β y3 z2 )
+γ x1 ((1 − γ )y1 z3 + (1 − β )y2 z3 + (1 − γ )y3 z1 + (1 − β )y3 z2 + y3 z3 )
+α x2 (y1 z1 + α y1 z2 + γ y1 z3 + α y2 z1 + γ y3 z1 )
+γ x3 (y1 z1 + α y1 z2 + γ y1 z3 + α y2 z1 + γ y3 z1 )
= z1 (x1 y1 + α x1 y2 + γ x1 y3 + α x2 y1 + γ x3 y1 )
+α z2 (x1 y1 + α x1 y2 + γ x1 y3 + α x2 y1 + γ x3 y1 )
+γ z3 (x1 y1 + α x1 y2 + γ x1 y3 + α x2 y1 + γ x3 y1 )
+α z1 ((1 − α )x1 y2 + (1 − α )x2 y1 + x2 y2 + β x2 y3 + β x3 y2 )
+γ z1 ((1 − γ )x1 y3 + (1 − β )x2 y3 + (1 − γ )x3 y1 + (1 − β )x3 y2 + x3 y3 );
(1 − α )x1 ((1 − α )y1 z2 + (1 − α )y2 z1 + y2 z2 + β y2 z3 + β y3 z2 )
+(1 − α )x2 (y1 z1 + α y1 z2 + γ y1 z3 + α y2 z1 + γ y3 z1 )
+x2 ((1 − α )y1 z2 + (1 − α )y2 z1 + y2 z2 + β y2 z3 + β y3 z2 )
+β x2 ((1 − γ )y1 z3 + (1 − β )y2 z3 + (1 − γ )y3 z1 + (1 − β )y3 z2 + y3 z3 )
+β x3 ((1 − α )y1 z2 + (1 − α )y2 z1 + y2 z2 + β y2 z3 + β y3 z2 )
= (1 − α )z2 (x1 y1 + α x1 y2 + γ x1 y3 + α x2 y1 + γ x3 y1 )
+(1 − α )z1 ((1 − α )x1 y2 + (1 − α )x2 y1 + x2 y2 + β x2 y3 + β x3 y2 )
+z2 ((1 − α )x1 y2 + (1 − α )x2 y1 + x2 y2 + β x2 y3 + β x3 y2 )
+β z3 ((1 − α )x1 y2 + (1 − α )x2 y1 + x2 y2 + β x2 y3 + β x3 y2 )
+β z2 ((1 − γ )x1 y3 + (1 − β )x2 y3 + (1 − γ )x3 y1 + (1 − β )x3 y2 + x3 y3 );
(1 − γ )x1 ((1 − γ )y1 z3 + (1 − β )y2 z3 + (1 − γ )y3 z1 + (1 − β )y3 z2 + y3 z3 )

050057-7

+(1 − β )x2 ((1 − γ )y1 z3 + (1 − β y2 z3 + (1 − γ )y3 z1 + (1 − β )y3 z2 + y3 z3 )
+(1 − γ )x3 (y1 z1 + α y1 z2 + γ y1 z3 + α y2 z1 + γ y3 z1 )
+(1 − β )x3 ((1 − α )y1 z2 + (1 − α )y2 z1 + y2 z2 + β y2 z3 + β y3 z2 )
+x3 ((1 − γ )y1 z3 + (1 − β )y2 z3 + (1 − γ )y3 z1 + (1 − β )y3 z2 + y3 z3 )
= (1 − γ )z3 (x1 y1 + α x1 y2 + γ x1 y3 + α x2 y1 + γ x3 y1 )
+(1 − β )z3 ((1 − α )x1 y2 + (1 − α )x2 y1 + x2 y2 + β x2 y3 + β x3 y2 )
+(1 − γ )z1 ((1 − γ )x1 y3 + (1 − β )x2 y3 + (1 − γ )x3 y1 + (1 − β )x3 y2 + x3 y3 )
+(1 − β )z2 ((1 − γ )x1 y3 + (1 − β )x2 y3 + (1 − γ )x3 y1 + (1 − β )x3 y2 + x3 y3 )
+z3 ((1 − γ )x1 y3 + (1 − β )x2 y3 + (1 − γ )x3 y1 + (1 − β )x3 y2 + x3 y3 ).
Now equalizing the corresponding terms and simplifying the obtained expressions one gets:

β (1 − β ) = 0
α (1 − γ ) = (α − γ )(1 − β ) α (1 − α ) = 0
α (γ − β ) = 0
γ (1 − γ ) = 0
γ (1 − β ) = 0
(β − γ )(1 − α ) = β (1 − γ )
Solving these equations we get the desired equalities which completes the proof.
By the same argument one can prove the following results.
(1)

(4)

Theorem 0.7 The operators Qα ,β ,γ and Qα ,β ,γ are not associative for any values of α , β , γ .
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Abstract. In this paper, we propose an algorithm of two-point block method to solve the nonlinear system of third-order
boundary value problems directly. The proposed method is presented in a simple form of Adams type and two
approximate solutions will be obtained simultaneously with the block method using variable step size strategy. The
method will be implemented with the multiple shooting technique via the three-step iterative method to generate the
missing initial value. Most of the existence method will reduce the third-order boundary value problems to a system of
first order equations where the systems of six equations need to be solved. The method we proposed in this paper will
solve the third-order boundary value problems directly. Two numerical examples are given to illustrate the efficiency of
the proposed method.
Keywords: System of third-order boundary value problem; block method; multiple shooting technique.
PACS: 02.60.Lj

INTRODUCTION
In this research, we study the two-point nonlinear system of third-order boundary value problems as the form as
follow:

yiccc( x)

fi ( x, yi , yic, yicc), a d x d b, i

1, 2

(1)

with the boundary conditions:
yi (a)

Di , yci ( a)

J i , y i (b)

Ei

(2)

Many problems in physics, chemistry and engineering science are modeled mathematically by third-order
boundary value problems. Many researchers introduced various methods to solve the single third-order boundary
value problems such as reproducing kernel space method used by Lu and Cui [6]. A numerical treatment based on
the nonpolynomial quintic spline function was developed by Srivastava and Kumar [4] to solve the third-order
boundary value problem. Fazal-i-Haq [2] studied the haar wavelets method to solve the third-order boundary value
problem. A modified form of Adomian decomposition method is applied to construct the numerical solution for
solving third order boundary value problems proposed by Duan and Rach [3]; and Hasan [7]. Abdullah et al [1]
solved the third-order boundary value problem directly using the fourth order two-point block method adapted with
the shooting technique via Newton method. There are few publications dealing with the nonlinear system of the
third-order boundary value problems. Ezzati and Aqhamohamadi [5] solved the nonlinear system of the third-order
boundary value problem by using He’s homotopy perturbation method. In this paper, we aim to solved the system of
third-order boundary value problems directly by two-point block method with variable step size strategy. The
method will be implemented with the multiple shooting technique via the three-step iterative method.
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TWO-POINT BLOCK METHOD

FIGURE 1. Two-point block method.

The interval [a,b] is divided into series of blocks with each block containing two points as shown in FIGURE 1.
The two approximate values yn 1 at xn 1 and yn  2 at xn  2 with step size h are computed simultaneously in a block
using the same back values with step size rh. The derivation of the two-point block method is based on the
derivation introduced in Majid et al [8]. The approximate solution yn 1 and yn  2 can be obtained by integrating
third-order differential equation once, twice and three times, we obtain:
First point:

y cc xn 1  y cc xn

x

³xnn1 f x, y , y c, y cc dx
x

y c xn 1  y c xn  hy cc xn
y xn 1  y xn  hy c xn 

³xnn1 xn 1  x f x, y , y c, y cc dx
h

2

2

y cc xn

x
³xnn1

(3)

2

§ xn 1  x ·
¨
¸ f x, y , y c, y cc dx
© 2 ¹

Second point:

y cc xn  2  y cc xn

x

³xnn2 f x, y , y c, y cc dx

y c xn  2  y c xn  2hy cc xn

x

³xnn2 xn  2  x f x, y , y c, y cc dx

(4)

2

2

y xn  2  y xn  2hy c xn  2h y cc xn

x
³xnn2

§ xn  2  x ·
¨
¸ f x, y , y c, y cc dx
© 2 ¹

The function f ( x, y, yc, ycc) in Eq.(3) and (4) will be approximated using Lagrange interpolating polynomial, let

x  xn  2

and replaced dx hds , the corrector formulae for two point block method can be obtain in term of r.
h
To implement the variable step size strategy, the ratio of the step size, r will be changed. The successful step size
will remain constant (r = 1) for one time before we consider the next step size to be doubled (r = 1/2). When a
failure step occurs, the next step size will be halved (r = 2). The corrector formulae for two-point block method
when the step size is constant (r = 1) as follow:

s
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y cc

yncc  h 19 f n  2  346 f n 1  456 f n  74 f n 1  11 f n  2 / 720

yc

n1

2
ync  hyncc  h 17 f n  2  220 f n 1  582 f n  76 f n 1  11 f n  2 / 1440

y

n1

yn  hync  h yncc / 2  h

n1

2

3

33 f n  2  370 f n 1  1482 f n  162 f n 1  23 f n  2 / 10080

y cc

yncc  h 29 f n  2  124 f n 1  24 f n  4 f n 1  f n  2 / 90

yc

n 2

ync  2hyncc  h

y

n 2

yn  2hync  2h yncc  h

n 2

2

(5)

5 f n  2  104 f n 1  78 f n  8 f n 1  f n  2 / 90

2

3

5 f n  2  384 f n 1  516 f n  64 f n 1  9 f n  2 / 630

The two-point block method with variable step size strategy will be implemented for solving the system of thirdorder boundary value problems via multiple shooting techniques.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE METHOD
Multiple Shooting Technique
Shooting technique will transform the boundary value problem to an initial value problem with the guessing
value. Multiple shooting technique is start with the single shooting. For a single shooting, the boundary condition in
Eq.(3) will be transformed to the initial condition with two guessing values, s1,v and s2,v as follow:
y1 ( a )

D1 , y c1( a)

y2 ( a )

D 2 , y c2( a)

J 1 , y cc1( a)

s1,v

J 2 , y cc2( a)

s2,v , v

(6)

0,1, 2,...

The stop conditions for the system of third-order boundary value problem with single shooting are
E1  y1 (b) d TOL and E 2  y2 (b) d TOL .
If after five iteration of guessing value, (v = 5) cannot fulfill the stopping condition, the interval [ a, b] will be
partitioned to j

th

subinterval and we obtain as follow:
3

d yi , j
dx

3

fi , j ( x, yi , j , yic, j , yicc, j ), i

1, 2, j

(7)

1, 2,...

with conditions:
yi ,1 ( a )

D i , y ci ,1( a)

yi ,2 ( x1 )
yi , j ( x j 1 )

J i , y cci ,1( a)

yi ( x1 , si ,v 1 ), y ci ,2( x1)

si ,v ,
yic ( x1 , si ,v 1 ), y cci ( x1)

yi ( x j 1 , si ,v 1 ), y ci , j ( x j 1)

yicc,1 ( x1 , si , v 1 )

yic ( x j 1 , si ,v 1 ), y cci , j ( x j 1)

(8)

yicc( x j 1 , si ,v 1 )

The sequence of guess corrected respectively for each equation in the system by using three-step iteration method as
follow:
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yi (b, si ,v )  E i

si ,v 

Ti ,v

zi (b, si ,v )

,

yi (b,Ti ,v )  E i

U i ,v



si ,v 1

Ti ,v 

(9)

zi (b, si ,v )
yi (b, si ,v )  E i
zi (b, si ,v )

yi (b,Ti ,v  U i ,v )  Ei



zi (b, si ,v )

, i

1, 2.

where z c(b, sv ) can obtain from :

zicc

wfi ( x, yi , yic , yicc)
wy
0, zic ( a )

zi ( a )

z

wfi ( x, yi , yic , yicc)
wyic

0, zicc( a )

zic 

wfi ( x, yi , yic , yicc)
wyicc

zicc, i

1, 2

1

The process is repeated until achieve the stop conditions as follow:

E i  yi , j (b) d TOL
yi ,1 ( x1 )  yi ,2 ( x1 ) d TOL
yi , j 1 ( x j 1 )  yi , j ( x j 1 ) d TOL, i

(10)

1, 2, j

1, 2,...

PROBLEM TESTED
The following system of third-order boundary value problems were solved directly using two-point block
method adapted with multiple shooting technique via three-step iterative method. The numerical result we obtain
will be compare to the bvp4c. Bvp4c is a Matlab solver which used the collocation formula to solve boundary value
problem indirectly. Problem 1 and 2 were tested using tolerance 0.01 for both method.
Problem 1:

u ccc  4vcc  u ccvc

36 x

4
4

vccc  4vc  u cc  u cvcc 12 x  6
subject to boundary condition:
u (0)

0, u c(0)

0, u (1)

1

v(0)

0, vc(0)

0, v(1)

1

Exact solution:

u

x

v

x

4

3

Source: Ezzati and Aqhamohamadi (2009)
Problem 2:
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5

u ccc  2u c  xv
vccc 

u ccvcc

3

2

x  x  18 x  12 x  18
3

2

18 x  6 x  27 x  1

6

subject to boundary condition:
u (0)

0, u c(0)

0, u (1)

0

v(0)

0, vc(0)

0, v(1)

0

Exact solution:
2

u

3x  3x

v

x x

4

3

2

Source: Ezzati and Aqhamohamadi (2009).

NUMERICAL RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The following notations are used in the tables:
bvp4c
Matlab solver
bvp2pb
Two-point block method
TABLE 1. Comparison of the numerical results for solving Problem 1.

u(x)
v(x)

Maximum error
Average error
Maximum error
Average error
Total function call
Execution time (second)

bvp4c
5.50e-3
1.90e-3
2.39e-2
1.05e-2
267
46875

bvp2pb
2.52e-3
5.64e-4
6.99e-3
1.20e-3
33
432

TABLE 2. Comparison of the numerical results for solving Problem 2.

u(x)
v(x)

Maximum error
Average error
Maximum error
Average error
Total function call
Execution time (second)

bvp4c
1.37e-4
6.29e-5
2.02e-2
9.10e-3
265
328125
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bvp2pb
6.25e-4
1.01e-4
1.48e-2
4.04e-3
33
479

FIGURE 2. Comparison of the approximate solution for solving Problem 1.

FIGURE 3. Comparison of the approximate solution for solving Problem 2.
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TABLE 1-TABLE 2 showed the comparison of the numerical result for solving Problem 1 and 2. We have
observed that the maximum error and average error for bvp2pb is comparable with bvp4c for both problems tested.
For example, in TABLE 1 the maximum error of u(x) for bvp2pb and bvp4c is 2.52e-3 and 5.50e-3 respectively. The
total function calls taken by bvp2pb is less than bvp4c in all problems tested. For solving problem 1 and 2, bvp4c
need 267 and 265 total function calls however bvp2pb only need 33 total function calls. This is expected because
bvp2pb can obtain two points simultaneous and without reducing the system of the third-order equation to the
system of first order differential equation. In term of the execution time for bvp2pb is less than bvp4c in both
problems tested. For example in TABLE 2, the execution time taken by bvp4c is 328125 seconds and the execution
time taken by bvp2pb is 479 seconds. This result is expected since the total function calls for bvp4c is more than
bvp2pb. FIGURE 2- FIGURE 3 displays the comparison of the approximate solution with the exact solution for
solving Problem 1 and 2.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have shown that the two-point block method with variable step size strategy adapted with
multiple shooting technique via three-step iterative method is suitable for solving non-linear system of third order
boundary value problems directly.
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Abstract. In this paper, the fourth order predictor-corrector method in the form of linear multistep method will be
presented to solve delay differential equations of pantograph type. This special type of delay differential equations
always has the delay term fall after the initial value but before the desire approximation being calculated. The new
approach will be discussed on how to calculate the delay term which is needed in the approximation. The
implementation is based on the predictor-corrector formulas in the PECE mode and the proposed method will
approximate the solutions using constant step size. Numerical results are presented to show the efficiency of the
proposed method.
Keywords: Delay differential equations; predictor-corrector method; pantograph type.
PACS: 02.30.Ks, 02.60.Lj

INTRODUCTION
Delay differential equations (DDEs) have a wide range of applications in sciences, engineering and economics.
DDE is a differential equation for an unknown function which involves derivatives of the function and in which the
function, and possibly its derivative(s), occur with delay arguments.
The pantograph type is one of the special types of DDEs, and increasing attention is being paid to its analysis and
numerical solution. Pantograph type always has the delay term fall after the initial value but before the desire
approximation being calculated. The existing methods for solving pantograph type of DDEs are such as block
method [1], spline collocation methods [2] and spectral method [3].
There are a few numerical methods for solving ordinary differential equations (ODEs) that have been extended to
solve DDEs with some modifications. Some of the works for solving first order DDEs using the extended version
were in Hue [4], Ismail [5], Radzi [6] and Ishak [7].
In this paper, we presented a new approach on how to calculate the delay term which is needed in the
approximation using the fourth order predictor-corrector method. The method has been shown to solve first, second
and higher order ODEs [8-10] and boundary value problems [11] effectively and accurately.
In this study, we consider the pantograph equation of the form as follows:
 ݕᇱ ሺݔሻ ൌ ݂൫ݐǡ ݕሺݐሻǡ ݕሺݐݍሻ൯ǡͲ ൏  ݐ ܶǡ
ݕሺͲሻ ൌ ݕ ǡ

(1)
(2)

where Ͳ ൏  ݍ൏ ͳ.

FORMULATION OF THE METHOD
The point, ݕାଵ at ݐାଵ can be obtained by integrating 
 ݕᇱ ൌ ݂ሺݐǡ ݕሺݐሻሻ
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(3)

once.
௧శభ

௧

Integrating once:



௧

 ݕᇱ ሺݐሻ݀ ݐൌ ௧ శభ ݂ሺݐǡ ݕሻ݀ݐ


ݕሺݐାଵ ሻ ൌ ݕሺݐ ሻ 

௧శభ
݂ሺݐǡ ݕሻ݀ݐ
௧


(4)
(5)

The function ݂ሺݐǡ ݕሺݐሻሻ in (5) is approximated using Lagrange polynomial and the interpolation points involved
௧ି௧
are four points i.e. ሼݐିଶ ǡ ݐିଵ ǡ ݐ ǡ ݐାଵ ǡ ሽ. By taking  ݏൌ  and replacing ൌ ݄݀ ݏ. The value of ݕାଵ can be

obtained by integrating (5) using MAPLE. The method is the combination of predictor of one order less than the
corrector.
Predictor:
ݕሺݐାଵ ሻ ൌ ݕሺݐ ሻ 
Corrector:
ݕሺݐାଵ ሻ ൌ ݕሺݐ ሻ 


ଶସ



ሺʹ͵݂ െ ͳ݂ିଵ  ͷ݂ିଶ ሻ

(6)

ሺͻ݂ାଵ  ͳͻ݂ െ ͷ݂ିଵ  ݂ିଶ ሻ

(7)

ଵଶ

IMPLEMENTATION AND NUMERICAL RESULTS
A code of PECE scheme where P stands for an application of a predictor, E stands for an evaluation of a function
f, and C stands for an application of a corrector, has been implemented to study the maximum error. Eq. (6) is a
predictor of third order which needs three previous points for ݂ ǡ ݂ିଵ and ݂ିଶ . Initial value ሺݔ ǡ ݕ ሻ is one of these
three points. So we need to calculate another two points that are ሺݔଵ ǡ ݕଵ ሻ and ሺݔଶ ǡ ݕଶ ሻ using Euler method.
The delay term of pantograph type will fall after the initial value that makes no initial function exist. The lack of
information at the grid points for the right hand side of Eq. (1) become the difficulty in implementing the proposed
method. We were adapting the idea that has been proposed by Fox [12] by using simple linear interpolation to
calculate the required delay terms. We were using two different interpolators i.e. simple linear interpolation for the
first two delay terms and Hermite interpolator for the rest of the delay terms.
For each delay term, we need to calculate the occurrence of the delay and locate it from the indexed
approximation. Then, we will select the closest points to interpolate the delay term. After the delay term has been
calculated, it needs to be updated.
The developed code DDE1P, used Euler method once at the beginning to calculate the two starting points. Once
the points are calculated, then the proposed method can be applied until the end of the interval. The values of all
approximations will be stored for future use. The algorithms of the proposed method were developed in C language.
In the code, the selection of step sizes is pre-determined.

Tested Problem
Problem 1.
ହ

భ

ସ

 ݕᇱ ሺݐሻ ൌ െ ସ ݁ ିర௧  ݕቀହ ݐቁ Ͳ   ݐ ͳ, ݐሺͲሻ ൌ ͳ.
,

The exact solution is ݕሺݐሻ ൌ ݁ ିଵǤଶହ௧ .
Problem 2.
ଵ

ଵ



௧

 ݕᇱ ሺݐሻ ൌ ଶ ݕሺݐሻ  ଶ ݁ మ  ݕቀଶቁ, Ͳ   ݐ ͳ, ݕሺͲሻ ൌ ͳ.
௧

The exact solution is ݕሺݐሻ ൌ ݁ Ǥ
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(8)

(9)

Problem 3.

௧

ݕԢሺݐሻ ൌ ͳ െ ʹ ݕଶ ቀଶቁ , Ͳ   ݐ ͳ, ݕሺͲሻ ൌ ͲǤ

(10)

The exact solution is ࢟ሺ࢚ሻ ൌ ܖܑܛሺ࢚ሻǤ
In Table 1 – 3, we give the maximum absolute errors between the analytical solutions and the approximated
solutions obtained by using DDE1P. The following abbreviations are used in the tables, MAXE – maximum
absolute error, TS – the total number of steps taken, FCN – the total function has been called and ࢎ – step size being
used.

TABLE (1). Maximum absolute errors for the solution of Problem 1.
DDE1P
h
MAXE
FCN
TS
0.1
1.39901E-04
20
8
0.01
2.44069E -06
198
97
0.001
2.56557E-08
1998
997
TABLE (2). Maximum absolute errors for the solution of Problem 2.
DDE1P
h
MAXE
FCN
TS
0.1
1.57095E-04
20
8
0.01
3.45181E-06
198
97
0.001
3.74339E-08
1998
997
TABLE (3). Maximum absolute errors for the solution of Problem 3.
DDE1P
h
MAXE
FCN
TS
0.1
1.57095E-04
20
8
0.01
3.45181E-06
198
97
0.001
3.74339E-08
1998
997

DISCUSSIONS
The numerical results have shown that the DDE1P achieves the desired accuracy. When the step size, ࢎ,
decreases, the maximum absolute error decreases thus resulting in the increase of the number of total steps and total
function called.

CONCLUSION
In this study, we have proposed a fourth order predictor-corrector method in the form of linear multistep method
to solve delay differential equations of pantograph type with a new approach in handling the delay term that required
in the approximation. The numerical results have shown that the proposed method with the new approach is suitable
for solving delay differential equation of pantograph type.
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Abstract. This article presents a technique on how to deal with the presence of small delay case in delay differential
equations. This case has been classified as one of the difficulties in the numerical solution where it is due to the delay
value that is smaller than the current step size and there is no current approximate solution that can be used in the
interpolating of delay value. In this technique we will highlight on extrapolation and interpolation approaches depending
on the existence of delay value in the grid point. The computational method for determining the sequence of { yn } by
using the linear multistep method is investigated with the implementation of variable step size. The numerical
experiments were tested on the several problems and results were compared with other approaches from those of known
solvers in treating the small delay case.
Keywords: Small delay; delay differential equations; linear multistep method; variable step size.
PACS: 02.30.Ks

INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we examine one of the phenomena that arise in the numerical solution of delay differential
equations (DDEs) of type

y c( x) f ( x, y( x), y( x  W )),
y( x) \ ( x),

x  [a, b] ,
x da.

(1)

Here, the delay W ! 0 may be state dependent W W ( x, y( x)) , time dependent W W (x) and a constant. y (x) is a
scalar function to be determined on some finite interval [a, b] . We assume that f , W and the initial function \ are
sufficiently smooth.
To find a numerical approximation y n to the exact solution y( xn ) one may first define y n ( x) \ ( x) for x d a .
By choosing a convergent method e.g. a one-step method or linear multistep method and apply it to (1), such a
method will produces the sequences approximations of { y n } . The value of y( xn  W ) can be specified by using the
suitable interpolant e.g. Newton divided difference interpolation, Hermite interpolation or In’t Hout interpolation
from the stored values of { y n } , see [1] and [9].
In the numerical solution of DDEs, one must pay attention with the presence of delay value in the interval. If the
step size is smaller than the delay value, the procedure that has been mentioned above is easily to be employed but if
delay value is smaller than the step size, other strategies should be considered in order to get the solution of
( xn  W ) .
There are two simple solutions that might be considered in treating the small delay: reduce the step size until the
small delay no longer exist or extrapolation. But from time to time, there are many new approaches that has been
developed by other researchers in order to compare the efficiency and reliability in handling this problem. For
instance, Paul [2] treated this problem by interpolating the numerical solution that has been obtain in Runge-Kutta
equations.
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As arising of this difficulty, some of the researchers tend to ignore the delays when they think that the delay are
sufficiently small. This is however not true without qualification and hence can lead to the large effect for the
accuracy of the delay solution, see [3].
In other approaches, Enright and Hu [6] developed the combination of an iteration scheme and interpolation
technique that based on two time steps for Runge-Kutta methods where the main idea is to use all the information
from the last step including the early stages of the current step in the interpolation technique to handle the small
previous state value.
Yagoub et al. [10] investigated a numerical scheme of small, vanishing and asymptotically vanishing delay in
DDEs which based on a hybrid variable-step variable-order 3-stage Hermite-Birkhoff-Obrechkoff ODE solver. In
their study they used extrapolation to approximate the delay which is small than the step size and using the Hermite
interpolation to compute the remaining delay values. For more details please refer [4], [5], [7] and [8].
In order to implement the new approach for this problerm, we will consider the linear multistep method that has
been introduced by Majid and Suleiman in [12]. In their work, they have developed the code of 1-point implicit
method which is based on Adams Moulton type in solving first order of ODE.
Thus in this paper, we shall extend their work in treating the small delay case of DDEs by adapting in 1-point
implicit method namely ddeIM. The derivation of the method will be discussed in section 2. The choices of
interpolation and extrapolation in approximating the delay values with the variable step size implementation will be
described in section 3. In section 4, some of the numerical experiments will be tested in order to the compare the
efficiency of the developed approaches with the available solver of DDE.

FORMULATION OF THE METHOD
In this section, we will consider 1-point implicit method which is based on predictor-corrector scheme of order
p and ( p  1) respectively. Let y n 1 be an approximate solution to the theoretical solution at x n 1 and the sequence
of the solution {a y 0 , y1 , y 2 ,..., y n1 , y n , y n1 ,..., y N b} can be determined from the general linear multistep
method that may be written as
k 1

k

¦D

Predictor:

j y n j

h

j 0

¦E

k

¦D

Corrector:

 j f n j ,

(2)

j 0
k

j

y n j

h

j 0

¦K

1 j f n 1 j ,

j 0

where the coefficients D 0 1 , D1 1 and D i 0 , for i 2,3,4 . Having j 0 until (k  1) and k is the number
of steps taken for the predictor and corrector formula respectively. The formula of 1-point implicit method was
derived by using the Lagrange polynomial, Pq (x) where the interpolation points involved for the corrector are

{x n3 , x n2 , x n1 , x n , x n1} . By replacing dx

h ds and taking s

x  x n 1
then the solution of y n 1 can be
h

determined by evaluating the equation below,
xn 1

xn 1

xn

xn

³ y c( x) dx ³ P ( x) dx .
q

By substituting the step size ratio r
following corrector formula,

y n 1

yn 

q

(3)

m 1 in (3) and evaluate by using Maple software, will produces the

h
106 f n 2  19 f n 3  264 f n 1  646 f n  251 f n 1 .
720
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The same procedure has been employed for the predictor formula by taking {x n3 , x n2 , x n1 , x n } as an
interpolation points.

IMPLEMENTATION
It is well known that the solution of DDEs can have a small delay that is caused by the selection of step size in
the implementation. The presence of the delay may arise when the step size hn 1 is larger than the delay value as
( x n1  W )  hn1 and this will affects the interpolation accuracy and thus the approximate solution if we are not treat
it well. For a clearer discussion, suppose that we are computing the solution at some point x n to x n 1 . Since the
small delay is occur in this interval, the solution from the current approximation y n 1 is required in order to obtain
the solution of the delay term y( x n1  W ) in the interpolation. In one-step integration method such as Euler and
Rung-Kutta method, some of the researcher will treat it by using the extrapolation. But for linear multistep method,
there exists a choice of interpolation and extrapolation approach by depending on the presence of small lag in the
interval. For more details please consider FIGURE 1 below.

hn 1
( x n1  W )

( x 0  hi )

x 1

x0

x1

x2

x3

x4 "

" xn

x n 1 ...

...x N

b

FIGURE 1. The treatment of small lag in linear multistep method.
Generally, the starting values of x1 , x 2 and x 3 are specified at the beginning of the code by generating the values
using one-step technique which is Euler method. In the application of explicit and implicit method, if the small delay
value ( x n 1  W ) falls in the current interval [ x n , x n 1 ] , then the code will choose five approximate solutions of

{ y n3 , y n2 , y n1 , y n , y nP1 } to interpolate the delay term. The number of interpolation points must be chosen
appropriately as the order of interpolation is one order higher or equal than the order of integration method. The
same way in getting the delay solution in the corrector application has been employed by taking the current
approximate values { y n3 , y n2 , y n1 , y n , y nC1 } . Note that the predicted and corrected approximate solution has
been denoted as y nP1 and y nC1 .
For some other cases, if the small delay occur at the initial point x 0 , the linear extrapolation approach is required

x0  hi and y 1 M ( x 1 ) where hi is the initial step size and hence
the extrapolation can be done between this interval [ x1 , x0 ] . In accordance with the terminology used in linear
multistep method, all the application above is called PIE(CIE) mode with the new abbreviation of I is for
interpolation of DDEs application.
After the computation of predictor-corrector scheme, the code is then will proceed with the convergence test of
by finding the previous information at x 1

y n( s11)  y n( s)1  0.1u TOL,

(4)

with the number of iteration that is needed for corrector formulae to be converges is denoted as s . For the variable
step size implementation, if the local truncation error,
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y n( k)2  y n( k21) ,

E k 1

(5)

at x n 1 is less than or equal to the tolerance as E k 1 d TOL then the new step size can be determined by using
Runge-Kutta Felhberg strategy
1

hacc

§ TOL · 4
¸ .
C u ¨¨
¸
© E k 1 ¹

(6)

where C 0.5 . If hacc d 0.1 , then set hnew 0.1 hold ; else if hacc t 4.0 , then set hnew 4.0 hold ; else
hnew hacc u hold . If E k 1 ! TOL for the failure integration steps, then the new step size will be half from the

hold . The value of the step size at end point, b will be tested at each integration of steps to check whether it is
satisfy the condition ( x n1  h) ! b . If yes, the new step size will be hnew b  x n1 .

NUMERICAL RESULTS
For confirmation of the effectiveness of the induced ddeIM, we present two numerical examples of an artificial
problem of time dependent and state dependent delay. All the numerical experiments has been executed by the code
written in C program and the results were compared with other available DDE solvers that listed below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Matlab’s ddesd (Shampine [11]): code based on the classical fourth order Runge-Kutta method.
DDVERK (Hayashi and Enright [6]): code using the same discrete and continuous coefficients as DDVSS6.
DDRK6N (Enright and Hu [6]): code based on a sixth order Runge-Kutta method.
DDVSS6 (Sharp and Smart [6]): code based on a sixth order Runge-Kutta method from the Verner class.
SYSDEL (Karoui and Vaillancourt [7]): code based on the Runge-Kutta-Verner (5,6) formula pair.

The tables contain the results with the prescribed tolerances. Note that dde1M is the 1-point implicit method that
has been employed in this study, MAXE is the maximum error, TFC is the number of function calls and “-”
indicated that no results was available from a solver. For a clearer comparison, all the results has been plotted in a
graph in order to show the efficiency of our method.
Problem 1:

§
§ 1 ··
y c( x) 1  y¨¨ exp¨1  ¸ ¸¸,
x ¹¹
©
©
y ( x) ln(x),
Exact solution:

y ( x)

x  [0.1,10],
x  (0,0.1].

ln(x).
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TABLE (1). Numerical results for Problem 1.

TOL
10-4
10-6
10-8
10-10
10-12

TFC
MAXE
TFC
MAXE
TFC
MAXE
TFC
MAXE
TFC
MAXE

Problem 2:

Exact solution:

ddeIM
168
3.45E-5
380
3.32E-7
910
3.24E-9
2232
3.19E-11
5555
3.15E-13

y1c ( x)

ddesd
285
8.33E-5
793
2.42E-6
2359
6.77E-8
7229
1.18E-8
22527
5.13E-11

DDVERK
302
2.96E-4
446
2.40E-4
657
3.02E-6
1219
2.06E-9
2369
9.43E-10

DDRK6N
275
1.09E-4
344
1.95E-5
557
2.99E-8
971
1.87E-8
1755
4.06E-11

DDVSS6
193
1.13E-4
282
7.44E-6
458
1.07E-7
789
5.38E-9
1648
4.56E-11

SYSDEL
343
9.48E-6
420
3.77E-7
868
7.89E-10
1750
7.55E-12

DDVSS6
251
4.59E-5
310
1.36E-6
517
2.11E-8
934
2.80E-9
2077
4.56E-11

SYSDEL
553
1.85E-6
959
5.05E-9
1946
2.85E-11
4214
1.11E-13

x  [0.1,5],

y 2 ( x),

y 2c ( x)

 y 2 (e

y1 ( x)

ln( x),

y 2 ( x)

1
,
x

y1 ( x)

ln( x),

y 2 (t )

1
,
x

1 y2 ( x )

) y 22 ( x)e1 y2 ( x ) ,
x  [0,0.1],

x  [01,5].

TABLE (2). Numerical results for Problem 2.

TOL
10-4
10-6
10-8
10-10
10-12

TFC
MAXE
TFC
MAXE
TFC
MAXE
TFC
MAXE
TFC
MAXE

ddeIM
202
1.69E-5
465
1.70E-7
1118
1.70E-9
2756
1.70E-11
6872
1.71-13

ddesd
353
1.69E-5
951
2.08E-7
2833
2.44E-9
8633
2.34E-11
26831
3.24E-13

DDVERK
286
2.32E-5
499
1.82E-6
974
6.85E-8
1750
4.89E-9
-
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DDRK6N
327
3.10E-5
548
5.98E-7
1035
1.65E-8
2036
4.33E-10
4160
2.75E-11

-3
-4
-5

MAXE(log10)

-6
-7
-8
-9
ddeIM
ddesd
DDVERK
DDRK6N
DDVSS6
SYSDEL

-10
-11
-12
-13

0

0.5

1
1.5
Total Function Calls

2

2.5
4

x 10

FIGURE 2. Comparison between the total function calls and maximum error obtained from Problem 1.

-4
-5
-6

MAXE(log10)

-7
-8
-9
-10

ddeIM
ddesd
DDVERK
DDRK6N
DDVSS6
SYSDEL

-11
-12
-13

0

0.5

1
1.5
2
Total Function Calls

2.5

3
4

x 10

FIGURE 3. Comparison between the total function calls and maximum error obtained from Problem 2.
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From the results in FIGURE 2, we can observed that ddeIM, DDVERK, DDRK6N, DDVSS6 and SYSDEL has
a comparable results in the tolerance 10-4 until 10-10. For tolerance 10-12, ddeIM has a larger number of function calls
compare to the other solver but we managed to obtained a better results in terms of maximum error. This is
associated to the order of the method that has been used in solving this numerical experiments where DDVERK,
DDRK6N and DDVSS6 has used sixth order of Runge-Kutta method and SYSDEL used the formula pair of RungeKutta method with order five and six. Thus it is possible to have a less number of function calls and a better
accuracy in higher order of integration method. However, even our integration method is of order five but at least
our results are comparable with a desired accuracy except in TOL 10 -12. FIGURE 3 shows the same result as in the
FIGURE 2 with the result in ddesd still defeat in all methods that has been compared.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented the treatment in solving small delay case in delay differential equations by using
the proposed method with the variable step size of Runge-Kutta Felhberg strategy. Overall, it can be concluded that
the developed approaches has shown the efficiency and reliability in solving this case when adapting in linear
multistep method.
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Job Shop Scheduling Problem with Late Work Criterion
Hamed Piroozfard and Kuan Yew Wong
Department of Manufacturing and Industrial Engineering, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Universiti Teknologi
Malaysia, 81310 UTM Skudai, Johor, Malaysia
Abstract. Scheduling is considered as a key task in many industries, such as project based scheduling, crew scheduling,
flight scheduling, machine scheduling, etc. In the machine scheduling area, the job shop scheduling problems are
considered to be important and highly complex, in which they are characterized as NP-hard. The job shop scheduling
problems with late work criterion and non-preemptive jobs are addressed in this paper. Late work criterion is a fairly new
objective function. It is a qualitative measure and concerns with late parts of the jobs, unlike classical objective functions
that are quantitative measures. In this work, simulated annealing was presented to solve the scheduling problem. In
addition, operation based representation was used to encode the solution, and a neighbourhood search structure was
employed to search for the new solutions. The case studies are Lawrence instances that were taken from the Operations
Research Library. Computational results of this probabilistic meta-heuristic algorithm were compared with a
conventional genetic algorithm, and a conclusion was made based on the algorithm and problem.
Keywords: Scheduling; Job Shop Scheduling Problem; Late Work Minimization; Simulated Annealing.
PACS: 07.05.Tp

INTRODUCTION
Scheduling is a key tool for many service and manufacturing industries, such as flight scheduling, crew
scheduling, machine scheduling, etc., in which it is used as a decision making technique. Scheduling is a process of
assigning resources or machines to tasks or jobs in order to satisfy one or more objectives. The job shop scheduling
problems are mainly investigated in two fields, namely operations research and computer science. The process of
finding optimal or near optimal schedules for the job shop scheduling problems is deemed important, especially for
the real-world applications. The job shop problems are immensely complex problems, and they are characterized as
NP-hard.
The job shop scheduling problems (JSSPs) are mainly studied with classical objective functions, such as
makespan (Cmax), lateness (L), tardiness (T), flow time (F), earliness (E) and number of tardy jobs (U), which are
referred to as quantitative measures. The late work criterion that is considered in this paper is a qualitative measure,
and it is concerned with late parts of the tasks executed after their due dates (e.g. [1-5]). The late work criterion has
diverse applications, taking into account control systems, agricultural applications, manufacturing systems, etc. The
late work criterion can be important from a customer’s point of view, and manufacturer’s point of view. Customers
want the product to be delivered on time, and manufacturers want to minimize the loss that can be incurred to the
system by not finishing the jobs before their due dates.
The late work criterion is a fairly new objective function that is first applied on scheduling of parallel processors
by Blazewicz [6]. Potts et al. have presented a dynamic programming for a non-preemptive single machine problem
in order to minimize total late work, and they have also proved the NP-hardness of the non-preemptive case [1].
Later on, Kovalyov et al. have considered a single machine problem with weighted late work [2]. Kethley and
Alidaee have presented heuristics, scheduling rules, and algorithms for solving a single machine problem with total
weighted late work. In addition, they have implemented the problem by considering due dates and a deadline [3].
Leung proved the ordinary NP-hardness of the two-machine flow shop and open shop problems with weighted late
work criterion. In addition, he also proved the strongly NP-hardness of F2||∑ by reducing the partition problem to
the scheduling problem [4]. It seems that in the last few years, the research direction was changed towards dedicated
machines and shop scheduling problems, for instance, Sterna has presented a branch and bound algorithm for a
flexible manufacturing system to minimize late work [5]. Blazewicz et al. have carried out a complexity study of O |
pmtn, ri| Yw, O2| di=d| Y, and O2| di=d| Yw, in which the results showed the binary NP-hardness of the latter case
[7]. Many other complexity studies have been performed in the shop scheduling environment with late work
criterion. However, most recently the research direction was shifting from complexity studies to solution methods in
shop scheduling problems (e.g. [8- 10]). For example, Pesch and Sterna have presented a genetic algorithm for flow
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shop problems with arbitrary number of machines in order to minimize total late work [10]. The most relevant work
in JSSP with late work criterion is related to Blazewicz [11] which is a complexity study of two-machine JSSP, and
the results showed the binary NP-hardness of the problem. A state of art literature review has been carried out by
Sterna on late work criterion [12].
In this paper, non-preemptive JSSPs with the objective function of minimizing total late work are considered
(Jm| rj| Y). The JSSPs with more than two machines have been proved to be NP-hard, in which their complexity
increases with the problem size [13]. The conventional methods and exact algorithms are insufficient for the bigger
size shop scheduling problems; therefore, in this paper, simulated annealing is employed to solve the JSSPs.
Computational results of the algorithm were compared with a genetic algorithm in order to evaluate the performance
of the presented approach.
The organization of this paper is as follows. The problem under study is described in section 2. In section 3, the
proposed algorithm is presented. Computational results of the algorithm are provided in section 4, which is followed
by a discussion. Finally, a conclusion is made in section 5.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Job shop scheduling is a general form of classical scheduling problems. In JSSPs, each job has its own route to
follow unlike the flow shop problems where the jobs have the same route. The JSSP with n jobs and m machines can
be defined as follows; consider n jobs J={J1,J2,...,Jn} that should be processed on m machines M={M1,M2,...,Mm}. In
this environment, each job consists of a set of h operations, {O1j,O2j,...,Ohj}, that should be executed on one of the
predetermined machines with known processing time, Pij. Each machine is allowed to process one operation at a
given time, and each of the operations cannot be processed on two machines at the same time. The goal is to find a
permutation of all tasks on all machines in order to minimize or maximize a specific objective function, and in this
case to minimize total late work criterion (∑ ).
The late work criterion is a specific case of lateness and tardiness. It is calculated based on the late parts of each
operation of a job that is executed after its due date dj. Denoting Cij as a completion time of operation Oij, the total
late work criterion, Y, can be determined as shown in equation 1. In FIGURE 1, Y21 and Y31 denote the late parts of
operations two and three of job one that are executed after the due date of the first job (d1).
=

min{max 0,

Y21
M2

Machine

P11
1

−

,

}

(1)

Y31
P31

2

1

P21
M1

2

1

2

Processing Time

r1

C11 d1 C21

C31

FIGURE 1. The late work parameters for a two-machine two-job
problem in a job shop environment.

SIMULATED ANNEALING
Many of the meta-heuristic approaches that were developed in the literature are mainly inspired from biology,
nature and physical processes, such as immune system, ant colony optimization and simulated annealing. Simulated
annealing (SA) was first presented by Kirkpatrick et al. in 1983 and it was inspired by the annealing process of solid
materials [14]. The basic idea in simulated annealing is that, the search operator is allowed to go through any
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unfavorable direction occasionally. This makes the algorithm to be able of escaping from the local optima and
getting near to the global solution. This characteristic is achieved by probabilistically accepting the worse neighbor
solutions.
The SA algorithm starts with a randomly generated solution. Then, in each inner loop or step, a new neighbor
(S′) based on the current solution (S) is generated by a proposal mechanism. The new neighbor solution is evaluated
based on the objective function, and if the evaluated new neighbor solution is better than the current solution, it will
get accepted (f(S′) ≤ f(S)). Otherwise, the probabilistic acceptance criterion will be applied in order to decide
whether the neighbor candidate or current candidate will be allowed to continue the search process. The probabilistic
acceptance criterion is based on objective function values of each candidate i.e. f(S′), f(S), and the temperature (T).
The last parameter, temperature, is set to a higher value at the initial condition and it is modified in each outer loop
based on the annealing schedule.
In this paper, operation based representation is employed in order to encode the solution [15]. In this method, a
schedule represents a permutation of all operations of the jobs that should be executed on the predefined machines.
FIGURE 2 represents an example of an operation based representation for a JSSP. In this figure, Ohn denotes the hth
operation of job n. In addition, initial solution of the algorithm is randomly created based on operation based
encoding.

O11

O12

...

O1n

O21

…

O22

O2n

…

Oh1

Oh2

Ohn

FIGURE 2. Operation based representation [15].

In the context of neighbourhood search, two operators are mainly implemented as a proposal mechanism in order
to generate the new neighbor solutions. These operators are swapping and insertion, which are mainly used in the
context of JSSPs and traveling salesman problems. In the swapping operator, first, two random numbers that are
referring to the position of the operations are produced (e.g. R= {1, 4}). Then, in the current solution, these positions
are exchanged in order to create the new neighbor solution. For instance, consider the current solution as
S={2,1,3,3,1,2}, by applying the swapping operator, the new neighbor solution will be S′={3,1,3,2,1,2}. The
procedures for the insertion operator are as follows. First, two random numbers that are referring to the position of
the operations are generated (e.g. R= {2, 6}). Then, the randomly selected operation with a smaller value is placed at
the left of the second randomly selected operation to create the new neighbor solution. For instance, given the
current solution as S={2,1,3,3,1,2}, by applying the insertion operator, the new neighbor solution will be
S′={2,3,3,1,1,2}. It should be noted that, in the context of neighborhood search, one of the operators is randomly
selected and applied.
The simulated annealing stops when it reaches the terminating condition. In this case, we have set one stopping
condition which is based on the number of iterations.
Moreover, genetic algorithm with roulette wheel selection, precedence preserving order-based crossover,
insertion mutation, and swapping mutation was employed for the sake of comparison in order to evaluate the
efficiency of the proposed simulated annealing. The developed genetic algorithm is based on our work which can be
referred in [16].

COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS and DISCUSSION
The computational experiments are based on Lawrence instances prefixed with LA that were mainly used for
makespan problems in job shop scheduling [17]. These instances were collected from the Operations Research
Library. We selected different size instances in terms of machines and jobs; including 10x5, 15x5, 20x5 and 10x10.
The LA instances have included no release time and due date information, and we completed them judiciously by
considering a mixed tightness level of due dates. The release times of the jobs were completed with a uniform
random function of [0, 20], and due dates of the jobs were estimated based on Baker’s equation as follows [18].
=

+ ×
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(2)

The tightness factor or c, determines the tightness level of the due dates which could be high, moderate and loose
with the value of c= 1.2, 1.5, 2. We used a mixed approach in the case of tightness level, (i.e. 34 percent of the jobs
due dates are tight, 33 percent of them are moderate and the remainder are loose) [19].
The proposed simulated annealing was developed in MATLAB R2010a, and the tests were performed on
Intel(R) Core(TM) Duo CPU T2450 2 GHz and 1 GB of RAM. In addition, the tuned values of the parameters
which were determined after multiple numerical experiments are as follows. The initial temperature was set to 30,
alpha was 0.89, inner loop iterations and main loop iterations were set to 50 and 500, respectively. These parameters
were set for all of the instances ranging from LA01 to LA20.
The computational experiments have been carried out for all of the collected instances, and the results with five
replications are depicted in TABLE 1. TABLE 1 lists the instance name, problem size, number of jobs, number of
machines, best of two algorithms (BTA), best solution of simulated annealing in five independent runs (SA), relative
deviation of SA (RD), execution time of SA in second, average solution of SA in 5 runs, best solution of genetic
algorithm (GA), relative deviation of GA (RD), execution time of GA and average solution of GA in 5 runs. It
should be noted that the number of function evaluations in simulated annealing was 25200, and it was 27100 in
genetic algorithm for each of the test problems.
The efficiency of the algorithms is evaluated based on solution quality, execution time, and number of function
evaluations for each of the test problems. Based on the computational results, simulated annealing with 5 percent
average deviation, shorter execution time and smaller number of function evaluations outperforms genetic
algorithm. In addition, the average results that were obtained from simulated annealing are better in comparison to
those of genetic algorithm. This fact implies the efficiency of simulated annealing for total late work minimization.
TABLE (1)
Computational results of simulated annealing and genetic algorithm.
Instance

Size

LA 01
10x5
LA 02
10x5
LA 03
10x5
LA 04
10x5
LA 05
10x5
LA 06
15x5
LA 07
15x5
LA 08
15x5
LA 09
15x5
LA 10
15x5
LA 11
20x5
LA 12
20x5
LA 13
20x5
LA 14
20x5
LA 15
20x5
LA 16
10x10
LA 17
10x10
LA 18
10x10
LA 19
10x10
LA 20
10x10
Average Deviation

Number
of jobs
10
10
10
10
10
15
15
15
15
15
20
20
20
20
20
10
10
10
10
10

Number
of
machines
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
10
10
10
10
10

BTA

SA

291
236.8
441
288.2
375.5
1413.2
1176
1083.2
1393
1316.9
2531.9
2008.6
2103
2444.9
2459.8
2
89.5
30.3
21
0

291
236.8
441
288.2
375.5
1413.2
1176
1083.2
1397
1326.9
2531.9
2008.6
2103
2444.9
2459.8
2
89.5
30.3
21
0

RD
(%)

Time
(S)

Av. SA

GA

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.29
0.76
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.05

15.39
15.5
15.34
15.3
15.31
20.66
20.59
21.31
20.73
20.55
28.02
27.68
27.48
27.75
27.63
23.34
23.75
23.4
23.75
23.43

332.08
248.56
454.6
307.68
385.56
1440.24
1232.44
1125.94
1419.8
1355.66
2552.94
2043.24
2195
2502.46
2558.2
21.2
128.76
30.3
53.48
0

291
250
441
357
375.5
1459
1264
1167.7
1393
1316.9
2576.4
2090
2246.5
2554
2567
6.8
100.6
30.3
21
6.4

RD
(%)

Time
(S)

Av. GA

0.00
5.57
0.00
23.87
0.00
3.24
7.48
7.80
0.00
0.00
1.76
4.05
6.82
4.46
4.36
240.00
12.40
0.00
0.00
0.00
16.09

17.88
17.86
17.76
17.87
18.02
24.44
24.12
24.57
24.85
25.18
32.62
32.49
32.33
33.00
33.46
29.19
29.1
28.63
28.4
33.9

320.32
277.96
504.84
400.7
385.1
1491.9
1380.04
1213.9
1510.76
1380.52
2666.66
2144.44
2343.78
2576.16
2610.98
53.4
148.12
41.76
76.64
47.96

BTA: Best of two algorithms, best solution between simulated annealing and genetic algorithm.
RD: Relative deviation that is equal to
= 100 × (
−
)/
where ALG is the best result of GA or SA.
Av. SA: The average in 5 replications of SA.
Av. GA: The average in 5 replications of GA.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have considered the JSSPs with release time and total late work criterion (Jm| rj| Y). It seems
that, except for the theoretical studies, this research was a first attempt towards solving JSSPs by meta-heuristic
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approaches with the objective of minimizing late work criterion. For the solution approach, we presented a
simulated annealing technique that consisted of two operators for generating neighbor solutions. In addition,
operation-based representation was used in order to encode the solution, and the initial solution of the algorithm was
created randomly. Moreover, genetic algorithm with precedence preserving order-based crossover, and two different
types of mutation operators was applied. Computational results of the algorithms revealed the efficiency of
simulated annealing in terms of solution quality, execution time and number of function evaluations.
For future work, we will try to implement more efficient meta-heuristic approaches, such as particle swarm
optimization, tabu search, imperialist competitive algorithm, etc. In addition, other classes of benchmarking
instances, such as FT, ABZ, swv, and yn could be considered.
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Solving Multi-Objective Job Shop Scheduling Problems
Using a Non-Dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm
Hamed Piroozfard and Kuan Yew Wong
Department of Manufacturing and Industrial Engineering, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Universiti Teknologi
Malaysia, 81310 UTM Skudai, Johor, Malaysia.
Abstract: The efforts of finding optimal schedules for the job shop scheduling problems are highly important for many
real-world industrial applications. In this paper, a multi-objective based job shop scheduling problem by simultaneously
minimizing makespan and tardiness is taken into account. The problem is considered to be more complex due to the
multiple business criteria that must be satisfied. To solve the problem more efficiently and to obtain a set of nondominated solutions, a meta-heuristic based non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm is presented. In addition, task based
representation is used for solution encoding, and tournament selection that is based on rank and crowding distance is
applied for offspring selection. Swapping and insertion mutations are employed to increase diversity of population and to
perform intensive search. To evaluate the modified non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm, a set of modified
benchmarking job shop problems obtained from the OR-Library is used, and the results are considered based on the
number of non-dominated solutions and quality of schedules obtained by the algorithm.
Keywords: Multi-Objective Optimization; Non-Dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm; Job Shop Scheduling Problem.
PACS: 07.05.Tp

INTRODUCTION
In today’s highly competitive marketplace, scheduling is considered as an important tool for many service and
manufacturing industries. In the real-world applications of scheduling problems, we often encounter more than one
criterion which needs to be simultaneously optimized. In the machine scheduling environment, these criteria could
be makespan, tardiness, lateness, flow time, buffers, etc. In a scheduling problem with multiple objectives, it is quite
impossible to obtain a schedule satisfying all the objectives at once. This is due to the conflicting nature of the
objective functions in which minimizing one of them could worsen the other one. Therefore, in considering multiple
objective criteria for a scheduling problem, obtaining optimal Pareto-front schedules is the main goal and desire for
many business enterprises, from the managerial view point. In addition, it would give freedom to a manager to
choose the most appropriate schedule among the Pareto-front schedules.
The job shop scheduling problems (JSSPs) were mainly investigated in the fields of operational research and
computer science. The JSSPs have attracted many researchers worldwide, since their introduction by Fisher and
Thompson in 1963 [1]. The single objective problems in job shop scheduling were mainly investigated to minimize
the schedule length or makespan, which have received a great deal of attention from the researchers. The job shop
scheduling instances have proved to be NP-hard for the problems with more than two machines, and their
complexity could be highly increased by the problem size [2]. The scheduling problems were mainly treated by
exact algorithms like branch and bound and the approximation approaches (e.g. [3-5]); however, the conventional
methods and exact algorithms were considered to be insufficiently good mainly in terms of computational time.
Many meta-heuristic approaches have been developed in the literature that are able to find the optimal or near
optimal schedules for the JSSPs, such as genetic algorithm , immune system algorithm, particle swarm optimization,
imperialist competitive algorithm etc., which were mainly inspired from nature and biology (e.g. [6-9]).
In many real-life applications of the JSSPs, we encounter several criteria that need to be optimized
simultaneously, instead of just taking into account one single criterion. The considered problems are mainly referred
to as multi-objective job shop scheduling problems (MJSSPs) which belong to the multi-objective optimization area.
The MJSSPs haven’t received much attention as the single objective ones, thus it poses research opportunities for
the prospective researchers. A state of art literature survey has been performed in multi-objective scheduling by
Nagar et al. [10], considering the importance and solution techniques used. Ponnambalam et al. [11] have presented
a multi-objective genetic algorithm for the JSSPs by considering three objectives, including the total idle time of the
machines, total tardiness and makespan. Ripon et al. [12] have developed a jumping gene genetic algorithm for
solving multi-objective scheduling problems in order to optimize the makespan and mean flow time. Tay and Ho
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[13] have proposed composite dispatching rules in the context of genetic programming for the multi-objective
flexible JSSPs. They considered three objectives, including the makespan, mean tardiness and mean flow time. Sha
and Lin [14] have presented a multi-objective particle swarm optimization for the JSSPs in order to minimize the
total tardiness, makespan and machine idle time. A Pareto-based particle swarm optimization has been presented by
Lei for the multi-objective scheduling problems to minimize the makespan and total tardiness of the schedules [15].
Lei and Wu [16] have developed a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm for the MJSSPs. Their algorithm was
based on crowding distance in which two objectives, including makespan and total tardiness were optimized
simultaneously. In [17], a Pareto-based simulated annealing algorithm was proposed for the JSSPs to minimize the
makespan and mean flow time in order to obtain the non-dominated schedules. Ripon et al. [18] have developed an
improved precedence preservation crossover for the MJSSPs, in which it was an improved version of the PPX
crossover. The developed multi-objective algorithm with the improved version of PPX crossover was applied to
minimize the makespan and mean flow time in a multi-objective scheduling problem. In [19], a hybrid genetic
algorithm has been proposed for the MJSSPs by minimizing the makespan and inventory capacity. Bandyopadhyay
and Bhattacharya [20] have presented a modified non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm for the parallel machine
scheduling problems. They attempted to simultaneously minimize the makespan, total tardiness and deterioration
cost.
In this paper, we concentrate on a MJSSP by minimizing makespan and maximum tardiness. In order to solve the
presented problem with the specified objectives, a modified non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm is proposed. In
this algorithm, an operation based representation is directly used for solution encoding. In addition, a tournament
selection is employed for offspring selection which is based on the rank and crowding distance. In order to produce
the offspring and mutants, a precedence preserving order-based crossover and two types of different mutation
operators are used in the reproduction phase. Moreover, the rank and crowding distance of each chromosome are
used as the first and second priorities for population sorting.
The remaining part of this paper is structured as follows. In section 2, the MJSSP is described. The modified
non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm is presented in section 3. Computational experiments and discussion are
provided in section 4. Finally, a conclusion is made in section 5.

THE PROBLEM UNDER STUDY
In this paper, we consider a non-preemptive MJSSP to simultaneously minimize the makespan (Cmax) and
maximum tardiness (Tmax). In the JSSPs, each job is independent of the other jobs, which means that each job should
follow its own route to get completed. The problem under study consists of a set of finite jobs J={J1,J2,...,Jn}, and a
set of finite machines M={M1,M2,...,Mm} with a size of n jobs and m machines (n×m). In addition, each job consists
of h operations {O1j,O2j,...,Ohj} and each operation should be processed on one of the predetermined machines. The
considered problem is a deterministic one with known processing time (Pij) and designed due date (dj). The
following assumptions are taken into account in this environment. Each machine can process one operation at a
time, and each operation of a job cannot be processed on two machines at the same time (i.e. no-overlapping
between the machines and operations). Setup time and traveling time of the operations between the machines are not
considered. The goal is to find the order of operations on the machines that can simultaneously minimize the
makespan and maximum tardiness of the schedule.
= max{ } ,
= max

, ℎ

ℎ

is the completion time of
ℎ

(1)
=

−

,0

(2)

MODIFIED NON-DOMINATED SORTING GENETIC ALGORITHM
Non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA) was first proposed by Srinivas and Deb in 1995. This
algorithm has higher computational complexity O(MN3), in which years later it has led to another version known as
NSGA-II with O(MN2) computational complexity (M refers to the number of objectives, and N is the population size
of genetic algorithm) [21, 22]. NSGA-II has been developed for the continuous problems; however, in this paper it is
basically encoded with discrete variables for permutation of the JSSPs. In order to encode the solution of the JSSPs,
an operation based representation is directly used i.e. continuous variables of the original NSGA-II are changed to
discrete operation based variables. In this encoding approach, a chromosome contains ×
alleles, for e.g.
(1,1,3,2,1,3,2,2,3). In this chromosome, the 7th allele that is the second occurrence of number two represents the
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second operation of job two. In FIGURE 1, the operation based representation for the JSSPs is shown, in which
represents the ℎ operation of job [23]. In addition, initialization of the population is carried out in random in
order to cover all possible solution space.

O11

O12

...

O1n

O21

…

O22

O2n

…

Oh1

Oh2

Ohn

FIGURE 1. Operation based representation for the JSSPs [23].

Non-Dominated Sorting and Crowding Distance
After the initialization step of the algorithm, the population must be sorted based on rank and crowding distance.
At the first step, each chromosome is evaluated based on their objective functions. Then, each chromosome is
assigned a rank by considering the domination of the chromosomes. Individuals that are not dominated by any other
individuals in the population are assigned the first rank. All of the first ranked individuals are deleted in the dummy
list, and the remaining populations are evaluated for the second rank. These procedures will be continued until the
last chromosome in the population. In addition, each chromosome should be assigned a value called crowding
distance in order to keep the front as diverse as possible. In order to calculate the crowding distance measure, first,
all of the objective function values are sorted in ascending order. Then, each of the first and last objective function
values are assigned an infinite value that is referring to their crowding distance and front boundary. Finally, for each
of the points which is located in between, a crowding distance is calculated based on the below formulation.
=

|

−

|

−

(3)

is the crowding distance for the
chromosome of the
objective function,
is the
In this formulation,
objective function value for the ( + 1) chromosome that is sorted in ascending order,
is the
objective
is the maximum objective
function value for the ( − 1) chromosome that is sorted in ascending order,
function value of the
objective function, and
is the minimum objective function value of the
objective
values must be
function. In order to obtain the crowding distance measure for each of the chromosomes ( ), the
chromosome (i.e.
= ∑
). It should be noted that among the different chromosomes,
summed up for the
lower ranked solutions are preferred. If their ranks are similar, then individuals with a higher crowding distance are
better i.e. higher crowding distance means that they are located in a less crowded area. In addition, rank and
crowding distance should be recalculated after each population-merging.

Reproduction
In the reproduction phase, crossover and selection are the most important operators. For the selection technique,
tournament selection is employed which is based on the rank and crowding distance. In this work, precedence
preserving order-based crossover is applied for producing offspring. The following procedures are used in this
crossover. First, two parents are selected by tournament selection (p1, p2), and then two sub-jobs are randomly
selected (sj1, sj2) among n jobs. The randomly selected sub-jobs (sj1, sj2) are copied from parent one and parent two
to child one and child two in the exact alleles as in their parents. In the next step, all of the alleles that belong to sj1
and sj2 are deleted in p2 and p1, respectively. Then, the remaining alleles in p2 and p1 are transferred to child 1 and
child 2 from the most left to the most right, respectively.
Mutation operator is introduced to make perturbation, and prevent the algorithm to be trapped in the local
optima. In this algorithm, swapping and insertion mutations are applied with a low probability. In swapping
mutation, first, two random numbers that are referring to the position of the alleles are produced (e.g. R= {1, 4}).
Then, in the parent solution, these alleles are exchanged in order to create the offspring. For instance, consider the
parent as {2,1,3,3,1,2}, by applying the swapping mutation, the offspring will be {3,1,3,2,1,2}. The procedures for
the insertion mutation are as follows. First, two random numbers that are referring to the position of the alleles are
generated (e.g. R= {2, 6}). Then, the randomly selected allele with a smaller value is placed at the left of the second
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randomly selected allele to create the offspring. For instance, given the parent solution as {2,1,3,3,1,2}, by applying
the insertion mutation, the offspring solution will be {2,3,3,1,1,2}.

RESULTS and DISCUSSION
The computational results are based on Lawrence instances prefixed with LA that were used for makespan
problems in job shop scheduling. These instances were collected from the OR-Library. We selected different size
instances in terms of machines and jobs; including 10x5 (LA01-LA05), 15x5 (LA06-LA10), 20x5 (LA11-LA15)
and 10x10 (LA16-LA20). In these instances, all of the data for evaluating the first objective are given; however,
some of the information is missing for the second objective. The missing information are release time and due date,
and we completed them by considering a mixed tightness level. The release times ( ) of the jobs were completed
with a uniform random function of [0, 20], and due dates of the jobs were estimated based on Baker’s due date
equation as follows [24].
=

(4)

+ ×

The tightness factor or c, determines the tightness level of the due dates which could be high, moderate and loose
with a value of = 1.2, 1.5, 2. We used a mixed approach in the case of tightness level, i.e. 34 % of the jobs’ due
dates are tight, 33 % of them are moderate and the remainder are loose [13]. Nevertheless, it is possible to simulate
the due dates of the jobs by considering any of the tightness factors alone.
The proposed algorithm was implemented in MATLAB R2010a and it was run 10 times independently for each
of the instances. All of the tests were executed on a computer that was operating with Windows XP, Intel(R)
Core(TM) Duo CPU T2450 2 GHz, and 1 GB of RAM. In addition, the following tuned parameters were set in the
= 40, crossover and mutation percentage on a population = 0.9 and
=
algorithm; number of populations
0.7, mutation rate
= 0.02, and tournament size
= 5.

Instance

Size

LA 01
LA 02
LA 03
LA 04
LA 05
LA 06
LA 07
LA 08
LA 09
LA 10
LA 11
LA 12
LA 13
LA 14
LA 15
LA 16
LA 17
LA 18
LA 19
LA 20

10x5
10x5
10x5
10x5
10x5
15x5
15x5
15x5
15x5
15x5
20x5
20x5
20x5
20x5
20x5
10x10
10x10
10x10
10x10
10x10

TABLE (1)
Computational results of the modified non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm
Number
Cmax
RD*
Cmax
Tmax
Tmax
Number
BKS*
of
of jobs
Best
%
Average
[25]
Best
machines
10
10
10
10
10
15
15
15
15
15
20
20
20
20
20
10
10
10
10
10

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
10
10
10
10
10

666
655
597
590
593
926
890
863
951
958
1222
1039
1150
1292
1207
945
784
848
842
902

666
655
597
590
593
926
890
863
951
958
1222
1039
1150
1292
1207
946
784
848
842
907

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.11
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.55

*BKS: Best Known Solution
*RD: Relative Deviation from the best known solution
*NFFS: Number of First Front Solutions
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752
717.83
624.12
632.37
609.4
941
919.75
885.33
960
971.5
1271.5
1129.1
1191.7
1306.5
1252
977.66
809.33
925.5
916.11
1042.5

225.5
174
168
216.8
144.5
474
367
306
413
383.3
-

105
70
163
136
154.5
465
371
271
400
399.2
653.5
528
498
869
652
36.2
93.8
23.6
29
15

Tmax
Average
211.41
133.33
238.52
214.56
261.7
533.07
510.25
323.33
412.93
470.6
688
590.82
602.66
883.25
717.84
149.25
164.31
105.51
92.37
136.54

NFFS*
9
6
8
8
5
4
4
6
3
2
2
8
6
2
5
6
6
10
9
13

Computational experiments were performed with the mentioned tuned parameters for all of the instances, and the
computational results are presented in TABLE 1. This table consists of instance name, instance size, number of jobs,
number of machines, best known solution of Cmax (BKS), best solution of Cmax in the first front, percentage of
relative deviation, average amount of Cmax in the first front, reported results of Tmax in the literature, best solution of
Tmax in the first front, average amount of Tmax in the first front, and number of first front solutions (NFFS). In
addition, the execution time of the studied problems was less than 200 seconds for each of the instances. The
execution duration of LA20 and LA19 were recorded as 192.35 and 187.4, respectively.
It is clear from TABLE 1 that the algorithm was able to obtain the best known solutions in 18 problems out of
20, and the percentages of relative deviation for them were zero. Therefore, we can argue that the algorithm could
find the best Pareto-solutions in terms of makespan. In the case of maximum tardiness, it is clear that the modified
NSGA-II has been able to find better solutions in comparison to the reported results in the literature [25]. In
addition, the modified NSGA-II has been able to explore as much Pareto optimal schedules as possible. FIGURE 2
shows the Pareto optimal schedules for LA20 with 13 first front schedules.

FIGURE 2. First front solutions for LA20 obtained by the modified NSGA-II.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have considered MJSSPs by simultaneously minimizing makespan and maximum tardiness. In
order to solve the presented multi-objective problems, a modified NSGA-II was proposed. In this algorithm, a
discrete solution encoding was used in which it is an operation based representation. In addition, a tournament
selection was applied that is based on the rank and crowding distance of the chromosomes. In the reproduction phase
of the algorithm, a precedence preserving order-based crossover and two different types of efficient mutation
operators were applied. Computational results of the modified NSGA-II revealed that the algorithm was able to find
the high quality Pareto-optimal schedules.
In our future work, we will implement the original NSGA-II and other multi-objective evolutionary algorithms in
order to see their performance in terms of non-dominated sets.
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New Richardson’s Extrapolation Spreadsheet Calculator
Using VBA Programming for Numerical Differentiations
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Abstract. In this paper, we have further improved the limitations of our previous two Richardson’s extrapolation
spreadsheet calculators for computing differentiations numerically. The new feature in this new Richardson’s
extrapolation spreadsheet calculator is fully automated up to any level based on the stopping criteria using VBA
programming. The new version is more flexible because it is controlled by programming. Furthermore, it reduces
computational time and CPU memory.
Keywords: Spreadsheet calculator; Richardson’s extrapolation; numerical differentiation.
PACS: 01.40.gb, 01.50.hv

INTRODUCTION
In real-world problems, applications of the rate of change have been well-defined. For example, flow rate in a
tank, productivity of an industrial process and marginal revenue of a manufacturing company. In fact, calculating
the rate of change requires the knowledge of differentiation, which is an interesting topic in numerical analysis.
Since the physical problems are complex, the exact differentiation is impossible to obtain. In such situations, an
approximation of the definite differentiation is important to provide a practical solution. Richardson’s extrapolation
[1-2], which is one of the powerful approaches in numerical differentiation, improves the rate of convergence of a
sequence in numerical differentiation.
Implementation of Richardson’s extrapolation via mathematical software or any computational tool leads to a
desired definite differentiation. According to the works of [3-11], Excel spreadsheet shows the calculation ability
for a wide range of numerical methods. In addition, the application of Excel spreadsheet in implementing
Richardson’s extrapolation for numerical differentiation has been developed in [12, 13] recently. However, previous
Richardson’s extrapolation Excel spreadsheet calculator [12] is limited to level four in calculating the numerical
differentiation and the initial value D(0, 0) of approximation to the derivative of a function is required to be keyed in
by users using 3-point central difference formula. The improved version of Richardson’s extrapolation Excel
spreadsheet calculator [13] overcomes the previous two limitations, in which users only need to enter x, f(x) and h
instead of the initial value D(0, 0) and it is able to calculate up to level 10. However, the work of [13] is still not yet
flexible up to any level. Hence, in this work, we further improved its flexibility using VBA programming.

RICHARDSON’S EXTRAPOLATION
There are two ways to improve derivative estimates when employing finite divided differences; decreasing the
step size or using a higher-order formula that employs more points. A third approach, based on Richardson’s
extrapolation which uses two derivatives, estimates a more accurate approximation. [14]
For a given function of f , approximations D, to the derivative of f at a specified value of x, can be computed for
a chosen value of h, using Richardson’s extrapolation method as follows: [15]

D( J , K )

4K D( J , K  1)  D( J  1, K  1)
 O(h2 K  2 ), J
K
4 1

1, 2, ..., K

1, 2, ...
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(1)

D( J , 0)
h0

h, h1

f ( x  hJ )  f ( x  hJ )
,J
2hJ
h
, h2
2

h
,..., hJ
4

(2)

0, 1, 2, ...

h
2J

(3)

The iteration process (1) is repeated until D( J , J )  D( J , J  1)  H or D( J , J )  D( J  1, J  1)  H for a specified
value of H . The value of D( J , J ) then approximates f c( x) at this level.
Richardson’s extrapolation table for K from 1 to 4 is shown in TABLE (1).

J

0
1
2
3
4

TABLE (1). Richardson’s Extrapolation table for level K values from 1 to 4.
hJ
K

h0
h1
h2
h3
h4

0
D( J ,0)
D(0,0)
D(1,0)
D(2,0)
D(3,0)
D(4,0)

1
D( J ,1)

2
D( J ,2)

3
D( J ,3)

4
D( J ,4)

D(1,1)
D(2,1)
D(3,1)
D(4,1)

D(2,2)
D(3,2)
D(4,2)

D(3,3)
D(4,3)

D(4,4)

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
In this section, a numerical example to be solved by Richardson’s extrapolation is provided.
Question
The velocity (m/s) of a particle at time t seconds is given by

v(t )

2t

.
1 t2
Using Richardson’s extrapolation, find the acceleration of the particle at time t =5s with h = 0.5 with h
dv(t )
2
2t 2
exact solution is a(t )

, find the absolute error.
3
dt
2
1 t2
1 t

0.5. If the

Solution
Let f (t ) be the velocity function, v(t ), then

Thus acceleration function given by a(t )
t =5s with h = 0.5.

f (t )

f c(t )

v(t )

2t
1 t2

vc(t ) can be approximated using Richardson’s extrapolation at

The numerical solution of this example is shown in Figure 1 in Section 4, where a(5) is approximately 0.0151,
while the absolute error is shown in cell G4 in FIGURE 1.
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THE NEW IMPROVED RICHARDSON’S EXTRAPOLATION
SPREADSHEET CALCULATOR
FIGURE 1 illustrates the new improved Richardson’s extrapolation spreadsheet calculator. This new
spreadsheet calculator is able to compute the Richardson’s extrapolation value up to any level. Users need to enter
the function to be differentiated into cell C4, h into cell D4 and a chosen point of x into cell C3. Users can select the
desired accuracy of one decimal place, two decimal places, up to nine decimal places calculation from the drop
down menu in cell J3. To obtain the changes on the Richardson’s extrapolation table up to the desired accuracy,
users need to click on the APPLY button and the values in the Richardson’s extrapolation table will be calculated
automatically. The APPLY button is associated with VBA programming calculating the values in the Richardson’s
extrapolation table based of the stopping criteria. The details of the programming can be found in Appendix A. The
final answer is shown in cell E4. To calculate the absolute error, users need to enter the exact differentiated function
into cell F4. The absolute error will then be calculated automatically in cell G4.

FIGURE 1: Solution of new improved Richardson’s extrapolation spreadsheet calculator.

The advantage of this new improved Richardson’s extrapolation spreadsheet calculator is it is more flexible up to
any level based on the stopping criteria instead of level 10 in the previous improved Richardson’s extrapolation
spreadsheet calculator. Hence it freezes the memory reserves for level 10, saves memory and allows faster
computation.

CONCLUSION
A new improved Richardson’s extrapolation spreadsheet calculator has been developed to approximate the
derivative of the given function at a chosen point with a step size h. The VBA programming that calculates
Richardson’s extrapolation values is given in Appendix A and the layout of the spreadsheet calculator is shown in
Figure 1. The spreadsheet calculator is very user-friendly. It provides an alternative tool for approximating the
numerical differentiation by Richardson’s extrapolation. It can be used as a marking scheme for educators and
students who need full solutions. Moreover, it reduces calculation time and is hoped to improve students’ learning
ability.
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Abstract. Facility design problems relate to the location or design of facilities or departments in a given area. This study
deal with unequal-area dynamic facility layout problems in order to minimize the sum of the shifting costs and the sum of
the material handling costs. The slicing tree structure has not been applied to these problems so far. In this paper,
unequal-area dynamic facility layout problems based on the slicing tree representation are investigated. Due to their
complexity, they could not be solved within a reasonable computational time by exact methods when the number of
departments increases. Hence, a simulated annealing approach is suggested for solving them. The simulated annealing
approach is tested with some problem instances taken from the literature. According to the results, this algorithm
generates better solutions in comparison with other methods.
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INTRODUCTION
Facility design is the problem of finding locations of facilities on the shop floor in order to minimize the sum of
the material handling costs. It is proven that 20 to 50 percent of operating costs within manufacturing depend on
material handling costs, and an efficient layout can decrease 10 to 30 percent of these costs [1]. According to
Tompkins et al. [1], roughly 8 percent of the gross national product (GNP) has been spent on new equipment in the
United States of America since 1955 and over $300 billions have been spent each year for layout and relayout.
Facility layout problems (FLPs) are split into two main divisions, which are static facility layout problems (SFLPs)
and dynamic facility layout problems (DFLPs). In SFLPs, material flow among facilities is constant for the whole
time planning horizon. However, this formulation is not suitable for today's business environment because
management of factories should be able to respond rapidly to changes in product demand, product price, product
volume and so on. Therefore, researchers have focused their attention on DFLPs. In DFLPs, material flow among
facilities can change over the time planning horizon which can be split into multiple periods (each period can be a
month, season or year). However, material flow among facilities is static in each period. There is only one layout for
the solution in a SFLP, but there are several layouts for the solution in a DFLP (i.e. one layout for each period).
Thus, the total cost consists of the sum of the shifting costs and the sum of the material handling costs for all
periods. Shifting cost is split into variable and fixed costs. Variable shifting costs occur due to movement of
equipment from the current position to a new position and fixed shifting costs take place because of shutdown of
operations [2]. DFLPs are divided into two main categories which are equal-area dynamic FLPs (EA DFLPs) and
unequal-area dynamic FLPs (UA DFLPs).
DFLPs were originally introduced by Rosenblatt [3]. He studied EA DFLPs in order to minimize the sum of the
shifting costs and the sum of the material handling costs by dynamic programing. Montreuil and Venkatadri [4]
studied UA DFLPs for the first time. They assumed that the length and width of facilities can change from one
period to another period. They minimized the ‘expected flow traveled’ and used a heuristic method to solve the
problems. Lacksonen [5] used a two-stage algorithm to solve UA DFLPs such that the area of each facility cannot
change from one period to another period. In stage one, a modified cutting plane heuristic was used to solve a
quadratic assignment problem. Stage two applied a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) model to find the
block diagram layouts. Lacksonen [6] again investigated UA DFLPs and applied a new heuristic method to solve
them. Results showed that the new heuristic method created better solutions in comparison with the two-stage
algorithm. Kochhar and Heragu [7] studied a multi-floor UA DFLP and used genetic algorithm (GA) to solve it.
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Dunker et al. [8] investigated UA DFLPs such that the length and width of facilities are constant in all periods. They
combined GA and dynamic programming to solve the problems. Dong et al. [9] investigated UA DFLPs in which
facilities could be removed and added in each period. They used the shortest path based simulated annealing
algorithm for solving the problems. McKendall and Hakobyan [10] studied UA DFLPs such that the length and
width of facilities are constant in all periods. First, a boundary search technique was used to solve the problems.
Then, a tabu search (TS) algorithm was used to improve the solutions. This method created better solutions as
compared to the method proposed by Dunker et al. [8]. Jolai et al. [11] investigated multi-objective UA DFLPs with
pick-up/drop-off positions. A mathematical model was presented and a multi-objective particle swarm optimization
algorithm was used to find the solutions. More recently, Mazinani et al. [12] formulated an UA DFLP such that the
area of each department can change in two consecutive periods. This problem was simplified by the flexible bay
structure (FBS) and was solved with GA.
According to the literature review, there is no research on using the slicing tree structure (STS) in the field of
DFLPs. In this paper, UA DFLPs based on STS are investigated. The assumptions for solving these problems are: 1)
the layout in each period must satisfy the maximum ratio constraint, 2) departments can have unequal areas and their
shapes are rectangular, 3) department areas may change in two consecutive periods but they are fixed in each period,
4) departments cannot overlap each other in each period, and 5) the objective function minimizes the sum of the
shifting costs and the sum of the material handling costs. The shifting costs include variable and fixed shifting costs.
The remaining sections of this paper are organized as follows: the solution approach is presented in section two,
section three discusses the computational results, and finally, conclusions are provided in section four.

SIMULATED ANNEALING FOR UA DFLPS BASED ON STS
To solve combinatorial optimization problems (COPs) such as FLPs, one of the promising tools is simulated
annealing (SA). It is based on the simulation of the annealing process of solids. The steps of SA are presented as
follows:
Step 1: Create a random solution and evaluate it. The solution is created randomly through the STS
representation.
Step 2: Set the initial temperature (T=T 0).
Step 3: Create a new solution in the neighborhood of the current solution and evaluate it.
Step 4: If the new solution is better than the current solution, it will accept the new solution; otherwise, it accepts
the new solution according to an acceptance probability function. This function is adjusted based on the temperature.
Step 5: If the stopping condition for the intra loop is satisfied, it performs temperature damping; otherwise, it
goes to step 3.
Step 6: If the stopping condition for the outer loop is satisfied, it will go to step 7; otherwise, it goes to step 3.
Step 7: End of the algorithm.

Solution Representation
The proposed method applies STS to represent a solution for UA DFLPs in each period. A solution
representation for each period is split into three sections: 1) department sequence, 2) slicing order, and 3) slicing
orientation. The department sequence and slicing order are permutation vectors of {1, 2, …, N} and {1, 2, …, N-1}
respectively where N is the number of departments; however, the slicing orientation is shown by N-1 binary
numbers. In the slicing orientation, 1 shows a vertical cut and 0 shows a horizontal cut. A solution for a 7department and 2-period problem is shown in FIGURE 1 where the first row belongs to period one and the second
row belongs to period two. Each solution representation for each period can be transformed into a layout solution
and slicing tree. FIGURE 2 presents the transformation of the solution for period 2 into a layout solution and slicing
tree.
department sequence

5
3

2
7

1
4

6
5

4
6

slicing order

3
1

7
2

3
5

2
4

5
3

1
2

orientation type

4
1

6
6

0
0

1
0

FIGURE 1. Solution representation for 7 departments and 2 periods.
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1
1

0
1

1
1

0
0

H

3

7

4

5

6

1

2

1

2

3

4

5

6

5

4

3

2

1

6

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

6

V

1

2

6
5

V

3

4

V
3

2

H

H

7

5

4

7

Solution representation

Slicing tree form

Layout solution

FIGURE 2. Transformation of solution representation into a layout solution and slicing tree form for period 2.

As for the objective function calculation, it is presented in equation 1.
T

N

N

T

N

T

N

¦¦¦C tij Ftij d tij  ¦¦ Ati rti  ¦¦ Rti pti  1000000d .
t 1 i 1 j 1

t 2 i 1

(1)

t 2 i 1

where T is the number of periods, N is the number of departments, i and j are indices for departments (i,
j=1,…,N), t is the index for period, Ctij is the cost for moving a unit material per unit distance from department i to
department j in period t, Ftij is the amount of material flow from department i to department j in period t, dtij is the
rectilinear distance between department i and department j in period t, Ati is the fixed shifting cost for department i
in period t, Rti is the variable shifting cost for department i in period t, rti is one if department i is rearranged from
period t-1 to period t; otherwise it is zero, pti is the rectilinear distance for moving department i from period t-1 to
period t, and d is the number of infeasible departments for all periods. A large coefficient with a value of 1000000 is
used to penalize infeasible departments.

Solution Creation
The proposed SA applies three steps to create a new solution (i.e. neighborhood). These steps are mentioned as
follows:
Step 1: Select a period (i.e. row) randomly from the solution representation.
Step 2: Select one part randomly among the department sequence, slicing order, and orientation type from the
period selected.
Step 3: Apply swapping, insertion or reversion for the selected part in order to create new solutions.
In swapping, two randomly selected cells are swapped or exchanged. However, in insertion, two cells are
randomly selected and the cell with a higher order is put on the right of the second randomly selected cell. Finally, in
reversion, two cells are randomly selected and the cells between them are reversed.

IMPLEMENTATION AND COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
The proposed method was tested using four problems taken from the literature. They are DFLP-ONE with 4
departments and 3 periods, DFLP-TWO with 5 departments and 2 periods, DFLP-THREE with 8 departments and 6
periods and DFLP-FOUR with 12 departments and 4 periods from Mazinani et al. [12]. The parameter settings of
the proposed SA are as follows; initial temperature=45, temperature damping rate= 0.95, maximum number of inner
iterations=100, and maximum number of iterations=50, 50, 1000, and 1000 for problems DFLP-ONE, DFLP-TWO,
DFLP-THREE, and DFLP-FOUR respectively. The proposed algorithm was coded using MATLAB R2010a and it
was implemented in a computer with an Intel Core i3-2320M CPU of 2.10 GHz, and 4.00 GB of RAM. Each
problem was solved five times using the proposed method. The results of the proposed method were compared with
those generated by genetic algorithm (GA) and GAMS 23.3 software which were reported in Mazinani et al. [12].
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TABLE 1 lists the problem’s name, result of GA obtained from the literature, run time of GA, result of GAMS
obtained from the literature, run time of GAMS, worst solution and best solution of the proposed method in fiveindependent runs, and run time for the best solution of the proposed method. Based on Table 1, it is clear that the
proposed method has found better solutions in comparison to other approaches for the selected problems. FIGURE 3
shows the best layout attained by the proposed method for each problem.
Layout for period one

Layout for period two

Layout for period three

a) Optimum layout for DFLP-ONE
Layout for period one

Layout for period two

b) Optimum layout for DFLP-TWO
Layout for period one

Layout for period two

Layout for period four

Layout for period five

Layout for period three

Layout for period six

c) Optimum layout for DFLP-THREE
Layout for period one

Layout for period two

Layout for period three

d) Optimum layout for DFLP-FOUR

Layout for period four

FIGURE 3. Best layouts for DFLP-ONE, DFLP-TWO, DFLP-THREE and DFLP-FOUR
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Problem
DFLP-ONE
DFLP-TWO
DFLP-THREE
DFLP-FOUR

GA
solution
681.3668
567.8750
25054.7145
45201.9503

TABLE (1). Results by SA and other algorithms.
Run time
Worst
Run time
GAMS
(s) for
solution by
(s) for GA
solution
GAMS
SA
7.25
16.19
3909.91
3016.44

681.3668
567.8750
27612.2302
52332.8059

2489.62
1302.52
86744.46
86744.46

542.8333
485.375
24593.6406
45400.818

Best
solution by
SA

Run time
(s) for best
solution

525.3333
469.875
21823.3375
43807.092

6.831780
5.855222
1053.26351
1080.91755

CONCLUSIONS
This paper has proposed a SA algorithm with STS to solve UA DFLPs. In particular, STS has been used for the
first time to simplify these problems. The proposed algorithm has applied three methods for creating new solutions,
namely swapping, insertion and reversion in order to perform intensive search. The results showed that the
proposed algorithm creates better solutions in comparison with other approaches. As for future work, other metaheuristic algorithms can be studied instead of SA for solving DFLPs based on STS in order to see their
effectiveness.
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Magnetohydrodynamic Stagnation Point Flow and Heat
Transfer in a Nanofluid towards a Stretching Sheet with
Suction/Injection
Khairy Zaimi and Nor Ashikin Abu Bakar
Institute of Engineering Mathematics, Pauh Putra Campus, Universiti Malaysia Perlis,
02600 Arau, Perlis, Malaysia
Abstract. This paper deals with the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) stagnation point flow and heat transfer towards a
permeable stretching sheet in a nanofluid. By using a similarity transformation, the governing equations of fluid flow are
reduced into ordinary differential equation, which are then solved numerically using a shooting method. The effects of
suction/injection parameter on the velocity, temperature and concentration profiles and heat transfer characteristics are
obtained and graphically presented. It is found that skin friction coefficient and the local Nusselt number increase with
suction, while it acts in opposite manner with injection.
Keywords: Stagnation point; suction; stretching sheet; nanofluid; heat transfer.
PACS: 44., 44.20.+b, 47.10.ad, 47.15.Cb

INTRODUCTION
The study of fluid flow and heat transfer of moving surface have gained significant interest from large number of
researchers. This considerable attention on this area has been stimulated by a wide variety of practical application
include manufacturing processes such as extrusion of plastic sheets and the paper production [1]. Past few years,
several carried out the study on nanofluid. Choi [2] who the first called the term “nanofluid” which described the
mixture of nanoparticles and base fluid. This nanofluid provide tremendous advantages in heat transfer performance
compared to base fluid such as water.
The aim of present study is to investigate the effect of suction and injection on the stagnation point flow of
nanofluid over a stretching sheet in presence of an applied magnetic field. The study is based on the nanofluid model
proposed by Buongiorno [3]. This study is an extended the work by Ibrahim et al. [4] when considering the effect of
magnetic field on the stagnation point flow and heat transfer due to nanofluid towards a stretching sheet. In this
paper, a revised boundary condition has been proposed with addition of suction/injection effect. The numerical
solutions of the present study are obtained by using the shooting method. The effect of suction/injection and
magnetic parameters on the velocity, temperature and concentration profiles, skin friction and the local Nusselt
number are shown graphically and discussed.

PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider two-dimensional stagnation point flow over a permeable a stretching/shrinking sheet in a nanofluid
as shown in FIGURE 1. It is assumed that the uniform temperature and concentration at the surface of the sheet are
denoted by Tw and C w while the ambient temperature and the concentration far from the surface of the sheet are

Tf and Cf , respectively. A constant B B0 measure the strength of transverse magnetic field which is assumed to
be applied in the positive y -direction and the surface mass transfer velocity is v Vw . Under above assumptions as
well as the boundary layer approximation, the governing equations of the problem is given as (see Ibrahim et al. [4];
Khan and Pop [5])

wu wv

wx wy

0

(1)
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Uf  u
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wy
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° § wC wT · DT § wT · ½
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¹ f © wy ¹ ¿
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°
¯
2
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wC
wC
wC D wT
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u
DB 2  T
wx
wy
Tf wy 2
wy

wT
wT
v
u
wx
wy

(3)
(4)

The boundary conditions of Eqs. (1)-(4) are

u

Uw x

u o Uf

ax , v

bx, v

Vw , T

Tw , C

Cw at y

0

(5)

0, T o Tf , C o Cf as y o f

where u and v are the velocity components in the x and y directions, respectively, a and b are two positive
constants,

J

is the suction ( J

! 0 ) or injection ( J  0 ) parameter, U is the density, p is the pressure, T is the
f

fluid temperature, X is the kinematic viscosity, V is the electrical conductivity, U f is the free stream velocity,
Uc p and Uc f are the heat capacity of nanoparticle material and the base fluid, W Uc p / Uc f is the ratio of
effective heat capacity of the nanoparticle material to heat capacity of the base fluid, B is the magnetic field,
0

D and D are the Brownian diffusion and thermophoretic coefficients, respectively.
B

T

FIGURE 1. Physical model of the problem.

We introduce the similarity variables of the following form (see [4,6])

\

aX xf K , K

a

X

y, T K

T Tf
, h K
Tw Tf

C Cf
Cw Cf

where \ is the stream function, which is defined as usual way u

(6)

w\ / w y and v

similarity solution, the mass flux velocity is assumed in the form of Vw
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 w\ / w x . To obtain the

 aXJ , where J

f 0

is the

suction/injection parameter. Substituting variables (6) into Eqs. (1)-(4), we obtain the following system of nonlinear
ordinary differential equations

f ccc  ff cc  f c 2  M A  f c  A 2

T cc  Pr f T c NbhcT c NtT c2
hcc  Lefhc 

Nt
T cc
Nb

(7)

0

0

(8)

0

(9)

The boundary conditions (6) now transformed to

f
fc

J,

f c 1, T

A, T

1 at K

1, h

0

(10)

0 at K o f

0, h

where prime denotes differentiation with respect to K , Pr is the Prandtl number, M is the magnetic parameter, A is
the velocity ratio, Le is the Lewis number, Nb and Nt are the Brownian motion and thermophoresis parameters
respectively, which are defined as

Pr

X
, M
D

VB02
U a

b
, Le
a

, A

f

X
D

,

Nb

W DB Cw Cf
X

B

,

Nt

W DT

Tw Tf

XTf

.

The practical quantities of interest in the present study are the skin friction coefficient, the local Nusselt number
and the local Sherwood number which are denoted by C , Nu x and Shx respectively. Following Ibrahim et al. [4],
f

these quantities are defined as

C

Ww

2
UU w

f

,

Nu x

xqw
,
k Tw  Tf

(11)

where W w , q w and j w are the wall skin friction, wall heat flux and the wall mass flux, respectively, which are given
by

Ww

wu ·
,
¸
© wy ¹ y 0

P §¨

qw

§
·
k ¨ wT ¸
© wy ¹ y 0

(12)

with P being the dynamic viscosity and k being the nanofluid thermal conductivity. Using the above equations, we
get

Re1x/ 2 C

where Re x

Uwx

X

f

f cc 0 ,

Nu x Re x1/ 2

T c 0 ,

is the local Reynold number.
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1/ 2

Shx Rex

hc 0

(13)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The system of nonlinear ordinary differential equations (7) - (9) subject to boundary conditions (10) were
obtained using a shooting method with the assist of shootlib function in Maple software. The value of the Prandtl
number is fixed at 7 (water). We have compared the values f cc 0 with those reported by Ibrahim et al. [4], and
Mahapatra and Gupta [6] for specific case when M 0 , Nt 0 , Nb o 0 and J 0 (no suction/injection effect) in
order to access the accuracy of the present results. The comparisons are in excellent agreement, thus providing
confidence on the further results to be reported.
TABLE (1). The values of f cc 0 when M

A
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.25
0.3
0.35
0.4
0.45
0.5
0.55

0 , Nt

0 , Nb o 0 and J

Ibrahim et al. [4]
-0.9694

Mahapatra and Gupta [6]
-0.9694

-0.9181

-0.9181

-0.6673

-0.6673

0.

Present result
-0.9693
-0.9460
-0.9181
-0.8857
-0.8494
-0.8091
-0.7653
-0.7179
-0.6672
-0.6133

FIGURES 2-4 are plotted for velocity f c K , temperature T K and nanoparticle concentration h K respectively
for some values of suction/injection parameter J . From these FIGURES 2-4, we found that the fluid velocity,
temperature and concentration decrease with increasing suction parameter J ! 0 . It seems that suction effect
decrease the velocity, thermal and concentration boundary layer thicknesses, and in turn increases each of the
velocity, temperature and concentration gradients at the surface. Thus, the skin friction coefficient, local Nusselt
number and local Sherwood number at the surface increase as J increases. The opposite behavior is expected with
injection effect. Injection tends to increase the velocity, temperature and nanoparticle concentration as shown in
FIGURES 2-4.

FIGURE 2. The velocity profile f c K for different values of J
when Nt

0.1, Nb

0.1 , Le

2, A

0.05, M
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1, Pr

7 and O

1.

FIGURE 3. The temperature profile T K for different values of J
when Nt

0.1, Nb

0.1 , Le

2, A

0.05, M

1, Pr

7 and O

1.

FIGURE 4. The concentration profile h K for different values of J
when Nt

0.1, Nb

0.1 , Le

2, A

0.05, M

1, Pr

7 and O

1.

The variations of the skin friction coefficient and the local Nusselt number with M for some values of J are
depicted in Figures 5-6 when Nt 0.1, Nb 0.1 , Le 2 , A 0.05, M 1, Pr 7 and O 1 . From Figures 5-6, it
can be seen that the magnitude of the skin friction coefficient and the local Nusselt number which represent heat
transfer rate at the surface increase with suction while it decreases with injection.
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FIGURE 5. The variation of the skin friction coefficient Rex C f with M for different values of J .
1/ 2

1/ 2

FIGURE 6. Variation of the local Nusselt number Nu x Rex

with M for different values of J .

CONCLUSIONS
In the present study, we analyze the problem of the magnetohydrodynamic stagnation point flow and heat
transfer towards a stretching sheet in a nanofluid with suction/injection effect at the boundary. The governing
equations of the problem have been solved numerically using the shooting method. The effect of suction/injection
parameter J on the flow field and heat transfer characteristics are plotted and analyzed. It is observe that suction
effect increases the magnitude of the skin friction coefficient and the local Nusselt number while injection acts in
opposite manner. Also, it is found that the velocity, temperature and concentration of the fluid decrease with
increasing suction parameter. Furthermore, it is seen that injection increases the velocity, temperature and
concentration of the fluid.
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Abstract. Black hole greybody factors carry some quantum black hole information. Studying greybody factors may lead
to understanding the quantum nature of black holes. However, solving for exact greybody factors in many black hole
systems is impossible. One way to deal with this problem is to place some rigorous analytic bounds on the greybody
factors. In this paper, we calculate rigorous bounds on the greybody factors for spin zero hawking radiation for non-zeroangular momentum mode from the Kerr-Newman black holes.
Keywords: greybody factors, Kerr-Newman black holes, rigorous bounds.
PACS: 04.70.Dy, 04.62.+v, 04.70.Bw

INTRODUCTION
Classically, a black hole can absorb everything entering it even light. However, this picture was changed when
we took into account quantum effects. In 1974, Stephen Hawking discovered that a black hole could indeed emit
radiation. This radiation became known as “Hawking radiation” [1]. Some black hole information is contained in the
greybody factor. Therefore, understanding the greybody factors may lead to understanding the universe. However,
in most systems, solving the equation for the greybody factors is very complicated. Instead of finding exact
solutions, we place some rigorous analytic bound on the greybody factors. In this paper, we calculate rigorous
bounds on the greybody factors for spin zero hawking radiation for non-zero-angular momentum mode from the
Kerr-Newman black holes.

KERR-NEWMAN BLACK HOLE
The Kerr-Newman metric is given by [2, 3]
2
2
'
sin 2 T
6
ª¬a dt  (r 2  a 2 ) dI º¼  dr 2  6 dT 2 ,
ds 2  dt  a sin 2 T dI 
(1)
6
6
'
where
(2)
' r 2  2Mr  a2  Q2 (r  r )(r  r );
6 r 2  a 2 sin 2 T .
Here a is the angular momentum per unit mass of the black holes, M is the black hole mass, Q is the black hole
electric charge, r is the inner event horizon, and r is the outer event horizon. The horizon radii are given by
(3)
rr M r M 2  a 2  Q2 .
In this work, we are interested in scalar excitation to the Kerr-Newman black holes. The equation of motion takes
the form
 d2
½
(4)
® 2  U m (r ) ¾ R m (r ) 0
d
r
¯ *
¿
where the tortoise coordinate r* is defined by
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r 2  a2
dr
'

dr*

r 2  a2
dr
(r  r )(r  r )

(5)

and the effective potential U m (r ) is given by

U m (r )

'
2
(r  a 2 ) 2

2

ª
( r ' )c
3r 2 ' º §
ma ·


 ¨Z  2
(
a
)
O
Z
« m
¸ .
2
2
2
2 2 »
r  a (r  a ) ¼ ©
r  a2 ¹
¬

(6)

Here

O m (aZ)

(  1))  2maZ  ( H

1,
1, m

 H m )(aZ) 2 ,

(7)

where is the angular momentum quantum number, m is the azimuthal quantum number, Z is the energy of an
emitted particle, and H m is given by [4]

H

m

2 ( 2  m2 )
.
4 2 1

(8)

We can write

U m (r ) V m (r )  Z  mY

2

(9)

,

where

Y

a
a2  r 2

(10)

and

V m (r )

ª
'
( r ' )c
3r 2 ' º
O (aZ )  2 2  2 2 2 » .
2 2 « m
(r  a ) ¬
r  a (r  a ) ¼
2

(11)

RIGOROUS BOUNDS ON GREYBODY FACTORS
Because of impossibility of finding exact solutions, we calculate the rigorous bounds on the greybody factors
instead. These bounds can be found in [5]. They are applied to generic systems in [6-8] and to black hole greybody
factors [9, 10]. These bounds are given by [11, 12]

T t sech 2

³

f

f

-dr* ,

(12)

where

-

[hc(r )]2  [U m (r )  h(r ) 2 ]2
2h( r )

.

(13)

Using the triangle inequality, we obtain
f
ª1
h( f )
1 | U m ( r )  h( r ) 2 | º
T m t ssech 2 « ln
 ³
dr* »
2 h( r )
¬ 2 h(f) 2 f
¼
Here, h(r ) is any positive function. In this work, we choose h(r ) Z  mY . Therefore,

(14)

f
º
ª1
V
h(f)
T m t sech
(15)
 ³ m dr
s 2 « ln
d * ».
¬ 2 h(f) f 2Z ¼
We are interested in the non-zero-angular-momentum modes ( m z 0 ). We shall divide the non-zero-angularmomentum modes into two cases: negative-angular-momentum modes m  0 and low-lying positive-angularmomentum modes m  (0, Z / : ) .

Negative-Angular-Momentum Modes
In this case, we obtain
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T ,m0

arctan(a / r )

 K MQJ
O m (aZ )
°° 1
a / r
2
t sech ® ln(1  : / Z ) 
2r Z
°2
°¯

½
°°
¾,
°
°¿

(16)

where

:

a
a  r2

(17)

2

and

K MQJ

r (r2  a 2 )(3a 2  r r ) arctan(a / r )  a(a 2 [r  2r ]  r2 r )
.
8
a3 (r2  a 2 )

FIGURE 1. The bounds on the greybody factors as a function of Z with a

(18)

2, Q

2,

2 m 1 and M
2,

3.

FIGURE 2. The bounds on the greybody factors as a function of a with Z 1, Q

2,

2,
2 m 1 and M

3.
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FIGURE 3. The bounds on the greybody factors as a function of Q with Z 1, a

2,
2 m 1 and M

2,

3.

Fig. 1 shows the rigorous bound on the greybody factors as a function of frequency. We can see that the bound
increases with increasing frequency until it reaches the maximum and after that it decreases with increasing
frequency. Fig. 2 shows the rigorous bound on the greybody factors as a function of angular momentum. The graph
indicates that the bound decreases when the angular momentum increases. Fig. 3 shows the rigorous bound on the
greybody factors as a function of electric charge. The graph states that the bound decreases with increasing the
electric charge.

Low-Lying Positive-Angular-Momentum Modes
In this case, we obtain

T ,m!0

arctan(a / r )

 K MQJ
O m (aZ )
°° 1
a / r
t sech 2 ® ln(1  :  / Z ) 
2r (Z  m: )
° 2
°¯

FIGURE 4. The bounds on the greybody factors as a function of Z with a
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½
°°
¾
°
°¿

0.2, Q 0.21,

(19)

2 m 1 and M
2,

0.3 .

FIGURE 5. The bounds on the greybody factors as a function of a with Z 1, Q 0.21,

2 m 1 and M
2,

0.3 .

FIGURE 6. The bounds on the greybody factors as a function of Q with Z 1, a

2 m 1 and M
2,

0.3 .

0.2,

Fig. 4 shows the rigorous bound on the greybody factors as a function of frequency. Unlike the negative-angularmomentum modes, we can see that the bound increases with increasing frequency. Fig. 5 shows the rigorous bound
on the greybody factors as a function of angular momentum. The graph indicates that the bound decreases when the
angular momentum increases. Fig. 6 shows the rigorous bound on the greybody factors as a function of electric
charge. The graph states that the bound decreases with increasing the electric charge.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have obtained the rigorous bounds on the greybody factors for spin zero Hawking radiation
from the Kerr-Newman black holes. The results show that the bounds increase with increasing frequency but with
decreasing angular momentum and electric charge.
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On the Exit Problem of Dynamic Systems Perturbed by a
White Noise
Abdallah Benaissa
Laboratoire d’Application des Mathématiques en Informatique et en Electronique”LAMIE”
, Hadj Lakhdar University- Faculty of Medicine, 05000 Batna Algeria
Abstract. In this paper we are concerned with the exit time problem of a dynamic system perturbed by a white noise, in
the case where the noiseless dynamics has a global attractor in a given domain. By the use of a singular perturbation
technique and recent results on the asymptotic expansion of a class of Laplace-type integrals, new results concerning the
problem under investigation will be presented.
Keywords: Exit problem; attractor point; singular perturbation; asymptotic expansion; exponential integral.
PACS: 02

INTRODUCTION
In recent decades, it has become increasingly evident that the stochastic process theory is a realistic and eơective
tool in many areas of science: physics, engineering, biology, economics, and many others. As an example about the
construction and the use of random dynamical systems, we refer the reader to the book [11] of Anatoliy and
Shafique about constructing and using of models of random dynamical systems in Finance. In this talk we will be
concerned with the exit time problem of stochastic process obtained by a singular perturbation of a deterministic
dynamic system by a white noise.
Consider the autonomous system

a x dt  2H B x dw t ½
¾
x0 x
¿

dx

(1)

R d d t 1 , where w is a multidimensional Brownian motion, and it is assumed that flows a x
at the boundary wD of the domain D are everywhere directed to the inside. Also, it is assumed that the
in a domain D of

deterministic dynamic system

d x
dt

ax

(2)

has a unique critical point x 0 , which is a global attractor. In this paper we are concerned with the exit time problem
of system (1), that is with the problem, first posed by Kolmogorov, of the asymptotic expansion for small values of
H , of (i) the probability distribution of the points on the boundary wD of the domain D, where trajectories

X H t of the perturbed system (1) first exit, and (ii) of the expected exit time. If the probability density function is
denoted by pdf H , then

pr ^X H W H  y  dy : X 0
where

WH

is the first passage time of the trajectory

x`

pdf

H

dy,

(3)

X H t to the boundary. On the other hand, the mean exit time

of the trajectories of the system (1), which will be denoted here by W H , is defined by
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WH

³

f

0

tp r ^W H  t  dt : X H 0

x`.

(4)

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the rest of this section, we recall an asymptotic expression of the
pdf H , obtained by the means of the Fokker-Planck equation and singular perturbation techniques. In Section 2,
we recall some results on the asymptotic expansions of integrals, which will be used in the subsequent section to
construct some explicit asymptotic approximations of the pdf H . In Section 4, we examine the important
particular case, when the drift term is the gradient of a potential.
We estimate that the main result in this paper is the explicit asymptotic evaluation (22) of the

pdf

example of a three-dimensional randomly perturbed dynamic system, where the limit value of the
small values of

H , is a measure supported by a curve (not as usually by a finite set of points).

H

, giving an
pdf

H

, for

Fokker-Planck Equation
The Fokker-Planck equation (also called the Forward Kolmogorov equation) for the stationary probability
density function pdf H . of the solution X H t of equation (1), with source at x and absorption in the boundary

wD of the domain D, is

G x y ,

 y .J y x
th.

where the i

component

J y x of vector J y x is defined by
d

j

V y

>

@

w V i , j y pH y x
,
wy i
1

a i y pH y x  H ¦

Ji y x
With

(5)

i

(6)

B y B T y and pH y x is the transition probability of trajectories from the point x to the point y.

Exit Time and Fokker-Planck Equation
Fokker-Planck equation transforms the exit time problem to that of partial differential equations. Precisely, one has
the following two expressions

p r ^X H W H  y  dy : X 0

x`

pdf

J y x .Q y dS y

³J

y x .Q y dS y

wD

H

dy,`½
°°
¾
°
°¿

(7)

And

³ pH

WH

y x dy

D

³ J y x .Q y dS y

(8)

wD

Of the probability density function

pdf

H

and of the mean first passage time

W H , respectively (see, [9,§10.2]).

Note that formula (7) means that

pdf

J y x .Q y
H

³ J y x .Q y dS y

wD
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(9)

Singular Perturbation and Exit Problem
By the means of singular perturbation techniques and asymptotic analysis, an asymptotic approximation for
H o 0, of quantities in (8) and (9) may be computed (see for example, [4, Ch. 5], [9, Ch. 7] and [10, Ch. 10]), the
validity of this approach was proved later by Kamin [5]. Our main interest in this paper is to obtain explicit formula
of the limit value lim pdf H , involving only the given data of the problem. Our method to realize this, is to
H o0

exploit the following asymptotic formula of Schuss [9, Ch10], and to apply some new results of the asymptotic
expansion of Laplace-type integrals.

pdf

H

ª \ y º
K y exp «
/ \ y .Q y
H »¼
¬
|
,
ª \ y º
³ K y exp «¬ H »¼ / \ y .Q y dS y
wD

K y and \ y are the solutions of the transport and the eikonal equation (relative to the singular
perturbation technique), and the vector / \ y is defined by
d
>/ \ y @i 2¦V i, j y w\j  a i y .
wy
j 1
Formula (10) means that, if M is a test function on the boundary wD of the domain D, then

(10)

Where

(11)

ª \ y º
y exp «
/ \ y .Q y dS y
¬ H »¼
wD
(12)
pdf H , M |
.
ª \ y º
³ K y exp «¬ H »¼ / \ y .Q y dS y
wD
Accordingly, it becomes evident that the asymptotic approximation for H o 0, of pdf H , M requires the use of

³ MK

the asymptotic expansion of Laplace-type integrals in the numerator and in the denominator of (12).

ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS OF INTEGRALS
The asymptotic expansion of integrals with parameters is an important topic in applied analysis, and its
applications contribute to the development of many fields in science and engineering such as fluid mechanics,
electromagnetism, statistic and stochastic process. Especially, the following two integrals are frequently encountered
in many field of science.

AO

³ ge

 Of

dx

(13)

 iOf

dx.

(14)

D

And

BO

³ ge

D

Here

D is a bounded domain in R d d t 1 , f and g are smooth real valued functions on a neighborhood of the

D of the domain D, and O is a positive scalar. The asymptotic expansions of such integrals depend
essentially on the kind of singularities of the phase f . In particular, the main contribution to the asymptotic

closure

expansion of the integral (13) comes from the integration in a neighborhood of the set J of points in the closure
of the domain

D

D, where the phase f reaches its absolute minimum (see [12, Ch. 8]). In the present section, we
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will recall two results on the asymptotic approximation of double Laplace-type integrals (13) ( d
be exploited in the subsequent sections.

2 ), which will

A Case of Isolated Singularities
2, and that the set of points in the closure D of D ,
where the phase f achieves its absolute minimum, is a finite set J ^a1 ,..., a p ` of points in the domain D, and
Theorem 2.1 ([12, Ch. 8, §10]) Assume that in (13),

these critical points

a1 ,..., a p are not degenerate, that is the Hessian

§ w2 f
·
Det ¨¨
ai ¸¸
© wxwy
¹

H ai
Is not zero for all

d

(15)

1 d i d p. Then, the integral (13) has the asymptotic approximation

AO |

2S

O



p

¦g a

i

H ai

1
2

.

(16)

i 1

Remark If in the above theorem condition (15) is not fulfilled, then the asymptotic approximation of integral (13)
depends on the kind of singularities a1 ,..., a p .

A Case of Non Isolated Singularities
Although in the literature a wide range of studies on asymptotic expansions of integrals (13) and (14) are available
in the case of isolated singularities, there are a few studies on the case of non isolated singularities. About later case,
we refer the reader to the papers [1,2,3,6,8]. The following result on the asymptotic approximation of double
Laplace-type integrals is due to Benaissa and Benlahcene [1].

2, the set J of points in the closure D of the domain D , where the
phase f achieves its absolute minimum is a simple curve, and that there exists an integer r t 2 such that

Theorem 2.2 Assume that in (13),

d

½
0,°
°
¾
r
r
w f
w f
x, y  r x, y z 0 °
°¿
wx r
wy
wk f
wk f

x
,
y
x, y
wy k
wx k

for all

(17)

x, y  J and 1 d k  r. Then, the integral (13) has the asymptotic approximation

ª
2 § 1 · § 1 ·§ 1 · « w r f
A O | ¨ ¸ *¨ ¸¨ ¸³
r © O ¹ © r ¹© r! ¹ J « wx r
¬«
dJ being the length element of the curve dJ .
1
r

2
r

x, y 
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wr f
wy r

2
r

º
x, y »
»
¼»



1
r

dJ ,

(18)

Remark ([2, Lemma 2.1]) Condition (17) means that the normal derivatives of the phase
curve
J.

J

, up to order

f , with respect to the

r  1 , vanish, while the same derivative of order r does not vanish at any point of the curve

ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION AND EXIT TIME
In this section the results on asymptotic expansions of Laplace-type integrals, cited in the previous section, will
be exploited to construct new explicit asymptotic formulas for the probability density function pdf H .
If D is a domain of the usual Euclidean space R , then its boundary wD is a two-dimensional space. Hence, the
functions in (12) locally, may be considered as functions of two real variables, and then the results on asymptotic
approximations, stated in the previous section, can be applied.
The rest of this paper will be devoted to compute explicit expressions of the limit value lim pdf H of the
3

H o0

pdf H . In order to realize this, simply we apply results on asymptotic expansions
of Laplace-type integrals, stated in the previous section to the following expression of the pdf H due to Z. Schuss
probability distribution function

[9, Formula 7.4.16, p. 174 ].
If M is a test function on the boundary wD of

D, then

ª \ y º
y exp «
a y .Q y dS y
¬ H »¼
wD
(19)
lim pdf H , M lim
,
H o0
H o0
ª \ y º
³wD K y exp «¬ H »¼a y .Q y dS y
where a y is the drift term, Q y is the outer normal to the boundary wD, and K y and \ y are the

³ MK

transport function and the eikonal function, respectively.

An Isolated Singularities Case
wD of D , where the phase \ achieves its absolute minimum, is a finite
^a1 ,..., a p `, and condition (15) in Theorem 2.1 is fulfilled for f replaced by the restriction of the

If in (19) the set of points in the boundary
set of points

J

\ to the boundary wD and x, y designate local coordinates
ai 1 d i d p , then, by the use of the same theorem, Formula (19) yields

of

phase

p

lim pdf

H

H o0

¦M a

,M

i

i 1
p

¦a

a ai .Q ai K ai H
a ai .Q ai K ai H

i





1
2

1
2

wD in a neighborhood of the point

ai
.

(20)

,

(21)

ai

i 1

In terms of distributions, Formula (20) is expressed as
p

lim pdf
H o0

¦a a
H

i

.Q ai K ai H



1
2

ai G x  ai

i 1

p

¦a a

i

.Q ai K ai H

i 1
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1
2

ai

G

being the Dirac measure.

Thus, in particular

lim pdf
H o0

H

is a measure supported by the finite subset

J

^a ,..., a ` of
1

p

wD, and the

X H t of the perturbed system (1), for enough small values of H , almost surely exit from the domain
D, at one of points ^a1 ,..., a p `.

trajectories

A Non Isolated Singularities Case
D, where the phase \ achieves its absolute minimum, is a
curve in the boundary wD of the domain D  R , and assume that condition (17) is verified for local
coordinates x, y of wD in a neighborhood of each point of the curve J , where f is replaced by the restriction
of the phase \ to wD. In the situation described here, it is readily seen that expression (19) yields the following

J

Now, consider the situation when the set

of points in

3

explicit one

ª

2
r

w r\
« wx r
¬«

³M «
lim pdf
H o0

where

J

H ,M

ª r
w\
³J «« wx r
«¬

2
r





1
r

º
w r\ »
a.QdJ
wy r »
¼»
2
r



1
r

,

(22)

º
w r\ »
a.QdJ
 r
wy »
»¼
2
r

dJ is the arc length of the curve J .

Formula (22) shows that, in this situation the limit value

lim pdf

H o0

minimal points of the phase \ , and therefore the trajectories
the domain

H

is a measure supported by the curve

J

of

X H t of the perturbed system (1), almost surely exit

D, for H o 0, at the curve J .

A POTENTIAL CASE
In certain important situations, results are simplified and the formulas become explicit, in the sense that they
involve only the known coefficients of the given problem. To illustrate this, let us consider the following potential
case example (see, [10, §7.5]).
Assume that there exists a smooth function I x and a smooth vector field I x , such that

aj

d

¦
i 1

V i , j wI
2 wxi

I .I

 I j j 1,..., d ,

d

¦I
i 1

i

wI
wxi

0
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(23)

(24)

and

.I

wI i
¦
i 1 wxi
d

d

¦

V i , j wI
2 wxi

i, j 1

0.

(25)

Under these assumptions, it can be readily shown that the eikonal function

I x

and the transport function

K x are explicitly given by

\ x

I x½

°
¾.
°
¿

and
1

K x

(26)

Accordingly, expression (19) takes the following simple form, involving only the initial data of the problem.

lim pdf
H o0

H

ª I y º
a y .Q y dS y
H »¼
wD
lim
.
H o0
ª I y º
³ exp «¬ H »¼a y .Q y dS y
wD

³ M exp «¬

,M

Consider a potential case example as defined above so that the function

1
X
2

I x

2

>

I x

(27)

is defined by

@

1 2
2
x1  ...  xd ,
2

(28)

and examine for example the three-dimensional case. Indeed, consider the situation when in the above example,
d 3, and assume that the domain D contains the origin O, which is a global attractor for the noiseless system.
Let the smallest sphere centered at the origin with no empty intersection with the boundary wD of
by

S.
1- If the intersection

D, be denoted

S  wD is a finite set ^a1 ,...a p ` and condition (15 ) is fulfilled, then

a.Q ai

R S i 1,..., p ,

(29)

R S being the radius of the sphere S . Hence formula (27) yields

lim pdf
H o0

H

,M

p

¦
i 1

H
p



1
2

¦H

ai

1

2

i 1

Or, in terms of distributions,
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ai

M a1 ,

(30)

p

lim pdf
H o0

¦

H

i 1

H
p



1
2

¦H

ai

1

2

G x  a1

ai

i 1

Formula (31) means that

lim pdf
H o0

H

is a measure supported by the finite set

J

(31)

^a ,...a `.
1

p

S  wD is a circle in the plane z

0, centered at the
origin and of radius R , and that in a neighborhood of that circle J , the boundary wD of the domain D coincides
with the cylinder of radius R and of axis x y 0 .
2- Assume that the intersection

In this situation, the map
Is a parameterization of

T , z o R cos T , R sin T , z
wD in a neighborhood of the circle J , and
x

2

R2  z2
.
2

2
Thus, condition (17) is fulfilled with

r

(33)

2. Accordingly Formula (22) takes the form
³ MdO

lim pdf
H o0

(32)

H

,M

J

³J dO

.

Formula (34) means that the distribution is a uniform measure supported by the circle

(34)

J.

In other words the trajectories of the perturbed system (1), for H o 0, surely exit the domain
the circle J have the same probability to receive the exiting trajectories.

D, and the points of

CONCLUSION
In this paper, was investigated the exit time problem, for random dynamical systems with an attractor point.
Explicit expressions of the limit value of the probability distribution function of exit points on the boundary were
constructed, and a concrete example of a potential case was presented, for which explicit formulas of the probability
distribution function were constructed. The main and new result in this paper is to have shown that the exit zone on
the boundary of the domain of definition is not necessary a finite set. Indeed, it was shown in this paper that the exit
zone may be in two-dimensional case a curve.
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Data Classification Using Metaheuristic Cuckoo Search
Technique For Levenberg Marquardt Back Propagation
(CSLM) Algorithm
Nazri Mohd. Nawi, Abdullah Khan, M. Z. Rehman
Software and Multimedia Centre (SMC), Faculty of Computer Science and Information Technology, Universiti
Tun Hussein Onn Malaysia (UTHM), P.O. Box 101, 86400 Parit Raja, Batu Pahat, Johor Darul Takzim,
Malaysia.
Abstract: A nature inspired behavior metaheuristic techniques which provide derivative-free solutions to solve
complex problems. One of the latest additions to the group of nature inspired optimization procedure is Cuckoo
Search (CS) algorithm. Artificial Neural Network (ANN) training is an optimization task since it is desired to find
optimal weight set of a neural network in training process. Traditional training algorithms have some limitation such
as getting trapped in local minima and slow convergence rate. This study proposed a new technique CSLM by
combining the best features of two known algorithms back-propagation (BP) and Levenberg Marquardt algorithm
(LM) for improving the convergence speed of ANN training and avoiding local minima problem by training this
network. Some selected benchmark classification datasets are used for simulation. The experiment result show that
the proposed cuckoo search with Levenberg Marquardt algorithm has better performance than other algorithm used
in this study.
Keywords: Artificial Neural Network; back propagation; local minima; Levenberg Marquardt; Cuckoo Search.
PACS: 00

INTRODUCTION
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is a data processing model consists of a large number of particularly
interconnected processing elements (neurons) functioning together in order to solving many complex real world
problems. ANN has been effectively implemented in all engineering fields such as biological modeling,
decision and control, health and medicine, engineering and manufacturing, marketing, ocean exploration,
predicting future trends based on the huge historical data of an organization [1-8]. Because of the pleasing
appearance of ANN, large numbers of applications have been proposed in recent decades. The back propagation
(BP) algorithm that was introduced by Rumelhart [9] is the well-known method for training a multilayer feedforward artificial neural networks. However, the BP algorithm based on gradient descent method suffers from
two major drawbacks: low convergence rate and unpredictability. They are caused by a chance of being trapped
in a local minimum and prospect of overshooting the minimum of the error surface [10-12].
In last decade, several improved learning algorithms have been proposed to overcome the defect of gradient
descent based systems. These algorithms include a direct enhancement method using heuristic technique, second
ordered methods. All these algorithms are derivatives of steepest gradient search, so ANN training is relatively
slow. For fast and efficient training, second order learning algorithms have to be used. The most effective
method is Levenberg Marquardt (LM) algorithm, which is a derived from the Newton method. LM algorithm is
create as one of the most successful algorithm in increasing the convergence speed of the ANN with MLP
architectures [13]. This is quite complicated algorithm since not only the gradient but also the Jacobin matrix
should be calculated. The LM algorithm was developed only for layer-by-layer ANN topology, which is far
from optimal[14]. LM algorithm is ranked as one of the most efficient training algorithms for small and medium
sized patterns. It is a good combination of Newton’s and steepest descent methods [15]. It inherits speed from
Newton method but it also has the convergence capability of steepest descent method. It suits specially in
training neural network in which the performance index is calculated in Mean Squared Error (MSE), but still it
is not able to avoid local minimum [16-18].
In order to overcome these issues this study proposed the new method that combining Cuckoo Search (CS)
and Levenberg Marquardt algorithm to train neural network for selected benchmark classification problem. The
proposed method reduces the error and improved the performance by escaping from local minima. The Cuckoo
Search (CS) developed in 2009 by Yang and Deb [19-20] is a new meta-heuristic algorithm replicating animal
behavior. The optimal solutions obtained by the CS are far better than the finest solutions found by particle
swarm optimizers and genetic algorithms [21].
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. The next Section describes the Cuckoo Search algorithm.
In the following section, the implementation of the proposed method with LMBP will be illustrates. And further
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explain the performance of the proposed method on some experimental data. The paper is concluded in final
section.

THE CUCKOO SEARCH ALGORITHM
Cuckoo Search (CS) algorithm is a novel meta-heuristic technique proposed by Xin-She Yang [22]. This
algorithm was stimulated by the obligate brood parasitism of some cuckoo species by laying their eggs in the
nests of other host birds. The CS algorithm follows the three idealized rules:
1. Each cuckoo lays one egg at a time, and put its egg in randomly chosen nest;
2. The best nests with high quality of eggs will carry over to the next generations;
3. The number of available host nests is fixed, and the egg laid by a cuckoo is discovered by the host bird with a
probability pa [0, 1].
In the CS algorithm, the initial solutions have been determined by using Equation (1)
ܺ ൌ  ݀݊ܽݎ  ሺݑ  െ ݈ݓ ሻ  ݈ݓ 

(1)

Where, ݑ and ݈ݓ are the upper and lower bounds for each decision variable, respectively. And ܺ  is D
dimension solution vector. The CS algorithm controls the boundary conditions in each computation steps. The
general system equation of the CS algorithm is given in Equation (2);
ܺሺାଵሻ ൌ  ܺ  ߠ ٔ ݈݁ݕݒሺߛሻ

(2)

Where, ߠ  Ͳ is the step-size. The product ٔmeans entry-wise multiplications. The Levy flights basically
provide a random walk while their random steps are drawn from a Levy distribution;
 ܷ̱ݕݒ݁ܮൌ ି ܭఊ ሺͳ ൏ ߛ  ͵ሻ

(͵ሻ

Which has an infinite variance with an infinite mean. Before starting to iterative search process, the CS
algorithm detects the most successful solution as ܺ௦௧ solution. The iterative evolution phase begins with the
detection step of the ߪ௨ using Equation (4);
భ
ഋ

ߪ௨ ൌ ൞

ሺଵାఓሻǤୱ୧୬ሺఛǤఓോଶሻ
ቂ

ൢ

ሺഋషభሻ
ሺభశഋሻ
ቃǤఓǤଶ మ ൩
మ

(4)

In (4), the Ȟdenotes gamma function. The evolution phase of the ܺ solution by defining the donor vector
V, where ܸ ൌ ܺ After this step, the required step size value has been computed by using Equation (5);
ܵ݁ݖ݅ݏ݁ݐ  ൌ ͲǤͲͳ  ൭

ೕ

భ

หೕ หഋ

൱ Ǥ ሺܸ െ ܺ௦௧ ሻ

(5)

Where ܷ ൌ ߪ௨ Ǥ ݀݊ܽݎሾܦሿ and ܸ ൌ ݀݊ܽݎሾܦሿǤ The ݀݊ܽݎሾܦሿ is function generated an integer within range
of [1, D]. In the next step of CS algorithm the pattern ܸ is mutated by using Equation (6);
ܸ ൌ ܸ  ܵ݁ݖ݅ݏ݁ݐ   ݀݊ܽݎሾܦሿ

(6)

The update process of the ܺ௦௧ pattern in the CS algorithm is defined by Equation (7);
ܺ௦௧  ՚ ݂ሺܺ௦௧ ሻ   ݂ሺܺ ሻ

(7)

The impractical patterns are manipulated by using the crossover operator given in Equation (8);
ܺ   ݀݊ܽݎ  ሺܺଵ െ  ܺଶ ሻ݀݊ܽݎ   ߙ

ܸൌ൜ 
ܺ ݈݁݁ݏ
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(8)

The algorithmic control parameters of the CS algorithm are the scale factor ሺߤሻ and mutation probability
value (pߙ).

THE PROPOSED CSLM ALGORITHM
In the proposed Cuckoo Search Levenberg-Marquardt (CSLM) algorithm, each best nest or solution
represents a possible solution (i.e., the weight space and the corresponding biases for NN optimization in this
study) to the considered problem and the size of a population represents the quality of the solution. The
initialization of weights is compared with output and the best weight cycle is selected by cuckoo. The cuckoo
will continue searching until the last cycle to find the best weights for the network. The solution that is
neglected by the cuckoo is replaced with a new best nest. The main idea of this combined algorithm is that CS
algorithm is used at the beginning stage of searching for the optimum to select the best weights. Then, the
training process is continued with the LM algorithm using the best weights of CS algorithm.

The Analysis of Proposed CSLM Algorithm
The analysis of the proposed Cuckoo Search Levenberg Marquardt (CSLM) algorithm is implemented in
two stages. In the first phase the Cuckoo Search algorithm via levy flight is initialized with nests as weights and
integrated in to neural network optimization. And save the best nest as weight to the network. In the second
phase apply the best nest as weight for the network training. In this proposed model the CS is responsible to
modify the perimeters for the convergences of this algorithm. Then the overall procedure automatically adjusts
its own parameter and converges with in finites period. In the proposed CSLM algorithm the CS algorithm is
initiated with a set of randomly generated nests as weights for the networks. Then each randomly generated
weight is passed to Levenberg Marquardt back propagation neural network for further process. The mean
squared error for each weight matrix is created on illustration of all input pattern matrix through Levenberg
Marquardt back propagation neural network. The set of mean square error is considered as a performances index
for the proposed CSLM algorithm.
So, the weight value of a matrix is calculated as following;
ଵ

ܹ ൌ σ
ୀଵ ܽǤ ሺ ݀݊ܽݎെ ଶሻ
ଵ

ܤ ൌ σ
ୀଵ ܽǤ ሺ ݀݊ܽݎെ ଶሻ

(9)
(10)

Where ܹ ൌ ܿ ௧ weight value in a weight matrixǤ the  ݀݊ܽݎin the Equation (9) is the random number
betweenሾͲͳሿ. ܽ is any constant parameter for the proposed method it being less than one. And ܤ bias value.
So the list of weight matrix is as follows;

ܹ ௦ ൌ ሾܹ ଵ ǡ ܹ ଶ ǡ ܹ ଷ ǡ ǥ ǥ Ǥ Ǥ ܹ ିଵ ሿ

1)

Now from back propagation process sum of square error is easily intended for every weight matrix in ܹ ௦ .
The task of the network is to learn association between a specified set of input-output pairs, {(ܽଵǡ ܶଵǡ ), (ܽଶǡ ܶଶ ),
(ܽଷǡ ܶଷǡ ),...,(ܽǡ ܶ )}
So, the error can be calculated as;

݁ ൌ ሺܶ െ ܺ ሻ

(12)

The performances index for the network is calculated as;
ଵ

ܸሺݔሻ ൌ ଶ σோୀଵሺܶ െ ܺ ሻ் ሺܶ െ ܺ ሻ
ଵ

ܸி ሺݔሻ ൌ ଶ σோୀଵ ݁ ் Ǥ ݁

(13)
(14)

In the proposed method, the average sum of square as the performance index and it is calculated as
following;
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ܸఓ ሺݔሻ ൌ

σಿ
ೕసభ ಷ ሺ௫ሻ

(15)



݁ ൌ ሺܶ െ ܺ ሻ is the error for the  ݎ௧ input, ܸఓ ሺݔሻ is the average performance, ܸி ሺݔሻ is the performance
index, andܲ is the number of cuckoo population in ݅ ௧ iteration. The weight and bias are calculated according
to the back propagation method. The sensitivity of one layer is calculated from its previous one and the
calculation of the sensitivity start from the last layer of the network and move backward. To speed up
convergence Levenberg Marquardt is selected a learning algorithm. The Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm
is an approximation to Newton’s method to get faster training speed. Then the gradient is calculated as;

ܧሺݐሻ ൌ  ்ܬሺݐሻ݁ሺݐሻ

(16)

ଶ ܧሺݐሻ ൌ  ்ܬሺݐሻܬሺݐሻ

(17)

ǡܧሺݐሻǢଶ ܧሺݐሻ ሺሻǡ݁ሺݐሻǢܬሺݐሻ
 Ǥ  ሺͳͺሻǢ
డ ሺ௧ሻ డ ሺ௧ሻ



డ ሺ௧ሻ

భ
భ
భ
 ۍడ௧భ  డ௧మ ǥ Ǥ Ǥ డ௧ ې
 ێడమሺ௧ሻ డమሺ௧ሻ
డమ ሺ௧ሻ ۑ
 ێడ௧భ  డ௧మ ǥ Ǥ Ǥ డ௧ ۑ
Ǥ
ۑ
ܬሺݐሻ ൌ ێ
ێ
ۑ
Ǥ
ێ
ۑ
Ǥ
ێడሺ௧ሻ డሺ௧ሻ
డ ሺ௧ሻۑ
 ۏడ௧  డ௧ ǥ Ǥ Ǥ డ௧ ے
భ

మ

(18)



 ǦǢ

 ݓൌ െሾ ்ܬሺݐሻܬሺݐሻሿିଵ ܬሺݐሻ݁ሺݐሻ

(19)

Ǧ ǦǢ

ݓሺ݇  ͳሻ ൌ ݓሺ݇ሻ െ ሾ ்ܬሺݐሻܬሺݐሻ  ߤܫሿିଵ ܬሺݐሻ݁ሺݐሻ

(20)

 ߤ  Ͳ    Ǣ    ܫǤ        Ǧ
ǡ       Ǥ     ɉ  ǡ  
     ሺ   ͳȀɉሻ     ɉǡ  
 ǦǤ
 Ǣ

1. Present all inputs to the network and compute the corresponding network outputs and errors using
Equation over all inputs. And compute sum of square of error over all input.
2. Compute the Jacobin matrix using Equation (18).
3. Solve Equation (12) to obtain Equation (19).
4. Recomputed the sum of squares of errors using Equation (15) if this new sum of squares is smaller than
that computed in step 1, then reduce μ by λ, update weight using Equation(20) and go back to step 1. If
the sum of squares is not reduced, then increase μ by λ and go back to step 3.
5. The algorithm is assumed to have converged when the norm of the gradient Equation (16) is less than
some prearranged value, or when the sum of squares has been compact to some error goal.
  ݅ ௧    Ǣ
ܵܵܧ ൌ ሼܸఓ ሺݔଵ ሻǡ ܸఓ ሺݔଶ ሻǡ ܸఓ ሺݔଷ ሻ ǥ Ǥ Ǥ ܸఓ ሺݔ ሻሽ

(21)

    
    Ǥ    ǣ
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ݔ ൌ ݊݅ܯሼܸఓ ሺݔଵ ሻǡ ܸఓ ሺݔଶ ሻǡ ܸఓ ሺݔଷ ሻ ǥ Ǥ Ǥ ܸఓ ሺݔ ሻሽ

(22)

  Ǥݔ ௧ାଵ 
 ݅ ሺʹ͵ሻǢ

ݔ ௧ାଵ ൌ ݔ ௧  ߙ ٔ ݈݁ݕݒሺߣሻ
(23)
ȽͲ  Ǥ 
ǡ    Ƚ ൌ ͳǤ    ٔ  Ǧ    Ǥ  ƪ

Ǥ
 ܷ̱ݕݒ݁ܮൌ ି ܭఊ ሺͳ ൏ ߛ  ͵ሻ
(24)
ǡ ݔ ݔ  ሺʹͷሻ


 ݔ  ݀݊ܽݎ  ൫ݔ െ  ݔ ൯݀݊ܽݎ   ߙ

ܸൌቊ 
ݔ ݈݁݁ݏ

(25)


   ݔ ݔ  Ǣ


ܸ୧ ൌ ൞

ݔ  ߙ ٔ ݈݁ݕݒሺߣሻ̱ͲǤͲͳ  ൭

ೕ

భ

หೕ หഋ

൱ Ǥ ሺܸ െ ܺ௦௧ ሻ݀݊ܽݎ    ఈ 



(26)

ݔ ݈݁݁ݏ


ǡܸ୧ ୧ ୨ Ǥ ǣ

ܹ ାଵ ൌ ܹ  െ ܸ୧
(27)

ܤ ାଵ ൌ ܤ  െ ܸ୧

(28)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
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7 Bit Parity Problem
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Ǥ
ͳ  ǡǡǡ
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 ǡ ǦǡǦǡǡǡǡ
  Ǥ ͳ   Ǥ
TABLE (1). CPU Time, Epochs and MSE for 7 bit Parity dataset

ABC-BP

ABC-LM

BPNN

ABCNN

CSLM

MSE
SD

0.217

0.083

0.263

0.101

0.014

0.008

0.0124

0.014

0.0151

0.002

Accuracy (%)

82.128

69.137

85.120

67.86

98.81

Algorithms

FIGURE 1. MSE convergence performance on the selected algorithms for IRIS dataset

Iris Classification Problem
             Ǥ   
 ǤͳͷͲ ǡͶ
ǡ  ͵    Ǥ            ǡ
ǡǡ  ǡ   ǡ 
 ǡ   Ǥ            ͶǦͷǦ͵Ǥ
  Ͷǡͷ͵Ǥͷ 
       Ǥ  ሺʹሻǡ    ǡ ǡ      
 Ǥሺʹሻǡ
   ǡ    ǯ        
  ǡǡ  Ǥ
 ʹ              Ǥ
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TABLE (2). CPU Time, Epochs and MSE for IRIS dataset

ABC-BP

ABC-LM

BPNN

ABCNN

MSE
SD

0.155

0.058

0.312

0.048

0.001

0.023

0.005

0.022

0.004

0.0004

Accuracy (%)

86.88

79.559

87.192

80.23

99.66

Algorithms

CSLM

FIGURE 2. MSE convergence performance on the selected algorithms for IRIS dataset

Wisconsin Breast Cancer Classification Problem
Wisconsin Breast Cancer dataset is taken from University California Irvine Machine Learning Repository
(UCIMLR) database. This problem tried to diagnosis of Wisconsin breast cancer by trying to classify a tumor as
either benign or malignant based from continues clinical variable. This dataset consist of 9 inputs and 2 outputs
with 699 instances. The input attribute are, for instance, the clump thickness, the uniformity of cell size, the
uniformity of cell shape, the amount of marginal adhesion, the single epithelial cell size, frequency of bare
nuclei, bland chromatin, normal nucleoli, and mitoses. The selected network architecture is used for the breast
cancer classification problem is consists of 9 inputs nodes, 5 hidden nodes and 2 output nodes.
TABLE (3). CPU Time, Epochs and MSE for Breast Cancer Classification dataset

ABC-BP

ABC-LM

BPNN

MSE
SD

0.184

0.0139

0.05

0.0011

Accuracy (%)

92.021

93.831

Algorithms

ABCNN

CSLM

0.271

0.014

0.001

0.017

0.0002

0.005

90.7138

88.968

99.80

TABLE (3) describes in the detail simulation result of the comparing algorithm for Breast Cancer problem in
terms of MSE, SD, and accuracy. From the table 3, it’s easily understand that the proposed CSLM algorithm
achieve better result than the ABC-BP, ABC-LM, ABCNN, and BPNN in term of MSE, SD, and accuracy. The
proposed CSLM model has MSE of 0.001; SD is 0.005 with 99.80 % of accuracy. While the other algorithms
such as BP, ABC-BP, ABC-LM, and ABCNN, have MSE 0.271, 0.014, 0.0139, 0.184, and SD of 0.05, 0.0011,
0.017, 0.0002, which shows less performances than the proposed methods in term of MSE, SD, and accuracy.
FIGURE 3 show the MSE comprising performance of the used algorithms.
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FIGURE 3. MSE convergence performance on the selected algorithms for breast cancer dataset

Diabetes Classification Problem
The Diabetes dataset is taken from UCI Machine learning Repository, created based on Pima India diabetes.
This dataset consist of 768 examples, 8 inputs and 2 outputs; consist of all the information of the chemical
change in a female body whose disparity can cause diabetes. The feed forward network topology for this
network is set to 8-5-2. TABLE (4) shows the MSE, SD, and accuracy for the proposed CSLM, conventional
BP, ABC-BP, ABC-LM and ABCNN algorithms. The table 4 clearly illustrate that the proposed CSLM model
perform better than the other methods such BPNN, ABC-BP, and ABC-LM on the Diabetes classification
problem in term of MSE and accuracy. The TABLE (4) given below describes that the proposed CSLM
algorithm achieve 0.015 MSE and SD, of 0.003 with 98.72 % of accuracy. Which is far better than other
algorithms in case of MSE, SD, and accuracy. While the BPNN, ABC-BP, ABC-LM, ABCNN, algorithms have
MSE of 0.201, 0.141, 0.269, 0.131, and SD of 0.002, 0.0334, 0.026, 0.021. While the FIGURE 4 give the
comparison performances of the algorithms for the Diabetes classification problem.
TABLE (4). CPU Time, Epochs and MSE for Diabetes Benchmark Classification Problem
Algorithms
ABC-BP
ABC-LM
BPNN
ABCNN
CSLM
MSE
SD

0.201

0.141

0.269

0.131

0.015

0.002

0.0334

0.026

0.021

0.003

Accuracy (%)

91.468

65.098

84.94

68.090

98.72
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FIGURE 4. MSE convergence performance on the selected algorithms for diabetes dataset

CONCLUSION
Derivative free metaheuristic techniques based on nature inspired behavior provide solutions to complex
problems. One of the most recent additions to the collection of nature inspired optimization procedure is Cuckoo
Search (CS) algorithm. CS is used to find optimal weight set for neural network in training process. Traditional
training algorithms have some limitation such as getting trapped in local minima and slow convergence rate. This
study proposed a new technique CSLM by combining the best features of two known algorithms back-propagation
(BP) and Levenberg Marquardt algorithm (LM) for improving the convergence speed of ANN training and avoiding
local minima problem by training this network. Some selected benchmark classification datasets are used for
simulation. The experiment result show that the proposed cuckoo search with Levenberg Marquardt algorithm has
better performance than other algorithm used in this study.
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Abstract. Mathematics is an essential and fundamental tool used by engineers to analyse and solve problems in their
field. Due to this, most engineering education programs involve a concentration of study in mathematics courses whereby
engineering students have to take mathematics courses such as numerical methods, differential equations and calculus in
the first two years and continue to do so until the completion of the sequence. However, the students struggled and had
difficulties in learning courses that require mathematical abilities. Hence, this study presents the factors that caused
mathematics anxiety among engineering students using Abbreviated Mathematics Anxiety Rating Scale (AMARS)
through 95 students of Universiti Teknikal Malaysia Melaka (UTeM). From 25 items in AMARS, principal component
analysis (PCA) suggested that there are four mathematics anxiety factors, namely experiences of learning mathematics,
cognitive skills, mathematics evaluation anxiety and students’ perception on mathematics. Minitab 16 software was used
to analyse the nonparametric statistics. Kruskal-Wallis Test indicated that there is a significant difference in the
experience of learning mathematics and mathematics evaluation anxiety among races. The Chi-Square Test of
Independence revealed that the experience of learning mathematics, cognitive skills and mathematics evaluation anxiety
depend on the results of their SPM additional mathematics. Based on this study, it is recommended to address the anxiety
problems among engineering students at the early stage of studying in the university. Thus, lecturers should play their
part by ensuring a positive classroom environment which encourages students to study mathematics without fear.
Keywords: mathematics anxiety, AMARS, engineering students
PACS: 01

INTRODUCTION
In Malaysia’s education system, secondary school students have to take mathematics in SPM (Sijil Pelajaran
Malaysia) or MCE (Malaysia Certificate of Education). This equivalent to O-Level examination, which requires
students to pass with a good grade in mathematics if they want to pursue studies in universities especially in science
related program such as engineering. To graduate in engineering program, undergraduate students must take and
pass all mathematics subjects offered by the university, for instance numerical methods, differential equations,
calculus and statistics. Those subjects are important and are core of engineering program subjects [1]. Those courses
are the main element to support most of other engineering subjects where students need a strong quantitative and
numerical knowledge to solve problems.
However, there are some internal factors affecting students’ performance in mathematics. Different students
might view mathematics differently. Some students find mathematics as an interesting subject, some find it
challenging while others fear it. Students with high level of anxiety in mathematics usually avoid mathematics tasks
[2,3] including university students [4]. Anxiety not only affects students’ performance but if left untreated, anxiety
disorder can have bad consequences and contribute to psychological disorders such as helpless, distress and mental
disorganization, frustration [3], lack of interest and concentration, fear and confusion [5].
International Conference on Mathematics, Engineering and Industrial Applications 2014 (ICoMEIA 2014)
AIP Conf. Proc. 1660, 050069-1–050069-6; doi: 10.1063/1.4915702
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Researches in mathematics anxiety have begun in the early 1950s. To date, there are numerous studies of
mathematics anxiety [6-10]. In [9], a set of questionnaire was distributed to thirty students of different groups
achievement from PERMATApintar National Gifted Centre. He found that teacher’s attitude and personalities play a
vital role to develop a positive thinking in mathematics. From [11], it is concluded that if students feel happy during
their learning, it will provide a positive effect on students’ feeling on mathematics. Whereas, [12] employed State
Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) to study the relationship between students’ anxiety and their grade point average
(GPA). Based on 194 samples of engineering students, it showed that there was a positive relationship between
anxiety and GPA. The result of this study is consistent with studies done by McCarty [13,14]. [10] used 252 students
to explore mathematics achievement among university students based on a pretest set of questions. The study
revealed that most of students are weak in mathematics due to poor knowledge in basic calculus. Problem based
learning and cooperative learning are suggested to overcome this problem. [15] examined mathematics anxiety for
adult online students in two different time using MARS-R (Mathematics Anxiety Rating Scale – Revised). They
concluded that above average performing students had significantly reduced anxiety levels. However, below average
performing students result was not statistically significant although there was a decrease in the level of anxiety. In a
demographic analysis, using high school students as samples, [16] found that there was a difference in mathematics
anxiety among races.
There are many instruments that can be used to measure mathematics anxiety. Most of the instruments have been
reviewed and improved in term of questions to be asked or reduction of number of items. Among them are; MARS
(Mathematics Anxiety Rating Scale) which was introduced by Richardson and Suinn, MARS-R was introduced by
Alexander and Martray [17] and AMARS (Abbreviated Mathematics Anxiety Rating Scale), the latest version
developed by Alexander [18].
Thus, the objectives of this paper are twofold. Firstly, to identify factors that affects mathematics anxiety among
engineering students in universities. Secondly, to determine the association of mathematics anxiety based on
students’ background namely race and previous mathematics achievement. The rest of this paper is focus on
methodology, findings and conclusion.

METHODOLOGY
Ninety-five (n=95) undergraduate students who are taking engineering mathematics and numerical methods in
semester one, 2013/2014 session were given AMARS questionnaire. The questionnaire consists of 25 items and
measured in Likert scale format. For each item, students need to indicate their response either 1 for ‘not at all’, 2 for
‘a little’, 3 for ‘a fair amount’, 4 for ‘much’ and 5 for ‘very much’. On the average, about 5 minutes was spent to
answer a set of questionnaire by each student. This instrument has been tested by evaluating the internal consistency
with cronbach’s alpha score which yielded 0.916. The value produced is greater than 0.70 and hence can be
concluded that all the items included are consistent [19]. Minitab 16 software was used for data analysis.
Figure 1 displays a theoretical model of mathematics anxiety depends on previous performance in mathematics
(SPM additional mathematics). Two major factors are believed to have a relation with mathematics anxiety are
physiological arousal and cognitive anxiety [12].

Physiological
arousal
mathematicss
anxiety

Previous
performance in
mathematics
Cognitive
anxiety

FIGURE 1. Theoretical model of math anxiety.
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FINDINGS
The analysis starts with Measures of Sampling Adequacy (MSA) which aims to see the correlation between
items. In this study, seven items were removed because the values are less than 0.70, as recommended in [20]. After
been removed, as seen in TABLE 1, all the items were found to be higher than 0.70. Bartlett’s Test of Sphericalcity
was conducted and it shows a significant value (p-value = 0.000). Hence, it is valid to perform factor analysis of the
data. Furthermore, KMO value is 0.8717 which is near 0.9 confirms that the data is adequate for a factor analysis.
TABLE (1). KMO and Bartlett’s Test
0.8717
886.117
153
0.000

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity
df
p-value

TABLE 2 shows the result of principle component analysis (PCA). After varimax rotation was employed, there
are four factors with total accumulated variance of 71.49% and eigenvalues more than 1. The four factors that have
been identified named as experience of learning mathematics, cognitive skills, mathematics evaluation anxiety and
students’ perception on mathematics. The first factor is to measure students’ feeling or experience being in a
mathematics class, the second factor is about students’ brain-based skills to do mathematics activities from the
easiest to the hardest, the third factor is to measure students’ feeling to evaluative situations in mathematics and the
last factor is to assess students’ reaction in dealing with mathematics matters. Eighteen items were studied with
seven items grouped in experiences of learning mathematics, four items grouped in cognitive skills, five items
grouped in mathematics evaluation anxiety and two items grouped in students’ perception on mathematics.
TABLE (2). Factor loads of AMARS for Engineering Students
Components

Items
24. Listening to another student
explaining a math formula.
25. Walking into a math class.
22. Watching a lecturer working on an
algebraic equation on the blackboard.
23. Signing up for a math course.
21. Buying a math textbook.
14. Getting ready to study for a math
test.
5. Picking up math textbook to begin
working on a homework assignment.
19. Being given a set of multiplication
problems to solve.
18. Being given a set of subtraction
problems to solve.
20. Being given a set of division
problems to solve.
17. Being given a set of numerical
problems involving addition to solve
on paper.
4. Taking math section of the college
entrance exam.
1. Studying for a math test.
3. Taking an exam (quiz) in a math
course.
2. Taking math section of the college
entrance.

Experience of
Learning
Mathematics

Cognitive
Skills

Mathematics
Evaluation
Anxiety

Students’
Perception on
Mathematics

0.8320

0.2723

0.1698

-0.0239

0.8231

0.1695

0.0929

0.0189

0.8087

0.3731

0.0901

0.0817

0.6555
0.6253

0.4317
0.4555

0.1752
0.2097

0.1325
0.1814

0.5769

0.0589

0.4883

-0.0210

0.5645

0.3107

0.4527

0.1720

0.3519

0.8455

0.1796

-0.0612

0.4045

0.8183

0.2151

-0.0611

0.3223

0.8169

0.2066

-0.0279

0.1607

0.7847

0.1049

0.2280

0.1556

0.1100

0.8185

0.0094

-0.0423

0.1972

0.8027

0.1052

0.2765

0.0703

0.7851

-0.0907

0.0870

0.4267

0.5143

0.2932
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7. Thinking about an upcoming math
test one week before.
10. Realizing you have to take a
certain number of math classes to
fulfill requirements.
16. Reading a cash register receipt
after your purchase.

0.1897

0.1086

0.7175

-0.0043

0.3668

0.2218

0.0799

0.7805

0.3087

0.5116

0.0540

0.5804

TABLE (3). Students’ Demographic
n

Race
Malay
Chinese
Indian and others
n
SPM additional mathematics results
A
B
C
D
No response
n

%

59
30
6
95

62.1
31.6
6.3
100

43
29
18
3
2

45.3
30.5
18.9
3.2
2.1

95

100

Based on TABLE 3, it can be seen that, Malay students are the highest respondents (62.1%). This followed by
Chinese (31.6%) and Indian and others (6.3%). About half of the students (45.3%) obtained grade A in SPM
additional mathematics. Only 3.2% of them obtained grade D. Two foreigner students did not respond of their
results.
TABLE (4). Chi-Square Test of Independence between results of SPM additional mathematics with all four factors.
Pearson Chidf
p-value
Factors
Square
24.175
8
0.002***
1.Experience of Learning Mathematics
17.879
8
0.022**
2.Cognitive Skills
14.659
8
3.Mathematics Evaluation Anxiety
13.140
8
4.Students’ Perception on Mathematics
***significance level at 1%, **significance level at 5%, *significance level at 10%

0.066*
0.107

The Chi-Square Test of Independence in TABLE 4 indicates that there is an association between the results of
SPM Additional Mathematics with experiences of learning mathematics (Pearson Chi-Square = 24.175), cognitive
skills (Pearson Chi-Square = 17.879) and mathematics evaluation anxiety (Pearson Chi-Square = 14.659). From the
calculated median in TABLE 5, it can be seen that there is a significant difference in the experience of learning
mathematics and mathematics evaluation anxiety among the three races. The median score indicates that Malay
students have the highest anxiety level for all factors (Median values are 3.830, 3.520, 3.750 and 3.390). However,
the difference in the anxiety level in cognitive skills and students’ perception on mathematics are not statistically
significant.
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TABLE (5). Kruskal-Wallis Test in comparing anxiety among races.
Z

Median
Factors
1.Experience of Learning Mathematics
3.830
Malay
3.410
Chinese
3.375
Indian and others
2.Cognitive Skills
3.520
Malay
3.335
Chinese
3.063
Indian and others
3.Mathematics Evaluation Anxiety
3.750
Malay
3.730
Chinese
3.250
Indian and others
4.Students’ Perception on Mathematics
3.390
Malay
3.050
Chinese
3.000
Indian and others
***significance level at 1%, **significance level at 5%, *significance level 10%

p-value

3.21
-1.94
-1.27

0.005***

2.04
-1.19
-0.85

0.123

1.84
0.61
-2.45

0.039**

1.39
-0.93
-0.46

0.368

CONCLUSION
As a conclusion, factor analysis and AMARS are useful to determine the factors that caused mathematics anxiety
for students who are studying in universities especially in engineering program. By applying this, lecturers can
understand their students well. This study revealed that three out of four factors namely the experience of learning
mathematics, cognitive skills and mathematics evaluation anxiety are associated with the students’ additional
mathematics results in SPM. As found in [16], this paper also provides a consistent result of significant difference
in anxiety level among races where Malay students have the highest level in experience of learning mathematics and
mathematics evaluation anxiety. To lessen the anxiety problem among students, lecturers can play their part by
ensuring a positive classroom environment. This is important to improve students’ perspective and attitudes towards
mathematics especially in the early stage of learning process.
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Abstract. This paper explores the np-hard capacitated continuous location-allocation problem, where the number of
facilities to be located is specified and each of which has a constant capacity. Efficient greedy randomised adaptive
search procedure (GRASP) based heuristics are proposed to tackle the problem. A scheme that applies the furthest
distance rule (FDR) and self-adjusted threshold parameters to generate initial facility locations that are situated sparsely
within GRASP framework is also put forward. The construction of the restricted candidate list (RCL) within GRASP is
also guided by applying a concept of restricted regions that prevents new facility locations to be sited too close to the
previous selected facility locations. The performance of the proposed GRASP heuristics is evaluated by conducting
experiments using data sets taken from the literature typically used for the uncapacitated continuous location-allocation
problem. The preliminary computational experiments show that the proposed methods provide encouraging solutions
when compared to recently published papers. Some future research avenues on the subject are also briefly highlighted.
Keywords: Continuous space; capacitated facility location; GRASP; heuristics.
PACS: 02.50.Ng

INTRODUCTION
In this location problem, we are given a set of customers, located at n fixed points, with their respective
demands. We are required to locate M facilities in continuous space to serve these n customers, and to find the
allocation of these customers to these M facilities without violating the capacity of any of the facilities. The
objective is to minimise the sum of transportation costs. This capacitated continuous location-allocation problem
(CCLAP), is np-hard also known as the capacitated multi-source Weber problem (CMSWP), can be formulated as
follows:
M

Minimize

n

¦¦ x d
ij

(1)

Xi , aj

i 1 j 1

Subject to
M

¦x
i 1

ij

n

¦x

ij

w j , j = 1, …, n

(2)

d b , i = 1, … M

(3)

j 1

xij t 0 , i = 1, … M; j = 1,…, n

(4)

where
M : the number of facilities to be located;
xij : the quantity assigned from facility i to customer j, i = 1, … M; j = 1, …, n;
d(Xi, aj) is the Euclidean distance between facility i and customer j;
aj = a1j , a 2j  2 is the location of customer j;
Xi = X i1 , X i2  2 are coordinates of facility i;
wj : the demand, or weight, of customer j, where wj  1;
b : a fixed capacity of a facility, where b  1.
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The objective function (1) is to minimise the sum of the transportation costs. Constraints (2) guarantee that the total
demand of each customer is satisfied. Constraints (3) ensure that capacity constraints of the facilities are not
violated. Constraints (4) are non-negativity constraints which imply that the decision variables xij are positive flows.
Note that once the M facilities are located, the problem becomes the generalised assignment problem. In addition, if
the size of the located facilities is known, the problem reduces to the classical Transportation Problem (TP). The
problem is considered to have at least one feasible solution by assuming that

n

¦w

j

d Mb .

j 1

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, a review of the relevant literature is presented. The section
thereafter discusses the proposed GRASP heuristics. Then, a section on computational results is reported. The last
section concludes some remarks and highlights some future research avenues.

LITERATURE REVIEW
This section looks at some previous works that closely relate to the problem. Most of the literature on the
continuous location-allocation problem concentrates on the uncapacitated problem. The solution frameworks for this
problem are mainly heuristic based methods. This section does not review at the uncapacitated continuous location
problems, but the reader can refer to the recent papers of Brimberg et al. [1] and Brimberg et al. [2].
Cooper [3] was the pioneer to deal with the CCLAP who proposed exact and heuristic methods. In the exact
method, the idea is to produce all basic feasible solutions using the transportation problem. Starting with any
feasible basic solution, the idea is to construct the connected graph of all basic feasible solutions. For every
solution, the location problems are solved and the solution which yields the minimum cost is chosen as the optimal
solution. The heuristic method proposed in this work is the well-known alternating transportation-location heuristic
known (ATL). Basically, ATL is a revision of the heuristic method developed initially by Cooper [4] for the
clasiccal location-allocation problem known as the alternate location-allocation method. The idea of ATL is that the
location-allocation problem and the transportation problem (TP) are alternately solved until no epsilon ( H)
improvement in total cost is found. Cooper [5] revised a heuristic method for the fixed charge problems in Cooper
[6] to be used for the CCLAP.
Sherali et al. [7] investigated the rectilinear distance CCLAP as a mixed integer bilinear programming
formulation, and proposed a reformulation-linearization technique (RLT) to modify the problem as a linear mixedinteger programming. Gong et al. [8] put forward a hybrid evolutionary method based on a genetic algorithm to
search the locatable area to find the global or near global locations. In the allocation stage, a Lagrange relaxation
method is applied. Experiments were carried out on randomly generated data with the number of facilities (M)
varying from 2 to 6 facilities. Sherali et al. [9] designed a branch and bound based on a partitioning of the allocation
space to construct global optimization procedures for the capacitated Euclidean and lp distance multi-source Weber
problem. Two bounding schemes were also put forward based on solving a projected location space subproblem and
on a variant of RLT that reformulated the problem into a linear programming relaxation.
Aras et al. [10] proposed three heuristic methods that apply Lagrangean heuristic, the discrete p-capacitated
facility location heuristic which is similar to the p-median method of Hansen et al. [11], and the cellular heuristic of
Gamal and Salhi [12] to solve the CCLAP with Euclidean, squared Euclidean, and lp distances. Aras et al. [13]
tackled the CCLAP with rectilinear, Euclidean, squared Euclidean, and lp distances by adopting simulated
annealing, threshold accepting, and genetic algorithms. In a subsequent research, Aras et al. [14] adopted their
earlier approaches to solve the CCLAP with rectilinear distance.
Zainuddin and Salhi [15] designed a perturbation-based heuristic for tackling the CCLAP. Firstly, the alternating
transportation-location-allocation-location heuristic is put forward to solve the capacitated problem. This is a
modification scheme from Cooper’s ATL algorithm with the addition of another step. The perturbation scheme is
developed by considering borderline customers. These customers are those that lie approximately half-way between
their nearest and their second nearest facilities.
Luis et al. [16] dealt with the CCLAP by introducing the concept of region-rejection that restricts choosing areas
which are too close to the previously selected locations. A discretisation technique of converting a plane into a
discrete space is also presented. Mohammadi et al. [17] put forward two genetic algorithms (GAs) one for the
location problem and the other for the allocation of customers to those facilities. Very recently, Luis et al. [18]
presented a novel guided reactive GRASP that combines adaptive learning with the concept of region-rejection.
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SOLUTION METHOD
In this section, the ATL heuristic by Cooper [3] and GRASP framework are briefly discussed as these will be
used as a basis for the research.

Cooper’s Alternating Transportation-Location Heuristic
Firstly, M open facilities are selected from the customer points, then the TP, using these M open facilities, is
applied to find the allocation for this capacitated problem. Here, the output is the M independent set of allocations,
each subset consisting of ni fixed points where

M

¦n

i = 1, 2, …, M and

i

t n . Note that we used ‘t’ instead of ‘=’

i 1

as some customers may have their demand split between different facilities during the allocation stage. An iterative
procedure based on the Weiszfeld equations, as given in Equation (5), is then carried out to obtain the new location
of each (i = 1, 2, …, M) of these M facilities.
ni

(k )

X i1

¦ d(X
ji 1
ni

¦ d(X
ji 1

ni

w ji a 1ji
( k 1)
i

, a ji )

w ji
( k 1)
i

, a ji )

and

X i2

(k )

w ji a 2ji

¦ d(X
ji 1
ni

¦ d(X
ji 1

( k 1)
i

, a ji )

(5)

w ji
( k 1)
i

, a ji )

where
the superscript k designates the iteration number within the Weiszfeld iterative procedure;
a1j , a 2j represents the location of the set of ni fixed points, ji = 1, 2, …, ni;
i

X

1k
i

i

, X i2

k

denotes the new location of the ith facility at iteration k (i = 1, 2, …, M) and

w ji corresponds to all or a fraction of the jth customer demand that is served by facility i.
In other words, the demand of some customers might have been split as a result of the solution of the TP
(i.e., w j d w j ). Note that some customers may be utilized more than once in Equation (5) but each time a portion
i
w ji of their demand is used only. The process of alternating between the location-allocation problem and the

transportation problem is then applied until no improvement in total cost can be found. FIGURE 1, which is used as
a basis for this research, shows the main steps of Cooper’s Alternating Transportation-Location (ATL) heuristic. In
Step 1, Cooper [3] chooses locations randomly from customer locations as the initial facility configuration. This
research puts forward, instead in Step 1, an efficient GRASP heuristic with the inclusion of the furthest distance rule
(FDR).

Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4
Step 5

Generate M initial starting locations at random from customers points.
Solve the TP to obtain the corresponding allocation.
Find the new location using Equation (5).
Solve the TP to obtain the new corresponding allocation based on the new locations and its cost.
Iterate Steps 3 and 4 until there is no further changes in cost, within some tolerance, in two successive
iterations.
FIGURE 1. Cooper’s ATL Heuristic.
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A Brief Framework of GRASP
Greedy randomised adaptive search procedure (GRASP) is a two phase meta-heuristic method based on a multistart randomised search technique to solve hard combinatorial optimisation problems. Originally, GRASP was
proposed by Hart and Shogan [19] and then by Feo and Resende [20] as a semi greedy heuristic. This was then
officially introduced by Feo and Resende [21]. GRASP has been successfully implemented to solve various
optimisation problems including vehicle routing problems, travelling salesman problems, scheduling, partition
problems, among others. More details on GRASP including comprehensive reviews and its applications are
provided by Pitsoulis and Resende [22], and Resende and Ribiero [23].
The first phase of GRASP is a construction phase where a feasible initial solution is built one at a time. The
construction of these feasible solutions is based on the creation of a restricted candidate list (RCL) made up of good
attributes including the best. From this set, one element is chosen one at a time either randomly or following a
certain selection rule until the full solution is completed. The second phase is a standard local search used to explore
the neighbourhood of the constructed solution in order to find a better solution. The construction and local search
phases are repeated until a specified tolerance has been met and the best local optimum is selected as the final result.
A basic GRASP algorithm for a case of minimisation is shown in FIGURE 2.
Construction Phase:
Step 1
Apply a greedy method, say g, to generate all the elements in ascending order of ‘g’. Set E =  and
[(E) = f. Let maximum iterations = maxiter.
Step 2
Construct RCL based on elements that their greedy values lying within D% of the best.
RCL = {j s.t. g(j) < (1+D) g*}.
Step 3
Choose randomly a potential candidate j RCL.
- If the solution is complete, set it to J and go to Step 4.
- Else return to Step 1.
Improvement/ Local Search Phase:
Step 4
Improve the solution J via some local search, say Ĵ.
If [(Ê) < [(E) then set [(E) = [(E) and E = Ê.
Step 5
Repeat Steps 1 to 4 for maxiter times and the cheapest overall cost is kept as a final result, i.e. E*.
FIGURE 2. A basic GRASP algorithm.

A General Framework for the Construction of RCL
There are several ways of defining sparsity of customers. This research adopts the furthest distance rule (short
for FDR) to construct a facility configuration whose facilities are located far apart. This scheme does not necessarily
guarantee that such a configuration will lead to a good solution. However, it can be considered as an alternative to
the simple random choice. FDR was used successfully by Gamal and Salhi [24] to tackle the uncapacitated
continuous location-allocation problem. Here, this concept is adapted to solve the capacitated continuous locationallocation problem. The FDR is defined as
Choose j* s.t.

¦d
iE

X i , a j*

(6)

max H ( j )
jJ

where
H(j)

=

¦d
iE

Xi,aj ,

J
j*
aj

be the set of fixed points not chosen yet,
be the new selected facility (i.e. the furthest point from the current configuration),
= a1j , a 2j be location of fixed point (customer location) j, j  J,

Xi

= X i1 , X i2 be coordinates of facility i,

E

be a set of initial facility locations (initially E ={}),
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d(Xi, aj)

be the Euclidean distance between facility i and customer j.

In this approach, customer locations (fixed points) are considered as potential sites for constructing initial facility
configurations though this can also be generated on the plane. The first facility is selected at random from the fixed
points, then the remaining (M – 1) locations are found using (6). The RCL is then constructed by using the FDR as
the greedy function. Let I be a set of fixed points, E be the current set of chosen facilities, H(j) denotes the increment
function distance of element j  I-E that associates with the current solution, Rmax is the furthest point, and Di is a
threshold parameter at the ith iteration (i = 1, 2, …, M). Here, the RCL is formed by elements js  I-E with a H(j)
value which is within D% from the furthest point Rmax. Hence, this candidate list is defined as
RCL = ^j  I  E D i Rmax d H j d Rmax ` with D [0,1]

(7)

In the implementation of GRASP, Hart and Shogan [19] and Feo and Resende [20] designed two formats to
construct the RCL. The first one is based on the cardinality of the set. In other words, the best k elements are ranked
and placed in the RCL only. The second format is a value based approach where RCL is associated with a threshold
parameter D. Here, candidates that have their greedy values, or cost, lying within D% of the best greedy function
value from the RCL are selected. This research puts forwards that the construction of RCL is based not only on a
value-based scheme but also on a cardinality-based scheme. In other words, to guarantee a minimum number of
attributes in RCL, the cardinality of RCL is set to |RCL| t Lmin, where Lmin = max 5, [M / 2] . If |RCL| < Lmin, the
value of the parameter D is relaxed by taking the next (Lmin - |RCL|) to be inserted in the RCL. The candidate is then
randomly chosen from the RCL. A step by step for the construction of the RCL and the generation of the initial
facility configuration in Phase 1 of GRASP is given in FIGURE 3. In Step 1, the initial and the final value of D(D0
and Dmin) are set to be D0 = 0.80 and Dmin = 0.35 (these figures were found on our preliminary experiments).
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4
Step 5

Step 6

Generate randomly the first open facility from the customer locations, say j1 and set i = 1, Xi = j1, E= {Xi},
set D0 and Dmin, and Lmin = max(5, [M/2]).
Update the value of the threshold parameter Di.
From E, apply the FDR using Equation (6) to choose a furthest point j*.
Construct the RCL as in Equation (7).
Evaluate the elements formed in Step 4 and do the followings
- If |RCL| t Lmin then go to Step 6.
- Else select the top |Lmin-|RCL|) points using Equation (6) to make up the RCL.
Set i = i + 1 and choose a potential candidate ji*  RCL at random and set Xi = ji* and E= E {Xi}.
- If i = M stop and take E as the set of initial facility configuration.
- Else return to Step 2.
FIGURE 3. The construction of the RCL and the generation of the Initial Facility Configuration.

The Functional Based Threshold Parameter D
This section presents schemes for the threshold parameter D to adjust its value for each GRASP iteration. The
threshold parameter D is self-adjusted using a non-increasing function within the construction of RCL. Three types
of functions namely a linear, a convex, and a concave functions are put forward. In the remaining of this subsection,
the three functions are briefly discussed as these are the enhancements from the basic GRASP. These three functions
are applied in Step 2 of FIGURE 3. The reader may refer to Luis [25] for more details on these three functions.
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A Linear Function of the Threshold Parameter D
This scheme is a procedure to fine-tune the value of D at each GRASP iteration by introducing a linear function
and referred as GFLN for short. This scheme is initiated by setting D0 and Dmin which denote to an initial and final
value ofD, respectively. This means that the parameter D gradually decreases from D0 to Dmin proportionally. The
parameter D is defined as follows:

Di = D0 – iI

with

I

D 0  D min
M

for i = 1, 2, …, M

(8)

A Convex Function of the Threshold Parameter D
This approach aims to dynamically adjust a value of a parameter D for each GRASP iteration based on a convex
function. This approach is called as GFCX for short. The value of the parameter D at each GRASP iteration is
gradually decreased over the range D0 to Dmin with respect to a convex function. The parameter D with a convex
function is then defined as

Di = Di-1e-t

with

t=

D
1
log 0
M
D min

for i = 1, 2, …, M

(9)

A Concave Function of the Threshold Parameter D
The idea behind this scheme is to adopt a concave function to self-adjust the value of a parameter D at each
GRASP iteration and this scheme is known as GFCC. Here, a value of the parameter D is concavely self-tuned from
D0 to Dmin and the value of the parameter D is computed as

Di = Di-1 – Oi

with

O = 2 D 0  D min
M M 1

for i = 1, 2, …, M

(10)

An Inclusion of Restricted Regions
The reasoning behind this idea is to enhance the scheme of the self-adjusted parameter D by introducing the
concept of restricted regions into the search to construct the RCL. In other words, the RCL will only contain
promising locations which are outside the restricted regions at each iteration of GRASP. The concept of restricted
region was initially put forward and successfully applied by Luis et al. [16] to deal with the CCLAP.
In this subsection the concept of restricted regions will briefly be highlighted. The idea is to build restricted
regions around the previously chosen locations to prevent new locations to be too close to the previous ones. A
restricted region is defined by a circle whose radius may be a fixed value based on the sparsity of the customers and
the number of facilities or may be dynamically adjusted. This research only adopts a dynamic radius as the authors
proved that the latter yields better solutions [16].
This is generally done as follow. The RCL, constructed as in Equation (7), is rebuilt by embedding the restricted
regions. Then, the elements in the RCL, formed by Equation (7) is examined one at a time with respect to:
d(yj, Xi) > ri, Xi  E

(11)

where yj refers to a candidate location, E denotes the set of previously selected facilities, and ri is the radius of the
circle whose centre is Xi.
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The reader may refer to Luis et al. [16] for the details on how the ri is computed and dynamically adjusted.
Therefore, potential candidate locations are included in the RCL if and only if elements in Equation (7) satisfy
Equation (11). Thus, the RCL with restricted regions, say RĈL, is defined as

^

RĈL = j  O D i Rmax d Hˆ j d Rmax

`

(12)

where O indicates a set of non-restricted regions and Ĥ(j) denotes the increment function distance of element j  O
with respect to the restricted regions. This idea is implemented in Step 5 of Figure 3.

COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS
The proposed methods were implemented in C++, compiled with Salford FTN95 compiler, and run on a PC with
an Intel Core i3 2100 3.10 GHz processor and 2 GB RAM. The well-known test data sets, originally used for the
uncapacitated continuous location problem, are taken as a platform to test the performance of the proposed methods
(Brimberg et al. [26]). The data sets are 50, 287, 654, and 1060-fixed points, respectively. In these preliminary
computational experiments, the proposed methods are evaluated by taking only two data sets using the number of
open facilities (M) to be from 2 to 25 for the 50-fixed points. For the 287 problems, M is set to be 5 to 30 with an
increment of 5. Currently, authors are carrying out the experiments for the case of 654 and 1060-fixed points.
In this research, the capacity of a facility is set to be the average demand of each facility, i.e. b

º
ªn
«¦ w j M » ,
»
«j 1

where ªx º is the smallest integer t x. This setting was also used in Zainuddin and Salhi [15] and Luis et al. [16, 18]
and will also be used for consistency reasons. It is worth noting that there would be cases where the total capacity of
the facilities (i.e. Mb) would be larger than the total customer demand (

n

n

j 1

j 1

¦ w j ). In this case, (i.e., If Mb > ¦ w j ), a

n
·
§
dummy customer with a 0 transportation cost and a demand given by ¨ Mb  ¦ w j ¸ will be used. This dummy
¸
¨
j 1
¹
©

customer will only contribute to the search at the transportation problem (TP) stage and will not be considered at
either the location or the allocation process.
The computational experiments are performed for the two data sets using K runs where K is defined as follows:

 max 100, 5M ,

N

50

°̄max 100, 3 N M , N

287

K =°
®

(13)

In every run, the search terminates when there is no improvement (i.e., less than 0.0001) between the costs of the
solutions of two successive iterations. This research applies the Euclidean distance as the measure of distance.
The solutions of the uncapacitated continuous location-allocation problem provided by Brimberg et al. [26] are
used as lower bounds of the capacitated problem. The percentage deviation is calculated based on these lower
bounds as follows:

dev (%)

Fbest  FLB
u 100
FLB

(14)

where Fbest is the best solution cost obtained by the proposed algorithms and FLB denotes the lower bound or “best”
cost for the uncapacitated problem.
To our knowledge, the results of the heuristic of Zainuddin and Salhi [15]( ZS), Luis et al. [16] (LSN) and of
Luis et al. [18](GLSN) are the only ones available for direct comparison. The summary results for both data sets are
given in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. In addition, the overall average (OAV) for each data set is also reported. The
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bold numbers in TABLES 1 and 2 refer to the best new found solutions. Based on these results, the proposed
methods outperform ZS and provide competitive results compared to LSN. For instance, in the case n = 50
customers, the proposed methods reduce the overall average deviation by up to 25% from the one given by
Zainuddin and Salhi [15], and 2% for the case of n = 287 customers. However, the overall results are slightly
inferior to GLSN. This is due to this research did not apply a pseudo-random technique to select a candidate in the
RCL and also a learning process scheme that gather information from the previous iterations which are then used in
subsequent iterations. It is worth noting that the proposed GRASP approaches require relatively small computing
time to produce solutions.
TABLE (1). Comparison for all the results for the 50-Customers Problem.
Lower
Bound

M
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

135.52
105.21
84.15
72.24
60.97
54.50
49.94
45.69
41.69
38.02
35.06
32.31
29.66
27.63
25.74
23.99
22.29
20.64
19.36
18.08
16.82
15.61
14.44
13.30
OAV

ZS
Dev.
(%)
0.83
1.02
2.76
5.94
0.85
3.35
2.76
4.05
15.72
6.57
1.98
8.83
6.62
6.49
5.93
7.92
6.89
7.32
17.43
16.41
13.60
16.12
15.35
70.96
10.24

LSN
CPU
(sec)
0.56
0.70
0.67
1.14
0.76
2.17
1.06
3.05
4.21
3.42
1.40
2.81
2.86
3.68
4.41
6.47
6.85
5.97
9.56
9.53
6.21
6.35
5.92
6.25
4.00

Dev.
(%)
0.84
1.06
2.75
5.93
0.88
3.37
2.40
3.46
15.67
6.07
2.00
8.80
4.69
2.60
2.15
7.60
5.59
5.44
4.47
7.31
5.84
4.08
4.46
73.05
7.52

CPU
(sec)
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
2
2
2
1.17

GLSN
Dev.
(%)
0.84
1.06
2.75
5.93
0.88
3.37
2.40
3.46
15.54
6.07
1.99
8.80
4.68
1.53
0.46
7.59
5.58
5.03
3.16
1.36
1.20
0.49
0.26
70.96
6.47

CPU
(sec)
1
1
2
2
3
3
5
8
10
10
12
13
15
20
26
28
34
37
40
48
55
61
70
77
24.21

GFLN
Dev.
(%)
0.84
1.06
2.75
5.93
0.88
3.37
2.40
3.46
15.54
6.07
1.99
8.80
4.69
1.53
1.52
7.59
5.59
6.08
5.51
3.24
7.03
6.21
6.66
74.79
7.65

GFCX

CPU
(sec)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
1.08

Dev.
(%)
0.84
1.06
2.75
5.93
0.88
3.37
2.40
3.46
15.54
6.07
2.55
8.80
4.69
1.54
1.52
7.60
5.58
7.68
3.47
5.07
7.41
5.11
7.35
79.00
7.90

GFCC

CPU
(sec)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
1.08

Dev.
(%)
0.84
1.06
2.75
5.93
0.88
3.37
2.40
3.46
15.54
6.07
1.99
8.80
4.69
2.60
1.90
7.60
5.59
6.84
6.24
5.07
5.89
5.11
6.66
76.53
7.83

CPU
(sec)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
1.08

TABLE (2). Comparison for all the results for the 287-Customers Problem.
M
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50

Lower
Bound
9715.63
6705.04
5224.70
4148.84
3348.71
2716.91
2238.18
1900.84
1630.31
1402.58
OAV

ZS
Dev.
(%)
7.90
25.77
33.82
38.99
44.37
54.23
69.27
84.96
94.82
115.94
57.01

CPU
(sec)
56.57
539.11
1837.17
2532.21
3442.54
6265.81
8310.36
10948.99
12169.82
19814.90
6601.76

LSN
Dev.
(%)
7.92
25.80
33.89
38.48
44.33
54.15
69.24
84.33
94.92
116.06
56.91

CPU
(sec)
11
17
25
38
64
85
125
151
219
312
104.70

GLSN
Dev.
(%)
7.92
25.80
33.99
38.48
44.31
54.14
69.23
84.33
94.82
115.93
56.89

CPU
(sec)
14
41
118
251
478
792
1202
1688
2530
3815
1092.90
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GFLN
Dev.
(%)
7.92
25.80
33.89
38.48
44.31
54.15
69.23
84.33
94.92
115.93
56.90

CPU
(sec)
8
14
19
32
62
75
115
160
200
280
96.50

GFCX
Dev.
(%)
7.92
25.80
33.89
38.48
44.32
54.15
69.23
84.33
94.92
115.94
56.90

CPU
(sec)
8
14
19
32
55
72
114
155
192
280
94.10

GFCC
Dev.
(%)
7.92
25.80
33.89
38.48
44.31
54.15
69.24
84.35
94.92
115.94
56.90

CPU
(sec)
8
14
19
32
58
76
114
152
194
280
94.70

SUMMARY
In this paper, efficient GRASP heuristics are put forward to tackle the capacitated continuous location-allocation
problem. Schemes that use non-increasing functions to self-adjust the threshold parameter D are proposed to build
RCL within the first phase of GRASP. A concept of restricted regions that forbids new facilities to be located too
close to the previously chosen facilities is also embedded to establish elite candidate elements in the RCL. The
performance of the proposed heuristics is assessed using the well-known problem instances for the uncapacitated
continuous location problem. The results from the two instances show that the proposed GRASP heuristics produce
encouraging results when compared against recent published works.
The proposed GRASP heuristics can be enhanced by including an idea of learning scheme to dependently learn
from the previous iterations which then can be used in subsequent iterations. Further research on solutions methods
is to implement a post optimisation scheme to improve the current found solutions. In this study, the capacity at the
facilities is considered constant. This could be extended to consider various capacities instead. The authors, at the
moment, are exploring some of the above issues.
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Curve Fitting for RHB Islamic Bank Annual Net Profit
Dineswary Nadarajan and Noor Fadiya Mohd Noor
Institute of Mathematical Sciences, Faculty of Science, Universiti Malaya,
50603 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Abstract. The RHB Islamic Bank net profit data are obtained from 2004 to 2012. Curve fitting is done by assuming the
data are exact or experimental due to smoothing process. Higher order Lagrange polynomial and cubic spline with curve
fitting procedure are constructed using Maple software. Normality test is performed to check the data adequacy.
Regression analysis with curve estimation is conducted in SPSS environment. All the eleven models are found to be
acceptable at 10% significant level of ANOVA. Residual error and absolute relative true error are calculated and
compared. The optimal model based on the minimum average error is proposed.
Keywords: Curve fitting; regression analysis; ANOVA; interpolation.
PACS: Reg02.60.Ed

INTRODUCTION
RHB Banks are accessible over its main subsidiaries which are RHB Islamic Bank Berhad, RHB Bank Berhad,
OSK Investment Bank Berhad and RHB Insurance Berhad while its asset management and unit trust businesses are
undertaken by RHB Investment Management Berhad and OSK-UOB Investment Management Berhad.1 It is RHB
Banking Group's aspiration to deliver superior customer experience and shareholder value and to be recognized as a
leading multinational financial services group.2 Islamic banking is reliable with the principles of shariah and its
applied application through the Islamic finances. Another term for Islamic banking is ‘Shariah compliant finance’.3
Shariah prohibits the floating payment or fixed or acceptance of specific interest or fees known as riba or usury for
loans of money. There are various Islamic finance concepts such as mudharabah (profit sharing), ijarah (leasing)
and musharakah (partnership). Financial institutions have a great deal of flexibility, creativity and high-quality in
the formation of Islamic finance products.
Islamic banking sets a higher standard for investments and encourages greater accountability and risk
moderation. Malaysia's Islamic finance industry has been in existence for over 30 years. The portrayal of the
Islamic Banking Act 1983 enabled the country's first Islamic Bank to be established. Meanwhile on 1 March 2005,
RHB Banking Group formally received the license for its Islamic Banking subsidiary. The Islamic principles have
been applied in varying degrees by historical Islamic economies due to lack of Islamic practice. In late 20 th century,
a number of Islamic banks formed to apply these principles to private or semi-private commercial institutions among
4
Muslim community. The goal of RHB Islamic bank is to be the first commercial banking group in Malaysia that
have its full-fledged Islamic Bank.
Curve fitting is a process of fitting a function (usually a curve) to a relationship of x and y (this can be applied to
more dimensions) from which we can then estimate y for a given value of x. One method that can be used is to fit a
polynomial using least square minimization.5 Regression technique is used to minimize squared differences between
our actual observances of y and the predicted function y* = F (x) based on our observances of x, by altering the
coefficients contained in F (x). Polynomial regression has a remarkable property such that basically any set of points
in (x, y) space can be joined by fitting a polynomial function of a degree of one less than the number of data points.
This will exactly join all the points in one curve.6 Net profits from annual report of RHB Islamic Bank are taken and
its curve fitting is done to view the pattern and can be used to predict the future year’s net profit. Curve fitting is a
process of constructing a curve or mathematical function, which has the best fit to a set of data points.
In this paper, two methods of approximation are used to obtain the most accurate or the best model for fitting
RHB Islamic Bank’s net profit. The two method used are interpolation and regression. Taylor series and Padé
approximation are used to check whether series expansion can improve curve-fitting of the net profits. Fitted curves
are used to visualize data, to gather values of a function where no data are available and to summarize the
relationships among two or more variables.6 Nonlinear models are almost always iterative and for some cases need
Taylor series and Padé approximation for accurate approximation.7,8 The objectives of this study is to propose the
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optimal curve fit of the net profits for RHB Islamic Bank in Malaysia using interpolation models when data is
assumed to be exact and regression models when data is assumed to be experimental. Besides that, this study is to
check whether series expansion can improve accuracy of the regression models.
In this study, discussion is limited to one independent variable (net profit) for the period of 2004 to 2012. SPSS
software is used to fit the curve and estimate the parameters. Then, MAPLE software is used to perform the
interpolation approximation for Lagrange and cubic spline. Series approximations are done using Taylor series and
Padé approximation.9,10 No limitation is imposed on the applications of the eleven existing models in SPSS.
Particularly the numerical error (absolute relative error) is compared with the residual error and conclusion is made.
Interpolation is a process of finding or evaluating a function using graph through a set of given points. The points
might be obtained as measurements in real problems. Polynomials are commonly used as the interpolating function.
Splines curve are usually required functions to be continuous, smooth and defined as piecewise polynomials of
degree n and the first (n -1) derivatives must agree at the points where they joins. In interpolating problems, spline
interpolation is often referred to as polynomial interpolation because it yields similar results, even when using low –
degree splines, to interpolation with higher degree polynomials while avoiding instability due to Runge’s
phenomenon.11

METHODOLOGY
Interpolation
The data is obtained from online search of Annual Report of RHB Islamic Bank. Interpolation is performed
using MAPLE software where programming for Lagrange higher order is constructed to determine the residual and
absolute relative true error. Then, average of absolute relative true error is computed.12 Let
( x0 , f ( x0 )), ( x1 , f ( x1 )),..., ( xn , f ( xn )) be (n  1) distinct points. The points xi , i 0,1,2,..., n are sometimes

(n  1) points such that P( xi ) f ( xi ) for
i 0,1,2,..., n, the polynomial P(x) is called as an interpolation polynomial approximates f (x) at those points.

called as knots, breakpoints or nodes. If P(x) passes through the
A unique interpolation polynomial of degree less than n is given by

x  x1 x  x2 ... x  xn
xi  x1 xi  x2 ... ( xi  xn )

Lni x

n

x  xj

j 0 , j zi

xi  x j



where

Pn x

(1)

f x0 Ln0 x  f x1 L1n x  ...  f xn Lnn x
n

¦f

(2)

xi Lni x

i 0

is a Lagrange basis polynomial of degree n such that Pn ( xi )

f ( xi ) for i

0,1,2,..., n 13

Splines are functions that have many applications than other interpolations. Higher degree spline gives more
smoothness in the approximating function. Cubic interpolating spline function is the best interpolating function
available in certain cases. A natural cubic spline can be clamped or periodic. A function f (x) is called a spline of

f (x) is an interval [a, b], ii) f , f ' , f '' ,..., f ( k 1) are all continuous functions on [a,
b], and iii) there are points xi , a x0  x1  ...  xn b such that f (x) is a polynomial of degree at most k on
degree k if: i) the domain of

each subinterval

[ xi , x i 1 ].
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Besides, cubic spline polynomial is constructed to model the net profits and determine residual and absolute
relative true error.14 The programming model for cubic spline in MAPLE software is generated to find the residual
and absolute relative true error. Finally, the average of absolute relative true error is calculated to find the error.
Conclusion is made by taking the minimal error between Lagrange and cubic spline model and concludes the
optimal model for interpolation method.

Regression
Net profit is used to analyze and estimate the best fitted curve. The first step to analyze the model is by plotting
the scatter plot of the data. The eleven models include of linear and transformed models. If transformation does not
help then a more complicated model is required. Consequently, all the eleven models are tested without any
limitation in primary research assumption. Test of normality is performed to check whether the data is normally
distributed. Shapiro Wilk is used to conclude the normality test.
Another special feature of curve estimation in SPSS is one or more curve estimation regression models can be
chosen. Therefore, curve fitting is examined with aid of SPSS software using curve estimation command. It is
obtained by selecting the “Analyze” then “Regression” followed by “Curve Estimation”. This component can
compare linear, logarithmic, inverse, quadratic, cubic, power, compound, S-curve, logistic, growth and exponential
models based on their relative goodness of fit where single dependent variable is predicted by a single independent
variable or by a time variable. As such, it is a useful examining tool initiated to select multi variant models in
generalized linear modeling, which supports nonlinear link functions.
Hypothesis testing on each of the curve is done.

R 2 value more than 0.80 is taken as significant for more

2

accurate forecast, where R is the correlation of the years (independent variable) in predicting the net profit
(dependent variable).15 Similarly, Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) is performed to check the model adequacy. Pvalue less than 0.10 (one sided) is taken as statistically significant. F-test is used for selecting the best fitting curve
for hypothesis testing. Regression equation is constructed using the coefficient table.
MAPLE software is used to approximate the best curve for RHB net profit. The regression line from SPSS is
used to approximate Taylor series and Padé approximation with the aid graph. Net profit value is keyed in and a
suitable residual formula is used to estimate the error of each model. The residual error, the absolute relative true
error and average absolute relative true error are estimated using the formula given below 16:
Residual Error = Actual Profit - Fitted Value
Absolute Relative Error, Errori

(3)

Actual Profit - Value of Fitted Line
u100
Actual Profit

(4)

n

¦ Error

i

Average Absolute Relative Error =

i

n

(5)

Curves of Taylor series, Padé approximation and normal line are graphed. Taylor approximation and Padé
approximation are only done for exponential, logarithmic, compound, power, growth, logistics and S curve. The
linear, inverse, quadratic and cubic curve are estimated using the regression line that is obtained by SPSS
software17,18. Resulting on above working, average of the error for regression line, Taylor series and Padé
approximation are plotted against years to check the minimum error. The conclusion is made upon the minimum
error obtained. Finally, conclusion is made by considering all the accurate and minimal residual.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Lagrange Interpolation
Lagrange interpolating polynomial is coded in MAPLE software. All the net profits are used as points in
interpolation. Firstly, net profit from 2004 to 2012 is used to construct Lagrange polynomial of order 8 since there
are nine data of net profits from 2004 to 2012. When constructing interpolating polynomial unique solution is
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provided. The Lagrange interpolation based on the RHB Islamic Bank net profits are visualized in FIGURE 1.
Lagrange polynomial of 8th order shows that, the net profit increases when years increase. Absolute relative true
error and residual error are analyzed using the MAPLE programming. The results are tabulated in TABLE 1. Based
on TABLE 1, it shows that only 1.713% of the average absolute relative true error. From the diagram above it shows
that the error increases starting from 2009 to 2012. Lagrange interpolation will give high error at the end point.
Residual error shows that the error is 2608.85. The graphical presentation shows that it increases at the end of the
year 2012. This concludes that Lagrange model need addition factor to be considered. Moreover Lagrange
interpolation can give better approximation when more data is taken near each other at the starting and at the end of
the analysis.14

FIGURE 1. 8th order Lagrange polynomial for 2004 to 2012.
TABLE (1). Average absolute relative true error of 8th order Lagrange for 2004 to 2012.

Years

Error

Average Error

2004

1.1734E-08

1.1734E-08

2005

1.88501E-06

9.48371E-07

2006

3.07569E-05

1.08846E-05

2007

0.001168076

0.000300182

2008

0.0137446

0.002989066

2009

0.131363343

0.024384779

2010

0.428217932

0.082075229

2011

1.548611747

0.265392294

2012

13.29604352

1.71324243
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FIGURE 2. Absolute relative true error for 8-order Lagrange polynomial.
TABLE (2). Residual error of Lagrange polynomial of 8th order for 2004 to 2012.

Years

Actual Net Profit

Fitted Net Profit

Residual(y-fit)

2004

307542

307542

3.6087E-05

2005

269802

269801.9949

0.005085789

2006

392045

392044.8794

0.120581031

2007

118278

118276.6184

1.381576538

2008

85886

85874.19531

11.8046875

2009

63469

63385.625

83.375

2010

67489

67200

289

2011

152782

150416

2366

2012

155896

135168

20728

Average Residual

2608.854107

FIGURE 3. Residual error for Lagrange polynomial of 8 th order from 2004 to 2012.
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Cubic Spline Interpolation

FIGURE 4. Cubic spline for 2004 to 2012.

The curve in FIGURE 4 shows that the cubic spline interpolation approximately passes through all the points.
Even though all the points pass through the line but there are some small errors still can be found.
TABLE (3). Average absolute relative true error for cubic spline from 2004 to 2012.

Years

Net profit

Error

Abs Error

2004

307542

0

0

2005

269802

8.62969E-14

4.31484E-14

2006

392045

1.18778E-12

4.24691E-13

2007

118278

2.3622E-12

9.09069E-13

2008

85886

2.16874E-12

1.161E-12

2009

63469

0

9.67503E-13

2010

67489

5.51985E-12

1.61784E-12

2011

152782

2.4383E-12

1.7204E-12

2012

155896

4.7792E-12

2.06026E-12

From the absolute error TABLE 3, it shows that the error is approximately zero. The following graph shows the
average absolute relative true error increases when year increases but the error is approximately zero. The increment
is just a small error. From the residual error in TABLE 4, it shows that the model has small error consistently and
the average error is -1.034E-09 which is approximately zero. The graphical presentation is presented in FIGURE 6.
This graphical error shows that the error decreases when the year increases. Since the residual error is approximately
zero, the cubic spline is the best model to choose. As a conclusion, cubic spline is the optimal model compared to
Lagrange model since the error is minimized. Therefore, cubic spline model can be used to represent pattern of the
net profit for future prediction.
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FIGURE 5. Average absolute relative true error for cubic spline for 2004-2012.
TABLE (4). Residual error for cubic spline from 2004 to 2012.

Years

Net profit

Fitted value

Residual

2004

307542

307542

0

2005

269802

269802

0

2006

392045

392045

4.65661E-09

2007

118278

118278

2.79397E-09

2008

85886

85886

-1.86265E-09

2009

63469

63469

0

2010

67489

67489

-3.72529E-09

2011

152782

152782

-3.72529E-09

2012

155896

155896

-7.45058E-09

Average

-1.0348E-09

FIGURE 6. Residual error for cubic spline for 2004-2012.
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Regression
The net profits for RHB Islamic bank can be graphically presented with linear, logarithmic, inverse, quadratic,
cubic, compound, power, S, growth, exponential and logistic curves. Curve fitting is done by using curve estimation
from SPSS. The analysis is done for net profit from 2004 to 2012. Scatter diagram of this raw data is presented in
FIGURE 7. Normality test is carried out to check whether the model is distributed normally or not. Normality test is
presented by plotting Q-Q Plot and residual error plot as depicted in FIGURE 8 and FIGURE 9.

Net Profit

Scatter diagram of Net Profit of RHB
Bank from 2004 to 2012
450000
400000
350000
300000
250000
200000
150000
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50000
0
2003

2004

2005

2006

2007
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2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Years

FIGURE 7. Scatter diagram of Net Profit of RHB Bank from 2004 to 2012.

FIGURE 8. Q-Q plot for Annual Net Profit.

FIGURE 9. Residual plot for Annual Net Profit.
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TABLE (5). Tests of Normality for Annual Net Profit

Tests of Normality
Kolmogorov-Smirnova
Shapiro-Wilk
Statistic
df
Sig.
Statistic
df
Sig.
Net_profit
.246
9
.124
0.885
9
.176
a. Lilliefors Significance Correction
From these normality tests, Q-Q plot shows that the data is close to the linear line. Moreover, the residual Q-Q
plot shows that the data is plotted randomly around zero. From the tests of normality, two methods can be used to
check the normality. The Shapiro-Wilk test is useful to test normality when sample size is small, generally less than
50. Meanwhile, Kolmogorov-Smirnov text can be used when the sample size is large. In both tests, if the p-value is
more than 0.05, normality can be assumed. Since this sample size is small, the Shapiro-Wilk test will be used. The
p-value of the test is 0.176, which is more than 0.05. Hence, the data can be assumed to be normally distributed. The
hypothesis test that used throughout the analysis is

H 0 : The coefficients of the specific model are equal to zero
H 1 : The coefficients of the specific model are not equal to zero
TABLE (6). Summary of ANOVA.

Model
Linear
Logarithmic
Inverse
Quadratic
Cubic
Compound
Power
S
Growth
Exponential
Logistic

Sig.
0.059
0.037
0.066
0.063
0.082
0.095
0.05
0.07
0.095
0.095
0.095

R
0.648
0.697
0.635
0.777
0.843
0.589
0.667
0.628
0.589
0.589
0.589

R Square
0.42
0.486
0.403
0.603
0.71
0.347
0.445
0.394
0.347
0.347
0.347

The model shows the magnitude of Pearson’s correlation coefficient (R) for the linear relationship between year
and net profit is 0.648. From the output, it shown that the model is significant with 0.059 which is less than 0.10.
2

The R for this model is 0.337. This means 33.7% of variance in the net profit is explained by the years. This
logarithm model is significant with 0.037 which is less than 0.10. The relationship between the net profit and year is
2

0.697. Then, the R is 0.486. The inverse model is also significant with 0.066 which is less than 0.10. This quadratic
model has a strong relationship between net profit and years. The value R of 0.777 shows that it has strong
correlation since it is more than 0.75. The cubic model is significant with 0.82 which is less than 0.10. The
correlation is 0.843 and the coefficient of determination is 0.710. Seventy one percent of the variation is explained
by net profit to the years. This compound is significant with 0.095 which less than 0.10. In this output the R is 0.589,

R 2 is 0.347.
R 2 of the model is 0.445. S curve is a special curve that is similar to
2
cubic curve. The model in this situation is significant with 0.70 which is less than 0.10. The R for this model is
2
0.394 and the adjusted R is 0.308. Growth is also significant with 0.95 which is less than 0.95. The variation in this
Power model is significant with 0.05 where

model is just 0.253 which means 25.3% is explained by the net profit. The exponential model is significant with 0.95

R 2 is 0.347. The variation for net profit is explained with 34.7% to years.
2
The exponential model is significant with 0.95 which is less than 0.10. The R is 0.589, R is 0.347. The variation

which is less than 0.10. The R is 0.589,

for net profit is explained with 34.7% to years. The correlation model logistic model is 0.589 (R). The coefficient of
determination

R 2 is 0.347. Hence the coefficient table from SPSS gives the following equations:
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Linear

y

27692.750 x  317706.92

(6)

Logarithmic

y

113426.382 ln( x)  340583.775

(7)

Inverse

y

1
260456.395  97374.014
x

(8)

Quadratic

y

108327.609 x  8063.486 x 2  465537.548

(9)

Cubic

y

73005.586 x  34974.456 x 2  2869.196 x 3  276170.603

Compound

ln( y)

0.867 x  301811.525

(11)

Power

ln( y)

0.616 ln( x)  355119.573

(12)

S

1
ln( y) 1.462  11.444
x

Growth

ln( y)

0.143x  12.618

(14)

Exponential

ln( y)

0.143x  301811.5252

(15)

Logistic

ln

1
y

1.153x  (3.313 u 10 6 )

(10)

(13)

(16)

The ANOVA table shows that the all model is significant since it is less than 0.10. The graph shows the entire
possible curve for net profit from 2004 -2012.
Net_profit

FIGURE 10. Fitted curve for net profit for RHB Islamic Bank from 2004 to 2012.

This curve shows that, it has its own shapes which are represented to predict the future net profit. This shows that if
2012 is included the entire model is still significant with 10%. From graphical view, cubic seem to be closer to the
actual data. Even it is close, further analysis on absolute relative true error and residual error need to be carried
out.16
In FIGURE 11, net profit for linear line is decreasing when years increases. Hence, linear line is not suitable to
RHB net profit analysis. Logarithmic model in FIGURE 12 shows similar curve for Padé approximation and the
fitted curve but the Taylor series shows infinite decreasing curve when years increases. Inverse model does not have
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Padé approximation and Taylor series to test because it does not have exponential family. So inverse model can be
plotted as in FIGURE 13. Similarly, both quadratic and cubic models in FIGURE 14 and FIGURE 15 respectively
cannot be extended using Padé approximation and Taylor series.
Absolute relative true error

FIGURE 11. Linear curve.

Taylor Data

Padé approximation

Fitted

FIGURE 12. Graph of Taylor Series, Padé approximation and fitted curve for logarithmic model from 2004 to 2012.

FIGURE 13. Inverse curve from 2004 to 2012.
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FIGURE 14. Quadratic curve from 2004 to 2012.

FIGURE 15. Cubic curve from 2004 to 2012.

S model shows the same result as for 2004 to 2011 data. The Padé approximation and Taylor series has different
shape and this show that Padé approximation is better since it same with the fitted curve.

Taylor Series

Padé approximation

Fitted

FIGURE 16. Graph of Taylor Series, Padé approximation and fitted curve for S model from 2004 to 2012.
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Taylor Series

Padé approximation

Fitted

FIGURE 17. Graph of Taylor Series, Padé approximation and fitted curve for growth model from 2004 to 2012.

Growth model in FIGURE 17 has the same curve for all three equations. This model also shows that it is better
than the previous growth analyze because it is stable and no irregular pattern. Graph for this xponential function is
not possible because the values are too big to plot. This 2004 to 2012 data only shows the same result where
exponential, compound and power does not have graph. Logistic model in FIGURE 18 shows that Padé
approximation and fitted curve has the same result. Therefore, Padé approximation is better method compared to
Taylor Series. All the average absolute relative true error and graphed using Microsoft Excel is done. Therefore
average fitted curve, average Taylor and average Padé observation is summarized to see the relationship between the
models.

Taylor Series

Padé approximation

Fitted

FIGURE 18. Graph of Taylor Series, Padé approximation and fitted curve for logistic model from 2004 to 2012.
TABLE (7). Average absolute relative true error for regression model from 2004-2012.

Logarithmic
Exponential
Compound
Power
Growth
Logistics
S
Linear
Inverse
Quadratic
Cubic

Average Absolute Relative True Error
Fitted
Taylor
51.60442542
51.6044228
5.150649611 x 10^131070 5.150649611 x 10^131070
2.996184214
6184214 x 10
10^131074
131
2.996184210 x 10^131074
1.141887998 x 10^154222
49.60553475
49
60553475
49.60553472
99.99998203
99.99998206
43.77168109
43.76586997
158.2170649
N/A
50.17510269
N/A
33.5597086
N/A
28.37130558
N/A
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Pade
51.60441947
5.150649609 x 10^131070
2.996184209 x 10^131074
1.141887997 x 10^154222
49.60553473
99.99998206
43.77168156
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

FIGURE 19. Graph of average absolute relative approximate error for fitted model from 2004-2012.

Based on TABLE 7 and FIGURE 19, logarithmic, growth, logistic, S have the properties of exponential family
and linear line shows the biggest error. The other four models are tested using average Padé approximation and
Taylor series. This four model starts with same ratio where S is the lowest, continued by growth, logarithmic and
logistics. Logistic model has the highest average error. At the end of the year 2012, S model gives the lowest
average error compared to growth, logarithmic and logistics. In both analysis logistics starts high then reduced from
2006. Finally, cubic model is concluded as the optimal model based on the minimized absolute relative error.

FIGURE 20. Residual plot for regression model from 2004 to 2012.
TABLE (8). Average residual error for regression model from 2004-2012.

Average
Residual

Logarithmic

Exponential

Compound

Power

2.22E-06

-2.22E-06

-2.22E-06

1.11E-06

Linear

Inverse

Quadratic

16519.6

21170.7

21170.7

S
Average
Residual

16430.4
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Growth
1.11E-06
Cubic
21170.7

Logistic
21170.7

FIGURE 21. Average residual plot for regression model from 2004 to 2012.

From FIGURE 20, it is clear that at the end of 2006 the data produced has error. The entire model shows that the
residual is in between -10,000 to 10,000 except 2006. Residual shows a complicated graph therefore average
residual is done to get the least residual. The logarithmic, exponential, compound, power and growth models give
the smaller residual compared to other models. Hence using this residual analysis, power and growth models which
give the smallest error can be used as the optimal model for 2004 to 2012 net profits. Based on comparison in
absolute relative error analysis only, the cubic model turns out to be the optimal model in this analysis whereas
logarithmic model is concluded as the optimal model since it has the smallest error for both cases in residual error.

CONCLUSION
It is clear that cubic spline is the optimal model to be used since both average relative true error and residual
error give the smallest error. Therefore, conclusion can be made by taking cubic spline as the optimal model to
minimize the error for interpolation method. The linear functions are significant but not suitable for net profit
estimation of RHB Islamic bank. Besides that, four models; logarithm, S-curve, growth and logistics are found to be
the nearest approximation to the net profit. According to the average numerical error, logarithm, logistics, S-curve
and growth produce the optimal model. Average residual error also gives logarithm, exponential, compound, power
and growth as the optimal models. Regression line concludes that cubic is the best model fit because the regression
value has the minimized absolute relative error. Therefore, cubic distribution models are chosen as the optimal
model if only the absolute relative true error is to be considered while the logarithmic model will be the optimal
model if only the residual error is used. In this study, it is shown that the Padé approximation can converge faster
compared to regression and Taylor series. Since the data is only nine years from 2004 to 2012, the approximation is
almost stagnant between the Taylor series and Padé approximation as compared to regression model. Therefore,
series expansion does not significantly improve the accuracy of the regression models.There are some limitations in
this study. More data or more years should be considered to get the accurate net profit. If we have a few more years
of data, the approximation will be more accurate compared to the one that we obtain now.
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Abstract: This study aims to explore the implementation of the Indonesian Realistic Mathematics Education (PMRI) in
Aceh primary schools, Indonesia. This study investigates the students’ mathematics activities involved in the
implementation of PMRI and for this purpose; students’ mathematics activities in the classroom were observed. Students
were observed three times within five weeks during mathematics class, based on PMRI. A total of 25 year five students
from a public school participated in this study. Observation check list was used in this study based on ten items. The
observation conducted was based on two different time periods which were 105 minutes for group A and 70 minutes for
group B. The observation was conducted every 5 minutes. The results show that PMRI is being practised in Aceh, but
not completely. This study shows that mathematics activities for those who were taught using PMRI are higher than for
those using the traditional approach. Overall, the findings showed that the number of student activities undertaken in
PMRI achieved 90.56%. The higher percentage of activities suggests that the Aceh Education Office expands the
implementation of PMRI in all primary schools so that learning of mathematics is more effective. This indirectly
increases the mathematics achievement of students in Aceh to a higher level on par with Indonesia's national
achievement.
Keyword: Learning; mathematics; activities; PMRI.
PACS: 01.40.eg

INTRODUCTION
Realistic Mathemathics Education (RME) was first developed in Holland in 1971 (Robert Sembiring, Sutarto
Hadi, Dolk, 2008). RME was aimed to make learning mathematics more interesting and meaningful for students by
introducing teaching mathematics through contextual problems where the problems were in the students’ knowledge
and experience. RME combined the views of what is mathematics and how to teach and learn mathematics (Sutarto
Hadi, 2005). RME is a learning and teaching approach which uses reality as the starting point in the learning and
teaching process that aims to support students in building and re-inventing mathematics through interactive
contextual problems (Gravemeijer, 2010).
The implementation of RME in Holland showed potive results. A comparative study Third International
Mathematics and Sciences Study (TIMSS) showed that Holland students achieved good results in Mathematics
(Robert Sembiring et al., 2008). RME were implemented in Indonesia in 2001 and in Aceh in 2006. RME in
Indonesia is known as Pendidikan Matematik Realistik Indonesia (PMRI). PMRI is considered as a great reform in
the teaching of mathematics in Indonesia which was implemented to increase the quality of education especially in
the primary schools (van Velzen, 2010).
PMRI wanted to prove that mathematics is not a closed-circuit system of numbers and algorithms nor it is just
knowledge which was invented and then dissipated to the students. PMRI looks at mathematics as a knowledge
which is redeveloped by the students through activities (Ahmad, Slettenhaar, & Plomp, 2002; van den HeuvelPanhuizen, 2003; Nguyen, Dekker, Goerdhart, 2008). PMRI stresses on students’ activities so that the
understanding of the concept can be developed by the students themselves and thus inculcate positive attitudes
towards the learning and teaching of mathematics. Students can develop understanding of the teaching aids through
research and reflection, individual and group work (Gravemeijer, 1994; Nguyen et al., 2008).
The classroom instruction of PMRI is started with contextual problems which are known to the students or in
other words are within students’ experience and knowledge. Students are then facilitated to solve the contextual
International Conference on Mathematics, Engineering and Industrial Applications 2014 (ICoMEIA 2014)
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problems. Contextual problem solving is known to have a positive influence towards students’ ability to understand
mathematics (Bonotto, 2008). Learning mathematics is best done by giving students actively solve contextual
problems (Freudenthal, 1971; van den Heuvel-Panhuizen, 2003). Learning mathematics is more affective if students
work towards processing and transforming information, actively. PMRI stresses that teaching and learning aids
should be related to students’ daily lives and experiences. This is the principle of being realistic in PMRI (van Den
Heuvel-Panhuizen, 2003). Realistic means; the questions when posed to students should be imaginable by the
students, followed by the students solving the mathematics problems. PMRI instructions are students-centered and
that students learn by doing. Students’ activities are done through a lot of interaction and this will build the interest
to learn mathematics in the students (Ahmad, Slettenhaar and Plomp, 2002).

PROBLEM STATEMENT
Before PMRI is being implemented, mathematics education in Indonesia practiced the modern mathematics
since 1970, which caused a lot of problems in learning and teaching mathematics especially in the primary schools.
Majority of the students had difficulty in understanding the subject and could not relate the subject to their
surroundings. So, they could not grasp the benefit of learning mathematics. This was due to the fact that lesson was
done in an abstract way, like a mass lecture and all the information came from the text book (Departemen
Pendidikan Nasional, 2002).
The learning and teaching of mathematics in Indonesia has always been teacher-centered, mechanistic and
conventionally practiced. The main aim of the instruction was just memorizing facts, concepts and formulas.
Classroom instructions did not give students the opportunity to build their own understanding and thus, students
became passive learners and did not participate in the learning process. Students could not understand the
importance of learning algorithms and just memorized formulas without understanding the mechanics of it despite
knowing that they have to first grasp the concept and usage before memorizing them. Students were instructed to
memorize a lot of facts and they should be able to regurgitate them during examination (Cut Morina, Darmiati,
Ibrahim, Su’id, 2009; Robert Sembiring et al., 2008; Ahmad, 2002).
The learning and teaching of mathematics in the primary schools will be more effective if done through group
activities (Sutarto Hadi, 2005). Giving activities during classroom sessions is one of the factors that determine the
achievement in learning mathematics. But, the scenario back then was, the students feel that the activities were
burdensome and so they loose interest and finally they give up on learning mathematics (Tsai and Chang, 2009).
Majority of the students in Indonesia dislike and get anxious when they have to attend mathematics class. This
situation has caused low achievements in mathematics among students (Keuper-Makkink, 2010).

LITERATURE REVIEW
The PMRI principle follws closely RME which is based on Freudenthal perception, but the contexts used in the
learning and teaching of mathematics must be parallel to the students’ environment and life experience. The context
used in PMRI has to be realistic in such a way that questions or problems posed to the students have to be locally
based. Context familiarity is one important factor in PMRI (Sutartto Hadi, 2002). The cultures and practices that
are familiar and close at heart to the students help teachers to develop a more meaningful situations for the students
(Bonoto, 2008).
PMRI instructions consist of six principles; activity, realistic, hierarchy, inter-related, interaction and guided
discovery (Van den Heuvel-Panhuizen, 1998; Yenni & Heck, 2003; de Lange, 1995; Van den Heuvel-Panhuizen,
1996; Gravemeijer, 1994). PMRI is a special learning and teaching theory that is suitable and depends on the
application of the real world. The instructions start from students’ own experience, therefore, students get to
participate in the learning activities and this makes the Mathematics lesson meaningful. The level of Mathematics
instruction should be able to motivate students to engage in the symbolic activities more than formal Mathematics
activities. Posing real questions will be more meaningful when done through interactive instructions that is
explaining and permitting arisen solutions to problems to be understood by other students, agree to disagree,
questioning the alternatives and reflection (Cobb, 1994).
PMRI instructions give students opportunity to develop their own understanding of Mathematics concepts
through the manipulation of objects and equipments activites. Through active exploration, students will be able to
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develop a cognitive structural design which will help them systemise their thinking to interpret the new experience
(Piaget, 1985).
The principle of PMRI portrays teachers’ important role in classroom Mathematics instructions. It is said that
when teachers develop instructions that are interactive, teachers are giving students opportunity to actively
participate and contribute to their own learning process and therefore able to help students interpret the real
questions. This is better compared to the conventional way of teaching Mathematics, where all the activities are
done by the teachers. In PMRI the activities are more complex and usually start with introduction, then explanation
followed by practice and finally, conclusion. In PMRI, students are not only expected to give the correct answer and
follow the stipulated procedure, but they also have a responsibility to explain and synchronise the solutions, try to
understand the solutions given by other students and get justifications if necessary. Therefore the teachers’ role as a
validator changes to as a facilitator. Teachers should be able to select learning and teaching activities, start and
direct the discussion so as to inculcate students’ ability to contribute in their learning process (Gravemeijer, 1994).
Slameto (2010) exclaimed that teachers’ role in classroom instructions is to plan the lesson with meaningful
activites, manage the whole process of learning and teaching by designing the learning contract where every student
will be able to learn effectively , able to develop, maintain/sustain and increase the level of students’ learning
motivation. The usual role of teachers being authoritarians who formerly just correct and comment, changes to
being instructors who appreciate every output from the students (Sutarto Hadi, Dolk, Zonneveld, 2010).
Freudenthal (1991) claimed that PMRI instructions give students the opportunity to re-invent Mathematics under
teachers’ guidance. The process of re-inventing has to be developed through the exploration of various realistic
questions (Gravemeijer, 2010). PMRI instructions give the students the opportunity to actively build physical and
mental knowledge which is related to the real life situation (Rahmah, 2006).
Based on PMRI concept, Mathematics instructions are not merely activities to transfer Mathematics formulas to
students but it is where students get to re-invent their understanding of the ideas and concepts of Mathematics
through exploration of real situations. Here, Mathematics is seen as an activity to solve problems. Students are not
passive receivers but active thinkers. The objective of this study is to identify the activities that the students engage
in during Mathematics instructions using the PMRI approach.

METHODOLOGY
This study involves 25 Year Five students of Sekolah Dasar Negeri 03 Kota Banda Aceh, which practices PMRI
in their Mathematics lessons. The data is collected through observation with a check list. Ten (10) aspects of
students’ activities were being observed; activity 1 (giving attention to teacher’s and peer’s explanation), activity 2
(reading and understanding contextual problems), activity 3 (giving response towards contextual problems), activity
4 (giving ideas to solve the problems), activity 5 (discussing the solutions among group members), activity 6
(completing the group task), activity 7 (presenting solutions and justifications among groups in the classroom),
activity 8 (drawing conclusions about certain concepts and procedures), activity 9 (completing the task individually)
and activity 10 (engaging in acivities which are not related to the lesson). Eight (8) students’ activities are expected
to occur that are activities from 1 – 8. Activities 1 and 9 are expected to occur minimally because if activity 2
occurs frequently it means that the students are not active and if activity 9 occurs frequently, it shows that there are
less student-student interaction. Meanwhile, activity 10 is not expected to happen at all in PMRI instructions.
The observation list for students’ activities is checked based on the video-taped lessons done for Mathematics
instructions using PMRI approach only. The observation was done in two lessons, recorded as Lesson A and Lesson
B. Students’ observation was done every 5 minutes, following Borich (2004) who said that students’ observation
should only be done every 5 minutes. Since the duration for Lesson A was 105minutes, the number of students’
activities was 21 whereas there were only 14 students’ activities in Lesson B within the duration of 70 minutes. The
data was analysed using frequency table.

FINDINGS
The findings showed that the students did not perform the activities as expected. They did not perform the
activity listed in Activity 2 that is read and understand contextual problems because the teacher has posed the
questions to them orally. Students gave full attention when teacher posed the problem (Acticity 1) (Figure 1 (a)).
Students also observed their peers giving other opinions, answers and responses (Acitivity 3) towards the problem
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posed by the teacher (FIGURE 1(b)). Students actively present ideas to solve the prolem of rice packs (Activity 4 &
7) as shown in FIGURE 1(c).

(a)
(b)
(c)
FIGURE 1. Students giving their attention towards teacher’s explanation, and; giving a response.

This is followed by teacher invoking the students’ interest to understand the shape of the rice packs, finding the
origin and the use of the rice-packs as shown in FIGURE 2. The activity continued with students completing the task
of making the jaring-jaring balok of various shapes. Students were in group discussion (Activity 5) to explore ideas
in solving the problems, as shown in FIGURE 2.

FIGURE 2. Students discuss the answer in their own groups (Activity 5).

Then students complete the task in groups (Activity 6) that is making jaring-jaring balok in various shapes
(FIGURE 3).

FIGURE 3. Students completing their task in groups (Activity 6).

All the students completed the task individually (Activity 9). TABLE 1 shows the students activities that took
place during Lesson A using PMRI approach. We can see that the activities were performed as expected except for
Activity 2. Students’ activities occurred in various frequencies. During Lesson A, 8 types of students’ activities
occurred when using PMRI approach; 95.25%.
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TABLE 1. Students’ activities during Lesson A using PMRI.

Group

Students

1

A
B
C
D
E

Total
Percentage

2

F
G
H
I
J

Total
Percentage

3

K
L
M
N
O

Total
Percentage

4

P
Q
R
S
T

Total
Percentage

5

U
V
W
X
Y

Total
Percentage
Overall
Total Average
Overall Average

Types of Activities
4
5
6
7
3
3
4
4
3
4
3
4
2
3
4
4
4
4
4
3
2
4
4
3
14
18
19
18

8
2
2
1
1
2
8

9
1
1
1
1
1
5

10
0
0
0
0
0
0

17.14

7.62

4.76

0

6
4
4
3
3
4
18

7
4
2
2
3
2
13

8
1
2
1
1
1
6

9
1
1
1
1
1
5

10
0
0
0
0
0
0

No. of Activities
21
21
21
21
21
21
105
100
21
21
21
21
21
21
105

18.10

17.14

12.38

5.71

4.76

0

100

6
4
4
4
4
4
20

7
2
3
1
2
3
11

8
1
1
1
2
2
7

9
1
1
1
1
1
5

10
0
0
0
0
0
0

19.05

10.48

6.66

4.76

0

4
3
3
3
3
3
15

5
4
3
3
4
3
17
16.19
5
4
4
3
4
3
18

6
4
4
4
4
4
20

7
1
2
1
1
2
7

8
2
2
1
2
2
9

9
1
1
1
1
1
5

10
0
0
0
0
0
0

12.38

14.29

17.14

14.29

6.66

7.62

4.76

0

2
0
0
0
0
0
0

3
2
3
3
3
2
13

4
3
3
4
3
4
17

5
4
3
4
4
4
19

6
4
4
4
4
4
20

7
2
3
1
1
1
8

8
2
2
2
1
2
9

9
1
1
1
1
1
5

10
0
0
0
0
0
0

13.33

0

12.38

16.19

18.10

14.29

7.62

7.62

4.76

0

16.2

0

12.2

14.8

18.2

19.4

11.4

7.8

5

0

21
21
21
21
21
21
105
100
21
21
21
21
21
21
105
100
21
21
21
21
21
21
105
100
105

15.43

0

11.62

14.10

17.33

18.48

10.86

7.43

4.76

0

100

1
2
2
5
3
2
14

2
0
0
0
0
0
0

3
2
2
1
1
3
9

13.33

0

8.57

13.33

17.14

18.10

1
3
2
5
4
4
18

2
0
0
0
0
0
0

3
2
3
2
3
3
13

4
2
3
3
3
2
13

5
4
4
4
3
4
19

17.14

0

12.38

12.38

1
2
3
6
3
3
17

2
0
0
0
0
0
0

3
3
3
2
3
2
13

4
4
3
3
2
3
15

16.19

0

12.38

14.29

1
4
2
5
3
4
18

2
0
0
0
0
0
0

3
2
3
3
3
2
13

17.14

0

1
3
2
2
4
3
14

The findings showed that in Lessoon B, the students also did not perform Activity 2 because the teacher did not
pose the question to them at the early stage of the lesson. The teacher recapped on the contextual problem used in
the topic jaring-jaring balok through discussion in the classroom. The discussion showed that the students were
actively giving answers and justifications during the class discussion (Activity 7). The teacher asked the students to
make jaring jaring kubus of various shapes. The students actively gave ideas on how to come up with various
shapes (Activity 4). Students also discuss in groups (Activity 5). Based on the previous discussion, students then
complete their group task (Activity 6). Towards the end of the lesson, there were discussions between the teacher
and the students regarding the conclusion of the topic (Activity 8).
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Completing individual task (Activity 9) occurred towards the end of the lesson. All the students completed the
task given. It only took five minutes for each student. Students were asked to tick the correct jaring jaring kubus
made bythe teacher. Meanwhile only one student was found doing something unrealetd to the lesson (Activity 10).
TABLE 2 shows the students’ activities that occurred during PMRI Lesson B. We can see that all the expected
activities occurred except Activity 2. Different students’ activities occurred at different frequency. Eight types of
expected students’ activities occurred during Lesson B; 92.58%.
TABLE 2. Students’ activities during Lesson B using PMRI.

Group

Students

1

A
B
C
D
E

Total
Percentage

2

F
G
H
I
J

Total
Percentage

3

K
L
M
N
O

Total
Percentage

4

P
Q
R
S
T

Total
Percentage

5

U
V
W
X
Y

Total
Percentage
Overall Total Average
Overall Average

Types of Activities
5
6
7

8

9

10

2
1
1
1
2
7

1
2
1
1
1
6

1
1
1
1
1
5

0
0
0
0
0
0

21.43

10

8.57

7.14

0

Number
of
Activities
14
14
14
14
14
70
100

6
3
3
2
3
3
14

7
2
1
2
1
1
7

8
2
2
1
1
1
7

9
1
1
1
1
1
5

10
0
0
0
0
0
0

14
14
14
14
14
70

12.86

20

10

10

7.14

0

100

5
2
2
2
2
2
10

6
3
3
3
3
3
15

7
1
2
1
1
1
6

8
1
1
1
1
1
5

9
1
1
1
1
1
5

10
0
1
0
0
0
1

14
14
14
14
14
70

11.43

14.29

21.43

8.57

7.14

7.14

1.43

100

4
2
1
1
2
1
7

5
2
2
2
2
2
10

6
3
3
3
2
3
14

7
1
2
1
1
2
7

8
1
1
1
1
1
5

9
1
1
1
1
1
5

10
0
0
0
0
0
0

8.57

10

14.29

20

10

7.14

7.14

0

3
1
1
1
1
1
5

4
2
1
2
1
2
8

5
2
1
2
2
2
9

6
3
3
3
3
3
15

7
2
3
1
1
1
8

8
1
2
1
1
1
6

9
1
1
1
1
1
5

10
0
0
0
0
0
0

1

2

3

4

2
2
3
3
2
12

0
0
0
0
0
0

2
1
1
2
2
8

1
2
2
1
1
7

2
2
2
2
2
10

3
3
3
3
3
15

17.14

0

11.43

10

14.29

1
2
2
3
4
2
13

2
0
0
0
0
0
0

3
1
3
2
1
2
9

4
1
1
2
1
1
6

5
2
1
1
2
3
9

18.57

0

12.86

8.57

1
2
2
4
3
2
13

2
0
0
0
0
0
0

3
2
1
1
1
2
7

4
2
1
1
2
2
8

18.57

0

10

1
3
2
4
4
3
16

2
0
0
0
0
0
0

3
1
2
1
1
1
6

22.86

0

1
2
2
3
4
3
14

2
0
0
0
0
0
0

20

0

7.14

11.43

12.86

21.43

11.43

8.57

7.14

0

13.6

0

7

7.2

9.6

14.6

7

5.8

5

0.2

19.43

0

10

10.29

13.71

20.86

10

8.29

7.14

0.29
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14
14
14
14
14
70
100
14
14
14
14
14
70
100
70
100

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
The findings showed that from the two lessons (A & B), the use of PMRI in Mathematics lesson has not been
implemented totally. This can be seen from the observation done. There were some students activities expected to
occur but did not occur. In fact, Activity 1 which is giving attention to teacher’s and peer’s explanation for both
lessons which was expected to happen frequently, only occurred minimally; 15.24%. This means that students only
use 15.24% of the lesson% to give attention to teacher’s and peer’s explanations. This explains why the students
were passive and took such a long time to complete the task given, which should be minimal using PMRI approach.
Nevertheless, Activity 6 which is to complete the group task occurred highly; 17.39% and discussing answer in
groups (Activity 5) occurred at 14.22%. This occurrence is similar to the findings of Sutarto Hadi (2002) which
proved that students are motivated, active and creative during PMRI lessons. In this study found that the students
developed understanding actively through trial and error with various strategies. The study by Ahmad Fauzan,
Slettenhaar dan Plomp (2002) also showed that in PMRI, the students were actively thinking.
Yenni dan Heck (2003) showed that during PMRI, students performed various activities. Students were active
giving suggestions and responding to their peers’ opinions. This finding is in tandem with the findings by Ahmad
(2002) which showed that learning and teaching using PMRI makes students active participants.
Based on the observation, students did not perform Activity 2 which is read and understand the contextual
problem during Lessons A and B because the teacher had asked the question verbally. The teacher did so to arouse
the students’ interest and motivate them the importace of the topic Jaring-jaring Kubus dan Balok. During Lesson
A, the teacher gave less attention to giving contextual problem, which is the main characteristic of PMRI approach.
Bonotto (2008) also showed that contextual problem solving during PMRI made students actively explore, enquire
and develop Mathematics ideas and concepts.
The findings of this study showed that the implementation of PMRI gave opportunities for students to actively
build their own understanding of the Mathematics teaching aids. Teachers must invent students’ expected activities
in Mathematics lesson using the PMRI approach so that whatever activities that the students undergo will be
meaningful and they wil develop to become formal learner from informal learners. Thus, teachers must provide
learning guidance which can help go through the stages. The findings of this study also showed that not all the
expected students’activities listed out will occur when using PMRI. This shows that teacher’s ability to invent
activities or contextual problem solving sessions still need to be increased or polished. It is hoped that there will be
maximum involvement in the implementation of PMRI namely the principals, panitia, the District Education Office
and the Lembaga Penjaminan Mutu Pendidikan of Indonesia (LPMP).
The implication of this study suggests that Dinas Pendidikan Aceh further widen the implementation of PMRI to
all primary schools so that Mathematics learning and teaching can be more effective and meaningful. This,
indirectly, will increase the Mathematics performance of Aceh students to a higher level on par with the Indonesia’s
National Achievement.
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Clustering High Dimensional Data Using RIA
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Abstract. Clustering may simply represent a convenient method for organizing a large data set so that it can easily be
understood and information can efficiently be retrieved. However, identifying cluster in high dimensionality data sets is a
difficult task because of the curse of dimensionality. Another challenge in clustering is some traditional functions cannot
capture the pattern dissimilarity among objects. In this article, we used an alternative dissimilarity measurement called
Robust Influence Angle (RIA) in the partitioning method. RIA is developed using eigenstructure of the covariance matrix
and robust principal component score. We notice that, it can obtain cluster easily and hence avoid the curse of
dimensionality. It is also manage to cluster large data sets with mixed numeric and categorical value.
Keywords: high dimensional data, covariance matrix, eigenstructure, dissimilarity measure.
PACS: 06.30.Bp

INTRODUCTION
Cluster analysis has been widely used in several disciplines, such as statistics, software engineering, biology,
psychology and other social sciences, in order to identify natural groups in large amounts of data. These data sets are
constantly becoming larger, and their dimensionality prevents easy analysis and validation of the results. Identifying
clusters in high-dimensional data sets is a difficult task because of the curse of dimensionality. According to
Domeniconi, Papadopoulos, Gunopulos and Ma [1], in high dimensional spaces, several clusters may exist in
different subspaces, comprised of different combinations of features. Furthermore, it is highly likely that, for any
given pair of points within the same cluster, there exist at least a few dimensions on which the points are far apart
from each other. As a consequence, some distance measure that equally use all input features may not be effective.
Hence the role of a distance measure is very important in attempting to identify clusters of observations in high
dimensional data. Similar objects are required to have close values on at least a set of dimensions. The other demand
is the distance measure should have the ability to deal with mixed variables.
In this article, we used an alternative measurement to distance called Robust Influence Angle (RIA) for clustering
high dimensional data. RIA was developed based on eigenstructure of the covariance matrix, S and the robust
principal component score. Consider the relationship between eigenstructure in equation (1) and (2) as follows:
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One can develop the angle between ݒ and ݒሺሻ [2] where ݒ and ݒሺሻ are the normalized eigenvector of the
covariance matrix and the subscript the subscript ݅ in parentheses is read as “with observation ݅ is removed from
data matrix ࢄ” that consisting of ݊ observations for  variables.
Let ߠሺሻ be the angle between the ݆th eigenvectors of ࡿ for the given data ࢄ, and the ݆ሺ݅ሻ ݄ݐeigenvectors when
the ݅th observation is deleted in ࢄ (i.e., ࢄሺሻ ), then one has the formula of ߠሺሻ as a function of eigenvalues and
eigenvectors as follows:
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where ݆ ൌ ͳǡʹǡ ǥ ǡ  ݅ ;ൌ ͳǡʹǡ ǥ ǡ ݊.
כ
is the the robust principal component scores of the omitted observation in the principal component
݈
decomposition of the complete data ࢄ, where robust principal component is performed by computing the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the MM-estimate of shape. Next, one can find the difference between ߠሺሻ of each
observation as ȁߠሺሻ െ ߠሺ  כሻ ȁ where ͳ  ݅ǡ ݅  כ ݊ and the absolute value signs are used since one can consider the
difference between ߠሺሻ to be an unsigned scalar value. Details of RIA can be found in Aziz [3].
Then, one can construct a partition of ݊ objects into a set of ݇ clusters by using RIA that is applied in the
clustering algorithms i.e. partitioning methods. The partitioning methods try to improve the partitioning accuracy by
moving observation from one cluster to another by iterative relocation to produce original partitions. The most
familiar techniques in partitioning methods are k-means and k-medoids. k-medoids method is appealing because it is
more robust and it allows a good characterization of all clusters that are not too elongated and makes it possible to
isolate outliers in most situations [4]. There are a few examples of the algorithm under the k-medoids technique,
which are Partitioning Around Medoids (pam), Clustering Large Application (clara) and Fuzzy Analysis (fanny),
see Struyf, Hubert and Rousseeuw [5].
Both clara and pam shares the same algorithm where it needs the user to clarify the number of groups needed, ݇
and determine the observations for representative objects (medoids). The advantage of clara is it can handle the
large data set. A data set with more than 250 observations is appropriate with clara, see Kaufman and Rousseeuw,
[4]. This can happen because it does not store all possible dissimilarity matrixes but only the actual measurement.
In the next section, a brief explanation regarding the simulated data set used to evaluate the performance of RIA
is provided. In this article, we carried out a comparison between RIA and the existing dissimilarity measures i.e.
Euclidean distance in current clustering algorithms, i.e. clara for high dimensional data before we conclude.

Simulation Study
The simulate data sets will be used to examine the performance of RIA as a dissimilarity measure. As this article
considers the high-dimensional data, a normal data set with 100 dimensions is generated to correspond to sample
size of 4500. First a data set contains 18 columns are generated with with mean, ߤ and variance, ȭଵ , where ݅ ൌ
ͳǡʹǡ ǥ ǡͳͺǤ Later the remaining 82 columns are generated so that the first 1500 rows are normal data with mean, ߤଵ
and variance, ȭଶ and ݆ ൌ ͳǡʹǡ ǥ ǡͺʹ. The second 1500 rows are normal data with mean, ߤଶ and variance, ȭଶ and the
last 1500 rows are normal data with mean, ߤଷ and the variance, ȭଶ Ǥ It is noted that this data set are generated
following the normal distribution and only contain the interval variables.
Supposedly that the data set might also contain nominal or ordinal variables, we also study the performance of
RIA in handling a data set with mixed variables. Once again the data sets contain 100 variables with 4500
observations are generated but this time with mixed variables. For a data set containing 100 dimensions, let 82 of the
columns contain categorical values, i.e. nominal variables and the other 18 columns containing interval variables.
Assign some of the observations an identical categorical value and to the rest other categorical values. As an
example, 4500 observations are given ܺ for the first 1500 rows, ܻ to the second 1500 rows and ܼ to the last 1500
rows.
Once the data sets have been simulated, we examined the performance of RIA on them. In this article we used
clara algorithm to partition the high-dimensional data set. Combination of clara and Euclidean distance, RIA, daisy
and Manhattan distance in turn managed to assign the 4500 observations into the correct cluster.
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(3)

Table 1 display the silhouette widths, ݏሺ݅ሻ of all observations and note that these 4 cluster plots have a very high
values of silhouette index, hence this indicates that combination of Euclidean distance, RIA, daisy and Manhattan
distance with clara construct a very strong clustering structure. The silhouette index was introduced by Rousseeuw
[6] and it is an average of silhouette width,  . It can take values from -1 to 1. If the  value shows zero value that
means the data point has equal distance to its cluster and its nearest neighbor cluster. If the  value is positive, then
it shows the observation is assigned to correct cluster, whereas if the  shows negative values, it is the other way
round. Overall, if the data points are correctly assigned, the average for  should be close to one.
TABLE 1. Silhouette width for interval variables with  ൌ ǡ  ൌ 
Dissimilarity Measure
Silhouette Index
Silhouette width, ࢙ሺሻ
Euclidean distance
0.88
 ͲǤͺͲ
RIA
0.99
 ͲǤͻͷ
daisy
0.99
 ͲǤͻͷ
Manhattan distance
0.90
 ͲǤͺͲ
Next, we examined the high-dimensional data set that contains mixed variable. The finding shows that the
combination of clara with RIA and daisy respectively managed to found a strong clustering structure where both
dissimilarities obtained the value of silhouette index equal to 0.94, refer to table 2.
TABLE 2. Silhouette width for mixed variables with  ൌ ǡ  ൌ 

Dissimilarity Measure
Euclidean distance
RIA
daisy
Manhattan distance

Silhouette width, ࢙ሺሻ
 ͲǤͷͷ
 ͲǤͺͲ
 ͲǤͺͷ
 ͲǤͷͷ

Silhouette Index
0.65
0.94
0.94
0.67

Conclusions
RIA successfully produces a cluster when it is used in partitioning clustering, even if the high dimensional data set
has mixed variables. It can avoid the curse of dimensionality and seems to work well in practice.
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Abstract. The graph related to conjugacy classes is a graph whose vertices are non central conjugacy classes, where two
vertices are connected by an edge if they are not coprime. In this paper, we generalize the graph related to conjugacy
classes by defining a graph called generalized conjugacy classes graph. This graph is found for some groups. Besides,
some graph properties are provided.
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INTRODUCTION
Throughout this paper, * denotes a simple undirected graph and G denotes a finite non-abelian group. In the
following we state a brief history about graph theory followed by some fundamental concepts in graph theory.
The first appearance of graph theory was in 1736 when Leonard Euler considered Konigsberg bridge problem.
Euler solved this problem by drawing a graph with points and lines. Years later, the usefulness of graph theory has
been proven to a large number of devise fields.
The followings are some basic concepts of graph theory that are needed in this paper. These concepts can be
found in one of the references ([1], [2]).
A graph * is a mathematical structure consisting of two sets namely vertices and edges which are denoted by
V * and E * , respectively. The graph is called directed if its edges are identified with ordered pair of vertices.
Otherwise, * is called indirected. Two vertices are adjacent if they are linked by an edge. A complete graph is a
graph where each ordered pair of distinct vertices are adjacent, denoted by K n .
A non-empty set S of V * is called an independent set of * if there is no adjacent between two elements of

S in *. Meanwhile, the independent number is the number of vertices in the maximum independent set and it is
denoted by D * . However, the maximum number c for which * is c -vertex colorable is known as chromatic
number, denoted by F * . The diameter is the maximum distance between any two vertices of *, denoted by

d *

.

Furthermore, a clique is a complete subgraph in * , while the clique number is the size of the largest clique

in * and is denoted by Z *

.

The dominating set X V * is a set where for each v outside X , there exists

x  X such that v is adjacent to x . The minimum size of X is called the dominating number and it is denoted by
J * ([1], [2], [3]).
Lemma 1: [1] If * is a simple graph with v t 3 and deg v t

v *

, , then * is Hamiltonian.
2
In 1990, a new graph called graph related to conjugacy class was introduced by Bertram et al. [4]. The vertices
of this graph are non central conjugacy classes i.e V *
K G  Z G , where K G is the number of
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conjugacy class of a group and Z G is the center of a group G . A pair of vertices of this graph are connected by
an edge if their cardinalities are not coprime.
This paper is divided into three sections. The first section focuses on some background about some topics in
graph theory and algebra, while the second section provides some earlier and recent publication that are related to
conjugacy class graph. In the third section, we presented our results on which include generalized conjugacy class
graph.

PRELIMINARIES
In this section, some works that are related to the probability that an element of a group fixes a set and graph
theory are stated. We commence with brief information about the probability of a group element fixes a set,
followed by some related work on graph theory more precisely to graph related to conjugacy classes.
In 2013, the probability that a group element fixes a set was introduced by Omer et al. [5]. Their work then has
been extended to finding the probability for some finite non-abelian groups. In this paper, we connect this concept to
graph theory by using the conjugacy classes that are obtained under group action on a set to graph conjugacy class.
Some related works on conjugacy class graph include.
Bianchi et al. [6] who studied the regularity of the graph related to conjugacy classes and provided some results.
In addition, Moreto et al. [7] in 2005 classified the groups in which conjugacy classes sizes are not coprime for any
five distinct classes. Furthermore, You et al. [8] also classified the groups in which conjugacy classes are not setwise relatively prime for any four distinct classes. Ilangovan and Sarmin [9], found some graph properties of graph
related to conjugacy classes of two- generator two-groups of class two. Moreover, Moradipour et al. [10] used the
graph related to conjugacy classes to find some graph properties of some finite metacyclic 2-groups

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we introduce our main results, where the graph related to conjugacy classes graph is generalized
by defining a graph called the generalized conjugacy class graph. We shorten the notation to *G:c for convenience.
The vertices of this graph are non-central conjugacy classes under group action on a set. A pair of vertices is
adjacent if their cardinalities are not coprime. The definition of generalized conjugacy class graph is given in the
following.
Definition 1: Let G be a finite non-abelian group and let : be a set of G . If G acts on : , the vertices of
generalized conjugacy class graph are K :  A , where K : is non-central conjugacy classes under group
action on : and A

^Z :, g Z

Z g , g G `. Two vertices in *G:c are connected by an edge if their cardinalities

are not set-wise relatively prime.
The following proposition clarifies the generalized conjugacy class graph properties.
Proposition 1: Let G be a finite non-abelian group and : be a set. If G acts on :, then the generalized conjugacy
class graph has the following properties:

*G:c


°
°
°
°°
®
°
°
°
°
°̄

i

F *G:c

min ^cl v i ,v i  :` ,

ii

Z *G:c

max ^cl v i ,v i  :` ,

iii

D *G:c

K : A ,

iv

J *G:c

K : A ,

v

d *G:c

max d v i ,v j ,v i ,v j  : .

^
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`

:

Proof: The proof is clear since the chromatic number F *G c is the minimum number of coloring vertices in *G:c .
However, the maximum number of complete subgraphs is the maximum conjugacy class. The proof is then
straightforward.
Proposition 2: Let G be a finite non-abelian group and : be a set. Let G acts on : and *G:c be its generalized
conjugacy class graph. Then generalized conjugacy class graph *G:c is not a connected graph.
Proof: Assume that *G:c is a connected graph. Then there exists v 1 and v 2  *G:c such that v 1 is adjacent to v 2
since C v 1

C v 2  C G . However, there exists v 3  *G:c such that v 3 is not adjacent to either v 1 or v 2 , a

contradiction. Then, *G:c is not a connected graph.
In the following, we find the generalized conjugacy class graph in which a group acts on the set of all subsets of
commuting elements of size two in the form of a, b , namely : . The graph is found for some finite groups,
starting with the dihedral group of order 2n . .
Theorem 1: Let G be a finite non-abelian dihedral group of order 2n . Let : be the set of all subsets of commuting
elements of size two of the form of a, b . If G acts on : by conjugation, then the generalized conjugacy class
graph

*G:c

n

° K 5 , if n is even and 2 is odd,
°
°K , if n 4 and n is even,
° 4
2
°
n
°
®K 6 , if n is even, n z 4 and is even,
2
°
°an empty graph, otherwise.
°
°
°
°̄

Proof: In accordance with Proposition 3.2 in [5], there are three cases. The first case is when n is even and

n
is
2

n
and
2
one is of order one. By Definition 1, the number of vertices is five. Since two vertices are adjacent if their
n
cardinalities are not coprime, thus we have complete graph of K 5 . However, in the second case in which n and
2
n
n
§n n·
are even, there are four conjugacy class of order
and two conjugacy classes of order
. Since gcd ¨ , ¸ z 1
2
4
©2 4¹
n
unless n 4 , hence *G:c consists of complete component of K 4 if n 4 and complete graph of K 6 if n and are
2
even and n z 4. The third case is if n is odd, then there is only one conjugacy class. Hence the graph is an empty
graph. The proof then follows.
According to the above theorem, the following proposition can be concluded.
Proposition 3: Let G be a finite non-abelian dihedral group of order 2n . Let : be the set of all subsets of
commuting elements of size two of the form of a, b . If G acts on : by conjugation and the generalized
conjugacy class graph
odd. Based on the same proposition, the number of conjugacy classes is six, where five of them are of order
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*G:c

, then

F *G:c

Z *G:c

5 if

n

° K 5 , if n is even and 2 is odd,
°
°K , if n 4 and n is even,
° 4
2
°
n
°
®K 6 , if n is even, n z 4 and is even,
2
°
°an empty graph, otherwise.
°
°
°
°̄

n is even and

n
2

F *G:c

is odd. Next,

Z *G:c

4 if

n

4 and

n
is odd.
2
Proof: In the first case, the chromatic number and the clique number are equal to five since the generalized
conjugacy class consists of a complete graph of five vertices. However, in the second case when n 4

F *G:c

Z *G:c

6 if n is even, n z 4 and

F *G:c

Z *G:c

4 , since *G:c contains a complete graph of K 4 . The chromatic number and clique number are

n
are even. Otherwise, there is no chromatic number and clique number since
2
generalized conjugacy class graph is empty.
equal to six when n and

In the following, we find the generalized conjugacy class graph of quaternion groups and its generalized group.
Theorem 2: Let G be a finite quaternion group of order 2n . Let G be S a set of elements of G of size two in the
form of a, b where a and b commute. Let : be the set of all subsets of commuting elements of G of size two
and G acts on : by conjugation, then *G:c is a null graph.
Proof: According to Theorem 3.2 in [5], *G:c is a null graph since we have only one conjugacy class, namely : .
n

Theorem 3: Let G be a finite non-abelian semi-dihedral group, G # ¢a, b : a 2

b2

e , ab

n 1

ba 2

1

². Let G be

S a set of elements of G of size two in the form of a, b where a and b commute. Let : be the set of all subsets
of commuting elements of G of size two and G acts on : by conjugation. Then *G:c

K 3.

Proof: Based on Theorem 3.1 in [11], there are four conjugacy classes where two of them are of order 2n 1 and one
of order 2n  2 . Thus the number of vertices in *G:c is three. Since two vertices are adjacent if their cardinalities are
set-wise relatively prime, hence gcd 2n 1 , 2n 2 z 1. Therefore it consists of a complete graph of K 3 , as claimed.
Based on the Theorem 3, the following corollary can be concluded.
n

Corollary 1: Let G be a finite non-abelian semi-dihedral group, G # ¢a, b : a 2

b2

e , ab

n 1

ba 2

1

². Let S be a

set of elements of G of size two in the form of a, b where a and b commute. Let : be the set of all subsets of
commuting elements of G of size two. If G acts on : by conjugation and *G:c

:
K 3 . then F *G c

Z *G:c

3.

Proof: The proof is clear since *G:c consists of one complete graph.
n

Corollary 2: Let G be a finite non-abelian semi-dihedral group, G # ¢a, b : a 2

b2

e , ab

n 1

ba 2

1

². Let G be

S a set of elements of G of size two in the form of a, b where a and b commute. Let : be the set of all subsets
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of commuting elements of G of size two. If G acts on : by conjugation and *G:c
Hamiltonian.

K 3 , then *G:c is connected and

Proof: The generalized conjugacy class *G:c is connected since it is a complete graph of three vertices and based on
Lemma 1 it is a Hamiltonian graph.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, the graph related to conjugacy class has been generalized by defining a graph called generalized
conjugacy class graph whose vertices are non-central conjugacy classes under group action on a set. Furthermore,
the generalized conjugacy class graph was found for some finite non-abelian groups including the dihedral groups,
quaternion groups and semi-dihedral groups where some graph properties were obtained .
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Abstract. Distance criteria are widely applied in cluster analysis and classification techniques. One of the well known
and most commonly used distance criteria is the Mahalanobis distance, introduced by P. C. Mahalanobis in 1936. The
functions of this distance have been extended to different problems such as detection of multivariate outliers, multivariate
statistical testing, and class prediction problems. In the class prediction problems, researcher is usually burdened with
problems of excessive features where useful and useless features are all drawn for classification task. Therefore, this
paper tries to highlight the procedure of exploiting this criterion in selecting the best features for further classification
process. Classification performance for the feature subsets of the ordered features based on the Mahalanobis distance
criterion is included.
Keywords: Mahalanobis distance; classification; feature selection.
PACS: 02.50.Sk

INTRODUCTION
A feature is an individual measurable property of the process being observed [1]. Nowadays, the number of
features involve in a process are increasing as a result of technology advancement that leads to enormous computer
processing capability. As the number of features expands, some of the measurands are no longer relevant and this is
where selections have to be made. The subject of feature selection is gaining interest among researcher that deals
with discriminant analysis and classification problems. Likewise in many other applications, we often encounter a
very large number of potential features that can be used for further classification task. Thus, to include all the
features we have in hand for classification usually is an inexact decision. It is very important to know the features
that can contribute to the highest classification result. Therefore, the need for small number of discriminative
features are varies; to deal with curse of dimensionality, cheaper and safer to collect a reduced set of meaningful
predictors, minimize computational burden, allows us to better understand the domain, and to improve the
performance of classification algorithm.
There are several approaches available in identifying discriminative features. [1] outlines these approaches into
three major groups; (i) filter methods, (ii) wrapper methods, and (iii) embedded methods. For further details readers
are encourage to review [1]. In this paper, a method of filter based on distance criteria is discussed. Even though the
method is rarely applied as a selection criterion, its ability to cater multi-collinearity among features involved
upholds it’s potential. Distance criterion is useful to describe the separation between groups. It is widely applied in
cluster analysis and classification techniques. One of the well known and most commonly used distance criteria is
the Mahalanobis distance, introduced by P. C. Mahalanobis in 1936 [2]. The functions of this distance have been
extended to different problems such as detection of multivariate outliers, multivariate statistical testing, and class
prediction problems.
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REVIEW OF MAHALANOBIS DISTANCE CRITERIA
Bayes decision theory specifically the Bayes probability error is an optimum measure of effectiveness of a set of
features selected for classification process [3]. Unfortunately, due to its complexity of numerical computation, the
method is unfavorable. In contrast, the Mahalanobis distance is a straightforward non-probabilistic measure which
takes into account the effects of correlations between the features. The computation is less complex than the
probabilistic criteria. However, the derivation of the Mahalanobis distance formula assumes that the covariance
matrices of each class are the same in order to simplify the calculations involved. It is valid to use the Mahalanobis
distance if the data for each class is similarly distributed. However, it is acceptable to use the distance even if they
are not similarly distributed. These arguments are discussed further in [3].
The Mahalanobis distance between two classes C1 and C 2 is defined by (1) where μ1 and μ 2 are the mean
vectors, 6 1 and 6 2 are the dispersion matrices of the feature vector X belongs to C1 and C 2 , and π 1 and π 2
represent the a priori probabilities of the two classes.
'2 = μ1  μ 2 ¦ 1 μ1  μ 2 ,
'

(1)

where

6

π1 61  π 2 6 2

(2)

A direct use of Mahalanobis distance ( ' ) in (1) usually gives unbounded values >0, f@ . This means the higher
the distance values, the more separable the class means. The unbounded values of '2 in the two-class classification
problem may not be a difficulty. But in a multiclass problem say m class problem, severe complexity may arise
where a high value of '2 in the set of m C 2 (the resulting paired combinations) values would lead to a failure of
finding the average separability of m classes. In order to overcome this drawback, [3] has suggested two criteria as
an extension of '2 referred as ( '2A and '2B ) for feature evaluation. Both '2A and '2B are derived as follows.
2

'2 A
'2 B

π 1 π 2 '2
1  π 1 π 2 '2
§ '2
1  exp¨¨ 
© 8

(3)
·
¸¸
¹

1(4)

The values of '2A and '2B are bounded by >0, 1@ and both are proven as monotonically increasing functions of
'2 . From the previous work of [3], it is observed that '2 B t '2 A for all values of '2 t 10.05 approximately. Further
proofs of '2 with the upper bound of the Bayesian error probability, the boundedness and monotonicity properties
of '2A and '2B can be found in [4] and [3] respectively. It should also be noted that the error bounds associated with

'2A and '2B are the same as associated with '2 . Considering the upper bound of error probability of '2A is a

distribution free bound, unlike the error probability bound of '2B which makes it more difficult to compute,
Mahalanobis distance with '2A criterion is preferable than '2B for feature selection. The rest of the discussions are
concerning the application of '2A criterion for selecting important features. The use of '2A criterion is divided into
two stages. However, the process involved in the first stage is devoted for this paper.

MAHALANOBIS DISTANCE BASED CRITERION D A2
In the first stage, our interest is to obtain the sample Mahalanobis distance based criterion D A2 with the properties
of '2A as explained earlier. Once the combined criterion D A2 is obtained, the features involved are ranked (assuming
them to be independent) according to the scores of D A2 from the highest to the lowest. A number of features with the
highest scores are selected and are useful for the next stage. Substituting the population parameters in (1) by the
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corresponding sample estimates, the following sample based Mahalanobis distance between classes C1 and C 2 is
acquired

D2

'

X 1  X 2 S 1 X 1  X 2

(5)

where

X1
X2

¦

N1

S
X 11 , X 12 , !, X 1N

k 1

N1

1
N1

¦X

1
N2

¦X

X 1k  X 1 X 1k  X 1  ¦k
'

(6)

1k

k 1

N2

(7)

2k

k 1

N2
2

X 2k  X 2 X 2k  X 2

'

N1  N 2  2

and X 21 , X 22 , !, X 2 N

(8)

are the samples of sizes of N 1 and N 2 from the classes C1 and C 2

respectively. The D criterion for the class pair of C i , C j with equal a priori probabilities is given by
2
A

Dij2

D Aij2

(9)

4  Dij2

and

D A2

m

1
C2

m 1

m

¦ ¦D

2
Aij

(10)

i 1 j i 1

The D Aij2 is the expected value used to calculate the combined criterion value D A2 .

Application of Honey Data
There are about ten different honey data and two types of sugar (i.e. cane sugar and beet sugar) collected using
two different sensors namely electronic tongue and electronic nose. However, for the purpose of applying the first
stage of ranking the features, only one dataset was used (i.e. Agromas). There are about 11 classes involved. TABLE
1 describes how honey samples are allocated. Further details of the sample data collections, the electronic tongue
and electronic nose measurements can be found in [5]. For this experiment, we are interested to know the
performance of feature selection based on single modality sensor (electronic tongue and electronic nose separately),
before fusion approach can be applied. It is important that the performance of electronic nose and electronic tongue
are drawn first.
TABLE (1). Allocation of groups for honey data with its adulterated honey.
Honey Type
Class
Number of Sample
Pure honey (Agromas)
1
27
Beet Sugar (BS)
2
9
Cane Sugar (CS)
3
9
Adulterated Agromas with BS (20%)
4
9
Adulterated Agromas with BS (40%)
5
9
Adulterated Agromas with BS (60%)
6
9
Adulterated Agromas with BS (80%)
7
9
Adulterated Agromas with CS (20%)
8
9
Adulterated Agromas with CS (40%)
9
9
Adulterated Agromas with CS (60%)
10
9
Adulterated Agromas with CS (80%)
11
9
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Feature Selection Based on Ranking
The number of features for electronic tongue is 11, whereas for electronic nose is 32. First, find the D Aij2 using
(6), (7), (8) for every single features of both sensors, separately. Once D Aij2 is obtained, D A2 is found next. The
process was repeated to get the values of the D A2 criterion for all the 43 features. The feature ranking for both
electronic tongue and electronic nose for the first stage are given in TABLE 2 and TABLE 3 respectively.
TABLE (2). Feature rankings (electronic tongue) by
Mahalanobis Distance Criterion with the assumption of
independent features.
RANK
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

T11
0.700
T6 0.600
0.500
Ordered
0.400
Feature
D_A^2
T10
0.300
0.200
T11
0.675
FIGURE
1. The0.553
ranking features (electronic tongue) using 0.100
radar plot
T2
0.000
T1
0.549
T4

T2
T1

T9

T9
0.542
(3). Feature rankings (electronic nose) by
T5 TABLE0.485
Mahalanobis
Criterion with the assumption T3
of independent features T5
T8 Distance0.444
T7
0.413
T7
T8
T3
0.403
T4
0.392
T10
0.286
FIGURE 1. The ranking features of electronic tongue using
T6
0.273
radar plot.

The radar plots in FIGURE 1 and FIGURE 2 for electronic tongue and electronic nose show the ranking of both
features in a clearer form. It is obvious that the distances for electronic tongue are much lower compared to the
distances of the electronic nose. This indirectly tells us that the performance of electronic nose is much better in
separating the pure honey, different sugar types and the adulterated honey. For the purpose of classification process,
only four features with the between groups distances are more than 0.5 were selected from the electronic tongue
since the scores are much lower, while ten features were selected from the electronic nose.
TABLE (3). Feature rankings (electronic nose) by
Mahalanobis Distance Criterion with the assumption of
independent features.
RANK
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Ordered
Feature
N29
N5
N23
N10
N20
N26
N31
N9
N28
N11

N3

N32
N25 1.000

#

#

#

30
31
32

N3
N25
N32

0.632
0.596
0.495

N5

N23

0.800

N14

0.600

N21

D_A^2
0.849
0.838
0.827
0.804
0.799
0.792
0.783
0.780
0.770
0.769

N29

N1

N10
N20
N26

0.400

N31

N8

0.200

N9

N4

0.000

N28

N2

N11

N27

N22

N24

N17
N7
N13

N12

N19

N16

N30

N6

N15
N18

FIGURE 2. The ranking features of electronic nose using
radar plot.
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TABLE (4). Classification performance for electronic
tongue data based on feature subsets of ordered feature
ranking
Ordered
Features
T11
T2
T1
T9
T5
T8
T7
T3
T4
T10
T6

Feature Subset
T11
T11, T2
T11, T2, T1
T11, T2, T1, T9
T11, T2, T1, T9, T5
T11, T2, T1, T9, T5, T8
T11, T2, T1, T9, T5, …, T7
T11, T2, T1, T9, T5, …, T3
T11, T2, T1, T9, T5, …, T4
T11, T2, T1, T9, T5, …,
T4, T10
T11, T2, T1, T9, T5, T8, T7,
T3, T4, T10, T16

TABLE (5). Classification performance for electronic nose
data based on feature subsets of ordered feature ranking

No. of
Feature
Subset
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Classification
Performance
(%)
37.6
76.1
88.9
90.6
93.2
94.0
97.4
97.4
97.4
97.4

11

97.4

Ordered
Features

Feature Subset

N29
N5
N23
N10
N20
N26
N31

N29
N29, N5
N29, N5, N23
N29, N5, N23, N10
N29, N5, N23, N10, N20
N29, N5, N23, …, N26
N29, N5, N23, …,N 26, N31

#
N3
N25
N32

No. of
Feature
Subset
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Classification
Performance
(%)
56.4
53.8
56.4
70.9
87.2
97.4
97.4

#

#

#

N29, N5, N23, …, N31, N9,
N28, N11, …, N3
N29, N5, N23, …, N31, N9,
N28, N11, …, N3, N25
N29, N5, N23, …, N31, N9,
N28, N11, …, N25, N32

30

96.6

31

96.6

32

96.6

TABLE 4 and 5 show the classification performance achieved through Linear Discriminant Analaysis (LDA) [5]
for honey data collected using electronic tongue and electronic nose respectively. Classification of the data begun
with a feature that scored the most for between groups distance, then, followed by the second feature ranked in the
second position, until the last feature for both electronic tongue and electronic nose data. In this study, the classifier
was purposely fed with feature subsets that were ranked as described in the previous sentences, and the feature
subsets were fixed for every selection as illustrated in the table respectively. FIGURE 3 and 4 show the detail
performance of each feature subset for electronic tongue and electronic nose respectively. We can see that for the
classification of honey using electronic tongue, constant performance begin at the seventh feature subset with 97.4%
rate of correctly classified. While for the classification of honey using electronic nose, the classification performance
reach steady state during the sixth feature subset with the same rate of electronic tongue. In this study, leave one out
approach is applied for the error estimation.
Correct Classification (%)

Correct Classification (%)

120.0
100.0
80.0
60.0
40.0
20.0
0.0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11

120
100
80
60
40
20
0
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31

No. of Feature Subset

No. of Feature Subset

FIGURE 3. Classification performance for electronic tongue
data.

FIGURE 4. Classification performance for electronic nose data.

DISCUSSION
In this research, all the features were applied for the classification in such a way that the first and the second
features, as well as the rest of the features were selected in the feature subsets based on the D A2 ranking. The
problem with this approach is the decision of how many features need to be included for the feature subset selections
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for further classification task. Usually the number of selected features for features subsets selection after they were
ranked according to the highest scores of D A2 is based on researcher judgment and past experience. The precise
rationale is made on the basis of the computational requirement and the sufficient size of information needed for the
second stage. This is because in the second stage, the covariances between the selected features are taken into
account in the computation of the Mahalanobis distance based criteria. For the Agromas honey case, we realized the
scores for electronic tongue are much lower compared to the electronic nose. Considering that the higher the score,
the more separable the class means , the selected features for electronic tongue only include T11, T2, T1, T9, T5, T8
and T9. While for the electronic nose, features selected are N29, N5, N23, N10, N20, and N26. It seems that the
classification performance begun it steady state using the above mentioned features for electronic tongue and
electronic nose respectively. Multi-collinear issue among the features that scores higher ranking is none of this
paper’s concern and is considered as important aspect that need to be investigated. This issue will be discussed in
the next publication.

CONCLUSION
The Mahalanobis distance based criteria D A2 offers an alternative dimension of selecting discriminative features.
The proof of monotonically increase of D A2 with the increase in '2 and the upper bounded of 1, this approach
appears to be an advantage. However, the only drawback of the approach is the determination of the selected feature
number after they were ranked. A suggestion to overcome this weakness is to create a lower boundary so that the
number of selected features is more trustworthy and reliable. Unfortunately, it may not be easy because we need to
find out the distribution function that best represents our data. Knowing our data has the m class, there will be few
peaks in our distribution plot which makes it hard to proceed. At the moment, we still rely on the individual
judgment. Classification performance of this intermediate level data fusion will be published in other publication.
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The Role of Difficulty and Gender in Numbers, Algebra,
Geometry and Mathematics Achievement
Belal Sadiq Hamed Rabab’h, Arsaythamby Veloo and Selvan Perumal
University Utara Malaysia, Malaysia
Abstract. This study aims to identify the role of difficulty and gender in numbers, algebra, geometry and mathematics
achievement among secondary schools students in Jordan. The respondent of the study were 337 students from eight
public secondary school in Alkoura district by using stratified random sampling. The study comprised of 179 (53%)
males and 158 (47%) females students. The mathematics test comprises of 30 items which has eight items for numbers,
14 items for algebra and eight items for geometry. Based on difficulties among male and female students, the findings
showed that item 4 (fractions – 0.34) was most difficult for male students and item 6 (square roots – 0.39) for females in
numbers. For the algebra, item 11 (inequality – 0.23) was most difficult for male students and item 6 (algebraic
expressions – 0.35) for female students. In geometry, item 3 (reflection – 0.34) was most difficult for male students and
item 8 (volume – 0.33) for female students. Based on gender differences, female students showed higher achievement in
numbers and algebra compare to male students. On the other hand, there was no differences between male and female
students achievement in geometry test. This study suggest that teachers need to give more attention on numbers and
algebra when teaching mathematics.
Keywords: difficulty, gender, numbers, algebra, geometry, mathematics
PACS: 01.40.gb

INTRODUCTION
The educational system is primarily viewed as a significant factor forming the basis of an individual’s personal
development which directly from the countries’ development. As such, more focus is being emphasized on the
educational systems promotion on a global scale. In the context of Jordan, the government has made considerable
efforts in developing its educational system. The educational system in Jordan has experienced tremendous
development and increasing progress that date back to the 1920s (Al-Jaraideh, 2009). In addition, Jordan undertook
the responsibility of development of an extensive and high-quality system for its citizens’ development. As a result,
citizens residing in poor and remote areas have access to schools and education. The country’s position in favoring
basic education over higher education has improved the literacy levels and facilitated the achievement of higher
degrees of enrollment. Primary education in Jordan, while freely provided but not compulsory and it comprises of
ten classes from first to tenth class. Study curricula all over the world including Jordan have witnessed the radicalchanges in curricula and courses of all education levels. Specifically, in the last two decades, mathematics
curriculum has undergone a lot of development in both international and local level. In international arena, more
developed countries have begun a comprehensive review of mathematical teaching program to develop and keep
abreast of the needs of 21st century. These developments are evident in mathematical curricula and the way students
are taught on a local level (Al-Jaraideh, 2009).
Owing to the significance of mathematics in knowledge economy, Jordan’s Ministry of Education (MoE) has
concentrated on improving students’ knowledge, skills and achievement in mathematics (Sabah & Hammouri,
2010). Recently, an interest has sparked in a method of learning and teaching mathematics that assists students in
realizing the process of learning mathematics. This interest is evident throughout the approach to teaching the
subject. These learning skills assist them in reasoning, perceiving and connecting between the problem elements and
their past experience while solving mathematical problems. The students’ low achievement in mathematics in all
education levels is the most crucial issue that researchers and educators are concerned about. Studies concerning this
topic have revealed the low level of achievement in mathematics among school students, particularly 8th graders
(Chouinard, et al., 2007; Ikegulu, 2000). The report in Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study
(TIMSS) (2011) showed the achievement level in Mathematics of Jordanian eighth grade students has declined
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from 1999 to 2011. This called for several studies to examine the low mathematics achievement of eight graders in
Jordanian schools students (Hammouri, 2004).

Gender and Numbers Achievement
The NCTM Standards stated that "children must understand numbers if they are to make sense of the ways
numbers are used in their everyday world" (NCTM, 1989). Some studies shows that girls and boys possess identical
primary numerical abilities (e.g., Dehaene, 1997; Nunes & Bryant, 1996). Carr and Jessup (1997) in their report,
boys and girls in their first school year, may use different strategies for solving mathematical problems, but there is
no difference in the level of performance. Recent studies also have indicated that both there is no difference between
male and female in achievement of numbers (Isiksal & Cakiroglu, 2008; Hyde & Linn, 2006). Whereas various
studies have indicated that males tend to outperform their female counterpart in standardized tests of mathematics
(Gallagher and Kaufman, 2005; Cleary, 1992).
Awang and Ismail (2007) examines gender differences in terms of the overall mathematics average achievement
as well as the main content areas of mathematics topics and skills, namely fraction and number sense; data
representation, analysis and probability; geometry and algebra. The findings of their study show that overall average
achievement for female is higher than male. Although the average achievement for female is higher than male in all
five content areas, the differences in three areas namely, algebra, data and numbers.
The previous studies failed to explain the differences of numbers achievement level between male and female
students, thus, the present study aims to determine whether there is a gender differences in numbers achievement
between eight grade students in Jordan.

Gender and Algebra Achievement
Algebra knowledge is a critical part of middle-school mathematics achievement, and success in algebra is
necessary for taking higher level mathematics courses. Atnada (1999) found that eighth-grade students who studied
algebra were more likely to study high-level mathematics in high school and more likely to apply to college
compare to those eighth graders who did not study algebra.
Shafiq (2013) examined the effects of gender on algebra, geometry, and trigonometry performance in public
New York State high school in grades 9- 12. The results revealed that, there were no differences on algebra,
geometry, and trigonometry unit examination scores by gender. Similarly McCoy (2005) examined the effect of
demographic variables and attitudes on achievement of 8th-grade algebra students where the author indicated that
there is no gender differences between male and female students in algebra achievement.

Gender and Geometry Achievement
The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM, 2000), has emphasized the importance of geometry
in school mathematics by stating “geometry is a natural place for the development of students' reasoning and
justification skills” (p. 40). Bayram (2004) examined the impact of gender on geometry achievement among a
sample of 106 eighth grade students in one of the private school in Ankara. The sample in this study was 51 female
and 55 male students. The results of the study indicated that there was no mean difference between female and male
in geometry achievement. In line to this, Erbas & Yenmez (2011) investigate the effects of using a dynamic
geometry environment (DGE) together with inquiry-based explorations on the sixth grade students’ achievements in
polygons and congruency and similarity of polygons. This study failed to show statistically significant gender effect
on students’ achievement in polygons. Thus, purpose of the present study to determine whether there is a gender
differences in geometry achievement among 8th grade students in Jordan.

Objectives of the Study
i. Identify the level of difficulty of numbers, algebra, geometry and mathematics achievement among secondary
school students in Jordan.
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ii. Identify the differences in mathematics achievement based on numbers, algebra, geometry and mathematics
achievement between gender.

METHODOLOGY
The item difficulty is used to determine the level of items difficulty for numbers, algebra and geometry.
Population for the present study is consists of 2,272 students from 8th grade which comprised of (1124 (49%)
females and 1148 (51%) males) and it represented the whole schools (43) in the region. The sample size of the
present study is 337 schools students from 8 th grade consists; 158 (47%) males and female students were 179 (53%).
This study uses a mathematical test where it includes of 30 multiple choice consist of three groups namely numbers
(8 items), algebra (14 items) and geometry (8 items). Test items for numbers, algebra and geometry were selected
based on modified and constructed version provided by the Ministry of Education in Jordan. Items that have a
difficulty index below 0.30 are classified as having a high level of difficulty and those above 0.70 is considered to
be low-level of difficulty. Items that have difficulty index between the two values (0.30 - 0.70) are considered to
have a moderate level of difficulty (Kaplan & Saccuzzo, 2001).

FINDINGS
Findings of this study show that female students perform higher scores in overall average mathematics
achievement as well as in three areas of mathematics contents as compare to male students namely, for number
(male, M = 54% , female, M= 67%), algebra (male, M= 52%, female, M=59%) and geometry (male, M= 53%,
female, M= 55%). This finding is similar to studies by Awang and Ismail (2007) and Alkateeb (2001) but in contrast
with the general result of several other studies in which male students usually outperformed the female (Gallagher &
Kaufman, 2005; Beller & Gafni, 1996).

FIGURE 1. students results with numbers, algebra and geometry acheivement

Numbers in Mathematics Achievement
The number test consists of eight multiple choice items related to whole numbers, fractions and decimals,
integers, and roots. Item four related to fractions is the most difficult item which only 34 percent of male students
were able to answer correctly while 66 percent of male students were unable to answer the item (Figure 2).
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Item 4 (Fractions) is the most Difficult in Numbers for Male Students
The value of ( )-3
A.

B.

C.

D.

FIGURE 2. Items difficulty for numbers in mathematics for male students

For female students, item 6 related to square roots in numbers was the most difficult item which only 39 percent
of female students were able to answer correctly while 61 percent of female students were unable to answer the item
(Figure 3).
Item 6 (Roots) is the most Difficult in Numbers for Female Students
Simplify
A. 36

B.

C. 6

D. 8

FIGURE 3. Items difficulty for numbers in mathematics for female students

Algebra Achievement in Mathematics
Algebra test consist of 14 items, namely patterns, algebraic expressions, inequality, equations and formulas, and
relationships. Of these fourteen items, items 10 and 11 were the most difficult and only 32 percent of male students
able to answer correctly while 68 percent of male students who were not able to answer this item. On the other hand,
for item 11, only 23 percent of male students managed to answer correctly while 77 percent of male students who
were not able to answer the item (Figure 4).
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FIGURE 4. Items difficulty for algebra for male students

Item 11 (Inequality) (Difficult Index is 0.23)
The inequality that represent the bold line below:

A.

-5

B.

C.

7

D.

For female students, items 6 and 11 were the most difficult to answer and only 35 percent of female students able
to answer correctly while 65 percent of female students who were not able to answer this item. On the other hand,
for item 11, only 37 percent of female students managed to answer correctly while 63 percent of female students
who were not able to answer the item (Figure 5).

FIGURE 5. Item difficulty for algebra for female students

Item 6(Algebraic Expressions)(Difficult Index is 0.35)
Is equivalent to?
A. 2x (4x)

B. 2x (1+8x)

C. 2x (1+4x)
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D. 2x (1+2x)

Geometry Achievement in Mathematics
The geometry test consist of eight items included line and angles, tow/two and three - dimensional shape and
location. Of these eight items, item 3 related to points reflection in x and y-axes, was the most difficult item to
answer, only 34 percent of male students able to answer correctly while 66 percent of male students who were not
able to answer the item correctly (Figure 6).

FIGURE 6. Item difficulty for geometry for male students

Item 3 (Reflection) (The most Difficult Item in Geometry for Male Students)
The reflection of the point (4, 5) in y-axis is?
A. (-4, 5)

B. (-4, -5)

C. (5, 4)

D. (4, -5)

For female students, item 8 was the most difficult to answer and only 33 percent of female students able to
answer correctly while 67 percent of female students who were not able to answer these items (Figure 7).

FIGURE 7. Item difficulty for geometry for female students

Item 8 (volume) (The most Difficult Item in Geometry for Female Students)
A cubic of ice with volume 125 cm3, melts with maintains shape, if the rate of changes in the length of side
equal1cm\min, find the volume of the cubic after tow minuets in cm3.
A.

123

B.

64

C.
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27

D.

16

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The findings show that the scores in numbers for female students were higher than male students among
Jordanian eighth grader. This result is consistent with findings of Awang and Ismail (2007). However, this findings
are contrary with findings by (Isiksal & Cakiroglu, 2008; Hyde & Linn, 2006) which showed there was no
differences between male and female students in numbers achievement.
The results of this study show that the scores in algebra for female students were higher than male students. This
findings are contrary with the findings by Shafiq (2013) and McCoy (2005) which revealed that, there were no
differences between male and female students on algebra achievement.
The present study also established that there were no differences between male and female students in term of of
geometry achievement. This result is consistent with findings by Erab and Yenmez (2011) and Byran (2004). At the
same time, studies conducted by Hanna (1986) and Fennema (1981) yield different results that show differences in
favor of boys regarding in terms of geometry achievement.
In conclusion the findings show that overall average achievement for female students was higher than male
students. Although the average achievement for female students was greater than male students in all three content
areas, but the difference among them where in numbers and algebra.
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b

$EVWUDFW 7KLVVWXG\DLPVWRGHWHUPLQHWKHHIIHFWVRIWKH,QGRQHVLDQ5HDOLVWLF0DWKHPDWLFV(GXFDWLRQ 305, LQ$FHK
SULPDU\VFKRROV,QGRQHVLD$OWKRXJKDSOHWKRUDRIUHVHDUFKHYLGHQFHKLJKOLJKWVVLJQLILFDQWRXWFRPHVRIWKHLQFRUSRUDWLRQ
305, LQ PDWKHPDWLFV LWV XVH LQ WKH WHDFKLQJ DQG OHDUQLQJ SURFHVV LV OLPLWHG 7RWDO RI  VWDQGDUG ILYH VWXGHQWV IURP
SXEOLFSULPDU\VFKRROSDUWLFLSDWHGLQWKLVVWXG\VWXGHQWVLQWKHH[SHULPHQWDOJURXSDQGLQWKHFRQWUROJURXS7KH
WHDFKLQJ DSSURDFKHV YDULHG EHWZHHQ WKH JURXSV :KLOH WKH H[SHULPHQWDO JURXS H[SHULHQFHG WKH 305, DSSURDFK WKH
FRQWUROJURXSHQFRXQWHUHGWKHFRQYHQWLRQDOWHDFKLQJDSSURDFKRIFKDONDQGWDON'DWDZDVFROOHFWHGDWWZRSRLQWVQDPHO\
WKH SUHWHVW DQG SRVWWHVW WKDW ODVWHG IRU ILYH ZHHNV 7KH UHVXOWV VKRZHG VLJQLILFDQW GLIIHUHQFHV LQ PDWKHPDWLFV
DFKLHYHPHQWDPRQJSULPDU\VWXGHQWV,QDGGLWLRQ305,DOVRFUHDWHVDQDFWLYHOHDUQLQJHQYLURQPHQWLQVROYLQJH[HUFLVHV
DQGGLVFXVVLRQVDPRQJVWXGHQWVDQGWHDFKHUV7KLVVWXG\SURYLGHVHYLGHQFHWKDWOHDUQLQJPDWKHPDWLFVZLWK305,EHQHILWV
SULPDU\VFKRROVWXGHQWV
.H\ZRUG/HDUQLQJPDWKHPDWLFVDFKLHYHPHQW305,SULPDU\VFKRRO
3$&6HJ

,1T52'8&7,21
$ UHDOLVWLF DSSURDFK LV DQRWKHU OHDUQLQJ DQG WHDFKLQJ DSSURDFK IRU 0DWKHPDWLFV WKDW JLYH WKH VWXGHQWV
RSSRUWXQLWLHVWRDFWLYHO\SDUWLFLSDWHLQEXLOGLQJNQRZOHGJHE\UHODWLQJZKDWWKH\OHDUQWRWKHUHDOOLIH 6XWDUWR+DGL
   /HDUQLQJ DQG WHDFKLQJ 0DWKHPDWLFV XVLQJ UHDOLVWLF DSSURDFK ZDV GHYHORSHG LQ  DQG ZDV NQRZQ DV
5HDOLVWLF 0DWKHPDWLFV (GXFDWLRQ 50(   50( LV GHYHORSHG EDVHG RQ )UXHGHQWKDO FRQFHSW ZKLFK EHOLHYHG WKDW
0DWKHPDWLFVLVDKXPDQDFWLYLW\ )UXHGHQWKDO 50(LPSOHPHQWDWLRQLQ+ROODQGVKRZHGDSRVLWLYHUHVXOWLQ
LQFUHDVLQJ LQWHOOHFWXDO DFWLYLW\ DQG WKLQNLQJ VWUDWHJ\ DPRQJ VWXGHQWV 0XOOLV 0DUWLQ %HDWRQ *RQ]DOH] .HOO\
6PLWK%HLVKXL]HQ 
50( LQ ,QGRQHVLD ZDV GHYHORSHG E\ Institut Pengembangan Pendidikan Matematik Realistik Indonesia (IPPMRI) LQ   7KHQ 50( ZDV IXUWKHU LPSOHPHQWHG LQ ,QGRQHVLDQ VFKRROV XVLQJ WKH QHZ QDPH Pendidikan
Matematik Realistik Indonesia (PMRI). ,Q $FHK 305, ZDV GHYHORSHG E\ Pusat Penelitian dan Pengembangan
Pendidikan Matematik Realistik Indonesia (P4MRI) Universitas Syiah Kuala (Unsyiah). 7KH LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ RI
PMRI was expected to increase teachers’ ability to teach studentFHQWHUHG DSSURDFK LQ 0DWKHPDWLFV ZKLFK LV
meaningful to the students. The increase in teachers’ ability to teach ZDV H[SHFWHG WR LQFUHDVH WKH 0DWKHPDWLFV
SHUIRUPDQFH LQ WKH VWXGHQWV  ,W LV FODLPHG WKDW 305, LQ FRQFRUGDQFH ZLWK WKH QHHG WR LPSURYH 0DWKHPDWLFV
instructions in Indonesia which is dominated by the issue of how to increase the students’ Mathematics
XQGHUVtanding and how to improve students’ thinking ability. PMRI is believed to be suitable with the Mathematics
curriculum in Indonesia which demands that learning and teaching should be based on students’ potential,
GHYHORSPHQWQHHGVDQGHQYLURQPHQW 6XWDUWR+DGL%DGDQ6WDQGDU1DVLRQDO3HQGLGLNDQ 
7KHLPSOHPHQWDWLRQRI305,LVEHOLHYHGWREHDEOHWREXLOGVWUDWHJ\IRUDQHZ0DWKHPDWLFVLQVWUXFWLRQSDUDGLJP
LQ ,QGRQHVLD 6XWDUWR +DGL  5REHUW 6HPELULQJ +RRJODQG .HHV    7KH FXUULFXOXP LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ LQ
,QGRQHVLD KDV DOZD\V EHHQ D WRSGRZQ DSSURDFK DQG KDV VKRZQ ORZ RSSRUWXQLWLHV RI VXFFHVV WKXV WKH
LPSOHPHQWDWLRQRI305,ZDVUHLQIRUFHGZLWKDERWWRPXSDSSURDFKDQGVWDUWHGE\DGDSWLQJWRWKHHQYLURQPHQWLQ
,QGRQHVLD 5REHUW6HPELULQJ+RRJODQG'RON 7KLVQHZSDUDGLJPDSSURDFKLVKRSHGWREHZHOODFFHSWHGDQG
SUDFWLFHGE\WKHWHDFKHUV
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352%/(067$7(0(17
7KH DELOLW\ WR LPSOHPHQW 305, ZLWK D ERWWRPup approach is believed to increase teachers’ ability to teach
0DWKHPDWLFVLQWKHFODVVURRPHIILFLHQWO\6LQFHWKH0DWKHPDWLFVLQVWUXFWLRQVSUDFWLFH305,DSSURDFKWHDFKHUVDUH
PRUHDFWLYHWRZDUGVWKHWHDFKLQJSUDFWLFHVDQGDEOHWRFUHDWHLGHDVEDVHGRQVWXGHQWVHQYLURQPHQWDQGPDNHOHVVRQ
PRUHPHDQLQJIXO 5REHUW6HPELULQJHWDO08). The increase in teachers’ ability to teach is related to the ncrease
of students’ Mathematics achievement. Nevertheless, the implementation of PMRI has yet to show any success.
0DWKHPDWLFVLQVWUXFWLRQVLQ,QGRQHVLDDIWHUSUDFWLVLQJ305,LVVWLOOZD\EHKLQGIURPZKDWLVH[SHFWHG,WVWLOOQRW
DEOHWRSURGXFHVWXGHQWVZLWKWKHH[SHFWHGDELOLWLHV 6XWDUWR+DGL 
Mathematics instructions in Indonesia are still less creative, static, boring and not able to grasp students’ interest
EHFDXVHWHDFKHUVKDYHIDLOHGWRHPSOR\305,LQWKH0DWKHPDWLFVFODVVURRPV 'LDQ$UPDQWR$KPDG)DX]DQ
2002). Teachers’ lack of aELOLW\ WR HPSOR\ 305, LQ WKHLU WHDFKLQJ FRQWULEXWHV WR WKH ORZ DFKLHYHPHQWV LQ WKH
students. In 2000, the students’ level of thinking ability in Indonesia was at number 85 out of 108 countries, behind
7KDLODQG  0DOD\VLD  6LQJDSRUH  DQG9LHWQDP  0HDQZKLOHLQ,QGRQHVLDKDVIXUWKHUVXQNWR
EHDWQXPEHUFRPSDUHGWR3KLOOLSLQHV  7KDLODQG  0DOD\VLD  6LQJDSRUH  DQG9LHWQDP  ,Q
 ,QGRQHVLD ZDV DW  EHKLQG 3KLOOLSLQHV   7KDLODQG   0DOD\VLD   6LQJDSRUH   DQG 9LHWQDP
   ,Q  ,QGRQHVLD KDV IXUWKHU VXQN WR EH DW QXPEHU  FRPSDUHG WR 3KLOOLSLQHV   7KDLODQG  
0DOD\VLD   6LQJDSRUH   DQG 9LHWQDP   Human Development Index +',  0XFKODV 6DPDQL 
+DUL\DQWR 
6WXGents’ achievement in ,QWHUQDWLRQDO0DWKHPDWLFV2O\PSLDG ,02 LVDOVRVWLOOYHU\ORZ 6XWDUWR+DGL
5REHUW 6HPELULQJ HW DO    7KH DYHUDJH DFKLHYHPHQW DPRQJ SULPDU\ VFKRRO VWXGHQWV LQ WKH 1DWLRQDO
([DPLQDWLRQ IURP  XQWLO  ZDV DOZD\V EHORZ  VFDOH EHWZHHQ  –   0DQDQ  'HSDUWHPHQ
3HQGLGLNDQ1DVLRQDO5REHUW6HPELULQJHWDO ZKHUHDVIURPXQWLOLWZDVEHORZ 6XWDUWR
Hadi, 2005). The same situation occurred in Aceh where the primary school students’ achievement in the 2011,
Ujian Akhir Sekolah Berstandar Nasional 8$6%1 ZDV DWWKHVFDOHRI– ,QLWLQFUHDVHGWR
Laisani, 2012). Students’ Mathematics achievement was the lowest among the three UASBN subjects which are
Indonesian Language, Mathematics and World Knowledge (Dinas Pendidikan Aceh, 2010). Students’ mathematics
DFKLHYHPHQWLQ$FHKZDVDWQXPEHUIURPWKHSURYLQFHVLQ,QGRQHVLD 0XKDPPDG,O\DV 
7KH ORZ DFKLHYHPHQW LQ 0DWKHPDWLFV E\ WKH SULPDU\ VFKRRO VWXGHQWV LQ 8$6%1 ZDV GXH WR WKH IDFW WKDW KH
TXHVWLRQV ZHUH GLIILFXOW FRPSDUHG WR RWKHU VXEMHFWV %DGDQ 6WDQGDU 1DVLRQDO 3HQGLGLNDQ    7KH 8$6%1
SDVVLQJVWDQGDUGXQWLOQRZLVEHLQJIL[HGE\LQGLYLGXDOVFKRROVDQGWKHSDVVLQJVWDQGDUGIRU,QGRQHVLDQODQJXDJH
LV  PDWKHPDWLFV  DQG :RUOG .QRZOHGJH   ,URQLFDOO\  RI WKH 8$6%1 TXHVWLRQV ZHUH VHW DW WKH
GLVWULFWHGXFDWLRQRIILFHDQGZDVVHWE\WKH*RYHUQPHQW =XONDUGL1LHYHHQYDQGHQ$NNHUGH/DQJH
'MHPDUL0DUGDSL6XGMDWPLNR 

/,7(5$785(5(9,(:
Freudenthal concept (1991) about Mathematics was that Mathematics is students’ activity and students should
QRWEHVHHQDVSDVVLYHUHFHLYHUVVR0DWKHPDWLFVLQVWUXFWLRQVVKRXOGHPSOR\YDULRXVVLWXDWLRQVWRJLYHRSSRUWXQLWLHV
WR WKH VWXGHQWV WR UHLQYHQW WKH 0DWKHPDWLFV FRQFHSW  7KH UHLQYHQWLRQ SURFHVV VKRXOG EH GHYHORSHG WKURXJK
H[SORUDWLRQ RI YDULRXV UHDO OLIH 0DWKHPDWLFV SUREOHPV *UDYHPHLMHU    5HOHYDQW TXHVWLRQV FDQ EH D OHDUQLQJ
VRXUFH *UDYHPHLMHU    %DVHG  RQ )UHXGHQWKDO FRQFHSW   WKH PDLQ IRFXV LQ 0DWKHPDWLFV LQVWUXFWLRQV
using PMRI is students’ activities which focus on the process of MDWKHPDWLFV7KHUHIRUH305,UHODWHVWKHLQIRUPDO
0DWKHPDWLFVNQRZOHGJHLQWKHVWXGHQWVDEVRUEHGIURPWKHLUUHDOOLIHZLWKWKHIRUPDO0DWKHPDWLFVFRQFHSW6RWKH
WZRLPSRUWDQWFKDUDFWHULVWLFVDERXW305,DUHWKDW0DWKHPDWLFVPXVWEHUHODWHGWRWKHUHDOOLIHDQGPDWKHPDWLFVDV
students’ activities. Mathematics must be related to the real life means that Mathematics problem solving activities
aand knowledge concept should be close to students’ experience and relevant to their daily lives. However, realistLF
GRHVQRWRQO\PHDQUHODWLQJWKHFRQFHSWWRWKHUHDOZRUOGEXWDOVRPDNLQJVXUHWKDWWKHSUREOHPVROYLQJDFWLYLWLHVDUH
related to the real life situation in the students’ minds. The Mathematics context can be of the real world situation
EXWQRWDOZD\V0DWKHPDWLFVSUREOHPVFDQEHVHHQDVRQHSURSRVLWLRQRUDPRGHO 'H/DQJH 
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7KHLFHPRXQWDLQPRGHOZDVEXLOWE\UHVHDUFKHUVDWWKH)UHXGHQWKDO,QVWLWXWHDVDYLVXDOPRGHOWRGLVWLQJXLVKWKH
UHSUHVHQWDWLRQRILQIRUPDOSUHQRUPDODQGQRUPDOUROHVXVHGE\WKHVWXGHQWV7KHLFHPRXQWDLQFRQVLVWVRIWKHWLS
DQG EHORZ LW LV D ELJJHU DUHD RI FDSDFLW\ OHYHO %RVZLQNHO  0RHUODQGV    %HIRUH WKH VWXGHQWV DFKLHYH WKH
IRUPDO VWDJH DQG ZRUN ZLWK DOJRULWKP VWXGHQWV QHHG WR GHYHORS IRUPDO UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ WKDW EXLOG FRQFHSWXDO
XQGHUVWDQGLQJ$IWHUWKHVWXGHQWVKDYHDFKLHYHGWKHIRUPDOVWDJHWKH\VKRXOGEHDEOHWRIDOOEDFNRQWKHLQIRUPDO
VWDJH ZKHQ IDFHG ZLWK QHZ VLWXDWLRQV 'HNNHU    7KLV LV LQ FRQFRUGDQFH ZLWK )UHGHQWKDO FRQFHSW WKDW LI
VWXGHQWV OHDUQ 0DWKHPDWLFV LQ LVRODWLRQ DQG VHSDUDWHG IURP WKHLU OLIH H[SHULHQFH WKH FRQFHSW ZRXOG TXLFNO\ EH
IRUJRWWHQDQGVWXGHQWVZLOOQRWEHDEOHWRDEVRUERUDSSO\LWODWHU305,YLHZVWKDW0DWKHPDWLFVLVDKXPDQDFWLYLW\
DQGWHDFKLQJ0DWKHPDWLFVVKRXOGQRWVWDUWDIWHU ZUNLQJRXWWKH0DWKHPDWLFVSUREOHPVEXWVKRXOGDFWDVD VXEMHFW
WKDWLVRUJDQL]HGZLWKLQWKHUHDOZRUOG6WXGHQWVKDYHWREHDFWLYHLQWKHLUOHDUQLQJDQGVKRXOGQRWEHIHGZLWKSUH
SUHSDUHGQRQFRQWH[WXDOTXHVWLRQV
Teachers’ role is very important in helping students to reLQYHQW D PDWKHPDWLFDO FRQFHSW )RUPDO QRWDWLRQ DQG
IRUPDO DOJRULWKP DUH WKH WLS RI WKH LFHEHUJ  ,QIRUPDO XQGHUVWDQGLQJ DQG SUHIRUPDO XQGHUVWDQGLQJ DUH QHHGHG WR
EXLOG IRUPDO XQGHUVWDQGLQJ )UHXGHQWKDO  GH /DQJH  'HNNHU    8QGHUVWDQGLQJ WKDW LV REWDLQHG
WKURXJK305,DSSURDFKLVPRUHHIIHFWLYHDQGPHDQLQJIXOIRUWKHVWXGHQWVWKDQMXVWPHPRUL]LQJDOJRULWKPV .DPLL
&XW0RULQD 7KHREMHFWLYHRIUKLVVWXG\LVWRLGHQWLI\WKHHIIHFWLYHQHVVRI305,DSSURDFKEDVHGRQWKH
students’ Mathematics achievements.

0(7+2'2/2*<
VWDQGDUGILYHVWXGHQWVLQSekolah Dasar Negeri 03 Kota Banda Aceh, DVFKRROZKLFKSUDFWLFHV305, ZHUH
LQYROYHGLQWKLVVWXG\7KHVWXGHQWVZHUHGLYLGHGLQWRWZRJURXSVRIVWXGHQWVHDFK$SUHWHVWZDVDGPLQLVWHUHG
RQERWKJURXSV%RWKJURXSVZHUHWDXJKWWKHWRSLFVJaring-jaring Kubus dan Balok. 7KHILUVWJURXS WUHDWHGJURXS 
ZDVWDXJKWXVLQJWKH305,DSSURDFKZKLOHWKHRWKHU FRQWUROJURXS XVHGWKHWUDGLWLRQDOPHWKRG$IWHUWKHOHVVRQD
SRVWWHVWZDVDGPLQLVWHUHG
The Mathematics test consists of eight structural items and arranged according to students’ coPSHWHQF\ DQG
OHDUQLQJDFKLHYHPHQWLQGLFDWRURIWKHVWXGHQWVIRUWKHVHSDUWLFXODUWRSLFV%RWKWKHSUHDQGSRVWWHVWTXHVWLRQVDUH
VLPLODU7KHHLJKWLWHPVDUHLGHQWLI\YDULRXVJaring-jaring Kubus dan Balok  LOOXVWUDWHLWVVXUIDFHDUHD  VROYH
UHDOSUREOHPVRIJaring-jaring Kubus dan BalokDQGWKHLUVXUIDFHDUHDV  7KHWHVWWRRNDERXWPLQXWHV%HIRUH
WKH WHVW WKH LWHPV ZHUH WHVWHG IRU LWV YDOLGLW\ E\ D 0DWKHPDWLFV VSHFLDOLVW  7KH DVSHFWV WKDW DUH HYDOXDWHG ZHUH
VXLWDELOLW\ZLWKWKHEDVLFFRPSHWHQF\DQGDFKLHYHPHQWLQGLFDWRUIRUOHDUQLQJDQGODQJXDJH

),1',1*6
Levene’s Test was done to test the hypothesis that the variance in control and treated groups are the same (Chua,
2009). Levene’s 7HVW LV GRQH RQ WKH SUHWHVW UHVXOWV IRU ERWK JURXSV  7KH WHVW ZDV QRW VLJQLILFDQW S!  7KLV
VKRZV WKDW WKH YDULDQFH LV KRPRJHQRXV  ,QGHSHQGHQW VDPSOH WWHVW LV QRW VLJQLILFDQW W   S!  %\ WKLV
UHVXOWZHIDLOWRUHMHFWWKHQXOOK\SRWKHVLV7KLVVKRZVWKDWWKHUHLVQRGLIIHUHQFHLQPDWKHPDWLFVDFKLHYHPHQWEDVHG
RQJURXSV 7$%/( 
*URXSV
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,QFUHDVHLQ$FKLHYHPHQW%DVHGRQ305,$SSURDFK
The next step was to identify the increase in students’ achievement from before the treatment until after the
WUHDWPHQW 3DLVDPSOHWt was administered to see the students’ increase in achievement. The result is signifLFDQW
W  S ZKLFKPHDQVWKHQXOOK\SRWKHVLVLVUHMHFWHGDQGWKHDOWHUQDWLYHK\SRWKHVLVLVDFFHSWHG7KLV
UHVXOW VKRZV WKDW WKHUH LV D VLJQLILFDQW HIIHFW LQ WKH 305, DSSURDFK WRZDUGV WKH PDWKHPDWLFV DFKLHYHPHQW  7KH
VFRUH  DIWHUWKHWUHDWPHQWLVKLJKHUWKDWWKHVFRUHEHIRUHWUHDWPHQW  DVVKRZQLQ7$%/(%DVHGRQWKH
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GDWDDQDO\VLVLWLVVKRZQWKDWWKHUHLVDVLJQLILFDQWHIIHFWXVLQJ305,DSSURDFKLQ0DWKHPDWLFVLQVWUXFWLRQV7KLV
FDQEHVHHQIURPWKHLQFUHDVHLQDFKLHYHPHQWRIDIWHUWKHWUHDWPHQWFRPSDUHGWREHIRUHWKHWUHDWPHQW
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'LIIHrence in Students’ Achievement BDVHGRQ305,$SSURDFK
,QGHSHQGHQWVDPSOHWWHVWZDVDGPLQLVWHUHGWRVHHWKHGLIIHUHQFHEHWZHHQUHVXOWVDPRQJWKHWZRJURXSV FRQWURO
DQGWUHDWHG DIWHUWKHWUHDWPHQW7KHWHVWLVVLJQLILFDQW S 7KLVUHVXOWUHMHFWVWKHK\SRWKHVLVWKDWWKHYDULHQFHLV
KRPRJHQRXV EHWZHHQ WKH WZR JURXSV XVLQJ WKH 305, DSSURDFK  7KH LQGHSHQGHQW VDPSOH WWHVW LV VLJQLILFDQW
W   S  ZKLFK PHDQV WKDW WKH QXOO K\SRWKHVLV LV UHMHFWHG DQG WKH DOWHUQDWLYH K\SRWKHVLV LV DFFHSWHG
7KLVVKRZVWKDWWKHUHLVDGLIIHUHQFHLQPDWKHPDWLFVDFKLHYHPHQWXVLQJ305,DSSURDFK7KHVFRUH  IRUWKH
WUHDWHGJURXSZKLFKLVKLJKHUWKDQWKHVFRUHIRUWKHFRQWUROJURXS  LVVKRZQLQ7$%/(
7$%/('LIIHUHQFHLQDFKLHYHPHQWVEHWZHHQWKHFRQWURODQGWKHWUHDWHGJURXSXVLQJWKH305,DSSURDFK
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$VD ZKROHWKHILQGLQJVVKRZHGWKDWXVLQJ305,DSSURDFKLVHIIHFWLYHLQWHDFKLQJ0DWKHPDWLFV7KLVFDQEH
VHHQIURPWKHVFRUHE\WKHVWXGHQWVLQERWKJURXSVEHIRUHDQGDIWHUWKHWUHDWPHQW,QWKHSDLUVDPSOHWWHVWWKHUHLV
VLJQLILFDQW HIIHFW RQ WKH students’ achievement when using PMRI approach. The score is higher after using the
DSSURDFK0HDQZKLOHWKHLQGHSHQGHQWVDPSOHWWHVWVKRZHGWKDWWKHUHLVDGLIIHUHQFHLQPDWKHPDWLFVDFKLHYHPHQW
DIWHUXVLQJWKH305,DSSURDFK7KHGDWHDQDO\VLVVKRZHGWKDWWKHPHDQVFRUHRIWKHVWXGHQWVLQWKHWUHDWHGJURXSLV
KLJKHUFRPSDUHGWRWKHPHDQVFRUHRIWKHVWXGHQWVWDXJKWXVLQJWKHFRQYHQWLRQDOPHWKRG

',6&866,21$1',03/,&$7,216
7KHILQGLQJVVKRZHGWKDWXVLQJWKH305,DSSURDFKLQ0DWKHPDWLFVLQVWUXFWLRQVLVHIIHFWLYH7KLVLVSURYHQIURP
WKHUHVXOWPHQWLRQHGHDUOLHU7KLVILQGLQJLVVLPLODUWRWKHILQGLQJVE\6XWDUWR+DGL  GDQ'LDQ$UPDQWR  
WKDW WKHUH LV DQ LQFUHDVH LQ DFKLHYHPHQW DPRQJ WKH VWXGHQWV ZKR SUDFWLFH 305,  7KH VWXG\ E\ $KPDG )DX]DQ
(2002) also showed that the standard four students’ achievement for topics area and perimeter during the post test
LQFUHDVHGVLJQLILFDQWO\FRPSDUHGWRWKHUHVXOWGXULQJWKHSUHWHVW
7KHUH LVLQFUHDVHLQDFKLHYHPHQWDIWHUXVLQJWKH 305, DSSURDFKLVEHOLHYHGWREHGXH WRWKH IDFWWKDW VWXGHQWV
EHFDPHPRUHPRWLYDWHGDFWLYHDQGFUHDWLYHLQWKHOHDUQLQJSURFHVV,QWKH305,DSSURDFKVWXGHQWVOHDUQDFWLYHO\
E\ GHYHORSLQJ WKHLU RZQ XQGHUVWDQGLQJ DQG WKURXJK WULDO DQG HUURU VWUDWHJ\ WR JHW UHVXOWV VROYLQJ FRQWH[WXDO
SUREOHPV LQGLYLGXDOO\RULQJURXSV 'LDQ$UPDQWR6XWDUWR+DGL 
The findings of this study showed that there is a difference in students’ achievements wheQ XVLQJ 305,
DSSURDFK7KLVLVVLPLODUWRDVWXG\E\.DPLL  WKDWVDLGSUREOHPVROYLQJDFWLYLWLHVLQSULPDU\VFKRROVVKRZHG
WKDWVWXGHQWVZKRGHYHORSWKHLURZQXQGHUVWDQGLQJREWDLQHGDKLJKHUUHVXOWWKDQVWXGHQWVZKRPHPRUL]HIRUPXODV
DQG DOJRULWKPV  $ VWXG\ E\ &XW 0RULQD   LQ SULPDU\ VFKRROV VKRZHG WKDW VWXGHQWV ZKR GHYHORS WKHLU RZQ
XQGHUVWDQGLQJLQWKHWRSLFXVLQJ305,REWDLQHGEHWWHUUHVXOWVWKDQWKRVHZKRZHUHWDXJKWWKHIRUPXOD7KLVILQGLQJ
LVVLPLODUWR$KPDGIDX]DQ  ZKRSURYHGWKDWWKHVWDQGDUGIRXUSULPDU\VFKRROVWXGHQWVLQKLVVWXG\REWDLQHGD
KLJKHUVFRUHWKDQWKRVHZKRZHUHWDXJKWXVLQJWKHWUDGLWLRQDOPHWKRGLQWKHWRSLFDUHDDQGSHULPHWHU
7KH HIIHFWLYHQHVV RI WKLV 305, DSSURDFK LV VKRZQ LQ WKLV VWXG\ EDVHG RQ WKH LQFUHDVH in the students’
DFKLHYHPHQW EHIRUH DQG DIWHU WKH WUHDWPHQW  %HVLGHV WKDW WKH ILQGLQJ RI WKLV VWXG\ DOVR VKRZHG WKDW WKHUH LV D
difference in students’ mathematics achievement using PMRI and the mean achievement of the treated group is
KLJKHU FRPSDUHG WR WKH FRQWURO JURXS 7KXV WKLV VWXG\ VXJJHVWV WKDW 'LQDV 3HQGLGLNDQ $FHK ZLGHQV WKH 305,
LPSOHPHQWDWLRQWSDOOWKHSULPDU\VFKRROVLQ,QGRQHVLDVRWKDWWKH0DWKHPDWLFVLQVWUXFWLRQVFDQEHPRUHHIIHFWLYH
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7KLVLQGLUHFWO\ZLOOLQFUHDVHWKH0DWKHPDWLFVDFKLHYHPHQWVRIWKHVWXGHQWVLQ$FHKWRDKLJKHUOHYHOLQSDUZLWKWKH
1DWLRQDODFKLHYHPHQW
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Abstract. This paper studied the behavior of the solution for an almost square crack, Ω, in the plane elasticity. The problem
of ﬁnding the resulting shear forces can be formulated as a hypersingular integral equation over a considered domain, Ω. The
sharp corner of the square is rounded up such that the stress singularity is kept uniform form along the entire crack contour.
The equation is then transformed into a similar hypersingular integral equation over a circular disc, D, using conformal
mapping. The transformed hypersingular integral equation is afterward reduced to a system of linear algebraic equations
using Galerkin method. The system of linear equations is solved numerically for the unknown coefﬁcients, which later will
be used in determining the stress intensity factors, maximum stress intensity and energy release rate. Comparison with the
existing asymptotic solutions show a good agreement.
Keywords: hypersingular boundary integral equation, conformal mapping, stress intensity factors, energy release rate, Galerkin method.
PACS: 02.30.Rz, 02.60.Lj, 02.70.Dh

INTRODUCTION
The study of behavior of crack is important in many engineering disciplines including electronics, aerospace and
nuclear engineering due to the presence of the cracks will affect the performance of structures. Thus, considerable
efforts have been expended in the investigation and analysis of its abnormal growth behavior. However, most of them
are concerned with the elliptical or penny-shaped cracks problems [1, 2, 3] as special cases. Studies of other crack
shapes are less common compared to penny or elliptical shaped crack as the solutions for these cracks are complex.
Thus, most of the researches formulate the problem in terms of integral equations which might be solved numerically.
Weaver [4] formulated the rectangular crack problem under the constant normal pressure into a couple systems of three
integral equations using Somigliana’s equation; and solved numerically for the unknown dislocations. Kassir [5, 6]
obtained the stress intensity factors for rectangular crack problem subject to shear and normal loadings, respectively.
Later, Itou [7] investigated the dynamic stress intensity factors around the rectangular crack subject to shear loading.
Whereas, dual boundary element technique was taken into account by Wu [8] for calculating the stress intensity factor
of a rectangular plate subjected to an antiplane shear loading. Zhou and Chen [9] applied the the generalized Almansi’s
theorem and the Schmidt method to solve a three dimensional rectangular permeable crack and two three dimensional
rectangular permeable cracks in a piezoelectric material. Nevertheless, most of the square crack concern about stress
intensity factors, thus, motivated by the above mentioned investigations, in the present paper, we investigated the
stress intensity factors, maximum stress intensity and energy release rate characteristics of the almost square crack
problem subject to the shear loading. An efﬁcient, iterative, boundary element method is used to solve the transformed
similarity equations in the boundary layer.

GOVERNING EQUATIONS
Let us consider a region Γ containing a square crack, Ω located on the rectangular Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z)
centered at the mid-point of the crack and all the corners are described by the relations |x| = b and |y| = b on z = ∓0
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in an inﬁnite isotropic elastic body. Let the boundary condition for a square crack takes the form

σz = 0,

for all x and y
μ
τxz =
qx (x, y), (x, y) ∈ Ω
1−ν
τyz = 0, |x| ≥ b, |y| ≥ b
ux (x, y, z) = 0, |x| > a, |y| > a.

(1)

ux , uy and uz are the components of the displacement vector and σz , τxz and τyz denote the components of the traction
on z = 0 plane, qx (x, y) is the resultant stress in x direction, μ is shear modulus and ν is Poisson’s ratio. The problem
of ﬁnding the displacement of crack faces subject to (1) can be formulated as a general equation


1
2 − ν + 3ν e2 jΘ
×
w(x, y) dΩ = qx (x0 , y0 ),
8π Ω
R3

(x0 , y0 ) ∈ Ω

(2)

2
where
w(x, y) = [ux ] + j[uy ] is the unknown crack opening displacement, j = −1, the bar denotes the conjugation,
2
2
R = (x − x0 ) + (y − y0) and the angle Θ is deﬁned by

x − x0 = R cos Θ

and

y − y0 = R sin Θ.

Equation (2) is to be solved subject to w = 0 on ∂ Ω. The cross on the integral of equation (2) means the hypersingular,
and it must be interpreted as a Hadamard ﬁnite part integral [10, 11, 12].

SOLUTION APPROACH
Let Ω be a simply-connected in the z−plane deﬁned as
Ω = {(r.θ ) : 0 ≤ r < ρ (θ ), −π ≤ θ < π }
whose the boundary of Ω, ∂ Ω is given as r = ρ (θ ). Deﬁne ζ = se iϕ with |ζ | < 1 such that the circular unit disc, D is
deﬁned as
D = {(s.ϕ ) : 0 ≤ s < 1, −π ≤ ϕ < π }.
Adopted the boundary correspondence theorem [13] and Riemann Mapping theorem [14], there exists a univalent
analytic function z = f (ζ ) in upper half-plane which maps into the interior of a simple polygon using SchwarzChristoffel formula. Let [15]
 ζ
dw
√
z = f (ζ ) =
(3)
0
1 − w4
be a conformal mapping of circular disc, D with radius one and center at origin which is deﬁned as
D = {(r, φ ) : 0 ≤ r < 1, −π ≤ φ < π }
onto Ω. At the boundary ζ = eiφ , we have
z = f (eiφ ) =

 eiφ
0

dw
√
.
1 − w4

The point 1, i, −1 and −i on the disc are mapped onto
√ the corners of Ω which are given by b, ib, −b and −ib,
respectively where the lengths of sides of square are b 2.
Introduce Martin’s formula [16, 17],
∞
Γ(n + α ) wα0
(1 − w0 )−α = ∑
,
(4)
n!
n=0 Γ(α )
and substitute into (3) gives
f (ζ ) = ζ F


1 1 5
, ; ;ζ4
2 4 5
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(5)

where F(a, b; c; z) is a Gauss hypergeometric series and deﬁned as [18, Page 1071, 9.14]
F(a, b; c; z) =

∞
Γ(c)
Γ(a + n)Γ(b + n) zn
.
∑
Γ(a)Γ(b) n=0
Γ(n + c)
n!

(6)

The convergent of f (ζ ) depends on n. As n increase, the function tends to be a square. The circle of convergence of
Gauss hypergeometric series (6) is the unit circle |z| = 1 and the series is absolute convergent if R(c − a − b) > 0.
Figure 1 shows the comparison between a square and the mapping (Equation 5, n = 40). The dot line indicate the
mapping of (5) while the solid line is the exact square. However, we fail to obtain the convergence at the sharp corner
 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 1. A square and its approximation with equation (5)

of exact square crack because there are no tangent can be drawn (see Xu and Kundu [19]). Introduce a real constant
β , such that the mapping of (3) becomes
z = f (ζ ) =

 ζ
0

dw

,
1 − β w4

β = 0.80

(7)

in order to order to smooth the sharp corner.
Let z = x + iy and z0 = x0 + iy0 be complex variables, and, deﬁne also ζ = ξ + iη = seiϕ , x = au(ξ , η ) and y = av(ξ , η )
such that
dΩ = dxdy = a2 | f  (ζ )|2 d ξ d η = a2 | f  (ζ )|2 sdsd ϕ .
(8)
Set

1

3

w(x(ζ ), y(ζ )) = a| f  (ζ )|− 2 e jδ W (ξ , η ) and q(x(ζ0 ), y(ζ0 )) = a| f  (ζ0 )|− 2 e jδ0 Q(ξ0 , η0 ).

(9)

Hence, the similar equation with (2) can be obtained by substitute (8) and (9) into (2), i.e.




W (ξ , η )
2 − ν + 3ν e2 jΘ
2−ν
×
dξ dη +
− W (ξ , η )K (1) (ζ , ζ0 )d ξ d η
3
8π
S
8π D
D

3ν
+
W (ξ , η )K (2) (ζ , ζ0 )d ξ d η ; (ξ0 , η0 ) ∈ D.
8π D

Q(ξ0 , η0 ) =

where
W (ξ , η ) =
K

(1)

(ζ , ζ0 ) =

N1

∑

n=−N1

N2

|n|+ 1
s|n| ∑ WknC2k+12 ( 1 − s2)e jnϕ
k=0

3
| f  (ζ )| 2 | f  (ζ

| f (ζ ) −
3

K (2) (ζ , ζ0 ) =

3

0 )| 2
f (ζ0 )|3

e j(δ −δ0 ) −

3

1
|ζ − ζ0|3

| f  (ζ )| 2 | f  (ζ0 )| 2 j(2Θ−δ −δ0 )
1
e
−
e2 jΦ .
| f (ζ ) − f (ζ0 )|3
|ζ − ζ0|3
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(10)

This transformed hypersingular integral equation (10) over a circular disc D is solved subject to W = 0 on s = 1.
Adopted the Krenk’s formula [20] such that (10) can be reduce to






2 − ν + 3ν e2 jΘ
1
n
m
n
(1)
(2)
δhk δ|m||n| +
L (ζ0 ) Ak (ζ ) (2 − ν )K (ζ , ζ0 ) + 3ν K (ζ , ζ0 ) d ζ d ζ0
∑ Wk −
2
8π D h
D
n,k
=



D

Q(ζ0 )Lm
h (ζ0 )d ζ0 ;

−N1 ≤ m ≤ N1 and 0 ≤ h ≤ N2

(11)

1 √
|m| |m|+ 2
2
where Wkn is unknown coefﬁcients, Lm
h (s, ϕ ) = s C2h+1 ( 1 − r ) cos mϕ , ζ0 = ζ0 (s0 , ϕ0 ), d ζ0 = s0 ds0 d ϕ0 and
Q(ζ0 ) = Q(ξ0 , η0 ) = Q(s0 cos ϕ0 , s0 sin ϕ0 ).

ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTIONS
For the comparison purpose, consider the following conformal mapping [21, 22]
f (ζ ) = ζ +

1
n2 + 1

ζ n,

n=5

(12)

which maps an almost square crack conﬁguration (n = 5) onto a circle conformally. Figure 2 displays the conformal
of square crack ( Equation (12) and (7)) onto a circular. The dot line indicate the mapping of (7) while the solid line is
the equation (12).
Making use of [23], our asymptotic for stress intensity factors of a square cracks are
 



  

 





 

  

FIGURE 2.

The mapping of square crack using equation (7) and (12)

√
α cos(φ ) π A(φ )
17(ν − 2)
√
α π sin(φ )B(φ )
K3 (φ ) =
17(ν − 2)

K2 (φ ) =

where
A(φ ) = − 40 cos4 (φ ) + 20ν cos4 (φ ) + 72 cos2 (φ ) − 50ν cos2 (φ ) − 63 + 42ν ,
B(φ ) =20ν 2 cos4 (φ ) + 40 cos4 (φ ) − 60ν cos4 (φ ) − 8 cos2 (φ ) + 26ν cos2 (φ )
− 18ν 2 cos2 (φ ) + 31 − 50ν + 19ν 2,
4
α=
π (2 − ν )
and ν is constant.
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RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The stress intensity factors, K2 (ϕ ) and K3 (ϕ ) is deﬁned as [24]
√
K j (ϕ ) = 2 π V j | f  (eiϕ )|−1 ∑ WknYkn (ϕ );
n,k

where

j = 2, 3

(13)

|n|+1/2

Ykn (ϕ ) = D2k+1 (0) cos(nϕ ),

(14)

Dλm (x) is deﬁned recursively by
mDλm (x)

= 2(m + λ − 1)xDλm−1(x) − (m + 2λ − 2)Dλm−2 (x),

m = 2, 3, 4, ...

with Dλ0 (x) = 2λ and Dλ1 (x) = 2λ x; and the unknown coefﬁcients, Wkn are obtained from (11). The maximum stress
intensity, M(ϕ ) and energy release rate, G(ϕ ) is deﬁned as
M(ϕ ) =
and
G(ϕ ) =

[K2 (ϕ )]2 + [K3 (ϕ )]2

(1 − ν 2)
(1 + ν )
[K2 (ϕ )]2 +
[K3 (ϕ )]2 ;
E
E

(15)

(16)

respectively, where E is Young’s modulus.
Figures 3 and 4 display the comparison of asymptotic with using equation (7) and (12). It can be seen that the numerical
results have local extremal values when the crack front is at cos(φ ) = ±1 or sin(φ ) = ±1. Hence, as demonstrated on
these ﬁgures, our results are reasonably close to the asymptotic solution with only O(10 −2 ). Whilst, Tables 1 and 2
illustrate the comparison of numerical and asymptotic results for M(φ ) and G(φ ), respectively. It is observed that our
numerical results give a reasonable accurate results compared to the asymptotic solution, with maximum difference
0.2422 and 1.0114 × 10−06 for M(φ ) and G(φ ), respectively.

(*)

+
+
+
+
+
+

FIGURE 3.
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The sliding mode stress intensity factor, K2 (φ ) for square crack

CONCLUSION
In this present paper, the crack problem is formulated as bypersingular boundary integral equation, followed by
transformed into a similar equation using conformal mapping, and solved numerically by boundary element method.
The stress intensity factors, maximum stress intensity and energy release rate agree with those obtained by asymptotic
solutions.
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The tearing mode stress intensity factor, K3 (φ ) for a square crack
TABLE 1. Comparison of numerical and
asymptotic results for M(φ )

φ

Numerical

Asymptotic

Difference

0
25
50
75
100
125
150
175
200

1.1319
1.3288
1.4185
1.2225
1.1745
1.4005
1.3709
1.1437
1.2780

1.0601
1.1125
1.6295
1.3457
1.1888
1.6427
1.1486
1.0529
1.0702

0.0718
0.2163
0.2110
0.1232
0.0143
0.2422
0.2223
0.0908
0.2078

TABLE 2. Comparison of numerical and asymptotic results for G(φ )

φ

Numerical

Asymptotic

Difference

0
25
50
75
100
125
150
175
200

5.1448E-06
6.0419E-06
6.4512E-06
5.5614E-06
5.3435E-06
6.3700E-06
6.2336E-06
5.1988E-06
5.810E-06

4.8187E-06
5.0580E-06
7.4109E-06
6.1217E-06
5.4083E-06
7.4713E-06
5.2222E-06
4.7858E-06
4.8665E-06

3.2615E-07
9.839E-07
9.5970E-07
5.6029E-07
6.4802E-08
1.1017E-06
1.0114E-06
4.1296E-07
9.4506E-07
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The Best Motivator Priorities Parents Choose Via
Analytical Hierarchy Process
R. N. Farah and P. Latha
Department of Mathematics, Faculty of Science and Mathematics, Universiti Pendidikan Sultan Idris,
35900 Tanjong Malim, Perak, Malaysia
Abstract. Motivation is probably the most important factor that educators can target in order to improve learning. Numerous
cross-disciplinary theories have been postulated to explain motivation. While each of these theories has some truth, no single
theory seems to adequately explain all human motivation. The fact is that human beings in general and pupils in particular
are complex creatures with complex needs and desires. In this paper, Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) has been proposed
as an emerging solution to move towards too large, dynamic and complex real world multi-criteria decision making
problems in selecting the most suitable motivator when choosing school for their children. Data were analyzed using SPSS
17.0 (“Statistical Package for Social Science”) software. Statistic testing used are descriptive and inferential statistic.
Descriptive statistic used to identify respondent pupils and parents demographic factors. The statistical testing used to
determine the pupils and parents highest motivator priorities and parents’ best priorities using AHP to determine the criteria
chosen by parents such as school principals, teachers, pupils and parents. The moderating factors are selected schools based
on “Standard Kualiti Pendidikan Malaysia” (SKPM) in Ampang. Inferential statistics such as One-way ANOVA used to get
the significant and data used to calculate the weightage of AHP. School principals is found to be the best motivator for
parents in choosing school for their pupils followed by teachers, parents and pupils.
Keywords: Motivator; analytical hierarchy process; multi-criteria decision making.
PACS: 01.40.-d

INTRODUCTION
Motivation is essential to pupils’ knowledge. Motivation for school has been found to influence achievement
outcomes beyond pupils’ surroundings characteristics, character and cleverness. Given the strong relation
between motivation and pupils’ achievement outcomes, this refuse can be considered troublesome. It suggests
that pupils who are not optimally motivated may not achieve to their possible. A desire for learning, feeling
competent and an eagerness to invest effort are not only important because they could potentially improve
achievement, they could also be considered to be desirable in their own right.
This paper is to study the nature of motivator aspects of pupils and parents in management and developments
of secondary school and evaluation of the system of motivators of school principals with esteem to school
management, teachers with esteem to work at schools, pupils with esteem to studying schools and parents with
esteem to a school selected for pupils as a result of occurring changes caused by educational transformation and
proposal of motivator models for the needs of efficient school management.
Motivational developments cannot be understood without taking the learning context into consideration. It is
increasingly recognized that the learning circumstance is an important factor in explaining pupils’ motivation
for school and their learning outcomes (1). Therefore, this paper focused on how assessment of the system of
motivators of school principals with esteem to school management in few different factors such as motivating
pupils to continuing studies, motivating teachers to self- development, evaluation of learning results, innovative
in teaching programmes, inspiring others to implementation of visions, high educational requirement and
delegation of right. Furthermore, teachers factors with esteem to work at schools refers to relations with pupils,
relations with the school principals, relation with parents, possibility of personal development, work
environment, participation in school management, security of employment vision and school mission.
Pupils with esteem to studying at schools more depend to condition of learning, relations teachers towards
pupils, relations of pupils towards teacher, relations with friends and special profile classes. At last, parents with
esteem to a selected school for pupils is the major constant to the parents referring to impotency of pupils safety
in schools, level of teaching conditions, level of teaching and education, the trust to teachers’ work, learning
foreign language and the inter disciplinary curriculum. The hierarchy of the AHP criteria refer to FIGURE
1while motivators priorities of pupils refer to FIGURE 2 and motivators’ priorities of parents refer to FIGURE
3.
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THE BEST MOTIVATOR PRIORITIES PARENTS CHOOSE VIA ANALYTICAL
HIERARCHY PROCESS (AHP)

School Principals

Teachers

Students

SMK Taman Seraya
SMK Taman
Tasik

SMK Bukit Indah

Parents

SMK Bandar Baru
Ampang

FIGURE 1. The hierarchy of the criteria and the alternatives.
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FIGURE 2: Motivators priorities of pupils in secondary schools in Ampang.
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FIGURE 3: Motivators priorities of parents in secondary schools in Ampang.

In this paper Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is used to identify motivations as one of the most important
function in the school management process by using SPSS 17.0 to exemplify by four selected schools which are
from town school and chosen based on “Standard Kualiti Pendidikan Malaysia” (SKPM).
This paper consists of seven parts which are introduction it describe the motivation priorities parents
consider for their pupils, background it review the literature of the studies, analytical hierarchy process it review
the methodology, followed by result of the study by using AHP method, continue by conclusion it summaries
the overall of the paper and lastly acknowledgments and references that used for this studies.

BACKGROUND
Multiplicity of standards, variety of needs, interests of pupils, variety of teaching and learning methods, the
effect of social, political and economic factors, diversity of content, lesson planning has become changed into a
complex system. Motivation involves a gathering of beliefs, perceptions, standards, interests and actions that are
all strongly related. As a result, a variety of approaches to motivation can focus on cognitive behaviours (such as
monitoring and strategy use), non-cognitive aspects (such as perceptions, viewpoint, and attitudes), or both. (2)
defines academic motivation as “enjoyment of school learning characterized by a mastery orientation,
inquisitiveness, persistence, task-endogens and the learning of difficult, hard, and novel tasks”. Being inspired is
about a constant process of realignment, by this is will give inspiration and motivation synonymous with
cognitive engagement, defines as “voluntary uses of high-level self-regulated learning strategies, such as paying
concentration, link, planning, and monitoring”.

ANALYTICAL HIERARCHY PROCESS (AHP)
Theoretical fundamentals of AHP is the elastic decision making process. It is a method that convert
complex problem to hierarchy and matrixes with high opinion to one or more measures. The method of AHP has
been used in conditions of decision making issues such as governmental, business, industrial, health, and
educational issues (3), (4), (5), (6), (7). This is one of the most competent methods of multi-criteria decision
making techniques that introduced by (3) for the first time and nowadays consume as one of the systematic
approach in order to resolving multidimensional and complex problems in terms of qualitative data (8).
This process can help to create simple comparisons of the factors occupied in a decision, thus producing a
hierarchy of the decision. AHP provide logical based on analytical methods. The mathematical steps to get the
AHP decision (9).
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1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Develop a pair wise comparison matrix for each decision alternative for each criterion.
Synthesization:
x Sum the values in each column of the pair wise comparison matrices.
x Divide each value in each column of the pair wise comparison matrices by the corresponding
column sum-these are the normalized matrices.
x Average the values in each row of the normalized matrices – these are the preference vectors
x Combine the vectors of each criterion into one preference matrix that shows the preference for
each site for each criterion.
Develop a pair wise comparison matrix for the criteria.
Compute the normalized matrix by dividing each column of the matrix by the corresponding column
sum.
Develop the preference vector by computing the row average for the normalized matrix.
Compute an overall score for each decision alternative by multiplying the criteria preference vector by
the criteria matrix.
Rank the decision alternatives based on the magnitude of their scores that had been computed.

In AHP, the decision maker determines how well each alternatives ‘scores’ on a criterion using pair wise
comparisons. In pair wire comparison, the decision maker compares two alternatives (i.e., pair) according to one
criterion and indicates a preference. The standard scale used for AHP is numerical scale 1 to scale 9 (9).
To get the best result of AHP, we used Statistical Package for Social Science 17.0 (SPSS) software to get
significant relation level, dominate factor, significant differences and frequency to decide the findings of the
research. Based on the analysis, result taken between the criteria (school principals, teachers, pupils and parents)
and moderating factors as four selected schools such as SMK Taman Tasik, SMK Taman Seraya, SMK Bukit
Indah, SMK Bandar Baru Ampang, and then data transfer to Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) method to
select which criteria is the best.
From the analysis result we must determine whether it was consistent or not by using Consistency Index as
in TABLE 1. The formula for consistency index was:
Consistency Index = Value of calculation – n
n-1
(1)
where n = number of item being compared
n

2

3

4

RI

0

0.58

0.90

TABLE 1: Consistency Index
5
6
7
8
1.12

1.24

1.32

1.41

9

10

1.45

1.51

The degree of consistency for the pair wise comparison in the decision criteria is determined by computing
the ratio of CI to RI.
Degree of Consistency =

CI
RI

where CI = Consistency Index
RI = Random Index

(2)

The degree of consistency is satisfactory if CI/RI < 0.10, CI/RI > 0.10 are probably serious inconsistencies and
the AHP results may not be meaningful.

RESULTS
Data was collected from 155 pupils’ respondents’ and 137 parents’ respondents from selected four schools,
Sekolah Menengah Kebangsaan Taman Tasik, Sekolah Menengah Kebangsaan Taman Seraya, Sekolah
Menengah Kebangsaan Bukit Indah and Sekolah Menengah Kebangsaan Bandar Baru Ampang. The highest
motivator priorities given by pupils and parents in school principals is teachers with high educational and job
performance and teachers priorities factor is relationship between teacher and pupils. Motivator priorities given
by pupils in school management are profile classes and motivator priorities by parents’ teacher professional
development. The best factors parents shows using Analytical Hierachy Process is school principals as the best
criteria when choosing the school for their pupils with 0.379. It’s show the highest priorities that parents gave to
the pupils when choosing school for their children. From this, we get to know parents focus on school principals
rather that teacher 0.2735, parents 0.2056 and pupils 0.1419.It means the school must be the best and suitable
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for the children when they wants to send their children there. The output with respect to goals is illustrated in
FIGURE 4.

FIGURE 4: Output with respect to goals.

The overall consistency parents were perfect decision maker, due to each of these ratios exactly 4. Due to the
decision maker perfect with the ratio exactly 4, the next steps to proof did not need to be shown.

CONCLUSION
The highest motivator priorities given by pupils and parents in school principals is teachers with high
educational and job performance and teachers priorities factor is relationship between teacher and pupils. From
this it emphases, pupils or parent they prefer the school teachers with high educational and good job
performance. This is due to when the teacher with high education they can proceed with different learning styles
that will guide the teacher to teach effectively, assess learning in meaningful ways, use technology efficiently
and pursue theory-base classroom and at the same time they can perform good job. Other than that, quality
teaching can motivate pupils to come to school and high educational and job performance will provide effective
teachers. Normally, effective teachers have lesson plans that give pupils a clear idea of what they will be
learning. Relationship between teacher and pupils will help pupils to well study and encourage them to improve
their attitude, learning styles and motivates them to go to school and learn.
In addition, motivator priorities given by pupils in school management is profile classes where it stimulates
the pupils innovations and encourage peer or group coaching, study group and reflective discussions but
motivator priorities by parents in pupils is relationship between teacher student this is due that it will help the
student to learn better and improve their self by asking question without the feeling of shyness.
At last the motivator priorities by parents’ chosen teacher professional development. The parents hope the
teachers to develop their self every each time with new learning teaching styles, method, profession, inductive
teaching styles and etc to let their pupils to learn towards technologies.
From our analysis of AHP, it shows school principals became the highest value 0.379, and then followed by
teachers 0.2735, parents with 0.2056 which carried the third place and fourth is pupils 0.1419.
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Abstract. In this paper we review the recent results related on Petri net controlled grammars and the close related topics.
Though the theme of regulated grammars is one of the classic topics in formal language theory, a Petri net controlled grammar
is still interesting subject for the investigation for many reasons. This type of grammars can successfully be used in modeling
new problems emerging in manufacturing systems, systems biology and other areas. Moreover, the graphically illustrability,
the ability to represent both a grammar and its control in one structure, and the possibility to unify different regulated rewritings
make this formalization attractive for the study. We also summarize the obtained results and propose a new conception such
as parallel ﬁring strategy on Petri Nets.
Keywords: PetriNets,ControlledGrammars,ParallelComputing

INTRODUCTION
In the 1950s Noam Chomsky introduced Formal language theory as a tool for a description of natural languages
[1, 2, 3]. It has also been widely developed in modeling and investigating phenomena appearing in computer science,
artiﬁcial intelligence and other related ﬁelds because the symbolic representation of a modeled system in the form
of strings makes its processes by information processing tools very easy: coding theory, cryptography, computation
theory, computational linguistics, natural computing, and many other ﬁelds directly use sets of strings for the description and analysis of modeled systems. In formal language theory a model for a phenomenon is usually constructed by
representing it as a set of words, i.e., a language over a certain alphabet, and deﬁning a generative mechanism, i.e., a
grammar which identiﬁes exactly the words of this set. With respect to the forms of their rules, grammars and their
languages are divided into four classes of Chomsky hierarchy: recursively enumerable context-sensitive, context-free
and regular. Even context-free grammars are the most investigated class of grammars, they cannot cover all aspects
which occur in modeling of phenomena. At the same time context-sensitive grammars are too powerful to be used
in applications of formal languages, and have bad features. For instance, derivation tree, of context-free languages,
cannot be transformed to context-sensitive grammars. That is why, it is of interest to consider “intermediate” grammars which are more powerful than context-free grammars and have similar properties. One type of such grammars,
called regulated grammars, is deﬁned by considering grammars with some additional mechanisms which extract some
subset of the generated language in order to cover some aspects of modeled phenomena. Depend on investigated
practical and theoretical problems, various additional mechanisms to grammars can be considered. Abraham [4] ﬁrst
deﬁned matrix grammars in 1965, then several grammars with restrictions such as programmed, random context, valence grammars, and etc., have been introduced (see [5]). As Petri nets combine a well deﬁned mathematical theory
with a graphical representation of the dynamic behavior of systems they have become a powerful modeling formalism in computer science, system engineering and many other disciplines. The theoretic outlook of Petri nets allow
exact modeling and analysis of system behavior, while the graphical representation of Petri nets enable visualization
of the modeled system state changes. This combination is the main reason for the great success of Petri nets. Hence,
Petri nets have been used to model various kinds of dynamic event-driven systems such as computer networks [6],
communication systems [7], manufacturing plants [8], command and control systems [9], real-time computing systems [10], logistic networks [11], and workﬂows [12] to mention only a few important examples. However, the rapid
developments of technology, industry, medicine and other areas challenge to deal with new and complex problems.
Petri net controlled grammars, which introduce concurrently parallel control mechanisms in formal language theory,
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were proposed as a theoretical model for some problems appearing in systems biology and automated manufacturing
systems (see [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23]). In this paper we analyze and summarize results related to
Petri Net controlled grammars and grammars, where Petri net under parallel strategy is used as a control mechanism,
called concurrent grammars.

PRELIMINARIES
In this section we recall some prerequisites, by giving basic notions and notations of the theories formal languages,
Petri nets and Petri net languages which are used in the next sections. The reader is referred to [24, 25, 5, 26, 27, 28, 29,
30] for further information. Throughout the paper we use the following general notations. ∈ denotes the membership
of an element to a set while the negation of set membership is denoted by ∈. The inclusion is denoted by ⊆ and
the strict (proper) inclusion is denoted by ⊂. The symbol 0/ denotes the empty set. The set of positive (non-negative)
integers is denoted by N (N0 ). The set of integers is denoted by Z. The power set of a set X is denoted by 2X , while
the cardinality of a set X is denoted by |X|.
Let Σ be an alphabet which is a ﬁnite nonempty set of symbols. A string (sometimes a word) over the alphabet Σ
is a ﬁnite sequence of symbols from Σ. The empty string is denoted by λ . The length of a word w, denoted by |w|, is
the number of occurrences of symbols in w. The number of occurrences of a symbol a in a string w is denoted by |w|a .
The set of all strings over the alphabet Σ is denoted by Σ∗ . The set of nonempty strings over Σ is denoted by Σ+ , i.e.,
Σ+ = Σ∗ − {λ }. A subset of Σ∗ is called a language. A language L ∈ Σ∗ is λ -free if λ ∈ L.

Grammars
A phrase structure (Chomsky) grammar is a quadruple G = (V, Σ, S, R) where V and Σ are two disjoint alphabets of
nonterminal and terminal symbols, respectively, S ∈ V is the start symbol and R ⊆ (V ∪ Σ)∗V (V ∪ Σ)∗ × (V ∪ Σ)∗ is
a ﬁnite set of (production) rules. Usually, a rule (u, v) ∈ R is written in the form u → v. A rule of the form u → λ is
called an erasing rule.
A phrase structure grammar G = (V, Σ, S, R) is called a GS grammar (a phrase structure grammar due to Ginsburg
and Spanier [31]) if R ⊆ V + × (V ∪ Σ)∗ .
The families of languages generated by GS grammars and by phrase structure grammars are denoted by GS and
RE, respectively. It is well-known that the family GS is equal to the family RE.
A string x ∈ (V ∪ Σ)∗ directly derives a string y ∈ (V ∪ Σ)∗ in G, written as x ⇒ y if and only if there is a rule
u → v ∈ R such that x = x1 ux2 and y = x1 vx2 for some x1 , x2 ∈ (V ∪ Σ)∗ . The reﬂexive and transitive closure of the
relation ⇒ is denoted by ⇒∗ . A derivation using the sequence of rules π = r1 r2 · · · rk , ri ∈ R, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, is denoted by
r1 r2 ···rk
π
⇒
= or ==
==⇒. The language generated by G, denoted by L(G), is deﬁned by L(G) = {w ∈ Σ∗ | S ⇒∗ w}.
A phrase-structure grammar G = (V, Σ, S, R) is called context-sensitive if each rule u → v ∈ R has u = u1 Au2 ,
v = u1 xu2 for u1 , u2 ∈ (V ∪ Σ)∗ , A ∈ V and x ∈ (V ∪ Σ)+ (in context sensitive grammars S → λ is allowed, provided
that S does not appear in the right-hand members of rules in R); context-free if each rule u → v ∈ R has u ∈ V ; linear
if each rule u → v ∈ R has u ∈ V and v ∈ Σ∗ ∪ Σ∗V Σ∗ ; regular if each rule u → v ∈ R has u ∈ V and v ∈ Σ ∪ ΣV .
The families of languages generated by context-sensitive, context-free, linear and regular grammars are denoted
by CS, CF, LIN and REG, respectively. Further we denote the family of ﬁnite languages by FIN. The next strict
inclusions, named Chomsky hierarchy, hold (for details, see [25]):
Theorem 1. FIN ⊂ REG ⊂ LIN ⊂ CF ⊂ CS ⊂ RE.

Regulated grammars
The idea of regulated rewriting consists of restricting the application of the rules in a context-free grammar in order
to avoid some derivations and hence obtaining a subset of the context-free language generated in usual way. The
computational power of some context-free grammars with regulated rewriting turns out to be greater than the power
of context-free grammars.
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A regularly controlled grammar is a quintuple G = (V, Σ, S, R, K) where V, Σ, S, R are speciﬁed as in a context-free
grammar and K is a regular set over R. The language generated by G consists of all words w ∈ Σ∗ such that there is a
r1 r2 ···rn
derivation S ==
==⇒ w where r1 r2 · · · rn ∈ K.
A matrix grammar is a quadruple G = (V, Σ, S, M) where V, Σ, S are deﬁned as for a context-free grammar, M is
a ﬁnite set of matrices which are ﬁnite strings over a set R of context-free rules (or ﬁnite sequences of context-free
π
rules). The language generated by the grammar G is L(G) = {w ∈ Σ∗ | S ⇒
= w and π ∈ M ∗ }.
A vector grammar is a quadruple G = (V, Σ, S, M) whose components are deﬁned as for a matrix grammar. The
π
language generated by the grammar G is deﬁned by L(G) = {w ∈ Σ∗ | S ⇒
= w and π ∈ Shuf∗ (M)}.
An additive valence grammar is a quintuple G = (V, Σ, S, R, v) where V , Σ, S, R are deﬁned as for a context-free
grammar and v is a mapping from R into Z. The language generated by G consists of all strings w ∈ Σ∗ such that there
r1 r2 ···rn
is a derivation S ==
==⇒ w where ∑ni=1 v(ri ) = 0.
A positive valence grammar is a quintuple G = (V, Σ, S, R, v) whose components are deﬁned as for additive valence
r1 r2 ···rn
grammars. The language generated by G consists of all strings w ∈ Σ∗ such that there is a derivation S ==
==⇒ w where
j
∑ni=1 v(ri ) = 0 and for any 1 ≤ j < n, ∑i=1 v(ri ) ≥ 0.
The families of languages generated by regularly controlled, matrix, vector, additive valence and positive valence
grammars (with erasing rules) are denoted by rC, MAT, VEC, aV, pV (rCλ , MATλ , VECλ , aVλ , pVλ ), respectively.
Theorem 2. The following inclusions and equalities hold (for details, see [5]):
(1) CF ⊂ aV = aVλ ⊂ MAT = rC = pV;
(2) MAT ⊆ VEC ⊂ CS;
(3) MAT ⊆ MATλ = rCλ = VECλ = pVλ ⊂ RE.

Multisets
A multiset over an alphabet Σ is a mapping μ : Σ → N. The set Σ is called the basic set of a multiset ν and the
elements of Σ is called the basic elements of a multiset μ . A multiset μ over an alphabet Σ = {a1 , a2 , . . . an } can be
denoted by
μ = (μ (a1 )a1 , μ (a2 )a2 , . . . , μ (an )an )
where μ (ai ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is the multiplicity of ai , or as a vector

μ = (μ (a1 ), μ (a2 ), . . . , μ (an )),
or as the set in which each basic element a ∈ Σ occurs μ (a) times

μ = {a1 , . . . , a1 , a2 , . . . , a2 , . . . , an , . . . , an }.
     
  
μ (a1 )

μ (a2 )

μ (an )

The empty multiset is denoted by ε , that is ε (a) = 0 for all a ∈ Σ. The set of all multisets over Σ is denoted by Σ⊕ .
Since Σ is ﬁnite, Σ⊕ = N|Σ| . The power (or cardinality) of a multiset μ = (μ (a1 ), μ (a2 ), . . . , μ (an )) denoted by |μ |, is
∑ni=1 μi . A multiset μ is a set if and only if μ (a) ≤ 1 for all a ∈ Σ. For two multisets μ and ν over the same alphabet
Σ, we deﬁne
•
•

the inclusion μ

ν by

the sum μ ⊕ ν by

μ

ν if and only if μ (a) ≤ ν (a) for all a ∈ Σ;
(μ ⊕ ν )(a) = μ (a) + ν (a) for each a ∈ Σ,

◦ ki=1 μi , i.e.,
and we denote the sum of multisets μ1 , μ2 , . . . , μk by ∑
k

 μ i = μ1 ⊕ μ2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ μk ;
∑

i=1

•

the difference μ  ν by

(μ  ν )(a) = max{0, μ (a) − ν (a)} for each a ∈ Σ.
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Petri Nets
A Petri net (PN) is a construct N = (P, T, F, φ ) where P and T are disjoint ﬁnite sets of places and transitions,
respectively, F ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P) is the set of directed arcs, φ : F → N is a weight function.
A Petri net can be represented by a bipartite directed graph with the node set P ∪ T where places are drawn as circles,
transitions as boxes and arcs as arrows. The arrow representing an arc (x, y) ∈ F is labeled with φ (x, y); if φ (x, y) = 1,
then the label is omitted.
An ordinary net (ON) is a Petri net N = (P, T, F, φ ) where φ (x, y) = 1 for all (x, y) ∈ F. We omit φ from the deﬁnition
of an ordinary net, i.e., N = (P, T, F).
A mapping μ : P → N0 is called a marking. For each place p ∈ P, μ (p) gives the number of tokens in p. Graphically,
tokens are drawn as small solid dots inside circles. • x = {y | (y, x) ∈ F} and x• = {y | (x, y) ∈ F} are called pre- and
post-sets of x ∈ P ∪ T , respectively. For t ∈ T (p ∈ P), the elements of •t (• p) are called input places (transitions) and
the elements of t • (p• ) are called output places (transitions) of t (p).
A transition t ∈ T is enabled by marking μ if and only if μ (p) ≥ φ (p,t) for all p ∈ •t. In this case t can
occur (ﬁre). Its occurrence transforms the marking μ into the marking μ  deﬁned for each place p ∈ P by μ  (p) =
t
μ (p) − φ (p,t) + φ (t, p). We write μ →
− μ  to indicate that the ﬁring of t in μ leads to μ  . A marking μ is called
terminal if in which no transition is enabled. A ﬁnite sequence t1t2 · · ·tk , ti ∈ T, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, is called an occurrence
sequence enabled at a marking μ and ﬁnished at a marking μk if there are markings μ1 , μ2 , . . . , μk−1 such that
t

t

tk−1

t t ···t

t

ν

12 k
k
1
2
μ−
→
μ1 −
→
. . . −−→ μk−1 −
→
μk . In short this sequence can be written as μ −−
−−→ μk or μ −
→ μk where ν = t1t2 · · ·tk .
For each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, marking μi is called reachable from marking μ . R(N, μ ) denotes the set of all reachable markings
from a marking μ .
A marked Petri net is a system N = (P, T, F, φ , ι ) where (P, T, F, φ ) is a Petri net, ι is the initial marking.
A Petri net with ﬁnal markings is a construct N = (P, T, F, φ , ι , M) where (P, T, F, φ , ι ) is a marked Petri net and
M ⊆ R(N, ι ) is set of markings which are called ﬁnal markings. An occurrence sequence ν of transitions is called
successful for M if it is enabled at the initial marking ι and ﬁnished at a ﬁnal marking τ of M. If M is understood from
the context, we say that ν is a successful occurrence sequence.
A Petri net N is said to be k-bounded if the number of tokens in each place does not exceed a ﬁnite number k for
any marking reachable from the initial marking ι , i.e., μ (p) ≤ k for all p ∈ P and for all μ ∈ R(N, ι ). A Petri net N is
said to be bounded if it is k-bounded for some k ≥ 1.
A Petri net with place capacity is a system N = (P, T, F, φ , ι , κ ) where (P, T, F, φ , ι ) is a marked Petri net and
κ : P → N0 is a function assigning to each place a number of maximal admissible tokens. A marking μ of the net N is
valid if μ (p) ≤ κ (p), for each place p ∈ P. A transition t ∈ T is enabled by a marking μ if additionally the successor
marking is valid.

PETRI NET CONTROLLED GRAMMARS
Petri nets, which are graphical and mathematical modeling tools applicable to many concurrent, asynchronous,
distributed, parallel, nondeterministic and stochastic systems, have widely been used in the study of formal languages.
One of the fundamental approaches in this area is to consider Petri nets as language generators. If the transitions
in a Petri net are labeled with a set of (not necessary distinct) symbols, a sequence of transition ﬁring generates a
string of symbols. The set of strings generated by all possible ﬁring sequences deﬁnes a language called a Petri net
language, which can be used to model the ﬂow of information and control of actions in a system. With different kinds
of labeling functions and different kinds of ﬁnal marking sets, various classes of Petri net languages were introduced
and investigated by Hack [28] and Peterson [32]. The relationship between Petri net languages and formal languages
were thoroughly investigated by Peterson in [29]. It was shown that all regular languages are Petri net languages and
the family of Petri net languages are strictly included in the family of context-sensitive languages but some Petri net
languages are not context-free and some context-free languages are not Petri net languages. It was also shown that the
complement of a free Petri net language is context-free [33].
Another approach to the investigation of formal languages was considered by Crespi-Reghizzi and Mandrioli [34].
They noticed the similarity between the ﬁring of a transition and application of a production rule in a derivation
in which places are nonterminals and tokens are separate instances of the nonterminals. The major difference of
this approach is the lack of ordering information in the Petri net contained in the sentential form of the derivation.
To accommodate it, they deﬁned the commutative grammars, which are isomorphic to Petri nets. In addition, they
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considered the relationship of Petri nets to matrix, scattered-context, nonterminal-bounded, derivation-bounded, equalmatrix and Szilard languages in [35].
This idea was used in the following works. By extending the type of Petri nets introduced in [34] with the places
for the terminal symbols and arcs for the control of nonterminal occurrences in sentential forms, Marek and Češka
showed that for every random-context grammar, an isomorphic Petri net can be constructed, where each derivation
of the grammar is simulated by some occurrence sequence of transitions of the Petri net, and vice versa. In [36] the
relationship between vector grammars and Petri nets was investigated, partially, hybrid Petri nets were introduced and
the equality of the family of hybrid Petri net languages and the family of vector languages was shown. By reduction
to Petri net reachability problems, Hauschildt and Jantzen [37] could solve a number of open problems in regulated
rewriting systems, speciﬁcally, every matrix language without appearance checking over one letter alphabet is regular
and the ﬁniteness problem for the families of matrix and random context languages is decidable; In several papers
[38, 39, 40, 41], Petri nets are used as minimization techniques for context-free (graph) grammars. For instance, in
[38] and [39], algorithms to eliminate erasing and unit (chain) rules, algorithms to remove useless rules using the Petri
net concept are introduced.
Since a context-free grammar and its derivation process can also be described by a Petri net, where places correspond
to nonterminals, transitions are the counterpart of the production rules, and the tokens reﬂect the occurrences of
symbols in the sentential form, and there is a one-to-one correspondence between the application of rules and the
ﬁring transitions, it is a very natural and very easy idea to control the derivations in a context-free grammar by adding
some features to the associated Petri net. Now we show a Petri net associated with a context-free grammar (i.e., a
context-free Petri net), construct Petri net control mechanisms from cf Petri nets by adding new places, and deﬁne the
corresponding grammars, called k-Petri net controlled grammars.
The construction of the following type of Petri nets is based on the idea of using similarity between the ﬁring of
a transition and the application of a production rule in a derivation in which places are nonterminals and tokens are
separate occurrences of nonterminals.
Deﬁnition 1. A context-free Petri net (in short, a cf Petri net) w.r.t. a context-free grammar G = (V, Σ, S, R) is a septuple
N = (P, T, F, φ , β , γ , ι ) where
•
•
•
•
•

(P, T, F, φ ) is a Petri net;
labeling functions β : P → V and γ : T → R are bijections;
there is an arc from place p to transition t if and only if γ (t) = A → α and β (p) = A. The weight of the arc (p,t)
is 1;
there is an arc from transition t to place p if and only if γ (t) = A → α and β (p) = x where |α |x > 0. The weight
of the arc (t, p) is |α |x ;
the initial marking ι is deﬁned by ι (β −1 (S)) = 1 and ι (p) = 0 for all p ∈ P − {β −1 (S)}.

Example 1. Let G1 be a context-free grammar with the rules:
r0 : S → AB, r1 : A → aAb, r2 : A → ab, r3 : B → cB, r4 : B → c
(the other components of the grammar can be seen from these rules). Figure 1 illustrates a cf Petri net N1 with respect
to the grammar G1 . Obviously, L(G1 ) = {an bn cm | n, m ≥ 1}.
The following proposition shows the similarity between terminal derivations in a context-free grammar and successful occurrences of transitions in the corresponding cf Petri net.
Proposition 3. Let N = (P, T, F, φ , ι , β , γ ) be the cf Petri net with respect to a context-free grammar G = (V, Σ, S, R).
r r2 ···rn
t t ···tn
Then S =1==
=⇒ w, w ∈ Σ∗ is a derivation in G iff t1t2 · · ·tn , ι −1−2−−→ μn , is an occurrence sequence of transitions in N
such that γ (t1t2 · · ·tn ) = r1 r2 · · · rn and μn (p) = 0 for all p ∈ P.
Now we deﬁne a k-Petri net, i.e., a cf Petri net with additional k places and additional arcs from/to these places
to/from transitions of the net, the pre-sets and post-sets of the additional places are disjoint.
Deﬁnition 2. Let G = (V, Σ, S, R) be a context-free grammar with its corresponding cf Petri net N = (P, T, F, φ , β , γ , ι ).
Let k be a positive integer and let Q = {q1 , q2 , . . . , qk } be a set of new places called counters. A k-Petri net is a construct
Nk = (P ∪ Q, T, F ∪ E, ϕ , ζ , γ , μ0 , τ ) where
•

E = {(t, qi ) | t ∈ T1i , 1 ≤ i ≤ k} ∪ {(qi ,t) | t ∈ T2i , 1 ≤ i ≤ k} such that T1i ⊂ T and T2i ⊂ T , 1 ≤ i ≤ k where
Tli ∩ Tl j = 0/ for 1 ≤ l ≤ 2, T1i ∩ T2j = 0/ for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k and T1i = 0/ if and only if T2i = 0/ for any 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
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•
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•

A cf Petri net N1

the weight function ϕ (x, y) is deﬁned by ϕ (x, y) = φ (x, y) if (x, y) ∈ F and ϕ (x, y) = 1 if (x, y) ∈ E,
the labeling function ζ : P ∪ Q → V ∪ {λ } is deﬁned by ζ (p) = β (p) if p ∈ P and ζ (p) = λ if p ∈ Q,
the initial marking μ0 is deﬁned by μ0 (β −1 (S)) = 1 and μ0 (p) = 0 for all p ∈ P ∪ Q − {β −1 (S)},
τ is the ﬁnal marking where τ (p) = 0 for all p ∈ P ∪ Q.

Deﬁnition 3. A k-PN controlled grammar is a quintuple G = (V, Σ, S, R, Nk ) where V, Σ, S, R are deﬁned as for a
context-free grammar and Nk is a k-PN with respect to the context-free grammar (V, Σ, S, R).
Deﬁnition 4. The language generated by a k-Petri net controlled grammar G consists of all strings w ∈ Σ∗ such that
there is a derivation
r r2 ···rn
S =1==
=⇒ w where t1t2 · · ·tn = γ −1 (r1 r2 · · · rn ) ∈ T ∗
is an occurrence sequence of the transitions of Nk enabled at the initial marking ι and ﬁnished at the ﬁnal marking τ .
The family of languages generated by k-PN controlled grammars (with erasing rules) is denoted by PNk (PNλk ),
k ≥ 1.
Example 2. Let G2 be a 2-PN controlled grammar with the production rules:
r0 : S → A1 B1 A2 B2 ,
r3 : B1 → c1 B1 ,
r6 : A2 → a2 b2 ,

r1 : A1 → a1 A1 b1 ,
r4 : B1 → c1 ,
r7 : B2 → c2 B2 ,

r2 : A1 → a1 b1 ,
r5 : A2 → a2 A2 b2 ,
r 8 : B2 → c 2

and the corresponding 2-Petri net N2 is given in Figure 2. Then it is easy to see that G2 generates the language
m m
L(G2 ) = {an1 bn1 cn1 am
2 b2 c2 | n, m ≥ 1}.

Theorem 4. The language
k+1

L = ∏ ani i bni i cni i
i=1

where k ≥ 1 and ni ≥ 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ k + 1, cannot be generated by a k-PN controlled grammar.
The following theorem presents the relations of languages generated by k-Petri net controlled grammars to contextfree, (positive) additive valence and vector languages.
Theorem 5.

[λ ]

[λ ]

[λ ]

CF ⊂ PN1 ⊆ pV[λ ] , aV[λ ] ⊂ PN2 and PNn ⊆ VEC[λ ] , n ≥ 1.
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Figure 2.



A 2-Petri net N2

The next theorem shows that the language families generated by k-Petri net controlled grammars form inﬁnite
hierarchy with respect to the numbers of additional places.
[λ ]

[λ ]

Theorem 6. For k ≥ 1, PNk ⊂ PNk+1 .
The closure properties of the language families generated by k-PN controlled grammars are given in the following
theorem.
Theorem 7. The family of languages PNk , k ≥ 1, is closed under union, substitution, mirror image, intersection with
regular languages and it is not closed under concatenation.
Also we consider a generalization of regularly controlled grammars: instead of a ﬁnite automaton we associate a
Petri net with a context-free grammar and require that the sequence of applied rules corresponds to an occurrence
sequence of the Petri net, i.e., to sequences of transitions which can be ﬁred in succession. However, one has to
decide what type of correspondence is used and what concept is taken as an equivalent of acceptance. Since the sets of
occurrence sequences form the language of a Petri net, we choose the correspondence and the equivalent for acceptance
according to the variations which are used in the theory of Petri net languages.
Therefore as correspondence we choose a bijection (between transitions and rules) or a coding (any transition is
mapped to a rule) or a weak coding (any transition is mapped to a rule or the empty word) which agree with the
classical three variants of Petri net languages (see e.g. [28, 42, 43]).
Is is considered two types of acceptance from the theory of Petri net languages: only those occurrence sequences
belonging to the languages which transform the initial marking into a marking from a given ﬁnite set of markings or
all occurrence sequences are taken (independent of the obtained marking). If we use only the occurrence sequence
leading to a marking in a given ﬁnite set of markings we say that the Petri net controlled grammar is of t-type; if
we consider all occurrence sequences, then the grammar is of r-type. We add a further type which can be considered
as a complement of the t-type. Obviously, if we choose a ﬁnite set M of markings and require that the marking
obtained after the application of the occurrence sequence is smaller than at least one marking of M (the order is
componentwise), then we can choose another ﬁnite set M  of markings and require that the obtained marking belongs
to M  . The complementary approach requires that the obtained marking is larger than at least one marking of the given
set M. The corresponding class of Petri net controlled grammars is called of g-type. Therefore, there are nine classes
of Petri net controlled grammars since three different types of correspondence and three types of the set of admitted
occurrence sequences.
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Here is the concept of control by an arbitrary Petri net.
Deﬁnition 5. An arbitrary Petri net controlled grammar is a tuple G = (V, Σ, S, R, N, γ , M) where V, Σ, S, R are deﬁned
as for a context-free grammar and N = (P, T, F, ϕ , ι ) is a (marked) Petri net, γ : T → R ∪ {λ } is a transition labeling
function and M is a set of ﬁnal markings.
Deﬁnition 6. The language generated by a Petri net controlled grammar G, denoted by L(G), consists of all strings
r r2 ···rk
w ∈ Σ∗ such that there is a derivation S =1==
=⇒ w ∈ Σ∗ and an occurrence sequence ν = t1t2 · · ·ts which is successful
for M such that r1 r2 · · · rk = γ (t1t2 · · ·ts ).
Example 3. Let G3 = ({S, A, B,C}, {a, b, c}, S, R, Na , γ , M) be a Petri net controlled grammar where R consists of
S → ABC,
A → aA,
A → a,

B → bB,
B → b,

C → cC,
C→c

and N3 is illustrated in Figure 3. If M is the set of all reachable markings, then G3 generates the language
L(G3 ) = {an bm ck | n ≥ m ≥ k ≥ 1}.
If M = {μ } with μ (p) = 0 for all p ∈ P, then it generates the language
L(G3 ) = {an bn cn | n ≥ 1}.

•

→ 

→

→

 → 

 → 
Figure 3.

→

 → 

A labeled Petri net N3

Different labeling strategies and different deﬁnitions of the set of ﬁnal markings result in various types of Petri net
controlled grammars. Let us consider the following types of Petri net controlled grammars.
Deﬁnition 7. A Petri net controlled grammar G = (V, Σ, S, R, N, γ , M) is called free (abbreviated by f ) if a different
label is associated to each transition, and no transition is labeled with the empty string; λ -free (abbreviated by −λ )
if no transition is labeled with the empty string; extended (abbreviated by λ ) if no restriction is posed on the labeling
function γ .
Deﬁnition 8. A Petri net controlled grammar G = (V, Σ, S, R, N, γ , M) is called r-type if M is the set of all reachable
markings from the initial marking ι , i.e., M = R(N, ι ); t-type if M ⊆ R(N, ι ) is a ﬁnite set; g-type if for a given ﬁnite
set M0 ⊆ R(N, ι ), M is the set of all markings such that for every marking μ ∈ M there is a marking μ  ∈ M0 such that
μ ≥ μ .
We use the notation (x, y)-PN controlled grammar where x ∈ { f , −λ , λ } shows the type of a labeling function and
y ∈ {r,t, g} shows the type of a set of ﬁnal markings. We denote by PN(x, y) and PNλ (x, y) the families of languages
generated by (x, y)-PN controlled grammars without and with erasing rules, respectively, where x ∈ { f , −λ , λ } and
y ∈ {r,t, g}.
The following theorem shows that the labeling strategy does not effect on the generative capacity of arbitrary Petri
net controlled grammars.
Theorem 8. For y ∈ {r,t, g},

PN[λ ] ( f , y) = PN[λ ] (−λ , y) = PN[λ ] (λ , y).
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Not surprisingly, arbitrary Petri net controlled grammars generate matrix languages. Moreover, in [44] it was proven
that the erasing rules in arbitrary Petri net controlled grammars can be eliminated without effecting on the generative
power of the grammars. If we take into consideration this result, we obtain the following inclusions and equalities:
Theorem 9. For x ∈ { f , −λ , λ } and y ∈ {r,t, g},
MAT ⊆ PN(x, r) = PN(x, g) ⊆ PN(x,t) = PNλ (x, y) = MATλ .

PARALLEL FIRING STRATEGY IN CONTEXT- FREE PETRI NETS
The concept of maximal parallelity in Petri nets was studied by Burkhard in [45]. Another different viewpoint on the
parallel ﬁring of transitions in Petri nets was taken by Farwer, Kudlek and Rolke in [46, 47], where were introduced
Turing Machines (called Concurrent Turing Machines) with Petri nets as a ﬁnite control. The variant of the Concurrent
Finite Automation (CFA) has been deﬁned and studied in [47]. In [48]were compared some modes of ﬁring transitions
in Petri nets and investigated classes of languages speciﬁed by them. In this paper we summarize results in [49], where
introduced a new variant of theoretical models for parallel computation using Petri nets under parallel ﬁring strategies,
called grammars controlled by Petri nets under parallel ﬁring strategies (concurrent grammars), i.e. the transitions
of a Petri net ﬁre simultaneously in different modes. We investigate some properties of the concurrent context-free
languages and compare with other known grammars.

Multisteps
Deﬁnition 9. Let G = (V, Σ, S, R) be context-free grammar. K = (Δ, N, γ , F), N = (P, T, δ , ι ), be a labeled Petri net
such that Δ = R. Let A = {t1 ,t2 , . . . ,tk } ⊆ T with δ (ti ) = (αi , βi ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. The transitions of a multiset ν ∈ A⊕ are
simultaneously/parallelly enabled/ﬁrable at a marking μ ∈ R(N, ι ) if and only if
k

∑ ν (ti )αi

μ.

i=1

Then the transitions of ν parallelly ﬁre resulting in the new marking μ  deﬁned by
k

k

i=1

i=1

μ  = μ  ∑ ν (ti )αi ⊕ ∑ ν (ti )βi .
ν

A multiset ν whose transitions ﬁre parallelly is called a multistep. We write μ −→ μ  to denote that the a multistep
m

ν at μ leads to μ  . Let X = {t1 ,t2 , . . . ,tk } ⊆ T with ti = (αi , βi ), 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and let a multistep ν ∈ X ⊕ be enabled at a
marking μ ∈ P⊕ . We will deﬁne some special types(modes) of multisteps with respect to the basic sets and multisets.
1. The multistep ν is called in k mode if |ν | = k. Similarly, ν is called in ≤ k mode (≥ k mode) if |ν | ≤ k(|ν | ≥ k).
2. Let A ∈ V .The multistep ν is called in A-nonterminal labeled mode if TA = {t ∈ T : γ (t) = A → α for some
A → α ∈R}.
3. Let r ∈ R.The multistep ν is called in r-rule labeled mode if Tr = {t ∈ T : γ (t) = r}
4. The multistep ν is called in wide mode if ν (t) > 0 for all t ∈ X and
• X = T or

• for all ν ∈ Y ⊕ , where X ⊂ Y ⊆ T ,

 ν (t)α  μ .,
∑
t∈Y

5. The multistep ν is called in global mode if and only if for all η ∈ X ⊕ ,
k

 η (ti )αi
∑

μ imply η = ν .

i=1

6. The multistep ν is called a in step mode if ν is a set, i.e., ν ⊆ X.
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Concurrent grammars
Deﬁnition 10. Let R = {r1 , r2 , · · · rn } ⊆ R, where ri = Ai → αi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) are applicable rules in the sentential form x.

Multiset ℜapp(x) ⊆ R ⊕ = {ρ (r1 )r1 , ρ (r2 )r2 · · · ρ (rt )rt }(t ≤ n) is called parallelly applicable in the sentential form x
if x can be represented as x = x1 Ai1 x2 Ai2 · · · xk Aik xk+1 where {Ai j , 1 ≤ j ≤ k} = {ρ (r1 )A1 , ρ (r2 )A2 , · · · ρ (rt )At ,t ≤ k}.

A set of all multisets of parallelly applicable rules in the sentential form x is denoted by ℜapp(x)
Deﬁnition 11. Let x = x1 A1 x2 A2 · · · xm Am xm+1 and y = x1 u1 x2 u2 · · · xm um xm+1 , where xi ∈ (V ∪Σ)∗ (1 ≤ i ≤ m+1), A j ∈
V ∗ , u j ∈ (V ∪ Σ)∗ (1 ≤ j ≤ m), and {ri : ri = Ai → ui , 1 ≤ i ≤ m} ⊆ R . We say that x directly derives y.


(i) in a multistep mode,denoted by m, if a multiset m ∈ ℜapp(x)


(ii) in a step mode,denoted by s, if s ∈ ℜapp(x) and s ⊆ R .


(iii) in k mode,denoted by mode k, if k ∈ ℜapp(x) and |k| ≤ k.


(iv) in a nonterminal labeled mode,denoted by n, if n ∈ ℜapp(x) and n = {r : r = Ai → ui }, where A j = Ai for any
1 ≤ j ≤ m;

(v) in a rule labeled mode,denoted by r, if r ∈ ℜapp(x) and r = {r : r = Ai → ui }, where A j = Ai and u j = ui for any
1≤ j≤m



(vi) in a global mode,denoted by g, if g ∈ ℜapp(x) and g ∪ r ∈ ℜapp(x) for any r ∈ R


(vii) in a wide mode, denoted by w, if w ∈ ℜapp(x) and


• the multiset w consists all rules ri ∈ R
or


• the multiset (ρ ∪ ri ) ∈ ℜapp(x) for any ri ∈ R (∈ w) and
ρ = {ρ1 (r1 ), ρ2 (r2 ), · · · ρt (rt )} w, where ρi (ri ) ≥ 1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ t
It is also of interest to consider some combined cases of these modes. We denote by ws, wg, wk, wn, ng, nk, rg, rk, kg,
respectively wide step, wide global, wide k, wide nonternimal labeled,nonterminal labeled global, nonternimal labeled
k, rule labeled global, rule labeled k and k global modes."
Let F = {m, s, k, n, r, g, w, ws, wg, wk, wn, ng, nk, rg, rk, kg}. We use a general notion x =⇒ y if x directly derives y in f
∗

f

mode, where f ∈ F. And the reﬂexive and transitive closure of =⇒ is denoted by =⇒.
f

f

Deﬁnition 12. A concurrent context-free grammar in f mode is a tuple G = (V, Σ, S, R, f ) where G = (V, Σ, S, R) is a
context-free grammar and f ∈ F.
Deﬁnition 13. The language L(G ) generated by concurrent context-free grammar in f mode is deﬁnitioned by
∗
L(G ) = {w ∈ Σ∗ | S =⇒ w}.
f

The family of languages generated by concurrent context-free grammars in f mode is denoted by f C F , where
f ∈ F.
Example 4. Let G1 = (V, Σ, S, R, rg) is concurrent context-free grammar , where R = {S → AA, A → aA, A → a},for all
a ∈ Σ.
Obviously, this grammar generate the language L(G1 ) = {ww : w ∈ Σ∗ } which is not context-free language.
Example 5. Let G2 = (V, Σ, S, R, rg) is concurrent context-free grammar , where R={r1 : S → SS , r2 : S → a} and
Σ = {a}.
We get doubled number of S s in each derivation step by using rule r1 .
r1 2 r1 4 r1 8
r1 2k
S=
⇒
S =
⇒S =
⇒ S .... =
⇒
S .
rg

rg

rg

rg

∗

k

n

Application of the rule r2 in any step replaces all Ss with a s, consequently S =
⇒ a2 . Therefore L(G2 ) = {a2 : n ≥ 0}
rg

which is not context-free.
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Here we give some properties of the concurrent context-free grammars. Based on the pervious deﬁnitions and
examples, the instance results are as follow.
Let F = {m, s, k, n, r, g, w, ws, wg, wk, wn, ng, nk, rg, rk, kg} is set of modes.
Theorem 10. L I N = f L I N , where f ∈ F.
Theorem 11. C F = xC F , where x ∈ {s, m, k, n, r}.
Theorem 12. rgC F − C F = 0.
/
Theorem 13. wC F ∈ E0L.

CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH
The paper summarizes the resent results on Petri net controlled grammars presented in [15, 13, 14, 17, 19, 18, 20,
16, 21, 22, 23, 49] and the close related topic:. Though the theme of regulated grammars is one of the classic topics
in formal language theory, a Petri net controlled grammar is still interesting subject for the investigation for many
reasons. On the one hand, this type of grammars can successfully be used in modeling new problems emerging in
manufacturing systems, systems biology and other areas. On the other hand, the graphically illustrability, the ability
to represent both a grammar and its control in one structure, and the possibility to unify different regulated rewritings
make this formalization attractive for the study. Moreover, control by Petri nets introduces the concept of concurrency
in regulated rewriting systems.
We should mention that there are some open problems, the study of which is of interest: one of them concerns to the
classic open problem of the theory of regulated rewriting systems – the strictness of the inclusion MAT ⊆ MATλ . We
showed that language families generated by (arbitrary) Petri net controlled grammars are between the families MAT
and MATλ . Moreover, the work [44] of G. Zetzsche shows that the erasing rules in Petri net controlled grammars with
ﬁnite set of ﬁnal markings can be eliminated without effecting on the generative power, which gives hope that one can
solve this problem.
There is also another very interesting topic in this direction for the future study. If we notice the deﬁnitions of
derivation-bounded [50] or nonterminal-bounded grammars [51, 52, 53] only nonterminal strings are allowed as lefthand sides of production rules. Here, an interesting question is emerged, what kind of languages can be generated if
we derestrict this condition, i.e., allow any string in the left-hand side of the rules?
Grammar systems can be considered as a formal model for a phenomenon of solving a given problem by dividing it
into subproblems (grammars) to be solved by several parts in turn (CD grammar systems) or in parallel (PC grammar
systems). The control of derivations in grammar systems also allows increasing computational power grammar
systems. We can extend the regulation of a rule by a transition to the regulation a set of rules by a transition, which
deﬁnes a new type of grammar systems: the ﬁring of a transition allows applying several (assigned) rules in a derivation
step parallelly.
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Abstract. The unsteady laminar three-dimensional boundary layer viscous flow and heat transfer over a permeable
stretching/shrinking surface (sheet) is studied numerically. The system of nonlinear partial differential equations is
transformed into ordinary differential equations via the similarity transformation. The resulting governing equations are
then solved numerically by using the shooting method. Effects of the unsteadiness parameter, the stretching/shrinking
parameter, the mass suction parameter and the Prandtl number on the skin friction coefficients, the local Nusselt number
as well as the velocity and temperature profiles are presented and discussed in detail. The results also show that dual
solutions exist for both cases of the stretching and shrinking surfaces.
Keywords: Boundary layer; heat transfer; stretching/shrinking surface; unsteady three-dimensional flow.
PACS: 02.60.Lj, 44.20.+b, 47.15.Cb.

INTRODUCTION
Due to its variety of applications in manufacturing and technological processes, the study of flow, heat and mass
transfer due to stretching/shrinking surface has received considerable attention from many researchers for the past
several decades. Some of the application areas are particularly in polymer systems involving drawing fibers and
films of thin sheets, production of glass fiber, roofing shingles, hot rolling and others. Sakiadis [1,2] reported the
flow field analysis of boundary layer flows where the stretched surface was assumed to move with uniform velocity,
and his work was then verified experimentally by Tsou et al. [3]. Further, Crane [4] produced a closed form solution
for steady two-dimensional flow of an incompressible viscous fluid caused by the stretching of an elastic sheet,
where the velocity is proportional to the distance from the plate. Wang [5] extended [2] to a three-dimensional flow
due to a stretching flat plate. Later, Surma Devi et al. [6] investigated the unsteady three-dimensional flow due to a
stretching surface. Abbas et al. [7] investigated the unsteady magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) flow and heat transfer
on a stretching sheet in a rotating fluid and obtained the numerical solution with the Keller-box method.
All the above mentioned investigations are the stretching flow problems, while there are fewer studies on the
shrinking surface, where the velocity on the boundary is moving towards a fixed point. Wang [8] was the first to
discuss a very specific unsteady shrinking film solution, while Miklavcic and Wang [9] proved the existence and
non-uniqueness of the steady viscous hydrodynamic flow due to a shrinking sheet for a specific value of the suction
parameter. They managed to show that wall mass suction is required to maintain the flow over a shrinking sheet.
Fang and Zhang [10] solved the full Navier-Stokes equation analytically for two dimensional MHD viscous flow
due to a shrinking sheet. Fang et al. [11] considered the viscous flow over an unsteady shrinking sheet with mass
transfer and later this problem is extended to other types of fluids as done by Sajid et al. [12] and Hayat et al. [13].
Fang and Zhang [14] investigated the heat transfer characteristics of the shrinking sheet problem with a linear
shrinking velocity, while Bachok et al. [15] studied the unsteady three-dimensional boundary layer flow due to a
permeable shrinking sheet. Fan et al. [16] and Mahapatra and Nandy [17] considered the unsteady stagnation-point
flow and heat transfer over a shrinking sheet, while Suali et al. [18] studied the unsteady stagnation-point flow and
heat transfer over a stretching/shrinking sheet with prescribed surface heat flux.
Recently, Rohni et al. [19] investigated the unsteady flow over a continuously shrinking surface with wall mass
suction in a water based nanofluid containing different type of nanoparticles using a shooting method, while Bachok
et al. [20] studied the unsteady boundary layer flow of a nanofluid over a permeable stretching/shrinking sheet, and
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they found that both unsteadiness and mass suction widen the range of the stretching/shrinking parameter. The
unsteady viscous flow over a shrinking cylinder has been studied by Wan Zaimi et al. [21], while Rohni et al. [22]
considered the unsteady flow over a continuously shrinking surface with wall mass suction in a nanofluid using the
model proposed by Buongiorno [23], and they found that dual solutions exist for a certain range of wall mass
suction and unsteadiness parameters.
The aim of this paper is to study the flow and heat transfer problem due to the unsteady, three-dimensional
laminar flow of a viscous fluid and heat transfer caused by a permeable stretching/shrinking surface (sheet). The
governing partial differential equations are first transformed into a system of ordinary differential equations, before
being solved numerically with shooting method. Representative results for the skin friction coefficients and heat
transfer from the surface of the sheet are presented. To the best of our knowledge, the present problem has not been
considered before and thus, the reported results are original and new.

PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider the unsteady three-dimensional boundary layer viscous flow and heat transfer over a permeable
stretching/shrinking flat surface. A locally orthogonal set of coordinates ( x, y, z ) is chosen with the origin O in the
plane of the shrinking sheet. The x- and y-coordinates are in the plane of the stretching/shrinking sheet, while the zcoordinate is measured in the perpendicular direction to the stretching/shrinking surface as shown in Fig. 1. It is
assumed that the flat surface is stretching/shrinking continuously in both x  and y  directions with the velocities

u( x, t ) uw ( x, t ) and v( y, t ) vw ( y, t ), respectively. It is also assumed that the mass flux velocity is w w0 (t ),
where w0 (t )  0 is for suction and w0 (t ) ! 0 is for injection or withdrawal of the fluid, and the constant surface
temperature is Tw , while the constant temperature of the ambient (inviscid) fluid is Tf . Under these assumptions,
the boundary layer equations are expressed as the following (see Surma Devi at al. [6])
z
x
y

FIGURE 1. Physical model and the coordinate system
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along with the initial and boundary conditions

t  0 : u ( x, y, z )
t t 0: u

uw ( x, t )

0, v( x, y, z)

O1ax 1  D t

0, w( x, y, z)
1

,v

0, T ( x, y, z) for any x, y, z

vw ( y, t )

O2 ay 1  D t

1

u ( x, y, z ) o 0, v( x, y, z ) o 0, T ( x, y, z) o Tf as z o f.
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, w(t )

w0 1  D t

1/ 2

,T

TW at z

0

(5)

Here, u, v and w are the velocity components along the x-, y- and z- directions, respectively, t is the time, a is a
positive constant, D is the parameter showing the unsteadiness of the problem, Q is the kinematic viscosity of the
fluid, while O1 and O2 are the stretching O1 , O2 ! 0 or shrinking O1 , O2  0 parameters. We now introduce the
following similarity variables:

u

ax(1  D t ) 1 f c(K ), v

w

(aQ )1/ 2 (1  D t ) 1/ 2 f (K )  g (K ) ,

K

(a / Q ) (1  D t )
1/ 2

1/ 2

ay (1  D t ) 1 g c(K ),

z, T (K )

(6)

T  Tf / Tw  Tf ,

where primes denote the differentiation with respect to K . Substituting the similarity variables (6) into Eqs. (1)-(4),
it is found that (1) is automatically satisfied, while Eqs. (2)-(4) are reduced to the following ordinary (similarity)
differential equations:
K ·
§
f ccc  f  g f cc  f c2  E ¨ f c  f cc ¸ 0,
(7)
2 ¹
©

K ·
§
g ccc  f  g g cc  g c2  E ¨ g c  g cc ¸
2 ¹
©
1
K
T cc  f  g T c  E T c 0,
Pr
2

0,

(8)
(9)

and (5) becomes

f (0) s, g (0) 0, f c(0) O1 , g c(0) O2 , T (0) 1,
f c(K ) o 0, g c(K ) o 0, T (K ) o 0 as K o f,

(10)

where s w0 (t )(1  D t ) / (aQ )1/ 2 is the surface mass transfer parameter with s  0 for injection and s ! 0 for
suction, while E D / a is the unsteadiness parameter. In this study, we will confine our attention here only to the
case for E  0 (decelerated flow). It is worth mentioning that when s 0 (impermeable plate), O1 1 and O2 0.5
(stretching sheet), Eqs. (7)-(9) are identical with the paper by Surma Devi et al. [6], and when O1 1 and O2 c,
Eqs. (7)-(9) are identical with the paper by Bachok et al. [15].
The physical quantities of interest in the present problem are the local skin friction coefficients C fx and C fy ,
and the local Nusselt number Nux , which are defined as

C fx

2

W wx
, C fx
U uw2

2

W wy
U vw2

, Nu x

xqw
,
k (Tw  Tf )

(11)

where W wx and W wy are the shear stresses in the x- and y-directions of the stretching/shrinking sheet, respectively,
while qw is the surface heat flux, which are given by

W wx

§ wu ·
¸
© wz ¹ z

P¨

, W wy
0

§ wv ·
¸
© wz ¹ z

P¨

0

, qw

§ wT ·
k ¨
¸
© wz ¹ z

,

(12)

0

with P and k being the dynamic viscosity and thermal conductivity, respectively. Using the similarity variables
from Eq. (6), we obtain

Re1/2
x C fx

2 f cc(0), Re1/2
y C fy

2 g cc(0), Nux Rex1/2
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T c(0),

(13)

where Re x

uw ( x, t ) x / Q f and Re y

vw ( y, t ) y / Q f are the local Reynolds numbers based on the velocities

uw ( x, t ) and vw ( y, t ), respectively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The nonlinear ordinary differential equations (Eqs. (7)-(9)) subject to the boundary conditions (10) are solved
numerically using the shooting method. This well-known technique is based on the Maple implementation, "shoot"
(Meade et al. [24]). In this method, the dual solutions are obtained by setting different initial guesses for the values
of f cc(0), g cc(0) and T c(0), where all profiles for both solutions satisfy the far field boundary conditions (10)
asymptotically but with different shapes. Since the physical domain in this problem is unbounded, whereas the
computational domain has to be finite, we apply the far field boundary conditions for the similarity variable K at a
finite value denoted here by Kf 8, which was sufficient to achieve the far field boundary conditions
asymptotically for all values of the parameters considered. For the validation of numerical results, the case for s 0
(no suction or injection), Pr 0.7 and f c(0) 1, g c(0) 0.5 (stretching case) are considered and compared with the
results obtained in Surma Devi et al. [6]. The comparisons, which are presented in Table 1, are found to be in
favorable agreement, and thus we are confident that the present method is accurate and the results are correct.
Variations of the local skin friction coefficients f cc(0), g cc(0) and the local Nusselt number T c(0) with O1 for
Pr 0.7 and different values of the surface mass transfer parameter s and the unsteadiness parameter E are
presented in Figs. 2-7. It can be seen from these figures that dual (upper and lower branch) solutions exist for each
value of O1 under the same values of the unsteadiness parameter E and surface mass transfer parameter s. The dual
solutions exist up to a certain value of O1 , say O1

Oc , where Oc ( 0) is the critical value of O1 . When O1

Oc ,

there is only one unique solution, and when O1  Oc ( 0), there is no solution, beyond which the boundary layer
separates from the surface and the solutions based upon the boundary layer approximations are not possible. The
critical values of Oc are presented in Table 2. We found that the values of Oc increase with the increase of E and

s. Hence, unsteadiness and mass suction parameters widen the range of O for which the solutions exist. The local
skin friction coefficients also change with the variations of E , s and O1 . According to the studies on stability
analysis done by Merkin [25], Weidman et al. [26] and Roşca and Pop [27], we expect that the first (upper branch)
solution is stable and is physically realizable while the second (lower branch) solution is not.
Velocity profiles f c(K ), g c(K ) and temperature profiles T (K ) are illustrated in Figs. 8-17. These profiles satisfy
the far field boundary conditions (10) asymptotically, which support the validity of the numerical results obtained
and the existence of the dual solutions shown in Figs 2-7. Figs. 8-10 show that the boundary layer thicknesses
decrease with the increase of s. This happened because suction s ! 0 reduces drag force in order to avoid
boundary layer separation. Figs. 11-17 show that the boundary layer thicknesses also decrease with the increase of
E , O2 and Pr. From Figs. 8-17, we can see that the boundary layer thicknesses are much larger for the second
(lower branch) solutions than for the first (upper branch) solutions. It is worth mentioning that the solutions only
exist for s t 2.44. When s 2.44, the solution domain shrinks to a point, and when s  2.44, the problem has no
solution.
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TABLE (1). Comparison of the values for  f cc(0) ,  g cc(0) and T c(0) with those of Surma Devi et al. [6],
by using the following parameters: s 0, Pr 0.7 and f c(0) 1, g c(0) 0.5 in boundary conditions (10)

E

 f cc(0)

-1.00
-0.75
-0.50
-0.25
0.00
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00

0.7912
0.8673
0.9430
1.0183
1.0931
1.1674
1.2407
1.3122
1.3814

Surma Devi et al. [6]
 gcc(0)

T c(0)

 f cc(0)

0.2956
0.3384
0.3809
0.4232
0.4652
0.5059
0.5480
0.5878
0.6261

0.8053
0.7585
0.7068
0.6477
0.5758
0.4713
0.3401
0.1849
0.0109

0.7912
0.8673
0.9430
1.0183
1.0931
1.1674
1.2407
1.3122
1.3814

Present results

TABLE (2). Values of Oc for several values of E and s when O2

E
-5
-3
-1

 gcc(0)

T c(0)

0.2956
0.3384
0.3809
0.4232
0.4652
0.5059
0.5480
0.5878
0.6261

0.8053
0.7585
0.7069
0.6482
0.5789
0.4922
0.3790
0.2406
0.1129

0.5, Pr 0.7

s
3
3
2.5
3
4

FIGURE 2. Variation of f cc(0) with O1 for various values of s
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Oc
-1.6904
-1.7463
-1.1554
-1.8434
-3.5880

FIGURE 3. Variation of gcc(0) with O1 for various values of s

FIGURE 4. Variation of T c(0) with O1 for various values of s
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FIGURE 5. Variation of f cc(0) with O1 for various values of E

FIGURE 6. Variation of g cc(0) with O1 for various values of E
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FIGURE 7. Variation of T c(0) with O1 for various values of E

FIGURE 8. Velocity profiles f c(K ) for several values of s when E
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3, O1

0.5, O2

1

FIGURE 9. Velocity profiles g c(K ) for several values of s when E

FIGURE 10. Temperature profiles T (K ) for several values of s when E
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3, O1

3, O1

0.5, O2

0.5, O2

1

1

FIGURE 11. Velocity profiles f c(K ) for several values of E when s

3, O1

0.5, O2

1

FIGURE 12. Velocity profiles g c(K ) for several values of E when s

3, O1

0.5, O2

1
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FIGURE 13. Temperature profiles T (K ) for several values of E when s

3, O1

FIGURE 14. Velocity profiles f c(K ) for several values of O2 when E

3, O1
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0.5, O2

1

0.5, s 3

FIGURE 15. Velocity profiles g c(K ) for several values of O2 when E

FIGURE 16. Temperature profiles T (K ) for several values of O2 when E
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3, O1

3, O1

0.5, s 3

0.5, s 3

FIGURE 17. Temperature profiles T (K ) for several values of Pr when E

3, O1

0.5, O2

1, s 3

CONCLUSIONS
The problem of unsteady three-dimensional boundary layer flow and heat transfer past a permeable
stretching/shrinking surface in a viscous fluid has been investigated. This problem was solved numerically by a
shooting method. The effects of the unsteadiness parameter E , the surface mass transfer parameter s, the
stretching/shrinking parameter O1 , O2 and Prandtl number Pr have been analyzed and presented graphically. The
following are some conclusions drawn from this study:
x Dual solutions exist for both cases of the stretching and shrinking surfaces.
x The unsteadiness parameter and the surface mass transfer parameter widen the range of O1 for which the
solution exists.
x The boundary layer thickness decreases with the increasing surface mass transfer parameter,
stretching/shrinking parameter and Prandtl number but increases with the increase of the unsteadiness
parameter.
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Unsteady Magnetohydrodynamics Mixed Convection Flow
in a Rotating Medium with Double Diffusion
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Abstract. Exact solutions of an unsteady Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) flow over an impulsively started vertical plate in a
rotating medium are presented. The effects of thermal radiative and thermal diffusion on the fluid flow are also considered.
The governing equations are modelled and solved for velocity, temperature and concentration using Laplace transforms
technique. Expressions of velocity, temperature and concentration profiles are obtained and their numerical results are
presented graphically. Skin friction, Sherwood number and Nusselt number are also computed and presented in tabular
forms. The determined solutions can generate a large class of solutions as special cases corresponding to different motions
with technical relevance. The results obtained herein may be used to verify the validation of obtained numerical solutions for
more complicated fluid flow problems.
Keywords: Unsteady MHD flow; double diffusion; mixed convection; rotating medium; Laplace transform.
PACS: 47.

INTRODUCTION
The study of viscous incompressible fluid in a rotating medium has drawn attention of many researchers
due to its wide range of applications in cosmological and geophysical fluid dynamics, astrophysics, meteorology,
petroleum, designing thermo syphon tubes, in cooling turbine blades and in hydrology to study the movement of
underground water. In the rotating medium, there exists an external force, named the Coriolis force, acts on the
fluid. The significant roles of the this force, were specified by Chandrasekhar [1] when solving the problems of
thermal instability and stability of viscous flow. Then, several others studies [2-11] revealed that the Coriolis
force was more significant compared to viscous and inertia occurring in the unsteady free convection flow past
an infinite vertical plate in a rotating fluid. Singh [2] analytically analyzed the hydromagnetic free convection
flow past an impulsively started vertical plate in a rotating fluid. Results were obtained by using Laplace
transform technique and acknowledge that the velocity was increased by reducing the rotation parameter. Later,
the unsteady MHD free convection flow near a moving infinite flat plate in a rotating medium in the presence of
radiation heat transfer was investigated by Bestman and Adjepong [3] using perturbation method. The research
on MHD free convection flow past an impulsively started vertical plate with the magnetic field fixed on the
plate has been done by Singh et al. [4]. Lahurikar [5] investigated the flow past an impulsively started vertical
isothermal plate in a rotating fluid. The exact solutions of the problem were obtained by using the Laplace
transform technique. Then, Vijayalakshmi [6] extended this work by taking into account the radiation effect.
Recently, Vijayalakshmi and Kamalan [7] deepen their work, by considering the constant accelerated plate
motion. Moreover, the investigation of unsteady flow of viscous fluid through a bounded porous plate in a
rotating system has been accomplished by Jana et al. [8]. Most recently, Farhad et al. [9] extended the work of
Jana et al. [8] to the electrically conducting viscous fluid with the consideration of Hall current and slip
condition at the boundary. The MHD viscous fluid flow in a rotating system also considered by Sahoo et al. [10]
and Seth et al. [11].
Generally, in many industrial problems forced convection is involved. Forced convection is the flow of heat
due to the reason of some external applied forces. The combination of the free convection and forced convection
is called as mixed convection. The phenomena of mixed convection can be found in glass fiber production,
metal extrusion, wire drawing and hot rolling. It is also noticed that, in many real world problems, the heat
transfer and the mass diffusion are always coupled. When the heat and mass diffusion occur simultaneously, it
generates a complex fluid motion named double diffusive convection. In a wide range of scientific fields the
double diffusive convection appears in the field of biology, oceanology, astrophysics, geology, chemical process
and crystal growth techniques. Extensive reviews on this subject have been reported by Viskan et al. [12]. In
1988, Tokis [13] evaluated the free convection and mass transfer effects on the MHD flows near a moving plate
in a rotating fluid. Later, the problem on MHD free convection and mass transfer flow past a moving infinite
vertical plate in a rotating fluid was practiced by Nanousis [14]. Laplace transform method has been used to
solve this problem. Then, Mbeledogu and Ogulu [15] investigated the similar problem but considering the flow
past a vertical porous flat plate in the presence of radiation heat transfer. The effects of Soret and radiation on
transient MHD free convection from an impulsively started infinite vertical plate has been studied by Ahmed
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[16]. Recently, Turkyilmazoglu and Pop [17] reproduced Ahmed’s [16] work by using a better approach in
formulation and a proper radiation term was used. Research on double diffusion convection also has been done
in different type of fluid, geometry and effects [18-24].
The aim of the present study is to investigate the unsteady double diffusive mixed convection MHD flow
past an impulsively started infinite vertical plate in a rotating fluid. To the best of authors’ knowledge, this
problem has not been considered in the literature which investigates the unsteady MHD flow in a rotating
medium. In this study, the governing equations of the problem are modelled and then the equations are
transformed into non-dimensional equations. Laplace transform technique is applied to determine the exact
solutions for velocity, temperature and concentration. Then, the skin friction, Nusselt number and Sherwood
number are calculated. Finally, the influence of the embedded parameters on the physical quantities and fluid
flow characteristic are analyzed based on the numerical results presented graphically and in tabular forms.

Mathematical Analysis
An unsteady double diffusion mixed convection MHD flow in a viscous incompressible fluid over an
impulsively started vertical plate in a rotating medium is studied. We assume that the fluid is electrically
conducted under the assumption of small magnetic Reynolds number and the plate is thermally conducted but
electrically insulated. Both the plate and the fluid are in a state of rigid body rotation with uniform angular
velocity Ω about z-axis. A uniform magnetic field of strength Bo is acting perpendicular to the flow i.e. along zaxis in outward direction. Initially (t =0), the plate and the fluid are at rest such that the free stream temperature
Tf and concentration Cf are the same everywhere. At time t ! 0 , the plate starts moving in its own plane with a
constant velocity U 0 along the x-axis. At the same time, the temperature of the plate and concentration are raised
or lowered to Tw and Cw respectively, which are hereafter maintained constant. Since the plate occupying the
plane z=0 is of infinite extent, all the physical quantities depend only on z and t. Moreover, the induced
magnetic field is assumed to be negligible and the plate is taken electrically non-conducting. The effects of
thermal radiation in the energy equation and thermal diffusion in the concentration equation are also taken into
consideration. Under the foregoing assumptions and Boussinesq approximation, the equations governing the
MHD mixed convection flow with combined heat and mass transfer are as follows:
wuc
w 2uc
V B2
 2:vc X 2  g E (T c  Tf )  g E (Cc  Cf )  0 uc
wtc
wzc
U

(1)

wvc
w 2vc V B 2
 2:uc X 2  0 vc
U
wtc
wzc

(2)

UC p
wCc
wt c

wT c
wt c
D

k

w 2T c wqr

wzc2
wzc

(3)

w 2Cc D KT w 2T c

wzc2
Tm wzc2

(4)

where X is the kinematic viscosity, t is the time, g is the acceleration due to gravity, β is the volumetric
coefficient of thermal expansion, β*is the volumetric coefficient of mass expansion, σ is the electrical
conductivity, B is the applied magnetic field, ρ is the fluid density, Cp is the specific heat of the fluid at
constant pressure, k is the thermal conductivity of the fluid and qr is the radiative flux in the z-direction, D is the
mass diffusivity, KT is the thermal-diffusion ratio and Tm is the mean fluid temperature. Moreover, the term
wqr
in equation (3) represents the change in the radioactive heat flux with distance normal to the plate
wz c

and DKT
Tm

w 2C c in
wzc2

equation (4) indicates the thermal diffusion or Soret effect. The initial and boundary conditions

corresponding to the problem are
tc d 0
tc ! 0

uc

0,

uc U 0 ,
®
¯uc 0,

T c Tf ,

Cc

Cf

for all zc

T c Tw ,
T c o Tf ,

Cc

Cw

at zc 0
as zc o f.

Cc o Cf

By Rosseland approximation, the radiative heat flux of an optically thin grey gas is expressed by
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(5)

wqr
wzc

4a V * (Tf4  T c4 )

(6)

Where a*is the absorption coefficient and ɐȗ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. It is assume that the temperature
4
differences within the flow are sufficiently small such that T c may be expressed as a linear function of the
4
temperature. This is accomplished by expanding T c in a Taylor series about Tf and neglecting higher order
terms we finally get
(7)
T c4 # 4Tf3T c  3Tf4 .

Substituting equations (6) and (7) into equation (3), we have
UC p

wT c
wtc

k

w 2T c
 16a V *Tf3 (Tf  T c).
wzc2

(8)

Following Nanousis14 and Vijayalakshmi7, the dimensionless variables are introduced as
u
t

uc
,
U0
t cU 02

X

,

v

vc
,
U0

z

T

T c  Tf
,
Tw  Tf

C

zcU 0

X

,

C c  Cf
.
Cw  Cf

(9)

Introducing equation (9) into equations (1), (2), (4) and (8), we obtain the following non-dimensional equations:
wq
 2Eqi
wt
wT
wt
wC
wt

w 2q
 O (T  NC )  mq,
wz 2

(10)

1 w 2T
R
 T,
2
Pr wz
Pr

(11)

1 w 2C
w 2T
 So 2
2
Sc wz
wz

(12)

and the non-dimensional initial and boundary conditions (5) reduced to:
td0

q 0,

T 0,

C 0

for all z

t !0

q 1,
®
¯q 0,

T 1,
T o 0,

C 1
C o0

at z 0
as z o f,

(13)

where
q u  iv,

O
Sc

i

z g E (Tw  Tf )
,
X 2 Re3
3

X
,
D

1,
Gr *

So

:X
,
U 02

E

z g E (Cw  Cf )

Re

U0 z

Gr

z 3 g E (Tw  Tf )

3

X

2

,

X

N

,

X

2

,

Gr *
,
Gr
Pr

m

XV B02
,
UU 02

UXC p
,
k

R

16a X 2V *Tf3
,
kU 02

DKT (Tw  Tf )
.
Tm X (Cw  Cf )

Equation (10) is obtained by combining Equation (1) and (2) by introducing complex term q. Here O is the
mixed convection parameter, N is the buoyancy force parameter, E is the rotation parameter, Re is the local
Reynolds number, Gr is the Grashof number, Gr* is the modified Grashof number, m is the magnetic parameter,
Pr is the Prandtl number, R is the radiation parameter, Sc is the Schmidt number and So is the Soret number. The
Laplace transform technique is applied to obtain the solutions of equations (10)-(12) subjected to the initial and
boundary conditions (13).Therefore, we have
T z, t

M (0,

R
, z Pr ).
Pr
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(14)

C ( z, t )

(1  A1 )M (0,0, z Sc )  A2 M (
A2 M (

R
R
,0, z Sc )  A1M (0, , z Pr ) 
Pr  Sc
Pr

R
R
, , z Pr )
Pr  Sc Pr

for Pr z Sc,
3

C ( z, t )

R
A zSc 2 
(1  A1 )M (0,0, z Sc )  A1M (0, , z Sc )  1 3
e
Sc
R 2
2t S

z 2 Sc
4t

[1  e



R
t
Sc

]

(15)

for Pr Sc.

Ra
a
, a, z )  ( A4  A5 ) M (
, a, z ) 
Sc  1
Pr  1
R
Ra R
R
R
A3M (0, , z Pr )  ( A3  A5 )M ( 
, , z Pr )  A5M ( 
, , z Pr ) 
Pr
Pr  1 Pr
Pr  Sc Pr
a
R
A4M (0,0, z Sc )  ( A4  A5 )M (
,0, z Sc )  A5M ( 
,0, z Sc )
Sc  1
Pr  Sc
a
(1  A3  A4 )M (0, a, z )  ( A4  A6 ) M (
, a, z )  A3M (0, R, z ) 
Sc  1
R
a
A6M (
, R, z )  A4M (0,0, z Sc )  ( A4  A6 ) M (
,0, z Sc ) 
Sc  1
Sc  1
R
A6 M (
,0, z Sc )
Sc  1
Ra
R
1
(1  A8  A9 )M (0, a, z )( )  ( A8  A10 )M (
, a, z )  A8M (0, , z Pr ) 
2
1  Pr
Pr
Ra R
R
R
( A8  A10 )M (
, , z Pr )  A10M (
, , z Pr )  A9M (0,0, z ) 
1  Pr Pr
1  Pr Pr
R
,0, z )
A10M (
1  Pr
Ra
a
(1  A3  A4 )M (0, a, z )  ( A3  A7 )M (
, a, z )  ( A4  A7 )M (
, a, z ) 
1  Pr
Sc  1
R
Ra R
A3M (0, , z Pr )  ( A3  A7 ) M (
, , z Pr )  A4M (0,0, z Sc ) 
Pr
1  Pr Pr
a
( A4  A7 )M (
,0, z Sc )
Sc  1
(1  A8  A9 )M (0, a, z )  A8M (0, R, z )  A9M (0,0, z )

q ( z , t ) (1  A3  A4 )M (0, a, z )  ( A3  A5 )M (

q( z, t )

q( z, t )

q( z, t )

q( z, t )

for Pr z 1, Sc z 1,

for Pr =1, Sc z 1,

for Pr z 1, Sc = 1,

for Pr = Sc z 1,

(16)

for Pr = Sc =1.

where,
M ( x, y , z )
a
A4
A7

e xt  z
[e
2

x y

m  2 Ei,

A1

O N (1  SoSc)
a

z
z
 ( x  y )t }  e z x  y erfc{
 ( x  y )t }],
2 t
2 t
SoSc Pr
O (1  NSoSc)
SoSc,
A2 (
A3
 SoSc),
,
Ra
(Pr  Sc )

erfc{

A5

,

SoSc 2O N
,
R( Sc  1)

A8

SoSc 2O N
,
R( Sc  1)  a (Pr  Sc)

O ( NSo  1)
Ra

A6

,

A9

SoSc 2O N
,
( Sc  1)( R  a )

O N (1  So)
a

,

A10

SoO N
.
a(Pr  1)

and erfc{x} represents the complementary error function. Moreover, the present solutions (14)-(16) satisfy the
imposed initial and boundary conditions (13). The physical quantities of interest are the local skin friction C f ,
local Nusselt number Nu and local Sherwood number Sh, which are defined as
Cf

wq
wz

,
z 0

Nu Re1



wT
wz

,
z 0

Sh Re1



wC
wz

.

(17)

z 0

The present solutions are more general and some of the existing solutions in the literature can be obtained as
limiting cases, as shown below (take the values of Gr and Gr* as O and O N , respectively)
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(i) When the radiation parameter is R 0 , equation (16) is reduced to the equations (13) and (14) obtained
by Nanousis [14].
(ii) When the radiation parameter R 0 and Soret number So 0 , equation (16) is reduced to the equation
(21) obtained by Tokis [13].
(iii) When the radiation parameter R 0 ,Soret number So 0 ,Schmidt number Sc 0 and Grashof
number Gr 0 , equation (16) is reduced to the equation (9) obtained by Singh [2].

Discussion of the Results
Initially, we compare our results with Turkyilmazoglu and Pop [17], in order to verify the correctness of the
present obtained results. The results are found to be excellent agreement and some of the comparisons are
shown in TABLE (1). Present results are presented to reveal the effects of various parameters on the
temperature field, concentration field, velocity field, Nusselt number, Sherwood number and shear stress
coefficient. To be realistic, the values of Pranthl number (Pr) are taken for air (Pr=0.71), water (Pr=7) and
mercury (Pr=0.015). The values of Schmidt number (Sc) are chosen for Helium (Sc=0.30), Oxygen (Sc=0.66)
and Benzene (Sc=2.62). FIGURE 1 demonstrates the velocity profiles at Pr=0.71, Sc=0.30 and
So=N=R=t=m= O =1 for variety of rotating parameter E =1, 3 and 5. It is worth to note here that O ! 0 imply the
buoyancy assisting flow and negative for the opposing flow ( O  0 ). Physically, for O ! 0 , the assisting
buoyancy force acts like a favorable pressure gradient. Furthermore, the positive value of N states that the
thermal and concentration buoyancy forces act in the same direction. In FIGURES 1, O N 1 are considered
and this illustrate both the thermal and concentration buoyancy force act on assisting the flow. The effect of E
on the velocity field is such that the velocity boundary layer thickness decreases sharply with an increasing in E
as show in FIGURE 1. This trend is consistent with Nanousis [14]. In FIGURE 1(a) the boundary layer
thickness for velocity u is approximated to 5.50 when E=1 whereas when E=5 the thickness is reduced to 1.5
(approximately). It is interesting to notice that initially the magnitude of v at z=0 decrease and then increase to
some values until reach the far end boundary condition, v=0 as z o f . Obviously, the velocity profile v exhibits
the reverse flow region and which is different from the velocity profile u. Accordingly, the skin friction
coefficient Cf displays significant variation for a changing in the rotation parameter as show in TABLE (2). The
values of Re[Cf] and Im[Cf] decrease to -1.13176 and -1.84390 respectively when E=1 increase to E=5.The
variation of temperature profile for different values of Pr and R are presented in FIGURE 2. The thermal
boundary layer thickness decreases sharply with an increasing in either Pr or R and hence induces an increasing
in the surface temperature gradient. This result is consistent with the result presented by Vijayalakshmi [6].
TABLE (3) shows that the rate of heat transfer is enhanced when either Pr or R increased. FIGURE 3 illustrates
the effect of Sc and So on the concentration profile. The FIGURE 3(a) indicates that the concentration boundary
layer thickness is increased when So is increased. Further, in the FIGURE 3(b), it is noticed that the magnitude
of the concentration decreased with increasing on the values of Sc. Physically, the molecular diffusivity (D) is
decreasing as the value of Sc increased and the concentration profile shows significant variation for different
values of Sc. Consistently, this result shows similar trend as illustrated in Turkyilmazoglu and Pop [17]. In
TABLE (4), it is interesting to observe that the effect of Sc is to reduce the values of the rate of mass transfer. A
similar phenomena is demonstrated when the values of So is increased.
TABLE(1): Comparison of skin friction coefficient with Turkyilmazoglu and Pop 17 for Pr=0.71, Sc=0.5, So=1, t=1, E=0,
N=2, and O 1 .

R

m

Present

Turkyilmazoglu and Pop 17

1.42

1

0.66029

0.66035

5

-1.13300

-1.13302

10

-2.32897

-2.32898

1

0.63625

0.63648

5

-1.14225

-1.14219

10

-2.33378

-2.33375

4.26
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N 1 So 1
R 1 Sc 0.30
t 1
O 1

m 1
Pr 0.71

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 1. Velocity profile (a) u and (b) vfor various value of E.

T

T

1.0

R 1
t 1

R 1
t 1

0.8

0.8

0.6

0.6

0.4

0.4

Pr=0.015, 0.71, 7

0.2

0.0

0

2

4

Pr 0.71
Pr 0.71
t 1 t 1

1.0

R=1, 3, 5

0.2

6

8

z

0.0

(a)

0

2

4

(b)

FIGURE 2. Variation of temperature profile T for various values of (a) Prand (b) R.
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6

8

z

CC

CC

1.4

Pr=0.71
R 1 Pr R=1
0.71
Sc=0.30
t 1 Sc t=10.30

1.2

R 1 Pr R=1
0.71
Pr=0.71
t 1 So t=11
So=1

1.0

0.8

1.0
0.8

0.6

So=1, 3, 5

0.6
0.4
0.4

0.0

Sc=0.30, 0.66, 2.62

0.2

0.2

0

2

4

6

8

10

z

0.0

0

2

4

(a)

6

8

10

z

(b)

FIGURE 3. Variation of concentration profile C for various values of (a) Soand (b) Sc.
TABLE (2): Skin friction coefficient Cf at Pr=0.71, Sc=0.30, R=So=m=N=t=1and O 1 for various E.

E

Re[Cf]

Im[Cf]

1

-0.03719

-0.58425

3

-0.57459

-1.45200

5

-1.13176

-1.84390

TABLE (3): Local Nusselt number NuRe-1 for various Pr and R.

R

Pr

NuRe-1

1

0.015

1.00000

0.71

1.02297

7

1.70100

3

0.71

1.73268

5

0.71

2.23609

TABLE (4): Local Sherwood number ShRe-1at Pr=0.71 and R=1 for various Sc and So.

Sc

So

ShRe-1

0.30

1

0.07794

3

-0.38421

5

-0.84636

0.66

1

0.00704

2.62

1

-0.41367

CONCLUSION
Theoretically, the double diffusion mixed convection on the unsteady MHD flow in a rotating medium past a suddenly
started infinite vertical plate has been studied. Closed form exact solutions for the velocity, concentration and temperature
fields are obtained by Laplace transform technique. These enable the skin friction, the rate of heat transfer and the rate of
concentration can be efficient determined. Some interesting finding of the study can be concluded as follows: The velocity
gradient is increased when the values of the rotating parameter E are increased. Thus, the momentum boundary layer
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thickness is enhanced by reducing the rotation of the medium. The skin friction coefficient is reduced when the rotation
parameter E is increased. In fact, when E=3 increase to E=5, the percentage of reduction on skin friction coefficient is almost
96.97% for real part and almost 26.99% for the imaginary part. Either increasing in the Prandtl number Pr or radiation
parameter R causes significant reduction in the thermal boundary layer thickness. However, the increasing has enhanced the
rate of heat transfer in the fluid. The concentration boundary layer thickness is thinner for higher values of Schmidt number
Sc. On contrary, the thickness is increased by rising the values of Soret number So. Further, the Sherwood number is reduced
when the either magnitudes of So or Sc is increased.
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Abstract. This paper presents a mathematical model based on fuzzy logic for a computational problem solving system.
The fuzzy logic uses truth degrees as a mathematical model to represent vague algorithm. The fuzzy logic mathematical
model consists of fuzzy solution and fuzzy optimization modules. The algorithm is evaluated based on a software metrics
calculation that produces the fuzzy set membership. The fuzzy solution mathematical model is integrated in the fuzzy
inference engine that predicts various solutions to computational problems. The solution is extracted from a fuzzy rule
base. Then, the solutions are evaluated based on a software metrics calculation that produces the level of fuzzy set
membership. The fuzzy optimization mathematical model is integrated in the recommendation generation engine that
generate the optimize solution.
Keywords: mathematical model, fuzzy logic, computational problem solving, fuzzy solution, fuzzy optimization.
PACS: 01

INTRODUCTION
Problem solving is essential in our everyday life and even in all disciplines including medical, engineering,
mathematics, etc. Whenever faced with a problem the first thing to do is to understand the problem before the
problem can be solved. In the computer science field, problem solving is one of the topics that are taught in the
computer programming course. The problem solving topic is emphasized and more teaching time is allocated before
proceeding with the technical part which is to write computer source codes. Students, especially novices face
difficulties in problem understanding. Therefore, the implementation of a procedure can go wrong due to lack of
knowledge in problem solving. Specifically, the misunderstanding of novices in computational problem solving,
results in unexpected output due to wrong concept application.
Fuzzy logic is a complex mathematical method that allows solving difficult simulated problems with many
inputs and output variables and is able to give results in the form of recommendation for a specific interval of output
state. Fuzzy logic is a form of many-valued logic; it deals with reasoning that is approximate rather than fixed and
exact. Fuzzy logic applies truth degrees as a mathematical model of the vagueness phenomenon. The truth degrees
may have the value ranges between 0 and 1. Fuzzy logic have been applied in many fields, from control theory to
artificial intelligence specifically pattern recognition, prediction and modeling.
This research work focus on the application of fuzzy logic to predict the solutions of computational problem
solving and generate the optimized solution. The motivation of this research work is to support novice difficulties in
computational problem solving. Mathematical models based on truth degrees that are used by fuzzy logic will be
constructed.
This paper is organized into four sections. Section two explains about the works that are related to our research.
Section three presents the architecture and mathematical model for the two proposed modules namely fuzzy solution
and fuzzy optimization. Finally, section four is the conclusion and future works.
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RELATED RESEARCH
In computer programming, problems can be solved using several techniques namely Problem Analysis Chart
(PAC), Input Process Output (IPO) chart, flowchart, algorithm/pseudocode, structure chart, Nassi-Shneiderman
chart and Warnier-Orr diagram. This research work will use algorithm as the input to the computational problem
solving system.
Fuzzy logic have been used in various applications such as ship steering control, scheduling system, flight ticket
booking, news summarization and service recommendation.
Not much works have been carried out to apply fuzzy logic in the computer programming domain. A research
work proposed a system that applies fuzzy logic to software metrics and test cases to access programming
assignments and give advice. The system focused on algorithms as a problem solving technique and utilized the
Takagi-Sugeno inference model. The input consists of three fuzzy sets which are low, normal and high representing
the software metrics variable. The output consists of twelve fuzzy sets which are McCabe, operational complexity,
control complexity, recursive calls, method call, lines of code, value parameters, reference parameters, test cases,
blocks, array and variables representing the calculated software metrics variable. The fuzzification method applied is
the trapezoid function representing four parameter values: the maximum value that the teacher considers low for the
solution (a), the minimum value for correctness/acceptance (b), the maximum value for correctness/acceptance (c)
and the minimum value that the teacher considers high for the solution (d).
A fuzzy logic model which is based upon two independent variables in lines of programming codes have been
proposed by and results suggest that fuzzy logic could be used for predicting the effort of small programs. The
model was based on the Mamdani inference model. The input consists of new and changed and reused variables.
Both new and changed and reused variables have the small and big fuzzy sets. The output consists of the effort
variable with low and high fuzzy sets. The fuzzification method used is based on a triangular membership function
defined by minimum (a), maximum (c) and modal (m) parameter values.
Our proposed model is different from existing in terms of the architecture of the system. We proposed to
combine Takagi-Sugeno and Mamdani inference model. The inference engine consists or two levels of input and
output. The variables for the first level are software metrics and solution to a computational problem solving. The
variables for the second level are acceptance and efficiency. Each variable corresponds to a specified fuzzy set. The
fuzzification method proposed is the combination of trapezoid and triangular membership functions. A detailed
explanation of the mathematical model will be presented in the next section.
Proposed Mathematical Model
FIGURE 1 show the architecture of the computational problem solving system. It consists of two modules
namely the fuzzy solution and fuzzy optimization modules.
Fuzzy Optimization Module

Fuzzy Solution Module
Fuzzy algorithm

Fuzzy
Optimization
Solution

Fuzzyfier
Function
Coefficient

Fuzzy
Solution
Rule Base

Parameters
and rules

Defuzzifier

Response

Inference
Engine
Function
Coefficient

Response
Defuzzifier

Fuzzyfier

Inference
Engine
Parameters
and rules

Fuzzy
Optimization
Rule Base

Fuzzy
Solution

FIGURE 1. The proposed architecture of a computational problem solving system consists of fuzzy solution and fuzzy
optimization module.
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The process starts from the Fuzzy Solution Module. As mentioned in the previous section, algorithm is the
computational problem solving technique that will be used in this research. The fuzzy algorithm is obtained from a
software metrics calculation that evaluates a student algorithm. The software metrics are calculated based on several
criteria for example variable declaration and initialization, looping structures, process, etc. that evaluate the
correctness of the algorithm. The input x consists of a triangular membership functions consisting of fuzzy sets
defined as follows:
x = {BigDifference, SmallDifference, Accurate}
A triangular membership function is defined by a lower limit a, an upper limit b, and a value m, where a < m < b. It
can be represented as follows:

(1)

where a represents the minimum value, b represent the maximum value and m represent the modal value.
The fuzzy set is associated with the intersection, union and complement operations represented by the minimum,
maximum and complement for all x as follows:
(2)
(3)

x AND y = minimum(truth(x), truth(y))
x OR y = maximum(truth(x), truth(y))
NOT x = (1 – truth(x))

(4)

where y is another fuzzy set representing the solution to the computational problem. The operations are based on the
truth table as follows:
TABLE (1). Truth Table.

AND
A
0
0
1
1

B
0
1
0
1

Min(A, B)
0
0
0
1

OR
A
0
0
1
1

B
0
1
0
1
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Max(A, B)
0
1
1
1

Mamdani model is proposed as the inference engine in the Fuzzy Solution Module because the output
membership functions are fuzzy sets. The parameters and rules are stored in a fuzzy solution rule base. The
inference engine will give a response based on IF-THEN (IF variable IS property THEN action) rules as follows:
IF algorithm is BigDifference THEN give more guide and solution
IF algorithm is SmallDifference give less guide and solution
IF algorithm is Accurate give alternative solution
Output from the defuzzifier will be the fuzzy sets that consist of the solutions to a computational problem
solving.
The next process is the Fuzzy Optimization Module. The input to the fuzzifier in the Fuzzy Optimization Module
is the fuzzy solution from the Fuzzy Solution Module. The fuzzy solution is again calculated based on another
software metrics that evaluate the optimize solution of the algorithm. The input x consists of a trapezoidal
membership functions consisting of fuzzy sets defined as follows:
x = {LowOptimize, AverageOptimize, AboveAverageOptimize, HighlyOptimize}
A trapezoid function is defined by a lower limit a, an upper limit d, a lower support limit b, and an upper support
limit c, where a < b < c < d, represented as follows:

(5)

Takagi-Sugeno model is proposed as the inference engine in the Fuzzy Optimization Module because the output
membership functions are is a linear function based on the standard Big-O calculation. The parameters and rules are
stored in a fuzzy optimization rule base. The Takagi Sugeno implication rule is as follows:
IF (a1 is x1) AND … AND (an is xn) THEN OUTPUT z=a1 x1 + … +an xn +k
The Takagi Sugeno order 0 implication rule is as follows:
IF (x is A) AND (y is B) THEN z=K
An example of a rule for an optimize solution is as follows:
IF (complexity is low) AND (lines of code executed is minimum)
THEN
show message (‘the solution can also be effectively done using a for loop’)
Output from the defuzzifier will be a linear function representing the optimize solution.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
Mathematical models have been proposed for a computational problem solving system. The system consists of
Fuzzy Solution Module and Fuzzy Optimization Module. A combination of Mamdani and Takagi-Sugeno model is
proposed as the inference engine in the modules. The input to the Fuzzy Solution Module is an algorithm and the
output is various solutions to a computational problem. The input to the Fuzzy Optimization Module is the fuzzy
solution and the output is a linear function representing the optimize value based on the standard Big-O calculation.
This research work is in the most initial stage and improvement in the architecture and mathematical models is ongoing.
For future works, the mathematical models built will be simulated using the MATLAB software. The
effectiveness of the system will also be tested to be used by novice students.
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Abstract. Black-Scholes model developed in 1973 has become one of the important concepts in modern financial theory.
This model is regarded as one of the best ways in determining fair prices of the options. Many studies have been done to
improve the performance of the Black-Scholes model since this model is built with few limitations. Thus, the objective
of this review paper is to discuss on the Black-Scholes model. The aim of this review paper is to present the derivation of
Black-Scholes, Merton and KMV-Merton models. Besides, it provides a literature review on the modifications done by
the researchers on the Black-Scholes model.
Keywords: Black-Scholes model, Merton model, KMV-Merton model.
PACS: 02.50.Ey, 05.40.Jc

INTRODUCTION
Credit risk nowadays has become a crucial problem in the banking sector. It defines as a risk that relates to the
default by borrowers that fail to make a required payment to the debt holders. According to Benos and
Papanastasopoulos [1] there are two categories of approach in measuring credit risk, which are structural and
theoretical. Structural approach adopts contingency claim analysis while theoretical approach adopts accounting
ratio-based approach. However, the focus of this paper is to review on the structural approach only. The origin of
this approach goes back to Fischer Black and Myron Scholes.
Fischer Black and Myron Scholes [2] in their seminal paper propose the Black-Scholes model (B-S model) to
value options in terms of the price of the stocks. Despite its popularity, the B-S model is actually built with some
unrealistic assumptions about the market such as the underlying asset follow a lognormal random walk, volatility
and interest rate are constant, the options can be exercised at maturity date only, the stock pays no dividends during
the life of the option and etc, as discussed by Willmott [3] and Teneng [4]. Due to those unrealistic assumptions,
many models have been proposed to tackle these problems. The most well-known among these are Merton model
and KMV-Merton model.
In 1974, Merton [4] together with Black and Scholes enhanced the original B-S model and claimed that this
model can be used to develop a pricing theory of corporate liabilities. The analysis of their study is also extending
to include the callable bonds. The assumptions of Black-Scholes Merton model (Merton model) are in line with the
original B-S model.
KMV-Merton was introduced by the KMV Company in 1989. They enhance the Merton’s model ideas with a
little bit different in determining the risk of a portfolio.
The aim of this paper is to derive the B-S model and to review on the study done by the academicians to the B-S
model which consists of Merton model and KMV-Merton model.
The outlines of this paper are as follows: section 2 presents the derivation of B-S formula for a call option,
section 3 discusses on the modifications done to the B-S model and in chapter 4, we conclude.
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BLACK-SCHOLES MODEL
This section presents the derivation of the B-S model, followed by the derivation of Merton and KMV-Merton
models. By referring to Black and Scholes [2], Coelen [6], and Wilmott [3], we derive the B-S model. Denote the
option values as

V (S , t;V , P; T ; r ).

(1)

The semi-colons are used to separate the different types of variables and parameters:
x The underlying stocks prices S and time t are variables;
x Volatility V and drift rate P are parameters related to asset price. The drift rate measures the average rate of
growth in the stocks and the volatility measures the standard deviation of the returns;
x The strike price E and maturity date T are parameters related to the details of the option;
x The risk-free interest rate r is a parameter related to the currency in which the asset is quoted.
However in this paper, V ( S , t ) is used to denote the option value.
Any changes in time dt , the underlying stock prices will change by an amount dS . By assuming that the
underlying stock prices follow a lognormal random walk, we have

dS

P S dt  V S dX .

(2)

Term X in dX representing the Brownian motion. Itô’s lemma act as a “chain rule” in stochastic calculus.
Then, by using Itô’s lemma, equation (1) becomes

dV

wV
wV
1
w 2V
dt 
dS  V 2 S 2 2 dt.
wt
wS
2
wS

(3)

We use 3 to denote the value of the portfolio. The portfolio contains of one long option position, V S , t and
short position in some quantity ' , delta, of the underlying stock, S . Thus, the value of the portfolio is

3 V (S , t )  'S.

(4)

The change of the portfolio from time t to t  dt is due partly to the change in the option value and partly to the
change in the underlying stock

d3
d3

dV  ' dS

§ wV 1 2 2 w 2V ·
§ wV
·
 V S
 ' ¸ dS .
dt  ¨
¨
2 ¸
wS ¹
© wS
¹
© wt 2

(5)

The right hand side of equation (5) contains two types of terms. The first type of terms are called deterministic
terms (those with the dt ) and the second type of terms are called random terms (those with the dS ). The random
terms are the risk in our portfolio. To reduce the risk, we choose '

d3

§ wV 1 2 2 w 2V ·
 V S
¨
¸ dt.
wS 2 ¹
© wt 2

wV
and equation (5) becomes
wS
(6)

We then apply the arbitrage-free principle which states that there is no situation of taking advantage in a price
difference between two or more markets. Thus
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d3

r3dt.

(7)

Plugging equations (4) and (5) into (7), we have the B-S equation as shown below

wV 1 2 2 w 2V
wV
 V S
 rS
 rV
2
wt 2
wS
wS

0.

(8)

The payoff function for call option is
Payoff ( S ) = max (S  E,0).
Then, the option pricing equation can be written as:

E
log S
where d1

E

SN (d1 )  Ee

1 ·
§
¨r  V 2 ¸ T t
2 ¹
©
and d 2
V T t

 r T t

log S

E

N (d 2 )

(9)

1 ·
§
¨r  V 2 ¸ T t
2 ¹
©
.
V T t

(10)

Merton Model
Merton Model uses the same formula as B-S formula. However, in Merton model the equity value, ET of a
company is a European call option on the asset of the company, AT with the strike price equal to the value of the
debt, D at maturity. The payment to shareholders at maturity is given by

V

max ( AT  D,0).

(11)

Based on (9), the value of equity at time T  t is

ET

AT N (d1 )  De

 r T t

N (d 2 )

(12)

where

d1

log §¨
©

AT

·§r  1V 2 · T t
¸
D ¸¹ ¨©
2 ¹

(13)

V T t

and

d2

log §¨
©

AT

·§r  1V 2 · T t
¸
D ¸¹ ¨©
2 ¹

V T t

.

(14)

 r T t
Here N (di ) where i 1, 2 is the cumulative standard normal distribution and De
is the present value of the
principal debt due at maturity.
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KMV-Merton Model
The KMV-Merton model uses two important equations. The first equation is the Merton’s equation (12), while
the second equation relates to the volatility of the firm’s value, V V to the volatility of its equity, V E . Following the
Merton’s assumptions, the value of equity is a function of firm’s value and time. Thus, from Itô lemma, we have

VE

wE
V
.V V .
E
wV

(15)

wE
N d1 as shown in Merton’s model and d1 is as defined in equation (13) above. Hence, the volatilities
wV
of the firms and its equity E are related by

where

VE

N d1 V V

V
.
E

(16)

The distance-to-default d can be calculated using the formula d 2 in equation (14),

d

log §¨
©

AT

·§P  1V 2 · T t
¸
D ¸¹ ¨©
2 ¹

(17)

V T t

where P is stand for the expected return of firm’s asset. The formula to estimate the expected default frequency Pt ,
is defined as

Pt

§ ª § AT · §
1 2·
¨ « log ¨ D ¸  ¨ P  V ¸ T  t
2 ¹
©
¹ ©
N ¨«
¨ «
V T t
¨ «
© ¬

º·
»¸
»¸
»¸
»¸
¼¹

(18)

REVIEW ON BLACK-SCHOLES MODEL
In the past four decades, various attempts have been made to modify the original B-S model. Amongst them are
Merton [5], Geske [7], Tudela and Young [8], Cathcard and El-Jahel [9], Bharath and Shumway [10] and others. The
modifications by them are then summarized in table 1 below, followed by the details of each modification done in
the next paragraph.
Publications
Merton

TABLE (1). Overview on Related Works of Black-Scholes Model
Model
Work Done
KMVBharath &
Merton
Shumway
Develop a theory and propose a
new formula for pricing of
compound options

Results

Geske (1979)

9

Tudela & Young
(2003)

9

Propose a model by assuming that
default can happen anytime up to
maturity

Provides information of
failure event one year in
advance before its
occurrence

Cathcart & ElJahel (2004)

9

Extend the Merton’s model to
measure multiple defaults

Produce a unified
framework in
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Results obtain are used
to correct some biases
of the B-S model

calculation of single and
multiple defaults
probabilities
9

Bharath &
Shumway
(2004)

Introduce a simpler alternative,
called naive alternative
‘probability’ in measuring firm’s
asset and its volatility

Conclude that KMVMerton model does not
produce enough statistic
for the probability of
default

Majumder
(2006)

9

Modify the Merton’s model by
considering the source of
uncertainty in equity price includes
the uncertainty in the firm itself
plus uncertainty in market
sentiment

Modified version widen
the scope, for example
from the strict efficient
market to the inefficient
market

Feng & Xiao
(2009)

9

Three modifications done to the
original Merton’s model: (a) equity
price change because of uncertainty
in firm itself plus uncertainty in
market sentiment, (b) allow cash
dividend payment and (c) default
boundary is not constant

The modified version
can perform well in
non-efficient market in
evaluating credit risk

Kung & Lee
(2009)

9

Derive new formula by assuming
that short rate are not constant
during the life of the option

Based on numerical
result, the authors
indicates that the
original Black- Scholes
model overvalues for
out-of-the-money calls,
moderately overvalues
for at-the-money calls
and slightly overvalues
for in-the-money calls

Xu (2012)

9

Adjust the default point of KMVMerton model from short-term debt
plus half long-term debt to shortterm debt plus 10% of long-term
debt

The new assumption of
default point is more
suitable in Chinese
cement industry and
provide a way on how
to calculate the value of
the limit sell shares

To consider cases like when one of
the value such as the firm’s asset,
the firm’s liability or firm’s asset
volatility equal to zero

Formulae obtain are
tested and the results
produce are equivalent
with the analysis done
by the KMV-Merton
model

Extend the Bharath and Shumway’s
idea by estimating volatility directly
from market-observable returns on
firm value

The B-S model
performs better than
previous modified
models

Norliza &
Maheran (2012)

Charitou et al.
(2013)

9

9

Compound options or options on options is a method in valuing many corporate liabilities. Thus, Geske [7]
develops a theory and derives the new formula for call and put in pricing the compound options. Besides, the author
also introduces the leverage effects into these new formulas. In dealing with compound options, the variance rate
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depends on the firm’s value. Hence, the assumption of the B-S model that variance rate is constant cannot be used.
The results obtained show that the B-S model underpriced out-of-the-money and overpriced in-the-money options.
The original Merton model assumes that default occurs only on the maturity date. Tudela and Young [8]
disagree with this assumption by doing a modification on the current Merton model and suggest that the default may
happen at anytime up to maturity. It means that default can happen at the first time when the value of the firm’s
debt is greater than the value of the firm’s asset. As an alternative, the authors use the concept of “Barrier option”
instead of call option in measuring the firm’s value. Barrier option is an option where the value of the payoff
depends on whether or not the price of the underlying assets reached a certain level of price during a certain period
of time. In measuring the probability of default, authors use only publicly available information on market prices
and time series estimates of parameters. Three types of test that have been done are by evaluating their model based
on the actual default, comparing the performance of their model with other default models and measuring the model
using statistical method.
Most of the studies used structural approach to evaluate the probability of default and credit default swap
spread. Cathcart and El-Jahel [9] extend the structural approach and produce a model that can measure the multiple
defaults. The most important thing that must take into consideration in measuring the multiple defaults is the
correlation between the involved firms. Among the advantages of this model are a new framework is proposed in
calculating the single and multiple default probabilities, results produce can be a benchmark to other generalizations
model and etc. The formula for calculating the default correlations and multiple default probability is proposed by
Zhou [11]. Many applications in asset pricing and risk management use default correlation analysis.
Under KMV-Merton model, the firm’s asset and its volatility are not directly observed. These values can be
accessed from the equity’s value, its volatility and other observable variables by solving two nonlinear simultaneous
equations, for example equation (12) and (15) from above derivation. Bharath and Shumway [10] introduce naive
alternative in their study. The authors construct the naive approach with two objectives such as naive alternative can
perform as well as KMV-Merton and naive alternative can be a simple alternative ‘probability’ that does not require
solving the simultaneous equation. Using naive alternative, option variables are observable through the market. The
value of the firm is estimated as a sum of the market value of equity and the face value of debt. Hence, the volatility
is estimated based on the specific relation between the volatility of debt and equity. They use naive probability in
the KMV-Merton structure for calculating distance-to-default and expected default frequency.
Current Merton’s model assumes that the factors affect the firm’s equity is the uncertainty in the firm itself such
as rise/fall of sale, firm’s performance and etc. However, this assumption only holds when market is efficient.
Unfortunately, in real situation, this assumption is not true since markets are far from being efficient. Therefore,
using Merton’s model in a non-efficient market will generate misleading results. To capture this problem,
Majumder [12] makes an extension of the Merton’s model. He considers the factors that affect the firm’s equity
value are not only the uncertainty in the firm itself, but it includes the factors from market condition. Through this
study, the author assumes that the firm’s equity is affected by combinations of uncertainty from the firm plus
uncertainty from market sentiment. The modified version will necessarily widen the scope of equity based, from
efficient market to non-efficient market. We agree with this modified version since in a real world situation, market
condition is not predictable. Thus, in getting the correct value, all factors should be considered.
Later, the study by [12] followed by Feng and Xiao [13]. In addition, [13] make other modifications such as by
allowing for cash dividend payment, and assuming that the default time may happen at any time. The result based
on modified Merton shows that the expected probability of default is closed to the actual default probability.
During the option valuation, the value of short rate is assumed to be constant. However, the value of the short
rate may change from time to time and this assumption seems to be unrealistic. To capture this type of problem, the
modification on Merton’s model has been done by Kung and Lee [14]. The authors derive new formula in valuing
European call and put options and claim that Black-Scholes model prices when compared to market prices are
overvalues for out-of-the-money calls, moderately overvalues for at-the-money calls and slightly overvalues for inthe-money calls. They conclude that this method can be extended to American calls on no-dividend-paying stocks
and European puts by virtue on put-call parity. Further research should be done regarding this modification since
another derivation by Cui and Mcleish [15] produces different result from [14], and conclude that B-S model
undervalues for out-of-the money, at-the-money and in-the-money calls.
Default point suggested by KMV-Merton model happens at short term debts plus half of long term debts. Xu
[16] proves that this suggestion is not suitable to be applied in cement industries. He suggests that the default point
for this industry should be short term debts plus 10% of long term debts. Besides, this paper also considers the
changes that can happen if the non-tradable shares change to limit sell shares. Based on the analysis done, the
author gives few suggestions such as, a model to calculate the distance-to-default of the non-listed firms should be
proposed, the improvement should be done on the way to calculate the non-tradable shares and the KMV-Merton
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model should be modified since the actual volatility might not fit in the current model since the original assumption
is that the volatility of the stock’s price obeys normal distribution. More data should be applied since the result
might not be accurate if they only apply it to four firms.
KMV-Merton model is known as one of the widely used model in calculating the distance-to-default of the
firms. Nonetheless, there is some unusual case that cannot be determined using KMV-Merton model like when one
of the value such as the firm’s asset, the firm’s liability or firm’s asset volatility equal to zero. Norliza and Maheran
[17] address this problem in their study by doing a modification on the original KMV-Merton model. The formulae
are then tested on two Malaysian companies and the results produced are the same as the analysis done by KMVMerton model. Hence it can be concluded that these formulae are true.
Charitou et al. [18] extend the idea recognized by [10] in estimating volatility. Using Bharath and Shumway
model, the volatility is estimated based on specific relation between equity and the volatilities of debts. However,
based on [18] the volatility is estimated directly from the market. Results show that it is not necessary to solve the
Merton simultaneous equations in getting accurate predict default. Besides, this model shows an improvement in its
ability to forecast default.

CONCLUSION
The studies on the B-S model have been the motivation behind this review paper. This paper provides an
overview of the B-S model focusing on the derivation and modifications done by the researchers. Since the B-S
model is still relevant in finance world today, it is a major challenge for researchers to look for new solutions or
models that considers all the limitations involved in the current B-S model in producing better estimation or
analysis. To assist them, this review paper presents a gap analysis for researchers to come out with new
improvement in the B-S model.
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Abstract. Due to the complexity of multivariate environment, the construction of multivariate control chart for process
variability monitoring is not straightforward. This is because, in multivariate setting, understanding the behavior of
process variability is not easy to interpret and analyze. For this purpose, we propose a process monitoring strategy that
can be used to detect the shift in covariance structure by the size of variation in terms of the eigenvalues of a covariance
matrix. The sensitivity of the propose method to the shift of variability is quite promising and therefore, a real industrial
problem will be presented to illustrate its advantage.
Keywords: Multivariate dispersion, covariance structure, statistical process control, average run length
PACS: 02.50 Sk

INTRODUCTION
Univariate control charts are the most widely graphical tools used to monitor the performance of many
manufacturing processes. However, quality of a process or product is usually determined by more than one quality
characteristic [1]. Thus, there is more than one quality characteristic to be monitor and control. In addition, these
quality characteristics are correlated. Due to the limitations of univariate control charts, multivariate control charts
provide rooms for improvement in statistical process control (SPC). These charts are designed to monitor the quality
characteristics simultaneously and under the assumption that these quality characteristics are normally distributed.
Moreover, multivariate control chart has the advantage to facilitate a complex process or a high-dimensional and
correlated data.
There are two important and distinguish phases in multivariate control charting method for process monitoring
and control [2]. In phase I, the unknown process parameters are being estimate from the historical data and
moreover, in this phase, the objective is to establish the control limits from a stable process. On the other hand,
phase II stage is the process monitoring stage where in this stage the control chart is used to monitor the shift in
process variability and to determine whether the variability in the process is within the control limits established
from the stable process. The methodology for process monitoring in SPC is equivalent to conducting a repeated
hypothesis test on the process parameters, i.e. the process mean vector and the process covariance matrix. In this
study, the stability of covariance structure will be assessed which determines the variability in a process. In this
situation, if Σ 0 is the covariance matrix from a stable process and Σ f is the future covariance matrix, the hypothesis
statement is in the form of; H 0 : Σ f

Σ0 against H1 : Σ f z Σ0 .

Several multivariate control charts for monitoring the process variability have been proposed. The first
multivariate control chart for process variability monitoring is pioneered by [3]. [3] proposed a generalized variance
(GV) chart. A similar chart based on the square root of GV is adopted by [4]. Later on, [5] presented the statistical
properties of GV chart in the case of more than two quality characteristics. [6] proposed a GV chart with adaptive
sample size and compared to the GV chart with fixed sample size proposed in [3]. An improved GV chart is
presented in [7]. [7] proved that the control limits of GV chart are biased and proposed an unbiased control limit.
Due to the limitations of GV chart, a new vector variance (VV) chart is proposed by [8] and showed that VV chart
performs better than GV chart when small shifts in the covariance structure. A new chart based on the maximum of
sample variances of pth quality characteristics is considered in [9]. [10] presented a control chart based on the p-th
root of GV. [11],[12] and [13] provide a review of multivariate control charts. In this study, we propose a new
charting statistic for monitoring the shifts in the covariance structure.
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This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we briefly reviews the related works in the development of our
propose method. In section 3, the propose control charting method is presented. In section 4, we perform an
experimental study to demonstrate the performance of our propose control chart in comparison with the existing
charts. To show the advantage of the propose method, an illustrative real example is presented in section 5. Finally,
some conclusions are discussed in section 6.

RELATED WORKS
Let the random samples x i  R p for i 1,2,...,n from p-variate normal distribution with mean vector

μ

ª¬ x1 , x 2 ,..., x p º¼

T

and covariance matrix Σ of size p by p. We briefly presented two Shewhart-type control

charts to monitor multivariate process variability which will lead to our propose method.

Generalized Variance Chart
The first multivariate control chart for monitoring process variability is pioneered by [3]. Let Σ̂ be the
estimator of Σ , GV chart is based on charting GV statistic and it is defined by:

ˆ
Σ

ª s11
«s
« 21
«
«
«¬ s p1

s12
s22
sp2

s1 p º
s2 p »»
»
»
s pp »¼

(1)

Initially, GV statistic is proposed by [14] for outlier detection. The control limits for GV chart are based on the
standard univariate Shewhart control limits, P r 3V for which the first and second moment of GV statistic will be
used to establish the control limits.
Suppose Σ 0

is the determinant of covariance matrix from historical data and Σ is the determinant of

covariance matrix from future subgroup of size n. The asymptotic normal distribution of Σ is discussed in [3]
where the first and second moment of Σ are given by E Σ

b1 Σ0 and Var Σ

2

b2 Σ0 . The values of

p
p
ª p
º
1
(n  k ) u« (n  j  2)   (n  j )» .
2p 
(n  1) k 1
k 1
j 1
¬j1
¼
Thus, under multivariate normality assumption of Σ and by using the property that the most probability

b1 and b2 are calculated by b1

1
(n  1) p

p

 (n  k ) and b

2

distribution of Σ is consisting in the interval E Σ r Var Σ , the probabilistic control limits of GV chart for
monitoring the process variability when future subgroups are drawn through Σ are given by:

UCL
LCL

Σ0 (b1  ZD 2 b2 ) ½
°
¾
Σ0 (b1  ZD 2 b2 ) °
¿

(2)

where D is the overall false alarm rate or type I error and is usually set to 0.0027 . From the control limits above,

Σ 0 is estimated by Σ̂ 0 if the true parameter is unknown and LCL is set to zero when the value obtained is less than
zero. The limitation of GV lies on its property of determinant of a matrix. If GV = 0, that is in this case there exist a
linear combination of at least one quality characteristic to another quality characteristic or there is a quality
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characteristic with zero variance [8]. In addition, GV chart is sensitive to only large shifts [8]. Moreover, two
covariance matrices may have the same GV [15]. In this situation, if Σ 0 is equal to GV of an out-of-control
process Σ , a process might declare to be in-control while actually it is not.

Vector Variance Chart
Due to the limitations of GV chart, [8] proposed a new charting statistic in order to measure the shifts in process
variability using VV. VV statistic is calculated from the sum of all diagonal elements of the squared covariance
matrix Σ 2 and is denoted by Tr ( Σ2 ) . The sum of all diagonal elements of Σ 2 is also equivalent to the sum of
squared of all elements of Σ :

Tr Σ2

s 112 ...  s12p  s 212 ...  s 2 p2 ...  s p21 ...  s pp2

(3)

The asymptotic normal distribution of VV is discussed in [8] and [15]. Based on the asymptotic normal
distribution of VV presented in [16], thus, with D 0.0027 the control limits for VV chart are given by:

n ½
°
n  1°
¾
n °
LCL Z0  ZD 2K0
n 1°
¿

UCL Z0  ZD 2K0

(4)

n 1
Tr Σ02 and K02 8 Tr Σ04 . If the value of LCL is less than zero, we set LCL to zero. Unlike GV
n 1
chart, VV chart is more sensitive to small shifts [8] and [16].

where Z0

PROPOSED METHOD
The design of multivariate control charting method for monitoring process variability is not straightforward as
the univariate method. In multivariate setting, the process variability is characterized by Σ . Both statistics
presented in section 2 are a monotonic function of eigenvalue. GV could be written as the product of all eigenvalues,
p

Σ

O

i

and VV is the sum of squares of all eigenvalues, Tr (Σ2 )

i 1

O 2  O 2  ...  O p2 .Thus, both charts are
1

2

representation of two established eigenvalues-based charts.
The eigen-decomposition of Σ provides a potential statistical method for monitoring the shifts in process
variability. For this reason, we propose to construct a control chart through the vector of eigenvalues of Σ when
future subgroups are drawn. In our study the sample size of each subgroup n is greater than one. Recall the random
T
samples x1 , x 2 ,...,x n where x i  R p and the data matrix X k
x1 , x 2 ,...,x n for k = 1,2,…,m where m is the number
of subgroups. Let the k-th sample covariance matrix for each subgroup is denoted by S and
T

1 n
T
1 n
1 n
§1 n
·
xki  xk xki  xk for k = 1,2,…,m where xk ¨ ¦ xki1 , ¦ xki 2 ,..., ¦ xkip , ¸ . For each m
¦
n 1 i 1
ni1
ni1
©n i 1
¹
independent subgroup, we compute the sample mean vector x and the average of all sample mean vectors is denoted
Sk

T

by x where x

1 m
1 m
§1 m
·
x
x
xkp , ¸ .
,
,...,
¦
¨ m ¦ k1 m ¦ k 2
mk 1
k 1
© k1
¹
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Now, suppose the in-control process parameters μ 0 and Σ 0 are known from historical data. Let λ 0 be the vector
of eigenvalues of Σ 0 . On the other hand, λ̂ f is the vector of eigenvalues of f-th future covariance matrix Σ f . We
first introduce the asymptotic distribution of λ̂ f . Suppose λ 0

O1 , O2 ,...,O p

T

T

and λˆ f

Oˆ1 , Oˆ2 ,...,Oˆ p , the

asymptotic normal distribution of λ̂ f is given by theorem 8.3.3 in [17]:
2
§
·
λˆ f ~ N p ¨ λ 0 ,
/¸
n 1 ¹
©

where n is the size of m independent subgroups for n > 1 and /

(5)

diag O12 , O22 ,...,O2p .

The propose control chart is based on charting the values of Tλˆ2 statistic and it is defined as:
f

T
λˆ f  λ 0 /1 λˆ f  λ 0

Tλˆ2
f

(6)

In order to investigate the shifts in covariance structure by conducting the hypothesis test that Σ f z Σ0 , the
hypothesis statement could be rewrite into H 0 : λˆ f
The distribution of

λ 0 against H1 : λˆ f z λ 0 .

Tλˆ2 is said to follow a F 2 distribution with p degrees of freedom. Under H1 , the power of
f

propose chart is given by 1  E where E is the type II error and E

P Tλˆ2  UCL λˆ f z λ 0 . Thus, there is an
f

occurrence of shift in the process variability or shift in the covariance structure when Tλ̂2 ! UCL that is, the UCL of
f

this chart is the 1  D th quantile of the F distribution with p degrees of freedom and D
2

0.0027. Hereafter, in

this study, we assumed that both μ 0 and Σ 0 are known from historical data.

PERFORMANCE MEASURE
The most common tool used to measure the power of a control chart in terms of detection of an out-of-control
signal when the process has shifted is based on the average run length (ARL). When the process has shifted, ARL is
defined as the number of subgroups required before the first out-of-control signal is triggered. When the process is
stable or in-control, the in-control ARL is denoted by ARL0 . On the other hand, the out-of-control ARL is denoted
by ARL1 . Thus, when there is a shift in the process variability, an effective control chart will be able to detect the
shift as soon as possible and consequently gives a smaller value of ARL1 .
To demonstrate the performance of the proposed control chart in detecting shifts in process variability through
the changes in covariance structure, we obtain the values of ARL1 for several types of covariance matrix shifts
based on our proposed chart and compared with the ARL1 values based on GV chart. To provide a meaningful
comparison, both charts are calibrated to have ARL0 | 100 . The simulation experiments are conducted using
MATLAB R2010b. For calculation of the control limits, we generate random samples from N p 0, I p for m = 100 of
each size n = 30 with p = 4 and p = 6.
Next, by using 10 000 replications for n = 30, p = 4 and p = 6, the ARL1 is obtained from the average of 10 000
simulated run lengths. Without loss of generality, let Σ0

I p and μ 0

0 , for a constant k several types of

covariance shifts are considered in order to conduct the hypothesis test H1 : Σ f z Σ0 . where Σ f

kI p . The method

to obtain the values of ARL1 based on several types of covariance shifts is adopted from [18] with some
modifications.
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§ V 112 U12V 11V 22
U1 pV 11V pp ·
¨
¸
2
V
U
22
2 pV 22V pp ¸
¨
¸ , where in this experiment the correlation
Let the symmetric matrix Σ f ¨
¨
¸
¨
¸
2
¨
¸
V pp
©
¹
among the quality characteristics U are equal to 0, 0.l, 0.3 and 0.5 respectively. Next, we considered the variance

k while the remaining V 22

shift in the first quality characteristic V 11

all of the quality characteristics where V 11 V 22

... V pp

V 33 ... V pp 1 and the variance shifts in

k . The results of our experiments are presented in

Table 1 – Table 8.
TABLE (1). ARL1 of the GV Chart for Some Shifts in V 1 1 and U when p = 4 and n = 30
2

V 121

V 222

2
V 33

V 424

1.2
1.25
1.3
1.35
1.4
1.45
1.5
2
3

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

U
0
43.77
36.99
32.34
25.14
22.24
19.49
16.43
6.68
2.46

0.1
55.86
46.01
39.32
32.95
25.32
24.75
21.63
7.62
2.71

0.3
408.31
321.18
288.03
221.63
199.13
154.45
131.04
29.97
6.79

0.5
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
157.53

* The values are large and are not demonstrate here.

TABLE (2). ARL1 of the GV Chart for Some Shifts in all V 2 and U when p = 4 and n = 30
V 121

2
V 33

V 222

V 424

1.2
1.25
1.3
1.35
1.4
1.45
1.5
2
3

U
0
6.02
3.84
2.69
2.09
1.74
1.46
1.33
1.03
1

0.1
6.44
4.29
2.97
2.29
1.83
1.57
1.34
1
1

0.3
14.69
7.51
5.02
3.53
2.59
2.07
1.02
1
1

0.5
*
*
213.95
88.79
42.43
21.52
15.96
11.34
7.03

TABLE (3). ARL1 of the GV Chart for Some Shifts in V 1 1 and U when p = 6 and n = 30
2

V 121

V 222

1.2
1.25
1.3
1.35
1.4
1.45
1.5
2
3

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
V 33

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

V 424

V 525

V 626

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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U
0

0.1

0.3

0.5

49.38
39.21
37.93
31.66
30.42
25.97
24.02
9.94
3.83

79.52
76.28
52.17
51.75
47.62
38.21
33.54
13.83
5.23

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
245.5
41.91

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

TABLE (4). ARL1 of the GV Chart for Some Shifts in all V 2 and U when p = 6 and n = 30
V 121

2
V 33

V 222

V 525

V 424

U

V 626

0
3.99
2.64
1.92
1.55
1.32
1.22
1.12
1
1

1.2
1.25
1.3
1.35
1.4
1.45
1.5
2
3

0.1
5.05
3.18
2.21
1.72
1.43
1.26
1.16
1
1

0.3
45.79
18.09
9.61
5.31
3.48
2.48
1.92
1
1

0.5
*
*
*
*
244.8
98.62
43.52
21.39
7.54

TABLE (5). ARL1 of Tλˆ2 Chart for Some Shifts in V 1 1 and U when p = 4 and n = 30
2

f

V 121

V 222

V 323

V 424

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1.2
1.25
1.3
1.35
1.4
1.45
1.5
2
3

U
0
27.49
20.94
15.06
12.56
11.16
8.04
7.37
2.01
1.13

0.1
13.37
11.21
10.24
8.17
6.75
5.84
5.53
1.84
1.12

0.3
2.48
2.08
2.06
1.89
1.93
1.77
1.64
1.33
1.02

0.5
1.25
1.31
1.19
1.15
1.13
1.09
1.08
1.04
1.02

TABLE (6). ARL1 of Tλˆ2 Chart for Some Shifts in all V 2 and U when p = 4 and n = 30
f

V 121

2
V 33

V 222

V 424

1.2
1.25
1.3
1.35
1.4
1.45
1.5
2
3

U
0
7.17
5.36
3.86
3.15
2.01
2.04
1.59
1.02
1

0.1
4.25
3.45
2.55
2.01
1.96
1.66
1.38
1.05
1

0.3
1.93
1.62
1.44
1.35
1.34
1.21
1.14
1.01
1

0.5
1.21
1.08
1.05
1.04
1.04
1.03
1.02
1.01
1

TABLE (7). ARL1 of Tλˆ2 Chart for Some Shifts in V 1 1 and U when p = 6 and n = 30
2

f

V 121
1.2
1.25
1.3
1.35
1.4
1.45
1.5
2
3

V 222
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

V 323

V 424

V 525

V 626

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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U
0

0.1

0.3

0.5

35.63
24.51
21.76
18.45
17.91
12.05
11.18
2.67
1.18

11.52
10.62
8.13
7.78
5.78
5.27
4.95
2.24
1.17

1.53
1.45
1.41
1.39
1.34
1.35
1.28
1.18
1.07

1.15
1.08
1.06
1.03
1.02
1.01
1
1
1

TABLE (8). ARL1 of Tλˆ2 Chart for Some Shifts in all V 2 and U when p = 6 and n = 30
f

2
V 33

V 222

V 121

V 424

V 525

V 626

1.2
1.25
1.3
1.35
1.4
1.45
1.5
2
3

U
0

0.1

0.3

0.5

4.53
4.28
3.54
2.31
2.19
1.65
1.35
1.06
1

3.67
2.68
2.32
1.96
1.43
1.23
1.14
1.05
1

1.98
1.67
1.45
1.31
1.28
1.19
1.17
1.02
1

1.13
1.08
1.06
1.05
1.03
1.03
1.01
1
1

Table 1-4 show the ARL1 values for GV chart increases as the magnitude of the shift in U increase. The
correlation between quality characteristics has a major influence on the performance of GV chart. Thus, it is clear
that GV statistic is sensitive only to large shifts. Table 5-8 show the ARL1 values for the proposed chart decreases as
the magnitude of the shift in U increase. Based on the ARL1 values, our proposed chart is sensitive to small and large
shifts. The proposed chart is more effective than GV chart in all types of covariance shifts.

AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
In this section, we give an industrial problem to illustrate the proposed control charting method. There are 15
subgroups m = 15 from historical data of each size n = 25 and p = 5. Based on the historical data and we obtain Σ 0
and is given by:

Σ0

ª0.9161 0.0266 0.038 0.0564 0.0956 º
«
0.1146 0.0294 0.0203 0.0249 »»
«
«
0.0918 0.0106 0.0129 »
«
»
0.0919 0.0222 »
«
«¬
0.5042 »¼
T

In this study we assumed that μ 0

0,0,0,0,0 . It should be noted that Σ 0 is the average of all covariance matrices
issued from subgroups from the historical data. The associated vector of eigenvalues of Σ 0 is
λ0

/

0.9448, 0.4843, 0.1378, 0.0814, 0.0702

T

and
1
diag 0.8926, 0.2346, 0.0189, 0.0066, 0.0049
12

For phase II stage, there are 9 future subgroups of same size are collected. In Table 9, we presented the values of
GV given by Σ f and the values of Tλˆ2 for the future covariance matrices Σ f where f = 1,2,…,9.
f
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TABLE (9). Σ f

and Tλˆ2
f

Tλˆ2

Σf

Subgroup

f

-4

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1.93x10
4.53x10-5
7.67x10-4
2.43x10-4
2.78x10-4
2.65x10-5
3.08x10-5
2.92x10-4
9.43x10-5

36.85
14.16
9.04
5.39
6.32
14.91
11.62
34.56
5.42

For constructing GV chart, we first obtained Σ 0 and the values of b1 and b2

b1

0.64 and b2

. Thus, Σ0

3.61u104 ,

0.22 respectively. Consequently, UCL = 7.39 x10-4 and LCL = -0.0028 ≈ 0. Next, in order to

compare GV chart with the proposed chart Tλˆ2 , we calculate the critical value (CV) of Tλˆ2 chart, for D
f

0.0027 ,

f

thus the 1  D th quantile of chi-square distribution for p = 5 is given by F 0.0027,5 18.21 . By using the control limits
above for all control charts and results in Table 9., we construct the corresponding control charts presented in Fig.1
and Fig. 2 respectively.

FIGURE 1. GV Chart

Tλˆ2
f

FIGURE 2. Tλˆ2 Chart
f
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GV chart signal an out-of-control condition at subgroup number 3. In contrast, Tλˆ2 chart signals two out-off

control conditions at subgroup number 1 and 8. However, these out-of-control signals could not be detected by GV
chart. On the other hand, the proposed chart does not able to detect the out-of-control signal at subgroup number 3.
Thus, based on the example above and simulation experiments results, we may conclude that the proposed control
chart could provide a significant and meaningful information about the shifts in covariance structure and thus could
be used for monitoring process variability in multivariate setting.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a control charting method for monitoring multivariate process variability based on
vector of eigenvalues. The new chart enables to detect small shifts as well as large shifts. In contrast, GV chart is not
powerful in detecting small shifts. For a better result, the combination of the proposed chart and GV chart could be
used to monitor the process variability since in multivariate setting, the shifts in covariance structure are not easy to
interpret and measure.
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Numerical Investigation of Gas Separation in T-Junction
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Abstract. T-junctions are commonly used in distributing two-phase flow by piping networks especially in oil and gas
industries. Understanding the behavior of two-phase flow through a T-junction is very important as it has significant
effect on the operation, maintenance and efficiency of the components downstream from the junction. The objective of
this paper is to determine the effect of ratio of side arm to main arm diameters, initial inlet gas saturation and gas density
variation on passive separation performance in T-junction. Via computational fluid dynamics tool, preliminary
investigation found that separation efficiency is proportional to diameter ratio in between 0.5-0.75. Beyond diameter ratio
0.75, there is a flattening of separation efficiency. The change of fraction of gas taken off is inversely proportional to
initial inlet gas saturation and the trend is almost inversely linear for diameter ratio 0.5. Beyond that, the relationship
between initial inlet gas saturation and separation efficiency exhibits mild non-linearity behavior. For diameter ratios
0.75-1.0, the fraction of gas taken off is almost similar as far as the initial gas saturation is concerned. Gas density affects
phase separation efficiency when the initial gas saturation is low. Interestingly, the effects of the inlet flow velocity and
gravity distribution is almost negligible relative to the mass split ratio, side to main arm diameter ratio, initial gas
saturation and density differential.
Keywords: T-junction; liquid-gas separation; separation efficiency.
PACS: 47.11.-j; 47.10.ab

INTRODUCTION
Two-phase flow is the simultaneous flow of two different phases, separated from each other by a distinct
interface, with at least one of the phases must be a fluid which is either gas or liquid. Basically, there are four types
of two-phase flow which are gas-liquid, gas-solid, liquid-liquid and liquid-solid. The most common types of twophase flow are gas-liquid and liquid-liquid. The most complex flow is gas-liquid since they combine the
characteristics of a deformable interface and compressibility of one of the phases. This flow is also found widely in
a whole range of industrial applications, especially in piping system for the transportation of oil-gas mixtures.

FIGURE 1. Schematic of a T-junction [3].

A T-junction consists of three main components which are the main arm, run arm and side arm, as shown
schematically in FIGURE 1. When a two-phase mixture flows through a T-junction, the phases tend to separate in
different proportions among the outlet arms. The lower density or light phase tends to be preferentially diverted into
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the side arm, while the heavier phase will flow straight through the run arm [1]. Hence, the side-arm of the
branching T-junction will carry a higher proportion of the lighter phase than the run arm. This phenomenon of phase
maldistribution when a two-phase mixture passes through a T-junctions has underlying potential as a simple, cost
saving, passive partial separator to be included in the design of pipeline networks in the petroleum industry.
However, the efficiency of the phase separation and the geometry/shape of the T-junction are not well understood.
The objectives of this paper aim to investigate the effect of the diameter ratio of side arm to main arm on two phase
separation, the inlet flow conditions on two-phase split efficiency under constant pressure gradient, and the effect of
averaged bubble diameter on the mass flow split at the side arm outlet.

LITERATURE REVIEW
According to Suzanne and Choi [1], less liquid was observed to split to the side-branch resulting in higher
quality as the inlet liquid volume fraction increased in a uniform diameter T-junction. However, according to
Azzopardi et al. [2], the degree of phase separation seems to depend on the transit time between liquid-gas mixtures
and the junction. The slower flows have more time to separate than the fast flow. Liu et al. [3] concluded that gas
phase tend to flow into the side arm for bubbly flow because of the pressure difference of the side arm to main arm
is much larger than that for the run arm. Thus, the lower density gas will respond more easily to pressure gradient
than liquid phase for the same pressure force. It is also found that the inertia difference will also eventually results in
the flow split phenomenon due to large density difference. In addition, Margaris [4] reported that the separation
efficiency at uniform T-junction depends mainly on phase momentum, the existing flow pattern before the junction
and also the gravity forces distribution on T-junction.
Baker [5] discussed about the effect of reduced diameter of side arm. He stated that a reduction in the side-arm
diameter will have two different effects which are the associated pressure drop and the axial distance available for
take-off. The division of the phases at a T-junction but also on the two downstream pressures and the pressure drop
across the junction itself. The outlet with lower pressures or greater suction, has a stronger influence on the flowing
fluids and hence more significant the diversion in that direction.
According to Wren [6], the main difference between a reduced and a regular T-junction is the pressure
redistribution around the junction. For the same inlet conditions, the reduced side-branch causes a higher pressure
drop compared with the uniform T-junction. This is mainly due to the higher gas phase velocities encountered in the
reduced side-arm for the same fraction of inlet gas flowing down the side arm. Wren et al. [7] addresses much of the
liquid film that is dragged by the gas towards the side arm may only arrive at the side wall after passing the opening
of the reduced side arm. Thus, there is reduced fraction of liquid take off at side arm.
Griston and Choi [9] also reported that the percentage of liquid split to the side-arm decreased further as the inlet
vapor velocity decreased. The field tests results showed that reduced side-arm diameter further decreased the
percentage of liquid split to the side-branch. The liquid have lesser tendencies to flow through the restricted crosssectional area of the side-arm. Furthermore, Azzopardi [8] also concluded that the effect of diameter ratio is
strongest at lower gas rates and least at high gas and lower liquid flow rate conditions.

METHODOLOGY
The governing equations for two-phase flow model, as presented by Liu et al. [3] can be summarized as follows.
Two-phase continuity equation:
w
(Di Ui )    (Di Ui vi ) 0
i l or g
(1)
wt
Two-phase momentum balance:
w
(Di Ui vi )    (Di Ui vi  vi )
wt

Di p  τi  Di Ui g r Ri , j ; i, j

l , g
®
¯i z j

(2)

where v is the phase velocity, D is the volume fraction, U density, p is the hydrostatic pressure, g is the gravity
vector, R is the interfacial interaction force between two phases and τ is the stress tensor of the constituents. The
subscript i and j refer to either liquid (l) or gas (g). The interfacial interaction force depends on pressure, cohesion
and other effects and is subject to the conditions such that
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The stress tensor is given as follows:
τi

where
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Pi ¹·¸   vi I

(4)

are the viscosity coefficients of the constituents. These equations are available in ANSYS Fluent

14.5, under the Eulerian Multiphase Model and hence will not be further elaborated here.
The development of numerical model of T-junction for two-phase separation is based on the schematic Tjunction in FIGURE 2, where it consists of the main arm (1), run arm (2) and side arm (3), with symbols indicating
the applied inlet/outlet conditions and geometric parameters considered in the present study. Other parameters such
as the velocity inlet for water and gas, inlet gas saturation, flow rate weighting factor for both outlets and others are
taken into consideration.

FIGURE 2. Schematic T-junction with applied inlet and outlets boundary conditions.

TABLE 1 listed the input parameters used for the model built for validations using Davis et al. [10]
experiment data. The lowest and highest limit range of parameters for the present studies is also listed in Table 1 for
comparison in order to have clearer view on how the present studies differs from the validation model.
TABLE (1). Input parameters for validation and parametric studies.
Input Parameters
Main and run arm diameter, D [mm]
Side arm diameter, d3 [mm]
Total length of horizontal arm, L [mm]
Total length of vertical arm, l3 [mm]
Density of liquid phase, [kg/m3]
Density of gas phase, [kg/m3]
Initial gas saturation, αgi
Inlet mixture velocity, Um (m/s)
Inclination angle of gravity
Overall mass split ratio, Q
Operating pressure, P [kPa]

Validation, [10]
50
50
1050
500
998.2 (Water)
1.225 (Air)
0.47, 0.52, 0.56, 0.63
2.92, 6.21, 5.57, 6.62
0°
0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8
101.325

Parametric Study
200
100, 150, 200
4200
2000
998.2
0.6 to 0.75
0.7 to 0.96
8 to 15
0° to 45° (clockwise)
0.3 to 0.9
101.325

Mesh dependent analyses were performed to study the mesh dependent convergence behavior and to
determine the average mesh density per unit volume required to ensure consistency of numerical solution. Several
runs of simulation had been performed using the validated model with varying total number of tetrahedral cells. The
pressure distribution in the T-junction was selected as the criteria check on the convergence behavior. FIGURE 3
shows the coarsest (4282 cells) and the finest (253,919 cells) meshes tested for this purpose. Figure 4 plotted the
average pressure versus mesh density and the result established that the average pressure in the model started to
stabilize at a mesh density of 4.6 cells per unit mm3 onwards. The final decision was a compromise of mesh density
around 4.7~4.8 cells per unit mm3 and resulted in approximately three hours per simulation. This established mesh
density is used throughout the results obtained in this paper. FIGURE 5 compared the pressure contour between the
coarsest and the finest meshes. The finer mesh model showed a far superior and smoother pressure contour in
comparison to the coarser model.
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 3. Computational mesh refinement of T-junction (a) coarsest and (b) finest mesh used for mesh dependency tests.

FIGURE 4. Pressure convergence versus mesh density per unit volume.

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 5. Pressure contour of mixture phase with (a) 4272 and (b) 253919 tetrahedral cells, plotted using the
same contour scale.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Validation with Experimental Data
Davis and Fungtamasan [10] did an experiment to study the flow split behavior in a T-junction which
provided the experiment data for comparing the flow split efficiency in terms of the gas taken off value and the
liquid taken off value. In this experiment set-up, a mixture of water and air bubbly flow was introduced into a Tjunction with a 50 mm inner tube wall diameter for all arms. A uniform velocity profile is imposed for both water
and air phases at the inlet boundary and the detailed values used for this validation are given in Table 1, which all
data samples are taken from Davis’s experiments. Inlet mixture velocity U m is calculated according to:
Um

D l Ul ul  D g U g ug
D l Ul  D g U g

(5)

where D is the volume fraction of the constituent, U is the phasic density, u is the phase velocity. FIGURE 6
showed the result of the comparison between the experimental data and the present model. Due to none availability
of original data and difficulties in extracting individual experimental values from original paper (overlapping of data
points), present solutions are superimposed over a bandwidth of data presented in [10]. The present solutions fall
within a narrow bandwidth of experimental data, illustrating that the present methodology and model setup is
technically sound.

FIGURE 6. Simulated flow split curves compared with experimental results.

Effects of Diameter Ratio, Gas Saturation and Gas Density
on Fraction of Gas Taken Off
FIGURE 7 summarized the variation of fraction of gas taken off versus side arm to main arm diameter
ratios over three different prescribed mass split ratios for three different values of initial gas saturation. In order to
simplify the discussion, we henceforth represent the fraction of gas taken off as f. It is surprising to note that the
behavior of f in Fig. 7(a) is very similar to Fig. 7(c) while Fig. 7(b) looks completely different. Firstly, if two secant
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lines were drawn in Fig. 7 from both ends of the curves, the secants will intersect at diameter ratio ~ 0.75. Secondly,
if we designate r as the diameter ratio, wf wr experiences the steepest change for mass split ratio 0.6 for r < 0.75.
Thirdly, at high initial gas saturation, wf wr is almost constant. These three observations lead to the following three
conclusions (i) the fraction of gas taken off is most efficient when the mass split ratio is around 0.6, main to side arm
diameter ratio 0.75; (ii) the separation efficiency, in this case narrowly defined as change in fraction of gas take off
per unit of change in diameter ratio, starts to drop or flatten beyond r > 0.75, for mass split ratio below 0.3 and
beyond 0.9; (iii) for very high initial gas saturation, the effect of diameter ratio is negligible.

(a)

(b)

(c)
FIGURE 7. Effect of diameter ratio on fraction of gas taken off with initial velocity of 15 m/s and gas density of
0.6679kg/m3 for mass split ratio (a) 0.3, (b) 0.6 and (c) 0.9.
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FIGURE 8. Effect of Initial gas saturation on Fraction of gas taken off with initial mixture velocity of 15m/s and Methane
density of 0.6679kg/m3 for mass split ratio (a) 0.3, (b) 0.6 and (c) 0.9.

The effect of initial gas saturation on f with different diameter ratios, with a constant inlet mixture velocity
Um=15m/s and gas density of 0.6679kg/m3 is shown in FIGURE. 8. Counter intuitively, the initial gas saturation is
shown to be inversely proportional to f. This inverse proportionality is almost linear for diameter ratio 0.5 but not
rightly so for higher diameter ratios. The higher the mass split ratio, the change of f per unit increment of initial gas
saturation increases, indicating the decline of separation efficiency. Interestingly, f almost coincides with each other
for diameter ratio of 0.75 and 1.0 for different mass split ratio. In other words, the perturbation of diameter ratio to
fraction of gas taken off is minimal as far as the same mass split ratio is concerned. If we denote the initial gas
saturation as S gi , the non-linearity of wf wS gi is most obvious when the prescribed mass split ratio close to unity.
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(a)
(b)
FIGURE 9 Effect of gas density on fraction of gas taken off with overall mass split ratio of (a) 0.50 and (b) 0.95,
with an inlet mixture velocity of 12 m/s.
FIGURE 9 shows the effect of gas density on fraction of gas taken off with different mass split ratio with constant
inlet mixture velocity of 12 m/s. Unsurprisingly, the change of fraction of gas taken off per unit of gas density
variation decreases. In other words, the smaller the density difference between the two-phase, the less effective it is
to divert the gas phase into the side arm. The inclination of straight lines from Figure 9 refers to the fraction of gas
taken off per unit change of gas density is tabulated in TABLE 2 for better clarity and analyses.
TABLE (2). Fraction of gas taken off per unit change of gas density for mass split ratio, M of 0.50 and 0.95

Initial Gas
Saturation, Sg
0.70
0.96

Diameter Ratio, D

Gas Density, ρg

0.50
1.00
0.50
1.00

0.60 to 0.75
0.60 to 0.75
0.60 to 0.75
0.60 to 0.75

Gradient
M = 0.5

M = 0.95

-0.153
-0.200
-0.113
-0.080

-0.107
-0.067
-0.107
-0.073

FIGURE 9(a) and (b) illustrates the effect of gas density is inversely proportional to the fraction of gas
taken off. From TABLE 2, the tabulation of the gradients showed that gas density has a greater effect when the
diameter ratio increases from 0.50 to 1.00 while the initial gas saturation is 0.70 for both M = 0.50 and 0.95. On the
other hand, the gradient decreases from diameter ratio of 0.50 to 1.00 when the initial gas saturation is 0.96. This
concludes that the effect of gas density does affect the phase separation efficiency when the initial gas saturation is
low. On top of that, the table also implies the fraction of gas taken off per unit change of gas density per mass split
ratio decreases for both diameter ratio and initial gas saturation.
FIGURE 10 showed the relative parameters sensitivity with respect to fraction of gas taken off.
Surprisingly, the inlet mixture velocity and inclination angle of gravity, together, contributed only 1.1% to the
computed gas taken off. The dormant effect of gravity could be explained as the consequence of the present study by
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focusing on the geometric configuration of the T-junction where the vertical side arm extends in the opposite
direction of the gravity. Gravity effect may play a more significant role if the orientation of the T-junction is
arranged such that the main arm is extended in the opposite direction of the gravity while the side arm is orthogonal
and horizontal. However, this conjecture remains to be investigated further and analyzed quantitatively.

FIGURE 10. Sensitivity of fraction of gas taken off in normalized percentile in relation to parameters’ perturbation.

It is also decidedly determined from FIGURE 10 that apart from mass split ratio, initial inlet mixture composition
plays a far more important role than the geometry of the T-junction, follows by gas density or density difference.

CONCLUSIONS
This present paper focused on two-phase wet-gas separation in T-junction with horizontal main arm and vertical
side arm using methane gas and water as working fluids. Through FLUENT simulation, the significance of diameter
ratio, initial gas saturation, overall mass split ratio, averaged inlet mixture velocity, gas density and gravity
inclination angle are studied. It is found that the most influential factor is the overall mass split ratio followed by the
initial gas saturation and diameter ratio of the T-junction. The effects due to inlet velocity of the mixture and gravity
inclination are almost negligible relative to other factors. The diameter ratio of 0.5 - 0.75 is determined to be the
optimum range for an efficiency separation and beyond 0.75, the efficiency starts to flatten. Counter intuitively, it is
found that the higher the initial inlet gas saturation, the less efficient it is for the split at the side arm to happen.
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Abstract. Agricultural and industrial by-products are commonly used in concrete production as cement replacement
materials (CRMs) or as admixtures to enhance both fresh and hardened properties of concrete as well as to save the
environment from the negative effects caused by their disposal. Sugar Cane Bagasse Ash (SCBA) is one of the
promising CRMs, it is used as a partial replacement of cement for producing concrete; properties of such concrete
depend on the chemical composition, fineness, and burning temperature of SCBA. Approximately 1500 Million tons
of sugarcane are annually produced over all the world which leave about 40-45% bagasse after juice crushing for
sugar industry giving an average annual production of about 600 Million tons of bagasse as a waste material. This
paper presents some findings on the effect of SCBA on workability, compressive strength and microstructure of
interfacial zone of concrete and its performance is compared to some of the established CRMs namely Densified
Silica Fume, Fly Ash and Microwave Incinerated Rice Husk Ash.
Keywords: Sugar cane bagasse ash; pozzolans; cement replacement materials; compressive strength.
PACS: 81.05.-t

INTRODUCTION
Utilization of agricultural, industrial and agro- industrial by-products in concrete production has
become attractive to the researchers all over the world. Utilization of such wastes as cement replacement
materials can reduce the cost of concrete and also minimize the negative environmental effects associated with
the disposal of these wastes. Silica fume, rice husk ash, fly ash, metakaolin and ground granulated blast furnace
slag are well established pozzolans because of high silica contents in their chemical composition.
The calcium hydroxide (unfavorable product from the cement hydration) released during the hydration of
Portland cement reacts with the silica content present in the pozzolans and water to form additional calcium
silicate hydrate which is responsible for the compressive strength in concrete [1].
Since last few years tremendous efforts have been made to increase the use of cement replacement materials
in concrete production because the cement production consumes high energy and is responsible for 5% of global
anthropogenic CO2 emission (each ton of cement produces about one ton of CO2) and their use can also improve
the properties of concrete [2].
Bagasse is the waste produced after juice extraction in sugar industry, which is usually used as a fuel for
boilers in the sugar mills and alcohol factories which produce high amounts of ash annually. Previously the sugar
cane bagasse was burnt as a means of solid waste disposal, with increasing of the cost of natural gas, electricity,
and fuel oil and with calorific properties of these wastes; since last decade the bagasse has been used as the
principal fuel in cogeneration plants to produce electric power [3], [4].
Sugar cane bagasse ash is recently accepted as a pozzolanic material, study of using bagasse ash as a
pozzolanic material is not well-known and its uses are limited and most of bagasse ash is disposed in the landfills
[5], and “only a few studies have been reported on the use of bagasse ash as a pozzolanic material in respect of
the cement paste” [6]. There is a continuous increase in the production of sugar worldwide. Approximately 1500
Million tons of sugarcane are annually produced over all the world which leave about 40-45% bagasse after juice
extraction. Therefore, an average annual production of 600 Million tons of bagasse as a waste material is coming
from this industry [7]. Up to date, the microstructure of sugar cane bagasse ash (SCBA) concrete at interfacial
zone has not been addressed.
Zhang et al. [8] investigated the effects of 10% rice husk ash (RHA) and 10% densified silica fume (DSF)
replacement on the compressive strength of cement paste and concrete and its effects on the microstructure of the
ITZ was also examined. The results were compared with 10% DSF concrete. They obtained that incorporation of
RHA and DSF in concrete increased the 28-day compressive strength of concrete and reduced width of interfacial
transition zone (ITZ) but the porosity in the RHA concrete was higher than that of the DSF concrete [8].
Utilization of industrial and agro-industrial by-products as cement replacement materials (CRMs) in concrete
will not only save the environment; but also will reduce the cement production and consequently the high energy
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consumption, reduce the CO2 emission, improve the mechanical properties and durability of the produced
concrete and reduce the cost of concrete. This paper presents an experimental comparative study on the
performance of SCBA, DSF, fly ash (FA) and Microwave incinerated rice husk ash (MIRHA) in terms of
workability, compressive strength and interfacial transition zone.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
The ordinary Portland cement (OPC) type 1 was used in this study it was complying with the requirements of
BS 12 (1996) [9], and MS 522 (1989) [10]. The chemical composition of cement is shown in Table 1. Crushed
Granite rocks with a maximum particle size of 20 mm that was employed as coarse aggregate in this study and
mining sand with a maximum particle size of 4.75mm was used as fine aggregate according to BS 812-103.2:
1989. A naphthalene formaldehyde sulphonate superplasticizer in the form of aqueous solution was used as water
reducing admixture (WRA) for all concrete mixes.
The SCBA was obtained from the boilers of Guneid Sugar factory, located in Gezira Province, Sudan, during
the boiler cleaning operation, and ground by using Los Angeles abrasion machine until the particles retained on
45μm-sieve were less than 5%. The chemical constituents of SCBA are given in Table 1.
The silica fume used in this investigation was a densified silica fume obtained from Elkem materials in dry
densified form with Grade 920 confirming to the mandatory requirements of ASTM C1240 [11] . The chemical
composition of silica fume is shown in TABLE 1.
The fly ash used in this study was obtained from Manjung Power Station at Lumut, Perak that was classified
as low lime fly ash or ASTM Class F fly ash. The chemical properties of FA are given in TABLE 1.
Microwave incinerated rice husk ash (MIRHA) was obtained from burning process of rice husk which
collected from Sg. Ranggam, Perak, Malaysia, and was burnt by using a microwave incinerator that was specially
designed for RHA burning. A Flue Gas Filter that is equipped to the microwave incinerator provides significant
positive effect to the environment. It distils all the dust and ashes from rice husk incineration, hence the air
pollution from burning process can be reduced. The chemical constituents of MIRHA are listed in TABLE 1.

Concrete Mixing and Casting
A total of 17 concrete mixes were prepared, one mix was made of normal concrete without inclusion of
cement replacement materials it was coded as NC and kept as reference mix. The remaining 16 mixes were
prepared by including the four CRMs at four replacement levels namely 5%, 10%, 15% and 20%. The mixes
were coded by the replacement percentage followed by the abbreviation of the material e.g. 5% SCBA is the mix
in which the cement was replaced with 5% sugar cane bagasse ash and 10% DSF is the mix in which the cement
was replaced with 10% silica fume and so on. The mix proportions were kept constant for all mixes and the only
one variable was the replacement level for the comparison reason. All the concrete mix proportions in kg/m3 are
shown in TABLE 2. All concrete ingredients were mixed as defined in BS1881-125: 1986 [12] , the
superplasticizer dosage was kept constant in order to determine the effect of the four CRMs on the workability
of concrete.
TABLE (1). Chemical composition of OPC, SCBA, DSF, FA and MIRHA.

Oxide
SiO2
Al2O3
Fe2O3
CaO
K2O
MgO
Na2O
P 2O 5
TiO2
MnO
SO3

OPC
20.44
2.84
4.64
67.73
0.26
1.43
0.02
0.10
0.17
0.16
2.20

SCBA
77.25
6.37
4.21
4.05
2.34
2.61
1.38
0.59
0.58
0.27
0.11

Weight %
DSF
91.7
1.00
0.93
1.68
1.02
1.80
0.12
0.13
0.87
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FA
56.39
23.57
9.07
5.47
1.98
0.98
1.91
0.55

MIRHA
89.33
0.45
0.40
0.76
4.98
0.49
0.12
2.58
0.02
0.08
0.90

TABLE (2). Concrete mix proportions.

Mix Description
NC
5% CRM
10% CRM
15% CRM
20% CRM

OPC

CRM

CA

Sand

Water

SP

500
475
450
425
400

0
25
50
75
100

945
945
945
945
945

745
745
745
745
745

190
190
190
190
190

3
3
3
3
3

Methods
The workability of the freshly mixed concrete was determined by slump test was performed according to BS
1881: Part 102: 1983 [13].
The compression test was performed on 100 mm cubes and the compressive strength was determined on
three cubes at 7, 28, 90 and 180 days curing. In the compression test, the cube, which still wet, was placed with
the cast faces in contact with the platens of the testing machine; the load on the cube was applied at a constant
rate of 3.0 KN/s according to BS 1881: Part 111: 1983 [14].
The microstructure of interfacial transition zone was investigated for the reference mix, all SCBA mixes and
the mixes with the best performance in terms of compressive strength for DSF, FA and MIRHA. Field emission
scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) technique was used for this purpose. At the age 90 days and before the
FESEM analysis, a cylindrical core was taken from the concrete and a thin slice of about 2-3 mm was cut by the
diamond cutter and polished by the electrical polisher for FESEM imaging. The ITZ was imaged and its
thickness was measured at the same magnification. Three ITZ thickness measurements were taken as shown in
Figure 3 and the average ITZ thickness is reported.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Workability
FIGURE 1 shows the slump values for all concrete mixes, it can be seen that all FA mixes exhibited highest
workability compared to the normal concrete, SCBA, DSF and MIRHA concretes, due to the spherical shape of
fly ash particles. which help in increasing the workability of concrete, this observation is supported by [15] and
[16].
SCBA slightly improved the workability due its high fineness which required less water to wet the cement
particles, this was also observed by [17]. DSF and MIRHA significantly reduced the workability of concrete due
to the agglomerated particles of silica fume and the porous texture of MIRHA, similar results were reported by
[15], and [18] for silica fume and [19] and [20] for RHA.
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FIGURE 1. Effect of SCBA, DSF, FA and MIRHA on the workability of concrete.

Compressive Strength
As presented in FIGURE 2, SCBA drastically improved the compressive strength of concrete at all
replacement levels and at all ages and 5% SCBA showed the highest compressive strength among all the SCBA
mixes and all the comparative mixes this can be attributed to 1) the high silica content of SCBA that available for
the pozzolanic reaction and 2) the fineness of SCBA particles which enabled the micro-filling effect. This agrees
with [17]. 5% DSF significantly increased the compressive strength of concrete, an increment of about 36% was
obtained over the reference concrete at 28 days, and 10% DSF and 15% DSF also enhanced the compressive
strength of concrete while 20%DSF decreased the compressive strength of concrete at all ages. 5% DSF exhibited
the best compressive strength among the silica fume mixes the results are in agreement with [21]. By comparing
the DSF with SCBA, one can observe that SCBA performed better than DSF and this can be attributed to the
presence of some agglomerated particles in the densified silica fume similar observation for densified silica fume
was reported by [22]. Compressive strength development of FA and MIRHA is presented in Figure 3; 10% FA
exhibited highest early compressive strength among all the fly ash mixes with very excellent strength
development at 28 days onward, an increase of about 14%, 27% and 28% was obtained at 28, 90 and 180 days
respectively when compared to the normal concrete, Similar observation was reported by [23]. 5% MIRHA had
the best performance in compressive strength followed by 10% MIRHA and 15% MIRHA while 20% MIRHA
reduced the early age strength and it had almost similar compressive strength to the normal concrete at 180 days.
The results are in agreement with [24] for MIRHA and [19] and [20] for RHA. In general the SCBA showed the
best performance followed by DSF which was slightly lower than SCBA. Fly ash had slightly better
performance than MIRHA.
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FIGURE 2. Effect of SCBA and DSF on the compressive strength of concrete.

FIGURE 3. Effect of FA and MIRHA on the compressive strength of concrete.
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Interfacial Transition Zone
Interfacial zone thickness is defined as the gap length between the aggregate and mortar matrix of the
concrete. It was analyzed to compare the interfacial zone thickness in normal concrete to SCBA concretes and
the comparative materials namely DSF, FA and MIRHA. From the compressive strength results all the SCBA
mixes, 5% DSF, 10% DSF, 10% FA, 20% FA, 5% MIRHA and 10% MIRHA were selected for ITZ analysis.
The FESEM images for all selected mixes are shown in Figures 4-9. The ITZ thickness in Micrometer for all the
selected mixes is shown in Figure 10. It can be observed that the SCBA significantly reduced the ITZ thickness
at all replacement levels which strongly confirmed the compressive strength results. The percentage of reduction
in ITZ thickness for 5, 10, 15 and 20% SCBA, was about 31%, 37%, 100% and 70%, respectively as compared
to the reference normal concrete NC, it is also worthy to notice that at 15% SCBA, Figure 6-a, there was no gap
to be measured between the aggregate and mortar and the microstructure was very homogeneous, this can be
attributed to the pore refinement which led to an improved and very dense microstructure at interfacial zone.
5%DSF and 10% DSF reduced the ITZ by 65% and 77% respectively which is well known about DSF, the
results are in agreement with [25] and [26]. At 10 and 20% FA replacement levels the ITZ thickness was
reduced by 37% and 48% respectively, similar findings were reported by [27]. While both 5%MIRHA and 10%
MIRHA had an ITZ thicknesses of 1.9 and 1.98 μm respectively which were about 32% lower than the normal
concrete, this observation is in line with [24]. In general, and as it can be observed from, all the pozzolanic
materials used in this study showed better performance than normal concrete and well developed microstructure
at interfacial zone.

FIGURE 4. FESEM image of NC.

FIGURE 5. FESEM image of a) 5% SCBA b) 10% SCBA.
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FIGURE 6. FESEM image of a) 15% SCBA b) 20% SCBA.

FIGURE 7. FESEM image of a) 5% DSF b) 10% DSF.

FIGURE 8. FESEM image of a) 10% FA b) 20% FA.
.

FIGURE 9. FESEM image of a) 5% MIRHA b) 10% MIRHA.
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FIGURE 10. ITZ thickness for NC, SCBA, DSF, FA and MIRHA concrete.

CONCLUSIONS
From this experimental study the following conclusions can be reported. Fly ash and SCBA improved the
workability of concrete while a reduction in workability was observed when densified silica fume and MIRHA
were included. Incorporation of 5% SCBA significantly enhanced the compressive strength at all curing ages, an
increase of about 48% over the normal concrete was obtained at 28 days.
In this study, 5% SCBA replacement provided the highest compressive strength concrete among all the
concrete mixes. Up 20% SCBA in concrete can be considered as the optimum replacement level even at short
term strength. All the CRMs used in this study enhanced the compressive strength of concrete with the
following sequence SCBA, DSF, FA and MIRHA. Inclusion of SCBA in concrete up to 20% significantly
improved the microstructure of co concrete by reducing the ITZ thickness which indicates better refinement of
pore structure compared to the normal concrete. The microstructure of concrete was significantly improved by
inclusion of SCBA at the top followed by DSF, FA and MIRHA. The microstructural properties are strongly
related to the compressive strength of concrete.
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Leakage Detection in Galvanized Iron Pipelines Using
Ensemble Empirical Mode Decomposition Analysis
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Abstract. There are many numbers of possible approaches to detect leaks. Some leaks are simply noticeable when the liquids
or water appears on the surface. However many leaks do not find their way to the surface and the existence has to be check
by analysis of fluid flow in the pipeline. The first step is to determine the approximate position of leak. This can be done by
isolate the sections of the mains in turn and noting which section causes a drop in the flow. Next approach is by using sensor
to locate leaks. This approach are involves strain gauge pressure transducers and piezoelectric sensor. the occurrence of leaks
and know its exact location in the pipeline by using specific method which are Acoustic leak detection method and transient
method. The objective is to utilize the signal processing technique in order to analyse leaking in the pipeline. With this, an
EEMD method will be applied as the analysis method to collect and analyse the data.
Keywords: Waves propagation; transient signal; ensemble emperical mode decomposition.
PACS: 07.07.Df

INTRODUCTION
Water is an important crop for human beings to live. The world scenario nowadays, water is a global issue.
The World Water Vision Report, 2000 acknowledge that there is a global water crisis. The crisis is not about
having too little water to satisfy our needs but it is a crisis of water management so badly for billions of people in
the world and other words “suffer badlly”. The lack of water services is one of the most important physical signs
of extreme poverty. As estimated in Global Water Supply and Sanitation Assessment 2000 Report by World
Health Organisation (WHO) and United Nations Children’ Fund (UNICEF) [1], 780 million people had no
access to improved water supply and 2.5 billion were without access to improved sanitation. If current trends
continue, these numbers will remain unacceptably high in 2015, 605 million people will be without an improved
drinking water source and 2.4 billion people will lack access to improved sanitation facilities.
Currently, over 1.4 billion people live near water resources where the use of water already exceeds minimum
recharge level resulting depletion of ground water [2]. As time goes, every generation tries to improve the
previous system and existing.
Pipe leaking can be happen in many forms such as burst, hole and cracks. In global world water loss or water
leaking can vary between 10 to 40% of total water volume produced, which can be great economic importance
[1]. In Malaysia, there had been recorded 21.90% of physical and 14.70% of commercial water loses in year
2009.

WATER HAMMER PHENOMENON
Water hammer phenomenon also known as hydraulic transient usually occur at fast flow changes in
pressurized water pipelines [3]. This phenomenon can be considered problem event in water pipeline. This is
because water hammer usually occurs and creates damage to the pipeline due to strong pressure peaks and
fatigue.
Water hammer phenomenon often brought strong vibration on the pipeline. Therefore, the calculation of water
hammer is important especially in designing at operates pressurized piping system [4]. When a change happen in
water velocity occurs, it will resulted rise and drop of pressure happen in the pipeline. Water hammer propagates
as elastic wave along the pipes. Water phenomenon can be induced both in one-phase and two-phase system
during pipeline transients [5]. In one-phase system, fluid flow in the channel is described with the mass,
momentum and energy balance equations. In two-phase system, both velocity and thermal equilibrium in case of
two–phase flow. In this system, friction and vapour condensation plays important roles to induced water
phenomenon.
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SIGNAL ANALYSIS METHOD FOR LEAKS DETECTION
Ensemble Empirical Mode Decomposition
EEMD analysis is generally known as time space analysis method [6]. EEMD principle is by added white noise,
it will populate whole time frequency space uniformly with constituting components of different scales. The
general equation that can be used in EEMD is:
x(t)

= σୀଵ ܿା



(1)

Where: ݎ is the residue data
݊ is number of IMF extracted
ܿ is number of zero-crossing
The ensemble mean is effective result that can be obtained by using EEMD, where data are collected by
separate observations, each of which contains different noise.

DEVELOPMENT OF EXPERIMENT
The experiment is involving 1 inch GI pipe. Test rigs were connected to hydraulic bench which consist water
tank and average power water pump. The experiment was designed by followed schematic diagram as in
FIGURE 1, where involve U-shaped pipeline with features.
Based on Figure 1 the experiment was conducted to find calibration value. Leak was created based on pin hole
type and this was controlled by stop valve. The captured signal was transferred to data acquisition. For the study
for GI pipeline, 6400 of sample size and 6400 Hz sample rate was required to get the reading data more equrate
and easy to transfer the data to MatLab. Other tools that been used was DASY Lab software where strain value
and transient graph was recorded.

FIGURE 1. U-shape pipeline with features schematic diagram for GI pipeline.
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RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Galvanized Iron Pipelines
Galvanized iron (GI) pipelines have slightly higher speed of sound compare to medium density polyethylene
pipelines. As the experiment conducted, there are some limitation happen where the strain gauge pressure
transducer was unable to read and measure signal due to low resistance ability of strain gauge to tension and
compress at high pressure of water flow in the GI pipelines. By using piezoelectric sensor, sample size and
sampling rate was set up at 6400 and the signal was successfully recorded. To many sample rate will cause to
many data after pressure transient is create. the analysis will not accurate with many data to analysed.

Sample Size 6400 With Leakage in the GI Pipelines
The result is show the signal captured in GI pipeline with second leakage within 10 seconds. The signal is
decomposed into six IMFs with the final component indicating the residual of the signal. Transient of signal was
stimulated by solenoid valve at zero seconds. From the signal data set, it shows an obvious signal transient point
at 8.5 and 8.96 seconds. The transients was unable to be recorded in signal wave data without leakage, so the
data is assume as a disturbances or as a potential leakage that happen in 10 seconds time frame. After been
decomposed by using ensemble empirical mode decomposition with addition of 0.2 amplitude of white noise and
100 ensemble, the signals were removed and only the transient signal at 8.5 seconds still can be detected until at
fourth IMF.

FIGURE 2. EEMD analysis leakage for GI pipeline.
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FIGURE 3. EEMD analysis leakage for GI pipeline (continued).
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In GI pipeline, the propagation speed is 4512 m/s . The equation needed to be divided with 6400 because of
the data was recorded in sample rate 6400 in one second. The result is 2.99 m. The signal at 8.5 seconds is
second leakage time captured in the pipeline. The measured distance of leakage is 3 m and this shows that there
only 0.33% of error that happens in the measurement. The error may causes by additional noise and disturbance
influenced by motor pump that was located not far away from the leakage, undetectable leakage at joint of figure
and lag happen when the data was captured and recorded.
Both of transient signal time was calculated into following equation.

s

't a § 1 ·
¨
¸
2 © 6400 ¹

(2)

Where:
sA is distance of pressure wave produced and leakage.
'TA is changes time between initial and reflected wave.
A is wave propagation speed.

CONCLUSION
The data obtained then was calculated in leakage detection equation influence by sample size of the signal was
recorded. From the study, EEMD analysis predict satisfactorily the location in GI pipelines as it can detect and
locate the leak up to error of 0.33% in GI pipeline. The EEMD method had perform the best and already produce
an acceptable result.
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Abstract. An artificial skin should have the similarities of the human skin in term of biomechanical properties. In this paper,
Polydimethysiloxane (PDMS) have been chosen as artificial skin material. PDMS specimens were prepared and the hardness
of the material will be altered by adding different percentages of diluents to the mixture of the base and a cross-linker
component. It indicated that the physiological elastic modulus depends strongly on the definition of the stress-strain curve,
mixing ratio and strain rate. Tensile and compression test are conducted to find out the Hyperelastic (HE) coefficient and
Young’s modulus. These material coefficients will be used to define the constitutive model of PDMS for finite element
analysis study. In this paper, three dimensional (3D) finite element (FE) stress and displacement analysis were used. Three
types of models with different values of height were simulated in COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS. The analysis of the von
Mises stress and surface deflection values revealed that maximum stress and maximum deflection concentration were located
in the region near line load. PDMS polymer 10:1 is the softer product and can be commercialized as artificial skin material.
Keywords: Polydimethysiloxane; surface deflection, finite element analysis.
PACS: 02.60.Cb., 02.70.Dh

INTRODUCTION
The skin is the largest organ of the human body. The skin consists of two layers; the epidermis and the dermis.
The epidermis may divide into four layers such as a basal cell layer, spinous or prickle cell layer, granular cell layer
and horny layer. The dermis is bounded externally by its junction with the epidermis and internally by subcutaneous
fat [1]. The skin has interesting biomechanics properties such as elasticity of solids and viscosity of fluids. Thus,
artificial skin should have the similarities of human skin in term of biomechanical properties.
In this study, PDMS has been chosen as artificial skin material. Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is a silicone
polymer with a repeating unit of silicone-to-oxygen bonds [2]. PDMS is also known as silicone elastomer.
Elastomer is defined as polymeric materials with rubber-like properties that exhibit an ability to elongate under
applied force and return its original state. PDMS can be easily formed into complex shape, for example 3D microchannel fabrication [3]. PDMS polymers are chemically resistant, stable over a wide temperature range, easily
sterilized, biocompatible and very durable. There are many applications of PDMS polymer in biological such as in
maxillofacial prosthesis [4]. It is also been used as the wall of arteries [5]. With recent advances in soft lithography
and polymer micro electromechanical systems (MEMS), polydimethylsiloxane has been employed and constructed
into a great deal of micro and nano-scale devices for biological and medical applications [6].
During the last decades, synthetic skins attract researches attention. There were extensive works in developing
the most accurate methods to be applied. Cabbihan et al. has conducted conformance tests on viscoelastic materials
such as technogel, silicone and polyurethane. The material coefficients for each material had been applied to a finite
element model. Then, comparisons were made with the experimental surface deflection of human fingertip that was
indented by a wedge. The simulation showed that the silicone as the inner layer and polyurethane or technogel as the
outer layer offered the optimal combination that approximates the human fingertip’s conformance [7].
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A study about the comparison between compliance, conformance and hysteresis of synthetic and human fingertip
skins had been conducted by Pattofatto et al. The objective was achieved through materials characterization, finite
element (FE) modeling and validation experiments. The results show that the selected types of silicone and
polyurethane materials did not exhibit the same qualities as the human fingertip skin. However, the methodologies
described in this paper can be used to evaluate other materials, their possible combinations or other fingertip design
configurations [8].
Cabibihan proposed prosthetic skins with humanlike softness. This paper also develops simulation and
experimental methodologies for selecting skin materials such as silicone and polyurethane, designing their internal
geometries and comparing their behavior to the biomechanical skin behavior of the human hand for activities
concerning social touch. Simulation results showed that modifying the internal geometry of the synthetic skin
structure can lead to an increase in skin compliance [9].
Cabibihan et al. also conducted a research about the development of three-dimensional finite element models of
synthetic finger phalanx. The authors also investigated the effects of introducing open pockets in the internal
structure and combining different materials as external and internal layers. The results show that having pockets in
the internal structure of the design can increase the skin compliance of the synthetic phalanges an make it
comparable with human counterpart. Moreover, having different layers can be used to satisfy skin compliance and
other requirement such as wear and tear [10].
Then, Cabibihan et al. accomplish a study about synthetic skins with humanlike warmth. The experiment started
by measuring the human skin temperature. The skin temperature at the forearm, palm and the finger were obtained
as a possible location area where contact interaction could occur. Results show that the surface temperature of the
human skin can be replicated on the synthetic skins [11].
Next, Cabibihan et al. conducted a research about skin compliance of artificial skin. The authors also investigate
the effect on skin compliance by having open pockets on the internal geometry of a finger phalanx model. With an
open pocket design, simulation results show that it is possible to have force-displacement results that are comparable
to the data of the human finger phalanx under cyclic loading [12].
The objective of the project is to find the variable of hyperelastic (HE) coefficient of the PDMS as well as the
Young’s modulus using compression and tensile testing method respectively. The second objective is to investigate
the deflection module of PDMS and whether or not it follows the deflection module of human glabrous skin. In the
following sections, the preparation of materials, mechanical properties of PDMS polymer and finite element analysis
performed on PDMS material is described and some results from these experiments are presented.

MATERIALS
Preparation of Materials
SYLGARD 184 silicone elastomer consists of pre-polymer (base) and cross linker (curing agent) that are
typically mixed with different mixing ratio (measure by volume). To prepare PDMS polymer with different elastic
moduli, silicone elastomer base and curing agent are mixed thoroughly at various mixing ratios. For these studies, a
series of PDMS polymer samples with different base and cross- linking ratio are used which are PDMS polymer 8:1,
PDMS polymer 9:1 and PDMS polymer 10:1. Three samples were obtained for each series of PDMS polymer
samples. The samples were prepared in a cylinder shape and dumb-bell shape molds.

Mechanical Properties of PDMS Polymer
The mechanical properties of the PDMS were determined in two types of test; Tensile Test and Compression
Test. These tests were conducted using Universal Testing Machine (UTM). The resulting stress-strain tensile curve
will be constructed at the end of tensile test. While, compressive stress versus time was constructed at the end of
compression test.
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Finite Element Analysis Performance on PDMS Material
Initially, three different models were constructed using Comsol Multiphysics software 4.0 versions. First model
has 5mm x 5mm x 2mm dimension. Second model have 5mm x 5mm x 2.5mm dimension and third model have
5mm x 5mm x 3mm dimension. Those models had a linear line between two points at coordinates (0, 2.5) and (5,
2.5). This linear line being used as edge load and the value of edge load in every model was -1N/m at z-axis.
Generally, there are three types of models available in hyperelastic materials such as Neo-Hooken model, MooneyRivlin model and Murnaghan model. In this paper, the Neo-hooken model had been used since it has the simplest
mathematical parameter yet able to predict a hyperelastic material. The Neo-Hooken equation is the first-order
approximation of classical hyperelastic models [13]. The Comsol ™ tetrahedral elements were added in conjunction
with NORMAL mesh features. The base of every model was constrained in all degrees of freedom. Finally, the
results of the analysis were viewed in two parameters such as displacement field at z component and von Mises
stress.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Tensile Properties
Tensile Stress versus Tensile Strain graphs were constructed in this tensile test. The Young’s modulus, then been
calculated by linear fitting through the data in each region and the slope was finding for each PDMS mixing ratio
specimen. For PDMS polymer with mixing ratio 8:1, the Young’s modulus is 0.310 MPa. While, PDMS polymer
with mixing ratio 9:1 and 10:1, the Young’s modulus is 0.714 MPa and 0.722 MPa, respectively. Finally, the value
of Young’s modulus for each PDMS polymer been used in the commercial element analysis software; COMSOL
MULTIPHYSICS for analyzing 3D models with different height.

Compression Analysis
FIGURE 1(a) until FIGURE 1(c) graphically represented different PDMS mixing ratio in different series of
loading rate. Those series of loading rate shown that PDMS polymer with mixing ratio 10:1 need least stress
followed by PDMS polymer 9:1 while, PDMS polymer with mixing ratio 8:1 need highest stress to achieve 4mm
indentation. In this plot, it also can be seen that PDMS polymer with various mixing ratios can sustain higher
loading, but the entire PDMS polymer relaxed similarly over time.

FIGURE 1(a): Compressive stress versus time for different PDMS mixing ratio in set 1 with loading rate of
1 mm/sec, 2 mm/sec and 4 mm/sec.
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FIGURE 2(b): Compressive stress versus time for different PDMS mixing ratio for set 2 with loading rate of
1 mm/sec, 3 mm/sec and 6 mm/sec.

FIGURE 3(c): Compressive stress versus time for different PDMS mixing ratio for set 3 with loading rate of
1 mm/sec, 4 mm/sec and 8 mm/sec.

Finite Element Analysis Simulation
The results were represented by considering surface deflection and distribution of von Mises stresses. Figure 2
until Figure 7 showed color graphics of surface deflection and von Mises stress for models with different values of
height. These colorful graphics were transformed into numerical data for better understanding mechanical
phenomena in the models as shown in Table 1 until Table 3. All stress values were indicated in mega pascals (MPa)
while for surface deflection, values indicated in micrometers (μm).
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The analysis of the von Mises stress and surface deflection values revealed that maximum stress and maximum
surface deflection concentrations were located in the region near line load as shown in FIGURE 2 until FIGURE 7.
Based on TABLE 1 until TABLE 3, models with mixing ratio 8:1 needed highest values of von Mises stress to
deflect surface in small range. For models with mixing ratio 10:1, small values of von Mises stress was definitely
affecting the surface of models towards a high range of deflection.
(b)

(a)

(c)

FIGURE 2: Surface deflection of model with 3mm (height) for (a) PDMS 10:1 (b) PDMS 9:1 (c) PDMS 8:1

(b)

(a)

(c)

FIGURE 3: Surface deflection of model with 2.5mm (height) for (a) PDMS 10:1 (b) PDMS 9:1 (c) PDMS 8:1
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(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 4: Surface deflection of model with 2mm (height) for (a) PDMS 10:1 (b) PDMS 9:1 (c) PDMS 8:1

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 5: Distribution of von Mises stress of model with 3mm (height) for (a) PDMS 10:1 (b) PDMS 9:1 (c) PDMS 8:1
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(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 6: Distribution of von Mises stress of model with 2.5mm (height) for (a) PDMS 10:1 (b) PDMS 9:1 (c) PDMS 8:1

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 7: Distribution of von Mises stress of model with 2mm (height) for (a) PDMS 10:1 (b) PDMS 9:1 (c) PDMS 8:1

TABLE 1: The highest values of surface deflection and von Mises stress for model with 3mm height in different mixing ratios.

Mixing Ratio
Surface Deflection (μm)
Von Mises stress (MPa)

PDMS polymer 10:1
-7.36500
2770.983

PDMS polymer 9:1
-3.59600
2787.282

PDMS polymer 8:1
-2.79000
2791.459

TABLE 2: The highest values of surface deflection and von Mises stress for model with 2.5mm height in different mixing ratios.

Mixing Ratio
Surface Deflection (μm)
Von Mises stress (MPa)

PDMS polymer 10:1
-7.23800
4189.535

PDMS polymer 9:1
-3.53200
4204.272
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PDMS polymer 8:1
-2.74600
4208.541

TABLE 3: The highest values of surface deflection and von Mises stress for model with 2mm height in different mixing ratios.

Mixing Ratio
Surface Deflection (μm)
Von Mises stress (MPa)

PDMS polymer 10:1
-6.72418
2072.318

PDMS polymer 9:1
-3.28255
2099.488

PDMS polymer 8:1
-0.00255
2106.644

This FEA-utilized study showed that the von Mises stress distribution characteristics at line load were dissimilar
at three different models for PDMS polymer 8:1, PDMS polymer 9:1 and PDMS polymer 10:1. Based on the results,
it indicates that PDMS polymer with mixing ratio 10:1 is the softer product while, PDMS polymer with mixing ratio
8:1 is the harden product. This is associated with a fact that an excess of the cross-linker slows down the curing rate
for the PDMS, thus the higher the portion of the base in the PDMS, the more un-reacted base polymer presented and
thus the softer the final product [5].
The FEM results are presented as stresses distributed in the investigated models. These stresses may occur as
tensile, compressive, shear or stress combination known as equivalent von Mises stresses. Von Mises stresses
depend on the entire stress field and are widely used indicator of the possibility of damage occurrence [14]. Thus,
von Mises and surface deflection were chosen for presentation results.
The model used in this study implied several assumptions regarding the simulated structures. The structures in
the model were all assumed to be homogeneous, hyperelastic and nearly incompressible properties. Also, it is
important to point out that the stress distribution patterns may have been different depending on the material
properties assigned to each model. Thus, the inherent limitations in this study should be considered. Further studies
that using time-dependent parameter for model simulation in COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS are recommended.

CONCLUSION
The results of this paper provide significant information for understanding the deflection curve of PDMS
polymer in different mixing ratio. The PDMS polymer with various mixing ratios affect the von Mises stress
distribution and surface deflection at the 3D model with different height. Several limitations of this study should be
noted in the future because it can contribute some errors during the process of analyzing. Methods for PDMS
preparation with different mixing ratio is an element that will lead to error during data acquisition. Therefore, a
mixture between base component and a curing agent component of PDMS with various mixing ratios needs to
properly mix. Finally, PDMS polymer with mixing ratio 10:1 is the softer product and can be commercialized as
artificial skin material.
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Abstract. A numerical simulation for oscillating sub-boundary layer vortex generator (SBVG) with Co-rotating (Co) and
Counter-Rotating (Co-R) configurations was carried out. A two-element high-lift configuration with oscillating SBVG
attached at the leading edge of the flap was simulated based on the Reynold-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations
with SST k-ω turbulent model were used to predict the flow field which employed hybrid mesh. Three different reduced
frequencies with Reynolds numbers of 8.4x105 were studied. The effect of oscillating SBVG motion in the range of 180
and -180 on aerodynamic coefficients was investigated. The results show that the vortex formation on the flap surface was
almost invisible when the reduced frequency was increased. The oscillating SBVGs produce higher lift coefficient and
drag coefficient, however the lift-to-drag ratio almost the same as the static SBVG.
Keywords: SBVG; RANS; hybrid mesh; CFD; SST k-ω.
PACS: 47.27. - i

INTRODUCTION
Flow control separation is extremely important especially in fluid mechanic application. Mostly, the purpose of
flow control is to delay transition, enhance turbulence and to prevent or postpone separation which is useful in drag
reduction, lift enhancement, mixing augmentation and flow induced noise suppression. The physics of the separation
phenomena and several experiments related to boundary layer control was extensively dealt by Prandtl (1904). In the
case of an external flow, such as an airfoil, the objective is to delay transition from laminar to turbulence, to
suppress turbulence and to prevent separation. To control the flow, passive or active devices are used. Passive
control devices are those, which do not require any power. The flow is affected by the geometry of the airfoil. In
contrast, the active flow control device requires energy which is capable of changing its size, position and
orientation according to different flow condition.
A number of experimental investigations have been made to study the effect of flow control device on the flow.
Pauley and Eaton [1] conducted a study of development of longitudinal vortex using conventional vortex generator
(VG). They focused on the turbulent structure in the disturbed boundary layer. Wendt et al.[2] continued this
investigation on the variety of spacing between VGs. The result showed that the downstream cross plane depend
strongly on the spacing of the VG in counter-rotating configuration. Shizawa and Eaton [3] showed that the counterrotating VG is more effective compared to the co-rotating VG. Conventional vortex generator also has been used by
Lin [4] and Ashill et al. [5] considering their simplicity and effectiveness to control a localized flow separation
relatively over a short distant downstream. Ashill et al. [5] had showed that the SBVG with space vanes are more
effective than joined vanes in the adverse pressure gradient. Godard and Stanislas [6] investigated the triangular
shape vortex generator which showed 20% improvement in drag penalty compared to rectangular shape.
The active flow control technique is one of the most popular methods used to manipulate the fluid flow. Several
studies have been done in this direction such as movable vortex generator (VG) [7-10], suction and injection [11],
and plasma actuator [12, 13]. A research work by Osborn et al[8] found that high frequency deployable micro vortex
generator system (HiMVG) oscillated between 30 to 70 Hz was very effective in mitigating flow separation on the
upper surface of a deflected flap. In the suction and injection on airfoil, surface suction increased the lift coefficient
while injection decreased the skin friction. The plasma actuator was used to modify velocity in the boundary layer
using dielectric discharge tangentially to the wall via experimental and numerical works.
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has been used extensively in various flows field devices to study the
complexities of the turbulent flow. The used of CFD has enhanced our understanding of flow phenomenon and
helped design better flow devices. Shan et al.[7] performed CFD simulation of the oscillating vortex generator on an
airfoil. Both passive and active vortex generators were investigated. The results showed that passive vortex
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generator can eliminate the separation by reattaching the separated shear layer and reduce the size of the separation
zone by more than 80%. The oscillation sub-boundary vortex generator (SBVG) was investigated by Ahmad et
al.[9] and Ahmad10], applied on diffuser ramp to suppress the flow separation.
Suzen et al. [12] developed a mathematical model to describe the potential of plasma actuator over boundary
layer while He et al. [13] showed that plasma actuator was very effective in controlling turbulent flow separation.
Caruana et al. [14] also performed CFD simulation of the shock wave/turbulent boundary layer and flow separation
on the upper wing surface of transonic aircraft buffet. The separated flows were greatly reduced using VG and the
buffet was totally controlled even for strong instabilities. CFD studies have been validated against the experimental
investigations and a close co-relation was observed.
The objective of this current work is to investigate the performance of static and oscillating vortex generator on
the flap. Numerical studies were carried out for Reynolds number of 1x10 6 using CFD Commercial code Fluent
6.3TM. The effect of velocity profiles, flow contour, static and harmonic motion are quantified and compared.

COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH
Governing Equation
A computational fluid dynamic (CFD) code Fluent 6.3 TM was used to simulate the flow field. This code uses a
control volume technique to convert the governing equations to algebraic equation that can be solved numerically.
The three dimensional incompressible Reynold-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equation was modeled. The
integral form of a transport equation for a general scaled, on a arbitrary control volume, V, on a moving mesh is
written as:

G
G G
d
UIdV  ³ UI u  u g  dA
³
wV
dt V

³

wV

G
*'  dA  ³ SI dV
V

(1)

G
G
where u is the flow velocity vector and u g is the grid velocity of the moving meshes. The first and second terms on
the left are the time derivative term and convective terms. The terms on the right are the diffusive terms and the
source terms. The term * represents the diffusion coefficient and the SI represent the source term of I . The term
wV is used to represent the boundary of the control volume V .
The sub-δ-scale vortex generator was rotated at its trailing edge. The pitching motions are based on the harmonic
oscillation equation shown in equation (2):

D D max sin Zt

(2)

where D the angle of motion due to current time is step and D max is the maximum angle oscillation of SBVG. This
unsteady motion of vortex generator is characterized by the reduced frequency of the oscillation. This is defined by
the equation (3):

F

Zc
2u f

(3)

where Z is the oscillation frequency, c is the vortex generator chord, and u f is the free stream velocity. The
spring-based smoothing method was used to update the mesh in the deforming region during the motion of the
vortex generator. The initial spacing of the edges before any boundary node will generate a force proportional to the
displacement along all the springs connected to the node. Using Hook’s law, the force on a mesh node can be
written as:
G
G
G
n
(4)
Fi ¦ ji kij 'x j  'xi
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G
G
where 'xi and 'x j are the displacement of node i and j, ni is the number of neighboring nodes connected to node
i and

k ij is the spring constant between node i and its neighbor j. The spring constant for the edge connecting nodes

i and j is defined in equation (5):

kij

1
G G
xi  x j

(5)

For static cases, this software is run in an implicit pressure base, the SIMPLE pressure-velocity coupling for both
first and second order. A second order scheme is used for higher accuracy. For oscillation cases, only the second
order was used. The solver was set to be SST k-ω because of the better prediction behavior in adverse pressure
gradient and separating flow. It is also more accurate and reliable for wider class of flow compare to standard k-ω
model. Both use a constant value for density, viscosity and temperature.

Numerical Methods
The geometry domain under consideration is as shown in FIGURE 1. The computational domain is extended to
11.5C for upstream, 21C for downstream, 12.5C for upper and lower of the airfoil (see FIGURE 1(a). The geometry
domain for Eagle 150B wing’s flap is shown in FIGURE 1(b). The airfoil chord is C. The width is 0.1C and the
location of the SBVG is at the flap edge. The SBVG height is 0.5c and length is c as same as in FIGURE 1(c). The
SBVG is configured into 2 cases i.e Co-rotating and Counter-Rotating (Co-R) (FIGURE 2).

(a)

(b)

(c)
FIGURE 1. Computational domains of the Eagle 150B wing’s flap and boundary condition (a) Side view; (b) Location of
SBVG on Eagle 150B wing’s flap, and (c ) Geometrical design of SBVG.
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 2. The geometry of (a) Co-rotating (Co) devices and (b) Counter-rotating (Co-R) devices.

The upstream and downstream of the Eagle 150B airfoil body is meshed using structured elements (see FIGURE
3) to maximize the disturbing effect. FIGURE 3 shows the hybrid mesh using the computational limitation less than
one million elements could be developed on the airfoil domain. The unstructured mesh is generated using tetrahedral
mesh at the SBVG region to allow the oscillation and to avoid the negative volume in the oscillation process. The
flow inlet is simulated according to the stall speed, 23m/s. The SBVG domain is placed at flap leading edge. For the
boundary condition in outlet domain, the pressure outlet is defined.

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 3. (a) Mesh domain for Eagle 150B airfoil in boundary condition, (b) Zoom in view of Eagle 150B airfoil mesh.

The result of cross-flow contour is presented in three downstream locations. The streamwise location are defined
as X1,X2 and X3 and their distance from SBVG trailing edge are 3c,6c and 9c, where c is the SBVG length has been
shown in FIGURE 4(a). Seven lateral locations are identified at each plane. These are center z 0 , the P1 line
z 0.5h , the P2 line z h , the P3 line z 2h , the S1 line z 0.5h , the S2 line z h , and the S3 line
z 2h (refer FIGURE 4(b)).

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 4. (a)Downstream plane of SBVG trailing edge for Eagle 150B wing’s flap and (b) Spanwise locations for flow profile
property analysis.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Steady SBVG
Comparison between Co-Rotating (Co) and Counter-Rotating (Co-R)
FIGURE 5 shows the normalized streamwise velocity profiles at 18 0 for both Co-and Counter-rotating at upwash
region. The velocity profiles are plotted at the streamwise location of X1 and X2. The velocity profiles gradient for
Counter-rotating is much fuller where the boundary layer was thickening than Co-rotating. Vortices spread is
prominently observed in the Co-rotating, however, they were observed to move away from the wall surface.
Co-rotating

Counter-rotating
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0.4
0.35
y/h

0.3
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0.2
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FIGURE 5. Normalized streamwise velocity profile at 18 0 for co- and counter-rotating at P1=-0.5h.

Unsteady SBVG
Comparison between steady and unsteady SBVG
FIGURE 6 shows the normalized velocity profiles plotted at streamwise locations of X1, X2 and X3. For
y
h

velocity profiles gradient in FIGURE 6 (a), the velocity profiles in the range 0.2 < < 0.5, oscillating SBVG at 180
is significantly fuller compared to static SBVG. No variation were observed in the range of 0 <

y
< 0.2. The further
h

observation was extent at the streamwise location X3(FIGURE 6(b)). The oscillating SBVG at 180 give fuller
velocity profiles compared to static SBVG.
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(a)
(b)
FIGURE 6. Normalized time averaged velocity profiles between static and oscillating vortex generator at (a)180 at X1 and X2
and (b)continued 180 at location X3 at P1 0.5h .
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Comparison between different reduced frequencies
The oscillating SBVG was attached on flap leading edge; oscillated in sinusoidal motion between 18 0 till -180.
TABLE (1) shows the different cases for SBVG oscillation properties in term of natural frequency, f, correspond to
reduced frequency, F+ for Eagle 150B wing’s flap simulations.
TABLE (1). SBVG Oscillation properties for Eagle 150 wing’s flap.
Cases
Natural frequency, f, (Hz)
Reduced frequency, F+
Case A
20
0.0273
Case B
40
0.0546
Case C
60
0.0820

Instantaneous streamwise velocity contours are depicted as shown FIGURE 7 along the spanwise locations of
Z0. In FIGURE 7(a), for Case A, there are two vortices appear on contour plot. One vortex has been convected from
the flap surface and moves downstream. The other vortex is still in the process of development, as highlighted in the
figure. This phenomenon is similar to the unsteady periodic vortices. It can be observed that the vortex is nearly
fully developed at the centre chord of the flap surface.
As the frequency increase in Case B (see FIGURE 7(b)), the circled area shows a small vortex appears behind
SBVG trailing edge at one-quarter chord of the flap surface. As the flow moves downstream, a large separation
occurs at flap trailing edge.
The small vortex on the center chord of the flap surface is almost eliminated when the reduced frequency is
increased in Case C (see FIGURE 7(c)). The vortex regions that appear in downstream become widen and more
vigorous compared to the other two cases. In this figure, a small vortex on the flap surface become almost invisible
compared to other cases. This is due to the fact that the highest reduced frequency has been employed. The size of
the vortex is reduced when oscillating SBVG were employed.

(a)

Case A

(b) Case B

(c) Case C
FIGURE 7. Instantaneous streamwise velocity contours for (a) Case A,(b)Case B, (c) Cases C at plane Z0.

Comparison between lift and drag coefficient
FIGURE 8 shows the lift coefficient for static and oscillating SBVG (Case A, Case B, and Case C). For
oscillating SBVGs cases, the lift coefficient was obtained when the airfoil is at angle of attack of 10 0 and 390 for the
deployed flap. The largest lift coefficient can be found in Case C and the lowest is Static case (see FIGURE 8(a)).
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The highest drag coefficient also can be found in Case A compared to other cases (see FIGURE 8(b)). A Static
case produces the lowest drag coefficient. In Case A, the drag coefficient decreased by about 5%.
FIGURE 8(c) shows the lift to drag ratio values for static and oscillating cases. It can be seen from the figure,
Case C produces the highest lift to drag ratio, which is about 13.2, while the second highest is the Static case, which
is about 12.8. The other cases fall below 12.8.

(a)

(b)

(c)
FIGURE 8: (a) Lift coefficient, (b) Drag coefficient, and (c ) Lift-to-Drag ratio for static and oscillating SBVG at different
frequencies.

CONCLUSION
A numerical study has been carried out using different reduced frequencies to obtain optimum parameters of
SBVG. The numerical works for incident angle of 18 0 between Co-rotating and Counter-rotating has shown.
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Counter-rotating configuration with is better compared to Co-rotating. It was observed that the vortex formation
attached on the flap surface is almost invisible and reduced by approximately 29% when reduced frequency
increased. The oscillating SBVG produces higher lift coefficient compared to static SBVG. The drag coefficient
produced by oscillating SBVG however is also higher compared to static SBVG. However, the lift-to-drag ratio for
oscillating SBVG is almost the same for the static SBVG.
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Abstract. Biodiesel fuel characteristics are one of the most important parameters that limited their application in diesel
engines. Though biodiesel-diesel blended fuel can replace diesel satisfactorily at low blending ratios up to 20%, problems
related to fuel property persist at high blending ratio. Hence, in the present study, the feasibility of biodiesel-diesel
blended fuel B30 was investigated with respect to its properties and engine cyclic variations with increasing butanol
additive. The blended fuel with additive were tested experimentally in a diesel engine and the in-cylinder pressure data
were collected and analyzed using the coefficient of variation and wavelet power spectrum to evaluate the engine cyclic
variations compared to diesel fuel engine test results. The fuel property test results showed slight improvement in density
and acid value with significant reduction in viscosity when increasing butanol additive. Furthermore, the blended fuel
pour point was reduced to -6 oC at 8% butanol additive. On the other hand, the energy content slightly affected with
increasing butanol additive in the blend. From the wavelet power spectrum, it is observed that the short-period
oscillations appear intermittently in pure blended fuel, while the long and intermediate-term periodicities tends to appear
with increasing additive ratio. Moreover, the spectral power increased with an increase in the additive ratio indicating that
the additive has a noticeable effect on increasing the cycle to cycle variation. The coefficient of variation of indicated
mean effective pressure for B30 were found to be the lowest and increases with increasing additive ratios. Both the
wavelet analysis and coefficient of variation results reveals that blended fuel B30 has engine cyclic variations comparable
to diesel fuel with increasing butanol additive up to 4%.
Keywords: Blended fuel; butanol additive; fuel properties; cyclic variations; wavelet analysis.
PACS: 88.05.Ec; 88.05.Gh; 88.20.fk.

INTRODUCTION
The development of renewable and clean energy has become an urgent option for fulfillment the increasing
energy demand in all the scopes of life, compensation the continuous depletion of fossil fuel resources and
controlling the raising environmental pollution. The availability and sustainability of biodiesel feedstocks will be the
crucial determinants in the popularization of biodiesel [1]. Biodiesel (a mixture of mono-alkyl esters of saturated and
unsaturated long-chain fatty acids) generally has a higher cloud and pour point (CP and PP), density, and kinematic
viscosity as well as higher acid value compared to petroleum diesel. Alternative fuel like biodiesel can replace diesel
as a fuel for internal combustion engine without any required modification for the diesel engine, as they have similar
combustion characteristics [2]. Biodiesel is sympathetic with existing engine design and has been blended as a
commercial transportation fuel with diesel up to 20%, in a number of countries [3]. Biodiesel blends are being
considered to replace pure petroleum diesel in many applications.
Major properties of biodiesel that restricted its application in high blending ratio are higher viscosity, lower
energy content [4], [5], higher pour point and cloud point, higher nitrogen oxides (NOx) emissions, lower engine
speed and power, injector coking, and engine compatibility [6]. The most available method to make the biodiesel
available as a fuel in high blending ratio alternative to petroleum diesel is the use of chemical additives [7]. These
additives mainly affects on improving fuel properties and improving combustion [8]. Palm oil biodiesel-diesel blend
has a higher ignition temperature, shorter ignition delay, and pressure as well as peak heat release compared to
diesel fuel. Furthermore, the output engine power and brake power efficiency were found to be comparable to diesel
fuel.
Fuel injection systems measure fuel by volume, and thus, engine output power influenced by changes in density
due to the different injected fuel mass [9]. Thus, density is important for various diesel engine performance aspects.
The use of fuel with a high kinematic viscosity can lead to undesired consequences, such as poor fuel atomization
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during spraying, engine deposits, wear on fuel pump elements and injectors, and additional energy required to pump
the fuel [10]. The fuel energy content has a direct influence on the engine power output [11]. The biodiesel energy
content is less than that of petroleum diesel, therefore using of additive most not worsen the energy continent of the
POME fuel.
In general, the chemicals additive have a relatively low flash point and auto-ignition temperature compared to
diesel and biodiesel fuel [12], and it may develop a cycle-to-cycle variations when exceeds certain limit. These
variations might lead to both a reduction of engine output power and higher emissions; so it is necessary to develop
an effective control strategies for optimum additive ratio through gaining a better understanding of the various
factors that affect the overall combustion process.
An alcohol additive like butanol (BU) can be used with blended diesel-biodiesel fuel to improve the fuel
properties. BU has a low auto-ignition temperature and it is an excellent ignition enhancer. To the best of authors’
knowledge, only Joshi et al. [13] reported details experimental results on the improvement of the low temperature
operability of poultry fat methyl esters (PFME) through addition butanol. The results showed that, the addition of
butanol resulted in a moderate improvement in the CP temperature of PFME with increasing blend ratio,
accompanied by a decrease in kinematic viscosity and acid value of PFME. The author suggested that butanol may
be the most prudent choice when considering alcohol-biodiesel blends.
Continuous wavelet transforms (CWT) has been an active topic of research to understand the cycle to cycle
fluctuations for many years. Previously, study mainly focused on spark ignition engines (SI), however, some recent
studies have conducted on diesel engines. Analyzing of the mean indicated pressure (MIP) cycle to cycle variations
was conducted using the continuous wavelet transform (CWT) for various diesel engine speeds [14]. In this study it
is found that the pressure variations may have a strongly intermittent periodic component depending on the speed of
the engine. The strong periodicities may persist over many cycles and appear in low-frequency bands, whereas at
higher frequencies; the intermittency is present. Another study [15], uses the same concept of analysis to investigate
the utilization of different alternative fuel for a diesel engine and compare with petroleum diesel.
The aim of this paper is to investigate the blended fuel B30 properties with increasing butanol additive and
evaluate the diesel engine cycle to cycle variation (CCV) with these fuels. The indicated mean effective pressure
(IMEP) time series was analyzed to study the cycle to cycle variations in the diesel engine. The coefficient of
variation of indicated mean effective pressure COVimep and wavelet-based spectral-temporal approaches were used
to detect the various periodicities in IMEP variations and estimate the effect of butanol fuel additive on the CCV of
diesel engines.

METHODOLOGY
Palm oil biodiesel (POME) was supplied by a local commercial company in Selangor, Malaysia. Diesel fuel was
provided by a commercial fuel supplier. Samples of palm oil methyl ester and petroleum diesel were prepared as
B30 (30%vol. POME + 70%vol. diesel) through mixed and blended using electrical magnetic stirrer shown in Fig.
1(a). The mixtures were stirred continuously for 20 minutes. Then, butanol (BU) was added into the blended fuel at
low stirring rate. The mixtures were stirred continuously for additional 20 minutes and left for 30 minutes to reach
equilibrium at room temperature before they were subjected to any test. The use of BU has also some limitations,
such as; lower lubricity, reduced ignitability and cetane number, higher volatility and lower miscibility [7] which
may lead to increased unburned hydrocarbons emissions. Therefore, BU was added at small proportions of 2%, 4%,
6% and 8% by volume to blended fuel, which corresponded to B30BU2, B30BU4, B30BU6 and B30BU8 fuels,
respectively.
The fuel densities were measured using Portable Density/Gravity Meter shown in FIGURE 1(b), model DA130N from Laboratory Equipment Manufacturer at 15 oC according to ASTM D1298. Kinematic viscosity
measurements were made with a Digital Constant Temperature kinematic viscosity bath shown in FIGURE 1(c) at
40 oC according to ASTM D-445. Fuel acid value is expressed as mg KOH required for neutralizing 1 g of FAME, it
was measured using Metrohm test apparatus model 785 (USA) shown in FIGURE 1(d) according to ASTM D664.
Cloud point (CP) and pour point (PP) were measured in accordance to ASTM D-2500 and ASTM D-97, respectively
using the test apparatus shown in Fig. 1(e) manufactured by Koehler instrument company K46195 (USA). For all
tests, each experiment was run in triplicate and the mean values were reported for more accurate results.
The energy content is one of the major technical issues in the use of biodiesel–diesel blends, as it relates to the
engine power. The conducted researches on measuring the energy content very little and didn’t indicate the methods
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and equipment’s used for measurement. In this study the heating value of blended fuels was determined by Oxygen
Bomb Calorimeter model 6772 (Parr instrument company, USA) shown in FIGURE 1(f).

(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

FIGURE 1. Analytical instruments used to measure fuel properties; (a) Magnetic Stirrer, (b) Density meter, (c) Viscosity bath,
(d) Acid value & acidity tester, (e) Oxygen Bomb Calorimeter, (f) Cloud and Pour Point measurement Equipment.

FIGURE 2. Schematic diagram of experimental engine setup.

The engine tests of the fuel samples were performed on a Mitsubishi 4D68 multi-cylinder natural aspirated type
diesel engine with water cooling system. FIGURE 2 shows a schematic diagram of the experimental engine setup
and the engine specifications are given in TABLE 1. The engine was coupled to eddy current dynamometer with a
capacity of 150 kW controlled by a Dynalec controller; measuring and controlling the effective torque and engine
speed. The tests were conducted at 2500 rpm engine speed, with a 50% open throttle. A Kistler 6041A water cooled
ThermoComp transducer with a measuring rate 0 to 250 bar and a sensitivity of -20 pC/bar was used to measure the
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in-cylinder pressure. The crank angle signal was acquired with a Kistler 2613B1 crank angle encoder, and the
pressure and crank angle information were recorded by a DEWECA data acquisition system. The in-cylinder
pressure data were collected for 200 consecutive engine cycles. The engine is equipped with an exhaust gas
recirculation system, however, in this experiment the EGR mode is set to OFF.
TABLE (1). Diesel engine specifications.

Description
Number of cylinders
Compression ratio
Total displacement (dm3)
Bore x stroke (mm)
Bore/stroke ratio
Combustion chamber
Inlet valve opens
Inlet valve closes
Exhaust valve opens
Exhaust valve closes

Specification
4 in-line
22.4:1
1.998
82.7 x 93
0.89
Swirl chamber
20o BTDC
48o ABDC
54o BBDC
22o ATDC

The cycle to cycle variations (CCV) of the IMEP time series are assessed using: (a) the coefficient of variation
(COV), and (b) wavelet analysis. The IMEP is the average pressure in the cylinder over one engine cycle, it is
calculated from the in-cylinder pressure collected data as follows:

Wc
Vd

IMEP

(1)

where Vd is the engine cylinder displacement volume, and Wc is the amount of work done per cycle.
The COVimep is widely used to evaluate the cycle to cycle variations in the engine studies. It is defined as the
ratio of its standard deviation (SD) to its mean value IMEP , and is usually expressed in percent form as follows:

COV
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u 100.
IMEP
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where (IMEP)i represents the indicated mean effective pressure of a specific combustion cycle.
Several studies were conducted using COV for indicating the in internal combustion engines CCV. It is a
practical statistic to compare the degree of variation between two time series even if their mean values are entirely
different [17]. It provides a single numerical measure for a given time series characterizing the temporal variability
in the data [18]. Furthermore, to consider the time series spectral characteristics, a wavelet based on spectral
temporal approach is used in this study to investigate the IMEP time series CCV, and estimate the influence of
butanol additive to the blended fuel B30 on the engine cyclic variations.
The techniques of wavelet-based are being used increasingly for analysis of time series in a various applications
[19]. The detail description of the wavelet analysis methodology using CWT is found in [20]. The main procedures
are comprising choose of a mother wavelet and compute its convolution with the time series. This convolution is
defined as the time series CWT. Consider an indicated mean effective pressure (IMEP) time series of N number of
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consecutive engine cycles. The continuous wavelet transform (CWT) of IMEP time series for N number of
consecutive engine cycles with respect to a wavelet ψ(t) is defined by [58] as follows:
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¬
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where n is the time index, s is the wavelet scale, δt is the sampling interval and M is the complex conjugate.
The squared modulus of the CWT is defined as the wavelet power spectrum (WPS) and representing the signal
energy. The WPS is plotted on a time-frequency (or time-period) plane, which depicts the various time series
periodicities and their temporal variations. To describe the time series of IMEP considered in this study, the WPS is
plotted on a plane with the cycle number as the x-axis and period (cycle) as the y-axis. Another useful quantity
called the global wavelet spectrum (GWS) can be computed from the WPS. The GWS is the average of the WPS
overall time, and is analogous to a smoothed Fourier spectrum:
*
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The time series dominant periodicities can be identified from the peak locations in the GWS. The wavelet M is
referred to as the analyzing wavelet or mother wavelet, and an asterisk on M represents a complex conjugate. In this
study a Morlet wavelet of order 6 was used as the mother wavelet in the analysis. The choice of order 6 provides a
good balance between the time and frequency resolutions. The Morlet wavelet has been used successfully as a
mother wavelet in a different of applications [20].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Fuel Properties Analysis
The poor low-temperature flow properties of biodiesel may cause problems, such as the clogging of the fuel lines
and filters in the engine fuel system, limiting the use of biodiesel in cold-weather climates. One alternative way to
overcome the low-temperature problems of biodiesel is to blend it with diesel fuel, which is also limited to 20%
biodiesel blend ratio (B20). Blended diesel-biodiesel fuel B30 low temperature properties can further improve by
using the additives. In this study, blends of B30-BU improved the low temperature operability compared to B30
since the freezing point of butanol (-90 oC) is substantially below the temperature at which diesel and biodiesel
typically undergoes solidification. FIGURE 3, shows the variations of pour point (PP) for blended fuel B30 with the
volumetric percentage of the butanol additive. The minimum value of PP for B30 was -6 oC at 8% BU additive. The
low-temperature properties of biodiesel does not indicate in ASTM standard specifications as it related to climatic
conditions.
Fuel injection systems measure fuel by volume, and thus, engine output power influenced by changes in density
due to the different injected fuel mass [9]. Thus, density is important for various diesel engine performance aspects.
The densities of B30-BU blended fuel produced in this study are very close to each other and in the range of 852.2–
857.3 kg/m3 for B30-BU8 and B30 respectively; which is slightly higher the density of diesel fuel (847 kg/m3). Fig.
4, presents the variations of density values for B30 with increasing BU additives compared to POME and diesel fuel.
It is clear that the density of the blended fuel B30 decreases with rising BU portion in the mixture. The density of the
B30-BU blend decreased linearly with a higher volumetric percentage of the BU additive.
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FIGURE 3. Variation in PP for B30 with BU content (%vol.).

FIGURE 4. Variation in density for B30 with BU content (%vol.).
The use of fuel with a high kinematic viscosity can lead to undesired consequences, such as poor fuel
atomization during spraying, engine deposits, wear on fuel pump elements and injectors, and additional energy
required to pump the fuel [10], [21]. FIGURE 5 shows that, the viscosity of the blended fuel B30 decreases as the
BU additive increase in the fuel mixture and the viscosities of blended fuel vary in the range of 3.48 and 3.95 mm2/s
for B30BU8 and B30 respectively. Furthermore, using BU additive with B30 reduce the viscosity of the blend below
that of diesel fuel. The density and kinematic viscosity of the B30-BU blends satisfy the ASTM specifications for
diesel-biodiesel blends for all the studied butanol portions.
Acid number or neutralization number is a measure of free fatty acids contained in a fresh fuel sample. Free fatty
acids are the saturated or unsaturated monocarboxylic acids that occur naturally in fats, oils or greases, but are not
attached to glycerol backbones [22]. Fatty acids vary in carbon chain length and in the number of unsaturated bonds
(double bonds). Higher amount of free fatty acids leads to higher acid value [23]. Acid value (AV) is expressed as
mg KOH required for neutralizing 1 g of FAME. Higher acid content can cause severe corrosion in the fuel supply
system of an engine. Slight reduction in AV of the blended fuel B30 was achieved by increasing BU portion
indicating that AV can be improved by the addition of BU to the blended fuel B30. All fuel standards approved a
maximum acid value for biodiesel of 0.50 mg KOH/g [24], [25]. FIGURE 6, shows acid value profile of diesel,
POME, B30 and B30-BU blends. The maximum acid value was 0.49 mg KOH/g for POME, while the minimum
acid value was 0.16 mg KOH/g for diesel fuel. Furthermore, the acid value of B30 is decreased with increasing BU
additive. This was expected, as BU will dilute the free fatty acids present in POME, resulting in a reduction in AV.
The acid value of the B30-BU blend satisfies the ASTM standard requirement for all blending ranges.
The fuel energy content has a direct influence on the engine power output [11] and [26]. The biodiesel energy
content is less than that of petroleum diesel, therefore using of additive most not worsen the energy continent of the
blended fuel. The heating value is not specified in the biodiesel standards ASTM D6751. FIGURE 7, shows the
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heating value of diesel, POME, B30 and B30-BU blends. The maximum heating value was 45.21 MJ/kg for Diesel
fuel, while the minimum heating value was 38.57 MJ/kg for POME. Furthermore, the heating value of the B30-BU
blend decreased slightly with increasing volumetric percentage of the BU additive. A minimum heating value for
B30-BU was 40.82 MJ/kg at 8% BU, which is about 5% less than the heating value of the blended fuel B30.

FIGURE 5. Variation in viscosity for B30 with BU content (%vol.).

FIGURE 6. Variation in acid value for B30 with BU content (%vol.).

FIGURE 7. Variation in heating value for B30 with BU content (%vol.).
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Engine Cyclic Variation Analysis
The influence of increasing the ratio of butanol additive on the coefficient of variation of the indicated mean
effective pressure (COVimep), for blended fuel B30 is shown in FIGURE 8. It is clearly obvious from this figure
that the lower COVimep is indicated for blended fuel B30 without additive, further increase in the additive ratio
results in increasing the COVimep; which means that, the cyclic variations become more noticeable when increasing
butanol additive ratio with blended fuel B30, due to the different chemical’s composition and high volatility of the
additive, which is affecting the combustion process of the fuel mixture [27].

FIGURE 8. COVimep for B30 with BU additive.
The wavelet power spectrum (WPS) and the global wavelet spectrum (GWS) of the IMEP time series for diesel,
blended fuel B30 and B30 with 2%, 4%, 6% and 8% butanol additive are depicted in Fig. 9(a-f). In the WPS, the red
noise background spectrum contour lines enclose regions represent greater than 95% confidence. The red noise
spectrum is used to define a null hypothesis. It is assumed that the time series of IMEP has a mean spectrum. If the
WPS having a peak significantly above this background spectrum, then it can be considered a true feature of the
time series with a certain percent confidence. Significance at the 5% level is equivalent to 95% confidence level,
which implies that 5% of the wavelet power would be above this level [20]. The region under the U-shaped curve is
referred to as the cone of influence (COI). For the computation of the WPS, the time series is padded with zeros at
both ends. Padding with zeroes introduces discontinuities at the endpoints of the time series, and at larger scales,
decreases the amplitude near the edges as more zeroes enter into the analysis. The COI is the region of the WPS in
which edge effects become important and the results inside the COI may be unreliable and should be used with
caution [20].
Based on the record length of 200 cycles of the IMEP time series, we confine our considerations to the
periodicities of less than 64-cycle. From the WPS and GWS illustrated in FIGURE 9(a-f) it is clear that the cycle to
cycle variations of the IMEP occur at multiple time scales. In particular, FIGURE 9(b) reveals that, for blended fuel
B30 without additive, the CCV exhibit mainly low frequency intermittent fluctuations. As the additive is introduced,
persistent low frequency oscillations tend to develop in the CCV as shown in FIGURE 9(c-f). From the GWS in
FIGURE 9(c), it is clear that there is a slight variation in spectral power at 2%BU additive compared to B30 and the
low frequency intermittent fluctuations still the dominant wavelet power spectrum. The spectral power increase at
4%BU additive as obvious from the GWS in FIGURE 9(d) and become comparable to that of diesel fuel shown in
FIGURE 9(a). When the additive ratio is increased to 6%, FIGURE 9(e); persistent oscillation appears between the
4-cycle period and 16-cycle period lasting over almost 20 engine cycles. As the additive ratio further increased to
8%, strong power is observed around the 16-cycle period, which persists approximately over 60 engine cycles as
shown in FIGURE 9(f). In general, it can be seen from the GWS plots for different additive ratios that the spectral
power increases as the additive ratio increases in the blend. A comparison of the GWS in FIGURE 9(a-f) shows that
the blended fuel B30 has the lowest overall spectral power, indicating that additive ratio has a pronounced effect on
increasing the CCV of the IMEP time series.
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FIGURE 9. Wavelet power spectrum (WPS) and global wavelet spectrum (GWS) of the IMEP time series at
2500 rpm engine speed for; (a) diesel, (b) B30, (c) B30BU2, (d) B30BU4, (e) B30BU6, (f) B30BU8.

CONCLUSIONS
In this study, according to the experimental results of fuel properties tests; the density and acid value of blended
fuel B30 slightly improved with the increases of butanol concentration. Furthermore, the kinematic viscosity of the
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blended fuel B30 significantly decreases below that of diesel fuel with increasing butanol additive and the lowtemperature performance of the blended fuel B30 significantly improved. The maximum reduction in pour point was
about 2oC at 8% butanol additive compared to B30. However, the heating value of the blended fuel B30 decreased
slightly with increasing butanol additive, accordingly, the blended fuel B30 with 8% butanol additive has a heating
value of 40.28 MJ/kg which is about 5% less than that of the blended fuel B30 without additive. All the measured
fuel properties for B30 with additive displayed satisfactory values that meet the biodiesel fuel standard ASTM
D6751 requirements for the used butanol additives range.
The engine test shows that the cyclic variability increases with increasing butanol additive ratio in the blend and
the lower COVimep was indicated for blended fuel B30 without additive. Furthermore, the results of wavelet power
spectra (WPS) analysis indicated that, depending on additive ratio, the in-cylinder pressure variations exhibit
different types of behavior varying from intermittent fluctuations for B30 without additive to strongly periodic
oscillations at 8% additive percentage. The different periodicities and the number of cycles over which they persist
are determined from a wavelet power spectrum time-period representation. The intermittency patterns are readily
discerned from the wavelet spectra also. Furthermore, the global wavelet spectra (GWS) shows that the overall
spectral power increases with increasing additive ratio in the blend. The study results obtained by wavelet analysis
shows good agreement with those derived from COVimep. These results shows that the use of butanol additive with
blended fuel B30 can improve the fuel properties, but, develop noticeable cycle to cycle variation. However, the
engine cyclic variation for the blended fuel with butanol additive was comparable to that of diesel fuel up to 4%
butanol additive ratio and it is suitable to use as a fuel for un-modified diesel engine.
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Abstract. This paper focuses on Multi Input Single Output (MISO) Model Predictive Control of bio-polymerization process in
which mechanistic model is developed and linked with the feedforward neural network model to obtain a hybrid model
(Mechanistic-FANN) of lipase-catalyzed ring-opening polymerization of ε-caprolactone (ε-CL) for Poly (ε-caprolactone)
production. In this research, state space model was used, in which the input to the model were the reactor temperatures and
reactor impeller speeds and the output were the molecular weight of polymer (M n) and polymer polydispersity index. State space
model for MISO created using System identification tool box of Matlab TM. This state space model is used in MISO MPC. Model
predictive control (MPC) has been applied to predict the molecular weight of the biopolymer and consequently control the
molecular weight of biopolymer. The result shows that MPC is able to track reference trajectory and give optimum movement of
manipulated variable.
Keywords: Model predictive control; neural networks; biopolymerization; molecular weight distribution; hybrid model.
PACS: 87.15.rp

INTRODUCTION
With growing requirements to produce next generation materials which work with high performance, new
synthetic methods are needed that provide cost-effective materials with increased structural complexity and that
meet strict environmental impact standards. Catalysts that are used to produce these next generation materials should
operate under mild conditions without stringent requirements for exclusion of atmospheric substances such as water
and oxygen. Enzymes are natural catalysts offering a broad spectrum of chemical reactivities. They operate under
mild conditions and generally tolerate the presence of water, oxygen, and other substances that deactivate chemical
catalysts. Until now the lipase family enzymes have been used as majority for polyester synthesis, with lipase B
from Candida antarctica Lipase B (CALB) as the dominant enzyme (1–3). The production of a polymer having
desired properties for a specific application is one of the important goals of polymerization reactor operation. For
this reason, the property control of polymer product in polymerization reactors has been the subject of a large
number of research works. MPC, an important nonlinear control methodology, has come a long way since its
innovation almost five decades ago. MPC is nothing but a combination of all the different technologies to predict
future control action and future control trajectories knowing current input and output variables and future control
signals. The advantages of the MPC scheme are that it handles both present and future degree of freedom issues, and
the structure is sufficiently flexible to accommodate most process characteristics. FANN models are able to
approximate precisely nonlinear behaviour of various processes so that they have relatively small number of
parameters and simple structure, they can be effectively used in MPC algorithms as process models. In the last
decade, the hybrid neural modeling approach has been proved to be an effective alternative for modeling complex
chemical processes. This is particularly true in the polymerization field (4, 5). Hybrid neural models (HNMs) play
an important role in the area of model based process control because they can offer simplicity and robustness. Even
when a detailed model of the process is available, a well-designed HNM can provide the necessary simplicity and
simultaneously represent the original system behavior (6).
This paper focuses on Multi Input Single Output (MISO) Model Predictive Control of bio-polymerization
process in which mechanistic model is developed and linked with the feedforward neural network model to obtain a
hybrid model (Mechanistic-FANN) of lipase-catalyzed ring-opening polymerization of ε-caprolactone (ε-CL) for
Poly (ε-caprolactone) production. In this research, state space model was used, in which the input to the model were
the reactor temperatures and reactor impeller speeds and the output were the molecular weight of polymer (M n) and
polymer polydispersity index. State space model for MISO created using System identification tool box of
MatlabTM. This state space model is used in MISO MPC. Model predictive control (MPC) has been applied to
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predict the molecular weight of the biopolymer and consequently control the molecular weight of biopolymer. The
result shows that MPC is able to track reference trajectory and give optimum movement of manipulated variable.

FIGURE 1. Block diagram of the Hybrid model (Mechanistic- Artificial Neural Network) for Multi Input Single Output (MISO)
system.

FIGURE 2. Block diagram MPC control on MATLABTM Simulink Environment for Multi Input Single Output (MISO) system.

MULTI INPUT SINGLE OUTPUT (MISO) SYSTEM
The two manipulated variables and one control variable constraints which are the minimum and the maximum
values of temperature, reactor impeller speed and the polymer molecular weight respectively were mentioned in the
constant blocks connected to MPC controller block to produce the set point that was needed to be achieved. In this
case minimum temperature is 60°C and maximum temperature is 80°C, similarly the minimum reactor impeller
speed is zero RPM and maximum reactor impeller speed is 1000 RPM, and minimum polymer molecular weight is
1444, and maximum is 3095. Therefore, now in following section the procedure would explain how the reactor
impeller speed would act as the second manipulated variable for this work.
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Model Predictive Control Design
The state space model was preferred in this MISO as well similar to that of SISO; where in the input to the model
was the reactor temperature and the reactor impeller speed. The output was the molecular weight of polymer. Here
while creating the MPC design, reactor temperature and reactor impeller speed were considered as manipulated
variable. The plant model was linearized and the controller was developed with the temperature and reactor impeller
speed as the manipulated variable. The MPC controller was connected to the hybrid model and MPC controller was
run in MatlabTM Simulink to achieve the set point that was mentioned in the reference block that was connected to
the MPC controller block.

State Space Model in Multi Input Single Output Model Predictive Control
In this case of Multi Input Single Output as well, state space model was used, in which the input to the model
were the reactor temperatures and reactor impeller speeds and the output were the molecular weight of polymer (M n)
and polymer polydispersity index. State space model for MISO created using System identification tool box of
Matlab. This state space model is used in MISO MPC. The values for State-space model are:
x(t+Ts) = A x(t) + B u(t) + K e(t)
y(t) = C x(t) + D u(t) + e(t)

(1)
(2)

Molecular weight

where u is the input variable, x is the state variable, and y is the output variable. A, B, C, D are the matrix
coefficients, as defined in the equations.
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FIGURE 3. State space validation plot for MISO MPC.

FIGURE 3 shows the State space validation carried out using system identification toolbox of the MATLAB TM
software. The upper plot shows the comparison between the experimental data of molecular weight and the
predicted molecular weight from the state space model. The lower plot shows the comparison between the
experimental data of polydispersity index and the predicted polydispersity index from the state space model.
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RESULTS OF SETPOINT TRACKING FOR MULTI INPUT SINGLE OUTPUT
MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL
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FIGURE 4. Set point tracking of control variable (Molecular weight=2000 g/mol).

FIGURE 4 shows that the setpoint tracking of molecular weight which has a set point of 2000 g/mol. The plot
shows that initially it starts at a value of zero g/mol and increases to reach the setpoint of 1645 g/mol for the 1 st hour
but immediately increases to 2920 g/mol for the 2 nd hour. Then it decreases to 2610 g/mol as it reaches 3 rd hour.
Then it decreases to 2595 g/mol at the 4th hour and remains at 2595 g/mol for the 5 th and 6th hour. Then it decreases
to reach 2270 g/mol at 7th hour. Since the tolerance for setpoint is 20-30% (7), it is in the acceptable limit. The
results are in agreement with Uyama et al. (1995) (8) that an important effect of increased reaction temperature is
monomer and polymer diffusion. Therefore, as the polymerization proceeds, there is an increase in the viscosity of
the system whereby access of the propagating chain end to monomer becomes diffusion-controlled. Thus, by
increasing the polymerization temperature, chains may continue to grow at relatively higher molecular weights prior
to reaching an upper limit where diffusion constrains propagation. Another explanation is that lipase active sites may
have low reactivity for chains that exceed certain molecular weight values. Furthermore, variation in temperature
may change enzyme and polymer substrate conformation such that increased chain lengths are suitable substrates for
propagation as the reaction temperature was increased to between 80 and 90 °C. Decreases in product Mn as the
reaction temperature was increased above 90 °C may be explained by the following: (i) enzyme denaturation which
decreases polymerization rates, (ii) increased importance of enzyme-catalyzed chain degradation reactions such as
hydrolysis and (iii) an increase in chain initiation reactions which would give higher total chains and lower Mn, and
(iv) an increase in chain depolymerization due to backbiting reactions.
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FIGURE 5. Indicator profile of Polydispersity index.

FIGURE 5 shows the set point tracking of Polydispersity index. From the plot it can be seen that the value of
starts from 4.4 and increases to 4.85 for 1 st hour, increases to 4.86, for 2 nd hour then increases to 4.87 for 3rd hour, 4th
hours, 5th hour and 6th hour and increases to 4.89 for the 7th hour.
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FIGURE 6. Temperature profile (molecular weight=2000 g/mol).

FIGURE 6 shows the temperature profile which is the manipulated variable. This plot is for the control variable
molecular weight set point of 2000 g/mol. From the figure it is found that for the 1 st hour the temperature remains at
70°C after which there is a sharp decrease and reaches 60°C at the 1 st hour. Then it remains constant at 60°C till 6th
hour and increases to 70°C for the 7 hours.
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FIGURE 7. Reactor impeller speed profile (molecular weight=2000 g/mol).

FIGURE 7 shows the reactor impeller speed which is the manipulated variable. This plot is for the control
variable molecular weight set point of 2000 g/mol. From the figure it is found that initially at the beginning the
reactor impeller speed is 260 RPM which decreases to 250 RPM for the 1 st hour and remains constant at 250 RPM
for the 2nd hour, 3rd hour, 4th hour, 5th hour and 6th hour and increase back to 260 RPM for the 7 th hour.
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FIGURE 8. Set point tracking of control variable (Molecular weight=2500 g/mol).

FIGURE 8 shows that the setpoint tracking of molecular weight which has a set point of 2500 g/mol. The plot
shows that initially it starts at a value of zero g/mol and increases to reach the setpoint of 1645 g/mol for the 1 st hour
but immediately increases to 2930 g/mol for the 2 nd hour. Then it decreases to 2615 g/mol as it reaches 3 rd hour, 4th
hour and 5th hour and increases to 2225 g/mol for 6th hour and 2228 g/mol for 7th hour. In conjugation with the
observation of the non-linear behavior in Mn with conversion as shown in figure 8, it is concluded that possible
chain transfer and/or slow-initiation had taken place during the course of the reaction.
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FIGURE 9. Indicator profile of polydispersity index.

FIGURE 9 shows the set point tracking of polydispersity index. From the plot it can be seen that the value of
starts from 4.4 and increases to 4.8 for 1 st hour and remains at 4.8 till the 7th hour.
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FIGURE 10. Temperature profile (molecular weight=2500 g/mol).

FIGURE 10 shows the temperature profile which is the manipulated variable. This plot is for the control variable
molecular weight set point of 2500 g/mol. From the figure it is found that for the 0 th hour the temperature remains at
70°C after which there is a sharp decrease and reaches 60°C at the 1 st hour. Then it remains constant at 60°C till the
6th hour and increases back to 70°C for the 7 hours. Possible explanations may lie in differences of heat transfer
rates and other factors such as the susceptibility to water uptake during reactions.
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FIGURE 11. Reactor impeller speed profile (molecular weight=2500 g/mol).

FIGURE 11 shows the reactor impeller speed which is the manipulated variable. This plot is for the control
variable molecular weight set point of 2500 g/mol. From the figure it is found that initially at the beginning the
reactor impeller speed is 260 RPM which decreases to 250 RPM for the 1 st hour and remains constant at 250 RPM
upto 5th hour and increases back to 260 RPM for 6th hour and 7th hour. A partial explanation for this is that a
deactivation of the enzyme in polar media due to enzyme conformational changes.
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FIGURE 12. Set point tracking of control variable (Molecular weight=3000 g/mol).

FIGURE 12 shows that the setpoint tracking of molecular weight which has a set point of 3000 g/mol. The plot
shows that initially it starts at a value of zero g/mol and increases to reach the setpoint of 1645 g/mol for the 1st hour
but immediately increases to 2930 g/mol for the 2 nd hour. Then it decreases to 2615 g/mol as it reaches 3 rd hour.
Then it decreases to 2594 g/mol at the 4th hour and remains the same for the 5th hour. It increases to 2595 g/mol for
the 6th hour and 2597 g/mol at the 7th hour. The plot reveals that the maximum molecular weight is achieved at the
2nd hour and decreased thereafter. An explanation for increased molecular weights at the lowest time of 2 nd hour is
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that fewer chains are formed. This may result from insufficient thermal energy to break interactions between certain
water molecules bound to the protein and/or catalyst matrix.
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FIGURE 13. Indicator profile of polydispersity index.

FIGURE 13 shows the set point tracking of Polydispersity index. From the plot it can be seen that the value of
starts from 4.4 and increases to 4.8 for 1 st hour, and remains the same till end of 7th hour.
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FIGURE 14. Temperature profile (molecular weight=3000 g/mol).

FIGURE 14 shows the temperature profile which is the manipulated variable. This plot is for the control variable
molecular weight set point of 3000 g/mol. From the figure it is found that for the 1 st hour the temperature remains at
70°C after which there is a sharp decrease and reaches 60°C at the 1st hour. Then it remains constant at 60°C till the
6th hour and for 7th hour increases back to 70°C. The observation from the plot is that temperature remains constant
at 60°C from 1st hour till 6th hour, maintaining a control over the molecular weight. The plot of molecular weight
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shows that at 2nd hour the maximum molecular weight is achieved this correlates to a temperature of 60°C at 2 nd
hour.
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FIGURE 15. Reactor impeller speed profile (molecular weight=3000 g/mol).

FIGURE 15 shows the reactor impeller speed which is the manipulated variable. This plot is for the control
variable molecular weight set point of 3000 g/mol. From the figure it is found that initially at the beginning the
reactor impeller speed is 260 RPM which decreases to 250 RPM for the 1st hour and remains constant at 250 RPM
upto 6th hour and increases back to 260 RPM for the 7 th hour. This implies that the reactor impeller speed does have
a role in the control of molecular weight. The plot also shows that the value has been constant at 250 RPM from 1 st
hour to 6th hour meaning that a lower value of reactor impeller speed is sufficient to achieve control over the
molecular weight.

CONCLUSION
A hybrid model containing a mechanistic model and FANN with MPC controller was developed to control the
molecular weight of batch bio-polymerization reactor. The state space model was used in MISO MPC to represent
the process. The computer simulations approved that the proposed controller has good performance for tracking
reference trajectory for MISO. The results prove that set point is achieved within 6 hours, which clearly proves that
the time necessary to achieve the set point is reduced. Thus proving that the total experimental time can be shortened
in order to achieve the maximum molecular weight. But for MISO, even though trial and error method was followed
on the adjustable parameters in MPC, the reason the control over the system could not be achieved properly even
though MPC were applied could be because the system is a bio-based system. Biochemical processes are difficult to
control. This is due to the need for precise control resulting from the sensitivity of the micro-organisms and the
inability to fully influence the cells' internal environment by manipulating the external environment in which they
live.
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Abstract. This research is about numerical simulation using a computational method which study on stress amplification
induced by crack interaction in human femur bone. Cracks in human femur bone usually occur because of large load or
stress applied on it. Usually, the fracture takes longer time to heal itself. At present, the crack interaction is still not well
understood due to bone complexity. Thus, brittle fracture behavior of bone may be underestimated and inaccurate. This
study aims to investigate the geometrical effect of double co-planar edge cracks on stress intensity factor ( ) in femur
bone. This research focuses to analyze the amplification effect on the fracture behavior of double co-planar edge cracks,
where numerical model is developed using computational method. The concept of fracture mechanics and finite element
method (FEM) are used to solve the interacting cracks problems using linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) theory.
As a result, this study has shown the identification of the crack interaction limit (CIL) and crack unification limit (CUL)
exist in the human femur bone model developed. In future research, several improvements will be made such as varying
the load, applying thickness on the model and also use different theory or method in calculating the stress intensity factor
( ).
Keywords: Stress amplification; stress intensity factor; crack interaction limit; crack unification limit.
PACS: 62.20.-x, 62.20.M-, 62.20.mt

INTRODUCTION
Bone is the main component in the skeletal system in our body. Bone plays important roles, especially to support
our body. There are 206 bones inside an adult skeleton system (Marieb, 2009). The bone that is responsible to carry
our body weight is located at the lower part of our body which is called “femur” bone. The femur bone is located in
the thigh region. The femur bone is the strongest bone in the human body. If there is a fracture or crack happening
within the bone, there must be large force acting on it. Fracture in a bone can cause impairment to it, where the bone
cannot bear the load of the person’s weight. Fracture happens when there is an initial crack occurring when certain
amount of load and stress acting on the bone repeatedly. The stress at the tip of a sharp crack has the highest stress,
which can lead to failure of the material. This explains why small cracks can contribute to the failure of the entire
structure. There are a few parameters of fracture that are widely used which include the stress intensity factor (K),
Elastic energy release rate ( ), J-integral ( ), and crack tip opening displacement (CTOD)
(Rudraraju, 2004).
In this research, the main focus is to simulate stress amplification induced by crack interaction. It is based on the
stress intensity factor ( ) calculation using the stress singularity. This simulation is based on the changes of stress
amplification in different crack intervals towards the human femur bone. Stress amplification in a solid, with the
existence of crack is the amount of load that exhibits onto the solid perpendicularly. Other than that, crack
unification limit (CUL), crack interaction limit (CIL) and stress interaction limit (SIL) also can be calculated.
There are several biomechanics properties of the bone that need to be further understood. One of them is the
stress amplification interaction within the bone. This property is important because the effect of stress amplification
on the crack may provide accurate estimation of healing processes in bone fracture. Stress amplification can be
evaluated using numerical simulation. Numerical simulation is important because it provides tools that can analyze
the crack problem in a given boundary condition. This project examined the maximum limit of crack interaction
based on several parameters. This is vital because in real life situations, human femur bone will be completely
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damaged if the parameters exceed certain values such as the fact that the load is exerted too much on the bone or
that the crack length is too large.

STRESS AMPLIFICATION SIMULATION
There are three parameters which are used to characterize the stress which cause a component to fracture. These
include the stress intensity factor ( ), elastic energy release rate ( ) and J-Integral ( ). The stress intensity factor
( ) is the stress field that surrounds the crack tip of an isotropic linear elastic material. The stress can be formulated
into this equation:
(1)
Where

is the stress intensity factor and is only valid near the crack tip. The

represents the stress field around

the crack. Thus the value of
determining the level of stress magnitude around the crack tip which has been done
should not exceed the value of the critical crack intensity
by previous researcher (Rudraraju, 2004). The value of
is bigger than
, the material will fracture
factor ( ) because if the value of
(Huang, Z. ,2011), as expressed in Eq.(2)
.
(2)
Every material has its own specific Poisson’s ratio and Young’s Modulus value. Poisson’s ratio is the ratio of
the transverse direction strain which is normal to the acting load with the direction of the acting strain or load.
Young modulus is also known as elastic modulus. It measures the stiffness of a material. If the value is higher, it
means the material is harder and stiffer. Thus, it is hard to stretch the material. The mechanical properties of the
femur bone (polyethylene) are: Young’s modulus = 1.3 GPA, density = 950 kg/m3, Poisson’s ratio = 0.42
(Fedida et. al., 2005). The crack will propagate and start to initiate from the crack tip in Mode I, II and III. In this
project, the crack failure is composed of mixed mode situations which combine both Mode I and Mode II crack
deformation. It can be expressed as:
(3)
where i and j represent the direction of crack propagation (x and y directions) and I and II represent the mode of
crack deformation. Based on the theory of linear elasticity, when the stress acts on the crack tip, the crack introduces
are done near the crack tip. FIGURE 1
discontinuity in the elastic (Pithioux et. al., 2004). All the calculations of
illustrates the crack tip coordinate based from Barsoum singularity derivation (Barsoum, 1975).

FIGURE 1. Geometrical definition of multiple edge cracks with Mode I loading,
(b) Eight node quadrilateral element (c) Complete singular finite element at crack tip.
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The stress acted on the crack tip can be derived as the interior asymptotic expansion. The derivation of the stress
at the crack tip can be expressed as
(4)
Based on Eq. (4), for the value which intends to propagate towards the 0 value where
stress at the crack tip. Hence, the corresponding value of the stress field is indicated by

represents the finite

(5)
(6)
Analytical data are important to validate the system whether the computational method is accurately the same
with the analytical method. This means that the computational method can be used in real world phenomena. Based
on previous study (Mohanty and Verma, 2010), crack propagation is characterized by changes of crack length
values and number of cycle load acting on the crack tip. The analytical equation used to determine the value of the
stress intensity factor ( ) is based on Brown and Srawley (1966)
(7)
where is the load applied to specimen and is the ratio of crack length and width of the specimen.
For this research, single and double crack tip design has been constructed. The geometrical analysis and design
phase were then carried out using ANSYS software. Once the design was verified according to ASME standard for
crack interaction, meshing process with 8 node quadrilateral element was developed. By using Barsoum singular
element and using Displacement Extrapolation Method, stress intensity factor ( )can be calculated (Henshell and
Shaw, 1975; Barsoum, 1976 and Barsoum 1977). Several parameters were implemented into the system. Then, the
analytical results were compared with the computational results for verification and validation. The results were then
is determined by computational method using
documented for further improvements on the design. The value of
behaviour in strain and
ANSYS software where assumption of the model is under the LEFM theory. It uses
and
modes, the stress intensity factor value is solved using linear
stress in the element of crack tip. For
displacement extrapolation methods (DEM) (Kuang et. al., 1993). FIGURE 2 shows the implementation of Barsoum
singular element for double edge crack interaction.
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FIGURE 2. Barsoum singular element for double crack interaction (a)
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(b)

.

Based on FIGURE 2, the arrow represents the stress or load acting perpendicularly on the model
100 MPa,
is the crack length, is the crack interval, s is the crack distance,
is crack tip 1,
is crack tip 2 while the
numbers 1-5 represent s the nodes on the crack tip.
(8)
(9)
where is the Young Modulus,
since plain strain are used, is the length of element
and
are
both the displacement indisplacement in the internal Cartesian coordinate system while is the Poisson’s ration.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The results which based on the graph also show that there is a pattern of crack interaction limit (CIL) `and crack
unification limit (CUL) in the model constructed. The numerical results were then compared with the analytical
result using Brown & Srawley (1966) theory for the purpose of validation. The numerical values obtained from
computational method are compared with analytical values which based on previous experimental research. Figure 3
value for single edge crack, double edge crack and analytical
illustrates the differences in stress intensity factor,
result. Based on all the graph constructed, the x-axis represents the ratio of while the y-axis represent the shape
or
where
. Figure 3 displays the differences of value based on
correction factor,
several cases. For analytical results, Brown & Srawley (1966)’s theory where the value of stress or load acted on the
model which is 100 MPa. Based on the Figure 3, it can be seen that if the value of the crack length increase, the
value of b decreased. It can be observed that stress intensity factor ( ) for single edge crack is about equal with the
analytical Brown & Srawley. This is important in validation of developing the algorithm for stress amplification in
bone. Thus, the changes in crack length values are considered for calculating the value of . These two equations
and
which used five nodes of path
below, as used in ANSYS software, seek to calculate the value of
network based on FIGURE 1. Generally it also observed that at lower crack width ratio, the intersection of CUL is
identified while at higher ratio (0.42-0.45), the intersection of CIL is clearly shown.
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FIGURE 3. Graph of differences in stress intensity, K value for single edge crack, double edge crack (crack tip 1), double edge
crack (crack tip 1), and analytical result.

The graph in FIGURE 4 focuses on the similarities between values in the single edge crack and the analytical
result or theoretical results based on Brown and Srawley’s (1966) theory. This has shown that the numerical results
obtained from the finite element simulation have been verified. Comparison with the analytical data prove that the
data has been verified and error value is acquired by MATLAB software where the error is very small; 0.5665%.

FIGURE 4. Graph of comparison in K values between numerical data and theoretical data.

FIGURE 5 until 7 shows the intersection point of single edge crack data with analytical data and double crack
data for both crack tip 1, c1 and crack tip 2, c2. All the three intersection points in these figures give the value of
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crack interaction limit (CIL) range of the developed model. Figure 5 represents the intersect point between single
while
.
crack and with the analytical data. The intersection point from the results occur at

FIGURE 5. Intersection point between single crack and analytical data.

while
The intersection point in FIGURE 6 shows the value
intersection point between single crack and double crack at crack tip 1.

where the intersection occur

FIGURE 6. Intersection point between single crack and double crack (crack tip 1).

From the intersection point in FIGURE 7, it can be seen that the point intersects
range of crack interaction limit (CIL) is
and
.
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and

. Hence, the

FIGURE 7. Intersection point between single crack and double crack (crack tip 2).

CONCLUSION
This project has used various types of parameter in investigating the fracture behavior effects on the stress
intensity factor (K) in human femur bone. Biomechanical properties of the bone have been implied in the
values are
computational method which includes Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio. The results show that
directly proportional to values. However, if the difference value of the crack distance is used, it proves that
value will be oppositely proportional to the values. The higher the value of , the lower the value of
obtained.
On the other hand, the results have also shown that at a higher rate of , the double edge crack shows that the
model becomes more unstable compared to the single edge crack. The results obtained also prove that there are
crack unification limit (CUL) also crack interaction limit (CIL) in the model developed. However, the range value of
the CIL can only be acquired because the graph intersects with each other. There is no exact value for the CUL
obtained in this project but it can still be seen that the graph converges with each other, which clearly indicates that
there is a CUL in the model. Lastly, the corresponding computational results of crack propagation have been
obtained and verified using theoretical results using Brown & Srawley’s theory.
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Abstract. Simulation is one of the most important approaches in engineering and science, currently most researchers
have not waged proper attention that makes it easy to correlate between physical parameters and simulated result. Hence,
in this paper, COMSOL Multiphysics simulation is used to design and simulate poly-silicon nanowire surface properties
and using electrostatic model, the geometry effect were studied and the different dimension yield different space charge
and the partial charge at interactive site were also investigated and the study demonstrate steps wise identification of all
critical parameters for (DNA) attachment with surface nanowires.
Keywords: Poly-silicon; nanowire; COMSOL Multiphysics; nanostructure; biosensor; electrostatic.
PACS: 87.85.Qr, 87.85.Rs; 62.23.Hj

INTRODUCTION
COMSOL Multiphysics software packages also offer an extensive interface with other software like Matlab and
its toolboxes for a large variety of programming, pre-processing and post processing possibilities. In addition to
conventional physics-based user interfaces, COMSOL Multiphysics simulation also allows for entering coupled
systems of partial differential equations and other advice information can be obtained from Multiphysics guide[1].
The study demonstrate the design a 3D poly-silicon nanowire for sensing DNA pilot test before going to fabrication
of the device and study also check the conductivity of the wire by using physical parameters of the nanowire. In this
novel design, nanowire acts as the sensing element. The sensitivity towards other chemical of adsorption is found to
be increased due to its high surface to volume ratio. The total displacement and voltage on intermediate layer after
gas adsorption will be changing by varying its thickness [1, 3].
In this study, we are going to present a nanowire model with the diameter of the order of a nanometer (9 10meters). Alternatively, nanowires can be defined as structures that have a thickness or diameter constrained to
tens of nanometers or less and an unconstrained length. At these scales, quantum mechanical effects are important
which coined the term “quantum wires”. Many different types of nanowires exist, including metallic (e.g., Ni.
Semiconducting, and insulating (SiO2, molecular nanowires are composed of repeating molecular units either
organic (DNA) or inorganic [1, 2, 5].

METHODOLOGY
FIGURE 1 shows a design modeling of poly-silicon nanowire by suing COMSOL Multiphysics based for DNA
application sensing. COMSOL Multiphysics simulation used to design and develop geometry of poly-silicon
nanowire. The three dimensions of nanowire surface and substrate as as silicon metal and gold for electrode [4].

Multiphysics Modeling
The dimensions (XYZ) of nanowire geometry are 20 μm in the X-axis, representing the width of the substrate,
8μm in the propagating Y-axis and about 4μm in the Z-axis. In this design semiconductor nanowire using
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electrostatic model part MEMS of COMSOL Multiphysics. FIGURE 1 shows single deigns of three dimension
metal nanowire and electrode gold [3, 4].

FIGURE 1. Design modelling of poly-silicon nanowire.

Structural Simulations
In another part of methodology design nanowire is parameterizes properties and Here the analysis is done by
considering 3D electrostatic to Studies of FEM COMSOL Multiphysics 3.5. in the physics setting there two main of
parameters such as boundary settings will set the boundary condition (BC) of mechanical BC and electrical BC of
interface between the model geometry and its surrounding which include interior and exterior boundaries. However,
in all exterior boundaries of the mechanical BC are set to free, except boundary 3 that is set to be fixed. Meanwhile
for the electrical BC [6], all exterior condition is set as zero charge. For input IDTs, first and third electrodes are set
to electrical potential of 5V. In second of physics setting is subdomain is one mode is used in the simulation for the
wire poly-silicon and the PDE mode by using COMSOL Multiphysics, in the wire is considered as a subdomain
with the dependent variables parameters. This is to facilitate the simulation to observe a detailed initiation and
propagation of wire in a specified region. The external medium is considered using the dependent variable V in
electrostatic subdomain [3, 6].

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
In this part we present result simulation of design and simulation poly-silicon semiconductor nanowire by using
COMSOL Multiphysics and electrical properties. In the figure 2 showing structure of simulation nanowire and gold
electrode and effect geometry dimension on the current, electrical potential[7], resistance and conductivity. In other
hand figure 1a can see the result simulation for space charge density and effect result of whole space charge density
of dimensions wire and can see that from effect colour and effect in electrical properties[8,9,].
From FIGURE 2(b), structural result simulation of poly-silicon nanowire is electrical potential and used 5Vand
effect that on whole wire dimension for electrical potential. In the result relationship between dimension and
electrical properties for get to high conductivity and sensitivity with low current. In other hand figure 4. Showing
result simulation of structural poly-Si NW design for relative permittivity and affects that on whole strong wire and
can see that from variable colour of wire.
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FIGURE 2. (a) Showing space charge density of result simulation nanowire, (b) electrical potential of poly-silicon nanowire.

FIGURE 3. Relative permittivity of design model nanowire.

From FIGURE 2 and FIGURE 3 is the structural analysis is explained of nanowire properties like space charge
density and electrical potential and relative permittivity. Here, in the thickness of nanowire intermediate layer is
varied to find the best thickness layer for the optimum sensitivity. The device was modeled with different nanowire
intermediate thickness such as 0.7μm, 0.9μm, 1μm, 1.0μm, 1.2μm respectively. The simulation was done with a
time of 0.1sec. Results after being exposed to nanowire DNA with nanostructure as the sensing layer is shown in
FIGURE 5 [3, 9].
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FIGURE 4. (a) showing graphic relationship between thinness and electrical potential, (b) showing graphic of result analysis of
nanowire surface for relationship between dimension and conductivity,(c) showing the graphic relationship between thickness
and relative permittivity.

FIGURE 4(a) shows the relationship between thickness and electrical potential its effect with parameters and
can see the different when get high voltage and decrease the thickness.in other hand in figure 5b, relationships
between conductivity and dimensions, in the strtcureal nanowire dimension is variable and effect that with such as
conductivity and electrical potential, etc., in this case the graphic showing design and simulated a 3D model of
nanowire poly-silicon using the electrostatic equations to quantitatively validate the existing experimental data (2).
The present model is a first step in our DNA-electrode coupling project with a detailed electro-chemical model of
wire [10]. In the parameters of Electrostatic model geometry and physics setting effect the different phases of wires,
its initiation and propagation. Based on the model, parametric studies will be carried out in future for specific
dimensions and Properties of the wire. In fig4c, graphic shows the relationship between thickness and relative
permittivity of nanowire simulation and that shows when relative permittivity going to higher with decreased
thickness.

SUMMARY
We simulated a 3D model of a nanostructure using electrostatic by COMSOL Multiphysics. The present model
is a first step in the poly-silicon nanowires-electrode gold coupling with a detailed electro-chemical model of
nanowires. In the conclusion of result simulation nanowire surface is depend variable dimension with electrical
properties that effect to space charge and voltage and relative permittivity it is observed that the diameter and length
of the wire affects the charge distribution. A detailed study of these effects upon variations can be performed. The
parameters of electrostatic equations effect the different phases of wire dimension, its initiation and distribution.
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Analysis of Human Emotion in Human-Robot Interaction
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Abstract. There is vast application of robots in human’s works such as in industry, hospital, etc. Therefore, it is believed
that human and robot can have a good collaboration to achieve an optimum result of work. The objectives of this project
is to analyze human-robot collaboration and to understand humans feeling (kansei factors) when dealing with robot that
robot should adapt to understand the humans’ feeling. Researches currently are exploring in the area of human-robot
interaction with the intention to reduce problems that subsist in today's civilization. Study had found that to make a good
interaction between human and robot, first it is need to understand the abilities of each. Kansei Engineering in robotic
was used to undergo the project. The project experiments were held by distributing questionnaire to students and
technician. After that, the questionnaire results were analyzed by using SPSS analysis. Results from the analysis shown
that there are five feelings which significant to the human in the human-robot interaction; anxious, fatigue, relaxed,
peaceful, and impressed.
Keywords: Emotion; Kansei robotics; human-robot interaction.
PACS:

INTRODUCTION
In assembling commercial enterprises (industrial) which manage modern robots, it is seen that people (laborers)
are working together with the robots. For the individuals who have been working with the robots for certain period,
they may not have issues managing the robots. Yet, shouldn't we think about those individuals who have not
experience managing robot? They may confront a few challenges to arrangement easily with robots. In this way, it is
accepted that if robots have the ability to comprehend human (feeling) when participating together, robot might be
left to perform with contemplations to let the people feel safe and agreeable to work together with robots.
Working situations where influential modern robots and people working together in an agreeable manner have
complex challenges. Territories sheltered for individuals outside of the robot's working zone need to be delimited
and are normally strengthened with physical or sensor-based boundaries. Provided that individuals need to work in
close vicinity or inside the work zone of a running robot, it ought to work at a moderate speed with the intention that
the danger of physical damage is lessened. Besides, as streamlined robot controllers move from secluded work cells
to unstructured and intuitive situations, human of labourers working encompassing the robots is remarkably
essential to be acknowledged; thus the robots will come to be better at getting and translating data about their
surroundings [1].
Thereupon, the principle centre of this research work is on utilizing human feeling state estimation throughout
continuous human–robot collaboration, to enhance the security and discerned human of the coordinated effort by
enhancing the robot responsiveness to intrinsic correspondence messages from human. We trust that the
consequence of this study might serve to advance a robot framework which can comprehend human feeling in
future.

KANSEI IN HUMAN-ROBOT INTERACTION
Many researchers already think about advancing robots with feelings and this new idea quickly expanding. This
new engineering technology is called Kansei Robotics. Awhile ago, Kansei Engineering is utilized as an instrument
for item advancement. It interprets affections and impressions into item parameters with the goal that the items
could be intended to present the proposed feeling. Then, Kansei Robotics is a recently presented engineering
International Conference on Mathematics, Engineering and Industrial Applications 2014 (ICoMEIA 2014)
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technology that makes robot (which work with human) comprehends nature with multi-modal sensing capacity all in
all as human do.
This innovation of Kansei Robotics is to make robot that works with human discerns the surroundings with
multi-modal sensing capacity essentially as human do. In these methodologies, dynamic kansei discernment is made
on the robot to allow it to perform collective works with the human easily and adaptably. To accomplish this target,
kansei calculates in human have been considered. Russell's circumplex model of feeling in FIGURE 1 is used to
express human and automated feelings in the distinguishment part. From this model, Russell et al. [2] push out the
feelings of human which is later, apply in the human-robot interaction research works, which plan to be passing on
to a robot. Kansei elements existed in this condition are the situated feelings that been adjusts to a robot.

FIGURE 1. Russell’s circumplex model of emotion.

For a robot to be emotionally intelligent, it should clearly have a two-fold capability; the ability to display its
own emotions and the ability to understand human emotions and motivations (also called referred to as affective
states). The focus of our work is to address the later capability, i.e., to endow a robot with the ability to recognize
human affective states.
There are several works that focus on making robot display emotions just like human beings – usually by using
facial expressions and speech. Some prominent examples of such robots are -Pong robot developed by the IBM
group [3], Kismet and Leonardo developed in MIT [3], and ATR's (Japan) Robovie-IIS [4]. Kobayashi et al. [5] had
developed a robot that have a human face platform which can shows several face expressions or emotions when
communicate with human.
Meanwhile, from the experiments of human-robot interaction using the emotional synchronization (KAMINFA1), which has been developed by Hashimoto and Morooka [6], it is understood that human feeling became
comfortable when the robot made the synchronized facial expression to human emotion. Through his research result
[7], Hashimoto confirmed that emotional synchronization in human-robot interaction based on kansei factor could
be effective to keep a comfortable state. During human–human interaction, nonverbal communication signals are
frequently exchanged in order to assess each participant’s affective state, focus of attention, and intent. Many of
these signals are indirect, i.e., they occur outside of conscious control. By monitoring and interpreting indirect
signals during an interaction, significant cues about the affective state of each participant can be recognized [8].
For that, it is believe that robots might as well comprehend human feeling (emotion) so as to make an improved
working environment between robot and human. Provided that robot fit to have emotions and in the meantime
equipped to comprehend human's emotions, better human-robot joint effort could be accomplished. It can't be
deniable that kansei is requirably considered in making a robot framework.
Thus, the motivation behind this study is to dissect the human-robot cooperation in assembling environment
dependent upon kansei components. Kansei technique is an investigation system which tries to explore human
emotions that can offer influences to certain perspectives. Emotional designing, where kansei strategy is initially
from, is the investigation of the communications between client and the item (the robot) at a physical level, usable at
a mental level and ought to be magnetic at a subjective, emotional level. As the study in this research work is
attempting to perceive how human feel in functioning together with robots, kansei investigation strategy is
discovered to be the most proper system for the exploration work.
The desire consequence is that when the kansei variables are adjusts, the signal or impression of people will let
robot to transform its emotional state. Consequently, if it’s all the same to the robot had (brainpower, emotion, and
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will) as human, it might be much less demanding for the robot to perform the helpful works with human.
Consequently, the robot ought to be attentive to human so it can enhance the nature of the earth.
To make human and faithfulness robots which can comprehend human emotion, to begin working together with,
it is paramount to research those emotions happen in people. We can't give all human emotions to the robot as it
may trouble the robot framework, hence dissecting the most influenced human emotions in human-robot cooperation
is fundamental. As human feelings are changing around distinctive persons, and besides its much hinging upon
nature's domain, the undertaking of the robot and also the sort and number of robot, examination of how human feel
about functioning together with robot must be led in diverse ways and situations and in addition diverse kind of
people including the individuals who are and who are not acquainted with robots.
We have led an arrangement of investigations where we are attempting to dissect how human feels about
functioning in the same environment with robot. In these experiments, we select and furnish various emotions that
we accept exist in human-robot joint effort, and we let the participants (of the experiment) to reveal to us how they
feel.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In order to fulfil the objective of this research work, we have done several experiments involving humans
(participants) and a robot, working together in a room (environment). The experiments were held in the Robotics
Laboratory of the Faculty of Manufacturing Engineering at our university. The robot type used in the experiments is
Smart NS (16-1.65). Smart NS is one of the Comau family robots, designed to address applications in manufacturing
such as light-duty handling, arc welding, etc. The robot consists of an anthropomorphic structure with 6 degrees of
freedom.
30 participants were involved in the experiments. Participants are grouped into three groups, where the first
group consists of 10 final year students of the Robotics and Automation course, the second group has 10 final year
students from other courses and the participants of the third group are the Technicians group.
Choices of participants and groups are dependent upon their encounters working with robots. The vast majority
of the students from the first gathering are acquainted with robots which exist in the research facility, while in the
second assembly, students which are majoring in different courses may not acquainted with robots in the same class
as the first assembly. Eventually, the third assembly is as far as anyone knows rich with encounters working with
robots in the nature. Members are relied upon to give sentiment from review inquiries dependent upon their
experience.
The survey questions were constructed from a collection of 20 kansei words, which are determined from
human’s feeling and emotion. The kansei words are collected from sources such as internet, books/journals,
Russell’s Circumplex Model, and also from the discussion among research group members.
TABLE 1 shows the kansei words used in the survey questionnaire. Participants will express their level of
feeling of each selected kansei word when they are under the condition of ‘working’ together with robot. The level
(shown by the numbering) of feeling is decided in 5 levels; Strongly Disagree = 1, Disagree = 2, Neither = 3, Agree
= 4, Strongly Agree = 5.
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TABLE (1): Feelings list for survey questionnaire.

1

Anxious

11

Hesitant

2

Apathy

12

Ignored

3

Bored

13

Impressed

4

Cautious

14

Inspired

5

Confident

15

Panic

6

Distracted

16

Peaceful

7

Excited

17

Pressured

8

Exhausted

18

Relaxed

9

Fatigue

19

Satisfied

10

Fear

20

Thrilled

We have conducted a few type of experiments where each experiment is differ from each other in term of
experiment’s step (sequence), robot speed or the way the participant involve in the experiment. In each experiment,
participant is required to be anywhere around the robot, but to be limited around 5 meter distance from the robot.
From the survey results, analysis using SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Science) software tools has been
done in order to find significant emotions which are relevant to the human-robot collaboration. Details about the
methods and steps for each type of experiment are explained in the following sections.

First Experiment
In the first experiment, the robot will only move once the participants enter the laboratory (the experiment area).
The robot will be arranged in its original position first before the participant is allowed to enter the laboratory.
FIGURE 2 shows the flow of the experiment. In this experiment, a robot is programmed to move in normal
speed. First, the robot is program based on certain motions and then, participant enters the laboratory before the
robot starts performing the tasks based on the programming. At the same time the robot is moving, participant is
required to fill up the survey questions provided.

FIGURE 2. Flow of first experiment.

Second and Third Experiment
FIGURE 3 illustrates the second experiment steps. This experiment does not much differ from the first
experiment. The difference is that when participant enter the laboratory, the robot already start performing the given
task. The following sequence of operation is similar to the first experiment’s operation.
In this experiment, we also planned for another experiment of higher speeds of the robot motion in order to
observe whether speed can be an impact factor to the state of human feeling. For that, with the same sequence of
robot operations, we conduct another experiment to the participant but with a bit higher speed of robot motions
when the participant enters the laboratory. The steps of this experiment are shown by FIGURE 4.
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FIGURE 3. Flow for second experiment with lower speed.

FIGURE 4. Flow for third experiment with higher speed.

Fourth Experiment
In the experiment, where the steps are shown in FIGURE 5, the participants will not only participate as the
subjects to the experiment, but rather they will also involve directly to the robot. In other word, in this experiment,
participant is required to write the robot program with the assistance of the research members. Participant will be
taught to write the simple program of the robot to let the robot moves following the same given task. Perhaps the
feeling of participant when working individually with robot will donate to different feeling that differs from
previous experiments.

FIGURE 5. Flow for fourth experiment.

Operation of Robot
Smart NS robots come in a variety of versions to cover all application requirements. While differing in terms of
characteristics such as payload, work area and reach, all robots in the Smart NS family feature a highly modular
design and are based on the same operating principles. Dedicated to applications where highest accuracy and
rapidity are required as assembly, handling, and arc welding processes.
FIGURE 6 shows the sequences of the robot operation. First, the robot should be in origin position. The planned
operation is very simple where the robot needs to move from point 1 to 4 while grinding the edge of the used
material. According to the program, the robot end effector (complete with air die grinder attachment) will move
from the origin position towards point 1. The air die grinder is switching on and it will start touching the edge from
point 1, then moves toward point 2 accordingly until point 4. After finish all points, air die grinder is switched off
and the robot will back to its origin position before start operating back for the next incoming material. The
operation will be repeating until the participant finish answering the survey.
The material used for this experiment is aluminum profile and the air die grinder will grind the edge of it. All
experiments will be used this program in the robot tasks.

FIGURE 6. Sequence of robot operation.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
From the analysis of SPSS, it was found that there are 5 most significant kansei words. Those words are
Anxious, Fatigue, Impressed, Peaceful, and Relaxed. Before analyzing the data, there are two hypotheses towards
the result that need to be considered. The hypotheses are:
TABLE 2. Hypothesis.
Null hypothesis (Ho)

There are no significant difference between
experiments, groups and gender.

Alternative hypothesis (Ha)

There are significant difference between experiments,
groups and gender.

The range of significant value (alpha subset) is standardized as 0.05 which represent the 95% of confidence
interval of the difference. To prove which hypotheses are right, these three methods in SPSS are used; One-Way
ANOVA, Tukey’s Post Hoc Test, and Independent T-Test. One-Way ANOVA is for check the significant between
the experiments, Tukey’s Post Hoc Test is for check the significant between the groups, and Independent T-Test is
for checking the significant between gender.
TABLE (3): Anxious, One-Way ANNOVA.

From the significant column, it is prove that only experiment 3 value within the range of alpha subset
(0.046<0.05) while the others are not. The null hypothesis is rejected because there is a significant difference
between experiments.
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TABLE 4. Anxious, Tukey’s Post Hoc Test.

From the above table, there are no significant differences between experiment 1, 2 and 4 but there is a significant
difference in experiment 3 between BMFA and Technician group. The null hypothesis is rejected because there are
significant differences between groups.
TABLE (5): Anxious, Independent T-Test.
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All the values highlighted in significant column are greater than alpha subset. Therefore, the output can be read
from the ‘Equal variances assumed’ row. Referring to the significant (2-tailed) column, the values are also greater
than alpha subset. From the T-Test, the null hypothesis is accepted because there are no significant differences
between genders.
TABLE (6): Fatigue, One-Way ANNOVA.

From the above table, only experiment 4 is significant (0.001<0.05). The ranges among other experiments are
substantial because of scattered significant values. Thus, null hypothesis is rejected because there are significant
differences between experiments.
TABLE (7): Fatigue, Tukey’s Post Hoc Test

Tukey HSD determines that all three groups are significant in experiment 4. Hence, null hypothesis is rejected
because there are significant differences between groups.
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TABLE (8): Fatigue, Independent T-Test.

The values of experiment 1 and 2 highlighted with green in significant column are greater than alpha subset.
Therefore, the output can be read from the ‘Equal variances assumed’ row. From the significant (2-tailed) column,
the values are also greater than alpha subset. The T-Test result for experiment 1 and 2 accepted the null hypotheses
because there are no significant differences between genders.
While the values of experiment 3 and 4 highlighted with yellow in significant column are less than alpha subset.
Therefore, the output can be read from the ‘Equal variances not assumed’ row but from the significant (2-tailed)
column, the values are greater than alpha subset. Thus, the T-Test result for experiment 3 and 4 also accepted the
null hypotheses because there are no significant differences between genders.
TABLE (9): Impressed, One-Way ANNOVA.

Experiment 4 are significant (0.033<0.05) while other experiments are not significant at all due to the high
difference with alpha subset. Consequently, null hypothesis is rejected because there are significant differences
between experiments.
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TABLE (10): Impressed, Tukey’s Post Hoc Test.

In experiment 4, there are two groups; BMFA and Other Courses are significant. Thus, null hypothesis is
rejected because there are significant differences between groups.
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TABLE (11): Impressed, Independent T-Test.

All the values highlighted in significant column are greater than alpha subset. Thus, the output can be read from
the ‘Equal variances assumed’ row. Referring to the significant (2-tailed) column, the values are also greater than
alpha subset. From the T-Test, the null hypothesis is accepted because there are no significant differences between
genders.
TABLE (12): Peaceful, One-Way ANNOVA.
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Resulted from One-Way ANOVA, experiment 3 is significant (0.029<0.05). From the table, the significant
values for other experiments are not highly divergence. Null hypothesis is rejected because there are significant
differences between experiments.
TABLE (13): Peaceful, Tukey’s Post Hoc Test.

Group of Technician and Other Courses are significant in experiment 3. As a consequence, null hypothesis is
rejected because there are significant differences between groups.
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TABLE (15): Peaceful, Independent T-Test.

The values of experiment 1, 2 and 4 highlighted with green in significant column are greater than alpha subset.
Therefore, the output can be read from the ‘Equal variances assumed’ row. From the significant (2-tailed) column,
the values are also greater than alpha subset. The T-Test result for experiment 1 and 4 accepted the null hypotheses
because there are no significant differences between genders. Experiment 2 rejected the null hypothesis because the
value is less than alpha subset (0.031<0.05).
While the values of experiment 3 highlighted with yellow in significant column are less than alpha subset.
Therefore, the output can be read from the ‘Equal variances not assumed’ row but from the significant (2-tailed)
column, the values are greater than alpha subset. Thus, the T-Test result for experiment 3 also accepted the null
hypothesis because there are no significant differences between genders.
TABLE (16): Relaxed, One-Way ANNOVA.
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In above table, experiment 4 is significant (0.015<0.05) while the other experiment gives a scattered significant
values. Thus, a null hypothesis is rejected because there are significant differences between experiments.
TABLE (17): Relaxed, Tukey’s Post Hoc Test.

In experiment 4, group of BMFA and Technician are significant. Therefore, null hypothesis is rejected because
there are significant differences between groups.
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TABLE (18): Relaxed, Independent T-Test.

The values of experiment 1, 2 and 4 highlighted with green in significant column are greater than alpha subset.
Therefore, the output can be read from the ‘Equal variances assumed’ row. From the significant (2-tailed) column,
the values are also greater than alpha subset. The T-Test result for experiment 1, 2 and 4 accepted the null
hypotheses because there are no significant differences between genders.
While the values of experiment 3 highlighted with yellow in significant column are less than alpha subset.
Therefore, the output can be read from the ‘Equal variances not assumed’ row but from the significant (2-tailed)
column, the values are greater than alpha subset. Thus, the T-Test result for experiment 3 also accepted the null
hypothesis because there are no significant differences between genders. Below are the summary of the overall
result of SPSS Analysis.

Kansei Words
Anxious
Fatigue
Impressed
Peaceful

Relaxed

TABLE (19): Result’s Summary.
SPSS Analysis
One-Way ANNOVA
Tukey’s Post Hoc Test
Significant: Experiment 3 Significant: BMFA, Technician
Ho: Rejected
Ho: Rejected
Significant: Experiment 4 Significant: All group
Ho: Rejected
Ho: Rejected
Significant: Experiment 4 Significant: BMFA, Other group
Ho: Rejected
Ho: Rejected
Significant: Experiment 3 Significant: Technician, Other
Ho: Rejected
group

Significant: Experiment 4
Ho: Rejected

Significant: BMFA, Technician
Ho: Rejected
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Independent T-Test
Significant: None
Ho: Accepted
Significant: None
Ho: Accepted
Significant: None
Ho: Accepted
Significant: None for
Experiment 1, 3, and 4
Ho: Accepted
Significant: Experiment 2
Ho: Rejected
Significant: Experiment 3
Ho: Rejected

CONCLUSION
From this project, 5 kansei words are significant when human and robot collaborated. Those feelings are
Anxious, Fatigue, Impressed, Peaceful, and Relaxed.
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Effect the Functional Charge on the Conductance
Poly-silicon Nanowire
A. Wesam Al-Mufti, U. Hashim, Tijjani Adam, M. R. Zakaria and M. Zhafran
Nano Structure Lab on Chip Research Group,
Institute Nano Electronic Engineering, Universiti Malaysia Perlis, 01000 Kangar, Perlis, Malaysia
Abstract. In this paper investigated into the effect of a bio-interface charge field effect biosensor on the conductance of
the nanowire through finite element calculations. The biosensor under thought consisted of a poly-silicon nanowire of
radius 100 nm surrounded by a 120 nm oxide layer, and the oxide layer was surrounded by a 160 nm thick functional
bio-interface layer. This whole system was immerged in an electrode was 500 nm and every one of the layers was
treated as a range medium characterized by the corresponding dielectric constant. First, the distribution of the
electrostatic potential in the nanowire due to the surface charge was computed using Poisson equation with Boltzmann
statistics. Then, the conductance of the nanowire was affected with interaction with functional layer.
Keywords: Biosensor; DNA molecule; nanowire field effect, nanotechnology; receptors.
PACS: 62.23.Hj

INTRODUCTION
Currently, semiconductors based field-effect transistors and have some reasons make potential candidates
become future generation Nano-scale technology and this proper for biomedical applications due to their desirable
properties such as sensitivity [1], and potential for large-scale integration [2]. In other hand, these techniques can be
grouped into two broad types, namely, top-down and bottom-up approaches [3]. The bottom-up approach [4]
provides more control as the Nano-scale level [5, 2] and the top-down approach is the traditional one in the polysilicon industry which allows easy alignment of nanowires. In other hand, Computer simulation has become an
essential part of nanotechnology and engineering and science. Recently, one important of nanotechnology and
engineering and science are simulation of computer [3, 6].
Nowadays, the surface of nanowire need to outer such as the oxide layer of NWFET is generally equipped with a
functional bio-interface consisting of receptor molecules [3]. The working principle is as follows. When a target
molecule comes in close interaction of the receptor, there appear non-tiny partial charges in the mixture of receptor
and target molecules [1,3]. This modulates the surface charge profile of the functional layer [5]. In this paper of
representing the charge effect on poly-silicon nanowire sensor. We made a fundamental investigation into the effect
of the surface charge of the bio-interface layer on the conductance of the nanowire through finite element
calculations. The bio-sensor under investigation consisted of a poly-silicon nanowire surrounded by an oxide layer
and a functional bio-interface layer, all immerged in an electrode. The next section presents an overview of the
system [4].

POLY-SILICON DESIGN NANOWIRE
The nanowire field effect bio-sensor system, in the present paper , consisted of cylindrical poly-silicon nanowire
of 100nm with a cylindrical surrounded by a layer of 120 nm thickness as shown in FIGURE 1. A bio-interface
layer surrounding the oxide layer consisted of receptor bio-molecules and had a thickness of 160 nm. This whole
system was immerged in an electrode 500 nm.
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D Electrode
C Functional layer
B oxide layer
A silicon NW

FIGURE 1. Model implemented in COMSOL of construction of the nanowire bio-sensor.

We considered the electric potential as the fundamental dependent variable in the system [7]. The distribution of
the potential throughout the bio-sensor system was estimated using finite element calculations where the biointerface surface charge constituted a boundary condition [8]. Once the potential distribution was available, other
quantities such a conductance could be easily estimated, as described in the following sections. FIGURE 2 shows
the properties of nanowire surface model by using COMSOL Multiphysics [9].

FIGURE 2. Setting of design model nanowire surface by using COMSOL Multiphysics.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
We used COMSOL Multiphysics software package for finite element calculation. With the above boundary
settings, electrostatic potential distribution, estimated electrostatic potential distribution. While FIGURE 3 shows
potential distribution on a cross-section perpendicular to the nanowire axis. It shows the potential along a radial line
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on the cross-section. As found from the figure, there is non-negligible potential inside the poly-silicon nanowire due
to surface charge at the interface : 34 between functional bio-interface and the electrode.

FIGURE 3. Result simulation of nanowire.

FIGURE 3 also described the result simulation of all models. The last layer is the charge distribution of the
functional layer on top of the oxide surface and that also so many different types of models due upon the type of
molecule can be used. Must be known are all these models are that the functional molecules have not covered the
entire nanowire surface and this will allow for water to be present between the protein molecules because of the
hydrophilic surfaces.
The charge distribution of the bio-interface layer is simply the difference between the concentrations of
positive and negative ions, that showing in the FIGURE 3. The design nanowire is functional and that has different
type of functional layers such as even receptors in form of anti-hemagglutinin for influenza and etc. Consists
different functional layers complicated biological molecules which make it complicated to describe the structure in
details. Finding the charge distribution of these may prove to be a very complicated and time consuming task.
Assuming that water will be DNA between the functional molecules the effective dielectric constant [10]. The
functional layer has already been described and the charge distribution in this region is the same as mentioned in the
previous section.

FIGURE 4. Result analysis of relationship between surface charge functional layer and electrical potential,
should be both of them increasing.

FIGURE 4 shows the plotted between the electrical potential with surface charge of the functional layer. It is
clearly seen that 0.6μm has the higher total displacement values among other thickness values which shows better
sensitivity and conductivity. The electrical potential gets increasing as surface charge increases and then suddenly
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after a particular charge voltage becomes constant. This shows that the functional layer tage is more concentrated on
the surface.

CONCLUSION
In the studying of this paper, from electrostatics potential destruction calculations, we studied the effect of charge
of the bio-interface of a poly-silicon nanowire biosensor on the conductance of the nanowire. We in the conclusion
of simulation nanowire that is considered the Poisson equations with Boltzmann statistics for electrostatic potential.
Finally, we calculated the conductance of the nanowire though integration of the potential over the cross-section of
the nanowire. Finite element calculations showed there is a nonlinear dependency of the conductance on the surface
charge.
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Modeling of Two-Storey Precast School Building Using
Ruaumoko 2D Program
N. H. Hamid, L. H. Tarmizi and K.D. Ghani
Faculty of Civil Engineering, Universiti Teknologi MARA,
40450 Shah Alam, Selangor, Malaysia

Abstract. The long-distant earthquake loading from Sumatra and Java Island had caused some slight damages to
precast and reinforced concrete buildings in West Malaysia such as cracks on wall panels, columns and beams.
Subsequently, the safety of existing precast concrete building is needed to be analyzed because these buildings were
designed using BS 8110 which did not include the seismic loading in the design. Thus, this paper emphasizes on
the seismic performance and dynamic behavior of precast school building constructed in Malaysia under three
selected past earthquakes excitations ; El Centro 1940 North-South, El Centro East-West components and San
Fernando 1971 using RUAUMOKO 2D program. This program is fully utilized by using prototype precast school
model and dynamic non-linear time history analysis. From the results, it can be concluded that two-storey precast
school building has experienced severe damage and partial collapse especially at beam-column joint under San
Fernando and El Centro North-South Earthquake as its exceeds the allowable inter-storey drift and displacement as
specified in Eurocode 8. The San Fernando earthquake has produced a massive destruction to the precast building
under viscous damping, ξ = 5% and this building has generated maximum building displacement of 435mm,
maximum building drift of 0.68% and maximum bending moment at 8458kNm.
Keywords: Long-distant earthquake loading; seismic behavior, dynamic non-linear time history analysis.
PACS: 91.30.-f

INTRODUCTION
Precast buildings are most commonly constructed in Malaysia especially for school buildings where
Malaysian government is encouraging the contractors to use Industrial Building System (IBS) since 1997.
Most of the buildings were designed and constructed in Malaysia using British Standard and this standard did
not take into account the earthquake load in the design. BS 8110 only considered 10% notional load as lateral
load in designing reinforced concrete building [1]. Pertaining to the 2004 and 2010 Sumatra earthquake, the
safety of existing building is still questionable as many concerns on the safety of buildings when the shaking
and cracking emerged after the earthquake events. The failures of beam-column joint in precast RC building
were observed during the past earthquakes [2-7]. During 1999 Kocaeli Earthquake, the beam-column joints
were failed by shear failures in non-ductile precast RC moment resisting frame [2]. According to building
inventories which had been prepared after the Koceali Earthquake, the direct and indirect economic losses due
to the damage of precast RC buildings were reported in approximately 60% of industrial facilities [3]. In
Turkey, 98% of industrial lands are located in seismically active regions [4] and aforementioned losses clearly
indicate that industrial regions greatly composed by precast RC buildings are under same risk. Further site
investigations and theoretical studies performed by different researchers explained the weak points of precast
buildings by means of inadequate stiffness and strength and/or problems caused by insufficient connection
details [5,6,7].
Therefore, this paper presents the seismic performance of two-storey precast school building located at
Banting, Selangor, Malaysia. This building was designed in according to BS 8110 and the loads which
considered are dead load and imposed load [8]. A non-linear time-history analysis was imposed to this
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building using RUAUMOKO 2D program. Ruaumoko 2D program was developed by Carr [9] from
University of Canterbury, New Zealand using non linear dynamic analysis, time history and 72 types of
hysteresis loops for modeling and computer simulation. This program is used to determine the building
reaction, building drift, nodal displacement and building mode shape under three earthquake excitations.
These three selected earthquake excitations are San Fernando 1971, El Centro 1940 North-South and EastWest component and the comparison of the output result will be compared and analyzed in this paper.

FINDING FROM PREVIOUS RESEARCH
Seismic analysis can be defined as an evaluation of building response towards the earthquake excitation.
During the earthquake excitation, reinforced concrete building will experience vibration, acceleration,
structure deformation, drift, sway and structure damage. Under these circumstances, the structural strength,
ductility, stiffness and stability of this building will be affected.
Many researchers had contributed significant finding towards the improvement and performance of precast
building in Malaysia [10, 11, 12]. They manage to provide meaningful output which can be used nowadays in
designing and construction of precast buildings in low seismic regions such as Malaysia, Singapore and
Thailand. Buildings which were designed in accordance to BS 8110 are absolutely will fail under the
moderate and severe earthquakes. The main failure is focused at the beam-column joint and columnfoundation of the buildings. Balendra [10] has found that local shear failure occurs in beams and columns
which were designed according to BS 8110 under near-field earthquakes. However, long-distant earthquake
also contributes some significant effect at wall-beam and beam-column joint interfaces.
Similar finding also observed by Bing and Pan [13] as they found that the shear joint, bond slip and low
flexural ductility occurs at the interior beam-column joint under the El Centro 1940 excitation. At the same
time, the beam-column joint has failed under the 2% inter-storey drift. Furthermore, Shutt [14] has
recommended that the precast building should be designed in accordance to the following requirements:
(a) to achieve a strong-column/weak-beam design that spreads inelastic response over several stories of
building;
(b) to avoid shear failure in beam-column joint; and
(c) to provide reinforcement details that enable ductile flexural to occur in beam-column joint.
He also stated that the response of structures in yielding regions to fail under the seismic loading due to
insufficient reinforcements bar by protecting the critical part such as connection and joint in precast building.
Moreover, the plastic hinge may occur subjected to the dynamic loading and lead to a cracking which
associated with this hinge was significant. It may damage the structure and prior to that the structure will lose
its strength and become unstable behaviour.
Ghani and Hamid [15,16] had investigated and tested a full-scale exterior and interior beam-column joint
of the precast school building under quasi-static lateral cyclic loading and vertical cyclic loading on strong
floor. This school building was designed using BS 8110 and no provision for earthquake loading. The
experimental result showed that a captive column damages occurred at top of beam-column joint because
insufficient of transverse and longitudinal bars in the column. As a result, this kind of building is not safe
under moderate and severe earthquakes. In order to simulate the real behavior of this building under
earthquake loading, Ruaumoko 2D program is fully employed to determine the dynamic and structural
behavior of precast school building in this paper.

MODELING OF STRUCTURE
Preliminary Building Analysis
A two-storey precast school building was modeled and analyzed using RUAUMOKO 2D program. The
front elevation plan frame is shown in FIGURE 1(a) and plan view is shown in FIGURE 1(b) and FIGURE
1(c). The yellow oval as shown in FIGUREe 1(a) is assigned as the corner beam-column joint and the green
rectangle is assigned as the interior beam-column joint. The hysteresis model for corner beam-column joint is
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modeled as Wayne Stewart Hysteresis Model and the interior beam-column joint is modeled as Pampanin
Reinforced Concrete Beam-column Joint Hysteresis rule with reloading slip factor. The support of beamcolumn joint is assigned as fixed joint. FIGURE 1(a) also shows the total of 18 numbers of nodes and total
numbers of 22 elements for two-storey precast school building in this study.
The precast school building was designed according to BS 8110 and subjected to vertical/gravity load
only. The beam-column joint is set as fixed joint in RUAUMOKO 2D input. Wayne Stewart Hysteresis
Model is assigned for corner beam-column joint which apply to nodes 7, 12, 13 and 18. Meanwhile,
Pampanin RC Beam-column Joint Hysteresis Model is assigned for interior beam-column joint which apply
for nodes 8, 9, 10, 11, 14,15,16 and 17. The Pampanin RC Beam-column hysteresis model has been validated
with the experimental hysteresis loops by Ghani and Hamid [17]. Lumped weight is applied at each node with
average weight of each floors is 105 kN/m. The amount of damping was based on Rayleigh damping model as
5% of critical damping.

FIGURE 1. A prototype precast two-storey school in Malaysia; (a): Building front elevation plan frame, (b) plan view of
first floor; and (c) plan view of roof beam.

TABLE 1 summarizes the dimensions of beams and columns at the first floor and roof, amount of
reinforcement bars, Concrete Grade, Young Modulus (Ec) and the moment of inertia. All these parameters
will be used as data input for RUAUMOKO 2D program. The data input will be written in text using
Notepad software with an extension of file (.dat). After finish preparing the data input, RUAUMOKO 2D
program will be run and use this data input as the prototype model for the program. After running the
program, the output file with an extension of .WRI is created in the RUAUMOKO 2D folder. In order to
translate the output fie, the DYNAPLOT program is used to plot some of the parameters which required for
analysis. The parameters which are obtained and used for analysis are nodes, elements, mode shapes,
displacement, forces, moments, damping ratio, hysteresis loops and Pseudo acceleration versus time
relationship. The details analyses of these parameters are discussed in the following section.
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Element
Column
Beam

TABLE 1: Properties and dimensions of columns and beams.
Young
Dimensions Reinforcement
Concrete
Location
Modulus
(m)
bars
Grade
(kN/m2)

Moment of
Inertia (m4)

All

0.4 x 0.4

12T16

40

2.8 x 108

0.00213

Roof

0.5 x 0.75
0.45 x 0.75

5T10 (top),
4T12 (side)
4T16(bottom)\

50

3.8 x 109

0.0009

0.25 x 0.75

4T12 (top)
4T16 (bottom)

0.5 x 0.75
0.45 x 0.75

5T10 (top)
4T12(side)
4T16(bottom)

First
floor

0.0078

Output of Ruaumoko 2D Program
Two mode shapes were identified for two-storey precast school building and they were presented in-plane
lateral displacement for earthquake motion in x-direction only. Under these two mode shapes, the
displacement of each nodal can be determined easily from the output results. From the output file, this
building has two mode shapes when tested under these three selected earthquakes excitations. RUAUMOKO
2D is able to provide a building frequency, maximum lateral displacement, maximum shear forces and
maximum moment before it reach failure under three different earthquake excitations.
FIGURE 2 shows the numbers of nodes and elements for prototype building model which generated using
the RUAUMOKO 2D program. FIGURE 3(a) shows the first mode shape of building under earthquake
excitation and FIGURE 3(b) shows the second mode shape of the building together with lateral displacement.

FIGURE 2. A prototype precast building model generated by RUAUMOKO 2D program.

Node 7 is selected as a point of the corner beam-column joint at first floor of school building. The highest
frequency of this building is occurred at mode shape 2. The building repeatedly moved in two cycle per
seconds at 29.39 Hz. The building move opposess the ground acceleration due to inertia force restraint in the
building and sway proportionally with the ground magnitude. Under 0.034 seconds of mode shape 2, the
building structure element has swayed at frequency of 29.39 as compared to the mode shape 1 where its
frequency at 9.72 Hz under 0.11 seconds. Table 2 shows the natural frequency (g) and period (T) of twostorey precast building under three selected earthquake namely: EL40NSC, EL40EWC and PACMSW under
mode shape 1 and mode shape 2.
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(a)

(b)
FIGURE 3: Mode shapes two-storey precast building; (a) Mode Shape 1; and (b): Mode shape 2.

TABLE 2: Mode shape result for three selected earthquake excitation.
Excitations

Mode

Period (T) (s)

Frequency (gg) (Hz)

1

0.11

9.72

2

0.034

29.39

1

0.11

9.72

2

0.034

29.39

1

0.11

9.72

2

0.034

29.39

EL40NSC

EL40ELW

PACMSW

Node 7 also has experienced a displacement at 5.436 x 10 -7 mm under the static mode. It shows that the
building is still intact and saves under the static condition. However, the node 7 has experience a massive
displacement under dynamic condition where it moves horizontally at 23.7mm in x-direction under San
Fernando earthquake. This value represents as 0.68 % drift to the building. Obviously, it exceeds the allowed
drift as stated in Eurocode 8 at 0.4 %. Table 3 shows that the displacement comparison between the node 7,
node 8 and node 12 under the three selected earthquake excitations.
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TABLE 3: Selected nodes displacement subjected to building mode shape.
Earthquake
Node 7
Node 8
Node 12
Δx (mm)

t(s)

drift
%

Δx
(mm)

t(s)

drift
%

Δx
(mm)

t(s)

drift
%

EL40EWC

6.4

1.9

0.18

6.4

1.9

0.18

6.4

1.9

0.18

EL40NSC

16.1

7

0.46

16.1

7

0.46

16.1

7

0.46

PACMSW

23.7

19.6

0.68

23.7

19.6

0.68

23.7

19.6

0.68

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
DYNAPLOT is a post processor program in RUAUMOKO 2D program. The program will perform the
non-linear dynamic analysis. Under the three selected earthquake excitations, this study found that the highest
value of displacement occurred at condition without damping where the value of equivalent viscous damping,
[ = 0%. The displacement of the building is decreasing gradually with increment of equivalent viscous
damping value for 2%, 5%, 10% and 20%. The 1970 San Fernando earthquake produced the highest lateral
displacement. Table 4 shows the displacement comparison between three selected excitations.
Excitation

TABLE 4: Displacement values of three selected earthquake excitations.
Damping
Damping
Damping
Damping
0%

2%

5%

Damping

10 %

20 %

Displacement
EL40NSC

533 mm

392 mm

270 mm

239 mm

117 mm

EL40EWC

522 mm

338 mm

217 mm

158 mm

149 mm

PACMSW

947 mm

623 mm

435 mm

334 mm

291 mm

Pseudo Acceleration-Time Relationship
FIGURE 5 illustrates the correlation between the pseudo acceleration and time of this building under three
selected earthquake excitations. Figure 5 shows the pseudo acceleration and time for 1940 El Centro NorthSouth component excitation. Figure 6 shows the pseudo acceleration and time for 1940 El Centro East-West
component excitation and Figure 7 shows the pseudo acceleration and time for 1970 San Fernando excitation.
In general, building experienced a massive acceleration in descending order at [ = 0 % damping at the San
Fernando excitation where it accelerates 4.07 g at 0.42 seconds, followed by El Centro EL40NSC excitation
at 2.34 g at 0.52 seconds and El Centro EL40EWC on 1.80 g at 0.42 seconds. The undamping building ([ = 0
%), will experience higher acceleration as compared to structure with damping. With the higher damping
value applied, the structures is prevented from accelerate and structure strength deteriorating.
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Spectral Displacement Together With Earthquake Excitations

(a) EL40NSC

(b) EL40EWC

( c) PACMSW
FIGURE 5: Spectral displacement value from DYNAPLOT result for the selected earthquakes;
(a) EL40NSC; (b) EL40EWC and (c) PACMSW
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Member Force
Node 7 and Node 12 are located at the corner beam-column joint in the model is selected as a point of
study reference meanwhile Node 8 is selected as a comparison node to the interior beam-column joint. The
summary of result for Node 7, Node 8 and Node 12 using DYNAPLOT program are as follow:
For Node 7 has the following analysis:
i.
Maximum axial force is recorded at 3795 kN under PACMW.
ii.
Maximum moment is recorded at 8240 kNm under PACMW.
iii.
Maximum shear is recorded at 5265 kN under PACMW.
For node 8 has the following analysis:
i.
Maximum axial force is recorded at 8310 kN under PACMW.
ii.
Maximum moment is recorded at 8458 kNm under PACMW.
iii.
Maximum shear is recorded at 5469 kN under PACMW
For Node 12 has the following analysis:
i.
Maximum axial force is recorded at 12290 kN under PACMW.
ii.
Maximum moment is recorded at 4802 kNm under PACMW.
iii.
Maximum shear is recorded at 2138 kN under PACMW.
It can be concluded that the maximum value of axial force is recorded at Node 12 and Node 8 recorded the
maximum value of moment and shear. Therefore, the external connection having the maximum loading and
the internal connection experienced a critical condition to fail in diagonal shear and the beam has deformation
under bending moment failure during 1970 San Fernando excitation.

Nodal Hysteresis Loop
Node 7 and Node 12 is represented the behaviour of Wayne Stewart Hysteresis Model. The hysteresis loop
graph of Node 7 and Node 12 is similar thus the Node 7 graph is discussed. Figure 6 shows the hysteresis
loop at Node 7 for the three selected earthquake excitations. It can be seen that the direction of earthquake is
occur in all direction. Therefore, it is very difficult to predict which direction will produce the maximum load,
displacement and moment.
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Earthquake

Hysteresis loop of Node 7

EL40EWC

EL40NSC

PACMW

FIGURE 6. Hysteresis loop at Node 7 for three selected earthquakes.
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From FIGURE 6, maximum applied force to push and pull the structure can be summarised as follows:
For Node 7:
EL40EWC: 26.0 kN push and 24.7kN to pull ;
EL40NSC: 34.4 kN push and 46.4 kN to pull ; and
PACMW: 93 kN push and 110.5 kN to pull.
Based on the above result, The PACMW recorded the highest force with a maximum displacement at 147.0
mm.

DISCUSSION
The objective of this paper is to model a prototype precast two storey schools building using
RUAUMOKO 2D program. The static and dynamic analysis were analyzed the seismic performance of
hysteresis, member forces and nodal displacement of two-storey school building at corner and interior beamcolumn corner joint using three past earthquake records namely; 1940 El Centro North-South component,
1940 El Centro East-West component and 1970 San Fernando). By comparing the analysis result from the
three selected earthquake excitation, the corner column joint may suffer a severe strength degradation and
potentially failure under the 1970 San Fernando earthquake. The displacement result under the 1970 San
Fernando Earthquake shows that the joint possibly damage and dislodge under the real event as it already
exceeds the allowable limit as stated in Eurocode 8.
Therefore, this type of building can only survive under low seismic region and will not survive under
moderate or severe earthquake. In FIGURE 3 and FIGURE 4, the red line in the model shows that the damage
will occur at the beam-column joint before its experience partial or full-collapse.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
It is proof that the beam-column connection for two storeys precast school building was unsafe for the
moderate and severe earthquake. As a conclusion, the beam-column joint of the building shall be strengthened
to cater the seismic loading. It is also recommended that the precast concrete structure element such as
hollow-core slab, shear walls and foundation should be tested under the seismic loading. The extensive study
could be useful for comparing result with the other structure components of the building. From the set of data
available, the researchers might be able to analyze the precast concrete structure building response during the
earthquake accurately, extensively and enhance a better knowledge of precast building behaviour under the
earthquake. Therefore, the engineer might be able to take an appropriate measurement protecting the precast
structure element from failure under the low seismic intensity as experienced in West Malaysia.
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Abstract. In this paper, the effects of nickel on the microstructure and mechanical properties of experimental an Al-ZnMg-Cu PM alloys under the impacts of the retrogression and re-aging treatment was investigated. Green compacts
pressed at 370 MPa were then sintered at temperature 650°C in argon atmosphere for two hours. The sintered samples
subjected to the homogenizing condition at 470°C for 1.5 hours then aging at 120°C for 24 hours and retrogressed at
180°C for 30 minutes, and then re-aged at 120°C for 24 hours. Characterization's results indicate that the
microstructures of an Al-Zn-Mg-Cu-Ni PM alloys presented an intermetallics compound in the aluminum’s matrix,
identified as the AlNi and Al3Ni2 phases besides the MgZn and Mg2Zn11 phases which produced of the precipitation
hardening during heat treatment. These compounds with precipitates provided strengthening of dispersion that led to
improved Vickers's hardness and dinsifications properties of the alloys.
Keywords: Aluminum alloy P/M; nickel additives; sintering; aging treatment.
PACS: 81.20. Ev

INTRODUCTION
Combining the advantages of the powder metallurgy route (i.e. a tributary to near-net shape with close
tolerances) coupled with the attractive properties of aluminum alloys have been an interest of, both, the industrial
and research communities. P/M aluminum alloys have found interesting applications, for instance, in automotive,
aeronautics, aerospace and the military [1-2]. Up to now; many various attempts have accomplished in order to
improve the mechanical properties of an AlZnMgCu P/M processed alloys. One of the most important ways to
enhance the mechanical properties of P/M aluminum alloys through the addition of particular elements either on a
micro (< 0.5 wt. %) or macro (1-20 wt. %) scale [3]. Several main effects of the additions of elements have
confirmed, firstly; they may induce or remove intercrystalline brittleness by interacting with grain boundaries and
reduce or increase interfacial energies in the solid-state [4]. Such alterations may be achieved out of microstructural
modifications, including the formation of secondary phases, solid solutions and the strengthen of age hardening
responses through an adjustment of precipitate size and distribution, crystal structure, often resulting in build up the
strength [1]. However, earlier investigations have emphasized about the additions' elements within aluminum PM
alloys. MacAskill et al. [5] studied that the influence of silicon additions on an Al-Ni-Mg PM alloy, and he noticed
that the silicon additions promoted the formation liquid phase and extremely diffused into the α-aluminum grains
and enhanced in yield strength and ultimate tensile strength of alloys. On the other hand, Schaffer et al. [6]
investigated the effect of trace elements (lead, tin and indium) on the sintering of an Al-Zn-Mg-Cu alloy then they
were identify an improved in the sintering outcomes. However, no more details about affected an Al-Zn-Mg-Cu-FeCr PM alloy with the nickel additions. The interest of this work to evaluate role nickel additives on the
microstructure and hardness of an Al-Zn-Mg-Cu-Fe-Cr alloy under the impact of the retrogression and re-aging
treatments.
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MATERIALS
The term “alloy I” refer to the nominal composition of an Al-5.5Zn-2.5Mg-1.5Cu-0.4Fe-0.2Cr-1Ni (all
composition in wt. pct ) were compacted from premixed, characteristics of the elemental powders shown in TABLE
(1). Particle size distribution was measured by Malvern Mastersizer 2000 powder size analyzer.
TABLE (1). Starting powder characteristics.

Powder

Description

Aluminum
Zinc
Magnesium
Copper
Iron
Chrome
Nickel

Flake
Rounded
Rounded
Irregular
Rounded
Irregular
Rounded

Powder sizes
(μm)
D50 of
D50 of
D50 of
D50 of
D50 of
D50 of
D50 0f

51 μm
18 μm
115 μm
39 μm
200 μm
160 μm
11 μm

Purity

Source

98% (stabilized about 2%)
96%
98%
99.5%
99.5%
99.5%
99.5%

Merck KGaA
Merck KGaA
Merck KGaA
Merck KGaA
Merck KGaA
Merck KGaA
Merck KGaA

PROCEDURES OF TECHNIQUES
The PM processing route followed included powder blending, uni-axial die compaction and controlled
atmosphere sintering. With regards to the former, all powders (included the addition of 1.5 % stearate acid) were
initially blended in a Turbula mixer for 20 minutes. The mixed powders were briquetted into cylindrical samples of
15 mm in diameter and weighing approximately 3.5 grams were compacted at 360 MPa in a floating uniaxial die
using a hand-operated hydraulic press. Green compacts were sintered in LT furnace and channeled the flow with
the pure argon gas. To ensure further purification and eliminate any trace oxygen contamination, argon gas passed
through having activated carbon black was inserted inside the gas inlet side of the furnace. The sintering process was
carried out at a temperature of 25°C - 650°C for 120 minutes. The heating and cooling rates were set at a constant
level be 8°C/min. The densities of green compacts were determined from the mass and the dimensions of the
compacts, while the densities and porosities of the sintered compacts were determined using the Archimedes
principle according to the ASTM B 312-09 [7]. After Sintering, the compacts were homogenizing treated followed
by quenching in cool water immediately after the homogenizing treatment. After that, the samples were performed
the aging treatment at T6 temper and then the retrogression and re-aging tempered followed by the quenching in
cool water after each step of the heat treatments at T6 and RRA, respectively, according to the procedure of the T6
and RRA temper in a schematic presentation in FIGURE 1.
Characterization of the sintered and heat treated products included the measurement average Vickers Hardness,
according to ASTM E92-82, “Mitutoyo DX256 series." Indentation force was set to 20N, and 10 second dwelled
time. To ensure cleanliness the surfaces of the compacts were polished prior to HV measurement. Each reading was
an average of at least ten separate measurements taken randomly. The highest and the lowest values of the ten
readings were disregarded. To assess microstructural, where the microstructures were analyzed by the optical
microscopy (OM) using Olympus PMG3 optical microscope, scanning electron microscopy (SEM)-( JEOL JSM6460LA analytical scanning electron microscope) coupled energy dispersive X-ray spectroscope (EDS) and X-ray
diffraction analysis was (XRD- Lab X, XRD-6000, SHIMADZU, and X-Ray Diffractometer) used under the
following conditions; scan range: 20°-80°, step size: 0.03, scan rate: 5°/min. The specimens were ground and
polished according to ASTM E3-01. They were etched with Keller’s reagent.
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Heat treatment time
FIGURE 1. Schematic presentation of the heat treatment cycle for the sintered compacts of the “alloy I”.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The optical micrographs of the sintered compacts an Al-Zn-Mg-Cu-Fe-Cr-Ni “ alloy I ”, it identified in FIGURE
2 after applying the (a) sintering, (b) aging at T6 temper and (c) RRA process. Furthermore, it has observed to a low
level of residual porosity (the labeled as arrows) present after the sintering process. The total porosity (γ) present in
the sintered component may be evaluated from the following relation [8]:
ɀൌ ͳെ

ఘ௦௨ௗ
ఘ௧௧

( 1)

ρ measured: Density of sintered component which is calculated according to Archimedes's principle.
ρ theoretical : Density of the sum powders in alloy.
However, Fractional porosity (γ) It is calculated to be about 0.146.
Research started with evaluated of the sintering response exhibited by the compacts of alloy (I). Attribute
assessed comprising sintered density wherein the average density was determined to be 2.57 g/cm3 representing
85.7 % of the full theoretical density (3.01 g/cm3). During sintering, the liquid phase flows between powder
particles and supports densification by capillary action, particle rearrangement and enhanced mass transport [9].
These liquid phases create through the melting of the additives themselves or by the incipient melting of eutectics,
which form by diffusion [10-11]. However, the percentage of apparent porosity in the sintered sample was
determined to be 2 % from FIGURE 2(a), (b) and (c) reveals to have the pores which are randomly distributed,
small, rounded and not uniformly finding. There are suggestions through several previous studies on a mechanism
the creating the pores whereas some of them identified by Lumley [12] that the forming the pores within the
quaternary system (Al-Zn-Mg-Cu) attributes to a very high solubility of the zinc, which has an anomalously high
vapor pressure. Therefore, there is agreed about that suggestion due to the zinc percentage be about 5.5 % in this
study alloy .
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(a)
pores

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 2. The optical micrograph of the sintered “alloy I” samples (a) as sintered, (b) T6 temper and (c) the RRA process.

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 3. (a) SEM and (b) EDS of an as-sintered sample of alloy (Al-Zn-Mg-Cu-Fe-Cr-Ni).

The scanning electron micrograph (SEM) in FIGURE 3(a) characterize the microstructure of the as-sintered alloy
(I) sample. The dark areas denote the alpha aluminum in the matrix. The energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS) scanned in FIGURE 3(b) manifests chemical composition of the labeled region close to the S-(Al Cu Mg), γ(Al-Cu-Ni) K-(MgZn), Kc-(Mg2Zn11), and (AlCuFeCr) phases. Furthermore, was noticed some of carbon percentage
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through the EDS scan due to the sintering operations. The sintered alloy (I) was homogenized under certain a
temperature, and the effect of the T6 temper was portrayed through metallography as shown in the SEM micrograph
in FIGURE 4 (a). The EDS scans point in FIGURE 4 (b) and (c) appears into the allusion about the chemical
composition of the labeled region is close to the S-(Al Cu Mg), γ-(Al-Cu-Ni) K-(MgZn), Kc-(Mg2Zn11), and
(AlCuFeCr) phases. In FIGURE 5 (a) presents the SEM image the microstructure of the alloy (I) sample after
carrying out the aged and the RRA process. There is the labeled region within the matrix alloy wherein the EDS
scans point in FIGURE 5 (b) refers to its the chemical composition. Throughout the EDS scan analysis of the bright
region (the labelled) reveals to the absence of iron due to the mechanism of the EDS process.

(b)

(a)

(c)

FIGURE 4. (a) SEM image and (b) EDS scans spots of the alloy (I) sample after applying the homogenizing treat and the aging
at T6 temper.

FIGURE 6 displays the X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the alloy samples (Al-Zn-Mg-Cu-Fe-Cr-Ni) as
sintered, after aging at T6, and carry out the RRA process. It can be observed that as the sintered alloy (I) sample in
FIGURE 6(c); It is it fundamentally consisted of the D-Aluminum and intermetallic compounds (i.e., S-Al2CuMg,
Al5Cu4Ni, AlCu, and Mg2Zn11).
The generally the precipitation hardening sequences for the 7XXX series aluminum alloys are as follows: [1314]: supersaturated solid solution o coherent stable Guinier–Preston (GP) zoneso semi-coherent intermediate Kʹ
(Mg2Zn11) phaseo Metastable stable K(MgZn) phase. The primary precipitations in the matrix where the GP zones
and Kc( Mg2Zn11) phase after aging at 120 °C for 24 h. The main precipitations in the sintered sample undergoing the
aging treatments at 120 °C for 24 h which are GP zones and η-MgZn phase. As presented in the XRD plots in
FIGURE 6(b); describe an Al-Zn-Mg-Cu-Fe-Cr-Ni PM alloy sample after execution at the T6 temper whereas
reveals to the new creating the MgZn phase and intermetallic compound represent an AlNi phase.
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The XRD results in FIGURE 6 (a) exhibited the alloy ( I ) sample after the RRA process; It detects to have the
new of nickel-rich intermetallic compounds of the Al3Ni2 dispersoid phase, an addition to the others' phase as
mentioned.
The general procedure of the precipitation within the matrix underwent the RRA process after aging treatment as
follows [15-16]; with start up the high temperature of the retrogression for the period certain (180 °C for 30 minutes
during this study) the undissolved GP zones transformed into Kc phase and thus existence the most numerous of the
GP zones zones and Kc phases that were dissolved in the early stages of the round through the retrogression as
explained. Finally, abundances the GP zones and Kc phases that support the re-precipitation after carrying out the reaging step at (120 °C for 24 hrs. ).The findings of the XRD analysis were detected to the consistency with the EDS
results as the mention former in FIGURE 5 (b).

(b)

(a)

FIGURE 5. (a) SEM micrograph (b) EDS scans of an Al-Zn-Mg-Cu-Fe-Cr-Ni alloy compact undergoing the RRA process.

FIGURE 7 shows the variations of the Vickers hardness through the different conditions for the alloy (I)
samples. Maximum gains of the alloy (I), after the T6 and the RRA were about (24 and 35) Hv respectively, more
than what is acquired in the sample as sintered. Principally, the hardness scale depend on the strengthening of
precipitation and dispersion phases of additives which distributed in the matrix during these processes. Therefore,
significantly increase of hardness alloy (I) attribute to the strengthening mechanisms are achieved by the existence
of nickel additives in the alloy (I) which can be divided into the precipitation strengthening derived from the
alloying elements and dispersion strengthening which derived additives of nickel under impact of heat treatments.
Firstly, precipitation hardening i.e., effects of the Guinier-Preston zones coherent with nanometer sized Kc
metastable precipitates. These precipitate act as pinning points, which impede the dislocation movement. As for the
suggestion of the dispersion strengthening mechanism herein the dislocations are hindered by the Ni dispersiod
within the slipping planes. The hindering level depends on the even distribution of the particle phase, size, spacing
and degree of coherency. Moreover, as indicated by Farkoosh [17] he noticed that the dispersed Ni-bearing
precipitates in the interdendritic regions that could lead to Orowan dispersion hardening thus to improve the
strength.
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1-Al

2-Al2CuMg

3-Al5Cu4Ni

4-AlCu

5-AlNi

6-Al3Ni2

7-MgZn

8-Mg2Zn11

FIGURE 6. The XRD plots of an Al-Zn-Mg-Cu-Fe-Cr-Ni PM alloy samples; as sintered, after the impacts of the T6 temper, and
the RRA process.

Vickers Hardness
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FIGURE 7. Vickers hardness of an Al-PM alloy samples after execution the sintering process, the T6 temper and the RRA
process.
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CONCLUSIONS
The sintering process affected on an Al-Zn-Mg-Cu-Fe-Cr-Ni PM alloy which could reach a sintered density of
be about 85.7% of theoretical, as well as level of residual porosity be almost 2%. Regarding of the microstructural
and XRD analyses of an Al-Zn-Mg-Cu-Fe-Cr-Ni PM alloy sample undergoing the sintering process and heat
treatments that appearing a variety of precipitates including the GP zones, η-MgZn and ηʹ-Mg2Zn11 phases an
addition having the intermetallic dispersion as AlNi and Al3Ni2. An Al-Zn-Mg-Cu-Fe-Cr-Ni PM alloy had higher
Vicker hardness after underwent the RRA process than what the T6 temper and as the sintered did; Hv hardness
value of 128 was attained by the application of this process. The strengthening mechanisms of an Al-Zn-Mg-Cu-FeCr-Ni PM alloy through study included the precipitation was represented the GP zones, η (Mg Zn) and ηʹ (Mg2Zn11)
an addition to dispersion intermetallic compounds such as AlNi and Al3Ni2.
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Abstract. In order to understand the importance of the retrogression and re-aging as a heat treatment for improving
microstructural and mechanical properties of the Al-Zn-Mg-Cu powder metallurgy alloys, Al-Zn-Mg-Cu-Fe-Cr alloys
were fabricated from the elemental powders. Green compacts are compressed under compaction pressure about 370
MPa. The sintering process carried out for the samples of aluminum alloys at temperature was 650°C under argon
atmosphere for two hours. The sintered compacts were subjected into homogenizing condition at 470°C for 1.5 hours
and then aged at 120°C for 24 hours (T6 temper) after that it carried out the retrogressed at 180°C for 30 min., and then
re-aged at 120°C for 24 hours (RRA). Observations microstructures were examined using optical, scanning electron
microscopy coupled with energy dispersive spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction. Density and porosity content was
conducted for the samples of alloys. The result showing that the highest Vickers hardness exhibited for an Al-Zn-Mg-Cu
alloy after underwent the retrogression and reaging treatment. Increasing in hardness was because of the precipitation
hardening through precipitate the (Mg Zn) and (Mg2Zn11) phases during matrix of aluminum-alloy.
Keywords: Aluminum alloy P/M; sintering; RRA; Vickers hardness.
PACS: 81.20.Ev

INTRODUCTION
Powder metallurgy is one of the most important techniques to produce metal parts in a uniform and fine
microstructure. The method makes it easy to unite different types of materials for yielding unique property
combinations [1]. PM Aluminum alloys were growing potential in many automobile, aerospace and mineral
processing components because desired properties of structural components can be achieved at relatively low cast
[2]. In recent times, considerable efforts have been made to develop mechanical properties of Al-Zn-Mg-Cu sintered
alloys. Pre-alloyed or master-alloy powders mixed with elemental powders are pressed and sintered to obtain higher
densification with improved dimensional firmness [3].Successful sintering of aluminum alloys was found to occur in
the liquid phase, that way the amount of the liquid phase determines the densification and mechanical properties [4].
Liquid phase sintering mechanism of aluminum alloys includes the following steps: liquid formation, particle rearrangement, and solution re-precipitation, and grain shaped accommodation, pore-filling and finally solid state
sintering [5]. It is known that many cast, and wrought aluminum–zinc–magnesium-copper systems are strengthened
through precipitation reactions [6]. These precipitates are formed during aging once the material has been
homogenized and quenched. The most common sequence encountered in 7XXX alloys is as follows supersaturated
solid solution → Guinier-Preston zones (GPZ) → ƞʹ (MgZn2) → ƞ (MgZn2). Aging temperatures required for GP Z
precipitation typically fall in a range of 20–120 ◦C. The zones formed are coherent with the matrix and exhibit a
spherical shape [8]. Retrogression and re-aging (RRA) considered as the most important heat treatments to produce
Aluminum-Zn-Mg-Cu alloys, which have a higher mechanical strength than alloys produced under the aging at T6
temper [9]. While detailed metallurgical information such as this long established for wrought and cast 7XXX series
aluminum alloys under the heat treatment, the quantity advanced knowledge pertaining to pressing-and-sinter P/M
equivalents are limited. In particular, information about precipitations that are formed in these alloys under the
retrogression, and re-aging heat process is lacking. As such, the principal objective of this research was to conduct a
detailed metallurgical evaluation of the Aluminum alloys during this study.
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EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The sintering temperature

The PM processing route followed included powder blending, uni-axial die compaction and controlled
atmosphere sintering. Concerning the former, all powders (included the addition of 1.5 % stearate acid as die
lubrication) were initially blended in a Turbula mixer for 20 minimums. The mixed powders were briquette into
cylindrical samples of 15 mm in diameter and weighing approximately 3.5 grams were compacted at 360 MPa in a
floating uniaxial die using a hand-operated hydraulic press. Green compacts were sintered in LT furnace and
channeled the flow with argon gas. To ensure further purification and eliminate any trace oxygen contamination,
argon gas passed through having activated carbon black was inserted inside the gas inlet side of the furnace. The
sintering cycle is shown in FIGURE 1.

650 °C

The soaking duration
120 min

8 °C/min

25 °C

8 °C/min

82 min

82 min

The sintering time
FIGURE 1. Schematic presentation of the sintering cycle for an Al-Zn-Mg-Cu-Fe-Cr alloy compaction.

The densities of green compacts were determined from the mass and the dimensions of the compacts, while the
densities and porosities of the sintered compacts were determined using the Archimedes principle according to the
ASTM B 312-09 [10]. After Sintering, the compacts were homogenized and treated according to the step No. 1 in
TABLE (1), followed by quenching in cool water immediately after the homogenizing treatment. After that, the
samples performed the aging treatment at T6 temper and then the retrogression and re-aging tempered followed by
the quenching in cool water after each step of the heat treatments at T6 and RRA, respectively, according to the
procedure of the T6 and RRA temper in step No.2 & 3 in TABLE (1).
TABLE (1). The homogenizing and heat treatment steps for alloys studied after the sintering process.

No.

Type

Details of treatment

1

Homogenizing

470 °C / 1.5 h followed by quenching.

2

Aging treatment (T6)

120 °C for 24 h

3

Retrogression and re-aging process
(RRA)

120 °C / 24 h
+
180°C / 0.5h (retrogression)
+
120 °C / 24h ( re-ageing)

Characterization of the sintered and heat treated products included the measurement average apparent hardness in
Vickers Hardness, according to ASTM E92-82, “Mitutoyo DX256 series." Indentation force was set at 20 N, and 10
second dwelled time. To ensure cleanliness the surfaces of the compacts were polished prior to HV measurement.
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Each reading was an average of at least ten separate measurements taken randomly. The highest and the lowest
values of the ten readings disregarded. To assess microstructures, they have been analyzed by the optical
microscopy (OM) using Olympus PMG3 optical microscope, scanning electron microscopy (SEM)-(JEOL JSM6460LA analytical scanning electron microscope) coupled energy dispersive X-ray spectroscope (EDS) and X-ray
diffraction analysis was (XRD- Lab X, XRD-6000, SHIMADZU, and X-Ray Diffractometer) used under the
following conditions; scan range: 20°-80°, step size: 0.03, scan rate: 5°/min. The specimens were ground and
polished according to ASTM E3-01. However, they were etched with Keller’s reagent.

MATERIALS
The alloy composition (in wt. %) was Al-5.5Zn-2.5Mg-1.5Cu-0.4Fe-0.2Cr and the characteristics of powders
from which it was prepared are shown in TABLE 2. Malvern Mastersizer 2000 powder size analyzer measured
particle size distributions.
TABLE (2). Starting powder characteristics.

Powder

Description

Powder sizes (μm)

Purity

Aluminum

Flake

D50 of 51 μm

Zinc

Rounded

D50 of 18 μm

96%

Merck KGaA

Magnesium

Rounded

D50 of 115 μm

98%

Merck KGaA

Copper

Irregular

D50 of 39 μm

99.5%

Merck KGaA

Iron

Rounded

D50 of 200 μm

99.5%

Merck KGaA

Chrome

Irregular

D50 of 160 μm

99.5%

Merck KGaA

98% (stabilized about 2%)

Source
Merck KGaA

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Studies began with a brief assessment of the sintering response exhibited by the alloy. Attribute assessed
comprising sintered density. The average density was determined to be 2.551 g/cm3 representing 86.5 % of the full
theoretical density (2.95 g/cm3). During the sintering process, the target is to develop strong inter-particle bonds,
homogeneous distribution of alloying elements, and a reduction in porosity.
FIGURE 2(a), (b) and (c) showed that the optical micrographs of the sintered alloy specimens after been sintered
were the T6 and RRA process respectively. Nevertheless, a low level of residual porosity (the labeled as arrows)
was present after the sintering. Hence, that which remained was small, isolated and rounded. The total porosity (γ)
present in the sintered component may be evaluated from the following relation [11]:
ɀൌ ͳെ

ఘ௦௨ௗ
ఘ௧௧

(1)

ρ measured: Density of sintered component which is calculated according to Archimedes’ principle.
ρ theoretical : Density of the sum powders in alloy.
However, fractional porosity (γ) was calculated at about 0.136. In FIGURE 2 showed that the percentage of apparent
porosity in the sintered sample was determined to be 0.6 %. Thus, the resources of the porosity in sintered alloys is
as follows [12-13]: (a) Primary pores are relayed from the green state and arising from the removal of lubricant or
(powders are containing on the percentage of the fat) which are not wholly eliminated by shrinkage phenomena; (b)
secondary pores created by the diffusion of alloying elements into the major phase, leaving residual porosity situated
at the sites of the original alloy particles; and (c) bubbles generated by the vaporization of a volatile phase.
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a
Pores

b

c

FIGURE 2. The optical micrograph of an Al-Zn-Mg-Cu-Fe-Cr P/M alloy after (a) sintering process, (b) T6 temper and (c) RRA
process.

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 3. (a) SEM and (b) EDS of an as-sintered compact of Al-Zn-Mg-Cu-Fe-Cr alloy.
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The scanning electron micrograph (SEM) in FIGURE 3(a) depicts the microstructure of the as-sintered alloy
compact. The alpha aluminum grains surrounded by a light phase which is a remnant of the zinc-enriched sintering
liquid that decomposes on solidification to the α-aluminum, Mg Zn (η) , T and S phases were shown in the energydispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) scan. FIGURE 3 (b) reveals the suggesting stoichiometry of the labeled region
similar to the T-(Al Mg Zn) phase and the S-(Al Cu Mg) phase with Mg Zn components. This outcome is in
agreement with the findings by Lumley [13].
Heat treatment is a common means of optimizing the mechanical properties of Al-Zn-Mg-Cu aluminum alloys.
The sintered alloy compact was homogenized under a certain temperature, and the effect of T6 temper was observed
through metallography as shown in the SEM micrograph in FIGURE 4(a) which reveals the existence of precipitates
(bright spot). The EDS scan pointed in FIGURE 4(c) reveals the suggestion that the chemical composition of the
bright region is close to the T-AlMgZn, S-AlCuMg, MgZn, and AlCuFeCr phases. In both the EDS scans analysis of
the alloy in FIGURE 4(b) and (c), it noticed that the α-aluminum grains experienced an increase in copper, zinc, and
magnesium concentration. This also showed that the heat treatment was capable of improving the homogeneity of
alloying elements and dissolving some intermetallic sorts. However, the result has indicated to an extent to create
the MgZn phases and its components within α-the aluminum alloy compacts which are responsible for the
precipitation hardening of an Al-Zn-Mg-Cu alloy, as replied by Chinh and Naeem [6 and 9].
In FIGURE 5(a) presents the SEM, image of the microstructure of the alloy compact after carrying out the aged and
the RRA process. In addition, one of them within the matrix alloy two labelled regions wherein the EDS pointed
scan in FIGURE 5(b) referred to its chemical composition. The EDS scanned analysis of the bright region (the other
labelled) as shown in FIGURE 5(c) reveals to be closed to the stoichiometry of T-AlMgZn, S-AlMgCu, η-MgZn
and Al-Cu-Fe-Cr phases. It observed that an increase in zinc and magnesium concentrations more than the alloy
compact under the effect of T6, leads to the existence abundant with the MgZn phase during the alpha aluminium in
this alloy. Therefore, procedures for creating and increasing of the precipitation the MgZn phases during the
retrogression and re-aging (RRA) process is more detailed in previous studies [7,9].
FIGURE 6 shows compare X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of an Al-Zn-Mg-Cu-Fe-Cr compressed alloy as
sintered, after applying T6 heat treatment, and carry out the RRA process. It can be observed that as the sintered
compact aluminium alloy in FIGURE 6(c); it is chiefly composed of α-Aluminium and other secondary phases.
These are in the main; T-Al5Mg11Zn4, S-Al2CuMg MgZn, ηʹ-Mg2Zn11and AlCu phases. Generally, the acceptance
that the Metastable (MgZn) phase and its compounds stand as the main leading precipitate for Al-Zn-Mg-Cu alloys.
Main precipitations in the sintered compacts undergoing aging treatments at 120 °C for 24 hours are GP zones and
η-MgZn phase. As shown in the XRD plots in FIGURE 6 (b), the compact T6 of the (Al-Zn-Mg-Cu-Fe-Cr) PM
alloy reveals an increase existence of the MgZn phase which dissolved during homogenizing then precipitated
during this stage. Their findings came in contradiction to the outcome of the EDS and XRD analysis which revealed
numerous MgZn phase. The XRD analysis in FIGURE 6 (a) for the sintered alloy compact after the RRA process
indicates high-intensity diffraction of the MgZn phase; an addition to the abundance in the creation of new Mg 2Zn11
phases. Generally, it had been suggested by Naeem and Guofeng [9, 14] that during the high temperature of the
retrogression process (180 °C for 30 min, during this study), undissolved GP zones transformed into the ηʹMg2Zn11 phase and thus formed numerous GP zones and the ηʹ phases. The outcomes of the XRD analysis
indicates with the EDS results wherein as mentioned previously in FIGURE 5(b).
Vickers hardness for the sintered alloy specimens under the different heat treatments as shown in FIGURE 7.
Generally, the sintered compacts' alloy after undergoing the aging at T6 temper and RRA process have significantly
increased hardness more than what was observed in the sample as sintered, with about 85 Vickers hardness.
Principally, the hardness scale depends on the precipitation hardening process, which is described as the assume that
the effects of the Guinier-Preston zone coherent with nanometer sized ηʹ-(Mg2Zn11) phase metastable precipitates
within the matrix alloy as illustrated by [15]. These precipitate act as pinning points, which impede the dislocation
movement thus improve the hardness property through an Al-Zn-Mg-Cu-Fe-Cr PM alloy in this study. Therefore, it
is noticed the compact alloy after applying the RRA process possesses the highest Vickers hardness due to the
precipitates of the MgZn and Mg2Zn11 phases during this treatment more than the sample under the sintering and T6
temper.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 4. (a) SEM image and (b) EDS spots scans of an Al-Zn-Mg-Cu-Fe-Cr after applying the homogenizing treatment and
T6 temper.

(b)

(a)

(c)

FIGURE 5. (a) SEM micrograph (b) EDS scans of an Al-Zn-Mg-Cu-Fe-Cr alloy undergoing the RRA process.
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FIGURE 6. The XRD plots of an Al-Zn-Mg-Cu-Fe-Cr PM alloy as sintered, after applying T6 heat treatment, and the RRA
process.

Vickers Hardness
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FIGURE7. Indicates the variations in Vickers's hardness of an Al-alloy/PM compact under the different conditions.
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CONCLUSIONS
Through the experiments completed in this work, it was concluded that: Al-Zn-Mg-Cu-Fe-Cr PM alloy was highly
responsive to sintering and could reach a sintered density of approximately 87% theoretical, as well as level of
residual porosity at almost 0.6%. Through a combination of the microstructural and XRD analyses, it was concluded
that an Al-Zn-Mg-Cu-Fe-Cr PM alloy compact -as sintered was strengthened by a variety of precipitates including
GP zones and η (MgZn). When heat treated to the T6 temper and the RRA process, GP zones, η (Mg Zn) and ηʹ
(Mg2Zn11) where the dominant strengthening agent. RRA process for the alloy compact improved Vickers's hardness
more than what the T6 temper did; Hv hardness value of 125 was attained by the application of this process. The
significant increase in hardness was due to lots of the Mg2Zn11 phase. Generally, the incremental increase in
Hardness of PM alloys in the present study was due to the precipitation hardening.
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Abstract. 3D Poisson’s equation is solved numerically to simulate the electric potential in a prototype design of
electrohydrodynamic (EHD) ion-drag micropump. Finite difference method (FDM) is employed to discretize the
governing equation. The system of linear equations resulting from FDM is solved iteratively by using the sequential
Jacobi (SJ) and sequential Gauss-Seidel (SGS) methods, simulation results are also compared to examine the difference
between the results. The main objective was to analyze the computational time required by both the methods with respect
to different grid sizes and parallelize the Jacobi method to reduce the computational time. In common, the SGS method is
faster than the SJ method but the data parallelism of Jacobi method may produce good speedup over SGS method. In this
study, the feasibility of using parallel Jacobi (PJ) method is attempted in relation to SGS method. MATLAB
Parallel/Distributed computing environment is used and a parallel code for SJ method is implemented. It was found that
for small grid size the SGS method remains dominant over SJ method and PJ method while for large grid size both the
sequential methods may take nearly too much processing time to converge. Yet, the PJ method reduces computational
time to some extent for large grid sizes.
Keywords: Computational time; Poisson’s equation, EHD ion-drag micropump; sequential and parallel algorithms.
PACS: 47.65.-d

INTRODUCTION
3D Poisson’s equation is commonly used to model the diffusion of different physical and engineering
phenomena such as the gravitation, fluid flow, elasticity, heat conduction, electromagnetism, and many more. In
electrostatics; simulating the distribution of electric potential for a given charge distribution described by the charge
density function is an important practical problem. A special application of electrostatics Poisson’s equation is the
simulation of electric potential in an electrohydrodynamically driven ion-drag micropump. Simulations obtained by
solving the Poisson’s equation are useful to understand the behavior of the electric potential and electric field in
such devices. Subsequently, provides the better ways to design the devices before their real fabrication.
Different analytical and numerical methods have been used to find the solution of Poisson’s equation. Since most
of the physical problems are three dimensional, analytical methods may lead to tedius computations and uses more
computer memory [1]. In this case, the numerical iterative methods are preferred and implemented efficiently on
computers. Among various numerical methods the finite difference method (FDM) is simple and easy to implement
on computers [2]. Poisson’s equation can be discretized using FDM; that results into the system of linear equations
containing large number of unknowns lying on the mesh of computational domain. These unknowns for
corresponding mesh nodes can be approximated iteratively by using stationary (Jacobi, Gauss-Siedel and SOR
types) or non-stationary (Conjugate gradient and generalised minimal residual (GMRES) types) iterative methods. A
recent review of such methods can be found in [3]. In most of the cases, the discretized Poisson’s equation lead to a
system of linear equations with diagonally dominant coefficient matrix for which the stationary methods are more
suitable. These methods are simple to implement on sequential computers and they are also used as preconditioners
for the non-stationiary methods.
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Often, SGS converges to true solution in less number of iterations than SJ. On the other hand, PJ iteration may
be better in speed even with more iterations, since its algorithm is inherently parallel thus, can exploit the advantage
of simultaneous parallel computation [4]. However, such assumptions may not applicable to all kinds of problems
with different data sizes because there are many cases where SJ fails to converge but SGS converges [5]. The
objective of this work is to analyze the computational time required by both SJ and SGS methods with respect to
different grid sizes and the speedup of PJ method over standard SGS method. It will be investigated that at what
extent the PJ method is preferable than SGS for a given data size. To achieve this goal, first the discretized Poisson’s
equation is solved by SJ and SGS methods implemented on MATLAB. Next, Jacobi method is parallelized using
parallel domain partitioning technique and implemented on MATLAB parallel computing environment based on a
single program multiple data (SPMD) model. At the end, the processing time for each method is given and analyzed.
The paper begins with the Introduction Section highlighting the problem and main objective of this study. Next
the finite difference discretization of the 3D Poisson’s equation and the implementation of its solution by SJ and
SGS methods, and the PJ method are presented in the Numerical Solution Methodology Section. The numerical
simulation results and the analysis of the computational time are discussed in the Section of Results and
Discussion. Finally, the Conclusion Section summarizes briefly the findings of this paper and gives directions for
future work.

NUMERICAL SOLUTION METHODOLOGY
The Poisson’s equation is an elliptic type partial differential equation and is one of the basic governing equations
of Electrohydrodynamics [6]. Finding the electric potential and the electric field distributions is an important
practical problem in EHD ion-drag pumping. The general form of 3D electrostatics Poisson’s equation in Cartesian
coordinates is given as follows,
w 2V
w 2V
w 2V


2
2
wx
wy
wz 2



qe ,

(1)

H

where V is the electric potential (Volts), qe the space charge density (C/m3) and ε the relative permittivity (F/m),
also both V and qe are the functions of space coordinates (x, y, z). This equation describes the steady-state electric
potential in any 3D media with the boundaries where external electric potential is applied on the electrodes. In order
to obtain the numerical solution, Eq. (1) is discretized using central finite difference scheme and is given by,
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where i, j and k represent the nodes location in the discretized mesh while h1, h2 and h3 are the step sizes
(increments) in x, y and z directions respectively. If there are l, m, n discrete cells along x, y and z axis respectively
then there will be l+1, m+1 and n+1 grid points along respective axis. The charge density values at each node are
predefined constants and their description can be found in [7]. Note that Eq. (2) represents a system of linear
equations in unknowns V, and could be manipulated to express in the standard matrix form AV=B. However, its
worth to compute all unknowns recursively without operating and storing the coefficient matrix A. Therefore, Eq (2)
is expressed explicitly for Vi, j, k and given as follows:
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Equation (3) is applied to a prototype of EHD ion-drag micropump whose basic configurations labeled with both
Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions are shown in Figure 1. It is attempted to solve this equation
numerically by two classical iterative methods; Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel methods. If r represents any iteration to run
the algorithms of Jacobi and SGS methods then Eq. (3) can be expressed by Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) respectively;
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In addition to the SJ and SGS methods, the Jacobi method is parallelized using data parallelization to achieve the
speedup. Since Jacobi method can be parallelized perfectly as all the results of each iteration depend on the results
of previous iteration. Whereas, the SGS method is intrinsically sequential and is quite difficult to parallelize as
compare to Jacobi method. The domain decomposition method [8-9] is applied on Eq. (4) to parallelize the Jacobi
method and the basic steps are listed as follows:
Step: 0 initialize the parallel system and computational domain with all necessary information.
Step: 1 partition the computational domain D, into sub-domains D1, D2, … , Dp and assign each domain
to individual processor P1, P2, … , Pp respectively. It is appropriate to partition the domain along
the axis having more discrete cells.
Step: 2 start process with iteration r=0 to r=Ir and predefined error tolerance, where Ir refers to the
maximum number of iterations required to converge the solution.
Step: 3 share the neighborhood slices between the adjacent sub-domains and update the data on
boundaries as there are data dependencies in Eq. (4). This step requires necessary message
passing among the processors.
Step: 4 solve Eq. (4) locally on each processor P1, P2, …, Pp over distributed domain D1, D2, … , Dp
respectively.
Step: 5 check for convergence locally on each individual processor.
Step: 6 check for convergence globally on all processors. If the solution is converged then stop and
gather the all local solutions from all processors. Otherwise, repeat the Steps 2-6.

FIGURE 1. Computational domain D, a segment of ion-drag micropump with basic configurations and boundary conditions.
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Implementation and Testing of the Sequential and Parallel Numerical Algorithms
This section evaluates the implementation and testing of the above numerical methods for the analysis of
computational time. The sequential and parallel numerical solution algorithms are implemented on MATLAB with
the same computing resources used by [6]. Both the sequential and parallel algorithms are tested for different grid
sizes lxmxn as given in Table (1); increasing the grid size decreases the cell size consequently refines the mesh of
computational domain. First, the SJ and SGS methods are run for each grid size with predefined error tolerance of
0.001. Sequential computing ts (sec) and the maximum number of iterations Ir required to converge are listed in
Table (1). After that, the parallel system is initialized for cluster of 2, 4, and 8 processors p and the parallel version
of Jacobi method is run and tested for the same data sizes as used in sequential implementation. The numerical
results obtained on parallel systems were found correct and converging in the same number of iterations as in
sequential. Parallel computing time tp for each of the data sizes is noted and given in the TABLE (1) below:
TABLE (1). Computational time analysis of the SJ, SGS and PJ with respect to the different grid sizes.
Cell size
h1
20
13.3
10
6.67
5
4
3.33
2.5

h2
20
13.3
10
6.67
5
4
3.33
2.5

Grid size
h3
20
12.5
10
6.67
5
4
3.33
2.5

l
16
24
32
48
64
80
96
128

m
20
30
40
60
80
100
120
160

n
5
8
10
15
20
25
30
40

Sequential Jacobi
(SJ)
ts
Ir
15.6
493
122.27
992
497.79
1417
2617.33
2296
7955.5
3145
28555.68
3976
67156.17
4790
107178.92
6378

Sequential GaussSeidel (SGS)
ts
Ir
8.5
257
84.89
553
251.97
835
1511.57
1487
6437.5
2193
21561.46
2944
60142
3732
104564.8
5399

Parallel Jacobi (PJ)
(Parallel time, tp)
p=2
p=4
p=8
13.36
38.5
47.27
101.47
216.02
244.54
321.15
273.51
349.33
1629.72
1373.93
1606.71
4546.00
3861.89
4017.93
15108.83
12691.41
11918.06
34439.06
25939.04
21656.29
49711.93
32626.76
26424.78

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, the numerical solution of the 3D Poisson’s equation and computing time taken by the SJ, SGS
and PJ methods are presented and analyzed. Before comparing and analyzing the computational time its worth to
check the numerical feasibility of applying both the Jacobi and SGS methods. For a typical grid size FIGURE 2 and
FIGURE 3 shows the numerical simulation of electric potential in EHD ion-drag micropump obtained by using the
SJ and SGS methods. The simulation patterns are significantly same verifying the correctness of both the methods.
To check the difference between the numerical solutions of both the methods the results are compared at each grid
point and shown in FIGURE 4. A good agreement in the numerical results can be seen except for minor differences
at some data points.

FIGURE 2. Numerical simulation of electric potential by
Jacobi method (grid size 32x40x10).

FIGURE 3. Numerical simulation of electric potential by SGS
method (grid size 32x40x10).
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FIGURE 4. Node-wise comparison of the numerical simulation obtained by SJ and SGS methods.

The sequential computing time, ts and parallel computing time tp as given in Table (1) is represented graphically
in FIGURE 5. It is obvious from the results that the PJ can be preferred for sufficiently large grid sizes. In view of
the fact, that the results for small grid sizes are not understandable from Figure 4. Therefore, a more clear depiction
is represented by 100% stack column bar diagram. The fraction (percentage) of computing time for each grid size is
depicted. It is revealed that for small grid size the SGS method is dominant over both SJ and PJ. But as for as the
grid size increases the PJ method appears better than both sequential versions of Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel methods.
Also, in case of small grid sizes the PJ may perform better by utilizing few processors, say p=2. In order to test the
speedup of PJ over SJ and SGS methods their sequential time is divided by the parallel time. The speedup of PJ over
SJ and SGS methods are exhibited by FIGURE 7 and FIGURE 8 respectively. The speedup of PJ over SJ is not fine
for small grid sizes and trends show that increasing the number of processor decreases the speedup. It is because of
the communication time is greater than the computational time. Whereas, for the large data sizes the speed up
increases by some extend with respect to the number of processors. Similarly, the speedup of PJ over SGS is not
satisfactorily unless the data size is very large. It is revealed that PJ provides more speedup over SJ than SGS. From
the analysis of the computing time and speedup it can be concluded that for small data size the SGS is better than SJ
and PJ but for sufficiently large data sizes the PJ could be preferred than SJ and SGS.
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FIGURE 5. Comparison of computational time (sec) taken by
SJ, SGS and PJ methods.

FIGURE 6. 100% stacked column representation of
computational time taken by SJ, SGS and PJ methods.

FIGURE 7. Speedup of PJ over SJ method.

FIGURE 8. Speedup of PJ over SGS method.

CONCLUSION
The analysis of computational time taken by SJ, SGS and PJ methods was presented for the numerical solution
of 3D Poisson’s equation. The results of the present study show that the computing time for solving such problems
depends on the number of grid points (data sizes) and the maximum number of iterations. SJ method is slower than
SGS method since SGS converges in less number of iterations than SJ. Yet, in case of large number of grid points
such as 128x160x40, both the methods may take high computing time regardless of number of iterations. It is
revealed that for small data size the SGS is better than SJ and PJ but for sufficiently large data sizes the PJ reduces
computing time to some extent and could be preferred than SJ and SGS. Also, PJ method provides more speedup
over SJ than that of SGS. The numerical solution by PJ method could be even much faster if the communication cost
is not a matter. Unfortunately, with the recent advances in technology the processing speed of computers is
increasing progressively but the communication speed is not increasing significantly as compared to the speed of
processors. Future work will focus on the reduction of communication time by handling the dependencies patterns in
PJ method.
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Abstract. There is an increasing need for high quality fruit. As such it is important to have a fast, accurate and reliable
method for measuring and monitoring the quality of fruit from the field to the consumer. This paper presents an
investigation on the use of a non-destructive ultrasonic system which can be used to measure the quality of papaya.
Keywords: Ultrasonic system; signal conditioning; non-destructive techniques.
PACS: 43.35.Zc, 81.70.Cv

INTRODUCTION
When exporting papaya fruits, there is a need for good, reliable and accurate measurement techniques to measure
the quality and the maturity of this fruit [1]. Traditionally there are few methods used for measuring papaya
qualities [2]. One of the methods used during the old days is using a calendar where the farmer record the first day
the plug of the papaya start to develop until it is ready for harvest. This process normally takes about 125 to 140
days from flowering to maturity.
The common method used in measuring the maturity of papaya is through visual observation of the papaya skin
[3]. If 6% of the area of the papaya skin becomes yellowish, then, the papaya is said matured. This method is risky
as it depends on human and not very accurate [4].
The most famous traditional method used in measuring papaya quality is by doing penetration test [1]. This
penetration test is done in such way that the needles are poked inside the papaya and then the tissue sample is
extracted to assess the quality of papaya.
The techniques discussed above are destructive, time consuming, costly and tedious. Due to this, the demand for
high quality calls for a reliable, rapid, non-destructive and non- invasive technique for measuring the maturity of
papayas. The study of non-destructive technique in this project is based on ultrasonic sensor technology. The
migration of a destructive techniques (DT) to a non-destructive techniques (NDT)is due to the fact that nondestructive techniques (NDT) are not harmful to the papaya, provide a real-time measurement, cheap, and save time
[5]. NDT can be used to measure the maturity of papaya.
NDT based on ultrasonic attenuation is widely used in various applications. Attenuation of sound within a
material itself is often not of intrinsic interest. However, natural properties and loading conditions can be related to
attenuation. Attenuation often serves as a measurement tool that leads to the formation of theories to explain
physical or chemical phenomenon that decreases the ultrasonic. The amplitude change of a decaying plane wave can
be expressed as:

A

A0 e Dz

(1)

In this expression A0 is the unattenuated amplitude of the propagating wave at some location. The amplitude A is
the reduced amplitude after the wave has traveled a distance z from that initial location. The quantity α is the
attenuation coefficient of the wave traveling in the z-direction. The dimensions of α are nepers/length, where a neper
is a dimensionless quantity. The term e is the exponential (or Napier's constant) which is equal to approximately
2.72.
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PAPAYA PHYSIOLOGICAL PROPERTIES
The papaya is a tropical plant which yields fruits resembling melons. The fruits are rich in vitamins A and C.
Due to its increasing popularity, there is a huge increase in the export of papayas. It can be planted in a wide range
of environment. At the early stage of growth, it is vital to ensure that there is good soil drainage to prevent the root
from rotting. It can be planted in a semiarid environment with proper irrigation. In such situation, water must be
used efficiently so that the semiarid land can be utilized in an optimum manner for agricultural purpose. The water
requirements of papaya are 100 mm of evenly distributed rainfall monthly [6].
The papaya fruits maturity can be determined by its two properties. The two properties are texture and taste. For
texture there are four main characteristics in determining the maturity of papayas and they are
i.
Smooth: Fruits require 125 to 140 days from flowering to maturity.
ii.
Firmness: Fruits require 125 to 140 days from flowering to maturity.
iii. Colour: Colour of fruit changes from green to pale green or yellowish.
iv. Latex: The latex of fruits becomes watery.
For taste, there are three main characteristics in determining its maturity and they are
i.
Sweetness: The total sugar content in papaya increase with its maturity.
ii. Juiciness: Total Solid Soluble at harvest should be minimum 6%.
iii. Acidity: The total acidity decrease with its maturity.

MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
FIGURE 1 shows the block diagram of the non-destructive technique ultrasonic system that implemented in this
research. The block diagram contains six modules and they are function generator, signal generator, ultrasonic
sensor transmitter, ultrasonic sensor receiver, signal conditioning and a digital oscilloscope.

FIGURE 1. Block Diagram of the measurement system.

The function generator provides a 40kHz square wave with two different amplitudes (20Vp-p and 10Vp-p). The
signal generator amplifies the input signal from input generator. The ultrasonic transmitter and receiver are open
face piezo-based transducers with a 40 kHz resonance frequency. This transducer is capable of driving up to 20
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Vrms with a divergence angle 85oC. The signal conditioning amplifies the receiver signal. A digital oscilloscope
was used to observe the output signal for output data.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
TABLE 1 shows the experimental results for the first experiment with 20Vp-p input. For this experiment it
shows that the received voltage decreased as the papaya maturity increased. A polynomial function was fitted to the
data mean values to describe the model relating attenuation coefficient with time and it provided relatively good
correlation. TABLE 2 shows the experimental results for second experiment with 10Vp-p input.
Sample
Number

A

B

TABLE 1. Results for two papaya samples based on input voltage of 20Vp-p.
Day
Received Peak-toAttenuation
Total Sugar
(%)
peak Voltage (V)
Coefficient
(nepers/meter)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

0.188
0.182
0.209
0.178
0.168
0.156
0.117
0.102
0.198
0.193
0.209
0.175
0.162
0.159
0.157
0.132

38.89
39.16
38.01
39.35
39.84
40.45
42.84
43.99
38.46
38.67
38.01
39.49
40.13
40.29
40.39
41.84

7.38
7.56
9.20
7.38
7.56
9.2

Category

Ripe
Ripe
Ripe
Ripe
Ripe
Rotten
Rotten
Rotten
Ripe
Ripe
Ripe
Ripe
Ripe
Rotten
Rotten
Rotten

TABLE 2. Results for two papaya samples based on input voltage of 10Vp-p.
Sample
Day Received Peak-toAttenuation
Total Sugar
Category
(%)
Number
peak Voltage (V)
Coefficient
(nepers/meter)
A
1
0.098
38.53
Ripe
2
0.095
38.80
Ripe
3
0.120
36.86
7.38
Ripe
4
0.079
40.36
Ripe
5
0.078
40.49
Ripe
6
0.060
42.61
7.56
Rotten
7
0.059
42.65
Rotten
8
0.040
46.01
9.20
Rotten
B
1
0.080
40.24
Ripe
2
0.099
38.46
Ripe
3
0.102
38.21
7.38
Ripe
4
0.079
40.36
Ripe
5
0.079
40.33
Ripe
6
0.059
42.80
7.56
Rotten
7
0.060
42.65
Rotten
8
0.044
45.22
9.2
Rotten
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FIGURE 2 shows a graph plot of two different inputs which are 20Vp-p and 10Vp-p. This graph plots the
attenuation coefficient versus number of days. For papaya A, 20Vp-p input gives a correlation of 0.9573 and its
equation is y = 0.1821x2- 0.5792x+38.752 and for 10Vp-p the correlation is 0.8959 and its equation y = 0.1837x2 0.9165x + 39.756.

FIGURE 2. Graph of the first experiment with input supplies of 10V and 20V.

For the given input of 20Vp-p, the graph shows a where the attenuation coefficient increased over time. The
higher the value of attenuation coefficient over time, the more mature is the papaya. A similar result is obtained for
the 10V input.
FIGURE 3 shows the result for the second experiment. In FIGURE 3, for papaya B with 20Vp-p input giving
correlation is 0.8929 and its equation y = 0.1951x2 - 0.9284x + 40.235 and for 10Vp-p the correlation is 0.8846 and
its equation y = 0.1837x2 - 0.9165x + 39.756.
.
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FIGURE 3. Graph of results from the second experiment with input supplies of 10V and 20V.

Again when the same 20Vp-p signal is used, the graph shows the attenuation coefficient increased over time. The
higher the value of attenuation coefficient over time, the more mature is the papaya. The result for the 10V input
shows an identical result.

CONCLUSION
High quality fresh fruits and vegetables are vital in the agricultural industry. As such it is important to identify
the optimal fruit maturity and control of fruit when it ripens and softens. This is because fruit undergoes fluctuations
in the composition of sugar, acidity and firmness. These fluctuations must be monitored in order to save cost and to
obtain high quality fruits. The development of a nondestructive ultrasonic system to monitor the changes in papaya
provide a noninvasive, low cost, simple, rapid and effective way of assessing the quality of fruits. This investigation
shows that there is a relationship between the ultrasonic attenuation coefficient as well as phase shift and changes in
the physiological parameters of fruits.
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Abstract. Agricultural wastes such as orange peels, tea leave waste, rice husk and corn cobs have been widely studied as
sorbents for heavy metal ion removal from various wastewaters. In order to understand their sorption mechanism, the
adsorption kinetics is studied. This report describes the kinetics study of a thermally treated rice husk to adsorb Zn (II)
ion from an aqueous solution. The adsorbent was obtained by heating the rice husk in a furnace at 500 oC for two hours.
Increase the contact period improved percentage of the removal of Zn (II) ion until an equilibrium was reached. The data
obtained showed that the adsorption of Zn (II) ion by thermally treated rice husk obeyed pseudo-second order kinetics
model, which is in agreement with chemisorption as the rate limiting mechanism.
Keywords: Adsorption kinetics; rice husk; thermally treated; zinc (II) ion.
PACS: 89.60.-k

INTRODUCTION
Rapid increase of heavy metals released into the environment from industrial activities and technological
developments poses a threat to human health [1] as they are carcinogenic or/and non-biodegradable species, and in
some cases, they are accumulated in living organisms which make them more dangerous in the environment [2].
Heavy metals ion such as cadmium, copper, lead, nickel, and zinc, are main pollutants for some wastewaters and are
the common cause of water contamination. Recently, environmental pollution of heavy metals has gained a lot
attentions because of the high persistence of heavy metal pollution can cause nervous system damage and even
cancer [3]. Some wastewater contains high concentrations of heavy metals will cause risk to all forms of life along
the food chains [4].
Zinc, a trace element is an essential heavy metal for human health. Lack of zinc in human bodies can cause loss
of appetite, decreases sense of taste and smell, slow down healing of wound and skin sores, and birth defect. In
contrast, too much zinc in human bodies can lead to pancreas damage, disturbance in protein metabolism and
arteriosclerosis [5]. Excess zinc in human bodies can also cause abdominal pain, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea,
lethargy, anemia, and dizziness [6]. According to World Health Organization (WHO), the permissible zinc
concentration in drinking water is 5 mg/L [7, 8]. Usually, zinc is widely used in coating iron and other metals, wood
preservation, catalysts, photographic paper, accelerators for rubber vulcanization, ceramics, textiles, fertilizers,
pigments and batteries. These processes and products are the major sources causing wastewater pollution. The most
significant industrial sources arise from electroplating, mining industry and acid mine drainage effluents [9].
Various techniques such as chemical precipitation, coagulation, ion exchange, solvent extraction and filtration,
evaporation and membrane methods have been applied to remove toxic heavy metals from wastewaters [10]. The
most popular and widely applied technique to remove heavy metals is an adsorption. The effectiveness of activated
carbon has been tested as an adsorbent to remove heavy metal ions. However an activated carbon which has high
specific area and great pore structure is expensive [11]. As an attempt to reduce the cost, the usage of easily
available agricultural wastes has been widely studied. Some of the agricultural wastes that have been studied as
heavy metal adsorbents are palm kernel [12, 13], barley hull [14], olive mill residue [15], coconut shell carbon [16],
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rice husk [17, 18], oil palm empty fruit brunches [4], watermelon shell and walnut shell [11], tobacco dust [19],
physic seed hull [20].
Oriza Sativa L. husk, also known as rice husk is an agricultural waste and a by-product from a rice milling
process. Based on the statistical data from Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO), world annual rice production
is approximately 582 million tonnes, and 22-25% (145 million tonnes) from the amount consists of rice husk [21,
22]. According to Malaysian Ministry of Agriculture (MOA), approximately 408 000 tonnes metric of rice husk is
produced annually in Malaysia [23, 24, 25]. Rice husk is hydrophilic and porous granular. It has high surface area
and high resistivity, which makes this material to be a good candidate to be studied as an adsorbent [26].
Rice husk can be chemically and physically modified. It was treated with hydrochloric acid, sodium hydroxide,
sodium carbonate and epichlorohydrin [27] or tartaric acid [25]. Among the he purposes of the treatment is to
remove lignin and hemicelluloses, reduce the crystallinity of cellulose and increase its porosity and surface area.
Generally, modified rice husk exhibits improved heavy metal adsorption properties [5]. Rice husk can also be used
as a raw material to prepare an activated carbon which has a better pore structure and higher surface area [28]. The
objective of this study is to investigate the ability of thermally treated rice husk to adsorb zinc and to determine the
kinetics of the absorption.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Rice husk was collected from a local rice mill in Selangor, Malaysia. Ultrapure water was obtained from a MilliQ water purification system (Millipore, Germany). It was used for preparation of solutions and rinsing purposes
throughout the experiment. A standard solution of 1000 ppm zinc nitrate, 1.0 M hydrochloric acid solution and
sodium hydroxide pellets were purchased from Merck. All other chemicals and reagents used were of analytical
grade.

Preparation of Thermal Treated Rice Husk
Rice husk was crushed with a grinder and sieved to obtain particle size of 2 mm. The rice husk powder was
washed several times with ultrapure water until constant pH was achieved, and dried for 24 hours in an oven at
105oC. Dried rice husk powder was thermally treated at 500oC for two hours in a furnace (WiseTherm
Programmable Digital PID Control Digital Timer Function), cooled in a desiccator and stored in polyethylene bottle.
This thermally treated rice husk was labelled as RH-500.

Adsorption Studies
Zinc nitrate working solution of 60 ppm was prepared by diluting 1000 ppm zinc nitrate standard solution using
ultrapure water. The pH of the prepared zinc solution was adjusted to 3 (detected by pH meter Eutech Instruments)
using 1.0 M NaOH or 0.1 M HCl solutions.
The adsorption studies were conducted by equilibrating 2.000 g of RH-500 with 100.00 mL of 60 mg/L zinc
solution in a conical flask. The flask was shaken using orbital shaker for 30 minutes at 150 rpm at room temperature.
The mixture was filtered using Whatman filter paper no 3 and 0.45 μm Whatman cellulose nitrate membrane filter.
The concentration of Zn (II) in the filtrate was determined using (ICP-OES Optima 5300 DV, Perkin Elmer). The
experiments were repeated for contact periods of 60, 90, 120, 150, and 180 minutes. All experiments were
conducted in duplicates. The adsorption capacity of zinc, qt, was calculated by equation (1),

qt (mg / g )

Co  Ce
uV
m

(1)

where Co and Ce were initial and final concentrations (mg/L) respectively, m is the mass of adsorbent (g) and V
is the volume of solution (L).
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Effect of Contact Period
FIGURE 1 shows the effect of contact period on the adsorption capacity, q t of Zn (II) ion onto RH-500 at time t.
It is observed that adsorption capacity of Zn (II) ion RH-500 was largely influenced by contact period. Increasing
contact period resulted in increasing adsorption capacity of Zn (II) ion. The adsorption process was rapid during the
first 30 minutes, and the adsorption rate increased gradually thereafter until it reached equilibrium at 150 minutes.
The adsorption capacity remains constant after 150 minutes. Therefore, the adsorption capacity of Zn (II) at 150
minutes was used as qe for adsorption kinetics studies.

FIGURE 1. Effect of contact period on the adsorption capacities of Zn (II) [initial concentration of Zn (II) = 60 mg/L; adsorbent
dosage = 2 g; initial pH = 3].

Adsorption Kinetics Study
To analyze the adsorption kinetics of Zn (II) onto thermal treated rice husk, the data obtained were tested with
various kinetic models namely pseudo-first order, pseudo-second order and intraparticle diffusion models. The best
fitting of the experimental data into the model was evaluated by the coefficient of determination (R²).

Pseudo-first Order Model
Pseudo-first order model can be expressed as:

log( qe  qt ) log qe 

k1
t
2.303

(2)

where qe and qt are amount adsorbed per g of adsorbent at equilibrium and time t (mg g-1), respectively, and k1 is the
rate constant of pseudo-first order adsorption (min-1). The values of k1 and qe can be determined from the slope and
intercept of the plot log (qe-qt) versus t, respectively (FIGURE 2). It can be observed from Fig. 2 that pseudo-first
order model does not fit with the experimental data well as the coefficient of determination, R2, is less than 0.9 (i.e.
0.8668) (TABLE 1).
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FIGURE 2. Pseudo-first order model for Zn (II) adsorption [initial concentration of Zn (II) = 60 mg/L; adsorbent dosage = 2 g;
initial pH = 3, time = 30-210 mins].

Pseudo-second Order Model
Pseudo-second order model can be expressed as:

t
qt

1
1
 t
2
qe
k 2 qe

(3)

where qe and qt are amount adsorbed per g of adsorbent at equilibrium and time t (mg g-1), respectively, and k2 is the
rate constant of pseudo-second order adsorption (g mg-1 min-1). The values of k2 and qe can be determined from the
slope and intercept of the plot t/qt versus t, respectively (FIGURE 3). High coefficient of determination, R2 (0.9938)
is obtained as shown in TABLE 1. This suggests that adsorption of Zn (II) onto thermal treated rice husk follows
pseudo-second order model. Thus the mechanism of adsorption of Zn (II) by thermally treated rice husk is
chemisorptions as reported by [29, 30] that pseudo-second order model is based on the chemisorptions as the ratelimiting step through sharing or exchange of electron between adsorbent and adsorbate.

FIGURE 3. Pseudo-second order model for Zn (II) adsorption [initial concentration of Zn (II) = 60 mg/L; adsorbent dosage =
2 g; initial pH = 3, time = 30-210 mins].

Intraparticle Diffusion Model
According to [32, 33] the overall adsorption process may be controlled either by one or more than one steps. The
steps involved could be film or external diffusion, pore diffusion, surface diffusion and the adsorption on the pore
surface, or combination of the steps. The intraparticle diffusion model can be expressed by using the following
equation:
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qt

kid t 0.5  C

(4)

where qt is amount adsorbed per g of adsorbent at time t (mg g-1), kid is the intraparticle diffusion rate constant (mg
g-1 min-0.5) and C is the intercept. The value of rate constant kid can be directly evaluated from the slope of q t versus
t1/2 plot (FIGURE 4). It is observed from FIGURE 4 that the adsorption of Zn (II) onto thermal treated rice husk
match well with the intraparticle diffusion model but the coefficient of determination, R 2 is 0.9719, slightly lower
than the one in the pseudo-second order model (TABLE 1).

FIGURE 4. Intraparticle diffusion model for Zn (II) adsorption [initial concentration of Zn (II) = 60 mg/L; adsorbent dosage = 2
g; initial pH = 3, time = 30-210 mins].
TABLE (1). Kinetics constant and coefficients of determination for
adsorption of Zn (II) by thermal treated rice husk.

Kinetic model

Parameters

Pseudo-first order model
Pseudo-second order model

Intraparticle diffusion model

qe exp = 1.9225 mg.g-1
k1 = 0.1290 min-1
qe cal = 0.7795 mg.g-1
R2 = 0.8668
qe exp = 1.9225 mg.g-1
k2 = 0.0176 g mg-1 min-1
qe cal = 2.2391 mg.g-1
R2 = 0.9938
kid = 0.0748 mg. g-1.min-1/2
C = 0.968
R2 = 0.9717

CONCLUSION
In this study, the adsorption of Zn (II) ions onto thermally treated rice husk had been investigated. Rice husk was
physically treated by heating in a heat furnace at 500oC for two hours. The prepared rice husk was used as adsorbent
to remove Zn (II) on from aqueous solution. The effect of contact period was investigated. Increasing contact period
resulted in increasing adsorption capacity, until equilibrium was reached at 150 minutes. Among three adsorption
kinetics model tested, pseudo-second order model was best fitted with the experimental data obtained with R2 of
0.9938.
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Mathematical Model of Marine Diesel Engine Simulator for
a New Methodology of Self Propulsion Tests
Nur Izzuddin, Sunarsih and Agoes Priyanto
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Universiti Teknologi Malaysia, 81310 Skudai, Johor, Malaysia
Abstract. As a vessel operates in the open seas, a marine diesel engine simulator whose engine rotation is controlled to
transmit through propeller shaft is a new methodology for the self propulsion tests to track the fuel saving in a real time.
Considering the circumstance, this paper presents the real time of marine diesel engine simulator system to track the real
performance of a ship through a computer-simulated model. A mathematical model of marine diesel engine and the
propeller are used in the simulation to estimate fuel rate, engine rotating speed, thrust and torque of the propeller thus
achieve the target vessel’s speed. The input and output are a real time control system of fuel saving rate and propeller
rotating speed representing the marine diesel engine characteristics. The self-propulsion tests in calm waters were
conducted using a vessel model to validate the marine diesel engine simulator. The simulator then was used to evaluate
the fuel saving by employing a new mathematical model of turbochargers for the marine diesel engine simulator. The
control system developed will be beneficial for users as to analyze different condition of vessel’s speed to obtain
better characteristics and hence optimize the fuel saving rate.
Keywords: Dynamics simulation; diesel engine model; numerical test; ship propulsion system.
PACS: 02.70.-c; 07.05.Tp

INTRODUCTION
Many recent studies have been performed in the area of ship design optimization. Simulation of ship components
and the systems is one of the possible effective ways to predict the behavior of the components and the systems in
the design stage. The objective is to create a model capable of representing the real environment as well as analyze
the system performance. Development of engine model enables the simulation of all components, internal
parameters and process occurring in the system to facilitate the engine optimization by initially testing the design
options as well as provides better understanding of the systems and the components (Zhu, 2008; Theotokatos, 2007).
The simulation model which can be expressed by mathematical equations can be utilized to compute particular
engine parameters using the corresponding mathematical equations.
Simulation of main engine as the starting point of evaluating ship performance has been conducted in several
studies (Izzuddin; 2013; Zhu, 2008; Haiyan, 2006). Theotokatos (2007) performed overall simulation of ship diesel
engine propulsion system. Jianbo (2010) executed application of main engine simulation for individual crew
training. While Tanizawa (2013) and Priyanto (2014) applied the developed engine simulator for self propulsion
test. The result of the self propulsion test can be utilized to estimate the required engine power to achieve the service
speed in the calm sea. Accordingly, ‘calm sea performance’ will be the base for the estimation of the actual ship sea
performance.
Mathematical equations are provided for each component including the turbocharged marine diesel engine. In
this paper a simulation model was developed for the computational marine diesel engine environment by using
MATLAB Simulink. The real time simulation of marine diesel engine of MAN B&W K98MEC7 low speed two
strokes engine with turbocharged is addressed.

MARINE DIESEL ENGINE SIMULATION MODEL
An overallsystemof turbocharged diesel engine generallycomprises of several main components including
compressor and turbine connected in common shaft, air cooler, intake manifold, engine cylinders and exhaust
manifold as depicted in FIGURE 1. Each component represents its particular function and process according to the
work principle of diesel engine system. The process is sequentially occurring as such output of one component
would become the input of the following component. The turbine takes energy from engine exhaust gas to power the
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compressor which compresses the ambient air. The compressed air is cooled by air cooler and pumped to the intake
manifold to supply the cylinders. The exhaust gas produced by cylinders’ work is pumped out into the exhaust
manifold.

FIGURE 1.Component of a turbocharged diesel engine
To model the overall engine system means considering all the processes and events occur in the system. A
functional block willbe treated to represent each of the component and its dynamic characteristics which can be
expressed by mathematical equations. Hence, the overall engine model will set those simultaneous equations as
presented in FIGURE 2.

FIGURE 2.Complete Model diagram of turbocharged diesel engine model with input and output.
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MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF TURBOCHARGED MARINE DIESEL ENGINE
The simulation programmed, written in MATLAB uses the state-space equation and the components variables
generated by the following mathematical model. Through the PD control law, the controller specifies the control
engine torque in terms of the contemporaneous value of the exhaust pipe. The presented control algorithms were
used for computer simulation tests, performed in MATLAB-SIMULINK environment. The main SIMULINK
simulation diagram is shown in FIGURE 3. Model of the turbocharged marine diesel engine dynamics were
introduced into the LNG tanker, one-control units namely: optimal controller block is installed in the feedback loop.
The developed control-oriented model is used to simulate the turbocharged marine diesel performances in the calm
water.

FIGURE 3. Block diagram of turbocharged marine diesel engine simulation.

Compressor
Initially, the temperature of the compressor inlet air Tci (K) is considered to be equal to the ambient temperature
T0 (K). Theotokatos (2007) certified that both pressure and temperature of the air in the inlet receiver are obtained
from the modelling of the compressor and the air cooler. The compressor model usually follows its performance
map despite the mathematical model.
On the outlet temperature of the compressor Tco (K), Zhu (2008) expressed itas a function of the air pressure by

Tco

Tci

Kc

[(

Pco
)
Pci

k 1
k

 1] T ci

(1)

where ηc is compressor efficiency, Pco (Pa) and Pci (Pa) are the inlet and outlet air pressure of the compressor,k is
the ratio of Cp/Cv for air andCp (J/kg.K) and Cv are the constant pressure and the constant volume specific heat of air
respectively. Meanwhile Theotokatos (2007) notified that the temperature can be calculated using the compressor
efficiency as well. The variation of the compressor efficiency with turbocharger shaft speed can be take into
consideration to obtain greater accuracy.
For the given air flow rate of compressorGc (kg/s), Zhu (2008) formulates the compressor torque Qc (Nm) by

Qc

30C p .Gc .Tci

S .K c .ntc
C p .Gc .T0
ntc .K c

[(

Pco
)
Pci

[1  (

1

Sc

)
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k 1
k

k 1
k

 1]
(2)

]

Where πc is compressor pressure ratio and ntc (r/min) is the speed of turbocharger which can be obtained from (20).

Air Cooler
The air cooler equipped to marine diesel engine is of high efficiency with small pressure drop and low after
cooler temperature Tao (K) (Zhu, 2008). Hence, it can be simply modelled by

Tao

Tai  E (Tai  Twi )

(3)

where Tai (K) and Twi (K) are the inlet temperature of the air and the cooling water respectively while E is the
efficiency of the cooler. However, Theotokatos (2007) acknowledged that such temperature can be calculated using
the air cooler effectiveness and the temperature of the air cooler coolant. He proclaimed as well that the air cooler
effectiveness is assumed as a function of the air mass flow rate.

Scavenge Box
For the calculation of the air temperature in the scavenge box Tr (K), Zhu (2008)provides approximation using
the following expression

dTr
dt

k
1 dM r
[Gc .Tri  (Gs  .
)Tr ]
Mr
k dt

(4)

where Mr (kg) is amount of air in receiver, Tri(K) is temperature before scavenge box andGs (kg/s) is the air flow
rate into the engine cylinder which is expressed by

Gs

M.Vs .Pr .n
60.R.Tr

(5)

where φ is scavenging excess air factor, Vs (m3) is swept volume of engine cylinder, n (rpm) is engine speed, R is
ambient gas constant, Tr is temperature in scavenge box and Pr (Pa) is air pressure in scavenge box which can be
calculated by

dPr
dt

k.R
(Gc .Tri  Gs .Tr )
Vr

(6)

where Vr (m3) is the volume of the scavenge box.

Diesel Engine Cylinder
For two-stroke diesel engine, part of fresh air will be pumped outinto the exhaust manifold fr scavenging process
(Haiyan, 2006). He defined a calculation for the mass airflow entering the engine cylinder m in (kg/s) as follows

m in

Kv

Pr .Vs .N c .n
60.revcy .R.Tr
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(7)

where ηv is volumetric efficiency, Nc is number of engine cylinders andrevcy is number of revolutions per cycle (1
for two stroke, 2 for four stroke).
For the exhaust gas temperature Te(K), Haiyan (2006)provided an approximation as a function of air-fuel ratio
using the following expression

Tr 

Te

(1  K i  K w ).H u / c pe
60revcy

(8)

where ηi is indicated thermal efficiency which is considered as a function of air-fuel ratio for large-scale low-speed
diesel engine, ηw is cooling loss efficiency, Hu is fuel low calorific value and cpe(J/kg.K) is constant pressure specific
heat of exhaust gas.
The calculation for engine brake mean effective pressure Pb isobtained from the difference of the indicated mean
effective pressure Pi and the friction mean effective pressure Pf . The indicated mean effective pressure Pi is
considered as a function of the rack position xr, the maximum indicated mean effective pressure of the engine

Pi ,max and the combustion efficiency ηcombwhich regarded as the function of air-fuel ratio (Watson and Janota, 1982;
Heywood, 1988; in Theotokatos, 2007). The expression is given by

xr .Pi ,max .K comb

Pi
The friction mean effective pressure

Pf

(9)

is considered as the function of the indicated mean effective pressure

Pi and the engine crankshaft speed n (Theotokatos, 2007) given by

Pf

k f 0  k f 1.n  k f 2 .Pi

(10)

where kf is the friction coefficients.
On the fuel mass flow rate m f approximation, Haiyan (2006) and Theotokatos (2007) agreed thatthe value is
affected by the variation of the fuel quantity injected per cylinder and per cycle mf,cy and is expressed by

m f

N c .m f ,cy n
60revcy

(11)

The engine brake power Pb(kw) taken from Theotokatos (2007) is followed below expression

Pb

QE .S .n / 30

(12)

Pb .Vs
2S .revcy

(13)

where QE(Nm) is engine torque given by

QE

Zhu (2008) provided the calculation of engine torque using

S
30

(I E  I L )

dn
dt

QE  QL
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(14)

where IE(Nms2) and IL(Nms2) are equivalent moment of inertia of engine and load respectively and QL (Nm) is load
torque of the engine.

Exhaust Pipe
Theotokatos (2007) acknowledged that the air and gas properties, the fuel lower heating value, the discharge
coefficient and the correction factor for the exhasut temperature are considered to be constant. However, physically
Zhu (2008) indicated that exhaust gas mass flow rate (kg/s) can be obtained from the flow rates of air (kg/s) and fuel
(kg/s). He addressed the temperature in manifold Tm (K) is by the following approximation

dTm
dt

ke
1 dM m
[Ge .Te  (Gt  .
)Tm ]
Mm
ke dt

(15)

where ke is the ratio of Cp/Cv for exhaust gas, Mm (kg) is amount of gas in exhaust manifold, Ge (kg/s) is gas flow
rate from cylinder to manifold, Te (K) is exhaust temperature and Gt (kg/s) gas flow rate of turbine which can be
obtained from (18).
Similar to the approximation of the exhaust gas temperature, Zhu (2008) expressed the gas pressure in exhaust
manifold Pm by following below approximation

dPm
dt

k e .Re
(Ge .Te  Gt .Tti )
Vm

(16)

where Re (J/kg.K) is exhaust gas constant, Vm (m3) is volume of exhaust manifold and Tti (T) is turbine inlet gas
temperature.

Exhaust Turbine
The pressure of exhaust gas after turbine Pto (Pa) considered the pressure increase of the exhaust piping system
(Theotokatos, 2007). Zhu (2008) simply expressed it as

Pto

P0  C (Gt / Gtm ) 2

(17)

where Gtm (kg/s) is gas flow rate of turbine at rated condition and C is constant. The turbine gas flow rate Gt is
obtained from the following expression given by Zhu (2008)

Gt

Fe

Pti
Re .Tti

2

P
2k e Pti ke
( ) [1  ( ti )
k e  1 Pto
Pto

1 ke
ke

]

(18)

where Fe (m2) is effective equivalent nozzle area of the turbine and Pti (Pa) and Tti (K) are the turbine inlet gas
pressure and temperature respectively.
The turbine torque Qt (Nm) can also be calculated from Zhu (2008) by

Qt

P
30Gt .K t .K mt k e .Re .Tti
.
[1  ( to )
S .ntc
ke  1
Pti
Gt .c pe .Te .K t
ntc

[1  (

1

St

)

ke 1
ke
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]

ke 1
ke

]
(19)

where ηt is turbine efficiency,ηmt is mechanical efficiency of turbocharger and πt is turbine pressure ratio.

Turbocharger
The speed of the turbocharger ntc (rpm) is provided by Zhu (2008) and Theotokatos (2007) using below
approximation

dntc
dt

30 Qt  Qc
.
S
I tc

(20)

where Itc (kg.m2) is the moment of inertia of the turbocharger.

Governor
FIGURE 4 presents block diagram of PI governor employed by Bondarenko (2009).

FIGURE 4. Block diagram of engine governor.

SIMULATION RESULTS
The simulation was carried out for a self propulsion test in full scale of a LNG tanker in calm water. Its main
particulars are given in TABLE 1. The effects of different ship speeds are analyzed. The current research applied the
simulation model with service speed of 19knots. The self-propulsion factors used are obtained from experiment
where the wake fraction (1-w) values 0.530 while the thrust deduction factor (1-t) values 0.800.
The simulation model has been validated using a model scale of post Panamax container ship. Service speeds of
the ship models are 25knots.
TABLE 1. Particulars of target vessel and diesel engine model used.
Ship hull
Length between P [m]
Breadth [m]
Draft [m]
Block coefficient
Displacement [t]
Wet surface area [m2]
Propeller
Diameter [m]
Blade number
Blade section

266.00
41.60
11.13
0.746
94,174.0
13,970.0

Diesel engine
Type
No of cylinders
Bore [mm]
Stroke [mm]
SFOC [kwH]
BMEP [MPa]
Speed MCR [r/min]
Power MCR [kW]
Turbocharger

7.7
5
B-Series
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MAN B&W
K98MEC7
7
980
2,400
174g
1.92
104
42,140
2xTCA88-21

The test simulated ship speed from zero and slowly accelerates to reach the service speed as the Panamax
container ship with target speed of 25 knots. A published simulation conducted by Theotokatos (2007) is utilized to
validate the simulation model developed. Target number of diesel engine rotational speed is set to 13rps and the
result of propeller torque and thrust is analyzed. FIGURE 5 presents the result of the simulation.

FIGURE 5.Validation of the simulation model.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The proposed simulation model of ship propulsion plant is written using MATLAB Simulink® computer
program. The model applied to particular engine model to investigate the steady state and transient behavior of the
engine. MAN B&W K98MEC7 two-stroke marine diesel engine installed with two TCA 88 turbochargers was
chosen as the engine model. The simulation is executed within a period of 600 sec (10 min). A set of results
including engine rotational speed, engine torque, engine power, fuel pump rack, fuel flow rate, engine mean
effective pressure (mep) and turbocharger speed is obtained from the simulation is presented in FIGURE 6.
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FIGURE 6. Transient simulation-change in engine speed set to increase from 45rpm to 80rpm, decrease and constant at 50rpm,
and lastly increase from 50rpm to 75rpm.

During the first run of 180sec, engine speed is set linearly increasing from 45rpm to 80rpm. This corresponds to
a fuel rack position value of 0.32 which produce engine torque of 1.2x106 Nm to a change value of 0.82 which
produce engine torque of 3.0x106 Nm. The maximum value of fuel rack position of 1.0 represents the maximum
engine speed and maximum continuous rating. At such setting point, the engine power indicates a value of 27,000
kW which is increase for 60% of its maximum continuous rating while the mean effective pressure values 1.49x106
Pascal corresponds to almost 10,000rpm of the turbocharger speed.
Starting from the 180sec of the simulation, the simulation rule is changed to reach 50rpm at 280sec and constant
to 375sec. The decrease order of the engine speed is sent to the engine governor which results in decreasing the fuel
rack position. This governs less fuel to be injected and burnt into the engine cylinder and hence produces less engine
power and torque. FIGURE 4 clearly shows the engine behavior corresponding to the setting rules. The figure
revealed that during the engine speed reduction, the fuel rack position decrease from previously 0.82 to 0.25. The
values correspond to the change of fuel flow rate of 0.34 Kg/s to 0.1 Kg/s.
Further set point is defined to be increased from 50rpm at 375sec to 75rpm at 400sec and remained constant to
the end of the simulation at 600sec. The set rules govern the engine governor to increase the fuel flow to achieve the
given target. Consequently, the engine torque and power produced are gradually increased as well.

CONCLUSION
Transient simulations of a turbocharged marine diesel engine have been seized using the proposed simulation
model. The model is a real-time simulation which behaves as commanded under different working conditions by the
rules and set points. The engine characteristics with respect to the simulated change in speed and time histories have
been retrieved and analyzed. The overall result revealed that the engine simulator developed enables the control of
the engine model behavior successfully.
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Abstract. Electroencephalography (EEG) is the electrical activity generated by the movement of neurons in the brain. It
is categorized into delta waves, theta, alpha, beta and gamma. These waves exist in a different frequency band. This
paper is a continuation of our previous research. EEG data will be decomposed using Discrete Wavelet Packet Transform
(DWPT). Daubechies wavelets 10 (D10) will be used as the basic functions for research purposes. From the main results,
it is clear that the DWPT able to characterize the EEG signal corresponding to each wave at a specific frequency.
Furthermore, the numerical results obtained better than the results using DWT. Statistical analysis support our main
findings.
Keywords: EEG; wavelet packet transform; brain activity.
PACS: 87.19.le, 02.60.-x, 02.30.Nw.

INTRODUCTION
Wavelets have been widely being use in many sciences and engineering applications. For examples in image
compression by FBI, USA, in economy and finance based problem ([1, 2, 3]), medical image processing, prediction
and data fitting for solar radiation ([4, 5, 6, 7]) and many other. One of the wavelet advantage is that, the wavelet
transform (usually we use Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT)) can be use to decompose the original signal into two
parts namely detail (wavelet coefficients) and approximation (scaling coefficients) at different resolution level and
different frequency band respectively [8, 9, 10]. This cannot be achieved while using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
except Window Fourier Transform (WFT). But WFT has some weakness such as the sizes of the window are same
but in DWT methodology, we may have different size of window since through DWT we have dilation and
translation operations. This will enable us to have variety window size and wavelets bases respectively [11, 12].
Wavelets transform also have been use in EEG data characteristics and data compression or denoising. Karim et al.
[9] have use DWT to study the characteristics of the EEG data by using Daubechies 10 wavelets. From the main
results, it can be concluded that DWT are capable to gives the corresponding brain waves according to the different
frequency through each level of decomposition. Akin [13], Adeli and Dastidar [14] and Ridzwan et al. [15]
discussed the details on EEG data processing by using wavelet transform (WT) and Fourier transform (FT).
Even though DWT can be used for many applications, but it has little shortage such as through Multiresolution
Analysis (MRA), the data will decompose into two parts; details and approximation. Then the approximation parts
will be decomposed further while the details parts will be maintained. Thus we have less choices of wavelets bases
selection. Thus, to avoid this shortage, Coifman et al. [16] and Coifman and Wickerhauser [17] have suggested the
Wavelet Packet Transform (WPT). Through WPT, both details and approximations will be further decomposed until
the maximum level of decomposition is achieved [18, 19, 20]. This can be done by using wavelet best basis
selection.
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WAVELET PACKET TRANSFORM
One important extension to wavelet analysis are the contruction of wavelet packet of Coifman et al. [16] and
Coifman and Wickerhasuer [17]. Wavelet packets are generalization of wavelets, as they take a wavelet of a
specific scale and add oscillations. Furthermore, , the computation scheme for wavelet packet generation is easy
when using an orthogonal wavelet. Suppose I ( x) is the scaling function and \ ( x) is the wavelet function with finite
support [0, L], where L is a positive number. Then I ( x) and \ ( x) satisfy the following dilation equations:
L

2 ¦ hnI (2 x  n).

I ( x)

(1)

n 0

L

2 ¦ g nI (2 x  n).

\ ( x)

(2)

n 0

where hn and gn are constants called the low pass and high pass filter coefficients, respectively. See Karim et al. [1,
2] for more details on wavelet theory and it application in statistics and finance.

Discrete Wavelet Packet Definition

^ `

Suppose that I ( x) generates an orthogonal multiresolution analysis (MRA) V j

\ ( x) [1, 11, 12]. The wavelet packet functions are defined by w0 t

jZ

I t , w1 t

with associated wavelet function

\ t and for n 2,3,....

2 ¦ hk wn 2t  k .

w2 n ( x)

(3)

kZ

2 ¦ g k wn 2t  k .

w2 n 1 ( x)

(4)

kZ

k

From orthogonal wavelet theory, gk

1 hL  k , k

filter respectively. Meanwhile Supp I

>0, L@

0,1,..., L. where hk and g k are low-pass filter and high-pass

and Supp wn

>0, L@

for n 1, 2,....

Finally the wavelet packet functions is defined as follows:

wnj , k ( x)

^ `

The set of wnj, k

k Z

2 j / 2 wn 2 j t  k , n  Z  .

(5)

is an orthonormal set of functions. Thus we achieve the orthogonal wavelet packet function and

similarly we obtain the Wavelet Packet Transform (WPT). For the purpose of computer implementation and to apply
WPT to the real life problem, it must be discretized with the Discrete Wavelet Packet Transform (DWPT).

Best Basis Selection Through DWPT
Coifman and Wickerhauser [17] has introduced the best orthogonal basis selection in wavelet packet
transformation. Due to the fact that WPT enables to decompose the signal into full decomposition (both for
approximation and detail), we will have overcomplete (redundants) representation of the original function. Thus we
WPT will gives us option on finding the best basis (or representation). Best basis is a one-dimensional wavelet
packet analysis function that computes the optimal subtree of an initial tree with respect to an entropy type criterion.
Choosing a basis in which to decompose a signal means selecting a compromise between time and frequency. This
choice can be represented by using the orthogonal basis in which the signal can be represented with the least
possible area in the time-frequency plane. In this paper we have used the best basis selection (third level wavelet
packet transformation). The Daubechies wavelet packet transformation consists of three stages, namely the
Daubechies wavelet packet decomposition, best basis and Daubechies wavelet reconstruction. FIGURE 1 shows the
examples of three iterations of DWPT.
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FIGURE 1: Three iterations of DWPT for any signal, with length N .

w07

From FIGURE 1, it can be seen clearly that, we have an over complete bases for the DWPT for the original data (or
signal). DWPT provides us the possibility to find the best bases. For example, From Figure 1, the possible

^

`

combination of best bases is w00 , w10 , w11 , w12 , w06 , w07 . The other combination is also possible. Thus DWPT will give
us many possible wavelet bases. This is crucial in many application especially decomposition the EEG data.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
FIGURE 2 shows the original EEG data that have been use for our purpose. Clearly the original EEG has many
spike and wild oscillations. FIGURE 3 shows the decomposition of the original signal by using WT with
Daubechies 10 wavelets. Since the decomposition of the data by using DWPT gives an over complete bases
functions, FIGURE 4 shows the best basis selection by using Shannon entropy at level 3 of decomposition.

FIGURE 2. Sample of EEG data (1024 coefficients).
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(a)
(b)
FIGURE 3. Wavelet decomposition (a) approximation (b) details parts. From top (level 5) to bottom (level 1).

Since the original EEG data may consists few unwanted measurement and it must be filtered out. Furthermore the
EEG data can be compressed to give new EEG data that can be decomposed further with DWPT and may give better
results in term of EEG classification according to the respective brain waves. Thus we apply data compression
methodology to the EEG data. We use both DWT and DWPT. Comparison between both methods will be discussed
in details. FIGURE 4 shows the best bases selection for DWPT.

FIGURE 4. Wavelet Packet Decomposition Trees.
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(a)

(b)
FIGURE 5. Data compression by using (a) DWT and (b) DWPT.

FIGURE 5 shows the EEG data compression by using (a) DWT and (b) DWPT. From careful inspection both graphs
look similar and it seem there is no much different between both compressed signals. To measurement how good is
the compressed signal, we used standard goodness fit in wavelet areas such as Retained Energy (RE) and Number of
Zeros (NOZ).
TABLE 1. Summary of Waves’ Band and Level of Decomposition .

Wave
Delta
Theta
Alpha
Beta
Gamma

Frequency (Hz)
Up to 4
4-7
8-12
12-30
30-100+

Decomposition Level
5
4
3
2
1

The lower level decomposition corresponds to higher frequencies in a normal EEG data [14].
TABLE 2. Summary of Statistical Good-ness measurement.

Goodness fit
Retained Energy (RE)
Number of Zeros (NOZ)

DWT
73.37%
91.36%

DWPT
85.33%
85.46%

TABLE 2 shows the statistical goodness fit that have been used as error measurement to the compressed data by
using both DWT and DWPT. We have set same thresholding values for both DWT and DWPT. It can be seen
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clearly that data compressed by using DWPT gives higher RE (85.33%) with NOZ is 85.46%. Meanwhile DWT
gives less RE (73.37%) but with higher zeros of NOZ (91.36%). There is trade-off between RE and NOZ. For our
purposed (data compression), the compressed data should have higher RE. This is due to the fact that if RE is close
to 100%, then we may transmit the data in compressed form with higher reliability and less in losses useful
information. This shows that DWPT is useful for data compression with higher percentage of RE.
The compressed signal can further decomposed by using DWT or DWPT. Then we may identify the
corresponding brain wave for EEG. We conclude this section with a remark from Misiti et al. [22]. “As a
compromise between the DWT- and Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT)-based techniques, wavelet packets
provide a computationally-efficient alternative with sufficient frequency resolution.”

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
This paper discusses the use of DWPT to decompose the EEG. The original EEG data is decomposing up to
level 5. To find the best basis selection in DWPT, we utilized shannon entropy at three level decomposition. From
the main results, we can concluded that the compress signal is better by using DWPT compare to the compressed
signal obtained by using DWT. Future research will be focusing on denoising the EEG by using DWT and DWPT.
Karim et al. [21] discussed the denoising of temperature by using DWT. An extension of this approach such as
introducing new threshold selection will be useful for data denoising purpose. This will be our main future research.
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Fabrication of Porous Anodic Alumina Using Normal
Anodization and Pulse Anodization
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Universiti Sains Malaysia, 11800 Penang, Malaysia
Abstract. This article reports on the fabrication of porous anodic alumina (PAA) by two-step anodizing the low purity
commercial aluminum sheets at room temperature. Different variations of the second-step anodization were conducted:
normal anodization (NA) with direct current potential difference; pulse anodization (PA) alternate between potential
differences of 10 V and 0 V; hybrid pulse anodization (HPA) alternate between potential differences of 10 V and -2 V.
The method influenced the film homogeneity of the PAA and the most homogeneous structure was obtained via PA. The
morphological properties are further elucidated using measured current-transient profiles. The absent of current rise
profile in PA indicates the anodization temperature and dissolution of the PAA structure were greatly reduced by
alternating potential differences.
Keywords: Porous anodic alumina; pulse anodization; morphology.
PACS: 82.45.Yz

INTRODUCTION
Porous anodic alumina (PAA) is one of the most well-known templates for nanostructured fabrication which has
been investigated extensively over the last few decades due to its effectiveness and simplicity to offer self-ordering
nanopores. PAA is widely used in semiconductor applications such as light emitting diodes [1], super capacitors [2],
and humidity sensors [3]. Morphological properties of the self-ordering PAA could be well-controlled by tuning the
anodization parameters such as voltage, duration, temperature and electrolytes [4].
Anodization of PAA is often conducted at low temperature (0-10 °C) with high purity aluminum substrate to
produce fine and homogeneous pores. This is because anodization at higher temperature will generate heat
especially at the discontinuous geometry of the PAA and this will increase the dissolution rate of barrier layer [5].
The imbalance between formation and dissolution rate will lead to electrical breakdown at the barrier layer and
cause the damage to the PAA structure [6]. On the other hand, high purity aluminum is preferable compared to the
cheaper commercial aluminum because the presence of impurities in the commercial aluminum substrate will affects
the circularity and regularity of PAA structure, causing the disordered PAA structure [7, 8]. Formation of PAA
using high purity aluminum sheet at low anodization temperature increase the cost and complication of the
anodization process. To overcome these problems, pulse anodization was developed. By using pulse anodization
method, Chung et al. [9, 10] has demonstrated the formation of self-organized nanopores using low purity aluminum
at room temperature.
From the literature, studies of the formation of PAA by pulse anodization method are scarcely reported. Herein,
we reported the fabrication of PAA at room temperature in dilute sulfuric acid (H2SO4) using low purity commercial
aluminum as the substrate by normal anodization (NA), pulse anodization (PA) and hybrid pulse anodization (HPA)
to compare the difference of their PAA morphology. The samples were then characterized by scanning electron
microscopy and current-transient profiles.

EXPERIMENTAL
PAA films were fabricated using two-step anodization from low purity commercial aluminum sheets ~22 °C.
Prior to the anodization, aluminum sheets were cleaned in acetone for 5 min, followed by chemical etched in sodium
hydroxide solution. The samples were then dipped in isopropanol for 5 min, rinsed with deionized water again and
dried with nitrogen air. All the anodization process were conducted in 1.6 M reagent grade H2SO4 using copper wire
as the counter electrode and potentiostat (Gamry Interface 1000) as the power supply. At first anodization step,
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alumina layer was formed by anodization at direct current voltage of 10 V for 2 h. Then, the alumina layer was
removed in chemical etching solution (mixture of phosphoric acid and chromic acid) at 65 °C. The second
anodization step was subsequently conducted with NA (V = 10 V), PA (V1 = 10 V, V2 = 0 V; t1 = 1s, t2 = 1s) and
HPA (V1 = 10 V, V2 = -2 V; t1 = 1s, t2 = 1s) in 1.6 M H2SO4 for 30 min. The current-transient curves were monitored
throughout the anodization process using potentiostat (Gamry Interface 1000). The morphological and structural
properties of the PAA samples were characterized using field-emission electron scanning microscope (FE-SEM,
Nova NanoSEM 450).

RESULTS

FIGURE 1. FE-SEM micrographs of PAA fabricated with (a) NA, (b) PA and (c) HPA.

FIGURE 1 shows the FE-SEM micrographs of the PAA fabricated from the different anodization methods.
Several flat surfaces could be seen in the PAA formed by NA method while this is significantly less visible in the
case of PA and HPA methods. This observation shows the uniformity improvement of the PAA structure formed by
pulse anodization method. Inhomogeneous porous structure formed by NA using low purity aluminum sheet could
be ascribed to chemical dissolution and field-assisted dissolution at room temperature which cause the low purity
aluminum substrate unable to sustain an oxide layer to transform into a porous layer within the anodization duration
[11]. Improvement of the film homogeneity by PA and HPA methods could be assigned to the alternation of the
applied voltage which provides cooling intervals during the pulse off period in the anodization process. This cooling
effect effectively reduces the dissolution of the porous oxide layer. In our work, a more dense and homogenous
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porous layer was observed from the PA (FIGURE 1(b)) compared to the HPA (FIGURE 1(c)). This is contradictory
to result reported in literature [9], possibly due to the difference in electrolyte and applied voltage parameters..
FIGURE 2(a)-(c) shows the overview FE-SEM micrographs of the PAA samples at lower magnifications. The
surface of PAA fabricated with HPA is pockmarked with cavities, as shown in FIGURE 2(c). FIGURE 2(d) shows
the FE-SEM micrograph of a cavity of FIGURE 2(c) at higher magnifications. The cavity internals are observed to
be consisting of thinned pores. Similar structure has been reported in another literature where they attributed this to
the walls break down from the long pore widening duration after anodization process [11]. In our case, pore
widening was not performed. We suggest that the formation of thinned pores could be due to the negative potential
difference.

FIGURE 2. FE-SEM micrographs of PAA fabricated with (a) NA, (b) PA and (c) HPA in low magnification, and (d) HPA
in higher magnification.

FIGURE 3 shows the current-transient profiles for all samples. For NA case, the current undergoes an initial
current decay, reaching a minimum value at t ≈ 100 s, then rises to form a small crest that gradually decays along the
anodization process. The initial decay of the current can be explained by nucleation and growth process of the pores
on the barrier film. When the oxidation-dissolution equilibrium was achieved, pores grow in a steady state. The
initial rise of the current-transient curve is due to the formation of porous layer on the oxide layer from the defects of
the compact oxide layer (roughness) [10]. When the dissolution reaction commences, the oxide thickness is reduced
and the current will increase and raise the temperature of the electrolyte. In the case of PA, the current rise profile
could not be observed. Since the increase of the current could be related to the rise of temperature of the porous
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structure, this observation depict that the temperature of the porous structure have been maintained. This prevent
over dissolution of the PAA layer and results in a more homogeneous PAA. The decrease of the current profiles
from both NA (t > 430 s) and PA are due to the increase in thickness of the PAA films resulted in higher resistance.
The inset of FIGURE 3(b) shows the current corresponding to the alternating voltage at about 450 s as
representative. Every cycle shows a current decay similar as the initial current-transient profile, instead of square
current wave as shown in the literature [6]. Big current fluctuations occurred when HPA was conducted. The
negative value of measured current initially exceeded -0.07 A which is much higher than the initial positive value (≈
0.02 A). This could be the reason for the structure formations in FIGURE 2(d).

FIGURE 3. Current-transient profile of PAA anodized with (a) NA, (b) PA and (c) HPA.

CONCLUSION
In summary, the present work reports the fabrication of PAA by normal anodization (NA), pulse anodization
(PA) and hybrid pulse anodization (HPA) using low-purity commercial aluminum sheets. Film homogeneity of PAA
could be improved by alternating anodization potential where the most homogeneous PAA structure could be
obtained by PA method. The current rise profiles are detected in NA and HPA but it is absent in PA. This indicates
the anodization temperature and dissolution of the PAA structure were greatly reduced by alternating potential
differences compared to NA.
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Abstract. Companies worldwide are striving to reduce the costs of their products to impact their bottom line profitability.
When it comes to improving profits, there are in two choices: sell more or cut the cost of what is currently being sold.
Given the depressed economy of the last several years, the “sell more” option, in many cases, has been taken off the
table. As a result, cost cutting is often the most effective path. One of the industrial challenges is to search for the shorten
product development and lower manufacturing cost especially in the early stage of designing the product. Knowledgebased system is used to assist the industry when the expert is not available and to keep the expertise within the company.
The application of knowledge-based system will enable the standardization and accuracy of the assembly process. For
this purpose, a knowledge-based design for assemble system is developed to assist the industry to plan the assembly
process of the vehicle seat.
Keywords: Expert system; design for assemble; vehicle seat.
PACS: 07.05.-t; 07.05.Fb

INTRODUCTION
To perform the design evaluation analysis that to ensure final design at early stage, Design for Manufacture
(DFM) and Design for Assembly (DFA) are the most popular methods to be applied. There are many advanced tool
design software can be searched in the market. However, sometime because of these software quite expensive and
require some programming skill by designer cause manufacturer had lack of interest on the product design
evaluation at early stage. Sometimes, only a few designers have expertise to comply production requirement.
CAD as designing tool to model individual parts and assembled it into final product. However, designer cannot
prevent the problematic assembly that usually occurs when final product is already in manufacturing line process.
Due to afford less an assembly-oriented tool by conventional CAD, rework and ultimate redesign of product become
additional cost that could make manufacturing company financial losses. They intend to find another alternative
method such as conventional way that is cheaper although it may resulting insufficient data and lead to wrong
decision during production planning also assembly planning. Designer always look for the tool design that require
minimum or basic data of product but can provide optimum result of analysis. As for solution to facilitate decision
making and advise designer/engineer to overcome issues faced in the concurrent manufacturing, a knowledge-based
expert system of DFA is proposed to identify assembles ability of mechanical parts at an early design stage.

Knowledge-Based Expert System
The discovery and development of artificial intelligent especially the expert systems recorded since from an early
1970s. There are remarkable increment numbers of successful application of an expert system in different areas until
today; for example, there are field of medical, chemistry, electronics, engineering, military, science, management,
manufacturing and many other fields.
Giarratano and Riley [1] defined expert system as an intelligent computer program that used knowledge and
inference procedures for problem solving in order the absent of the expertise. As problem solving system, an expert
system must be an interactive as educational program that encourage human brain to thinking. Human brain is more
powerful than any computer program. In fact, the advanced expert system still depends on the human expert for
maintaining and improving the system.
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Researches field of an expert system development and its application can be a wide scope; for instance, there are
rule-based expert system, fuzzy expert system, frame-based expert system, neural expert system, neuro-fuzzy
system, genetic algorithm, etc. This thesis paper is specifically focused on the study of rule-based expert system and
learns its techniques for Design for Assembly that will support a mechanical component design to optimize the
design efficiency before mechanical product to be manufactured and assembled.
The rule-based expert system is one of the popular expert system whose knowledge base contains a set of
production rules. This is based on the idea that humans solve problem by applying the knowledge and experiences to
a provided problem represented by problem-specific information. To build a new expert system application, the
knowledge is added in the rules form and relevant data provided in terms of problem solving by using expert system
shell. By using the expert system shell, system developers could more concentrate on the knowledge rather than on
learning a programming language [2].
There are many expert system shells available in the market such as Exsys Developer, KEE, VP-Expert,
KnowledgePro, etc. The Kappa-PC expert system was developed by IntelliCorp Company from United States of
America. The KAPPA-PC Application Development system allows the user to write applications in a high-level
graphical environment and generates standard ANSI C code and GUI (Graphical User Interface) runtimes. KAPPAPC is used to build mission-critical applications that form the core of business operations [3]. This development
method of expert system is seemed like custom-made application software. Every developer from different field of
mechanical component manufacturing industry possibly has the unique of rule-based expert system application.
Besides, different companies will have differences facilities, machineries, and strategy to reach the target which will
lead developers to apply their knowledge and expertise for implementation into expert system. The KAPPA-PC
expert system shell can be used in many applications such as fault diagnosis [4], [5], feature recognition [6] and
selection system [7].

ARCHICTURE OF KNOWLEDGE BASED DESIGN
FOR ASSEMBLE SYSTEM
Principle of operation applies by expert system shown as FIGURE 1. Although without knowledgeable or
experience designer, the new designer also can learn from a system on how their decision will affect the final
analysis result which is optimum DFA index has being achieved. This expert system is being programmed to
provide fix and facts alternatives solution for designer to decide. While achieving pre-design product optimization,
creativity as a designer may expand either it can be from aspect of geometric part appearance or esthetical value
belongs to product.

FIGURE 1. The architecture of the knowledge-based systems.
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To get clear pictures, mechanical components design that drawn by CAD completed in 3D drawing with predimension will export into expert system. This system will be started with the first step of recognition of drawing
with identify number of component for assembly and either details dimension is well provided. This system is being
setup to accept the particular quantity of drawing component from minimum 1 part to 20 parts of maximum. Details
dimensions of drawing to be compulsory before proceed to next step. Otherwise, the system will send the message
error.
After mechanical assembly drawing successfully being recognized, at second step, each component of drawing
will be reorganized and reassemble in parallel position as per original orientation (x-axis, y-axis, z-axis). Users
requested to insert the data to determine sequence of assembly of the component (label or number of component).
The selection is necessary so that the system triggered knowledge library based to fire the rules. Third step, the
system will start the analysis the estimated time of handling for each component.
Forth step, the system will continue with second analysis the estimated time of insertion for each component.
Both previous steps were based on the schedule of original classification system for part features affecting manual
handling and insertion time by rotational of alpha and beta angle [8]. Both of analysis was concluded in one table
and DFA index automatically calculated and shown on this table.
Fifth step, based on this table, user will be asked to proceed with further improvement of mechanical component
design. Each component will enlarge one by one with recommendation generated by system to guide user for
revision of drawing. These recommendations included the parts elimination, combination and modification of
drawing features with objectively to increase the DFA index for batter comparison with original drawing.
Revision of drawing shall be performed by using CAD, thereafter to re-export into expert system for repeating
the analysis. User has the choice to apply the expert system for several numbers of times as long as that the system
can produce final better result on the drawing.

CONCLUSION
An object-oriented and knowledge-based design for assemble system for commercial vehicle seat has been
proposed. The system comprised a design for assemble module, a knowledge-based module and a user interface.
The proposed system will allows the user such as commercial vehicle seat manufacturer to acquire the best solution
for the cost reduction during the seat assembly process. The proposed knowledge-based design for assemble system
will be developed based on Malaysian commercial vehicle seat manufacturer. In the next phase, the developed
knowledge-based system will be tested and validated in the commercial seat manufacturer.
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Abstract. The refuse collection vehicle is manufactured by local vehicle body manufacturer. Currently; the company
supplied six model of the waste compactor truck to the local authority as well as waste management company. The
company is facing difficulty to acquire the knowledge from the expert when the expert is absence. To solve the problem,
the knowledge from the expert can be stored in the expert system. The expert system is able to provide necessary support
to the company when the expert is not available. The implementation of the process and tool is able to be standardize and
more accurate. The knowledge that input to the expert system is based on design guidelines and experience from the
expert. This project highlighted another application on knowledge-based system (KBS) approached in trouble shooting of
the refuse collection vehicle production process. The main aim of the research is to develop a novel expert fault diagnosis
system framework for the refuse collection vehicle.
Keywords: Knowledge-based system; fault diagnosis; refuse collection vehicle.
PACS: 07.05.Fb

INTRODUCTION
The advancement in computer technology has developed many types of technologies that are able to assist
human in problem solving. Through the development of computer, the term likes augmented computing, virtual
reality and artificial intelligence have played an important role in human life. For industry, computer is able to
reduce the time to market as well as the overall manufacturing cost. The software that used in the industry such as
computer-aided design (CAD), supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) and design for manufacture and
assemble (DFMA) are able to assist human in decision making and ensure the efficiency in manufacturing process.
Artificial intelligence (AI) is one of the technologies that assist the activities of human as well as to replace human
in some of the task. Currently, different AI technologies such as expert system, neural network and genetic
algorithm have been widely used in the industry. AI has been implemented in machine control, advisory system,
fault diagnosis [1, 2], selection system [3], etc. In this project, expert system is selected as a tool to develop the
knowledge-based fault diagnosis system for refuse collection vehicle. Expert system is a computer system that is
acquires the knowledge from expert and the knowledge is stored in the database to provide the necessary support to
the user when the experts are not around. The expert system is able to support the user in an interactive and
resourceful way [4, 5, 6].
The main aim of the research is to develop a novel fault diagnosis system framework for the refuse collection
vehicle industry. The refuse collection vehicle is manufactured by a Malaysian vehicle manufacturer. Currently; the
company supplied the waste compactor truck to the local authority as well as waste management company. The
refuse collection vehicle is manufacture for local market as well as international market. The company
manufacturing six models of refuse collection vehicle. The body volume of the refuse collection vehicle is range
from 6.7-20 m3 and the maximum payload range from 4,000-14,000 kg. The company is facing difficult to acquire
the knowledge from the expert when the expert is absence. The expert for the waste compactor truck production
process is engineer, technician, mechanic and supplier. The manufacturing and assembly process of the refuse
collection vehicle is depending on the human expertise heavily and the cost is high.
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Expert System
The knowledge and experience of an expert will be disappear when he/she is away or resign from duty. Even
though, the knowledge can be acquired from the handbook and other resources, but some of the know-how is only
can gain through the years of experience. To keep the knowledge and experience of an expert, a computer program,
namely expert system can be used. Expert system is able to represent and reasons the expert knowledge virtually.
When there is a need on certain knowledge, expert system will provide the right information in a short time. Expert
system is one of AI technology that was developed from research and it is able to simulate the human cognitive
skills for problem solving. As refer to FIGURE 1, an expert system consists of a knowledge base and inference
engine. The knowledge base is used to store the knowledge from the expert. The inference engine is used to interpret
the information in the knowledge base. The used interacts with the expert system shell via the inference engine. The
knowledge in knowledge based will be retrieved to give the right solution to the user [1], [2], [3].

FIGURE 1. The structure of an expert system shell (photo reprinted from [10])

Xian and Zeng [7] developed a fault diagnosis system for mechanical systems. The developed system able to
diagnose the stability and mutability of the mechanical systems based on WPA signal. Deng et al. [8] has developed
a fault diagnosis system to diagnose the problems in air defense gun. Syiam [9] developed a neural expert system to
diagnoses early eye diseases of patient. The developed system based on the patient signs and symptoms, and uses
the multiplayer feed forward networks with a single hidden layer.

DESCRIPTION OF KNOWLEDGE BASED FAULT DIAGNOSIS SYSTEM
Fault Diagnosis System framework for refuse collection vehicle involves a number of steps, such as acquire the
knowledge from the expert, choosing the right criteria, design the suitable user interface, define the knowledge
hierarchy, program codes writing, program validating and testing. The developed framework helps the automotive
engineers and manufacturing engineers to shorten the diagnosis time and increase the efficiency in the production
line. The development is in line with the strategic research agenda and the Malaysian National Automotive Policy
(NAP) report: “To transform local automotive industry into regional and global industry within the increasingly
competitive global market”.
The expert system shell, namely, KAPPA-PC is used to develop the fault diagnosis system. The fault diagnosis
system consists of some basic components such as the knowledge base, the inference engine and the user interface.
The proposed architecture of the fault diagnosis system for refuse collection vehicle is showed in FIGURE 2. The
knowledge base is used to store the information such as the experience and knowledge from the expert,
specification, design guidelines, solutions, etc. The “if-then-rules” technique is used to provide the right solutions to
the problem. The inference engine with forward chaining mechanism is interacting with the knowledge base in order
to give the best possible solutions to the request.
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FIGURE 2. The architecture of knowledge-based fault diagnosis system for refuse collection vehicle.

A knowledge-based fault diagnosis system for refuse collection vehicle has been proposed. The system
comprised a knowledge-based module, an inference engine and a user interface. The proposed system will allow the
refuse collection vehicle manufacturer to acquire the best solution for the cost reduction during the manufacturing
process. The proposed knowledge-based fault diagnosis system will be developed based on Malaysian refuse
collection vehicle manufacturer. In the next phase, the developed knowledge-based system will be tested and
validated in the refuse collection vehicle manufacturer in Selangor, Malaysia.
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Abstract. Product architecture is a method to translate the physical element of the functional requirement within the
product system and describe the connection between these physical elements. Physical element will be interpreted
through parts, component or subassemblies. Method of product architecture is an effective way in determined the
conceptual design because it is not only considered the way of the product to be designed but it also focused on how the
product will be made, used and even maintaining the product. This paper presents the methodology of the design and
development of mini hydrogen cell for petrol powered internal combustion engine through the product architecture
method. This method is applied based on the four stages of the product concept development process which is product
element, product cluster, product geometry and the morphological chart. From this method, the best option of the concept
is selected.
Keywords: Product architecture; physical element; functional requirement.
PACS: 88.05.Xj

PRODUCT ARCHITECTURE
This part describes the method of design and development of the mini hydrogen cell based on the application of
the product architecture and the morphological chart. Product architecture is a method to translate the physical
element of the functional requirement within the product system and describe the connection between these physical
elements. Physical element will be interpreted through parts, component or subassemblies [1].

Schematic of Product Element

FIGURE 1. The schematic of product element.
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The FIGURE 1 above shows the schematic of the product element. There are three sub function represent
production of hydrogen, combustion and maintaining function. All of these sub functions had been connected with
the flow of electricity, hydrogen gas, water, exhaust gas and the flow of maintenance.
The production of hydrogen function is when the electric current that comes from the alternator is channeled to
the anode and cathode of the hydrogen dry cell. At the same time, water is also supplied by the reservoir to the
hydrogen dry cell.
The reaction between the electric charge and the water that called electrolysis cause the water to break into
oxygen and hydrogen gas. This gas also called as HHO or oxyhydrogen gas [2]. The hydrogen gas later will return
to the reservoir while the oxygen gas will be released into the air. From the reservoir, the hydrogen gas will flow
into the bubbler tank before entering the injector.
For the combustion function, it continues the flow of hydrogen from the bubbler tank into the injector. Hydrogen
later will be injected into the intake manifold of the internal combustion engine through the injector. Throughout the
combustion process, the hydrogen that mix with the air will be burnt and produce the exhaust gas. The exhaust gas is
channeled out into the air through the exhaust manifold.
Last but not least, the maintaining function is another important function for this system. This is because the
maintaining function is the main aspect in order to maintain the ability of the other function to work properly and
efficiently. Through this function, the hydrogen dry cell needs to be checked for at least one time per 50,000 miles
travel. This is because the hydrogen cell tends to corrode due to it expose into the air and water. Other than that, the
volume of the water inside the reservoir also needs to be checked regularly.

Product Cluster

FIGURE 2. Product Cluster.

At this section, the function of the product based on the physical element and the functional element as shown in
FIGURE 1 is being translated into a component or several components depend on the product requirement. Based on
FIGURE 2, the component is only in the form of rough design and it is not included the detail design of the
component.
Through the figure above, the water that place into the water and hydrogen reservoir is labeled as the water inlet
[3]. The water will then channel into the hydrogen dry cell in order to form the hydrogen and oxygen gas as it is the
main substance in the electrolysis process. The flow of water is labeled with the light blue colour arrow. The orange
colour of the arrow indicates the flow of the electric current from the battery or the alternator. The electric current
that flow into the hydrogen dry cell is divided into positive charge and the negative charge based on the plate charge
indicate.
At the hydrogen dry cell, the reaction between the electric current and the water cause the electrolysis process to
happen. It will separate the water particle into hydrogen and oxygen particle. The product of this electrolysis process
will flow into the reservoir again. Inside the reservoir, the water and the gas are naturally separate due to the weight
of the gas which is lighter in the water. Through the flow of the hydrogen gas based on the blue arrow shown in the
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figure above, the hydrogen gas will later flow into the bubbler tank that placed before the injector. Finally, the
hydrogen gas will be injected into the intake manifold of the internal combustion engine through the injector.
During the process of combustion, the exhaust gas is forming and will escape from the cylinder through the
exhaust manifold. Thus, the exhaust gas is discharged into the air through the exhaust as shown in the arrow with the
red colour. Other than the component stated above there is another component that is important in developing this
conceptual design. That component is the cover for the water and hydrogen reservoir and the hydrogen dry cell. It is
important to cover both of the components from any outside substance that may affect that component function.

Product Geometry

FIGURE 3. Product Geometry.

After being through the product element and product cluster section before the development of the product
concept based on the product architecture continues with the product geometry section. In this section, the
component state of the product cluster is gathered and roughly arranged in the form of two dimensional figures as
shown in FIGURE 3 above. The arrangement of these components is placed according to how the product will be
assembled.

Fundamental and Incidental Interaction

FIGURE 4. Fundamental and incidental interaction.

The last section of the product architecture is the fundamental and incidental interactions. At this stage, every
interaction between the components is analyzed in order to detect any unwanted effects which need to be controlled
or minimized. Based on the figure above, the interaction between the hydrogen cell and the reservoir is the gravity
and the density. This is because water needs the gravitational force to flow into the hydrogen cell. While for the
density, hydrogen gas that has a lower density than water will flow up back into the reservoir again.
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From the reservoir, the density again plays an important role to make sure the hydrogen gas can flow into the
bubbler tank. At the same time, the water applies the principle of an inviscid flow to move into the reservoir.
Inviscid flow is a flow that assumes to have no viscosity. The hydrogen gas is once again using the principle of
density to move from the bubbler tank into the injector.

MORPHOLOGICAL CHART
After being through the product architecture phase, the concept of the hydrogen cell is developed later extract
into the morphological chart. The morphological chart lists several solutions for the design problem identified for
each function [4]. These solutions then combine to form the best conceptual design and reject the unpractical
concept. The tables below shows the morphological chart generates for the hydrogen dry cell, reservoir, cover and
maintenance with the best concept is highlighted with yellow colour.
TABLE 1: Hydrogen fuel cell.

Functions
Material plate
Type
Size

Option
Copper
Wet
Medium

Stainless steel
Dry
Small

Platinum
Large

From TABLE 1 above, the option selected for the material plate is stainless steel. This is due to the ability of
stainless steel that high in corrosion resistance, high electric conduction and low in price [5]. While for the type of
the cell selected is dry hydrogen cell because there is no possibilities of current leakage and low rate of corrosion.
The size of the hydrogen cell must be small so that it will be fit to place on the motorcycle.
TABLE 2: Bubbler tank.

Function
Material
Shape

Metal Hydride
Square

Options
Steel
Cylinder

Polyethylene

For the bubbler tank, the best option for material is polyethylene. This is because polyethylene is light in weight,
cheap in price and can resist corrosion [6]. Other than that, polyethylenes can also easily being shaped. Compare to
cylindrical shape, square shape is more preferred because the bubbler tank will be fit into the cover. Hence, square
shape will not use more space rather than cylindrical shape.
TABLE 3: Reservoir.

Function
Material
Shape
Size

Option
Steel
Cylinder
Medium

Metal Hydride
Square
Small

Polyethylene
Unsymmetric
Large

Same with the bubbler tank, the best material for the reservoir is also the polyethylene. While for the shape,
reservoir cannot be in square or cylindrical shape because there will be the flow out and flow in towards the
reservoir. Hence, the best shape will be unsymmetrical. However, differ with the hydrogen cell; reservoir will be
medium in size. This is because the reservoir will contain the water, thus more water is needed in order to avoid a
regularly check towards the volume of the water contain inside the reservoir.
TABLE 4: Cover.

Functions
Material
Shape

Options
Steel
Cylinder

Metal Hydride
Square
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Polyethylene
Unsymmetric

Lastly for the cover, the best option for the material is also the same with the bubbler tank and the reservoir
which is polyethylene. Other than that, the best concept for the cover shape is unsymmetrical due to the variation of
surface detail that needs to be considered.
Throughout the evaluation done, the best concept is selected for the hydrogen cell, bubbler tank, reservoir and
the cover. For hydrogen cell, the best combination option for material plate, type and size is stainless steel, dry and
small. While for the bubbler tank, polyethylene and square is the best option for the material and shape. The third
part which is reservoir, the best option for the material, shape and size is polyethylene, unsymmetrical and medium.
Last part that have been evaluate is the cover with the best option is polyethylene and unsymmetrical for the material
and shape.

CONCLUSION
Throughout the four stages in product architecture and morphological chart, the best combination option for the
hydrogen cell, bubbler tank, reservoir and the cover are selected. Other than that, the best way to produce and
maintain the hydrogen cell also has been discovered throughout the evaluation done. Hence, the product architecture
is proven to be one of the best methods in determining the conceptual design of the product.
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Abstract. Household waste, generally known as trash or garbage is mostly includes food wastes, product packaging, and
other miscellaneous inorganic wastes that are coming from domestic household. Grease waste such as oil and fats can
contaminate water and also clot on pipes provoking blockages. Thus, waste water from kitchen sink need a proper way of
filtration. Grease trap developed in this paper is viable in trapping the grease residue. The experiments have been
conducted in controlled environment and the objectives are to investigate the effectiveness of grease trap by proving the
existence of retention time and the expected ratio of collected water and oil during experiment process using a prototype
model.
Keywords: Fat, oil and grease (FOG); passive grease trap; retention time.
PACS: 88.20.dt

INTRODUCTION
General wastewater from domestic household usually contains small amounts of grease which enter into septic
tank or treatment facility to form a floating scum layer. This scum layer is very slowly digested and broken down by
microorganisms in the anaerobic digestion process. However, very large amounts of oils from food waste in kitchens
or restaurants can overwhelm the septic tank or treatment facility, result to a problem of untreated sewage.
Furthermore, high viscosity fats solidify when cooled, and can combine with other disposed solids to form
blockages in drain pipes.
Grease trap or grease interceptors have been used since Victorian era (1837). It is a plumbing mechanism
proposed to filter or trap Fat, Oil and Grease (FOG) before they enter a wastewater disposal system [1]. FOG can be
found in three different forms; solids (fats), liquids (oils) and liquid-solid (grease) at normal room temperature.
Main functions of grease trap it to trap the FOG from water and collect the FOG for proper disposal or for later
recycling to convert into biodiesel. All type of grease trap usually use the same physics where densities play vital
role where the grease is lighter than water and will rise to the top when the mix is allowed to settle for some time
(also called retention time). However, a grease trap which designed to hold the grease within its separation
chamber/compartment constantly reducing its working volume and hence its ability to allow separation required
retention time will reduce [2]. This will reduce the efficiency of the grease trap and more FOG will pass through the
grease trap into the drainage sewer system.

GREASE TRAP
There are three types of known grease trap. They are known as weir type, bioremediation and automated grease
type. From these three types, it is clustered into two groups, passive and active of grease trap. The passive grease is
relatively cheaper in production cost and simple in construction and concept but this type of grease trap has longer
time to process since it usually depends on the gravitational law to operate. On the other hand, an active grease trap
has shorter process to trap the FOG and equipped with certain mechanisms that involve the usage of external power
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source. The mechanisms are usually used to separate the FOG from the waste water and the usage of a heater,
skimmer or pump is such example [3,4].
In this case study, the designed passive grease trap has been test to achieve the efficiency of an active grease trap
with the simplicity of a passive grease trap. There are two main principles which oversee the operation of this grease
trap:
i. The gravitational law, which states that a fluid with higher in weight (higher density fluids) lean stay under
the lighter fluid (lower density fluids) when both fluids are in a container. Oil and water would separate and
form two layers of liquid and would not mix together (immiscible).
ii. The Bernoulli Law, which implied that the difference in height will create a difference in pressure with the
assumptions that both the density and gravitational acceleration are remained constants.

THE MECHANISMS OF DESIGNED PASSIVE GREASE TRAP
The designed passive grease trap consists of four sub-sections; the filtering function, oil trapping function,
collecting and disposing function, and maintaining function, which combine into one system [5].
After being discharged from the sink, wastewater flows into the tank and enters the filtering function. In this
section, wastewater is filtered through strainer basket to get rid of the solids which were escaped from the sink hole
and get into the tank along with the wastewater. Then, the wastewater will be flowing to the next phase which is the
oil trapping section. In this particular section, the filtered wastewater is directed down to the tank and later being
slowed down and deflected to the top section of the mixture by a deflector baffle as shown in FIGURE 1. After the
wastewater has settled, it would form two distinctive layers of oil on top and water at the bottom.
Cover
Wastewater
Inflow
FOG Collector
Wastewater
Outflow

Strainer Basket

Flush Valve

FOG
Container
(Outside)

Deflector Baffle

Baffles

Base

FIGURE 1. The Product Geometry of passive grease trap.

Afterwards, the function of collecting and disposing come into the picture. This particular function diverges into
two parts which are the collection of FOG and shortly channel into the FOG container for storage, and the other part
which is the filtered wastewater would go through the vertical baffles to make sure the wastewater is clear from the
FOG. Lastly, the filtered wastewater without the solid wastes and FOG will be discharge from the tank to the proper
sewage system.
There is another crucial sub-section which is the maintenance function. Consequently, this function component
play an important role to ensure the other three functional components would work as designed and effectively. In
depth, each of the three functional elements needs to be maintained, individually. The filtering function has a basket
which needs to be emptied regularly. On the other hand, the oil trapping function would have the concentrated solid
trapped at the bottom of the tank. This circumstance requires the usage of flush valve to clean the accumulated
trapped substance. In addition, when the FOG container is full, it is necessitated to dispose the collected FOG
accordingly and properly.
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
The experiments have been done using three samples of mixture of water and oil. Each sample has been test
multiple times and the average of data collected is shown in TABLE 1. Mix Start is the starting time of each
experiment. Oil Start and Water Start is the time on stopwatch to show the beginning of oil and water starting to
flow out of grease trap. Mix Stop is the time when the mixture stop flowing inside the grease trap. Oil Stop and
Water Stop are the timing oil and water stop flowing outside the grease trap.
TABLE 1. Data collection from the experiments

Sample

Timer’s Reading (s)
Water
Mix
Start
Stop
3.12
18.23

1

Mix
Start
0

Oil
Start
15.24

2

0

11.20

5.19

3

0

13.93

3.87

Waste Collected (ml)
Oil
Stop
12.59

Water
Stop
54.44

Oil

Water

210.00

180.00

19.71

14.73

124.39

205.00

220.00

20.06

10.83

163.61

180.00

250.00

Using simple calculation, the exact time taken for each inflow and outflows are calculated and showed in
TABLE 2.
TABLE 2. Exact time of experiments.

Timer (s)
Sample

Mix Inflow

Oil Outflow

Water Outflow

Start

Stop

Time

Start

Stop

Time

Start

Stop

Time

1

0

36.59

36.59

15.24

49.18

33.94

18.36

103.62

85.26

2

0

36.10

36.10

11.20

50.83

39.63

16.39

175.22

158.83

3

0

37.86

37.86

13.93

48.69

34.76

17.80

212.30

194.50

From the experiments, the effectiveness of the designed grease trap are based on two important elements.

Retention Time During Process
From the time, the actual flow rate of the process inside grease trap using this formula:

Flowrate

Volume
Time

(1)

In theoretical, total flow rate of inflow should be the same as total of outflow inside any close compartment [6].
But TABLE 3 shows that the average of total flow rate of inflow is 10.859 mL/s and the average of total flow rate of
outflow is 7.110 mL/s. This can conclude that inside the grease trap, there is a retention time for the oil to be on top
of the water layer due to different densities of both fluids as shown in FIGURE 2. This retention time is due to
several baffles inside the grease trap which slows the flow rate of both fluids. Thus, the grease trap is working
functionally to trap any similar fluids or mixture like the FOG.
TABLE 3. Flow rate of all in- and outflow.

Sample

Flowrate (mL/s)
Mix Inflow

Oil Outflow

Water Outflow

1

10.932

6.187

2.111

2

11.080

5.173

1.385

3

10.565

5.178

1.285
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FIGURE 2. Oil particles during retention time.

Ratio of Collected Oil and Water
TABLE 1 in the data collection, also shows the collected oil and water after the process. From the data,
percentage of each collected fluids can be calculated and shown inside TABLE 4 below.
TABLE 4. Ratios of outflow.

Ratio of Outflow
Total
(mL)
390.00

%

Oil (mL)

%

100.00

210.00

425.00

100.00

430.00

100.00

Average

53.85

Water
(mL)
180.00

46.15

205.00

48.24

220.00

51.76

180.00

41.86

250.00

58.14

198.33

47.98

216.67

52.02

%

Through the experiments, TABLE 4 shows that the average ratio of oil outflow is 47.98% slightly less than its
initial ratio of inflow which is 50.00%. On the other hand, average ratio of water outflow is 52.02% higher than its
initial value. This happens because the oil layer on left side (refer FIGURE 3) is higher than the water surface on
right side.
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FIGURE 3. Oil layer and water surface at different height.

It is obeying the Pascal’s Law where the pressure at both surface must be same [6]. Due to different density, oil
and water mixture has slightly less density than pure water density; therefore they have different height in the grease
trap. This will cause more water to go through outflow and more oil will trap inside the grease trap before it will go
to through outflow. Even though the ratio is a bit off from initial ratio, this experiment shows that the grease trap
prove to be good functionally to trap the grease from waste water.

SUMMARY
The objectives of this research have been achieved successfully upon completion of the experiment. The
experiments from model prototyping of designed passive grease trap have been conducted in order to test the
effectiveness of grease trap usage where almost all oil from waste water can be separated with the help of two main
principles, gravitational law and Bernoulli law.
In the experiments, retention time for the oil to settle at the surface of mixture inside grease trap and the ratio of
outflow between water and oil are the most significant effects of its effectiveness. The different between inflow and
outflow rate of the mixture shows there is enough time for oil to be separated from the water. The ratio of collected
oil and water after the experiments also proved the grease trap is works as to trap and separate the grease from waste
water.
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Abstract. In this study, influence cobalt additives on the microstructural and hardness properties of an Al-Zn-Mg-Cu-FeCr-Ni PM alloy undergone the retrogression and re-aging treatment were carried out. Green compacts pressed at 370 MPa
were then sintered at temperature 650°C in argon atmosphere for two hours. The sintered compacts subjected to a
homogenizing treated at 470°C for 1.5 hours then aged at 120°C for 24 hours and retrogressed at 180°C for 30 minutes,
and then re-aged at 120°C for 24 hours. Microstructural results of the Al-Zn-Mg-Cu-Fe-Cr-Ni-Co alloys introduced an
intermetallics compound in the matrix of alloy, identified as the Al5Co2, Al70Co20Ni10 and Al4Ni3 phases besides to the
MgZn2 and Mg2Zn11 phases which produced of the precipitation hardening during heat treatment. These compounds with
precipitates provided strengthening of dispersion that led to improved Vickers's hardness and dinsifications properties of
the alloy. The highest Vickers hardness of aluminum alloy containing cobalt was gotten after applying the retrogression
and re-aging treatment.
Keywords: Aluminum-Zn-Mg-Cu P/M alloy; cobalt; sintering; retrogression; XRD.
PACS: 81.20. Ev

INTRODUCTION
Aluminum powder metallurgy (P/M) alloys are a metal forming technology that is principally employed in the
manufacture of lofty volume automotive, defense, and aerospace parts where in abalance between tight dimensional
tolerances, and excellent mechanical properties is sought [1-2]. Between these aluminium alloys, 7xxx series shows
a high resistance, and these Al-Zn-Mg-Cu alloys have been studied by the point of view of the alloy development
using die compaction and the sintering process. As well as the way to enhance the mechanical properties of P/M
aluminum alloys through the addition of elements either on a micro ( < 0.5 wt. % ) or macro ( 1-20 wt. % ) scale [3].
Broadly afforded by the results presented in previous works [4-5] successful sintering of aluminium alloys can only
be carried out through the formation of a liquid phase capable to reduced intercrystalline brittleness by interacting
with grain boundaries as well the permitting to diffuse of alloying additives as dispersion's particles within the
matrix aluminum. To extend the range of applications for aluminum P/M technology considered skillful research
efforts have emphasized the development of new aluminum P/M alloys. In one key area, the development within
introduce the additives into the Al–Zn–Mg–Cu system has been targeted by Schaffer et al [6] noticed that the effect
of the trace elements (lead, tin and indium) on the sintering of an Al-Zn-Mg-Cu alloy then it was identified an
improvement in the sintering outcomes. Upturn, Senderski et al [7] found that adding Zr element into an Al-Zn-MgCu PM alloy led to increasing in the mechanical properties. Furthermore, influences of Fe and Si additives into an
Al-Zn-Mg-Cu P/M alloy have been investigated by Milman [8] indicated that improved the mechanical properties to
about 20 %. However, there is no more intensive data about veroius of additions into an Al-Zn-Mg-Cu-Fe-Cr PM
alloy such as nickel coupled with cobalt additions. The aim of this work was therefore, to investigate the effects of
the cobalt additive on the microstructural and hardness property of an Al-Zn-Mg-Cu-Fe-Cr-Ni powder metallurgy
alloy without and with the effectiveness of the retrogression and re-aging process.
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EXPERIMENTAL WORK
The nominal composition of an Al-5.5Zn-2.5Mg-1.5Cu-0.4Fe-0.2Cr-1Ni-1Co (all compositions in wt pct ) were
compacted from premixed, characteristics of the elemental powders shown in TABLE 1. Particle size distribution
was measured by Malvern Mastersizer 2000 powder size analyzer.
TABLE(1). Starting powder characteristics.

Powder

Description

Aluminum
Zinc
Magnesium
Copper
Iron
Chrome
Nickel
Cobalt

Flake
Rounded
Rounded
Irregular
Rounded
Irregular
Rounded
Rounded

Powder sizes
(μm)
D50 of
D50 of
D50 of
D50 of
D50 of
D50 of
D50 0f
D50 0f

51 μm
18 μm
115 μm
39 μm
200 μm
160 μm
11 μm
710 μm

Purity

Source

90% (stabilized about 2%)
96%
98%
99.5%
99.5%
99.5%
99.5%
99.5%

Merck KGaA
Merck KGaA
Merck KGaA
Merck KGaA
Merck KGaA
Merck KGaA
Merck KGaA
Merck KGaA

The PM processing route followed included powder blending, uni-axial die compaction and controlled
atmosphere sintering. With regards to the former, all powders (included the addition of 1.5 % stearate acid as die
lubrication) were initially blended in a Turbula mixer for 20 min. The mixed powders were briquetted into
cylindrical samples of 15 mm in diameter and weighing approximately 3.5 grams were compacted at 360 MPa in a
floating uniaxial die using a hand-operated hydraulic press. Green compacts were sintered in LT furnace and
channeled the flow with the pure argon gas. To ensure further purification and eliminate any trace oxygen
contamination, argon gas passed through having activated carbon black was inserted inside the gas inlet side of the
furnace. The sintering process was carried out at a temperature of 25°C - 650°C for 120 minutes. The heating and
cooling rates were set at a constant level be 8°C/minute. The densities of green compacts were determined from the
mass and the dimensions of the compacts, while the densities and porosities of the sintered compacts were
determined using the Archimedes principle according to the ASTM B 312-09 [9]. After Sintering, the compacts
were homogenizing treated followed by quenching in cool water immediately after each the step of the
homogenizing treatment. After that, the samples were performed the aging treatment at T6 temper and then the
retrogression and re-aging tempered followed by the quenching in chill water after each step of the heat treatments
at T6 and RRA, respectively, according to the procedure of T6 and RRA temper in a schematic presentation in
FIGURE 1.
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Homogenizing

470 °C
Quenching
Retrogressionn

180 °C
120 °C

25 °C

Aging (T6)

Aging (T6)
Quenching

1.5 hr

½ hr

24 hrs

24 hrs

Heat treatment time
FIGURE 1. Schematic presentation of the heat treatment cycle for the sintered compacts of an Al-Zn-Mg-Cu-Fe-Cr-Ni-Co PM
alloy.

Characterization of the sintered and heat treated products included the measurement average Vickers Hardness,
according to ASTM E92-82, “Mitutoyo DX256 series." Indentation force was set to 20N, and 10 second dwelled
time. To ensure cleanliness the surfaces of the compacts were polished prior to HV measurement. Each reading was
an average of at least ten separate measurements taken randomly. The highest and the lowest values of the ten
readings were disregarded. To assess microstructural, where the microstructures were analyzed by the optical
microscopy (OM) using Olympus PMG3 optical microscope, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) which type its' JEOL JSM-6460LA analytical scanning electron microscope) coupled energy dispersive X-ray spectroscope (EDS)
and X-ray diffraction analysis was (XRD- Lab X, XRD-6000, SHIMADZU, and X-Ray Diffractometer) used under
the following conditions; scan range: 20°-80°, step size: 0.03, scan rate: 5°/min. The specimens were ground and
polished according to ASTM E3-01. They were etched with Keller’s reagent.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The optical micrographs of the sintered compacts of an Al-Zn-Mg-Cu-Fe-Cr-Ni-Co alloy. It identified in
FIGURE2 after applying (a) sintering process, (b) aging at T6 temper and (c) the RRA process. Furthermore, it has
observed to a low level of residual porosity (the labeled as arrows) present after the sintering process. The total
porosity (γ) present in the sintered component may be evaluated from the following relation [10]:
ɀൌ ͳെ

ఘ௦௨ௗ
ఘ௧௧

ρ measured: Density of sintered component which is calculated according to Archimedes's principle.
ρtheoritical : Density of the sum powders in alloy.
However, Fractional porosity (γ) It is calculated to be about 0.137.
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( 1)

(a)

pore

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 2. The optical micrograph of the sintered compressed of an Al-Zn-Mg-Cu-Fe-Cr-Ni-Co alloy after the impact of the
(a) sintering process , (b) T6 temper and (c) the RRA process.

This study initiated with evaluated of the sintering response exhibited by an Al-Zn-Mg-Cu-Fe-Cr-Ni-Co alloy.
Attribute assessed comprising sintered density wherein the average density was determined to be 2.6 g/cm3
representing 86 % of the full theoretical density (3.01 g/cm3). During sintering, the liquid phase flows between
powder particles and supports densification by capillary action, particle rearrangement and enhanced mass transport
[11]. These liquid phases create through the melting of the additives themselves or by the incipient melting of
eutectics, which form by diffusion [12-13] . However, the percentage of apparent porosity in the sintered sample
was determined to be 2%.
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 3. (a) SEM and (b) EDS of (Al-Zn-Mg-Cu-Fe-Cr-Ni-Co) PM alloy undergone the sintering process.

The scanning electron micrograph (SEM) in FIGURE 3(a) depicts the microstructure after the sintering for the
sample of (Al-Zn-Mg-Cu-Fe-Cr-Ni-Co) PM alloy. The dark areas indicate the α-aluminum in the matrix. The
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) scans in FIGURE 3 (b) manifests chemical composition of the labeled
region close to the S-(Al-Cu-Mg), γ-(Al-Cu-Ni) K-(MgZn), Kc-(Mg2Zn11), and (Al-Cu-Ni-Co) phases.
The sintered alloy was homogenized under certain a temperature condition, and the effect of the T6 temper was
described through the metallography as shown in the SEM micrograph in FIGURE 4 (a). The EDS scans point in
FIGURE 4(b) appear that indication to the chemical composition of the labeled region is close to the S-(Al-Cu-Mg),
γ-(Al-Cu-Ni) K-(MgZn), Kc-(Mg2Zn11), (Al-Cu-Ni-Co) and (Al-Cu-Fe-Cr) phases. Furthermore, notice that an
increase in copper, zinc, and magnesium concentration. It is recognized about effects of the heat treatment to
optimizing the mechanical properties of Al-Zn-Mg-Cu aluminum alloys. Further, it was capable of improving the
homogeneity of alloying elements and dissolving some intermetallic sorts. However, the result has indicated to an
extent to create the MgZn phases and its components within α-the aluminum alloy compacts which are responsible
for the precipitation hardening of an Al-Zn-Mg-Cu alloy, as replied by Naeem [14].
In FIGURE 5(a) presents the SEM image the microstructure of an Al-Zn-Mg-Cu-Fe-Cr-Ni-Co PM alloy sample
after undergoing to the aging treatment and the RRA process. There are two the labeled regions one of them within
the matrix PM alloy as in FIGURE 5(b) refers to EDS scan. Other the EDS scans analysis of the bright region in
FIGURE 5(c) reveals to the stoichiometry the S-(Al-Cu-Mg), γ-(Al-Cu-Ni) K-(MgZn), Kc-(Mg2Zn11), (Al-Cu-Ni-Co)
and (Al-Cu-Fe-Cr) phases.
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 4. (a) SEM image and (b) EDS scan spots of Aluminum PM alloy after applying the homogenizing treat and the aging
at T6 temper .

(a)

(c)

FIGURE 5. (a) SEM micrograph (b) EDS scans of compacts Al-alloy undergoing the RRA process.
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FIGURE 6. The XRD plots of an Al-Zn-Mg-Cu-Fe-Cr-Ni-Co PM alloy; as sintered, after applying the T6 temper, and the RRA
process.

FIGURE 6 shows the X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of an (Al-Zn-Mg-Cu-Fe-Cr-Ni-Co) alloy compacts as
sintered, after applying the aging at T6, and the RRA process. It can be observed that as the sintered compact of
PM alloy in FIGURE 6(c); It is it fundamentally consisted of the D-Aluminum and intermetallic compounds (i.e., SAl2CuMg, Al5Co2, AlCu, Al70Co20Ni10, Al4Ni3, and MgZn2). The precipitation hardening sequences for the 7XXX
series aluminum alloys are as follows: [15-16]: supersaturated solid solution o coherent stable Guinier–Preston
(GP) zoneso semi-coherent intermediate Kʹ (Mg2Zn11) phaseo Metastable stable K(MgZn2) phase. The primary
precipitations in the matrix where the GP zones and Kc( Mg2Zn11) phase after aging at 120 °C for 24 h. The main
precipitations in the sintered sample undergoing the aging treatments at 120 °C for 24 h which are GP zones and ηMgZn phase. As presented in the XRD plots in FIGURE 6(b); describe an Al-Zn-Mg-Cu-Fe-Cr-Ni-Co PM alloy
sample after execution at the T6 temper whereas reveals to the new creating the Mg2Zn11 phase.
The XRD results in FIGURE 6 (a) exhibited Aluminum /PM alloy sample after the RRA process; It detects to
abundant the Mg2Zn11 phase, an addition to the other's phase as mentioned. The general procedure of the
precipitation within the matrix underwent the RRA after aging treatment as follows [16-17]; with start up the high
temperature of the retrogression for the period certain (180 °C for 30 minutes during this study) the undissolved GP
zones transformed into Kc phase and thus existence the most numerous of the GP zones zones and Kc phases that
were dissolved in the early stages of the another round through the retrogression as explained. Finally, abundances
the GP zones and Kc phases that support the re-precipitation after carrying out the re-aging step at (120 °C for 24
hrs.). The findings of the XRD analysis were detected to the consistency with the EDS results as the mention former
in FIGURE 5 (b).
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FIGURE 7. Vickers hardness of an Al-Zn-Mg-Cu-Fe-Cr-Ni-Co PM alloy after the sintering, the T6 temper and the RRA
process.

FIGURE 7 shows the variations of the Vickers hardness through the different conditions for the Al-alloy
samples. Maximum gains of the Al-PM alloy samples, after the T6 and the RRA were about (25 and 35) Hv
respectively, more than what is acquired in the sample as sintered. Principally, the hardness scale depends on the
precipitation and dispersion strengthening whose impacts are included in the distribution of precipitates or
dispersion phases of additives in the matrix during these processes. Therefore, significantly increase of hardness AlZn-Mg-Cu-Fe-Cr-Ni-Co PM alloy attributes to the strengthening mechanisms are achieved by the existence of
nickel additives in Al-alloy, which can be divided into the precipitation strengthening derived from the alloying
elements and dispersion strengthening which derived additives of nickel under impact of heat treatments. At the
beginning, the precipitation hardening i.e., effects of the Guinier-Preston zones coherent with nanometer sized Kc
metastable precipitates. These precipitate act as pinning points, which impede the dislocation movement. As for the
dispersoid strengthening mechanism herein the dislocations are hindered by the Co coupled with Nickel dispersion
within the slipping planes. The hindering level depends on the even distribution of the particle phase, size, spacing
and degree of coherency. Generally, the dispersed Ni/Co-bearing precipitates in the interdendritic regions that could
lead to Orowan dispersion hardening.

CONCLUSIONS
The sintering process affected on an Al-Zn-Mg-Cu-Fe-Cr-Ni-Co PM alloy which could reach a sintered density of
be about 81 % of theoretical, as well as level of residual porosity be almost 3 %. Microstructural and the XRD
analyses show that an Al-Zn-Mg-Cu-Fe-Cr-Ni-Co PM alloy sample undergoing the sintering and heat treatments
that appearing a variety of precipitates including the GP zones, η-MgZn2 and ηʹ-Mg2Zn11 phases an addition having
the intermetallic dispersion as Al5Co2, Al70Co20Ni10, and Al4Ni3. An Al-Zn-Mg-Cu-Fe-Cr-Ni-Co PM alloy had
higher Vicker hardness after underwent the RRA process than what the T6 temper and as the sintered did; Hv
hardness value of 135 was attained by the application of this process. The strengthening mechanisms of an Al-ZnMg-Cu-Fe-Cr-Ni-Co PM alloy through study included the precipitation was represented the GP zones, η (MgZn2)
and ηʹ (Mg2Zn11) an addition to dispersion intermetallic compounds such as Al5Co2, Al70Co20Ni10, and Al4Ni3.
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Facial-Paralysis Diagnostic System
Based on 3D Reconstruction
Aida Khairunnisaa, Shafriza Nisha Basah, Haniza Yazid,
Hassrizal Hassan Basri, Sazali Yaacob and Lim Chee Chin
School of Mechatronic Engineering, Universiti Malaysia Perlis, Pauh Putra Campus,
02600 Arau, Perlis, Malaysia
Abstract. The diagnostic process of facial paralysis requires qualitative assessment for the classification and treatment
planning. This result is inconsistent assessment that potential affect treatment planning. We developed a facial-paralysis
diagnostic system based on 3D reconstruction of RGB and depth data using a standard structured-light camera – Kinect
360 – and implementation of Active Appearance Models (AAM). We also proposed a quantitative assessment for facial
paralysis based on triangular model. In this paper, we report on the design and development process, including
preliminary experimental results. Our preliminary experimental results demonstrate the feasibility of our quantitative
assessment system to diagnose facial paralysis.
Keywords: Diagnostic; facial paralysis; depth data.
PACS: 87.57.N-

INTRODUCTION
Facial paralysis is the common impairments after the facial muscles are paralyzed. The impairment of the facial
paralysis patients includes the psychology and functionality from the impairment of facial expression,
communication and eye protection. This condition occurs when the nerve controlling the facial muscles or the part
of the brain that controls this nerve is not functioning properly. Generally, facial paralysis can cause by congenital,
birth trauma, rare genetic syndrome, neurological, viral infections, surgical causes, bacterial causes, traumatic
injury, and stroke. Usually, most cases reported is unilateral facial paralysis which affected the muscles on one side
of the face [1], [ 2].
Facial paralysis diagnostic is about quantifying the asymmetry of important features on the face such as eyes,
nose and mouth. Nowadays, the doctors and physicians will observe the degree of facial paralysis based on
measuring certain different points between the two sides of face manually before recommending suitable
rehabilitation of the patient [3]. However, the evaluation made has a low degree of consistency and potentially prone
to diagnostic error. Besides that, in the view of research, a lot of them used a 2D image as an input image. Then,
they process the image to diagnose the degree of facial paralysis. In order to achieve their objectives, the image has
to through multiple images processing using a variety of technique and algorithm either with marker or without
marker [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [13], [23]. The advantages of research that used a 2D image without marker are
straight forward and it matches well with human visual system. But the disadvantages of previous research that used
the 2D image, some of them have to apply filters in order to remove the unwanted face information [5], [6], [7], [13]
and control the environment like using reasonable light condition to control the lighting on each side of the face [8].
Otherwise, for the research that used marker, they have declared that their system reliable, clinically applicable and
therapeutically accurate after being tested on 241 patients with facial palsy during their rehabilitation process. But,
they are using many materials during the system set up and time needed for marker placement.
Based on [4], the evaluation of the degree is very important as it will be used to decide the suitable and efficient
medical treatment. Therefore, this paper proposed a design to diagnose facial paralysis and classify its degree of
severity among stroke patient using marker-less 3D reconstruction. The performance and validity of the developed
technique will be examined using a comprehensive field test. The grading system for facial paralysis patients is
based on region of interest (ROI) of the face. The ROI such as nose, eyes and mouth will be tracked, analyzed and
can be categories into different grades. Different grades indicate the level of severity of the patient [4], [5], [6], [7],
[8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13]. Previously, this is done manually by the doctors. However, for inexperienced doctors,
they will face problem to do the evaluation and suggest a proper treatment. Moreover, there are many studies related
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to this project has been made by researchers with different approaches either manually mark the ROI or
automatically mark the ROI using a variety of algorithms [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13].

LITERATURE REVIEW
There are many studies related to the detection of facial paralysis that has been made by researchers with
different algorithms. Some of their algorithms used are CEM Algorithm [5], IECM algorithm [6], Radial Basis
Function (RBF) [7], the combination of Resistor-average Distance (RAD) and Local Binary Patterns (LBPs) [8], and
the combination of Smallest Univalue Segment Assimilating Nucleus (SUSAN) algorithm and OTSU algorithm
[13]. Based on their results, even though some of them are able to estimate the degree of disease and time
consuming, however, a number of issues that remain unresolved especially on how to deal with uneven
illumination [9].
Besides that, there are many methods have been used in human face detection. The methods can be divided into
four categories; knowledge-based methods, feature invariant approaches, template matching methods and
appearance-based methods [31], [32]. Knowledge-based methods are referring to face geometry and facial features
arrangement by the shape, size, texture and other characteristics of facial features [32]. These methods are useful in
face localization [31] but do not work well if the face under varying pose and head orientation [32]. Feature
invariant approaches are a low-level analysis in feature-based approaches. The low level analysis are used to extract
the facial features like the eyes, eyebrows, nose, and mouth using the information from edges based, skin color
based, grey level based and motion based [33]. These methods also useful in face localization [31] but it can be
problematic when the image features are severely corrupted or deformed due to illumination, noise, and occlusion
[32]. For the template matching methods, these methods used active shape models [33] to detect the face using
filters, edge detectors or silhouettes [32]. These methods have been designed for the face localization and face
detection [31]. However, these methods are sensitive to scale, shape and pose variations [32]. Lastly, the
appearance-based methods which are different from template matching methods because it is used a set of training
images for learning. These methods also can be used for face detection [31].

METHODS AND MATERIALS
The study started with clarification of the problem and identifying the needs of a diagnostic system for facialparalysis. We have consulted a specialist doctor and a medical practitioner from government hospital to identify
related information pertaining current and conventional diagnostic systems, clinical procedures, standard and
grading system and patient demographics. Based on the consultation with the doctor and medical practitioner, the
main issues of the conventional diagnosis system are its inconsistency of its diagnostic result due to its dependency
of subjective memories and experiences of an expert. Additionally, based on the feedback from the consultations,
the following criteria are also required:
(a) Ability to provide reliable and accurate diagnostic result.
(b) Significant reduction of time and cost of diagnostic.
(c) The system is user friendly which suitable and easy to be used by the doctors and medical
practitioners.
Data collection is the important process that will lead to the achievement of the project. This process (FIGURE
1) is developed by Kinect Xbox 360 together with the Kinect for Windows Software Development Kit (Kinect for
Windows SDK). It comes at the low-cost range sensor which effectively maps 2D images and 3D depth maps
without marker and suitable for indoor applications [19]. Kinect sensor consists of an infrared laser emitter, an
infrared camera and RGB camera (FIGURE 2) [18] which can capture depth and color image at a frame rate of up to
30 fps (frames per second) simultaneously. Each of frame contains 300 000 points of colored point cloud. The size
of the image produced by Kinect is 640 x 480 pixels; it is also a constant number of each depth image [17].
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FIGURE 1. Flowchart of project process.

FIGURE 2. Kinect for Windows.

Morphological chart is a systematic tool to select the best combinational concept solutions for the project. The
chronology chart is shown in FIGURE 3 consists of four categories: computer system, input system, marker system
and input data. The concept chosen in this project is by using a desktop and single Kinect due to the high
performance and low cost. The advantage of the desktop is the ability to upgrade the capacity of the database which
is not limited over the usage and time. For the Kinect, the ability of mapping the image combination of RGB data
and depth data are to overcome the drawbacks of previous face detection research. Advantages of depth information
using projected IR pattern by an IR camera and structured light algorithms are able to distinguish the face of
background elements automatically compare to grey level image [14].Structured light can overcome the drawbacks
of marker system in order to identify the landmarks of face in homogeneous areas [15]. 3D face reconstruction from
grey level image exposes to the influences of facial expression, face position, illumination and sensor condition. The
reconstruction process from grey level image also uses a lot of time [16] and tends to discard certain facial features
such as chin, forehead and cheek regions. With the new Kinect technology, the performance of 3D facial
reconstruction can be improved in real-time applications [15].
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FIGURE 3. Morphological chart of the best combinational solution.

PROPOSED APPROACH
The general approach of the process is to recognize the ROI and find the symmetry of the face. The block
diagram in FIGURE 4 shows the overall process of finding the symmetry of the face. There are 4 stages of the
process. Each stage used different approach based on the input image of the system and the performance of
algorithms and techniques.

FIGURE 4. General approach of system.

Face Detection
The images of face are captured by Kinect which is producing two types of data, which is the RGB data and
depth data. With these data, this paper proposed to use the appearance-based as the tracking method. Active
Appearance Models (AAM) is an algorithm that uses the appearance and shape in order to match and deform the
face model. Timothy’s work [20] has shown that algorithm able to converge rapidly and reliably. Matthews’s work
[21] also proved that the algorithm is fast and accurate. Besides that, AAMs has proven the applicable in this field
for diagnosis of FP application [23]. However, AAM has their own weaknesses like difficult to generalize the
unseen images, sensitive to the initial face shape, stuck in local minima easily and unstable in cluttered background
[22].
Thus, the following flowchart (FIGURE 5) will show the overall process of face detection uses of this system.
In order to overcome the AAM’s weaknesses, Zhou’s work [22] has improved the robustness of AAM with the
combination of different approaches as shown in FIGURE 6. Mathematically, assuming the shape s of an AAM is
described by v vertices, s = (x1, y1, x2, y2,…….., xv, yv). The shape s can be represent in AAM as a base shape s0 plus
a linear combination of n shape vectors si:
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(1)
where pi is the shape parameter. Normally, AAMs are computed from training images of hand labeling. Usually, the
mean shape s0 and the shape bases si are learned by using Principle Component Analysis (PCA) to the training
shapes. The appearance of the AAM has defined the image within the base mesh s0. It represents as a base
appearance A0(x) plus a linear combination of m appearance images Ai(x):

(2)
where the coefficients λi are the appearance parameters [14].

FIGURE 5. Face Detection Process.

In order to improve the stability of tracking, Zhou’s works have extended the basic of AAM technique with three
different approaches. First, to improve the generalizability of tracker, they adopted the multi-band AAMs with edge
structure [24]. Second, to train for view range and handle large angle of head rotation, they used a view-based
approach [25]. The range of angles is [-60°, -30°], [-30°, 30°] and [30°, 60°]. Lastly, to initialize the tracking in
order to overcome if the appearance reconstruction error, they apply the tracking initialization and recovery. This is
done by face detection [26], and then followed by component detection (eyes, brows, nose, and mouth).
To improve AAM’s generalizability, they have considered two possible ways neither to constrain the global
appearance consistency between subsequent frames, nor feature matching between frames then constrain the feature
points at the pre-matched positions during AAM fitting. But, they decided to do temporal matching approach that
constrains the inter-frame local appearance consistency during AAM fitting. They proposed to apply a corner
detector [30], and semantic points like eyes corner while selecting the interesting points. After that, they search
locally to find the matching feature points and they apply main direction of the face motion to filter the outliers and
estimate the shape with the remained points. This method has contributed the correct alignment with different
initialization and generates much better initial shape of face.
Another weakness of AAMs is the slow movement of face outlines to the nearby background edge. To overcome
this problem, they apply the segmentation of the face region using adaptive color models and encourage the outline
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points to be located in the segmented face region. There are two stages of segmentation for each frame. Firstly, face
segmentation which calculates the distribution of color by face and background. Secondly, facial color model
update. During the face tracking, they only update the facial color model based on current AAM fitting and do not
update the background model.

Feature Extraction
After the face detection process succeeds to generate the face mask based on AAM model accurately, this project
able to construct the coordinates of each connection of the meshes. There are 121 points of coordinates of each
frame (see FIGURE 5). Each position of points contains 3D coordinate which contains the x, y and z positions. The
position of the origin coordinates is at the camera’s optical center (sensor), which Z axis are pointing towards the
subject’s face, and Y axis is pointing up 90° from Z axis. The objective of generating the coordinate is to calculate
the distance of feature points that relate to the Y axis and X axis only. Because of that, there is no need of Z axis of
the next process and reduce the time in order to generate the Z axis of 121 points. All the points can illustrate from
the forehead of a subject’s face to the bottom of the chin and from right ear to left ear. So, the system can extract all
the components of facial features like eyes, brows, nose and mouth.

FIGURE 6. Face mask that contains 121 points of coordinate.

Face Recognition
There are different approaches exist in the field of face recognition, such statistical approach, feature matching
approach, neural networks approach, and fuzzy theory approach [27]. From this approach, there is either supervised
method or unsupervised method. Each method has its own strength and weakness. For this system, clustering on the
unsupervised method has been chosen to be used as data analysis [28]. K – Means clustering partition a data set into
k groups automatically based on vector quantization method and it is distance – based algorithm that is suitable for
optimization problem. The computational of K – Means is faster than other hierarchical clustering. K – Means are
much preferable in clustering the spherical or convex shape [29].
The steps of K – Means algorithms are summarized as follows [28]:
1. Determine the number of k to initial cluster centroids.
2. Assign each distanced to closest cluster centroid.
3. Update each cluster centroid C to be the mean of its constituent instances.
4. Repeat step 2 and 3 until all the cluster centroid C do not change their position.
Before the system runs the clustering of features, FIGURE 7 shows only the selected points of important features
involve during the clustering. The important features are selected by referring to the most affected by facial paralysis
patients. This is based on an image in [6], [23] and House-Brackmann Grading System, the eyes and the mouth
show the most affected by their paralysis.
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 7. Coordinate of selected features. (a) Before Clustering, (b) After clustering.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The outstanding result for face detection depends on measurement setup, properties of the object surface and the
sensor itself. The measurement setup can avoid the random error of depth measurement and depth resolution.
Random error will increase quadratically if the distance of the object with sensor is increased and the depth
resolution will decrease quadratically when the distance increase. So, the ideal distance between the subjects and the
sensor is within 1-3 m. Based on this guide of system set up, the face detection using Kinect shows better
performance results in real videos (FIGURE 8).

FIGURE 8. Result from the Face Tracking Basics-WPF using Kinect: (a) Color Viewer, (b) Depth Viewer, (c) Face mesh
result of face tracking, (d) 3D Viewer.

From the FIGURE 9, this project can draw the triangle on the face within eyes and mouth from the important
features. Then, from this triangle, measurement of distance between the right eye and left eye (A), distance between
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the right eye and mouth (B), and distance between left eye and mouth (C) can be used for the next stage. Besides
that, the distance between these points can be used in order to get the symmetry of the face.

FIGURE 9. Triangle of face.

CONCLUSION
This paper presents the development work of a facial paralysis diagnostic system based on 3D reconstruction a
standard structured-light camera – Kinect 360 – and implementation of Active Appearance Models (AAM). The
design result shows the capability to overcome the drawback of 3D reconstruction from grey level image, the use of
marker system and it is suitable for real-time applications. Besides that, this design has shown the ability to detect
the symmetry of the face. Even though this paper only presents the preliminary works and experimental results for
the diagnostic of a facial paralysis diagnostic system, these results provide valuable insight that will be used for
future development in terms of an algorithm for detecting facial symmetry.
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Stress Intensity Factors of Slanted Cracks in Round Bars
Subjected to Mode I Tension Loading
A. E. Ismail, A. L. M. Tobi and N. H. M. Nor
Faculty of Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering, Universiti Tun Hussein Onn Malaysia,
86400 Batu Pahat, Johor, Malaysia
Abstract. This paper presented a numerical solution of stress intensity factors (SIF) for slanted cracks in round bar
subjected to mode I loading. According to the literature survey, most of the SIFs were extracted from perpendicular
cracks and the behaviors of such cracks were well understood. However, the SIFs for slanted cracks were difficult to
obtain. Therefore, it is a crucial task to solve these problems related with slanted cracks. Three important parameters were
used such as crack aspect ratio, a/b, relative crack depth, a/D and slanted angle,T. It is found that such parameters played
an important role in determining the SIFs where if a/b and a/D were increased, the SIFs increased. However, when the
slanted crack planes were introduced, the SIFs decreased when compared with the SIFs obtained from normal cracks.
However, two type of failure modes were produced when slanted cracks were used. Therefore, the reliability of
components contained slanted cracks must not be underestimated.
Keywords: Stress intensity factor; slanted cracks, mode I loading; round bars.
PACS: 62.20.mm

INTRODUCTION
The present of cracks in any mechanical components can have detrimental effects on the reliability and integrity
during services. Linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) is generally used to analyze the behavior of these cracks
and it is has a great interest in the last several decades [1, 2]. All the works reported in [1, 2] considered mainly on
the normal or transverse cracks subjected to mode I loading. The solution of stress intensity factor (SIF) for various
crack geometries are summarized by Murakami & Tsuru [3]. However, lacks of solutions of SIFs especially for
slanted cracks are available. Carpinteri [4], Shin & Cai [5], Fonte & Freitas [6] and Ismail et al. [7] studied the
transverse surface cracks in round bars and the behavior of such cracks are almost established. In other papers,
transverse cracks are also subjected to combined loadings [8, 9]. In this paper, the solution of SIFs for slanted
surface cracks is analyzed and discussed. The slanted surface crack is modeled using ANSYS finite element analysis
program. There are four important parameters are considered such as crack aspect ratio, a/b, relative crack
depth, a/D, slanted angle, T and normalized coordinate, x/h. Then, the SIFs along the crack front are related with
such parameters.

METHODOLOGY
The calculation of stress intensity factor (SIF) for the surface crack geometry has received much attention due to
its frequent use in analyzing linear elastic fracture mechanics problems [4-7]. ANSYS finite element analysis is used
to numerically model the cracks shown in FIGURE 1 where there are two cracks to be considered, normal and
slanted cracks. As show in FIGURES 1(a) and 1(b) depicted the nomenclature of surface cracks used in this work. A
special attention is given to the crack tip by employing 20-node iso-parametric quadratic brick elements. The squareroot singularity of stresses and strains is modeled by shifting the mid-point nodes to the quarter-point locations
around the crack-tip region. The finite element model used in this work is revealed in FIGURE 2.
There are four important parameters used in this work, crack aspect ratio, a/b, relative crack depth, a/D, slanted
angle, T and normalized coordinate, x/h, where, a and b are the minor and major ellipse, respectively. The symbol
of a is also called crack depth and D is a shaft diameter. Crack width, h and x is a arbitrary point along the crack
front as in FIGURE 1(c). Tension stress, V is applied at one end and other end is constrained accordingly. In order to
calculate the SIFs along the crack front, J-integral based on the domain integral method is used [10]. Then the
calculated J-integral is converted into SIFs using interaction integral formulation. The chosen of energy based
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method to determine SIFs rather than traditional technique which is displacement extrapolation method [11] due to
ease of implementation in numerical model. The values of SIFs are then normalized into dimensionless SIFs or
geometrical correction factor, F according to Equations (1) and (2):

FI

KI

(1)

V Sa
K II

FII

(2)

V Sa

where, F is geometrical correction factor, K is a stress intensity factor, V is a applied stress and a is a crack depth.
Subscript I and II represent type of failure mode I and II. Then, F is plotted against x/h for differentT, a/b and a/D.
Before any further analysis, the present numerical model shown in FIGURE 2 is validated with the existing
model [5]. However, the validation is performed only for normal cracks since there are no SIFs for slanted surface
crack available in open literature. FIGURE 3 depicted the SIF comparisons between present and existing crack
models. It is showed that both models are well agreed with each others for two crack aspect ratios, a/b.

V

V

V

(a)

V
(b)

(c)
FIGURE 1. Crack geometries used in this work, (a) normal, (b) slanted cracks and (c) arbitrary crack shape.

A

(a)

(b)
FIGURE 2. (a) Finite element model of slanted crack and (b) crack tip of the slanted crack (enlarged of area A).
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(a)
(b)
FIGURE 3. Crack model validations for two crack aspect ratio, a/b, (a) a/b = 0.2 and (b) a/b = 0.5.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, three type of slanted angles are considered; 0, 15 and 30 0 and two type of crack aspect ratios, a/b
are emphasized due to similar SIFs patterns. FIGURE 4 shows the crack behavior of a/b = 0.2 where it is also
considered as nearly straight fronted crack. Additionally, full ranges of SIFs for slanted cracks are listed in
TABLE 1.

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 4. SIFs along the crack front, x/h for a/b = 0.2 of different slanted angle, T, (a) 0, (b) 150 and (c) 300.
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TABLE 1. Stress intensity factor for different crack aspect ratio (a/b), relative crack depth (a/D) and
slanted angle (T) at x/h = 0.0.

Crack aspect ratio, a/b

0.2

0.8

Relative crack
depth, a/D
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5

Slanted angle, T

00

150

300

00

150

300
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Geometrical correction factor, F
FI
FII
1.0253
1.0225
1.0136
0.9895
0.9457
0.9108
0.0112
1.0969
0.0251
1.3462
0.0293
1.7691
0.0382
2.4765
0.0654
0.9362
0.0527
1.0725
0.0757
1.3098
0.0987
1.7131
0.1324
2.3948
0.2083
0.7592
0.7582
0.7565
0.7558
0.7570
0.7561
0.0135
0.7618
0.0024
0.7810
0.0044
0.8191
0.0049
0.8949
0.0542
0.7272
0.0044
0.7310
0.0128
0.7449
0.0190
0.7705
0.0296
0.8364
0.0548

(a)

(b)

(c)
FIGURE 5. SIFs along the crack front, x/h for a/b = 0.8 of different slanted angle, T, (a) 0, (b) 150 and (c) 300.

As expected, the SIFs increased when x/h approached the outer surfaces. In this work, the outer point is not taken
into accounts due to the singularity problem. FIGURE 5 revealed the crack behavior of a/b = 0.8. The changing
of a/b from 0.2 to 0.8 indicated that the curvature of crack front increased from semi-elliptical shape into circular
shape. Therefore, it is also significantly affected the SIFs along the crack front when compared with lower value
of a/b.
The reduction of SIFs along the crack front when slanted angle is increased can be fully understood by observing
the crack behavior as shown in FIGURE 6. It is indicated that when slanted angle is introduced, the crack length is
become longer and deeper. If there is insignificant deformation around the crack front, the amount of energy
calculated around the specified points is reduced. However, the distances between the cracks faces are decreased
leading to the lack of crack deformation around the crack front. The calculations of SIFs are based on the energy
method (J-integral) around the crack front. Similar patterns of crack deformations can be observed for a/b = 0.8
crack aspect ratio as in FIGURE 7. It is also depicted that the crack face distances are wider than when compared
with the slanted cracks leading to decrease the SIFs. Even though the SIFs for slanted cracks are lower than normal
cracks but there are another type of failure mode existed which is mode II failure mechanisms. Therefore, the
formation of slanted cracks should not be underestimated in determining the structural reliability.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 6. Surface crack behavior (a/b = 0.2) of different slanted angle, T (a) 00, (b) 150 and (c) 300.

(a)

(b)

(c)
0

FIGURE 7. Surface crack behavior (a/b = 0.0) of different slanted angle, T (a) 0 , (b) 150 and (c) 300.

CONCLUSION
This paper discussed numerically the stress intensity factor (SIF) for normal and slanted surface cracks in round
bars. ANSYS finite element program is used to model the crack. The present model is first validated with the
previous model and it is found that the present model is well agreed with the existing model. It is found that the
introductions of slanted surface cracks have reduced the SIFs along the crack front. Even though lower values of
SIFs are obtained for slanted cracks compared with normal cracks, but the present of mode II SIFs should not be
underestimated the structural reliability.
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Molecular Dynamics Simulation on the Influence of
Quartz Substrate Temperature on Low Energy Argon Ion
Bombardment Model in Dry Etching Process
A. H. Abdul Manap and K. Mohamed
Nanofabrication and Functional Materials Research Group, School of Mechanical Engineering,
Engineering Campus, Universiti Sains Malaysia,14300 Nibong Tebal, Penang, Malaysia
Abstract. We investigated the effect of temperature on the physical sputtering of an α-quartz substrate by low
energy Argon ion method using molecular dynamics simulation. The Second Generation Charge-Optimized Many
Body (COMB10) potential developed by Shan et al was chosen to model the interatomic potential of quartz
substrate and Lennard-Jones potential was used to model the surface interaction between Ar ions and quartz
substrate. The incident ion energies, Ei were set at 50eV, 100eV and 150eV and substrate temperature were set at
300K and 800K. Simulations results show that the temperatures significantly affected the sputtering yield at higher
energised Ar ions. For instance, the sputtering yield at 100eV show a significant increase as we varied the
temperature as compared to the sputtering yield at 50eV.
Keywords: Molecular dynamics; etching; α-Quartz; Argon.
PACS: 81.07.-b

INTRODUCTION
Plasma assisted etching is widely used in semiconductor industry for micro/nanostructures patterning[1-2].
For silicon etching, people have used halogen group (F,Cl and Br) as a main etchant to chemically etch silicon
into desired structures [3-4].However, recent study show that for quartz (SiO2) etching, physical etching play
significantly important roles in the etching process.[5-6].Due to its superior properties compare to silicon (i.e
greater hardness, strong resistance in temperature and UV light and piezoelectric), quartz offers great future in
next generation lithography (NGL) [5, 7].
In plasma assisted fabrication process, the complex plasma environment makes it very difficult to fully
understand the etching process. The overall interactions between physical and chemical etching with the surface
molecules are still not fully explored. This give us limited knowledge to control the etching process thus
experimental results are difficult to repeat[6]. Therefore, it is vital for us to understand the etching mechanism in
nanoscale.
In this study, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have been employed to simulate the dynamic process of
low energy Argon atom bombardment in vacuum environment that physically etched SiO2 at different
temperature. The surface of the SiO2 substrate was allowed to evolve and the effect of temperature was
analysed.

MODELLING AND SIMULATION METHODS
In molecular dynamic (MD) simulation, the key point to obtain a meaningful result is the selection of
appropriate potentials. Extensive works have been done to model Si/SiO 2 systems. In early day, empirical
interatomic potential of pair-wise interactions (i.e 6-12 Lennard Jones and Morse Potential) were used to model
Si/SiO2 . However pair potentials are inapplicable to strongly bonded valent system such as silica. After that,
numbers of many-body potentials have been proposed including Stilinger-Weber (SW)[8], Biswas-Hamann[9]
and Tersoff[10]. Although these potentials successively modelled the dynamics of bond breaking and bond
formations, they do not give the realistic description to the charge distribution between atoms. While there are
many force field potentials have been introduced later, for examples Beest,Kramer and Saten (BKS)
potential[11] and extended Stillinger and Weber (SW) potential[8] .These potential only work well for bulk
systems and do not include the charge redistribution [12-13]. Thus, to include the dynamic changes in charge
redistribution of Si/SiO2 systems, Second Generation Charge-Optimized Many Body (COMB10) potential was
chosen to model the interatomic potential for SiO2 substrate [12, 14].
FIGURE 1 shows the atomic structure model of α-quartz substrate ready for MD simulation. The silica
substrate consist of 3000 atoms (2000 Oxygen atoms and 1000 Silicon atoms). The dimension of the substrate is
35.6612Å X 35.6612Å X 35.6612Å.The substrate was chosen so that it is large enough for collision cascades to
International Conference on Mathematics, Engineering and Industrial Applications 2014 (ICoMEIA 2014)
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freely happened without the edge boundary interrupt the collision[15]. The atoms at the two most bottoms of
the substrate were fixed in case the center of mass shifts due to the momentum transfer from the Argon
bombardment[16-17]. The substrate temperature were set at 300K and 800K. Berendsen heat bath [18] with
coupling constant of 10ps were applied to the substrate in order to remove the heat gain from argon
bombardment thus maintaining the substrate temperature.

FIGURE 1. The amorphous silica substrate for the MD simulation. Red sphere represent the silicon atom and green sphere
represent the oxygen atom.

COMB potential was first proposed by Yu [12] based on Yasukawa extended Tersoff potential [19] . The
proposed potential was unsuccessful in modelling amorphous silica where quenched amorphous silica transform
spontaneously into crystal phase[12]. The second generation COMB10 developed by Shan[14] has show good
results in modelling the physical properties of amorphous silica. Thus give more accurate and flexible potential.
All potential parameters for Si and O are taken from works done by Yu[12] and Shan[14].
The surface interactions of between Ar ion with Si and O atoms were modelled using Lennard Jones (LJ)
Potential [20-21]. Parameters for LJ potential were given in Table 1. Although in reality, Ar are charged when
accelerated towards the substrate but when it reach the substrate surface, it will discharge because of field
electron emission[22-23] , thus we can treat Ar as neutral and inert atom and used Lennard Jones Potential to
model the interatomic potential for Ar.
TABLE (1) Parameters for Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential for Ar with Si and O interactions.

Atom Pair
Ar-Ar
Ar-O
Ar-Si

Ɛ /κB(K)
124.07
107.69
158.44

σ(Å)
3.38
3.15
3.622

We employed LAMMPS [24] as a main software to run our simulations. Silica substrate are continuously
bombarded by Ar atoms with incident energy of 50eV, 100eV and 150eV . In order to maximise diffusion, Ar
atoms are bombarded in the direction normal to the substrate surface. We performed 100 continuous impacts
for each combination of incident energy and temperature.

RESULTS
The motion of all atoms are solved by integrating the Newton equation's of motion by using the Verlet
algoritm [25]. The direction of the injected argons is kept perpendicular with the substrate to maximise the
diffusion. FIGURE 2 illustrates the MD simulations at different timesteps. From the figure, we can see that at
the beginning of the simulation, the injected atoms did not cause any atoms to sputter.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 2. The snapshots of the simulation at different times (0.2ns, 2.5ns and 5ns). The sphere represent silicon atoms,
green sphere represent oxygen atoms and purple sphere represent the argon atoms. The temperature is 300K and incident
atom.

However, Ar atoms cause dislocation of quartz's atoms hence disrupted the lattice structure. This can be
shown at the initial of the graph in Figure 3 and 4 as there almost no sputtering occur. From results obtained,
temperature does effect the sputtering yield at early stage of bombardment. For example at incident energy of
150eV, atom start to sputtered much earlier for substrate temperature T=800K as compare to at T=300K. This
results is inline with the study of temperature in wet etching of silicon[26].
Typically, physical sputtering will result in non-stoichiometric yield. A study by Kim and his colleagues
found that the preferential sputtering of Si and O was at the ratio of 1:5.4[17]. In our study, we found that the
preferential sputtering yield of Si to O was 1:2.5. This value is expected to be lower because in our study the
bombardment angle was kept perpendicular to the substrate while the maximum yield occur at angle 65⁰-70⁰.
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FIGURE 3. The sputtering yield for Si atoms as a function of the number of injected Ar.

FIGURE 3 shows the Si sputtering yield at different incident energies. As shown in the graph, temperature
give significantly more influence in sputtering yield at higher incident energy. Noticed at 50eV and 100eV, the
graph for T=300K and T=800K almost identical. There is only a slight difference at the end of the graph.
However, at 150eV, sputtering yield at T=800K distinctly higher than at T=300K. The average increase is 8.3%.
FIGURE 4 shows the O sputtering yield at different incident energies. Similar trend also shows in O
sputtering yield. At incident energy, Ei=50eV, there is no consistent increase in O sputtering yield. At
Ei=100eV, temperature start to influence sputtering yield and at Ei=150eV, O sputtering yield at T=800K
significantly higher than T=300K with an average increase of 4.1%. For O sputtering, the increment is most
distinct at the middle of the graph with an average increase of 7%. Sputtering yield decreases at the end of the
graph mainly because many of the quartz atoms have sputtered out from the simulation box thus decrease the
substrate mass.
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FIGURE 4. The sputtering yield for O atoms as a function of the number of injected Ar.

From FIGURE 3 and 4, the graph shows a non-linear relationship between number of Ar injected and
number of atoms sputtered especially at higher incident energies. From the graph, we can deduce that incident
energy have more effect than the temperature in sputtering yield. From FIGURE 3 and 4, we can see two
distinct plateaus at incident energies Ei=50eV and 100eV. First plateau happened at the initial of the simulation
and the second plateau occur roughly at the number of injected Ar 20-30. The first plateau can be explained by
looking at FIGURE 1(a) where injected Ar are diffused, but did not transfer enough energy to knock quartz's
atoms out of its lattice. After several Ar atoms were injected then sputtering occur. From FIGURE 4(c), we can
see that at T=800K, sputtering occur much faster than at T=300K. At the second plateau, most of the injected Ar
diffused further into the substrate hence reduce the sputtering yield per injected atoms. The diffused atoms,
however disrupt further the lattice hence facilitate for the next sputtering.

CONCLUSION
We employed molecular dynamics simulation method to investigate the effect of substrate's temperature on
physical sputtering for micro-size quartz substrate. Results show that at high incident energy Ei=150eV,
temperature effect the sputtering yield more significantly; Si sputtering yield increase by 8.3% and sputtering by
4.1%.
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Stress Intensity Factors of Eccentric Cracks in Bi-Materials
Plate under Mode I Loading
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Faculty of Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering, Universiti Tun Hussein Onn Malaysia,
86400 Batu Pahat, Johor, Malaysia
Abstract. Bi-material plates were generally used to joint electronic devices or mechanical components requiring
dissimilar materials to be attached. During services, mechanical failure can be occurred due to the formation of cracks at
the interfacial joint or away from the centre. Generally, linear elastic fracture mechanics approach is used to characterize
these cracks based on stress intensity factors (SIF). Based on the literature survey, the SIFs for the central cracks were
easily available. However, the SIFs for eccentric cracks were difficult to obtain. Therefore, this paper presented the SIFs
for eccentric cracks subjected to mode I tension loading. Three important parameters were used such as relative crack
depth, a/L, relative offset distance, b/L and elastic mismatch, E1/E2 or α. It was found that such parameters significantly
affected the characteristic of SIFs and it was depend on the location of cracks.
Keywords: Stress intensity factor; eccentric cracks; mode I loading; bi-material; domain integral formulation.
PACS: 62.20.mm

INTRODUCTION
Stress intensity factors (SIFs) are important parameter in investigating the failure reliability of modern
engineering structures. In order to minimize the structural weight or for other special purpose, the structures are
jointed using dissimilar material properties [1]. As a result, such components experience mechanical mismatch
leading to premature failure [2]. There are several methods for evaluating SIFs for the crack components and the
most popular method is boundary element method (BEM) [3, 4]. However, BEM required some higher skills and
knowledge to use it. Traditional method to estimate SIF is displacement extrapolation method [5-7]. However, this
method cannot be used especially for dissimilar joint materials. The J-integral approach is alternatively used to
calculate the SIFs where it is a contour integral around the crack tip. The J-integral values around the crack tip are
converted into SIFs through the use of interaction integral method.
The solution of SIFs for plain strain bi-material plates are available in [1-4] using for example BEM [3] and
finite element method (FEM) [4]. However, most of these report the SIFs of central cracks and none of literature
found reported on the solution of SIFs especially for eccentric or offset cracks. Therefore, this paper presents the
solution of SIFs for eccentric or offset cracks embedded in bi-materials plate. The model first validated with the
existing model to determine the accuracy of this model. In order to understand the role of mechanical mismatches,
the offset cracks are placed in different material stiffness. There are several important parameters are examined
which are affected the SIFs for example relative crack depth, a/L, relative offset distance, b/L and mechanical
mismatch, D. The behavior of SIFs related with such parameters are analyzed and discussed.

METHODOLOGY
It is assumed that two plates of different materials are perfectly bonded as shown in FIGURE 1. Two types of
cracks are considered; central and offset cracks. The central crack shown in FIGURE 1(a) is used for validation
purpose and offset crack shown in FIGURE 1(b) is the main works to be solved. The numerical model is developed
using ANSYS finite element program. Two conditions of cracks are studied where the cracks are placed in the upper
portion and the other cracks are positioned in the lower portion. The ratio of mechanical mismatch is defined
as D E1 E2 . For upper portion cracks (case 1), D = 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, and for lower portion cracks (case 2), D = 1,
1/2, 1/3, 1/4 and 1/5. The other important parameters are relative crack depth, a/L in the range of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4
and 0.5 and relative offset distance, b/L = 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25 and 0.30. A special attention is paid to the
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crack tip by employing 2D higher order 8-node singular element and the rest of model areas are meshed with
irregular element. Upper lines of the model used multi-point rigid element to ensure the mode I tension loading can
be applied remotely. In this work, J-integral is used to characterize the crack driving force at the crack tip through
the use of domain integral method. Then, SIFs are extracted from the calculated J-integral using interaction integral
formulation.

(a)
(b)
FIGURE 1. Single edge crack in bi-materials plate, (a) central and (b) offset cracks.

B

(b)

A

(a)
(c)
FIGURE 2. Finite element model of single edge crack, (a) a full model, (b) enlarge area A and (b) singular element
around the crack tip (enlarged area B).
There are two modes of SIFs are formed even mode I tension loading is applied due to the mechanical
mismatches and crack eccentricities. The SIFs for modes I and II can be normalized and represented as follows:

FI

KI

Va S a
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(1)

FII

K II

Va S a

(2)

where, K and F are the stress intensity factor and dimensionless SIF or geometrical correction factor, respectively
and the subscripts I and II are the modes I and II loadings. The applied tension loading, Va and a is the crack length
where subscript a represent axial tensile loading.
For ensuring the present model is accurate and reliable, it is important to validate the model with the existing
models [3, 4] for different mechanical mismatches D = 1 and 10 shown in FIGURE 3. It is revealed that the present
model is well agreed with the existing models and it can be used for further analysis where the existing SIFs in
FIGURE 3(a) is obtained using FEM while FIGURE 3(b) is extracted using BEM.

(a)
(b)
FIGURE 3. Numerical model validation for different mechanical mismatches,D, (a) 1.0 and (b) 10.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The effect of relative offset ratio, b/L on the stress intensity factors (SIFs) is depicted in FIGURE 4 for similar
material joints. It is shown that when the crack is relatively away from central line, the b/L is not effectively affected
the SIFs. However, the SIFs increased when the relative crack depth, a/L is increased. This is due to the fact that the
stress distribution across the plate with similar materials is uniform.

FIGURE 4. Effect of relative offset distance, b/L on the SIFs for mechanical mismatch, D = 1.0.
In this discussion and for the sake of simplifications, the mechanical mismatches, D = 3 and 1/3 is presented due
to similar behavior of SIFs. For similar joint plate, mode II SIF, KII is not induced significantly. FIGURE 5 shows
the variations of SIFs when b/L is increased. When dissimilar plates are jointed together with larger mechanical
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mismatches, mode I SIF, KI and mode II SIF, KII are increased significantly. However, it is greatly related with the
position of cracks whether it is located in the less or more stiffer materials. FIGURE 5(a) shows the SIFs plotted
against b/L for case 1 where the cracks are placed in the less stiffer plates. When the crack length is increased, SIFs
decreased slightly. However, when the cracks are positioned in the stiffer plates, SIFs increased when crack length is
increased shown in FIGURE 5(b). For more comprehensive understanding of SIFs characteristics, the SIFs for both
crack cases are plotted together for a/L = 0.1 and 0.5 as shown in FIGURE 5(c). For shallow cracks, there are two
different SIFs for two different dissimilar plates. However when the cracks become longer, the SIFs tend to
converge into a single value. This mean that if the eccentric cracks reached certain b/L values, the influence of
mechanical mismatch is insignificant on the SIFs.

(a)

(b)

(c)
FIGURE 5. Mode I offset SIFs for (a) case 1 cracks, (b) case 2 cracks and (c) combined cases 1 and 2.
Similar trends can be observed for mode II SIFs obtained from offset cracks as shown in FIGURE 6. It is found
the SIFs for case 1 cracks are higher than case 2 cracks. If a comparison is made for a certain condition as an
example a/L = 0.5 and b/L = 0.05 for different mechanical mismatches, it is revealed that the SIFs for case 1 cracks
are higher than case 2 cracks are almost double. Currently, most of the works related with SIFs for cracks in bimaterial plates concentrated more on central cracks [1-4]. During real services, cracks appeared slightly offset
relative with central line. This work suggested that the existence of offset crack should not be underestimated
because it is more detrimental than central crack. Additionally, there are two type of failure modes induced that
capable to accelerate the failure process.
FIGURE 6(c) on the other hand shows the behavior of mode II SIFs that is plotted together for both crack cases.
For cracks situated away from the central axis indicated that the influence of mechanical mismatch becomes
diminished. It is revealed that the slightly eccentric crack is more dangerous compared with central crack due to
mixed mode SIFs occurred at the cracks tip.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
FIGURE 6. Mode II offset SIFs for (a) case 1 cracks, (b) case 2 cracks and (c) combined cases 1 and 2.

CONCLUSION
This paper discussed numerically the stress intensity factor (SIF) for eccentric cracks embedded in bi-materials
plate. ANSYS finite element program is used to model the crack. The present model is first validated with the
previous model and it is found that the present model is well agreed with the existing model. It is found that for
dissimilar jointed plates, the cracks are not significantly affected by the offset distances relative with the central line.
For case 1 cracks, mode I SIFs decreased when the offset distances increased. This is not for case 2 cracks where
they are increased when the offset distances increased. Both failure mode SIFs seemed to converge into unity when
the offset distance increased. It can be concluded that the presence of offset cracks are more detrimental than central
cracks due to the formation of mixed mode SIFs at the crack tip leading to premature failure.
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A Preliminary Study on the Integral Relationship Between
Critical Thinking and Mathematical Thinking Among
Practicing Civil Engineers
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Abstract. Mathematics and engineering are inexorably and significantly linked and essentially required in analyzing
and accessing thought to make good judgment when dealing in complex and varied engineering problems. A study in
the current engineering education curriculum to explore how the critical thinking and mathematical thinking relates
to one another, is therefore timely crucial. Unfortunately, there is not much information available explicating about
the link. This paper aims to report findings of a critical review as well as to provide brief description of an on-going
research aimed to investigate the dispositions of critical thinking and the relationship and integration between critical
thinking and mathematical thinking during the execution of civil engineering tasks. The first part of the paper
reports an in-depth review on these matters based on rather limited resources. The review showed a considerable
form of congruency between these two perspectives of thinking, with some prevalent trends of engineering
workplace tasks, problems and challenges. The second part describes an on-going research to be conducted by the
researcher to investigate rigorously the relationship and integration between these two types of thinking within the
perspective of civil engineering tasks. A reasonably close non-participant observations and semi-structured
interviews will be executed for the pilot and main stages of the study. The data will be analyzed using constant
comparative analysis in which the grounded theory methodology will be adopted. The findings will serve as a useful
grounding for constructing a substantive theory revealing the integral relationship between critical thinking and
mathematical thinking in the real civil engineering practice context. The substantive theory, from an angle of view, is
expected to contribute some additional useful information to the engineering program outcomes and engineering
education instructions, aligns with the expectations of engineering program outcomes set by the Engineering
Accreditation Council.
Keywords: Critical thinking; mathematical thinking; grounded theory.
PACS: 01.10.Fv

INTRODUCTION
In this rapidly changing world, it is seen that knowledge and technology are expanding exponentially. Issues
and problems such as global warming, pollutions, environments, constructions, economic or political crisis are
becoming more challenging, complex and increasingly threatening us. Even though information is readily made
available, the challenge to utilize such information in making the right decision is a major drawback. Hence, the
unreadiness of the future generation to face these untamed changes is something to ponder.
Undoubtedly, we need to compete to offer better solutions to most of the issues, challenges and changes for
the betterment of mankind. The lack of ability of the young graduates to compete and face various forms,
approaches and challenges in constructions industries has been mentioned from time to time. Consequently, it
raised to an issue whether the current engineering curriculum does prepare students with the required critical
thinking knowledge, skills and values for such challenges or not. The current teaching and learning approaches
to incorporate critical thinking and mathematical thinking skills as well as the assessment method should also be
reviewed. The relationship and interaction between the two skills in the engineering workplace need to be
explored, studied and established. Besides acquiring these knowledge and skills, values such as wisdom and
acquiring practical experiences insight are also essential for new graduates. These elements that reflect the
characteristics of critical thinking are essential in making good judgment.
The above areas point out the need to have an understanding on the integral relationship, in the sense of the
nature of interaction between critical thinking and mathematical thinking, in the real engineering practices.
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CRITICAL THINKING, MATHEMATICS AND ENGINEERING
What is Critical Thinking?
We live in an increasingly complex and challenging world. Ability to think critically is very much important
in keeping abreast with the changes of the world. Having mental agility and intelligence doesn’t promise ones
can think critically. Many definitions on critical thinking have been made according to different perspectives.
However, due to space constraint, it’s not so feasible to mention all the definitions here. Nevertheless, some of
the definitions are highlighted for the purpose of discussion and having ideas on what critical thinking is.
Critical thinking is defined as ability to apply knowledge and intelligence in making decisions and giving
opinions on issues [1]. In accordance with the statement, critical thinking is a mode of thinking; meaning, it
improves the quality of thinking about any subjects, contents or problems, by skilfully analyzing, accessing and
reconstructing thoughts [2]. Like-mindedly, making good judgment with desirable outcome is the product of
thinking process, in agreement with having critical thinking which use those cognitive skills or strategies in
increasing the probability of a desirable outcome [3].
Ability to think clearly and rationally indicates that someone is having critical thinking. Moreover, when the
person also able to engage in reflective and independent thinking. Someone with critical thinking is able to
understand the logical connections between ideas, able to identify, construct, and evaluate arguments, can detect
inconsistencies and common mistakes in reasoning, solving problems systematically, do identify the relevance
and importance of ideas, and also able to reflect on the justification of one's own beliefs and values [4].
Facione [5] encompasses critical thinking in two dimensions, which are the cognitive skills dimension and
the affective dimension, namely the dispositional dimension. The cognitive skills are interpretation, analysis,
evaluation, inference, explanation and self-regulation. For ones having critical thinking skills will not only apply
cognitive skills but also will approach specific problems, questions and issues with critical thinking dispositions
such as clarity, orderliness, diligence, reasonableness, care, persistence and precision, which is known as ideal
critical thinking. This perspective suggests both dimensions to be mutually reinforced which consistently yield
useful insights and which are the basis of a rational and democratic society and therefore, should be explicitly
taught and modelled together.

Do Civil Engineers Need Critical Thinking Skills?
The American Society of Civil Engineers defines civil engineering as a profession in which a knowledge of
mathematical and physical sciences gained by study, experience, and practice is applied together with judgment
to develop ways to make materials and forces of nature for the benefit of mankind [6]. This is the responsibility
of civil engineers as a profession as well as the accountability entrusted by society in order to create a
sustainable world and to upgrade the global quality of life. How can those engineers carry out the challenging
tasks without having ability to think critically and provide the best optimum solutions? It’s so crucial to evaluate
problems analytically and critically, with the help of mathematical and physical sciences knowledge, for having
wide spectrum of views considering all possible foresee consequences. The quality of thinking will portray the
quality of the output, which is reflected in what are being designed, produced and built as engineers [7].
The importance of having critical thinking skills is indispensable in this rapidly changing world. Critical
thinking is one of the most important attributes to be succeeded in the 21st century [8]. As mentioned by Paul
[2], “critical thinking transforms thinking in two directions ~ think more systematically and think more
comprehensively as a result. And in thinking more comprehensively, means, thinking at a higher level, not
because ones at a higher level as a person, but because ones are able to put thinking into the background and
see it in a larger, more comprehensive framework.”
Looking into deeper living contexts, in a world of accelerating change, intensifying complexity and
increasing interdependence, ability to think critically is now also a requirement for economic and social survival
[9]. A growing population in our developing country is demanding well maintained basic needs and creating
demand for civil engineers to deal with all sorts of complex engineering problems especially in the challenges of
aging infrastructures such as maintaining water systems and waste treatment plants, managing projects to
rebuild bridges, buildings, tunnels, repair roads and upgrade dams. According to Bureau of Labor Statistics,
U.S. Department of Labor, [10] employment of civil engineers is expected to grow 19 percent from 2010 to
2020, which is about as fast as the average for all occupations. Despite the figure reflects that this profession is
in high demand, it means nothing if it does not come together with its quality. Civil engineers are often
confronted with complex problems, therefore, to be soundly solving the problems and expecting higher quality
solutions, ability to think critically to provide effective solutions is absolutely indispensable [7]. Think critically
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enables them to identify the most reasonable approach in dealing with the problems, able to reason inductively
and deductively, as well as effectively and accurately assess the strengths and weaknesses of possible solutions,
to form broad sound conclusions [11].

Mathematics and Civil Engineering
To regard mathematics as a tool for cultivating thinking skills and not only as absolute logical system is very
important because mathematics learned in learning institutions is not going to be used for jobs as it is but to
teach the skill how to think in mathematical way [12]. Thus, mathematics, which has long been acknowledged,
is an instrument of acquiring knowledge and as a tool for explaining, reasoning and analyzing engineering
systems and processes [13, 14]. The imperative significance of mathematics in civil engineering is also being
firmly asserted when the Body of Knowledge for the American Society of Civil Engineering [6] has explicitly
stated mathematics as one of the four foundational legs supporting the future technical and professional practice
education of civil engineers.
Indeed, mathematics and engineering are inexorably linked as mathematics is a language to describe the civil
engineering world [15]. The symbiotic relationship between mathematics and civil engineering is well
established that demand civil engineers to be sound, competent and reliable in mathematical and engineering
manipulation, evaluations, interpretations and innovations [16]. Therefore, it’s important to equip the engineers
with a fluency of mathematics, as an essential weapon in modern graduate engineer’s armoury [17] because to
be succeed as an effective and quality engineer, must have substantial knowledge of mathematics [18].

Math-related Critical Thinking
The importance of having critical thinking and mathematical thinking in the engineering world, particularly
in the civil engineering, is really undeniable.
The preliminary study was executed to get an overview of the nature of civil engineering problems and
math-related critical thinking skills involved in solving these problems. Interviews and observations were
carried out on civil engineers at a civil engineering consultancy firm, on their design work, at construction sites
and in their technical meetings. Data in the form of interview transcripts were analyzed using a constant
comparison method. The study has identified some of the prevalent trends and challenges of civil engineering
problems within the real contexts at engineering workplace. Six categories of the themes emerged from the
analyzed data includes not well defined problems, non-engineering-oriented parameters, Code of Practice-reliant
solution, unanticipated problems, other sectors collaboration and past experiences-dependent solution [16].
From most of categories identified, the use of mathematics was widely applied in solving engineering problems
even though quite often it was implicitly embedded, the mathematical thinking was significantly essential,
together the critical thinking, are significantly needed to support the analytical ability of civil engineers in
interpreting, evaluating, and integrating results, and therefore able to increase the quality of their decisions on
arguments, in solving civil engineering workplace problems. The question here: what kind of critical thinking
and mathematical thinking being engaged by civil engineers in executing the civil engineering tasks, how do
they integrate to each other, and how is the integral relationship being formed throughout the process? Likewise,
could we appreciate a book by just looking at its cover without really exploring its content?
The finding has been showing an image of a unique relationship between critical thinking and mathematical
thinking in the process of solving civil engineering problems and it has really driven the researcher to further indepth investigation into it, to make the image clearer and to deepen the understanding on the integral
relationship much better. This unique relationship between critical thinking and mathematical thinking
motivates the researcher to be enthusiastic in exploring and revealing the concept of the integral relationship in
term of how the nature of relationship is formed and how it is being applied, nurtured or developed in the civil
engineering practices.
Furthermore, the relationship between critical thinking and mathematical thinking in civil engineering
practices seems a ‘perfect’ pair complementing each other; Why? A very well-known meta-framework for
instructional design is presented in the How People Learn (HPL) model has identified the four areas that
instruction should include to maximize learning. Learner centered is one of them, which consist of two major
divisions of learning theories: Cognitive theory (for learning facts and principles) and Social Cognitive theory
(for learning skills and procedures) [19]. Thus, having math-related critical thinking skills is actually to correlate
cognitive theory and social cognitive theory, represented by mathematical thinking and critical thinking
respectively.
Generally, critical thinking is a process of thinking to improve the quality of thinking by skilfully analyzing,
accessing and reconstructing thoughts [2]. Whereas, the scholastic ability to think and make judgments
independently is regarded as mathematical thinking [20]. Accordingly, as a starting point for this particular
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study, based on the HPL model, the researcher would propose the definition for math-related critical thinking
skills as a continual process of thinking that involves acquiring and using an appropriate set of math-related
cognitive skills to improve thinking quality by critically, rationally and reasonably analyzing, interpreting and
transforming thoughts. Therefore, to uncover the integral relationship, in the sense of understanding the nature
of interaction between critical thinking and mathematical thinking, is being the central aim of the research, and
as a goal of the study. Further details of the study are discussed in the remaining parts of this paper.

RATIONALE OF THE STUDY
Program outcomes listed in the manual of Engineering Accreditation Council for the Board of Engineers of
Malaysia [21] have emphasized much on competency of engineering graduates in dealing with complex
engineering problems, critical thinking skills development and evidence-based decision making in the
curriculum, clearly indicates the needs of adaption in cultivating required attributes according to the different
disciplines of engineering fundamentals and specialization. Unfortunately, the absence of clear descriptions
delineating critical thinking skills for the civil engineering courses and compounded by the varied interests and
needs of each university can lead to various ways of expressing the critical thinking skills requirements.
Similarly, a comprehensive overview of critical thinking and an understanding of what critical thinking is,
within the context of civil engineering are hardly to be obtained from the available literature, which is somewhat
quite surprising to its perceived importance [22].
Another aspect being stressed is the application of mathematical knowledge in the analysis and to the
solution of complex engineering problems [21]. According to BOK2 ASCE [6], a technical core of knowledge
and breadth of coverage in mathematics, and the ability to apply it to solve engineering problems, are essential
skills for civil engineers, in parallel with the fact that all areas of civil engineering rely on mathematics for the
performance of quantitative analysis of engineering systems. Therefore, mathematics has a vital role in the
fundamental of engineering educations for the 21st century engineers [23, 24]. In addition, a review into the
BOK2 ASCE [6] reveals that the cognitive level of achievement has been generically described based on the
Bloom’s taxonomy and the associated descriptors for the civil engineering courses. However, again, there are no
extensive descriptions delineating critical thinking elements for the mathematics courses.
Moreover, the current scenario to facilitate civil engineering students' learning of engineering mathematics
seems to be inadequate in enhancing students' ability to apply the mathematical knowledge and skills
analytically and critically, makes the transfer of learning across the students area of study does not occur as
efficiently as would have expected [25]. Therefore, as stated in National Academy of Engineering, [26]
engineering education must be realigned, refocused and reshaped to promote attainment of the characteristics
desired in practicing civil engineers, and this must be executed in the context of an increased emphasis on the
research base underlying conduct of civil engineering practice and engineering mathematics.
Rosalyn Williams, historian of science and technology, has asserted that, as a profession, civil engineering is
undergoing transformative evolution where the fundamental engineering processes remain the same but the
domains of application are rapidly expanding, thus, it’s a need to develop enhanced understanding of models of
engineering practice in this evolving environment [26]. Meaning, it’s crucial for the civil engineering faculty
and engineering educators to understand the process how engineering problems are being managed and
overcome in the real civil engineering practices, in the sense of using the critical and mathematical thinking, so
that the pertinent engineering attributes can be truly inculcated and reflected in the outcomes of civil
engineering programs and instructions, as well as to express a bold optimism for the prospective civil engineers
[26].
The question here, have any study been done to discover the related attributes in the real civil engineering
practice contexts? The absence of real understanding of the integral relationship between mathematical thinking
and critical thinking and its associated dispositions at the departmental and faculty levels have partially
contributed to the ineffective attainment of math-related critical thinking outcomes among the civil engineering
undergraduates. This unfortunate situation has been perpetuated through the years and given rise to different
conceptions, perceptions and emphasis in instructional approaches among mathematics and civil engineering
educators. To achieve math-related critical thinking outcome, a ‘process’ theory revealing the integral
relationship between mathematical thinking and critical thinking in the real civil engineering practice contexts,
need a first and foremost attention.
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EXPLORATION: THE PATH TO WALK
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to generate a substantive theory uncovering the integral relationship, in the sense
of understanding the nature of interaction, between critical thinking and mathematical thinking, as perceived by
practicing civil engineers. On that purpose, this research will explore an in-depth insight into the process, for
answering the research question: “how do critical thinking and mathematical thinking integrate during the
execution of the civil engineering tasks?” Answer to the question would be based on interpretation of the civil
engineers’ perspectives and voices, concerning their experiences in the real civil engineering practices context.

Research Philosophy & Methodology
In designing a research to be conducted, it’s very important to understand the philosophy position of the
research issues in order to understand the different combination of research methods. A paradigm says about
ontology, epistemology and methodology underpinning the research, is essentially a worldview within which a
researcher work, and a whole framework of belief, values and methods within research takes place [27].
Strauss & Corbin [28] mentioned that doing analysis is actually making interpretations and must be based on
multiple perspectives. Therefore, in order to have holistic and comprehensive understanding of social
phenomenon, an understanding, appreciation and application of multiple paradigms to research are deemed most
appropriate [29]. In addition, grounded theories connect those multiplicity of perspective with patterns and
processes of action and interactions that eventually are linked with scrutinized conceptualization [28]. In the
same context, theoretical paradigms underlying the study of the integral relationship between mathematical
thinking and critical thinking among practicing civil engineers are investigated, interpreted and analyzed under
the light of three philosophies, namely interpretive/symbolic interactionism, pragmatism, and postmodernism.
Hence, it is appropriate to adopt qualitative-interpretivist approach as a research design, as it is the best way for
representing the multiple realities and experiences of the civil engineering world.
As far as methodology is concerned, this study adopts qualitative research method with grounded theory
approach. Grounded theory was developed by Glaser and Strauss [30] and is defined as a general methodology
for developing theory that is grounded in data systematically gathered and analyzed [28]. Grounded theory is
chosen based on the ontological and epistemological beliefs underpinning this research. Grounded theory
practices inductive and deductive approaches during the constant comparative analysis, and is known as analytic
induction or abduction, which is a product of mental activity and is important in grounded theory method [31,
32]. The logic of abduction allows the researcher to modify or elaborate extent concepts when there is a need to
do so, as to achieve a better fit and workability of generated theory [33]. In this iteration of grounded theory
process, symbolic interactionism and pragmatism perspectives are much being relied on [34]. Grounded theory
also suits well the essential element of the postmodernism perspective of deconstruction, in which the process of
deriving a general, abstract theory of a process, action, or interaction grounded, involves multiple stages of data
collection and data analysis, where data is deconstructed during the coding processes for enabling the constant
comparative analysis and theoretical sampling to be done [35].

Research Phases and Participants
The study will be carried out in two consecutive phases as briefly outlined below:
Phase one is pilot study where semi-structured interviews and non-participant observations on practicing
civil engineers on ‘in-office’ design work and site works will be executed. Data collection will be carried out at
a particular civil engineering consultancy firm, based on the open sampling method. Several less structured
interviews with broad base interview questions will be conducted with two or three civil engineers in separate
sessions, meant to elicit a bird’s eye overview of the task and nature of work undertaken by civil engineers in
their real settings [36]. As mentioned by Maykut and Morehouse [37], important or salient dimensions in the
phenomenon will be observed as we study and begin to analyze our initial data from the pilot study. Data will be
analyzed using open coding method with constant comparative analysis. A non-participant observation at a civil
engineering consultancy firm will be carried out in view of its necessity in giving natural exposure as an initial
effort to reveal what is important to understand about the phenomenon under study [37].
Phase two is main study which will also carry out semi-structured interviews and non-participant
observations on practicing civil engineers on ‘in-office’ design work and site works at the other engineering
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consultancy firm. Following the pilot study, more focused semi-structured interviews will be carried out. A step
by step stages involved in undertaking a project from beginning until its completion will be explored during the
interview sessions. It is anticipated that each interview would lead to further subsequent interviews as new
information and themes emerge from previous interview data analysis [38]. Each interview session would be
tape recorded and later transcribed.
The reasonably close observations on the nature of engineering tasks of these civil engineers in their natural
settings would further assist the researcher in fine-tuning the research and interview questions formulated for
collecting and validating data throughout the theoretical sampling process. In order to understand the tasks
engaged by civil engineers, efforts would be put as much as possible to observe and follow closely the daily
routine work involved such as to observe closely how the engineer calculate, draw rough sketches and interpret
results, arrive at conclusions, discuss problems with other engineers in the firm, discuss tasks with other
engineers from different disciplines, meetings with others including architects, surveyors and municipal sectors.
This initiative is much relevant and essential to the researcher as it would reveal a first-hand perspective of civil
engineering tasks in particular engagement and appropriateness of mathematical knowledge and critical thinking
skills in real engineering context. These unobtrusive non participant observations would mostly be carried out
on the work of civil engineers at their in-house office and occasionally on site projects.
As for potential participants for this study, they will comprise of experts from industry personnel from civil
engineering consultancy firm in southern region of West Malaysia. This place is chosen because all the data
needed for this study can be acquired and their nature of work at this place is coherent with the requirements of
the intended research. The main targeted participants are practicing and professional civil engineers, who are
acceptably experienced and knowledgeable in their field. If deemed necessary, as required by theoretical
sampling to enrich information for properties and dimensions of categories, or to uncover variations [34], other
participants will also be considered such as practicing engineers at construction sites and/or personnel from the
accreditation engineering council; Institution of Engineers Malaysia (IEM).

Data Collection Method
Data collection method is oriented to grounded theory approach, which involves multiple stages of data
collection and the refinement and interrelationship of categories of information [39]. Two types of sampling
methods involved in this study, namely open sampling and theoretical sampling.
The study starts with open sampling, as no theoretical concepts and categories are available to be referred to
[40]. Open sampling requires considerable interviewing and observational skills since the selection of
participants or observational sites is relatively open. During open sampling, data gathering is not going to be
structured too tightly, and the first interviews or observations tend to be very sketchy and awkward, whereas
later ones tend to be much richer in data [40]. There are variations in open sampling techniques, thus, open
sampling can be executed using different approaches [40]. In this study, the literature review and findings from
the preliminary and pilot studies shed lights on how to openly sample.
If open sampling in grounded theory is where to start, theoretical sampling directs where to go [41].
Theoretical sampling will be based on the categories of the emerging theory [42] from the evolving
concepts/themes derived from data [34]. In doing the theoretical sampling, strategic decision about what or who
will provide the most information-rich source of data to meet analytical needs will be determined [43]. This
iterative process continues until properties and dimensions of categories under development are saturated with
information needed. Therefore, writing memos or to diagrams are important during this process to relate
possible sources to sample, to act as repositories of thought in creating an important audit trail of the decisionmaking process for later use [34, 43].

Data Analysis
Data analysis in grounded theory is a fluid and generative process [34]. The process starts at the moment of
initial contact with the phenomenon being studied, beginning with coding activity by taking raw data and raising
it to conceptual level, and it continues throughout the development of a grounded theory. In other words, it is an
iterative process where data collection and analysis are concurrent and continual activities [38].
Data will be analyzed using constant comparative method, and this comparison method will much rely on the
theoretical sensitivity, which is fostered throughout the process [38, 40]. Constant comparison involves the
constant interplay between the researcher, the data and the developing theory [38]. Therefore, researchers
constantly are validating or negating their interpretations while doing the analysis [40]. As the researcher plays
an active role in this constant comparison process, having theoretical sensitivity, which is a characteristic of the
researcher, involves a mixture of analytic thinking ability, curiosity and creativity, [38] is deemed important.
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The most unique part of data analysis methods in grounded theory is the coding process.38 The three basic
analytic process involved are called open coding, axial coding and selective coding [40, 44, 45].
Open coding is the first stage of data analysis, begins after some initial data have been collected, which
involves the process of breaking down data, examining, labelling, comparing, conceptualizing and categorizing
of the phenomenon as indicated by the data [38, 42, 45].
Axial coding is an intermediate stage of coding process where those deconstructed data during open coding
are gathered back together in a new form by creating associations between a category and its subcategories, in
which, open coding and axial coding go hand in hand [34, 45]. Generally, axial coding is developing the basis
for selective coding [45].
Selective coding is a process of selecting the core category, which systematically relating it to other
categories, and validating those relationships, as well as filling in categories that need further refinement and
development [45]. Whereas, the core category is the main theme of the analyzed data and the central
phenomenon around which all the other categories are integrated. Ultimately, it is during selective coding that
explicating the story line, which is integrating and explaining grounded theory [38, 43, 45].

EXPECTED BENEFITS
The finding of the study serves a substantive theory revealing explicit insight to the civil engineering faculty
and engineering educators into the integration between critical thinking and mathematical thinking at the real
civil engineering work place. It uncovers the relationship between these two thinking to provide better and
deeper understanding on how both thinking are really being applied in executing the engineering tasks and how
they play role in the each aspects of the engineering tasks examined. Hence, the pertinent engineering attributes
can be truly inculcated and reflected in the outcomes of civil engineering programs and instructions.
On top of that, the finding is expected to contribute some additional useful information to the engineering
program outcomes and engineering education instructions, in cultivating the prospective civil engineers with the
real practice-oriented math-related critical thinking skills. It is to mold, shape and transform their thinking to be
analytical and critical, and to be well-equipped in delivering rational and professional solutions to complex
engineering problems in the real civil engineering world, aligns with the expectation of engineering program
outcomes set by the Engineering Accreditation Council.
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Abstract. Advanced manufacturing technology made Gantry Crane System (GCS) is one of the suitable heavy
machinery transporters and frequently employed in handling with huge materials. The interconnection of trolley
movement and payload oscillation has a technical impact which needs to be considered. Once the trolley moves to the
desired position with high speed, this will induce undesirable’s payload oscillation. This frequent unavoidable load swing
causes an efficiency drop, load damages and even accidents. In this paper, a new control strategy of Firefly Algorithm
(FA) will be developed to obtain five optimal controller parameters (PID and PD) via Priority-based Fitness Scheme
(PFS). Combinations of these five parameters are utilized for controlling trolley movement and minimizing the angle of
payload oscillation. This PFS is prioritized based on steady-state error (SSE), overshoot (OS) and settling time (Ts)
according to the needs and circumstances. Lagrange equation will be chosen for modeling and simulation will be
conducted by using related software. Simulation results show that the proposed control strategy is efficient to control the
trolley movement to the desired position and minimize the angle of payload oscillation.
Keywords: Computational intelligence; firefly algorithm; Gantry Crane System; PID controller.
PACS: 02.30.Yy, 07.05.Dz, 07.05.Mh, 07.05.Tp

INTRODUCTION
Gantry Crane System (GCS) is an application of the technology that has been designed to assist human in
handling heavy load materials. This application has been developed regarding on the limitation of human ability to
carry the heavier materials which related with the process of transporting and carrying the load. By having this GCS
application, it can help human in terms of reducing their time and energy to transfer and carry the load as well as
improve the safety features.
Safety issues are priority because it involves very heavy materials. The trolley of GCS should carry the load as
fast as possible without causing any unreasonable demand of movement at the final position. Nevertheless, the GCS
result always having undesirable load swing when the acceleration is applied [1]. At higher speed, these sway angles
become larger and significant and cause the payload hard to settle down when unloading [2].
Application of GCS is similar with an overhead crane except the bridge for carrying the trolley or trolleys is
rigidly supported on two or more legs running on fixed rails. The fundamental of a motion of GCS consists of trolley
movement, load hoisting, traversing and load lowering. This significant characteristic is related to the motions at the
relatively high speed. Therefore, skillful operator is needed in controlling GCS motion and makes the GCS stop
immediately at the right position. In order to attain positional accuracy of the GCS, a control mechanism that
accounts for positioning of the trolley and oscillation of the payload is required [3].
Recently, various investigations have been conducted to optimize PID controller parameters especially based on
intelligent techniques. Thus, this paper focus on one of the meta-heuristic technique which is Firefly Algorithm (FA)
and will be used to implement for GCS model. According to previous literatures, FA has been applied in various
system and field. For instance, FA has been applied in a process control to maintain glucose concentration at the
desired set point. It has been tested where FA is more powerful and shows superior performances compared to
Genetic Algorithm (GA) [4]. Furthermore, FA is used to solve static transmission network expension planning [5]
and power flow [6] in electrical power system. In control system, FA is implemented to achieved desired transient
response and provide good solution compared to cenventional method [7]. The FA also has been successfully
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applied to the permutation flow shop scheduling problems [8], clustering problem [9] and mixed variable structural
optimization [10]. In addition, FA has been implemented to solve tracking problem in visualization [11].
Since PID control a scheme is widely used in industries for a long time [12], PID controller will be used and
tuned using FA via Priority-based Fitness Scheme (PFS). PID controller is chosen due to simple structure and easy
to design with optimization technique [2], [13], [16]. Based on [2], [13], [14], [15], the transient response
specification of the system can be prioritized according to the needs and circumstances.

MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF GANTRY CRANE SYSTEM
FIGURE 1 shows a schematic diagram of a Gantry Crane System (GCS) considered in this work. The parameters
of m1, m2, l, x, T , T and F are payload mass, trolley mass, cable length, horizontal position of trolley, swing angle,
torque and driving force respectively. GCS is modeled based on [17]. Some assumptions have been made to
minimize the difficulties of modeling such as cable of trolley and hanged load are assumed to be rigid and massless.
The system parameters are shown in TABLE (1).
Trolley

Trolley
Displacement

DC motor

Cable
Payload
Oscillation

Payload

FIGURE 1. Model of GCS.
TABLE (1). Parameters of GCS.
Value

Parameters
Payload mass (m1)
Trolley mass (m2)
Cable length (l)
Gravitational (g)
Damping Coefficient (B)
Resistance (R)
Torque constant (KT)
Electric constant (KE)
Radius of pulley (rP)
Gear ratio (z)

1
5
0.75
9.81
12.32
2.6
0.007
0.007
0.02
15

Unit

kg
kg
m
m/s2
Ns/m
Ω
Nm/A
Vs/rad
M
-

Several methods can be used to model the GCS. From the investigations, it is found that the Lagrange's equation
is more suitable to derive the mathematical expression for modeling the system. The GCS has two independent
generalized coordinates namely trolley displacement, x and payload oscillation, T . The standard form for Lagrange's
equation is given as:
d
dt

ª wL º wL
»
«
«¬ wqi »¼ wqi

Qi

(1)

where L, Qi and qi represent Lagrangian function, nonconservative generalized forces and independent generalized
coordinate. The Lagrangian function can be written as:
L

T P
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(2)

with T and P are respectively kinetic and potential energies. Kinetic and potential energies can be derived as:
1
m1 x 2  m2 x 2  m1l 2 T 2  m1 xT l cos T
2

L

(3)

Solving for equation (1) yields nonlinear differential equations as follows:
(m1  m2 ) x  m1lTcos T  m1l T 2 sin T  Bx

m1l 2T  m1lx cos T  m1 gl sin T

F

(4)

0

(5)

By considering the dynamic of DC motor, differential equations with their effects are derived where V is an input
voltage. Thus, a complete equation of GCS can be obtained as:
V

>

@

ª R BrP K E z º ª RrP º
ª RrP º
2


«
»«
» (m1l ) T cos T  T sin T  «
» (m1  m2 ) x
rP ¼ ¬ K T z ¼
¬ KT z
¬ KT z ¼
m1l 2T  m1lx cos T  m1 gl sin T

0

(6)

(7)

Thus, PID control is implemented for this GCS as shown in FIGURE 2.

IMPLEMENTATION OF PID AND PD CONTROLLER
Control structure that combines PID and PD controllers is to control position of a trolley and low payload
oscillation as shown in FIGURE 2. The purpose of PID controller is utilized for positioning control of trolley
displacement whereas the PD controller is for reducing the payload oscillation. Thus, five controller parameters (KP,
KI, KD, KPS and KDS) need to be tuned concurrently.

Desired +
Position

x

PID

+

Trolley +
Displacement

GANTRY CRANE
SYSTEM
ߠ
PD
Payload
Oscillation

FIGURE 2. Control structure with five (KP, KI, KD, KPS and KDS) controller gains.

Simulation exercises are conducted with Intel Core i5-2450M Processor, 2.5 GHz, 6 GB RAM, Microsoft Window 7
and MATLAB as a simulation platform. The GCS model with nonlinear differential equations in equation (6) and
(7) are designed via Simulink. With an input voltage, two system responses namely trolley displacement, x and
payload oscillation, T are examined.

FIREFLY ALGORITHM VIA PRIORITY-BASED FITNESS SCHEME
Swarm Intelligence (SI) is an emerging field in Computational Intelligence (CI) where all the algorithms are
inspired by the cooperative knowledge of nature. Firefly Algorithm (FA) is developed by X. S. Yang [18] and this
algorithm is based on flashing light of fireflies. Each fireflies will move randomly toward fireflies that have a much
brighter and more attractive. It means that there are two important terms in FA need to be considered: attractive and
movement of fireflies. In addition, flashing light is associated as fitness function in order to obtain efficient optimal
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solution. All fireflies will be represented as value of PID parameters. Relationship of agent's position, Sm with PID
parameters can be generalized as equation (8).
Sm = [KP, KI, KD, KP, KDS]T

(8)

Evaluation of fireflies position can be determined via fitness function in TABLE (2). The fitness function is the
function that the agents use to evaluate and propose their best solution. For this study, three stages of fitness function
scheme are implemented and this scheme is similar with [2]. In this work, SSE is set as highest priority, followed by
OS and Ts where SSE is represented as steady state error, OS is overshoot and Ts is settling time. If the fitness
obtained smaller than the global best record (GBEST ), the new fitness will become the new GBEST and the agent’s
position is kept as the best solution.
TABLE (2). Priority-based Fitness Scheme (PFS).

Algorithm 1: Fitness function evaluation for tuning PID and PD parameters
01 Reject solution if value of SSE (Sm), Ts (Sm) and OS (Sm) obtained is too large
02 else
03 if SSE (Sm) ≤ SSE (GBEST)
04 if SSE (Sm) = SSE (GBEST)
05
Accept new solution as the best found solution where Sm = GBEST
06 else
07
if OS (Sm) ≤ OS (GBEST)
08
if OS (Sm) = OS (GBEST)
09
Accept new solution as the best found solution where Sm = GBEST
10
else
11
if Ts (Sm) ≤ Ts (GBEST)
12
if Ts (Sm) = Ts (GBEST)
13
Accept new solution as the best found solution where Sm = GBEST
14
end
15
end
16
end
17
end
18
end
19 end
This algorithm is started by generating initial population of agent randomly. Agent in this work is called it as
firefly. Light intensity, Im is one of the formulas that formulated to be equal to the inverse value of the firefly's
fitness function as shown in equation (9).
Im = 1/ f(Sm )

(9)

Then, each agent will find and keep moving toward other agents that have greater light intensity for every
iteration. The movement of this agent is bounded by equation (10):
Sm = Sm + ßoe-ɣrmu^2(Sm - Su ) + αem

(10)

where r is the distance between two agents, ßo is the agent's attractiveness, ɣ is absorption coefficient, α is
randomization parameter which in range [0,1] and em is a vector random number taken from uniform distribution.
The distance between any two agents, m and u at Sm and Su can be calculated using Euclidean distance in equation
(11).
rmu = || Sm - Su ||
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(11)

Thus, the complete algorithm of Priority-based Fitness Scheme in Firefly Algorithm (PFFA) is shown in TABLE
(3).
TABLE (3). Priority-based Fitness Scheme in Firefly Algorithm (PFFA).

Algorithm 2: Firefly Algorithm for tuning PID and PD Parameter
01 Set fitness function, f(Sm ) according to (8)
02 Generate randomly initial population of agent, Sm
03 Find agent's light intensity, Im at Sm using (9)
04 Define light absorption coefficient, ɣ
05 while z < t
06 for m = 1 to q
07
for u = 1 to q
08
if Im < Iu
09
Move agent m towards u using (10)
10
Evaluate new solution using Algorithm 1, update Im using (9) and GBEST if necessary
end if
11
12
end for u
13 end for m
14 end while
15 Post process results and visualization

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A control structure of GCS is designed using simulink for simulation purpose as shown in FIGURE 3. This
model is designed based on equation (6) and (7). In this study, 20 agents are considered with 100 iterations. The
initial agents are bounded between 0 to 200. With an input voltage of 5 V, trolley displacement and payload
oscillation are examined.

FIGURE 3. Model of GCS via simulink.

TABLE (4) shows optimal PID and PD parameters obtained using Priority-based Fitness Scheme in Firefly
Algorithm (PFFA). The value of KP, KD and KPS is almost reached to 200 while KI and KDS produce a low value
respectively. Then, these five parameters are simulated into PID blocks in FIGURE 3.
TABLE (4). PID and PD parameters based on PFFA.
Value
Parameter

KP
KI
KD
KPS
KDS

199.63252
0.08725
199.96015
199.80392
0.23031
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FIGURE 4(a) and 4(b) shows the motion control of trolley displacement and payload oscillation with 1 m of
desired input and payload of 1 kg. It is noted that this algorithm is able to control motion trolley of GCS to achieve 1
m position with zero SSE and low percentage of OS (0.1167 %). However, the settling time is quite higher (3.4042
s) and it can be seen that the controller needs time (in the dot circle) to improve the performance of motion control
and make sure the trolley displacement can be stopped at the right position. Due to this, it has had some impact to
the payload oscillation in order to reduce the time of oscillation.

(a)

(b)
FIGURE 4. Motion control of GCS performances.
(a) Trolley displacement. (b) Payload oscillation.
TABLE (5) summarizes system specifications obtained with the PID and PD controller. Performances of trolley displacement
is presented in terms of steady state error (SSE), overshoot (OS) and settling time (Ts) while period of one cycle oscillation (T)
and maximum angle of oscillation ( T max) is presented as payload oscillation.

TABLE (5). Performances of trolley displacement and payload oscillation based on PFFA.
Trolley Displacement
Payload Oscillation
SSE
OS
Ts
T
T max
Optimization
(m)
(%)
(s)
(s)
(rad)
0.0000
0.1167
3.4042
1.8149
0.2266
PFFA
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CONCLUSION
As conclusion, this paper presents the implementation of Priority-based Fitness Scheme in Firefly Algorithm
(PFFA). From the analysis, PID and PD controller can be tuned by PFFA for controlling motion control of trolley
displacement and payload oscillation respectively. Even though the value of SSE is zero and OS is low, Ts is quite
higher due to controller improvement in optimizing the best solution. However, this optimization might not be the
best tuning method to obtain the best parameter for PID and PD controller for GCS. Further research with other
optimization is required to compare the performance of the system.
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Abstract. The industrial applications of Coupled Tank System (CTS) are widely used especially in chemical process
industries. The overall process is require liquids to be pumped, stored in the tank and pumped again to another tank.
Nevertheless, the level of liquid in tank need to be controlled and flow between two tanks must be regulated. This paper
presents development of an optimal PID controller for controlling the desired liquid level of the CTS. Two method of
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm will be tested in optimizing the PID controller parameters. These two
methods of PSO are standard Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and Priority-based Fitness Scheme in Particle Swarm
Optimization (PFPSO). Simulation is conducted within Matlab environment to verify the performance of the system in
terms of settling time (Ts), steady state error (SSE) and overshoot (OS). It has been demonstrated that implementation of
PSO via Priority-based Fitness Scheme (PFPSO) for this system is potential technique to control the desired liquid level
and improve the system performances compared with standard PSO.
Keywords: Computational intelligence; Coupled Tank System; particle swarm optimization; PID controller.
PACS: 02.30.Yy, 07.05.Dz, 07.05.Mh, 07.05.Tp

INTRODUCTION
In process industries, liquid need to be supplied in the tank. It will be stored up in tank and transferred it to the
other tank as per requirement. The liquid must be maintained at a specific height. If the level cannot be maintained
as requirement, it can bring losses to the company or industries. Therefore, a control mechanism is required in order
to attain desired level as needed. Based on the previous research, many controllers had been implemented to the
Coupled Tank System (CTS) in order to improve the performance of the system. The CTS can be shown in FIGURE
1. However, despite the advent of many control theories and techniques, PID control is still one of the most widely
used control algorithms in industries [1].

Level
Indicator
Tank 1

Tank 2

FIGURE 1. Coupled tank CTS-001.
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The parameter of the PID controller can be tuned by traditional method or optimization approach. These tuning
methods aim to find the optimal parameter of PID controller in order to get the best performance of the system. In
[2], Proportional-Integrator (PI) controller is designed using Ziegler-Nichols (Z-N) technique for CTS. Nevertheless,
high overshoot is provided through the Z-N tuning method but it has a faster response which has less settling time
for the process. The rise time is also less with good set point tracking characteristics. Yacoub et al. [3] proposed the
Simulated Annealing (SA) as the tuning method for PI controller. The result is compared with the Genetic
Algorithm (GA) and best performances are provided based on settling time and rise time. Ramli et al. [4] proposed
to upgrade the PI control to hybrid PI-NN (Neural Network) which is compared to the PID-NN controller in terms of
disturbance rejection and control performance measures for common input changes. Based on the control
performance, hybrid PI-NN response faster than PID-NN and the settling time is much shorter. The system also in
good robustness and had small steady state error. However, the problem occurred in presence of disturbance.
Furthermore, Jutarut et al. [5] had done a research of the PID controller design for CTS process using Characteristic
Ratio Assignment (CRA). This research was done to test the performance of PID controller which it is high
uncertainly nonlinear model. CRA is satisfied with the specification of performance of the system. The researchers
also state that by using CRA, it is very convenient as a fast adjustment damping ratio and high speed response.
Indirectly the overshoot is decreased which bring the settling time faster to the system. The development of GA and
PID controller had been proposed in [6] to overcome the weaknesses occurs in the nonlinear situation. GA used to
tune the parameters of the PID controller. The PID parameter can be obtained due to GA can be tuned by itself and
not just approximated model of the system. The accuracy of the parameter is better than the accuracy of the
parameter using the approximation model system even though it can be obtained faster than tuning the system using
GA. Through this method, the overshoot of the system decreased as well as the settling time. In other word, the
system was response faster than the original system.
Therefore, the controller which will be focused in this paper is PID controller. PID controller is chosen due to
simple structure and easy to design with optimization technique [7], [8], [9]. Three parameters of PID controller (KP,
KI and KD) will be tuned using Priority-based Fitness PSO (PFPSO). Based on [9], [10], [11], [12], the transient
response specification of the system can be prioritized according to the needs and circumstances.

MATHEMATICAL MODELING
It is vital to understand the mathematics modeling of the behavior of Coupled Tank System (CTS). In this
system, the nonlinear dynamic model is observed and the linearization process is done from the nonlinear model.
Based on FIGURE 2, H1 and H2 are the fluid level in Tank 1 and Tank 2. It is measured with respect to the
corresponding outlet. Considering a simple mass balance, the rate of change of fluid volume in each tank equals the
net flow of fluid into the tank.

TANK 1

Qi1

TANK 2

Qi2

H
H11

H2

Qo1

Qo2

Q3

FIGURE 2. Schematic diagram of CTS.

Therefore, the equation for Tank 1 and Tank 2 are:
dH 1
dt
dH 2
A2
dt
A1

Qi1  Qo1  Q3

(1)

Qi 2  Qo 2  Q3

(2)
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where:
H1, H2
A1, A2
Q3
Qi1, Qi2
Qo1, Qo2

=
=
=
=
=

Height of fluid in Tank 1 and 2 respectively
Cross-sectional area of Tank 1 and 2 respectively
Flow rate of fluid between Tanks
Pump flow rate into Tank 1 and 2 respectively
Flow rate of fluid out of Tank 1 and 2 respectively

Each outlet drain can be modeled as a simple orifice. Bernoulli’s equation for steady, non-viscous,
incompressible shows that the outlet flow in each tank is proportional to the square root of the head of water in the
tank. Similarly, the flow between the tanks is proportional to the square root of the head differential. Thus:

Qo1

D1 H 1

(3)

Qo 2

D2 H2

(4)

Q3

D 3 H1  H 2

(5)

where α1, α2 and α3 are proportionality constants which is depend on the coefficients of discharge, the cross sectional
area of each orifice and the gravitational constant. By substitute equation (3), (4) and (5) into equation (1) and (2),
the nonlinear state equations which describe the system dynamics of the CTS apparatus are:
dH 1
dt
dH 2
A2
dt

A1

Qi1  D 1 H 1  D 3 H 1  H 2

(6)

Qi 2  D 2 H 2  D 3 H 1  H 2

(7)

In the second order configuration, h2 is the process variable and q1 is the manipulated variable and assume that q2
is zero. The block diagram of the second order system can be simplified as shown in FIGURE 3.

FIGURE 3. Block diagram of second order system.

The transfer function for the plant can be obtained by substituting all the parameter which was provided from the
[13],[14]. The provided parameters are shown in TABLE (1).
Parameter
H1
H2
α1
α2
α3
A1
A2

TABLE (1). Parameters of CTS.
Value

Unit

17
15
10.78
11.03
11.03
32
32

cm
cm
cm3/2/sec
cm3/2/sec
cm3/2/sec
cm2
cm2
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Thus, the actual transfer function of the plant with the completed value is:
G p ( s)

h2 ( s )
q1 ( s)

0.0361
36.9406s 2  12.1565s  0.4514

(8)

Thus, PID controller is implemented for this Coupled Tank System as shown in FIGURE 5.

PRIORITY-BASED FITNESS PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) was introduced in 1995 by Kennedy and Eberhart [15]. The basic PSO is
developed based on behaviors of fish schooling and bird flocking in order to search and move to the food with
certain speed and position. There are two important equations according to PSO as in equation (9) and (10).

vi+1 =ωvi + c1r1(PBEST - xi)+ c2r2(GBEST - xi)

(9)

xi+1 = xi + vi+1

(10)

Parameters of r1 and r2 represent random function values [0,1] while c1 is cognitive component and c2 is social
component. The function of ω parameter is to balance between local and global search capabilities [16]. In this
research, PSO algorithm using a Priority-based Fitness scheme (PFPSO) is implemented for tuning of these three
PID parameters. In this work, the PBEST and GBEST are updated according to the priority: Ts, SSE and OS. It means
that settling time, Ts is set as highest priority, followed by steady state error, SSE and overshoot, OS. FIGURE 4
illustrated the overall process of PSO via priority-based fitness approach where it clearly can be shown in FIGURE
4(b) (in the Red box).

(b)

(a)

FIGURE 4. The process in determining optimal PID parameters.
(a) PFPSO algorithm (b) Priority-based Fitness scheme according to the priority
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The plant of the CTS is obtained from the mathematical modeling in previous section. The input voltage injected
in the system is 1 Volt (V) and the level converter will convert the input voltage to the desired water level. For this
case the desired level is 1 cm. Therefore three controller parameters need to be tuned. The block diagram of the
system via Simulink is shown in the FIGURE 5.

FIGURE 5. Control structure of CTS with PID controller parameters.

Simulation exercises are conducted with Intel Core i5-2450M Processor, 2.5GHz, 6GB RAM, Microsoft
Window 7 and MATLAB as a simulation platform. In this study, 20 particles are considered with 100 iterations. As
default values, c1 and c2 are set as 2. The initial value of ω is 0.9 and linearly decreased to 0.4 at some stage in
iteration. With an input voltage, one system response namely desired water level is examined. TABLE (2) shows the
optimal PID parameters (KP, KI and KD) obtained using PFPSO.
TABLE (2). PID parameter based on PFPSO
Value

Parameter
KP
KI
KD

250.9641
4.6859
250.8701

The control structure in FIGURE 5 is then simulated with the PFPSO-tuned controller parameters. FIGURE 6
show the desired output of water level response. It is noted with implementation of PFPSO, zero steady state error,
SSE with low settling time, Ts and overshoot, OS is achieved. TABLE (3) summarizes system specifications
obtained with the PID controller.

FIGURE 6. Response of CTS with PFPSO.

TABLE 3. Performances of CTS based PFPSO
SSE
Ts
0.0000
11.5396

Optimization
PFPSO
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OS
11.3344

In order to observe the best technique tuning method that gives the best optimal performances of CTS, PFPSO is
compared with standard PSO method. Based on Table 3, zero SSE is successfully achieved for both methods. It is
clearly shown that PFPSO is provided more optimal performances where this method could reduce more percentage
of OS and better Ts. According to this analysis, it clearly shows that Priority-based Fitness scheme can provide
better performance for CTS.
TABLE (3). Performances of CTS based on PSO and PFPSO
SSE
Ts
OS
0.0000
17.7519
16.1877
0.0000
11.5396
11.3344

Optimization
PSO
PFPSO

FIGURE 7 shows the comparison of performances between PSO and PFPSO in terms of transient response
specification with desired water level of 1.0 cm. It clearly shows that PFPSO improved the performance of the CTS
in terms of OS compared to the PSO. The system also takes a short time to settle in order to achieve the desired
water level.

FIGURE 7. Response of CTS with PSO and PFPSO

CONCLUSION
As conclusion, this paper presents the study of two methods of optimization in order to obtain the optimal PID
controller parameters which are PSO and PFPSO. The difference between these two methods is in terms of priority
section. From the analysis, PID tuned by PFPSO shown a better performance than the PID tuned by PSO. However,
this optimization might not be the best tuning method in order to obtain the best parameter for PID controller for
CTS. Further research with other optimization is required to compare the performance of the system.
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Abstract. This paper presents the study of the growth of nanostructure titanium dioxide (TiO 2) via electrochemical
anodization method. Both constant and alternating anodization voltage would be applied in this study. The effects of
applied voltage on the morphological and structural properties were studied. Images of field emission scanning electron
microscope (FE-SEM) revealed that morphology of nanostructure could be manipulated by changing the type and amount
of applied voltage. Besides that, X-ray diffraction (XRD) results indicated that crystalline structures (anatase and rutile)
could be obtained after being annealed at 7000C for 60 minutes. By analysing the data in XRD measurements, crystallite
size of the TiO2 could be calculated by using the Scherrer method. Besides that, the relationship between mean crystallites
sizes and anodization voltage would also be further studied in this paper.
Keywords: Titanium dioxide; applied voltage; nanostructure; anatase; rutile.
PACS: 61

INTRODUCTION
Nanocrystalline titanium dioxide has received much attention in recent years due to its unique properties with a
broad spectrum of applications such as sensing, photocatalysis and photoelectrochemical solar cells [1-3]. However,
TiO2 is a photosemiconductor which only absorbs a small part of ultraviolet in the solar light since band gaps of
anatase and rutile phases are around 3.2 and 3.0eV, respectively [4].
TiO2 can crystallize into anatase, rutile and brookite phases. The most common crystal form of TiO2 is rutile.
Anatase phase of TiO2 will convert to rutile phase when it is annealed at certain high temperature [5]. Various
methods have been used to fabricate nanostructured TiO2 such as electrochemical anodization, sol gel, hydrothermal,
microwave-hydrothermal, metal organic chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD) and direct current (DC) magnetron
sputtering methods [6-12]. However, electrochemical anodization will be applied in this study since it is a simple
and low cost method which is effective in controlling the condition of the nanostructure fabricated.
The effects of various parameters such as duration, applied voltage and electrolyte concentration on nanotube
structure have been investigated and reported in details by researchers [13, 14]. However, the comparison between
the effect of constant-voltage and alternating-voltage on the morphological and structural properties of the
nanostructure is still scarcely found in the literature.
In this paper, we successfully demonstrated the synthesis of nanostructured TiO2 via electrochemical anodization
by using fluoride-based electrolyte. The anodization voltage applied during fabrication was varied to study its
effects on the morphological and structural properties of synthesized TiO2. Besides that, the crystallite size of the
nanostructured TiO2 fabricated was determined by using Scherrer method.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
In this work, titanium foils (Strem Chemical, 99.7% purity and 0.127mm thickness) were cut into a number of
pieces. Prior to anodization, the titanium foil was degreased sonically in acetone and distilled water, for 10 minutes
each. Next, titanium foil is blown dry in an air stream. After drying, the samples were anodized with 0.3wt% NH 4F
and 5vol% H2O in ethylene glycerol electrolytes at different applied voltages. During the anodizing process, the
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initial titanium foil served as the anode while the cathode was a copper wire. The distance between electrodes was
kept at about 2 cm apart from each other and the electrolyte solution was maintained at room temperature. Duration
of the experiment was 60 minutes. For the anodization experiments, a Keithley 2400 sourcemeter was used. Samples
S1 and S2 were anodized at constant-voltage 40V and 120V, respectively. Meanwhile, sample S3 was anodized
under alternating-voltage condition. The voltages used were 120V (upper level) and 40V (lower level); the holding
time of the two voltages utilized during nanotube growth was varied, with a sequence of 10 minutes at 120V and 2
minutes at 40V. The anodized samples were washed and sonicated in distilled water for 10 minutes and then blown
dry. Next, samples were calcinated in a furnace at 700oC for 1 hour. The annealed samples were then characterized
and analysed by using FE-SEM and XRD.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
FE-SEM
FIGURE 1, 2 and 3 show the FE-SEM images of the TiO2 nanotube arrays formed under different anodization
voltage, suggesting a strong morphological dependence on the relevant anodizing parameters. Nanotube formed in
sample S1 was not optimized because the nanotube wall thickness was too thin. As compared, the wall thickness of
TiO2 nanotubes of sample S2 was better. These results show that anodization voltage plays an important role in the
fabrication of TiO2 nanotubes.
FIGURE 3a displays the bottom view of sample S3 grown under alternating-voltage condition at 120V/40V.
Again, we can confirm that nanotubes have been formed. When nanotube was fabricated at applied voltage 120V
(the bottom layer of FIGURE 3c), the nanotubes were well-defined and highly ordered. However, when the applied
voltage was switched to 40V (the upper layer of Figure 3c), again the TiO2 nanotubes fabricated had thin nanotube
walls. This result was consistent with the FE-SEM of samples anodized under constant-voltage condition at 40V and
120V. Therefore, we concluded that we could control the wall thickness of our nanotubes by adjusting the applied
voltage of electrochemical anodization process.
(a)

(b)

FIGURE 1. FE-SEM images of sample S1 at (a) 50k magnification and (b) 100k magnification.
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 2. FE-SEM images of sample S2 at (a) 50k magnification and (b) 100k magnification.

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 3. FE-SEM images of sample S3 at (a) bottom view with 100k magnification, (b) nanotubes of layer 40V with 50k
magnification and (c) nanotubes of layer 120V (bottom) and 40V (upper) with 50k magnification.
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XRD
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FIGURE 4. XRD patterns of samples S1, S2 and S3.
FIGURE 4 shows the XRD patterns of the TiO2 nanotube arrays annealed at temperature 700oC for 60 minutes.
In this experiment, both anatase and rutile phases were obtained, but anatase was the dominant phase. This result has
agreed well with the work done by Chen et al. They reported that when fluoride anions based electrolyte was used in
the anodization process, TiO2 nanotubes will be obtained and anatase phase will dominate after calcination [15].
Apart from that, it was obvious that anatase and rutile peaks intensity were increased from sample S1 to S3. It
means that percentage of TiO2 crystallinity is higher at higher voltage. Results obtained is explicable since it is well
known that when higher anodization voltage is applied, the more energy is provided to form crystal structure of
TiO2.
Based on XRD data, crystallite size can be determined by using Scherrer method [16]:
D = (Kλ)/βcosθ
where D is the mean crystallite size, K is a dimensionless constant which normally reported as 0.9 in the
literature [7], λ is the K-alpha1 wavelength which is 0.15406 nm in this experiment, β is the full width half
maximum of the diffraction peak determined and θ is the diffraction angle which can also be taken as the value of
the maximum point of the diffraction peak.
θ refers to the anatase (101) and rutile (110) diffraction peaks for anatase and rutile phase,respectively. These
peaks were the dominant peak for anatase and rutile phase in the XRD patterns obtained above.

FIGURE 5. Means crystallite size of anatase and rutile synthesized as a function of sample S1, S2 and S3.
[ • : Anatase; □ : Rutile].
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FIGURE 5 presents the graph of crystallite size versus sample S1, S2 and S3. Note that sample S2 which
anodized under constant-voltage 120V showed the smallest crystallite size for both anatase and rutile phase. This
might due to breakdown that happened during anodization processs which caused that crystallite size to grow slowly
as compared to the other two samples.
Interestingly, when anodized under constant-voltage conditions, such as sample S1 and S2, crystallite size of
anatase phase was so much larger than rutile. However, crystallite size of antase phase was smaller than rutile phase
TiO2 for sample anodized under alternating-voltage conditions. Based on the obtained results, one finds that anatase
and rutile phase of TiO2 were favoured to grow under constant-voltage and alternating-voltage anodization process,
respectively.

CONCLUSION
In summary, TiO2 nanotubes have been successfully fabricated under different applied voltage. Through FESEM, the presence of nanotube was detected. Nanotube grown was well-defined and the wall thickness was thicker
when anodized at a higher applied voltage during the anodization process. Using XRD measurement, anatase and
rutile phase were detected in all samples after calculation. Besides that, it was found that a better crystal phase TiO 2
which is good in both crystallinity and crystallite can be obtained when anodized under alternating-voltage
condition. Apart from that, results showed that the growth of anatase and rutile phases of TiO 2 were preferred under
constant-voltage and alternating-voltage anodization process, respectively.
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Abstract. The aim of this work is to compare the applicability of particle diameter prediction mathematical
models (i.e. Tate’s Law equation, the modified Tate’s Law equation, the modified Yildirim’s model) to
determine diameter of liquid core capsules. The capsules were produced by extruding xanthan gum-calcium
chloride solution through a hypodermic needle into sodium alginate solution. The effects of two types of
xanthan gum with different concentrations and needle diameters on capsule diameter were investigated in this
work. The results showed that there was no significant difference in capsule diameter despite different types
and concentrations of xanthan gum were used. However, the diameter of the capsules increased when the
diameter of needles increased. As a whole, the produced capsules were in the range of 3.47 mm to 4.86 mm.
Among the three studied prediction models, the modified Tate’s Law mathematical equation was the most
suitable model for the diameter prediction of the liquid core capsules with AAD of 2.74% and MAD of 6.55%.
Keywords: Alginate; Xanthan gum; liquid core capsule; capsule size; diameter prediction model.
PACS: 82.35.Pq

INTRODUCTION
Encapsulation can be defined as a process involves the complete envelopment of pre-selected core
material within a defined porous or impermeable membrane (shell) by various techniques, either in form of
bead or capsules. [1],[2],[3] Capsules are generally in spherical shape, and the core is surrounded by a
continuous polymeric wall. Capsules have been applied in many bio-systems such as fermentation,
wastewater treatment, as well as in vitro and in vivo drug release in human or animal body.
The simplest way to produce capsules is by the extrusion-dripping method. In the method, the inner
core solution (calcium chloride solution) is extruded into shell solution (sodium alginate solution) and
capsules were formed upon gelation. In order to ensure spherical capsules are formed, various biopolymers
are added in the inner core solution to increase the viscosity of the solution. For bio-systems application,
the size of the capsules play an important role to ensure optimum efficiency, productivity, and product
quality of the systems are determined. The size of capsules could be estimated using the diameter
prediction mathematical models based on the process parameters including the needle diameter, flow rate,
solution formulation, and solution physical properties.
In the past, Tate’s law equation has been used to predict bead diameter, as shown in equation (1):
(1)
Where d is the capsules diameter, dr is the outer diameter of tip, ρ is density, is surface tension and g is
the gravitational force.
Tate’s law equation has been reported as a poor approximation for droplet diameter prediction since it
was found out that a fraction of liquid will not be detached from a tip in practical. In order to allow better
prediction, a set of correction factors has to be introduced [1], [4]. As a result, a modified Tate’s Law
mathematical equation was introduced to predict the diameter of bead [2], as described in equation (2)
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(2)
Where K is the correction factor due to droplet diameter change after gelation.
Moreover, a semi-empirical model for prediction of liquid droplet size was reported by Yildirim and coworkers (2005). The Yildirim’s model correlates the size of liquid droplet which detached from a dripping
tip with Bond number. In order to consider the diameter change of bead after gelation, a correction factor
(K) was introduced to the model for particle size prediction. [1] As a result, the modified Yildirim’s model
could be described by:
(3)
Where BO is Bond number (ρgr2/ .
The diameter prediction mathematical models have been developed and studied for bead formation
system in previous studies. [1], [2] However, the applicability of the models for liquid core capsules diameter
prediction has yet to be studied. Therefore, the objective of this study is to compare the applicability of
particle size prediction models (i.e. Tate’s Law, the modified Tate’s Law, and the modified Yildirim’s
Model) to predict diameter of xanthan gum-alginate capsules produced using extrusion-dripping method.
The effect of different types and concentrations of xanthan gum on the diameter of the capsules were also
investigated.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Materials used were sodium alginate (Kimitsu Chemical Industries, Japan), Tween 80 (Merck,
Germany), xanthan gum (Euro-chemo Pharma, Malaysia [Type X1]; R&M, UK [Type X2]), and calcium
chloride (Bendosen, Norway).

Physical Properties Measurement
Physical properties such as density and surface tension were measured. The density of samples was
measured by hydrometer (Zeal, UK). The surface tension of samples was determined by LCP coefficient
method [5].

Preparation of Capsules
Hypodermic needles (Terumo Corporation, Japan) with outer diameter ranging from 0.5 mm to 1.1 mm
were first blunted and shortened to 3.0 mm. It was then connected to a syringe (Terumo Corporation,
Japan) which containing xanthan gum-calcium chloride solution The extrusion dripping system was set-up
with a motor stirrer (IKA, Germany) with a blade stirrer, retort stand, syringe with hypodermic needle and
a gelation bath, as shown in FIGURE 1.
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FIGURE 1. Extrusion-dripping system set-up for liquid core capsules formation

Characterization of Liquid Core Capsules
In order to characterize capsule properties, thirty xanthan gum-alginate capsules were collected and
their images were captured by digital camera (Canon, Japan). The diameter of capsules was determined by
an image analyzer (Sigma Scan Pro 5, SPSS Inc., USA).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Diameter of Capsules Produced by Different Types of Xanthan Gum
FIGURE 2(a) and (b) showed the diameter of capsules produced by two types of xanthan gum, Type X1
and X2 respectively. In general, the diameter of capsules produced by the xanthan gums was in the range of
3.47 mm to 4.86 mm. In both cases, the results showed that diameter of capsules increased as the diameter
of needle increased. The results showed that there was no significant difference between the diameters of
capsules produced by the xanthan gums. The results indicated that the needle diameter has a more dominant
influence on capsule diameter than the types of xanthan gum. The diameter of particles produced by simple
extrusion-dripping system is found to be strongly influenced by the needle diameter [6].
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FIGURE 2. Diameter of capsules produced by xanthan gum Type X1 (a) and X2 (b) using
different needle diameters.

Diameter of Xanthan gum-CaCl2 Solution Droplet Before and After Gelation
FIGURE 3 showed the percentage changes of xanthan gum-calcium chloride droplet before and after
gelation, it was found out that the diameter of capsules produced was about 40 % increased as compared to
the droplet diameter. The increased diameter can be explained by the formation of hydrogel network during
cross-linking. As a result, the correction factor (K) for the prediction models could be taken as 1.40.

FIGURE 3. Percentage changes in xanthan gum-calcium chloride droplets diameter before and
after gelation.
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Diameter of Capsule Predicted by Mathematical Prediction Models
FIGURE 4 showed the diameter of the capsules determined by experiment and the prediction models
(Tate’s law equation, modified Tate’s law equation, and modified Yildirim’s model). The diameter of
capsules predicted by Tate’s law equation was apparently lower as compared to the others. Tate’s law
equation gave a poor diameter prediction for capsules since the equation speculated that the particles size is
equivalent to the size of the pendant droplet attached at the dripping tip (ideal case). However, the detached
droplet is only a portion of the pendant droplet and a portion of the droplet was remained on the tip after
detachment. The predicted diameter of the capsules by the modified Yildirim’s model was close to the
experimental data since the model has taken into account the residual liquid at the dripping tip by empirical
approach and the change of particle size after gelation. Among the three models, the diameter of capsules
predicted by modified Tate’s law equation was the closest to the experimental data. In which, the modified
Tate’s law equation also has taken the liquid loss at the tip and the change of particle size after gelation into
consideration.

FIGURE 4. Comparison of capsules diameter with different prediction models (Tate’s Law Equation,
Modified Tate’s Law Equation, and Modified Yildirim’s Model).

Error Analysis of Diameter Prediction Models
TABLE 1 showed the error analysis of diameter prediction mathematical models. Tate’s law equation in
its raw form gave poor approximation for diameter prediction for capsules with AAD and MAD of 31.63 %
and 42.97 % respectively. In order to improve the prediction, the Tate’s law equation and Yildirim’s model
have been modified by taking into account the residual liquid by empirical approach (Lee et al., 2007) and
the droplet size change after gelation. Based on the statistical analysis, the modified Tate’s law equation is
the best prediction model to estimate the diameter of liquid core capsule; with AAD and MAD of 2.74 %
and 6.55 % respectively. Even so, the modified Yildirim’s model is also good to be used for the capsule
diameter prediction as its AAD and MAD is 4.43 % and 11.56 % respectively.
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TABLE (1). Error analysis of diameter prediction mathematical models.

Prediction Models
Tate’s Law Mathematical Equation
Modified Tate’s Law Equation
Modified Yildirim’s Model

AAD
31.63
2.74
4.43

MAD
42.97
6.55
11.56

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the types of xanthan gum do not affect the diameter of the produced capsules. Diameter
of the capsules is strongly influenced by the needle diameter. Among the studied three prediction models
have been study, Tate’s law equation in its raw form could not give satisfactory prediction of the diameter
of the liquid core capsules. With the introduction of a correction factor (K=1.40), the modified Tate’s law
equation and the modified Yildirim’s model gave good prediction on the capsule diameter. Based on the
error analysis, the modified Tate’s law equation was the most suitable capsule diameter prediction model
with AAD less than 5 % and MAD of 6.55 %.
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Abstract. In the given article, the main thermodynamic aspects of the issue of modeling diffusion transfer in
molecular sieves have been formulated. Dissipation function is used as a basic notion. The differential
equation, connecting volume flow with the change of the concentration of catchable component has been
derived. As a result, the expression for changing the concentration of the catchable component and the
coefficient of membrane detecting has been received. As well, the system approach to describing the process
of gases separation in ultra porous membranes has been realized and micro and meso-levels of mathematical
modeling have been distinguished. The non-ideality of the shared system is primarily taken into consideration
at the micro-level and the departure from the diffusion law of Fick has been taken into account. The
calculation method of selectivity considering fractal structure of membranes has been developed at the meso
level. The calculation algorithm and its software implementation have been suggested.
Keywords: Modeling; algorithm; membrane; separation; process.
PACS: 00-01.01

INTRODUCTION
In these latter days, an intensive growth of scientific publications on micro porous crystalline
membranes-molecular sieves «molecular sieve [1] » is observed. Zeolites have great prospects in this
relation, as they possess well ordered mono-disperse system of pores. Perspectives of using these
materials in different multifunctional apparatuses for realizing delicate separation-reaction processes are
great. At the same time, presently the mechanisms of molecular transport through molecular sieves have
not yet been fully understood; the methodology of their using in industrial units both for carrying out
traditional and innovation technological processes cannot be developed without it.
It is important to note the presence of intermolecular forces such as the connections «adsorbateadsorbate» and «adsorbate- adsorbent», anisotropy of zeolite grid as well as the presence of cross effect of
transfer in multicomponent systems lead to the fact that the gradient law of Fick ceases to describe the
diffusion inside zeolite membranes adequately. Therefore the modeling of diffusion processes in such
membranes should rely in a greater degree on the principles of molecular dynamics and thermodynamics.

The Main Part
The present article is devoted to the statement of thermodynamic aspects of the issue of modeling
diffusion transfer in molecular sieves. The dissipation function F is used as a basic notion:

¦ Ji X i

)
In the linear approximation, the flow

Ji

(1)

with cross components taken into account:

¦ LiJ X J

Ji

(2)

J

)  JW

'PW
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(3)

The Calculation of Changing of the Catchable Component Concentration
It is necessary to know chemical potentials of components to calculate moving force of the process:

P 0  RT ln a

P

P S0

PS

(4)

 V P  RT ln aS

(5)

Here, a - chemical activity of components.
In the linear approximation, the calculation of components flows is produced by the formulas:

VW JW  VS J S -volume flow

JV
JD

JS
 VW JW
CS

u S  uW - the flow of catchable substance

(6)
(7)

The coefficient of penetration
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¹
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Here, f - the coefficient, connected with the geometric characteristics of the membrane [2].
Section coefficient or relation of the full area of pores to the full surface of the layer:

SG 2 N n

p

(9)

F

Inside the pore, the flow is laminary and follows Poiseuille's law [3]:

SG 4
'P
8lK
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(10)

The linear speed of leakage:

Q

u

(11)

SG 2

The coefficient of pores curvature:

l
L

k

(12)

Then the expression for the linear speed takes the form:

u

G2
'P
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(13)

The coefficient of porosity is correspondingly defined by the formula:

H

If one introduces the real density of adsorbent material
specific surface of the layer:
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2SGlN n
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(14)

U n , one can write the expression for the
2H
1  H U nG

(15)

From here, we get the correlation:
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2

(16)

K

Into the correlation (12) one can introduce Kozeni constant

K

2k

[4], if one assumes:

2

(17)

From here, we get the expression for the coefficient of adsorbent layer:

H

f
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From here, we have
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1
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For the cross coefficient, one can write:

LDP

(19)
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(20)

where V - some coefficient, connected with the flow reflection [5].
Then, we get:
The parameter
carrier mobility:

Z
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(21)
characterizes the layer permeability on catchable component at the expense of

Z 
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Here
is stipulated by increasing of molecules of catchable substance by molecules of carrying continuous
medium [6].
The diffusion flow is the other component:

J Sm

Z'S

(25)

The full degree of layer permeability:

PS
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As a result, we get the differential equation, connecting the volume flow with the change of the
concentration of the catchable component:

JS

1  V C S JV  PS

We integrate it at the following primary conditions: x
As a result, we get:
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The calculation expression for the change of catchable component concentration
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The resulting expression for the calculation of the coefficient of the catchable membrane:

R 1
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C SII
C SI

(31)

The Models of Micro and Meso Levels of
Describing Separation Process
The system analysis, carried out by us, has showed that the known models, describing the processes of
the membrane separation of gases, do not have unified character and are adapted to the specific types of
membranes for various gaseous mixtures. As a rule, the complex, multi-component composition of gases
is not taken into account what is typical, for example, for biogases. At the mathematical description of the
processes of micro- and ultra filtration (these processes are principal while separating gaseous mixtures),
the standard approach is applied, which is based on the usage of controlling parameters of hydrodynamics
of canal system in the porous layer [7]. Moreover, specific peculiarities, stipulated by the complex fractal
structure of micro and ultra porous membranes are not taken into consideration. Thus, the main
advantage of the known methods of calculation of membrane systems of separation is the absence of
clearly selected block of controlling parameters, that makes difficult the optimum design and
development of the system of automatized control of the processes of membrane separation of complex
multi-component gaseous mixtures.
Therefore, the modeling methodology preparation and software product suggestion to develop
membrane systems for biogases based on the microfiltration processes is actual.
But in order to solve these problems, it is necessary firstly to develop mathematical model of this
process. In accordance with the system approach, we have distinguished micro and meso-levels of
describing separation process of gases in membrane [8].
The non-ideality of the shared systems has primarily been taken into account at the micro-level as well
as the necessity of departure consideration from the diffusion law of Fick, which is stipulated by
migration diffusion in active centers of adsorption grids. We suggest to describe these phenomena with
the help of special phenomenological approach.
The model represents some compromise between simplicity and exactness of the description of mass
transfer process in micro-porous crystalline membranes considering non-adequacy of the gradient law [9].
The simplest one-dimensional approximation, reflecting qualitative peculiarities of the developed
model looks like in the following way

wc w ª wc
º

D  Dm c 1  c »
wt wx «¬ wx
¼

0

Dm will be called the coefficient of the migration diffusion.
It is apparent that the influence of the migration leads to non-linearity of the diffusion equation.
We will consider that the equation solution (32) at less concentrations of admixture c

(32)

where

where H  1.
We get

In null approximation, we get:
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(34)

Hence, follows the conclusion that the wave mode of adsorption can exist – mode of the progressing
concentration wave along the layer with the speed:
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W
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2

2

(35)

Correspondingly, the length of the concentration progressing wave:

2

/

2D
Dm

J

(36)

From the detailed analysis [10] it follows that a correction for non-linearity leads to non-locality of
perturbation distribution, that is, leads to some lateness of concentration wave as regard to the initial
moment of the process for the time of order:
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At weak migration factor, a small parameter
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can have the following meaning:
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(38)

We will search solutions, describing moving concentration front in the adsorbent layer. Then, we will
search the solution in the form:

~
C0

S x  vt

(39)

The diffusion equation will be changed into the ordinary differential equation:
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where 9
x  vt , v - the speed of wave front.
We will get progressing concentration front of the form:
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From here, we come to the expression for the profile of the wave concentration front considering
migration diffusion:
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where the typical length of the wave is
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CONCLUSION
From the received correlations, the conclusion follows that the speed of the wave front cannot be more
than the half of the quantity of the migration coefficient of diffusion. At the meso level, the main
structural characteristic of adsorption layer is its poriness or porosity ε . It is necessary to keep in view
that poriness is macroscopic characteristics of the layer and can be defined only at sufficiently large area
of porous system, containing a great number of elements. In this case, poriness is naturally defined as a
relation of the volume of ‘empty’ space to the full volume of the layer, or if the question is about local
poriness, the part of the layer is considered, which is satisfying the condition of ‘macroscopicity’ in the
above explained meaning.
The other effect, which also influences on the quantity of poriness, consists in the change of geometric
characteristics of the layer at the expense of the dynamic impact of the continuous medium flow. The
advantage of such approach for the addition systems in the fact that the interpreted quantity of poriness as
probability doesn’t depend on the nature of constituent elements and is defined without indication of their typical
geometric sizes. Whereby, the experimental definition of these characteristics is essentially simplified.
On the basis of the complex approach, the description of algorithm and software has been given which
is intended for the algorithm implementation. Also the calculation method of membrane systems for gases
separation by taking into account their real composition at the stage of parametric identification has been
suggested. The calculation algorithm is presented in the diagram form in the following FIGURE 1.
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FIGURE 1. The algorithm diagram and its software implementation.

The algorithm implementation is realized with the help of the modern software package CHEMCAD [11].
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Abstract. This article presents the study of the stability of the anodic growth porous tungsten oxide (WO3) film in
different solutions. As-anodized films are relatively stable in acidic electrolytes like sulphuric acid (H2SO4),
hydrochloric acid (HCl) but not in oxalic acid. In higher pH solution, rate of dissolution of the WO3 film is higher.
Annealing at 400 °C for 2 h transform the as-grown sample from amorphous phase to the crystalline phase and this
significantly improve the stability of the film in high pH solution. Photocurrent measurements reveal that there is no
significant difference of the electrolyte used (0.5 M H2SO4, 0.33 M H3PO4, 0.1 M sodium sulfate (Na2SO4)) on the
photocurrent. As-annealed films exhibit good stablility for the long photoelectrochemical (PEC) measurements
(1700 s) in 0.5 M H2SO4 and 0.1 M Na2SO4. There is no effect on the photocurrent for the variation of the
concentration of the acidic solution (H2SO4). However, lower photocurrent was obtained as the concentration of
Na2SO4 was increased.
Keywords: Tungsten oxide; anodization; porous; photocurrent.
PACS: 81

INTRODUCTION
Nanostructured tungsten oxide (WO3) has received intensive attention for the application as a gas sensor [1],
electrochromic device [2], and photocatalyst [3]. WO3 has similar properties with TiO2 which is currently one of
the most studies materials for photoelectrohemical (PEC) water splitting for hydrogen production. However
WO3 has smaller band gap ~2.8eV compared to TiO2 (3.2 eV) and it has better stability. Yafeng et al. [3] has
demonstrated that nanoporous WO3 exhibits better photocatalytic properties compared to TiO2.
To work in the PEC cell, WO3 film has to be in direct contact with the electrolyte. As a result of this, it is
necessary to study the stability of the film in different type of electrolytes. The stability of the film in the
chemical solution is crucial for PEC applications and it currently remains as one of the challenges for many
potential materials. TABLE 1 summarizes electrolytes used for PEC measurement. As shown, different types of
electrolytes are employed for the PEC experiment. Other than Na2SO4, all of them are acidic solutions as WO3 is
reported to be stable in low pH. However none of them compares and describes which electrolytes shows best
stability for WO3 film and thus preferable in PEC experiment. In the present work, we fabricated porous WO 3
film by anodization method and then investigate the stablity of the as-grown porous film in different solutions
for PEC measurement.
TABLE (1). Electrolytes used for photoelectrochemical measurements on WO3.
Author
Electrolyte
Berger et al. [4]
0.1 M H2SO4
Watcharenwong et al. [5]
0.5 M Na2SO4
Cole et al. [6]
0.33 M H3PO4
Nah et al. [7]
0.1 M HClO4
Zheng et al. [8]
0.1 M Na2SO4
Ng et al. [9]
0.5 M H2SO4
Liu et al. [10]
1 M KCl with HCl
Kim et al. [11]
0.33 M H3PO4

Year
2006
2008
2008
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Tungsten (W) foils with 99.9% purity and 0.1 mm thickness (American Elements Inc.) were cleaned by
sonicating in 0.25 M sodium hydroxide (NaOH) at room temperature (RTP), rinsed in de-ionized (DI) water and
then dried with nitrogen gas. The electrochemical treatment was carried out by the same manner given in our
previous work [12] where 100 V was applied using keithley 2400 source meter unit for 30 min in 0.3 M reagent
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grade oxalic acid at room temperature with platinum wire as counter electrode and tungsten foils as working
electrode. The as-grown samples were further annealed at 400 °C for 2 h before undergo PEC measurement.
Field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM, FEI Nova NanoSEM 450) was employed to evaluate
the surface morphology of the films while X-ray diffraction (HR-XRD, PANalytical X’Pert PRO MRD
PW3040) was used to study the structural properties of the samples. Photocurrent measurements were conducted
for the annealed samples in H2SO4, H3PO4, and Na2SO4 using Gamry potentiostat (Interface 1000) at 1 V in a
standard three electrode setup with platinum wire as a counter electrode, Ag/AgCl as a reference electrode and
anodized WO3 as working electrode under illumination of AM 1.5 light source (optical radiation corporation,
solar simulator 1000).

RESULTS

FIGURE 1. FESEM images show (a) top-view and (b) cross-sectional images of as-anodized sample, (c) top-view and
(d) cross-sectional images of as-anodized sample after immersed in 0.3 M oxalic acid for 30 min, (e) sample after immersed
in 1 M H2SO4 for 17 h, (f) sample after post-annealing treatment at 400 °C for 2 h and immersed in 0.5 M NaOH for 1 h.

Porous WO3 films were first prepared by anodization of tungsten foil at 100 V in oxalic acid for 30 min. To
evaluate the stability of the as-grown samples, films were immersed in different types of solutions with different
pH (NaOH, DI water, Na2SO4, oxalic acid, HCl and H2SO4). We found that as-grown porous WO3 films were
etched immediately in 0.5 M NaOH while it was dissolved in 0.3 M oxalic acid after 30 min. FIGURE 1(a) and
(c) illustrate top-view FESEM images of the as-anodized film before and after being immersed in 0.3 M oxalic
acid for 30 min. Figure 1(b) and (d) show the corresponding cross-sectional images. It is interesting to note that
the as-grown WO3 films were also dissolved in neutral solution of DI water and Na 2SO4 where the pale yellow
WO3 color gradually faded to metallic color of tungsten foil after ~1 h. FESEM images reveal that there was no
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discernable change on the morphology of the samples immersed in HCl and H 2SO4 for 1 h, proving that WO3 is
more stable in acidic solution. However, in long immersion duration (17 h), porous structure of the film
immersed in 1M HCl has been fully etched while nanoplates could be seen on the porous structure of the film
immersed in 1 M H2SO4 ,as shown in FIGURE 1(e). This is an interesting finding where formation of nanoplates
by immersion of porous structure in H2SO4 was firstly observed. Similar finding has been reported by
Widenkvist et al. where nanoplates could be formed by immersion of tungsten foil in nitric acid [13].
FIGURE 2 shows the XRD patterns of the samples before and after being annealed at 400 °C for 2h. It is
clear that as-anodized sample is in amorphous phase which transforms to the crystalline phase upon annealing at
400 °C. Crystalline WO3 exhibits significantly much better stability especially in non-acidic solution compared
to the as-grown amorphous WO3 as no change of color was detected by naked eye and the FESEM image in
Figure 1(f) reveals that the porous layer still exists after 1 h chemical bath in 0.5 M NaOH while it dissolved
immediately before annealing. To further investigate the effect of different electrolytes on the PEC performance,
photocurrent measusurements were performed in different electrolytes. FIGURE 3(a) shows the photocurrent
responses of WO3 films under AM 1.5 light source at 1 V in different electrolytes. No significant change of the
current density was observed for the measurements in 0.33 M H3PO4, 0.5 M H2SO4, 1 M H2SO4 and 0.1 M
Na2SO4. This indicates that there is no preference electrolyte as all of the electrolytes show similar PEC
performance. Photocurrent measurements were also conducted for long duration (1700 s) in both acidic and
neutral solutions (0.5 M H2SO4 and 0.1 M Na2SO4) to further examine the stability of the WO3 in these
solutions, as shown in figure 3(b). As illustrated, there is only small decay of the photocurrent during 1700 s of
the measurments in both solutions, which suggests that the annealed porous WO 3 is relatively stable in both
acidic and neutral solutions. There is no discernable change of the photocurrent with the variation of
concentration for the case of H2SO4 from 0.5 M to 1 M. However, increase of the concentration of Na 2SO4 from
0.1 M to 1 M will significantly decrease the photocurrent.

FIGURE 2. XRD patterns of as-grown WO3 film (a) before annealing and (b) after annealing at 400 °C for 2 h. Symbol
‘ε’ refers to monoclinic phase of WO3 peaks while W refers to cubic tungsten peaks.
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FIGURE 3. Photocurrent responses of porous WO3 films under AM 1.5 light source at 1 V biased voltage in different
electrolytes for (a) 400 s and (b) for 1700 s. The switch on/off period of the light is 100 s.

CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have investigated the stability of the anodic growth of porous WO3 film in different
solutions. As-grown samples are more stable in certain acidic electrolytes (H2SO4, HCl) but not in oxalic acid.
In higher pH solution, the film will dissolve facilely. After annealing, films with the crystalline phase show
remarkable improvement of the stability especially in high pH solution. There is no preferable electroytes to be
used for PEC measurements among 0.5 M H2SO4, 0.33 M H3PO4, and 0.1 M Na2SO4 as comparable results were
obtained for the photocurrent measurements. Annealed samples are relatively stable in both acidic and neutral
solutions (0.5 M H2SO4, 0.1 M Na2SO4). There is no difference on the photocurrent performance with the
variation of H2SO4 concentration. However, lower photocurrent was obtained as the concentration of Na 2SO4
was increased.
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Abstract. High magnetic flux density can be obtained due to high operating frequency of micro-transformer. Design of
air-gap in the middle of ferrite core can be used to optimize the amount of magnetic flux density produced by the
magnetizing current flow toward the core. This paper discusses the results of different simulations based on different
length of air-gaps located in the middle of ferrite core of micro-transformer which operates at 1 Mhz of frequency.
Specifications of the transformer also are given as the references to validate the results. At the end of the content, certain
validations is being concluded in order to identify which design is ideal.
Keywords: Magnetic flux density; air gap length; ferrite core; micro transformer; high frequency.
PACS: 41.20.Gz

INTRODUCTION
Air gap length between upper and lower halves of ferrite core is usually being used to manipulate the value of
mutual inductance produced between the coils in the windings [1]. In conventional transformer the gapping material
such as paper, mylar and glasses are being inserted in series with the magnetic path in order to increase the
reluctance [2]. In micro-transformer, mostly the cores are made by magnetic materials such as are ferrites or
amorphous which relatively have high permeability. Equations below show the relationship between air gap length,
relative permeability and magnetic flux density [3].
ଵ
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(1)

Since the permeability of air, ߤ is equal to 1, the equation is simplified as
ܴ ൌ 
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where ܴ is air gap reluctant and ܣ is the cross sectional area of core. In order to obtain the total reluctance,
ܴ௧ the sum of the reluctance of magnetic material, ܴ and ܴ must be computed so that,
ܴ௧ ൌ  ܴ   ܴ
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where MPL is magnetic path length and ߤ is relative permeability which is being applied to compute the equation
of
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So after re-arranged the equation,
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Material’s resistance to flux which is called reluctance determines the magnetic flux produced in a certain
material by magnetomotive force (mmf). High magnetic resistance is usually being found in poor conductor of flux
hence greater the reluctance the higher magnetic force required to obtain a given magnetic field [4].
In order to reduce the permeability, small amount of air gap is applied at least less than 25 microns because with
this amount it has powerful effect by shearing over B-H loop [5]. For ferrites core that being cut as E cores, have
only 80 percent of the permeability if being compared to the toroidal design of the same material due to induced gap
located in the middle of E cores [6].

METHODOLOGY
Several designs of air gap length are being simulated through COMSOL multiphysics software. The objectives
of this experiment are to obtain the distribution and amount of magnetic flux density and surface current at 1Mhz of
operating frequency hence to conclude which design has optimum results of surface current and magnetic flux
density. The simulations are being done in axial 2 dimensions of geometry drawing through ACDC module with
azimuthal induction current and vector potential.
There are two important settings that being implemented in this experiment which are geometry and physics
setting. For geometry setting as shown in FIGURE 1, axes and grid setting for schematic drawing are set to -65 to
+65um for z-axis and 0 to 50um for r-axis. The cross sectional area of copper is 15um each with a gap distance of
60um between the loops and 15um of gap distance between the layers.
For physic settings, electrical and magnetic properties of each material are assigned through subdomain setting.
Copper is selected as the material of winding turns, so the library of COMSOL will automatically load the details
specification of copper which has 5.998x107 S/m of electrical conductivity, σ at 20˚C of room temperature. The
voltage potential between the loop are assigned to be 4V each that means total voltage in each winding is 24V. For
ferrites core, the details of properties is manually assigned with 2000 of relative permeability, μ . For air region,
electrical conductivity, σ is set to be 3x10-5 S/m at least because of the magnetic flux density cannot be obtained at
air region if the electrical conductivity is set to zero.
For boundary setting, at zero axis of r is set to axial symmetry due to only half of the cross sectional area of
micro-transformer is designed. Boundary of copper windings and inner side of ferrites core is assigned as continuity
while other than that are assigned as magnetic insulation.
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FIGURE 1. Axial 2D of schematic drawing with an air gap of 15um.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
By referring to fig 1(a), 15um length of air gap will result to the highest maximum magnetic flux density
obtained which is 4.12T, range of surface current density varies from 0 to -8.209x1010 A/m2. Streamlines of
magnetic flux are well distributed with a tighter distribution obtained between second layer of primary turn and first
layer of secondary turn.
Lower range of magnetic flux density is obtained from the air gap of 30um as shown in FIGURE 1(b) which is
4.195x10-5 to 3.736T. Flux linkage between the coils is slightly different compared to FIGURE 1(a) with a minor
distortion of streamline occurs at the air gap region. Amount of induced surface current obtained in the coils results
with no significant changes at the range of 0 to -8.082x1010 A/m2 compared to the result of 15um length of air-gap.
FIGURE 1(c) shows the result of less magnetic flux density obtained from 45um of air gap compared to both 15
and 30um of air gaps with a range of 2.051x10 -3 to 3.321T. Slightly unbalance streamline of magnetic flux occurs in
both primary and secondary turns which are not well spread out as can be observed with the gaps before
approaching to the side of upper and lower ferrite cores. Minor distortion of streamline occurs at the air-gap region
which indicates the change of magnetic properties occurs between different materials from ferrite to air region
during the operation. The induced surface current in the coil is slightly decreasing compared to both 15 and 30um of
air gap which is in the range of 0 to -7.954x1010 A/m2.
For the air gap of 60um, amount of magnetic flux density increases with a range of 2.784x10-5 to 3.419T
compared to the result of 45um of air gap but still less than the results of 15 and 30um of air gaps. Heavy distortion
of the streamlines can be observed at the region of air gap due to large distance of air-gap compared to the previous
results. No significant changes of surface induced current density with a minor decrement of amount in the range of
0 to -7.82x1010 A/m2.
By referring to FIGURE 1(e), less streamline of magnetic flux density obtained at the region of secondary turns
due to the design of largest air-gap among the previous simulations. Near to zero streamlines obtained due to beyond
the limitation of air gap distance designed for the simulation. Amount of magnetic flux density also increases at the
range of 7.852x10-3 to 3.517T and no significant change of induced surface current density obtained with a range of
0 to -7.678x1010 A/m2.
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(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)
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(e)
FIGURE 2. Streamlines distribution of magnetic flux density and induce current density of (a) 15, (b) 30, (c) 45, (d) 60, and
(e) 75um respectively.

CONCLUSION
Generally, in this experiment, the changes of amount and streamlines of magnetic flux density depend on the
ideal length of air-gap. From 15 to 60um length of air gap, the results show the decrement of magnetic flux density
due to ideal design of air gap length but when the air gap is up to 75um, amount of magnetic flux density increases
along with unbalance distribution of magnetic flux density occurs at the winding turns. By comparing the results of
45 and 60um length of air gaps simulations, 60um length of air gap will be selected as the ideal design with less
surface current and well distributed of magnetic flux streamlines obtained compared to 45um length of air gap.
Slightly higher range of magnetic flux density of 60um compared to 45um length of air gap is not significant.
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Abstract. Handheld machine tools produce continuous vibration to the users during operation. This vibration causes
harmful effects to the health of users for repeated operations in a long period of time. In this paper, a dynamic vibration
absorber (DVA) is designed and modeled to reduce the vibration generated by the handheld machine tool. Several
designs and models of vibration absorbers with various stiffness properties are simulated, tested and optimized in order to
diminish the vibration. Ordinary differential equation is used to derive and formulate the vibration phenomena in the
machine tool with and without the DVA. The final transfer function of the DVA is later analyzed using commercial
available mathematical software. The DVA with optimum properties of mass and stiffness is developed and applied on
the actual handheld machine tool. The performance of the DVA is experimentally tested and validated by the final result
of vibration reduction.
Keywords: Dynamic vibration absorber; mechanical vibration; hand tool vibration absorber.
PACS: 62.20.-x

INTRODUCTION
Hand-arm vibration can cause vibration syndrome and Vibration-Induced White Finger (VWF) (Labor, 2013).
The effects of vibration depend to the length of time that the user use vibrating tools (Patient, 2013). In industries,
the usage of vibrating hand tools is common and works at a long time usage (Patient, 2013). The workers are
exposing themselves to the risk of harmful health effects. Tuned mass dampers (TMD) are highly effective vibration
absorber device that commonly used for reducing vibration. TMD is also known as harmonic absorber that used to
reduce amplitude in mechanical vibration (Cazzulani G. et al., 2011). Reducing vibration is a necessary fundamental
role that is used whether in mechanics or civil applications. TMD is a device consisting of a mass, spring and a
damper that is attached to a structure in order to reduce the vibration and dynamic response of machines or
structures (Cazzulani G. et al., 2011). The frequency of the damper is tuned to resonate out of phase with the motion.
The first invention of suspension system is used on the horse drawn carriages in the 19 th century in the form of leaf
springs, greater comfort on the passengers and drivers (Horan P. et al, 2010). In this paper, a vibration absorber for
handheld machine tool is modeled, analyzed, designed and fabricated. The performance of the absorber is
determined from simulation.

METHODOLOGY
The TMD requires the system of two-degree-of-freedom and used additional mass, spring and damper for the
system to function. The system of the TMD must be suitable to use on the hand tool and will not disturb the user
when using the tools. Other than that, the TMD system must absorb vibration from the hand tool by reducing the
amplitude of vibration produce by the hand tool. This requirement will satisfy the TMD system that need to be
fabricated to be used as vibration absorber on the hand tool. The design of the TMD follows the mechanical design
steps from engineering characteristics, house of quality (HoQ), weighted decision matrix, design concept (FIGURE
1) and finally the production of drawing and 3D product using commercial computer aided design (CAD) software.
TABLE 1 show the HoQ for the design requirement and TABLE 2 shows the assessment for each design concept.
FIGURE 2 shows the final selected design of TMD. Commercial mathematical software Matlab/Simulink is used to
represent the 2 degree of freedom (2DOF) system of the handtool and vibration absorber system.
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REQUIREMENT

ENGINEERING
CHARATERISTICS

Easy to carry

5

9

Easy to install

5

3

Adjustability

4

Cost

5

Safety

4

Durability

3

Total
%
Rank

(a)

9

3

Nm

Stiffness

-

Shape

mm

Dimension

-

Material

Kg

Weight

IMPORTANT WEIGHT

TABLE 1. House of Quality (HoQ).

3
9

9

3

9
3

9
9

72

90

51

108

27

20.7

25.9

14.7

31.0

7.8

3

2

4

1

5

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 1: (a) Concept design 1, (b) Concept design 2, (c) Concept design 3.

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 2: Final CAD model (a) Exploded, (b) Assembly.
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TABLE 2. Weighted rating matrix.
Criteria
Low cost
Low
maintenance
Easy to use
Light weight
Adjustability

Concept Alternative
Importance
1
2
3
weight
Rating
Weighted rating
Rating
Weighted rating Rating
Weighted rating
30
3
0.9
4
1.2
2
0.6
15
4
0.6
4
0.6
3
0.45
25
10
20
100

2
2
1
NA

0.5
0.2
0.2
2.4

4
3
3
NA

1.0
0.3
0.6
4.0

4
3
4
NA

1.0
0.3
0.8
3.15

MATHEMATICAL MODELING
The mathematical model of the handtool and vibration absorber is derived from physical model as shown in
FIGURE 3 (a). In this figure, the handtool is attached with vibration absorber consists of spring and damper. The
2DOF mathematical model of the system consists of the mass of the absorber, m1, the absorber spring, k1, the mass,
spring and damper of the handtool, m2, k2 and c2 respectively. The displacement of the handtool body is x2 and the
displacement of vibration absorber is x1. The equation of motion for the system is derived from free body diagram
and shown by Eq. (1) and Eq. (2).

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 3. Handtool and vibration absorber (a) Physical system, (b) 2DOF mathematical model.

݉ଵ ݔሷଵ  ݇ଵ ݔଵ െ ݇ଵ ݔଶ ൌ Ͳ

(1)

݉ଶ ݔሷ ଶ  ܿଶ ܿሶଶ ݇ଶ ݔଶ  ݇ଵ ݔଶ െ ݇ଵ ݔଵ ൌ Ͳ

(2)

FIGURE 4 shows the Simulink model of the system. The parameters of masses, springs and damper are
represented by gain block and the sinusoidal input force on the handtool body, f2 is represented by sine wave. The
parameters for the simulation are set as, f2 = 1 N amplitude, 5 Hz, m2 = 5 kg, c2 = 20 Ns/m, k2 = 100 N/m, m1 = 10,
20, 30, 40 and 50 g, k1 = 100, 300 and 500 N/m.
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FIGURE 4. Handtool and vibration absorber Matlab/Simulink model.

SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
FIGURE 5 shows the input force of f2 on the handtool body. FIGURE 6 to 10 show the results of handtool
vibration at different mass of absorber m1 and spring stiffness k1. From Figure 6, it can be seen that the vibration
without absorber is having 8 mm amplitude. Adding absorber with m1 = 10 g, the vibration of x2 is reduced
significantly. However, the best result is the system with k1 = 300 N/m. For m1 = 20 g and 30 g, the significant
vibration reduction is at k1 = 100 N/m (Figure 7 and 8). The vibration is however deteriorated as the m1 is increased
to 40 and 50 g. This is due to the natural frequency of the system. As the ratio of the absorber frequency to handtool
natural frequency is increased, the function of absorbing vibration is no longer effective.
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FIGURE 5. Input force, f2.

FIGURE 6. Displacement of x2 with m1 = 10 g.
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FIGURE 7. Displacement of x2 with m1 = 20 g.

FIGURE 8. Displacement of x2 with m1 = 30 g.
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FIGURE 9. Displacement of x2 with m1 = 40 g.

FIGURE 10. Displacement of x2 with m1 = 50 g.
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The vibration absorber is fabricated using available materials. It consists of adjustable ring for the holder, spring
welded to the holder and small steel plate at the end of the spring. FIGURE 11 shows the vibration absorber. This
absorber will be used for experimental approach. The hand tool chose is hand driller that is fixed for the fabricated
vibration absorber to be fit. The vibration absorber is tried to be fitted to the hand driller and found that it is suitable.
The specification of the hand driller is then taken for reference. The specifications are shown in TABLE 3. The
experiment setup is shown in FIGURE 12.

FIGURE 11. Prototype of vibration absorber.

FIGURE 12. Experiment setup for vibration absorber.
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TABLE 3. Hand driller specifications

Specification

Value

Power source

220 - 240 V

Power

800 W

Speed

2700 rpm

Frequency

50 Hz

CONCLUSION
In this paper, the modeling of hand tool vibration absorber is presented. The prototype of the vibration absorber
is fabricated. It is expected from the experiment, the vibration absorber attached to the hand tool will reduce the
vibration produced. Other than that, the vibration absorber system is expected to be effectively absorbing vibration
from the hand tool. Besides, a comparison done from the experiment is expected to give out different result from for
the hand tool with the vibration absorber and without the vibration absorber. At certain frequency the vibration
absorber will reduce the amplitude of the hand tool. The vibration absorber will be tuned as the hand tool required to
reduce the vibration produced. Certain stiffness of spring and mass of the additional mass for the vibration absorber
will be changed until the vibration absorber is suitable to be used on the hand tool. The best combination of spring
stiffness and mass will the main component of the vibration absorber. This is to ensure that the vibration absorber is
effective to be used on the hand tool to absorb vibration.
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Finite Element Analysis of (SA) Mechanoreceptors in
Tactile Sensing Application
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Abstract. This paper addresses the structural design of a fingertip model in order to analyse the sensory function of
slow adapting (SA) mechanoreceptors by using the finite element analysis (FEA) method. A biologically inspired
tactile sensor was designed to mimic a similar response of the human mechanoreceptors in the human glabrous skin.
The simulation work was done by using COMSOL Multiphysics. The artificial skin was modelled as a solid square
block of silicone elastomer with a semi cylinder protrusion on top. It was modelled as a nearly incompressible and
linear hyperelastic material defined by Neo Hookean constitutive law. The sensing element on the other hand was
modelled by using constantan alloy mimicking the SA1 receptor. Boundary loads of 1 N/m² to 4 N/m² with the
increment of 1 N/m² were applied to the top surface of the protrusion in z and x-direction for normal and shear
stress, respectively. The epidermal model base was constrained to maintain the same boundary conditions throughout
all simulations. The changes of length experienced by the sensing element were calculated. The simulations result in
terms of strain was identified. The simulated result was plotted in terms of sensing element strain against the
boundary load and the graph should produce a linear response.
Keywords: Slowly adapting (SA) mechanoreceptors, tactile sensor, glabrous skin, strain gauges
PACS: biosensors, 87.85.fk

1. INTRODUCTION
Mechanoreceptors are classified into two parts based on their response which is fast adapting (FA) and slow
adapting (SA) receptors. SA receptor is further classified into SA1 and SA2 where FA receptors are classified
into FA1 and FA2 receptors based on their receptive field area. Slow adapting receptors respond to initial
contact and maintain neural firing throughout the contract period. Fast adapting receptors respond only at
contact onset and offset.
This present paper is focused on mimicking the response of Merkel disc, a slowly adapting type 1 (SA1)
receptor. Merkel disc receptors detect touch sensation [1] and it is located in the deepest layer of epidermis, near
the dermis [2]. Figure 1 shows the cross section of the human finger skin and the location of Merkel disc. The
area circled is the location of Merkel disc. Merkel disc receptors are densely packed beneath ridges of the
fingertips.

FIGURE 1. The location of Merkel disc in skin cross section [3].
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Inspired by the human finger’s ability to obtain complex information about object touched or handled object,
an artificial skin was modelled to mimic the human mechanoreceptors. Many studies have been done concerning
the tactile sensation of human [4-5], using several transducer such as strain gauge and PVDF as sensing
elements. Shirafuji, S. and K. Hosoda , used strain gauges in their human scale robot hand equipped with an
elastic skin to measure stresses caused by normal and shear forces [6]. Maeno et.al (2000) developed an
artificial finger with embedded strain gauges to detect a partial incipient slip [7]. In order to mimic the SA1
receptor response, strain gauge will be used as the sensing element. Strain gauge is a piezoresistive type of
transducer which changes electrical resistivity due to change of strain caused by external pressure or force
exerted on it. Strain gauge has been well received as a sensing element in tactile sensing.

FIGURE 2. The epidermal ridges and its closer view at fingertips.

Figure 2 shows the shape of an epidermal ridge of the human fingertips. Maeno et.al (1998) studied the
relationship between the human finger skin structure and the location of tactile receptors using finite element
method (FEM) showing complex information about the object in contact with the elastic finger. It was found
that the strain distribution pattern is similar to the results obtained using FE analysis and confirmed that the
strain distribution patterns are the same as those calculated where the shear strain distribution inside the finger
are important for human to detect object’s complex information [4]. Yuhua Zhang (2010) presented an FEA
model of artificial epidermal ridges using Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) with embedded micro-fabricated metal
strain gauge arrays [8]. The findings show that the epidermal ridges surface has been confirmed to have the
capacity to enhance the human tactile sensitivity. Small ridges can also perform the spectral selection of force
signals, including the information on the shape of objects [9]. Artificial skin sensors are essential in providing
tactile information for a wide variety of applications including robotics and prosthetics.
In this study, a simple model of a skin embedded with SA1 receptor was developed. This bioinspired tactile
sensor is constructed to detect the strain distribution inside the modelled skin material. Therefore, strain gauge is
incorporated in an elastic silicone elastomer, and then the relationship of strain gauge deformation to its applied
boundary loads is obtained.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of the artificial finger skin design. The
experimental details and specifications of it are explained. Eventually, the experimental results and conclusion
are described in Section 3 and Section 4 respectively.

2. MODELLING DESIGNS
The structural mechanics module in COMSOL Multiphysics was used in this study since this study is about
modelling a solid model of an artificial finger skin. COMSOL Multiphysics is a simulation software and finite
element analysis (FEA) for various physics and engineering applications [10].

2.1 Proposed Model Design of Unit Sensor
A. Inspiration
Yamada et.al (2001) has conducted a study about the finger skin and distributed tactile sensors [11]. They
concluded that the basic criteria in artificial finger design were ridges on the surface and tactile sensors
distributed underneath the ridges, as well as a curve surface made from elastic silicone rubber. Maeno et.al
(1998) proposed a sensor that was capable to detect strain distribution inside a curved surface elastic finger [4].
These characteristics gave the inspiration to design our unit sensor.
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B. Proposed Design Details
The proposed unit sensor consists of one strain gauge embedded in a silicone elastomer block. Early study
has identified that the optimum placement for sensing element is at 400 μm below skin surface. This sensing
element is located beneath a semi-circular protrusion at 400 μm below skin surface. The protrusion has a radius
of 210μm and located on the middle top surface. The protrusion is used to mimic the role of epidermis ridges or
fingerprints. The gauge was arranged in an orientation that enables the sensing element to detect boundary load
in normal and shear direction. The dimension of the silicone block is 2000 μm width x 2000μm depth x 1500μm
thickness. The strain gauge was placed on a shell element of 800 μm width x 500 μm height. Figure 3
demonstrates the idea of the designed unit sensor.

FIGURE 3. The proposed unit sensor consists of one strain gauge embedded in a silicone elastomer block.

2.2 Model Material

C. PDMS (Silicone Elastomer)
The proposed material to mimic human skin mechanical behaviour is silicone elastomer or
polydimethylsiloxanes (PDMS), linear hyperelastic material defined by Neo-Hookean constitutive law. Table 1
shows the mechanical properties of the PDMS used in the simulation.
TABLE 1: MATERIAL PROPERTIES FOR PDMS

Parameter
Young Modulus
Shear Modulus
Bulk Modulus
Density
Poison’s Ratio

Symbol
E
μ
K
ρ
ν

Value
0.722 Mpa
0.2439 Mpa
6.0167 Mpa
0.97 kg/m³
0.48

The value of the Young modulus of PDMS (10:1 ratio) is obtained from a tensile test conducted using the
Instron UTM machine and was found to be 0.722 Mpa. The shear modulus (μ) and bulk modulus (K) are
obtained using equations in (1) and (2), given the poisson’s ratio v = 0.48 [12].
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(1  v)

(1)
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3(1  2v)
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P

K

D. Constantan Alloy
The gauge is embedded in the silicone elastomer and then placed under boundary load, which causes the
length of the constantan wire to change. The constantan wire strain gauge initial length of 2700 μm. If the wire
deforms or stretches, the strain will change, thus change its resistance as described in equation 3 and 4. Table 2
shows the parameters used for strain gauge model material.
TABLE 2: MATERIAL PROPERTIES FOR CONSTANTAN ALLOY [21]

Parameter
Young Modulus
Poison’s Ratio
Density

Symbol
E
ν
ρ

Value
163 Gpa
0.33
8900 kg/m³ [14]

ΔL/Lis the unit strain to which the wire is subjected. The strain is represented by equation (3). The
relationship between strain and electrical resistance is represented by equation (4) where the gauge factor (GF)
for constantan is 2.

H
'R
R

'L
L

(3)

GF.H

(4)

E. Boundary
In these simulations, uniform boundary loads ranging from 1 N/m² to 4 N/m² with an increment of 1 N/m²
is applied to the modelled epidermal ridge in normal and shear direction. Lucarotti et al. stated that the tactile
attribute is affected by contact forces over the range of 0.2 N to 1 N [15]. Yamada et.al (2001) on the other
hand, uses 2 N and 4 N for maximum values of grasping force [16]. Through my previous studies, it was found
that the boundary loads of 0.2 N/m² to 4 N/m² with 0.2 N/m² increment are able to be detected by the simulated
model at the position of the sensing element. Thus, the simulated boundary load used in this research is
acceptable which is from 1 N/m² to 4 N/m² with 1 N/m² increment. The model base was fixed throughout the
experiment in order to maintain the boundary conditions.
F. Meshing Parameters
Later, the 3D mesh of the artificial skin model was generated. Free set of tetrahedral is used for the
epidermis and strain gauge model.
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FIGURE 4. The meshed of the proposed model.

Table 3 and table 4 shows the element size parameters used in the coarse and the normal meshing of the
model. The FEA of mechanic model was formulated by using the listed mesh element.
TABLE 3: MESH ELEMENT SIZE PARAMETERS (MODELED EPIDERMIS)

Element
Maximum element size
Minimum element size
Maximum element growth rate
Resolution of curvature
Resolutions of narrow regions

200 μm
36 μm
1.5
0.6
0.5

TABLE 4: MESH ELEMENT SIZE PARAMETERS (MODELED SA1 RECEPTOR)

Element
Maximum element size
Minimum element size
Maximum element growth rate
Resolution of curvature
Resolutions of narrow regions

160 μm
20 μm
1.45
0.5
0.6

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The graph of strain versus boundary load applied is shown in Figure 4 and 5. The graph was produced based
on the calculation of strain for each applied boundary load. Figure 4 shows simulated responses of the modelled
strain gauge in artificial skin under boundary loads in normal direction. Based on the results, the modelled strain
gauge produced a linear output where the strain increases with an increment of the applied boundary load.
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FIGURE 4. Strain versus boundary load in normal direction.

FIGURE 5. Strain versus boundary load in shear direction.

Figure 5 shows the result of strain versus the boundary load of the modelled artificial finger skin in shear
direction. The changes in strain values of the strain gauge with respect to the applied boundary load were found
to be linear.
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The line steepness was evaluated by the value of the line gradient, m. The line gradient is 47.77x10 -6 and
184.5x10-6 for normal and shear load respectively. Then, the equation of a straight line is obtained. The straight
line equations are as follows: where the c value is = 0.
Normal load: y = 47.77x10-6 x
Shear load: y= 184.5X10-6 x
Based on the results of the straight lines, the gradient value for shear load is steeper compared to the gradient
value for normal loads. In conclusion, the strain values for normal and shear load is directly proportional to
boundary loads, thus it can be proved that the modelled strain gauge showed good sensitivity characterization to
the corresponding boundary loads applied.

4. CONCLUSIONS
This paper describes the development, design, and FEA of a unit sensor mimicking SA1 receptor in tactile
sensing application using COMSOL software. The constantan wire strain gauge was included in the model as
the sensing elements. Results in term of normal and shear component showed a good linearity and sensitivity
characterization of the modelled strain gauge. In future work, PVDF will also be used together with strain gauge
to emulate fast adapting (FA) receptors. Mathematical algorithms for slow adapting and fast adapting will then
be developed. This study is useful in building the human artificial hand by using strain gauge as sensing element
with the ability in tactile sensing.
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Abstract. This paper presents the performance evaluation of standalone hybrid system on Photovoltaic (PV)-Wind
generator at Faculty of Electrical Engineering (FKE), UTeM. The hybrid PV-Wind in UTeM system is combining wind
turbine system with the solar system and the energy capacity of this hybrid system can generate up to charge the battery
and supply the LED street lighting load. The purpose of this project is to evaluate the performance of PV-Wind hybrid
generator. Solar radiation meter has been used to measure the solar radiation and anemometer has been used to measure
the wind speed. The effectiveness of the PV-Wind system is based on the various data that has been collected and
compared between them. The result shows that hybrid system has greater reliability. Based on the solar result, the
correlation coefficient shows strong relationship between the two variables of radiation and current. The reading output
current followed by fluctuate of solar radiation. However, the correlation coefficient is shows moderate relationship
between the two variables of wind speed and voltage. Hence, the wind turbine system in FKE show does not operate
consistently to produce energy source for this hybrid system compare to PV system. When the wind system does not fully
operate due to inconsistent energy source, the other system which is PV will operate and supply the load for equilibrate
the extra load demand.
Keywords: PV-wind; hybrid; solar radiation; wind speed.
PACS: 88.

INTRODUCTION
Energy comes in various different forms such as light, heat, electric and other else. Energy may be transferred
between various different forms. Nowadays there are another ways to obtained electrical energy which are more
convenient, free pollution, unlimited and renewable like using solar energy, biomass energy, geothermal energy and
wind energy. Solar and wind is an intermittent energy sources as it varies over time and do not usually meet load
demands at all times. Among these two types of renewable energy, wind is the more affected source compare to
photovoltaic due to its variability. In generally, the photovoltaic system also depends on the weather conditions and
only can operate in 12 hours in a day. PV generation also provides a good solution for distributed energy generation
especially in rural area [1].
These two unpredictable energy sources standalone system will produce fluctuated output energy and thus
cannot ensure the minimum level of power continuity required by the load. A hybrid system is defined as the
combination of two or more types of electricity generation system. This paper based on combining PV system and
wind turbine to form a renewable energy system and stored in the battery. The hybrid PV-Wind system plays one of
important role in order to change the source of energy that use today. The advantages of this hybrid PV-Wind
system are environmental friendly, more independents system and low cost for maintenance. Moreover, the hybrid
system is suitable to use in remote areas with no access to utility grid. However, there is also disadvantage of using
hybrid system such as in most cases the system is over sized because it contains different types of power generation
system.
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HYBRID PV-WIND SYSTEM
In recent years, the hybrid energy system has been designed to generate electricity from combination of solar
panels and wind turbine. Although the solar and wind energy are known as dependable and widely available
renewable energy sources in Malaysia, but the intermittent energy sources will cause the power generator to produce
a fluctuating output. The different type data of the solar radiation, wind speed and voltage charging has been
collected of PV-Wind generator system in FKE. By using hybrid system, it will give a lot of advantages such as the
possibility to combine two or more renewable energy sources, based on the natural local potential of the users.
Besides, it also can protect the environmental especially in term of carbon dioxide (CO 2) emissions reduction.
Hybrid system also can give diversity and security of the supply system. It costs also predictable and will not
influenced by fuel price fluctuation, although it has fluctuation in the battery prices and it were incorporated [2-4].
Combining both PV and wind system can guarantee the high supply reliability, but in cloudy and no wind weather,
it needs large storage capacity and it is very expensive [5, 6].

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Universiti Teknikal Malaysia Melaka is situated at latitude 2°315” and longitude is 102°319”, Durian Tunggal,
Melaka. Melaka has a tropical monsoon climate with a high annual temperature of between 24°C to 33°C. The
region observes two different seasons during a year. Dry season and wet season are the two prevailing seasons. The
dry season is from November to March when the winds blow predominately from the northeast and also the solar
radiation will reach out around 800W/m² until 1000W/m². The weather is generally fine with nice cool sailing
breeze but tends to be much dryer than other parts of Malaysia. The wet season prevails from the month of April till
October. This research focused on developing hybrid system and investigation of output energy that produce from
the prime energy which are PV and wind system to supply it to LED streetlight as the load of the system. To control
the energy of the system, the solar charger controller and hybrid charger controller were used. Besides, the
performance of the storage system will be investigated in terms of reliability and correlation performance of
electrical characteristics. In this system, the battery of 24Vdc will use as the storage device of the system. FIGURE
1 shows the hybrid PV-wind system that developed at Faculty of Electrical Engineering (FKE), Universiti Teknikal
Malaysia Melaka.

FIGURE 1. Hybrid PV-wind System installed at FKE.

The PV-Wind hybrid system that were developed consists of six components which are wind turbine, solar panel,
solar charger controller, and hybrid charger controller, LED street light and battery banks. FIGURE 2 shows the
wiring diagram of the hybrid system. There are two controller which are hybrid charger controller and solar charger
controller that were used to control the energy flow of the system. The type of wind turbine used is vertical axis
wind turbine.
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FIGURE 2. Schematic diagram of PV-wind standalone system.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND RESULTS
Data were recorded by using ‘Fluke Power Quality Analyzer’. The variation data of solar radiation, wind speed,
voltage and current has been recorded and plotted in the graph. The hybrid system is placed right behind Electrical
Machine Laboratory at FKE. The results also shows the correlation coefficient between current,voltage towards
wind speed and solar radiation by using following equation.

r

¦ xy )  (¦ x)(¦ y)
>n¦ x  (¦ x) @>n¦ y  (¦ y) @
n(
2

2

2

2

(1)

Where x = value of voltage/current,
y = value of wind speed/solar radiation and
n = total number of data.

Wind System Results and Analysis
The results in FIGURE 3 shows the graphical representation of wind speed, voltage and current with the time is
taken in 24 hours start from 12:11 on 23 April until 30 April 2013. The result in FIGURE 3 (a) and (b) shows the
graphical representation of wind speed, voltage and current with the time in 24 hours start from 12:11 pm on 23 rd
April until 30th April. The maximum speed was recorded is 5.1m/s at 20:25 on 29 April 2013 and the voltage
charging is about 10V and the current charging is 0.1A. On 29th April, the wind speed and voltage charging is not
consistent at the specific time from 12:11 to 20:00. After that, the wind speed drop slowly to 0m/s until 9:30am on
30th April. Nevertheless, the wind speed increase until 11:49 am. The wind speed and voltage charging has been
collected, it has been proved that the wind speed is not consistent and fluctuation pattern and follow the weather
condition.
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a)
b)
FIGURE 3. (a) Graph wind speed and voltage charging vs time, (b) Graph current vs time

FIGURE 4. Graph wind speed from weather forecast from 23rd April until 30th April 2013.

From FIGURE 4, the graph shows wind speed data was collected from weather forecast in Melaka. The pattern
of this graph is consistent for 7 days and the maximum of wind speed is 3.6m/s at 16:00 on 23 April, 10:00 on 24
April, 11:00 and 15:00 on 25 April, 16:00 on 26 April, 16:00 on 27 April. The data of wind speed from weather
forecast shows fluctuation pattern and consistent with data collected.
FIGURE 5 shows the graph of wind speed versus voltage was plotted in 7 days. The maximum and minimum
reading of wind speed has been plotted as Figure 5 which collected from 23rd April until 30th April.

FIGURE 5. Graph wind speed from 23rd April until 30th April 2013.
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The maximum of wind speed is 5.1m/s and the voltage is 10 V. The line from the graph shows the correlation
between wind speed data and voltage from 23rd April until 30th April and the value of correlation (r) is 0.67. The
value of r = 0.67 shows the data in range of correlation coefficient which is from -1 to 1,which means this value
correlation shows the two variables have moderate positive correlation. From the result analysis, the reading of wind
speed shows fluctuation pattern follow the output voltage due to several factors. There are two factors the wind
change occurs which are the pressure gradient and second is friction caused by air flowing over the ground, trees
and buildings.
The total average wind speed of this week is around 0.93m/s and it’s not enough time to charge the battery of
24V for 7 days. Battery cannot be 100% discharge otherwise it may be permanently damaged. High speeds of wind
can have unpleasant and unwanted side effects, while low wind speed is almost always welcome during hot and
sticky summer day.

Solar Radiation Results and Analysis
The result of solar radiation obtained by using solar radiation meter and also ‘Fluke Power Quality Analyzer’ for
voltage and current measurement on the PV system. The data recorded from 23 rd April 2013 until 30th April 2013
data has been plotted as FIGURE 6.

a)

b)

c)
FIGURE 6. (a) Graph voltage vs time, (b) Graph radiation vs time, (c) Graph current vs time

The result in FIGURE 6 shows the graphical representation of solar radiation, voltage and current with the time
which start from 12:11 pm on 23 rd April until 30th April 2013. The graph show when at the night time there is no
voltage charging and current charging. This is because there is no radiation at the night time. The maximum of
current charging in this week is 4.2A and the maximum radiation is 1009 W/m² on 23rd April. The reading of voltage
still maintains 25.3 V. For this hybrid system, the output voltage from solar panel are measured from open circuit
voltage and also connected to the battery. In this case, the output voltage of PV system not followed the output
radiation but the reading of output current shows fluctuation pattern and followed the solar radiation condition. The
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polar graph of radiation and current show fluctuated pattern in daytime. The solar radiation is very low on 27th April
because it was rainy day.

FIGURE 7. Graph radiation vs voltage.

FIGURE 7 shows the graph of radiation versus voltage was plotted in 7 days. The maximum and minimum
reading of solar radiation has been plotted as FIGURE 7 which was collected from 23rd April until 30th April. The
maximum radiation is 1009w/m² on 23rd April and the reading of voltage still maintains 25.3 V. The line from the
graph shows the correlation between data radiation and voltage from 23 rd April until 30th April and the value of
correlation (r) is 0.27. The value correlation of 0.27 is in range of correlation coefficient from -1 to 1, which means
this value correlation shows the two variables have weak positive correlation between radiation and voltage.
FIGURE 8 shows the graph of solar radiation versus current was plotted in 7 days. The maximum radiation is
1009w/m² on 23rd April and the reading of current is 4.55A. The red line from the graph shows the line of
correlation between radiation data and current from 23rd April until 30th April and the value of correlation (r) is
0.807 which means these two variables have strong positive correlation.

FIGURE 8. Graph radiation vs current.

For this hybrid system, the output voltage from solar panel are measured from open circuit voltage and also
connected to the battery. In this case, the output voltage of PV system not followed the output radiation but the
reading of output current shows fluctuation pattern and followed the solar radiation. The polar graph of radiation and
current show fluctuated in daytime. From the analysis result, the solar radiation at FKE is enough to generate the
electric and supply to the load. The changes reading of solar radiation causes the effect of the clouds which it
covered the radiation from reach the solar panel. The cloud is one of the factors the reading radiation fluctuated.
This is because the change in ionization is affected the nuclei of condensation for cloud formation. When the low
solar activity occur, more cosmic rays reach earth and created the ultra-small aerosol particles which are cloud
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condensation nuclei form. It can conclude that a change in cosmic rays could cause the increase in certain types of
clouds. Other than that, the weather condition is the main factor that causes reading solar radiation not consistent.
The average voltage charging of this week is 23.47V were charging the battery smoothly with controller action.
Battery cannot be 100% discharge otherwise it may be permanently damaged. The charge controller will protect the
battery by reserving 10% of power and cut off the load at 24.4V. Over discharge the battery will shorten the life
time. Hence the solar system in FKE shows the effectiveness in generate the electricity.

CONCLUSIONS
The hybrid PV-Wind system shows very optimal to use in FKE, UTeM. The overall hybrid system varying
irradiation for PV model and changing wind speed for the wind model to determine the effectiveness of this system
in FKE. As conclusion, the result shows that hybrid system has greater reliability based on the analysis. Based on
the solar radiation result, the correlation coefficient is strong relationship between the two variables of radiation and
current. However, the correlation coefficient is moderate relationship between the two variables of wind speed and
voltage. Hence, the wind turbine system in FKE show does not operate consistent to produce energy source for this
hybrid system compare to PV system. When the wind system does not fully operate due to inconsistent energy
source, the other system like PV system will operate and supply the load for equilibrate the extra load demand.
Hence, the hybrid PV-Wind generator is suitable build in FKE and effective to produce greater output power. Based
on the data that analyzed, the best system that will produce energy is the PV system because it suitable for condition
in Melaka area in term of radiation of sunlight in daylight. For the Wind system, it’s not yet reliable to be used in as
a single source in the system. This is because the wind speed in this area is not suitable for generate enough energy,
it can only be reliable to a certain time and not fixed as the PV system. As the conclusion the PV system is the best
system to produced energy in this whole system. To maximise the utilisation of wind system, the hybrid charger
needs to design specifically to suit the weather and surrounding environment of the system.
Depending on the regional topography of an area, weather conditions like monsoons, cyclones, hurricanes, and
other freak condition of the weather can significantly alter the wind velocity. From the result of weather forecast, the
wind speed is not accurate as speed of wind turbine in FKE. Finally, weather conditions have an important role in
affecting the speeds of wind and solar radiation.
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Features Extraction of EMG Signal Using Time Domain
Analysis for Arm Rehabilitation Device
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Abstract. Rehabilitation device is used as an exoskeleton for people who had failure of their limb. Arm
rehabilitation device may help the rehab program whom suffers from arm disability. The device that is used to
facilitate the tasks of the program should improve the electrical activity in the motor unit and minimize the mental
effort of the user. Electromyography (EMG) is the techniques to analyze the presence of electrical activity in
musculoskeletal systems. The electrical activity in muscles of disable person is failed to contract the muscle for
movements. In order to prevent the muscles from paralysis becomes spasticity, the force of movements should
minimize the mental efforts. Therefore, the rehabilitation device should analyze the surface EMG signal of normal
people that can be implemented to the device. The signal is collected according to procedure of surface
electromyography for non-invasive assessment of muscles (SENIAM). The EMG signal is implemented to set the
movements’ pattern of the arm rehabilitation device. The filtered EMG signal was extracted for features of Standard
Deviation (STD), Mean Absolute Value (MAV) and Root Mean Square (RMS) in time-domain. The extraction of
EMG data is important to have the reduced vector in the signal features with less of error. In order to determine the
best features for any movements, several trials of extraction methods are used by determining the features with less
of errors. The accurate features can be use for future works of rehabilitation control in real-time.
Keywords: Rehabilitation device; electromyography; features extraction.
PACS: 8089

INTRODUCTION
Human support system is endoskeleton. Endoskeleton plays a role as a framework of the body which is
bone. Our daily movements are fully depends on the functionality of our complex systems in the body. The
disability of one or more systems in our body will reduce our physical movements. The assistive device is a
need for rehab as an exoskeleton. The functionality of the rehabilitation device has to smooth as the physical
movement of normal human. Nowadays, rehabilitation program are using exoskeleton device in their tasks. The
functionality of exoskeleton depends on muscle contraction. Electromyogram studies help to facilitate the
effectiveness of the rehabilitation device by analyzing the signal transmitted from the muscle.
The technique of measuring electrical activity that produced from the muscles during rest or contractions
known as electromyography (EMG). The electric signal generates from the brain and sends to the muscles via
motor neuron. The EMG may detect the dysfunctional of the muscles or failure in signal transmission from
nerve to muscle. The failure of sending the electrical signal from the brain requires electrical stimulation from
the external source to muscles. Electrodes are used for signal detection of electrical activity in muscles. The
study of this electrical activity is important for combination of electromyogram and rehabilitation device.
The rehabilitation device is a tool that used to help the movements for daily life activities of the patients who
suffer from the failure of muscle contractions, due to the failure of the muscles contractions the movements is
limited. The ability of the patients to do the tasks in the rehabilitation programs need to be measured. The
rehabilitation programs have to assure whether the tasks will cause effective or bring harm to the patients [1].
Historically, the rehabilitation tasks have been avoided due to a belief that it would increase spasticity [2]. In
this research, the analysis of the data will be focusing on upper limb muscles contraction consisting of biceps
muscles only. The experiment is limited to the certain of upper limb movements that use in training. EMG is a
division of bio signal; the bio signal analysis is the most complex analysis. Thus, the signal analysis is a
complicated process that has to be through many phases of analysis [3].Therefore, the challenge of this study to
assure that the signal processing is conducted properly to overcome the environment noise during data
collection.
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ARM REHABILITATION DEVICE
The arm rehabilitation device is designed by considering two types of muscles that consist in arm, which
were; biceps and triceps. These two muscles react against each other; the biceps muscle is the pick-up area for
the surface electrode in this study. During flexion motion, the muscles contraction cause the slack in the biceps
muscles and tense in triceps muscles and both of these muscles are in rest position when the hand is fully extend
which is no muscles having any contraction (refer FIGURE 3).
The purpose to look over the activity of the muscles contraction or electrical activity in the muscles and
nerves is to classify the pattern of the movement for two degree of freedom to be applied on the rehabilitation
device that have been designed for flexion and extension movement only. Nowadays in medical history, patients
who suffering the paralysis or amputate normally are having the nerve injury is not likely to be cured by any
kind of treatment though. Indeed, the rehabilitation device is a necessary to ease the patients’ movements that
have been pattern into the device depending on the degree of freedom (d.o.f) itself.
Disabilities of the paralyses patients have been the motivator to this study in order to help them in their daily
routine. The importance of electromyogram on normal and healthy person is very helpful to determine the
almost accurate movement of arm rehabilitation device. The parameters resulted by the electromyography will
determine the best features to be implement for classification purpose and the parameters plays a major role to
set the value in range of the ability normal people may perform for preventing the range is exceed the ability and
may bring harm to the user.
This study are focusing on flexion and extension of the elbow firstly because this movements is one of the
daily routine movements, secondly from the view of upper limb anatomy, arms consists of biceps brachii and
triceps muscles only which were larger, easy for electrode placements right on the belly of the muscles and
lastly these movements is the beginning for this research before it can proceed to another higher level degree of
freedom that may consider more than two types of muscles such as muscles in the forearm and fingers. The
nerve injury that experienced by the paralyses patients that may join the rehab program mostly can feel the
presence of the limb but unable or difficult to move it, the existence of this device may ease them. However, for
those patients who face the problem from the main supplier of muscles which is from the backbone itself, the
rehab device does not help them as they cannot feel the presence of the limb and does not have the
determination to move the upper limb as the brain fail to transmit the signal to the nerve through the upper limb.

DATA ACQUISTION IN sEMG
Surface EMG is the technique that had been applied in this study for recording the electrical activity in the
muscles by the electrodes. The sEMG provide an easy, safe and non-invasive method that allow the
quantification of the muscles’ energy. Recording the signal are depends on several criteria that need to be
considered before the signal is recorded. According to Zahak Jamal et al. [4] on his studies, the electrode
placements are an important issue that need to be considered, the placements is depends on the type of the
muscles as the muscles at each limb is different. The quality of the sEMG signal that generates from the
muscles’ energy can be maximizes by placing the electrodes at the belly of the muscles not at or near the tendon
and motor unit. If the electrodes is bipolar configuration (FIGURE 1), which have three detecting surfaces, both
electrode need to be placed nearly to each other within 1-2cm [4]. These two detecting surfaces are connected to
differential amplifier while another one electrode is placed at the reference (bone).

FIGURE 1. Bipolar configuration

The aim for this study to have the EMG signal for analysis purpose by reduce all the unwanted noise from
the electrode, hardware and the environment to maximize the quality of the EMG signal. There have a lot of
noise factor that can be categorized as follows:
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i)

ii)
iii)

Causative Factors: This is the direct affected on signals.
a. Extrinsic – The signal get affected by the electrode placement, structure, surface
detection, distance between electrode (bipolar configuration), and location of the
surface detection on the skin.
b. Intrinsic – It may due to physiological, biochemical and anatomical factors.
Intermediate Factors: This is the phenomena of influencing by one or more causative factors.
Deterministic Factors: This is influenced by the intermediate factors.

By reducing all these factor of noises, the quality of EMG signal will be enlarge and the analysis of the
information will be less of error and easy to obtain. However, the precautions of handling the hardware and the
electrode are needed. Acquisition data play the important role to maximizing the quality of the EMG signal,
such as minimizing the distortion in EMG signal, using any filtering tools are not recommended. In terms of
signal-to-ratio (SNR) the information that carried in SNR should contain the maximum information of EMG
signal [4][5]. Moreover, the quality of EMG signal is affected by the environment, has to set by minimizing the
noise factor, this method also known as control environment. The ambient noises sourced by electromagnetic
device such as radio transmission, fluorescent lights and power line interference from electrical wires [5] and
[6]. These ambient noise and motion artifact can be reduced by the proper electrode placements, circuit
configuration and control environment. The signal recorded in FIGURE 2 shows the appearance of electrical
activity in muscles cannot be differentiate by any muscles contraction, because of not following the criteria to
reduce the noises and the electrode placements detection surface range.
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FIGURE 2. The effects of placement the bipolar electrodes not within 1-2cm without environment control (ambient
noise).

TIME DOMAIN FEATURES
The goal of this study is to facilitate the future works for designing the rehabilitation devices system. The
time domain feature is the most commonly used by the researchers, among them are Phinyomark et al. [7] and
Hamedi et al. [8]. These researchers implement these features in their future studies in pattern recognition and
classifier. One of the advantages of using time domain is it can be implemented in real time. These features can
be analyze by using the powerful tool which is MATLAB, as for this study, the analysis is conducted in
MATLAB 2013a. There are many of features that related to time domain, below is described more on features
in this study:
i)

Root mean square
The RMS represents the square root of the average power of the EMG signal for a given
period of time. It is known as a time domain variable because the amplitude of the signal is
measured as a function of time

RMS
ii)

1
N

¦

N

i 1

EMG (i) 2

(1)

Mean absolute value
The MAV is the computer calculated equivalent of the average rectified value (ARV). The
MAV is known as a time domain variable because it is measured as a function of time. It
represents the area under the EMG signal once it has been rectified, it is defined by
the negative voltage values have been made positive. The MAV is used as a measure of the
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amplitude of the EMG signal like the root mean square (RMS) the RMS is often preferred
over the MAV because it provides a measure of the power of the EMG signal while the MAV
does not. The mean absolute value is calculated using a moving window. It is calculated for
each window of data according to the equation:

MAV
iii)

1
s

s

¦ f ( s)

(2)

1

Standard deviation
The STD of a set of data is the square root of the variance, where x refers to the mean of the
sample. In Figure 7, the STD is pointed in the graph. The STD is often used as the fluctuation
for a sample when data is being collected in an experiment. STD represents noise and other
interference. It can represent the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the signal which can be
determined by dividing the mean by the standard deviation. Good data means would produce a
higher value for the SNR. It is quite common features due to the fact that it can be used to find
the threshold level of muscle contraction activity [9]. The results taken from data are
frequently written as the mean ± STD.

STDn1

1
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2
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Implementation of arm rehabilitation device based on movement is recorded from the EMG signal of healthy
subjects. From the human anatomy studies, different angle movements of upper limb with elbow as the
reference is depends on relation of agonist and antagonist. In this study is focusing on the behaviour of biceps
muscle as agonist and the triceps as the antagonist respectively. Muscle that involved in this movement is biceps
and triceps, however in this study to understand the electrical activity during muscle contraction, the biceps is
the only muscle that taking into account. The movements’ ranges in between position of arm flexion until arm
fully extend.
The environment is in a room with low lighting especially the fluorescent light, any electromagnetic devices
is away from the experiment equipment and the environment is in silent room. Then, the experimental is set up
with the subject sit on the chair while the hand is on the table. The subject has to complete the task of lift up the
dumbbell with 2.268kg of weigh in FIGURE 3(b) for 5 times. Normally, the appearance of EMG signal is chaos
and noisy depends on the type of electrodes also the noise factor. To simplify the difference of amplitude
response for the motion, the dumbbell is functioned to amplify the amplitude in analyzing the electrical activity
during rest and contract. The rehabilitation devices (white in colour on FIGURE 3(a)) helps to keep the position
of the elbow joint and the wrist joint in line Mostly, the EMG signal is obtained after several trials of the
movements. These movements are specified from angle of 0°(arm in rest position), up to 120°(arm is fully
flexion). The experiment will go through several phases as explained in this section [10].

Phase 1: Skin Preparation and Electrode Placements
Electrode placements are followed by skin preparation, the preparation of skin is ruled by the SENIAM
procedure for non-invasive methods. The subject’s skin has to be shaved by using small electrical shaver and
cleaned with sterile alcohol swabs saturated with 70% Isopropyl Alcohol as shown in FIGURE 4. This step is to
be taken for minimizing the noise and to have a good contact with the electrodes of the skin by decreasing the
impedance of the skin. The skin has to be clean from any contamination of body oil, body salt, hair and the dead
cells. The preparation of skin can be done by wiping the alcohol swab into the area of skin that electrode
placement to be applied. The placements of the electrode have to be at the belly of the muscles not in the tendon
or motor unit. This ensured the detecting surface intersects most of the same muscle on subject as in FIGURE
5(a) at the biceps brachii, and as a result, an improved superimposed signal is observed. Reference electrode has
to be at the bone as the ground, for this experiment it placed at elbow joint.
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 3. Subject is set-up with arm rehabilitation assistive device for experiment (a). Simulation of subject’s to lift up the
dumbbell 2.268 kg of weight (b).

FIGURE 4. The alcohol swab that used in this experiment.

Phase 2: sEMG Signal Acquisition
Olimex EKG-EMG-PA provides bipolar electrode which has two detecting surfaces and one reference
electrode. These two detecting surface need to be placed in range of only 1-2 cm from each of it at the biceps
muscle as showed in FIGURE 5(b). As stated at electrodes, the R label is negative input and the L label is the
positive input from the electrical activity in the biceps brachii muscle. These EMG signals will go through into
high voltage protection to protect any electrical surge that may bring harm to the user and the hardware. These
electrodes are connected to the combination of hardware Olimex EKG-EMG-PA and Arduino Mega. These
signals are available for signal conditioning process as the next step to be taken. The electrical diagram for this
hardware is showed in FIGURE 6.

Biceps

(a)
(b)
FIGURE 5. (a) The biceps brachii muscles for electrode positions, (b) The electrode placements on subject skin.
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FIGURE 6. The electrical diagram of electrode sensor, high voltage protection and frequency rejection.

Phase 3: Signal Conditioning
The filtering signal is accessed for features extraction. The raw sEMG signal is continued by filtering for
removing the noise in purpose to obtain the clean features. Low pass Butterworth’s filter is chose for removing
the unwanted frequencies of a sEMG signal. The Butterworth’s filter preserves the wave shape of any filtered
signals across the group delay in the passband. The features from the filtered signal are known as clean features.
These clean features are necessary to obtain the differences of the features sEMG signal. This EMG signal
evaluated in time domain features. These features are Root-Mean-Square (RMS), Mean Absolute Value (MAV)
and Standard Deviation (STD). As for the STD, the results can be obtained from the graph itself, refer to
FIGURE 7-8. This statistical information of the features evaluations were run in the MATLAB R2013a. The
feature with less of error percentage is chose. The percentage obtained from the several trials of movements by
each of features. Then, the average result of each feature will determined the percentage error for each features.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The EMG signals are produced by the subjects during flexion and extension motion by lifting the
2.268kg of dumbbell with their right hand due to the rehabilitation device that designated for right hand.
Figure 7 and 8 shows the raw EMG signal from 2 out of 15 subjects. Both of figures show that the amplitude
signals is amplified when the arm is in flexion motion and shrinking during extension motion.
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FIGURE 7. Raw sEMG Signal from Subject 1.
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FIGURE 8. Raw sEMG Signal from Subject 2.

EMG is one of the bio signal that makes it complicated to analyze, the significance collecting the raw
EMG as many as possible from the normal and healthy subject is to obtain convincing results that can be
apply on the analysis for features extraction, next to further on classification. The differences of amplified
signal can be observed by pointed at the maximum and minimum value of the EMG signal as shown by the
data tip in FIGURE 7 and FIGURE 8. Five trials from every subject are needed to yield the average value for
each subject, up to produce the average value from the average feature value. The average features of each
subject after completing five trial of flexion and extension motion are plotted in FIGURE 9. The feature in
FIGURE 9 is plotted based on the average value of the clean features which is from the filtered EMG signal.

(a)

(b)
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(c)
FIGURE 9. RMS features with error percentage (a). STD features with error percentage (b). MAV features with
error percentage (c).

However, the noise features are needed to be considers to yield the percentage of error for the features.
This evaluation method is used by Phinyomark et al. [7] in her research to evaluate the quality of the robust
of the EMG features. The percentage error is determined by the equation:

Percentage Error

featureclean  featurenoise
x100%
featureclean

(4)

Where featureclean denotes as the average of sEMG signal after filtering and featurenoise denotes as the average
of rectified raw sEMG signals. The performance of these features is determined by their percentage of error.
The smaller percentage of error gives the better performance of the feature [7]. The percentage error of these
features is scheduled in TABLE (1).
TABLE (1). Percentage Error of Time Domain Features.

Percentage of Error

RMS
33.0 %

MAV
1.47%

STD
46.7%

The percentage error of these features is based on analysis by using Butterwoth’s low pass filter shown
that, STD is giving the 46.7% of error which is not suitable for future procedure by having huge range of
error, while RMS gave 33.0% error smaller compare to STD but not yet to satisfy the analysis that need the
smallest percentage of error. Thus, MAV wins the percentage of error with only gave 1.47% of error, which
means the MAV feature provides the best performance in future to be applied in pattern recognition or any
classifier. However, the percentage of error in this study is limited to flexion and extension motion of biceps
brachii muscles. The percentage error of any motion or muscles may be differs.

CONCLUSION
The objectives of this study were to analyze the features in time domain soon to implement it in future
works such as pattern recognition or classifier. The importance of this study to obtain the best feature
performance by determined the percentage error of the features. The MAV shows the best performance as a
feature in time domain. By having the small error percentage the features helps to design the rehabilitation
system device with the greater performance of the device control system. The RMS and STD performance
might be useful for multi-features on any future study. Therefore the mean absolute value (MAV) shows the
better performance for further study on arm rehabilitation device control.
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Abstract. In Malaysia, municipal solid waste contains a high portion of organic matters, typically contributed by food
waste. It is estimated that about 45% of the municipal waste are food waste, followed by the non-food waste such as
plastics, metals, glass and others. Food waste, while being properly sorted and contamination free from non-food waste,
can be reused (e.g. fertiliser) instead of being landfilled. Therefore, recycling of food waste is crucial not only from the
view point of waste management, but also with respect to the reduction of resource losses and greenhouse gases
emission. A new waste separation process involved food particles, non-food particles and electrostatic discharge was
investigated in this study. The empirical results reveal that the corona electrostatic separation is an environmentalfriendly way in recovering foods from municipal waste. The efficiency of the separator, under same operating conditions,
varies with the particle size of the food and non-food particles. The highest efficiency of 82% is recorded for the particle
sizes between 1.5 and 3.0 mm.
Keywords: Food waste; electrostatic; Corona discharge.
PACS: 11, 52

INTRODUCTION
Wasting of food appears as a global dilemma in many countries throughout the world. A study from Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) reveals that 1.3 billion tons of food is wasted every year.
This number is equivalent to what the whole of sub-Saharan Africa can produce [1]. Meanwhile, more than 20,000
children under the age of five die of hunger every day. It is estimated that almost half of the food grown is lost and
wasted before the production reaches final household consumption. Both the industrialized world and developing
countries are suffered from this global issue (FIGURE 1, [2]). Rapid urbanization and industrialization in Malaysia
make this country on a par as developed country. Solid waste generation increases due to rural-urban migration, percapita income increment and high demand of quality life from the citizens [3-5]. According to the National Solid
Waste Management Department, the food waste per day reached 7650 tons in 2002. This figure is forecasted to
double up in 2020 [6-7]. In other word, five million tons of yearly food waste will be generated in this country if we
do not concern it from now.

FIGURE 1. Food loss and waste in different regions.
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Throughout the food supply chain (FSC), food loss can occur during the production and post-harvesting
processes. Food waste is defined as the food losses at retail and final consumption stages of the food chain, which
relates to the behaviour of retailers and consumers [8]. In the retail stage, the foods include vegetables and fruits will
be provided to wet markets, grocers and supermarkets. Before reaching onto the shelf, about 10-15% of them will be
discarded for the reasons of improper handling, e.g. insufficient cooling storage. A large portion of crops is rejected
before the distribution, due to the rigorous quality standards on the size, shape and appearance. Upon reaching
consumption stage, wastage is once again generated from household, restaurants, hospitality sector, prisons, cafes
and so on. Vegetables and fruits contribute the highest portion of food waste, if compared to cereal, roots and tubers,
oilseeds, meat, fish and seafood and milk. The waste of food not only represents the waste of economic value, but
also the waste of the limited natural resources such as water, nutrients, land and energy [9]. Besides, the emission of
greenhouse gases such as methane and carbon dioxide, due to the waste of food, can cause the global warming [1011].
The food waste in the consumption stage can be classified into two categories, namely pre-consumer food waste
and post-consumer food waste. The pre-consumer waste gets its name for never being appeared in front of the
consumer. For instance, overcooked, expired, contamination and trim waste contribute to this type of waste. Postconsumer waste, on the other hand, is mainly caused by the lack of awareness from both caterers and guests. The
portion size and the behaviour of guests in the self-service buffet would lead to the waste of food. Some authorities
had started to put the regulations on the food waste management, before the food waste was sent for incineration or
landfill. In Ireland, the Environmental Protection Agency and the Clean Technology Centre published Waste
Management (Food Waste) regulations 2009 to increase the recovery amount of food waste [12]. The food waste
from the household must be source-segregated, before being collected by an authorized waste collector. Source
segregation refers to the waste segregation at source by the producers to avoid specified waste from being
contaminated or mixed with others. In this way, the food waste can be filtered out.
A high amount of organic matters, particularly from food waste can be found in the sanitary landfills in
Malaysia. Considerable amount of food waste are being produced from hawker centres due to the “dining-out”
habits of Malaysians. It is about 45% of the municipal waste are food waste, followed by other non-food waste such
as plastics, glass etc [13-14]. In fact, the degradable food waste can be converted into useful materials such as soil
conditioner or fertiliser. The National Strategic Plan (NSP) for Solid Waste Management in Malaysia has introduced
policy on waste management to prioritize waste reduction through processes of reducing, reusing and recycling [15].
However, the policy does not lead to a positive result due to the low awareness of citizens [16]. Source segregation
of food waste is not commonly practised in Malaysia. Most food waste is disposed at the disposal site due to the lack
of food waste recovery facilities and poor waste management in this country [17-18].
Source segregation is crucial for enabling the mentioned 45% food waste to be reused and thus protecting the
environment. This study targets to investigate the feasibility of an electrostatic separator in filtering non-food
particles from the recoverable foods. Electrostatic separator is capable in segregating particles based on the varying
conductivity of the constituent components. It is widely used to sort more conductive particles from those of
relatively less conductive. A number of studies had shown the capability of the separator in treating the electrical
and electronic waste [19-22]. Nevertheless, there is lack of research of electrostatic separator on the recovery of food
waste documented. The author expects outcomes from the study will reduce the waste in disposal site by 10 – 20%.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
An electrostatic separator with an earth-grounded rotating drum as roller was designed and employed for the
study of granular mixture separation. An ionizing electrode was connected to a high voltage power source to
generate the corona discharge of charged ions. An electrostatic electrode, formed as wide as the roller, was
connected to the high voltage power source to have same voltage level as the ionizing electrode. The 5.6-inch
diameter roller rotated at a speed of 90 rpm. A feed system located above the roller deposited the granule onto its
surface. The separated products were recovered in the collecting tanks beneath the roller. The schematic shown in
FIGURE 2 illustrates the basic principle of the high-tension electrostatic separator rotating in a clockwise direction.
In electrostatic separation process, food particles are removed from non-food via following sequences:
(i) When the voltage is applied, a high intense corona discharge is generated to ionize the surrounding air near
the ionizing electrode, forming an ionizing zone.
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(ii) When the roller delivers the granules through the ionizing zone, the bombardment ions electrically charge
the granules and pin them onto the roller surface.
(iii) The more conductive granules lose their charge rapidly, avoiding them from being pinned for a longer time
than the less conductive one.
(iv) With the continuous rotation from the roller, the more conductive granules subject to a centrifuge force
which is larger than the pinning force and thrown off the roller.
(v) To enhance the effectiveness of the separation, the electrostatic electrode induced an evenly distributed
electric field to deviate the more conductive granules from their natural falling trajectory. This improves
the effectiveness and efficiency of the separation process.
(vi) The less conductive granules remain pinned to the roller due to the larger pinning force applied. Eventually
they fall off at a different location (tank III) than the more conductive granules (tank I) as they are losing
charge less rapidly or are removed from the roller with a brush.

FIGURE 2. Schematic of the electrostatic separation process.

The granule mixtures of food (fruit skin) and non-food (plastic, glass) were prepared in portion of 40% and 60%
respectively. Sizes of the granules were sampled into four groups, namely G1 (< 0.5 mm), G2 (0.5 – 1.5 mm), G3
(1.5 – 3.0 mm) and G4 (3.0 – 5.0 mm). Weight of the separation results collected from the holding tanks were
measured by a precision balance with resolution of 0.1 g. The ambient was recorded as 24 – 28qC with relative
humidity of 20 – 30%. Water content in the food is between 5 – 10% to maintain its conductivity [23-24]. The
samples were synthetically prepared.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As shown in FIGURE 3(a), the recovery performance was poor for the very fine sample (< 0.5 mm). This was
due to electrostatic separation process relied on the charge properties of food (which is more conductive) and plastic
(non-conductive). When the roller delivered these granules to pass through ionizing zone, charges were induced on
them especially on non-conductive plastic material. The induced force, ionizing force, Fi relates negatively to the
size of the granules and is defined as
Q2
(1)
Fi
4SH d 2
where Q is charge, H is electric permeability and d is diagonal length. Larger food granules subject to a lighter
pinning force are not much restricted to detach from roller [25]. Finer particles of foods, on the other hand, have
significant larger pinned magnitude [26]. Thus the recovery efficiency in G1 appears as the lowest, which is only
29%.
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When the granules in G2 were used, the average recovery efficiency increased to 49% due to the size increment.
The efficiency improved for the increasing size of granules and reached the highest record at 80% when the granular
size was ranging from 1.5 to 3.0 mm (G3). Meanwhile, the average mass of middling remained as the lowest at 14.0
g. When the granules passed the ionizing zone, more conductive particles lost charge more rapidly and subjected to
relatively larger centrifuge force. Centrifuge force, Fct is proportional to the particle mass, m:

F
ct

mRZ 2

(2)

where R is roller radius and ω is angular velocity. Larger particles in G3 subject to larger centrifuge force which
detached them from roller effectively. Moreover, the electrostatic force Fe, expressed as

F
e

QE

(3)

where E is electric field strength, acts as a lifting force to attract the conductive particles to fall to the food tank.
Electrostatic force is proportional to the particle surface area that exposes to the charge. The largest granular size in
G4, however, did not improve the separation results if compared to G3. The efficiency was only 63% and in contrast
with the previous discussion of size increment. This may highly due to the increment of gravity force that
overwhelms electrostatic force. This result reveals size of granules shall be appropriate determined for the separation
process, neither too large nor too small. Another experiment was conducted with a mixture of 40 g of food and 60 g
of glass. The roller was cleaned and air-dried to prevent any substances from the previous experiment from adhering.
Separation results in FIGURE 3 reveal the similar finding which the best efficiency was achieved by using the G3
particles. However, more granules fell as middling instead of being food or non-food, if compared to the food-plastic
separation.

FIGURE 3. Food mass recovered from glass for granule size in (a) G1, (b) G2, (c) G3 and (d) G4.

Another experiment was conducted with a mixture of 40 g of food and 60 g of glass. Separation results in
FIGURE 4 shows the similar finding which the best efficiency was achieved by using the G3 particles. However,
more granules fell as middling instead of being food or non-food, if compared to the food-plastic separation. Though
having the same sizing for experiments, the glass granule was nevertheless having a higher density (2400 – 2800
kg/m3) over the plastic (900 – 1390 kg/m3) [27]. In other word, larger number of plastic granules contributes the
same weight of 60 g for each experiment, regardless of the density. The glass granules are subject to larger gravity
force consequently. Under the same operating conditions, the pinning force on glass granules is comparatively
lighter, resulting in the increases of middling.
The feasibility of food recovery by electrostatic separation is apparent in previous sections. In order to reflect the
real environment, mixture of 40 g of food and 60 g of non-food mixed by glass (30 g) and plastic (30 g) was made
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ready. Separation results were shown in FIGURE 5. The food recovery efficiencies were 32%, 48%, 79% and 64%
for samples of G1, G2, G3 and G4, respectively. Our previous discussion on particle sizes can be applied in this
experiment. Highest efficiency is again recorded when the size ranging from 1.5 to 3.0 mm was employed. This
suggests the size parameter for our future research to investigate on other variables, e.g. charge density, variable
high voltage supply, angular velocity for further improving the separation results.

FIGURE 4. Food mass recovered from plastic for granule size in (a) G1, (b) G2, (c) G3 and (d) G4.

FIGURE 5. Food mass recovered from plastic and glass for granule size in (a) G1, (b) G2, (c) G3 and (d) G4.

CONCLUSION
Food is more conductive, relatively to plastic and glass in the electrostatic separation. Most the granules, both
food and plastic are subject to a strong induction field (or electric image force) when they pass the ionizing zone.
Less conductive particles are electrically charged due to the ion bombardment from the corona electrode, enabling
them to be pinned to the roller. The more conductive particles, i.e. foods, tend to lose their charge faster through the
grounded metal roller than the non-conductive granules. They are free from, or less bounded by the image force.
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Larger food granules have more tendencies to escape from being pinned than fine granules. These particles will be
detached from, or thrown away by the centrifuge force of roller in an induced trajectory to the food tank. The
electrostatic electrode, located downstream of the corona electrode, provides an evenly distributed electric field (or
lifting force) to further attract the foods to the desired tank.
This present study concludes that electrostatic separation is feasible in recovering the food from multi-size
mixture. The food recovery efficiencies are at 75.9%, 79.8% and 79.3% respectively from glass, plastic and glassplastic mixture. Optimization and robust design of separation process shall be further studied for efficiency
enhancement. A comprehensive study of forces act on granule body is worth to be studied to understand the
interactions between relevant parameters.
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